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introduction

The Routledge Encyclopedia of Social Theory

contains 479 entries, each in varying length

categories ranging from approximately 300

to 2,500 words. Though a sizeable figure,

this total permits us to make only a limited

selection from the vast range of topics,

themes, concepts, debates, schools and

authors that today pass by the broad and

open-ended name of ‘social theory’. Social

theory is, by definition, an interdisciplinary

undertaking, composing a large nexus of

domains in the humanities and social sci-

ences. Social theory gravitates around the

discipline of sociology but also pulls into its

orbit a veritable galaxy of fields ranging

from history, philosophy, economics and

political science to anthropology, geo-

graphy, cultural studies, media studies,

women’s studies and area studies. This

encyclopedia cannot possibly do justice to

the full panoply of links between sociology

and these other fields. Nor can it compete

with the many other reference works available

today for more specialised domains such as

social policy, feminist theory, post-colonial

studies, religious studies or psychoanalytic

theory—even though each of these named

areas intersects with social theory in key

ways. Nevertheless, we believe the present

encyclopedia offers a spread of entries that

reflects this rich conjunction of ideas as

judiciously and comprehensively as it can

within the constraints of a single volume.

In this brief Introduction we want to

underline a few general considerations

underlying our difficult decisions about

which kinds of material to include in the

volume and which to leave out.

1. This encyclopedia caters chiefly to

topics in social theory, rather than

to topics in empirical sociology or

empirical social research. Topics

consisting of a relatively large com-

ponent of empirical information and

a relatively small component of the-

oretical analysis receive less treatment

in this work. We have determined

entry headwords according to the

extent to which they are driven spe-

cifically by a theory or by the extent

to which they raise issues that are

specifically conceptual, epistemologi-

cal or methodological in character.

2. This is an encyclopedia primarily of

social rather than political theory. Social

theory and political theory relate to and

depend on one another very closely,

and the present work naturally covers

a range of key concepts in political

thought, such as democracy, equality,

liberty, liberalism, socialism, anarchism,

communitarianism, and several others.

However, we must emphasise that

this encyclopedia is aimed primarily

at the social or sociological end of the

spectrum of the field, rather than at

the normative political end.

3. The emphasis of this encyclopedia

falls on concepts, themes, debates and



schools of thought, rather than on

intellectual personalities. Entries for

names of individual theorists have

been confined to brief overviews of

no more than about 300 words. The

purpose of this policy has been to

release space for lengthier treatments

of the principal ideas, theses and

arguments for which these theorists

are chiefly celebrated or criticised.

Our aim has been to exploit the

advantages of the format of an ency-

clopedia both in dividing material

into analytically distinct elements and

in linking these elements together by

thematically guided cross-references.

This format, we believe, is particu-

larly well-suited to a concentration

on conceptual analysis and synthesis,

rather than on intellectual biography.

4. The encyclopedia contains 106

entries on the work of individual

theorists. This roster will inevitably

be open to criticism. There are some

names we could not possibly have

excluded; but there are many other

figures we could not have included

without raising virtually endless and

intractable issues of relative parity of

importance. Our necessarily rather

pragmatic selection is based on con-

siderations of canonical influence,

originality and critical depth, but is in

no way meant to imply a roll-call of

the ‘greatest of the great’.

5. Lengths of entries for concepts,

themes and schools have been deter-

mined by relative scope and com-

plexity of the topic, by relative

disciplinary centrality, and by relative

modernity and contemporaneity. By

‘modernity’ and ‘contemporaneity’

we mean social thought and analysis

from around the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries onwards, but

mostly in the twentieth and twenty-

first centuries. Short entries are con-

ceived simply as definitions of terms.

Longer entries aim to provide concise

overviews of substantive fields of

research and debate.

6. Our policy in this one-volume work

has been to commission a large

number of succinct but tightly cross-

referenced entries, rather than a smaller

number of longer entries under less

discriminate headwords. Headwords

aim to reflect technical differences

between terms as closely as possibly,

more after the fashion of a dictionary

than a compendium of themed areas

such as a handbook. The entry for

‘stratification’, for example, may be

read in conjunction with ‘inequality’,

‘class’, ‘status’, ‘gender’, ‘elites’, ‘caste’,

‘prestige’, ‘cultural capital’, ‘poverty’,

‘underclass’, and ‘social inclusion and

social exclusion’. We use cross-refer-

ences both to divide material into

units and to link these units together

by ‘family resemblance’, in Wittgen-

stein’s celebrated phrase.

7. The encyclopedia includes one large

entry for ‘religion’ and three separate

entries for Christianity, Judaism and

Islam, but omits entries for all other

world religions. We include the

three Western monotheistic religions

because these have historically fea-

tured not only as objects but also as

dimensions in the formation of the

concepts of modern Western social

thought, whereas, at least until

recently, religions such as Hinduism,

Buddhism or Confucianism have

featured in social theory at most as

distant objects of research. We do

not here imply that social theory is an

exclusively Western enterprise. If

social theory was an exclusively

Western enterprise in the past, it is

no longer so today. Nevertheless,

with respect to the study of world

religions and civilizations, the present

encyclopedia must defer to better

equipped reference works available

viii
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today in such fields as global cultural

studies, religious studies and area

studies.

8. Similarly, we include two entries for

‘Europe’ and ‘America’ but omit

entries for other world regions. We

do so not because we subscribe to a

Eurocentric or Western-centred view

of world culture. We do so because

adequate treatment of non-Western

regional contexts is well beyond our

available resources; and because Eur-

ope and America (qua the USA) are

the initial historical sites of the emer-

gence of social theory as a scientific

institution; and because Europe and

America have been profoundly com-

plex signifiers for numerous influential

names in modern cultural criticism,

from Alexis de Tocqueville to Jean

Baudrillard.

9. The encyclopedia addresses a range of

concepts, themes and debates in femin-

ist theory and in feminist responses to

main- or ‘malestream’ social theory.

However, it cannot be as compre-

hensive in its coverage of these issues

as works devoted specially to women’s

studies, such as the Routledge Ency-

clopedia of Feminist Theory edited by

Lorraine Code, among others.

10. Some headwords are marked in the

listing of entries by their synonyms or

near-synonyms. For ‘labour’, we write

‘see Work’. For ‘ethics’, we write ‘see

Morality’. For terms such as ‘sanction’,

‘discipline’, ‘punishment’ and ‘surveil-

lance’, we write ‘see Social control’.

For all other synonyms or near-

synonyms, for other overlapping

terms or for words included under

more encompassing terms, please see

the index at the end of this volume.

Note that in the List of Entries

‘change’ appears as ‘social change’,

‘justice’ as ‘social justice’, ‘reproduc-

tion’ as ‘social reproduction’, and

‘system’ as ‘social system’.

Austin Harrington
Barbara L. Marshall
Hans-Peter Müller
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A

ACTION

Action is the realization of the power of a

person or thing to effect change in itself and

its environment. To act or to actualize is to

make real the potential or power that an actor

possesses. In the language of Aristotle’s

three modalities of possibility, necessity and

actuality, action is the movement from ‘I

can’ to ‘I do’, or from ‘I must’ to ‘I do’. I

cannot act if I lack the power or possibility

to do so; though sometimes I must act, even

if I lack the power to do so. To make actual

or become actual thus is to move from a

state of possibility to a state of reality, or

from a state of the future (‘not yet’) to a state

of the present (‘now’).

Most languages distinguish between (1)

action as process or performance and (2)

action as completed phase, unit, result or

end-state of a course of acting. Thus English

distinguishes ‘acting’ and ‘act’; French dis-

tinguishes agir and action, German distinguishes

Handeln and Handlung, and so on. The

result of acting is the deed, fait or Tat, and so

on. An act of law, or an act of war, or an act

in the theatre, is the completed bounded phase

or result or record of a process of acting,

deliberating, playing or conspiring, and so on.

Action in social theory usually contrasts

with the term structure. Structure is classically

thought of as limiting or constraining action

negatively, by reducing the range of possi-

bilities available to an actor or by pre-

determining the actor’s possibilities and

deeds beyond the actor’s free choice. But

structure also shapes, moulds or articulates

action in some sense and thus ‘enables’ it to

a certain extent. The idea that action is

‘enabled’ by structure is sometimes referred

to by the term ‘structuration’ (see struc-

turation school). Structure is then said to

be bound up with the agency of the actor,

where agency is defined as the ability of

actors to act freely within the limits of a

medium of some kind.

Action is usually distinguished by philo-

sophers and social theorists from non-

intentional behaviour, where ‘intentional’

denotes representation of desires in the

form of goals or purposes of action. It was

in this sense that Max Weber defined

action in the opening paragraph of Economy

and Society as ‘behaviour to which the actor

attaches a subjectively intended meaning’

(Weber 1968: 4). I do not truly act, Weber

argued, if I am only induced or stimulated

to behaving in a certain way by something

that is external to me and that I cannot

recognize as my own reason for acting – for

example, by hypnotism or by a sudden

noise that makes me jump in fright. To

attach a subjectively intended meaning to

my behaviour implies that I can account for,

and be responsible, for my conduct, in the

sense of my autonomy and moral responsi-

bility as an individual. According to Kantian

philosophy, I am at once a creature of nat-

ure, bound to the laws of nature which

determine my impulses, and, at the same

time, a free being capable of determining
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my own courses of action (see Kantianism

and Neo-Kantianism). This implies that

when I act, the causes of my acting can be

my reasons for acting. The theme of reasons

as causes of action was explored later in the

twentieth century by analytical philoso-

phers of language, notably by Donald

Davidson (1980), in opposition to earlier

standpoints of behaviourism and positivism

that had sought to reduce or ‘bracket off’ all

reference to a subject’s inner mental states

in favour of strictly observable physical pro-

cesses (see also reductionism and causality).

In addition, Weber distinguished between

intentional action in a narrow sense of

action consciously oriented to ends by

deliberate calculation of appropriate means

and a wider, more diffuse range of types of

action guided by feelings and emotion, by

longstanding social customs and tradition,

and by ‘values’, especially ‘ultimate values’

expressed in religion, ritual and myth.

Intentional action, in the narrow sense,

Weber termed ‘purposive-rational action’

(zweckrationales Handeln). Purposive-rational

action implies an ability to convert knowledge

of an objective causal relation between two

states of affairs into a subjective teleological

relation: I know that fire causes water to

boil; I want to boil water; therefore I light a

fire. But perfectly purposive-rational action

of this kind is rarely found in social reality

in any interesting and complex sense. For

example, in the stock exchange traders

invariably fall short of this ideal, and a large

part of their action is determined by emo-

tions of fear or euphoria. Today, theorists

of rational choice demonstrate at length

the manifold ways in which actors seeking

rational strategies in pursuit of their inter-

ests may also deviate from the most effec-

tive courses of action. Weber therefore

defined three other types of action: ‘affec-

tual action’, motivated by emotion, passion

or impulse; ‘traditional action’, motivated

by conformity to social precedent; and

‘value-rational action’, motivated by rational

pursuit of an end, but where the end in

question cannot itself function as a means

because it is, for the actor, the ultimate end

in life, represented as ‘salvation’, ‘election

to the kingdom of God’, or ‘happiness’.

Thus the concluding thesis of Weber’s

study of the Protestant ethic and its rela-

tion to the ‘spirit of capitalism’ in early

modern Europe was that over the courses

of processes of industrialization and

bureaucratization, the Puritan’s value-

rational beliefs that had once given spiritual

sense to the entrepreneur’s purposive-

rational calculations were now defunct:

where purposive-rational action had once

been embedded in value-rational action, now

such action was left to spin around in its

own moral void, like an ‘iron cage’ of

meaningless compulsions.

Besides ‘action’ in general, the concept of

‘social action’ in particular is foundational

for social theory. Social action in a strict

sense should be distinguished from gen-

erally socially conditioned action. Clearly

all action by an individual is socially condi-

tioned in a general sense: I cannot act pri-

vately, keep secrets, lie to others, surprise,

manipulate, or dominate others, without

the existence of others. But some actions I

can perform predominantly only in soli-

tude, while other actions I can perform

predominantly only in concert with others.

I can pray or urinate alone, and I can die

alone; I need not perform any of these

actions with another person, though my

performance of these actions – even the

ultimate borderline case of death – is always

socially structured, just as my every act of

speech, even when I talk to myself or think

alone, is socially structured. However, only

action in concert with others counts as ‘social

action’ in the strict sense. Here again the

canonical definition is provided by Weber

when he writes that ‘social action is action

which on account its subjective meaning is

oriented in its course by the action of

another’ (Weber 1968: 4). Social action

occurs only when I ‘orient’ or ‘relate’ my

action to the action of another, who must

2
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exist in some more or less definite spatio-

temporal relation to me, though he or she

or they may not be known to me personally,

indeed may be wholly anonymous to me.

A further requirement for Weber is that

interaction must be informed by norms,

rules or conventions of some kind. A colli-

sion between two cyclists is social action

only to the extent that the two cyclists fail

to fulfill a prevalent convention to avoid

one another by riding on alternate sides or

to the extent that they swear at each other

or argue about the collision’s causes. The

crashing of the two vehicles is not in itself

social action but only a physical event.

Similarly, it follows that a panic reaction in

a crowd of people in which each individual

is caused to react by the stimulus of others

without a chance to communicate or to

deliberate with them also fails to count as

social action in the strict sense of inten-

tionally mediated, symbolically structured

interaction. Crowd behaviour thus stands

on the borderline between collective

intentional action and mass affection or

mass stimulus-and-response. Social action

may issue in conflict or non-cooperation,

possibly even in war and militarism; or it

may be dominated by the egoistic or tyr-

annical action of one party in relation to

another; but all such action is social if and

only if it is produced with a shared orien-

tation to a code or body of norms – for

example, rules of engagement in a battle –

even if the code or the rules are violated in

some way.

The specifically social character of human

action in general was poorly understood by

the movements of eighteenth- and nine-

teenth-century political economy and uti-

litarianism, although these movements

achieved spectacular results in applying

putative psychological laws about the

springs of human motivation to economic

and strategic behaviour. The primary con-

ceptual innovation of Marx’s critique of

classical political economy was to demon-

strate that human beings are not atoms of

economic action competing in a social

vacuum, in the image of homo oeconomicus,

but vitally interdependent members of

definite social groups. It followed that

altruistic behaviour could not be explained

solely by strategic mitigation of self-regard-

ing interests, as when I concede some

short-term profit to myself for the sake of a

longer-term security or when I elect to

support my family, kin and friends to the

extent that I see them as supporting my

sphere of power. Later positivist thinking,

culminating in the work of Pareto, sought

to explain such behaviour by reference to a

category of ‘irrational’ or ‘non-rational’

factors, covering the influence of religion,

custom and tradition. The inadequacies of

such thinking were exposed in the middle

decades of the twentieth century by three

schools of thought, each of them paralleling

the example set by Weber. These were (1)

Alfred Schutz’s project of a phenomenol-

ogy of the social world; (2) George Herbert

Mead’s psychology of social behaviour

oriented to human interaction; and (3)

Talcott Parsons’s framework of socio-

logical functionalism.

Drawing on Henri Bergson’s conception

of the flow of time as a process of lived

‘duration’ and on Edmund Husserl’s theory

of ‘internal time-consciousness’, Schutz

emphasized two aspects of the quality of

action in society: first, the always unfin-

ished processual character of courses of

acting relative to ends-in-view that can be

continually revised and altered in the light of

experience; second, the essentially socially

constituted character of the actor’s ends.

Similar considerations underlay Mead’s ana-

lysis of the relationship between children

and parents and other elementary bonds of

primary interdependence. Parsons’s mag-

num opus of 1937 The Structure of Social

Action incorporated this focus on the ele-

mentary particles of action – the ‘action

frame of reference’, as he called it – into

analysis of the total structures of social order

prevailing over and above the consciousness

ACTION
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of any one individual. Human societies

consist both of multiple ‘unit acts’ by indi-

viduals acting in multitudinous relations to

one another and of systems that integrate,

order and structure these acts into coherent

patterns (see social system). Parsons thereby

sought to reconcile the aspect of free will

that is essential to human agency (see

voluntarism) with the observation that actors

choose ends typically in contexts of pre-

structured expectation and not at random.

In the 1960s Parsons’s approach came

under fire from a number of directions. Two

pertinent criticisms were, firstly, that the

concept of action tended to be swallowed up

in his work into the concept of system, and,

secondly, that the concept of action in his

work appeared resistant to definite empiri-

cal application. There followed a renaissance

of interactionist approaches in the spirit of

the Chicago School of sociologists,

including the dramaturgical school led by

Goffman and the programme of ethno-

metholology formulated by Garkinkel. In

Europe Ludwig Wittgenstein’s linguistic

analyses led to a theory ‘speech-acts’ and

performatives propounded by the philoso-

phers John Austin and John Searle, emphasiz-

ing that language-in-use not only describes

the world but actively constructs the world.

In different ways these ideas fed into Jürgen

Habermas’s theory of ‘communicative

action’ (see communication) and into Jac-

ques Derrida’s conception of deconstruc-

tion. For other theorists, including notably

Niklas Luhmann and Gilles Deleuze, the

concepts of action, consciousness and

intentionality were redundant artifices of

metaphysical thinking that had to be

abandoned in favour of the terminology of

systems theory and cybernetics.
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AUSTIN HARRINGTON

ACTOR–NETWORK THEORY

Many of the key ideas of what came to be

known as actor-network theory (ANT)

were first formulated in a 1981 paper by

Michel Callon and Bruno Latour. Their

work, along with that of John Law, has

been closely identified with the approach.

Although ANT can be understood as a

quite general approach to social theory, it has

been particularly influential in social stud-

ies of science, although in recent years

there has been increasing interest in ANT

in political sociology, social geography, media

studies, social anthropology and other fields.

The idea of the actor-network derives

some inspiration from semiotics. An actor

(actant) in this account is not an individual

agent with a given identity, but rather an

entity whose identity is formed through its

shifting network of relations with other

actors. In addition, as in semiotics, actors

can be either humans or non-humans. In

this way, ANT poses a radical challenge to

social theory in arguing that sociology

should be as much concerned with the

agency and identity of non-humans as of

humans. In conceiving of the identity of actors

as relational rather than essential, ANT has

much in common with post-structuralist

approaches to social theory such as those

associated with the philosophy of Michel

Foucault, Michel Serres and GillesDeleuze.

While the central claims of ANT parallel

arguments in philosophy, the approach has
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been best developed through detailed

empirical studies. Indeed, ANT draws some

inspiration from micro-sociological and eth-

nographic work, such as that of Erving Goff-

man. There are also connections between

ANT and the sociology and philosophy of

Gabriel Tarde. For Tarde, as for ANT,

society is not conceived of as a structure or a

system but as a multiplicity of associations

between human and non-human actors.
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ANDREW BARRY

ADORNO, THEODOR WIESENGRUND

(1903–1969)

German theorist

A member of the Frankfurt School,

Adorno constantly engaged in polemical

disputes with what he termed ‘positivist

sociology’, arguing that it lacks methodo-

logical self-reflection and falls short of a

dialectical self-consciousness (see dialec-

tical). Positivism takes society as it is

given, and thereby fails to recognize the

influence of the exchange structure on all

social phenomena. Positivist sociology

serves to perpetuate the notion of society as

an aggregate of indivualized atoms. Adorno’s

writings on art and aesthetics, literature

and music in relation to material social

structures seek to validate the thesis of cri-

tical theory that society is not the sum of

its ‘appearances’, and that is not an unalter-

able given. Adorno’s aesthetic studies also

seek to reveal the ‘mimetic’ operations of

the social in artworks. His theoretical work

can be understood in terms of a project to

reveal the variety of ways in which experi-

ence has been diminished by modern forms

of capitalist rationality and rationalization

and instrumental reason.
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BRIAN O’CONNOR

AGE

Age is one of the most important and

diverse yet least theorized principles of social

organization and stratification, spanning

macro-structural and micro-experiential

dimensions of social life. As a principle of

social organization, age can be broken

down into the four major analytical cate-

gories of life course, generation, cohort

and population. Beginning in the early
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twentieth century, the nascent sciences of

pediatrics, geriatrics and gerontology claimed

that the age groups of childhood, adoles-

cence, adulthood and old age were distin-

guishable by their unique developmental

characteristics. As earlier stages of life

became associated with maturation and

socialization, later stages of life were pro-

blematized and cast in terms of decline and

role-loss. The psychologist G. Stanley Hall

pioneered age studies with his two influ-

ential books, Adolescence (1904), and Senes-

cence (1922), and later Erik Erikson

theorized eight stages of development with

each marked by specific identity crises and

resolutions based on life course transitions.

Others followed who theorized the life

course as a complex interplay between

social, psychological and physiological factors.

In the late twentieth century, social crit-

ics pointed to the connection between

research on the life course and the bureau-

cratic standardization of age hierarchies in

legal, educational, military, industrial and

economic systems (Katz 1996). In the

1980s, critical age studies emerged to high-

light further problems with life course

thinking, in particular, the life course as a

socially constructed universalizing model

based on white, masculine, heterosexual

and middle-class cultural patterns and

regimes of embodiment. In reality, life

course politics is an arena of struggle

whereby race, gender, sexual, and class

divisions intersect with those based on age,

while social order and power are con-

stituted through a plurality of life course

structures and experiences. For example,

Dannefer links the lives and life courses of

Third World child laborers, American

youth gangs, ‘trendy’ Amazonian shamans

and Western consumer groups to the pro-

duction, environmental and labor networks

of global commodity capitalism (2003).

Generation is a second organizational

component of age, introduced into social

thought by Karl Mannheim in his essay

‘The Problem of Generations’, which

broadened the idea of generation to include

factors of identity, consciousness, history

and location (1952). Today culturally

formed generations such as ‘Generation X’

or the ‘Woodstock Generation’ would fit

well in Mannheim’s perspective. Especially

innovative in Mannheim’s work was the

focus on the relationship between genera-

tion and class, and their combined role in

the intergenerational transmission of cul-

ture (Edmunds and Turner 2002). In the

last quarter of the twentieth century a new

political image of generations emerged,

depicting a competition between shrinking

younger and growing older generations for

limited social provisions. Labelled by critics

an ‘apocalyptic demography’ (Gee and

Gutman 2000), this image of intergenera-

tional conflict has proved to be an unkind

ideological manifestation of the collapse of

welfare governments, the privatization of

support services and increasing employ-

ment insecurity for younger generations.

Research demonstrates that more inter-

generational interdependence and coopera-

tion exists than antagonism, and that older

generations, whose needs are far from jeo-

pardizing the stability of Western econo-

mies, believe in sustaining the viability of

pan-generational welfare institutions.

The concept of generation is related to

theories of age cohorts, a key idea found in

ethnographic research on age groups that

captures how individual biographies and

socio-structural events are intertwined.

Cohort is a static category signifying a point

in time whereby wars, technological inno-

vations, revolutions, economic fluctuations

or other forms of social change define cer-

tain age groups and characterize their out-

look. Cohort is also part of a qualitative

methodological approach to aging that

looks at the subjective expressions of social

change within the chronological memories

and narratives of specific groups, and his-

toricizes the taken-for-granted norms and

meanings associated with age. Both the

categorical and methodological aspects of
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cohort analysis provide an understanding of

how individual lives lived within specific

periods of time collectively structure the

experience of aging. A seminal cohort study

is Glen Elder Jr.’s Children of the Great

Depression (1974).

Life course, generation and cohort are

clustered into populations. Populations

appear to be naturally and statistically cal-

culable aggregations of age groups. The

young, the middle-aged and the old are

represented and measured in demographic

discourses where terms such as median age,

fertility and mortality rates, dependency

ratios, migration and immigration and life

expectancy characterize collective life.

Graphic ‘age pyramids’ portray the result-

ing shape of changing historical relation-

ships between age groups as some grow

larger and others decline. Three important

demographic trends in Western societies

today are the growth of aging populations,

the decline in fertility rates and the long-

evity gap between women and men. These

have important future political and eco-

nomic implications; for example, women,

because they outlive their spouses, are often

more alone, unsupported, marginalized and

poor.

When populations are examined from a

more critical theoretical perspective, however,

they can be seen as the political basis for the

historical division of peoples into govern-

able and knowable sectors, as Foucault

demonstrates in his work on the ‘bio-poli-

tics of the population’ (1980). In this sense,

one can genealogically trace each age

population and the state provisions created

for it to the modern political concerns

about health, wealth, security, productivity

and the regulation of the social sphere. In

today’s ‘risk society’, as conceptualized by

Ulrich Beck, the public agenda to govern

dependent populations has shifted to a neo-

liberal emphasis on individual responsibility

and risk management (see risk). Hence,

vaguely specified age groups such as ‘youth’

have been reinvented as risk categories, just

as ‘seniors’ are idealized as lifestyle specia-

lists whose social acceptability relies on

their wise investment choices and programs

of self-care.

Age, along with race, class, gender and

disability, often organizes social relations on

the basis of social inequality, where age

groups are stratified chronologically and

structurally defined by their productive and

reproductive relationships to capitalist

economies. Critical literature in exchange

theory and political economy examines

how ‘interlocking systems of oppression’

(Estes 2001) are created from the conjunc-

tion of the capitalist division of laboring age

groups, ageist policy biases favoring privi-

leged classes, the devaluation of domestic

and care work and the inequitable dis-

tribution of resources among different ages.

Complementing such literature, feminist

research tackles the social processes

whereby gender and age create a ‘double

jeopardy’ of oppression at each transitional

point in the female life course, thus bring-

ing to the study of age a focus on the body,

sexuality and the exploitation of the private

sphere, especially where the family is a site

of gender and age conflict. Feminists who

study young (Driscoll 2002), middle-aged

(Woodward 1999) or older groups of

women (Calasanti and Slevin 2001), have

contributed incisive critiques of the patri-

archal configurations of feminine identities,

such as girlhood, daughterhood, mother-

hood and widowhood. Critical theoretical

perspectives on age, gender and inequality

also stress the agency of groups who, based

on their socially inscribed age identities,

lobby the state for social security, pension

and healthcare reforms.

Finally, cultural and postmodern studies

of age caution that in the late twentieth and

early twenty-first centuries, the temporal

and generational boundaries that had set

apart childhood, middle age and old age in

the past, are now blurred and indetermi-

nate. New labour and retirement structures,

the importance of leisure and consumerism
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on a global scale and the medical, pharma-

cological and commercial stretching of

middle age into later life have created the

paradoxical imperative to grow older without

aging (Gilleard and Higgs 2000). Newly

identified age groups such as ‘boomers’ and

‘third agers’ are celebrated for pursuing

personal and bodily lifestyle experiments

with timelessness, as age as a barrier to suc-

cessful living disappears from commercial

portrayals of permanently mature consumer

citizens, whether young or old. Thus, cri-

tical anti-ageism is confused with cultural

anti-aging, as the concept of age in con-

sumer capitalism becomes a fascinating

problem of identity across the life-course

and between generations, cohorts and

populations.
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STEPHEN KATZ

AGENCY

Referring usually to human agency, the

term ‘agency’ typically conveys the voli-

tional, purposive, and intentional aspects of

human activity as opposed to its more

constrained and determined elements. A

general condition for agency (‘doing

something’) is that the agent possesses a

degree of autonomy. A second idea is an

associated reflexivity.

The term ‘agency’ is far from being the

only or main term referring to these aspects

of human activity. What is central to agency

is often dealt with under other terms. Thus

agency can be synonymous with, or closely

related to action and ‘performativity’ (see

performative). A capacity for agency is usually

part of what is central in conceptions of

self, person and personality, identity, sub-

ject and subjectivity – although it should be

noted that unlike the term ‘agency’, ‘sub-

ject’ contains a central ambiguity between

active agency and passive subjection. There

is also a relation to embodiment, in that a

degree of ‘continuity’ between self-identity

and the body is usually assumed, although

the implications of this relation raise com-

plex questions about the nature of desire,

rationality, imagination and emotion.

The primary use of the term, which has a

long ancestry in philosophy, refers to the

capacity possessed by an individual social

actor, or by collectivities of social actors, to

choose between options and to affect out-

comes, whether physical or social. In this

sense, human agency is regarded in terms of

‘causal power’.

Debates about the nature and scope of

human agency touch especially on debates

about structure, and they relate centrally to

issues of determinism and voluntarism. While

in some sociological theories (e.g. symbolic

interactionism and ethnomethodology)

human agency is central, for others (e.g.

functionalism and structuralism) structural

determination is uppermost. In structuralist

and post-structuralist approaches, the claim

is often made for a wholesale ‘decentring’
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and a dissolution of the subject, and the

concept of the self and agency can seem to

dissolve in the determining or fragmenting

power of discursive processes and structures

(see discourse).

In the work of the structuration school,

the relation between agency and structure

is a central topic, with various proposals for

a resolution in terms of an interaction

between agency and structure. Structure is

here seen as both constituted by human

agency and at the same time as the very

medium of this constitution. While classical

and modern sociological theorists are often

presented as one-sidedly emphasizing either

‘agency’ (e.g. Weber, Mead) or ‘structure’

(e.g. Durkheim), most approaches have in

practice involved a subtle interrelation of

the two.

Concerning issues of interpretation and

explanation associated with agency, Von

Wright (1971) distinguishes between Aris-

totelian teleological understanding and

Galilean causal explanation. For R. G.

Collingwood, conceptions of causality are

seen as deriving historically from the idea of

human active powers. For Von Wright,

while usually modern scientific explanation

is arrived at by asserting a nomological

connection between cause-factor and

effect-factors, a form of teleological social

explanation involves no reference to laws

but explains or understands human action

by reference to actors’ beliefs and reasons.

For Max Weber, meaningful interpreta-

tion was to be seen as at the same time a

form of causal explanation. For Weber, a

commitment to interpretive adequacy in an

account was not inconsistent with a wider

exploration of how and why particular

events occur or their wider – including

‘unintended’ – implications.

For Giddens (1984) it is axiomatic that

individual agency as the capacity to inter-

vene in the world or to refrain from action

involves ‘causal power’. This does not rule

out conceptions of agency as the property of

social movements, collectivities or societies,

but it expresses these in the context of what

Giddens calls a ‘duality of structure’. In

contexts of domination and dependency,

there usually exists a ‘dialectic of control’ in

which the subordinated can exercise at

least some control. For example, even

prisoners exercise a small degree of agncy

in relation to prison officers. This is a

viewpoint reflected in the way that agency

reappears in post-structuralist and post-

modernist discourse, with such concepts as

‘localized agency’. For Giddens, three

levels of motivation exist: (1) what he calls

‘discursive consciousness’; (2) ‘practical con-

sciousness’ (what actors do but do not

usually put into words); and (3) the uncon-

scious. Rationalizations and repressed

motives, deep structural analyses of meanings

and ‘unintended consequences’ can also be

potentially accommodated within such a

framework.

The concept of agency as involving rela-

tively autonomous, potentially ‘transforma-

tive’ causal active powers is especially

central to realist social theory and the realist

philosophy of social science (see realism).

It is particularly present in the work of

Harré (1979), Bhaskar (1979) and Archer

(2000), who advance a strong critique of

reductionism, including agency-denying

theories, such as behaviourism and some

versions of Marxian theories of ideology.

For Bhaskar, as for Giddens, social struc-

tures do not exist independently of the

conditions they govern; and society is both

the ever present condition and the con-

tinually reproduced outcome of human

agency. On the other hand, neither do

individuals shape social action or construct

social institutions in conditions entirely of

their own making.

For Bhaskar and Archer, human agency

implies ontological realism. Human beings

continually sustain relations with three

orders of reality: the natural, the practical

and the social. ‘Reality claims’ are a pre-

condition for human activity. As Archer

puts it, whereas some theorists maximize
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the distinction between social-scientific and

natural-scientific analysis, others seek to

minimize it. For Hollis and Smith (1994) –

who maximize difference – the ‘stuff of social

worlds’ consists either of rules and meanings

which are subjectively apprehended and

meaningfully understood, or of an indepen-

dent environment objectively apprehended

and causally explained. But for realist theorists,

causal powers are held as generative

mechanisms in both physical and social

spheres, notwithstanding some differences

between the social and physical sciences.

They can be potentially interrelated

within a single account in which hermeneu-

tic understanding and scientific causal

explanation provide an overall account of

the ‘causal efficacy of people’. The conditions

and consequences of action span both

domains.

A final dimension of agency requiring

discussion concerns its relation to ‘emanci-

patory’ knowledge and action (see emanci-

pation). As expressed by Archer, human

agency involves ‘cares, concerns, commit-

ments, and rectifying goals’. In some respects,

this looks back to a Marxism that is neither

purely humanistic nor purely structuralist.

Compared with conceptions of Marxism in

which actors are merely ‘supports for struc-

tures’ or versions of structural-functionalism

where actors figure only as ‘cultural dopes’,

conceptions of praxis in which actors make a

difference are involved. A more general

emphasis in sociology on human agency and

human interests can place the individual at

the centre of any analysis and connect with

issues of moral choice, political capacity and

social change. One example is Habermas’s

(1972) version of critical theory. For Gid-

dens, the goal is a reworking of social

democracy via new areas of agency asso-

ciated with new social movements. More

generally, differences in the agency of the

powerful compared with the less powerful –

revolving around class, ethnicity, age, gender

and sexuality – are central in the more sub-

stantive exploration of agency.
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DAVID JARY

ALEXANDER, JEFFREY C. (1947– )

US sociologist

Alexander’s contributions have shaped the

theoretical development of American

sociology and its historiography, standing

for an amalgamation of the history of

sociology with sociological theory building.

Following the early project of Talcott

Parsons, Alexander strove for a synthesis of

classic and contemporary accounts of

sociology which resulted in his four-

volume series of works, Theoretical Logic in

Sociology (1982–83). Alexander links the

approaches of Marx and Durkheim and the

interpretive approach, embodied in Weber,

to structural functionalism. He has pur-

sued a path towards a ‘postpositivist’ theory

via systematic synthetic reappraisals of clas-

sic themes concerning the relationship of

structure and agency and culture. Since

his efforts in the late 1980s Alexander has

been emphatically engaged in the project of

a ‘strong programme’ of cultural sociology,

stimulated by the late work of Durkheim.
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BERNHARD GIESEN

DANIEL ŠUBER

ALIENATION

In the writings of Karl Marx, the historical

process through which human beings have

become estranged from non-human nature

and from the products of their activity

(productive forces, capital, social institutions

and culture) is termed ‘alienation’. The

cumulative results of the human productive

capacity confront subsequent generations as

an independent, objectified force, i.e. as an

alienated reality. Marx focused in particular

on the alienating effects of the labour

undertaken in large-scale, capitalist, indus-

trial factories. The concept is also used in

the sociology of mass culture and mass

society and urbanism to convey a cluster

of experiences, including depersonalization,

powerlessness and lack of cohesion in peo-

ple’s lives, particularly in industrial societies.

In the 1920s and 1930s the predicament

of humankind in modern secular socie-

ties was widely discussed by existentialist

philosophers, psychoanalysts, theologians

and Marxists as the problem of aliena-

tion. The debate was further fuelled by the

publication for the first time in 1932 of

Marx’s analysis of alienation in his Economic

and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844. The

term is often linked with reification, which

was not used by Marx but by Georg

Lukács in his influential book History and

Class Consciousness of 1923, which antici-

pated the theme of human ‘objectification’

discussed in the Manuscripts. For Lukács,

reification is the extremity of the alienation

of humans from their products which

arises from the phenomenon of commodity

fetishism, through which social reality is

experienced as a tissue of images and illusions

(see commodity and commodification.

For Marx, alienated labour occurs when

workers are alienated from: (1) their product,

which does not belong to them; (2) work

itself, because it is only a means of survival,

something forced on them in order to live;

(3) themselves, because their activity was

not their own, resulting in feelings of self-

estrangement; and (4) from other people in

the factory because each sells his or her

labour power individually as a commodity.

Economic egoism for Marx was a result

of alienated labour, as was private property.

Egoism did not express an enduring char-

acteristic of human beings but was a pro-

duct of class societies in the capitalist phase.

The abolition of alienated labour meant

that labour would acquire its true collective,

‘species’ character and egoism in the above

sense would be superseded. For Marx, the

organization of large-scale commodity

production and the individualistic wage

labour contract of the early capitalist fac-

tories of his time constituted a travesty of

the species character that labour should have

if it were organized in a way truly congruent

with the assumed nature of man. In Marx’s

work, alienation is thus a ‘critical’ concept,

to be used as a measuring rod for calibrating

the human costs of capitalist civilization

(see critical theory).
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Hegelian philosophy had already descri-

bed, in a metaphysical framework, human

history as a process of alienation through

which humans have been increasingly

transformed from creative subjects into

passive objects of social processes (see

Hegelianism and Neo-Hegelianism). Marx

insisted that liberation from alienation had

to be achieved in practice by real people

and not apparently solely in the realm of

consciousness or self-awareness, as in

Hegel. Marx’s secular humanism relied

heavily on Ludwig Feuerbach’s materialist

theory of religion in which he claimed

that human beings have projected their

own essence and potentialities into God,

who then confronts them in an alienated

form (see materialism). In the Manuscripts,

Marx argued that religious alienation was

only one aspect of the propensity of

human beings to alienate themselves from

their own creations, which could be

explained as aspects of the economic aliena-

tion arising out of the capitalist productive

process.

This analysis was fused with the politics

of communism, as the future society into

which Marx projected the ‘complete

return of man himself as a social (i.e.

human) being – a return become conscious,

and accomplished within the entire wealth

of previous development’ (Marx 1844: 95).

History is thus the simultaneous loss of

human beings in their own products and

their subsequent recovery of themselves,

a real process of alienation that Hegel had

perceived in a mystified manner. In Marx’s

theory of history, the developing forces of

production progressively outgrow their

relations in a series of historical modes of

production as the realization of this

process. With the social formation of

capitalism ‘the pre-history of human society

accordingly closes’ (Marx 1859: 22).

Two problems have dominated the

debate about alienation. First, the model of

human beings at the heart of the theory is

controversial. Marx’s conception of homo

laborans takes labour from the dominant

experience of factory work of his time and

places it as the central, defining human

characteristic. Around this idea are then

hung a number of further contestable

assumptions about human sociability, free-

dom and control, self-realization and

collective labour as its own reward, derived

from Rousseau and the French socialists.

Second, existentialists have suggested

that while alienation may be exacerbated

under capitalist production, in its basic form

it is symptomatic of something perennial in

the human condition. Eliminating aliena-

tion at the point of production through

workers’ self-management would leave the

spheres of distribution and exchange

untouched, thus perpetuating further sour-

ces of alienation. Since Marx thought that

economic alienation was the basis of all

other aspects, the supersession of private

property would mark the end of expro-

priation by capitalists and hence the end of

all alienation. But Marx did not foresee the

emergence of new forms of expropriation

and the exploitation of people by each

other and, hence, further forms of alienation

(Axelos 1976).

Robert Blauner (1964) separated Marx’s

concept into the four testable dimensions of

powerlessness, meaninglessness, isolation and

self-estrangement in the workplace. In a

study of various industrial settings in the

USA, he found that alienation was at its

greatest in mass production and at its least

in craft production. Some have argued

that this kind of empirical approach misses

the critical-philosophical intention of

Marx’s concept, while others have argued

that it is the only way to give precision to a

concept which is quasi-metaphysical and

inherently indeterminate.
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RICHARD KILMINSTER

ALTHUSSER, LOUIS (1918–1990)

French theorist

Taught philosophy at L’École normale

supérieure. Well versed in Hegel and, of

course, Marx, Althusser repudiated any

conflation of Hegelianism and Marxism

(see Hegelianism and Neo-Hegelianism).

Althusser rendered explicit Marx’s implicit

strategy of reading classical economics, to

uncover the presence of more than one

discourse in the same text. Althusser illu-

strated how such ‘symptomatic readings’

went beyond conventional dogmatic, or,

even, immanent critiques. Althusser argued

that Marx’s mature work differed radically

from his early work, locating an ‘epistemo-

logical break’ in Marx’s thought as evi-

denced by the emergence, by the late

1850s, of a radically new set of concepts

produced and organized around a new

‘problematic’. The humanist notion of a

founding individual or collective subject and

of society as its (imperfect) expression, was

analytically displaced, primacy was assigned

instead to structured sets of social/material

relations. Modes of production, of reproduc-

tion and exploitation, for example, are articu-

lated through relations of production

connections and productive forces connec-

tions; these in turn have conditions of exis-

tence constituted by relatively autonomous

economic, political and ideological prac-

tices (see modes of production). Ideological

practices constitute and reconstitute subjects

by interpellating them within particular

social relations. These latter are often – but

by no means necessarily – functionally

integrated with each other. Althusser’s later

‘aleatory materialism’ emphasized the neces-

sity of examining both the nature of differ-

ent practices and their articulation with

each other, to discover which process is

‘determinant in the last instance’. Tragi-

cally, in 1980, in a psychotic episode,

Althusser killed his wife, Hélène Legotien.

Institutionalized, but then released, he ceased

to publicly participate in French intellectual

life although some of his unpublished works,

including anguished autobiographical writ-

ings, have become available posthumously.
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Books.
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FRANK PEARCE

AMERICA

America has fascinated since the time it was

first ‘discovered’ and named after the Italian-

Spanish seafarer and discoverer, Amerigo

Vespucci. Since the conquest of the two

continents of the Americas by Europeans,

encounters between the Old and the New

World have generated wide-ranging ideas

about America’s symbolic identity. Yet

America’s cultural history prior to its ‘dis-

covery’ has only recently become an issue

of public debate, notably in the framework

of post-colonial theory.

As Tzvetan Todorow (1984) notes, for

the European discoverers, America and its

original inhabitants came to signify an idea of
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otherness. Confronted with this Other,

European reactions ranged from sheer

ignorance and negative reactions (Columbus),

to brutal conquest (Cortes), to affection and

religious conversion or assimilation (Las

Casas). Confrontations were not limited to

the experience of first-wave European for-

ces encountering native Americans. Over

the course of centuries of colonization,

settlement and later independence in which

original colonists and natives would eventually

become nearly indistinguishable, two different

Americas finally emerged, divided by lan-

guage. Yet, as Seymour Martin Lipset

(1963) emphasized, language was not the

only difference. The religious division of

Catholicism in South and Central America

and Protestantism in the North (with the

exception of Québec) proved to be decisive

influences. And as with language and religious

orientation, the different cultures, customs

and political experiences of the original

European countries proved to be equally

important. Influenced by English culture

and customs, the North American settlers

subscribed to ideas of the rule of law, free-

dom and administration of the community.

Driven by a commercial spirit, they learned

to trade, farm and reap the fruits of the new

environment. The inhabitants of New

England entertained ideas of progress, edu-

cation and scientific inquiry, while the

Spanish and Portuguese colonies remained

dominated by the legacies of absolute mon-

archy and feudalism, and by poorly devel-

oped agrarian economies. As Frederick Pike

(1992) observes, such differences would

eventually lead to a division, one which

historians of ideas have described in terms of

a dichotomoy between a hegemonic North

America symbolizing civilization and

material progress and a Latin America

representing backwardness and primitivism.

At present, the US largely monopolizes

definitions of the symbolic meaning of

America. And not least an account of the

USA’s rise to a position of near-global poli-

tical, economic and military hegemony,

anti-Americanism is now a widespread

ideological currency, particularly among

European, Latin American and Arab intel-

lectuals but by no means limited to these.

As James W. Ceaser (1997) emphasizes,

this contrasts with the predominantly opti-

mistic tradition of thinking about America

inaugurated in the nineteenth century by

Alexis de Toqueville. The development of a

US intellectual elite in the late eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries proved decisive in gen-

erating a range of intellectual building blocks

and political concepts that include in particular

the concept of ‘American exceptionalism’, as

discussed in such documents as the Federalist

Papers, the frontier thesis of Fredrick Jackson

Turner, as well as Tocqueville’s Democracy in

America. It has produced a distinct kind of

political theology, as well as re-inventing the

tradition of classical republican political

thought, as discussed by Hannah Arendt and

J. G. A. Pocock among others. It has articu-

lated a newly defined liberalism – discussed

by Louis Hartz, Judith N. Shklar, and Stephen

Holmes among others – and is closely asso-

ciated with the distinctively American tradi-

tion of philosophical pragmatism, from C. S.

Peirce to William James, John Dewey and

G. H.Mead.

Later twentieth-century social and poli-

tical thinkers in the USA have since made

entensive contributions to our under-

standing of the nature of power, democ-

racy, justice, pluralism, multiculturalism,

civil society and the task and role of intel-

lectuals in a democratic society. Among

some of the most influential authors in

public debates and diverse academic fields

have been W. E. B. Du Bois, Talcott

Parsons, Robert Merton, Barrington

Moore, C. Wright Mills, Robert A. Dahl,

Sheldon Wolin, John Rawls, Michael

Walzer, and Ronald Dworkin, Nathan

Glazer, Anthony Appiah, Henry Louis

Gates, Jeffrey C. Goldfarb, and Jeffrey C.

Alexander.

Yet as Richard Hofstadter (1963) poin-

ted out in the 1960s, the development of
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political and social thought in the US has

been accompanied by a strong force of

anti-intellectualism in the wider American

society. More recently, the debates sur-

rounding the attacks of September 11,

2001, and subsequent US foreign policy

indicate an intellectual environment that

has fought hard to sustain itself in the face

of far-reaching threats to civil liberties and

powerful nationalist sentiments in the US

media and mass media.
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ANDREAS HESS

ANARCHISM

For some social and political theorists, anar-

chism is an overly idealist philosophy which

may have some moral validity but is unrea-

listic or dangerous when put into practice.

However, it can be argued that anarchism is

a theory – or a loose family of theories –

with continuing application. It addresses a

central problem of democracy: how can

organizations coordinate action while

preserving individual autonomy? In parti-

cular, anarchism addresses the question of

how action can be coordinated without the

emergence of leaders or hierarchy. Its core

belief is that autonomy is sacrosanct and

cannot be legitimately delegated to repre-

sentatives or to a state (Wolff 1970). This

need not result in all social controls being

dismantled: controls are legitimate if agreed

to by those subject to them. Determining

the scope and nature of these controls

without eradicating autonomy requires a

firm commitment to democracy and mutual

support. Thus rather than denoting chaos,

ideal anarchy denotes order – but an order

arising only with the full consent and active

participation of all its members.

Anarchist thought developed particularly

in the nineteenth century. Where Social

Darwinism held that humanity was inher-

ently bestial and that life was a struggle in

which only the ‘fittest’ survived, Kropotkin

(1902) argued that in both nature and

society ‘fitness’ depended on collaboration,

not competition. In his thesis, spontaneous

autonomous organization for mutual bene-

fit was a natural and common occurrence.

Over time, however, this impulse to colla-

borate had been corrupted. Unproductive

castes, such as priesthoods, used charismatic

or traditional authority to command

resources (see domination and authority).

Stratification and hierarchy were the

abstract consequences, while church and

state were the practical results. The appro-

priation of resources (as taxes and tithes) by

these hierarchies and their control over

education, government, and the military

not only deprived most people of auton-

omy but also provoked active conflict

between rulers and ruled. To maintain an

unjust system, elites could not extend the

people’s autonomy, but controlled and ulti-

mately eradicated it via the modern bureau-

cratic state and corporate organizations.

Anarchists hold that society should be

comprised not of hierarchical organizations
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but of networks which emerge sponta-

neously and evolve dynamically, and in

which people participate voluntarily. The

domination of bureaucracies has condi-

tioned people to the idea that hierarchies

and leaders are ‘natural’. It is assumed that

without them there can be no effective

action, and that outbreaks of uncontrolled,

spontaneous action are inherently danger-

ous. Against this assumption, anarchists

hold that this is precisely the form that

‘outbreaks of democracy’ often take when

social control breaks down and people act

and organize spontaneously to address

democratic deficits and reassert their

autonomy (Blaug 1999).

Anarchism is a practice more than it is an

ideology or dogma. There are many anar-

chisms, each developed by its practitioners,

and the family of associated theories con-

tinues to evolve. Critiques are now as likely

to be focused not only on organized reli-

gion and the state but also on capitalism

and its corporations; on patriarchy; or on

human relationships with the non-human

world, as discussed by theorists of ecology

and environmentalism.

Like many radical philosophies, anar-

chism is confronted with problems of

infighting over tactics and orthodoxy. This

is particularly evident in the debate

between Bookchin (1995), on the one

hand, and Zerzan (1999) and Watson

(1996), on the other. Bookchin observes

that without a commitment to democracy

and mutual respect, anarchism can decay

into ineffectiveness, or into forms of

extreme economic libertarianism, especially

if private property is considered sacrosanct.

But unlike some other idealistic philosophies,

contemporary anarchism is constantly tested

and developed in the ‘laboratories’ of

worker co-operatives, anti-road camps,

pirate radio stations and other locations for

social activism (Merrick 1996; Ferrell

2001). These exist not only for specific

political ends but also to stimulate new

forms of organizing.

Anarchist networks are fragile and often

ephemeral, but this can be attributed as

much to repression as to tensions within them.

During the Spanish Civil War – which saw

a significant flowering of anarchist

practices – the anarchist militias were per-

secuted by both royalists and communists

(c.f. Orwell 1951). Today, even apparently

democratic elites may pass and enforce laws

designed to repress or diffuse democratic

outbreaks. But anarchist movements always

remain a possibility because self-organizing

networks are an inherent feature of com-

plex systems, including social systems.
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ANDREW WHITWORTH

ANOMIE

In Emile Durkheim’s study Suicide (1897)

and other writings, loss of the effectiveness

of the moral framework that regulates people’s

lives is termed ‘anomie’. Anomie literally
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means lacking a moral law (nomos). When

the framework of norms which keeps peo-

ple’s expectations, goals and desires within

realistic and manageable limits breaks

down, they begin to desire the unattain-

able. This condition produces continuous

unhappiness, one symptom of which is a rise

in the suicide rate. Anomie is likely when

industrialization or commercialization hap-

pen quickly in a formerly traditional

society. Expectations are raised and people

experience boundless opportunities for

pleasure and excitement, causing uncer-

tainty about values and goals. The concept

was used by Durkheim to diagnose the

social malaise of modern societies where the

economic system was one of contract,

exchange and economic individualism (see

Individualism and Individualization).

Durkheim distinguished two kinds of

anomie: acute and chronic. Acute anomie

arises typically from a sudden economic

boom, when aspirations rise and desires and

appetites generally increase. An economic

slump can also result in anomie. As people

are suddenly forced into a lower standard of

living, they experience new and unac-

customed limits to their desires and goals,

for which their moral code has not adequately

prepared them.

Chronic anomie refers to the endemic

condition of discontent generated by indus-

trial capitalism, which continually raises

expectations and desires. Limitless possibi-

lities arise which cannot be attained by all

and a thirst for novelties produces new sensa-

tions which quickly lose their savour. People

want more and more in continuous cycles

of dissatisfaction and discontent. Neither a

sense of community nor established reli-

gion can provide robust moral codes for reg-

ulating desires and goals within achievable

limits, nor a solid moral foundation generally.

For Durkheim, chronic anomie describes

the modern social condition of everyone.

At the individual level, experiences asso-

ciated with anomie, particularly the acute

kind, must not be understood as simply

vague feelings of unease or apprehension.

In Durkheim’s usage there are affinities

with later existentialist discussions of

human experience. At stake are profound

feelings that have been described in terms

of horror, fear of absence and sickly dread.

If the normal assumptions governing peo-

ple’s lives at a fundamental level disappear,

an uncanny feeling of unreality arises.

Anomie occurs not only in economic life

but also in, for example, divorce or separa-

tion, which Durkheim refers to as ‘domes-

tic or conjugal anomie’. Here individuals

can experience existential anxiety, ground-

lessness and loss of meaning. This kind of

loss of grounding, or non-being, can also

occur in, say, bereavement or the

experience of being a refugee (see death

and mortality).

Robert K. Merton’s theory of deviance

embodied a reformulation of the concept

inspired by Durkheim’s conception of

chronic anomie. He argued that in indus-

trial societies the legitimate means of

achieving the cultural goal of economic

success are unevenly distributed due to

inequalities of access to them. American

society was anomic because the cultural

goal of success is unattainable for many

people: there is a perennial disjuncture

between the goal and access to the legit-

imate means of achieving it. Most people

conform, but others adapt in various ways

by finding alternative, illegitimate, means

to achieve the same goal. Various critics

have seen in Merton’s influential formula-

tion of anomie a loss of the concept’s ori-

ginal moral and critical cutting edge.

Controversy over two further issues has

continued. First, in Suicide, Durkheim did

not systematically analyze the separate

effects of the two related phenomena of

anomie and egoism, which correspond to

the two spheres of moral regulation and

social integration. He only offered instances

where both conditions occurred together.

If the two concepts refer only to one social

state, as he implied, then the independent
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explanatory status of both, including

anomie, becomes problematic. Second,

the model of human nature implied in

Durkheim’s work generally and in the

concept of anomie in particular, is that of

homo duplex, which posits a dualism in

humans between reason and passion. It is a

model classically associated with con-

servatism, although in the case of Dur-

kheim, this association has been contested

in view of his liberal and socialist lean-

ings. The current Durkheimian revival in

sociology has given new credence to Dur-

kheim’s model of human nature, which has

also helped to bring the concept of

anomie back onto the centre stage of social

science.
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RICHARD KILMINSTER

ARENDT, HANNAH (1906–1975)

German-born theorist

A Jewish émigré, Arendt spent most of her

intellectual career in the USA. In Origins of

Totalitarianism (1979), she offers a profound

understanding of totalitarianism and of the

elements of modern political life that made

it possible. These include secular anti-Semit-

ism, imperialist violence, national exclusiv-

ity in anti-imperial movements, and broadly

the rise of European nihilism (see imperial-

ism). Unlike conventional theorists Arendt

saw the deficiencies of liberal democracy as

implicated in the origins of totalitarianism.

Her intellectual project, however, was not

only to avert its repetition but to under-

stand freedom as the raison d’être of political

life. In The Human Condition she focuses on

the importance of the public sphere for

modern political life. Her controversial

Eichmann in Jerusalem questions the nature

of evil in modernity and the role of inter-

national criminal law in combating it. On

Revolution, examines three streams of the

modern revolutionary tradition: French,

American and its ‘lost treasure’ – participa-

tory democracy. She explores why free-

dom was denied and speculates on how the

revolutionary tradition might be reconfi-

gured. Between Past and Future, explores

how teleological conceptions of historical

progress annul the freedom of the present.

In Life of the Mind she addresses divisions

between thinking, willing and judging

that beset modern consciousness, and the

threat to the activity of understanding that

the modern age poses. Arendt was critical

of social scientists for their failure to face

up to the evils of the modern age, but her

determination to uncover human experi-

ence makes her work more like a social

theory of political life than a political the-

ory as such.
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ROBERT FINE

ARISTOCRACY

Literally meaning ‘the rule of the best’ in

classical Greek, the phenomenon of aris-

tocracy has a variegated history. Today we

can distinguish three aspects: (1) a social

stratum, generalizable across diverse cultural

contexts after a certain level of social

development; (2) European aristocracy; and

(3) decline among European aristocracies in

the wake of state-formation, democratiza-

tion and industrialization.

Aristocracy is a form of ‘nobility’, defined

through hereditary rank, relatively closed

against the more ‘common’ members of clans

or tribes. Aristocracy begins to be institu-

tionalized at the level of agrarian societies.

With the establishment of chiefdoms, posi-

tions of nobility come to be inherited rather

than obtained directly through prowess in

battle. The wealthier and more differentiated

planter-societies become, the more they

develop powerful leading groups (for

example, the Maya). In agrarian societies,

the limitation of available land prevents

lower strata from wandering away in dis-

content, thus facilitating their subjugation

(Harris and Johnson 1999). A food-producing

peasantry develops as chiefs turn into

monarchs, and chiefdoms into states and

empires, all in long-term unintentional

chains of action. The distance between

aristocracy and ‘the people’ increases and

reaches a maximum in absolutist monarchies

(Lenski 1966). Only industrialization leads

gradually to a more egalitarian form of

stratification. The power dimensions of

aristocracies may be either physical (as with

warriors) or administrative (as with

bureaucrats) or religious (as with priests) or

economic (as with patrician merchants in

city-republics).

In Europe in the Middle Ages the com-

bination of military power and landed

property of vassals led to the rise of a feudal

aristocracy (see feudalism). According to

Max Weber, this seigneurial class acquires

a specific kind of charisma, transmitted

through the bonds of blood. In this context

‘hereditary charisma’ of noble families

means an objectification of an originally

purely personal gift of grace which

becomes relevant for the political structur-

ing of states, as clan-states, feudal, patri-

monial or even bureaucratic states (Weber

1978: 250). An aristocracy may also func-

tion as a military service class in an eastern

absolutism of Russian coinage (c.f. Ander-

son 1974). Most often, aristocracy is tied to

the institution of monarchy with a prince

or king as primus inter pares, or it forms a

dominating class operating in an oligarchic

or city-patrician framework, electing its

leaders as doge or consul. In ancient

Greece, the delicate and fragile relationship

between aristocracy, timocracy, democ-

racy, anarchy and tyranny was considered

in terms of an ongoing circular process of

transition from one stage to the other.

The decline of the European aristocracy

as a military nobility began in the late

Middle Ages and became irreversible with

the rise of early modern states and their

standing armies. In France, this develop-

ment gave rise to a nursed and tamed court

aristocracy (c.f. Elias 1983), complemented

by a new ‘noblesse de robe’ of bourgeois

bureaucrats joining the old ‘noblesse

d’épée’. Hermetic closure against the lower

ranks had always been only theoretical, and

stages of closure have been regularly followed

by relative openness. Early modern England
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saw a commercially based, titled and unti-

tled nobility becoming bourgeois, and the

eighteenth century in England became –

somewhat paradoxically after civil war and

revolution – the great era of aristocracy and

gentry. In the German case, the eastern

class of Junkers retained a much more

militarized position and mentality and thus

was able partially to ‘feudalize’ the rising

bourgeoisie. In Central Europe, aris-

tocracies retained much of their political

influence by occupying the pillars of the

army and state bureaucracy until 1914,

thus underlining the ‘ständischen’ (estate)

character of these offices. But also in Eng-

land, we find an overrepresentation of aris-

tocrats in government far into the

twentieth century. Even as late as 1922, half

the members of the British Cabinet were of

noble origin (Cannadine 1990: 711).

Although financial and industrial capital

since the twentieth century has greatly

reduced the social significance of aris-

tocracy in all European societies, aristocracy

retains its influence in the formation of

mentalities and in matters of taste. In

France since the nineteenth century, this

has been achieved through the establish-

ment of ‘grandes écoles’ that seamlessly fuse

bourgeois and aristocratic codes to a habi-

tus of fine distinctions (see, especially, the

work of Pierre Bourdieu). England in the

nineteenth century experienced an amalga-

mation of the gentlemen’s code of the landed

property with the utilitarian Christian

reformism of the middle class. Formulated

as the ideal of ‘muscular Christianity’, it

became one of the motors of colonial

missionary movement. In Germany after

1871, the merging of the aristocracy and

the bourgeoisie led to a new ‘good society’

of duelling fraternities (Elias 1996). Even

the ideas and origins of the European wel-

fare state are not understandable without

tracing its ethos to an aristocratic legacy

that provides ‘protection’ and ‘care’ in

exchange for deference and loyalty (Sor-

enson 1997).
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HELMUT KUZMICS

ARON, RAYMOND (1905–1983)

French theorist

Aron’s early work dealt with the episte-

mology of historical research and with

German sociology. He introduced Max

Weber to France. Throughout his career,

he fought to overcome the gap between

sociology, philosophy and politics, reinter-

preting Montesquieu, Tocqueville and

Marx in this light. After World War II, his

main interest turned to the interpretation of

twentieth century society. He investigated

the links between industrial society, social

struggles and political regimes and between

war, revolution and totalitarianism. He

was a central figure in French ideological

discussions, an outspoken critic of Jean-

Paul Sartres Marxism, and the most pro-

minent critic of ‘secular religions’ (a term

he coined) and of Marxism. But above all,

he was France’s main international relations

theorist, as well as its most famous and

respected commentator on international

affairs. His diagnosis of the Cold War in
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terms of ‘peace impossible, war improbable’

remained valid until 1989. His major treatise

Peace and War (1967), and his monumental

study on Clausewitz provide an intellectual

framework of lasting value (see War and

militarism).
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PIERRE HASSNER

ART AND AESTHETICS

A central issue for social theorists and philo-

sophers of the arts is the question of whether

art consists in any universally recognizable

perceptual qualities or whether the word ‘art’

must be understood to refer simply to the

practices, attitudes and outlooks of different

cultural institutions that elect to classify

objects in the world in particular ways (see

classification). Proponents of ‘institutional

theories’ of art argue that insofar as it pos-

sible for one object to be accounted a work

of art and another physically indistinguish-

able object not to be accounted a work of

art, the only factor capable of distinguishing

art from non-art is the social fact of the

decision of a particular cultural institution –

the ‘art world’ – to confer status on certain

objects (Danto 1964; Dickie 1974). One of

the most frequently discussed cases in this

connection has been Marcel Duchamp’s

Dadaist ‘ready-made’ Fountain at New York’s

Museum of Modern Art, consisting of a

ceramic men’s toilet bowl, which appears

to be materially indistinguishable from a

toilet bowl in any men’s cloakroom.

Institutional theories of the arts gain

support from the observations by anthro-

pologists that societies that do not possess a

formal institution or concept of art cannot

necessarily be understood as producing art.

It seems clear that not all societies can be

understood as producing art in the sense in

which art has been understood in Western

culture since Renaissance and the Enlight-

enment in Europe. Certainly few societies

have seen art in terms of a special, quasi-

sacred domain of expressive activity pur-

sued for its own sake, without regard to

utility or practical purpose, aiming at an

ideal of autonomous aesthetic plenitude –

an ideal famously enshrined in the nine-

teenth-century French slogan ‘art for art’s

sake’, or l’art pour l’art.

However, one general difficulty with

institutional theories that strive for ‘value-

neutral’ understandings of art, is that ‘art’ is

not only a classificatory term; it is also,

intrinsically, a value-laden honorific term.

It is for this reason that sociological studies

of the arts cannot be dissociated from the

discipline of aesthetics, defined as the study

of grounds for declarations of pleasure in

perceptual experience. To understand

something as a work of art is to understand

it as embodying value of some kind; this

value rests on perceptually significant sen-

sory qualities that illuminate the spectator’s

experience in some way (Wollheim 1980).

It is in this sense that experiencing an

object as an art object is not reducible

merely to recognizing it as an instance of a

prevailing cultural and institutional fact,

convention or code of perception.

Evaluative appreciation of art need not

preclude a rigorous sociological consciousness

of the relativity of ideas of art and aesthetic

value to changing material contexts of cultural

production and consumption. Sociological

studies of the arts that emphasize the
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imbrication of aesthetic value with political

values of democracy and equality of access to

cultural acclamation are sharply critical of, but

not ultimately incompatible with, tradi-

tional humanistic ideas of art as intrinsically

valuable sources of humane self-under-

standing and self-flourishing (see humanism).

Marxist approaches are represented by

social historians of art such as Arnold Hau-

ser and Lucien Goldmann and by the

Hegelian-Marxist thinkers Georg Lukács,

Ernst Bloch, Walter Benjamin, Siegfried

Kracauer, Theodor Adorno, Max Hor-

kheimer and Herbert Marcuse. These

authors emphasize correlations between

forms and contents of works of art and

social class relations, especially insofar as

these revolve around the artist’s relation to

a patron, or the market, or the state or any

other source of economic subsistence. Much

of this work draws on the Marxian vision of

aesthetic forms as both vehicles of ideology

that may function to legitimate existing rela-

tions of class domination and as utopian

intimations or ‘fore-images’ of a future

communistic society (see utopia).

More recent approaches in post-Marxist

cultural studies criticize the older writers’

concentration on class relations at the

expense of differences of gender and ethni-

city in the production of culture (Chadwick

1990), as well as their neglect of the recep-

tive activity of audiences in constructing and

recombining the contents of cultural pro-

ducts, including the contents of commercial

media images. Particular objection has been

taken to the Frankfurt School’s unsympa-

thetic attitude to mass culture and mass

society and to its excessively bleak view of

the ‘culture industry’. Adorno’s normative

attachment to the modernist aesthetic form

has been seen as undervaluing the subversive

and communicative resources of some kinds

of popular culture – an issue discussed

among others by Fredric Jameson in rela-

tion to the emergence of a postmodernist

turn in the cultural practices of late capitalist

modernity (see also Huyssen 1986).

Contemporary French sociological studies

of the arts are greatly influenced by Pierre

Bourdieu’s analyses of audience responses

to works of art in terms of differential cul-

tural, educational and socio-economic

backgrounds (Bourdieu 1984; 1996). These

and other approaches continue to take their

lead from Durkheim’s ideas about cultural

classification systems, as well as from Max

Weber’s conception of the emergence of

the aesthetic sphere as a relatively autono-

mous field of cultural validity in the ratio-

nalization processes of modern societies.
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AUSTIN HARRINGTON

ASSOCIATIONS

Associations refer to the formation of people

for a common purpose in a free and voluntary
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manner. Associations are thus the organized

correlates of human sociability. They vary

wildly in size and scope as well as in forms:

from business associations to unions to

social movements, co-operatives and citi-

zens’ action groups in civil society. Analy-

tically speaking, associations belong to the

space between social groups on the one

hand (see group) and formal organizations on

the other hand (see organization). Social

groups such as the family as a primary group

are based upon intimacy, continuous con-

tact, face-to-face-interaction and obligatory

membership – one belongs to one’s family

whether one likes it or not (see family and

household). Formal organizations are col-

lectivities made up of formal, voluntary and

finite membership. A white-collar worker

in a large corporation applies for a job, is

successful, and with the job comes a set of

occupational role expectations and posi-

tional rights and obligations. Either retire-

ment or ‘firing’ finish the relationship

between the individual and the organization.

In classical social theory, associations

were conceptualized as a ‘bridge’ between

individual and society. Tocqueville, for

instance, focused his analysis of modern

society upon different forms of voluntary

associations, at the level of the community in

his celebrated work Democracy in America.

The American spirit of voluntarism leads to

the spontaneous uniting of social forces in

order to tackle a problem collectively, no

matter how big or small. He contrasted this

American mentality of self-reliance with

the European reluctance to get organized

and instead to rely on the action of the state

(see state and nation-state). EmileDurkheim

followed in the footsteps of Tocqueville

when he proposed the institutionalization

of occupational associations in France dur-

ing the Third Republic. According to his

analysis, the demise of all intermediary

corporations after the Revolution and the

prohibition of trade unions in the wake of

the Parisian Commune left French society

in a situation where a centralized state was

confronted by a mass of unorganized indi-

viduals. In his view, this lack of societal

organization with a powerful central state,

on the one hand, and disconnected indivi-

duals, on the other, provided a true ‘socio-

logical monstrosity’ and was largely

responsible for the crisis of anomie in

France at the time.

In German classical social theory it was

not the historical-empirical lack of inter-

mediate associations but rather the com-

plexity and plurality of organizational forms

in modern society that inspired sociological

reflection. Ferdinand Tönnies tried to cap-

ture the main thrust of the transition from

tradition to modernity by the distinction

between Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft

which was somewhat misleadingly trans-

lated as community and association by C. P.

Loomis in 1955. For him, modern social

relationships were based primarily upon

social contracts echoing the distinction by

Henry Sumner Maine between status and

contract.

Georg Simmel was, above all, interested

in the social forms of life. Social life is based

upon exchange which he conceptualizes as

‘soziale Wechselwirkungen’ or as it was

translated by Simmel’s American student,

Albion Small, as social interaction. These

social interactions give rise to different

‘Formen der Wechselwirkungen’ or forms

of association (see also form and forms).

Simmel distinguishes, among others, social

conflict, competition, power and domina-

tion, the cross-cutting of social circles and

the web of group affiliations. This approach

to deciphering the forms of associations in a

pure and abstract way was later called

formal sociology by Simmel’s successors Leo-

pold von Wiese and Alfred Vierkandt. This

type of reasoning became the foundation

for contemporary network theory and

also shows similarities with French struc-

turalism.

Max Weber chose quite a different path

in order to delineate the associational structure

of modern society. In Economy and Society,
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Weber sets out with the concept of ‘social

action’, moves on to ‘social relationships’ and

terminates his conceptual reflections with

the concept of order. Action, relationship

and order define the micro-, meso- and

macro-levels of social reality and it is

within these realms that forms of association

can be distinguished. Weber does so by a

host of definitions and distinctions between

open and closed relationships, voluntary and

compulsory association, enterprise and formal

organization, communal and associative

relationships, political and hierocratic orga-

nizations, types of order and domination.

Starting from this analytical grid Weber was

able to develop a series of important con-

ceptual distinctions which we still employ

today: for instance, the triad of class, status

(or rather, Stand or estate) and party as

different types of communal relationships;

the distinction between church and sect

within the realm of religion and hierocratic

organization; or the distinction between

household and enterprise which stood at the

cradle of the birth of the modern economy.

Classical social theory shows why associ-

ation today means at least two things.

Associations in the wider sense are almost

coterminous with society as they comprise

all forms of human sociability. Associations

in the narrower sense refer to the meso-

level of social life, and thus are located

between the individual on the micro-level

and the state on the macro-level. In this

sense they refer to all kinds of voluntary

mobilization of social forces between inti-

mate groups and formal organizations.
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HANS-PETER MÜLLER

AUTHORITY

In general, authority is a relational form of

power that is exercised over social agents by

actors in positions of leadership, where the

source of compliance is either legitimacy or

some other form of consent (see legitimacy

and legitimization). While authority may

entail command and obedience, it is to be

distinguished from forms of domination

based purely upon coercion. Conversely,

while entailing consent, authority is also

distinct from influence where compliance is

derived from persuasion or argument.

As argued by Arendt (1958), in classical

Greece, authority was a right to command

derived from true knowledge. Plato argued

that authority entailed knowledge of the

‘forms’. In Thomas Aquinas, the classical

view became transformed into the authority

of the church as the interpreter of God’s law.

During the Enlightenment, the association

between authority and the dictates of reli-

gion led to a reversal of the classical view.

Authority represented the absence of truth

and reason. This is exemplified byKant in his

essay, ‘What is Enlightenment?’, in which

he argued that enlightenment is the courage

to think without dependence on external

authority. This interpretation lies at the

heart of the distinction between authority

and influence. In conservative political

thought, the opposition between reason and

authority takes the form of an association

between authority and tradition. Conse-

quently, thinkers like Edmund Burke

argued that legitimate government and

authority should be based upon tradition, not

on unconstrained reason. Conversely, but

from the same premises, radicals such as

Saint-Simon and Bakhunin saw the creation
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of a just and rational society in terms of an

overthrow of both tradition and authority.

In the seventeenth century, Thomas

Hobbes developed an essentially pragmatic

view of authority. In his thesis, in order to

overcome the inconvenience of the ‘state of

nature’, individuals agree by social contract to

give their personal powers to a sovereign

who, in effect, becomes ‘author’ of their

actions. Consequently, the scope of sover-

eign authority becomes virtually unlimited.

In classical sociology, Max Weber (1978)

is central to the debate on authority.

Weber’s German term Herrschaft implies

both authority and domination through

coercion. Since Weber distinguished

between coercive and legitimate Herrschaft,

most sociologists have followed Parsons’s

interpretation of authority as ‘legitimate

domination’. However, there are excep-

tions to this approach. For example, Wrong

(1995) argues for the concept of ‘coercive

authority’. Wrong’s theoretical reason is

that Weber would never have lost sight of

the fact that most actual political authority

is partly derived from coercion, even if

only historically so. However, as these

terms are ideal types for Weber, it can be

argued that such actual empirical cases are

not pure forms of authority and, further-

more, that power may move from one

source to another. Over time, power that

was once derived from coercion may

become based upon legitimacy – coercive

domination can become authority.

Weber viewed legitimacy as entailing

consent based upon rules, practices and

beliefs, shared by ruler and followers (Bee-

tham 1991; Raz 1990). These have four

sources: (1) purposively rational action,

oriented towards means – ends efficiency and

legality; (2) value rational action, justified in

terms of ultimate values; (3) affectual action,

derived from emotions; (4) traditional action,

based upon age-old rules and customs.

Bureaucratic legal authority derives its

legitimacy from purposively rational action

and is associated with modernity. Traditional

authority derives legitimacy from tradi-

tional action and is typical of traditional

societies. Weber’s perception of traditional

authority is influenced by the Kantian view

of traditional authority as irrational,

whereas bureaucratic authority is seen as

rational. Both these forms of authority are

routine and stable.

Weber’s third form of authority, based

on charisma, is unstable, exceptional and

also ‘irrational’. According to Weber, this

form of authority derives legitimacy from

affectual action. Leaders endowed with

exceptional qualities such as Moses and Jesus

gain legitimacy through the emotions of

their followers. Because charismatic authority

is destabilizing to other forms of authority,

it is a source of social change. But as it is

exceptional, it rarely lasts beyond the life-

time of a charismatic leader: to be perpe-

tuated, it has to be routinized as traditional

or legal bureaucratic authority. In modern

democracies Weber considered parliament

as an important source of social change

because it provides leaders with the chance

to display charisma.

Curiously, Weber did not develop a

fourth type of authority corresponding to

‘value rationality’. Willer (1967) suggests

this form should be called ‘ideological

authority’ and should derive its basis from

adherence to a system of value, for instance,

religious movements, nationalism and, in its

initial phases (before becoming routine),

democracy. Like charismatic authority, this

is an exceptional and dynamic authority,

lasting only as long as ideological fervour is

sustained (see nationalism).

Developing Weber’s analysis, Parsons

(1958) argued that in social systems the

economy and polity should be considered

as working in parallel. On the one hand,

the economy enables systems to adapt to the

environment and, on the other, the polity

facilitates system goals. Within the econ-

omy, money is a circulating medium that is

based upon trust and consent and, analo-

gously, the polity contains authoritative
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power which derives its legitimacy from

trust in the capacity of political leaders to

realize collective goals.

While Parsonian structural functionalism

has fallen out of favour, the comparison

(and contrast) between money and power

is suggestive. An actor in authority effec-

tively ‘has’ power in much the same way

as the wealthy ‘have’ money. However,

money can be spent in a number of ways,

while those in authority can use power

only for specific purposes. What is at issue

is not the quantity of power (the equiva-

lent of not being able to afford something)

but the use to which power can be put.

The President of the USA has the author-

ity to declare war on millions (a large amount

of power), yet does not have the power to

have a single political opponent assassinated

(smaller quantity of power). When actors

use their authoritative power appro-

priately, it is not ‘spent’ or ‘used up’ like

money, but rather, if it is exercised effec-

tively, it increases through use. It is only

through illegitimate use that authority is

‘spent’. However, while confined in scope,

authority is distinct from ‘delegation’ where

power is confined to specified decisions.

Authority entails the power to pursue col-

lective goals, although there is some flex-

ibility concerning the means. It is this

quality which enables effective leaders to

increase their legitimacy and hence their

authority.

In contrast to Parsons, Marxist sociologists

tend not to take the legitimacy of authority

at face value. It becomes theorized as ‘false

consciousness’, or as rationalizations (justi-

fications used by elites), or as hegemony

(consensus as a manifestation of bourgeois

control over knowledge). One other view,

defended by Dahrendorf (1957), is that

modern forms of social organization entail

distribution of authority among social roles

that define expectations of subjection and

domination, thus creating two distinct sets

of positions or types of persons in constant

conflict.

Echoing both Marx and Weber, Giddens

(1981) argues that history should be inter-

preted in terms of the twin evolution of

two types of resources. Allocative resources

(Marx) entail the control of material things,

including raw materials, means of produc-

tion and produced artefacts. Authoritative

resources (Weber) involve control over

people, including their positioning in time

and space and control over their lives and

life chances. In this view, the industrial

revolution not only presupposed mechan-

ical advancements but equally the creation

of a disciplined workforce. Capitalists need

labour which they have the authority to

situate in an exact position in space (next to a

machine) for a specified length of time

(working day). The industrial revolution is

premised upon the steam engine and the

clock, on both allocative and authoritative

resources.

The work of Beck and Giddens (1991)

on late modernity suggests the emergence of

another authority type. As risk society

develops, actors continually seek assessment

of risk based upon ‘expert authority’. This

applies both to global issues (where envir-

onmentalists and their opponents appeal to

the authority of experts) and in everyday

life (where actors routinely defer to them).

This idea of authority appears to represent a

return to the classical view of authority as

legitimacy derived from knowledge.
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MARK HAUGAARD

AUTONOMY

Autonomy means self-determination. It

refers to the right of states or institutions to

regulate their affairs, or to the ability of

individuals to direct their lives by free will

and according to reason. On a first level,

autonomy entails the freedom to do as one

wants. This freedom can be restricted by

external or internal barriers. For example,

young children, lacking the ability of cog-

nitive and affective self-distancing, are in

the grip of their immediate sensations or

desires. On a second level, autonomy

implies being able to want as one wants.

This presupposes meta-cognitive and meta-

volitional abilities: individuals take a stance

towards their spontaneous (first order)

desires and decide with reasons which ones

they want to determine their will (second-

order volition) (Frankfurt 1988). Auton-

omy fails if the action is not motivated by

reasons but determined by chance or by

non-willed causes. This may occur under

the influence of uncontrolled drives,

addictions, unconsidered needs for con-

formity, or, more broadly, by forms of

social control, coercion or ‘manipulation’.

Another way of putting this is to say that

moral behaviour is first determined by

immediate desires, then by a second-order

desire to follow a norm which, in turn, is

supported by reason. According to Kantian

philosophy, autonomy is no longer justified

by God’s commands or natural law but by

the rational will of all concerned.
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BAKHTIN CIRCLE

The Bakhtin Circle refers to a multi-dis-

ciplinary group of Soviet scholars including

the cultural theorist Mikhail Bakhtin

(1895–1975), the linguist Valentin Vološinov

(1895–1936) and the literary scholar Pavel

Medvedev (1891–1938). The group com-

bined Kantian philosophy, phenomenology,

Hegelian philosophy and Marxism to

develop a theory of language centred on an

idea of dialogue. This involved an account of

literary history based on a dialectic of nove-

listic (critical) and poetic genres, and a the-

ory of critical culture as derived from a

communally experienced festive laughter,

carnival.

The language theory was chiefly devel-

oped by Vološinov in Marxism and the Phi-

losophy of Language ([1929] 1973) in which

dialogue emerges as the discursive embodi-

ment of intersubjective relationships (see

intersubjectivity). In the 1930s and 1940s

Bakhtin developed this idea according to

idealist and juridical principles to argue that

all languages are equally (in)capable of

approaching the ‘thing in itself’, that all

discursive forms have generic features, and

that the individual is responsible for his or

her discursive acts. ‘Dialogism’ becomes the

means by which spurious truth claims are

unmasked and their authoritarian (monologic)

motivations exposed. Laughter is held to be

the bearer of the critical spirit, structuring

dialogic engagements with authoritarian

discourses. Drawing on ideas developed by

a number of Soviet scholars of the time,

Bakhtin claims that this principle derives

from the collective spirit of pre-class society

and, as such, challenges social inequities.

Discernible in Renaissance carnivals, the

principle permeates prose literature in the

form of certain folkloric and ‘carnivalistic’

semantic clusters. The works of writers

such as Rabelais and Cervantes are held to

be particularly rich in such features.

In Bakhtin’s final works, monologism and

dialogism are explicitly linked to the methods

of the natural and human sciences respec-

tively.
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CRAIG BRANDIST

BARTHES, ROLAND (1915–1980)

French theorist

Barthes was the author of numerous works

in literary theory and criticism and semiotics,

today recognized as cornerstones in the

discipline of cultural studies. His most
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famous work, Mythologies (1993) is a series

of short vignettes debunking as so many

‘myths’ the petty-bourgeois ideology that

can be conveyed through popular culture

and the media and the mass media in var-

ious forms of coding. Taking his cue

from the structural linguistics of Ferdi-

nand de Saussure and structuralist theory,

Barthes analyzed social structures on the

model of relations between linguistic ele-

ments in texts (see structuralism). He also

developed a theory of the sign based on the

distinction between ‘denotation’ and ‘con-

notation’ formulated by the Danish linguist

Louis Hjelmslev (1899–1963). In his major

work Elements of Semiology (1964), Barthes

examines the social significance of mate-

rial objects with the aid of the Saussurean

definition of the sign, the ‘signifier’ and the

‘signified’.

Among some of his most illuminating

exercises are his analyses of fashion, dress

code and eating etiquette. In other works,

including notably S/Z (1974), Barthes pre-

sents the text as a self-constituting entity

actualized in the reading process, thematiz-

ing the ‘writerly’ text, as opposed to the

‘readerly’ text which forecloses meaning by

conforming to established literary conven-

tions. Barthes is best known for his con-

ception of the ‘death of the author’, where

the author is polemically seen as no more

than a function of discursive structures and

conventions, rather than as a unique crea-

tive individual. This conception became

of central concern to other French thinkers

loosely associated with post-structuralism,

including Jacques Derrida, Michel Fou-

cault and Julia Kristeva.

Major works

(1964) Elements of Semiology. New York: Hill
and Wang.

(1974) S/Z. Trans. R. Howard. Oxford: Black-
well.

(1993) Mythologies. Trans. A. Lavers, London:
Vintage.
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KARINE ZBINDEN

BATAILLE, GEORGES (1897–1962)

French theorist, librarian, philosopher,
critic, and novelist

Bataille’s perennial concern – expressed in

all his life and works – was with an asym-

metrical dialectic encompassing the imma-

nent development of the anguished

individual and his or her changing relations

with different modalities of the awe-inspir-

ing sacred power of collectivities. His ear-

liest work embraced the full range and

potential excesses of individual and inter-

personal experiences, emphasizing the

totality of emotions and bodily functions.

He began a life-long relationship with a

Kojèvean Hegelian Marxism and at the

same time, jointly with dissident Surrealists,

began to develop a radical Maussian Dur-

kheimianism. Bataille argued that ‘society

. . . combining organisms at the highest

level, makes them into something other

than their sum’, and that transgression

transcends and completes an interdiction,

thereby enhancing the transgressive experi-

ence. Bataille reinterpreted the categories of

the sacred and profane to refer to the

socially heterogeneous, where is found

‘expenditure without reserve’, and the

socially homogeneous, the loci of utilitarian

calculation. His later work explored the

nature of, and the limits of the knowledge

of, allegedly bounded integral systems, such

as identities, conceptual systems, structures,

societies and historical development. These

produce an unacknowledged excess, inex-

plicable within their own terms of refer-

ence. In seeking to maintain themselves

against potential disruption often associated

with their own internal logics, such systems

need loss through excessive expenditure.

All are ‘restricted economies’ locatable in
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‘general economies’ which cannot be

adequately conceptualized or controlled.

Indeed, the sacred is now seen as the total-

ity of the world and the profane as abstrac-

tive practices vis-à-vis this totality. His ideas

influenced Derrida, Foucault, Deleuze,

Lyotard and Baudrillard.

Major works

(1999) Visions of Excess: Selected Writings 1937–
1939, Allan Stoekl (ed., tr.,) Minneapolis,
MN: University of Minnesota Press.

([1943] 1988) Inner Experience. Albany, NY:
SUNY Press.

([1947] 1988) The Accursed Share. New York:
Zone Books.

([1957] 1962) Erotism: Death and Sensuality. San
Francisco: City Lights.
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FRANK PEARCE

BAUDRILLARD, JEAN (1929– )

French theorist Baudrillard has contributed

to a wide range of issues in philosophy,

social theory, media analysis and cultural

criticism. In a number of diverse and often

intellectually disparate texts, he has theo-

rized the present as a global consumer

society of simulation and simulacra shaped

by the media and mass media and new

information technologies (see simulacrum).

Baudrillard’s early writings are in the

Marxist tradition of the critique of capital-

ism, the theory of everyday life (influenced

by Henri Lefebvre), and the ‘society of the

spectacle’ perspective associated with Guy

Debord. In Symbolic Exchange and Death

(1993) he fuses a Marxist analysis of con-

temporary capitalism with a critical semio-

tics of everyday life. The society of

consumer capitalism is seen as inaugurating

a new era of capitalism, dominated by an

ever-expanding logic of sign values where

signs are displaced by media-generated

simulacra (see consumption). Like the Ita-

lian semiologist, Umberto Eco, Bau-

drillard’s later thought is devoted to

problems generated by the transition from

industrial societies dominated by produc-

tion, exchange-value, and political economy

to a civilization characterized by hyper-real

sign-values, the mass production of culture,

and generalized communications technolo-

gies. Baudrillard writes about a modern

universe of hyper-communication in which

signifiers are totally ‘emancipated’ from the

signified and the referential. Baudrillard’s

work has had a wide-ranging impact upon

debates in postmodern theory and politics,

media analysis, cultural studies, sociology,

and contemporary aesthetic theory (see

postmodernism and postmodernity).

Major works

([1972] 1981) For a Critique of the Political Econ-
omy of the Sign. St Louis, MO: Telos.

([1973] 1975) The Mirror of Production. St Louis,
MO: Telos.

([1976] 1993) Symbolic Exchange and Death.
London: Sage.

([1981] 1983) Simulations. New York: Semi-
otext(e).

([1990] 1993) The Transparency of Evil. London:
Verso.
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BARRY SANDYWELL

BAUMAN, ZYGMUNT (1925– )

Polish-born theorist resident in Britain.

Bauman’s work is a hermeneutics of the

relationship between praxis and social

structures. Bauman’s commitment to

praxis as the striving for utopia means that

his work is a version of critical theory,
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drawing on the early Marx, as well as

Gramsci, Simmel, Bloch and Polish socio-

logical humanism (particularly Ossowski).

He also draws on European literature and

poetry, and because of this it is perhaps

better to identify Bauman as a practitioner

of the sociological imagination than as an

orthodox sociologist. Bauman argues that

praxis is utopian because it points towards a

world of autonomous human self-creation,

but the insecurity that is associated with

autonomy leads to reified social structures

that promise security and which are under-

pinned by power (as both coercion and

consent). In modernity, security was

established through ordering designs (i.e.

Nazism and notions of ‘purity’) or through

notions of a perfect future (communism,

particularly its Stalinist form), and in post-

modernity it is established through con-

sumerism (see postmodernism and

postmodernity). Bauman seeks to recover

the utopian possibilities of praxis, which

he links to an ethics of being for the Other,

irrespective of the demands of reified

social structures and power. Bauman initi-

ally identified this as a ‘postmodern eth-

ics’, but it also motivates his discussions of

globalization and ‘liquid modernity’. Bau-

man’s work has had a major impact on

debates about the Holocaust, modernity,

postmodernity, morality, and consumer-

ism.

Major works

(1973) Culture as Praxis. London: Routledge &
Kegan Paul.

(1989) Modernity and the Holocaust. Cambridge:
Polity.

(1993) Postmodern Ethics. Cambridge: Polity.
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KEITH TESTER

BEAUVOIR, SIMONE DE (1908–1986)

French novelist, essayist and
philosopher

Drawing on Sartre’s existentialism and

Husserl and Merleau-Ponty’s phenomen-

ology of the body, de Beauvoir has made

important contributions to feminism. The

Second Sex (1949) is reputed to have

inspired second-wave feminism and initi-

ated the sex/gender distinction. Her infa-

mous statement, ‘Woman is not born but

becomes one’, sees gender as a social and

cultural process (social constructionism)

rather than mandated by sexed differences.

Since woman’s inferiority has been coupled

with her biological weaknesses and the

inexorable logic of reproduction, this dis-

tinction provides an antidote to the fear that

biology is destiny. As a phenomenologist, de

Beauvoir describes the phenomenon

woman – analyzing the multiple meanings

involved in this reality. This includes pro-

blematizing our existing ideas of femininity,

women’s subordination, sexuality, embodi-

ment, self – other relations. This is not a

turn to the subject, or only in so far as it

sees the subject in relation to objects, pro-

cesses and events in which it is enmeshed.

De Beauvoir explores the myriad situations

(political, social, cultural and psychological)

in which women are constituted as Other

to men – reduced to an object rather than

subject. Radical cultural feminists believed

de Beauvoir diminished women’s achieve-

ments and endorsed masculine activity as a

goal for liberated women. The French dif-

ferential post-structuralists (Irigaray, Kristeva)

believed her attention to equality involved

the inclusion of women in existing mascu-

line institutions and practices rather than for-

ging a new feminine symbolic order. In the

cultural turn, de Beauvoir has been dis-

missed as an Enlightenment humanist –
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overly optimistic about changing social

reality through reason and revolution (see

humanism). Her notion of the lived and

situated body saves her from these charges,

for she manages to appreciate the sig-

nificance of everyday culture, the non-

rational and history in the process of

becoming woman.

Major works

([1949] 1989) The Second Sex. Trans. H. M.
Parshley, New York: Vintage.

(1976) The Ethics of Ambiguity. Trans. B.
Frechtman, New York: Citadel.

ELAINE STAVRO

BECK, ULRICH (1944– )

German theorist

Beck is known primarily for his ground-

breaking thesis on risk society. In this work

he argues that a fundamental break is taking

place within the social history of modernity

as we move away from an older ‘industrial

society’ towards a new ‘risk society’. He

claims that where it was largely the case

that earlier generations were blind to the

ecological hazards of modernization, in the

emergent risk society, a social consciousness

of large-scale industrial hazards (particularly

in relation to chemical pollutants, nuclear

technologies and genetic engineering) has a

great bearing upon people’s cultural atti-

tudes and social behaviours. As a result, we

are reaching the point where politics is

more likely to be conducted as a response

to collective anxieties, risk, recognition,

public dialogue and social inclusion than as

a means to resolve age-old concerns of

material scarcity. At this point, Beck dis-

cerns a ‘second’ or a new ‘radicalized’

modernity guided by the ideals of ‘ecolo-

gical enlightenment’. He explores the pos-

sibilities that exist within contemporary

societies for humanity to respond to the

threat of global disaster with social move-

ments to radically reform the technologies

and science of modernization so as to

secure planetary survival. This thesis is ela-

borated in relation to matters of reflexivity,

‘reflexive modernization’, individualism

and individualization, globalization and a

new cosmopolitan perspective on interna-

tional politics and law (see cosmopolitan-

ism).

Major works

(1992) Risk Society: Towards a New Modernity.
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(1997) The Reinvention of Politics. Cambridge:
Polity.
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Polity.
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IAIN WILKINSON

BEHAVIOURISM

Behaviourism is the name of a philosophi-

cal and scientific doctrine, according to

which knowledge of human conduct can

be obtained only if the concepts of mind

and consciousness are jettisoned in favour

of exclusive focus on externally observable

behaviour. In its methodological version,

behaviourism advocates bracketing of con-

sciousness for purposes of the objective
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study of behaviour and is therefore close to

empiricism. As a metaphysical position, it

denies consciousness completely and is thus

a variant of materialism. This objectivist

and even reductionist doctrine made its first

appearance in American psychology but

then spread to the wider social sciences,

leading to their renaming as ‘behavioural

sciences’. Having met resistance in Europe,

it gained currency largely in the American

sphere of influence. Here, however, the

diffusion of behaviourism was severely

curtailed by the cognitive revolution and

the emergence of the cognitive sciences,

including cognitive sociology (see cogniti-

vism). Consequently, behavioural socio-

logy’s heyday came to an end in the 1970s.

Some commentators discover the roots of

behaviourism in ancient Greece and in

early modern Britain and France, but it is

more strictly an early twentieth-century

movement. Behaviourism is most closely

associated with the names of the American

scientists John B. Watson, Burrhus F.

Skinner and George C. Homans.

The immediate impetus to behaviourism

came from the Russian physiologist, Pav-

lov, whose experiments on the salivary

reflex in dogs led to the central concept of

‘conditioned reflex’. The intellectual back-

ground against which Watson founded

behaviourism was broader, however. Sti-

mulated positively by Pavlov, behaviourism

was an extreme reaction to the widely held

introspective philosophy of the late nineteenth

century, particularly the introspective

school of psychology represented by Wil-

helm Wundt in Germany and E. B. Titch-

ener in the United States.

In the 1930s, Skinner introduced ‘radical

behaviourism’ as a transformation of Wat-

son’s classical stimulus-response model.

Instead of simple reflex or ‘respondent

behaviour’ in the sense of inherited

responses to particular, pre-given stimuli

such as food or bright light, Skinner shifted

the emphasis to voluntary, learned or

‘operant behaviour’ which is elicited by

environmental events, such as speech or

classroom teaching, and then influenced by

the ensuing consequences.

Emerging in the early 1960s from this

notion of a set of relations linking behaviour

and environment, behavioural sociology

represented by Homans, Richard Emerson

and others focused, within the context of

dyads and groups, on how the con-

sequences of behaviour, such as rewards

and punishment, systematically modify its

subsequent execution (see exchange the-

ory). In Homans’s (1961) view, sociology is

the study of individual behaviour and

interaction rather than of institutions or

social structures, yet at this level its focus

is not consciousness but the patterns of

reinforcement or the history of rewards

and costs leading people to do what they

do.

Whereas the widespread hostile recep-

tion of Skinner’s Beyond Freedom and Dig-

nity (1971) signalled the decline of

behaviourism, inroads against the doctrine

had already been made by the cognitive

revolution of the late 1950s, particularly but

not only by the displacement of behavioural

psychology by cognitive psychology.

George Herbert Mead (1962), the major

influence behind symbolic interactionism

who in the 1920s borrowed the emphasis

on the actor from Watson and even pre-

sented his own work from what he called

‘a behavioristic point of view’, vehemently

disagreed with Watson’s rejection of mind

and consciousness. Mead insisted, by con-

trast, that perception, attention, memory,

imagination, reasoning and emotion should

be included as part of the act and that the

act itself should be located in a broad social

context, for only then would a creative and

dynamic concept of the actor be possible

(see action).

This early criticism found clear formula-

tion in the vociferous arguments against

behaviourism put forward by proponents of

cognitivism. In the 1960s, Jean Piaget

(1970) criticized ‘the myth of the sensory
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origin of scientific knowledge’ from the

standpoint of the ‘construction’ (see social

constructionism) of knowledge. Central to

this for Piaget was the internal, unobservable

organizing principle that he called the

‘schema’ (see framing). Similarly Noam

Chomsky (1968) attacked behaviourism in

general, and Skinner in particular, for

adopting a narrow perspective that occludes

the cognitive system of knowledge and

belief acquired through socialization

which generates the kinds of behaviour we

observe. Today, vestiges of behaviourism

survive in empiricist, rational choice and

micro-economic approaches.
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PIET STRYDOM

BELL, DANIEL (1919– )

US sociologist

Bell conceives of society as analytically dif-

ferentiated into three relatively autono-

mous spheres: politics, social structure and

culture.

In The End of Ideology (1960), Bell argues

that party politics are no longer governed

by the ideologies of the left and the right.

Instead, a consensus shared by all the major

parties has emerged, which acknowledges

the necessity and desirability of democracy,

a mixed economy, and the welfare state,

but which also creates the possibility of new

conflict, particularly through a discontented

young generation of intellectuals. In The Cul-

tural Contradictions of Capitalism (1976) Bell

analyzes developments in American culture.

His main thesis is that due to rising mass

consumption, hedonism and self-indulgence

are spreading, standing in stark contrast to

the requirements of the overall economic

system, and creating a contradiction which

questions the integrity of the culture. In

The Coming of Post-industrial Society (1973)

Bell identifies and analyzes the change in

social structure from industrial to post-

industrial society, characterized by two

central dimensions: the shift from manu-

facturing to services as the main economic

sector, and the centrality and codification of

knowledge as the new axial principle of social

structure (see knowledge and knowledge

society).

Major works

(1960) The End of Ideology. Glencoe, IL: Free
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JOCHEN STEINBICKER

BENDIX, REINHARD (1916–1991)

German sociologist

Influenced by Weber, Bendix’s widely read

Max Weber: An Intellectual Portrait (1960)

still remains one of the best expositions of

Weber’s substantive ideas. Bendix’s own

intellectual legacy rests on his comparative

studies of the state, authority and society.

Class, Status and Power (1953), a reader
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jointly edited with Seymour Martin Lipset,

established stratification and power as a

central concern of sociology at a time when

Parsonian normative consensus was the

orthodoxy. Work and Authority in Industry

(1956) compared the ideological justification

of managers in four different societal set-

tings. Nation-Building and Citizenship (1964)

and Kings and People (1978) started a golden

age in historical informed accounts of the

development of power structures and

legitimacy in Western and non-Western

societies (see legitimacy and legitimation).

In modern societies, power can no longer

rest on status inequality – an observation

Bendix credited to Tocqueville. The organi-

zation of work requires forms of managerial

ideology, and nation–states require forms of

democratic legitimacy (see state and

nation-state). The content of these forms

in particular societies will draw upon spe-

cific cultural traditions and contingencies of

nationhood. Bendix’s address in 1970 as

President of the American Sociological

Association deftly charted some of the bet-

ter places for sociology to position itself, across

the axes of scientific distance versus

engagement, and hard-nosed scientism ver-

sus naı̈ve humanism (Bendix and Roth

1971).

Major works
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Press.
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York: Doubleday.
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York: John Wiley & Sons.
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University of California Press.
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Press.

(1984) Force, Fate, and Freedom: On Historical Sociol-
ogy. Berkeley, CA: University of California

Press.
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SAM WHIMSTER

BENJAMIN, WALTER (1893–1940)

German–Jewish theorist

Closely associated with the critical theory

of the Frankfurt School, Benjamin drew on

motifs from Marxism, Judaism and literary

modernism. He pioneered an idiosyncratic

revolutionary politics of redemption embra-

cing a wide range of contemporary cultural

forms, including film and photography. His

abiding concern with recovering the critical

potential of marginal and anachronistic

cultural phenomena brought him little

recognition in his own lifetime. The

incomprehension which greeted his post-

doctoral Habilitationsschrift, The Origin of

German Tragic Drama ([1928] 1985) ended his

hopes of an academic career. Benjamin lived

an impecunious existence as a freelance

writer in Berlin, Frankfurt, and, from 1932,

in exile in Paris. Some of his most important

contributions to social and cultural theory

were developed as part of his ultimately

unfinished study of mid-nineteenth-century

Paris, The Arcades Project (1999). This Surreal-

ist-inspired ‘prehistory’ of modernity was

to explore the ‘dreamworld’ of consumption

formed by the city’s shopping arcades and

fetishized commodity culture. Benjamin

came to focus on the writings of Charles

Baudelaire, reading poetry and prose as

expressions of modern metropolitan

experience (embodied in the flâneur) and

the commodification of art. Benjamin’s

essays on photography (A Small History of

Photography 1931) and film (The Work of Art

in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction 1935)

argue for the radical potential of these media

in overcoming the traditional power or

‘aura’ of the original artwork. His Theses on

the Concept of History (1940) challenged

‘historicist’ and Marxist readings of histor-
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ical progress and sketched a redemptive

politics based on the ‘dialectical image’.

Unable to escape occupied France in 1940,

Benjamin committed suicide on the Span-

ish border.

Major works

([1928] 1985) The Origin of German Tragic
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([1931] 1985) ‘A Small History of Photography’,
in One Way Street. London: Verso.

([1935] 1973) ‘The Work of Art in the Age of
Mechanical Reproduction’, in Illuminations.
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(1986) ‘Theses on the Philosophy of History’, in
A. Hazard and L. Searle (eds) Critical Theory
Since 1965. Tallahassee, Florida: Florida State
University Press.

(1983) Charles Baudelaire: A Lyric Poet in the Era
of High Capitalism. London: Verso.
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Belknap.
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GRAEME GILLOCH

BERGER, PETER AND LUCKMANN,

THOMAS

Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann’s

celebrated book, The Social Construction of

Reality (1996), draws upon European sociol-

ogy (Marx, Weber, Durkheim) and philo-

sophical anthropology (Plessner, Gehlen).

Concepts from those traditions are blended

with American social-psychology (Mead,

Cooley, Parsons). The inspiration of

Alfred Schutz is also prominent in the

book, evidenced by the centrality of con-

cepts such as Lebenswelt, natural attitude,

finite provinces of meaning and methodo-

logical ‘bracketing’ (see lifeworld). In par-

ticular, the text draws upon the ‘genetic

phenomenology’ of the later Schutz, which

had attempted to correct for the egoism and

tacit solipsism of classical phenomenology.

The resulting synthesis claims to be a reor-

ientation of the classical Wissensoziologie of

Karl Mannheim away from ‘higher’ ideas

and ideologies towards the social situations

of everyday life, where taken-for-granted

knowledge had more importance for

ordinary people.

The book describes the basic parameters

of the process whereby objective social

reality comes to be confronted by a human

subject. The relationship between humans

as producers and the social world, their

product, plays itself out in an ongoing

social dialectic of three ‘moments’ (derived

from Hegel and the young Marx): externa-

lization, objectivation and internalization.

Humans externalized themselves to create

social institutions and a stable environment,

which ‘kept chaos at bay’. In the course of

the socialization process, this objectivated

world is internalized, thus completing the

cycle. Hence, society is seen as both

objectified subjectivity (hence analyzable as

social facts as Durkheim specified); and

subjectified objectivity (hence meaningful,

as the phenomenologists maintained).

The authors take for granted the ‘proto-

sociological’ (Luckmann) status of their

theoretical propositions. These are held to be

non-empirical, universal structures, not a

description of any specific society. The

‘transcendental’ character of the book is not,

however, always appreciated by commenta-

tors who have frequently criticized it for not

dealing with power, domination and inequal-

ity in specific societies, when this was never

its purpose. But the charges of rationalism,

latent functionalism, positivism and con-

servatism are arguably better founded.

Major work

(1996) The Social Construction of Reality: A Trea-
tise in the Sociology of Knowledge. New York:
Doubleday and Co.
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Further reading

Lafferty, W. (1977) ‘Externalization and Dialectics:
Taking the Brackets off Berger and Luckmann’s
Sociology of Knowledge’, Cultural Herme-
neutics, 4(2): 139�161.

RICHARD KILMINSTER

BINARY

‘Binary’ is a term used to describe pairs of

opposed elements which organize cultural

categories in myth and ritual; associated with

structuralist analyses of myths and folktales

by Lévi-Strauss and Propp. It can be

traced back to Durkheim’s claim that a

sacred/profane duality is central to religious

life; to Hertz’s work on left/right binaries;

and to the semiotic theory of de Saussure,

Jakobson and Troubetskoy. Lévi-Strauss

proposed that myths articulate systems of

classification in which binary categories

are combined according to specific rules

(e.g., of exchange), producing a repertoire

of culturally specific variations. For example,

culinary and alimentary systems can be

analyzed as variations on fundamental dualities

such as raw/cooked or clean/unclean. Lévi-

Strauss claimed that the binary cognitive and

semiotic organization of human culture

reflects universals of human thought. Edmund

Leach proposed that binaries find a source

in the ‘imperfect’ symmetry of the human

body. An emphasis on binaries does not

rule out the possibility of triadic classifica-

tions (as in Dumézil’s analyses of Indo-

European mythology, or Lévi-Strauss’s own

raw/cooked/rotten triad), or even of qua-

ternary distinctions composed of binary pairs.

Analysis of binaries has been fruitfully

extended to popular culture and media,

and to critiques of ‘modern’ distinctions

(e.g., culture/nature, civilization/barbarity,

normal/pathological, Occidental/Oriental),

but the idea that binaries might indicate

cultural or mental universals has been criti-

cized. Derrida claimed that a tendency in

Western thought to absolutize binaries is

evident – despite Lévi-Strauss’s attempts at

ethnological distancing – in an ‘ethic of

nostalgia for origins’ governing the latter’s

treatment of the ‘culture/nature’ distinction.
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WILLIAM RAMP

BLOCH, ERNST (1885–1977)

German theorist

Bloch’s central concern was to validate the

concept of utopia in modern social theory

and philosophy. His early work, culminat-

ing in The Spirit of Utopia (1918), combined

Expressionist aesthetics, messianic religious

thinking, and radical social theory. Bloch

sought to analyze the malaise of con-

temporary culture and the imagery of a

transformed capitalist world. Early theore-

tical influences were Hegel and Marx,

Simmel and Lukács. With time, Bloch

became more self-consciously Marxist,

though, unlike most of the humanist

Marxists, he aligned himself politically

(until the late 1950s) with Soviet commun-
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ism. For the rest of his life he sought to

develop and refine a dynamic future-

orientated conception of the natural and

social world. The universe in this concep-

tion is seen as unfinished; it is ‘not-yet’, and

its future is decisively in the hands of an

active humanity. His undoubted master-

piece, The Principle of Hope (1959) is an

account of the interrelationship between

‘objective hope’, the concrete possibilities

of a particular time, and ‘subjective hope’,

embodied in simple daydreams, mass cul-

ture and consumerism, as well as in the

complex visions of works of art and music.

With a great encyclopedic sweep, Bloch

charts the presence of utopian yearning in

culture, religion, philosophy and science,

society and nature. Much of his work dis-

plays similarities with the tradition of the

Frankfurt School and critical theory.

Major works

([1918] 2000) The Spirit of Utopia. Stanford, CA:
Stanford University Press.

([1935] 1991) Heritage of Our Times. Oxford:
Polity.
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VINCENT GEOGHEGAN

BLUMER, HERBERT (1900–1987)

US theorist

Blumer is regarded as the founder of the

approach known as symbolic interaction-

ism, which has been closely associated with

the work of the Chicago School of sociol-

ogists. Blumer’s conception of symbolic

interactionism grew out of the legacy of the

American pragmatist philosophers, includ-

ing John Dewey and especially George

Herbert Mead (see pragmatism).

Blumer’s conceptual contribution is

mainly set out in one book, Symbolic Inter-

actionism: Perspective and Method ([1969]

1986). Here he argues for the centrality of

the process of ‘interpretation’ to sociological

understanding. Human beings react to

situations and to each other as they perceive

or interpret them. Sociological theories and

methodological devices often falsely

exclude interpretation from explicit attention,

and therefore assign to many social phe-

nomena both a givenness and a permanence

that, on closer inspection, they prove not to

possess. Society as ‘symbolic interaction’ is a

huge complex assembled through the for-

mation and reciprocal articulation of the

lines of action of many individuals. The

corresponding methodological imperative is

for inspection of the process of interpreta-

tion in its course, of the ways in which

people in interaction, through their actions

and responses, shape and manifest the inter-

pretations that guide their conduct. Blumer

also conducted several substantive studies of

cinema audiences, drug users, racial pre-

judices and the impact of industrialization

(often with an interest in policy questions).

Major work

([1969] 1986) Symbolic Interactionism: Perspective
and Method. Berkeley, CA: University of
California Press.

WES SHARROCK

BODY

See: embodiment

BOURDIEU, PIERRE (1930–2002)

French sociologist

Bourdieu began his career under the influ-

ence of phenomenology and French philo-

sophers of science. He was conscripted to

the army in Algeria in 1956. During the

War of Independence he sought to carry

out a phenomenological analysis of cultural
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adaptation (what he called ‘Fieldwork in

philosophy’. In France in the 1960s and

under the influence of Lévi-Strauss, he first

presented his work as social anthropology,

but then established himself as a sociologist

of education and of culture. During this

time he developed the concepts of habitus,

cultural capital, and social reproduction.

Bourdieu sought to reconcile ontology

and epistemology, social practices and

social theory, agency and structure, sub-

jective lifeworld experience and scientific

objectivity. His goal was to outline a theory

of practice which commended sociological

reflexivity. This meant that social theories

and concepts have to be analyzed as com-

ponents of the social situation which they

try to explain. A politically engaged intel-

lectual, Bourdieu sought to democratize

scientific intervention. His work has had a

major impact on the study of class, status,

stratification and social inequality.
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DEREK ROBBINS

BOURGEOISIE

The concept of bourgeoisie, originally a title

for the free inhabitants of the late medieval

city, designates a major force in modern his-

tory: the owners of means of production, the

wealthy and the educated, or generally a mid-

dle class between the aristocracy and the

working class. Conflicting as these definitions

may be, they all share the problem of

accounting for the collective agent they name.

This problem is essentially the question of

what makes the bourgeoisie a unity, a ‘class’.

When the fall of feudal absolutism left

open the discursive space of the ruling

group, the bourgeois was not much more

than one among other members of the

third estate; at best, in Rousseau’s view or

Hegel’s definition, any persons privately

enjoying the benefits of political society.

The young Marx (1848) adopted this

conceptual tradition – with one crucial

turn: in his eyes, it was the logic of private

life, namely that of a privatized economy,

which dominated political life. A second

conceptual turn emerged when early nine-

teenth-century French socialists identified

the bourgeoisie as the specific group own-

ing and making capital. At this point, Marx

(1876) and his followers could precisely say

who governed society through economy:

the owners and controllers of industrial

production, accumulating capital by

exploiting those who must work for wages.

Some predictions implicit in or associated

with this description have proved mis-

guided. Instead of a growing polarization

between bourgeoisie and proletariat, western

societies have seen the emergence of new

technocratic, state-bureaucratic and man-

agerial classes whose ‘bourgeois’ character is

at least questionable. Yet the non-Marxist

paradigms have also raised questions: should

the bourgeoisie be defined by work ethic

(Weber [1903] 1976), by certain cultural

distinctions, or social ideals? As long as there

are privileged and ruling groups in capital-

ism, this matter remains to be solved.
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TILMAN REITZ

BRICOLAGE

‘Bricolage’ means literally the cobbling

together of disparate elements. It is a term

used by Lévi-Strauss (1966) to describe a

characteristic procedure of mythical thought

in which heterogeneous items from differ-

ent cultural or practical contexts are re-used

and juxtaposed in ways that give them new

meaning. Bricolage illustrates the limi-

tations as well as the creativity of myth,

which trades on existing cultural repertoires

and re-uses them in novel ways. The re-

ordering of cultural elements is ‘pre-con-

strained’ by their ‘original’ meanings, but

also displaces those meanings. Lévi-Strauss

employed the term in studies of myth in so-

called ‘primitive’ societies, but did so to

propose the existence of a basic and uni-

versal procedure of human thought. His

argument thus resembles the discussion of

‘elementary’ social forms by Durkheim and

Mauss, but Lévi-Strauss referred to a

capacity of mind rather than to forms of

social organization. In its application to con-

temporary life, the term now has a broader

range of meaning, referring to the assembly

of existing cultural material into new styles

or fashions, e.g., in postmodern archi-

tecture, but also in popular culture: musi-

cal styles, video and film, and material on

the World Wide Web. In each of these

instances, available cultural items are re-

contextualized in relation to each other to

produce an ensemble that, with repetition

and variation, becomes recognizable as a

new style, or identity, in its own right.

These uses of bricolage imply a degree of

unconventionality or resistance to a dominant

culture (as in youth culture or queer culture),

and often the subversion or de-centring of

essentialist claims to historical necessity,

universality, or primacy. Though used by

Lévi-Strauss to describe basic, universal

procedures of thought, the term is now

often linked to deconstructionist or post-

colonial social or cultural theories.
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WILLIAM RAMP

BUREAUCRACY

Bureaucracy commonly refers to a hier-

archical system of management or adminis-

tration. Reputedly coined by the seventeenth-

century French Administrator of Commerce,

Jean Claude Marie Vincent de Gournay

with somewhat sarcastic overtones, the

term has its modern origins in the combi-

nation of the French bureau and the Greek

kratia. While it has long suffered from

negative cultural associations – inefficiency

and an irrational obsession with rules and

regulation – its organizational origins are to

be found in a largely progressive attempt to

overcome such administrative problems.

That is, bureaucracy emerged as a mode of

predominantly rational, impartial practice,

integral to the modern aspiration for a more

efficient organizational order.
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Our contemporary understanding of

bureaucracy is that largely bequeathed by

the historical and sociological work of Max

Weber (1978). Central to Weber’s con-

ception is his proposition that a bureaucracy,

in its ideal form, establishes a structural

context for the exercise of legal-rational

authority embedded within a relationship

between officials and their subordinates

premised upon the following elements:

rights and responsibilities enshrined in

written rules and regulations; the systema-

tic structuring of authority relations;

appointment and promotion based upon

contract and formalized procedures; tech-

nical or academic qualifications as condi-

tions of appointment; monetary payment as

salaried; differentiation of the incumbent

official from the office held; and establish-

ment of the work of the incumbent as a

full-time occupation (see also profession

and professionalization).

While Weber judged the bureaucracy to

characterize the most technically superior

means by which the most advanced insti-

tutions and activities of both the market

and state could be administered, he never-

theless displayed a marked ambivalence to

what he considered to be the inevitable

expansion of bureaucracy as an organizing

principle concomitant with a more general

process of social rationalization (see

rationality and rationalization). On the

one hand, he considered its greatest virtue

to be that it provided an institutional means

by which general rules could be applied to

specific cases, thereby ensuring fair and

predictable treatment of the individual by

government and associated institutions. On

the other hand, Weber was deeply pessi-

mistic about the deleterious effect that

bureaucracy’s iron cage would have on the

spiritual and creative aspects of human life,

creating a world of ‘specialists without spirit,

sensualists without heart’ (Weber 1930).

Weber’s analysis of bureaucracy in terms

of an ideal type of rational administration

led subsequent sociologists to interpret it as

a benchmark by which the efficiency, of

organizational administration can be judged.

During the 1950s and 1960s the concept of

bureaucratic efficiency came under parti-

cular scrutiny. Robert Merton (1949)

indicated what he considered to be poten-

tial dysfunctions arising from the bureau-

cratic model. Most notable was the

tendency of bureaucratic officials to follow

rules and procedures in an uncritical and

inflexible manner, leading not only to a

lack of overall organizational creativity but

also to a situation where adherence to reg-

ulations came to take priority over the

pursuit of organizational goals in them-

selves. Studies by Peter Blau (1955), among

others, recognized, however, that such

inertia was only one possible outcome of

the bureaucratic form. Of equal prevalence

was the tendency of officials to ignore or

circumvent regulations by establishing their

own informal procedures for dealing with

the demands of the job in a more respon-

sive and often more satisfying manner.

Such a focus on the presence of informal

practices in the formalized structure of

bureaucracy led to a number of studies of

possible variations in the type of bureau-

cracy that might operate in differing set-

tings. Alvin Gouldner’s (1954) study of an

American gypsum mine provided a notable

example of the ways in which degrees of

bureaucratization differed across operations

in the plant. Most notable was the initial

lack of bureaucratic formality among

miners who operated in a far more uncer-

tain environment and who were dependent

on both individual initiative and mutual

support and cooperation. This, and the

modes of practice associated with it, then

became a source of tension and ultimately

dispute when new management attempted

to impose the more formal bureaucratic

norms associated with the administrative

dimension of the operation. More sys-

tematic typologies emerged in the work of

Burns and Stalker (1961), Pugh et al.

(1963), and, in particular, Henry Mintzberg
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(1983) who popularized the idea of the

‘adhocracy’� or ‘rule of ad hoc’�which he

derived from Toffler. Mintzberg characterizes

this as a reversal of the bureaucratic form of

organization and administration based

upon the informality of project work and

decentralization of formal hierarchies.

The idea of the adhocracy is particularly

pertinent in the face of a range of recent

assaults on bureaucratic principles in an age

of global markets, advanced information

and production technology and an ever

more demanding consumer public. In the

wake of the idea of a post-bureaucratic

mode of administration (Nonet and Selz-

nick 1978) and a series of popular manage-

rial texts such as Peters and Waterman’s

(1982) In Search of Excellence, an increasing

emphasis in organizational thinking has

been placed on the value of radical decen-

tralization. Great weight has been placed on

the creation of flatter administrative struc-

tures, erosion of status differentials, and use

of performance-based rewards to encourage

operational flexibility and increased proce-

dural autonomy.

Yet despite much of the evangelical

rhetoric surrounding the demise of bureau-

cracy, several studies suggest that assump-

tions of the disappearance of hierarchical

structures associated with bureaucracy and

their concomitant status differentials are pre-

mature. Within many public and private

sector organizations, increasing state reg-

ulation has resulted in a consolidation of for-

mal procedure and the universal

enforcement of codified frameworks of

practices. These, combined with the per-

vasive influence of culture management

technologies, have arguably served to fur-

ther rationalize organizational activity in line

with the underlying principles of bureau-

cratic command control.

According to George Ritzer (1996),

bureaucracy is not only alive and well but is

increasingly ubiquitous in the form of

‘McDonaldization’. While not entirely

reducible to the logic of bureaucracy,

McDonaldization – as a manifestation of soci-

etal rationalization processes – exhibits many

of its key characteristics, predominantly the

pursuit of efficiency through the standardi-

zation of practice and procedure, and the

limitation of creativity and ingenuity. Rit-

zer here re-visits the iron cage metaphor

deployed by Weber, charting its relevance

for contemporary consumer relations.

In an age in which bureaucracy has been

challenged both for its alleged inadequacies

as a mode of organizing in a flexible glo-

balized economy and for its potentially

dehumanizing consequences, it has, how-

ever, remained strikingly resilient. Cer-

tainly there has been little serious

questioning of the principle that organiza-

tions cannot operate adequately without at

least some degree of bureaucratic input in

the form of codified procedures, hier-

archical management structures and the

like. And while the label ‘bureaucrat’ may

continue to carry pejorative connotations

� for example, in Licence refer to the

European Union, there is little sign of a

credible alternative to the role played by

bureaucrats in the foreseeable future.

Indeed, there has recently emerged a reva-

lorization of the bureaucratic ethos, as a

governing principle of public service orga-

nizations. One author, Paul Du Gay

(2000), defends the value of public admin-

istration based upon principles such as the

equality and universality (see universalism)

of treatment and the role of the bureaucrat

as impartial agent of the democratic state in

the face of continuing calls for greater flex-

ibility and entrepreneurialism.
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BUTLER, JUDITH (1956– )

American cultural theorist, Professor at

University of Berkeley, CA. Her work is

influenced by Derrida, Foucault and

Lacan. She has had a major impact on

debates about power, gender, sexuality

and identity. In Gender Trouble (1990), her

most influential book, she criticized fem-

inists for essentialism, assuming that

women had stable attributes and common

interests and hence perpetuating existing

binary gender relations (male and female).

This denied differences and unwittingly

contributed to compulsory heterosexuality.

Since gender is an achievement –

performative – she calls for women to

refuse stable gender identities and invent

new ones. Calling for the transgression of

dominant heterosexist norms, Butler was

among the first to propose queer theory.

Following Foucault, she uncoupled the

connections between sex, gender and

desire, challenging the feminist focus on

reproduction and ahistorical biological dif-

ferences. She does not deny biological dif-

ferences, but rather is interested in the

discursive and institutional conditions

under which biological facts become sali-

ent. Hence biology is discourse-dependent.

The voluntarist implications of her work

have troubled materialist, realist and psy-

choanalytic feminists. Butler stresses the

importance of using the media to dis-

seminate alternative queer images and

symbols. Many of the traditional left are

critical of her version of cultural politics

which, they claim, has both fragmented and

diluted left political strategies. Turning

away from analyzing socio-economic issues

she has focused on representational issues

instead. Butler contests this formulation of

the problem and argues that the cultural

turn is not merely cultural.

Major works

(1990) Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subver-
sion of Identity. London: Routledge.

(1993) Bodies that Matter. London: Routledge.
(1997a) Excitable Speech: A Politics of the Perfor-

mative. London: Routledge.
(1997b) The Psychic Life of Power. Stanford, CA:

Stanford University Press.
(1998) ‘Merely Cultural’, New Left Review,

33�44: 227.
(2000) Antigone’s Claim: Kinship between Life and

Death. New York: Columbia University
Press.
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CAPITALISM
Capitalism is a mode of organizing economic

life dominated by the profit-oriented use of

wealth. Its precondition is a monetary

economy, since only money as abstract

wealth drives the desire for continuous and

unlimited gain typical of capitalism. How-

ever, the use of money is only a necessary,

not a sufficient condition for capitalism. As

Marx (1967) pointed out, typical transac-

tion chains in a simple monetary economy

can be described as C-M-C, that is,

exchanging a commodity C for money M

in order to attain a different, more useful

commodity (see commodity and commo-

dification). By contrast, the typical capital-

ist transaction chain is M-C-Ḿ, using

money to buy commodities in order to sell

them for more money, or making a profit.

But again, the drive for maximizing profits

is only a necessary, not a sufficient condi-

tion for modern capitalism, the form that

has revolutionized economic life since the

seventeenth century. Capitalist traders and

venture capitalists maximizing profits

already existed in antiquity. In contrast,

occidental capitalism, as Max Weber (1978)

called it, started only once the M-C-Ḿ

transaction was applied not only to trade

and credit, but also to production. Indus-

trial capitalists spend money to buy means

of production and to hire workers. Their

combined efforts result in products which

can be sold with a profit. In Marx’s terms:

the owner of M become capitalists as soon

as they buy the means of production and

labour power, organize a production pro-

cess and sell the resulting products for a

profit (see mode of production). This mode

of organizing production became dominant

with the industrial revolution (see indus-

trialization). Its major precondition in

terms of social structure was the availability

of labour power as a commodity; in other

words, the creation of a labour market. For

this to happen, on the one hand, workers

must not be able to produce their means of

subsistence on their own; they must be

separated them from the land. On the other

hand, workers must be able to form con-

tracts as legally fully recognized persons,

even though their only property is their

ability to work.

Whereas Marx emphasized this social

structural condition of workers being ‘free

in a double sense’, Max Weber’s empha-

sized the gains in rationality achieved by

capitalist organization and made possible by

precise monetary calculation. The ability to

abstract from concrete products and needs

that underlies the evaluation of goods and

services in terms of money is the major

cultural precondition of capitalism and its

specific ‘formal rationality’. A quantity of

money defines the starting point of the

capitalist enterprise. Its success is measured

periodically by comparing the returns in

terms of the money gained in sales to the

initial outlay. Such a calculation is possible

as a sustained and rational operation only
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under the condition – external to the indi-

vidual enterprise – that trade on markets

and the use of money are widespread and

effective prices are generated for the most

important goods and services. The forma-

tion of effective prices presupposes a com-

petitive struggle that moves traders away

from purely subjective and arbitrary eva-

luations to socially objective evaluations.

This condition of rationality – external to

the individual enterprise – is complemented

by an internal condition, namely that work

in the factory is subject to the discipline

required to make wage costs calculable. In

both Marx’s and Weber’s view, this dis-

cipline is achieved, on the one hand, by the

threat of dismissal, of non-renewal of the

labour contract which leaves workers

without means of subsistence, and on the

other, by domination, that is, by hier-

archical organization and top-down control

of work performance (cf. Tilly 1998).

Competition, reproduction and growth

Competition is important not only because

of the formation of the effective prices that

underpin precise calculation. Capitalist

firms produce for exchange, and thereby

also compete to attract buyers who hold

money to spend when and on what they

choose. This competition operates in two

basic ways: one can offer prices lower than

those for similar products, or one can offer

better or new products. In both ways, the

capitalist system puts a premium on inno-

vation, either in terms of process or product

innovations. This arrangement results in the

uniquely dynamic properties of capitalist

economies. Striving for maximum profits

induces a constant search for new ways to

produce things, be it new means of produc-

tion or new forms of organizing production,

and a constant search for new things to

produce. Joseph Schumpeter famously

spoke in this connection of ‘creative

destruction’. The competitive pressure on

the capitalist to keep costs low is translated

into pressures on workers to work as much

as possible for as little pay as possible.

This constellation resulted in widespread

poverty among the working classes in early

capitalism until workers started to organize to

better resist such pressures. Both the orga-

nization of labour unions (see trade unions)

and the introduction of universal suffrage

helped to secure better legal and bargaining

positions of workers. Nonetheless, it

remains a characteristic feature of the capi-

talist mode of production that it involves

conflict both over working conditions and

the distribution of the net product or sur-

plus (the proceeds of the production process

minus the outlays for means of production).

Typically, these conflicts are softened during

periods of strong growth and become

harsher during periods of recession, their

strength thus varying with economic cycles

typical of capitalist development.

The three classes of landowners, capitalists

and workers receive money incomes –

rents, profits and wages – which enable

them to buy their share of the surplus. The

resulting circular flow turns the capitalist

economy into a self-reproducing system to

the extent that it produces its own inputs as

outputs. Self-reproduction implies (1) that

means of production expended are

replaced, and (2) the revenues of the three

classes induce their members to reappear

continuously in sufficient numbers on the

respective markets. These conditions mean

that both real and monetary magnitudes,

products and prices, have to fulfil complex

requirements of proportionality. To deter-

mine these conditions of reproduction was

one of the major problems of classical poli-

tical economy since Quesnay, culminating

in Sraffa’s (1960) demonstration that the

prices enabling reproduction cannot be

determined independently of distribution.

This implies that the capitalist economy is

not only a self-reproducing, but also a self-

referential system: its decisive rules and

norms of operation cannot be derived from

the physical world.
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Growth, that is, expanded reproduction,

comes about insofar as part of the surplus is

not consumed but used to expand the pro-

ductive apparatus. In monetary terms, those

individuals or households able to save parts

of their current income face competing

attractions: either spend on consumption

now or increase future income by saving

and accumulating wealth. In the early pha-

ses of capitalism, the drive to accumulate at

the cost of current consumption was sup-

ported by the religious beliefs emerging from

the Protestant Reformation, as Weber

demonstrated in his study of the Protestant

ethic. But Weber, as well as Marx, observed

that once the capitalist system stands on its

own feet, maximizing money income turns

into a general propensity which replaces the

habit of seeing money income merely as a

means to consumption. This subjective

response to money as the ‘absolute means’,

in Georg Simmel’s phrase corresponds to a

systemic property of a capitalist economy

insofar as firms continuously strive to

improve their market position by expan-

sion. As most investment is financed by the

incomes of the wealthy, the trade-off between

profits and wages in a dynamic perspective

turns into a trade-off between current and

future consumption. If wages are too high,

investments will be depressed so that cur-

rent high wages translate into lower

growth, thus into lower future income for all.

However, depressed investments imply

declining employment. Since workers’ bar-

gaining power is inversely related to unem-

ployment, wages will decline. The resulting

increases in profits will feed higher invest-

ments which, in turn, imply increasing

employment. The workers’ bargaining posi-

tion improves again – and the whole cycle

can start again (Goodwin 1967). This type of

argument demonstrates that the processes of

capitalist reproduction and growth involve

complicated balancing conditions which, in

a self-regulated system with decentralized

decision-making, can be fulfilled only at

the cost of periodically returning crises.

Finance capital and globalization

A major change in the development from

early industrial to contemporary capitalism

came about through two related institu-

tional innovations: the evolution of the

banking and credit system, and the estab-

lishment of the modern corporation. Both

involved not only a change in the nature of

money, but also the crowding out of

industrial capital from centre stage by

finance capital (see post-industrial society).

On the one hand, practically all savings

were channelled into the banking system by

offering interest payments to savers. On the

other hand, any actor could turn to the

banking system for financing additional

consumption or an investment. Most

importantly, capitalist entrepreneurs no

longer had to rely solely on their own

financial resources but could, in theory, be

as propertyless as the worker, as long as

they could convince a money-holder or a

financial intermediary, most likely a bank,

to lend them the money required to build

or extend an enterprise.

The possibility of financing an investment

by borrowing implies a historically new and

crucial role of the rate of interest: the rate

of interest now becomes the benchmark for

the minimum returns on any investment.

Profits come to be defined as the excess of

such returns over the interest due on the

capital borrowed. Since the nation–state

competes with private investors for funds,

and lending to the state, with its power to

tax, becomes the lowest risk investment,

the rate of interest on the public debt

becomes a parameter for money holders

deciding what assets to hold (see state and

nation–state). Financial markets thus offer a

choice between a range of assets so that

perceived risks and expected returns come

to be proportional (see risk). At the same

time, the volatility of financial markets due

to the speculative element involved in cal-

culating risks implies a premium on liquidity:

the more money-like an asset is, the quicker
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the possibility to adjust to perceived market

changes, and the lower the chance of being

locked into a bad asset or missing the oppor-

tunity to reap windfall profits.

The modern corporation emerged in the

context of financial markets. It is built on

the separation of ownership and management.

Any money-holder can become an owner

by buying shares in the corporation. The

entrepreneurial function is taken over by

managers who are paid for their performance.

While firms can satisfy their needs for funding

by offering shares, money-holders can invest

in such shares without excessive risks. Their

liabilities are limited so that, in the case of

bankruptcy, the value of their shares will be

annihilated but no further obligations result.

Expected returns on capital in relation to the

rate of interest drive the price of shares.

Such expectations are speculative since they

have to be formed in an environment with

limited and asymmetric information.

Despite this speculative component,

share prices today have become the major

indicator of a firm’s performance, implying

that management is more and more pre-

occupied with the way the firm is observed

by financial markets, observations which

are not necessarily tightly coupled to the

firm’s actual performance. As Keynes

(1936) and Kalecki (1943, 1954) argued,

this constellation implies a hierarchy of

markets different from industrial capitalism

where product markets took centre stage.

Now, financial markets, governed by the

interests of wealth owners and firms com-

peting for their funds, are dominant. The

rates of interest generated in these markets

determine which investments in produc-

tion are feasible. Such investments in turn

are linked to the demand on product mar-

kets in a self-referential manner so that, as

Kalecki put it, ‘Capitalists earn what they

spend while workers spend what they earn.’

Thus the employment generated by a

modern capitalist economy is a residual.

Financial markets dominate product mar-

kets which dominate labour markets.

The dominant role of financial markets

has been further enhanced since the last

decades of the twentieth century by glo-

balization and the associated public

emphasis on so-called shareholder values.

The withering away of socialist economic

systems has been accompanied by a world-

wide opening of markets, increasing the

mobility chances of capital, and above all,

of financial capital. The ease of investing

abroad in turn increases the credibility of

the exit threat used by firms in their bar-

gaining both with employees and with

states. As a consequence, capital has reaf-

firmed its decisive role not only in eco-

nomic matters but also in the sense of

stronger selective effects on culture and

politics. Globalization therefore has been

interpreted as driving the convergence of

historically quite different, nation–state-

based capitalist economies towards a uniform

system governed more and more by market

relations only.

However, research on varieties of capitalism

demonstrates that, mostly, capitalist firms have

remained embedded in institutional frame-

works shaped by the political and cultural

traditions associated with societies defined

by nation–states (see embedding and dis-

embedding). This is because, in their busi-

ness strategies, firms try to make use of

‘comparative institutional advantages’ (Hall

and Soskice 2001), thereby at least partially

strengthening rather than abolishing insti-

tutional differences. Since nation–states,

cultures and most of the people involved in

them remain relatively locality-bound and

immobile compared to the supranational

coordinating capacities of markets and the

mobility of capital, the tensions between

capitalist economies and their social envir-

onment remain as relevant as ever. But

equally as relevant remain attempts to instru-

mentalize capitalist economies, with their

innovative and disciplining capacities, for

the well-being of all, whether with the help

of welfare states (Esping-Andersen 1990)

or not.
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CASTE

The word caste, derived from the Portuguese

word castas, was used by Western observers

to identify the social units among the

Indian Hindus. However, the nature of this

social formation has changed significantly

over time and currently varies so widely in

different parts of India that it is difficult to

think of a universal definition.

The ancient Indian society since about

1000 BC was divided into four varnas

defined in terms of occupational specializa-

tion, i.e., the Brahmanas or the priests, the

Kshatriyas or the warriors, the Vaisyas or

the farmers, traders and producers of

wealth, and the Sudras or the people who

served these three higher groups. Even-

tually, towards the fifth century CE, people

outside these four groups came to be con-

sidered untouchables, constituting a fifth

category, known variously as Panchamas,

Ati-Sudras or Chandalas.

However, the varna system subsequently

lost its relevance and provided only a civi-

lizational model to conceptualize social

rank across the regions. In the real world,

more important were the jatis, or localized

occupational groups, which were often

further subdivided according to professional

specialization. These groups were develop-

ing alongside the varnas and social historians

and sociologists commonly refer to them as

castes. The jatis are occupational groups,

whose membership is defined by birth, and

whose exclusiveness is maintained by strin-

gent rules of endogamy and restrictions on

commensality. Each and every caste is

ascribed a ritual rank, which places its

members in an elaborate hierarchy that

encompasses the entire Hindu society, and

at the bottom of this structure are located

the untouchables. However, given the cul-

tural diversities of India, this ‘book-view’ of

caste may not be found everywhere. And

because of this localized nature of caste,

most of these groups still prefer to express

their rank by identifying with one of the

broader civilizational categories of varna.

What determines the rank of a caste is a

matter of intense controversy among

sociologists. Louis Dumont (1972) thought

that in Indian society where the sacred

supposedly encompasses the secular, making
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the Brahmana priest more powerful than

the Kshatriya king, the religious notions of

purity and pollution determine the ritual

rank of a caste. The Brahmana, as the

supreme embodiment of purity, remains at

the top of the hierarchy, while the

untouchable, being totally impure, occu-

pies the bottom, and in the middle there

are groups with varied grades of purity and

impurity. Such cultural notions of caste

ranking have been questioned by others

like Nicholas Dirks (1987), who has poin-

ted out that caste was integrally connected

to power relations in pre-colonial society.

The king was not subordinate to the priest;

the crown was never as hollow as it was

made out to be by the western colonial

observers. On the contrary, caste ranking

was determined by distance from the

crown, legitimated by royal authority and

associated notions of honour. In other

words, there was and always has been a

positive correlation between caste rank,

wealth and power.

Each caste in this social order is assigned

a jati dharma or a moral code of conduct,

the performance or non-performance of

which, or their karma, supposedly deter-

mines their caste status in the next life.

The temporal power of the king in tandem

with the spiritual authority of the priest

maintained social discipline in this caste

society, which is often thought to be a

rather rigid social hierarchy. But in reality,

there were powerful social movements

from the fifteenth century onwards, which

effectively interrogated the ideological

hegemony of the caste system. The rigours

and rigidity of caste society therefore vary

significantly from region to region.

Being associated with a hereditary occu-

pation, caste has also been functionally sig-

nificant, indicating some sort of a social

division of labour. But being a closed

group, caste is different from class, and the

functional specialization is organically

linked to hierarchy (see status). In other

words, it is a system of gradation, with ‘a

great deal of ambiguity in the middle

region’, where various peasant castes vie

for superiority of status (Beteille 1991: 43)

(see peasantry). Modernity and economic

development have further weakened the

link between caste and hereditary occupa-

tion, leading to limited social mobility. But

such discrepancies between caste-irrelevant

roles and caste-ascribed status are gradually

resolved, as the system tolerates limited

positional readjustments in order to main-

tain its hierarchical structure. In modern

India, however, the hierarchical notions of

caste have lost legitimacy in the public

domain. But in private spheres, castes are at

the same time ‘substantialized’ as groups

with cultural distinctiveness, which has eva-

luative meaning (Fuller 1996). Thus, while

castes have become more differentiated

internally because of social mobility, the

cultural assertion of their distinctiveness as

signifier of status has prevented the demise

of the caste system. But these are rein-

vented ethnicized castes, often the focal

points for political mobilization and

demands for social justice, having little

relevance to the religious notions of purity

and pollution (see ethnicity).
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CASTORIADIS, CORNELIUS (1922–1997)

Greek-born French theorist

Co-founder of the French political group

and journal Socialisme ou Barbarie, Castor-

iadis advanced an internal critique of

Marxism together with a critique of

bureaucracy in both socialism and capit-

alism. In his later writings, Castoriadis

develops a theory of the ‘imaginary institu-

tion of society’. Rather than being deter-

mined by a transcendent ground, every

society autonomously institutes its unity by

way of creating a relatively coherent set of

imaginary significations irreducible to the

‘rational’ or the ‘real’ (see institution and

neo-institutionalism). The role of these

significations is to provide answers to fun-

damental questions concerning the nature

and purpose of social life allowing society

to constitute an identity for itself. At the

same time, society’s institutions are con-

stantly subverted by processes of creative

self-alteration. Politics is the conscious

attempt to alter society’s institutions, an

attempt that is ontologically based on soci-

ety’s transformative potential which Cas-

toriadis terms the ‘radical imaginary’.

Castoriadis’s political project may be

described as a form of libertarian socialism

oriented towards popular autonomy and

direct democracy (see democracy and

democratization). His writings from the

Socialisme ou Barbarie period (1949–65)

exerted considerable influence on the

French student movement of May 1968.
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OLIVER MARCHART

CAUSALITY

There are many models of causal reasoning

in social theory, drawn from a variety of

sources such as natural science, the law,

statistics, and the model of intentional

action, along with more specific analogies

to such things as organisms and feedback

mechanisms, as well as to underlying forces.

In 1900, the term ‘social causation’ usually

referred to underlying defining forces in

society, and there were many candidates –

earth, hunger, energeticism, and libido.

Human action itself provides another

model of causal explanation. We might think

of this as the intervention model, since

actions are made or not made, performed or

not performed, in the context of some

ongoing state of causal activity into which

individual acts intervene to shift it in one

direction or another. One curious causal

concept, the idea of an omission as a cause,

figures in connection with legal responsi-

bility and is also systematically applied to his-

torical responsibility. If I fail to put on the

brake on my car and it rolls down the hill, I

have caused the car to roll down the hill,

though my only action was to omit a normal

action.

Causality is important in social theory

because of the difficulty of constructing

suitable in-filling or connecting mechan-

isms between supposed causes and effects.

The situation of the social theorist contrasts

with the commonplace situation in the

natural sciences, where broad well-established

correlations, such as between cancer and

smoking, can eventually be accounted for
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in terms of causal mechanisms that directly

connect the fact of smoking to the outcome

of cancer. If we consider, for example, the

rise of science and the rise of democracy,

we might come up with a theory which

explained why democratic regimes, though

initially less likely to provide the circum-

stances for achievement in science, even-

tually became part of the conditions for the

advancement of science as a major publicly

funded activity of the kind it is today. To

answer such questions would require some

sort of mechanism connecting these large

facts about democracy with science.

One kind of answer would be to appeal

to a general law stating a causal relationship,

on the model of physics, but generally

speaking, such appeals have not succeeded –

there are no plausible, non-tautological

laws; and those which seem to be candi-

dates for law status require a considerable

amount of additional knowledge to apply.

Usually this knowledge, the pragmatics, is

insufficient to do the work of the explana-

tion on its own.

Why is this so? In constructing such a

connection, what one has to work with is a

mass of historical material, much of which

is a record of decisions made by democratic

and aristocratic politicians and citizens

under very complex circumstances and in

terms of a wide variety of beliefs about

science, along with a great many individual

facts about particular scientists and scientific

institutions and their funding, which will

not reduce to a simple pattern. While one

can, as in this case, describe what appears to

be a causal relationship, it is not a relation-

ship that seems explicable in terms of a

single common mechanism describable by a

law. This is characteristic of large-scale his-

torical and social processes. On the level of

individual action and circumstance, the

mechanisms appear to be governed by a

wide degree of contingency, and there are

often exceptions. The fact of complexity

leads social theorists to posit intermediary

mechanisms of abstract kinds which are not

law-like and are assumed to operate behind

the façade of ordinary decision-making and

human action and to account for connec-

tions between large-scale observed facts.

This produces an ongoing problem about

the nature of the relationship between these

explanatory constructions, notions such as

‘class consciousness’, for example, and the

mass of known, understandable and causal

knowledge of actions, decisions and beliefs

that are part of the intentional world of

historical actors, as well as a problem about

the status of these kinds of explanations.

There is a notion of causality that has played

an especially important role in the statistical

social sciences as well as in the conception

of the social as a medium of causation. The

concept was introduced initially by G.

Udny Yule (1895, 1896) who accounted for

variations in poverty in the UK under differ-

ent welfare regimes. Yule suspected that

generous welfare measures had the effects of

disinclining people to work, thus increasing

poverty. The data available for these

hypotheses, however, were, as is typical in

social science cases, entangled with a large

number of other variables which might

themselves have produced the observed dif-

ferences, such as differences in the relative

well-being of the regions in question.

The problem was to remove the effect of

all of these possible confounding variables

and determine what effects of welfare

regimes remained. This leads to a concept

of causality as effect that persists after other

causes are corrected for. This is not a pri-

mary conception of causality since the cau-

sal relationship that remains is itself

understood as the other effect, as a correla-

tional relationship which can be understood

in terms of some sort of mechanism.
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STEPHEN P. TURNER

CENTRE AND PERIPHERY

Asymmetrical relationships in social theory

are expressed in two ways: on a vertical

dimension and on a horizontal dimension.

Vertically, social difference is understood as

inequality, in the image of a hierarchy.

This is the typical image of class analysis,

gender analysis and social stratification.

White collar and blue collar, bourgeoisie

and proletariat, men and women, upper

and middle class, are examples. Horizon-

tally, it is possible to speak of ‘centre’ and

‘periphery’. Here, some theoretical approa-

ches treat horizontal social differences also

as inequalities, while others do not. If they

do not and instead consider differences as

heterogeneity, we are confronted with

what was once called consensus theory in

the 1950s and the 1960s. Edward Shils

(1975) used a Weberian frame of reference

in a Durkheimian vein and saw the centre

as the seedbed of action, values, symbols

and ideals of society. It is typically the cen-

tre where economic, political and cultural

developments take off while in one way or

the other the periphery, lagging behind,

profits from the centre. If, however, social

differences are regarded as social inequality,

we face conflict theory. Here the power

asymmetry between centre and periphery is

stressed. Most notably, Immanuel Waller-

stein (1974) demonstrates that core capital-

ist countries since the seventeenth century

such as Britain, the Netherlands, France,

Germany, the USA or Japan, systematically

exploit the periphery in the capitalist world

system (see world systems theory). This

useful distinction is widely applicable and

our contemporary world knows many

centres and peripheries (see classification).
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HANS-PETER MÜLLER

CHARISMA

The term ‘charisma’ was introduced into

sociology by Max Weber. Literally it denotes

‘the gift of grace’. According to Weber, it

implies ‘a certain quality of an individual

personality by virtue of which [one] is con-

sidered extraordinary and treated as endowed

with supernatural, superhuman, or at least

specifically exceptional powers or qualities’

(Weber 1978: 216, 241; see also Eisenstadt

1968; Sennett 1975). The term was taken

from the theology of the New Testament,

denoting the gifts of the Holy Spirit. It is

derived from Greek charis, a term looking

back to the archaic social network of gift

exchanges (Meier 1987).

In Weber’s sociology, charisma forms

one of the three ‘pure’ or ‘ideal’ types of

legitimate domination or authority (Weber

1978: 212–16). However, in Weber’s

work, charisma also plays a much wider

role, connecting the three main typologies

of social action, legitimate order and legit-

imate domination. While preserving some

of its theological affinities, Weber gave the

term a different twist. Charisma is best
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manifested by individuals who successfully

resolve extraordinary situations that threaten

a community. The two main types of such

situations are threats posed by other human

communities and natural disasters such as

floods, droughts, storms or earthquakes.

The two main charismatic types are thus

the hero and the magician.

While charismatic qualities appear in

extraordinary situations, with things

returning to normality after the emergency

has passed, there is a tendency for temporary

arrangements to become transformed into a

permanent office, or what Weber called the

‘routinization’ of charisma. This leads to

the emergence of ritualized, sacrificial reli-

gion (see also ritual), on the one hand, and

centralized rule over territories, on the

other.

Charisma, however, might return even

in the context of large entities, and this is

where the concept becomes interesting for

Weber. In the context of priestly religion,

the reappearance of charisma is associated

with the figure of the prophet. It is in this

connection that Weber speaks of the ‘great

process’ of demagification or disenchant-

ment and the rise of the modern world (see

secularization). In the context of secular

rule, charisma is fundamental for the rise of

politics in Greece, as embodied in the per-

son of Pericles as the law-giver. Here

Weber’s concept of prophetic charisma in

ancient Israel can be compared with Michel

Foucault’s interest in political and philoso-

phical parrhesia in classical Greece (Szakolczai

2003).

Weber connects the rise of the modern

capitalist market economy and democratic

politics to the further routinization of charis-

matic renewals, in the direction of legaliza-

tion and rationalization (see rationality and

rationalization). However, he leaves open

the possible return of charisma in religion

or politics. While being cautious about the

possible appearance of new prophets, Weber

assigns an important role to charismatic

leadership in democratic mass politics

(Weber 1976: 182) Given that the popular

vote is cast for persons and not for parties or

movements, the charismatic qualities of

politicians play a dominant role in con-

temporary politics, and are emphasized by

the media and mass media.

It is here that some problems with

Weber’s concept appear. Weber takes for

granted the link between mobilizing appeal

and the ability to solve problems. Yet

widespread attractiveness can be gained by

political personalities of quite questionable,

even sinister, character. The application of

the term ‘charismatic’ to political leaders

such as Lenin, Stalin, Mussolini and Hitler

creates more confusion than clarity. In

order to discriminate between various types

of political leaders with non-rational and

non-traditional appeal, it has been sug-

gested that charisma as a type should be

complemented by and contrasted with the

figure of the ‘trickster’, as studied by

anthropologists and mythologists (Radin

1972; Horvath 1998).

This problem becomes especially serious

when combined with another shortcoming.

Weber assumes that crisis situations calling

for charismatic action are derived from

external threats when there is clear con-

sensus about the desirable outcome. How-

ever, the model does not work for internal

dissolutions of order, when the entire

community is divided, and when furthermore

the opportunities for divisive, demagogic,

‘trickster’-type politicians are particularly

ripe. Here the model should be com-

plemented by approaches such as René

Girard’s theoretization of the ‘sacrificial

crisis’ and the ‘scapegoating mechanism’

(Girard 1989; see Szakolczai 2003: 18–22).

Weber offered a series of important clar-

ifications of the concept of charisma. He

made a distinction between primary or

natural charisma, due simply to personal

characteristics, and artificial charisma,

induced by ascetic techniques or possibly

by drugs (Weber 1978: 400). He furthermore

differentiated between the source of charisma
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in individual qualities, and the eventual

recognition of charisma by the followers or

the general public, considered decisive for

the validity of charismatic authority (ibid.:

242). A closely related distinction is

between charismatic people and charismatic

communities, elaborated especially in

Weber’s ‘Ancient Judaism’ and further

developed by Norbert Elias as ‘group

charisma’.
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ARPAD SZAKOLCZAI

CHICAGO SCHOOL

The Department of Sociology at the Uni-

versity of Chicago was a pioneering host

for American sociology. After the founding

of the department in 1892, the ‘Chicago

School’ received considerable impetus with

Robert E. Park’s career relocation from

journalism to academic life after 1913.

Encouraged by W. I. Thomas, who con-

tributed the concept of the ‘definition of

the situation’ to sociological discourse, Park

sought to make sense of the social con-

sequences of the rapid transformation

experienced by the city of Chicago through

industrialization and through urbanization

of a rapidly expanding immigrant popula-

tion (see urbanism and urbanisation). The

potential for conflict and exploitation in

this situation showed that policy innovation

was needed and that this was to be based on

scientifically sound research. The aim was

not to rise above the tensions, inequalities

and conflicts constitutive of the transform-

ing city but to engage with them through

direct research into the situation and

experience of those who were subordinated

and marginalized within the processes of

change. One necessity was to disseminate

an awareness of the diversity of viewpoints

brought into co-existence and contact

within the same urban space, and to

understand the dynamics of their inter-

relationships with a view to understanding

the ways in which potential conflicts

between them could be minimized. This

was not undertaken as a matter of the dis-

passionately technical management of

social change, but from the point of view

of attaining greater social justice.

The approach taken to research was not

at first methodologically self-conscious, and

it readily used data materials of all kind. But

it was marked by an emphasis (owing much

to journalistic traditions of finding out by

first-hand investigation) on fieldwork-style

investigations in which researchers sought

to get close to those living the lives they

were investigating – often concealing the fact

that they were researchers. A large number

of studies of different groups were pro-

duced, collectively pioneering the idea of

‘understanding the actor’s point of view’. It

is a persistent idea in sociology that doc-

umenting the way in which members of

society themselves experience their social

world and respond to it is a primary task.

W. I. Thomas, together with Florian Zna-

niecki, produced a monumental body of

papers drawing on personal documentation

such as letters and on the archives of Polish

newspapers in order to capture and record
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the often dislocating experience of Polish

Peasants. Their study The Polish Peasant in

Europe and America (1918–21) analysed

migration from the culture of a traditional

peasant society into the alien environment

of American values and the American city.

Other notable studies explored the lives of

homeless hobos, of members of boys’ gangs

and of criminal delinquency, as well as of

young women who worked as dancers for

hire (see crime and deviance).

The orientation of these studies was

toward identifying the points of view

which would be largely unknown to middle-

class academic constituencies. They sought

to criticize the perception of these ways of

life as merely symptomatic of social dis-

organization and moral breakdown. The

aim of the studies was to challenge such

judgements, to emphasize, first of all, the

way in which the circumstances one finds

oneself in alter the way in which one per-

ceives things and impose a set of practical

necessities to which adaptation must be

made. Thus, seen in context, the behaviour

of disparaged types would no longer appear

as manifestations of the waywardness of

individuals, but as an embodiment of a

collective response, expressive of the cul-

ture to which the individual belonged, with

the culture itself having been formed in

response and adjustment to the conditions

under which its bearers must live.

Much of Chicago’s sociology both during

the heyday of the School and after can be

understood as reacting against the idea of

‘social disorganization’ which had been a

powerful idea in American social and political

thought. It concentrated on distinguishing

between the lives of independent commu-

nities, such that the standards of one should

not be made the a priori standards imposed

as a framework for the understanding or

moral evaluation of the other. The empirical

studies repeatedly showed that the lives of

the under-privileged and the deviant (see

deviance) were not literally disorganized

but were conducted according to their own

codes and practices, that they were orga-

nized on the same sociological bases as

more eminent and respectable communities

(see community).

The heyday of the Chicago School

extended from the 1910s through to the

1930s. After this period, research was

motivated and practised in much the same

way, and was equally attentive to the lives

of subordinate and marginalized group.

However, it did so under the influence of a

changed set of sociological ideas, particu-

larly those elaborated from the teachings of

the Chicago-based philosopher G. H.Mead

by the sociologist Herbert Blumer. These

ideas became known as symbolic inter-

actionism. The development of this tradi-

tion from the late 1930s into the 1960s

occasions talk of a ‘second Chicago School’.

This second phase also focused on the actor’s

point of view to highlight how courses of

action which might otherwise seem irrational

and ineffective may instead be rational in

relation to circumstances. The later phase of

the Chicago School is associated with the

work of Anselm Strauss, Howard Becker,

Tamotsu Shibutani and others.
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WES SHARROCK

CHOMSKY, NOAM (1928– )

US theorist

Chomsky redefined linguistics as a natur-

alistic and science-oriented theory of a

biologically endowed ‘language faculty’,

postulating a ‘universal grammar’ that

manifests itself in the development of more

specific transformational grammars (see

language). This led to a paradigm shift,

away from behaviourism, and was highly

influential for psychology and cognitive

CHOMSKY, NOAM (1928– )
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science. Chomsky considered his enterprise

to be part of the rationalist tradition fol-

lowing a Cartesian idea of innate mental

structures. In this view, language acquisi-

tion is the unfolding of a biologically

endowed mental propensity, triggered once

the child (or perhaps more precisely, the

brain) is exposed to ‘linguistic experience’.

Chomsky has often revised his theory, but

has always held some key convictions: a

focus on syntax, strictly separated from

semantics, pragmatics, and any functional

considerations of social language use or

discourse, which he excluded from the

scientific study of language; and an indivi-

dualist, mentalist, and internalist under-

standing of language. As a consequence, only

‘I-languages’, i.e., languages that are part of

a speaker’s individual mental make-up, are

a proper object of study, rather than public

‘E(xternal)-languages’ used by social groups.

An outspoken critic of imperialist US foreign

policies from Vietnam to Iraq, Chomsky is

an ardent proponent of the rights of the

public intellectual to intervene in the field

of politics and the media and mass media.

Yet curiously, his ideas of the scientific

study of language and the mind seem to

have been untouched by his social activism.
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JENS BROCKMEIER

CHRISTIANITY

In tracing the historic origins of Christianity,

we depend largely on scriptures written by

early Christian believers. According to the

New Testament, Christianity started with a

group of men gathering around a charis-

matic leader (see charisma) named Jesus,

who was wandering through Galilee during

the Roman occupation preaching and

healing (Theissen [1977] 1978; Weber

[1919] 1978). Originally, Jesus’ message was

directed exclusively to the Jews. He refer-

red positively to the framework of Judaism

(see Judaism). Convinced however, that

the end of time was close, he taught his

disciples to cut their bonds with their families

and occupations and to follow him. The

charismatic group of disciples gained finan-

cial support from a wider assembly, among

them several women who were closely

related to Jesus until his death. The social

context of the charismatic group, the

expectation of the imminent end of time,

and the contents of his teachings led to an

egalitarian structure among his followers, who

ignored differences in status and gender.

After Jesus’ crucifixion, the movement

spread into the Hellenistic world through

proselytizing, notably through the organi-

zational agency of Paul. In the second and

third centuries, the hierarchical structure of

a church with professional clerics and a

monarchical episcopate developed. This

organizational structure is distinctively dif-

ferent from other religions. After a period

of persecution, Christians were tolerated by

the Roman Empire. In the fourth century,

Christianity finally became the state religion

of the already weakened empire.

During the Middle Ages, church and state

were closely linked, supported by the uni-

versalistic ideal of a homogeneous Christian

kingdom and culture in which both powers –

church and state – worked together as the

‘two swords of Christianity’. The other side

of this ideal was the harsh consequences for

those who seemed to threaten it. This led to
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persecutions of heretics, but also to the med-

ieval Crusades, originallymotivated todefend

Jerusalem against Muslim invaders. In 1054,

the profound differences between Eastern

andWesternChristianity resulted in a schism.

Both developed separately with strong dif-

ferences that continue even today, making

social scientists talk of different civilizations

(Eisenstadt 1982; Huntington 1996). Chris-

tian Orthodoxy up to the present has been

less influenced by Enlightenment ideas,

with consequences for the use of the Bible

and the understanding of the priest’s office.

In the sixteenth century Martin Luther’s

theology of ‘sola fide, sola gratia, sola

scriptura’, emphasized the individuality of

every persons relationship to God, inaugurat-

ing the Protestant Reformation. His teaching

must be considered an early expression of

modern subjectivity and Enlightenment.

His concept of the two reigns of god

became important as an early theory of the

distinction between church and state and of

the differentiation of religious and political

roles. With reference to Calvin’s theology

and its impact on Ascetic Protestant sects,

Max Weber developed his influential Pro-

testant ethic thesis ([1904–5] 1930) about

the religious foundation of the ‘spirit’ of

modern capitalism. Max Weber also pointed

out the specific development of Western

Christianity as compared to other civiliza-

tions. In this thesiss, it was only the Occi-

dent where the combination of several

rational developments – in religion, science,

bureaucracy, economy, the law and other

areas – enabled the differentiation of value

spheres and enforced a general process of

rationalization (see rationality and ratio-

nalization). He was convinced that

Christianity – especially ascetic Protestantism –

was the major factor in this process.

Similarly, his close colleague Ernst

Troeltsch argued in The Social Teachings of

the Christian Churches (1912) that Protes-

tantism, closely followed by religious tol-

eration and religious pluralism in parts of

Western Europe and North America, were

the decisive factors in the shaping of a

modern culture of individualism and indi-

vidualization. Troeltsch also argued that

before the rise of of the Protestant sects,

Christianity had remained an essentially

conservative social force, resigned to com-

promise and acquiescence in the dominance

of the secular ruling powers of the monarch

and the emperor. Against the Marxist view

of Karl Kautsky, Troeltsch argued that

Christianity from its earliest inception until

the seventeenth century was never an

instrument of any class struggle and never

generated any social emancipation move-

ment, despite its early association with the

revolt of the slaves against Roman oppression.

This thesis was for the most part confirmed

by Karl Mannheim in his work Ideology and

Utopia of 1929, although it was contested

by Ernst Bloch in his work of 1918Geist der

Utopie, a portrait of Thomas Münzer and the

peasants’ revolt in sixteenth century Ger-

many. Most classical sociological analyses of

Christianity thus alternate between posi-

tions that stress either (1) its affinity tp indi-

vidualism, liberalism and conservatism

(Weber, Troeltsch), or (2) its immanent

normative relationship to fraternity, com-

munity, collective liberation and social jus-

tice. The latter diagnosis was particularly

important to Georg Lukács in History and

Class Consciousness (1922), which built on

Hegel’s dialectic of master and slave (see

master�slave dialectic) and the early phi-

losophical Marx of the Theses on Feuerbach,

thematizing Feuerbach’s conception of the

self-alienation of man in God that turned

the relationship between creature and crea-

tor on its head. This world-view also

remains central today to Liberation Theol-

ogy in Latin America and was fundamental

to the struggle against slavery among Afri-

can Americans in the nineteenth century.

With respect to functional differentiation

between politics and religion, the inves-

titure contest in the eleventh and early

twelfth century over the emperor’s right to

install bishops was of relevance (Blumenthal
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1991). But it was only in the early twentieth

century that most of the European nations

truly separated church and state. Some –

like France and Switzerland – did it in the

strict way of laı̈cité. Others – like Germany –

maintained close relations between state

and church, but abolished the system of a

state church. In the Scandinavian countries

and in England, this system survived much

longer, with the consequence that Swedish

citizens were automatically members of the

Church of Sweden by birth. It was particularly

the philosophical Enlightenment movement

that questioned the strong position of Chris-

tian churches in Europe. In France, after the

Revolution this eventually led to the French

system of laı̈cité: the strict separation of

church and state. For the emerging European

nation–states in nineteenth-century Eur-

ope, it was the French Revolution as well

as the Christian heritage that served as

material for the construction of national

myths. For this reason, historians have con-

sidered the European nation–states as

daughters of religion and of revolution.

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries

the Christian churches in many Western

European countries faced severe processes

of secularization (Bruce 1999), defined as

separation between church and state as well

as the decline in individual participation in

church activities and church membership.

This process was more thorough-going in

countries with a predominantly Protestant

population, but since the 1960s it has also

affected the Catholic Church in many

European countries (Martin 1978). Secu-

larization had the least effect in Poland and

Ireland where national identity is closely

linked to Catholicism. But the population

of the United States of America also has

maintained high levels of subjective religiosity.

Among American sociologists of religion, this

has been interpreted as the result of a com-

bination of church–state separation and high

religious plurality, which has emphasized the

competition between different religious

agents in a vital religious market. The situation

in the United States is also different in

another respect. Due to the religious and

cultural mixing in the course of immigra-

tion, the institutional shape of Christianity

was – unlike Europe – not dominated by

the major confessions and churches of

Catholicism or Lutheran and Reformed

Protestantism, but rather by smaller denomi-

nations with characteristic entrepreneur-

like activities in local churches.

The secularization process that has dis-

tinctly changed the ideological landscape in

Western Europe, as well as the politically

enforced secularization processes in many

Eastern European countries, has resulted in

a situation in which Europe – at least in

statistical terms – is no longer the heartland

of Christianity. Today, South America and

Asia, especially Korea, are the most

dynamic regions of Christianity, and they

are developing their own kind of Chris-

tianity, which in many respects differs from

the European variety.
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MONIKA WOHLRAB-SAHR

CHURCH

The term ‘church’ has at least three different

dimensions: (1) a communal dimension inas-

much as it refers to the gathering of religious

(see religion) – usually Christian – commu-

nities; (2) a religious dimension inasmuch as

it refers to a specific self-understanding of

such communities with more or less explicit

eschatological connotations; and (3) an

institutional (see institution) and organizational

(see organization) dimension inasmuch as

it refers to a specific social form that religious

communities have taken. From the socio-

logical perspective a church is mainly looked

upon as a type of religious organization –

although the other two meanings of the term

come into play as well. When the organi-

zational aspect of the church is too prominent,

the other dimensions may lead to conflicts in

which members stress the importance of lived

face-to-face meetings and an orientation

towards religious instead of organizational

matters, and vice versa.

Looking at the church as an organization,

two perspectives are of relevance: (1) How

are religious communities transformed into

church organizations and with what con-

sequences?; (2) How does the organiza-

tional type of the church differ from other

possible types of organization, within and

outside Christianity?

As organizations, churches develop in the

course of the institutionalization of religious

communities that have gathered around a

charismatic leader. This process was analyzed

by Max Weber ([1919] 1978) in terms of

the routinization of charisma. In order to

survive the founder’s death and the succes-

sion of different leaders, the charisma

which was originally attached to the person

of the founder needs to be associated with

the church as an institution and especially

with the office held by its representatives.

Weber called this Amtscharisma. The latter is

of specific importance for the Catholic

Church which continues to the present day

to justify the exclusion of women from

priesthood with the charisma of the priest’s

office. Priests are thought to stand in direct

succession to the original apostles. Accord-

ing to this logic, male priests need to follow

male apostles.

Weber proposed that a church develops

when a hierocracy turns into a regulated

profession of priests; when the hierocracy’s

expectations towards possible followers

become universal, irrespective of ethnic

and national ties; when dogma and ritual

practice are rationalized, written down,

commented and taught in a systematic way;

and when all of this is enclosed in an insti-

tutionalized community. Referring to

Weber, Thomas O’Dea (1961) and others

(Yinger 1961) started a discussion about

certain dilemmas that arise in the process of

institutionalization. Such dilemmas may

cause conflicts in churches and, in the long

run, may lead to schisms and to the forma-

tion of sects which stress the ‘original’

religious purpose as opposed to ‘secondary’

organizational matters.

Niklas Luhmann (1972) underlined the

complex relationship between different

types of church membership. In his analysis,

a large group of members is mainly inter-

ested in the continuation of the church and

give it general support (and money). These

members do not necessarily seek to fulfil

religious needs there, yet they depend on

members whose religious activities symbolize

the continuation of the church as a religious
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organization. The relationship between gen-

eral support and active religious involve-

ment appears to be of specific relevance for

the remarkable differences between churches

in Europe and North America.

Ernst Troeltsch ([1912] 1931) and Max

Weber distinguished between the church

and the sect as different organizational

types. In contrast to the sect-type, the church

is seen as a community that people are

usually born into, rather than becoming

members voluntarily; which is inclusive rather

than exclusive in its religious offerings and

demands; and in which charisma is asso-

ciated with religious offices rather than

with personalities. In addition, churches, in

contrast to sects, usually behave much more

in accordance with the values of the society

and with the state (see state and nation-

state). Troeltsch thought of mysticism as a

third religious form, which focuses on per-

sonal religious sentiments and is critical of

organization-building.

This church–sect typology has, however,

been regarded as an inadequate account of

the North American situation. Richard

Niebuhr (1929) first elaborated the term

‘denominationalism’. In this analysis,

denominations are voluntary associations,

but, unlike sects, they are much more

inclusive, as well as bureaucratic, and they

accept the values of the secular society and

the state (Wilson 1959).

Weber in his typological approach also

used the term ‘church’ for Islamic and some

Buddhist institutions (see Islam). However,

the organizational type of the church has

developed most clearly within Christianity.

In countries with a predominately Christian

population, churches have been the key

complementary and legitimizing institution

of the state. But churches have also served

as the organizational ‘address’ to which the

state turns in order to deal with religious

matters. For this reason, in some European

countries it has become necessary for other

religions such as Islam, to develop church-

like institutions which can negotiate with

state representatives over religious issues

such as religious education in schools and

burial rites.
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CITIZENSHIP

Citizenship is a complex political, legal,

social and cultural institution that governs

both who are to be considered members or

citizens of a particular polity, who are to be

considered quasi-members (strangers, out-

siders) and non-members (aliens) and how

these people are to conduct themselves and

each other in a given polity. Being a citizen

almost always means not only being a

member of the polity but also involves

mastery of modes and forms of conduct

appropriate to being a member (see civic

education). Just what constitutes membership

and its appropriate modes and forms of

conduct are always objects of struggle among
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subjects with claims to citizenship. It is

through these claims to citizenship that

citizenship becomes a locus of rights and

obligations. These claims and the combination

of rights and obligations that define it have

worked themselves out very differently in

different moments of history.

The ancient Greeks are credited with

inventing the institution of citizenship

roughly around the eighth century BC by

giving a certain new meaning to the city:

the idea of the polis (Manville 1990). Until

then, the city, it is said, was governed by

god-kings and, after that, by the citizens.

What happened at that particular moment?

It seems that a new figure entered the stage

of history who was a male and a warrior

and who owned property (not the least of

which included the means of warfare).

Those who were not male and did not own

property such as women, slaves, merchants,

craftsmen, or sailors found themselves cast

as theOthers of that figure. The male figure

had the right to govern his city (belonging)

and to bequeath that right to his son

(blood). By governing himself by the laws

of his city, the citizen also governed the

strangers, outsiders, and aliens of the city.

The figure of the Roman citizen played

itself out under quite different conditions.

Being a Roman citizen meant being a mem-

ber of an empire that stretched beyond the

city of Rome (Gardner 1993; Sherwin-

White 1973). Yet being male, a warrior and

owning property were still the elements

that differentiated a Roman citizen from

strangers, outsiders, and aliens. These elements

persisted well into the age of the state and

nation–state. It is possible to hold, with

Max Weber, that a change occurred during

the twelfth to fifteenth centuries in Europe

when being a citizen gradually ceased to be

associated with prowess in war and military

virtue. Yet still at this time, being a citizen

involved owning property and being male.

Therefore, arguably the most significant fea-

ture of citizenship occurred in the late

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries

when citizenship became associated with

nationality and was understood as membership

of the state rather than the city. It was then

that the principles of jus sanguinis (by blood)

and ius soli (by territory) were rearticulated

through the state and reinscribed in the

nation (Brubaker 1992) (see nationalism).

If each of these historical moments

articulated the figure of the citizen rather

differently, what explains the ostensible

unity of this concept? The answer lies

partly in the fact that every dominant group

reinscribed and reinvested itself in that ori-

ginal figure as the real foundation of its

symbolic and imaginary constitution. It also

lies in the fact that the original elements of

citizenship – property, war andmasculinity –

remained the foundational elements that

differentiated citizens from strangers, out-

siders, and aliens (Smith 1997) (see stranger).

But the future may well remember the

twentieth century for having dismantled the

foundational elements of citizenship. It was in

this particular century that property was no

longer tied to citizenship, while women

became at least formal if not substantive

claimants to it, and the nature of war and

warriorship was fundamentally altered by

being fought by special kinds of mercen-

aries and technological weaponry (Janoski

1998). Moreover, it was in the twentieth

century that the universal figure of the

citizen was shown to be predominantly

made up of attributes of a particular social

group: Christian, heterosexual, male, white

and adult (Young 1989).

Does this realization mean the end of

citizenship today? Judging by the seemingly

inexorable rise of another figure – namely,

the consumer – it may appear to us as

though citizenship has come to some kind of

an end. This, however, need not imply the

end of citizenship as a normative idea cap-

able of continuous reconstruction. What is

at least clear is that the gradual spread of civil

rights in the eighteenth century, towards

political rights in the nineteenth century, was

consolidated in the twentieth century by the
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establishment of social rights, as T. H. Mar-

shall (1992) notably argued. Today, while

we witness the dismantling of the traditional

elements of citizenship (property, warrior-

ship, masculinity), we also observe the

emergence of a new kind of citizen figure.

New historical narratives are being told about

citizenship that make it appear less a bastion

of property, warriorship and masculinity

and more about the struggles of redistribu-

tion and recognition by those who formerly

were its strangers, outsiders and aliens

(Kymlicka 1995; Isin and Wood 1999).
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See: Urbanism and urbanization

CIVIC EDUCATION

Civic education is as old as the Greco-

Roman ideal of the democratic citizen and

hence as old as democracy itself. From the

time of the ancients when democracy was

understood to rest on the participation of the

educated cives, democratic advocates argued

that citizens were made rather than born,

and had to be educated into the responsi-

bilities of civic participation. Plato’s argument

in The Republic for Philosopher Kings can

be understood as an aristocratic version of

this position (only the learned can rule),

while the Greek ideal of padaeia (like the

later concepts of Bildung in German and

Formation in French) linked education to

the virtues of autonomy, self-government

and the well-ordered commonwealth.

Modern democratic philosophy, beginning

with social contract theory, forges vital links

between democratic constitutionalism, com-

petent citizenship and civic education. It

presupposes John Locke’s modern doctrine

of knowledge as a function of experience

rooted in the interaction of a ‘blank tablet’

mind with a sensory worldly environment.

When knowledge is the story experience

writes on character, character and behavior

can be seen as vulnerable to manipulation,

modification and education. Locke’s Second

Treatise of Government (1976) and his Letter on

Education both depend on his Essay Concerning

Human Understanding ([1690] 2000) with its

empiricist rational psychology, just as

Rousseau’s The Social Contract (1993a) finds a

companion piece in his educational tract

Emile (1993b).

In both the English and the French

Enlightenment traditions, it is posited that

while homo oeconomicus (the autonomous,

interest-pursuing individual) may forge the

social contract, only citizens are capable of

sustaining the democratic constitutions the

social contract yields (see constitution).
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Natural men and natural women are

endowed with natural rights, but citizenship

is artificial rather than natural. Given that

human nature is acquired rather than innate,

citizenship must be learned and earned.

The American founding fathers predicated

the success of the new American Constitution

on the development of a citizenry capable

of enacting and defending in practice the

‘natural rights’ whose protection that con-

stitution guaranteed in theory. John Adams

in Massachusetts argued in the 1780s for

institutions of public schooling that would

afford all who were to be citizens an edu-

cation that was, in the first instance, civic.

Thomas Jefferson made clear in his epitaph

that his founding of the University of Vir-

ginia was part and parcel of his authorship

of the Declaration of Independence and the

Virginia Bill of Religious Freedom, giving

clear expression to the indissoluble linkage

between rights and the educated citizen.

Nineteenth-century common schools

and land grant colleges were conceived

with civic education among their primary

missions, and America’s public education

system has always gained an important part

of its legitimacy from its devotion to inte-

grating immigrants into American life and

teaching practicing that ‘apprenticeship of

liberty’ which for Tocqueville was the most

necessary if most ‘arduous of all appren-

ticeships’. To a degree, civic education has,

as a result, become an ‘American’ idea.

John Dewey’s pragmatist insistence at the

beginning of the twentieth century on the

ties between education and democracy gave

its American character vital impetus (see

pragmatism). Celebrating the experiential

character of all knowledge and the affinities

between ‘problem solving’ in politics and

in thought, Dewey’s Democracy and Educa-

tion argued that democracy was first of all

about the education of citizens, and that edu-

cation was about the sustaining of democracy.

Only following World War II with the

emergence of a new political science

focused on elections rather than participation

and more interested in voters than in citi-

zens, in individual interests than in common

ground, did the social science preoccupa-

tion with civic education lose some of its

vibrancy. Even as it became more impor-

tant in post-war Europe and Asia where the

founding of new democracies in the rubble

of German fascism and Japanese imperial-

ism focused on civic training and re-

education, it was hobbled by notions of the

professionalization and vocationalization of

schooling in America. The earlier triumph

of the German model of the Research

University (first practiced at Johns Hopkins

at the end of the nineteenth century) gra-

dually displaced the model of the liberal arts

college (the liberal arts understood as the

‘arts of liberty’ by which free men and

women acquired the skills and competences

of liberty) and helped erode the idea of a

‘civic mission’ for education.

Nevertheless, both in historical political

theory and in American history, there has

been a close connection between the

robustness of democratic practices and the

devotion to civic education. The weak or

thin representative system is less concerned

with civic education, with a tendency to

assume that voters are little more than pri-

vate political consumers expressing private

political preferences. Those wedded to a

more participatory or deliberative approach

mirroring strong democratic arrangements

are compelled to argue for a strong civic

education curriculum in which the respon-

sibilities of active citizenship (far more than

voting) are diligently acquired.
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CIVIL RELIGION

Civil religion has been defined by Robert

Bellah (1975: 3) as ‘that religious dimension,

found . . . in the life of every people,

through which it interprets its historical

experience in the light of transcendent rea-

lity’. The concept of civil religion refers to

a unique relationship between religion and

politics, typically in reference to the nation

(see state and nation-state). For example,

we might see it in the use of biblical quo-

tations in presidential addresses or in reli-

gious jeremiads directed at government

policies. The interplay between civil reli-

gion and the nation – state has been seen as

contributing to the pacification of civil

strife and conflict, and hence as an important

mechanism of social integration in modern

secular societies. Normally, it includes secular

symbols and rituals that provide some

sense of belonging and solidarity, espe-

cially a ‘myth of origin’ which relates or

reconstructs the nation’s history, ‘purpose’ or

‘destiny’ in the world. Civil religion may

also function to define legitimate membership

of a nation, indicating taboos that define

the national society’s external boundaries

and differentiating it from others. Civil reli-

gion confers legitimacy on social order by

evoking commitment and consensus.

Originally used by Jean-Jacques Rousseau,

Robert Bellah gave this concept its central

sociological meaning, especially (but not only)

with reference to the USA. Bellah identified

three key dimensions. First, biblical themes

are compatible with national traditions and

national churches (see church). It in this

perspective that ideas of America as ‘God’s

new Israel’ are rooted. Second, there is a

relevant aspect of a process of seculariza-

tion and a tendency towards religious indi-

vidualism and privatism. Third, there is the

more institutional aspect of the American

Puritans’ commitment to religious liberty

and toleration of religious pluralism.

Other studies have indicated ways in

which this concept by no means need be

limited in its application to the USA. Dur-

kheim’s analysis of religion, secular educa-

tion and civic humanism suggests universal

possibilities of civil religion. Many societies

express their political unity in religious-

political terms. As a result, we find many

studies of civil religion over a wide range of

national contexts. Many of these con-

centrate on matters of symbolic action and

rituals, rather than on the more institutional

structures of the nation–state. It is also

necessary, however, to attend to the role

of organizational constraints, resources,

and interest groups. Social cleavages often

determine the relations between state and

religion. Civil religion in the context of

secularized nation–states becomes an

increasingly important ideological factor of

national mobilization processes, an impor-

tant part of the ‘imagined community’ of

social entities (see nationalism).
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STEFFEN SIGMUND

CIVIL SOCIETY

Civil society is a modern concept that has

various origins and incarnations. In the early

modern period in Europe between the 1650s

and 1770s, it corresponded to all inter-

mediary institutions such as guilds, associ-

ations, organizations, cities and corporate

bodies such as universities and churches that

stood between the increasingly centralizing

state and the isolated individual. The pri-

mary focus of the concept was the suspect if

not seditious nature of these intermediary

institutions in the eyes of the state. The

consolidation of the state meant usurpation

and abolition of the special privileges of

these institutions and the centralization of

their administration and jurisdiction. The

state increasingly came to see itself as the

guarantor, superior and governor of such

institutions, and those that resisted such

consolidation were deemed ‘seditious’. As

such, civil society and the institutions that

made up its character were by and large

understood to be opposed to the state.

From approximately the 1770s onwards,

civil society was increasingly understood as

a sphere independent from the state. The

institutions that made up such an independent

or autonomous (see autonomy) sphere

were not understood in the same way as in

the preceding period. They were now

deemed to be free from the encroachment

of the state, and they included institutions

such as private businesses. If the early

modern conception of civil society was an

attack on the positive liberties of inter-

mediary institutions that had been built

over a long time since the twelfth century,

the modern conception of civil society was

articulated in terms of negative liberties

over against the state. The emerging mod-

ern conception of civil society understood

the older intermediary institutions as ves-

tiges and fragments of the past where spe-

cial privileges hindered the capacities of

bourgeois citizens and their relationship to

the state. Civil society in the eighteenth

century was increasingly constituted as

being made up not of intermediary institu-

tions but of bourgeois citizens engaged in

activities beyond the regulatory institutions

of the state. Civil society stood for rela-

tively autonomous spheres of economic,

political and social activities of citizens of a

state. However, because the French state

became the most centralized and con-

solidated in Europe, French thought and

practice also sensed the dangers of con-

ceiving civil society only as negative liberties

of citizens from the state. From Jean-Jacques

Rousseau and Montesquieu to Alexis de

Tocqueville a strand of thought emerged

that, while emphasizing civil society as a

relatively autonomous sphere of the activ-

ities of citizens, was also aware of some of

its limitations. This new strand of thought

articulated the need for positive liberties of

intermediary institutions such as associ-

ations, cities, organizations, societies and

unions. In the late nineteenth century,

Otto von Gierke (1866) and Emile Dur-

kheim (1984; 1992) became the most sig-

nificant social theorists of civil society by

urging the necessity of intermediary insti-

tutions to mediate between the citizen and

the state.

Since the 1990s the concept of civil

society has re-emerged as a mantra to describe

numerous practices in diverse societies. The

initial impetus for its renewed currency was

the democratic revolutions in Eastern Europe
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and the former member states of the Warsaw

Pact. Many writers argued that under the

communist regimes there were almost no

intermediary and relatively autonomous

institutions and spheres left between the

communist subject and the state. The result

of the rise of civil societies in these states

after communism was an unmistakable con-

nection made between the importance of

civil society and democracy (Keane 1998).

In recent years, civil society has also

become an operative concept in the emer-

ging democracies in Latin America, Africa,

the Middle East and Asia. Here it is under-

stood as referring primarily to intermediary

institutions that resist non-democratic ten-

dencies of states and multinational business

corporations. In this picture, the democra-

tization of previously authoritarian states

(see authority) and the neo-liberal opening

of markets have been seen as proceeding

hand in hand in a process of resistance to

the centralizing tendencies of states and

business monopolies (Alvarez et al. 1998;

Sajoo 2002; Schak and Hudson 2003).

But the rise of civil society institutions

and discourses has not been limited to

developments within sovereign states. Also

evident is the rise of various intermediary

institutions such as non-governmental

organizations, associations, aid groups and

numerous other groups that operate across

various states, leading some commentators

to talk of the emergence of a ‘global civil

society’ and its limits (Keane 2003; Laxer

and Halperin 2003). Since there is no glo-

bal state and global governance is made up

of a multitude of intersecting, overlapping

and transversing jurisdictions, organizations

and movements, it is perhaps improper to

consider the emerging spheres as acting

against the state as such. Nevertheless, the

actions of some transnational global orga-

nizations, such as Médecins Sans Frontières,

Amnesty International, Human Rights

Watch to Greenpeace, have been crucial in

fostering democratizing tendencies in the

policies and practices of some states.
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ENGIN F. ISIN

CIVILIZATION

‘Civilization’ is clearly a heavily value-laden

term, imbued with problematic notions of

‘progress’ and cultural superiority. In aca-

demic sociology, however, the term has

acquired a more scientific and relatively

value-neutral mode of application, notably

due to the influential work of Norbert
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Elias. Elias published his magnum opus

The Civilizing Process ([1939] 2000), on the

eve of the Second World War. The title of

this work appears profoundly at odds with

the events that were then unfolding. In

fact, however Elias saw its origins in what

he called ‘the crisis and transformation’ of

Western ‘civilizations’, and the quest to

understand ‘why we actually torment our-

selves in this way’ (ibid.: 368). For Elias, the

term ‘civilization’ pointed neither to the

progressive triumph of rationality, nor

necessarily to a doomed form of human

existence. Instead, it denoted a set of long-

term social processes that could be studied

both theoretically and empirically.

There are parallels in Elias’s work with

the ways in which anthropologists and

sociologists have come to deploy the term

‘culture’ – also a highly value-laden term in

lay usage. Significantly, Elias starts The

Civilizing Process by considering the ‘socio-

genesis’ or social generation of the terms

Zivilisation and Kultur. He traces the emer-

gence of the former term to members of

the French court in the early modern era

who originally used it to express distinction

and refinement. He traces the latter to the

German bourgeoisie during the same per-

iod who used this term to stress their

uniqueness and difference from other Eur-

opean powers. Thus for Elias, ‘civilization’

is a term that over time has come to express

the self-consciousness of Western Europe.

While the word’s ‘-ization’ component

signals a process, most lay uses of the term

tend to imply a state or a ‘final destination’,

a fully ‘developed society’. It is important

to distinguish, therefore, between ‘civilization’

as a normative term and Elias’s technical

concept of ‘civilizing processes’. In Elias’s

account, it refers to processes in which

certain groups come to understand themselves

as ‘civilized’ and ‘others’ as ‘uncivilized’.

Through studying processes of civilization,

one of Elias’s central objectives was to build

an understanding of the link between long-

term shifts in patterns of social relationships,

or what he called human figurations, and

processes of change in the structure of

human affects and personality (see person

and personality). In order to study this link

between sociogenesis and psychogenesis, Elias

studied long-term shifts in codes of eti-

quette expressed in books or good man-

ners. Texts such as Erasmus’s De civilitate

morum puerilium (‘On Civility in Boys’)

contained advice and guidance intended for

children and young adults of the secular

upper classes on everything from how to

behave at the dinner table to how one

should approach and curb emotions and

bodily functions. Examining such evidence,

Elias constructs a picture of social life in the

Middle Ages that later came to be regarded

as ‘vulgar’, ‘distasteful’ or ‘uncivilized’, such

as urination and defecation in public. Elias

showed how it was normal for people in

the Middle Ages to eat from a common

dish with unwashed hands, or to spit on to

the floor, or to break wind at the table

(ibid.: 72–109). In stipulating what one

should not do, the Renaissance manners

texts gave a strong indication of what was

commonplace. For example, it was recom-

mended that one should not use the table-

cloth to blow one’s nose (ibid.: 122). Elias

was able to demonstrate that the restraints

on behaviour, which we today take for

granted as self-constraints, have emerged

gradually over time.

Elias’s analysis reveals an overall direction

of change in the development of Western

societies, namely a set of civilizing processes

involving an increasing ‘social constraint

towards self-restraint’. His work illustrates

how a growing range and number of

aspects of human behaviour have come to

be regarded as distasteful and pushed

‘behind the scenes of social life’. In indis-

soluble relation to this shift, Elias argues,

people have increasingly come to experi-

ence an advancing threshold of shame and

repugnance in relation to their bodily

functions. Social constraints towards self-

restraint become ‘internalized’ as ‘second
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nature’, so that in certain contexts we feel

embarrassment and nausea.

Some critics have argued that Elias

ignores examples of people with seemingly

highly-developed ‘civilized controls’ during

the very earliest stages of the period he

examines. In fact, Elias was well aware of

such cases, discussing extreme forms of

asceticism and renunciation in certain sec-

tors of medieval society. However, he

noted that these stood in contrast to equally

extreme forms of behaviour involving the

indulgence of pleasure. For Elias, therefore,

processes of civilization involve a gradual

stabilization of human behaviour, processes

characterized by ‘diminishing contrasts and

increasing varieties’ (ibid.: 382). They are

particularly related to the rise of stable power

monopolies, notably through the rise of cen-

tralized nation–states and unified national

cultures (see state and nation–state).

In his later work Elias examined the

causes of what he called ‘de-civilizing pro-

cesses’, particularly with respect to the case

of Nazi Germany (1994). Since Elias’s

death, several sociologists have developed

forms of comparative ‘civilizational analysis’

influenced by his approach, including

notably Shmuel Eisenstadt.

The idea of civilization and its relation to

violence, control and self-control, desire,

sublimation and sexuality, was also a cen-

tral theme for Freud (in Civilization and its

Discontents (1930)), for Marucse (in Eros

and Civilization (1955)), for Talcott Par-

sons, and for many other theorists of the

socialization process.
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JASON HUGHES

CLASS

Social class denotes divisions by unequal

distribution of power, and life chances in

society, intersecting with divisions by gender,

status, age, and ethnicity. Class divisions

also correspond to different ways of life and

visions of society.

First used for taxation in ancient Rome,

the term is especially used for societies based

on rational capitalist market economies. In

Western Europe, since the late eighteenth

century, it replaced the terms ‘estates’,

‘ranks’ and ‘orders’, as a consequence of the

French political revolution and the English

industrial revolution. During this transition,

the dominant power of the estates of aris-

tocracy and clergy, based on inherited

rank, was contested by a ‘third estate’ of the

‘people’, based on productive functions in

the division of labour. After the 1790s, this

‘productive class’ (so named by Saint

Simon) came to be further divided into the

bourgeoisie and working class. This gave

rise to the concept of three conflicting

classes, elaborated by Ricardo in 1817 and

dominating social thought from Marx to

Weber: the old upper class of the landed

aristocracy, living from rent; the new

‘middle class’ of the industrial bourgeoisie,

living from capital returns; and the working

class, living from manual labour. In the

twentieth century, new structural shifts

motivated deep controversies, often against

the background of the Marxist antagonism

of bourgeoisie and proletariat. Today, less

strongly antagonistic concepts of class are

more prominent. Common terms have

been social milieu (Durkheim), ‘stratum’

(Geiger), ‘social divisions’, or ‘institutiona-

lized class conflict’ (Dahrendorf), as distinct

from ‘naked’ or ‘deregulated’ class conflict

(Esping-Andersen 1999).
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Since the origins of sociology in the late

nineteenth century, there has been much

dispute about whether class distinctions and

identities can unequivocally be deduced

from a single causal source. Marx, in parti-

cular, has been regarded as placing exclusive

emphasis on the economic causes of class.

In reality, however, the classical thinkers all

employed relational or field ways of thinking,

aiming at the complex historical whole.

Max Weber’s approach is exemplary.

Weber divided the phenomena of class into

three levels, all linked in different ways to

the distribution of power. He dis-

tinguished: (1) ‘classes’, placed within the

economic order; (2) ‘estates’ (narrowly

translated as ‘status group’), placed within

an order of social ‘honour’; and (3) ‘poli-

tical ‘parties’, struggling for domination in

the political order (see party). All three

orders influence each other but act in

‘relative autonomy’ from one another.

Subsequent theories have further elaborated

these three levels of (1) socio-economic

class situation; (2) socio-cultural class beha-

viour; and (3) socio-political struggle for rights

and domination. Prominent contributors

have been Geiger, Parkin, Bourdieu and

Giddens, among others. How class ‘in itself’

translates from a mere nominal entity into

social identities and actions (‘class for itself’)

is especially answered on the non-economic

levels.

Max Weber on class

Weber defines class primarily as a group of

persons sharing the same ‘class situation’

(Lage) or the same ‘life chances’. These

comprise typical chances of access to goods

as well as external standing (Stellung) and

internal life experiences (Lebensschicksal).

Weber distinguishes different types of classes

by the means by which a class situation is

reached; that is, by the kind and extent of

control over goods by work qualifications

and by the respective returns from a given

economic order. Weber distinguishes

‘property classes’ (living from rent) and two

types of ‘acquisition classes’ living from the

productive utilization either of capital

(bourgeoisie) or of work (working class), in

commodity and labour markets. Using the

term ‘chance’, Weber insists that although

defined by common class situations, classes

are not communities but merely represent

possible bases for communal action. Com-

mon class situations may result in ways of

acting which need not necessarily take the

form of rational representation of interests

(such as through associations) but may be

reactive and amorphous.

In Weber’s definition, ‘class situations’

primarily depend on market positions, in

contrast to a pre-modern ‘estate-based

society’ (ständische Gesellschaft) where social

situations primarily depend on distributions

of social ‘honour’ by conventions of conduct

and by juridical privilege. However, the

market-based propertied classes themselves

adopt estate-like strategies ‘with extra-

ordinary regularity’ to control access to

their privileged class situation. This may

occur either (1) through intermarriage and

social intercourse, largely limited to those

who conform to the conventions of honour

and to a distinct way of ‘life conduct’

(Lebensführung); or (2) through striving to

secure their life chances through legal pri-

vilege. Both mechanisms of ‘closure’

against newcomers support ‘monopolies’

over specific material or non-material goods

and chances, including the regulation of

property and higher education.

In his chapters on classes and on religion

in Economy and Society, Weber (1968)

denies any unequivocal determination of

conduct and beliefs by class situation, but

admits that a common economic situation

implies a probability for typical behaviour.

In his analysis of this correspondence

between class situation and cultural conduct

of life, Weber filled a gap left by Marx.

Durkheim’s work has also helped to fill this

gap. According to Durkheim’s concept of

milieu, lasting solidarity is not produced by

CLASS
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commodity exchange but by the moral ties

developed in the elementary subdivisions of

society. These include the familial, terri-

torial and occupational milieus, which dis-

tinguish themselves by slowly developing a

‘corpus of moral rules’ that are internalized

in individuals’ moral habitus. Weber and

Durkheim have since prompted many

scholars, especially Geiger (1932), Bourdieu

(1984) and their followers, to seek con-

sistent relations between occupational clusters

and habitus types.

Weber’s two basic concepts have been

elaborated further with regard to the com-

plex socio-political struggles of classes and

groups. A party, describing any political

faction struggling for influence or domina-

tion in planned ways, may represent and

mobilize the interests of ‘classes’ or ‘estates’,

but often does not do so. Many political

sociologists underline ways in which mod-

ern party politics intersects not only with

class but also with regional, ideological and

religious cleavages (Lepsius 1993). The

concept of closure explains the politics of

juridical distribution of power, life chances

and educational chances among classes. It

also includes new and countervailing pow-

ers in the corporate negotiation system

which contest established privileges – most

notably trade unions.

On all three Weberian levels, the twentieth

century has seen deep changes. Debates

pointed especially to three types of problems:

first, structural differentiations, including

increasing class depolarization, deindus-

trialization, education and skill standards;

second, increasing autonomies of life con-

duct, including in some cases outright

decoupling from class structuration; and

third, the return or renewed rise to promi-

nence of non-class cleavages based on gender,

age, ethnicity and religion. Debates have

oscillated between abandoning class con-

cepts and developing more complex para-

digms. They have also considered the role

played by different national paths and by

the spread of industrial and service structures

to developing countries (see especially

Bendix and Lipset [1953] 1966; Joyce

1995; Grusky 2001; Crompton 1998).

Class transformations

In the early twentieth century, scholars

discussed the decline of the old middle estate

of small owners which, contrary to Marx’s

expectations, did not join the ranks of the

proletariat but formed a new middle estate of

service employees, retaining conservative

attitudes (Geiger 1932). Debates then shif-

ted from private to manager capitalism. Some

expected a ‘regime of managers’ replacing

old dominant classes in capitalist as well as

communist countries. Others understood

this as a ‘horizontal’ modernization of class

fractions (Bourdieu), expressing the func-

tional differentiation between ownership

and control of capital (Geiger, Dahrendorf).

Together with higher professionals, adminis-

trators and officials, the dominating class

transformed into what Goldthorpe (1980)

grouped together as the upper service class

(see middle class).

From the 1940s to the 1960s, horizontal

shifts accelerated. The rise of communist and

fascist regimes had shown the risks of

intensified class conflicts. Thus in the

advanced Western societies of the post-war

period, changes came to be embedded into

new societal models of institutional regulation

of class situations, designed to direct the

working-class majority towards improved

life chances (sometimes described as ‘de-

proletarization’). This operated on all three

of Weber’s levels (see especially Geiger

1949; Esping-Andersen 1999). Growing

productivity radically decreased agrarian

and, partly, industrial employment, leading

to rapidly expanding skilled service occu-

pations. The remaining working class divided

into skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled frac-

tions. To contain the risks unleashed by

these transformations, social-democratic and

conservative welfare states extended insti-

tutional guarantees, social security, health
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and educational opportunities to the middle

and working classes, including an extension

of civil, political and social citizenship and

improved employment rights – notably

examined by T. H. Marshall. Collective

bargaining or ‘institutionalized class conflict’

allowed for the historic rise of mass income

and consumption. As a consequence of open-

ing options, the importance of life style and

‘postmaterialist values’ increased.

This rise of a broadly integrated middle

class together with the discrediting of

(Eastern) Marxism supported the ‘orthodox

consensus’ of harmonistic theories of stra-

tification defended by Parsons and others,

as well as the conception of an industrial

class society with open chances in a plurality

of contexts defended by Dahrendorf and

others. However, in opposition to this liberal

consensus (and to dogmatic Marxist posi-

tions), more open class concepts were

developed by other theorists, notably by

Bendix and Lipset ([1953] 1966) who

revisited elements in the thinking of

Weber, Marx and Durkheim (see Bendix).

In Britain the early pioneers of what came

to be known as Cultural Studies – Raymond

Williams, Richard Hoggart, E. P. Thompson,

Paul Willis – re-discovered the working-class

life through its active cultural practices (see

culture and cultural turn). John Goldthorpe

(1980) examined the new ‘affluent work-

ers’, developing a concept of occupational

classes in the Weberian tradition and con-

firming the persistence of vertical inequalities.

Goldthorpe’s statistical analyses confirmed a

substantial absolute rise of material and

educational standards, but revealed a strikingly

disproportionate difference in the relative

chances of working-class children to move

up into the service class.

The more ‘horizontal’ differentiations of

class have been discussed in the context of

post-industrial and postmodern theories of

restructuring or destructuring of class (see post-

industrial society). These have been influ-

ential in part as a reaction to the short-lived

structuralist-Marxist class schemes of the

1970s proposed by Althusser and Poulantzas.

Postindustrial theories refer to horizontal

shifts from industrial to a ‘service society’ or

‘knowledge society’ (see knowledge and

knowledge society), with the optimistic

vision of decreasing constraints of class

domination and alienation at work and of

the weakening of property elites by a rising

knowledge elite (see Daniel Bell). Educa-

tional degrees and training certificates were

seen as ‘new forms of property’ that would

give rise to intellectuals as a ‘new class’

(Gouldner).

Postmodernist theories have pushed the

argument about weakening class identities

still further. Structural differentiation has

been seen as encouraging cross-cutting or

bricolage identities (Hall; Pakulsky and

Waters). Identity has been seen as becom-

ing independent (‘decoupled’) from the

structural constraints of need, class dom-

ination and milieu ties, allowing a reflexive

choice of lifestyle and milieu. These theories

of ‘individualization’ and ‘reflective mod-

ernization’ have been formulated notably

by Ulrich Beck and Anthony Giddens.

Political action has been seen by some as no

longer predominantly concerned with

material redistribution but instead with

‘post-materialist’ values, such as the rights

of citizens, women, ethnic groups and

ecology and environmentalism.

Class reproduction

Post-materialist theories of class refer to

important real increases of personal auton-

omy, reflexivity, education and differentia-

tion in present-day society. However,

while they are not compatible with mono-

lithic class concepts, the ‘horizontal’ chan-

ges and movements they identify should be

seen as going together with more open and

complex concepts of vertical class divisions.

‘Heterogeneity’ is obvious in large employ-

ment aggregates (such as those of Gold-

thorpe) which embrace many subgroups,

but when analysis touches on elementary
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subgroups, there is ample evidence of more

consistent experiences and mentalities. Grusky

and Sörensen found a return of ‘occupational

habitus’, as did Geiger in the 1930s. In the

1970s Bourdieu (1984) developed a com-

plete panorama of class fractions in France,

confirming a significant correspondence

between occupation, life style and class

habitus, reproduced by the mechanisms of

distinction operating to reinforce inter-

generational continuity of class privilages

and chances (for the German case, see also

Vester 2001). This parallels Goldthorpe’s

notion of the intergenerational ‘demographic

continuity’ of class, as privileges impede

meritocratic competition for life chances.

Many theories have seen education as the

principal cultural mechanism sorting indi-

viduals into occupational and class contexts.

But exactly how this happens is open to

debate. For some authors, human capital

replaces economic capital as the principal

stratifying force today. But, for Bourdieu,

cultural capital only supports bourgeois

privileges, insofar as it transmits economic,

cultural and social capital accumulated by for-

mer generations and relies on social selection

in the education system. Similarly, Hart-

mann (2004) finds that, internationally, the

self-recruitment of business elites has not

changed. More open identities of the new

fractions of the ‘bourgeois’ or ‘service class’

have been found by Savage et al. (1992) who

distinguish public sector professionals, man-

agers and government bureaucrats in Britain.

In studying class reproduction, the concept

of closure, helps to identify the mechanisms

of juridical, institutional and cultural privile-

ging of life chances. This allows sociologists

to focus on those fractions of the dominant

class who do not directly reproduce by

‘property’ (see property and property

rights), ‘exploitation’ or ‘domination’ and

‘authority’ over employees, but instead rely

on institutional privilege – as with the

nomenklatura in the former communist states

and the holders of professional credential

advantages in capitalist societies.

In the study of social class change, the

institutional theory of stratification of Esping-

Andersen (1999) is helpful, as it includes all

the complex interrelations of Weber’s levels.

Institutional regulations are here seen to

follow different national ‘paths’ in the

social-democratic (Scandinavian), liberal

(Anglo-Saxon) and conservative (Continental

European) and other welfare states. All these

models are challenged by new develop-

ments, resulting from rising productivity

and world market deregulation. The shift

towards services, re-skilling and new tech-

nologies has not produced an expected

decline of inequality. Instead, it has pro-

duced decline in the middle ground, as ser-

vices now expand both into higher skilled

technical-professional jobs and into low-

skilled low-end services – with both seg-

ments showing a substantial increase in

female membership. Contemporary debates

have centred on retarded economic

growth, social inclusion and social exclu-

sion, precariousness and unemployment as

well as pressures on the well-qualified

middle groups. Findings confirm that con-

cepts of social justice have not disappeared.

Although they no longer follow direct class

lines, they crystallize around socio-political

‘camps’ that are still oriented towards basic

welfare concepts – liberal, conservative and

social-democratic (Lepsius 1993; Vester

2001).
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MICHAEL VESTER

CLASSICS

Classics are those earlier texts or authors

that have gained exemplary status within

contemporary sociology. Collectively, the

works of Weber, Marx and Durkheim,

sometimes along with those of Simmel,

Mead and Parsons, form a canon of classics

through which sociology understands itself.

The concepts developed by these authors

provide verbal shorthand for communicat-

ing and developing ideas, while also serving

to integrate an often bewilderingly varied

discipline. However, beyond this function

they have a privileged position because cur-

rent sociologists often find in them insights

that illuminate present situations.

Interest in recent years has focused on the

justification for having classics. Sociology’s

early positivist aspirations suggested the

discipline had no need of them as it would

proceed scientifically, verifying or falsifying

hypotheses (see positivism). The work of

the founders would be of no greater value

than of any other empirically testable mate-

rial. However, sociology has not developed

along positivist lines but has become pri-

marily a discursive discipline, proceeding on

the basis of reasoned argument from evi-

dence, rather than prediction from causal

connections. This is because the sociologist

is invariably faced with evidence that is

both empirical and normative, so that fac-

tual description and interpretive evaluation

are bound up together. When sociologists

use concepts such as rationalization, com-

modity fetishism or patriarchy, they

necessarily imply an evaluation of the material

to which these concepts refer. Moreover,

such terms entail reference to the states of

mind of the actors and sociologists involved

and thereby to the discursively contestable

nature of these ideas in everyday life.

More recently, the challenge to classic

texts has come from a post-positivist, social

constructionist quarter (see social con-

structionism). On the basis that classic

texts, no less than other artifacts, are a pro-

duct of the ideological conditions from

which they emerged, they deserve no spe-

cial respect. To assume they are beyond the

effects of history is to bestow on them a

quasi-sacred status akin to that attributed to

texts in a religious canon. Connell (1997)

argues that the work of the European

founders of sociology, written between

1840 and 1920, reveals elements of ideol-

ogy in its distinctions between pre-modern

and modern societies, tacitly valorizing the

latter and naı̈vely celebrating colonial Eur-

ope’s own sense of progress.

The drive to debunk the authority of

classics has also, sometimes contradictorily,

been accompanied by a desire to extend the

canon. If it is restricted to the work of a few

dead white European males, its intellectual

possibilities are limited, as is its relevance to

a contemporary audience. The role of
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institutional life in the creation of classics has

been considerable. The influence ofParsons’s

work and his preference for Durkheim and

Weber over Simmel and Marx shaped how

the discipline was conceived during the

1950s and the 1960s. More recently and in

opposition to this exclusionary impulse,

Parker (1997) argues for a more multi-

cultural canon that would include W. E.

B. Du Bois, while Deegan (2003) has made

a case for the importance of nineteenth-

century feminist, Harriet Martineau.

There is, however, a distinction to be

made between the role of historical and

institutional life in the creation of a canon

and the nature of ‘classic-ness’ itself. The

usual criticism levelled against advocates of

the classic is that they mistakenly believe its

greatness is inherent and thus wrongly

think its insights are supra-historical. How-

ever, in Truth and Method (1989), Gadamer

argues that it is precisely the ability of a

classic text to resist efforts at explaining it

solely in terms of context that draws us

back to it again and again. The reason that

classic texts persist is because the claims

they make on us continue to reverberate in

the present. He is not arguing that classic

texts are ‘above’ history, but that their

eminence springs from history; it is history

that allows us to see ourselves more clearly

in the classic. The apparent timelessness of a

classic text is, as he puts it, ‘its mode of

historical being’. It appears timeless only

because history permits us to see its con-

temporary significance. History, in Gadamer’s

account, is not a linear sequence of events

but an ongoing fusion of the horizons of

past and present. The classic text shines out

because it renders that relationship clear,

allowing us to see how much we continue

to share with the past.
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ALAN HOW

CLASSIFICATION

Classification refers to the sorting of

objects, people, events, emotions, actions

and tasks into categories based on their

perceived similarities and differences. Humans

have a strong propensity to classify, as classify-

ing promises to bring order in social life and

reduce social complexity. Social theorists

have at the same time asserted that the

resulting classifications are themselves roo-

ted in the social and moral order of society.

To borrow a phrase of Pierre Bourdieu, this

premise implies that classifying ‘classifies the

classifier’ (Bourdieu 1984: 6). Students of

classification have set out to map the rela-

tionship between social organization, sym-

bolic representations and conceptual systems.

Their theories have focused on exploring

classification as the symbolic inscription of

social relations, on the construction of

boundaries between classificatory categories,

the cognitive aspects of classification, and

the analysis of large-scale classification systems.

The origins of research on classification

can be traced back to the work of Emile

Durkheim, who in his seminal writing, The

Elementary Forms of Religious Life and Primi-

tive Classification (with Marcel Mauss),
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expounded the idea that classification is

socially determined. Anthropologists such

as Mary Douglas, Claude Lévi-Strauss and

the sociolinguist Basil Bernstein built on

Durkheim’s initial insights to expand the

analysis of the structured and categorical

nature of social reality. They argued that

classification generally proceeds through

the construction of binary oppositions,

such as sacred and profane, purity and

impurity, good and evil, light and dark,

home and work, that correspond to under-

lying social distinctions.

A growing body of literature has placed

the definition and construction of bound-

aries between classificatory categories, that

is ‘boundary work’, at the centre of socio-

logical analysis (see Lamont and Molnár

2002, for a review of this literature). These

studies have moved beyond the rigid

structuralism of Durkheim and his fol-

lowers that assumed a perfect homology

between social structure and classification

schemes; they have shown that the corre-

spondence results from more contingent,

contentious and complex social and sym-

bolic processes. They have pointed out that

classification systems not only mirror social

relations but also are instrumental in con-

stituting them. This approach has also

emphasized that the study of classification is

central to understanding a broad range of

social phenomena in modern societies,

from identification processes (Jenkins 1997)

and knowledge production (Gieryn 1999)

to the symbolic reproduction of social

inequalities (Bourdieu 1984; Lamont 2000)

(see inequality).

Another strand of research has examined

classification from a cognitive perspective.

It argues that the cognitive processes that

underlie the emergence of classificatory

categories are themselves neither simply

personal nor ‘logical’, but intersubjective

(Zerubavel 1991). Though classification

may be a human universal, the nature of the

constructed categories varies significantly

across groups and locales. In addition, this

approach investigates various properties of

classificatory boundaries such as their sal-

ience, permeability, or degree of natur-

alization.

The study of large-scale classification

systems, made up of interrelated sets of

categories exemplified by the census, racial,

disease, and occupational classifications, has

revolved around three themes: the politics

of classification, the communicative func-

tion of classification, and the discrepancies

between official and everyday classification

schemes. Classification schemes appear to

have a putatively functional or scientific

quality, despite being socially and politically

constructed (Foucault [1966] 1994). The

state and dominant social actors have the

power to construct and impose categories

on other social groups, thereby shaping,

reinforcing, and even obscuring social

hierarchies (Bourdieu 1984). In fact, sys-

tems of classification, including the very

logics of such systems, constitute an

important stake in power struggles between

social groups. While acknowledging that

classification always reflects ethical and

political choices and institutionalizes dif-

ference, others stress that classification sys-

tems are important interfaces enabling

communication across communities (Bow-

ker and Star 2000). They constitute an

important communication infrastructure

that helps to develop and maintain coherence

across social worlds; for instance, through

standardization. Finally, researchers point to

the incongruity between official classifica-

tions and ‘folk taxonomies’ (D’Andrade

1995). They argue that ordinary people

have room to manoeuvre in using highly

institutionalized categories. They can

deploy these categories strategically and

infuse them with informal meanings. They

may also develop alternative classification

schemes that can be mobilized to subvert

official categories.

The diverse theoretical traditions

reviewed here betray the profoundly dia-

lectical nature of classification: classificatory
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categories are the product of social rela-

tions, historical, cultural and structural

constraints, but simultaneously, people use

them to construct society, to make and

remake, to reinforce but also to contest

prevailing social realities.
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VIRÁG MOLNÁR

COGNITIVISM

Cognitivism is the concern with processes

of knowing, their structuring and outcomes,

including the production, organization and

use of knowledge. While traditionally

understood as involving mental phenomena

and thus associated with philosophy and

psychology, this area is also a serious social

scientific concern. Here it is dealt with as

linking the individual, institutional and cul-

tural levels. The modern cognitive lineage

is traceable to Kantian philosophy, but

only since the culmination of twentieth-

century developments in cognitive science

have social scientists embraced it. Previously,

realism, empiricism, positivism and beha-

viourism provided bases for opposition

against cognitivism, as they partially still do.

In sociology, leading theorists such as Peter

Berger, Harold Garfinkel, Erving Goff-

man, Alain Touraine, Jürgen Habermas,

Pierre Bourdieu, Niklas Luhmann and

Anthony Giddens cleared the way for the

approach, which is most strongly associated

with the work of Aaron Cicourel (1973),

Ron Eyerman and Andrew Jamison (1991),

and Eviatar Zerubavel (1997).

Kant’s writings on ‘schematism’ founded

a tradition that has provided a basis for

developments in epistemology, psychol-

ogy, neuroscience and linguistics, making

possible the so-called ‘cognitive revolution’

of the 1950s. Until the 1980s, the cognitive

sciences matured on the basis of the infor-

mation processing model which took cog-

nition as analogous to the computer.

However, following criticisms, an alter-

native connectionist model of parallel dis-

tributed processing gained currency. This

broadening of cognitive science in the early

1980s was followed by a further step

towards the environment of cognition,

resulting in cognition being regarded as

embodied activity situated in real-world

contexts. Here anthropology and sociology

began to exert a remarkable impact on

cognitive science theory and methodology.

A link was also established with dynamical

theory, so that cognition became understood

as a complex process of dynamic interaction

within a situation among different cogni-

tive systems borne by individuals and

groups in mutual communication. In relat-

ing to objects and tools, such individuals

and groups are seen as drawing different

cognitive orders or models of reality from

the available cultural repertoire and as the-

matizing them through different media, thus

contributing to the constant transformation

of the relational complex to which they

belong.
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Well before cognitive science emerged in

reaction to behaviourism, the early impulses

signalled by Kant, Hegel, Peirce and their

followers were incorporated into different

strands of social theory which both anticipated

and supported the new departure. Karl

Mannheim significantly introduced the

sociology of knowledge, while the cogni-

tive dimension was clearly present in early

critical theory. It was more explicitly treated,

however, by Alfred Schutz and George

Herbert Mead through their phenomen-

ological and pragmatist concerns with cul-

turally structured social knowledge, action-

oriented cognition, socio-cognitive processes

and expectation structures. Phenomenol-

ogy, social constructionism, symbolic

interactionism, and ethnomethodology a

became established in the 1960s against the

background of the critique and decline of

positivism and functionalism, and coin-

cided with an increasing interest in the

cognitive revolution in the context of the

growing importance of communication. It

was at this time that cognitive sociology

gained a distinct profile. This occurred

most explicitly in the work of Cicourel

(1973) and Helga Nowotny (1973). In

1981, Knorr-Cetina and Cicourel could

speak of a ‘cognitive turn’ in sociology.

While the cognitive concern resonates

strongest with interpretative and critical

traditions, there are both some inter-

pretative social scientists who reject it as a

reductive scientific enterprise, on the one

hand, and, on the other, strong naturalists

(Turner 2002) who seek to base social the-

ory on neural processes.

Thus far, cognitive sociology has passed

through four phases. Initially, it focused on

the organization of experience and social

relations with a view to decomposing rei-

fied or abstract concepts of social structure,

culture, language and knowledge by

appealing to cognitive processes and

communication. Second, conversation

analysis and discourse analysis emerged,

concentrating in different ways on everyday,

scientific and cultural knowledge and asso-

ciated cognitive and communicative pro-

cesses. Meanwhile, schema theory made

strides in cognitive science, with Goffman

and Touraine introducing the equivalent

concepts of ‘frame’ (see framing) and ‘cul-

tural model’, yet the analysis of cognitive

processes in these terms at group and

sociocultural levels had to await the third

phase in the late 1980s. Here a cognitivist

concept of culture, replacing the traditional

unitary one, advanced the analysis of the

structuration of such processes. Yet differ-

ences remain among the respective currents

founded by William Gamson and Haber-

mas, as well as American repertoire theory

and French pragmatic sociology. Simulta-

neously, the shift in cognitive science from

‘computationalism’ to ‘connectionism’ made

available the concept of ‘network’ for the

analysis of higher-order collective agents

and cognitive systems. Since the late 1990s,

the focus has been on how cultural schemas

dynamically relate to action, social struc-

ture, physical objects and external forms in

social processes.
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COLEMAN, JAMES S. (1926–1995)

US theorist

Coleman was a student of Merton, Lipset,

and Paul Lazarsfeld. His main fields of

substantive social research have covered

education, the family and household,

stratification, mass communication, poli-

tical sociology, and organizations. His

pioneering contribution to the develop-

ment of mathematical sociology aims to

provide tools to generate theoretical insights

based on a rigorous form of methodological

individualism (see methods and methodol-

ogy). The derivation of policy implications

from theory and empirical research is a

characteristic feature of his work. Coleman’s

research strategy attempts a synthesis of

Durkheim’s programme of studying social

structures andWeber’s programme of study-

ing macro-level social outcomes of indivi-

dual action. Coleman thus focuses onmacro-

micro-macro transitions, using rational

choice assumptions as a micro-theory of

action (see micro-, meso- and macro-

levels). Coleman shaped an approach to

sociology that aims at the systematic inte-

gration of theory, empirical research, and

statistical methods. In his work, theory is

regarded not as a system of concepts with-

out empirical content but as an empirically

informed system of propositions implying

testable hypotheses and statistical models.
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WERNER RAUB

COLLECTIVISM

Collectivism is a doctrine stressing the sig-

nificance of macro-level concepts thus giv-

ing priority to groups, institutions, and

structures, rather than to the individual or

individual dispositions and conduct (see

micro-, meso- and macro-levels). It

appears in different forms: (1) an ontological

version, for which reality consists essentially

of collective social phenomena; and (2) a

methodological version accepting that col-

lective phenomena possess authority over

the individual but denying that such phe-

nomena preclude the importance of the

individual. Early social thinkers such as

Vico and Montesquieu defended forms of

collectivism, while idealist philosophers

such as Hegel stimulated its subsequent

development. Collectivism is typically asso-

ciated with authors such as Comte, Marx,

Durkheim, and Lukács. O’Neill (1973)

documents the vehement opposition of

‘methodological individualism’ against col-

lectivism, particularly as represented by

Hayek, Popper and Watkins, inspired by

Max Weber. In the late twentieth and early

twenty-first centuries, Jon Elster, James

Coleman, Colin Campbell and Stephen

Turner have continued this criticism in

some form or another (see individualism

and individualization). Older attempts to

resolve the issue of the relation between

collectivism and individualism by over-

coming the limitations of both, for example,

the attempts of Simmel and Cooley, have

been followed by new proposals such as

‘relational sociology’ (Bhaskar 1979),
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‘structuration theory’ (Giddens 1984) and

‘methodological situationalism’ (e.g.

Knorr-Cetina 1988).
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COLONIZATION

See: post-colonial theory

COMMODITY AND COMMODIFICATION

The idea that commodities and commodi-

fication are important to our understanding

of modern society originates in Marx’s

conception of the capitalist mode of pro-

duction. His Capital ([1867] 1959) begins

with an analysis of the social form of com-

modity (see capitalism). The products of

labour take on this specific form whenever

they are produced for exchange, meaning

that labour ceases to be social in itself and

henceforth is only social when mediated

through exchange. Labour’s products no

longer have any use value to their produ-

cers, but henceforth only to the anonymous

representatives of the market. Therefore,

in a capitalist economy, social riches appear

as a huge collection of commodities. The

commodity is the key to the understanding

of the entire capitalist society in which

social relations between human beings take

the form of relations between things, or are

reified (see reification). To emphasize the

strangeness of this state of affairs Marx

speaks of the fetish character of commodities

which makes social relations mysterious, like

the religious fantasy worlds of primitive peo-

ple who accord magical powers to things.

From the value form of the commodity

Marx further deduced the form of money

and capital forms. By showing that the

wage labourer sells not his labour per se but

more precisely his labour power, Marx

revealed the source of surplus value and the

secret of capitalist exploitation. As a result

of the inner dynamics of capital accumula-

tion, capitalist relations gradually expand

and take over new fields and areas of pro-

duction, trade and service, thus leading to

increasing commodification and reification

of social relations.

Today, economic theorists have reserva-

tions about Marx’s analysis of the inner

contradictions and dynamics of capitalism,

but many cultural theorists and critics still

appeal to his ideas of commodification and

reification in relation to late modern or

postmodern culture. These interpretations

begin from Lukács’s seminal work History

and Class Consciousness ([1923] 1971) which

combines Weber’s theory of rationalization

with Marx’s idea of reification. Lukács’s

thinking had a strong influence on the cri-

tical theory of the Frankfurt School both

in their more specific analyses of the impact

of capitalist mass production on works of

art and aesthetics and, more generally, in

their interpretations of capitalist modernity

and modernization as one-dimensional

processes, and as a betrayal of real human

reason (see mass culture and mass

society).

Haug’s ([1973] 1986) analysis of com-

modity aesthetics and advertising was a

systematic effort to develop the basic ideas

of Marx’s theory of commodity exchange.

As Haug argued, one result of the basic

distinction between the use value and

exchange value is the development of a

third form of value in late capitalism, the

illusory value of consumer appeal which

founds the entire realm of marketing and

advertising, based on the creation of cultural
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signs and symbols (see consumption). Bau-

drillard’s ([1972] 1981) argument here was

that Marx’s critique of commodity pro-

duction was based on a nineteenth century

idea of universal objective human needs

which failed to grasp adequately the role of

signs and symbols in the construction of

consumer desires.

Examples of cultural analyses today

employing the concept of commodification

are Zukin’s (1995) studies of the impor-

tance of cultural symbols in city landscapes,

Ritzer’s (1996) thesis of McDonaldization,

and Kellner’s (2003) analyses of media and

commodity spectacles, as well as Bauman’s

(2000) reflections on the effects of modern

consumption on postmodern identities.

Similarly, Jameson’s (1991) diagnosis of

the fragmented nature of postmodernism

has its roots in his understanding of the role

of commodity relations in late capitalism.
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JUKKA GRONOW

COMMUNICATION

The concept of communication as a term

of generalized thematic importance in

social theory has two leading contemporary

exponents: Jürgen Habermas and Niklas

Luhmann. In addition, it is possible to

speak of a distinct kind of postmodernist

attitude to communication, reflecting ideas

in the deconstructive and anti-consensualist

thinking of French theorists such as Der-

rida and Jean-François Lyotard (1988). A

multitude of more concrete analyses of

communication appears in contemporary

theories of the media and mass media.

These in turn adopt and adapt strands of

thought in philosophies of language, in

theories of linguistic pragmatics (see also

pragmatism), semantics and semiotics,

discourse analysis, conversation analysis, social

psychology, ethnomethodology, socio-lin-

guistics, theories of the nature of meaning

and symbols, and ancient ideas about

rhetoric and oratory since Plato, Aristotle

and Cicero.

Habermas’s major theoretical project of

the 1970s and the 1980s, published as The

Theory of Communicative Action (1984, 1987),

elaborates ideas about language, socialization,

rationality and rationalization, morality

and cognitive development in the writings

of G. H. Mead, Durkheim, Chomsky,

Piaget, Lawrence Kohlberg and Anglo-

American analytical philosophy. Haber-

mas’s key starting-point is J. L. Austin’s and

John Searle’s theory of ‘speech-acts’, build-

ing on the later Wittgenstein’s under-

standing of linguistic meaning in terms of

practical use. According to Austin (1962)

and Searle (1969), speech is active or per-

formative in the sense that it consists not

only of propositional contents that purport

to describe states of affairs in the world but

also of a variety of pragmatic moments

which have no semantic valency (and

hence no ‘truth conditions’) but which

nevertheless imply definite conditions of

correct or ‘successful’ usage. Austin

observed that the utterance ‘I promise to

pay you ten dollars tomorrow’ is ‘felicitous’

(even if the speaker in fact defaults on the

promise) in a way that the utterance ‘I
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promise you that it will rain tomorrow’

cannot be (unless, say, we imagine that the

speaker is God). Habermas interprets this

and other similar observations as demon-

strating that speech and language carry certain

rational rules of adequate and appropriate

construction. The ‘communicative compe-

tence’ that every speaker of language begins

to acquire from the earliest days of child-

hood consists of abilities to generate well-

formed syntactic structures (as in Choms-

ky’s ‘linguistic competence’) capable of eli-

citing assent or dissent from an interlocutor.

Even radical disagreements between speak-

ers presuppose bedrock norms of discursive

intersubjectivity, in the absence of which

the speakers would not even be able to

recognize themselves as disagreeing with

each other. Habermas sees this structure of

rational mutual expectation between

speakers as revealing a basic resource of

communicative rationality in the everyday

lifeworld of ordinary people which can and

should be drawn upon in the forging of

open, inclusive, uncoerced and unmanipu-

lated consensuses in the decision-making

processes of civil society and the public

sphere. Speakers are normatively moti-

vated to give reasons or arguments for the

validity-claims they routinely attach to

their utterances – whether these be theoretical

truth-claims (typical of scientific communi-

cation) or practical rightness-claims (typical

of moral communication) or expressive

authenticity claims (typical of aesthetic

communication) (see also Brandom 1994).

Communication, for Habermas, demon-

strates that social actors are necessarily

‘interested in reason’ (a phrase he adopts from

Kant’s moral and political philosophy) and

are therefore necessarily predisposed to

Enlightenment and to emancipatory social

projects that strive to remove domination,

violence and ideology from the spaces of

public and private life. Habermas also

argues that the earlier members of the

Frankfurt School failed sufficiently to

appreciate this specifically dialogical

moment of social life, seeing only a tragic

‘dialectic of enlightenment’ in which a

highly emasculated order of instrumental

reason carried by capitalism and technoc-

racy comes to objectify or reify the tissues

of sociality.

In a very different direction, Niklas

Luhmann (1995) sees the concept of

communication as pertaining not only to

intentional, linguistically mediated interac-

tion between individuals but also, and

especially, to relationships between abstract

social systems. Luhmann contends that

meaning in Edmund Husserl’s phenomen-

ological sense of noetic acts of conscious-

ness is best thought of simply in terms of

properties of relations of differentiation

and integration between two or more

social systems and their functionally sub-

servient ‘sub-systems’ – whether these are

personality systems (individuals) or complex

economic systems (markets), eco-systems,

political systems (states, polities and their

laws), or cultural systems (e.g. religious

belief systems, education systems). Systems

communicate with one another in a

cybernetic sense by transmitting informa-

tion to one another in a binary code of

‘yes’/‘no’ reactions. For example, an over-

heating economy ‘communicates’ with the

state or the political system insofar as it

sends a signal to the finance minister or the

head of the national bank to raise interest

rates. Following Parsons, Luhmann here

sees money and power as belonging among

the foremost ‘communication media’ of

social systems. In Luhmann’s work, the

concept of communication is deployed in

an essentially functionalist sense, very dif-

ferent from the strongly normative use of

the term advocated by Habermas.

Postmodernist ideas about communi-

cation typically begin from Jacques Derri-

da’s interventions in speech-act theory.

Crucial for Derrida (1978) is the insight

(emphasized by Wittgenstein) that language

is misconceived when it is thought of

merely as an instrument for the transmission
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of mental contents from one speaker to

another (as in John Locke’s seventeenth-

century ‘representationalist’ theory of lan-

guage). Insofar as language is a medium and

not simply a means of communication, any

utterance is liable to signify something dif-

ferent from what a speaker may intend it to

signify. Even when a speech-act is well

formed, or ‘felicitous’ in Austin’s sense, it

may always fail to elicit an expected type of

response from the hearer. Therefore

communication qua transmission of inten-

tional contents is never guaranteed:

communication is always susceptible to

ambiguity, instability or excess or chronic

deferral of sense, exemplified by irony or

sarcasm and or by many other kinds of

quotational ‘iteration’. Derrida here writes

famously of différance or difference. Similar

ways of thinking appear in Jean-François

Lyotard’s (1988) reflections on failures of

communication across ‘language-games’, as

well as in Michel Foucault’s reflections on

regimes of discursive power in definite

social and historical worlds.
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AUSTIN HARRINGTON

COMMUNISM
The term communism refers to an egalitarian

society built on voluntary association and

on the basis of communally held rather than

private property (see property and property

rights). The idea implies that goods should

be distributed to people according to their

need, not according to class position or the

blind forces of the market. In so-called

state communism, the ideal of communal

property was supposedly realized in the

form of public ownership of the means of

production and central state planning.

While ill-fated state communism came into

existence in the twentieth century, the term

communism as such has a strong utopian

underpinning (see utopia). For the early

Marx, following in the footsteps of both

Hegelian philosophy and early socialism,

communism describes a society in which

man’s subjection to the system of the division

of labour and man’s alienation from his

natural ‘essence’ will eventually be trans-

cended. This implies the ideal of a harmonious

community in which not only poverty but

all forms of disharmony, such as crime,

conflict, inequality, and nationalism, will

be eradicated. In particular, it implies the

‘withering away’ of the state, which is seen

as guaranteeing private property and class rule

(see state and nation–state).

Marx and Engels used ‘communist’ as a

term of self-designation after 1845, most

famously in their Communist Manifesto written

for the League of Communists in 1848. Yet

the term was not coined by them. In cir-

culation since the beginning of the 1840s, it

was ascribed to the programmes of François

Noël Babeuf (1760–97) and Étienne Cabet

(1788–1856), who both advocated the col-

lectivization of property. In his novel Voyage

en Icarie (1840), Cabet outlined the life and

institutions of an industrialized communist

utopia, an idea that won a large number of

followers, some of whom tried to establish

‘Icarien’ model communities in the United

States. While Cabet argued for a peaceful

transition to communism, Babeuf’s politics
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directly connected to the Jacobin tradition

of the French Revolution, instigating a

revolutionary rather than what later would

be called a ‘reformist’ tradition. Although

his own ‘conspiracy of equals’ failed, his

method of conspirational insurrection was

kept alive by other communists, most pro-

minently Louis-Auguste Blanqui (1805–

81), the arch-revolutionary of nineteenth-

century France who, next to Marx, was

one of the main early propagators of the

idea of the proletariat as the subject of

social transformation.

While the question concerning the exact

nature of the passage from capitalism to

communism became decisive in later

debates between ‘revolutionaries’ and

‘reformists’, in the nineteenth century, the

terms socialism and communism were most

often used interchangeably. Marx himself

introduced a difference when referring to

communism as the realm of man’s freedom,

and to socialism as the name for the transi-

tional period leading to communism.

Nonetheless, the differentiation became

politically relevant only in the aftermath of

World War I when revolutionary-oriented

communist parties were established in

opposition to the more reformist socialist

parties. This differentiation was prefigured

in a split in Russian social democracy in

1903 between Bolsheviks and Mensheviks,

as the former, led by Lenin, argued for the

model of an avant-garde party of profes-

sional revolutionaries, while the latter

opted for the open model of a mass party.

After the October Revolution of 1917 and

the subsequent establishment of a ‘com-

munist’ Soviet state, the passage towards

communism came to be conceived along

the lines of the Marxian model of a transi-

tional yet necessary ‘dictatorship of the

proletariat’, a concept originally coined by

Blanqui. However, rather than approaching

the ideal of a classless society, state com-

munism brought about the emergence of

state bureaucracy as the new ruling class.

In this sense, state communism realized in

an ironic way Engels’s utopian ideal of a

society in which rule over men was replaced

by the ‘administration of things’ (an expression

borrowed from the utopian socialist Saint-

Simon), only that the latter turned out to

be just another form of rule over men.

In the years after World War II, western

European communist parties turned

towards so-called ‘Eurocommunism’, a

term associated with the leader of the Ita-

lian Communist Party Palmiro Togliatti

(1893–1964) who drew significantly on the

political and intellectual heritage of

Gramsci. Communism was now defined as

a nationally specific and, in Togliatti’s

words, ‘polycentric’ project (rather than a

project oriented towards the Soviet

Union). From the 1950s onwards, Western

communist parties came to accept liberal

institutions and the parliamentary system

and entered political alliances with other

democratic parties – with sometimes sig-

nificant electoral success. Yet the dissolu-

tion of the Soviet Union and the

subsequent world-wide hegemony of the

Western liberal model of democracy seem

to have signalled, for the time being, the

end of communism as a political or intel-

lectual force to be reckoned with.
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OLIVER MARCHART

COMMUNITARIANISM

Communitarianism as a current of moral,

social and political thought emerged in the
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early 1980s as a critical reaction to John

Rawls’s A Theory of Justice ([1971] 1999). It

is associated with the work of Alasdair

MacIntyre (1981), Michael Walzer (1983),

Michael Sandel (1982) and Charles Taylor

(1995), although there are some important

differences between these authors. Inspired

by Aristotle, Rousseau and Hegel, these

authors’ philosophical writings should also

be distinguished from the political move-

ment promoted by Amitai Etzioni and

journals like The Responsive Community,

which found some sociological support in

the research conducted by Robert Bellah

and others.

The different theories referred to as

‘communitarian’ share at least one assump-

tion: that contrary to the liberal understanding

of society as a voluntary association of

individuals, community is the central refer-

ence point for any viable political, moral

and social theory. This claim has implica-

tions on several levels.

First, ontologically, communitarians argue

against the ‘atomism’ and individualism of

liberal theory and its underlying conception

of the person. They stress the social nature

of individuals and their identities. The

‘unencumbered self ’ (Sandel) which precedes

its social roles and values presupposed by

liberal theory does not exist.

Second, methodologically, commu-

nitarianism stresses the importance of historical

and social contexts in explanation and jus-

tification. This contextualism leads to a

critique of the liberal claim to neutrality

and universality which communitarians

regard as concealing a deep individualist

bias. Differences in culturally mediated

interpretive schemes preclude the possibility

of neutrally justified and universally valid

norms, in the sense of Kantian universalistic

concepts of political thought. The content

of norms is indissolubly linked to their

particular and local contexts. This affects

the possibility of social criticism: to be

politically effective, normative content has

to be internally rooted in the concrete

values and traditions of a particular com-

munity, not in abstract principles (Walzer).

The related methodological claim of holism

or collectivism is that communities and

other collective social entities are not

reducible to individual actors.

Third, normatively, communitarianism

stresses the intrinsic value of community

and of communal commitments, obligations

and allegiances that come with membership

and are not individually chosen. This eva-

luative background supports a critique of

the disintegrating and delegitimizing effects

of liberal individualism, which is seen as

eroding the moral resources on which

modern societies are depending. Alienation

and the erosion of values and social bonds

are often seen by communitarians as social

pathologies that result from the premium

placed on individual freedom and rights in

Western societies. From this diagnosis they

infer that social integration is dependent on

shared emotions, beliefs, ideals, values and

histories. Setting contextualism and parti-

cularism against universal norms and pro-

cedures means that principles of justice can

only be justified with reference to particular

historical communities and their specific

self-understandings which are embodied in

institutions and practices as a distinct ‘way

of life’.

Liberalism tends to emphasize individual

rationality, freedom of choice and auton-

omy and sees the protection and enforce-

ment of individual rights as the primary aim

of the state, while relegating questions of

the good life to the private domain for fear

of paternalism. Communitarianism, on the

other hand, understands the individual as a

socially embedded agent, whose values are

not purely private not merely matters of

individual taste or preference – but shaped

by the community. Accordingly, the primary

aim of the state should be the promotion of

the common good and a shared identity, a

particular and substantive vision of how a

community wants to live. The emphasis has

shifted from rights, justice and procedures
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to duties, responsibilities and a vision of the

good which is guiding individual and col-

lective choice. Communitarianism takes up

the older republican ideal of positive free-

dom and civil society, according to which

the participation of citizens in the political

life of the community is a good in itself. It

should be clear that one can hold a com-

munitarian position on one of these levels

without necessarily being committed to any

of the others.

Liberal counter-critiques of commu-

nitarianism have primarily attacked the

validity of the communitarian conception

of ‘community’. They have argued that the

boundaries of the ‘We’ invoked by com-

munitarians are essentially contestable. The

limits and the character of most commu-

nities are not easily defined. The ideal of

Gemeinschaft (as opposed to Gesellschaft) is

no longer a viable option for modern

complex and heterogeneous societies under

conditions of cultural and religious plural-

ism. In emphasizing the importance of

belonging and recognition, the reaction of

communitarians to multiculturalism tends

to vacillate between a certain acceptance of

difference and a longing for lost cultural

homogeneity. Communitarians also have

problems adopting a clear stance towards

illiberal or authoritarian communities. They

seem to be trapped in an inherently con-

servative and relativist position which pre-

cludes the possibility of cross-cultural critique.

Today there is less of a strict dividing line

between hard-boiled liberals and tradition-

alist communitarians. Considerable agree-

ment now prevails between the two camps;

but key differences and disagreements still

remain.
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ROBIN CELIKATES

COMMUNITY

Community, which derives from the Latin

word com (meaning ‘with’ or ‘together’)

and unus (the number one), is a widely used

term, but is also a contested one. It features

in sociological, anthropological and philo-

sophical works, often with quite different

meanings. The idea of community has

witnessed a revival in recent years, with

several new books bearing the title ‘com-

munity’. Where the older literature on

community was predominantly within

classical sociology, the recent revival of

community has largely stemmed from

developments in other disciplines, such as

anthropology and philosophy. With this

recent cultural turn in theories of com-

munity comes a new emphasis on ‘imagined

communities’ and ‘symbolic communities’.

Ferdinand Tönnies’s Gemeinschaft und

Gesellschaft (1887) is the classic account of

community in sociological theory. In this

theory, community is based on face-to-face

relations but is in decline and replaced by

individualism in a societal move that can be

characterized as one from status to con-

tract, from the village to the city, from

tradition to modernity and moderniza-

tion. One of the main themes in mid-

twentieth-century sociology concerned the

survival of community under the conditions

of industrialization and urbanism and
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urbanization. Later sociological theories of

community, such as those of the Chicago

School, have generally focused on the small

group, such as neighbourhoods or the small

town. For sociologists, community usually

designates social interaction in local contexts.

Within sociology, especially British sociol-

ogy, the subfield of community studies has

made some important contributions to the

study of community in terms of notions

such as community regeneration and com-

munity health. Most sociologists no longer

accept Tönnies’s characterization of com-

munity as a settled world of tradition.

Community can be the basis of political

action and can be enabled rather than eroded

by individualism and individualization.

Anthropological approaches stress the

cultural nature of social groups. In an

influential book, Cohen (1985) argued that

community is a symbolic construction

based on boundaries which define the rela-

tion of self to other. For Cohen, commu-

nity is a cluster of symbolic and ideological

map references with which the individual is

socially oriented. This largely cultural

approach to community also appears in

Benedict Anderson’s (1983) idea of ‘ima-

gined communities’. The idea of commu-

nity has also figured in political philosophy

and in particular in communitarianism. In

this tradition, community designates citi-

zenship. The rise of communitarianism,

which is based on a political philosophy of

community, is to be understood in the

context of criticisms of liberalism and

could be described as a move from contract

back to community. With communitarian-

ism a conception of community as social

capital has also come to the fore: commu-

nity is seen as an essential dimension of the

working of democratic society based on

public virtues such as voluntarism.

The new interest in community can also

be explained by globalization and post-

modernism. Globalization has opened up

new conceptions of community beyond

locality, such as cosmopolitan community

and global community (see cosmopolitan-

ism). With the Internet have come new

ideas of virtual or cyber-community. Post-

modernism has introduced the idea of

community beyond unity. A postmodern

community is not based on a common ‘we’

but on the desire for belonging and, more-

over, such expressions of community are

not based on secure reference points.

Typically a postmodern community refers

to life-style communities, to sects, New

Age communities and various kinds of

alternative communities.

Some of the main debates in social theory

today on community concern three issues.

The first is the relationship of community

to tradition and modernity. In this context

a central question concerns the nature of

post-traditional community. A matter of

some importance is the relation of indivi-

dualism to community and the possibility

of communities of dissent.

The second issue is the symbolic nature

of community. Are communities real or

imagined? According to some critics, the

idea of community being constructed in

the symbolization of boundaries leads to an

overemphasis on the need for exclusion as a

condition of community. The reality of

most societies is some degree of multi-

culturalism, with the result that few com-

munities are entirely homogenous.

The third issue is the rise of notions of

‘community beyond propinquity’ leading

to debates about how important locality is

for community and belonging and whether

it is possible to sustain community without

a shared sense of place. The tendency in the

recent literature is to stress networks as the

basis of community, leading to notions of

personalized communities and communi-

cation communities. Some critics, on the

other hand, argue against such conceptions

of community, claiming that they never

express what community is really about,

namely, belonging in everyday situations.

While there is much disagreement as to

whether community is rooted, bounded
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and territorial, there is general agreement that

community can take post-traditional forms

and is not endangered by individualism.
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GERARD DELANTY

COMPARATIVE METHODS

With comparative methods, researchers

interpret and explain the empirical varia-

tion of social phenomena over time (dia-

chronic comparison) or at points in time

(synchronic comparison). If a case study

indicates that X causes Y, comparisons can

discern whether and why this holds true

more generally. While nearly all social

science employs some form of diachronic

comparison of cases over time, comparative

methods principally stand for macrosocial

research across societies and states in rela-

tively simultaneous periods of time. Since

Tocqueville’s study of the social pre-

requisites and effects of democracy in

America, which he contrasted with socio-

political orders in Europe, comparative

methods have continuously been refined

and advanced.

Debates in the philosophy of social

science, concerning epistemology and

methods and methodology have also raised

questions of comparative methods, though

mostly these have been pursued within the

frameworks of (neo-)positivism or scien-

tific realism. Comparative methods vary in

the degree to which they rest on explana-

tion or on Verstehen and on the degree to

which they involve ‘middle-range’ theories

or ‘grand theory’. Their main aim is to

establish and test statements about causality

in macro-social affairs (see micro-, meso-

and macro-levels). A central question is

which cases to compare. Especially in

comparisons with few cases, selection biases

can lead to flawed conclusions. Biases can

be minimized by comparing ‘most similar’

or ‘most different’ cases that share either

many or few properties, which controls the

sample selection (Przeworski and Teune

1970). Since the 1950s, a division between

variable-oriented and case-oriented strate-

gies has dominated comparative inquiry,

with methodological divergences referring

to the different approaches of Durkheim

and Weber (Smelser 1976).

The methods of variable-oriented com-

parative research attempt to examine causal

relations quantitatively among a limited

number of variables across a large number

of cases. They measure the effects of inde-

pendent variables on dependent variables

through statistical analysis and control. As

few robust macrosocial correlations have

been found, many quantitative comparisons

focus on testing theoretical arguments and

producing statements like ‘X and Y corre-

late with an average probability of N per

cent’. On the other hand, some powerful

statistical correlations appear to exist; for

example, between economic development

and democracy (Lipset 1959), or between

democracy and peace (Ray 1998). Strong

correlations indicate causal effects without

proving them. They constitute veto posi-

tions that need further explanation and tend

to spur lively debates. Key problems of

variable-oriented comparisons concern the

measurement and the comparability of data
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across macrosocial units and over time

(Ragin 1987: 57–68).

The methods of case-oriented compara-

tive research try to investigate similarities

and differences of historical outcomes qua-

litatively across a small number of cases,

frequently leading to typification (see type

and typification). Barrington Moore’s

(1967) landmark study, for example,

demonstrates comprehensively why and

how modernization led to three different

outcomes – democracy, fascist and com-

munist dictatorships – in eight major

countries. Case-oriented comparisons are

affiliated with historical sociology and the

major works of Eisenstadt, Skocpol, Tilly,

Bendix and Mann. While the latter two are

highly sceptical about general arguments,

many researchers advocate that qualitative

comparison should be oriented towards

causal accounts and theory (King et al.

1994; Kiser and Hechter 1991). Often, J. S.

Mill’s deductive-nomological methods of

agreement and difference guide case-oriented

comparative research (Ragin 1987: 36–44).

These researchers propose searching for an

explanatory variable that is the only common

element across several different instances of

a comparable social phenomenon. Thus, if

two similar revolutions share no prior con-

dition except agrarian poverty, then this has

to be their cause. Or, if one state turns

democratic and not the other, and the only

different prior condition in the first case is

industrialization, then this has to cause

democratization. These methods are highly

problematic because multiple causation is

ignored and it is impracticable to consider

all potential explanatory variables. There-

fore, Mill’s methods serve merely as pre-

liminary means to facilitate the

identification of possible routes of explana-

tion. As they cannot establish a link

between cause and effect, they have to be

supplemented by efforts to examine social

mechanisms through historical processes.

While variable-oriented quantitative meth-

ods have been associated with deductive

explanations and general theory, and case-

oriented qualitative methods with inductive

interpretation and context-sensitive argu-

ments, no method is intrinsically superior.

Depending on research subject and objec-

tives, both approaches offer distinct and

sometimes complementary advantages.

Whereas an investigation of social

mechanisms across a few cases will profit

from qualitative methods, quantitative

methods are better for a focus on social

effects across many cases. Frequently, com-

binations of both approaches tend to

improve the quality of comparative social

research (Ragin 1987; Rueschemeyer et al.

1992).
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COMPLEXITY

Complexity is one of the most distinctive

constructs of scientific discourse in the

twentieth century. It refers to a conscious-

ness of the constitutive overtaxing of

observers in the observation of something.

In the face of complexity, social theory and

other forms of theory seek ways in which

observation can proceed and cope with

complexity aiming at the reduction or

management of its scope.

Scientific epistemology attributes com-

plexity not to the observer but to the phe-

nomenon observed. Complex phenomena

consisting of many – i.e. of more than three

or four – organized heterogeneous ele-

ments defy both causality and statistics

(Weaver 1948). Complexity may be mea-

sured in terms of the number of hetero-

geneous elements, the number of possible

relations between these elements, and the

variation of these relations depending on

context and time. Yet the outcome of this

measure is a description that at any time

will appear to fall short of its mark. Another

way of putting this is to say that observers

lack sufficient variability in their perceptual

tools, language, or terminology to account

for the actual variety of phenomena.

Observers have to switch from under-

standing to control, and in order to compensate

for the shortcomings of control, from

error-control to information-control. They

have to rely on a form of ‘operational

research’ (Ashby 1958), which consists of

comparing acceptable with non-acceptable

results, in seeking to observe what occurs

without giving reasons for what occurs; in

never collecting more information than

necessary for the task in hand; and always

assuming that the system may change, and

hence accepting that the only problems that

can be solved are problems of the moment.

In the face of complexity, attention is

focused on the selection of options of

action and default, not on attempts to provide

comprehensive accounts of phenomena.

The biological and social idea of control

through information suggests a double

principle of the operation of memory in

dealing with complexity. Complexity the-

ory realizes that constraints on selection

bear on both sides of the relationship that

produces knowledge: on the part of the

phenomenon observed and on the part of

the observer observing. The observer is as

complex as the phenomenon under obser-

vation; yet while the observer lacks the

requisite variety of observational apparatus

to comprehend the complex phenomenon,

the observer nevertheless attempts to deal

with it (von Hayek 1967; Morin 1974).

Observers are inherently selective in their

choice of elements of perception, language

and terminology, just as the phenomenon

itself is inherently selective in its choice of

elements and relations. Control by infor-

mation defines the quality of information as

a selected message from a set of possible

other messages (Shannon andWeaver [1949]

1963). All selections are considered reduc-

tions, as much on the part of the observer as

on the part of the phenomenon, and all

reductions are considered with respect to

their scope. The question of scope refers to

the observer’s ability to account for com-

plexity while having to reduce it in order

to select action and default.

Where complexity in scientific theory

deals with the description of phenomena ‘at

the edge of chaos’ (Waldrop 1992), com-

plexity in social theory suggests research

into the production and handling of selec-

tion, contingency and risk via the intro-

duction of delay, ambivalence and

oscillation (Leach 1976). Complexity forces

meanings to assume forms that can account

for both selection and the space of possible

other selections. Social theory therefore

looks for operations in communication and

culture that are able not only to indicate by

distinction but also to turn attention to the

two sides of the distinction that is thereby

produced (Luhmann 1984). Social theory

dealing with complexity learns to include
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the fact of exclusion produced by distinc-

tions, both with respect to phenomena

under observation and with respect to the-

oretical architecture.
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DIRK BAECKER

COMTE, AUGUSTE (1798–1857)

French theorist

Comte is the founder of the terms ‘sociology’

and ‘positivism’. Tormented by the turmoil

emanating from the French Revolution and

the Napoleonic era, Comte sought to cre-

ate a new, harmonious society by unifying

people’s beliefs and emotions. He designed

positive philosophy – ‘positivism’ – to

establish an intellectual consensus. Rejecting

explanations based on God, first causes, and

metaphysical essences, such as Nature,

positivism embraced scientific knowledge

based on empirical observations of concrete

phenomena (see science). Outlined in the

Cours de philosophie positive (1830–42), posi-

tivism included mathematics, astronomy,

physics, chemistry, biology, and the new

science of society, which Comte dubbed

‘sociology’ in 1839. Comte’s main socio-

logical principle, the Law of Three Stages,

expressed his belief that there were three

eras of history: the theological, the meta-

physical, and the positive. Divided into

social statics (the study of order) and social

dynamics (the study of progress), sociology

was the keystone of the positivist system

because it made all the sciences focus on

the idea of Humanity (see progress). In the

Système de politique positive (1851–54),

Comte introduced a new secular religion

to orient feelings toward the worship of

Humanity. He called this the ‘Religion of

Humanity’. He devised a Positivist Calen-

dar, new sacraments, and a cult of Woman

to cultivate a religious culture that would

help spread ‘altruism’ (a word he also

coined), consolidate society, and usher in

the new positive era. With followers in

France, England, the United States, and

Latin America, Comte influenced politics,

sociology, the history of science, literature,

philosophy, and historiography.
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MARY PICKERING

CONFLICT

Conflict is a crucial feature of all societies.

It can be defined as struggle over power,

scarce resources or values in which conflicting
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parties seek to realize their interests. The

size of the parties involved in conflicts may

range from two persons or more to groups

or whole nations. Conflicts may range from

latent oppositional interests to manifest

conflicts like war (see war and militarism),

where actors are collectively organized. Far

from being an exclusively negative or

destructive factor for social relations, con-

flicts are an essential feature of all kinds of

social relations and may contribute to social

integration. In modern societies this posi-

tive function can be seen as an effect of the

institutionalization of violent social conflicts.

In pre-modern societies social conflicts

were perceived as illegitimate, as they

threatened a divine order of societal

arrangements. However, secularization

after the Renaissance decoupled human

conduct from religious and moral demands,

transforming the idea of social conflict.

This process finds its expression in the

works of early modern thinkers such as

Niccolò Macchiavelli and Thomas Hobbes,

as well as Charles Darwin in the nineteenth

century. In the sixteenth century, Mac-

chiavelli interpreted politics and war as

rational enterprises that had to be decou-

pled from religious and moral demands. In

The Prince ([1513] 1968) he defined conflict

as a social medium governed by strategic

rationality. Conflicts were conceptualized

in terms of strategic games between rational

actors. Writing against the background of

violent civil war in seventeenth-century

England, Thomas Hobbes identified the

origin of conflict in human nature. In

Leviathan, Hobbes held that in a state of

nature man is a wolf to man since human

beings seek to fulfil their own interests. In

order to bring an end to war and devastat-

ing conflict, a theory of social contract

must be devised. Individuals are to concede

their right to violence to the sovereign,

whose duty is to protect them and guaran-

tee their survival. The sovereign’s laws and

decisions are to channel conflicts by estab-

lishing binding rules for all individuals and

to enable them to live in peace. In the

nineteenth century, Darwin’s The Origin of

Species (1897) was an important step

towards a modern idea of conflict. In Social

Darwinism the evolutionary notion of a

‘survival of the fittest’ was applied to

human history and society. As conflict and

competition were seen as driving forces of

social change, bourgeois society appeared

to be characterized by anarchic laissez-faire

markets. It seemed that individual human

survival depended on the realization of

individual interests in conflictual relation-

ships through the market.

With the advent of advanced industrial

societies conflict becomes a chronic feature

of everyday social life. From their incep-

tion, modern societies are inherently con-

flictual insofar as they emerge from

revolutionary transformations. The indus-

trial revolution radically transformed pre-

modern society. The loosening of feudal

bonds and the beginnings of industrializa-

tion set free huge numbers of peasants who

then formed the ranks of the industrial

proletariat. According to classical Marxism,

early capitalism revolved around forms of

deprivation and exploitation that generated

class struggles between bourgeoisie and

proletariat. Conflict between capital and

labour still fundamentally characterizes

capitalist societies today, though class conflict

has for the most part been institutionalized

in the economic and the political spheres.

While the industrial revolution triggered

fierce social struggles, the French Revolu-

tion of the late eighteenth century put an

end to the conflicts between aristocracy

and an emerging bourgeoisie in the period

of the rule of absolute monarchy. The

struggle for political participation led to the

institutionalization of both the rights of

man and the rights of the citizen. However,

as a civil, national, democratic and state-

building revolution, the French Revolution

also institutionalized some of the crucial

cleavages in modern societies, such as those

between citizens and non-citizens.
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The conflictual nature of modern society

is central to the ideas of the founding

fathers of modern social theory. In the

Communist Manifesto, Marx saw history as a

history of class struggles, affirming the cen-

tral precept of historical materialism that

structural contradictions of a certain mode

of production translate into class struggles

that lead to a revolutionary transformation

of society: social conflicts are thus con-

ceptualized as the driving forces of history.

In Economy and Society ([1921] 1978), Max

Weber introduced conflict (Kampf ) as a

basic sociological term. Not only class

struggle but also a variety of conflicts in

different value spheres and societal terrains

make conflict between classes, status

groups, parties or communal groups a cru-

cial feature of Weber’s class theory and of

his sociology of authority. Further, Weber’s

conception of open and closed social rela-

tions allowed for ways to analyze struggles

over the monopolization of resources of

social groups through the exclusion of oth-

ers. This was seen by Weber as the driving

mechanism of stratification.

While Marx and Weber analyzed social

conflicts and their effects as inevitable

aspects of society, Durkheim and Simmel

focused on positive or negative functions of

conflicts for society. For Durkheim, conflicts

are a pathological phenomenon, a certain

sickness of the social body resulting from

unregulated spheres of society, thus posing

a threat to its normative integration. In The

Division of Labor in Society ([1902] 1977),

Durkheim analyzed both class struggle and

the conflicts between employers and

employees in the capitalist enterprise as two

abnormal forms of the division of labour

(see normal and pathological).

In contrast, Simmel in Conflict ([1908]

1955) stresses the positive functions of

conflict and their social productivity; that

is, the way groups construct oppositional

perspectives and the way conflict generates

identities among members of the groups

involved. Simmel saw conflict as a form of

sociation, stressing that ‘a certain amount of

discord, inner divergence and outer con-

troversy, is organically tied up with the

very elements that ultimately hold the

group together’ (ibid.: 17–18). Simmel

argued, first that conflict creates social rela-

tions where no relations existed before,

thus itself being a kind of social relation and

second, that conflict generates rules and

norms arising out of the expectations that

each party forms of the other’s actions.

These contrasting interpretations of the

functions of social conflict divided modern

social theory in the twentieth century. In

The Social System ([1951] 1991) Talcott

Parsons followed the Durkheimian per-

spective stressing the significance of insti-

tutionalized values and norms upheld by

socialized actors who are motivated to live

according to certain role requirements, thus

securing the consensual operation of the

social system. Ralf Dahrendorf criticized

Parsons for stressing consensus as an effect

of the normative integration of modern

society (Dahrendorf 1961). In opposition to

consensus theory, Dahrendorf developed a

middle-range theory that allowed a way to

analyze all kinds of social conflicts as essen-

tial for the survival of societies. He argued

that social life is inherently conflictual, that

conflicts are not only necessary but are

essential for society and are the driving

forces of social change.

Lewis A. Coser criticized both Parsons

and Dahrendorf for their one-sided con-

ceptions of social conflicts. Coser (1956)

was concerned with the role played by

conflict for social stability. In The Functions

of Social Conflict he reinterpreted Simmel’s

approach in a functionalist perspective in

order to detect the productive effects of

conflicts in the triggering of structural

change, or the interplay of social change

and stability.

The end of the Cold War and the demise

of the Soviet Union did not mean the end

of conflict in history. Since the last decade

of the twentieth century, fierce racial, ethnic
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and religious conflicts have led to ethnic

cleansing and genocide. New conflicts and

wars have been triggered by strategic and

geopolitical interests at the beginning of the

twenty-first century, as disruptive conflicts

for the distribution of natural resources

have only just begun. To understand and

explain these new conflicts of both interests

and values and to find institutional

arrangements for their solution is today’s

task for conflict sociology.
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JÜRGEN MACKERT

CONSENSUS

‘Consensus’ in sociology refers to a condition

of active or passive agreement between

several parties. Its antonyms are dissent and

conflict. Proponents of the ‘conflict model’

in American sociology, who regard conflict

as the organizing principle of social reality,

typically associate the concept of consensus

with structural-functionalist thinking,

which they see as representing a ‘consensus

model’. However, like ‘conflict’, ‘con-

sensus’ is a mostly descriptive term, and

therefore cannot be considered an organizing

principle or ultimate explanation of reality.

Conflict and consensus represent the two

ends of a continuum along which human

relations may be seen as varying at all times.

But the postulation of one or the other end

as dominant at any moment, even if

empirically accurate, only describes the sit-

uation; it does not explain it.

The most detailed treatment of the idea

of consensus is to be found in the writings

of Edward Shils. According to Shils (1975),

consensus is agreement in regard to the

beliefs constitutive of the value centre of a

society and propagated by its institutional

centre. It is a necessary element of social

integration and therefore a salient char-

acteristic of any existing society. Only

complete disintegration of a social entity

can be characterized exclusively by dissent,

and only in a society in the process of dis-

integration may dissent or conflict pre-

dominate over consensus. Consensus,

however, is rarely complete, constant or

fully articulated or involving the entire

membership of the society in question.

Rather, it is partial, intermittent, vague,

and uneven across different social groups. It

is most developed and uniform in modern

societies whose members have a clear sense

of nationality (see nationalism). Indeed,

according to Shils, inclusive national iden-

tity or ‘the sense of unity’, is both a pre-

condition and an essential component of

consensus. In contrast, ‘underdeveloped

countries’ are characterized by ‘consensual

underdevelopment’, and their ‘dissensual

state’ is attributed to the lack of ‘a bond

constituted by their residence in the larger

bounded territory’, and to the fact that at

best only elites have ‘a sense of common
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nationality’. Shils’s structural-functionalist

orientation is relevant here insofar as he

explains the low level of national con-

sciousness in underdeveloped societies by

reference to lack of ‘ecological integration’,

and a lack of ‘commonly held body of cul-

ture’, sponsored by an effective centralized

state.This account can be compared to

some extent to the work of Karl Deutsch

and Ernest Gellner on nationalism

Structural functionalism is also evident in

Shils’s account of the processes by which

consensus is formed, and hence in his

account of social change in general. But

there are also some affinities between his

structural-functionalist approach and

Marxian historical materialism.

From this angle, consensus is a function

of the structure of opportunities and mate-

rial interests underpinning them, making it

comparable to ideological superstructure,

although it lacks the rigorously coherent

pattern of explicitly held and systematically

espoused beliefs characteristic of ideology

in a specific sense.

At the same time, when Shils writes that

‘consensus maintains public order. . .by fos-

tering of a readiness to accept peaceful

modes of adjudicating disagreements among

those who have a sense of their mutual

affinity or identity’, it appears that he is

depicting what Durkheim referred to as

‘pre-contractual elements’. In agreement

with Durkheim, Shils regards modern

societies as better integrated than traditional

ones. However, for Shils, the stronger

integration of modern societies is a function

of their greater consensuality, i.e. of the

degree of agreement in regard to central

beliefs, whereas for Durkheim, such

consensuality – the uniformity of the conscience

collective – is the characteristic of traditional

societies, reflected in the mechanical nature

of their solidarity based on the integration

of more or less identical segments. The

differences between the two theorists and

their concepts here rests on the fact that

where Durkheim emphasizes the nature of

ideas on which integration is based, Shils

stresses the measurable, quantitative aspect

of their combination, relationship, or

structure – the degree of their uniformity.
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THOMAS SCHNEIDER

CONSERVATISM

Outwardly conservative writers typically

suggest that conservatism is nothing as vul-

gar as a political ideology. Conservatism is

often outlined as a particular disposition

that favours what is known and trusted,

over and above that which is unknown.

Central to any political and social under-

standing of conservatism, therefore, is a

concern with managing political change,

though it would be incorrect to say that

conservatism opposes change itself. Equally

central to this assumption, as various

authors have noted, is an understanding of

the extra-human origins of the social order.

Traditionalist conservatism has often distilled

this through the lens of a God-given hier-

archy, which could, on the one hand, justify

obedience to earthly powers because by so

doing, one was really obeying the biblical

injunction that earthly obedience will lead

to heavenly reward (see tradition). Such

arguments about hierarchy have often also

been couched in more naturalist terms,

effecting comparisons between the hierarchies

of the natural world and the position of a
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particular class of heroic leaders or gover-

nors, capable of knowing or representing

the interests of society at large.

Within these broad schemas sits an

account not only of natural inequality, but

also a more strongly focused assessment that

human beings are both imperfect and

imperfectible. This lends itself to what

Anthony Quinton (1982) termed a con-

servative concern with the politics of

imperfection. A corollary of this is the

often-noted hostility to rationalism and

rationalist planning within conservatism.

This should not be confused with the

argument that conservatism is irrational; on

the contrary, it is often the case that con-

servatism tends to view other political

ideologies as themselves irrational, for

neglecting the fundamental relationship

between change, hierarchy and imperfec-

tion. One can therefore delineate particular

strands within conservatism that have been

important in terms of thinking about a

genealogy of this set of ideas.

The most elementary forms of con-

servatism discuss the religious basis of the

social and political order. Developing and

modifying a Christian argument about the

corrupted soul after the fall from paradise, a

profoundly pessimistic view of the human

condition can be derived from a basis in

original sin, which lends itself to the idea

that humans stand in need of a redeemer.

Alone we are weak and corrupted. The

corruption and degradation of humans in

society, rather than in one’s properly nat-

ural state, were themes noticeably devel-

oped by Rousseau, whose own work

contained, among other themes, Stoic and

Augustinian elements. But when one sees

how politics develops when underpinned

by such a set of beliefs, it is clear that poli-

tical activity will tend to try to reconcile

the hugely divergent interests of the

human community. Rousseau’s solution to

this was the social contract. It is precisely

such a type of politics that conservatism

suggests can never be achieved. The idea

that politics can be rationally planned and

can overcome irreconcilable conflicts of

interests is, on this reading, nothing more

than a chimera. This is why many writers

who have been interpreted as conservative

are portrayed as reactionary, because often

one finds in such writers’ work a relatively

backward-looking social philosophy that

paints an idealized picture of the past as

something to be longed for.

According to most conservatives, there is

no end state, however desirous or other-

wise, whether behind us or in the future,

that is capable of being achieved or being

reinstated. Here, the classical metaphor of

the ship of state is usually discussed to sug-

gest that all that politics and government

should be concerned with is keeping the

ship afloat; there is no final destination.

Michael Oakeshott, typically understood as

a major British conservative philosopher,

outlined this famously in an essay entitled,

‘On Being Conservative’ (Oakshott, 1991).

His own position, however, was more

subtle than this, and he is probably best

thought of as a sceptic in politics, rather

than a conservative. Similarly, a critique of

rationalist political planning played a major

part in the writings of Edmund Burke,

typically portrayed as the founding father of

modern conservatism for his coruscating

polemic against the French Revolution. Yet

Burke was a Whig, interested in the rela-

tionship between property, democracy and

liberty. In much the same way as many

French liberals after the Revolution, Burke

questioned the validity of applying an

‘ancient’ model of politics alongside a dis-

tinctly ‘modern’ model of a commercial

and economical society. Only a few years

before, he had been a keen supporter of the

American colonists in their struggle for

independence. What this means is that the

genealogy of conservatism is more complex

than the attribution of overly simplified

positions to many of its apparent advocates.

What is typically understood by con-

servatism is a clear opposition to liberalism,
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which writers from Joseph de Maistre and

Thomas Carlyle to Carl Schmitt have

decried for its apparent individualism and

political promiscuities. What is needed in

this variation of conservatism is, instead, a

strong leader, typically a monarch, capable

of maintaining traditional hierarchies.

Nevertheless, although writers such as de

Maistre were hostile to the idea that a political

constitution could be created a priori, many

of the touchstones of liberal political phi-

losophy, such as the rule of law, separation

of powers, political independence, defence of

private property, and individual and group

rights, are similarly foundational to con-

servatism. Where writers such as de Maistre

differed from Burke was in the providential

interpretation of the French Revolution,

and the subsequent descent into terror

conceived of as divine retribution.

Conservative or ‘aristocratic’ liberals, by

contrast, tend to highlight the dangers of

the development of political equality under

a modern liberal society in particular, and it

is this wariness that has made students of J.

S. Mill and Alexis de Tocqueville, in par-

ticular, think about the relationship

between conservatism and liberalism in

more subtle terms than a binary opposition

(see binary). But binary oppositions have

tended to structure the nature of modern

political debate between conservatism and

liberalism since the French Revolution. As

Albert Hirschman (1992) has noted, political

rhetoric since 1789 can be analyzed in

terms of rhetorics of intransigence, which

pit broadly conservative and reactionary

politics against progressive movements for

change. Reactionary rhetoric, according to

Hirschman, comprises three distinct ele-

ments. First, the futility thesis suggests that

to attempt to undertake political change is

futile because it neglects the natural order

of social life. Second, the jeopardy thesis,

which fears change because of its dangers;

and third, the perversity thesis, which states

that change will always lead to unanticipated

and most likely unfavourable situations.

Counter-posed to these ideal types,

Hirschman suggests that progressive political

thinkers have opposed conservatism by

simply pursuing a politics based on the

necessity, desirability and possibility of reform.

One of the key differences between lib-

eralism and certain variants of conservatism,

however, and which represents another

major strand of conservative thinking, is a

focus on the organic unity of political

society. In some ways, one can trace this

organicism through the more recent

debates between liberalism and commu-

nitarianism, where the legacy of Hegelian-

ism and Neo-Hegelianism is particularly

important. In the conservative tradition,

organicism is associated with writers such as

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, who perceived

the idea of a natural social balance main-

tained by a national educated class, which

was itself underpinned by an organic idea of

the constitution of a nation that grows and

develops according to the dictates of rea-

son. Similarly, in Burke’s focus on the natural

relationships between the dead, the living

and the not yet born, one finds other

important organicist assessments. As Nöel

O’Sullivan (1976) has suggested, such

organicism remained a profoundly impor-

tant legacy for conservatism as it developed

through various Romantic writers (see

romanticism). In the British tradition, con-

servatism has mainly presented itself as a

pragmatic, sceptical and (most unconvin-

cingly) as a non-ideological mode of

thinking about modern politics.
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DUNCAN KELLY

CONSTITUTION

The concept of a ‘constitution’ in Western

civilization dates back 2500 years, initially

referring to the divine legal order, which

contained not only political institutions and

powers but also social and economic struc-

tures including basic ethical norms. The

historical variety of constitutions as ‘lex

fundamentalis’, ‘status’ and ‘res publica’,

still present in Montesquieu’s Spirit of the

Laws (1748), come to be narrowed down

under the conditions of modernity to the

basic legal order of a polity. Since the

introduction of written constitutions in

the era of the democratic revolutions of

the USA and France, the concept has been

limited to its legal connotations: the for-

mation and organization of the state or

government, the distribution and balance of

powers, and the guarantee of fundamental

human and civic rights of individuals. The

turn of the nineteenth century marks the

beginning of modern constitutionalism.

Since then constitutions have developed

and proliferated as a widely copied and

varied pattern for societies to design and

identify their polity according to republican

and democratic principles based on the rule

of law (see republic; democracy).

Historically four constitutional arche-

types can be distinguished: constitutions as

(1) contract, (2) manifesto, (3) programme,

and (4) law.

With respect to constitutions as contract,

one must distinguish between the social

compact as a virtual social union and

establishment of government in the realm

of political philosophy (notably Hobbes,

Locke, and Rousseau), on the one hand,

and ‘real contracts’ structuring the pouvoir

constituant as a legal relationship between

the different contracting parties (‘We, the

Undersigned’), such as states, on the other

hand. While philosophical contractualism

focuses on constitutional rights and princi-

ples, real (federal) contracts tend to regulate

the institutional modalities of government

and the distribution of powers between the

member states and their union, such as the

Constitution of the United States (without

its amendments) or the German Imperial

Constitution of 1871.

With respect to constitutions as manifesto

political manifestos, such as the French

Declaration of Rights of 1789, strictly

speaking, do not qualify as constitutions

because according to the understanding of

their authors, they are not meant to con-

stitute something new, but rather solemnly

declare an established truth (‘That all men

are by nature equally free and independent,

and have certain inherent rights’) or they

assert an assumed consensus about civil and

political rights, basic common values or a

form of government. Compared to other

constitutions, the normative speech act of a

constitutional manifesto is limited to

declaring common values and principles,

rather than specific laws. Constitutions as

programme or plan are germane to the

socialist world of the former communist

states. Constitutions were linked to the laws

of scientific socialism and functioned as

reflections of the socio-economic and political
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development at a given developmental

stage and, therefore, had to be revised

according to the imperatives of political

ideology. Programmatic socialist constitu-

tions can be described as semantic conces-

sions to modern constitutionalism and

contained catalogues of rights devoid of any

meaningful function as guarantees of free-

dom and limitations of state power.

Finally, constitutions as law or supreme

law of the land has come to dominate

modern constitutional history. Constitu-

tions as law must be considered the superior

archetype because they can easily be inte-

grated into a legal order and may integrate

elements of the other three archetypes –

notably manifesto speech acts, as embodied

especially in preambles, and programmatic

norms such as the promotion of gender

equality or the protection of the natural

environment. As a matter of rule, the con-

stitutional elites invoke the People as pou-

voir constituant (e.g. ‘We the People’) and

the constitution-making process anticipates

the republican-democratic body of legisla-

tive rules which it seeks to constitute, thus

trying to solve the paradox of a ‘creatio ex

nihilo’.

With regard to their structure, modern

constitutions follow a similar format, which

is designed to address the essential problems

of social coexistence and self-government

in and through a nationally organized poli-

tical system. First, bills of rights, com-

plemented by rule of law principles and

procedures, answer questions of justice by

establishing equal freedom for individual

and collective self-determination and by

limiting the legitimate powers of govern-

ment. Second, constitutional values and

duties respond to the question of the good

life in society, thus delineating the always

contested contours of a commonweal or

shared public interest. Third, provisions for

political organization usually constitute the

dominant structural element. They answer

the central question of practical political

wisdom concerning how to establish, run

and control the democratic state, its insti-

tutions, personnel and decision-making

procedures. Fourth, the constructive ele-

ment of modern constitutions refers to

those provisions which relate to the

amendment and revision of constitutions

and to their validity, including the con-

stitutional review of laws and the judicial

redress of constitutional grievances. With

these provisions constitutions refer to

themselves as authoritative texts, thus

establishing the reflexivity and modernity

of constitutions, the relative sanctity of

their text in a secularized cultural environ-

ment, and the potential prestige of con-

stitutional courts.
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GÜNTER FRANKENBERG

CONSTRUCTIVISM

Constructivism is not a clear-cut but a

rather unspecific and variegated concept.

Strictly speaking, all sociological thinking has

a constructivistic nucleus. Insofar as sociol-

ogy always underlines the importance of

cultural and historical relativity and is con-

cerned in a general sense with dismantling
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normative ideas of the autonomous subject,

then social reality is always conceptualized

in sociology as a constructed reality. In a

narrower sense, however, constructivism

represents a way of thinking which expli-

citly thematizes cognitive operations and

social practices as processes of construction

(see also social constructionism).

One of the most widespread versions of

social constructivism stems from Peter

Berger’s and Thomas Luckmann’s The

Social Construction of Reality (1966)(see Ber-

ger and Luckmann). The thesis of the

book is that all social reality is to be regar-

ded as a construct of everyday practices and

routines. Berger and Luckmann explain

how a social order that is manifestly con-

structed by human practices can be experi-

enced as an objective, external, and in some

sense ‘natural’ reality. Central notions for

Berger and Luckmann are processes of

institutionalization, objectivation and

legitimation.

Epistemological constructivism refers to

different sources. One thread starts from

the Kantian idea of reality as a cognitive

process and cognitive construction. Ernst

von Glaserfeld’s (1987, 1995) ‘radical con-

structivism’ emphasizes this Kantian theme

that we cannot observe any reality empiri-

cally without cognitively salient acts of

observation. Another extension of this

approach is Jean Piaget’s empirical cogni-

tive psychology. A further thread leads to

biological theories of autopoiesis (Maturana

and Varela 1980) in cybernetics (von

Foerster 1981) and to systems theory

(Luhmann 1995). The connecting theme

of these approaches is the idea of cognitive

closure as taking into account the position

of the observer. Cognitive or operative

closure means that any contact with reality

in cognitively operating units such as

brains, consciousness, organisms, or social

systems is cognitive contact. Epistemolo-

gical constructivism in this regard does not

reject the idea of the independence of reality

but it questions the idea of the accessibility

of reality. The main subject of this thinking

is the position of observers, who construct

reality through observation, even as they

react to changes in their environment.

Since Karl Mannheim’s reconstruction of

different types of knowledge as being con-

ditioned by the class positions or interests of

different actors, the sociology of knowledge

has been attacking the idea of knowledge as

something independent of social processes

of knowledge formation. Whereas the

sociology of knowledge focused at first on

political attitudes or on everyday knowl-

edge in the tradition of Alfred Schutz,

more recent interests have been directed

towards scientific knowledge. The sociol-

ogy of scientific knowledge has shown

empirically how science not only produces

its own subjective perspectives, but also

produces the objects of observation in

measuring devices, oscillographs or in the

modelling of theories. Therefore the main

subject of this research is the laboratory as a

social reality in which a scientific reality

comes to be constructed (Knorr-Cetina

1981, 1999; Latour and Woolgar 1986)(see

science and social studies of science).

The most ambitious challenge of con-

structivism for social theory is the problem

of self-application. If all knowledge is to be

regarded as an effect of the observer, this

must also be true of the sociological obser-

ver. Therefore, social theory must consider

that the sociological apparatus of observa-

tion produces the very reality it deals with.
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ARMIN NASSEHI

CONSUMPTION

While consumption has featured sig-

nificantly in modern Western thought since

at least the eighteenth century, it is only in

the past few decades that it has been regar-

ded as a socially consequential object of

study. Contemporary interest in consump-

tion rests on three broad premises, each of

which places culture at the centre of social

processes, and in ways that have made

consumption studies almost paradigmatic of

the cultural turn in social thought.

First, consumption is central to social and

cultural reproduction (see social reproduc-

tion). All acts of consumption are pro-

foundly cultural. Even ostensibly ‘natural’

and mundane processes such as eating invoke,

mediate and reproduce those structures of

meaning and practice through which social

identities are formed and through which

social relations and institutions are main-

tained and changed over time (see identity).

The second premise has been a concern

with the ‘consumer culture’ as a character-

ization of the modern market society (Sla-

ter 1997; Slater and Tonkiss 2001), and

more specifically as an increasingly central

feature of what has come to be known as

the postmodern (Featherstone 1991) (see

postmodernism and postmodernity).

Consumption as a cultural process may be

central to all human society, but only the

modern West came to define itself as a

consumer culture or consumer society. The

underlying claim here is that, as a result of

modernization, involving processes such as

marketization, the decline of traditional

status systems and the rise of cultural and

political pluralism, private market-based

choice has become increasingly central to

social life (see market).

Third, it is partly through the study of

consumption that we have come to better

understand the role of culture in the con-

stitution of economic processes and institu-

tions. Consumption is not a cultural

endpoint or addition to ‘truly’ economic

processes of production or formally mod-

elled market exchange, nor can it be

reduced to quantitative measures of ‘demand’.

On the contrary, the study of consumption

cultures leads us to examine the construc-

tion of objects, exchanges and relationships

across a wide range of interconnected sites

and processes.

Today, consumption has come to repre-

sent the site at which culture and economy

most dramatically converge. Historically,

however, consumption has marked a cen-

tral point of division between economy and

culture – indeed, the critical stalemate that

stymied thinking about consumption until

quite recently was structured by an opposi-

tion between economy and culture. On the

one hand, liberal traditions (including neo-

classical economics) assumed the autonomy

of consumption processes from economic

ones. On the other, critical traditions – of

both the right and left – have tended to

regard consumption as the site of major

incursions of economic processes into cul-

ture and everyday life. For them, modern

consumer culture marks the dominance of

market exchange and industrial process

over human life and meanings, apparently

rendering them inauthentic. In such per-

spectives, the market drives a wedge

through the previously organic relation

between production and consumption, and

monetary values become the only ones that
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now adjudicate social worth and distribute

social goods.

The most commanding formulation of

market-mediated culture as alienation is

undoubtedly that of Marx’s analysis of

‘commodity fetishism’ (see commodity and

commodification). A critique or elabora-

tion of the processes of commodification,

fetishism has grounded much of the sub-

sequent work on consumption. This is

obvious in the case of the theme of reifi-

cation in western Marxism – for example

in Lukács’s or Adorno’s conception of the

social landscape appearing to individuals as

a consumable spectacle, rather than as an

historical product of human action. Less

obviously related to commodity fetishism

are more recent postmodern approaches,

such as that of Baudrillard, in which con-

sumption appears as a spectacle of signs

detached from other social relations and

processes.

Post-Fordism represents another mode

of articulating and stabilizing the relation

between economy and culture, production

and consumption. The idea of post-Fordism

converges with broader characterizations of

socio-economic change in the direction of

increasing ‘dematerialization’ in which

commodities are defined, produced and

distributed more in relation to their sig-

nification than their materiality. The

upshot is the increasing centrality of cul-

tural processes and logics within both pro-

duction and consumption and their

articulation.

The contemporary research agenda that

is explicitly concerned with cultures of

consumption has drawn on traditions and

methodologies for thinking about how

meaningful goods play a part in the repro-

duction of everyday life. Three major tra-

ditions are important here. First, the various

schools of semiotics provided a methodol-

ogy for treating all objects as signs within a

social circulation of meaning, and ones

capable of bearing significations that were

irreducible to the functionality of goods.

Second, in the tradition of material culture

studies in anthropology, function is only

one aspect of the meaning of goods.

Rather, goods and their uses reflect, com-

municate and are instrumental in reprodu-

cing cosmologies (Douglas 1979). Third,

we might point to the tradition of cultural

studies, in many respects a development of

both semiotics and of the anthropological

notion of culture as the meaningful pat-

terning of a whole way of life.

Consumption is therefore always an

active cultural process. It was Thorstein

Veblen ([1899] 1953) who pointed out the

strategic role of consumption practices in

establishing social distinction. For Veblen,

the entire point of a status symbol was that

it was a pure sign, serving no function

other than to indicate one’s wealth (see

status). As often noted (e.g. Miller 1987)

this argument is reflected in the work of

Bourdieu, in which battles to legitimate

particular criteria and hierarchies of cultural

value and taste are central to the exercise of

power. Bourdieu, however, treats cultural

consumption as part of the constitution of

class and power difference, not just as

reflecting existing class structures rooted in

economics.

For Baudrillard, as for Veblen and Bour-

dieu, the crucial aspect of consumption is

the object as sign and hence as a marker of

social distinction. ‘Function’ itself becomes

just another sign, rather than the location of

the object’s authenticity. Ultimately what

we really buy into in any act of consump-

tion is not the object and its uses but rather

the overall system of representations and

our position in the matrix of differences it

maps out and signals to others. Baudrillard

might be interpreted as fitting in well

within the older traditions of mass culture

critique, as in the end it points to the

complete dominance of a totalistic ‘specta-

cle’.

Whatever contemporary consumption

studies might owe Baudrillard, they have

tended to develop in a different direction,
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treating the ‘aestheticization of everyday

life’, the fragmentation of identity and

apparently decreasing relevance of older

social divisions as the opportunity to treat

consumer culture as a kind of ironic and

hedonistic playground. Bauman (1990) and

Maffesoli (1996), for example, emphasize

the neo-tribalism of consumer culture in

which densely meaningful goods are like

costumes in which people dress up in order

to enact their current elective but flexible

social memberships and allegiances. The

very profusion and motility of signs have

more generally been taken to suggest the

opening of spaces for consumer creativity,

or resistance and rebellion. Consumption is

an always active process of assimilation,

hence also one that is unpredictable and

undetermined.

Contemporary work on global consumer

cultures has developed new conceptualiza-

tions and agendas. Early arguments about a

global consumer culture echoed the struc-

ture of mass consumption/mass culture

theories, often in the form of ‘American-

ization’ theses, which were concerned with

homogenized global culture. Like earlier

arguments about mass consumption, some

assumed the existence of ‘authentic’ indi-

genous cultures existing before the intru-

sion of consumer culture. More recent

work has emphasized that globalization of

consumer culture is often heterogeneous

and uneven, and that supposedly pristine

consumption cultures are always entangled

in wider social networks. The older image

of American domination has given way to a

concern with competition between regional

blocs (for example, the power of Asian

production and consumption) and conflict

directly provoked by consumerism as a

value system (see e.g. Castells 1997, on the

resurrection of traditionalist identities).

Appadurai (1990) offers a complex attempt

to map the different economic, social,

political and cultural flows that generate this

unevenness. Finally, contemporary approa-

ches to the globalization of consumption

have been marked by a more general stress on

the enculturation of the economy and on

notions of the information or network

society.

It has been accepted, that consumption is

a significant issue of cultural, social and

economic reproduction, not to be treated

as private, trivial or natural. Contemporary

research on consumption displays an

increasing concern with consumption as

habitual, routine and embedded in the

practical reproduction of everyday life, and

has renewed concern with the relationship

between consumption and persistent social

structures of power and inequality.

Having asserted consumption as a sig-

nificant social instance in its own right,

particularly against the ‘productivist bias’ in

much previous social thought, the research

tendency is now to reconnect consumption

and production, focusing on continuities

and interconnections, not least through

more integrated accounts of markets and

market behaviours (e.g. du Gay 1997; Sla-

ter and Tonkiss 2001). This tendency has

been given a considerable impetus by the

rise of the Internet and e-commerce which

evidences blurred boundaries between

production and consumption as well as an

ever more globalized reach for both.
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DON SLATER

CONTINGENCY

The concept of contingency was established

in social theory as a concept for the depen-

dency of variables on other variables and the

dependency of actions on other actions.

Cross-tabulations were often called con-

tingency tables. In 1951, Talcott Parsons

added the concept of ‘double contingency’.

This meant that satisfaction in interaction

depends on one actor’s choice from alter-

natives which again depends on another

actor’s complementary choice from alter-

natives. Through this, the possibility of

indeterminacy – of a reciprocal blockade of

action – was introduced into social theory.

Parsons sought to resolve this indeterminancy

by postulating common symbols or a com-

mon normative orientation of ego and alter.

The concept of double contingency was

renewed by Niklas Luhmann (1976, 1984)

who challenged the solution via normative

commonalities. Instead he postulated that,

in a situation of indeterminacy from any

minimal event or minimal action, the

beginnings of a process of system formation

may arise. Norms and symbols are a late

result of such a process of system formation.

There is also a second decisive shift in

Luhmann’s concept of contingency. He

dissolves the affinity of contingency and

dependency and introduces from the the-

ory of modalities germane to scholastic

philosophy a different understanding of

contingency. Contingency then means the

double negation of randomness and neces-

sity. To call something contingent means

that it is neither necessary or accidental.

Such an understanding of contingency may

qualify as a substantial self-understanding of

modernity and Luhmann consequently

postulated (1992) that contingency is the

distinguishing feature or Eigenwert of modern

society.
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RUDOLF STICHWEH

CONTRACT

Debates in the history of modern social and

political thought about contracts or con-

tractual relationships between members of a

social group begin with the advent of theories

of natural rights in seventeenth-century

Europe. With differing nuances, Hugo

Grotius, Samuel Pufendorf, Thomas Hobbes

and John Locke all sought to account for

the bases of political obligation to sovereign

powers in ways that dispensed with tradi-

tional medieval teachings about the divi-

nely ordained authority of monarchs. The

conception of a contract, or ‘covenant’, was

held to describe the reasons of individuals

for surrendering their power to preserve

and protect their own life and liberty to a

constituted sovereign agency. Hobbes
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famously wrote of a ‘state of nature’ marked

by a ‘war of all against all’ from which

individuals depart once they recognize the

superior efficiency of a unified sovereign

power in protecting their own life and liberty

against external threats.

The seventeenth-century natural rights

theorists all wrote against the background

of threats to social order posed by religious

factions claiming ultimate divine warrant

for acts of seizure of political power (Tuck

1979). But where Hobbes’s solution to

what later became known as the problem of

the separation of church and state was

implicitly authoritarian, Locke’s doctrine of

religious toleration involved the implicitly

libertarian proviso that a people’s or

nation’s contract with its sovereign could

be legitimately broken by rebellion on

grounds of interference with the private

rights of individuals to freedom of con-

science. Jean-Jacques Rousseau famously

radicalized Locke’s proto-typical political

liberalism in a more collectivist direction

by speaking of a ‘social contract’ that

expresses not merely the sum of the private

interests of individuals (the ‘will of all’) but

the ‘general will’ of the people, based on a

collectively affirmed consensus. This con-

sensus was to be reached through the active

participation of citizens in a common polity

(see citizenship), thereby giving direct

democratic warrant to executive power

without any intermediary stratum of poli-

tical representatives (see democracy and

democratization).

Rousseau’s and the natural rights theor-

ists’ contractarianism underlies much of the

exercises in normative liberal political phi-

losophy undertaken by American political

and legal theorists since the early 1970s,

most notably John Rawls, Robert Nozick

and Ronald Dworkin. From around the

middle of the eighteenth century, however,

a range of intellectual movements began to

suggest less openly normative ways of

understanding the social meaning of contracts.

David Hume’s historical scepticism suggested

an understanding of contracts in terms of

simple conventions by which individuals

come to coordinate their actions and purposes

(in his Treatise of Human Nature, Hume

wrote of the labour of coordination needed

by two men rowing a boat). Montesquieu’s

Spirit of the Laws pointed to the salience of

contingent historical customs in the fram-

ing of beliefs in original contracts. The later

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century move-

ments of political economy and utilitar-

ianism presaged an essentially sociological

understanding of contracts in terms of

functional agreements serving the satisfac-

tion of individual interests and needs,

especially through the economic exchange

system of the market. Sir Henry Maine’s

Ancient Law of 1861 saw laws and legal

arrangements in societies as evolving from

relations of ‘status’, based on received cus-

tomary sources of authority, to relations of

‘contract’, based on formal codified rights

and responsibilities between contracting

partners. This narrative was paralleled in

many respects by Ferdinand Tönnies’s

dichotomy of Gemeinschaft and Gesell-

schaft) and by Marx’s conception of the

system of contractually obligated ‘wage-

slaves’ with which capitalist relations

replace feudal relations of personal bondage

to the lord.

Today, however, the single most com-

pelling sociological analysis of contractual

relations continues to be Durkheim‘s dis-

cussion in The Division of Labour in Society

of 1893. Durkheim’s key criticism of Maine

and of all previous accounts in the French

and British positivist traditions was that

contractual relations cannot be explained

solely by one individual’s readiness to

cooperate with another for the sake of satisfy-

ing of his or her own self-interest. One

individual’s willingness to cooperate depends

on the trust of another, and trust cannot

itself be explained in contractual terms

without an infinite logical regress. Trust in

contracts is possible, Durkheim argued, only

to the extent that it is ‘underwritten by the
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moral force of society’. Contracts only

crystallize in the form of strategic attitudes a

more primordial bond of moral solidarity

between contracting parties as holders of a

common conscience collective. Durkheim’s

sociological thinking here preserved the

Kantian normative precept that a condi-

tional ‘hypothetical imperative’ (I must respect

others as means to my ends) presupposes a

more basic unconditional ‘categorical

imperative’ (I must respect others as ends in

themselves). In this way, Durkheim

demonstrated that self-interest can at most

explain specific contingent contracts between

individuals but not the binding obligatory

force of contracts in general.

It in this sense that the return of the

normative contents of natural rights the-

ories in the contemporary neo-Kantian

political and legal thought of Rawls and

Dworkin marks a more intelligent under-

standing of the nature of contracts than that

offered by the neo-utilitarian approaches of

rational choice theory and game theory.

The latter paradigms run aground in

attempting to explain contracts by recourse

purely to the interests of a ‘rational egoist’

in cooperating with another – because the

reasons that make such interests ‘rational’

are not ones that can be understood in

purely instrumental terms. Analysis of con-

tractual relationships in other spheres of life

beyond the economy and the formal polity

brings this shortfall of understanding into

even sharper relief. In the sphere of inti-

macy, for example, ideas of contract and

consent raise a question of the deeper

reserves of moral trust and love that give

reason to parties to bind themselves to

others in ways that, by definition, exceed

the possibility of definite negotiation and

prediction or calculation of consequences.

The case of marriage in modern society (see

marriage and divorce) is here only one

instance of a type of social relation whose

symbolic meaning exceeds explanation in

terms of an instrumental contract because it

owes its historical origins to the religious

institution of a ‘sacrament’. Generalizing

from this case, it may be observed that the

very concept of a contract is itself a product

of cultural and intellectual secularization –

just as the seventeenth-century natural

rights theories originally began life as secu-

larized transformations of the medieval

Judaeo-Christian theological conception of

‘natural law’.
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AUSTIN HARRINGTON

CONVENTION

The concept of convention refers to an

agreement or to a social regularity such as a

usage, custom or rule of conduct. For

David Hume ([1740] 1978) a convention is

based on the anticipation of reciprocity of

behaviour between individuals. A conven-

tion is an instrumental agreement with the

function of coordinating interaction between

two or more parties. For Max Weber

(1978), a convention is not followed spon-

taneously but rather on account of the

existence of social sanctions of disapproval

following non-respect of the convention.

The concept of convention was reintroduced

into social theory in the 1960s by the phi-

losopher David Lewis (1969). Following

Lewis, the concept has been widely applied

in evolutionary game theory, highlighting

the importance of collective factors such as

tradition for individual rationality. An

institutional perspective on conventions

was introduced by the French economists

Favereau and Lazega (2002). Three char-

acteristics of conventions are stressed by
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these authors. First, conventions are arbi-

trary, and usually carry implicit, rather than

explicit, sanctions. Second, conventions

may operate at the level of representations,

where they function as repertoires of eval-

uation. Third, above the level of repre-

sentations, they may also operate at the

level of rules, where they form rules of

conduct.
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SØREN JAGD

COOPERATION

Cooperation means that actors contribute

to a common goal or good. The common

good that can be produced via cooperation

may be context-specific: social order or

solidarity within a society, group solidarity

in intentional communities and organiza-

tions, trust and reciprocity in economic

and social exchange.

Modern analyses of cooperation are

inspired by rational choice and game the-

oretic ideas. In terms of game theory,

cooperation is problematic if rational agents

have incentives to choose actions or stra-

tegies in such a way that an inefficient or

suboptimal outcome is realized. Efficiency

or optimality is meant in Pareto’s sense as

an outcome that cannot be improved

without decreasing the payoffs of at least

one participant. The Prisoner’s Dilemma

game (Axelrod 1984), where each of two

players is given the option of cooperating

or defecting, is a case in point. Mutual

cooperation in a Prisoner’s Dilemma yields

pay-offs that are superior to the pay-offs of

mutual defection. The dilemma results

from the fact that every actor has an incentive

to unilaterally deviate from cooperation.

This gives the deviating agent the highest

pay-off. Besides the Prisoner’s Dilemma,

many other problematic situations or ‘social

dilemmas’ share the characteristic that indi-

vidually rational action produces a sub-

optimal social outcome (Raub and Voss

1986). These dilemmas may comprise two-

person interactions but also interactions

among more than two participants. A pro-

minent example of a multi-person coop-

eration problem is public goods production

which is relevant in the research on collec-

tive action (Olson 1965).

Many different mechanisms are prone to

generate cooperation in problematic social

dilemma situations. First, the social dilemma

can be repeated indefinitely among the

same participants. Then it can be rational to

cooperate if one assumes that today’s

cooperation may induce others’ coopera-

tion in future interactions. This is because

defection can be punished if interactions

are repeated. Consider, for example,

Rapoport’s celebrated ‘tit for tat’ strategy in

the iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma (Axelrod

1984) where a participant may respond in

once instance with the strategy used by the

other in a previous round. Thus, ‘tit for tat’

may be ‘friendly’ (cooperates in the first

round) and ‘provokable’ because of even-

tual defection. Second, in addition to

repeated interactions, multilateral reputa-

tion via social networks is a structural con-

dition that fosters cooperation (Greif 1994).

This mechanism can be effective if informa-

tion about a partner’s defection spreads to

third actors (potential partners). Third,

many social institutions provide solutions to

cooperation problems. Coleman (1990)

argues that actors sometimes construct

institutional arrangements which change

their incentive structure and reduce the

temptation to deviate from joint cooperation.
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To illustrate, rational actors who take a

hostage may create a credible commitment

to cooperate even under conditions of a

one-shot dilemma situation (Raub and

Keren 1993). Other institutions such as

informal social norms also create incentives

to cooperate. Cooperation norms are based

on threats to punish deviant behaviour

directly and not merely indirectly by refus-

ing future cooperation (Voss 2001).

Work on cooperation also focuses on the

evolution of other-regarding preferences.

Altruistic preferences imply that an agent’s

utility increases with increases in the wel-

fare (or utility) of other actors. Clearly,

altruists can be motivated to cooperate in a

one-shot Prisoner’s Dilemma. Another

type of preference that accounts for one-

shot cooperation is the aversion to

inequality (fairness). Fairness preferences

are closely related to ‘altruistic reciprocity’.

Positive reciprocity is the tendency to

respond cooperatively towards expected or

actual cooperation. This may explain con-

ditional cooperation. Negative reciprocity

means the punishment of defections with

retributive sanctions. Notice that negative

reciprocity occurs even under the condition

of costly (‘altruistic’) punishments. Empiri-

cal evidence on altruistic reciprocity (Fehr

and Gächter 2000; Diekmann 2004) sug-

gests that cooperation and the enforcement

of cooperation norms are not only based on

social structural conditions such as repeated

interactions and networks but also on

‘internalized’ preferences to cooperate

conditionally. Ideas from evolutionary the-

ory (Sober and Wilson 1998) imply that

group segregation, selective mating and simi-

lar structural conditions may in the long run

favour biological or cultural ‘group selec-

tion’ processes that shape ‘altruistic’ pre-

ferences among populations of egoists.
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THOMAS VOSS

CORPORATION

‘Corporation’ refers to a form of public or

private organization endowed with legal

rights and responsibilities akin to those

ascribed to the individual subject or citizen.

Corporations possess legal standing separate

from their owners. Unlike traditional part-

nerships, which they have in large part

supplanted in most areas of commerce and

trade, corporations are generally character-

ized by the separation of ownership and

management, the latter function being car-

ried out by salaried professionals. After

‘incorporation’, the identity and legal status

of the corporation are not dependent on a

continuation of any particular memberships

or share holdings.

Corporations are generally constituted

either (1) as private limited liability com-

panies, which protect those individuals
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who constitute its management or hold

shares in it from being personally liable in

the event of the corporation being sued; or

(2) as public corporations. Public corpora-

tions are generally – though not exclusively –

owned and funded by the state, their status

being enshrined in statute. In the UK, the

BBC is one such corporation which, while

managed by its Board of Governors, is

financed by the television licence fee which

is collected by the Treasury and is ulti-

mately answerable to Parliament for its

activities. In general, the arrangements by

which corporations are governed and the

relationship between the state, shareholders

and principal representatives of corpora-

tions are often determined by national legal

and other institutional arrangements, although

moves towards international standards are

increasingly impacting on such arrangements.

Modern commercial corporations

emerged historically during the seventeenth

century, most notably in Britain with the

formation of the East India Company.

Originally a trade association acting as an

umbrella for merchants, and thus non-

profit in character, it quickly evolved over

the course of the century into the first

commercial corporation generating profit

for what was to become its shareholders. By

the end of the century, however, corpora-

tions were banned by English law due to

the activities of those agents then known as

jobbers, who sold stocks and shares at the

coffee houses of London. After the collapse

of the South Sea Company in 1720 which

led to the ruination of the majority of its

investors, the British government passed

the Bubble Act, which outlawed corpora-

tions that may harm the public wealth, as

well as the speculative selling and buying of

shares which were to be limited to those

actively taking part in the company’s affairs.

By 1825 the Bubble Act had been

repealed, however. Henceforth, commer-

cial corporations increasingly came to be

viewed as vital to the expansion of indus-

trial enterprise around the globe. In parti-

cular, it was the expansion of the railways

across the USA and Europe that fuelled the

growth in corporate activity as the need for

ever increasing levels of capital investment

caused a significant expansion in the num-

bers of middle-class share owners. In the

mid to late nineteenth century the final

obstacle to corporate dominance of the

economy was lifted with the gradual intro-

duction of limited liability, by which

shareholders could only be legally held

liable to third parties to the limit of their

shareholding.

Today, the global economy is dominated

by transnational or multinational corpora-

tions operating in more than one country.

Around 63,000 multinational corporations

currently operate in the global market,

accounting for approximately two-thirds of

global trade. Some of them generate eco-

nomic outputs larger than many small and

some medium-sized countries. In many

instances, such corporations are effectively

able to negotiate with national govern-

ments the terms on which they are pre-

pared to invest in a nation’s economy.

Such dominance has led to a degree of

public uncertainty about corporate power,

spawning a number of high profile pub-

lications, media events and protests opposed

to the perceived lack of democratic

accountability (see Bakan 2004) (see gov-

ernance and governmentality). Often

these have linked corporate behaviour to

environmental damage or to sweatshop

labour conditions, especially in developing

countries. There is also an increasing num-

ber of legal challenges to the supposed

immunity of corporations from prosecution

for criminal acts, the most prominent of

these being corporate manslaughter.
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PHILIP HANCOCK

COSMOPOLITANISM

In its broadest meaning, cosmopolitanism

stands for an orientation or aspiration.

Being cosmopolitan means to orient or

aspire toward an ideal that transcends the

immediate boundaries of being and

belonging somewhere. According to Der-

rida (2001) such transcendence involves a

double movement of hospitality: being

hospitable to the other while urging the

other to aspire to the same hospitality.

While cosmopolitanism is often con-

trasted to citizenship, understood as being

and belonging somewhere, cosmopolitan-

ism does not necessarily mean being or

belonging nowhere. Citizenship has always

embodied cosmopolitan aspirations in the

sense that it has been oriented toward

transcending the immediate boundaries of

social entities such as tribes, villages or clans

(Heater 1990; 2002). That citizenship itself

became trapped in the boundaries of first

the city, then the empire, then the state,

and then the nation reminds us of its

inherent yet unfulfilled aspiration of cos-

mopolitanism.

We receive images of cosmopolitanism

from various sources. If one source is the

Stoic ideal of the Hellenic world of waning

cities (Schofield 1991), Confucianism and

Buddhism also provided images of such

hospitality (Irigaray 2002). The aspirations

of cosmopolitanism have been articulated

in diverse ways by Zeno of Citium, Dante

of Florence, Rousseau of Geneva, Kant of

Königsberg and today Derrida of Paris. In

each case, these voices remind citizens how

a citizenship of limits may harden into

limits of citizenship.

Today the urgency of the idea of cos-

mopolitanism consists in its reminding us of

how far citizenship has fallen short of its

aspirations (Dallmayr 2003). Whether

articulated as a hope for a cosmopolitan

democratic order (Held 1995) or a plea for

the state of the dispossessed (Nyers 2003), it

remains a crucial component of our nor-

mative political life.
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ENGIN F. ISIN

CRIME

Crime can be defined as behaviour that

violates criminal law, which is liable to

public prosecution and punishment (Sacco

and Kennedy 1994: 9). It is governmental

social control, law backed by coercive

(state) power. Although crime is a narrower

concept than deviance (despite overlaps,

much criminal behaviour is seen as deviant
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and vice versa), there are significant differ-

ences. First, the consequences for the indi-

vidual thus designated can include state-

sanctioned lifetime incarceration or legally

prescribed death (see death and mortality).

Second, by labelling an act a crime, the

state makes a key public statement: it

declares the designated act harmful to all

citizens. This is why the state initiates

action against the offender, regardless of the

wishes of those it names ‘victim’ and

‘offender’. Third, while all societies distin-

guish deviant from normative behaviour in

the project of social control, only those

with state systems have crime.

Behaviours proscribed as crime vary

across time, by culture and nation–state.

Early concepts were heavily influenced by

religious doctrines which ascribed evil to

supernatural forces. Those who practiced

witchcraft, for example, were allied with

the devil or possessed by demons. With the

advent of modernity, states sought expla-

nations through science, and the discipline

of criminology emerged. Its goal, to

understand, predict and control criminal

behaviour, was first sought (and thought)

through the discipline of medicine, parti-

cularly psychiatric theories of pathology

and insanity. Today clinical psychology

dominates sciences which examine crime at

the level of the individual. Sociological

concepts see crime as a social and legal

construction (see constructionism). Within

sociological thought, positivist schools look

for traits that distinguish criminals from

‘law-abiding’ individuals. Interpretive and

critical schools ask how social conditions

and institutions produce crime and crim-

inals, and how power is implicated in the

definitional process.

Of the positivist founding fathers of

sociology, Emile Durkheim ([1893] 1964)

paid most sustained attention to deviance

and crime. Durkheim saw crime as an

offence against a society’s fundamental,

sacred values, a threat to moral authority

and social solidarity. A collective response,

punishment, was required to mend the

breach and restore equilibrium. Punish-

ment did not have to be vengeful – in fact,

Durkheim thought retributive sanctions

characterized non-industrial societies whose

solidarity depended on the similarity of

their members (mechanical solidarity). Com-

plex, industrialized societies, bound

through interdependence in multifaceted

divisions of labour (organic solidarity), would

focus on restitution. Although Durkheim’s

prediction was wrong – developed societies

with substantial inequality are more puni-

tive than simpler societies, and levels of

punishment have been increasing in recent

decades (Garland 2001) – his contribution

endures.

In 1938 Robert Merton’s theory of

anomie or strain theory applied Durkhei-

mian concepts to devise a sociological

explanation of crime in America. Crime

was seen as a rational response to socially

induced strain caused by restricted access to

legitimate opportunity structures. American

society, Merton argued, promised success

(wealth) for all. However, the socially

approved means to obtain success – good

schools, membership of prestigious clubs,

executive positions – were unavailable to

lower-class youth. Four adaptations were

possible: innovation, retreatism, ritualism

and rebellion. Innovators devise illegitimate

means to attain culturally approved goals.

During Prohibition, for example, first gen-

eration immigrants succeeded through

innovative means such as racketeering.

Retreatists reject both goals and means

(hobos and drug addicts), ritualists accept

means but not goals (petty bureaucrats who

rigidly follow rules), rebels reject existing

goals and means, and substitute new ones.

The theory was subsequently altered to

accommodate discoveries that access to ille-

gitimate opportunity structures also varies by

neighbourhood, ethnicity and class (Clo-

ward and Ohlin 1960).

Control theory shifts focus from societal

defects, back onto the individual. Control
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theories start with the assumption that

people will break rules if it is in their inter-

ests to do so, and that crime is a pleasurable

short-cut to achieving human desires.

Conformity, then, becomes problematic:

why do most people obey the law? Travis

Hirschi (1969) argued that criminal acts

occur when an individual’s bond with

society is weak or absent. People are bon-

ded to their society through attachment,

commitment, involvement and belief.

Crime is less likely when individuals are

emotionally attached to others, and care

about their opinions and judgments. Com-

mitted individuals have a stake in conventional

activities, and something to lose through

criminality. Non-criminal, conforming

people are more likely to be involved in

conventional activities at the behavioural

level. Finally, the more people believe in

conventional values and norms, the less

likely they are to engage in crime.

The assumption that crime is a rational

choice has spawned new studies, industries

and policies. If criminals are rational beings

always seeking opportunities to offend,

cities must be redesigned to create ‘defen-

sible’ space. Robbery rates can be cut by

switching to exact fares on buses, and fit-

ting park benches with rigid armrests to

prevent homeless people from sleeping on

them. Houses in affluent suburbs, deserted

all day by owners commuting to jobs in the

distant city, need Neighbourhood Watch

programmes, surveillance, and all manner

of private security. Citizens must constantly

monitor risk. A later version of control

theory argues that criminals cannot defer

gratification, due to inadequate training,

discipline or nurturing. Lacking in self-

control, they are ‘impulsive, insensitive,

physical. . .risk-takers, short-sighted and non-

verbal’ (Gottfredson and Hirschi 1990: 90).

Critical definitions of crime have been

less influential in recent decades. In the

1970s New or Radical Criminology (Tay-

lor et al. 1973) argued that capitalism is

essentially criminogenic: the labour of the

working class (proletariat) is appropriated

by the upper classes (bourgeoisie) to max-

imize profits. Crime occurs when the

oppressed strike back against those who

exploit them, and is repressed by the state

to preserve class rule. This reworking of

Marx explains the over-representation of

the poor in prisons, and state preoccupation

with crimes of the powerless at the expense

of white-collar and corporate crime. In the

1980s radical criminology was criticized for

romanticizing crime and ignoring victims.

Moreover, surveys revealed that victims

were more likely to be the girlfriend,

Pakistani immigrant, or local pensioner

than the privileged classes. In response, Left

Realism took crime seriously. Its studies of

policing showed police priorities skewed by

class, gender and race bias. Working-class

offenders were targeted for coercive control

while working-class victims, especially women

and visible minorities, were ignored.

Interpretive approaches were also more

important in earlier decades than today.

Labelling theory, rooted in symbolic inter-

actionism, argues that the imposition of a

criminal label increases the likelihood of

criminal behaviour. Criminal justice pro-

cessing or ‘signification by Leviathan’

(Matza 1969) sets a process in motion

where ‘criminal’ becomes a person’s master

status or identity. For example, people

charged as thieves come to see themselves

this way when significant others and pro-

spective employers expect and reinforce

thief-like traits, thereby making conform-

ing behaviours more difficult for the ‘thief’

to display. Processes of exclusion may lead

to membership in a deviant subculture

which transmits this identity, and associated

skills and techniques, to new recruits.

Feminist theories have corrected patri-

archal concepts which saw female crime in

terms of sexuality, and female criminals as

hormonal black holes (see feminist theory).

Feminist arguments for amelioration and

empowerment have been ignored, while

arguments which increased punishment
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through redesigned legislation on domestic

and sexual assault have produced policy

change (Snider 2003). Critical post-struc-

turalist theories, influenced by Foucault

(1977), problematize criminology itself,

situating claims to knowledge in relations

of power. They examine how criminology

and other discourses constitute the modern

human subject, who constantly monitors,

regulates and disciplines him/herself, and

the mechanisms of the surveillant state.

Positivist, modernist concepts of crime

dominate Anglo-American criminology

today. Where strain theories located the

causes of crime in structural, societal defi-

ciencies, and critical perspectives question

power–knowledge linkages and the role of

race, gender and class, control theories have

popularized the criminal as rational pre-

dator, flawed in morality, in socialization,

or in the ability to defer gratification. This

resonated with neo-liberal state agendas in

the 1980s and the 1990s, justifying cutbacks

in social programmes and dramatic increa-

ses in inequality.
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LAUREEN SNIDER

CRISIS

Crisis refers to a time of danger and suspense, a

turning-point. In medical contexts crisis

denotes the stage in an illness when a patient

may either live or die. Some see sociology

as a crisis science insofar as it arose amidst

the dissolution of traditional society and the

emergence of its modern successor. Episte-

mologically, crisis creates conditions in

which social scientists are able to discern

trends more clearly. An idea of crisis was

first used to refer to the French Revolution,

by de Bonald in a negative sense, and by

Saint-Simon in a positive sense (see Koselleck

[1973] 1988). Later it was applied to the

consequences of capitalism. The classical

sociologists all employed the concept, but

Marx more emphatically than either Dur-

kheim, whose concept of ‘anomie’ was

related to it, or Weber who kept it at arm’s

length. Marx focused on the possibility that

the periodic economic crisis cycle would

eventually spiral into a ‘universal crisis’ ending

capitalism.

In contemporary social theory Niklas

Luhmann comes closest to Weber in tireless

warning against over-use of the concept of

crisis, although Luhmann does emphasize

the vulnerability of modern social systems.

Jürgen Habermas (1976) captured this

vulnerability by analyzing a chain of ‘crisis

tendencies’ potentially leading to the loss or

transformation of social identity. What

Habermas called the ‘legitimation crisis’, his

neo-conservative counterparts reinterpreted

as the crisis of the welfare state culminating

in ‘ungovernability’ (Offe 1984). Since the

1980s uncertainty about macro-processes

and their outcomes has strengthened, with

the ecology crisis symbolizing this anxiety.
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Consequently, risk has become the focus of

conflicting interpretations of this developing

crisis consciousness, as theorized by authors

such as Beck (1999) and Giddens (1999).
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PIET STRYDOM

CRITICAL THEORY

Critical theory can refer broadly to theoretical

approaches on art or literary criticism, or to

any theory that aims at the criticism of

society. In social theory, however, it is most

often applied to the Frankfurt School.

Critical theory began in inter-war Germany

as an unorthodox effort to renew Marxism

by integrating philosophical reflection with

empirical social science. Its key features

derive from this moment: the attempt to

forge a self-reflexive, interdisciplinary, mate-

rialist theory of society oriented towards

human emancipation. It is now common

to speak of three generations of critical

theory: the first (from the 1930s to the

1960s) centering on Max Horkheimer and

TheodorAdorno, but also including Friedrich

Pollock, Walter Benjamin, Herbert Mar-

cuse, and Erich Fromm, among others; the

second (from the 1960s to the 1990s)

identified with Jürgen Habermas; and a

third (emerging since the 1980s) associated

with the work of Axel Honneth and some

other theorists.

Critical theory’s original programme was

set out in essays by Horkheimer and Mar-

cuse after Horkheimer took the helm of the

Institute for Social Research in 1930. The

notion of ‘critical theory’ was developed in

distinction to ‘traditional theory’. Modeling

itself on natural science, traditional theory

seeks knowledge about specific social phe-

nomena in the form of law-like, explanatory,

predictive generalizations. It reflects the

modern reduction of reason to a subjective

standpoint and to technical, means–ends

rationality. Against this, critical theory is

guided by a substantive conception of rea-

son that includes reflection on the ends of

social development and the possibility of a

more rational society (see rationality and

rationalization). Questioning its pre-

suppositions and considering the social and

historical conditions of knowledge, it criti-

cally examines how categories and ideas

emerge from and support the social order.

Above all, it is guided by the goal of social

transformation, whose obstacles and possi-

bilities it seeks to discover with the help of

the social sciences. Critical theory thus

inherits from Marxism the aim of over-

coming the division between theory and

practice (see praxis and practices).

Like other varieties of Western Marxism,

critical theory’s central questions in the

1930s were posed by the workers’ failure to

overthrow capitalism and the rise of Stali-

nist and Nazi totalitarianism. In inter-

disciplinary fashion, the Frankfurt School

undertook investigations ranging from the

economy and politics to culture and the

psyche. Combining the insights of Marx,

Weber, and Freud, it tried to establish

connections between capitalist exploitation,

the reduction of reason to instrumental

reason, and the effects of psychic repres-

sion. Noting parallel developments in the

Soviet Union, Nazi Germany, and the liberal-

capitalist West, Friedrich Pollock, Franz

Neumann, and Otto Kirchheimer suggested

that the state and the economy were fusing

into a single system, a centrally-planned
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‘state capitalism’ that overcame the crisis

tendencies observed by Marx through ever

more efficient and subtle mechanisms of

social integration. Adorno and Benjamin

argued that culture no longer provided a

point of resistance to social control and a

locus for the development of autonomous

forms of individuality and sociality. In the

age of mass culture and mass society, it

instead became what Horkheimer and

Adorno described as a manipulative, affir-

mative ‘culture industry’. And as they,

Marcuse and Fromm sought to show, the

decline of the paternalistic bourgeois

family led to a weakening of the person-

ality, producing conformist individuals

who were increasingly vulnerable to the

appeal of authoritarianism (Adorno et al.

1950; Marcuse 1964)(see authority).

As the political situation darkened in the

1930s and 1940s, so did Horkheimer and

Adorno’s diagnosis of modernity. Their

best-known work, the Dialectic of Enlight-

enment (1944), written during the war in

exile in Los Angeles, turned increasingly to

the philosophy of history. Locating the

roots of the Enlightenment in ancient

Greece, they argue that the liberatory

potential of reason had been betrayed as it

was used to dominate nature, others, and

the self. Reason is reduced to instrumental

reason; Enlightenment becomes its oppo-

site, myth and heteronomy. This bleak

assessment carried over into their post-war

return to Frankfurt. The later Adorno saw

the only possibilities of escape from an

‘administered society’ in modernist art and

dialectical, non-identificatory thinking

against reason’s oppressive tendency to

totality (Negative Dialectics 1966).

The Institute nevertheless contributed to

the development of German social science

by encouraging interdisciplinary research.

In the ‘positivism dispute’ of the 1960s, it

defended a reflective, self-critical conception

of sociology, drawing on a theoretical

account of the whole of society (see posi-

tivism). Adorno and Horkheimer also

played a major role as critical intellectuals

opposing the repression of the past in the

conservative climate of post-war Germany.

Beyond this, writers who had broken with

the School in the 1940s, most notably

Marcuse, continued to maintain the possi-

bility of social transformation through a

‘libinal revolution’, anticipating the protest

movements of the late 1960s.

In the early 1960s Jürgen Habermas, then

Adorno’s assistant, emerged as the most

important theorist of what came to be

called second-generation critical theory.

Beginning with the Structural Transformation

of the Public Sphere (1962), which traces the

emergence of the ideal of free and rational

discussion in bourgeois civil society, Haber-

mas’s work constituted a break not only

with the ‘pessimism’ but also with the basic

methodological and substantial premises of

the first generation. His aim has been to

elaborate a broader, universalist conception

of reason opposed both to positivism and to

Adorno and Horkheimer’s focus on instru-

mental rationality. In Knowledge and Human

Interests (1968), he argues that science is

always based on knowledge-constitutive

interests, whether they are technical, prac-

tical or emancipatory. Rooting critical the-

ory in the latter, Habermas finds its

normative bases in the rational potential of

intersubjective communication.

The implications of this ‘communicative

turn’ are elaborated in his magnum opus,

the two-volume Theory of Communicative

Action (1981). Linking a reconstruction of

Durkheim, Weber and Parsons with more

contemporary approaches from pragma-

tism to speech-act theory, Habermas dis-

tinguishes between two fundamental modes

of action and rationality: instrumental or

strategic rationality and communicative

rationality, the latter characterized by

agents’ orientation towards understanding

and consensus. Habermas argues that all gen-

uine communication presupposes a dom-

ination-free speech situation as a

counterfactual ideal. This ideal then serves
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as a normative standard to criticize actual

social relations. Using this distinction to

develop a two-level theory of society,

Habermas grants to systems theory that

modern societies reproduce themselves

through relatively autonomous economic

and administrative systems, but insists that

the legitimacy of the social order has to be

grounded in the communicative interac-

tions of a shared lifeworld, the social world

seen from the participants’ perspective.

Under late capitalism, this lifeworld is

increasingly colonized by systems, with

destructive effects on social integration and

personal identity.

Habermas’s later work develops the

practical implications of this conception.

His neo-Kantian discourse ethics appeals to

the idea of the ideal speech situation to

assert the priority of the morally right,

consisting in a procedure of universaliza-

tion, over competing definitions of the

good. In Between Facts and Norms (1992),

communication forms the basis for an

internal connection between law and

democracy in the modern constitutional

state: citizens must be able to understand

themselves as the authors as well as the

subjects of the law, with civil society con-

stituting the indispensable link between

lifeworld and political system (see law and

legality). The idea of rational consensus

formation is then further developed into a

model of deliberative democracy appro-

priate to conditions of modern pluralism.

Habermas’s apparent reconciliation with

capitalism and the liberal state, as well as his

relative neglect of social and psychic

pathologies, has set the stage for an emerging

third generation of critical theory. Critical

theory today is not a unified movement but

a range of different approaches situating

themselves in the Frankfurt School tradition.

In Germany, Axel Honneth reformulates

critical theory as a theory of recognition.

He seeks to identify those forms of

recognition – love, legal andmoral respect and

social esteem – that constitute the conditions

of individual flourishing and non-distorted

social relationships. In the United States,

critical theory has been taken up by theor-

ists influenced by feminist theory, notably

Seyla Benhabib and Nancy Fraser. Their

aim is a social theory that is more sensitive to

issues of identity-formation, cultural and

gender differences, power and equality.

Approaches in the Frankfurt School tra-

dition are not, however, the only ones that

understand themselves as critical theories.

Two especially fruitful alternatives are

represented by Michel Foucault and Pierre

Bourdieu. Whereas the former focuses on

the interrelations of power and discourse

which produce the modern notions of rea-

son, the subject and well-ordered societies,

the latter has elaborated a self-reflexive

theory of the reproduction of social

inequalities in different social fields.

Although in its traditional Frankfurt

School mode critical theory may belong to

the twentieth century, the expansion of

global capitalism, the crisis of the welfare

state and questions of new media, tech-

nology and identity suggest that its original

tasks will continue to be taken up by

approaches that define themselves as critical

in the twenty-first century.
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ROBIN CELIKATES

JAMES INGRAM

CULTURAL CAPITAL

Cultural capital is one of the nexus of con-

cepts developed by Pierre Bourdieu. There

are some social and cultural dispositions

which we inherit and these constitute our

habitus, but there are also cultural com-

modities which are not integral parts of our

background. These are tokens which oper-

ate as currency in our position-taking

society. Markets of cultural goods assign

value and actors buy and sell in these mar-

kets to gain social distinction. The concept

was first developed in the educational context

to explain the processes of exclusion within

the schooling system. It challenged the

notion of ‘giftedness’ or innate intellectual

superiority and questioned the assumptions

of ‘meritocratic’ procedures. Although

Bourdieu appropriated economic discourse,

he was insistent that the acquisition and

deployment of cultural capital are part of

the strategic behaviour of all social agents.

He opposed human capital discourse because

it encouraged managerial control and gov-

ernmental manipulation. He also extended

the concept of cultural capital to include

social capital. Bourdieu’s concept of social

capital is distinctive and demonstrates his

different approach to the function of social

science, apparent in the debate with James

Coleman at the end of the 1980s.
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DEREK ROBBINS

CULTURAL TURN

As an event in intellectual history, the cultural

turn took place in the 1960s and 1970s,

both in social theory and in disciplines

ranging from sociology to anthropology

and history. It followed in the wake of a

‘linguistic turn’ in the philosophy of science

and embraced an ‘interpretative turn’ in sci-

entific analysis. Against the background of

diverse theoretical strands such as structur-

alism, semiotics, post-structuralism, her-

meneutics, pragmatism andWittgensteinian

linguistic philosophy, the turn to culture

contributed to an understanding of social

life as fundamentally dependent on struc-

tures of meaning and symbolic orders (see

symbol). From an anti-universalist, ‘his-

toricist’ point of view, these cultural codes

and their discourses and social practices are

regarded as localized and historically spe-

cific, and thus as expressions of con-

tingency (see discourses). In epistemology

and the historiography of science, the cul-

tural turn has sought to undermine positi-

vist approaches and to interpret intellectual

and scientific activities themselves as con-

tingent social practices (see praxis and

practices) working against a background of

‘paradigms’ (Kuhn 1962). In connection

with the debate on postmodernism and

postmodernity, cultural theories have con-

tributed to scepticism towards linear the-

ories of modernity and modernization,

pointing out immanent cultural differences
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and heterogeneous paths within modernity

itself. In the 1960s and 1970s, the cultural

turn was closely linked to anti-bourgeois

socio-political movements, including those

of gender and post-colonialism, as well as

to neo-avant-garde and postmodernist aes-

thetics. Since the 1990s, the debates on

cultural globalization and theories of new

communication media have given a new

impulse to the turn towards culture.
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ANDREAS RECKWITZ

CULTURE

Since the cultural turn of social theory and

sociology in the 1970s, culture has developed

into a key concept of social inquiry. It has

transformed the sociological conceptions of

action, social structure and modernity.

Cultural theories understand the social in its

core as a complex of symbolic forms and

structures ofmeaning, anchored in schemes,

discourses and practices (see praxis and

practices). Cultural theories regard both

the social and the natural sciences as them-

selves interpretative activities, and they

analyze ‘modernity’ in terms of a non-linear

sequence of conflicts between powerful

cultural codes. Thus ‘culture’ in these theories

is not a limited object of study but a general

conceptual perspective which has trans-

formed a number of empirical fields of

study. Culture from this perspective has

challenged traditional sociological concepts

of the social as a pre-cultural structure or

material basis, together with positivist self-

images of science and narratives of moder-

nity in classical (see classics) functionalist

and classical Marxist

In the context of Enlightenment thought

and in bourgeois theories of culture of the

nineteenth century (for example, in Mat-

thew Arnold’s Culture and Anarchy), culture

was primarily defined as the normative

ideal of a moral and educated form of life, a

universalist model partly based on the bin-

ary opposition prevalent in Germany

between Kultur as expressive artistic

uniqueness and authenticity and zivilisation

as technological industrial progress.

Romantic thought, prominently in J. G.

Herder, developed a particularistic concep-

tion of ‘cultures’ in the plural, presenting

cultures as locally and historically distinct

groups sharing common customs. At the

end of the nineteenth century, the new

discipline of cultural anthropology extended

this idea of the distinct traditions and pat-

terns of behaviour of ‘a people’. In contrast

structural functionalism in the twentieth

century narrowed down the meaning of

culture, reducing it to a specific subsystem

of modern society which contains ‘cultural’

institutions such as art, the church or uni-

versities. This notion of institutionalized

culture as a discrete field of study found a

supportive audience in post-war sociology

and its conception of a ‘sociology of culture’.

Since the 1960s and the 1970s a broad

and heterogeneous field of influential the-

ories has emerged in social theory which

has given culture a strong explanatory status

in the form of theories of meaning and of

the symbolic, understood as the very pre-

condition of social life. It includes figures

such as Roland Barthes, Pierre Bourdieu,
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Jacques Derrida, Mary Douglas, Michel

Foucault, Hans-Georg Gadamer, Clifford

Geertz, Harold Garfinkel, Erving Goff-

man, Stuart Hall, Jacques Lacan, Claude

Lévi-Strauss, Paul Ricoeur, Alfred Schutz,

Charles Taylor and others. In different

ways, all these authors endeavour to pro-

vide a culturalist alternative to traditional

vocabularies in the social sciences. They

seek to avoid the reduction of the symbolic

and the meaningful to a residual category,

typical of some materialist theories of

structural sociology and functionalism and

typified by the utilitarian concept of homo

oeconomicus.

In neo-Kantian and neo-Hegelian

thought – for instance, in the work of Max

Weber, Wilhelm Dilthey and Ernst

Cassirer – we find early attempts to sketch a

theory of culture as basis of the social sci-

ences and the humanities. However, cul-

turalist theory-building and culturalist

empirical analyses from the 1960s until the

first decade of the twenty-first century are

largely not situated in this context. For the

most part, they are anchored in two bodies

of thought that are products of twentieth-

century intellectual development: struc-

turalism and semiotics, on the one hand,

phenomenology and hermeneutics, on the

other.

Culture in structuralism and
hermeneutics

The first influential theoretical background

of contemporary cultural theory is to be

found in structuralism and semiotics. Fer-

dinand de Saussure’s Course in General Lin-

guistics outlines key concepts of a

structuralist theory of language which were

transferred to a structuralist and semiotic

theory of culture, notably in the work of

Lévi-Strauss and Barthes. Like language,

culture forms an immanently structured

system of codes that determine which

utterances and actions are possible. The

structure of culture thus takes effect beyond

individual control and therefore ‘decentres

the subject’. Like language, culture forms a

system of differences in which any single item

receives its identity as a carrier of meaning

only in its difference from other items of

the system. These systems of differences are

‘arbitrary’; they are social conventions,

which do not reflect an intrinsic order of

things but provide contingent representa-

tions according to an immanent logic.

Since the 1970s, the structuralist concept

of culture has influentially been trans-

formed by post-structuralist authors.

Michel Foucault ([1969] 1972) detects cul-

tural codes not in categories of mind but in

historically specific discourses, i.e. in sys-

tems of regulation in utterances and texts.

Foucault regards these discourses as pro-

ductive carriers of social power which

mould the shape of the person or subject

(see subject and subjectivity). Jacques

Derrida temporalizes and destabilizes the

idea of cultural codes by turning systems of

differences into the incalculable sequences

of différance. For Pierre Bourdieu ([1972]

1977), cultural codes reside in social practices,

i.e. in bodily patterns of behaviour, which

depend on the incorporated schemes of

disposition called habitus and ‘practical

sense’. A further branch of cultural theory,

developed by Laclau and Mouffe (1985),

and by British Cultural Studies, seeks to tie

post-structuralism to a neo-Marxist theory

of domination, revitalizing the concepts of

ideology and hegemony. Similarly, large

parts of contemporary gender theory – such

as in the work of Judith Butler – and post-

colonial theory – such as in the work of

Edward Said and Stuart Hall – develop

elements of post-structuralist culturalism,

analyzing ‘gender’ and ‘race’ as contingent

products of specific discursive systems of

differences.

A second influential branch of culturalist

theorizing can be found in the ‘inter-

pretative’ tradition (see Rabinow and Sullivan

1979), originating in phenomenology and

hermeneutics, together with Wittgensteinian
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linguistic philosophy. Rather than viewing

culture as a subject-transcending structure

of codes, culture in this tradition is seen as

referring to the meaning-ascribing activity

of subjects in their everyday taken-for-

granted world. Influenced primarily by

Edmund Husserl’s phenomenological the-

ory of consciousness and of the lifeworld

and by Martin Heidegger’s ontological

hermeneutics, the interpretative perspective

regards specific acts of understanding and

interpreting the world as mobilizing sources

of tacit taken-for-granted knowledge and as

thus making up core elements of the

human world of culture. Scientific under-

standing turns out to be only a specific case

of understanding in general (see Verstehen).

Erving Goffman analyzes the interpretative

work necessary ‘to make sense of’ everyday

situations, above all in social interactions.

Harold Garfinkel’s ethnomethodology

motivates reconstruction of context-sensitive

everyday understanding and practical know-

how, embedded in the skilful accomplishment

of social practices, a theoretical idea which

in recent discussion has been further elabo-

rated by Luc Boltanski and Laurent Théve-

not’s (1991) theory of situative fields of

action.

This dichotomy between post-structur-

alist and hermeneutic theories of culture in

some way copies the classical distinction

between ‘structure’-orientated and ‘agency’-

orientated approaches. Consequently, a

number of attempts have been developed

to create a specific ‘structure–agency link’

for cultural theory, such as in the work of

Bourdieu, Boltanski and Thévenot or Jef-

frey Alexander (see also Silverman 1997).

This problem of how to conceptualize

meaning both as a socio-historical product

of systems of differences and as an agent’s

tool to interpret specific situations of action

is linked to the issue of how to combine the

‘structuralist’ determining force of cultural

codes with the ‘post-structuralist’ incalcul-

abilities of cultural shifts, variations, con-

texts and subversions.

An issue that has emerged independently

of the distinction between structuralism and

interpretative approaches concerns the

exact status or ‘place’ of culture: in mind, in

discourse and texts or in practices (see also

Reckwitz 2000). Both classical structuralism

and phenomenology used to treat meaning

structures as mental schemes, a model

which seems to have been outmoded since

the 1970s. The two most prominent alter-

natives are textualist and praxiological the-

ories of culture, which transcend the

distinction between the two theoretical

camps: approaches such as discourse analy-

sis, semiotics, text hermeneutics, ‘new his-

toricism’ (Greenblatt) or a ‘culture as text’ –

approaches (Geertz 1973) that situate sym-

bolic forms on the level of textual units,

from conversation to visual surfaces. Ver-

sions of a ‘practice theory’ – from Bourdieu

and late Foucault to Garfinkel and Theodor

Schatzki – situate structures of meaning in

bodily patterns of behaviour and their

background of a culturally coded tacit

knowledge. Culture is here seen in terms of

routinized performative activities and

implicit stocks of knowledge which are

carried by ‘material’ units: by bodies and

artefacts. Thus, in cultural theory since the

1990s, the relation between cultural codes

and their incorporation in the body, on the

one hand, and the relation between codes

and the materiality of technical artefacts on

the other, have been the key focus of con-

ceptual work. The issue of the relation

between culturalism and materialism here

arises in new ways.

Culture and post-modernity

Cultural theories offer new perspectives on

classical (or less classical) phenomena of mod-

ern societies. Social classes now are analyzed

as communities of life-style and of impli-

citly shared dispositions and schemes. Eco-

nomic organizations are seen as depending

on variable ‘organizational cultures’ while

modern politics is seen as revolving around
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political discourses and specific techniques

of ‘governmentality’. Both work and con-

sumption are seen to presuppose a specific

culturally moulded subject of work and a

specific subject of consumption. Science

has been reconstructed as an ensemble of

ethno-methods in the laboratory and of

particular discursive regimes. The mass media

have been theorized as sequences of signs

which in turn depend on the audience’s

everyday knowledge. Gender and sexu-

ality have been analyzed as products of

historically-specific systems of differences

and their incorporation.

In addition to these applications, cultural

theories also offer basic general perspectives

on modernity as a whole, and very fre-

quently these perspectives have been linked

to the debate on postmodernity sine the

1980s. Here attention has been focused on

the historical local contingency of see-

mingly universalizing structures of modern

societies, which in fact depend on highly

specific cultural codes (cf. Richard Rorty

(1989)). Modernity in these perspectives

turns out not to evolve around a structural

unity, but to be a playing field of cultural

difference. Whereas classical sociological

modernization theories used to regard

modernity as the unfolding process of the

rationality of certain basic structural

principles – capitalism or functional differ-

entiation, industrialism or democracy –

from the angle of culture, here a number of

conflicting, open-ended cultural codes,

manifest in discourses and practices, are at

work which are produced in a non-linear

fashion in historical time and hetero-

geneously distributed in space. Conse-

quently, time and space, history and

globality, are dimensions which aid a cultural

analysis of modernity, demonstrating its

contingency and its cultural differences. An

early attempt at such an approach can be

found in the work of Max Weber, in his

historicization and contextualization of

capitalism. Culturalist analysis of time and

history since the 1970s have been primarily

illustrated by the archaeological and genea-

logical approach of Michel Foucault ([1976]

1978) which has inspired a number of works

across the social sciences and humanities on

the historical contingency of cultural codes.

Post-colonial theories of space and theories

of cultural globalization have begun to

work out the cultural multiplicity of paths

into modernity and the hybrid relationship

between Western and Eastern, Northern

and Southern structures of meaning.

Finally, analyses of complex conflictual

relations between bourgeois (‘high’) culture

and popular culture, hegemonic cultures

and subcultures, cultures of work and of

consumption, cultures of rationality and of

aesthetization, reveal the antagonistic forms

in which the modern subject is constructed

and produced.
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ANDREAS RECKWITZ

CYBERNETICS

The term cybernetics, coined by Norbert

Wiener ([1948] 1961), derives from the

Greek word for ‘pilot’. The main subject of

cybernetics is the problem of how systems

are steered and internally governed and

how feedback loops produce special forms

of reactions and practices in complex sys-

tems. The best-known example is a thermo-

stat which both controls and is controlled

by its environment, such as a heated room.

The more technical application of ‘first-

order cybernetics’ was followed by ‘sec-

ond-order cybernetics’ beginning in the

1970s (von Foerster 1981). In the words of

von Foerster, first-order cybernetics

addresses ‘observed systems’, whereas second-

order cybernetics is interested in ‘observing

systems’. This means that the self-observa-

tion of systems constitutes the basic form of

self-steering and self-reproduction. The idea

of self-observation is useful for sociology

because all social systems use their capacity

for self-observation in self-reproduction. It

is significant that all basic terms of second-

order cybernetics used by sociology are

formed with the prefix ‘self’ (from the

Greek auto), further implying that social

systems are ruled by themselves or alter-

natively by the results of their own practices

and processes. In this sense, second-order

cybernetics is mainly concerned with what

are called ‘operationally closed systems’.

In sociology, cybernetic approaches were

influential for Talcott Parsons, who used

the idea of first-order cybernetics to support

his own notion of a ‘cybernetic hierarchy

of control’. Second-order cybernetics had

an explicit impact on subsequent forma-

tions of sociological systems theory, espe-

cially on Niklas Luhmann’s application of

the theory of autopoietic systems and the

discourse of ‘sociocybernetics’.
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CYBORGS

According to popular citation, the term

‘cyborg’ was first coined by Manfred E.

Clynes and Nathan S. Kline to refer to a

human – machine hybrid that would not

require conscious self-regulation (Hables Gray

1995: 31). In other words, this entity would

incorporate exterior components into its own

body in order to better adapt to new and

changing environments. Since the 1960s,

the cyborg has captured the public imagi-

nation in science fantasy novels and films

almost as much as it has increasingly fea-

tured in bio-technology research and social

scientific analyses. The latter focuses on the

potential impact of cyborgs on aspects of the

social world, including the military, repro-

ductive processes, medical uses, disability and

transgender, and post-colonialism among

others. However, perhaps the most discussed

topic is the increased use of cyberspace and

the ways in which the human/computer

forms a particular hybrid (see hybridity).

One of the most important discussions

girding these analyses is the extent to which

the cyborg undermines the (lingering)
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understanding of the body as a distinct and

autonomous entity. Discussions often

assume that cyborgs are a ‘new’ invention.

But at a basic level, life is, and has always

been, ‘technological’ in the very real sense

that living matter incorporates external

structural materials. Hybridizations, whether

organic, non-organic or a combination of

the two, are indigenous to all networking

systems. Thus, while the cyborg has cer-

tainly caught the contemporary imagina-

tion, biologically speaking, it has been

around for literally millions of years.
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DAHRENDORF, RALF GUSTAV

(1929– )

German-born sociologist resident in Britain.

Dahrendorf was notable for his attack on

Parsons’s ‘utopian’ model of social integra-

tion, arguing for the centrality of social con-

flict as played out across the stages of class,

law and polity. As such, Dahrendorf bore

the influence of Weber’s critique of Marx,

identifying different types of conflict,

defined in terms of interest and authority

rather than solely in terms of ownership of

property. He later modified this position,

arguing that conflict occurs primarily over

the distribution of ‘life chances’. By the

1980s, Dahrendorf had moved away from a

focus on class to examine general violations of

law and lack of order as the key social problem

and contradiction of modernity. Dahrendorf

also made a major contribution to the debate

on social role, critically exploring (and reject-

ing) in his influential essay Homo Sociologicus

(1958) the proposition that individual beha-

viour can be explained as conformity to role

expectations. Since the 1990s, Dahrendorf

has concentrated much of his attention on a

long-standing interest in the conditions of

liberal democracy and citizenship in Eur-

opean societies and how they may be used

to mitigate the conflict of interests and effects

of power that inhibit individual freedom.
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CATHERINE A. MORGAN

DARWINISM

See: evolutionary theory.

DEATH AND MORTALITY

Since we all die, mortality – unlike variables

such as class, gender, or age – does not, by

itself, differentiate one person from another.

But how groups and institutions respond

to the death of a member varies, as do death

rates, and the pushing of death further into

old age, has profound social consequences.

The death of an individual can threaten

group stability if the group is small (as in

many traditional societies), or if the indivi-

dual has great power (such as the death of a

serving American president). Durkheim

([1912] 1965) showed how, through reli-

gious ritual, groups re-constitute themselves
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after a member’s death; social representation

and the collective conscience are classically

displayed in mourning rites. In this view,

death is, paradoxically, a major root of social

solidarity. Holst-Warhaft (2000), however,

shows how, under certain conditions, the

passion of grief can drive mourners to insur-

rection, subverting rather than affirming

the existing social order. Others argue that

religions can create power for themselves

by exacerbating fear of death, so death

becomes a socially constructed fear rather

than a given that generates social solutions.

Concerning the death of the ordinary

individual in large-scale, secular modern

societies, Ariès (1981), Mellor and Shilling

(1993) and others argue that modern insti-

tutions and the fragmentation of social

groupings sequester death, together with

sexuality and mental illness, leaving people

without social and ideological support in

the face of death. Rather than solidifying

social bonds, mourners are left alone in the

face of the unmentionable. One negative

perception is that modern medicine aban-

dons the dying, while the mass media

typically favour youth and health (see

health and illness), creating a death-denying

society. Another, more positive perception

is that medicine, science and technology

contribute to the deferral of death, while

mass media representations of both famous

and ordinary deaths bolster the quality of

cultural life in the face of death (Seale 1998;

Walter 2004). Here we see an echo of the

debate about religion in traditional socie-

ties: do medicine and the media assist or

fail people in the face of death? And does

death itself challenge or support these

institutions?

Only since the second half of the nine-

teenth century has the adult death rate

decreased significantly in modern Western

societies; and only since the early twentieth

century has the infant mortality rate dra-

matically declined. In less than two cen-

turies, life expectancy at birth has moved

from where it has been since the origin of

homo sapiens – somewhere between 30 and,

in unusually healthy groups, 40 – to nearly

80. The consequences of this new demo-

graphy are significant (Blauner 1966;

Goldscheider 1971). First, the elderly no

longer possess rarity value, and their great

numbers may be perceived as a ‘burden’ by

the working population, though their

numbers also contain the potential to

become a major political force. Second,

birth rates have dropped dramatically as

parents no longer need to rear many children

to reproduce the population; children are

no longer valued workers but emotional

treasures and a major reason for consumption.

Socially expected mourning for a deceased

child now greatly exceeds that for an

elderly person, whereas traditionally the

death of a child required little formal

marking. Third, with an expectation today

of 65 years between puberty and death, all

kinds of new social formations become

possible. Education of people until their

mid-twenties becomes a rational invest-

ment in human capital, while women can

plan their lives as well as, or instead of,

bearing and rearing children. It is only in

low-mortality societies that higher educa-

tion and feminism become mass possibi-

lities. Meanwhile many marriages end not

in death but in divorce, as couples face the

strains of longevity unknown to most cou-

ples in pre-modern societies (see marriage

and divorce).

Death and mortality, though highly sig-

nificant for society, have played curiously

little role in sociological theory. Archae-

ologists, however, if they are to infer any-

thing at all about pre-historic social

structure, stratification, power relation-

ships and elites often have to rely for data

on exhumed burial artefacts, human

remains, and techniques for determining

age and cause of death (Parker-Pearson

1999). The relationship between death,

burial rites and society has therefore played

a major role in social theorizing by archae-

ologists.
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DECONSTRUCTION

Deconstruction is a term primarily used to

name a critical approach to Western meta-

physics introduced by Jacques Derrida. A

key feature of this approach is that it does

not see its critique as external to the object

of that critique, but instead as operating

from within the tradition of the object.

Deconstruction is ‘affirmative’ in the sense

that it does not aim at simple destruction of

a system of thought, but tries instead to

conceive that which remains unthought in

it. This approach demands procedures

which need to be determined historically

and strategically but which cannot be for-

malized as a method (Derrida 1991). Aimed

at the distinctive condition of thought that

Derrida terms logocentrism, deconstruction

aspires to reverse and re-inscribe the hier-

archical binary oppositions constitutive of

traditional metaphysics (see metaphysical).

These include such oppositions as speech

versus writing, presence versus absence, origin

versus supplement (Derrida 1974, 1981).

Whatever its concrete object, deconstruc-

tion always attempts to reveal certain infra-

structures already at work in the analyzed

texts, practices or institutions. Such infra-

structures, the most notable of which Derrida

terms iterability and différance (see differ-

ence), have an inherently double and

aporetic character: they form the necessary

conditions of our discursive practices while

at the same time subverting them. Decon-

struction thus seeks to expose a structural

element of self-subversion or auto-decon-

struction, that is at work in everyday language

and communication.
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DELEUZE, GILLES (1925–1995)

French theorist

Deleuze is best known as a member of the

post-structuralist current of French philo-

sophy which includes Derrida, Foucault,

Kristeva, and Baudrillard. He is the author

of a number of important studies of philo-

sophers, notably of Spinoza, Kant,

Nietzsche and Bergson. He has also written

extensively on literary figures (Proust,

Kafka and Beckett), painters (Francis Bacon)

and cinema. Deleuze’s main themes are

derived from his critique of identity thinking

in philosophy and the development of per-

spectives based on difference and forms of

non-oppositional multiplicity. The latter has

given rise to a concern with post-foundational

DELEUZE, GILLES (1925–1995)
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experiments in ‘rhizomic thinking’. Deleuze

is co-author, with Félix Guattari, of Anti-

Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia (1972)

which criticizes the ‘Oedipal paradigm’ of

repression and sexual identity in classical

Freudian theory and proposes an alternative

theory of the functions of difference and

schizophrenia in capitalist society (see psy-

choanalysis). In rejecting the Freudian

Oedipal mythology as a methodology of

social control and regulation, they com-

mend a view of the ‘deterritorialized sub-

ject’ as both desire-machine and subject-in-

transition. This follows from Deleuze’s view

of philosophizing as a creative work of

conceptual construction (1991). Like his

contemporary, Michel Foucault, Deleuze’s

contributions to modern social thought

ultimately derive from suggesting new

objects for thought, engaging in experi-

mental thinking and generating creative

paths of philosophizing.
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DEMOCRACY AND DEMOCRATIZATION

Democracy is not a modern invention. This

holds true for the theory of democracy as

well as for the numerous attempts to realize

democracy through the last two millennia

(Held 1987; Schmidt 2000). Given the

multitude of normative foundations with

which democratic theory has been attributed

and the various concrete forms democracy

constitutes, a conceptual clarification of the

term ‘democracy’ is necessary.

The term demokratia, consisting of two

components demos (people) and kratein

(govern/rule), has existed since the middle

of the fifth century BC. Demos meant ‘all’ as

well as ‘the many’. The term demos defines

the people politically and not ethnically

(ethnos). Drawing on the political defini-

tion, the question of who belongs to the

people (see also citizenship) has found var-

ious answers up to the twentieth century.

In Athenian democracy, only the male

citizens of the polis were included. In the

course of the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, more advanced industrial coun-

tries included all male citizens who com-

plied with certain requirements. Only in

the course of the twentieth century did

women become a part of the demos: Austria

(1902), Germany (1918), Great Britain

(1928), France (1946), and Switzerland

(1971).

In ancient Greece, the term ‘democracy’

referred to the small, contained ‘city–state’,

which was more of a city than a state (Sartori

1992: 274). The Athenian democracy was

also highly ‘exclusive’. It excluded slaves,

immigrant residents (metoikoi), and women

from political participation. Only male

citizens were entitled to political participa-

tion in the community. Due to its exclusive

nature and because it was only implemented

in small city–states, ancient democracy was

able to operate as a direct democracy, in

which political participation and political

decisions were not separated by inter-

mediary, representative bodies and institu-

tions. The legislature and the executive

were united in the people’s assembly, open to

all citizens. The governors were to be the

governed in a process of self-government. It

was not until the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries that ‘democracy’ lost its exclusive
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character through the extension of the right

to vote. Even in Abraham Lincoln’s famous

Gettysburg Address (1863), in which democ-

racy is defined as ‘government of the peo-

ple, by the people and for the people’, the

notion of democracy was still based on an

exclusive understanding of people that inclu-

ded the male black population, but exclu-

ded women and non-taxpayers. After 1918,

universal suffrage was introduced in many

western industrial countries. Only there-

after can we speak of modern and inclusive

democracies.

A discussion of the historical implemen-

tation of democracy in North America and

Europe (see Dunn 1992; Schmidt 2000)

and its theoretical and conceptual develop-

ment from John Locke to Rousseau,

Montesquieu, Tocqueville, John Stuart

Mill, Joseph Schumpeter, Robert Dahl, or

Jürgen Habermas is beyond the scope of

this entry (see Held 1987). However, this

short list of outstanding theorists of democracy

hints at the spectrum of different concepts

and models subsumed under the term.

Furthermore, there remains an ongoing

debate about the normative foundations

and the realizability of strong and weak, direct

and indirect, elitist and participative, pro-

cedural and substantial models of democracy.

The most influential model in demo-

cratic theory in the past 50 years has been

Robert Dahl’s concept of polyarchy. From

a minimalist perspective, the American

scholar states two elementary and intertwined

defining characteristics: there must be open

competition for public offices and power

and, at the same time, sufficient choice and

space for political participation by all citizens.

Dahl frames this succinctly as ‘public con-

testation and the right to participate’ (Dahl

1971: 5). To guarantee the necessary degree

of accountability of the government towards

the preferences of equal citizens in a

democratic community, citizens must be

given three fundamental choices: (1) the

opportunity to formulate their preferences;

(2) the opportunity to signify their preferences

to their fellow citizens and the government

by individual and collective action; and (3)

the opportunity to have their preferences

weighted equally by the government in

disregard of their contents and sources.

Dahl himself points out that these are

only ‘necessary’ but not ‘sufficient’ condi-

tions for a democracy. Hence, they them-

selves must be secured through eight

institutional guarantees (ibid.: 3):

1. Freedom to form and join organiza-

tions.

2. Freedom of expression.

3. Right to vote.

4. Eligibility for public office.

5. Right of political leaders to compete

for votes and support.

6. Alternative sources of information.

7. Free and fair elections.

8. Institutions for making government

policies depend on votes and other

expressions of preference.

It is remarkable that the separation of powers,

first discussed by John Locke and further

elaborated by Montesquieu is not explicit

in Dahl’s minimalist concept of democracy.

It is only implicitly comprised in point 8.

Later, Dahl (1971) completely eliminated

the horizontal accountability dimension

from his concept of polyarchy. Hence,

Dahl represents a lean concept of polyarchy

that, with its Schumpeterian minimalism,

clearly distinguishes itself from the max-

imalism of deliberative models of democracy

(Fishkin 1991; Elster 1998; Gutman and

Thompson 2004).

Modern liberal democratic systems include

various institutional arrangements regarding

the horizontal and vertical accountability, as

well as a mixture of elements of direct

democracy and representative decision-

making procedures. All, however, share one

common characteristic: the indeterminacy

of the results of political decisions. The

American political scientist, Adam Prze-

worski, consequently defines democracy as ‘a

system of ruled open-endedness or organized

DEMOCRACY AND DEMOCRATIZATION
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uncertainty’ (1991: 13). Hence democracy

is an institutionalized system of rules to

solve conflicts in society, in which a single

constitutional power, a single institution, or

a single actor cannot determine or control

the results of political decisions. Results of

political decisions in democracies are therefore

not ex-ante determined, as in authoritarian

or totalitarian systems, but are only the con-

tingent outcome of competing political

actors and their actions (see totalitarianism).

Placing political regimes on a continuum

that reaches from ideal democracy to perfect

totalitarianism, one can plot more accurately

the three basic types of political regimes:

democracy, authoritarian, and totalitarian sys-

tems. Democracy itself can be further dif-

ferentiated into three sub-types along this axis:

ideal democracy, polyarchy, and defective

democracy. Ideal democracy remains a utopian

ideal type, as does, incidentally, perfect

totalitarianism. Polyarchy, following Dahl

literally meaning ‘rule of the many’, captures

the average type of existing democracies.

Defective democracies must be separated

from polyarchy (Merkel 2004). They fall in

the grey area between autocratic and demo-

cratic regimes, but usually at a minimum

represent electoral democracies, permitting

meaningful free and fair elections. In 2001,

Freedom House counted 120 electoral

democracies world-wide. More than half of

these electoral democracies display a defective

rule of law, limitations of civil rights, or

violations of horizontal accountability. These

are by no means merely transitional regimes

but tend to stabilize themselves in the long

run. Thus the concept of ‘defective democ-

racy’ fills a conceptual gap in democratic

theory, as well as in empirical democracy

research. At the beginning of the twenty-

first century, there are more defective than

liberal democracies world-wide.

The concept of democratization is best

understood under the wider umbrella concept

of ‘regime transformation’. In general, a

regime transformation or a regime change

(Merkel 1999) can be defined as the interval

between an old and a new system (O’Donnell

and Schmitter 1986: 6ff.). It comprises the

dissolution of the old and the establishment

of the new regime. Basic structures, func-

tions, legitimacies, and patterns of integra-

tion of the old regime are replaced.

System transformations can occur in two

directions: from autocracy to democracy and

vice versa. The end of an autocratic regime

can have different causes. Systematically,

internal and external causes can be dis-

tinguished. Themost important of the internal

causes leads to the final breakdown of legiti-

macy. The legitimacy of an autocratic regime

wanes when economic inefficiency rises so

high that the material goods intended to

compensate for the deprivation (see depri-

vation and relative deprivation) of demo-

cratic rights to participate can no longer be

delivered. However, both economic inefficiency

as well as economic efficiency, can lead autocratic

regimes into a substantial crisis. Moder-

nization theory (Lipset 1981: 469) has

convincing arguments to explain why eco-

nomic development changes the social struc-

ture, generates a middle class, raises the

education level, and evokes demands for

political participation that challenge the

political monopoly of the autocratic elites.

The transformations in East Asia provide

impressive empirical evidence. The most

important external causes include: defeats in

wars (1945), the withdrawal or granting of

essential support from outside powers, and

regional domino effects, as in Eastern Eur-

ope after 1989 (Huntington 1991).

The central step to a democracy is the

transfer of political power from one person

or a group of persons to a set of institutio-

nalized rules, which are equally valid for

both the ruling and the ruled (Przeworski

1991: 14). The phase of institutionalizing

democracy ends when the first free elections

(founding elections) are held and the new

constitution is passed. The founding elections

and the establishment of the main demo-

cratic institutions, such as the executive, the

legislature, and the judiciary, do not imply
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that the new regime is stable or consolidated.

The consolidation of democracy takes

much longer than its institutionalization.

Even more contested than the beginning

is the end of democratic consolidation.

Minimalist positions (Di Palma 1990; Prze-

worski 1991) compete with more demand-

ing concepts (Gunther et al. 1995; Pridham

1995). The strongest analytical differentiation

to the concept of democratic consolidation

was added by Linz and Stepan (1996) and

later by Merkel (1998). Merkel distinguishes

four levels of a political system that must be

consolidated for meaningful and sustainable

democratic consolidation: (1) constitutional

consolidation, involving the central institu-

tions of government, parliament, judiciary,

the electoral system; (2) representational con-

solidation, involving parties, interest groups,

and associations; (3) behavioural consolida-

tion, involving military, large landowners,

capital, radical movements, or guerrillas (4)

consolidation of civil society (Almond and

Verba 1963; Keane 1988). The consolida-

tion of civil society forms the indispensable

foundation of a functioning democracy and

completes democratic consolidation. It can

take decades and is often only sealed

through a generational change, as we know

from the comparative political culture

research on the second democratization wave

in Italy, Germany, Austria, and Japan. A

consolidated democracy is a largely crisis-

resistant democracy whose existence is not

drawn into question by short-term economic,

social, or political turbulences.
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WOLFGANG MERKEL

DEMOGRAPHY

Demography is the scientific study of

human population dynamics. It deals with

changes in size, structure and distribution of

populations according to diverse criteria, such

as age, sex, marital status, educational

attainment, and ethnic origin. The main

research areas of demography are the deter-

minants of population dynamics: fertility,

mortality and migration and related processes

such as marriage and divorce. The term

‘demography’ was first used by Achille

Guillard, a Belgian statistician, in 1855.

Population counts for taxation or military

purposes were conducted in ancient Egypt,

Babylonia, China and Rome. But census

taking is well documented for European

countries from around the fifteenth century.

John Graunt (1620–74), Johann Peter Süs-

smilch (1707–67) and Thomas Robert Mal-

thus (1766–1834) can be considered the

intellectual founders of demography.

Demographic data are generated by census

and by population registers of marriage,

birth, death and place of residence. In

addition, demography uses sample surveys,

like the Demographic and Health Surveys

(DHS) in many developing countries,

which have no reliable birth and death

registers. Problems researched by demo-

graphers are important topics for other dis-

ciplines, such as fertility for sociologists and

mortality for epidemiologists. In many

cases, the use of specific methods defines

the unique approach of demography to

these problems. Substantial progress in the

development of demographic estimation

methods for countries with incomplete or

deficient statistics was achieved in the 1950s

and 1960s. One of the basic methods and

concepts of demography is the life (actuarial)

table, which goes back to John Graunt’s

Natural and Political Observations Made Upon

the Bills of Mortality in 1662. This is the basis

for life insurance calculations and is applied

to many other areas inside and outside of

demography.

Demographic research has always tried to

extrapolate insights from past and current

population dynamics to the future. Thomas

Robert Malthus concluded from his analy-

sis at the end of the eighteenth century that

population growth would follow an expo-

nential pattern, while food production

would grow only linearly. His Essay on the

Principle of Population, published in 1798,

made him the intellectual father of concepts

of over-population. However, his predic-

tion did not materialize. Although England

and other European countries experienced

a phase of population growth from the

eighteenth century to the twentieth century,

this proved to be only a temporary phe-

nomenon. Demographers such as Frank W.

Notestein explained in retrospect how, for

a period of time termed the demographic

transition, mortality started to decline while

fertility remained on a high level. For this

period the opening gap between birth rate

and death rate induced population growth.

However, in a later stage of this process

fertility started to decline too and the gap

closed. The concept of demographic tran-

sition helped to explain the temporary nat-

ure of the accelerating growth of the world

population induced in developing countries

during the mid-twentieth century. Experi-

ences from the past three decades in Latin

America, Asia and partly in Africa have

verified this.

However, another aspect of the concept

of demographic transition has required

modification. Originally, demographers

expected the demographic transition to lead

from a pre-modern equilibrium of births

and deaths through a transition process to a

modern equilibrium of births and deaths.

Since the 1970s it has become clearer that

for many developed societies birth rates

have fallen below the level of death rates,
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resulting in a negative natural growth rate

of population. This has been called the

‘second’ demographic transition. Initially in

most countries immigration more than

compensated for the birth deficit. However,

current population projections show the

scope of the birth deficit as increasing. This

will result in accelerated demographic age-

ing and further population decline in the

developed world (see age). Until the end of

the twentieth century, demography focused

predominantly on population growth, mostly

in developing countries. Although the

growth of world population will continue

for decades to come, demography in the

twenty-first century is focusing increasingly

on problems related to ageing and popula-

tion decline.
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RALF E. ULRICH

DEPRIVATION AND RELATIVE

DEPRIVATION

The term deprivation is generally used to

signal a condition of not having something

which a person reasonably could expect to

have. The social sciences distinguish – by

analogy with the narrower concept of

poverty – between absolute and relative

deprivation. In an absolute interpretation of

the concept, people are viewed as deprived

when they cannot participate in social

activities and live under social conditions

and amenities which are not standard in the

society to which they belong. The term

relative deprivation refers to an experienced

lack of socially perceived necessities, when

individuals compare themselves with oth-

ers. The experienced sense of relative

deprivation therefore involves: (1) the per-

ception of one’s own situation, those of

others or of the society, together with (2)

comparison processes; and (3) is usually

defined in subjective terms; and (4) can

shape attitudes or activate behaviour.

The concept of relative deprivation was

introduced and coined by Stouffer et al.

(1949) to make sense of a puzzling empiri-

cal result. They found that the US Military

Police were more satisfied with their career

chances than soldiers in the Air Corps, even

though the Military Police in fact had fewer

opportunities to be promoted. The

researchers explained this paradox with the

feeling of ‘relative deprivation’. Because a

greater number of soldiers in the Air Corps

were being promoted, the perceptions of

soldiers who were not promoted were

dominated by those who succeeded in getting

promoted, which resulted in a feeling of

deprivation. In contrast, the majority of

promoted military police who had not been

promoted compared themselves more with

those who were also not being promoted

and therefore they felt greater satisfaction

with their career. In this study the main

aspects of the concept of relative depriva-

tion were identified, although they were

not systematically developed. Further steps

were taken by Merton and Rossi (1968)

pointing out the kinship of the concept of

relative deprivation to other sociological

concepts such as ‘social frame of reference’,

‘patterns of expectations’ or the ‘definition

of the situation’. In particular, the impor-

tance of comparison processes of one’s own

situation with that of others, especially that

of reference groups, was underlined.

The most elaborate theoretical notion of

relative deprivation was worked out by W.

G. Runciman in his influential study Relative

Deprivation and Social Justice (1966). He was
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interested in the connection of subjective

perceptions and evaluations of social inequal-

ity with actual inequality, especially in terms

of the objective conditions of social inequality

under which subjective feelings of being dis-

advantaged or being treated unjustly emerge

or induce revolt against social conditions. An

individual A is relatively deprived of X, if:

(1) A does not have X,

(2) but others, with whom A compares

him or herself, are assumed to have X

(whether or not this is in fact the case),

(3) A wants X and

(4) A sees a realistic possibility of getting X.

(ibid.: 10)

Runciman here uses the theory of reference

groups to further develop the idea of relative

deprivation via social comparisons. He

extends this theory by differentiating

between three reference groups: (1) the

‘comparative reference group’, with which an

individual compares him or herself directly;

(2) the ‘normative reference group’, from

which the standards for comparisons are to

be derived; and the (3) ‘membership reference

group’ to which the individual feels he or

she belongs. The type of reference group is

decisive in determining whether an individual

feels directly deprived. ‘Egoistic deprivation’ is

present if an individual is dissatisfied with

his or her own position within the ‘mem-

bership reference group’, while ‘fraternalistic

deprivation’ occurs if an individual is dis-

satisfied with the group position within the

social order.

These early considerations of the concept

of relative deprivation and its emergence have

continued to energize research in different

disciplines and contexts. Social psychologists,

in particular, have developed numerous theo-

retical models to measure and explain relative

deprivation. They also point out the impor-

tance of social perception processes, which

have been largely neglected in more recent

sociological approaches. While theoretical

considerations about relative deprivation can

be applied in principle to many contexts, the

term plays a particularly important role in

the study of social inequality, poverty,

social justice and social movements.
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DERRIDA, JACQUES (1930–2004)

French theorist

Derrida is widely known for three major

works published in 1967: Speech and Phe-

nomena, Of Grammatology, and Writing and

Difference. In these and subsequent writings

Derrida characterized Western philosophical

thought, beginning with Plato, as a ‘meta-

physics of presence’ dependent upon a sys-

tem of hierarchical oppositions, such as

presence and absence, identity and differ-

ence, and interiority and exteriority.

According to this ‘post-structuralist’ thesis,

it is not possible to escape from metaphysi-

cal thought in any immediate way (see
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post-structuralism). The only way to

transgress it is to develop a practice of

deconstruction or immanent dismantling of

ideas, revealing a hidden aporetic logic in

the discourses analyzed. After the late 1980s,

Derrida’s work underwent a change which

has been generally considered to be an

‘ethical turn’, but might more appropriately

be characterized as a change in emphasis,

highlighting possible resources for social

theory. This includes: (1) a conception of

the irreducibility of our being-with-others

and the autonomy of communication (Der-

rida 1988); (2) a critique of an economy of

exchange (Derrida 1992); (3) an ethics of

otherness linked to a specific concept of

justice (Derrida 1990); and (4) the idea of a

democracy ‘to-come’ (Derrida 1997).
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THOMAS KHURANA

DETERMINISM

Determinism has a complex history in social

theory. Various doctrines of determinism have

been reflected in political terms such as pro-

gress or development implying that progress

or development occurs on a predetermined

track, though not necessarily that progress

or development will occur. Determinisms

of different kinds have originated in theol-

ogy, philosophy, and have been buttressed

by scientific naturalism, particularly the

idea that human action is ultimately physi-

cal and therefore governed by physical laws.

The most controversial and mysterious,

yet potent, determinisms in social theory

are what might be called ‘in the last

instance’ determinisms, which are predic-

tions about what must ultimately occur,

given certain features of the world,

humanity, or history. These features are

often telic – that is, features about human

purposes that are, on the aggregate histor-

ical level, casually deterministic about ultimate

outcomes. Condorcet’s and Kant’s ([1784]

1980) ‘universal history’ ideas and Marx‘s

([1848] 1990) predictions of the historical

process are both of this general type.

Though these writers qualified their claims

in complex ways that make it difficult to pin

them down, they each operated by showing

that the pre-existing purposive properties of

individuals lead inevitably to certain collective

outcomes, which can be understood as the

hidden purpose of the process. Sometimes

these take the form of a ratchet effect,

where once something has happened, no

return to the former situation is possible.
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STEPHEN P. TURNER

DEVELOPMENT

From the French word développer, meaning

‘to lay open’, the term ‘development’ was

used in the beginning of the modern era to

DEVELOPMENT
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denote the act of arguing by decomposing

or dissecting phenomena. In the course of

applications to all kinds of natural and cultural

phenomena, the meaning of the term changed

from a passive sense of unravelling to an

active sense of unfolding. A given object

came to be understood as an effect or

sequence in the process of unfolding.

Development denotes irreversible changes

prevailing over long periods that result either

from an increase in quantity leading to a

change in quality or from a shift from low

to high quality. In both cases a direction of

change is specified and an explanation is given

by recourse to one or more of four basic

models.

The first model denotes layers which

form an ordered stratification and accom-

modates change in terms of the adding of

new layers. The second model distinguishes

at least three states – an initial, a middle and

an end state. A process of transition is con-

ceptualized in terms of qualitative changes;

for example, in Marx’s use of the concept

of modes of production, leading to revo-

lutionary overthrow as a theory of societal

development. The third model describes

development along a continuum between

two ideal states, from tradition to modernity,

where change is understood as a continuous

process. The fourth model identifies increases

in certain specific features that capture

qualitative change. The concept of differ-

entiation, first formulated by Spencer, is

one of the most prominent instances of this.

In all these concepts, progression and

regression are understood as temporal occur-

rences in the line of development. In

defining a driving force of development,

models of social change put the explanatory

emphasis either on individuals and their

action or on the structural constraints and

contradictions. Concepts of development

deal with the paradox of change by binding

the identical with the non-identical into

one grand entity, by melting historically

distinctive states into one master unit, into

the idea of ‘universal history’.

The idea of development is closely linked

to the rise of modernity and industrializa-

tion, and to accompanying changes in

social structure and the economy. When

Kant (1784) strictly distinguished between

natural and cultural development, the way

was opened for a historical, cultural and

social scientific explanation of social change.

From then onwards, two main lines of

thought can be distinguished: on the one

hand. an idealistic view, centred around the

idea of the perfection of the mind and rea-

son, represented in different ways by Hegel

(see Hegelianism and Neo-Hegelianism)

and Comte; on the other, a materialistic

view most prominently put forward by

Marx. Both approaches can be character-

ized as deterministic, since the develop-

ment of the material base or the realm of

ideas determines the social structure and all

future development. Both understand devel-

opment as progress, as change from lower

to higher levels, which are defined by nor-

mative standards. Both are teleological,

since the end-state of societal development

is at least anticipated, if not known. Both

draw heavily on analogies between society

and the organism and can essentially be

understood as evolutionist in orientation,

akin to evolutionary theory.

At the beginning of the twentieth cen-

tury, evolutionist accounts of development

lost ground. Instead, historical-comparative

approaches represented by Weber’s account

of the rise of capitalism in the West gained

importance. Weber combined idealistic and

materialistic views, understanding develop-

ment in terms of processes of rationaliza-

tion, immanent potentially to all societies

and cultural circles, and thus implying a

multi-linear perspective (see Occident and

rationality and rationalization).

In the mid-twentieth century Parsons

joined the insights of Weber with the expli-

citly evolutionary thought of Spencer. Estab-

lishing a functionalist approach, Parsons’s

approach conceives the development of

societies in terms of the effect of transitions
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from one state of equilibrium to another by

a process of differentiation. The society in

the new equilibrium is more complex and

autonomous: it has improved its generalized

adaptive capacity. Parsons singles out cer-

tain structural innovations which allow for

this process of adaptive upgrading. He sees

these as evolutionary universals by which a

universal scale of development is established.

In the 1950s functionalism and evolu-

tionism were seen as shedding valuable

light on the problems of so-called Third

World countries when compared to com-

munist (Second World) and capitalist (First

World) industrialized nations. Moderniza-

tion theory became the dominant explanation

for social and economic development. As

Rostow (1990) points out, there was a

dominant assumption of processes of ratio-

nalization in technology, social structure

just distributions of wealth in society.

These ideas informed many of the post-war

policies in the industrialized West and were

used by decision-makers world-wide in

their efforts to combat underdevelopment.

However, at the end of the twentieth

century the idea of development came

under attack from post-colonial theorists

(e.g. Hall 1996). Drawing on post-struc-

turalism, postmodernism and cultural studies,

these theorists have criticized the concept of

modernization and linear development as

Eurocentric and epistemologically naı̈ve.

Since the beginning of the twenty-first

century, ideas of irreversible unilinear

development have given way to explana-

tions of adaptation drawing on teleonomic

and selectionist mechanisms, leading to

context-bound and open-ended pictures of

the processes of development.
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CHRISTIAN SCHMIDT-WELLENBURG

DEVIANCE

Deviance is a contested term within and out-

side academe, whose meaning varies histori-

cally, by discipline and by school. Definitions

of deviance stem from different epistemo-

logical and metaphysical assumptions about

human nature and social order. Consensus

or functionalist schools define deviance as

acts that violate societal norms or offend

against the conscience collective (Durkheim

[1895] 1964) (see functionalism). Proponents

argue that all societies have a core set of

shared values that specify desirable and unde-

sirable attitudes, behaviours and conditions.

Indeed, to endure as stable social orders, they

must have. Conflict or Marxist perspectives

define deviance as behaviour that has been

labelled as problematic, immoral or harmful.

Here power, not consensus, determines what

is deviant. Deviance becomes an attempt

(successful or unsuccessful) at social control, a

mechanism that legitimates exclusion. Socio-

logical studies of deviance today incorporate

insights from postmodern, feminist and

social construction perspectives, shifting

focus away from the deviant actor, onto the

deviance-defining process.

Deviance developed from the nascent

discipline of sociology through the attempts
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of nineteenth-century European scholars to

grapple with the key question ofmodernity:

how could social control be achieved, and

order maintained, under democratic rule?

With industrialization and science chal-

lenging traditional and religious belief systems,

urbanization and immigration creating

mobility, and bureaucratization transform-

ing work and authority, what would provide

meaning, maintain deference, and limit desire?

Inequality was accepted as inevitable (or

desirable), but control through force, the

ancient coercive power of sovereign and

state, was economically, socially and poli-

tically problematic in democratic regimes

bound to deliver egalitarian justice.

Deviance, then, provided the necessary

conceptual space between the normative

(the ‘good’) and the criminal (the ‘bad’).

In the past, theories derived from func-

tionalism, Marx, and from symbolic inter-

actionism were dominant. Functionalist or

consensus traditions see deviance as an

integral part of all healthy societies. It is

critical to the process of forming norms and

marking boundaries. Its occurrence demon-

strates the limits of the acceptable, providing

guidance and validation to everyone in that

society. Moreover, a collective, public

response to deviance, expressed through

sanctions ranging from disapproval to

decapitation, maintains cohesion and rein-

forces social solidarity. In The Rules of

Sociological Method ([1895]/1964), Dur-

kheim argued that, in a society of saints, the

smallest transgression of thought, word or

deed would necessarily be magnified and

punished. A distinctive American version

of this perspective, known as the theory of

anomie, was developed by Robert Merton

(1938). Treating crime as synonymous with

deviance, Merton explained it as a rational

response to stress induced by the disjunction

between societal goals and legitimate means.

The American Dream promised success

(wealth) to all. However, the socially

approved means to achieve success – elite

schools, clubs and executive jobs – were

only available to upper-middle-class Anglo-

Americans. Merton hypothesized four possi-

ble responses to strain: innovation, retreatism,

ritualism and rebellion. Innovation, the most

interesting response to Merton and his fol-

lowers, results from accepting success goals

while rejecting the prescribed means of

obtaining them. Bootlegging or racketeering,

for example, are innovations that allow

lower-class individuals to attain culturally

prescribed goals through the invention of

alternate, though illegitimate, means. Retrea-

tists are seen as rejecting both goals and

means (tramps, hobos and drug addicts),

ritualists as accepting legitimate means but

not goals (the petty bureaucrat to whom

procedure is everything), while rebels reject

existing goals and means and substitute new

ones.

Marxist-oriented conflict theories (also

called new or radical criminology) locate the

causes of deviant behaviour (law-breaking) in

class conflict and exploitation. Although

Marx dismissed criminals as a Lumpenprole-

tiat, an easily bribed, reactionary tool of the

bourgeoisie, radical criminologists in the

1970s argued that capitalism is essentially

criminogenic: the labour of the poor or

proletariat is exploited by the rich or the

bourgeoisie to maximize profits. Crime

occurs when the alienated, oppressed working

class refuse to accept their exploitation. It

is repressed by the state, to preserve class

rule. This explains the over-representation

of the poor in prisons, and state pre-

occupation with crimes of the powerless at

the expense of white-collar and corporate

crime. Studies such as Paul Willis’s Learning

to Labour (1977) argued that bourgeois

institutions, especially schools, sustain

inequality by streaming working-class youth

into dead-end jobs. Later studies examined

the role of media in demonizing lower-

class minorities (the Birmingham School).

In the 1960s labelling theory, rooted in

symbolic interactionism, shifted attention

onto those who impose the deviant label,

questioning assumptions that deviance was
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a characteristic of the individual. As early as

1951, Edwin Lemert pointed out that, while

everyone engages in rule-breaking behaviour

(primary deviance), it is unlikely to produce

secondary deviance unless noticed. Being

pronounced deviant, by socially accredited

officials such as the police, teachers and

parents, sets in motion a process where the

labelled take on the behaviour and attitudes

they are expected to display.

Howard Becker in Outsiders (1963)

showed that secondary deviance happens

when the label becomes a master status.

When reinforced in subsequent interactions

by significant others, who communicate to

the labelled person that deviance is hence-

forth expected, the deviant label becomes

the person’s identity. He/she learns to play

a deviant role, which may lead to membership

in a deviant subculture. If this happens,

deviance gets built into group membership,

and is passed onto successive recruits. David

Matza’s Becoming Deviant, (1969) showed

how people charged as thieves come to see

themselves this way. As relatives, friends

and prospective employers treat them as

though they are really ‘nothing but a thief’,

conforming identities and behaviours become

more difficult for the labelled to display, and

more difficult for others to notice when dis-

played. Similar studies showed how staff in

mental hospitals ‘teach’ new patients to play

the role of the mental patient, and how those

with a deviant identity manage the asso-

ciated stigma by controlling their presentation

of self, their contacts and visibility.

Dominant perspectives today build on

traditional approaches in different ways.

Social construction combines Weberian

conflict theory, which locates power in

authority relations between elite and non-

elite groups, with labelling theory. Scholars

ask how deviant identities and careers are

maintained, and examine the characteristics

and consequences of gang formation and

similar deviant subcultures.

Power is the defining characteristic of

deviance studies in postmodern perspectives

grounded in the studies of Michel Fou-

cault. Theorists ask how norms that define

deviance are brought into being, by whom,

and under which social and historical con-

ditions. They deconstruct organized sys-

tems of knowledge that shape meaning and

frame (see framing) experience to reveal

underlying relations of power. Postmodern

studies of sexuality, for example, trace the

development of binary categories which

classified all humans as exclusively hetero-

sexual or homosexual, the effects of these

claims, and resistance to them.

Feminist perspectives first entered

deviance studies as critiques pointing out

that all pre-1975 theories of deviance

focused exclusively on men. Merton’s theory

of anomie, for example, locates deviance in

the tension between prescribed success

goals and restricted means, ignoring the fact

that dominant goals for women in the

1950s were marriage and motherhood.

Similarly, labelling theories either ignored

women or presented them from the view

of the male subject, ‘the old lady’ who

shackled the free-spirited bohemian. Radi-

cal criminology seems to have assumed

women were not exploited by capitalism,

since they were never discussed. This is not

true today. Scholars have now examined the

differential labelling and control of women,

the emphasis on the female body, the cul-

tural obsession with female sexuality, the

implications of woman as prostitute, bad

mother, anorexic, or drug addict (Smart

1989).

All concepts of deviance assume the

validity of the social. Deviance is a collec-

tive phenomenon, stemming from collec-

tive (social) conditions (Sumner 2004).

Such beliefs are challenged by postmodern

assertions that ‘society’ is a totalizing,

essentialist category (see postmodernism

and postmodernity). Can deviance as a

concept have meaning in an individualistic

age, with Internet interactions replacing

face-to-face? Are neo-liberal globalization

scripts destroying the basis of collective
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categorizations and judgments? Such com-

plexities increasingly preoccupy those who

study and define deviance today.
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LAUREEN SNIDER

DIALECTIC

The philosophical concept of ‘dialectic’ first

emerged in Plato’s Dialogues, in which the

main character, Socrates, engages in dis-

putations with respected individuals on the

definition of various ideas through a process

of testing (and generally rejecting) a series

of hypotheses. The rejection may lead the

interlocutors in the discussion to new insights

into how their analysis needs to develop.

Hence dialectic is part of Plato’s maieutic

method (philosophical ‘midwifery’). How-

ever, in Plato’s Dialogues this dialectical

procedure is not necessarily positive: if a

concept cannot be adequately determined,

it must remain inconclusive. This negative

dynamic of dialectic was thematized by

Aristotle who, in On Sophistical Refutations,

described dialectical arguments as ‘those

which, starting from generally accepted opi-

nions, reason to establish a contradiction’.

Immanuel Kant gave the term a pejorative

significance, as he associated it with reasoning

which is (1) inherently faulty, and (2) seeks

to adduce untested truths about the nature

of reality. For Kant, dialectic was the wanton

application of logic beyond the conditions

of experience.

Fully conscious of Kant’s rejection of the

practice of dialectical argument, G. W. F.

Hegel attempted to rescue the idea of dia-

lectic, seeing it as an essential element of

any validly acquired knowledge (see Hege-

lianism and neo-Hegelianism). Dialectic

for Hegel involves testing hypotheses against

themselves: their rationality – and thereby

their acceptability – are assessed in terms of

their success in encapsulating the reality they

seek to describe. In the Phenomenology of Spirit,

Hegel argues that experience – a process in

which we move from partial to complete

knowledge – has a discernible rational

structure: he calls it ‘the dialectical move-

ment of consciousness’. Elsewhere, Hegel

specifies that dialectical thought is a necessary

succeeding second moment of thought to the

apparently ‘fixed determinations’ established

by the abstractive understanding in the first

grasp of knowing. For this reason Hegel

also terms dialectic ‘the negatively rational’

as it is that moment of thought that recog-

nizes the limitation of the first moment of

thought, obliging us, through the force of

our own rationality, to realize that the con-

cept applied to that concept in fact contradicts

the object. (The idea that dialectic is a process

of thesis – antithesis – synthesis is a crude

representation of Hegel’s position.)

According to Hegel, history too can be

understood as the testing of various forms

of political arrangement, a process that

strives to reach completion in the form of a

free civil society reconciled with the state:

this development implies a graduation

through a series of increasingly adequate

expressions or manifestations of freedom.

The dialectic of history, however, is not

undertaken by any human agent: it is

undergone by Geist (Spirit or Mind) as it

strives towards the realization of political

freedom: each stage must be undergone,
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but is inevitably replaced, by the stages that

follow.But the earlier stages are carried along –

aufgehoben (sublated), as Hegel puts it – as

part of the final account of the phenomenon

(see idealism).

KarlMarx agreed with Hegel that history

exhibits a dialectical structure. However, he

disagreed both with Hegel’s account of

what pushed that process forward – Geist –

and, indeed, that it had yet reached its

conclusion. For Marx, dialectic was the

logic of the dictum that the ‘history of all

hitherto existing society is the history of

class struggles’. Marx elaborates by arguing

that the balance between the forces of pro-

duction and the relations of production is

inherently unstable, containing an inherent

‘dialectic’ with the potential to lead to the

overcoming of these relations. Using this

materialist economic account of history,

Marx believed that dialectic could have a

‘scientific’ application (see materialism).

That is, if history could be understood as a

dialectic of the tensions between the forces

and relations of production, then it should

be possible to predict the future of those

relations, as they would fall within a necessary

dialectic leading inevitably to their collapse.

Thus dialectic acquired a predictive capacity.

In this regard the Russian anarchist intel-

lectual Alexander Herzen referred to dialectic

as ‘the algebra of revolution’. The scienti-

ficity of social theory was a central element

of revolutionary Marxism, and the notion

of dialectic was freely employed in the

writings of Lenin and Trotsky.

The failure of scientific Marxism to predict

any historical developments discredited the

very idea of dialectic to its opponents. Karl

Popper (1940) wrote an excoriating critique

of dialectic which was aimed at the pseudo-

scientificity of the concept; a critique that was

to remind us that philosophy must not be a

basis for any sort of scientific system. Even

among radical theorists the notion of dialectic

has come to seem less than useful as a tool

of sociological analysis. However, in so far as

dialectic names the moment of contradiction

between what is given and what is rational, it

is a fundamental term of sociological analysis

in the Frankfurt School of social theory,

and is also a prominent associated theme in

deconstruction’s ‘logic of difference’.
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BRIAN O’CONNOR

DIFFERENCE

In social theory, the term difference tends

to be associated with forms of theorizing

which have critiqued the universalizing and

normalizing pretensions in Enlightenment-

influenced thinking. In particular, the term

‘difference’ tends to be associated with cri-

tiques of mainstream social theory enacted

by feminist theory, critical race studies,

post-colonial theory and sexuality studies,

because such critiques operate via a logic of

questioning the universal via the particular.

Early feminist critiques of sociological and

socio-theoretical discourse are exemplary

of this kind of critique, especially in its

illumination of a normative masculine subject

and the exclusion of women from the field

of the social. Such critiques opened up an

empirical claim that social theory has

excluded the interests of a variety of

groups of people and societies (non-white

people, women, non-heterosexual people,
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colonized people and post-colonial societies)

from its key object – the social. The claim

is that social science has a normalizing

impulse, whereby white European male sub-

jects are defined as normative actors in social

worlds, an impulse that tends to exclude,

silence and expel any differences from this

norm. Crucially, within this mode of critique

difference tends to be empirically imagined.

‘Difference’ is designated to those groups and

individuals who are unlike (the also often

empirically imagined) normative actor in

social theory. A key strategy which emerged

to counter the exclusionary impulses of

social theory and sociology was the insertion

of previously excluded groups into the

domain of the social. Feminist social theorists

and sociologists, for example, sought to

insert ‘women’ into the domain of the social

via specifically sociological research projects

focused on women and extended socio-

theoretical discourses to this previously

excluded group.

At least two issues are important to note

about this strategy. First, difference tends to

be understood as an exclusion from a norm,

which assumes that these differences would

(to some extent at least) be minimized via

inclusion (see inclusion and exclusion).

Second, in this strategy (and in positive

social science understandings of difference

more generally), difference tends to be

attributed to and associated with particular

groups of people. Difference is assumed to

be a property of certain groups of human

beings.

These assumptions have been put into

doubt by a definition of difference associated

with deconstructive modes of theorizing

(see deconstruction). A number of social

and cultural theorists, especially Jacques

Derrida (1982), have examined how the

discourses of western metaphysics – including

social theoretical discourses – operate not

via a strategy of the exclusion of difference

from a norm, but with repressed or hidden

notions of difference. Derrida calls this dif-

férance, and argues it is crucial for the process

of meaning-making in such discourses,

because even though suppressed, différance is

constitutive of the meaning of dominant

terms and tropes. The term ‘masculine’, for

instance, depends for its meaning on the

term ‘feminine’ – even though the latter

may not be explicitly invoked. Thus, while

ostensibly we may read, for example, clas-

sical social theory as concerning a narrative

of the emergence (and triumph) of the

European masculine subject within moder-

nity, and as concerning the erasure and

exclusion of difference, a deconstructive

reading may suggest that the meaning of

this narrative relies upon a whole range of

repressed terms – including the feminine,

the non-European, the non-modern, and

so on – terms which always threaten to

destabilize the dominant meaning of the

narrative. Rather than the solid, unitary

centre of classical social theory, the Eur-

opean masculine subject therefore emerges

as unstable, dispersed and ambiguous. A

deconstructive reading of social theory

would reveal, in other words, not a series of

exclusions which result in the stability and

unitary nature of the European masculine

subject, but that this very figure relies upon

repressed concepts of difference. Derrida’s

différance therefore reverses positive science

understandings of difference, since rather

than an outcome or an exclusion from a

norm, the norm cannot exist without différ-

ance. Moreover, in locating the linguistic

operations of difference Derrida’s under-

standing also questions the idea that difference

is a foundational property or characteristic

of humans.

There are a variety of ways in which these

deconstructive notions of différance have

been put to work within contemporary

social theory. Writers such as Stuart Hall

have made use of such a strategy to rethink

the idea of identity, particularly in regard to

questions of race. Hall has shown that rather

than unitary, uniform or stable formations,

identities always rely upon différance. Identities,

Hall argues, must be read against the grain,
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‘not as that which fixes the play of difference

in a point of origin, but as that which is

constructed in and through différance’

(1996: 5). In rethinking identity in this way

Hall has contributed towards a move away

from foundational understandings and opened

up important avenues for rethinking the

relations between identity and difference.

Indeed, deconstructionist social theory and,

in particular, the notion of différance form a

backdrop to many recent important inter-

ventions in the social theory field, including

the work of Judith Butler on gender and

sexuality, and the work of Anne Game

(1991) on deconstructive sociology.
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LISA ADKINS

DIFFERENTIATION

Social differentiation is an important attribute

of society. Differentiation means both a

process and a structure. In structural terms,

it refers to the fact that a unit of analysis,

such as a society, consists of a number of

distinct parts. These parts may be of the same

kind, such as families as the basic compo-

nents of tribal societies. Or the parts may be

different, such as the sub-systems – the

economy, the state or the public sphere –

making up a modern society. As a process,

social differentiation denotes the dynamics

which bring about and change a given

structure. Sociologists have been especially

interested in the dynamics that produce and

reproduce the functional differentiation of

modern society.

The concept of differentiation spread

within sociology after Herbert Spencer’s

evolutionary theory of societal development

‘from incoherent homogeneity to coherent

heterogeneity’. Later, Emile Durkheim,

Georg Simmel, Talcott Parsons, and Nik-

las Luhmann became important proponents

of the concept, while other thinkers such as

Karl Marx and Max Weber who did not

explicitly use the term also contributed to

our understanding of the kinds of social

structures and dynamics it designates. In

contemporary sociology, empirical debates

on social differentiation are prominent among

American ‘neo-functionalists’ (see Alex-

ander and Colomy 1990) and among Ger-

man sociologists influenced by the work of

Luhmann.

Two principal views on the functional

differentiation of modern society can be

distinguished. For Durkheim and Parsons,

as the most important representatives of the

first view, functional differentiation is a pro-

cess of decomposition of a functionally dif-

fuse unit, such as a role or an institution,

into at least two functionally more specific

units. This idea is modelled on the division

of labour in work organizations. In Parsons’s

highly abstract analytical framework, society

is composed of four principal sub-systems

(the economy, the polity, the societal com-

munity and the fiduciary system), each of

which fulfils one of the four fundamental

functional prerequisites of societal reproduc-

tion. Social differentiation is here seen as

tending towards a successive decomposition

of each of these sub-systems into second-level

sub-systems.

In contrast to the Durkheim–Parsons

perspective, Weber portrayed the birth and

composition of modern society in terms of

the emergence of a number of autonomous

‘value-spheres’. One after the other, science,

law, art, politics, economics, sexuality, and
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other spheres free themselves from their for-

mer domination by religious ideas. Luhmann

radicalizes this second view when he con-

ceives of Weber’s ‘value-spheres’ as oper-

ationally closed sub-systems constituted by

self-referential chains of communication.

Luhmann here does not deny manifold

mutual dependencies among sub-systems,

but he insists that it makes no sense to

understand the ensemble of societal sub-

systems as a division of labour in which the

sub-systems as parts are teleologically oriented

towards the performance and maintenance

of the whole society. Instead, both Weber

and Luhmann emphasize that social differ-

entiation consists of a simultaneous birth

and liberation of the parts. These parts

emerge and become autonomous in relation

each other and to the whole. Moreover,

the whole itself does not exist; nothing more

than the often tension-ridden and antag-

onistic interrelationship of the parts exists.

The consequences of functional differ-

entiation for society at large as well as for

each individual component of the society

are seen by both views as neither totally

positive nor totally negative but as a ‘mixed

blessing’. Parsons drew a largely optimistic

picture that stressed the advantages of

ongoing functional differentiation, invol-

ving technological and economic progress

and inclusion of more and more individuals

in the ‘societal community’, as well as value

generalization as a basis for a civil religion

fostering mutual tolerance and solidarity.

Similarly, Durkheim was obsessed with the

question of which mechanisms could produce

for ‘organic solidarity’ needed a functionally

differentiated society.

More recently, however, uncontrolled

evolution of functional differentiation has

often been seen as a fundamental danger to

the integration of modern society, building

on Durkheim’s theme of anomie. On the

one hand, enormous increases in the number

of options in every societal sphere in modern

society allow each person to become an indi-

vidual in the proper sense of the word: a

person who creates autonomously a unique

biography for him or herself. On the other,

however, this individualism is seen as being

accompanied by an erosion of traditional

meaningful attachments that tie a person to

particular cultural worlds, social groups, or

communities. As a consequence, anomie,

alienation, and other experiences of mean-

inglessness are implications of functional

differentiation (see individualism and indivi-

dualization). Nevertheless, functional dif-

ferentiation appears to be a highly effective

mode of social change. Today world-wide,

there seems to be no normative alternative to

the adoption of processes of functional dif-

ferentiation. From the point of view of

functionalist analysis, even fundamentalist

opposition in some regions of the world

may be regarded as something intermittent

and recurrent but not sustainable or enduring.
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UWE SCHIMANK

DILTHEY, WILHELM (1833–1911)

German philosopher

Dilthey sought to provide a solid founda-

tion for the human sciences or Geis-

teswissenschaften. The latter term could

equally be translated as sciences of ‘mind’ or

‘spirit’. In this sense Dilthey sought to reveal

the unique qualities of the human world in

contrast to those of nature. There were two
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key elements in this conception: ‘life’ and

‘history’. The truth of the human world is

found in ‘life’ itself, not in the mechanical

abstractions of the natural sciences. The

complex amalgam of thought and feeling

which constitutes the inner mental life of

individuals is the central concern of the

human sciences. As the experience of life

blends past, present and future, so the

human world must be understood as

intrinsically historical. In his Introduction to

the Human Sciences ([1923] 1929), Dilthey

created an epistemology for historical study,

emphasizing the importance of empathically

re-living the experience of actors and its

expression in historical artifacts.

Dilthey’s influence on hermeneutics has

been considerable. Gadamer accepts the

centrality of historical tradition, but rejects

as ‘psychologism’ the attempt to re-live the

experience of others as the route to objectiv-

ity. Ricoeur argues that Dilthey’s emphasis

on understanding (Verstehen) occurs at the

expense of explanation but can be over-

come by incorporating aspects of structur-

alism into interpretation. Dilthey’s main

influence on sociology has been via Weber

and the importance attached to meaning in

interpretative sociology.
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ALAN HOW

DISABILITY

Disability is a form of social exclusion gaining

increasing attention within sociological

theorizing (see also social inclusion and

social exclusion). The term ‘disability’ is,

however, fiercely contested, and is commonly

used in two conflicting ways: according to

an ‘individual model’, and according to a

‘social model’.

Where many traditional views of dis-

ability were once informed by religion, the

rise of scientific medicine in industrialized

countries since the eighteenth century has

led to disability being largely conceived in

terms of health and illness and viewed as a

problem of individuals (see medicaliza-

tion). The individual model of disability,

typically elaborated by non-disabled pro-

fessionals, focuses on disability as functional

limitation. A three-fold definition is com-

monly adopted. Impairment is seen as denoting

any ‘loss or abnormality of psychological,

physiological or anatomical structure or

function’. Disability is seen as referring to

any ‘restriction or lack (resulting from an

impairment) of ability to perform an activ-

ity in the manner or within the range con-

sidered normal for a human being’.

Handicap is used to describe the ‘dis-

advantage for a given individual, resulting

from an impairment or disability, that limits

or prevents the fulfilment of a role (depending

on age, sex and social and cultural factors)

for that individual’ (Wood 1980: 27–9).

Thus, according to the individual model,

people are disabled by their impairments,

and it is the role of medicine and psychology

to restore them to ‘normality’ (see normal

and pathological). The problem of disability

is located within the impaired individual.

In many countries, the latter part of the

twentieth century saw the emergence of

the disabled people’s movement, which

redefined disability as a form of oppression

on a par with racism and sexism. The social

model of disability emerged from disabled

people’s own critiques of the individual

model, including its view of causality, its

assumptions about the existence and nature

of ‘normality’, and its failure to recognize

disabled people as the experts on their own
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situation. A two-fold definition of impairment

and disability analogous to the sex/gender

distinction, was elaborated in Britain by the

Union of the Physically Impaired against

Segregation (UPIAS), a collective of dis-

abled people. Here, impairment is defined

as ‘lacking part of or all of a limb, or having

a defective limb, organ or mechanism of

the body’, while disability denotes ‘the dis-

advantage or restriction of activity caused

by a contemporary social organization

which takes no or little account of people

who have. . . impairments and thus excludes

them from participation in the mainstream

of social activities’ (UPIAS 1976: 3–4). No

causal link is assumed between impairment

and disadvantage; rather, disability is

viewed purely as a social construction (see

social constructionism).

The social model is not without its crit-

ics, and has been characterized as over-

socialized and reductionist by advocates of

the individual model. Other critiques have

arisen from within the disabled community.

These frequently focus on the model’s ten-

dency to treat disabled people as an homo-

genous group and on its failure to

adequately theorize impairment. It is argued

that failure to theorize impairment adequately

may also create disadvantage for those

individuals so affected and may itself be

seen as socially produced (Thomas 1999)

(see embodiment). There are further tensions

between those assuming materialist and

idealist interpretations of the social model.

While there is substantial evidence that for

centuries people with impairments have

suffered discrimination in a range of societies,

materialist writers understand disability in

its current form to be a logical outcome of

the capitalist mode of production. The

growth of the commodity labour market,

and the consequent exclusion and segregation

of non-standard workers are identified as

key factors in the process of disablement.

Hence it is argued that disability will only be

eliminated through ‘a radical transformation,

rather than a reform of capitalism’ (Gleeson

1997: 196). In contrast, while generally

acknowledging the realities of this materialist

interpretation, idealist writers understand dis-

ability in terms of liminality (Shakespeare

1994). On this latter view, equal opportu-

nities within the existing system are advo-

cated to challenge these deep-rooted beliefs

and prejudices (see equality). However, the

failure of reformist measures suggests that for

effective change to occur, disability cannot

be ‘dematerialized’ and cannot be explained

solely in terms of discriminatory beliefs.

Despite these internal critiques and ten-

sions, the insights of the social model of

disability have been vitally important for

disabled people, both personally and politi-

cally. They have fostered the development

of disability studies as an academic dis-

cipline and have helped ensure a long-

overdue place for disability on the socio-

logical and political agenda.
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DISCOURSE

The concept of discourse and the methods of

discourse analysis are established components

of contemporary social science. This is

immediately evident in the number of

empirical studies that employ discourse the-

ory, and the various schools of discourse

analysis that have emerged – Critical Dis-

course Analysis (Fairclough 1989), Argu-

mentative Discourse Analysis (Hajer 1995),

and Discourse Theory (Laclau and Mouffe

1985; Laclau 1990). Bound up with the rise

of the concept of discourse has been the lin-

guistic turn in the 1960s and 1970s which

stimulated the emergence of new approaches

such as semiotics, hermeneutics, critical

theory and post-structuralism, as well as the

resurgence of Marxist theory and the wider

dissemination of psychoanalytic ideas in the

social sciences. Equally important have

been developments within linguistics itself

(e.g. Fowler et al. 1979).

The Oxford English Dictionary defines

discourse as ‘talk, conversation; dissertation,

treatise, sermon’, or in its verb form to

‘talk, converse; speak or write at length on

a subject’. Hayden White’s more detailed

etymology of the concept stresses ‘the con-

notations of circularity, of movement back

and forth, which the Indo-European root

of this term (kers) and its Latinate form (dis-,

‘‘in different directions’’, + currere, ‘‘to run’’)

suggest’ (White 1979: 82). In the social

sciences, the term has acquired greater tech-

nical sophistication, while accruing additional

meanings and connotations. It has also

engendered debate among those who use

the concept as to its precise meaning, scope

and application, while encountering fierce

criticisms from those who oppose the cultur-

alist and linguistic turns in social science

(Geras 1990) (see cultural turn).

Theories of discourse might be classified

in three ways. First, traditional discourse

analysis is concerned with the investigation

of ‘language in use’ or ‘talk or text in context’

(van Dijk 1997). For example, speech-act

theory focuses on the fact that by saying

something, we are also doing something

(Austin 1975). When someone utters a

statement such as ‘I promise’ or ‘I name this

ship the Queen Mary’, and meets the

requisite ‘felicity conditions’ – i.e. intends

to keep the promise or is authorized to

name ships – the person is also performing an

act. In a related vein, conversation analysts

drawing largely on Garfinkel’s (1967)

sociological method of ethnomethodology

endeavour to deduce from observation

what speakers are doing and how they are

doing it (Trask 1999: 57). For instance,

conversation analysts such as Schegloff and

Sacks (1973) examine the organization and

logic of ‘turn-taking’ in conversations to

show that a key principle that structures

conversations is the avoidance of ‘holes’

and ‘intersections’ between speakers.

A second approach to discourse analysis,

which emerged alongside the development

of structuralism, post-structuralism, her-

meneutics and Marxism in the 1960s and

1970s, is evident in the writings of Michel

Foucault and his followers. Foucault‘s

(1970, 1973) earlier ‘archaeological’ writings

examine the way discursive practices form

the objects and subjects of discursive forma-

tions. Discourses are thus ‘practices that

systematically form the objects of which we

speak’, and consist of historically specific

‘rules of formation’ that determine the dif-

ference between grammatically well-formed

statements and ‘what is actually said’ at

particular times and places (Foucault 1972:

49; Foucault 1991: 63). In his later ‘genea-

logical’ writings, Foucault (1987) modifies

his quasi-structuralist approach, and focuses

on the way in which discourses are shaped

by social practices, and the way discursive

practices in turn shape social relationships

and institutions (see praxis and practices).

In his later writings, the ‘archaeological’ and

genealogical strategies are combined in a

method of ‘problematization’. In this

reconfiguration, archaeology provides the

means to delimit research objects by describ-
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ing the rules in a given period that condition

the elements of a particular discourse – its

objects, subjects, concepts and strategies.

Examples of this for Foucault are ‘madness’

or ‘illness’ in the nineteenth century. Geneal-

ogy, on the other hand, analyzes the constitu-

tion of the elements of a discourse by

recounting the historical practices from which

they were constructed. The latter enables

research to show the contingency of identities

and practices, and foregrounds possibilities

foreclosed by the dominant logics.

A third type of discourse analysis, which

develops partly out of Foucault’s contribu-

tions, and partly from Derridean, Marxist

and post-Marxist insights, expands the

scope of discourse analysis to include non-

linguistic practices and elements. Fairclough’s

‘critical discourse analysis’ includes the

analysis of political texts and speeches, as

well as the contexts in which they are pro-

duced, although discourses are still understood

in terms of the semiotic dimension of social

practice, thus remaining at a distinct level

of the social system. By contrast, Laclau and

Mouffe’s post-Marxist discourse theory

enlarges the scope of discourse analysis to

include all social practices, so that dis-

courses and discursive practices are synon-

ymous with structurally incomplete systems

of social relations.

This latter type of approach arguably

offers the most comprehensive and sys-

tematic attempt to employ discourse analysis

in the social sciences. It synthesizes devel-

opments within post-structuralism, psy-

choanalysis, Marxism, and post-analytical

philosophy in an endeavour to account for

the political structuring of social orders and

the constitution of subjective identities.

The core of this research programme cen-

tres on the idea that all objects and practices

are meaningful, and that social meanings

are contextual, relational and contingent. In

addition, its advocates assert that all systems

of meaningful practice rely upon discursive

exteriors that partially constitute such

orders, while potentially subverting them.

A little less abstractly, social relations exhibit

four properties: contingency, historicity,

power, and the primacy of politics (Laclau

1990: 31–6). The identities of social agents

are constituted within structures of articu-

latory practice, and political subjects arise

when agents identify anew under condi-

tions of dislocation. Such assumptions

represent the formal ontological pre-

suppositions of post-Marxist discourse the-

ory. A fuller expression would suggest the

introduction of further concepts and logics

pertaining to the constitution and dissolu-

tion of political identities, the processes of

hegemonic construction, and the structur-

ing of social spaces (see Howarth 2000;

Torfing 1999).
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DAVID HOWARTH

DIVISION OF LABOUR

See: differentiation.

DOMINATION

Domination refers to a structural relationship

of unequal power resources in which the

more powerful routinely gain the com-

pliance of the less powerful. A ‘one-off’

exercise of power, however exploitative,

which does not reflect structural relation-

ships, does not constitute domination in the

sociological sense of the term. For instance,

the capitalist system constitutes a set of

structures that are central to a specific form

of domination. Hence, the power which

factory owners routinely exercise over their

workers constitutes domination. However,

if particular workers manage to exercise

power over their employers through once-off

strategic action, this does not constitute

domination. Only if workers organize

themselves into a movement (through trade

unions or political parties) and alter the sur-

rounding social structures in order to exercise

power, can we speak of domination.

Max Weber describes domination in terms

of the probability that a command will be

obeyed in a structural relationship and

explains that the cause of compliance can

arise from several sources. He distinguishes

between forms of domination which are

based upon legitimacy and domination that

is coercive. The former involves authority

(see legitimacy and legitimation). The lat-

ter is at its most obvious when based upon

the threat of violence but can equally derive

from control over other resources – a bank

which exploits a restricted market can be

in a position of domination.

Michael Mann (1986) has argued that

there are four sources of power, which are

central to the reproduction of relations of

domination. Military power entails coercion

by physical force; political power corresponds

to authority; economic power involves the

control of physical resources; and ideologi-

cal power entails control over ideas. While

in some systems of domination, one source

of power appears more prominent than the

rest (for instance, the economy in capital-

ism), it is almost invariably the case that any

system of domination is based upon a com-

plex interdependence of all four sources.

Capitalism did not simply evolve out of

economic advances but was a consequence

of developments at the military, ideological

and political levels. Militarily, the feudal

knight was made superfluous by the inven-

tion of cheap weaponry – the rifle. Capi-

talist production presupposes the existence

of a workforce that is disciplined through

state monopoly of education – a combi-

nation of ideological and political power.

Each system of domination has an internal

logic that entails particular relations of

empowerment and disempowerment.

Social actors change relations of domina-

tion by ‘organizationally outflanking’

(Mann 1986; Clegg 1989) existing relations

of domination. Conversely those who wish

to maintain existing relations of domination

(the status quo) do so through ‘organiza-

tionally outflanking’ any of the would-be
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challengers to the system. Organizational

outflanking generally takes place through

innovation in any of the sources of power

but in some instances, organizational out-

flanking can also be influenced by chance

(Clegg 1989). One of the factors which

contributed to the ‘organizational outflanking’

of the aristocracy by the bourgeoisie was

not only innovation but also the bubonic

plague – a contingent event.

While the term ‘domination’ suggests

relations of radical inequality, in practice,

relations are rarely entirely one-sided. Dom-

ination usually entails relations of mutual

dependence (Giddens 1984). First, there is

usually no useful purpose to be gained from

dominating the entirely powerless. To be

worth dominating, dominated actors need

to have some power resources at their dis-

posal. These resources usually give the

dominated some autonomy and, because

the dominating party wish to acquire control

of these resources, the latter are, to an extent,

dependent upon the dominated. Second,

since domination is not once-off, it is in the

interests of the dominating party that the

dominated gain some advantage from the

relationship; otherwise they cannot be

relied upon routinely to reproduce the

structures in question. While feudal serfs

are dominated by having to render all sorts

of services and a percentage of production

to the feudal lord, in turn, they gain pro-

tection and the right to hold land (see

feudalism). Similarly, while workers are

not entirely ‘free’ to sell their labour power

(as some libertarians would like to suggest),

it is the case that they gain some empow-

erment from these relations of domination.

While much of modern critical theory

aims at overcoming domination, many

postmodern thinkers, including Foucault

(1980) and Laclau and Mouffe (1985),

would argue that domination is both ubi-

quitous and without a well-defined source

or centre (see also centre and periphery).

However, they do not conclude from this that

domination should be accepted uncritically;

instead, relations of domination should be

resisted through the micro-practices of

everyday life. One way of accomplishing

this is through an awareness of the con-

tingent nature of any relations of domina-

tion. Contingency implies ‘could have

been otherwise’, which in turn suggests

‘can be otherwise’. Such awareness will not

lead to utopia but it does have the potential

to empower agents to be more than simply

the effect of social relations of domination

which define ‘what’ and ‘who’ they are.
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MARK HAUGAARD

DOUGLAS, MARY (1921– )

British anthropologist

Douglas was employed during the Second

World War in a section of the British gov-

ernment responsible for colonial affairs, an

experience that stimulated her to write a

doctorate in anthropology under Evans-

Pritchard, based on fieldwork among the

Lele in the African Congo. Her two best-

known works are Purity and Danger (1966)

and Natural Symbols (1973).

Purity and Danger is a powerful reassess-

ment of the identities and differences

between ‘primitives’ and ‘moderns’. In oppo-

sition to the evolutionary series of magic –

religion – science, Douglas emphasizes the

need in any society for differentiation,

hierarchy and borderlines, against the danger

of contagious disorder, while recognizing
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both that there is a need for the occasional

creative breaking of the rules, and that cor-

ruption, as part of life, also belongs to the

sacred.

Natural Symbols introduces the con-

ceptual pair ‘grid versus group’, denoting

the symbolic system of classification and

the pressure to conform. The combination

of high or low values on these two axes

differentiates hierarchy from individualism,

but also contrasts church and sect. The

book presents a defence of ritual for social

life, including unreformed Catholicism,

and a condemnation of both free market

individualism and what she perceives as the

millennial sectarianism of oppositional

movements.
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DRAMATURGICAL SCHOOL

The stage has been a fruitful source of inspira-

tion for the study of the social. In numerous

passages Shakespeare employed metaphors

of the theatre to depict social life. The use of

such metaphors by sociologists has sometimes

led to overly determinist pictures of the social,

where people are portrayed as performing

roles and following scripts. Erving Goff-

man, however, compared social life with the

stage without succumbing to a view that

neglected human agency. In Goffman’s

depiction, people are portrayed as active,

using various props to influence their sur-

roundings. Although the dramaturgical

approach is mainly associated with Goffman,

other authors have also contributed (e.g.

Cochran and Claspell 1987; Hare and

Blumberg 1988)

Goffman initially studied to become a film

director before entering graduate school in

sociology at the University of Chicago (see

Chicago School). His earlier training and

interest in film and theatre remained visible

in his sociological work. Partly because of

his studies in Chicago, commentators tend

to associate him with the school of sym-

bolic interactionism. Like other interac-

tionists, his concerns are the micro-settings

of face-to-face interaction, attending to pay

attention to how individuals share meaning

and how they are able to anticipate what

their gestures mean to other individuals.

Individuals are able to monitor their conduct

and manipulate their environment, picking

up on clues and aching accordingly. In his

Presentation of the Self in Everyday Life

(Goffman 1959), Goffman explained how

individuals use various devices to impose a

particular definition of themselves and of

the situation on others. It is important for

individuals to show themselves in a good

light, to emphasize certain aspects and hide

others. Goffman called this ‘impression

management’, which individuals use various

props or devices to accomplish.

Impression management takes place at

the ‘front stage’ before the ‘audience’. The

front consists of the ‘setting’ and the ‘personal

front’. The setting is the scene where the

performance takes place. For instance, law-

yers meet clients in their office. A neat,

well-organized office may induce con-

fidence in their abilities. The personal front

refers to the identifiable items, which the

performer carries or is expected to carry.

The personal front consists of ‘appearance’

and ‘manner’. Appearance gives clues to the

status of the performer. The outfit of a
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judge provides an idea of his or her impor-

tance, and the judge may appear authoritative

and confident. People use the backstage to

prepare for the preparation or as an emotional

outlet. For instance, the restaurant kitchen

allows waiters to let off steam.

Goffman insisted that members of the

audience help performers in various ways.

As in the theatre, people tend to suspend

disbelief, ignoring mistakes in the perfor-

mance. They also help the performer by not

entering the backstage. In addition, Goff-

man recognized that how someone is per-

ceived is often affected by the performances

of others. In this context, Goffman talked

about political parties as ‘teams’. The activ-

ities and misdoings of one of its members may

affect how the wider public perceives the

party, leading possibly to expulsion or

sanctions. Goffman studied diverse aspects

of role distancing and stigmatizing (Goff-

man 1961, 1963), as well as ‘total institutions’

such as asylums (Goffman 1962).

Goffman never tried to develop a coherent

theoretical framework and has sometimes

been criticized for being his journalistic

style. Some social theorists, however, have

tried to incorporate the dramaturgical

approach within a more systematic theore-

tical framework. One example is Giddens,

whose structuration theory partly draws on

Goffman’s insights. Social order is seen here

as an ongoing accomplishment of knowl-

edgeable individuals who display tacit,

practical knowledge in everyday life (Gid-

dens 1984).
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DU BOIS, WILLIAM EDWARD

BURGHARDT (1868–1963)

US theorist

Du Bois was the first African-American to

receive a PhD from Harvard University,

and was founder of the National Associ-

ation for the Advancement of Colored

People. Du Bois’s central concern was the

significance of ‘race’ in social life (see ‘race’

and racism). He wrote extensively on the

social construction of ‘race’, being one of

the first social scientists, along with Franz

Boas, to deconstruct essentialized, biological

notions of racial differentiation (see essenti-

alism). He analyzed the causes and con-

sequences of racism and the intersection of

racial constructs with class, gender, crime,

religion, and education. His micro-level,

social-psychological assessment of racialized

identity is exemplified in his famous dis-

cussion of ‘double-consciousness’, and his

macro-level analysis of international racial

division is developed in his many pioneering

studies of global capitalism and colonial-

ism and their relationship to the ever-salient

‘color line’ (see post-colonial theory). Similar

toDurkheim, Du Bois emphasized the social,

communal bonds that come with religious

involvement. Similar to Weber – with

whom he maintained a strong personal and

professional relationship – Du Bois infused

his sociological writings with extensive his-

torical analysis. Du Bois relied heavily on
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Marx in his many critiques of imperialism

and unfettered capitalism, but chastised

Marxist theory for ignoring the indepen-

dent importance of racial divisions in social

and historical conflict. Urban sociology,

rural sociology, criminology, sociology of

religion, sociology of education, and the

sociology of race are all indebted to Du

Bois’s under-recognized but unparalleled

pioneering scholarship.
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DURKHEIM, EMILE (1858–1916)

French theorist, Professor of Education and

Sociology at the Sorbonne. Considered the

founder of theoretically grounded empirical

sociology in France, Durkheim argued that

the mode of association of human individuals

creates ‘a specific reality,’ which is different

from ‘the sum of its parts’. This sui generis rea-

lity is the source of ‘social facts’, the object of a

critical sociological knowledge.

Durkheim identifies two different kinds

of society based on the type of solidarity

which integrates them – mechanical solidarity,

based on similarity, or, the more modern,

organic solidarity, based on differentiation and

interdependence. True organic solidarity

could be realized only after appropriating

and redistributing inherited wealth to abol-

ish the ‘forced division of labour’, for this

blocks people’s ability to achieve social

positions commensurate with their merit.

Considered a major influence on the

development of functionalism and struc-

turalism, Durkheim’s work is a crucial

resource for non-humanist critical realist

work in epistemology and ontology, for

general sociological concepts including

solidarity and the sacred, and in the areas

of deviance, law and religion. His innova-

tive theory of the democratic socialist state

is a major influence on theories of ‘associa-

tive democracy’ (see also association).

Major works
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([1895] 1982) The Rules of Sociological Method.
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York: Free Press.

([1912] 1995) Elementary Forms of the Religious
Life. New York: Free Press.

([1950] 1957) Professional Ethics and Civic Morals.
London: Routledge & Kegan Paul.
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Cambridge University Press.
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ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENTALISM

Beginning with the German biologist Ernst

Haeckel, who introduced the term ‘ecology’

in 1866, ecological science has traditionally

stressed connections and interrelationships

above individual entities. A pivotal character-

istic of ecology until the middle of the twen-

tieth century was that it represented a kind

of borderland between the geographical,

biological, and the social sciences. From the

social science perspective, undisturbed nat-

ure was often assumed to achieve a balance

or a stability without humans, since people

were seen as active agents who determined

the physical configurations of the geographical

environment. This concept also encouraged

public ecological thought and the rise of

modern environmentalism as a new social

movement (see socialist movements). This

movement had many precursors, but its

most recent version can be traced to the

publication of the biologist Rachel Carson’s

book The Silent Spring (1962). In the period

after the book’s publication, the term ecology

came to connote philosophical, moral, and

political viewpoints as well as a specialized

field of scientific inquiry. In the 1970s mem-

bers of the environmental movement began

to regard themselves as ‘ecologically aware’

or even as ecologists. Explanations for this

surge in new environmental movements

prominently include an increase in ‘post-

material’ values and the observation of a

general social change in post-industrial

society, where radical political groups are

more concerned with cultural rather than

economic transformation. The globalization

of environmentalism is evident in the decen-

tralized and spontaneous growth of grass-

roots environmental groups in less-developed

countries. At the global level, environmental

concern is not limited to post-material elites.

Different ideas and ideological positions

adopted by many environmental groups and

organizations have led to the view that there

is nomonolithic unit called the environmental

movement. In its simplistic form, envir-

onmentalism since the 1970s can be divided

into the camp of those who favour conserva-

tion and preservation of nature for nature’s

sake and those who wish to maintain the

environment as a necessary habitat for

humankind. Along with what Mary Douglas

(1992) has termed ‘myths of nature’, one

can categorize four core streams of envir-

onmental thought based on the assumed

character of nature: (1) traditional expan-

sionism; (2) mainstream environmentalism;

(3) deep ecological egalitarianism; and (4)

fatalism. The idea of a benign nature is the

underlying ideal of expansionism, the myth

that nature is robust. Whatever adverse

effects industrialization has on nature,

human technology and reasoning will

always see to it that all disturbances in the

very end will work out for the good. This

myth is based on the idea of a global equili-

brium. According to the mainstream envir-

onmentalist myth, the ecosystem is perceived

as vulnerable, hence human intervention
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must be controlled and regulated by scientific

findings in order not to destroy the natural

equilibrium. In this notion strict standards

for resource usage are needed, but this does

not mean that industrial production has to

come to an end. In many deep and radical

ecological streams instead, one can detect a

plea for a radical hands-off policy. According

to this view, whatever humans do can mean

a catastrophic collapse of the ecological equi-

librium. The ideal is to live in small-scale

communities on an egalitarian basis (see

egalitarianism). Practically every human

intervention in nature is regarded as bad.

Other radical streams of the environmental

movement, such as eco-feminism, have

made the point that ecological degradation

is based on patriarchy and thus the dom-

ination of women parallels the domination

of nature. The fourth myth of nature, the

fatalist way of thinking about ecosystems,

regards the management of nature as useless,

because nature cannot be managed at all.

Here there is no point in theorizing about

or intervening in nature since it is impossible

to know how nature works.

It is important to understand that in all

four categories there are two underlying

ideas about the natural world that inform

most environmentalist thinking: (1) the

idea of a balance, an equilibrium, or a strict

order of nature which is disturbed by

humans only; and (2) the tendency to see

nature as essentially separate and different

from human society. The ideal of a balance

of nature is still especially relevant for con-

temporary environmental thinking and

often serves as a normative category, as a

test against which to judge human activities.

It was the prerequisite for how environmental

problems were to be defined, and how

their solution should be envisaged. The

idea of a balance in nature was seen not as

human desire, but as a necessity imposed by

nature. Thus, environmentalism in the

1970s seemed to be a radical movement,

but the ideas on which it was based repre-

sented a resurgence of early twentieth-century

ecology blended with Romantic myths about

nature (see Romanticism). Consequently,

some late twentieth-century ecologists claim

that the findings of recent ecological currents

which indicate a general change of under-

standing from the idea of a natural ecosystem

balance to something that is naturally in

constant flux, have led to many of the failures

of environmentalism, since public debates

on ‘ecology’ and ‘sustainability’ have little

to do with scientific ecology (Botkin 1990).

In a similar fashion, social theory has

mostly excluded the idea of natural action in

accounting for social development. For

Emile Durkheim, for instance, it was always

the idea of a steady state of nature as a basis

for his theoretical ideas. He wrote: ‘As for

the physical world, since the beginning of

history it has remained sensibly the same, at

least if one does not take account of

novelties which are of social origin’ ([1893]

1933: 348). Thinking in this tradition

sociologists have rarely cared about the

character of society’s natural environment.

Nature was implicitly treated as static whereas

society was the dynamic factor. However,

if sociologists, like most twenty-first-century

ecologists, no longer believe in any balance

of nature, social theory has also lost its

steady foundation for society to take place.

As long as social theorists could believe that

nature undisturbed was constant, they were

provided with a simple standard against

which to judge societal development. In

more recent streams of the environmental

movement since the 1990s, as in ecological

restoration ( Jordan 2003), an understanding

of the ecological world that accommodates

ecosystems’ dynamism and unpredictability,

and especially its understanding of humans

as a mature part of nature, is being taken

seriously. If one takes the view that nature

is in constant flux and natural activities are

influencing societal processes, then the ques-

tion arises whether sociology should explain

social facts with other social facts or whether

the debates in ecology and related fields

should also affect social theory.
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From a different angle, but closely related

to the above problem, in some streams of

sociology the claim has been made that new

environmental movements, citizen initiatives

and other forms of non-formal politics are a

force to rethink traditional sociological

categories. Authors like Ulrich Beck (1999)

take the world-wide public perception of

ecological risks (see risk) and the engagement

in non-formal ecological organizations as

an indication that informal types of political

activity, what Beck called ‘subpolitics’, have

taken on a greater significance in modern

societies and need to be faced as a challenge

to traditional forms of theorizing the human

place in nature, as well as how ecological

thinking emerges and connects with environ-

mental politics. Furthermore, if this dis-

course goes hand in hand with an

understanding of humans as part of a dynamic

nature, social theory might be well advised

to rethink some of its traditional approa-

ches to a fixed differentiating between a

dynamic society and a nature in balance.

Some observers already claim that in the

twenty-first century the entwinement

between the natural and the human realm

has become so powerful (see actor-net-

work theory; cyborgs) that focusing solely

on the social side will not do justice to

theorize and understand contemporary

societies.
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ECONOMY

See: political economy

EDUCATION

It is important to note that people who write

on the topic of education are themselves

invariably highly educated. They are equipped

with the knowledge, experiences, language,

and communicative abilities that testify to

major features of education success. Education

empowers and emboldens, whether it be in

ways supportive or opposed to the status quo.

Primary socialization takes place within

the family. Of institutions providing sec-

ondary socialization education is regarded

as among the most important. Education is

a nurturer of values, beliefs and morality, a

transmitter of skills and competencies, and

is the major provider of approved creden-

tials in contemporary society which con-

tributes to social mobility.

Emile Durkheim placed emphasis on

education’s ability to instil communal

values in the young. For Durkheim, this sense

of belonging, fostered through the teaching

of a nation’s history, and through the

encouragement of allegiance to its govern-

ment, was a crucial counter-weight to ten-

dencies towards increased individualism in
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modern societies. Durkheim’s functionalist

approach has exercised a major influence in

the study of education, from both ends of the

political spectrum. While the Left sometimes

see education as inculcating passivity in the

lower orders, the Right may regard it as an

essential way of preserving order. In reality,

however, education has rarely been entirely

successful in either of these regards. In a post-

modern epoch, characterized by differences

and volatility, it is hard to see education sim-

ply or solely as inculcating communal values.

Researchers tend to distinguish between

the external relations bearing on education

(government, industry, and employment)

and the internal features of educational sys-

tems (such as classroom behaviour or cur-

riculum design). Ivan Illich’s concept of the

‘hidden curriculum’ has been influential in

drawing attention to the unstated and

underestimated aspects of education such as

dress codes, the peer group, and implicit role

models presented in schools.

There is evidently a close relationship

between industrial growth and educational

expansion, though it is imprecise and con-

testable. While it is true that all indus-

trialized societies invest heavily in education,

there is considerable difference between

nations such as the United States and France,

and it is not the case that investment in

education leads straightforwardly to indus-

trial success. TalcottParsons (1959) presented

an influential version of functionalism to

argue that education taught the value of

achievement through the young’s participa-

tion in universal standards of examination and

assessment. Achievement was essential for

industrial success and not something that

could be developed in family situations

where children are treated in a particularistic

manner, as distinct from a universal manner.

Parsons’s analysis fits with the argument

that education is a sifter of societal talent, as

well as the means by which people are

positioned in its hierarchies through the

ethos of meritocracy. Meritocracy is the

doctrine that ability plus effort ought to be

the determinant of educational (and other)

success (see Young 1958). It is axial to the

doctrine of equality of opportunity that is

favoured in advanced societies. Parsons’s view

is that there can be universal standards of

examination in which the young seek to

achieve individually. Achievement is recog-

nized by the awarding of credentials (certi-

ficates, degrees, etc.) to candidates who

succeed. Through this meritocratic system

the most able and dedicated compete in an

equal race and are duly rewarded. On these

terms, a major feature of education has been

its transformation from an endeavour to tame

the masses by teaching them their place to

one of socializing the individual to accept

responsibility for his or her appropriate

position in the class system. In this way, edu-

cation becomes a central legitimator of

inequality. So long as there is equality of

opportunity in education, inequality of

attainment is acceptable.

This doctrine was the basis of the post-

war system of education in the UK (and of

equivalent systems in other Western coun-

tries), where ostensibly objective IQ (intel-

ligence quotient) tests distinguished those

who would attend academic institutions

(grammar schools) from those (the major-

ity) who would attend less academic and

more technically oriented schools. The

introduction of non-selective ‘comprehen-

sive schools’ in the UK from the 1950s

onwards was an expression of dissatisfaction

with the unfairness of the grammar school

system and the limitations of IQ tests

administered at age 11. The continued

attendance of 7 per cent of the age-group at

fee-paying independent schools in the UK

remains an important instance of inequality

of opportunity since it relies upon parents

having the resources to pay for it. Because

it offends the core value of equality of

opportunity, private education gets a dis-

proportionate amount of attention at the

expense of other barriers to equality.

It is not surprising that much attention

has been paid to the relationship between
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education and social mobility, given that

education is the major filtering mechanism

for entry into occupations. It is demonstrably

the case that educational performance is

socially skewed. There may be formal

equality of opportunity, but outcomes are

highly dependent on origins. British research-

ers in the 1970s and 1980s, notably A. H.

Halsey et al (1980) and John Goldthorpe

(1980), showed in large-scale surveys that

educational attainment is not explicable in

terms of meritocracy theory. Children

whose parents work in manual occupations

perform much worse than those from non-

manual backgrounds, even when of equal

intelligence. While there has been consider-

able social mobility throughout the twentieth

century, Halsey and Goldthorpe account

for this in terms of changes in the occupa-

tional structure. Large increases in white-

collar positions have meant an absolute

increase in upward mobility among talented

working-class children, but the relative

chances of these working-class children,

compared to middle-class children, have

changed little over the twentieth century.

Some accounts of educational inequality

focus on material deprivation where middle-

class parents can pay for private schools, or

buy property in the catchment areas of

desirable schools. Other accounts, such as

that of Basil Bernstein (1975), focus on socio-

linguistic codes, suggesting that the restricted

code of working-class children disadvantages

them in school, while the ability of the

middle class to adopt an elaborate code aids

their progress. Still other accounts in the

cultural vein suggest that aspirations of par-

ents, children and schools are important in

achievement. The most influential explana-

tion for educational disadvantage this frame-

work is explained by the French sociologist,

Pierre Bourdieu. His account suggests that

the education system requires mastery of

speech, comportment and other social accou-

trements that together advantage those with

high cultural capital. Bourdieu goes so far

as to argue that education reproduces social

inequality. This pessimistic conclusion is

resonant of earlier functionalist approaches to

education, though it is at odds with the

optimistic belief in meritocracy.

It is indeed hard to imagine how the

meritocracy thesis could be accepted by

those who fail in the school system. Paul

Willis (1977), in his small-scale study of

comprehensive school failures in Britain in

the 1970s, described a subculture of ado-

lescent males who rejected education in

favour of an aggressive masculinity asso-

ciated with working-class jobs. There is

particular apprehension today that those at

the lower levels of the school system, espe-

cially white working-class males, continue

to fail in and reject schooling, though there

are decreasing numbers of unskilled and

semi-skilled occupations for them to occupy

on leaving school as educational failures.

There has long been concern that education

is inadequately associated with the require-

ments of work and the economy. Some

British social historians attribute the relative

industrial decline of the UK to its educa-

tion system propounding values antithetical

to competition, industry and market success,

values associated with the learned ‘gentle-

man’ in preference to the engineer or

accountant (Wiener 1981; Barnett 1986).

However, since the 1980s a ‘new vocational-

ism’ can be discerned in education policy in

many countries, where measures have been

taken to gear schools and colleges more closely

to technical requirements. This has continued,

notably in Britain in the tertiary education

sector, which has expanded to participation

rates of 40 per cent of the age group, where

an emphasis on transferable skills, flexibility,

and self-directed lifelong learning is thought

to fit well with the employment demands

of the Information Age (Reich 1991).
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FRANK WEBSTER

EGALITARIANISM

Egalitarianism refers to a family of social

and political ideas that involve philosophical

explanations of the value of equality and

justifications for specific practices thus

intended. Since human beings differ con-

siderably in endowments and capabilities,

equality rarely means treating everyone

exactly alike or making people’s conditions

the same in any respect. To speak of egali-

tarianism without historical, social, or phi-

losophical qualification, is to speak elliptically.

An egalitarian usually finds some existing

social arrangement indefensible – an inequal-

ity based on allegedly inappropriate grounds

for differential treatment – and calls for

replacing that system of distinctions. His-

torically, the focus of egalitarian ideals has

shifted continuously to attack the differential

treatment of barbarian and Greek, freeman

and slave, noble and commoner, black and

white, male and female.

In Western European and Anglo-American

contexts, modern egalitarian ideas have a

long and diverse history. In the English

Civil War of the 1640s, the Levellers claimed

that the legitimate authority of superiors to

command inferiors derives from the voluntary

agreement of natural equals (see also

voluntarism). Taking for granted man’s

rough equality of strength and guile,

Hobbes proposed that an absolute sovereign

is necessary to ensure lasting peace. Locke –

whose ideas came to be regarded more as a

rejection of egalitarianism than a version of

it – nonetheless held that men are by nature

equally free, subject only to natural law,

and possessed the same natural rights. In

the eighteenth century, Rousseau argued

that social inequalitieswere artificial, arising

from the pressures of a demand to display a

sophisticated way of life to one’s peers. Thus,

the key problem, answered for Rousseau by

the idea of the sovereignty of the ‘general

will’, was to reconcile man’s natural equality

and autonomy with political authority and

social conditions. Similarly, Kant’s state-

ment of persons as morally self-governing

agents declared all to be equal legislating

members of the kingdom of ends, and that

they all ought to treat themselves as ends in

themselves, and not merely as means. At the

end of the century egalitarian ideas found

voice in the great revolutionary movements

in Europe and America and were made

explicit in the declaration of rights. In addi-

tion to revolutionary movements for political

power, mid-nineteenth-century Europe saw

the evolution of socialist and communist

thinking, which targeted economic inequal-

ities as well. In the USA, in the nineteenth

century, egalitarian claims were asserted in

the struggle to end slavery, later fueling the

civil rights movement, the women’s move-

ment, and support for universal human rights.

In modern democratic societies with

market economies, egalitarianism usually

refers to a position that favors a greater degree

of equality of income and wealth across per-

sons than already exists. The focus on
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equality is that of results, according to which

people should be made more nearly equal

in actual circumstances. This contrasts with

equality of opportunity or equality before

the law – ideas more commonly associated

with modern libertarianism and classical

liberalism – where the freedom and rights

of the individual are paramount and of

utmost concern in matters of political affairs.

Many egalitarians have been suspicious of

equal formal rights, pointing to the substantive

inequalities they may disguise or exacerbate.

The insistence on redistribution toward

equalities of income, wealth, capabilities, or

life chances shares common ground with

socialism. Critics have maintained, however,

that egalitarianism necessarily reduces aspects

of freedom in unacceptable ways. For

instance, libertarian arguments claim that

redistributive measures to equalize property

involve a constant and extensive infringement

of some individuals’ Lockean rights, con-

straining their liberty to enjoy the fruits of

their own labor, and to gain more property

than others by trade, inheritance, or assidu-

ousness (see property and property rights).

Egalitarian rejoinders take goods such as

money to give one the positive freedom to

engage in a wide variety of activities and

experiences. Thus, according to egalitarians,

little justification can be made for why people

should not be able to enjoy this effective

freedom to the same extent. Moreover, the

injustice lies not in economic inequality alone

but in an unequal distribution of economic

goods that also forms the source of unequal

power, status, and prestige.

Considerable debate surrounds what is

required for egalitarian ideas that aim to be

sensitive to arguments about markets, indivi-

dual freedom, fair treatment, and just dis-

tribution. Disagreement characterizes attempts

to identify inequalities which are arbitrary

from a moral point of view. Controversies

also hinder attempts to specify the class of

people to whom egalitarian norms apply.

Some might count an unborn fetus or a very

severely demented human as a person,

while others would not. Furthermore, one

should not take for granted that the adjust-

ment sought by egalitarianism is strictly for

persons or individualized agents. A minority

linguistic community in a particular society

might also seek government action, on

egalitarian grounds, to promote its flour-

ishing or survival alongside the dominant

group. Egalitarian claims have been raised

against difference of privilege thought to be

inappropriately grounded and against quali-

fications for assuming a role considered

unduly restrictive to some. The focus and

scope of egalitarian ideals, therefore, have

changed and will continue to change in

different social and political contexts.
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NAOMI CHOI

EISENSTADT, SHMUEL NOAH

(1923– )

Israeli sociologist

Eisenstadt is recognized for several macro-

scopic studies in comparative historical

sociology, combining aWeberian conception

of cultural analysis with a structural func-

tionalist framework of society (see function-

alism). Eisenstadt began his career with a

comprehensive comparative study of the

shaping of the political sphere among differ-

ent historical civilizations in his book The

Political Systems of Empires (1963). He then

extended this approach to the emergence of
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intellectuals as a significant social group in

Tradition, Change and Modernity (1973), to

the prerequisites and results of social revo-

lutions in Revolution and the Transformation

of Societies (1978), and to cultural and reli-

gious world-views in The Origins and

Diversity of Axial Age Civilizations (1986).

All these works aim to account for the cul-

tural origins and constituent components of

modernity, a question Eisenstadt takes up

directly from the writings on the sociology

of religion and capitalism of Weber and

Sombart. He discerns a crucial event in the

process of modernization, observable in

almost all civilizations, which he defines as

the rise of intellectual or clerical elites

holding a transcendental vision of an ideal

world that challenges the traditional norma-

tive and political orders (see modernity and

modernization). Since these developments

seem generally to have appeared around the

first millennium BCE, Eisenstadt adopts the

term ‘axial age’ from the German philosopher

Karl Jaspers to emphasize the centrality of

these processes. Since the 1980s, Eisenstadt’s

comparative historical inquiries have con-

tinued to expand systematically on differ-

ences between modernization processes

displayed by distinct civilizations. The theme

of Eisenstadt’s project of civilizational cul-

tural comparison is captured in the catch-

word of ‘multiple modernities’.
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(1963) The Political Systems of Empires. New York:
Free Press.

(1973) Tradition, Change and Modernity. New York:
John Wiley.

(1978) Revolution and the Transformation of Socie-
ties. New York: Free Press.

(1986) The Origins and Diversity of Axial Age
Civilisations. Albany: SUNY Press.

(2002) Multiple Modernities. New Brunswick, NJ:
Transaction Publishers.
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BERNHARD GIESEN

DANIEL ŠUBER

ELIADE, MIRCEA (1907–1986)

Romanian theorist

Before 1945 his career had obscure political

twists: arrested for right-wing activities in

1938, he subsequently occupied diplomatic

posts in London and Lisbon. After the

Second World War, helped by Georges

Dumézil, he lectured in Paris, and joined

the University of Chicago in 1957.

Eliade redefines the distinction between

the sacred and the profane. Only the sacred

possesses true reality, manifesting itself in

the world through hierophanies. Symbols

are human responses to the presence of sacred;

of particular importance is the symbolism of

the centre (omphalos). The imitation of pri-

mordial acts and heavenly archetypes pro-

duces reality. Archaic thought revolts against

time, denying history and subordinating

change to the logic of eternal recurrence.

Religious, mystic and primitive minds live

in a permanent present. Initiation rites and

ascetic techniques, of which shamanism and

yoga are archetypal models, are ways to

overcome everyday normality and gain

access to sacred truth.

Eliade edited and contributed extensively

to a voluminous encyclopedia of religious life.

He also published many novels, most

famously The Forbidden Forest and The Old

Man and the Bureaucrats. His influential

work is controversial due to his youthful

involvement in the extreme right and to his

refusal to take impartial distance from religious

phenomena.

Major works

([1949a] 1958) Patterns in Comparative Religion.
New York: Sheed & Ward.
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Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press.

([1951] 1972) Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of
Ecstasy. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press.

([1952] 1958) Yoga: Immortality and Freedom.
Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press.

(1959) The Sacred and the Profane. New York: Har-
court.
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([1976–83] 1981–88) A History of Religious Ideas,
3 vols. Chicago: Chicago University Press.

(1987) (ed.) Encyclopaedia of Religion, 16 vols.
New York: Macmillan.

ARPAD SZAKOLCZAI

ELIAS, NORBERT (1897–1990)

German-born sociologist

Elias’s aim was to establish a radically pro-

cessual, relational and trans-disciplinary

sociology attuned to the link between

‘social’ and ‘psychological’ development. In

his magnum opus, The Civilizing Process

(1939), Elias traced changing standards of

socially acceptable behaviour among the

secular upper classes of Western societies

from the Middle Ages to the present day

(see civilization) Elias proposed that such

societies have been characterized by a

‘civilizing process’: a multi-faceted process

involving, on the one hand, increasing social

differentiation, growing structural complex-

ity, and the formation of nation–states, and,

on the other, long-term shift in the structure

of human emotions and personality. Elias’s

work constitutes a synthesis of key ideas

from theorists such as Comte, Marx,

Weber, Simmel, Mannheim and Freud. It

presents a means of re-interpreting classical

dilemmas within the social sciences such as

problems of structure and agency, the

individual/society dualism, and the cul-

ture/nature split. Central to his work was

the concept of figuration. However, it was

only towards the end of his life that Elias

began to gain broader recognition and

influence, particularly in relation to the

sociology of violence, the body, and sport.

Major works
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Oxford: Blackwell.

(1965) (with J. Scotson) The Established and the
Outsiders. London: Frank Cass.

(1969) The Court Society. Oxford: Blackwell.
([1970] 1978) What is Sociology? London: Hutch-

inson.

(1986) (with E. Dunning) Quest for Excitement.
Oxford: Blackwell.

(1987a) Involvement and Detachment. Oxford:
Blackwell.

([1987b] 1991) The Society of Individuals. Oxford:
Blackwell.
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Sociologist. London: Routledge.

JASON HUGHES

ELITES

The term ‘elite’, familiar since the eighteenth

century, is relatively new but the basic idea

underlying it is of ancient vintage. Elites

denote small minorities of individuals desig-

nated to act for a collectivity – a society, an

institution, an occupation – at the apex of

which they stand. Societies look to elites

for the realization of major social goals and

the maintenance of key social values.

The existence of elites is constant in

human societies but their shape and form

vary from chiefships in preliterate societies

to aristocracies, first estates, ruling classes,

power elites, and strategic elites, each con-

nected to a different historic era and a dif-

ferent social order. Elites mirror the

societies they crown.

Societies vary by the degree of elite closure

from a tightly interwoven comprehensive

structure to one looser and more dispersed.

Tightly interwoven structures tend to fea-

ture a hereditary assignment of elite status,

whereas in the looser structures, individual

achievement plays a greater role. The con-

trast is evident in an ongoing debate as to

whether contemporary elites comprise a

ruling class of wealth and property (Marx

1956) or a set of differentiated elites whose

number is still under review though typically

included are political, economic, military,

religious, and cultural elites (see stratifica-

tion).
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The proliferation and specialization of elites

complicate societal leadership in many

ways. When the core elites splinter, the

potential for unity and cohesion weakens

and the historic umbrella for societal leader-

ship is rent asunder.

Plato focused on the necessity for wise

and virtuous ‘guardians’ selected by birth.

Aware of how readily elites become self-

serving and exploitative, Plato sought ways

to dissociate the family from the guardian

stratum. This led him into tortuous byways

of biological selection deplored by later

critics but his reasons for such an extreme

step were powerful: to prevent the genera-

tional rigidity to which entrenched ruling

groups are prone. Aristotle, who disagreed

with Plato on several critical issues, likewise

echoed the need for an effective moral lea-

dership for the ancient polis whose threatened

decline anguished both thinkers.

Although discussions over the whys and

wherefores of elites did not fade in the

ensuing centuries, a more recent epoch of

concentrated debate, in the aftermath of the

French Revolution, delineated the modern

discussion of elites. Saint Simon (1839), at

the start of the century, grasped the emerging

significance of technocratic elites, while

Pareto (1935) followed by Mosca (1939)

engaged in a bitter polemic with Marxists

in the later decades. Their debate fueled

much of the ferment on the nature of elites

as these two Italian theorists explicitly

challenged the Marxist claim about the

supremacy of an economic ruling class.

Karl Mannheim (1946) took a different

turn when he noted that elites proliferated

rather than declined as industrialism advanced.

Mannheim proposed a typology of elites

that contrasted integrative elites of political,

economic, and organizational leaders with

sublimative elites made up of moral, religious,

aesthetic, and intellectual leaders who

helped direct psychic energies into reflective

and creative channels. Some of these ideas

appear in the work of C. W. Mills (1956)

and Keller (1963) in the twentieth century.

Mills analyzed the ‘power elite’ which

combines ruling class and elite theory

whereas Keller analyzed ‘strategic elites’ and

the impact of specialized, at times competing,

and increasingly achievement-based, elites

on the society unfolding.

The questions generated by these works

are also treated in important empirical studies

of business, political, religious, military, and

cultural elites across contemporary societies.

Many more theoretically grounded, systema-

tic, and increasingly cross-national studies are

needed but there is a base on which to build.

Such studies will need to incorporate the

growing complexity of elites as to specialized

functions, modes of recruitment, effective-

ness and rewards. Some elites continue to

stress ancestry, while others stress the high-

est educational attainments. The corporate

elite may stay at the top for decades

whereas the political elite is revamped after

only a few years. Some elites are rewarded

with extraordinary wealth while others exer-

cise immense power and still others command

great respect (see also prestige). As for

access to the top, the political elite rests on

election, the corporate elite on co-optation,

the celebrity elite on popular favor.

Ancient questions still abide in these

connections. How to keep society’s leadership

vital, moral, and focused on the public

good is as relevant today as it was millennia

ago. The ancient question, ‘Who will guard

the guardians?’ takes on ever greater urgency

in a world in flux in which an electronically

mediated world-view must find accom-

modation with a world-view based on faith

and tradition. In an era of profound technical,

moral, and social dislocation, we need more

and better information on the nature,

power, and effectiveness of the elites that

are entrusted with our fate. This also brings

to the fore the matter of the coexistence

between democratic forces and powerful

elites. Democratic theory grounds sover-

eignty in the will of the people. How can

this be reconciled with the persistence of

elites?

ELITES
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This is a fundamental dilemma, given the

enormous influence of elites as key decision-

makers, powerful social actors, and models

of style, conduct, and taste. Still, the greater

openness of contemporary elites to indivi-

dual talent and more opportunities for cri-

tical public appraisals of elite performance

temper the propensity to elite excess and

exploitation. Reductions in the autonomy

of elites suggest that power has become

more circumscribed and the abuse of power

more transparent. Saint-Simon’s dream of a

society governed not by force but by abil-

ity, mutual respect, compassion, and trust

lives on.
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SUZANNE KELLER

EMANCIPATION

Originating as a legal term in Roman law

referring to liberation of children from

fathers, the concept of emancipation was

later extended to diverse forms of bondage,

servitude or limitations on rights, e.g., ser-

vants, slaves, the bourgeoisie, the working

class, women, and ethnic or religious

groups. It emerged in the late eighteenth

century as a political concept associated with

freedom, autonomy, and the public sphere.

The deeper implications of democratic

emancipation were elaborated within the

bourgeois family as part of the freeing of an

inner personal realm that revealed a universal

humanity. Though Kant’s discussion of

Enlightenment implicitly referred to this

problematic, the term itself did not become

widely employed until the 1830s and was

radicalized byMarx and the Left Hegelians.

In the early Marx the ‘whole of human

servitude’ is identified with the alienated

labour of workers whose liberation embo-

died the possibility of ‘universal human

emancipation’. In the Marxist tradition,

such total emancipation became identified

with the concept of a collective working-

class subject.

Though emancipation was a concern of

both liberalism and socialism, liberalism

identified liberation with rights of political

citizenship. For nineteenth-century aboli-

tionists, emancipation was a legal status that

could be granted from above, as in Lincoln’s

role as ‘the Great Emancipator’ of American

slaves or the tsarist liberation of serfs (see

slavery). In Western Marxism, however,

emancipation became linked to discussions

of the social and depth-psychological pre-

conditions of autonomy. The distinctive

use of emancipation in contemporary social

theory as overcoming internalized forms of

domination stems primarily from the cri-

tical theory of the Frankfurt School,

especially the second-generation writings of

Habermas (1971). In his early writings

Habermas referred to a critical-emancipatory

interest in knowledge that became widely

influential in fields that sought to develop

forms of critical or emancipatory social

science. Similarly, Bhaskar (1986) elaborated

a formal analysis of human emancipation as

part of his critical realism. Nevertheless,

Habermas later largely abandoned the concept

because of its association with the liberation

of collective subjects, a notion that is rejected
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by the paradigm shift developed in his the-

ory of communicative rationality.

Since the 1970s references to emancipa-

tory strategies, projects and possibilities

have proliferated in virtually all the human

sciences and regions of the world. Though

initially often associated with specific refer-

ence to Habermas’s notion of ‘emancipa-

tory sciences’, later discussions often appear

to be unaware of these specific origins and

many draw eclectically on critical theory,

post-structuralism, and postmodernist

tendencies without worrying about poten-

tial inconsistencies. The concept is thus

widely used with reference to resistance

and empowerment against forms of dom-

ination associated with class, colonialism,

race, gender and sexuality, especially as a

part of emancipatory social movements. In

Latin American discussions the use of

emancipation as an alternative to the notion

of liberation reflects the belated reception

of German critical social theory (Gogol

2002). Though initially having a stronger

foothold in education (e.g., critical peda-

gogy and Brazilian educator Paulo Freire’s

(1970) related notion of conscientization),

concern with emancipatory strategies can

now be found in practice-oriented profes-

sional fields such as health, nursing, dis-

ability studies, social work and theology.

References to emancipatory possibilities

also appear in less obvious fields such as

urban, organizational and management

studies and research on new information

technologies.

There have also been a number of more

recent, systematic efforts to revitalize the

concept of emancipation theoretically,

especially in response to postmodernist cri-

tiques of political metanarratives that

essentialize collective subjects. The critiques

of universalism that defined postmodern-

ism were initially taken by many to have

called into question the ‘modernist’ idea of

emancipation as class-reductionist, masculi-

nist, Eurocentric, potentially totalitarian, and

complicit with the domination of nature.

Various discussions, however, have attempted

to revise the concept rather than abandon

it, by speaking of ‘emancipations’ or even

‘postmodern’ emancipations to stress the

plurality of possibilities that are locally situ-

ated and not reducible to any single form or

outcome of domination. Similarly, critical

theorists have linked Habermas and Freire

in the name of an ‘emancipatory post-

foundationalism’ (Morrow and Torres

2002) and theorized emancipatory move-

ments in terms of the tensions between

mutual recognition and redistribution

(Fraser and Honneth 2003).
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EMBEDDING AND DISEMBEDDING

The Hungarian economic historian, Karl

Polanyi, developed an institutional approach

to the economy which emphasized that eco-

nomic action has always to be interpreted as

embedded within social relationships ([1944]

1957). Embeddedness is related to the fact

that an economic actor is a social being, with

a mixture of motives. Economic action is

always part of an instituted process of interac-

tion between actors and their environment

and is therefore embedded within relation-

ships of reciprocity and redistribution.

This link between economic and socio-

logical approaches of economic behavior is

also the heart of Mark Granovetter’s (1985)

critical response to the New Institutional

Economics and especially the transaction cost

approach of R. Coase and O.Williamson (see

institutions and neo-institutionalism). Gran-

ovetter pointed out that this theoretical fra-

mework does not explain concretely how

social mechanisms or social norms like trust or

opportunism, through which institutions

shape individual behaviour, affect economic

outcomes. For many commentators on glo-

balization, such as Giddens (1990) among

others, the disembedding of social relations

and social systems from local contexts marks

a main characteristic of high modernity. The

main mechanisms in this process are the crea-

tion of symbolic tokens, especially money,

and the establishment of expert systems.
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STEFFEN SIGMUND

EMBODIMENT

The term embodiment refers to the cultural

meanings attributed to the body, the ways

in which these are inscribed on and through

individual bodies, as well as the perceptions

and experiences of those living in particular

bodies. It is a term that indicates the

importance of both nature and culture

(biology and society) in understandings and

personal experiences of the body.

The body as a ‘universal biological entity’

has long been the object of study in medi-

cine and the natural sciences. However, it is

only recently that a focus on the body and

on modes of embodiment has been deemed

important within the social sciences and

humanities. The prior marginalization of the

body by disciplines such as sociology, psy-

chology and philosophy may be explained in

terms of the influence of Western Cartesian

dualism: that is, the division of mind and

body into opposing values, following the

work of René Descartes. According to this

dichotomous framing of the human indi-

vidual, ‘the mind’ has been associated with

supposedly superior qualities of reason,

objectivity, and culture, while ‘the body’

has been more negatively affiliated with

irrationality, animality, and nature (and

viewed as the house of the all-important

‘self’ ). The hierarchical division between

mind and body has also been mapped onto

notions of gender, masculinity being aligned

with intellect and the public domain of

production, and femininity with the material

body and the private sphere of reproduc-

tion (Williams and Bendelow 1998).

The current impetus to study the body

and embodied experience in the social sci-

ences is attributed to several contemporary

social factors (Nettleton and Watson 1998).

For example, political movements of the

late twentieth century have been influential

in challenging medical constructions of the

body, and, in particular, the assumption

that the white male body is the norm

against which all other bodies are measured.
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Along with postmodern and postcolonial

theories on embodiment, feminist theory

has provided an overt political analysis of

how the gendering (and racing) of bodies

perpetuate and ‘naturalize’ power differences

between men and women, create particular

gendered identities and experiences, and

enable exploitation of certain bodies by

others. Demographic issues have also pre-

cipitated renewed interest in the body (e.g.

the greying of the population, and changes

in the nature of disease such as the higher

incidence of chronic illnesses). Another factor

is the impact of consumer culture (see con-

sumption), and the popularity of products and

services targeting the rectification, enhance-

ment or modification of the body. In addition,

the advent of new technologies has created

interest in the innovative ways in which bod-

ies might be reconceived and experienced.

Elizabeth Grosz (1994) categorizes social

theories on the body and embodiment as fol-

lowing either an ‘inside out’ or ‘outside in’

approach. The ‘inside out’ perspective views

the psychical interior, or mind, as constituted

in accordance with the social, cultural and

historical meanings attributed to the body

(see psychoanalysis). ‘Outside in’ theories

of embodiment stress the ways in which the

body is a surface to be marked or inscribed by

discourse and culture (proponents of this

perspective include Nietzsche, Foucault,

and Deleuze).

Historian and philosopher, Michel Foucault

([1975] 1979) effectively turned attention

away from the privileging of the mind (and

the self-conscious subject) towards the

constitution of the body and self within

discourse, focusing on how bodies become

the sites for the operation of power in

modern societies. According to Foucault,

there can be no access to a ‘natural’ body –

to a fundamentally stable and essential bio-

logical being – that exists prior to or apart

from cultural and social practices. Subjects

are governed through the deployment of

the body within various discourses that

constitute the ‘nature’ of the body. For

example, discourses such as medicine and

the law produce particular types of bodies

through processes of discipline (see also

social control) and normalization. Power

may be exercised over populations of bodies

through specific institutions (such as hospitals,

prisons, schools and factories), but the most

insidious type of power affecting indivi-

duals does not involve overt authority

directed from above to those at the bottom.

Foucault argued that along with the era of

so-called political liberation there grew a

form of ‘disciplinary power’ against the body,

which, with its associated anonymous and

dispersed micro-powers, operates in a more

subtle and productive way through the mun-

dane processes of everyday life. The operation

of disciplinary power results in individuals

becoming self-policing subjects or ‘docile

bodies’. Foucault’s theory can readily be

applied to the behaviour of men and

women in consumer culture, for example,

ageing persons may monitor signs of old

age and attempt to rectify these through

the use of cosmetics and clinical products to

combat hair loss, grey hair, skin wrinkles

and weight gain. Although Foucault has

been criticized for failing adequately to

address issues of gender in his analyses of

bio-power, his ideas have nevertheless

played an important role in contemporary

feminist and queer scholarship on the body.

The corporeal phenomenology of Maurice

Merleau-Ponty ([1945] 1962) represents

another major theoretical take on embodi-

ment. Emphasizing the inter-relatedness –

rather than separation – between mind and

body, Merleau-Ponty contends the body is

not merely a housing for consciousness and

the self, but a necessary locus from which

one orientates and experiences the world.

He analyzes the ways in which the body is

both an object for others and a subject of its

own reality, and concentrates on the

experiences of the lived body, that is, the

ways in which embodiment arises from this

oscillation between the mind and body.
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Via its interrogation of the ways in which

women have been represented through the

body, biology and reproductive sexuality –

and of how power is exercised over bodies

deemed ‘other’ – feminist theory has

remained at the forefront of academic analysis

on embodiment, and has provided an

important critique of the works of key male

theorists in the area. For example, Luce

Irigaray ([1977] 1985) has demonstrated

how the masculinist portrayal in psycho-

analysis of the female body as deficient or

abnormal has restricted women’s own

bodily understandings, expressions, and

desires. She encourages women to experiment

with a self-determined female subjectivity,

one that is radically alternative to prevalent

understandings of femininity that are linked

to reproduction and maternity. In the past

couple of decades, cultural assumptions

about male bodies and modes of masculine

embodiment have also been scrutinized in

the burgeoning field of masculinity studies.

Queer theory has also contributed to the

deconstruction of our ideas about bodies,

through its disruption of dichotomous con-

structions of sex and gender, and its cele-

bration of ambiguous bodies. Judith Butler

(1990) has been particularly influential in

challenging the demarcation between bio-

logical bodies and culturally constructed

notions of sex difference and gender.

Postmodern theorists of the body disturb

dualisms (see also binary and classification)

such as mind/body, culture/nature and

masculine/feminine through alternative

models of the body and explanations of

lived experience. For example, Jean-François

Lyotard ([1974] 1993) employs the model

of a Möbius strip (an inverted three-

dimensional figure of eight) to indicate the

ways in which cultural meanings and desires

are inscribed on and through the flesh to

produce certain corporeal experiences. He

advocates the proliferation of new desires

and experiences by subverting the process

through which bodies and their sensations

are given particular meanings and classifi-

cations in discourse. The cyborg theory of

Donna Haraway (1991) turns attention to

the impact of new technologies on modes

of embodiment. Haraway’s cyborg body

comprises a hybrid of human and machine

(thus combining the ‘natural’ and the

‘unnatural’). She claims the non-dualistic

properties of the cyborg have potentially

emancipatory implications for humankind,

and particularly for women who have his-

torically been relegated to restrictive repre-

sentations of ‘the body’. Importantly, the

emergence of innovative technological-

human fusions, such as the cyborg, creates

new modes of understanding and experi-

encing embodiment. For example, ‘cyber-

bodies’ provide opportunities to displace

the material body from the confines of its

immediate geography and capabilities

(Featherstone and Burrows 1995).
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EMOTION

Emotion has always been important to

social theory. In classical times it is found in

the philosophy of Aristotle, in the seventeenth

century in the thought of Hobbes, Spinoza

and Descartes, in the eighteenth century in

the writings of Adam Smith, Adam Ferguson

and David Hume, and in the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries in the work of

Pareto, Durkheim, Simmel and other

founders of modern sociology. In recent

years there has been a renewed and grow-

ing interest in emotion in social science and

social theory, paralleling similar developments

in all the human sciences from the study of

literature to neurology.

Emotion is widely understood in terms

of feelings and bodily sensations, which

relate to the necessary physical basis of

emotion. But of particular relevance for

social theory is the role of emotion in

underscoring values, interests and meanings

in social life. Turner (2000: 43–66), for

instance, demonstrates that emotions

underlie the attunement of interpersonal

responses, social sanctioning, moral coding,

valuing and exchanging resources, and even

rational decision-making. The importance

of emotion in these and associated processes

dispels common misunderstandings about

emotion. For instance, it is important to

appreciate that emotions are implicated in

rational as well as non-rational and irrational

action and outlooks, for even the most

technical activities require facilitating emo-

tions such as calmness and confidence in

order to be successfully executed. In addition,

the idea that emotions are necessarily of short

duration ignores the importance of enduring

emotions required for social commitment and

institutionalization (Frank 1988). This relates

to another misunderstanding, which sees

experience of emotion as necessarily leading

to its discharge and dissipation. In reality,

expression of emotion may often serve to

reiterate experience of it, as when expression

of political anger maintains political dis-

content, for example. Another common

misunderstanding is the assumption that

experience of emotion entails consciousness

of it. Yet many emotions necessary for social

processes are experienced below the thresh-

old of awareness, as Scheff (1988) has shown.

The different approaches to emotion are

parallel to methodological and theoretical

differences in social theory overall. An

approach emphasizing the cultural aspects

of emotion focuses on the social manipu-

lation, transformation and restraint of emo-

tion. Hochschild (1983), for instance,

shows that emotional expression tends to

be managed so that it is appropriate to cir-

cumstance. Emotion management is

achieved through performance of emo-

tional labour, which includes activities

designed to induce or suppress feelings

productive of emotional expression that

would elicit particular states of mind in

others. Culturally defined feeling rules,

governing the exercise of emotional labour,

prescribe the content of emotional expression

and its appropriate social context. Another

approach, drawing on the work of Emile

Durkheim and Erving Goffman, and most

fully developed by Randall Collins (1981)

in terms of ‘interaction’ rituals, points to

the generation of social symbols and emo-

tional energy through social interaction.

Chains of interaction rituals generate emo-

tional tones and solidarity, as well as energy

for subsequent interaction chains or

sequences and their directions. In this way

the micro-sphere of face-to-face interac-

tions is generative of the macro-sphere of

institutions through the production of

emotional energy.

A structural approach to emotions offers

a further characterization of the formation

of emotions. Kemper (1978), for instance,

argues that all social interactions can be

situated on one of two formal dimensions

of social relations, namely power and status,

or involuntary and voluntary compliance.

The agent of power or status may be the

self or it may be the other. Second, Kemper
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shows that power and status experiences

stimulate broadly different sets of physiological

processes. Finally, it can be shown that dif-

ferent emotions are physiologically specific.

The point for sociological theory is that

the particular emotions experienced arise

out of the structure of the relations of

power and status in which they are placed.

In this way emotion is a necessary link

between social structure and social actor:

experience of insufficient power leads to

fear, excess power to guilt; excess status to

shame; insufficient status to depression, and

so on.

Focus on emotion has played a positive

role in the development of a number of

areas of social theory. Feminist theory, for

instance, has shown the ways in which

emotional styles tend to be gender-specific,

and the differential evaluation of emotional

experience by gender is associated with

manifold social outcomes, including health

status, occupational location, consumption

patterns, and senses of ontological security.

Social theories of the body (see embodi-

ment) and of health and illness present

other areas in which a focus on emotion has

taken research in hitherto neglected direc-

tions. Cultural theories, from the con-

sideration of civilizations, in the manner of

Norbert Elias, to practices, in the manner

of Pierre Bourdieu, to writing on rhetoric

and discourse, have all felt the need to

incorporate consideration of emotion in

enhancing their epistemic competence.
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JACK BARBALET

EMPIRICISM

Empiricism is the name given to the gen-

eral philosophical and scientific attitude that

all knowledge of the world derives from

experience gained through immediate

acquaintance or direct observation. In the

social sciences it means the acceptance of any

of the following propositions: that direct

acquaintance with reality defines the limits

of knowledge; that concepts and theories

are based on directly given data; and that

the only reliable methods are ones involving

experimentation or induction (general-

ization from observed facts). Empiricism

was first formulated by the ancient Greek

philosophers, but it is in the context of the

early modern scientific movement that it

found authoritative articulation.

In opposition to Plato’s emphasis on

ideas, Epicurus in the fourth and third

centuries BCE advanced an anti-metaphysi-

cal argument in favour of observation as

the only source of knowledge. True beliefs

were to be inductively derived from sensory

experience. In medieval Scholasticism, this

early statement was taken up in the doc-

trine of nominalism which regarded general

concepts as at best names given to specific

features of things making up reality.

Empiricism made its reappearance in the

seventeenth century. Francis Bacon stressed

the need for all knowledge to be based on
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experimental and inductive science. Thomas

Hobbes and John Locke followed, the latter

being the first to articulate the epistemological

elements of empiricism in a systematic man-

ner. During the Enlightenment, empiricism

became one of the strands entering into the

emergence of positivism, initiated (though

not yet named as such) by David Hume

and carried forward by the Encyclopedists.

In Hume, it appeared as ‘impressions’

gained through observation, while the

Encyclopedists stressed empirical knowledge

based on facts established by observation,

on ‘sensations’. In the nineteenth century,

Auguste Comte incorporated this current

in his proposal for positive science or

‘positivism’, which John Stuart Mill also

expounded and which Emile Durkheim

later presented with explicit reference to

sociology in The Rules of Sociological Method

of 1895 (1966). Durkheim’s insistence that

sociology should ‘consider social facts as

things’ and that ‘all preconceptions must be

eradicated’, reiterated Bacon’s attack on

‘idols of the mind’ blocking the develop-

ment of knowledge.

In the older positivism from Hume to

Durkheim, induction was central and

empiricism was given one of three forms:

sensualism, phenomenalism or physicalism.

These depended on whether the experiential

basis of knowledge was ascribed to sensa-

tions, to immediate experience of mental

entities representing observables or sense

data, or finally to physical entities in common-

sense experience. Historically, Durkheim’s

physicalism proved influential in the social

sciences. The emergence in the early

twentieth century of neo-positivism, also

known as logical empiricism or logical

positivism, involved an assault on induction

in favour of deduction (reasoning from the

general to the particular). Karl Popper

(1959) famously presented the case against

inductivism, while Willard v. O. Quine

(1951) launched a devastating attack against

the ‘dogmas of empiricism’. This immanent

critique shifted the principle of empiricism

from verification to falsification, culminat-

ing in the thesis of the theory-ladenness of

observation, also associated with holism or

paradigm theory. According to this thesis,

only a whole theoretical system can be

corroborated or refuted, not discrete indi-

vidual propositions.

The twentieth-century critiques of posi-

tivism by hermeneutics, phenomenology

and critical theory all included a frontal

attack on empiricism with the argument

that the foundational empiricist concept of

sensory experience is too narrow to capture

the depth of ‘communicative experience’

(Habermas 1988). On this basis, different

varieties of qualitative social science have

gained currency since the 1960s.
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PIET STRYDOM

ENLIGHTENMENT

In contemporary social theory two related

notions of Enlightenment are current. On

the one hand, Enlightenment designates a

social, political and intellectual ideal. On

the other hand, as a period in history, the

concept of Enlightenment usually designates

the mid-eighteenth-century flowering of

secular social and philosophical thought in

Europe, especially around the French phi-

losophes (Hampson 1968). Foremost among

these was Voltaire, noted for his advocacy

of religious freedom, tolerance and freedom

of expression.
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When the values of the Enlightenment

thus conceived are generalized as an ideal,

we have what social theorists, after Jürgen

Habermas, call the ‘Enlightenment project’,

one closely associated with the project of

modernity itself (Habermas 1985; cf. Lyotard

1984 and McLennan 1996). The ideals of

the Enlightenment in this sense refer to

such values as secularization, freedom,

progress, equality and social justice.

Fidelity to the Enlightenment as a project

entails fidelity to the continuing relevance

of such specific values, even in a putatively

post-modern age. Not all social theorists,

however, agree with Habermas on this issue

of the continuing relevance of the Enlight-

enment. Some social theorists, such as John

Gray and Zygmunt Bauman, believe that

these Enlightenment ideals are now fin-

ished: indeed, that the Enlightenment itself,

with its utopian, rationalizing tendencies,

was at the root of the problems, even the

disasters, of European secular modernity

(Gray 1995; Bauman 1986; Bauman 1987).

This attitude towards the ideals of the

Enlightenment and their contradictory

character has a distinguished genealogy in

social theory. One classic expression still

remains Adorno and Horkheimer’s seminal

text, Dialectic of Enlightenment (1986).

Some social theorists have attempted to

redeem the notion of ‘enlightenment’ as a

generic term while still remaining sceptical

of the historical legacy of the Enlight-

enment. Following especially Michel Fou-

cault, social theorists invoke a notion of

enlightenment in terms less of a particular

ideal or a period in history so much as an

ethos (Osborne 1998). Here it is not the

particular substantive beliefs or values of the

Enlightenment which are decisive but

rather a critical questioning attitude. Fou-

cault’s classic late essay ‘What is Enlight-

enment?’ is integral to this perspective

(Foucault 1984). In this text, Foucault argued

that the legacy of the Enlightenment is far

from being best served by a dogmatic adher-

ence to the actual letter of Enlightenment

thought involving specific of substantive

principles. Such an adherence represents an

un-liberated slavishness towards a very par-

ticular tradition and remains blind to the

real negative effects of some aspects of

Enlightenment thought itself. Foucault

documented some of these effects in his

studies of the modern asylum and the

prison (Foucault 1971; 1979). Rather, for

Foucault, if the concept of enlightenment is

to be redeemed, it is best seen negatively as

the on-going and probably endless search

for a ‘way out’. Foucault draws this sense

of enlightenment from Kant ([1784] 1970),

for whom enlightenment is regarded as an

ethical process that releases us from the state

of ‘immaturity’. Here, immaturity designates

any sense of being dogmatically beholden

to authority. The aim of enlightenment, in

this conception, should not be specific or

substantive; it should be an ethos or a form:

to help us to free ourselves from our con-

tinuingly beholden state towards authority,

in whatever form such authority disguises

itself – even from dogmatic adherence to

the authority of the Enlightenment itself.
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THOMAS OSBORNE

EPISTEMOLOGY

Epistemology is the term used by philosophers

since the mid-nineteenth century for the

study of the theoretical foundations of

knowledge. James Ferrier coined the English

word ‘epistemology’ in 1854 to refer to

what we now call ‘cognitive science’, i.e.

the scientific study of the mind. However,

in the twentieth century, two other senses

of ‘epistemology’ acquired prominence in

English, one originating in Germany and

the other in Austria.

The German sense harks back to Kant’s

idea that reality cannot be known in itself

but only in terms of our various ‘cognitive

interests’. In the hands of the German ide-

alists, epistemology in this sense became the

philosophy of the university, with the unity

of knowledge as its goal and the liberal arts

curriculum as its realization. However, for

the neo-Kantian philosophers who by 1900

had become the bulwark of German aca-

demia, epistemology rationalized the exis-

tence of increasingly divergent disciplinary

world-views (see Kantianism and neo-

Kantianism). Weber’s lifelong attempt to

reconcile ‘interpretivist’ and ‘positivist’

methodological imperatives in the newly

recognized social sciences reflects this epis-

temological perspective. The early work of

Habermas ([1968] 1971) is perhaps the last

major expression of this project. In this tra-

dition, epistemology is synonymous with the

philosophical foundations of the sciences.

The Austrian sense of epistemology,

traceable to the late nineteenth-century

philosophical psychologist Franz Brentano,

began as a theologically inspired backlash

against Kant. Brentano returned to Aristotle

for a sense of consciousness as indicative of

our being in the world. Whereas Kant saw

restless quest for knowledge as implying a

radical separation from the world, Brentano

was more impressed by our fundamental

rootedness in the world. This sensibility

inspired the later phenomenological tradi-

tion, especially the work of Martin Hei-

degger, who came to see epistemology

itself as symptomatic of existential aliena-

tion that was played out in the proliferation

of mutually incommensurable academic

disciplines.

These two different senses of epistemol-

ogy are easily obscured in English, which

uses the same words – ‘know’ and

‘knowledge’ – for the processes and the

products of knowing. In French and Ger-

man philosophical discourse, the difference

is more clearly marked: on the one hand,

connaissance and Erkenntnis and, on the

other, savoir and Wissenschaft. We might

translate the former pair of terms as ‘cogni-

tion’ and the latter as ‘discipline’. For

example, the Baconian motto ‘knowledge

is power’ appears in Comte as ‘savoir est

pouvoir’.

One consequence of the expressive

awkwardness of English in epistemological

matters is that Anglophone philosophers

have tended to regard socially sanctioned

knowledge as simply an aggregation of

what is known by individuals. Thus, they

obscure the facticity of knowledge as a

product of collective action and a norma-

tive standard that may contradict what

individuals believe. In contrast, just this

facticity is taken for granted by French and

German theorists of knowledge such as

Foucault and Habermas. This difference in

starting points remains a major source of

misunderstanding between contemporary

analytic and continental philosophers, which

in recent years has led to a call for ‘social

epistemology’ (Fuller 1988).
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Within sociology proper, epistemology

has had a chequered career, though the char-

acter of the controversy surrounding it has

shifted over the years. For Comte, sociology

was basically applied epistemology, a view

he inherited from the Enlightenment

assumption that societies are defined by their

legitimating ideas. Under the influence of

Marx, legitimatory forms of knowledge

came to be seen as ideologies ripe for demys-

tification by the sociology of knowledge.

Nevertheless, Mannheim (1936) stopped

short of demystifying the epistemology of

science, not least because sociology itself

claimed to rest on it.

By the 1970s, this concern for the

reflexive implications of sociological cri-

tiques of science created a schism within

sociology that continues to this day. On the

one hand, sociologists of science openly

demystify the epistemology of science,

while, on the other, more mainstream

sociologists reject epistemology in favour of

ontology as the preferred philosophical

foundation for social knowledge. A good

sense of the stakes may be gleaned by con-

trasting Bloor (1976) and Giddens (1976).

In particular, Giddens is concerned with

crediting social agents as ‘always already’

social theorists whose access to the social

world is as valid as that of the social scientists

studying them. This view, explicitly

indebted to Alfred Schutz, is also consonant

with that of Rorty (1979), who defends a

philosophical critique of epistemology that

has been influential among postmodernists.

Typical of the postmodernist outlook in

this sense is the idea that we inhabit different

worlds equally, rather than have differential

access to the same world.
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STEVE FULLER

EQUALITY

The concept of equality is an internally

complex idea. It may be preferable to speak

instead of conceptions of equality, since many

of the varied strands that come into this

category bear family resemblances to one

another but sit together uncomfortably or

conflict with one another. This is because

equality is an intrinsically comparative idea.

The proposition that two things are equal

may be descriptive or it may be normative.

Such a proposition is incomplete without

further specification of the respects in

which the objects compared are thought to

be equal. Since no two objects outside the

realm of pure mathematics or logic can be

equal in all respects – only in all relevant

respects – the question of which respects

are relevant in social theory yields a spectrum

of debates.

The assertion of the equal standing of

persons has made equality a central but con-

troversial ideal in social and political theory.

The declaration that ‘all men are created

equal’ is not rebutted by pointing to the

obvious fact that some are smarter or

stronger or better looking than others. The

ideal of equality is a prescriptive claim

about social justice. It says there is some

respect in which no difference should be

made in the consideration of persons,

whatever their actual differences. Greater

equality in principle leaves open the ques-

tion of what exactly should be equalized.

Should this be opportunities, resources,

welfare, capabilities, or another aspect of

human life? There are sound arguments for
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taking any one of these as the basis of public

policy; ranging from extreme egalitarian

approaches, in which virtually nothing should

be exempt from equal treatment, to elitist

ones, in which many things should be

exempt. Four related but distinguishable

forms of equality can be discerned: moral,

social, legal, and political.

Moral equality is the idea that people

should be regarded as being equal in value

or worth, at least insofar as they are the

subjects of moral reasoning. The equal

worth of persons (see persons and person-

ality) entitles them to equal consideration

in the treatment of their interests in a

scheme of moral decision-making, as in the

utilitarian concern that each one counts as

one in aggregation procedures (see utili-

tarianism). Social equality demands that all

members of society enjoy equal access to

basic goods that enable them to lead good

lives, such as income, wealth, education,

and medical care. Legal equality, or equality

before the law, holds that all those to

whom the laws of a particular political

association apply should be subject to a

standard impartial body of laws. No one

should enjoy privileges that are not exten-

ded to all, nor should anyone in particular

be exempt from legal sanctions. Political

equality demands that all members of a

polity have an equal say with all others in

the selection of leaders and the making of

laws. This idea is most obviously violated

when some members are disenfranchised.

Provided the relative levels of equality

across persons can be measured, the ques-

tion of opportunities versus outcomes yields

further debates within each of these con-

cepts. For instance, some advocate equaliz-

ing opportunities for high incomes even if

it leads to exceedingly unequal incomes in

the end. On this view, as long as competition

for advantages is open to all, the ideal of

social equality does not require that everyone

ends up with equal or similar advantages.

By contrast, those who promote equality of

outcomes view equal opportunity as irrelevant

or secondary at best if some people end up

rich and others poor. Similarly, there are

debates over whether and how much poli-

tical equality concerns eligibility or actual

participation. Equal suffrage, for instance,

will not offset or correct an imbalance in

the political voices on offer, and will only

contingently lead to legislative outcomes

that conform to some standard of equality.

Tensions also exist between each of the

general conceptions of equality. Legal

equality and social equality are widely

believed to stand in an uneasy relation to

one another. Legal equality, as it is usually

understood, requires that the law be blind

to a great range of differences between

those who are subject to it. To apply the

law impartially means to apply it without

regard to those differences. Yet to promote

social equality, it may be necessary to apply

the law in ways that are sensitive to dis-

ability, differences of gender, class, race,

ethnicity or effects of past discrimination, as

some proponents of affirmative action have

argued. Even if multiple equalities could be

adequately balanced, doing so may impinge

on other values deemed socially important,

such as merit or desert, individual freedom,

pluralism, or communal ties. Radically

egalitarian measures can infringe upon

some for the sake of others, lead to an

unraveling of other aspects of social life for

all, or undermine too many of the economic

and cultural conditions for stable society.

No social or political theory aims at

equality categorically, only at specific con-

ceptions deemed socially important when

they are embedded within a broader theory

of politics and society. Thus the concept

evoked by the term ‘equality’ actually con-

sists of a range of ‘equalities’, each of which

answers whether and what kinds of equal-

ities of social situations are desirable.
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NAOMI CHOI

EROTICISM

The term eroticism refers to the investment

of an object, person or event with a sexual

charge or desire. The erotic has long held a

fascination for artists and poets. Theoretical

analysis of the ways in which humans attribute

erotic qualities to others (animate or inani-

mate), and the means by which our experi-

ences are deemed erotic or sexual in nature,

has proliferated since the nineteenth cen-

tury and the emergence of psychoanalysis

(see Freud). Approaches to examining erotic

desire and behaviour can be broadly grouped

into two camps: those more or less in

agreement with psychoanalytic theory, and

those who oppose its key tenets, specifically

the way in which desire is understood to

operate. Freud viewed eroticism as a struggle

between two antagonistic drives: life (Eros,

generation) and death (Thanatos, degenera-

tion). He speculated these two competing

forces amalgamated in the strongest sense

through orgasm during heterosexual coitus,

as this provided the possibility of procrea-

tion (life) at the same time as it produced a

sense of losing one’s self (death). In psy-

choanalysis, desire is conceptualized in

negative terms as a response to a need or

lack (a desire for that which is missing or

lost). In contrast, contemporary postmodern

theorists such as Jean-François Lyotard and

Gilles Deleuze define erotic desire in dis-

tinctly anti-psychoanalytic terms: as a pri-

marily positive and productive energy (or

‘intensity’) that has no specific objective or

goal. Their alternative erotologies transgress

notions of normative sexuality, and disrupt

assumptions about what constitute ‘bodies’

and ‘objects’ of desire.
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ANNIE POTTS

ESSENTIALISM

The Compact Oxford English Dictionary

defines essentialism as ‘the belief in real

essences of things, especially the view that the

task of science and philosophy is to discover

these and express them in definitions’

(1989: 532). One of the important aspects

of essentialism is the idea that the properties

of things exist prior to the individuals that

live with or in some way utilize or embody

them. In the social sciences, the concept of

essentialism is utilized extensively. Philosophy

is concerned to explore whether or not

certain concepts are imbued with essence.

For instance, what is the constitution of

human being? Are there essential properties

or qualities to being human (rationality,

emotion, ethics, language, tradition, sym-

bolism)? Sociology tends to be more con-

cerned with essentialism as it applies to

social processes. The search for underlying

properties that define the essence of a parti-

cular entity is best described methodologi-

cally by positivism, which primarily seeks to

understand things through experimental

investigation and observation.

A number of sociologists have investi-

gated the extent to which ‘sex’ and ‘race’

may be viewed as embodying certain

essential qualities. Discussions of essentialism

and race have largely been abandoned since

they are most often associated with

eugenics, prejudice and discrimination.

Interestingly, there remains a persistent, if

implicit, assumption that sex refers to a set
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of essential differences between women and

men that are grounded in biology. This

assumption emerged in contemporary social

studies in the form of the sex/gender dis-

tinction. Post-structuralism has most

recently argued against any essential qualities

of individuals, arguing instead that sub-

jectivity is produced through social processes.

Interestingly, since these social processes are

understood to exist prior to the individual,

it could be argued that the social processes

themselves are essential qualities of sub-

jectivity, or in other words, that social

constructionism (see constructionism) is

dependent upon essentialism.
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MYRA HIRD

ETHICS

See: morality

ETHNICITY

From its inception, the term ‘ethnicity’ has

been fluid and elusive, designating attri-

butes and identities (see identity) linked

indiscriminately to religion, language, cul-

ture, physical traits and/or ancestry. It is

also a contested term. For some authors,

ethnicity is a social category as important

for analyzing the twentieth century as class

was for the nineteenth (Glazer and Moynihan

1975). But it has also been spurned in

sociological traditions. Post-colonial theorists

contend that ethnicity remains a potentially

essentializing concept that must be handled

with extreme care (see post-colonial theory).

Scholars have thus been led to differentiate

between old and new ethnicities, between

inheritance and social mobilization, and to

emphasize the social construction of bound-

aries and identities (see also classification).

According to Warner and Lunt’s Yankee

City (1941) ethnicity is an attribute that

characterizes individuals born outside or

inside the country, who consider them-

selves, or are considered to be, members of

a group with a foreign culture and who

participate in the life of the group. How-

ever, Warner and Lunt sometimes use the

term ‘ethnic’ to designate all inhabitants of

‘Yankee City’. This double sense is asso-

ciated with the ambiguity of the adjective

‘ethnic’ from which it derives. In the Greek

version of the Bible, ethnikos translates the

Hebrew goyim; that is, Gentiles or heathens

(Sollors 1986). In classical Greek, the noun

ethnos likewise referred to the ‘others’,

while in modern Greek it applies to the

Greeks themselves. In English usage from

the fifteenth to the mid-nineteenth cen-

tury, ethnic, sometimes spelled hethnic,

continues to designate, often negatively,

non-Christians and non-Jews. Since the

twentieth century, ‘ethnic group’ has applied

mainly to a collectivity within a larger col-

lectivity, differentiated from the rest of the

community by ancestry, cultural back-

ground and history (Schermerhorn 1970).

This restrictive usage of ethnic as ‘other’

and ‘non-standard’ has dominated until very

recently, in everyday discourses as well as in

scholarly ones, despite the position advocated

by Hughes and Hughes (1952). These two

authors argued that we are all ethnic and

that reserving the term exclusively for oth-

ers constituted a form of ethnocentrism.

The term ethnicity resurfaced in the early

1970s in the wake of world-wide ethnic and

national movements, which were accom-

panied by a critique of assimilationism and

cultural domination. It burst on the American

scene in 1972 with a conference of the

American Academy of the Arts and the

creation of the Committee for the Compara-

tive Study of Ethnicity and Nationality and

the journal Ethnicity launched in 1974.
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When Glazer andMoynihan revived the term

in 1975, they meant to describe a new

phenomenon, no longer construed as a

historical residue.

Theories of ethnicity

Glazer and Moynihan (1975) define ethnicity

as a character or quality of an ethnic group.

Henceboth terms remain intertwined creating

a tautological problem observed by Isajiw

(1974). Most definitions recorded in Isajiw’s

study treat ethnicity as a category insepar-

able from actual concrete groups. Common

national or geographic origin or common

ancestors, culture and customs, religion,

race or physical characteristics, language,

consciousness of kind and we-feeling are

among the attributes most frequently sin-

gled out. Also noteworthy is the overlap

between ethnic group and ‘race’, which

reaches back to the studies of the Chicago

School on the Race Relation cycle. Today,

‘race’ is apprehended as a product of an

ideology, racism, which construes groups as

biologically founded, while ethnicity

implies reference to acquired cultural dif-

ferences. That is not to say that all cultural

groups are ethnic. Most authors now con-

cur with Weber’s incisive definition

( Juteau 1999; Jenkins, 1997) which refers

to a subjective belief in common descent,

real or putative, as a constitutive compo-

nent of ethnic groups.

New approaches to ethnicity have often

been contrasted with former ones. Today

constructivism (and social constructionism)

is presented as a rupture or an epistemolo-

gical break from primordialism, essentialism

and substantialism. However, understanding

theories of ethnicity requires a more nuanced

approach, one that tries to overcome this

simple dichotomy.

From the very beginning, an interactionist

approach has characterized the field of ethnic

relations, at least as it developed in sociology.

Influenced by Simmel, the pioneering work

of the Chicago School – Park and Burgess

(1921) and Thomas and Znaniecki (1918–

20) – on the migration of Europeans and

Black Americans to the urban centers of the

North explored the changing relations

between these groups and the host society.

Their work is concerned with the transfor-

mation of group boundaries, from contact

through conflict, accommodation, and assim-

ilation, the last stage of the Race Relations

cycle, ‘race’ being used here interchangeably

with ‘ethnic’. In the 1940s and 1950s, their

colleagues Frazier and Hughes questioned

assimilation as a necessary or desirable out-

come, and focused on unequal relations, be

they economic or political. In the 1960s,

research examined the cultural and structural

processes of assimilation, the changing social

organization of ethnic groups, and their

institutional parameters and systems of inter-

action.

Thus, most studies prior to the con-

structivist turn of the late 1960s cannot be

labelled primordialist, although the tendency

sometimes was to perceive ethnic groups in

an overly substantialist and objectivist way.

While many early anthropological studies

often viewed ethnic groups as static and

evolving in a vacuum, Barth’s (1969)

watershed contribution shifted the analysis

from the group to the construction of its

boundaries. By analysing how individuals

are assigned to ethnic categories through

processes of auto- and/or hetero-attribu-

tion of cultural traits, he traced the con-

struction of boundaries separating insiders

from outsiders. Ethnic groups in his picture

become vessels of social organization, and

their boundaries are not to be equated with

the cultural stuff they comprise. That is

why ethnic boundaries and identities persist

even though their cultural content changes.

Barth’s constructivist approach, also called

‘situational’, has often been opposed to the

primordialism of Geertz (1963), Devereux,

Isaac and Shils. Primordialism, it is argued,

conceives of ethnic affinities as unaccountable

and unchangeable, as ties existing by and of

themselves. The primordial character of
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ethnicity is transmitted within the group,

independently of interactions with others.

Primordialism must be differentiated from

another non-constructivist approach, namely

sociobiology, which postulates that ethnicity

represents a process of kin selection based

on the biology of nepotism.

Constructivism – a broad term often used

to designate anti-primordialist approaches –

has come in different theoretical guises,

identified among others by Poutignat and

Streiff-Fénart (1995). This paradigm traverses

disciplines, producing a shift from the

description of ethnic groups to processes of

categorization, mobilization and identity

formation. Such is the case in Glazer and

Moynihan’s instrumentalist approach. Ethni-

city represents a focus of social and political

mobilization, associated with the expanded

functions of the state and the need to

increase access to resources. Ethnic forms of

identification and alliances are used to

ensure group organization and solidarity

for political and economic competition.

Theirs is also an optionalist perspective, in

the sense that ethnicity involves a form of

voluntarism that varies according to groups.

When applied to the individual level,

instrumentalism corresponds to rational

choice theory, which contends that social

actions aim at maximizing self-interests. Simi-

larly, theories of internal colonialism interpret

ethnic and national movements as struggles

against an unequal, and culturally assigned,

division of labour. According to these the-

ories, ethnicity represents a form of soli-

darity against discrimination that takes

effect through concealed economic inter-

ests. Marxism views ethnicity in relation

to class, capitalist exploitation and the seg-

mentation of labour markets. For some

Marxists, ethnicity is a fiction, a false con-

sciousness masking and conflicting with the

real economic antagonisms of class. Others

see ethnic differences as real but subordinated

to class antagonisms. Some politically focused

approaches also look upon ethnicity as an

external construction, mainly by a state that

categorizes and pigeonholes individuals and

groups through census classifications and

governmental policies. One position along

this line was taken by Sartre who argued that

anti-Semitism creates the Jew. Neo-Weberian

approaches (Rex 1970) emphasize status

and class and the way in which their inter-

action fosters monopolistic closure and

reproduces social inequalities. Finally, neo-

culturalist approaches treat ethnicity as a

dynamic cultural system that entails the deli-

neation of distinctiveness and its signification.

It should be emphasized that this oppo-

sition between ‘constructivism’ and ‘pri-

mordialism’ is somewhat simplistic,

however. The same must also be said of

other terminologies such as ‘perennial and

ubiquitous’ versus ‘contingent and situ-

ated’; or ‘primary and expressive’ versus

‘situational and instrumental’; or ‘subjective’

and ‘objective’; or ‘voluntary’ and ‘imposed’

( Jenkins 1997). Geertz, for example,

regards primordial attachments as central,

but also as putative and stimulated in spe-

cific situations. The task, then, is to view

ethnicities as embedded in broader contexts,

locating social interactions within macro-

sociological and state-dominated structures.

Ethnicity in macro-perspective

In his pioneering and comparative work,

Schermerhorn (1970) argues that sequences

of interaction such as colonialism, annexation

and migration, from forced slavery to formal

‘freedom’, impact on overall ethnic

dynamics. For example, the history of slavery

in the USA informs contemporary racialized

dynamics, as does colonialism in the case of

North Africans in France. These ethnic

social relations cut across societies as a

whole, traversing their economic, political,

cultural and ideological spheres. They can

be treated as analytically distinct from gender

and social class, which prevents us from

reducing one set of social relations to

another, and from superimposing, in a deter-

ministic fashion, ‘race’ and ethnic relations
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on class. Since these relations intersect at

the empirical level, the construction of

ethnicity and ethnic boundaries cannot be

dissociated from gender and class relations.

At the empirical level, ethnically defined

social relations can be examined as ‘ethnic-

making’ situations. Fenton (1999) links dif-

ferentiated contexts to types of modern eth-

nicity, thus identifying five distinct

situations. Urban minorities comprise migrant

workers, including trader minorities. When

the descendants of populations who have

migrated as coerced, semi-voluntary or

voluntary workers come to form distinctive

minorities, they constitute ethnic groups.

These are to be distinguished from post-

slavery minorities, since here groups are

racialized, and the descendants of former

slaves in the new world are construed as

black. Ethnic groups, like the Chinese in

Malaysia, can make a claim for a distinct

ethno-national status but form a relatively

enduring distinct segment of a nations–state

system. Some ethnic groups, usually those that

have been colonized, define themselves as

nations and make a claim to self-government

(see nationalism). Finally, indigenous mino-

rities dispossessed by colonial settlement

voice demands that range from recognition

to self-government. The status of ethnic

groups and their claims thus vary across time

and space.

Linking individual and collective inter-

actions and identities to their broader con-

text, and understanding how ethnic social

relations are specifically constituted, helps

overcome one-sided explanations. Posi-

tioning can be understood as relating to

ways in which subjective dimensions of

ethnicity connect to objective dimensions.

An understanding of context reveals that

these relations are unequal, and that the

capacity to choose and negotiate ethnic

identities varies from total choice to com-

plete constraint. Ethnicity is not a given,

but nor is it an illusion or simply arbitrary.

Primordialism in the sense of ‘perennial’

can be reunited with situationism by examin-

ing ethnicities in terms of two analytically

distinct facets ( Juteau 1999). One facet

involves unequal social relations underlying

the construction of ethnicities and the choice

of markers that define ethnic categories.

However, to reduce ethnicities to domina-

tion is problematic, for dominant groups,

be they the bourgeoisie or state elites, do

not construct ethnic boundaries and iden-

tities by themselves or from nothing. A

second facet therefore refers to the agency

of ethnicized minorities who constantly

create and recreate their identities in con-

nection to their past and present history,

and to their future projects, all of which

include manifold social relations.

Of importance here is that unequal rela-

tions between groups also express them-

selves at the discursive level. Dominant

groups label subordinate ones as different

and ethnic, while defining themselves as

universal and as incarnating the norm. In

addition, there is a tendency to explain

ethnic and national movements in terms of

pre-modern ties and essentialized qualities

rather than as triggered by domination.

When focusing on the internal side of eth-

nic boundaries, both dominant and sub-

ordinate groups are viewed as ethnic since

they are both historically specific and situ-

ated. Current research on ethnics (Smith,

1987), and on dominant ethnicity (Kauf-

mann 2004) clearly points to this fact.

Ethnicities should thus be viewed as

modern and as centrally located in the

world-system (see world system theory).

They can be dominant or subordinate, and

they can form a unified system constituted

through unequal social relations, and they

can involve ideal and material interests.

Their objective and subjective dimensions

are typically connected, as are the internal

and external facets of their boundaries, and

they are typically constantly moving, inter-

secting with other processes and identities

(see hybridity). Political campaigns over

ethnic relations and ethnicities’ struggles and

objectives challenge assimilationist ideologies
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(see multiculturalism) and strive to eradicate

social inequality.
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DANIELLE JUTEAU

ETHNOCENTRISM

The term ‘ethnocentrism’ is used to refer to

habits of thought that misunderstand the

distinctness of other peoples who differ in

their basic cultural values, beliefs and ideas

from the people who make statements

about them. Ethnocentrism refers to failed

or inadequate understanding of another

people on account of prejudice or pre-

conceptions. The judging speaker or group

is said to be too ‘centred’ in the world of its

own culture, too guilty of projecting its

own ‘centre’ on to the other, or too lazy in

the ethical task of meeting with the other in

an attitude of mutual recognition and dia-

logue. Just as the first task of the historian is

to overcome ethnocentrism. Typically,

however, the act of self-projection on to

the other involves a curious fascination

with the ‘otherness of the other’ in which

the subject paradoxically forgets its own

relation of commonality to the other. Eur-

opean images of the ‘noble savage’ that

entertain an idealized notion of darker-

skinned ‘races’ as less morally corrupted by

civilization or more in harmony with nat-

ure are, in this sense, no less ethnocentric

than the more blatant attitudes known by

the name of racism. Essentializing attitudes

to other peoples that fetishize cultural dif-

ference as something mysterious – typically

through ideas of an exotic ‘Orient’ (see

Orientalism) – forget that the other cannot

be an ‘other’ except in a relation to the

subject. As many post-colonialist critics

demonstrate in response to forms of Western

universalism (see also Occident), the

obverse of ethnocentrism is not wholesale

self-dissolution in the other’s world but

critical reflexivity on the part of the sub-

ject with respect to its relationship to the

other.
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AUSTIN HARRINGTON

ETHNOMETHODOLOGY

Ethnomethodology is a school founded by

Harold Garfinkel, devoted to the study of

micro-dimensions of social life, especially

face-to-face interaction. Ethnomethodology

is the study of the set of common-sense

knowledge and procedures by which people

make sense of their surroundings and act

accordingly. It became popular in the 1960s,

in reaction to the dominant orthodoxy, which

combined structural functionalism and posi-

tivist epistemology. This orthodoxy focused

on the meso- and macro-aspects of society,

regarded insights from social psychology as

irrelevant to sociological questions, and was

sceptical of the usefulness of qualitative data.

Ethnomethodology provided a welcome

alternative to this entrenched position in at

least four respects.

First, it showed how detailed accounts of

individual interaction provided answers to

broader questions about social order. Order

is not simply achieved through equilibrium

between different parts of the societal system,

nor is it achieved through the internalization

of central values in the personality system.

Rather, social order is accomplished through

people’s continuous employment of tacit

knowledge and practical skills in everyday life.

Second, the sociological orthodoxy in the

1950s tended to consider people as passive

recipients of external forces. This ignored

the fact that people think, evaluate, consider

and anticipate. Ethnomethodologists argued

that it was impossible to provide a satisfactory

account of social life without paying close

attention to people’s own accounts and

interpretations. Third, ethnomethodolo-

gists argued against Durkheim that ‘social

facts’ are not external to people, nor do they

absolutely pre-determine people’s actions.

Rather, social facts are accomplishments by

knowledgeable individuals. Fourth, socio-

logical theory in favour of a focus on peo-

ple’s sense-making practices, treating

sociology as just one among many possible

accounts.

Ethnomethodology draws on a number

of philosophical traditions. Alfred Schutz’s

social phenomenology plays an important

role, especially his distinction between sci-

entific and everyday rationality. Equally

important is Ludwig Wittgenstein’s con-

ception of rule-following as a social and

practical achievement.

Garfinkel’s breaching experiments were

designed to disrupt the common-sense

assumptions that make up people’s daily

activities. The individuals in question were

very upset by these disruptions. In one of

these experiments, for instance, high school

students were asked to go home and act as

if they were boarders. They addressed their

parents in a polite and formal fashion,

which led to the family’s anger and frustra-

tion. Like other breaching experiments, this

encounter showed the intricate link

between the following of rules and feelings

of ontological security Some experiments

are known under the heading ‘doc-

umentary method of interpretation’. The

documentary method of interpretation

shows that people draw on interpretative

procedures to make sense of their sur-

roundings so that the procedures remain

intact, even when the surroundings poten-

tially question the procedures involved. In

one experiment, students were asked to go

and see a counselor. They did not know

that he was a bogus counselor who gave

random advice. Afterwards, students were

asked what they thought of the session.

Most reported that they learned a lot about

themselves and that they valued the

experience. They had entered the session

with certain expectations and they inter-

preted the session in such a way that their

expectations were met. Thus the inter-

pretative procedures remained intact.
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Ethnomethodologists are also interested

in accounting practices; that is, how people

make sense of their actions or surroundings.

They investigate how individuals accept or

reject accounts of others. Researchers ought

to exhibit ‘ethnomethodological indifference’:

they should not try to evaluate the validity

of the accounts. They should simply study

how the accounts are employed in practice.

Accounts are always reflexive in as much as

they help constitute what they describe. In

this interest in accounts, ethnomethodologists

are typically interested in conversation

analysis (e.g. Sacks 1992). They study not

only assertions made in conversations, but

also other devices such as silences, hesita-

tions, laughter or gestures that people

employ to communicate.
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PATRICK BAERT

EUROPE

Europe is often considered to be the birth-

place of modern social theory. However,

this apparently plausible assertion begs a

number of questions. First, which is the

‘spatio-temporal envelope’, in BrunoLatour’s

phrase to which the name ‘Europe’ refers?

Second, in which sense is Europe related to

modernity? Third, how does such a claim

for origins relate to the current constella-

tion of European social theory? And,

finally, what is the specificity of the social

theory that Europe has brought forth?

As a geographical term, the name Europe

came into currency after the split of the

Roman Empire to denote the area of the

empire’s Western part, then closely asso-

ciated with Catholicism. The scope of the

meaning was extended over time north-

eastwards, and the religiously defined

boundary with Orthodox Christianity and

with Islam has remained a matter of dis-

pute ever since. During the Middle Ages,

Europe – also known as the Occident –

was considered a religious-politico-terri-

torial unit, however loosely understood.

Despite violent strife, the division into

two major Western Christian religious

denominations – Protestant and Catholic –

and into sovereign states at the onset of

what is often referred to as early modern

times, had relatively little impact on the

similarity of intellectual orientations, from

the Renaissance to the Enlightenment.

Instead, the religious conflicts led to a con-

sciousness of common problems in different

regions of Europe, problems which came

to be identified in political theory from

Thomas Hobbes to John Locke and Jean-

Jacques Rousseau. It was only with the

consolidation of nation–states from the

late eighteenth century onwards that stron-

ger politico-cultural divisions in Europe

came to abound, divisions that only began

to decrease after the Second World War.

From the eighteenth century onwards –

curiously during an era of deep internal

divisions – the view emerged that Europe

had a specific role and position in world his-

tory. This view found expression in eight-

eenth-century Enlightenment universalism
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and then in nineteenth-century evolutionary

thinking, both movements evoking the

idea of Europe as the spearhead of historical

progress. Historico-sociological research

connected with what is now known as

‘classical social theory’ aimed at investigating

and substantiating this view. One of the

most influential and ideologically impartial

of such analyses was Max Weber’s

exploration of the specificity of Western

rationalism (see rationality and rationaliza-

tion). With varying emphasis, an accumu-

lation of historical events was seen as the

background to the specificity of Europe,

starting with the rise of the universities, the

extension of trade relations, and the

increasing autonomy of commercial cities

in the late Middle Ages. The series of

revolutions reaching from the Reformation

to the scientific-philosophical, the market-

industrial and the liberal-democratic revo-

lutions was later interpreted in terms of

steps on a basically linear trajectory of

modernization culminating in full-fledged

modern society. In the work of Parsons,

this conception of modernization is theo-

rized in terms of a principle of functional

differentiation, seen as leading to a higher

rationality of societal arrangements (see

modernity and modernization).

While few historical sociologists and

social theorists today would want to discard

the relevance of the question of Europe’s

specificity in world history, few would

want to accept the idea of a single course of

historical development led by Europe. On

the one hand, the European trajectory has

been re-interpreted as a more torn, divided

one; on the other, the insight has gained

ground that Europe can only with difficulty

be seen as the avant-garde of history,

regardless of which criterion is applied.

The observation that the existence of an

identifiable Europe dates back to the Wes-

tern Roman Empire needs to be dis-

connected from anything like a normative

idea of an ‘origin’ that gives rise to an

identity in the form of stably shared values

and beliefs. Rather, the Western Roman

heritage needs to be seen as resting on

divided orientations, or more precisely:

being secondary to something else, in two

major respects. In terms of religion, the

Christian orientation is secondary to the

Jewish one; and in terms of political philo-

sophy, the Roman republican tradition is

secondary to the Greek invention of

democracy in the form of the polis. This

‘secondarity’ leads to what has been called

an ‘eccentric identity’ that may be a more

plausible way of understanding what could

be described as a specifically European

‘restlessness’ – rather than ‘rationality’

(Brague 1992).

From the early twentieth century

onwards, and in particular after the first

great intra-European war of that century,

the rise of the United States to an eco-

nomic and military superpower provoked a

crisis in European consciousness. What led

to the feeling of a crisis was less the threat

itself to Europe’s perceived superiority than

the difficulty in making sense of this threat –

a threat which was given its most philoso-

phical expression by authors such as Paul

Valéry, Edmund Husserl and Martin Hei-

degger (see Patočka 1996). ‘America’

appeared clearly as more modern than

Europe, but also as modern in a more pro-

blematic way than the earlier European

self-consciousness of being modern. The

identification of a particular American

incarnation of modernity, emphasizing

individualism and instrumentalism, inau-

gurated the debate on what later became an

explicit theme of social theory under the

heading of ‘multiple modernities’ (Wagner

1999). Social theory has thus found ways of

distancing itself from the condition of

modernity from which it itself emerged. In

continuing this debate, the European quest

has made visible the variety of interpreta-

tions of modernity – Western as well as

non-Western – and has aimed to situate its

own self-understanding within such a plural

context.
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PETER WAGNER

EVERYDAY

While sociology has predominantly con-

cerned itself with collective entities such as

class, a counter-tendency with its focus on

the ‘everyday’ persists to the present. In

1937, Blumer, drawing on Mead‘s ideas,

coined the term symbolic interactionism

for his focus on the actively constructive

role of the human subject as he or she

negotiates life in symbolically organized

situations. Though this approach originally

sought to flesh out the ‘everyday’ as a

complement to the systemic forces which

Parsons identified as shaping experience, it

has become a countervailing view. The

emergence of ethnomethodology in the

1960s similarly drew attention away from

structured concerns, making a topic of the

very process by which everyday situations

are defined by actors. While these approaches

ostensibly eschew wider concerns, they also

underpin Dorothy Smith‘s enterprise in fem-

inist standpoint epistemology in The Every-

day World as Problematic (1998), revealing

the oppressive nature of ‘everyday’ gender

relations.

Drawing on phenomenological thoughts,

Henri Lefebvre championed the importance

of the ‘everyday’ as the real ‘meeting place’

where the ‘sum total of relations’ coincide

(Lefebvre 1991: 97). Related conceptions

of the lifeworld, ‘being-in-the-world’,

‘ordinary language’ and ‘common sense’ are

also developed in the phenomenological,

existentialist and linguistic philosophies of

Edmund Husserl, Heidegger, Merleau-

Ponty, Sartre, Schutz and Wittgenstein.

According to Western Marxist thought, the

everyday can be the site of both alienation

and potential ‘disalienation’, the latter idea

influencing the Situationists in the 1960s,

particularly Debord in The Society of the

Spectacle (1976). The Situationists sought to

undermine the stifling nature of everyday

life by sudden intervention with improvised

plays (see also play and game) and the like.

In this they nevertheless parted company

with Lefebvre’s Marxist hope for change

led by the proletariat. Extending this line

of thought, de Certeau in The Practice of

Everyday Life (1984) analyzes the way peo-

ple appropriate the ‘everyday’ to reclaim

some autonomy from the forces of com-

merce. Habermas also argues that such

forces can and ought to be checked to avert

the colonization of the lifeworld by system

imperatives.
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ALAN HOW

EVOLUTIONARY THEORY

Evolutionary theory generally refers to

three types of developmental mechanism:

variation, selection, and retention. Obviating

concepts of intended production and plan-

ning, evolution is seen as operating without

origin and direction and instead by recursive

EVOLUTIONARY THEORY
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iteration, starting from, and leading back to,

states of internal and external adaptation.

Both biological and sociological theories

deploy evolutionary thinking in a neo-Dar-

winian mode. Nineteenth-century notions

of the ‘survival of the fittest’ have been

reframed both in the Mendelian conception

of the ‘recombination of genotypes’ and in

Ashby’s conception of ‘self-organization’

(see cybernetics). These terms are translated

into the mechanisms of variation, selection,

and retention, replacing the older conception

of catastrophes in Cuvier, of learning and

inheritance in Lamarck, of historical reason

in Hegel and ‘stages’ in Comte. Evolution

in these respects means more than ‘devel-

opment’ insofar as it combines the idea of

circular causality with the idea of differ-

entiation through systems.

Evolutionary theory began with the

observation that cultivated species of plants

and animals exhibit greater variability than

natural ones. Darwin considered this varia-

bility to be the result of the accumulative

action of selection by man of successive

variations given in nature. Generalizing

from this observation, Darwin defined the

principle of natural selection as consisting in

‘the preservation of favourable variations

and the rejection of injurious variations’

(Darwin 1859: 81), which led him search

for ‘laws of variation’. These laws he dis-

covered to be complex and obscure. Var-

iations to some extent come from the

conditions of life, as effects of use and dis-

use, as Lamarck might have had it. But

most important of all, variations appeared

to be consequences of the ‘correlation of

growth’: ‘the whole organization is so tied

together during its growth and development,

that when slight variations in any one part

occur, and are accumulated through natural

selection, other parts become modified’

(Darwin 1859: 143). Later biological theory

introduced Mendelian genetics, molecular

biology, genetic algorithms, and the concept

of systems and self-organization in order to

account for the role of accident and drift,

on the one hand, and selection and design,

on the other (Kauffman 1993).

Contemporary social theory has generally

been slow in developing evolutionary con-

ceptions. Evolutionary economics and

organizational evolution have taken the

lead (Nelson and Winter 1982; Hodgson

1993; Aldrich 1999). In sociological theory

today, two basic ideas and one vast research

programme are predominant.

The first idea is the proposition of the

existence of evolutionary societal universals

such as markets, money, democracy and

institutional offices of authority, as theo-

rized by Talcott Parsons (1964). Evolu-

tionary universals in this sense refer to states

of development which, once reached, do

not often disappear. They prove able to

cope with contingencies and uncertainties

stemming from unstable relations between

systems and environments, and in this

respect become difficult to replace. This

idea of adaptation may be generalized to

refer to path-dependence and step-functions,

without necessarily implying improvement

or complexity.

The second basic idea is the proposition

of variation and selective retention in socio-

cultural evolution (Campbell 1969). Here

the neo-Darwinian synthesis becomes explicit

in social theory. Once again, the goal has

been to separate problematic ideas of trans-

formation, development or progress from

purely descriptive theories of evolutionary

mechanisms. These mechanisms have been

seen as involving blind (but not random)

variation, selection, and retention, transform-

ing a low probability of emergence into a

high probability of maintenance, without

assuming planning or teleological reason.

The research programme of evolutionary

social theory, as developed by Luhmann,

affirms the idea of evolutionary universals and

builds on the distinction between the three

evolutionary mechanisms of variation,

selection and retention. Differentiation

between the three mechanisms is itself seen

as a result of evolution, which does not
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necessarily exclude the possibility of re-

integration or short-circuiting between the

three. Elaborations of this research pro-

gramme have involved attempts to examine

the three mechanisms more fully, as well as

attempts to reintegrate evolutionary theory

with other social theories such as systems

theory, network theory, and media theory.

The decisive step has been to identify

social structures that act as evolutionary

mechanisms. Different theories must come

to the assistance of evolutionary thinking in

such a way that social theory is itself

brought into a state of evolution. How, for

instance, do we identify variations? Luhmann

(1997) proposes identifying social variation

with negation. This means that there is no

social evolution without a distinction between

‘Yes’ and ‘No’ responses and without an

aspect of tolerance and encouragement

given to resistance, contradiction, and con-

flict. Variation requires deviation from a

rule. Structures like writing, printing, hier-

archy, or politics may be understood as

increasing the probability of ‘No’ responses

appearing on a widespread daily basis and

being received, maintained, enforced, jus-

tified and amplified. Some social systems

may take the evolutionary lead in develop-

ing means of differentiated negation; others

may delay for lack of the skills necessary for

internalizing and handling conflict. According

to Luhmann, differentiated negation is the

key since social evolution does not operate

simply by a series of No-reactions but

rather by more dialogical reactions such as

‘Yes, but’ or ‘No, but nevertheless’, open-

ing up the space for differentiated answering.

To distinguish mechanisms in evolu-

tionary theory implies that there is no evo-

lution without variations being selected,

and no evolution without selections being

retained. The next step in the research

programme therefore consists in trying to

identify social structures capable of selecting

variations both positively and negatively.

Selection is only possible if there are structures

that identify deviations as variations rather

than as contradictions. Considerable time

must have elapsed before this can become a

possibility in socio-cultural evolution. Luh-

mann (1997) considers the distinction

between social members who are present to

one another and social members who are

both present to and absent from one

another. He sees this distinction as the pri-

mary mechanism of social selection insofar

as it allows for constant and widespread

variation among interactions, with some

interactions being admitted and others left

out. A further mechanism of social selec-

tion evolves as the media of communication

become differentiated in such a way that

scientific or monetary communication do

not have to be accommodated with, for

instance, religious or political communication.

The concluding step for Luhmann is the

identification of a mechanism of social

retention. Since that step consists of describ-

ing how the positive or negative selection

of a variation is to be made compatible with

structures already existing, it is tempting to

point to the role of systems or networks

accounting for incompatibilities or redu-

cing or compensating for them. Social sys-

tems and networks may evolve by relying

on instability, choosing retention criteria

such as profit, passion, ‘reason of state’,

style, or ‘truth’ in order to switch between

structures when retaining selected varia-

tions. Negative selection is theorized in this

framework as the refusal of a variation

being assigned to the memory of the sys-

tem.

These ideas are only the starting point for

a research programme in evolutionary

social theory. Empirically, mechanisms

need to be identified for different types of

social systems and networks, calling for

considerable research in different contexts

of social structure.
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DIRK BAECKER

EXCHANGE THEORY

In exchange theory social interaction is

viewed as the exchange of more or less

rewarding behaviors that lead to relations of

mutual dependence over time. This theore-

tical perspective derives from the early work

in sociology by George Homans (1958,

[1961] 1974), Peter Blau (1964) and Richard

M. Emerson (1962, 1972) and in psychology

by Thibaut and Kelley (1959). Various

anthropologists have also made classic con-

tributions, most famously Marcel Mauss in

relation to the exchange of gifts and Bronislaw

Malinowski (1922) in relation to the exchange

of kula among the Trobriand Islanders of

the Western Pacific. Homans introduced

the behavioral version of exchange theory

into sociological inquiry. Emerson’s work

on social exchange relations (1972a) devel-

oped further the behavioral analysis of social

exchange relations and subsequently social

networks.

Blau’s book, Exchange and Power in Social

Life (1964), presented a more economic

version of exchange theory using concepts

like marginal utility and indifference curves.

These concepts were employed to explain

the relationship between value and behavior

in social exchange relations which Blau

characterized as reciprocal and involving

greater uncertainty than relations of strictly

economic exchange. Recent developments

in exchange theory build on these primary

sources, with the exception of network

exchange theory (Willer 1999) which is

based on similar concepts derived from

‘elementary theory’.

Relations of social exchange are char-

acterized by several distinctive factors: two

actors are said to be involved in a social

exchange relation to the extent that they

value what the other actor has to offer (a

resource or behavior that is valued) and

form relations of mutual dependence over

time (Molm and Cook 1995). A simple

direct exchange relation is one in which

two actors, A and B, exchange resources of

value. But the A – B exchange relation can

be embedded in a network of relations

connected in various ways, creating struc-

tures that differ in terms of size, range,

density, degree of connectedness, and in

other characteristics. Some of these factors

have implications not only for exchange in

the dyadic relations in the network, but also

for the distribution of power and resources

in the network at large. Much of the

research on exchange networks has focused

on these features of connected exchange

relations and their implications for the dis-

tribution of power in the network. Power

in exchange theory is defined in relational

terms building on Emerson’s original work

on power-dependence relations (1962). In

this framework power is determined by the

dependence of one actor on another for

resources of value. This dependence is

enhanced when the more dependent party

has less access to alternative sources of the

resources she or he values. For Emerson,

the power of A over B in the A – B exchange

relation is a function of the dependence of

B on A.
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In addition to network determinants of

exchange power, recent research in the

exchange tradition, especially by Molm

(Molm et al. 2000), investigates the empirical

differences between various forms of

exchange, comparing negotiated versus

reciprocal exchanges in particular. The key

difference between these two forms is the

degree of uncertainty involved in the

exchange process. In negotiated exchange

the terms of trade are worked out through

negotiation in a joint decision process that

determines the exchange ratio, and trans-

actions are typically binding. In reciprocal

exchange there is no negotiation over the

terms of trade. Exchange occurs as actors

initiate and respond to offers of valued

resources over time. Actor A may offer to

drive your kids to school one morning in

the hope of receiving a reciprocal benefit

later. Perhaps you will return the favor and

take her kids to the soccer game the next

week. In many such events the terms of the

actual exchange are unspecified in any

given moment and usually are not nego-

tiated in advance, resulting in some degree

of uncertainty and risk. However, main-

tenance of the exchange relation depends

upon reciprocal acts of giving and receiving.

In negotiated exchange the terms are spe-

cified in advance of the actual exchange of

valued resources or services. Fulfilling the

terms of the negotiation is critical to the

maintenance of relations of negotiated

exchange.

Molm’s work specifies some of the

dimensions along which these two primary

forms of exchange differ, such as in the

degree of power exercise, the role of

uncertainty and risk, the concomitant emo-

tions and affective responses to exchange

outcomes, as well as the probability of trust

emerging. For example, her work suggests

that the greater uncertainty involved in

reciprocal exchange results in the potential

for greater positive affect and trust with

successful exchange. Negotiated exchange

involves much less uncertainty and, as a

result, has less impact on affective feelings

of the exchange partners, unless exchange

partners fail to fulfill their negotiated obli-

gations. In addition, reciprocal exchange

tends to produce lower rates and levels of

power use than negotiated exchange and

the exchange outcomes tend to be more

equal under reciprocal exchange regimes.

Greater equality transfers into stronger

feelings of fairness and higher levels of

satisfaction. In negotiated exchange, the

greater inequality in outcomes may result

in feelings of distributive injustice under

some circumstances.

It should be acknowledged that impor-

tant aspects of contemporary American

exchange theory build on the foundations

of the concepts of interaction and recipro-

city developed earlier in the twentieth

century by Simmel and Mauss and by

members of the Chicago School of sociol-

ogy. Mauss notably defined gift-giving as

an act of power by which the giver obli-

gates the receiver to render in return, thus

establishing a binding circle of reciprocity.
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KAREN S. COOK

EXPLANATION

An explanation is an answer to a ‘why’

question. The classic forms of explanation

are causal, purposive, structural or material,

and design, corresponding to the four types

of aetia or ‘reasons for’ distinguished by

Aristotle. Explanation is often distinguished

from ‘explication’, which concerns the

meaning of terms and sentences, and from

‘understanding’ (see Verstehen), which

involves intentions, but the lines between

these are not clear, and in some accounts

the three are mutually interdependent.

Many important forms of explanation, such

as rational choice explanation, do not fit

comfortably into this four-fold scheme.

Issues about explanation have played a

large role in social theory because many

important concepts in social theory have

problematic explanatory properties. The

notion of function, for example, was

developed to replace the terms of classical

teleological or purposive explanation (see

functionalism). In large part, this was because

teleological explanations, important in

ancient physics, were discredited by the sci-

entific revolutions of the early modern period,

which accounted for physical phenomena

in terms of causal laws, making appeals to

inner forces superfluous. The causes of

human actions, however, seem to be

already described in terms of ends: when

we give a motive for an action, it typically

describes the purpose of the action – an

outcome rather than an input.

Social phenomena have a number of unu-

sual explanatory features. One is over-deter-

mination: the same fact typically has multiple

causes that would ensure that the same

thing would occur even if one of the causes

was removed. Also, actions and social phe-

nomena can be described in different ways,

each of which requires a different explanation.

Often particular descriptions contain within

themselves an explanatory account (for

example, a ‘rational action’). Thus disputes

often take the form of disputes over favored

description – something that cannot be

tested against the facts – rather than over

the explanation itself.
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FAMILY AND HOUSEHOLD

There exists a little confusion over the

terms ‘family’ and ‘household’, and there is

a tendency among both the general public

and social scientists to conflate the two.

‘Household’ is the more clear-cut term

relating to the person or persons living

under the same roof, whereas the concept

‘family’ refers to a group of people who

share kin ties (see kinship) and thus has a

more subjective status (see also intimacy).

A household can consist of a variety of

living arrangements: a single individual, a

heterosexual or homosexual couple, a couple

with children, an extended family of several

generations, one parent with children or

unrelated individuals. In many countries of

the developed world, there has been a rise

in the number of one-person households,

with a corresponding decrease in the number

of ‘family’ households consisting of a cou-

ple, a couple with children or one parent

with children. Because the term ‘house-

hold’ is more easily definable, it tends to be

preferred in quantitative survey research

such as the British Household Panel Survey

(see Scott 1997).

While studies that employ the concept

‘household’ focus on issues that are relatively

easy to measure, such as income, consumption

and labour, studies using the concept of

‘family’ are more frequently associated with

issues such as affect, relationships and parent-

ing. Although the members of a family do

not necessarily live together, in common

parlance ‘family’ is understood to consist of

family members living in the same house-

hold, more specifically the nuclear family

consisting of parents and their dependent

children. Just as the balance between dif-

ferent household types has undergone

many historical shifts, family life keeps

changing over time. What it means to be a

father, mother, husband, wife, daughter,

son, and so on undergoes constant change.

For example, since the sixteenth century,

the involvement of wider kin in the daily

life of the conjugal family has decreased,

while the balance of power between spouses

has shifted from a patriarchal system (see

patriarchy) to the ‘companionate marriage’,

which was especially promoted in the first

half of the twentieth century (see marriage

and divorce). At the same time, birth rates

have decreased in many Western countries,

leading to a reduction in the size of the

average conjugal family with children. Chan-

ges have also occurred in how children are

conceptualizedwithin families, with children

having become a separate group needing

special treatment and adult protection.

The sociological representation of

‘family’ has also changed over time, reflecting

its social and historical context. Mainstream

functionalism, represented by the work of

Talcott Parsons (Parsons and Bales 1955),

ruled family sociology in the 1950s and

1960s. According to the functionalist view,

the modern nuclear family had a positive
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function in industrialized societies in socializ-

ing children and stabilizing adult personal-

ities, where each family member had a

distinct role to play (see socialization).

While men and fathers carried out instru-

mental tasks, such as breadwinning, women

and mothers had an expressive role, caring

for other family members, physically and

emotionally. Parsons’s work contributed to

the common notion that the nuclear family

with a male breadwinner was the ‘natural’

family model for industrialized societies and

that this was the dominant family form.

Mainstream functionalist family sociology,

although still influential, has lost much of

its significance since the 1970s. The main

challenge came from feminist and Marxist

(see Marxism) sociologists, who high-

lighted the context-bound, class-and gen-

der-blind character of Parsons’s theories

(see feminist theory). Their work focused

on the diversity of families in different class

and ethnic (see ethnicity) groups (Collins

1985) and the oppression of women in

‘traditional’ heterosexual male-breadwinner

families (Barrett and McIntosh 1982).

Other feminist work focused on family and

particularly on motherhood as a locus for

resistance to oppression. Whereas much of

the earlier focus was on conjugal heterosexual

relationships, family sociology has diversified

to study other family relationships and

actors, such as children as active participants

(see agency) in family life as well as grand-

parents.

It would appear that the ideal of the

nuclear family has always been stronger

than the reality. Nevertheless, the concept

of ‘family’ remains ideologically charged.

Debates over whether or not ‘the family’ is

under threat because of a perceived shift in

values and norms or an increase in family

diversity recur at regular intervals. Ideals of

‘the family’ can be highly normative and

employed in an oppressive way, one example

being public anxiety about the existence of

‘lone mothers’ in the USA in the 1990s,

when there was talk of the formation of an

underclass living outside the bounds of

‘normal’ society and supposedly distin-

guishable by its high proportion of one-parent

families and unemployed individuals. In

these instances, debates about ‘the family’

are often a complex mix of issues, con-

cerning gender, class and race (see ‘race’

and racism). Popular debates on ‘problematic’

one-parent families often centre on an eth-

nic minority (such as African Americans or

Afro-Caribbean people in Britain) or on

the working class.

Family studies have increasingly reflected

the diversity of existing family forms, such

as nuclear families, one-parent families,

step-families, and gay and lesbian families.

However, despite an increasing acceptance

of a variety of family forms, the modern

nuclear family remains the ideal in both

popular and scientific discourse and ‘family’

tends to be delineated as married or cohabiting

couples with children. Individuals living in

other family forms still risk stigma and

social disadvantage.

Another consequence of the diversifica-

tion of family sociology since the 1970s has

been that the concept ‘family’ has become a

highly contested one, leading to an at times

heated debate over the correct way to

define the term. Some have argued that

sociologists should cease using the term

altogether as an analytical concept (Ber-

nardes 1986), whereas others have proposed

that it would be more appropriate to use

the term ‘families’ (Gittins 1993), as this

better reflects the diversity of family forms.

Stacey (1992) has maintained that it is jus-

tifiable to use the term ‘the postmodern

family’ as this does not indicates a specific

family form but rather emphasize the con-

tested and ambivalent character of con-

temporary kin relations.

Dispute over the correct way to define

‘family’ has abated somewhat since the early

1990s as the analytical focus has increasingly

shifted towards ideas of social construction

(see social constructionism). The starting

point of many studies has been the stories
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people tell about family life and everyday

actors’ own definitions of ‘family’. The term

‘family’ is no longer understood as a noun,

but rather as an adjective or even a verb, with

families viewed not as a concrete entity, but

as something that people do (Gubrium and

Holstein 1990; Morgan 1996). Families are

understood to be constructed in everyday

practices through which individuals negotiate

their family relationships. Whereas the term

‘the family’ might imply a firm and unchan-

ging reality, the so-called ‘new’ family studies

construct families not as static entities

defined by family structure but as ever-

changing networks of relationships. The

focus of such studies is on process and on

the dynamic nature of family relationships

(Smart and Neale 1999). Researchers have

increasingly paid attention to the complexity

of family relationships in post-divorce

families and step-families.

This focus on individual actors has been

coupled with theories of late modernity

and individualism and individualization,

according to which the norms and traditions

that governed family life in the past no

longer apply. As the rules have become less

strict, the meaning of family has become

increasingly fluid and open to negotiation

(Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 1995). This

has not only meant a loss of security, but

has also left space for individuals to cobble

together their own biographies, rather than

following the family patterns laid out for

them by dominant cultural patterns (Beck-

Gernsheim 2002).
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VANESSA MAY

FANON, FRANTZ (1925–1961)

French speaking theorist born in Martini-

que in the French Caribbean. Fanon stud-

ied with the poet Aimé Césaire at high

school and later fought with the Free

French during the Second World War.

After graduating from Lyon Medical

School, he became chief of psychiatric services

at Blida-Joinville Psychiatric Hospital,

Algiers (1953), where he joined the Algerian

National Liberation Front (1955). Fanon’s

first book, Black Skin, White Masks (1952),

addressed the issue of the ‘inferiority com-

plex’ among the black educated elite in

France. In a quest for ‘disalienation’ from

black people’s internalization of anti-black

racism (see race and racism), he insisted

that his was a ‘sociodiagnostic’ treatment not

only psychoanalytic, taking social and eco-

nomic realities into account. Engaging key

European thinkers – notably Freud, Jung,

Adler, Hegel, Merleau-Ponty, and Sartre –

as well as popular culture and literature, he

found that no theory could fully compre-

hend ‘the lived experience of the Black’.

Because of its epistemological critique,

FANON, FRANTZ (1925–1961)
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Black Skin is considered one of the found-

ing texts of postcolonial studies (see post-

colonial theory). The Wretched of the Earth,

completed on his deathbed in 1961, is

considered a canonical anti-imperialist text

(see imperialism). This work and the essay

‘The Pitfalls of National Consciousness’

map out the internal contradictions of

independent Africa. Yet the first chapter of

Wretched of the Earth, ‘Concerning Vio-

lence’, was controversial in the late 1960s

when it was celebrated by Black Power

movements in the USA and denigrated by

Hannah Arendt, among others, as a paean

of violence. A more rounded Fanon influ-

enced Steve Biko in South Africa. A Dying

Colonialism (1959) makes clear Fanon’s

contribution as a revolutionary humanist.
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NIGEL GIBSON

FASCISM

Fascism as a generic term refers to a general-

ized historical type of authoritarian political

regime (see authority). Historically, fascist

regimes developed in the inter-war period

first after the seizure of power by the Italian

Fascist Party and its leader, Benito Mussolini,

in Italy (1922–43) and later with the take-over

by Adolf Hitler, the charismatic leader of

the National Socialist Party and Chancellor

of the German Reich (1933–45). Since the

1920s the term fascism has been used as a

generalized concept of political theory and

political sociology (Wippermann 1997). In

particular, it refers to a cluster of common

structural features: one-party dictatorship,

plebiscitarian legitimacy, political repression,

a strong state impact on civil society and,

among the ideological orientation, an

extreme nationalism, racism (see ‘race’

and racism) and the glorification of violence

and virility.

Studying fascism has been mainly the

realm of contemporary history. Nevertheless,

since its first manifestation the fascist phe-

nomenon has stimulated social-theoretical

reflections too, based on comparative ana-

lysis and linked to sociological theory and

paradigms. The most influential social-

theoretical frameworks were developed by

scholars in the traditions of Marxism, cri-

tical theory, modernization theory, and

Weberian sociology (see Weber).

Marxist analysis attempted to explain the

emergence and the structure of fascist

regimes referring primarily to its social

roots in terms of political economy and

class theory. According to orthodox

Marxist social theory, the political sphere

and in particular the state are generally

considered dependent on the constellation

of economic forces, social classes, and

organized interests. In modern capitalist

society, the state represents and therefore

embodies the political interests of the eco-

nomically dominant classes, principally the

capitalist entrepreneurs or the bourgeoisie.

In this view, fascism and capitalism are

closely linked. A more sophisticated con-

ceptualization of fascism by Leftist scholars,

however, relates to Marx’s theory of

Bonapartism. Nineteenth-century Bona-

partism has been used to describe a govern-

ment that forms when the balance of power

does not allow a secure class rule and when

the military, the police, and the state bureau-

cracy intervene to establish order. In this
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perspective, the emergence of a fascist dic-

tatorship has been interpreted as a form of a

bourgeois state based on the relative inde-

pendence of the executive power sup-

ported by the state bureaucracy and police

control of the masses.

The cultural and socio-psychological

foundations of fascism were investigated by

critical theory, which combined Marxist

social theory with psychoanalysis. A group

of scholars, headed by T. W. Adorno and

M. Horkheimer, identified excessive con-

formity and submissiveness to authority as

the main bases of the disposition to anti-

Semitism, extreme conservatism and anti-

democratic violence. These traits of fascist

character especially surface within the

lower middle class where the oppression of

sexuality leads to forms of neurosis.

Whereas Marxist interpretations of fas-

cism largely assumed that fascist regimes

progressed typically under conditions of

modernity, characterized by advanced divi-

sion of labour and capitalist economy,

another influential group of scholars

emphasized exactly the contrary, namely

the drive to societal modernization under

fascist dictatorship, whether intended by

the political leadership or not. In an origi-

nal and sophisticated manner, Barrington

Moore (1969) undertook an extensive analysis

of the different historical paths to moder-

nity, comparing the European, American

and Asian civilizations. Moore’s study

linked the emergence of twentieth-century

fascism to the different historical traditions

of feudalism, in particular to the relation-

ship between landowners and peasants.

Since the 1980s Max Weber’s model of

charismatic leadership has proved to be a

particularly useful analytical tool in

explaining the take-over of power by

influential leaders like Mussolini and Hitler

(see charisma). However, in this perspective

the focus of analysis does not lie primarily

in the personalities of the leaders as such,

but refers to the foundations of legitimacy

of the political system. On this model, the

traditional forms of government were

undermined by a shift from monarchic

and parliamentarian legitimacy to charis-

matic legitimacy leading to an erosion of

norms, administrative standards and collec-

tive conventions. This specific ‘revolu-

tionary’ strength of charismatic leadership

eventually paved the way for the fragmen-

tation of state power, the expansion of

arbitrariness, the establishment of ‘poly-

cratic’ domination and the undermining of

bureaucratic rationality. This holds true in

particular for Nazi Germany, where the

destruction of the constitutional and

administrative order of the state has been

identified as a prerequisite of the Holo-

caust.
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FEMINIST THEORY

Feminist theory is particularly difficult to

characterize since it is not a single unified

theory. What makes theory feminist is that

it explicitly deals with women and/or gender,

motivated by a critique of both the position

of women within society and the andro-

centrism of mainstream (or ‘malestream’)

sociological thought. Feminist theory is

very diverse and there are feminist variants

of most forms of sociological theorizing. It

is also difficult to classify into sub-categories:

while these can be helpful in creating a

conceptual map of the field, they can also

be misleading.

The women’s movements of the late

1960s and early 1970s gave the impetus to

the emergence of distinctly feminist forms

of theorizing. At first, most feminist theory

was addressed to a single, basic question:

how can we account for women’s sub-

ordination? Answers were generally sought

in terms of the structure of modern Wes-

tern society, whether conceived of as capi-

talist or patriarchal (see capitalism;

patriarchy), reflecting the influence of

social structural analysis, especially Marx-

ism. During the 1980s, however, the focus

moved away from structural inequalities in

what has been characterized a ‘cultural

turn’ in feminist theory (Barrett 1992),

paralleling wider trends within social theory

as a whole. In the 1990s materialist femin-

ists, those concerned with the actualities of

material inequalities, were reasserting them-

selves and by the turn of the millennium

there was more concern with the relation-

ship between the cultural and material.

Theorizing male dominance

In the 1970s and early 1980s Marxism pro-

vided a starting point for many of those

seeking explanations for male dominance.

Since Marxism was developed to explain

class relations rather than gender relations,

it did not remain unmodified, but gave rise

to a series of debates on the relationship

between capitalism and male domination.

These theoretical differences are often repre-

sented in terms of opposition betweenMarxist

and radical feminists, but it is more accurate

to conceptualize them in terms of a con-

tinuum between those who saw women’s

subordination as primarily a consequence of

capitalism and those who saw it as primarily

patriarchal. Theorists at both ends of the

spectrum drew upon Marxism, but in

rather different ways: the most orthodox

sought to fit feminist analysis into existing

Marxist conceptual frameworks while oth-

ers experimented with more radical modi-

fications of Marxism. Among these, many

sought to explore potential interrelationships

between capitalism and patriarchy.

Patriarchy itself was a highly contentious

concept: some worried that it was ahistorical

or only applicable to past societies based

literally on the rule of fathers. Others,

however, defined patriarchy more broadly

as a system of male domination and sought

to historicize it (Walby 1990). Another set

of differences, cutting across the capitalism –

patriarchy continuum, concerned where

the causes of women’s subordination should

be located – in economic, productive rela-

tions, in reproductive relations, in specifically

sexual relations or in the effects of ideol-

ogy. Thus a diverse range of feminisms

emerged (see Jackson 1996). For example,

among those who concentrated on pro-

ductive relations, there were those who saw

women’s disadvantaged position in the

labour market in terms of their role as a

cheap and flexible ‘reserve army of labour’

for capitalism while others saw gendered

labour markets and workplaces as another

instance of male control over women’s

labour; many analyzed housework in terms

of the contribution it made to capitalism

while a few saw it as the patriarchal appro-

priation of women’s labour (Delphy 1984).

Some conceptualized women’s domestic

work as reproducing capitalist relations

through servicing the existing labour force
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and rearing the next generation of workers

while others saw men’s control of biological

reproduction, as the main issue. Some

focused more specifically on sexuality, on

the sexual exploitation of women or on

heterosexuality as a relationship founded

upon both sexual and labour relations (see

Jackson 2001).

Not all feminists involved in these

debates reduced women’s subordination to

a single cause (see Delphy 1984). Some

later attempted to synthesize prior feminist

work to produce a multi-dimensional per-

spective, in which many aspects of patriarchal

domination existed in intersection with

capitalism, changing over time (e.g. Walby

1990). Particularly significant developments

took place in the sphere of ideology and

culture which shaped the direction of key

debates in the 1980s and 1990s.

The cultural and the material

Debates on ideology were ultimately to

produce a shift away from materialist ana-

lysis on the part of many erstwhile Marxist

feminists in favour of a focus on language,

discourse and representation. This turn to

culture became increasingly evident in the

1980s, spearheaded by the journal m/f. The

starting point was a form of structural

Marxism deriving from Althusser. In parti-

cular, his conceptualization of ideology as

relatively autonomous from economic rela-

tions created a space to theorize women’s

subordination without having to relate it to

the capitalist mode of production. Althus-

ser’s work also contributed to the rehabilita-

tion of psychoanalysis, which many

feminists had previously rejected, as a

means of explaining how ideology is

reproduced in our psyche. The work of the

French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan was

seen as offering a symbolic rather than a

biological reading of Freud, more in keeping

with feminism’s insistence on the social origins

of women’s subordination. In general, there

was a growing interest in the structuralist

tradition of French theory (see structural-

ism) and in particular the idea that ideology

works through the capacity of language to

shape our thoughts and desires. Once the

ideas of Michel Foucault were added to

this mixture, the emphasis shifted from

ideology, which was assumed to conceal

social truths, to discourse – where ‘truth’ is

an effect of discourse. At this point, the link

which had moored these new analyses of

the symbolic to the material world was

severed. Gradually these new forms of fem-

inist theory evolved and merged into post-

structuralist and postmodern feminisms.

These new ideas initially had most

impact among Marxist feminists. In part,

this was a response to the perceived failure

of Marxism to deal with such issues as sub-

jectivity and sexuality. Moreover, post-

structuralism and postmodernism offered

perspectives that were radically anti-essen-

tialist, challenging the idea that ‘men’ and

‘women’ were given, natural, essential

categories (see essentialism). While there

were more sociological forms of social

constructionism available that could have

served the same purposes, they were

bypassed by a theoretical trajectory leading

from structural Marxism to post-structural-

ism.

Some aspects of postmodernism were not

particularly new to feminists. Feminists are

generally sceptical about claims to ‘objec-

tivity’ and ‘truth’, since these so often turn

out to be very particular truths, are aware

that language is not a transparent medium

of communication, that it constructs rather

than reflects meaning and often recognize

that the idea of a unitary, fixed, rational self

does not match the complexities and con-

tradictions of lived experience. However,

one aspect of this theorizing that proved

problematic was the deconstruction of

‘women’ – the subject of feminism – which

was central to the project of m/f and later

evident in some of the most celebrated

works of postmodern feminism (e.g. Butler

1990).
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In this context the immediate concern

was to counter the idea of ‘women’ as a

fixed, natural category, to emphasize its

historical, cultural and contextual specifi-

city. There was, however, another, and

compelling, reason for bringing ‘women’

into question – the problem of differences

among women. Analyses of women’s

oppression had been framed almost entirely

from a white Western perspective and by

the end of the 1970s, Black women, Third

World women and women of colour were

vigorously contesting this ethnocentrism. It

became increasingly clear that ‘women’ was

not, and could not be, a unitary category

given the complexities of women’s lives in

a post-colonial era with its global economy,

its history of colonial diasporas and its cur-

rent labour migrations and population dis-

placements (Brah 1996).

All of this was taken by some feminists as

a further mandate for postmodern theoriz-

ing, seen as a means of avoiding the exclu-

sions of an assumed universal womanhood

and the simplifications of causal models of

oppression. Not only had the intersections

between gender, racism and colonialism

been under-theorized, but ethnic, religious,

national and cultural differences were

proving to be complex and context-specific

(ibid.). However, while feminist post-

colonial theorists who spoke from the

position of the previously marginalized

‘other’ played a major part in re-orienting

theory, critics noted that many postmodern

writings perpetuated the same exclusions as

other theories: presuming to speak for the

excluded and professing concern for diver-

sity while refusing directly to confront

inequality (Modleski 1991).

Some theorists began to warn of the

dangers of turning our backs on structural

inequality in the name of scepticism about

universalistic truth claims. The most sig-

nificant of the ‘differences’ preoccupying

postmodernists are, after all, founded upon

real, material inequalities such as those

deriving from institutionalized racism and

local and global divisions of labour. To

ignore these is to risk valorizing differences

that are products of oppression and

inequality. Meera Nanda (1997), for exam-

ple, argues that the emphasis on cultural

difference as a site of resistance to global

capitalism, an emphasis that ignores local

patriarchal relations, serves to glorify

women’s status as underdogs. In a global

context characterized by extremely stark

and worsening material inequalities, it is

often women who are most disadvantaged

by the intersections between global and

local exploitation (Mohanty 1997). In the

wealthy Western nations, too, gender, class

and racist inequalities are still with us.

As these arguments indicate, a strong

counter-critique was being launched by

feminists still working with more materialist

perspectives. Sylvia Walby (1992), for

example, challenged the idea that post-

modernism had a monopoly on theorizing

diversity and complexity. She argues that

postmodernists go too far in fragmenting

the categories of ‘women’, ‘race’ and ‘class’,

failing to recognize systematic oppressions,

cross-cultural regularities and historical

continuities in gender relations. Rather than

abandoning attempts to explain inequality,

she suggests, we should be developing the-

ories of gender, class, and ethnicity which

recognize the intersections between them

and which place them in the context of the

international division of labour.

Work of this kind is now being under-

taken, for example, Floya Anthias (2001)

elaborates a perspective on intersections

between class, ethnicity and gender, com-

bining analysis of the material – the pro-

duction and allocation of resources, and the

symbolic – the valuational aspects of

inequality. She draws upon earlier forms of

Marxist feminist thinking about production

and reproduction as well as Bourdieu’s

analysis of cultural and symbolic capital. In

so doing she develops a complex analysis of

the ways in which the cultural and symbolic

cut across all dimensions of inequality.
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In a similar vein Nancy Fraser (1997) has

analyzed the cultural and material in terms

of the distinction between ‘the politics of

redistribution’ and ‘the politics of recogni-

tion’: claims for equitable distribution of

resources and claims for the valuing of dif-

ferences. She suggests the need to find ways

of establishing both the distinctiveness of

material and symbolic forms of oppression

and the interconnections between them.

She places class at the material end of the

spectrum and ‘despised sexualities’ at the

cultural end, albeit acknowledging that in

reality no form of inequality is only material

or cultural. This differentiates her position

from more Marxist forms of materialism,

such as Hennessy’s (2000) exploration of

the material shaping of sexuality.

Theorizing intersections between the

cultural and material has made fields like

sexuality, once thought of as primarily cul-

tural, amenable to more materialist analysis.

Conversely, issues once approached pri-

marily in material or structural terms have

been opened to more cultural analysis –

notably class. Feminists drawing on aspects

of post-structuralist thought, as well as the

work of Bourdieu, were addressing not

only the intersections between class and

gender but also classed subjectivity. Thus

they were bringing the sociology of emo-

tions to bear on a sphere of life traditionally

thought of in terms of economic rationality

or, in Fraser’s terms, bringing issues of

recognition, into a field thought of in terms

of redistribution (see e.g. Skeggs 2004).

Feminist and sociological theorizing

The history of the interplay between

material and cultural analysis, however, is

not the whole story. Since the 1970s feminists

have undertaken theoretical work outside

the major debates and have engaged with a

broad spectrum of sociological perspectives.

Over time the diversity of feminist theory

has become more marked as it continued to

develop through continued dialogue among

feminists and interventions in wider socio-

logical debates. As a result, feminist theory

has played a major role in opening up new

avenues of theoretical inquiry, such as

sexuality and the body (see embodiment).

Here they have also ensured that socio-

logical perspectives made due contribution

to interdisciplinary feminist debates.

Feminists have therefore made major

contributions to sociology, although this

has not always been fully recognized, even

by those working in fields where feminists

have been pioneers. While feminists have

consistently engaged with male mainstream

theorists, the compliment is only rarely

returned.
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STEVI JACKSON

FEUDALISM

Feudalism means primarily a stage in the

developmental process of European societies

in which administrative functions are exe-

cuted by large land-owners in a barter-

economy who obtain fiefs in return for

their services. These include military duties

which in turn guarantee to their performers

a substantial amount of political power and

lead to the creation of a relatively closed

warrior-caste. Occidental feudalism thus

denotes a process beginning with the collapse

of West Roman authority, fusing Roma-

nic, Celtic and Germanic institutions, and

gaining its specific shape under the successors

of Charlemagne (Weber 1978: 255). In its

narrower sense, feudalism as a dominant

formation ends with the consolidation of

central power in the late Middle Ages. In

its broader sense, feudal remnants can also

be found in early twentieth-century Europe,

and, by analogy, feudal structures can be

detected in many parts of the world over

various periods. Feudalism’s relevance for

social theory can be seen under three

aspects: (1) political, since the modern sys-

tem of bureaucratic and democratic

nation–states cannot be understood with-

out its feudal precursors and their contrasting

properties; (2) socio-economic, because mod-

ern capitalism as a ‘mode of production’ can

be partly delineated from, and partly con-

trasted to, feudalism as an economic system;

and (3) cultural, in so far as feudalism com-

bines a warrior-code of honour (‘chivalry’)

with physical courage and male violence

which has deeply shaped European culture

up to the present.

Politically, feudalism means a network of

personal relationships of domination and

submission between lords and personally

free vassals who promise each other loyalty

in exchange for protection and obedience.

Marc Bloch’s (1939) classical description

paints a vivid picture of rituals that include

exclusive oaths of fealty and specific ges-

tures (for instance, kisses on the mouth). A

whole pyramid of ranks is formed by a sys-

tem of sub-infeudation.

Against static notions of feudalism, it is

better to speak of an extended process of

‘feudalization’. In this sense, Elias (2000)

distinguishes between ‘centrifugal’ and

‘centripetal’ development. A centrifugal

development occurs when the power bal-

ance between ‘king’ or ‘overlord’ and ‘vas-

sal’ shifts toward the latter who is able to

retain the fief, make it hereditary and thus

weakens the power basis of the former.

‘Centrifugal’ development occurs with

commercialization and monetarization

where the king rewards his vassals through

money gained by taxation on towns and

merchants and no longer relies exclusively

on the military strength of knights.

The classical image of feudalism as largely

personal rule contrasts with the bureaucratic,

rational character of modern states (see state

and nation-state). Max Weber (1978) saw

feudalism, with several Non-Western varia-

tions, among them the Japanese Samurai, as a

central stage on the path from patriarchalism

through patrimonialism to rational bureau-

cratic rule and democratic legitimacy.

After Weber, key questions for sociologist

have been how to explain the different fates

that lead states either to dictatorship or to

parliamentary democracy such as in the works

of Barrington Moore (1973). Equally

important have been the role of land-based

feudalism (whatWeber calls Standestaat) versus

town-based democracy as the guiding princi-

ple of modern parliamentarianism, as well as
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the role of ‘coercion’ (Tilly 1990) in agrarian

territorial states (e.g. Russia) versus ‘capital’

in sea-faring trading states (e.g. Venice).

Feudalism is also a type of political order

that differs radically from the ethnic-national

and territorial character of modern nation–

states, although it precedes them and leads

to a system of competing dynastic states and

from there to the often bellicose competi-

tion of the European state-system until the

Second World War.

Economically, the feudal ‘mode of pro-

duction’ has been extensively discussed,

especially its aspect of ‘serfdom’ that deviates

most strongly from the asymmetric exchange

of commodities between ‘free’ wage-workers

and capitalists (see commodity and com-

modification). Marxists writers analyzed the

extent to which the feudal system either

transformed itself into a market economy

pushed by an inner contradictory logic of

development, or whether it instead received

incentives from the outside, from the urban

merchant capital of medieval towns, (see

Sweezy et al. 1976). Karl Polanyi (1944)

stressed the closed, static, reciprocal and redis-

tributional character of a traditional economy

against the self-destructive tendencies of the

market. Historical research has determined

varieties of forms and degrees of institutional

change in Western feudalism by recon-

structing the range of conditions from the

serf-like status of manorial farm-hands, based

on temporary and hereditary holding, through

to those kinds of coercion which stem from

feudal monopolies of jurisdiction and man-

ufacturing. In this respect, modern capitalist

societies can be seen as resulting from a

differentiation of functions into semi-

autonomous spheres that once were united

under a feudal ruler.

Culturally, European feudalism can be

seen as an effective mint that coins lasting

models of upper-class behaviour. Elias’s

(2000) idea of a ‘civilizing process’ deals with

changes in the structure and experience of

secular European upper classes from the fero-

city of the medieval warrior to the politeness

of the tamed courtier (see civilization). Elias

describes the passage from medieval courtoi-

sie to early modern civilité and eighteenth-

century civilizations as a prehistory of modern

affect-control. Feudalism thus claims a

place in the European history of manners

and helps explain properties that can seem

alien to us today: a warrior-mentality, the

gentlemanly spirit and a preoccupation

with honour, all of which have been influ-

ential in historians’ fascination with the

European upper classes, at least until the

First World War.
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HELMUT KUZMICS

FIGURATION

The concept of ‘figuration’ was developed

by Norbert Elias as an alternative to, but by

no means as the equivalent of, terms such as

structure, society and system. Throughout

his life, Elias consistently argued that

human beings can only be properly under-

stood as pluralities, not as isolated individual

actors who variously interact with other

individuals or social institutions. Elias called

the latter prevailing image of humans Homo

clausus (the closed person). He aimed to

demonstrate how the latter image tended to

emerge from the processes of civilization

whereby human beings come to experience
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an invisible ‘wall of affects’ which seemingly

separates the ‘real me in here’ from the

‘external world out there’. Elias’s aim was

to counter this reification, as well as the

related notions of ‘social agencies’, ‘institu-

tions’, and ‘society’ as entities existing sepa-

rately from the people comprising them. He

stressed the fundamental interdependence

of human beings, first in their biology, and

then through their socially developed reci-

procal needs (Elias 2000: 482). Such human

interdependencies comprise the nexuses of

figurations: shifting networks of mutually

oriented human beings with fluctuating,

asymmetrical power balances. Sociologically,

the concept directs our attention towards

patterns, regularities, directions of change,

tendencies and counter-tendencies, in webs

of human relationships developing over time.

To explain the concept of figuration,

Elias employs the analogy of dance. View-

ing dancers on a dance-floor as a mobile

figuration of interdependent people helps

us to envisage nation–states, cities, famil-

ies, and even feudal, capitalist and com-

munist societies as figurations. We can talk

of recognizable patterns emerging from

such shifting figurations, just as we might

discern the ‘tango’, or the ‘waltz’, or simply

‘dance in general’. However, Elias argues

that, it is problematic to conceive of ‘dance’

as a structure somehow ‘outside’ ‘the indi-

vidual’ (ibid.: 482). While different people

can dance the same dance figuration, there

is no dance as such without dancers. Dance

figurations, like any social figuration, are

partly independent of the specific individuals

forming them at any particular time, but are

not independent of individuals as such. Nor

are dances mere abstract mental constructions

produced from the observation of individuals

considered in isolation from one another.

While figurations can persist even after the

individuals who comprised them at one

time have died and been replaced, they

only exist through the ongoing participation

of constituent members (van Krieken 1998:

58).

The analogy of dance might lead us to

conclude that all figurations follow a planned

or rational course like dancers following the

pre-defined steps of a tango. However,

Elias is keen to demonstrate that more

complex figurations often follow a ‘blind’

course. In What is Sociology? (1970) he pre-

sents a range of game scenarios to serve as

models for understanding structural char-

acteristics of figurations (see also play and

game). After first discussing contests without

rules, he introduces the model of a two-

person game, such as chess, where player A

is stronger than player B. In this case, A can

force B to play certain moves, but A must

also take account of B’s response, despite

the difference in ability. Thus while A can

steer the course of the game, B is not totally

powerless. If B had absolutely no strength,

there could be no game; the players are, he

suggests, always interdependent. However,

even in a model where just two players are

involved, when their relative strengths

become more equal, neither player can

easily control the moves of the other. Pre-

dicting the game even a few moves ahead

becomes difficult, and its overall course

follows a path that neither player had

intended. In such a case, both players have

become increasingly dependent on the game’s

figuration – its shifting flow – in determin-

ing their moves (compare this approach

with game theory).

Elias further introduces a number of

more complex game scenarios – with larger

numbers of players, with a range of differ-

ent respective strengths, involving coali-

tions and internal conflicts. Such multi-tier

game models can be viewed as analogies for

complex and extensive social figurations

that have no sporting equivalent, such as

modern nation–states (see also sport and

leisure). As the number of players in such

games increases, so the game’s changing

course becomes more and more opaque to

the participating players so that it appears to

them to have a ‘life of its own’. Thus it

becomes hard to resist the temptation to
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conceive of such figurations as ‘society’ or

‘social structure’, as having their own exis-

tence, and as operating ‘behind the backs’

of human beings. For Elias, ‘society’, ‘system’,

‘structure’ are all better understood figur-

ationally as a ‘basic tissue resulting from

many single plans and actions of people

[which] can give rise to changes and patterns

that no individual person has planned or

created. . .an order more compelling and

stronger than the will of the individual

people composing it’ (Elias 2000: 366).

While not without its critics – see, for

example, Layder (1986) – Elias’s concept of

figuration has had enormous significance

for sociological theory, particularly in rela-

tion to contemporary debates concerning

the relationship of structure and agency

(see also structuration school).
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JASON HUGHES

FORM AND FORMS

Form and forms result from a distinction in

regard to objects between the substances

they consist of and the shape, structure, or

configuration these substances attain. For

social theory, the main topics are: (1) con-

ceptual forms as epistemological prerequisites

for social science; (2) social and cultural forms;

and (3) forms in the aesthetic sense and

their relationship to society. Historically, the

concept of form attained a key status in

social theory within neo-Kantianism in the

early twentieth century (see Kantianism and

Neo-Kantianism). A reformulated version

is central for recent developments in social

systems theory.

Form and forms are fundamental categories

throughout the history of ideas. Ancient

Greek philosophy attributed an indepen-

dent explanatory status (causa formalis) to

form. The modern use of the concept dates

back to Kant. In Kant’s terms, ‘forms of

intuition’ of intuition such as time and

space, and concepts and categories, under-

stood as forms, are conditions of experience

and knowledge. Nature in Kantian philo-

sophy is consequently conceived as a result

of the forming of sensual data by a priori

categories.

It was this Kantian idea which Georg

Simmel sought to elaborate in his distinction

between ‘form’ and ‘content’ as a basis for

all humanities disciplines, and for his para-

digmatic foundation of sociology in particular.

Simmel saw the question ‘How is society

possible?’ ([1905] 1971) as being answered

by a priori forms of human minds enabling

individuals to perceive one another as social

beings. This ability synthesizes individuals

in societies as members of supra-individual

units. Societies are ‘interactions’ (Simmel’s

expression, Wechselwirkungen, means literally

‘mutual effects’). There is an infinite diversity

of motives for establishing interactions,

ranging from work, love, hunger, to reli-

giosity or artistic experience. All these

motives are what Simmel refers to as the

material or content of association. The reali-

zation of such motives depends on specific

‘forms of interactions’. Just as geometry

explores the spacial form of objects inde-

pendent of their empirically given matter,

pure or formal sociology describes and ana-

lyzes forms of interactions as such. Inde-

pendent of economic, religious or sexual

contents, social forms such as competition,

domination and subordination, division of

labour, conflict and imitation display a

logic of their own. While many social and

cultural forms may have their origin in

practical necessities, they attain autonomy

once they are established. Thus, science,
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art and law follow an inherent logic in

their further development.

According to Simmel, the social forms of

games (see play and game), which involve

demonstrations of physical and intellectual

prowess, have their origins in capacities for

survival, but with time they come to be

pursued for their own sake. In this sense,

Simmel calls sociability the play-form of

sociation. Sociable chatting or flirting is a

playful form of conversation or sexuality.

Chatting and flirting have a social meaning

beyond the rationalistic dichotomy between

purposefulness and irrational purposelessness.

In his late phase oriented to Lebensphilosophie,

Simmel regarded a defining quality of life as

being the production of transcendent forms

attaining an independent objectified status

vis-à-vis their creators. His concept of the

‘tragedy of culture’ refers to contradictions

between new developments of individual

and social life and the persistence of forms

once produced by life.

In direct reference to Simmel, and in the

broader stream of Neo-Kantianism, the con-

cept of form held a prominent status in several

works of leading twentieth-century theorists.

Ernst Cassirer’s study of German intellectual

history is guided by the distinction between a

‘principle of form’ and a ‘principle of free-

dom’. Cassirer‘s most important work, Phi-

losophy of Symbolic Forms ([1923] 1953),

deals with epistemological, mythic and lin-

guistic forms. It had a strong impact on

modern symbol theory such as Susanne

Langer’s Feeling and Form (1953). In the

collection of essays included in Soul and

Form ([1911] 1974) and other studies in lit-

erary theory, Georg Lukács explores the

connection between aesthetic forms and

the social and cultural condition of the time

(see art and aesthetics). ‘Transcendental

homelessness’ was Lukács’s conception of

the breakdown of a holistic form of life or the

fragmentation of the experience of totality,

and he saw this reflected in literary forms.

The breakdown of organic forms under

capitalism is also the core element in

Siegfried Kracauer’s metaphor The Mass

Ornament ([1963] 1995). The symmetries of

a dance group symbolize ‘the fundamental

substance of the epoch’ in the sense that

they are not an organic unity but are

merely held together by a rationalistic

exterior choreography similar to the ‘unity’

of a ‘group’ of workers on an assembly line.

In his earlier epistemological studies, Kra-

cauer distinguished between material

sociology and a formal sociology, speaking

of a phenomenological ‘geometry of

experiences’.

In his autopoietic systems theory, Niklas

Luhmann replaces the traditional form/

matter dichotomy with the distinction of

form and medium. This reformulation

refers to George Spencer-Brown’s Laws of

Form (1969). Observation is based on a

distinction. Its unity is a form which

requires a medium on which it can be

‘inscribed’. According to Luhmann, deci-

sive for social systems are media of

communication such as language or sym-

bolically generalized media such as power,

money, truth, or love. The general medium

of social systems is meaning.
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FOUCAULT, MICHEL (1926–1984)

French theorist

Foucault’s work had three main stages. In

his early work of the 1960s, influenced by

Bachelard and Canguilhem, he presented

archaeological analyses of madness, medicine

and the human sciences that focused on

delineating epistemes, charting the epistemo-

logical breaks in ways of reflecting on these

topics (see also health and illness and

medicalization). Following a period of

methodological reflection, and the events of

May 1968, in the 1970s Foucault turned to

the Nietzschean project of genealogy as a

critical reflection on the politics of truth and

developed the idea of power–knowledge

relations as a way of addressing the dis-

ciplinary constitution of forms of sub-

jectivity (see Nietzscheanism and Neo-

Nietzscheanism). His genealogies of punish-

ment and sexuality led him to the thesis

that modern societies are characterized by

bio-power (see power and social control).

Foucault’s final period of work concentrated

on the issues of ethics, enlightenment and

governmentality. Through analyses of Greek

and Roman practices of self-formation, he

developed an approach to ethics as a practice

of freedom. This led him to consider

Enlightenment as a critical ethos oriented to

engaging in the free activity of questioning

what appear to us as natural, necessary or

obligatory limits on our agency. It is this

ethos of Enlightenment that Foucault took

his own work to exhibit and which he linked

to critical reflection on the ways in which

we are governed.
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DAVID OWEN

FRAMING

Framing is a concept referring to processes

by which reality is classified and ordered by

the activation of patterns of expectation,

experience, perception and interpretation.

In the social sciences, it denotes the cognitive

process through which agents structure social

reality by drawing on culturally, socially

and individually available knowledge so as

to be able to experience, perceive, interpret

and evaluate a situation and whatever

appears in it, whether other people, objects or

events, and on that basis act in an appropriate

manner. The concept of framing derives from

Kantianism and was carried forward by the

psychologist Jean Piaget in the twentieth

century. It entered sociology when Erving

Goffman (1974) proposed to deal with the

organization of experience, or cognitive

structures and processes, by means of the

concepts of ‘frame’, ‘framing’ and ‘frame

analysis’. Since the late 1980s, it has attracted

increasing attention from sociologists in

both North America and Europe.

The concepts of ‘frame’ and, ‘framing’ are

related to what Kant termed ‘schematization’

and to what Piaget termed ‘structuration’ –

the latter being a concept more familiar to

sociologists through the work of Anthony

Giddens. The concept of structuration, how-

ever, is also encapsulated in Pierre Bourdieu’s

(1984) concept of ‘habitus’ consisting of a

system of internalized, embodied cognitive

structures operating as a structuring structure.

The employment of the more specific

concept of framing in sociology since the late

1980s exhibits a range of different interpreta-

tions. Goffman, who drew on Alfred Schutz’s
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work on ‘multiple realities’ and on the rele-

vance of particular schemata or typifications

(see type and typification), focused expressly

on the organization of the experience of

the individual in social situations. Drawing

on Goffman, Giddens (1984) circumscribed

framing generally in terms of the ordering

of activities and meanings through a cluster

of rules enabling the participants to make

sense of what is going on. David Snow

(Snow et al. 1986) broadened framing

beyond Goffman’s individualist stress to

refer to the conscious strategic efforts by

social movements to create a joint under-

standing of the situation which could motivate

and legitimate collective action. Gamson

(1988) went still further by including mass

media discourse and the manner in which

particular framings activate or ‘resonate’

certain cultural themes and counter-

themes. The role he ascribed to culture as a

factor in framing is comparable to both

American repertoire theory and the idea of

cultural ‘tool-kits’ and to French pragmatic

sociology focusing on cultural convention

in different social domains. These competing

interpretations have fuelled debates about

the levels of framing and the precise nature

of the structuring occurring in the process.

Criticizing the tendency for the concept

to lose its specificity and to be equated with

all cultural dimensions, Doug McAdam et

al. (1996) pleaded for a return to Snow’s

original confinement of framing to social

movements. Against McAdam, however, it

can be argued that if the relations between

a social movement and its adversaries

involve intense framing contests producing

an outcome shaped by the filter effect of

the media and mass media, analysis clearly

must go beyond the frame of the move-

ment. It must consider the broader framing

process taking place through public

communication in the given structured sit-

uation, as Klaus Eder (1996) has argued.

The framing of a particular issue requires,

first, that the different competing collective

actors or agents each use micro-level framing

devices drawn from culture to construct its

own meso-level actor, identity or organi-

zational frame. Second, it requires that these

competing meso-level frames be interrelated,

played out against one another and selected

in public communication, thus discursively

producing an emergent joint macro-frame

that defines in a collectively valid way the

problem situation, the issue at stake in it, an

accepted decision about it, and possible

courses of action (see micro-, meso- and

macro-levels).

Clarity about the precise structure of

framing remains a desideratum. Two con-

siderations are important. Against the

widespread reduction to symbolism (see

symbol), the first is that the cognitive and

symbolic dimensions must be distinguished,

so that it is possible to support and intern-

ally articulate symbolic analysis by the

investigation of cognitive structures and

frames. A fruitful theoretical approach to

the cognitive side of analysis, second, is

suggested by the threefold cognitive con-

cept of culture, embracing a cognitive (in

the narrow sense), normative and aesthetic

or conative dimension, which is to be

found in the writings of Weber, Schutz,

Parsons, Habermas and Bourdieu, among

others. Such an approach would enable a

researcher to focus on the combination of

different elements in a dynamic framing

process producing an emergent outcome in

a non-linear manner.
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PIET STRYDOM

FRANKFURT SCHOOL

Reference to the ‘Frankfurt School’ came

into use in the 1950s, designating a group

of émigré social scientists and philosophers

returning to Germany after their flight from

that country before the Second World

War. The Institute for Social Research,

originally founded at Frankfurt University

in 1923, was dissolved by the Nazis in

1933, then re-opened in 1945 with American

assistance. After emigrating, the members

of the circle published the journal they had

first founded in 1932 in a range of locations

until 1941, first in Geneva, then Paris, then

New York. The inner members of the circle

were Max Horkheimer, Director of the

Institute after 1930, together with Theodor

W. Adorno and Herbert Marcuse, as well

as Erich Fromm, Walter Benjamin, Friedrich

Pollock and Leo Löwenthal. In addition,

Franz Neumann and Otto Kirchheimer

belonged to the circle during its early years

in the 1920s and 1930s.

Horkheimer’s and Adorno’s project

involved a unique combination of orthodox

and radically revisionist interpretations of

Marx’s social teachings. On the orthodox

side was their adherence to Marx’s theory

of value in Capital, although their interests

focused less on the economic intricacies of

the theory and increasingly more on its

cultural implications. On the revisionist

side was their method of subjecting Marxism

to the structural fallibility of empirical social

research. By the end of the 1920s not only

capitalism but also Marxism seemed in to

be in a state of severe crisis. Fascism now

appeared to have triumphed over socialism

in Europe. Even though many arguments

still spoke for Marx’s economic theories

and for his critique of capitalism, great

expectations of a radical transformation of

experiences of crisis into revolutionary

consciousness had been disappointed. From

this point onward the aims of the Institute

were to explain why this was so, through

empirical studies drawing on the full spec-

trum of philosophy and the social sciences.

Among the best known of these was their

study The Authoritarian Personality (1950)

(see authority).

This falsification of the expectation of

revolution was the principal subject of the

work undertaken by Adorno and Hor-

kheimer in the USA. In America Hor-

kheimer now spoke of critical theory

without explicit reference to Marx. The

fruit of these years was their tragic text, The

Dialectic of Enlightenment, combining grand

philosophical narrative with empirical ana-

lysis. The following two decades were

dominated by Adorno’s philosophy of

negative dialectic, until Jürgen Habermas

gave the School a further revisionist but still

neo-Marxist turn, orienting the project of

critical theory around the concept of

communication.
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FREEDOM

Since Isaiah Berlin’s seminal essay ‘Two

Concepts of Liberty’ (1958), discussion of the

nature of freedom in social and political

philosophy has revolved around two compet-

ing concepts – negative and positive liberty

(Berlin 1969). Negative liberty denotes the

absence of interference or coercion, stating

that mere lack of opportunity is not in itself a

condition of unfreedom, while the deliberate

restriction of our opportunities by others is.

Thus I am not unfree because I cannot fly

like a bird, since this is merely a brute fact

about the human condition. For somebody

to prevent me from attempting to fly, on

the other hand, would be to have my freedom

restricted, however well meaning the person’s

intentions in this instance.

Positive liberty, on the other hand, sug-

gests that the negative concept is an impover-

ished account of freedom due to its failure

to include the opportunity to be free within its

definition of liberty. To say that a penniless

person is free to dine at the Ritz Hotel, for

example, appears perverse, since this is

clearly not a liberty that any penniless person

is in a position to act upon. Moreover, as

Charles Taylor argues (1979), the question

arises as to how we can comprehend why

some infringements on our freedom offend

us more than others unless we have some

background notion of what freedom is actu-

ally useful for. This then brings us back to

positive liberty, with its emphasis on free-

dom as an end-point – the positive realization

of a state or goal – whether this is auton-

omy, self-mastery, or some other value-

laden account of what it means to be free.

This value-laden aspect of positive liberty

is precisely the problem for defenders of

negative liberty, however. For, apart from

opening itself up to the seemingly intract-

able debate about what human freedom

consists of, there is a danger that those who

believe they have discovered the answer

might force the rest of us to be free, as

Jean-Jacques Rousseau notoriously sug-

gested in his model of government by the

‘general will’. Yet counter-intuitive as the

idea of being ‘forced to be free’ appears, we

cannot so easily dismiss it, since part of what

restricts our freedom is internal – ignorance

or prejudice, for example. Under these cir-

cumstances, such as when we require chil-

dren to attend school against their will, it is

possible to understand, if not endorse, the

argument that our longer-term freedom

might occasionally require compulsion.

In a social context, it is also clear that there

are times when individual liberty has to be

curtailed in the interests of liberty for all.

‘Freedom for the pike is death for the min-

nows’, wrote Isaiah Berlin (1969: 124); abso-

lute freedom for all degenerates into the rule

of the strong over the weak. J. S.Mill’s harm

principle, as set out in On Liberty ([1859]

1989), is the clearest attempt to address this

problem, stating that government is entitled

to restrict the exercise of individual free-

dom only to the extent that this causes

harm to others. What exactly constitutes

harm, however, is not easy to determine, as

in the case of pornography, for example.

Returning to the paradoxical notion of

being ‘forced to be free’, negative libertar-

ians are able to argue that their definition

avoids this problem altogether, being open

to many different versions of the good life.

For non-interference provides the space

within which individuals can pursue their

own plans and purposes in life. This nega-

tive account of liberty is also able to avoid

another form of questioning that threatens

positive liberty with the possibility of infinite

regress, namely: exactly what opportunities

do I require in order to be free? Negative

freedom is simpler here – no resources are

required for me to be free from interference;

freedom is deliverable. While we must no

doubt address the problem of varying levels

of opportunity in society, for negative lib-

ertarians this is separate from questions of

individual freedom. In Berlin’s words:

‘Everything is what it is: liberty is liberty, not

equality or fairness or justice. . .’ (1969: 125).
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To see liberty as under discussion only in

the terms of negative and positive freedom

preferred by liberalism would be a mistake,

however. Indeed, for Quentin Skinner, who

has highlighted a republican (or neo-Roman)

notion of freedom, liberty existed before lib-

eralism (1998). Republican liberty, in Skin-

ner’s reconstruction of it, emphasizes the

political context of freedom, stating that

individual freedoms are only realizable in a

free polity. In other words, to ask ‘What

does political freedom consist of?’ is at once

to ask ‘What does a free polity require?’ For

republicans, the answer to this latter question

revolves around an account of virtuous

citizens who pay due care and attention to

the state of freedom in the polity, to threats

to that freedom arising from within and

without (see republic). Republican liberty

thus appears better able than liberalism’s

negative liberty to identify where the unfree-

dom lies in a benign dictatorship. Such a

dictatorship might well respect non-inter-

ference in the lives of its citizens – thus

ensuring negative liberty – but this is always

contingent on the will of the dictator, and

republicans are able to condemn this con-

tingency as inimical to freedom properly

understood.
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GIDEON BAKER

FREUD, SIGMUND (1856–1939)

Austrian psychiatrist and founder of psy-

choanalysis. Freud lived and worked as an

analyst and theorist in Vienna until he was

forced to emigrate to London in 1938.

Freud’s psychoanalysis has been interpreted

as a product of Viennese modernity and was

influenced by Austro-Marxism and Juda-

ism as well as atheism. Although the

appreciation of psychoanalysis in Europe

was restricted through the anti-Semitism of

his time, Freud’s theories became pro-

foundly influential for the humanities and

social sciences in the twentieth century.

Centrally concerned with the nature of the

unconscious, emotion, sexuality, aggres-

sive drives, and the three structures, the id,

the ego and the superego, Freud was

equally interested in cognition and philo-

sophy. In his meta-psychological writings

he sought to give psychoanalysis a purely

theoretical dimension, with which he

explained the psychic life in its ‘dynamic,

topic and economic relations’ (Freud

1915). He defined a theory of human rela-

tionships that was to become a dominant

modern psychoanalytical perspective

named object relations theory. Freud also

applied psychoanalysis to cultural issues. His

own writings on religion, culture and

civilization – Totem and Taboo (1913),

Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego

(1921), The Future of an Illusion (1927),

Civilisation and its Discontents (1930), Moses

and Monotheism (1939) – provide models for

a social application of psychoanalysis that

has been extended by figures such as

Lacan, Parsons, Elias, Marcuse, Winni-

cott, Melanie Klein, Nancy Chodorow,

Julia Kristeva, and many others.
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MICHAELA WÜNSCH

FRIENDSHIP

Friendship is an interpersonal relationship

between two or more human beings over

time, based variously on mutual benevolence,

personal voluntary choice, intimacy, unselfish

motives, sincerity, trust, discretion, respect,

tact and openness of the self. It is distinct

from passionate sexual or kinship love and

not determined by social position (see kin-

ship). In Parsons’s terms, friendship is

achieved rather than ascribed. It involves no

formal duties, obligations, or legal require-

ments. In sociological terms friendship may

be characterized as a non-institutionalized

institution.

A universal notion of friendship exists,

but in practice it is not culturally invariant.

In archaic societies it can have the form of

reciprocal obligations and duties. Expressions

of friendship can include all kinds of affection,

from close erotic and familial ties to political

loyalties, sympathies and business partnerships.

In contrast to ancient and medieval

authors, modern thinkers suggest that the

bond between friends relates to their

respective individual or personal qualities.

Friends perceive and respond to each other

in a unique, genuine, and individual way.

The modern definition of friendship

underlines the need for openness and self-

disclosure among friends as a token of inti-

macy and trust.

The concept of friendship considered

most influential today was defined by Aristotle

(1985). He differentiated between: (1)

friendship from pleasure; (2) useful friend-

ship; and (3) friendship based on personal

character. For Aristotle, true friendship

required that friends wish the best for their

friends and that their actions are undertaken

in their friends’ best interests, features char-

acteristic of non-instrumental relationships

founded on genuine love and self-love.

The Christian conception of ‘perfect love’

(agape or charity), which defined friendship

as a universal and unconditional relation-

ship, did not follow Aristotle. Modern

sociological and ethical conceptions discuss

friendship as a complex phenomenon

involving different types and degrees of

companionship, intimacy, attraction by

affection, and mutual assistance.
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FUNCTIONALISM

Drawing on analogies with biological systems,

functionalists argue that society should be

understood as a system of parts that are both

organized and interdependent (see social sys-

tem). Organized interdependence constitutes

a functional system, and systems operate as

relatively bounded entities in interaction with

an environment. Functionalists are inter-

ested both in the organization of the system

and in the organization of its relations with

its environment. Emphasis is upon self-

regulation and the processing of information

and learning via feedback mechanisms.

Functionalism can be traced to Émile Dur-

kheim and Herbert Spencer. The anthro-

pologists Bronislaw Malinowski and Alfred

Radcliffe-Browne drew on Durkheim to

develop a distinctive form of functionalist

anthropology in the early twentieth century.

Functionalism came to prominence as a

school of sociology in the United States in

the 1950s when it was strongly associated

with Talcott Parsons and Robert Merton,

although they differed in approach. While

Parsons regarded functionalism as part of a
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unified general theory, Merton saw it as an

adjunct to the development of empirically

grounded theories of the ‘middle range’.

Functionalism was also strongly influenced

by fields in systems theory such as cyber-

netics, engineering and biology. A ‘general

systems theory’ was proposed by the biologist

Ludwig von Bertalanffy as the basis of a uni-

fied science, avoiding the older mechanistic

view of physical science under which it had

proved difficult to include the human sci-

ences. The leading functionalist systems the-

orist is Niklas Luhmann.

Since the 1960s, functionalism has been the

subject of major criticism, and few sociologists

identified with it again until the 1980s

when Jeffrey Alexander articulated a neo-

functionalist paradigm, arguing for a con-

vergence with functionalism by erstwhile

critics such as JürgenHabermas and Anthony

Giddens.

Functionalism departs from most traditional

forms of causal argument where a cause

precedes its consequences. Functionalists

reverse this by assigning causal powers to

effects. When an anthropologist asks, ‘Why

do the Hopi dance for rain?’, a functionalist

considers the consequence of the dance and

notes that it maintains group solidarity.

The functionalist concludes that if the rain

dance did not have this positive function, it

would not be reproduced. Functionalists

are aware of illegitimate teleology, arguing

that the explanation of the origins of a

practice should be distinguished from that

of its reproduction. Radcliffe-Browne (1952)

distinguished sharply between diachronic and

synchronic analysis, between the analysis of

change of a system and the analysis of the

interaction among parts of a system at a

moment in time. The latter, in Radcliffe-

Browne’s view, was the proper domain of

functional analysis.

Merton (1968) criticized anthropological

functionalism, identifying three unsatisfactory

postulates: (1) the functional unity (or inte-

gration) of a society; (2) universal functionalism;

and (3) indispensability. According to Merton,

it may be that some non-literate societies

show a high degree of integration, but it is

wrong to assume this would pertain to all

societies. It is also possible that what is

functional for society, considered as a whole,

does not prove functional for individuals or

for some groups within the society and vice

versa. This suggests that alongside the concept

of function, it is necessary to have a con-

cept of dysfunction; that is, where the con-

sequences of an item are negative for some

individuals or groups. For Merton, persist-

ing forms have a net balance of functional

consequences, either for society considered

as a whole or for subgroups. Finally, it is

necessary to distinguish between functional

prerequisites – preconditions functionally

necessary for a society – and the social

forms that fulfil those prerequisites. While

the former are indispensable, it is not

required that particular forms meet those

functions. There are always alternative ways

of meeting any particular function.

Each of Merton’s qualifications was

designed to transform the postulates into

variables. Furthermore, by suggesting that

practices can have different consequences

for individuals and groups, depending on

how they are placed within a social structure,

he explicitly made power and conflict central

issues for research within his functionalist

paradigm. Where others defined functions

in terms of a generalized collectivity, Merton

asked, ‘Functional for whom?’ In this way,

Merton anticipated some of the criticisms

that conflict theorists were to direct at

general functionalism.

Parsons’s (1937, 1951) view was that

such arguments are ad hoc, believing that

functions must be theoretically specified in

a general framework. For Parsons, there are

four different interconnected systems bearing

upon human action: the human organism,

the individual personality, the social system,

and the cultural system. The behavioural

organism is concerned with the human

body as the primary vehicle for engaging

the physical environment; that of personality

FUNCTIONALISM
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corresponds to the individual actor viewed

as a system. It includes conscious and uncon-

scious motivations (or need dispositions). Actors

respond not only to positive rewards, but

also to internalized feelings of guilt, anxiety

and the need for approval. The culture

system refers to the symbols and meanings

that are drawn upon by actors in the pursuit

of their personal projects; that of the social

system is a system of positions and roles

organized by normed expectations and

maintained by sanctions.

Parsons’s theory of structural differentia-

tion is focused on the social system. He pro-

poses four functional imperatives necessary

to its constitution and operation (the A-G-I-L

scheme). Adaptation is concerned with rela-

tionships to external environments and the

utilization of resources in the pursuit of

goals. Goal attainment is concerned with the

direction of systems toward collective goals.

Integration refers to the maintenance of

coordinated relationships among the parts

of the system. Latency, or pattern-main-

tenance, is concerned with the symbolic

order as mutually reinforcing meanings and

typifications.

The A-G-I-L scheme also allows the

classification of societies in terms of their level

of structural differentiation or institutional

specialization around functions – for example,

the extent to which political institutions are

separate from economic institutions, or

economic institutions separated from the

household. The idea of the ‘superiority’ of

higher over lower stages of developmental

complexity carries the implication of evo-

lutionary change, where better-adapted

forms are realized out of the deficiencies of

‘lesser’ forms. According to Parsons,

modernity – or, more specifically, North

American society, which Parsons called the

new ‘lead’ society – is the culminating stage

of development. This seemed to critics to

be an extreme form of teleology, one that

revealed an ideological bias inherent in a

general conceptual framework that Parsons

had presented as being beyond reproach.

For conflict theorists, such as Ralf Dahren-

dorf (1958) and John Rex (1961), functional-

ism was too one-sided. It gave greater

emphasis to values and norms than to power

and social conflict; its consensus model of

society needed to be supplemented by a sepa-

rate conflict model. These criticisms struck

a chord, but the opposition was unstable for

a number of reasons. In reality, Parsons had

sought to account for both power and con-

sensus in his model. Therefore, it was dif-

ficult to argue that the two models could be

kept entirely apart and used separately for

different purposes, as Dahrendorf and Rex

had argued, while expressing a preference

for the conflict model. As Parsons saw, the

issues of conflict and cooperation, and

power and legitimation, are intertwined.

Parsons analyzed social systems in terms of

an analytical postulate of perfect integration,

arguing that this is to be distinguished from

concrete social systems, which are to be

analyzed in terms of their tendencies toward

integration, and not in terms of integration

as a fully realized state. This has been re-

stated by Jeffery Alexander (1985: 9) as the

basis of a neo-functionalist paradigm of

social systems, where ‘equilibrium is taken

as a reference point for functionalist systems

analysis, though not for participants in

actual social systems as such’.

Nonetheless, critics argued that this ana-

lytic emphasis on integration ignores con-

flict, and over-emphasizes equilibrium

theoretically, if not concretely. For some

systems theorists, the problem is the over-

generalized nature of Parsons’s theory.

According to Walter Buckley (1967), sys-

tems theory could be applied directly to

concrete systems without any assumption

of the priority of equilibrium over ‘chaotic

complexity’, or of consensus over conflict,

and without the artificial constraint of pre-

cisely four functions with which to account

for differentiation.

Parsons (1937) developed his theory of the

social system from the starting-point of the

‘action frame of reference’; his aim was to
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integrate the analysis of systems of action with

that of the agency of individuals. Critics

today, such as Anthony Giddens and Jürgen

Habermas, argue that he came to ignore

action and over-emphasized systems. None-

theless, each of these critics offers a very

similar account of social systems to that of

Parsons in their own work. Giddens’s theory

of structuration (1981) sets out a level of

social interaction whose internal differentia-

tion is organized by four structural principles,

those of ‘allocation’, ‘authorization’, ‘legit-

imation’ and ‘signification’ (see structuration

school). Habermas (1987) sets out a level of

society and a division between the ‘system’

and ‘lifeworld’, where each operates in

terms of two functions (see lifeworld).

The Chilean biologists, Humberto

Maturana and his student Francisco Varela,

coined the term autopoiesis in the 1970s to

describe the self-regulation of living sys-

tems. This concept has been developed by

the German sociologist and student of Par-

sons, Niklas Luhmann (1995) to develop a

constructivist, or self-referential, account of

systems. Unlike Habermas, with whom he

was engaged in debate, Luhmann argued

that the structure/agency and system/life-

world divisions are false ones. The divisions

can be appropriately conflated within a

functionalist systems theory based on the

communicative coupling of actors and sys-

tems. According to Luhmann, communi-

cation, not action, should be the core

concept of sociology; modern societies, or

social systems, are too complex to be redu-

cible to actors’ reasons for acting, which

can be multifarious. According to Luh-

mann’s constructivist view, autopoietic

social systems construct themselves self-

referentially as social relationships made up

of differentiated sub-systems. These sub-

systems interact, but have their own rela-

tively autonomous logics, and are not lim-

ited by a pre-given set of functions.

Differentiation increases communication

and the scale and complexity of society. Luh-

mann argues that this form of functionalist

systems theory avoids the priority given to

integration in Parsons’s scheme. His theory

is not about the re-establishment of equili-

brium in the face of contingent dis-

turbances from the environment, but about

the renewal of system elements; all ele-

ments must pass away in time and repro-

duction is a matter of ‘dynamic stability’.

Disintegration and reproduction are inter-

twined: ‘systems with temporalized com-

plexity depend on constant disintegration.

Continuous disintegration creates, as it

were, a place and a need for succeeding

elements; it is a necessary, contributing

cause of reproduction’ (Luhmann 1995: 48).
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FUNDAMENTALISM

The concept of fundamentalism refers to

religious movements, which attempt to

FUNDAMENTALISM
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overcome the perceived moral crisis of mod-

ernity through a return to supposed sacred

principles of an ancient past (see religion).

Such principles tend to emphasize patriarchal

authority and morality. Even though fun-

damentalism has secular relatives and at

times is fused with ethnic and nationalist

agendas, it is foremost a religious phenom-

enon, since religious structures of meaning

widely shape its leadership, ideology, ethos,

goals, and relationship to other social groups.

Originally, the term ‘fundamentalism’

emerged in early twentieth-century American

Protestantism to designate an alliance of

orthodox groups opposing biblical criticism

and the teaching of evolutionism (Marsden

1980). However, since the 1980s ‘funda-

mentalism’ has also been used to refer to

religious revival movements outside of

Protestantism and Christianity, such as in

Islam, Judaism, Buddhism, Hinduism,

Sikhism, and even Confucianism (Marty

and Appleby 1991, 1993a, 1993b).

A number of authors have rejected the

term ‘fundamentalism’ for different reasons.

Some have rightly observed that fundament-

alism has become a political catchword used

to label and delegitimize religious groups

and movements ( Juergensmeyer 1995).

Others have argued that it should be lim-

ited to the Abrahamic tradition of Judaism,

Christianity, and Islam, based on sacred

scriptures (Lawrence 1989). Others again

claim that any extension of the term beyond

Protestantism would distort the cultural spe-

cificity of other traditions. All fundamentalist

movements certainly express features parti-

cular to the religious tradition from which

they have emerged. But from a sociological

perspective it seems more relevant that they

also share similarities in their ideologies, con-

stituencies, and sources of mobilization.

Fundamentalism is a religious revival

movement that can be characterized by its

view of history, its ethics, and its anthro-

pology, especially its gender ideology. Fun-

damentalism rejects the Enlightenment

historical narrative of progress and reform

through human reason and effort, and

counters it with a narrative of apostasy and

decline; human beings cannot save themselves

but depend on a return to salvation history.

In terms of ethics, fundamentalists tend to

adhere to a strict ethic of law. The law, as

they define it, is timeless and unchanging;

since it is of divine origin, it has to be

obeyed and enforced literally. In terms of

their anthropological assumptions, funda-

mentalists reject modern gender-neutral

individualism and individualization and

counter it with the doctrine of gender

dualism according to which men and women

are created or naturally designed in relation

to each other (Riesebrodt and Chong

1999). A preoccupation with the female

body and sexuality seems characteristic for

most fundamentalist groups.

Fundamentalists are often regarded as being

anti-modern, but they are only selectively

so. In many respects, they are actually inno-

vative. They have made creative use of mod-

ern mass media and have at times borrowed

arguments from competing ideologies, such

as nationalism, liberalism, or Marxism.

Socially, fundamentalism has formed novel

kinds of associations and movements that

integrate people from diverse social back-

grounds and different class segments.

In their self-understanding, fundamental-

ist movements are not class movements but

cultural movements, held together by a

social moral critique of contemporary

society and a vision of an ideal social order

based on religious principles. This might

explain why their ideology has remained

relatively stable, although the centre of the

social composition of fundamentalism has

shifted from the old middle class to the new

middle class and the universities.

Fundamentalisms come in different organi-

zational forms: as communes, subcultures,

religious movements, social protest move-

ments, secret societies, or political parties.

In the political mobilization of fundamen-

talist movements, social groups once widely

excluded from political participation have
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entered the political process, often with a

new kind of leadership which articulates

their specific grievances and demands.

Being represented by this new class of

preachers and clergy, fundamentalism often

undermines traditional religious authority.

Fundamentalism is not predominantly

about political mobilization and influence

but rather about the mobilization of religious

masses for religious goals. It often stresses

pious life conduct and the cultivation of a

specifically religious ethos and includes people

from lower classes and women in these efforts.

Since such practices also profoundly influ-

ence principles of socialization, their actual

cultural and social significance will become

more visible in future generations. Because

of such consequences, the fundamentalist

mobilization and activation of lay people may

turn out to represent a cultural revolution of

great importance.
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GADAMER, HANS-GEORG (1900–2002)

German philosopher

Gadamer is the major proponent of the tra-

dition of hermeneutics in twentieth century

philosophy, a tradition which includes Dil-

they and Ricoeur. His masterpiece, Truth

and Method ([1960] 1989) was not widely

known in social science until it became the

subject of a critical debate with Habermas

([1967] 1988).

Gadamer draws on Heidegger to show

how the human self is a fundamentally situ-

ated, self interpreting being (Dasein). For this

reason the Enlightenment ideal of gaining

objective, knowledge without forming pre-

suppositions is an illusion. Because the ‘pre-

judgement’ of tradition constitutes our

being-in-the-world, we bring a horizon of

tacit expectations to the understanding of

things. In understanding the truth of an

historical cultural world, we preserve its

foreignness while rendering its significance

intelligible to our own linguistic tradition.

Gadamer calls this process a ‘fusion of hor-

izons’, describing it as having the character

of a ‘dialogue’.

Habermas accepted much of Gadamer’s

critique of objectivism. Indeed, Habermas’s

account of communicative rationality echoes

the significance of dialogue for Gadamer, but

he challenges the authority Gadamer attri-

butes to a tradition. Habermas argues that

there are factors, such as power, which work

‘behind the backs of actors’ shaping tradition

from the outside. A critical sociology must

develop epistemologies that accommodate

both ‘subjective meaning’ and tradition’s

‘externalities’. Habermas recommends a ‘her-

meneutically informed critical theory’ (see

critical theory). In response to Habermas’s

challenge, Gadamer explicitly denied

emphasizing ‘subjective’ elements, making

it clear that the ‘self-awareness of the indivi-

dual is only a flickering in the closed circuits

of historical life’ (1989: 276). In Gadamer’s

view, so-called ‘externalities’, such as

power, happen within our language tradi-

tion, which continues beyond what we

deliberately choose.
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ALAN HOW

GAME THEORY

Game theory is a set of tools (concepts,

assumptions, theorems) for modelling and

analyzing rational behaviour in inter-

dependent situations (see also rational
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choice). In such situations, the outcomes of

actor A’s behaviour also depend on the

behaviour of actors B, C,. . .and vice versa.

A typical description of a game situation

specifies: (1) the actors involved; (2) the

sequence in which they have to make deci-

sions; (3) each actor’s information about

previous decisions that have been taken and

the actor’s alternatives when the actor has

to make a decision; and (4) a representation

of the preferences of each actor over the

possible outcomes in terms of a utility func-

tion (see also utilitarianism). This description

is known as the ‘extensive form’ of a game

(see Rasmusen 1994).

A ‘strategy’ is a plan of action that specifies

an actor’s behaviour for all possible con-

tingencies the actor may face during the

game. Specifying the ‘solution’ of a game,

i.e., the strategies chosen by rational actors,

is problematic since actors have to anticipate

the decisions of other actors whose behaviour

depends on similar anticipations. An

important concept for approaching this

problem is the Nash (1951) equilibrium.

This involves a combination of strategies

(one for each actor) so that each actor’s

equilibrium strategy maximizes the actor’s

expected utility, given the equilibrium

strategies of all others. Thus, in equili-

brium, no actor has an incentive to deviate

unilaterally from his or her equilibrium

strategy. If (1) a unique solution exists; and

(2) actors behave as if they anticipate that

solution; and (3) actors are rational, it follows

that the solution has to be a Nash equili-

brium. For many games, an equilibrium

exists (at least in so-called ‘mixed strategies’

that involve elements of randomization in

actors’ behaviour). However, in general, a

game has more than one equilibrium and

possibly many. In this case, the problem of

equilibrium selection arises. This problem

led to various refinements of the equili-

brium concept. One modification was Sel-

ten’s ‘subgame perfect equilibrium’ which

focuses on the credibility of threats and

promises implicit in the equilibrium strategies.

Game theory provides flexible tools to

account for complex features of inter-

dependent situations. The complexity of

game situations is indicated by external

random events as well as by incomplete

information where actors lack information

on the preferences or behavioural alternatives

of others. In addition, game theory does

not focus only on non-cooperative games, i.e.

on games without possibilities for binding

commitments. It also analyzes cooperative

games where they are able to incur binding

commitments and to form coalitions, even

if these are not explicitly modelled but are

externally enforced (see cooperation).

Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) estab-

lished game theory as a scientific discipline.

Myerson (1999) provides a concise historical

account with a focus on the seminal influ-

ence of Nash. Developments since the

1990s include modelling bounded rationality

in interdependent situations. One strand

has considered whether and in what sense

learning processes and evolutionary forces

lead to game-theoretic equilibria (Gintis

1999). Behavioural game theory (Camerer

2003) is strongly driven by empirical

observation and tries to account for behaviour

in standard experimental games (for exam-

ple, the Prisoner’s Dilemma, the Trust and

Investment Game, the Dictator Game, the

Ultimatum Game and various bargaining

games) Here the same theory is used to

analyze various utility functions, such as the

fairness concerns of actors, or the strategic

reasoning of actors. Applications of game the-

ory that aim at generating testable hypotheses

from game-theoretic analyses and testing

such hypotheses have flourished in eco-

nomics, in political science, and to a certain

extent also in sociology (an early influential

account is Schelling 1960; see also Swedberg

2001). Sociological applications include

problems of cooperation and trust (the

problem of social order), in relation to

norms, collective action, network

exchange, power, and household interaction

(Raub and Weesie 1990). Prospects and
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problems of empirical applications of game

theory in the social sciences are discussed in

Kreps (1990) and Green and Shapiro (1994).

Systematic use of game theory in sociology

has certain classical foundations. In Weber’s

famous definition, sociology is a science

that seeks to understand and explain social

action, that is, action that ‘takes account of

the behaviour of others and is thereby

oriented in its course’. Social action in this

sense is central to the field of game theory.
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GARFINKEL, HAROLD (1917– )

US sociologist

In the 1960s Garfinkel developed an inno-

vative research agenda for sociology, which

he calls ethnomethodology. Like Parsons,

under whose supervision he studied, Gar-

finkel is preoccupied with how social

order is brought about, but he addresses this

question by turning to the work of Schutz

and Wittgenstein. Garfinkel rejects any

theory that portrays people as ‘cultural

dopes’: he is sceptical of the view that the

central values of society are simply inter-

nalized by individuals. Garfinkel emphasizes

that people are skilful individuals who

continually employ practical knowledge

and interpretative procedures about their

surroundings. In so doing they unin-

tentionally contribute to the production of

social order. Within this framework, Gar-

finkel’s and his collaborators’ experiments

on social trust demonstrate that the dis-

ruption of people’s routines can be very

upsetting for them. Other research shows

the power of the ‘documentary method of

interpretation’: people stick to their inter-

pretative procedures even when confronted

with evidence to the contrary. Giddens’s

‘structuration theory’ draws heavily on

Garfinkel’s work: people avoid questioning

the procedures of everyday life because

doing so would erode their feeling of

‘ontological security’.
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GEERTZ, CLIFFORD (1926– )

US anthropologist

Since the 1960s, Geertz has been one of the

leading figures in the transformation of

anthropology into an interpretative dis-

cipline contributing to the general cultural

turn in social theory. Based on field

research in Morocco and Indonesia, his

influential articles in The Interpretation of

Cultures (1973) and Local Knowledge (1983)

combine substantive analysis with metho-

dological reflections. Instead of a systematic

‘theory’, Geertz develops a series of tools

for cultural analysis, above all, those of

‘thick description’ and of ‘culture as a text’.

For Geertz, anthropology is ‘not an experi-

mental science in search of law but an inter-

pretive one in search of meaning’ (1973: 5).

In opposition to Lévi-Strauss’s structural-

ism and leaning on theorists such as Gilbert

Ryle and Paul Ricoeur, these meanings are

not to be sought in abstract symbolic sys-

tems, but in the ‘ongoing patterns of life’

(ibid.: 17), in perceivable practices, rituals,

and interactions. These actions are not

mere behaviour but ‘action which . . . sig-
nifies’ (ibid.: 10), which carries public

symbolic content for the participants

themselves and for the interpreter who

reconstructs their meanings through ‘thick

description’. In this sense, culture is ‘read’ as a

‘text’. In Works and Lives (1988), Geertz

examines the narrative strategies which

anthropologists apply to create the effect of

realism, strategies which turn out to be analo-

gous to ‘realist’ fiction. The ‘writing culture’

debate of the 1980s was a sign of Geertz’s

impact on the human sciences as well as of

attempts to move critically beyond his

approach (see Clifford 1988; Clifford and

Marcus 1986).
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GEHLEN, ARNOLD (1904–1976)

German theorist

After Max Scheler and Helmut Plessner,

Gehlen is one of the main representatives of

German philosophical anthropology. In his

principal work, Man: His Nature and Place in

the World (1940) Gehlen dealt with the

question of man’s perceived ‘special posi-

tion’ in relation to animals. Man as an

‘imperfect being’ (Herder) and ‘unde-

termined animal’ (Nietzsche) is a ‘natural

cultural being’ who does not live bound by

instinct within a fixed environment but is

‘world-open’ and must actively produce its

world. Man’s use of language is decisive for

the way of living of this ‘active being’.

‘Action’ is a key word for overcoming

every kind of dualism of mind and body.

Together with Alfred Schutz, Gehlen was

one of the first German-speaking thinkers

to adapt G. H. Mead’s theory of the social

constitution of ego identity through social

interaction. Gehlen held that as a creature

at the mercy of impulse, man needs the

relieving and stabilizing function of social

institutions. Institutions are ‘stabilized ten-

sions’ out of which arise objectified impul-

ses and lasting motivations. In Man in the

Age of Technology (1957), Gehlen developed

GEHLEN, ARNOLD (1904–1976)
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an interpretation of the modern age with its

intellectualism, psychologization and its

tendencies toward primitive regression.

Concerning painting, this criticism of con-

temporary issues was clearly defined in his

Zeit-Bilder (1960), in combination with an

acknowledgement of classical modern arts

as a peinture conceptuelle which reminds us of

Adorno. However, Gehlen was sceptical of

the capacity of modern societies for real

innovation and in some respects his con-

servative thinking anticipates motifs of

postmodernism. His influence also stands

behind the work of Berger and Luckmann

in their book The Social Construction of Rea-

lity of 1966.
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GELLNER, ERNEST (1925–1995)

Czech-born theorist, resident in Britain.

Gellner made important contributions in a

number of fields, including the philosophy of

social science and the theory of national-

ism. Gellner defended the scientific status

of the social sciences against the seductions

of relativism, arguing that they should aim

to meet certain criteria of validity and

openness to refutation by evidence. His main

influences in this regard were Popper and

Weber. Like Popper, he connected the

open spirit of enquiry with a tolerant society.

Like Weber, however, he was aware of the

‘disenchanting’ consequences of the growth

of knowledge, though he argued these

should not be exaggerated. One of Gell-

ner’s main contributions was to identify the

social bases of rationality and rationalisa-

tion in history. He defended an objective

account of social change, even if our

knowledge of human history is far from

complete. In his work dealing with the

philosophy of history, Gellner (1988) char-

ted the changing relationship between the

three sources of power in society – coer-

cion, cognition and production. The dis-

tinctive characteristic of cognition in

modern society, he argued, is that it

becomes separate from the other two

realms, and the realm of cognition itself

splits into knowledge and culture.

His best-known work relates to national-

ism, and in several books he proposed that

nationalism is a product of the transition to

modernity, putting him at odds with the

‘perennialist’ school which argues that

nationalism exists throughout recorded his-

tory. Gellner argued that nationalism results

from the fact that elites and people in modern

society need to share the same culture

under the condition of industrial production.
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GEMEINSCHAFT AND GESELLSCHAFT

Ferdinand Tönnies saw Gemeinschaft (com-

munity) and Gesellschaft (society) as the two

basic categories of sociology. With these

terms, the emergence of capitalism from

the social forms of the Middle Ages was to

be made ‘thinkable and describable’. Gesell-

schaft means the rationally constructed social

forms that follow the paradigm of the social

contract and the principles of utilitarianism

in the economy. Gemeinschaft means the

traditional forms of communal life, which

are ‘inherited’ and ‘transmitted’ through the

passing on of customs and obligations.

These two concepts have informed a

range of sociological work. In his sociology

of action,MaxWeber differentiated between

the ‘purest types’ of ‘Vergemeinschaftung’ and

‘Vergesellschaftung’, or the processes estab-

lishing community and society. Parsons

claimed to solve the problem of the defini-

tion of Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft by

understanding them as two special cases,

determined by ‘pattern variables’.

More recently, the relation between

rationally constructed social forms and tradi-

tional ones has gained systematic impor-

tance in communitarianism. According to

Etzioni (1988), it is ‘social collectives’, as the

manifestation of values and norms, which

‘form’ individual decisions and constitute

the basis of all action. Bellah et al. (1985)

advocate the renewal of commitment by

revitalizing the ‘habits of the heart’ or the

traditional patterns of loyalty and obligation

that keep the community alive.
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PETER-ULRICH MERZ-BENZ

GENDER

The term ‘gender’ is commonly used to

describe the social and cultural elaboration of

sexual difference – that is, masculinity and

femininity. The language of gender, as dif-

ferentiated from biological sex, was especially

taken up by Anglophone feminists in the

1970s as a means of understanding the obser-

vable social differences and inequalities

between men and women as socially con-

structed (see social constructionism). In

doing so, they developed the earlier obser-

vation of Simone de Beauvoir (1949) that

‘one is not born, but made a woman’.

Gender is seen as historically and culturally

variable, and subject to reconstruction

through conscious social and political action.

Because gender is seen as a key mechanism

of social power, as an analytic construct, it

remains important in linking feminist theory

to the politics of feminism as a social move-

ment (see women’s movement).

Understanding the construction and

operation of gender grounds an important

theoretical problematic in its own right.

However, the concept of gender has also

been important in critiquing overly uni-

versalistic concepts in mainstream social

theory. This is why, in addition to the

work of bringing women’s lives and

experiences into the purview of the social,

and documenting gender inequality and

gendered social processes, feminists have

insisted that all theories and methodologies

need to take gender into account in more

than a peripheral way. Thus, in addition to

theories of gender, the gendering of theory

needs to be considered.

GENDER
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Theorizing gender

Theories about differences between men and

women and about the acquisition of appro-

priate sex-linked identities and behaviours

long pre-date the language of ‘gender’. The-

ories in psychology and psychoanalysis, for

example, posited a masculine or feminine

self-identity congruent with the anatomy of

one’s body as one of the outcomes of success-

ful personality development. While it is diffi-

cult to pinpoint the first usage of the term

‘gender’ in the social sciences, the distinction

between ‘sex’ and ‘gender’ was most clearly

elaborated in mid-twentieth-century clinical

psychology as therapists grappled with cases

of ‘gender identity disorder’ – characterized

by a lack of congruity between one’s physical

sex and one’s subjective gender identity.

Some theorizations of gender focus on the

acquisition of gender identity and gender

roles. In these approaches, gender is under-

stood as primarily a characteristic of indivi-

duals, although one rooted in social relations.

Nancy Chodorow’s The Reproduction of

Mothering (1978), for example, used object

relations theory to argue that the gendered

division of labour in parenting, which

assigns most childcare responsibilities to

women, creates different developmental

paths for boys and girls – one which tends

to reproduce that gendered division of

labour by creating a greater propensity to

nurture in girls. Suzanne Kessler and

Wendy McKenna’s (1978) ethnomethodo-

logical treatment (see ethnomethodology)

emphasized the manner in which gender as

a dichotomy produces typifications that

individuals use in negotiating everyday life,

and in classifying themselves and others

accordingly. In doing so, they anticipated

later critiques of the sex/gender distinction

as a natural/cultural one, as well as subsequent

work on the symbolic dimensions of gender.

Other theorists focus on gender as less a

characteristic of individuals than of social

structure and social inequality. In an

extremely influential article, which drew

on anthropological work on kinship, psy-

choanalytic theory and political economy,

Gayle Rubin (1975) posited a ‘sex-gender

system’ in which compulsory hetero-

sexuality, the exchange of women in mar-

riage, and a gendered division of labour

produce the social and psychic structures in

which masculine gender dominance is

rooted. Rubin’s work was one of a number

of attempts to develop socialist-feminist

analyses of gender and sexuality in relation

to social and economic power structures.

Some of these were known as ‘dual-systems

theories’, as they drew on analyses of both

capitalism and patriarchy as interlocking

social systems to explain the convergence

of economic and gender hierarchies.

As feminism has become more inter-

nationalized, so too has its thinking about

gender, and considerations about how

gender is related to national and ethnic

processes have been central to its develop-

ment as an analytic category. Flora Anthias

and Nira Yuval-Davies (1992), for exam-

ple, have elaborated a multi-dimensional

theory for understanding the interrelation-

ships of gender, ethnicity and nationalism

which involves complex processes of bodily

and reproductive practices, cultural repro-

duction, labour and political struggles.

Australian theorist R. W. Connell (2002)

has proposed a sophisticated theorization of

gender as a way of structuring social prac-

tice in relation to bodies, arguing that gen-

der relations form one of the central

structures of all known societies. He locates

the practice of gender at all levels of analy-

sis, including the individual, cultural, eco-

nomic, and institutional. He argues that

gender should be analyzed as structured

around four constellations of social relations:

relations of power, relations of production,

relations of emotion, and symbolic relations.

Destabilizing gender: feminist debates

Seyla Benhabib (1989) has suggested that

gender is to feminist theory what class or
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production is to Marxist theory, or the

unconscious to psychoanalytic theory – that

it defines a ‘problem horizon’. However,

against this horizon, numerous debates have

emerged within feminist theory regarding

the various theoretical and tactical uses to

which the concept of gender has been put.

The very distinction between sex and

gender has been criticized as reproducing a

nature/culture binary and reinforcing

assumptions of sexual dimorphism. It has

been argued that theorizing gender as social

has implicitly or explicitly left sex untheorized

as a biological category. Studies of inter-

sexuality, transexuality/transgendering and

third genders, for example, challenge the

dichotomies of both sex and gender and

their relationship as categories.

Other critiques contend that the very

concept of ‘gender’ is too universalizing

and too over-determining, implicating it as

shot through with racism, classism and het-

erosexism (see race, class, and sexuality).

For example, generalizations about gender

based on a division of labour in which women

stay home and raise children ignore the fact

that this is a situation that historically has

never been practiced by, nor possible for,

large proportions of the population. To

invoke gender, it is argued, is to necessarily

invoke some sort of essentialism, con-

structing overly homogenous categories called

‘women’ and ‘men’. While in earlier feminist

approaches, attention to ‘gender difference’

meant the mapping out of differences

between the categories of ‘men’ and ‘women’,

more recent work has turned the question

of difference inward, to see gender cate-

gories themselves as infinitely differentiated.

Black feminist theorists such as Patricia Hill

Collins (1990) have eloquently demon-

strated the inadequacy of conceptions of

gender that erase differences of race. Collins

argues that instead of starting with gender,

and then adding on other characteristics of

interest, gender, race and class must be seen

as interlocking and interdependent systems of

oppression from the start. The import of

such critiques has been to make clear that

‘gender’ does not just signify ready-made

difference, but is productive of difference –

difference that is always mobilized in and

through other modalities of difference.

Certainly postmodern and post-structur-

alist theories have been significant in the

destabilization of gender, calling into ques-

tion the both the unity and the stability

implied by some conceptions of gender (see

postmodernism and postmodernity; post-

structuralism). Particularly influential has

been the work of Judith Butler (1990).

Butler advocates a radically discontinuous

relationship between sex and gender,

asserting that gender is performative, and

that it has no originary, ontological status

apart from those acts which continually

constitute it (see ontology). Butler argues

that the very idea of a core gender identity

is a fiction, an illusion that is produced by

its repetitive performance. This illusion can

be subverted through parody, and here she

takes such practices as drag and cross-dres-

sing as paradigmatic. Through such parodic

practices, Butler argues that not only is the

fiction of gender identity and its relation-

ship to any particular sorts of sexed bodies

revealed, but the possibility of a multiplicity

of ‘genders’ is opened up.

A related line of critique focuses on the

extent to which heterosexuality is inscribed

as normative in the social construction of

both sex and gender categories as ‘opposite’

and related. Instead, heterosexuality might

be seen as a social matrix that links sex and

gender categories in a particular and rather

arbitrary way. An emphasis on incoherency

and instability in configurations of sex,

gender, and sexual desire, and the chain of

significations that link them, is the hallmark

of contemporary queer theory.

The postmodern shift in emphasis to

seeing gender as unstable and fluid has, for

some, signalled a shift that cedes too much

to discourse and culture at the expense of a

more materially grounded analysis (see

materialism). Here, it is argued that the
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persistence of macro-social and material

gender inequalities demand analytic tools

that admit some form of material and/or

structural analysis of gender. Sylvia Walby

(1997), for example, argues that an analytic

focus on the macro-level is necessary to ade-

quately grasp the manner in which gender,

ethnicity and class continue to structure

important and intersecting social divisions.

Some feminists have also argued that the

language of gender has meant a depoliti-

cizing turn away from ‘women’, arguing that

an explicit focus on ‘women’ as a category

whose members share some something –

some ‘otherness’ (see other) – has provided

a crucial political link to the politics of

women’s movements. Related arguments,

which sometimes object to the increasing

space that a focus on masculinity has taken

up in the remit of ‘gender studies’, charge

the conceptual shift to gender with positing an

unwarranted symmetry between the cate-

gories ‘men’ and ‘women’, ignoring the

continuing effects of patriarchy in the pro-

duction of, not just difference, but inequality.

The concept of gender also seems to have

little currency in non-Anglophone feminist

scholarship, with French and continental

traditions preferring to speak of sex and

‘sexual difference’. One important excep-

tion is French feminist theorist Christine

Delphy (1993), who uses the distinction

between sex and gender to argue that gen-

der actually precedes sex. Conceptualizing

both gender and sex as social, not natural,

distinctions, she argues that hierarchy is a

constitutive element of gender, and sex acts

mainly as a signifier of this hierarchy.

Despite these varied critiques, some

notion of gender remains important in

contesting the naturalness of sexual differ-

ence, and it remains a key ‘problem hor-

izon’ for feminist theory.

Gendering theory

One of the most important insights of the

various ways in which gender has been

theorized, all of which move away from

seeing gender as merely a consequence of

pre-existing sexual difference, is that gender

suffuses thinking about things which may

not necessarily present themselves as

immediately gendered. Social theory is no

exception here, and numerous feminist

contributions have demonstrated the extent

to which social theory has been – and

continues to be – shot through with unar-

ticulated gender assumptions. The need to

expose the gendered subtext of mainstream

social theory was influentially articulated by

Canadian social theorist Dorothy E. Smith

(1990). In her feminist sociology of knowl-

edge, she has argued that social scientific

theories, methods, concepts and practices

are all rooted in a ‘male social universe’ that

has masqueraded as a universalistic stand-

point. To take a different standpoint – for

Smith, an explicitly gendered one – con-

stitutes a radical critique, one that unmasks

the presumptions of masculinity that

underpin taken-for-granted conceptions of

objectivity (see standpoint epistemology).

Thus, feminists argue that gender was not

absent from the discourse of modernity that

shaped the development of social theory,

but that its masculinist form has remained

largely unarticulated. For example, feminist

re-examinations of classical social and poli-

tical theory have demonstrated the extent

to which some of its pivotal concepts are

rendered both literally and metaphorically

in the masculine. They are literally mascu-

line where men are explicitly identified as

the empirical basis on which the theory is

built, and they are metaphorically mascu-

line where qualities derived from the latter

are rendered as more generally ‘social’. For

example, in Durkheim’s Elementary Forms of

Religious Life, religious rituals to which only

men are admitted are taken as the empirical

basis of a theory regarding the development

of human capacities to think conceptually.

As Nancy Jay (1981) points out, by his own

gendered logic, Durkheim renders women

unable to think!
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The success of feminist attempts to revise

the core assumptions and categories of social

theory has been uneven. Despite the fact

that gender is quite firmly established as a

key concept in social analysis, mainstream

theory has not yet been revolutionized.

When gender is taken up in theoretical

discussions, it is almost always in relation to

women, signalling their presence in the

text. This often takes the form of special

qualifying clauses or footnotes to explain

that women do not always experience the

social processes under discussion in the

same way as men. Men, however, are more

likely to enter the text unmarked, as gen-

eric social actors. Even in contemporary

social theory, specifically masculine forms

of embodiment, individualization and

agency continue to be presumed as nor-

mative. However, it is not necessarily the

case that the familiar, privileged masculine

subject is simply being reinstated in con-

temporary social theory. Rather, as Lisa

Adkins (2002) argues, the exclusions and

erasures that operate in relation to the

reflexive subject of much contemporary

theory may serve to re-gender in new ways

the concept of the social, even as the dis-

solution of gender is claimed. Therefore,

continued interrogation of the gendering of

social theory remains necessary (Marshall and

Witz 2004).
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BARBARA L. MARSHALL

GENERATION

In sociological literature, five meanings of

the concept of generation can be dis-

tinguished: (1) generation in the sense of

age-unspecific contemporaries; (2) genealogi-

cal generation both as kinship descent and

as familial generation; (3) historical genera-

tions and/or political generations as age-

independent communities sharing the same

experiences and interpretations of a con-

temporary historical event; (4) different

ages, age-groups and age-stratifications; and

(5) cohort (birth cohort) as a statistical aggre-

gate of people born within the same time

interval. In empirical contexts, the aspects

denoted by these terms often overlap (see

also age).

The concept of genealogical generation

corresponds to a cyclical understanding of

history which links successive kinship descent

generations to their origins (see also kinship).

The son replaces the father to reproduce

the way of life handed down by the father.
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This identity of simultaneously reproducing

both social life-styles and generations is

broken down by the experience of social

change in the course of modernity. The

genealogical understanding of history is

replaced by the future-oriented concept of

progress. Against this background, the

classic question among generation sociolo-

gists arose as to the relationship between

the natural succession of generations and

social change. The first responses in the

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries –

formulated by John Stuart Mill, Auguste

Comte, and José Ortega y Gasset – still

maintained a close connection between

social progress and the natural succession of

generations whose average duration was

assumed to be about 30 years. Two ques-

tions, however, remain unanswered: (1)

When does a new generational interval

commence?; and (2) How is the continuous

succession of generations linked to the dis-

continuous process of social change?

Since the late 1980s, the topic of generation

has attracted renewed attention. This has

occurred against the backdrop of the profound

demographic development towards ageing

societies in the advanced industrialized coun-

tries (see demography), as well as in the

context of the historical upheavals in Eastern

bloc countries. In this frame, many studies

have referred to the cultural and socio-

political dimensions of Karl Mannheim’s

approach to generation research and have

underlined its relevance for a globalized

world (Fietze 1997; Edmunds and Turner

2002).

In the 1920s, Mannheim elaborated the

social inter-connectedness of nature and cul-

ture and is therefore seen as the actual

founder of the sociology of generations.

Mannheim linked processes of social change

and the natural succession of generations,

the exit and new entry of cultural agents, by

means of age-independent perceptions and

interpretations of social processes of change.

Historical generations do not emerge with

natural regularity, but only under specific

social circumstances. Mannheim only speaks

of a historical generation once a generation

nexus has been constituted among con-

temporaries by a decisive collective event,

such as a war or revolution. By ‘generation

nexus’ Mannheim meant an age-dependent

perception of the situation and a resulting

age-dependent consciousness and identity.

Although open to criticism, the Man-

nheimian concept has been taken up by

numerous writers, particularly by political

sociologists, who use the term ‘political gen-

eration’ with regard to social movements

and political elites (Heberle 1951; Fogt 1982).

Within the context of world-wide youth

movements in the 1960s, the topic of gen-

erations was once again widely debated from a

socio-political angle, linking it to aspects of

youth and the family (Bengtson and Laufer

1974) (see also family and household).

The concept of cohort, adopted by the

sociology of generations from demography,

has somewhat greater scientific clarity. It

connects with Mannheim’s concept of

‘generation location’, but excludes cultural

dimensions. The cohort analysis does not

assume that the succession of generations

(demographic metabolism) causes social

change, but rather that it renders it possible

(Ryder 1965). Social transformation can be

studied by analysing aggregate collective

biographies with the help of intra- and

inter-cohort analyses. Many studies have

borne out the time-specific influence on

members of one birth cohort throughout

their life-courses. Because cohort affiliation,

age and life-cycle overlap (Elder 1974), it is

necessary to distinguish, methodologically,

the effects of generation, period and age.

From a structural-functionalist point of

view, age as an aspect of social structuring

has gained relevance (Eisenstadt 1956).

Integrating different age-groups, particu-

larly the youth groups, into the social order

is not only a significant organizational

principle in so-called ‘primitive’ societies.

In developed societies, too, age serves as a

criterion for accessing positions of status.
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Thus the issue of generation conflict

between age-groups is of particular interest.
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BEATE FIETZE

GENETICS

Genetics refers to a branch of biology which

studies the ways genes operate within an

organism and are transmitted from parents

to offspring in a similar, yet varying fashion.

This field of science emerged in 1900 fol-

lowing the independent ‘rediscovery’ of

Gregor Mendel’s laws of inheritance. William

Bateson coined the term genetics in 1906,

and Wilhelm Johannsen introduced the

term ‘gene’ in 1909 to refer to the ‘unit

factors’ or traits that are inherited during

reproduction. Following the elucidation of

the self-replicating structure of deoxyr-

ibonucleic acid (DNA) in 1953 by James

Watson and Francis Crick, DNA became

identified as the material basis of genes.

From the 1970s onwards, it became possible

to manipulate DNA at the molecular level

and redesign it to suit human needs, giving

rise to a field known as genetic engineering

or biotechnology. Throughout the 1990s, a

major international effort, known as the

Human Genome Project, was undertaken

to develop a map of human DNA. The

Human Genome Project introduced a range

of tools for characterizing and manipulating

DNA which can be used to produce infor-

mation about an individual’s genetic make-

up in diverse areas such as forensic investi-

gations, paternity disputes, or in the prenatal

and presymptomatic identification of illness.

Genetics is particularly relevant to a number

of theoretical debates and concerns within

the social sciences. One point of con-

vergence focuses on the relationship that

figures between science and society (see

social studies of science). Refuting the

claim that science is value-free and indepen-

dent of social context, a number of scholars

have drawn attention to how in the early

twentieth-century eugenics movement,

genetics was seen as a solution to many social

problems, and used to explain and justify dif-

ferences in terms of gender, race, and intel-

lectual capacity (Kevles 1985; Paul 1998).

In many liberal democracies, genetic explana-

tions throughout this period were used to

justify the exercise of control (see social con-

trol) over the reproduction of those con-

sidered to pose a threat to the quality of the

race or nation through their sterilization, seg-

regation, and ultimately, extermination in

Nazi Germany. The pervasiveness of genetics

in late twentieth-century popular culture

(Nelkin and Lindee 1995) has given rise to

concerns over how genetics is reshaping

conceptions of personhood, health and ill-

ness, individual and group identities, and

personal and familial responsibilities (see

self; subject and subjectivity).

The forms of reductionism and essenti-

alism present in the fields of biology and

genetics has formed a topic of concern

within feminist theory. Molecular genetics

is understood as being essentialist by many
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feminists since it posits biological causes as

the root of who we are, therefore ignoring

the role of socio-cultural factors in shaping

gender or sexuality. Molecular genetics is

also reductionist by its exclusive concen-

tration on the role of DNA in directing the

development of an organism, thus neglect-

ing the role of other factors such as the

environment (Hubbard and Ward 1999).

Given these concerns, feminists, alongside

disability scholars, have been attentive to

the social implications of genetics, espe-

cially its reliance upon abortion to prevent

the occurrence of genetic disease. They

have argued that genetics reinforces medi-

cal-genetic definitions of disability, makes

judgements about the social worth of dis-

abled persons, and ultimately involves deci-

sions about what kinds of persons ought to

be born (Kerr and Shakespeare 2002).

Biotechnology brings into question the

relationship between technology, political

economy, and nature. As genetic engineer-

ing enables intervention upon living

organisms and the exploitation of their

capacities for the purposes of extracting

surplus value, biotechnology contributes to

the commercialization of academic research

(Thackray 1998). A related concern raised

by the development of the biotechnology

industry is the commodification of life itself

through the patenting of human DNA

sequences and genetically modified plants

or animals. Biotechnology has a number of

implications for developing countries

through the patenting of natural and agri-

cultural products by transnational corpora-

tions, in many cases without compensating

local people for their knowledge of the

properties of these organisms, often referred

to as biopiracy (Shiva 1997). As bio-

technology involves the creation of novel

plants and organisms, environmentalists and

social scientists have conceptualized the pro-

cesses by which experts construct, assess and

communicate the risk presented by geneti-

cally modified organisms to ecosystems and

human health.

Conceptualizing the social and political

implications of genetics poses major chal-

lenges for critical social thought in the

twenty-first century. As more aspects of

human biology become open to under-

standing and technological mediation, there

are continuing consequences for the estab-

lishment of difference along the lines of

gender, race and ability.
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CARLOS NOVAS

GIDDENS, ANTHONY (1938– )

British sociologist

In New Rules of Sociological Method (1976)

and Central Problems of Sociological Theory

culminating in The Constitution of Society

(1984), the core of Giddens’s social theory is

his account of ‘social structuration’ (see

structuration school). Here the key con-

cept is the ‘duality of structure’ in which

‘structure’ is presented as the medium and

outcome of the conduct or agency that it

recursively organizes. Structure in this sense
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is both ‘enabling’ and ‘constraining’.

Drawing on a range of social theories

including functionalism, ethnomethodol-

ogy and structuralism, Giddens’s work

involves a comprehensive refurbishing of

central sociological concepts. In A Con-

temporary Critique of Historical Materialism

(1990a) and The Nation State and Violence,

he presents social change as ‘contingent’,

involving a stretching of social relations

across time and space that undermines the

validity of any closed conception of society.

Rather than being simply Westernization,

Giddens portrays globalization in The Con-

sequences of Modernity as involving a dialectic

of the local and global. Although appearing

to us as a ‘runaway world’, globalization in

Giddens’s view is potentially controllable.

Taking issue with postmodernism, he argues

that changes presented as ‘postmodernity’

are aspects of radicalized modernity and

modernization. InModernity and Self-Identity

(1991) and The Transformation of Intimacy

(1992), Giddens explores the implications

of the centrality of reflexivity in modern

society, including changes in ‘ontological

security’, ‘self-identity’, trust and risk. In

the 1990s Giddens recast himself as a public

intellectual influencing the thinking under-

lying the politics of ‘the Third Way’ and

Tony Blair’s New Labour Party.
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GIFT EXCHANGE

See: exchange theory

GLOBALIZATION

Globalization seems to mean all things to all

people. For some, globalization is the wel-

come erosion of nation–state boundaries

and barriers to free trade; for others it is a

monolithic tidal wave sweeping over the

helpless local; or it is the way in which

technology facilitates the diffusion of net-

works and enables dialogue between socie-

ties. Globalization for some is something to

be championed; for others, it is to be

opposed. For some, it is occurring apace,

for others not at all. Globalization for some

is a transformation within the logic of

modernity; or it is a historical process pre-

dating modernity; or even a process which

brings to an end the modern age altogether.

Popular though it may be with journal-

ists, politicians and activists, the usefulness

of the concept of globalization for social

theorists is not self-evident, and disagree-

ment abounds over the concept’s reference.

As with earlier debates over the nature and

extent of industrialization or moderniza-

tion, globalization can be presented as one

way of describing what might be happening

in the world today; and if this is the case, its

relationship with alternative models of

contemporary global social change needs

to be carefully and analytically researched.

If we follow this logic, ‘balkanization’ is

used to describe a world increasingly divi-

ded along cultural or ethnic lines, ‘Amer-

icanization’ to a world increasingly dominated

and reshaped politically, militarily and cul-

turally by the last remaining superpower,

‘McDonaldization’ to an increasingly stan-

dardized and homogeneous world, and

‘globalization’ to a world in which nation–

state borders are losing their significance, as

organizations, individuals, events and ideas

treat the world itself as a single stage on

which to perform. If the term itself is to

have any value here, it is necessary to avoid
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the careless essentialism which often

accompanies its use and interrogate instead

the extent to which globalization might be

an appropriate description for specific dif-

ferent fields of the social world. In all like-

lihood,we should expect to find that as a

process, globalization is more advanced and

thus more appropriate a term to be used in

some areas than in others.

Some of the most typical and influential

contributions to the debate over what glo-

balization ‘is’ and how it came about have

come from Held and McGrew (2003),

Robertson (1992), Giddens (1990), Harvey

(1990), Sklair (2002), and Hall (1991)

among many others. For Robertson, glo-

balization refers to the increasing con-

sciousness of the world as a single place, a

process originating in Europe in the fif-

teenth century which speeds up dramati-

cally during the twentieth century. For

Giddens, by contrast, it is a continuation of

modernity and modernization, the inten-

sification of modernity’s logic to drive for-

ward, which is facilitated by new

technologies and characterized by time–

space distantiation, the experience of com-

pression of time and space and place.

Harvey and Sklair both agree with Giddens

that globalization is a process beginning in

the late twentieth century, but they locate

its origins in significant transformations

within the logic of capitalism, rooted for

Harvey in a crisis of over-accumulation and

a need to seek out new markets, and for

Sklair in the declining significance of the

nation–state in the regulation of capitalism

(see state and nation-state). Hall links

globalization instead to post-colonialism

and the resultant blurring of cultures and

ethnic identities (see post-colonial theory).

Subsequent theorists have sought to present

a dialectic of globalization, positing a sys-

temic or capitalist-driven ‘globalization

from above’ with an emancipatory or

socialist ‘globalization from below’ (Bre-

cher et al. 1993; Sklair 2002; O’Byrne

2003).

Economic globalization

According to its champions and its critics,

economic globalization represents a distinct

and significant shift in the dynamics of

capitalism. Effectively the last quarter of the

twentieth century has seen an uncoupling

of the capitalist market from the political

nation–state, thus ending (or at least erod-

ing) a marriage of convenience which had

defined political economy for the preceding

centuries. Unrestricted by the burden of

nation–state regulation, capitalism operates

globally irrespective of borders, thus uniting

the world in a single global marketplace

(Ohmae 1990).

According to Sklair (2002), there are

three main characteristics of this new global

capitalism. First is the presence, and power,

of transnational corporations (TNCs).

Annually, the world’s richest corporations

benefit from gross sales figures which exceed

the gross domestic product of relatively

stable and advanced nation–state economies.

These TNCs own a significant percentage

of the world’s assets and exert considerable

influence on the policies of major econo-

mies, raising concerns about accountability.

The international division of labour

empowers these TNCs to operate beyond

the regulative scope of any single nation–

state, disembedding and re-embedding

their operations so as to best maximize their

profits (see embedding and disembedding).

Disembedding and re-embedding are

among the major transnational practices

which comprise the second characteristic of

global capitalism. The shift in production

practices from Fordism to post-Fordism

necessarily benefits from globalized condi-

tions and an international division of

labour. Not only are corporations enabled

to operate at the level of production in

dispersed spaces across the globe, but they

are able to exploit global media and mass

media and the culture of consumerism to

market themselves as global brands. Coca-

Cola’s famous ‘teach the world to sing’
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advertising campaign of the 1970s is a fine

example of this exhibition of corporate glob-

ality, in directly addressing not an American

market, nor even just a Western one, but

instead identifying and presenting itself as

an actor on a global stage with a global

audience.

The third characteristic is the emergence

of a transnational capitalist class. Although

doubts remain as to whether this collection

of wealthy and powerful individuals con-

stitutes a class (in the orthodox Marxian

sense) or is better defined as a global elite,

the major corporate tycoons, financiers and

entrepreneurs who are responsible for the

running of the TNCs, whose budgets are

greater than many national economies, and

who able to exchange citizenships with

relative ease, possess considerable political

and economic influence.

According to Sklair, these new dynamics

of capitalism require us to move beyond

earlier theoretical frameworks, including

orthodox Marxian approaches, which con-

tinue to over-emphasize the significance of

the nation – state in the world economy, a

charge Sklair also makes against the world-

systems theory of Wallerstein and others.

Although world systems analysis moves

beyond orthodox Marxism in identifying

capitalism as a system extending beyond

nation–states, its insistence on still treating

nation–states as the primary units of analy-

sis, this wider economic system, either as

oppressor or oppressed, renders it insensi-

tive to the dynamics of a globalized capit-

alism in which the principal actors operate

across and regardless of nation–state borders.

Any suggestion that these characteristics

represent a new stage in capitalist develop-

ment should be treated carefully, however.

Already in the eighteenth century, Adam

Smith based his economic theories on the

assumption that an unregulated market

would necessarily extend beyond the

nation–state, and Marx himself recognized

the need for capitalism to seek out new

markets. Contemporary critics continue to

assert the importance of the nation–state in

economic practices, and identify con-

sistencies between the international capital-

ism of the nineteenth century and today’s

economy (Hirst and Thompson 1996).

Political globalization

At first glance it would seem premature to

suggest that ‘globalization’ is as evident in

the political sphere as it is in the economic.

While there are indeed significant chal-

lenges to state sovereignty – transnational

regulatory bodies such as the United

Nations and the European Union, eco-

nomic institutions such as the World Bank,

international legal conventions recognized

by nation–states (Held 1991: 211–12) – the

political significance of the nation–state

appears to have been far less compromised

than its economic significance. The political

and military power of the United States and

the prevalence of inter-state conflict in the

twenty-first century are testament to this.

Nonetheless, the presence of these trans-

national regulatory bodies and conventions

suggests a small but significant step along the

process of political globalization which should

not be underestimated. Despite its defi-

ciencies, the United Nations, although inter-

national in composition, is at least global in

scope, and a fully functioning International

Criminal Court would represent a major

challenge to state autonomy and provide

much-needed empowerment to such other-

wise abstract legal concepts as ‘crimes against

humanity’. The culmination of this particular

process of political globalization would

involve the formation of a world state under

a single world government – but this is not a

likely prospect at this point in history.

However, political globalization need not

be synonymous with this incremental uni-

fication of the world, viewed in terms of glo-

balization of political institutions. At least

two other forms of political globalization are

identifiable. The first involves the globaliza-

tion of political practices. In its classical
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formation, commentators from the liberal

right and the Marxian left agreed that despite

superficial ideological differences, the stra-

tegies and operations of states in the late

twentieth century were becoming or had

become increasingly similar. A more con-

temporary version of this position is pre-

sented by John Meyer, who suggests that a

single institutional culture, prioritizing the

establishment of a democratic framework, is

fast becoming the standardized norm for

nation–states (Meyer et al. 1997). This form

of political globalization does not require

the erosion of nation–state boundaries.

A third form of political globalization

which is equally independent of the uni-

fication of political institutions is the glo-

balization of political values. Accordingly,

the shift in values from nation–state con-

cerns to global ones such as human rights,

ecology and environmentalism, and world

peace reflects what Giddens (1990) identi-

fies as the move from class politics to life

politics. Traditional forms of political

expression, such as participation in established

political parties, are inadequate for directly

addressing these wider global concerns.

Thus, participation in global social move-

ments (coupled with declining involve-

ment in nation–state political institutions) is

indicative of a new, globalized form of

politics.

Cultural and social globalization

As with politics, in the field of culture at

least three alternative models are identifi-

able, which can for the sake of convenience

be labelled ‘Americanization’, ‘McDo-

naldization’, and ‘creolization’. The Amer-

icanization model begins with the Marxian

assumption that culture and ideology serve

to reproduce power relations and protect

the interests of the dominant group. Cul-

tural globalization is thus defined in terms

of the global reach of media images, brands,

advertising, television and cinema. Those

who control the media and communications

industries wield vast amounts of power and

influence, and they tend to be Western,

primarily American. Particular cultural

products – Hollywood blockbusters, fash-

ionable clothing, television programmes

such as Dallas, Baywatch and Friends –

permeate local cultures and duly promote

the consumerist ideology which sustains

capitalism and Western interests. Cultural

globalization is thus synonymous with cul-

tural imperialism. Ritzer’s (1993) McDo-

naldization thesis, which amounts to the

globalization of cultural practices, suggests a

similar ‘top-down’ view of cultural globa-

lization, but in fact takes its lead from the

Weberian tradition which emphasizes

rationalization and standardization.

The creolization argument takes issue

with the simplistic, one-directional view

forwarded by advocates of both the Amer-

icanization and McDonaldization theses.

While champions of this position readily

accept that for the most part cultural flows

go from the core to the periphery, they are

more sensitive towards the reception and

consumption of these products, and do not

see these flows as ‘one way traffic’. That is

to say, the process of cultural globalization

is not ‘merely a matter of constant pressure

from the center toward the periphery, but a

more active interplay’ (Hannerz 1996: 68).

Rather than being swept under from the

pressure of the Western tidal wave, local

cultures appropriate these imported objects,

invest in them new and specific meanings,

blend them with local cultural products to

produce new hybridized ones (see hybrid-

ity). The result is that even products such as

Coca-Cola are ‘attributed with meanings

and uses within particular cultures that are

different from those imagined by the man-

ufacturers’ (Howes 1996: 6). Global culture

is thus a hybrid culture, a culture of differ-

ence rather than sameness, within which

emerge new identity formations intersect

national boundaries and are dislocated from

any traditional sense of place (Hall 1992:

310).
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That these globalizing processes enable the

flow of people around the world is uncon-

tested. That they impact upon lifestyles,

behaviour patterns, and self-identities, seems

equally obvious. Clearly the ‘presentation

of self’ – in the form of body images, modes

and manners of communication and

interaction – is susceptible to the influence

of a globalized media, and thus represents a

possible form of social globalization. Equally,

the spread of social networks and relationships

around the world, and the ways in which

communication technology sustains the depth

of these relationships regardless of time and

space, is a clear example of this. If one’s

‘society’ is composed of people and the insti-

tutions those people create in order to best

facilitate their activities, clearly ‘society’ can

no longer be bound up within nation–state

borders. It is curious, then, that sociologists

and social theorists have largely overlooked

this social dimension in any depth. One

exception is Niklas Luhmann (1990) who

suggests that, largely because of technological

developments, a ‘world society’ is now visible

and meaningful, as a society of increasingly

interlinked and interdependent societies.

While journalists and politicians continue

to use the term synonymously with global

capitalism, most social theorists now recog-

nize that globalization is a multifaceted process

with no obvious single direction. If one road

leads to a single unregulated market which

further polarizes the rich North and the poor

South, another leads to inter-cultural dialogue

and awareness, to new identities and citi-

zenships unconstrained by the ‘assimilationist’

frame of old, and to respect for universal

human rights. If one road threatens to wash

away local differences and remake the

world in a single image, another allows for

those voices of difference to be heard.
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DARREN J. O’BYRNE

GOFFMAN, ERVING (1922–1982)

Canadian-born sociologist

Goffman made substantial and distinctive

contributions to the sociology of everyday

life, influenced by Simmel and Durkheim.

Like Simmel, Goffman studied interactions

in urban settings, and also felt no compul-

GOFFMAN, ERVING (1922–1982)
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sion to develop a systematic theoretical fra-

mework. Many commentators locate him

primarily within the tradition of symbolic

interactionism: like Mead and Blumer,

Goffman is sensitive to the way in which

individuals can anticipate the meanings

others might attribute to their actions.

Because individuals can anticipate mean-

ings, they are able to influence their sur-

roundings. This is not to say that Goffman

depicts people as cynical manipulators. He

insists that they operate in a moral universe:

they exhibit tact, adhere to systems of

secrecy and try not to lose face. Initially

Goffman described his research strategy as

the ‘dramaturgical approach’ (see drama-

turgical school), referring to his use of

metaphors from the theatre to understand

people’s interactions. The societal relevance

of Goffman’s approach became more

apparent in his later work on labelling pro-

cesses, ‘total institutions’, advertising and

gender. Even today, Goffman remains an

engaging and provocative author, not least

because of his anecdotal, journalistic writing

style.
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PATRICK BAERT

GOVERNANCE AND

GOVERNMENTALITY

‘Governance’ was introduced in the political

sciences and organizational theory as an

academic term in the 1980s, while today it

is used in a general sense to refer to any

strategy, process, procedure or programme

for controlling, regulating or managing

problems on a global, national, local or

organizational level. Thus texts proliferate

on global corporate and environmental

governance. While in political and social

science, ‘government’ is traditionally asso-

ciated with the activities of political autho-

rities and state agencies (see state and

nation–state), the literature on governance

stresses that there are important mechan-

isms of social regulation besides the state,

such as the community and the market. In

this perspective, governance includes infor-

mal arrangements and decision-making pro-

cesses below state institutions and it goes

beyond the competence of political autho-

rities and questions of legality and law:

‘Governance is the sum of the diverse ways

individuals and institutions, public and pri-

vate, manage their common affairs’ (CGG

1995: 2).

The literature on governance is character-

ized by two main aspects. The first is descrip-

tive. Governance accounts for growing

interdependencies between political autho-

rities and social and economic actors. It tries

to capture the policy networks and public–

private partnerships that emerge from the

interactions between a variety of bureau-

cracies, organizations and associations. Gov-

ernance refers to the appearance of new actors

on the scene of government that indicate a

fundamental transformation in statehood and

a new relation between state and civil society.

This encompasses, on the one hand, the

displacement of practices formerly defined in
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terms of the nation–state to supranational

levels (e.g. the European Union or the Uni-

ted Nations), and, on the other, the devel-

opment of forms of sub-politics ‘beneath’

politics in its traditional meaning (e.g. social

movements or humanitarian organizations).

The descriptive dimension of governance

is often linked to a second, normative

sense. Governance tends to be judged

‘good’ when political strategies seek to

minimize the role of the state in the man-

agement of societal affairs. The ‘reinvention

of government’ (Osborne and Gaebler

1992) calls for the privatization of state

corporations and the downsizing of the

political apparatus. The proponents of the

‘good governance’ discourse (including

organizations such as the World Bank)

claim that decentralization, deregulation

and liberalization provide solutions to key

social and political problems since they

replace sovereign authority and hierarchic

bureaucracies by spontaneous interactions

between equal and autonomous actors.

A more comprehensive and critical

account of this political transformation is

presented by the French philosopher

Michel Foucault in his lectures of 1978 and

1979 at the Collège de France. Foucault

introduces the notion of ‘governmentality’

(gouvernementalité ) as a guiding principle in

his ‘genealogy of the modern state’. The

semantic linking of governing (gouverner)

and modes of thought (mentalité ) indicates

that it is impossible to study the technolo-

gies of power without an analysis of the

political rationality underpinning them. In

addition, Foucault uses the notion of gov-

ernment in a sense geared strongly to the

older meaning of the term, as well as

adumbrating a close link between forms of

power and processes of subjectification (see

subject and subjectivity). He demonstrates

that in addition to management by the state

administration, ‘government’ in the past

also signified problems of self-control, gui-

dance for the family, management of the

household or direction of the soul. For this

reason, Foucault defines government as ‘the

conduct of conduct’, thus giving the term

a meaning ranging from ‘governing the

self’ to ‘governing others’(Foucault 1982:

220–1).

Following this line of inquiry, Foucault

concentrates on the question of power

more explicitly than the governance dis-

course. For Foucault, power relations are not

restricted to the government of the state;

they also include all forms of directing and

guiding individuals and collectives in civil

society and in the economic sphere. In this

perspective, the differences between state

and society, politics and economy, the private

and the public sphere do not function as

universal foundations or essential border-

lines, but as elements and effects of tech-

nologies of government (Foucault 1991:

103). In light of this approach, the ‘retreat

of the state’ can itself be read as a govern-

mental technology and a political pro-

gramme.
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THOMAS LEMKE

GRAMSCI, ANTONIO (1891–1937)

Italian theorist

Gramsci was inspired by Labriola and Cro-

ce’s anti-determinist interpretation of

Marxism. He studied at the University of

Turin where he became a leader of the

socialist factory council movement. He was

co-founder of the Italian Communist Party

(PCI) in 1921 and served as its Comintern

representative until 1924 when he became

the leader of PCI. He was imprisoned by

Mussolini in 1926 and died shortly after

release from prison.

In his Prison Notebooks, first published in

Italy in 1948, Gramsci rejected the eco-

nomic determinism of Marxism that

reduced politics to a superstructural level

whose form and function are determined

by the economic laws of capitalism.

Instead, he inverted the classical Marxist

hierarchy of economy and state with his

claim that the highest moment in the

struggle for hegemony by a social class is

not seizure of economic power, but estab-

lishment of a political and moral-intellectual

leadership. In this way, a social class manages

‘to become a state’. Gramsci here conceives

of the state as the articulation of political

society with civil society. His concept of

the ‘historical bloc’ describes a complex,

contradictory and only relatively unified

ensemble of state, economy and civil

society, whose articulation is the result of

hegemonic struggles.

Gramsci also attacked the class reduc-

tionism of classical Marxism. The forma-

tion of collective wills is not a result of the

imposition of the ideology of the dominant

class, but rather a product of ‘intellectual

and moral reform’ that rearticulate social

meanings and identities. The goal of intellec-

tual and moral reform is not the advancement

of a narrow class interests, but the formation

of a collective will with a ‘national-popular’

character.
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JACOB TORFING

GROUNDED THEORY

Grounded theory is a methodology for

generating theory inductively from system-

atically gathered and analyzed data. Groun-

ded theory emerged during the 1960s to

counter the dominance of hypothetico-

deductive theory in social science research.

In particular, the ‘great men’ theories of

Parsons, Weber, Durkheim, and others

preoccupied a generation of scholars whose

work focused on testing them. In The Dis-

covery of Grounded Theory (1967), Glaser and

Strauss maintained that the prevailing ten-

dency within the discipline to undervalue

new theory stymied the advance of socio-

logical theory and practice. Another criticism

concerned the quality of the connection

the ‘great men’ theory established – or

failed to establish – between theory and

data obtained from the field. Often initially

conceived from a priori assumptions separate

from data, ‘great men’ theory did not

always fit the social phenomena researchers
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were trying to explain (ibid.: 3). This was

especially true for new areas of study

emerging in the discipline during this period.

This misfit between theory and field, toge-

ther with the overemphasis on theory testing,

was the impetus for the creation of groun-

ded theory (ibid.: 220; Glaser 1978: 2–3).

As a research method, grounded theory is

appropriate for use in qualitative studies of

either qualitative or quantitative data (see

methods and methodology). Although

grounded theory originated within sociol-

ogy, this general research methodology is

appropriate for use in any social science

discipline. Grounded theory turns the logic

of verification methodology on its head.

Whereas the logic of verification meth-

odologies is primarily deductive, the domi-

nant logic of grounded theory is inductive.

In contrast to verification methodologies

that use data to validate preconceived the-

ory, grounded theory uses data to generate

theory. Often called the constant comparative

method, grounded theory compares every

piece of data, concept, category, and rela-

tionship to every other to formulate an

explanatory theory.

In contrast to verification methodologies,

which begin with a preconceived research

problem deduced from a given theory,

grounded theory methodology begins with

a broad area of interest (e.g. becoming a

professional nurse). Inductive analysis and

coding of data eventually yield the research

problem. Because the problem is allowed to

emerge from the data, the grounded the-

orist really does not know what the study is

about at the outset. Indeed, the focus of the

study may change several times as more

data is collected and analyzed. Emergence

and relevance are core principles counselling

the researcher to be patient, and to continue

constant comparison until the data reveal

the research problem from the perspective

of study participants, and not from pre-

conceived theory. Two general research

questions guide the research process: ‘What

is the chief concern or problem of the

people in the substantive area, and what

accounts for most of the variation in proces-

sing the problem? What category or what

property of what category does this incident

indicate?’ (Glaser and Strauss 1967: 210).

Once the research problem emerges,

theory generation continues using a com-

bination of coding and theoretical sam-

pling. Beginning with narrative data (e.g.

transcribed interviews, field notes, writings,

documents), researchers use the above

questions to identify patterns in the data.

From the narrative data, researchers induce

concepts and code the data by writing the

concept in the blank margins. This is called

open coding. Typically incidents yield con-

cepts, and comparative analysis of concepts

and incidents yield new concepts or more

general categories. New data are selectively

gathered to elaborate and refine the emer-

gent theory. Through a process called

memoing, the researcher continuously

records relationships, possible bias, and

potential explanatory hypotheses as they

occur to her or him throughout the

research process. Eventually the data yield

no further concepts or categories. When

this occurs, the data are saturated, and the-

oretical coding begins. Theoretical coding

refers to the process of relating categories to

create hypothetical relationships and expla-

nations for the research problem. Thus the

products of grounded theory are prob-

abilities, hypothetical statements about a

substantive area of inquiry such as dying or

nursing. Unlike formal theory, substantive

theories are not predictive. To become

formal theory, Glaser and Strauss proposed

treating a collection of substantive theories

as data and subjecting them to the same

coding and theoretical sampling procedures

of grounded theory.

The theory has been used in sociology,

anthropology, political science, and profes-

sional fields such as nursing, medicine, and

education (Strauss and Corbin 1997). Their

ground-breaking study, Awareness of Dying

(Glaser and Strauss 1965), is the prototype
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for grounded theory researchers who con-

tinue to refine and clarify the original for-

mulation in Discovery (Glaser 1967).

Ironically, Glaser and Strauss ended their

collaboration in 1987 over differences rela-

ted to the infusion of verification methods

into grounded theory, the very issue that

had spawned their collaboration (Glaser

1992).
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BARBARA M. KINACH

GROUP

The term ‘group’ designates a set of persons

tied to each other through repeated inter-

action and a collective identity. Groups are

amorphous social phenomena without a

formalized structure. They are located on

the meso-level of sociological enquiry (see

micro-, meso- and macro-levels). Exam-

ples are families, sects, peers, gangs, and

ethnic groups. Associations and social

movements often build on group segments.

Groups differ from interaction systems in

their endurance and from organizations in

their informal character. Until the 1960s,

the group was one of the most important

concepts of sociology. Today, the group

concept is only of secondary importance in

sociology, but features prominently in

social psychology.

The theory of social groups was first

propounded by Georg Simmel (1908) and

Leopold von Wiese. Simmel and von

Wiese saw the dyadic social relation

between two persons as the basic building

block of sociology. Coupling of these dyads

makes for larger groupings of three or more

persons (for example, in the family). The

larger these social groups, the more inde-

pendent they become of single persons.

According to Simmel, the persistence of

social groups depends on the existence of

favourable emotions such as love and

friendship, among its members. Simmel

regarded the individual as the product of

cross-cutting social groups.

A second important strand in group

sociology is to be found in the writings of

symbolic interactionism. Charles Horton

Cooley highlighted the importance of primary

groups such as the family and the peer

group for the formation of beliefs and the

sense of self (1909). According to Cooley,

these primary groups are characterized by

intimate social relations, mutual identifica-

tion, and a ‘we-feeling’. Cooley’s work was

only a first step in the many works on

groups by members of the Chicago School.

Herbert Blumer pointed out that meaning

arises out of interaction in human groups

(1969). In this vein, sociologists studied the

culture of ethnic groups, of gangs, of reli-

gious and ideological groups, of baseball

teams and many other groups. An impor-

tant part of this work focussed on the

mechanisms that made for the evolution and

persistence of cultural differences between a

group and its environment. Howard Becker’s

Outsiders (1963) argued that sub-cultural

forms evolve in the interaction within a

group (see subculture). Equally important
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was the labelling of the group as deviant by

the surrounding society, and vice versa,

leading to the construction of symbolic

boundaries. Similar work was undertaken

by Norbert Elias and John Scotson in the

context of figurational sociology (see fig-

uration) and by Fredrik Barth (1969) in his

cultural anthropology of ethnic groups.

Until the 1960s, diverse theorists ranging

from Becker and Elias to Robert Bales and

George C. Homans) worked with the

group concept. In general, all of these wri-

ters agreed of the following broad proposi-

tions. Social relations and group

membership mutually enforce each other.

In repeated interaction, groups exert com-

pelling social control on their members.

Individuals are shaped by groups such as the

family and peer groups in childhood and

adolescence, while adults are influenced by

work colleagues, neighbours, and friends.

The values and norms of a group culture

depend on symbols, an argot, a group

identity and the drawing of a group

boundary. Often the group identity is tied

to a common goal or activity. Stereotypes

are also often constructed in groups, with a

positive light thrown on members and a

negative evaluation made of non-members

or members of rivalling groups. The group

identity often implies a negative reference

to a rival group, imagined or real. The

construction of these ‘outgroups’ (William

Graham Sumner) or ‘negative reference

groups’ (Robert K. Merton) is part of the

group culture. The conflict with outgroups

makes for a strong integration in the in-

group (Simmel 1908). Groups with a strong

emphasis on difference and conflict depend

on recognition of this difference by the

public or other groups. Some groups use

personal traits such as age, gender, ethni-

city or religion as markers of distinction,

markers which need to be perceived as

natural. The choice of these traits, though,

is always arbitrary and contingent. Without

formal regulations of inclusion and decision-

making processes, groups usually show an

informal hierarchy with leadership based on

charisma and commitment to the group.

Thus members are assigned roles within

the group. At the core of the role structure

are those exerting leadership and power

over the group with a high level of com-

mitment to the group identity and group

activities. At the edge, influences from various

groups cross-cut and make for a lower level

of engagement. Through the drawing of a

boundary, every group defines criteria for

inclusion and exclusion, establishing a basic

measure of inequality. In general, the larger

a group, the more dependent it becomes on

the construction of a common identity.

After the 1960s, interest in the concept of

groups faded with the influence of func-

tionalism on the macro-level of societal

subsystems and with exchange theory and

rational choice theories at the micro-level

of individual decisions. Social psychology,

in contrast, still works with the group as

one of its core concepts, most prominently

in the Bristol School around Henri Tajfel

(1981; Hogg and Abrams 1988). The Bris-

tol scholars have focused on the rootedness

of stereotypes in group cultures and on the

social dynamics of inter-group conflict. Their

methods include the experimental creation

of groups in artificial settings. Tajfel and his

colleagues found that division of groups by

aesthetic taste or even by coin flips sufficed

to create strong in-group favouritism.

In more recent years, a further problem

has contributed to the decline of ‘the group’

as a conceptual tool. The concept implies a

boundedness, connectedness, and homo-

geneity seldom found on the empirical level.

As a consequence, first in social anthro-

pology, later in sociology, the network con-

cept increasingly displaced the group

concept.
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HABERMAS, JÜRGEN (1929– )

German theorist

Habermas’s life-project may be summed up as

an attempt to elaborate a theory of society

oriented to democratic norms of social

transformation by means of what Habermas

defines as ‘communicative rationality’.

Habermas’s early work from the 1960s

reflects the outlook of the Frankfurt School

and the particular conception of Marxist

social theory known as critical theory. In

several major treatises Habermas has restated

the emancipatory ambitions of the Marxist

critique of instrumental reason in the form

of a theory of rational communication

oriented to democratic consensus forma-

tion. Drawing on classical theorists from

Durkheim, Weber and Mead to Parsons

as well as analytical philosophy of language,

Habermas argues that over the course of

processes of modernization, society is divi-

ded into different spheres of rational com-

petence. Scientific-technical spheres

governing the economy and systemic social

organization come to ‘colonize’ what

Habermas defines as the lifeworld of ordin-

ary social interaction mediated by normative

linguistic agreements between individuals.

However, Habermas argues that these ten-

dencies toward ‘colonization of the life-

world’ can be checked and, in principle,

overcome by forms of collective action that

strive after critical reflexivity in public affairs.

Habermas defines this possibility as the

‘unfinished project of modernity’. Haber-

mas’s work has had a major impact on

debates about postmodernism, modernity

and modernization and the public sphere.
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AUSTIN HARRINGTON

HABITUS

Habitus is a key concept developed by

Pierre Bourdieu. It was intended as an

instrument to assist analysis rather than as

itself a representation of reality. Many of

the comments on its imprecision ignore this

fundamental aspect of Bourdieu’s philoso-

phy of social scientific explanation. Fol-

lowing the Neo-Kantian (see Kant and
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Neo-Kantianism) thinking of Ernst Cassirer,

Bourdieu opposed positivist (see positivism)

assumptions and believed that concepts are

relational or ‘functional’ rather than ‘sub-

stantive’, using the term ‘habitus’ as a way

of dealing with the problems of agency and

structure. The behaviour of humans is not

determined by prior social conditions

(‘mechanism’), nor by being part of a process

leading inevitably towards some future end

(‘finalism’). Bourdieu opposed Marxist

determinism and advanced instead a ‘soft’

determinism which recognizes that humans

have some freedom to make social choices

within the parameters of opportunity

which they inherit. The habitus of agents

defines their capacity to modify constraints

embodied in social structures. The concept

therefore underpins Bourdieu’s notion of

the process of gradual social change effected

by the inter-generational modification of

structures. It is particularly useful in

describing the process of parental and stu-

dent choice in the sociology of education.

It offers an alternative to rational choice

theory because it insists that the ability to

think rationally is the consequence of

socially acquired prior dispositions. Bour-

dieu was influenced by Merleau-Ponty in

arguing that the habitus does not simply

apply to attitudes but to physical comport-

ment and body language. Earlier uses of the

term with a different, but not unrelated,

sense were made by Max Weber and Nor-

bert Elias.
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DEREK ROBBINS

HARAWAY, DONNA JEANNE (1944– )

American biologist, philosopher and fem-

inist theorist of science, Professor of His-

tory of Consciousness, University of

California at Santa Cruz. Haraway is best

known for her 1985 essay which used the

metaphor of the cyborg to argue that we

are all technoscientifically produced amal-

gams of organism and machine, ‘reality’ and

‘fiction’ – a metaphor which suggested both

a heterogenous and fluid ontology and a

politics which rejects universalizing theory.

This was a key intervention into debates

within feminist theory and social studies

of science, the insights of which she has

continued to develop. Her studies on pri-

matology demonstrate how, as a science, it

rests upon and reproduces a series of cultural

binaries – including nature/culture and

male/female. More recently she has turned

her attention to the construction of such

scientific objects as ‘genes’, ‘fetuses’ and

‘race’. As she has consistently argued, such

scientific objects are ‘boundary projects’

which only materialize through the inter-

action of human and non-human actors in

specific historical and geo-political contexts.

Haraway rejects conceptions of science as

an objective, representational enterprise.

She contributed the concept of ‘situated

objectivity’ to feminist post-positivist epis-

temology in the 1980s. In her later work,

the term ‘modest witness’ is used to stake

out this epistemological position – one that

acknowledges both its location and its

responsibility.

Major works
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BARBARA L. MARSHALL

HEALTH AND ILLNESS

Lay notions of health and illness long predate

medical understandings, the two terms con-

stituting a binary opposition: health referring

to states of well-being, or less positively, sim-

ply to the absence of illness; illness to some

disorder of the body, or more broadly to a

state of not being or feeling well. Key

indicators of illness are pain and suffering,

some form of incapacity – not being able to

perform one’s usual tasks – and an increased

chance of death. The potential breadth of

the notions of health and illness is reflected

in the World Health Organization’s fre-

quently cited definition of health as ‘a state of

complete physical, social and mental well-

being’. As these definitions indicate, health

and illness are evaluative concepts: to talk

of health is to make a positive judgement of

the state in question, if only that a person is

not ill; to talk of illness is to make a negative

judgement that something is wrong. The

evaluative character of the concepts helps to

explain certain social features of health and

illness. First, the common expectation that

some form of intervention to assist the sick

individual is appropriate – one of the

expectations that Parsons formulated as

governing the sick role that individuals

occupy once sickness is identified. Second,

it helps to explain the fact that the bound-

aries of health and illness change over time

as understandings and values change. For

instance, as populations live longer and as

standards and expectations of health are raised,

the boundaries of illness tend to widen (see

medicalization). Finally, it also helps to

explain the variation in people’s ideas about

health and illness. Sociologists have

emphasized the way in which demo-

graphic, social, economic and cultural fac-

tors shape concepts and understandings of

health and illness, as well as their importance

in structuring the ways in which individuals

respond to illness – their ‘illness behaviour’.

Since the 1980s they have also paid parti-

cular attention to lay concepts and under-

standings of health and illness, particularly

exploring them through ‘illness narratives’ –

that is, accounts of the experience of illness

provided by sick individuals (Kleinman 1988).

The ideas and practices of professionals,

particularly members of the medical pro-

fession who have established extensive legal

powers over the diagnosis and treatment of

illness, are a key force shaping lay under-

standings of illness (see professions and

professionalization). Modern medical

thinking and practice are grounded in the

natural sciences, which provide an impor-

tant foundation for the profession’s claims

to expertise, though medical work is com-

monly defined as a mixture of both art and

science. Medicine’s earlier focus on anat-

omy and physiology was replaced by a

greater attention to the inner workings of

the body, first at the level of the organs, and

then at the level of chemical processes, with

biochemistry, neurology and genetics now

playing the dominant role in scientific

understandings of illness. Medicine’s reli-

ance on the natural sciences extends to, and

is especially visible in, the treatments it uses.

Surgery and pharmacology are the major

weapons in medicine’s therapeutic armoury,

with twentieth-century developments in

treatment transforming medical practice.

An important feature of medical thinking

about illness that provides the foundation

for diagnosis is the idea of distinct disease

entities, with sociologists often distinguish-

ing between the social category of illness as

the experience of being unwell, and the

medical category of disease as an objectively

identifiable bodily malfunction. Current

ideas about disease entities have been

heavily influenced by nineteenth-century

developments in the understanding of

infectious diseases, and the identification of

distinctive infectious micro-organisms, such
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as the tubercle bacillus, whose presence in

the body is a necessary condition for the

occurrence of a particular illness. As a result,

aetiological specificity became a key basis

for differentiating diseases, though for

diagnostic purposes the symptom cluster,

onset, course and outcome are also important.

In practice, however, medical classifications

are hybrid in character since many disorders

lack the aetiological specificity of infectious

illnesses, and diseases are often grouped

either in terms of similarity of biological

process, as with cancers, or by the organs of

the body affected, as with respiratory con-

ditions and heart diseases. The range of

conditions that may be identified as illnesses

extends from the very severe, often fatal, to

the milder, less severe illnesses, which though

inconvenient and sometimes painful, are

frequently self-limiting. Another common

distinction is that between acute and chronic

illnesses, with heart attacks and many infec-

tious illnesses such as pneumonia or measles

falling into the acute category and others

such as rheumatism or arthritis with a much

longer trajectory falling into the chronic

category, though the acute – chronic contrast

can also be applied to the stage of an illness.

Although medicine has given increasing

attention to the inner workings of the body

in its understandings of illness and its treat-

ments, illness has broader social and psy-

chological causes. The importance of social

factors is highlighted by the marked varia-

tions in health over time in human popu-

lations and between social groups,

variations that have been clearly established

in a wide range of epidemiological work.

Historically, improvements in health, as

measured by increases in life expectancy,

have usually been associated with economic

development and the attendant improvements

in standards of living, including nutrition

and sanitation. In many countries life

expectancies increased rapidly in line with

economic growth over the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries – from average life

expectancies of around forty or fifty years

to life expectancies of around eighty years.

These increases were associated with

marked changes in patterns of health and

illness. In poorer countries, infectious ill-

nesses, such as malaria and tuberculosis, to

which infants and children are especially

vulnerable, are a common cause of death.

Consequently, levels of infant mortality are

high and a far smaller proportion of people

survive to older ages. And if, as is common,

this pattern is associated with high levels of

fertility, the result is a demographic profile

in which the young, notwithstanding their

high death rates, are far more numerous

than the elderly. In richer countries,

improved nutrition and sanitation reduce the

exposure to, and vulnerability to, infectious

illnesses, infant and child mortality are far

lower, and diseases associated with the

deterioration and ageing of the body, such

as cancers, heart diseases and respiratory

problems, become the usual causes of

death. Since lower mortality rates tend to

be associated with lower fertility rates, this

produces a demographic profile with far

higher proportions of elderly people. What

is also striking, however, is that, as noted, as

life expectancies rise, so expectations of

health increase and people in richer countries,

who have better access to medical services,

frequently set the boundaries of illness

more widely and identify more ill-health.

Health also varies between groups within

a society at a given moment in time. In

most advanced industrial societies, where

women typically have fewer children and

the attendant toll on their health is con-

siderably less, women live longer than men,

often as much as six or seven years longer.

However, the size of the gender difference

varies considerably and is linked to differ-

ences in health-related behaviours, such as

smoking and diet, and to differences in

employment (men have typically had less

healthy and more dangerous work), as well

as to patterns of childbearing. There are

also marked inequalities in health by social

class and ethnicity. Whereas it is usually
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accepted that in poorer countries much of

the difference in life expectancy is due to

the lack of material resources of those lower

down the social and income scale, there is

considerable debate as to whether the dif-

ferences in life expectancy within richer

countries are due to material factors or to

psychosocial processes. There is evidence,

for instance, that a lack of social status and

control over one’s life, which tend to be

more common among lower-income

groups, can lead to stress and to a greater

likelihood of illness (Marmot 2004) – a

view that suggests that social inequality is

itself bad for health (Wilkinson 1996).

The improvements in health experienced

by individuals in richer countries measured by

life expectancy present an optimistic picture

of what can be achieved for human health.

However, there are also major threats to

human health. First, the low life expectancy

in many poorer countries is unacceptable

and makes a strong case for the need for sup-

port for economic improvement in these

countries. Second, populations, rich as well

as poor, have long been vulnerable to major

epidemics and increasing globalization is

likely to mean that infectious diseases will

spread more rapidly than in the past. Third,

major social changes in richer societies are

having negative consequences for health.

Affluence, transformed via over-eating and

lack of exercise into obesity, could well

reduce life expectancies in the future.

There are no grounds for complacency.
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JOAN BUSFIELD

HEGELIANISM AND NEO-HEGELIANISM

Hegelianism is the name for the variety of

philosophical positions inspired in different

and sometimes opposed ways by Hegel’s

philosophy.These positions vary considerably

in terms of how close they remain to Hegel’s

original doctrines and to the extent which

they either appropriate or critically revise

Hegel’s ideas. The term neo-Hegelianism is

generally given to philosophical positions of

the twentieth and twenty-first centuries

which combine various Hegelian insights

with philosophical issues that Hegel himself

could not have anticipated. It is clear that

neither Hegelianism nor neo-Hegelianism

can be taken as conventional philosophical

labels which stand for particular principles.

And philosophers identified as ‘Hegelians’

might think they had little in common with

others so labelled. However, it can be seen

that any position which belongs to the

stream of Western philosophy known as

Hegelianism holds that philosophical ana-

lysis involves an holistic rather than ato-

mistic approach to phenomena.

The early appropriations of Hegel, follow-

ing his death in 1831, were attracted to

Hegel’s idealist claim that reality, a finite set

of conceptual relations, is ultimately trans-

parent to reason (see idealism). Hegel himself

employed this principle to discover the

inner rationality of metaphysics, science,

art, history, religion and the modern state,

as did his orthodox followers. Important

innovations in Hegelianism emerged with

the so-called ‘Young Hegelians’ – some of

whom had studied under Hegel – who main-

tained that Hegel was correct to hold that

reality as it manifests itself is the product of

concepts, but that Hegel had been too con-

servative in failing to realize that these con-

cepts were in all cases human and historical, a

criticism which laid the foundations for the

subsequent ‘materialization’ of Hegel’s meta-

physics. Hegelianism in this form came to

be associated with an essentially demytholo-

gizing activity (exemplified in the works of
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D. F. Strauss and Ludwig Feuerbach). In a

similar vein, radical critiques of Hegel’s vali-

dation of religion and his account of political

reality emerged with the Left Hegelians,

most famously Karl Marx, who held that

Hegel had correctly identified that history

has a structure, that its momentum is achieved

by the overcoming of conflicts, but that in

no sense could current society be regarded

as rational, containing, as it seemed, noth-

ing but antagonistic social relations. On

these grounds Hegel’s dictum that ‘the real

is the rational, and the rational is the real’

was rejected as the axiom of con-

servativism and of so-called Right Hege-

lianism. Soon after, the politically neutral

‘historicist’ (see historicism) school in

Germany, inspired by Hegel’s notion of

cultures as historically specific and held

together by certain operative ideas (their

‘form of consciousness’), developed her-

meneutic methodologies as means of deci-

phering the ‘spirit’ of a culture

(outstandingly, Wilhelm Dilthey).

The vast riches of the Science of Logic –

Hegel’s ontology, in effect – was bound to

be exploited. In Britain and the USA,

between approximately 1860 and 1920 it

inspired philosophers who, taken with

Hegel’s view that reality is a holistic set of

relations, not atomic facts, were keen to

devise anti-empiricist forms of analysis of

issues in metaphysics (F. H. Bradley and T.

H. Green, in England, for example, and in the

USA a wide circle of thinkers who con-

tributed to the Journal of Speculative Philoso-

phy, edited at the University of St Louis). In

this period, prior to the foundation of ana-

lytic philosophy, Hegelianism was the

orthodox philosophy at Oxford and Cam-

bridge, and virtually the only possibility in

the USA until the development of prag-

matism (by philosophers who, like their

British analytic counterparts, had been

educated by Hegelians).

Neo-Hegelianism differs in character from

Hegelianism as a consequence of the applica-

tion of Hegelian ideas to a radically changed

context. Neo-Hegelianism is generally the

selective development of certain Hegelian

themes, combined with non-Hegelian

questions. For instance, there are the neo-

Hegelians of the Frankfurt School of cri-

tical theory, who developed one of Marx’s

Hegelian theses that consciousness deter-

mines the form of reality that we can

accept and that material forces determine

consciousness, a thesis they combine with an

anti-Hegelian suspicion of the notion of

totality. Ideas of ‘dialectic’ and ‘conscious-

ness’ have played significant roles in con-

tinental philosophy in general, but the

principle of systematicity – greatly empha-

sized by Hegel – is specifically rejected in

many cases, often thanks to the Nietzschean

dimensions of continental philosophy (see

Nietzscheanism and neo-Nietzschean-

ism).

A similar pattern might be found in Neo-

Hegelian aspects of contemporary American

philosophy. Wilfrid Sellars referred to his

epochal Wittgensteinian polemic against the

‘myth of the given’ as Hegelian. The recent

Quinean conceptualist and inferentialist

philosophies of John McDowell and

Robert Brandom, which draw on Hegel’s

concept of mediation, have given rise to

the term ‘Pittsburgh Hegelianism’ (both

philosophers being professional academics

there). However, these philosophers, unlike

Hegel, are primarily philosophers of the era

of the linguistic turn. It might also be

noted that the recent interest in commu-

nitarianism (especially, Michael Sandel) is a

kind of neo-Hegelianism which appropriates

Hegel’s critique, in the Philosophy of Right,

of Kantian liberalism, but employs it in a

context of institutional and democratic

norms which would have been unknown to

Hegel.
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BRIAN O’CONNOR

HEGEMONY

Hegemony refers to a type of political and

ideological leadership that is obtained

mainly, but not exclusively, by articulating

a generally accepted value system or world-

view. In International Relations theory,

hegemony is used descriptively to designate

the leadership, authority and influence of

one state in a group of states. Hence, it is

common to speak about the hegemony of

the USA within the Western world in the

post-war period. In the Marxist tradition,

and within certain strands of post-structur-

alist discourse theory, hegemony is used as

an analytical category for analysing the

predominance of an alliance of social classes

or a particular set of ideas, meanings or

identity constructions. As Laclau and

Mouffe (1985) argue, hegemony introduces

and expands a supplementary logic of con-

tingency that tends to undermine and

replace the logic of necessity that dominated

orthodox Marxism. For example, Karl

Kautsky’s dogmatic reassertion of economic

determinism in the wake of the consolida-

tion of capitalism at the end of the nine-

teenth century threatened to eliminate

reference to contingent forms of political

intervention. By contrast, the role of poli-

tics is gradually enhanced in Eduard Bern-

stein’s revisionism and Rosa Luxemburg’s

and George Sorel’s revolutionary syndical-

ism. However, it was in the revolutionary

struggles in Russia that the contingent logic

of politics acquired its name. Axelrod and

Plekhanov introduced the term hegemony

in order to account for the extraordinary

historical situation in which one class – the

proletariat – should carry out the task of

another class, that is, the destruction of the

feudal order in a bourgeois revolution.

After the successful revolution in 1905,

Lenin believed that the ‘uneven and com-

bined development’ in Russia made it pos-

sible for the proletariat to advance a socialist

revolution by forging a broad class alliance

of workers, peasants and soldiers (see soci-

alism). Lenin saw the political leadership

of the working class as a political interven-

tion that was prompted by the exceptional

circumstances in Russia capitalism. Trotsky,

on the other hand, argued that the uneven

and combined development was a general

condition of the age. This radically expan-

ded the validity of the logic of hegemony,

although it was still conceived in terms of

an alliance of separate identities held toge-

ther by the tactical leadership of the com-

munist vanguard party. If Trotsky generalized

the call for the struggle for hegemony,

Antonio Gramsci reformulated the con-

ception of hegemony which he defined as a

political as well as moral-intellectual lea-

dership aiming to articulate a collective will

with a national-popular identity (Gramsci

1971). Hegemony was now no longer

defined as an alliance of pre-constituted

identities, but rather as a new collective iden-

tity that was constructed and unified by

ideology, symbols and myth. Gramsci

insisted that only the fundamental classes

(i.e. the bourgeoisie and the proletariat),

who are firmly anchored in the capitalist

economy, can become hegemonic. How-

ever, by insisting on the ultimately political

character of the economy, Gramsci removed

this last residue of essentialism and reduc-

tionism. This made it possible for post-

structuralist discourse theorists, like Laclau

and Mouffe, to see hegemony as a general

concept for the political practices that

articulate social meanings and identities

within contingent forms of discourse (see

discourse).
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JACOB TORFING

HEIDEGGER, MARTIN (1889–1976)

German philosopher

A highly influential figure in European

philosophy and social theory, Heidegger’s

thought influenced the early development

of phenomenology, and then of existenti-

alism, of hermeneutics, post-structuralism

and deconstruction (see Merleau-Ponty,

Sartre, Gadamer, Ricoeur and Derrida).

His influence via Merleau-Ponty has been

felt in the sociology of the body; via Sartre

on de Beauvoir and feminism; via Gada-

mer on Habermas and critical theory; via

Derrida on Spivak and post-colonial the-

ory. It can be also discerned in Schutz’s

phenomenological sociology. Much debate

has also focused on Heidegger’s brief

notorious support of Nazism in the 1930s.

In his major work Being and Time ([1927]

1962), Heidegger distinguishes between a

secondary ‘ontic’ level of existence and the

ontological (the level of Being). He argues

that man’s immersion in empirical ‘things’

such as technology has meant that we have

lost our closeness to the nature of Being,

and are no longer ‘at home in the world’.

He seeks to uncover Being through an

analysis of human being (Dasein), as it alone

has a tacit awareness of its own nature.

Heidegger illuminates the temporal nature

human being as happening in time. Dasein

has a projective quality that anticipates the

implications of things. For example in Van

Gogh’s painting of peasants’ shoes we do

not just see shoes, for the picture speaks of

Dasein’s connection to toil, weariness and

ripening grain (1978: 163). In his later

work, Heidegger emphasizes the open-

ended nature of language as both disclosing

the Being of the world and concealing it or

putting it under erasure. Heidegger distin-

guishes between a secondary ‘ontic’ level of

existence represented by science and a

more primordial ‘ontological’ level of

understanding of Being.
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ALAN HOW

HERMENEUTICS

Hermeneutics is the name given to theories

of interpretation in the social sciences and

humanities. The term derives from the

Greek verb ‘to interpret’, hermeneuein. In

social theory, hermeneutics denotes a

school of thinking that emphasizes that

actions, events and social processes must be

understood and interpreted from the

standpoint of their subjective meaning for

the actors under consideration and from the

standpoint of their specific historical and

cultural context. Hermeneutics is opposed

to the view that actions, events and social

processes can be adequately explained by

reference to invariant laws of cause and

effect or statistical regularities, as with
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positivist, behaviourist and functionalist

thinking. The school is associated with

theorists and philosophers such as Wilhelm

Dilthey, Max Weber, Alfred Schutz, Mar-

tin Heidegger, Hans-Georg Gadamer,

Paul Ricoeur, Peter Winch and Charles

Taylor.

Hermeneutics has its origins in biblical

criticism. Among German Protestant writers

of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies, the term came to refer to the study

of the art of interpreting passages of scrip-

ture in the light of linguistic analysis and

historical evidence. After Martin Luther

established the principle of the autonomy

of the written word of scripture, in oppo-

sition to the institutional authority of the

Catholic Church, questions arose as to how

fragmentary, obscure and allegorical parts of

the text of the Bible were to be correctly

interpreted. These kinds of questions were

also thought to apply to the interpretation

of statutes of law. Since linguistic meanings

change over time, ancient texts of law and

scripture could not be read literally; they

had to be interpreted and reconstructed in

the light of historical changes in the struc-

tures of society. In the early nineteenth

century, the German theologian F. D. E.

Schleiermacher argued that all interpretation –

whether religious, legal, poetic or

philosophical – had to proceed from an

understanding of the total context of social

relations from which the text originates.

Schleiermacher argued that the act of

understanding a problematic text revolved

around a ‘hermeneutic circle’ in which the

parts of a text could be interpreted only in

terms of the whole and the whole only in

terms of the parts, where the text was itself

a part in the wider whole of lived social

understandings in historically specific

worlds or contexts.

In modern social thought, the first thinker

to develop a distinctively hermeneutic

conception of the methods of the social

sciences is Wilhelm Dilthey. Writing in the

1880s, Dilthey (1976) distinguished between

two domains of scientific inquiry: on the

one hand, the natural sciences; on the

other, the human sciences. Dilthey defined

the human sciences as sciences of the works

of the human mind, or Geisteswissenschaften.

Dilthey argued that whereas the natural

sciences proceed by explaining phenomena

according to laws of regular correspon-

dence between cause and effect, the human

sciences proceed by understanding phe-

nomena in terms of their meaning: in terms

of the reasons or intentions with which

actors carry out particular actions and in

terms of collectively shared symbolic struc-

tures. Dilthey held that to interpret a parti-

cular historical event or social process in

terms of its context of meaningfully lived

experience was itself to account adequately

for the occurrence of the event or process

and did not require the support of law-like

naturalistic explanations in order to gain

scientific validity.

Dilthey’s distinction between explana-

tion and ‘understanding’, or Erklären and

Verstehen, was influential for German Neo-

Kantian philosophers of the early twentieth

century, who likewise distinguished

between the ‘nomothetic’, law-like and

generalizing methods of the natural sciences

and the ‘idiographic’, interpretive and par-

ticularizing methods of the sciences of

culture (see Kantianism and Neo-

Kantianism.

For Max Weber, Dilthey’s ideas under-

lined the importance of the orientation of

sociology toward ‘empathic understanding’

of ‘subjectively intended meanings’ and the

fallacy of any attempt to model the study of

social action on a search for physical or

psychological laws of behaviour, as with the

positivist programmes of nineteenth-cen-

tury writers from Auguste Comte to J. S.

Mill and Herbert Spencer.

A second key source for hermeneutic

social thought in the twentieth century is

phenomenological and linguistic philoso-

phy (see phenomenology). In the 1920s and

the 1930s the philosophers Edmund Husserl
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and Martin Heidegger argued that before all

methodical and scientific forms of thought,

human beings possess a more primordial

ontological understanding of the world

which they expressively enact and com-

municate to one another in daily life (see

everyday). These ideas became important

for writers such as Max Scheler, Maurice

Merleau-Ponty and, notably, Alfred Schutz

who sought to restate Weber’s programme

of interpretive sociology in the form of a

phenomenology of the social world, based

on the concepts of intersubjectivity and

the lifeworld. Similarly, drawing on Lud-

wig Wittgenstein’s philosophy of language,

Peter Winch (1958) argued that social

science involves analysis of the ways in

which social relations and practices are per-

formatively constructed in everyday norms

and rules of linguistic communication.

In a major synthesis of classical philolo-

gical scholarship and modern phenomen-

ological philosophy from 1960, Hans-

Georg Gadamer (1975) argued that herme-

neutics is the self-interpretation of human

consciousness in the medium of a universal

linguistic dialogue with other cultures and

civilizations across time and history. Her-

meneutics for Gadamer is not the metho-

dical study of past cultural productions in

historical contexts; it is the self-interpreta-

tion of the present in the light of what

Gadamer calls ‘tradition’. All under-

standing is structured by what Gadamer

describes as certain deep-seated ‘pre-judge-

ments’. He argues that while these pre-jud-

gements cannot be eliminated, they can be

brought into a state of reflective awareness

by means of an orientation towards what he

calls a ‘fusion of horizons’ between the

standpoint of the interpreter and the stand-

point of the other culture.

Gadamer’s conception of hermeneutics

was criticized by Jürgen Habermas on

grounds of failure to address issues of

power, ideology and material conflict in

social life. In texts from the 1960s and the

1970s, Habermas (1988) argues that her-

meneutics raises a false claim to universality

when it overlooks aspects of the imbrica-

tion of linguistic communication with

unequal relations of power and domination

and concealed material interests. Habermas

therefore argues that Gadamer’s and all

other hermeneutic philosophies need to be

amended to incorporate critical assessment

of the rationality of social practices in ways

that avoid simple cultural relativism.

Habermas demonstrates this by means of a

comparison between Marxian critique of

ideology and Freudian psychoanalysis. In

the same way that Marx showed how his-

torical analysis requires exposure of the

ways in which dominant ideologies can be

disguised and internalized in the collective

consciousness of society, so Freud shows

how interpretive dialogue with the patient

is guided toward enlightenment and eman-

cipation from irrational repressions.

One criticism is that Habermas’s view of

hermeneutics is problematic insofar as it

ignores the sense in which both ideology-

critique and Freudian psychoanalysis are

themselves situated in a specifically Western

post-Enlightenment context of thought

and are therefore not free from interpretive

pre-judgements, as Gadamer himself main-

tained in his reply to Habermas. However,

in general, it can be argued that Habermas’s

criticisms point to some important limits

around the scope of the applicability of

hermeneutics in social theory. Recent crit-

ics such as Bhaskar (1979), Giddens (1993)

and Bourdieu (1977) argue that hermeneutics

is informative for social theory only when it

does not collapse material, economic and

systemic factors and forces in social life into

purely ‘mental’ or ‘subjective’ elements in

the consciousness of actors. Hermeneutic

thinking brings to light the fallacies of

positivist and objectivist approaches to

social research, but it should not be seen as

refuting or obviating the requirements of a

realist epistemology in social science (see

realism). Hermeneutics demonstrates that

all conceptions of social reality are dependent
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on some form of interpretation, but it does

not show that all social reality is reducible

to interpretation, or that all relations of

cause and effect in social life are solely

functions of meaning and symbolization.
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AUSTIN HARRINGTON

HISTORICAL SOCIOLOGY

Historical sociology can be approached in

two different ways. It might be considered

as one subfield applying the tools of socio-

logical research to the vast field of history.

Given the central interest of sociology in

contemporary issues, this does not look

very promising. It can, however, also be

defined as dealing with questions of vital

interest for the present: what rendered

possible the rise of the modern world?

What is the source of its dynamism, and

where does it lead us? Approached in this

way, historical sociology shifts to the centre

of interest for social theory, and for socio-

logical understanding in general.

This claim can be supported by the pro-

minent role of historical questions in classical

sociology (Delanty and Isin 2003). The

nineteenth-century pioneers produced

grandiose schemes to explain the modern

social order, using functionalist and evolu-

tionary schemes. Saint-Simon and Comte

combined Enlightenment philosophy,

especially the ideas of Adam Smith and

Adam Ferguson with French medical the-

ory, while Herbert Spencer was influenced

by Darwin’s biological theory of evolution,

which itself drew on Malthus’s economics

(see evolutionary theory). All these approa-

ches were imbued with nineteenth-century

liberal ideas of progress, with the emphasis

placed on individual freedom and rationality.

The two most influential thinkers of the

later nineteenth century, Karl Marx and

Friedrich Nietzsche, radically broke with

this framework. For Marx, the founder of

‘historical materialism’, the driving force

of history was class struggle, and the capi-

talist system emerged out of the ‘original

accumulation’ of capital based on the land

enclosures of the sixteenth century.

Nietzsche similarly questioned the opti-

mism of Enlightenment liberalism, defin-

ing his time as nihilistic in its ethos. But

instead of Marx’s materialist theories,

Nietzsche emphasized the self-elimination

of Christian morality and the crisis in Eur-

opean cultural self-understanding.

The classical sociologists of the decades of

1890–1920 produced a critical synthesis of

some of these positions. Durkheim

attempted to correct the teleology of Comte

or Spencer by paying closer attention to

social and national problems, and later

turned to anthropology for further com-

parative analysis of cultural forms and reli-

gious life. Simmel drew on both Marx and

Nietzsche extensively, but he did not sys-

tematically develop a historical approach.

The most important work was completed

by Max Weber.
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Paying only lip service to evolutionary or

functionalist accounts, Weber drew

inspiration fromMarx and Nietzsche, guided

by Simmel, while avoiding the excesses of

both (Szakolczai 1998). Following Marx,

he posed as his central concern the rise of

modern capitalism, this ‘most fateful force

in our modern life’ (Weber 1976), but in

approaching the problem through Nietzsche,

Weber emphasized the role of science and

methodical conduct of life.

After completing his classic study of the

Protestant ethic Weber realized that the

substantiation of his argument required a

comparative historical approach. This led to

the essays on the ‘Economic Ethic of

World Religions’ and the planned five-

volume ‘Collected Essays on the Sociology

of Religions’, of which only one was pub-

lished in his lifetime. These contained

Weber’s three major summaries, known as

the Vorbemerkung, the Einleitung and the

Zwischenbetrachtung. They also contained

the essays on the Protestant ethic and the

Protestant sects, and on China, India and

ancient Israel. The central question of this

project was not the justification but the

problem of universality in modern Western

culture (see Occident).

As a consequence of the world wars and

the ideologically divided world, and the

absence of a developed Weberian ‘school’,

the spirit of the Weberian synthesis was not

maintained. Instead, the academic scene in

social theory and historical sociology after

1945 was split. On the one hand, it became

dominated by the path-breaking but in some

respects misguided work of Talcott Par-

sons who read Weber only in a functional-

ist and evolutionary key (see functionalism),

laying the foundations of ‘modernization

theory’. On the other hand, Marxism was

given renewed historical credibility

through the work of the Frankfurt School.

In both cases, interest in comparative study

was abandoned in favour of grandiose

schemes – evolutionary functionalism in one

case, Hegelian Marxism in another.

New impetus for historical sociology came

from the 1970s onward. The arguably less

innovative part of these developments was

the attempt to create a synthesis between aca-

demic philosophy and critical theory. This

led to various forms of ‘neo-Weberian neo-

Marxism’. Notable contributors have been

Reinhard Bendix, Anthony Giddens,

Michael Mann, Immanuel Wallerstein, Bar-

ringtonMoore, Theda Skocpol and Charles

Tilly.

Further developments have come from

two different but interlocking sources. One

is the liberation of Weber’s work from the

spell of structural functionalism and mod-

ernization theory represented by the work

of Wilhelm Hennis, Friedrich Tenbruck,

Wolfgang Schluchter, and others. The sec-

ond is based on the recognition that history

and the history of thought cannot and

should not be separated (Koselleck 1985;

Sewell 1996; Smith 1991; Somers 1995;

Szakolczai 2000). Here there has been a

break away from claims to deal with ‘facts’

of the past, in order to ‘test’ contemporary

theoretical models.

Also influential has been the pioneering

work of Norbert Elias (1983, 2000) on the

‘civilizing process’ (see civilization). In

opposition to Weber’s interest in religious

factors, Elias emphasized the impact of the

‘court society’, through the centralization

of taxation and the monopolization of vio-

lence, but especially by spreading new

models of self-control. While the high-

spending consumers of the court are radi-

cally opposed to Weber’s thrifty Protestant

ascetics, the two are connected through the

systematic and individualized regularization

of everyday conduct of life.

Another important thread in contemporary

historical sociology is provided by the gen-

ealogical and archaeological studies of Michel

Foucault (1975, 1979, 1986). Foucault drew

inspiration from Nietzsche, but eventually

recognized the parallels with Weber’s

undertaking. Starting with the formative

impact of scientific knowledge on modernity,
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focusing on the sciences of life, Foucault in

his last period shifted the emphasis onto the

distant sources of the identity of the mod-

ern subject, especially in Greek and Roman

thought (see subject and subjectivity).

Weber’s ‘inner-worldly asceticism’ and

methodical everyday life-conduct, Elias’s

‘civilizing process’ as progress towards

increasing self-control, and Foucault’s ‘dis-

ciplinary society’ and ‘care of the self ’ are

complementary approaches to the joint

shaping of modern society and the modern

self. In Elias’s terminology, ‘sociogenesis’

and ‘psychogenesis’ are inseparable, while

in Foucault’s language, the ‘totalizing’ and

individualizing tendencies of the modern

condition belong together (see individualism

and individualization).

While Elias and Foucault started from the

‘micro’ level, other thinkers continued the

Weberian project through a long-term com-

parative study of civilizations. Interest in this

area was kept alive by Benjamin Nelson, and

recently received a further boost in ‘civili-

zational analysis’. A central role is played

here by the concept of ‘axis time’ or ‘axial

age’, proposed by Karl Jaspers, an important

disciple of Weber, and this was later taken

up by Eric Voegelin (1974), Shmuel

Eisenstadt (1986) and Johann Arnason.

The emphasis of most of these approaches

on the links between history and the his-

tory of thought implies that the present has

been produced neither by ‘historical laws’

nor through ‘class struggles’, but rather

through human efforts to resolve the exis-

tential problems of experience, and through

a search for a meaningful and dignified life.

In this sense the task of theoretically orien-

ted historical sociology is to move beyond

ideas of historical necessity, objective

interests, or general rules of rationality.

Instead its task is to identify the formative

impact of transitional or ‘liminal’ periods of

crisis: moments in which previously taken

for granted certainties are dissolved and the

dividing lines between thought and reality

become porous.
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ARPAD SZAKOLCZAI

HISTORICISM

Historicism is a controversial and contested

term. Articles were written against its very use

and important books published with altered

titles (Antoni 1962), while Karl Popper

devoted to it one of his sharpest polemics

(Popper 1957). It has recently been stated

that ‘[t]he term has been much used and

misused, and it is probably too late to correct

misunderstandings’ (Kelley 1998: 267). The

problem is largely due to the fact that ‘his-

toricism’, apart from an important predecessor

HISTORICISM
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(Vico) and some late affiliates (Croce and

Collingwood), is a nineteenth-century Ger-

man concern, and is linked to some trouble-

some aspects of German history.

Historicism in the classical sense has two

main branches: cultural and political. Cul-

tural historicism starts with Herder’s inter-

est in language. Herder argued that Kant

never asked the fundamental question of

how human understanding arose and

developed through history (Kelley 1998:

259). This was because Kant, starting with

concepts, misconceived the central char-

acteristic of language. Words were first

expressions of all human reactions, and only

later acquired conceptual meaning as

names. Herder also returned to Renaissance

ideas of microcosm and macrocosm, arguing

that man is a mid-point of the universe,

between the heavens and the Earth. His-

toricism in this sense developed in close

alliance with the ideals of Bildingsbürgertum,

implying the full development of the

human personality (Goldman 1988), and its

main propagator, Wilhelm von Humboldt

(see humanism). On the more problematic

side, Herder proposed unifying concepts such

as the Volkgeist (the unique spirit of a peo-

ple) with the Zeitgeist (the spirit of the time).

Political historicism originates with Ranke,

the founder of modern historiography (Iggers

1997). Its main concern is diplomatic his-

tory and great powers, Realpolitik and the

doctrine of ‘reason of state’ (Meinecke

1957), ignoring economic and social his-

tory. Ranke’s legacy was carried on by the

‘Prussian school,’ underlining the ethical

values embodied in the state and shifting the

emphasis from culture to the nation–state.

Common to both branches of historicism

is the contrast between history as the realm of

the unique and nature as dominated by laws.

The central value of historicism, according

to Troeltsch and Meinecke, its late repre-

sentatives and historians, was that it managed

to break with the idea of ‘natural law’. In the

flux of history, permanence is assured by great

individual personalities and lasting institutions.

The fight against time, and against relati-

vism, requires will-power rather than reason.

Historicists opposed the idea of progress,

and were often charged with irrationalism.

Historicism can also be read in a slightly

different light: defined as a concern with

restoring texts and material documents to life,

involving a sensitivity, even a certain degree

of ‘empathy’, to ways and forms of life of

the past. In particular, historicism may be seen

as involving not only understanding of the

past on its own terms, but also grasping how

the present itself has come to be formed. In

this sense historicism is close to the herme-

neutical philosophies of Schleiermacher, Dil-

they,Heidegger and Gadamer, the cultural

history of Burckhardt (and Nietzsche), the

interpretive sociology of Weber, or the

‘new historicism’ (Veeser 1989).

Central to historicism in this sense is the

work of Wilhelm Dilthey. Dilthey returned

to the objections of Herder and Schleier-

macher against Kant’s neglect of history,

and set up the task of preparing the missing

fourth ‘Critique’, of historical reason. He

aimed at restoring life to history and creativity

in opposition to the ‘conceptual fixing’

characteristic of idealist philosophy (Makk-

reel 1975: 279), by liberating the humanities

from the explanative and constructionist

ideals of the natural sciences, relying espe-

cially on history and anthropology. Instead

of capturing the ‘essences’ of phenomena,

by setting up dichotomies and their dialec-

tic in overarching conceptual frameworks,

characteristic of both the Kantian and

Hegelian versions of idealism, Dilthey

proposed to start in the middle, focusing on

what is transitory in time and lying in-

between in space. Thus, he explained the

characteristics of German thought by its in-

between character.

Central to Dilthey’s thought is the idea of

‘experience’ – followed by ‘expression’, fol-

lowed by ‘understanding’ (Makkreel 1975:

293). Experience (Erlebnis) is what happens

to somebody undergoing an event; it is the

in-the-middle, matter-of-fact starting point
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(Antoni 1962: 11). Such experiences are

immediately expressed, through plain lan-

guage or artistic means. The third element,

understanding, is a reflexive attempt to make

sense of the way events are experienced and

expressed (see Verstehen). Instead of start-

ing from statements as propositions, the aim

is to go into the composition of the work,

by linking the movement of experience

with the movement of understanding.

Dilthey had a huge (and not fully

acknowledged) impact on Max Weber,

while in his last writings Victor Turner

recognized in him a forerunner of ‘limin-

ality’ (Turner 1985). The influence of his

thought was impaired by the unfinished

character of his writings, earning the repu-

tation of a ‘man of first volumes’ (Makkreel

1975: 51), and by the unfair attacks of Neo-

Kantians like Heinrich Rickert.

Some of the controversy about historicism

can be attributed to the one-sidedness of its

opponents, especially the neo-Kantians,

who shared some of the worst legacies of

German idealism (reification of concepts,

the attempt to capture ‘essences’, and a

hubristic exaggeration of theory) as well as

to the Prussian state which at that time was

responsible for the compartmentalization of

scientific knowledge and a ruthless use of

academic politics.
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ARPAD SZAKOLCZAI

HOLOCAUST

‘The Holocaust’ was coined as a name in

the early 1960s, probably by Eli Wiesel, to

refer to the Nazi genocide of the Jews. The

term means ‘burnt offering’ and was drawn

from Jewish theology. Another term com-

monly used is ‘Shoah’ which translates as

‘catastrophe’. The term the Nazis used to refer

to this same event was the ‘Final Solution’.

The Holocaust was the series of actions

taken by the Nazi regime against Jews

between the years 1933 and 1945. These

included: the deprivation of political and

civil rights for all Jews; forced deportation

of Jews; forced concentration of Jews into

‘ghettoes’; systematic starvation and

demoralization of Jews in ghettoes; round-

ing up and shooting of Jews behind the

German lines; deportation of Jews by cattle

train to concentration and death camps;

forced labour and starvation of Jews in the

camps; mass gassing and burning of Jews in

the camps. The mass killing of Jews took

place between 1941 and 1945.

Special duty troops of the Nazi Security

Service and Security Police, the Einsatz-

gruppen, were assigned to each of the Ger-

man armies invading the Soviet Union and

were given the task of rounding up Jews

and killing them through crude and primi-

tive methods of shooting. It is estimated

that some two million Jews were murdered

in this way. To murder the rest of European

Jewry the Nazis built six installations with

large-scale gassing and sometimes cremator-

ium facilities: these were Auschwitz, Belzec,

Chelmo, Majdanek, Sobibor and Treblinka.

The technology used here was barely more

sophisticated than the brute violence of the

HOLOCAUST
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Einsatzgruppen and it was only when death

camps were combined with labour camps

(as was the case at Auschwitz and Majdanek)

that the architectural relics of ‘industrial

killing’ were left behind. All in all, about

3.5 million Jews were murdered in this

way. A further half a million Jews were

killed through hunger, disease and exhaustion

in the ghettoes and as victims of random

terror and reprisal. The Holocaust was not

only the mass murder of Jews and the attempt

to eliminate Jews from the face of the earth;

it was also the attempt to exercise total dom-

ination over Jews and instil total terror

prior their extermination.

The use of the name ‘Holocaust’ in social

theory raises a number of thorny questions.

First, the Nazis terrorized and then murdered

many other people in addition to the Jews,

including Roma, Communists, Polish

nationals, homosexuals and the disabled.

Sometimes all these different categories

were sent to the same camps. Thus the ques-

tion arises: does the word ‘Holocaust’

embrace these other victims of Nazi terror?

Second, the name ‘Holocaust’ refers ori-

ginally to one particular event or series of

events in history. It is only by extension

that the term can be used to cover other

events like, say, the genocide in Rwanda of

1994. Here the question arises: is the Holo-

caust unique or is it comparable with other

forms of genocide and totalitarian terror,

such as occurred in Russia under Stalin?

Third, the name ‘Holocaust’ is drawn from

theology. This expresses a feeling that it is

beyond all human understanding: a mystery,

ineffable, and incapable of representation.

This raises the further question: is the Holo-

caust nonetheless understandable in terms of

the categories employed by the social sci-

ences, that is, through the normal conven-

tions of historical, political and sociological

investigation? A major debate occurred

among German historians in the 1980s,

known as the Historians’ Dispute, about

whether the Nazi terror could be compared

to that of the Soviet Union and other

totalitarian and fascist regimes (the view

taken by Ernst Nolte), or whether the

German route to the Holocaust must be

seen as unique and specific, as a Sonderweg or

‘special path’ (the view taken byHabermas).
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ROBERT FINE

HOMANS, GEORGE C. (1910–1989)

US theorist

Homans was the founder of behavioral

sociology. His treatment of social behavior

as exchange emerged in reaction to the

growing dominance of functionalism in

American sociology in the 1950s. Homans

argued that theory should focus on the sub-

institutional level of analysis, specifying the

determinants of ‘elementary’ social behavior

that formed the bedrock of groups and

organizations. For Homans this meant a

primary emphasis on the actions of indivi-

duals in direct interaction, and a rejection

of the focus of Parsons on institutions and

institutional behavior driven by social pre-

scriptions or normative elements in society.
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Homans’s most sustained work on social

exchange appears in his book, Social Behavior

and Its Elementary Forms (1961). Here he lays

out various propositions of elementary social

behavior, based to a large extent on the work

of the behavioral psychologist, B. F. Skinner

(see behaviourism). Influenced by deductive

theorizing and logical positivism, Homans

believed that many important aspects of

social behavior could be derived from a small

number of simple propositions. He

embraced reductionism, arguing that the

behavior of collectivities could be reduced to

principles of elementary behavior.

Homans focused on the social behavior

that emerged as a result of mutual reinfor-

cement of two parties involved in a dyadic

exchange. His theoretical consideration of

distributive justice, balance, power, status,

authority, leadership and solidarity are all

based on an analysis of direct or indirect

exchange.
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(1950) The Human Group. New York: Harcourt
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HORKHEIMER, MAX (1895–1973)

German theorist

Director of the Institute for Social Research

at Frankfurt after 1930 (see Frankfurt

School) and close friend of Adorno,

Horkheimer’s conception of critical the-

ory began in a sharply empiricist mode

opposed to a priori philosophizing and

committed to the post-metaphysical project

of a materialist rationalism. In some respects

in a similar fashion to American pragma-

tism, Horkheimer’s original aims were to

open up the philosophy of society to the

empirical social sciences. In the 1920s he

maintained a close intellectual relationship

with Otto Neurath, the Viennese positivist

philosopher and close associate of Rudolph

Carnap of the Vienna Circle. However, in

the mid-1930s, after emigration from Nazi

Germany to Geneva, Paris, and then the

USA, Horkheimer not only substituted

the concept of ‘critical theory’ for

materialism – fearful of any association

with Marxism in the American anti-com-

munist climate of the 1940s – but also

sought to rehabilitate the claims of philo-

sophy against empiricism. However, the

impetus of his thinking remained anti-

metaphysical when he joined with Adorno

in Californian exile in composing The Dia-

lectic of Enlightenment of 1944/1947, a work

that prefigured by Horkheimer’s own The

Eclipse of Reason of 1947. After the war,

Horkheimer’s thinking turned in the

direction of negative theology, expressed in

short aphoristic observations of the time

aimed at the restorative spirit of Adenauer’s

Germany.
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HUMANISM

Humanist ideas and beliefs thematize the exis-

tence or agency or dignity of human beings as

self-interpreting social beings. Roughly

speaking, at least five distinct kinds of human-

ism can be distinguished with a relevance to

modern social theory: (1) Renaissance

humanism; (2) post-Enlightenment liberal

humanism; (3) atheistic and anti-clerical

humanism; (4) Marxist or socialist human-

ism; and (5) existentialist humanism.

Renaissance humanism describes the

world-view of the intellectual elites of the

early modern European nations, especially

Italy and the Low Countries, founded in

idealizing imitation of the manners and mores

of the classical Greek and Roman philoso-

phers and statesmen. Sixteenth-century

Renaissance humanism enshrines the prin-

ciple of independent free inquiry and

learning by the individual, defining man or

the human mind as mediator between God

and the lower creatures of the earth within

a ‘great chain of being’ (Burckhardt 1995;

Lovejoy 1936).

The second wave of humanistic thought

and belief that emerged in the later eight-

eenth century, especially in Germany,

celebrated values of individual self-cultiva-

tion or education or Bildung, based on the

Greek idea of paideia ( Jaeger 1945). It is

associated with poets such as Goethe and

Schiller, and especially with Schiller’s con-

ception of the ‘many-sided personality’ in

the Letters on the Aesthetic Education of Man.

These ideas exerted a wide-ranging influ-

ence on later nineteenth-century social

thinkers, including Marx, Weber and

Simmel and twentieth century philoso-

phers such as Ernst Cassirer. They mark the

beginning of the movement of historicism

as the informing ethos of the ‘human sci-

ences’, thematizing cosmopolitan under-

standing of other cultures and past ages. In a

more sociological sense, nineteenth-century

humanism can be seen as a certain kind of

ideology held by the members of the educated

middle classes (then known in Germany as

the Bildungsbürgertum), as holders of prop-

erty with interests in the maintenance of a

pluralistic civil society. In its close association

with political liberalism, humanism is also

linked to the cause of the emancipation of

the Jews in nineteenth-century society, and

more generally with the establishment of

civil rights and universal human rights.

Atheistic and anti-clerical humanism

arises out of the more militantly anti-

authoritarian aspects of the eighteenth-

century Enlightenment, especially in

France. It explicitly repudiates religious

faith in favour of a secular vision of human

beings as autonomous rational agents cap-

able of defining moral norms without need

for appeal to a deity. Humanism, in this

sense, considers both religious belief and

the institutional power of the church to be

remnants of a primitive or backward stage

in the evolution of the human species,

which has definitively been superseded by

the authority of positive science, especially

as exemplified by the Darwinian account of

the descent of man from apes. It can be

associated with Auguste Comte’s positi-

vism and with English utilitarian thought

from Bentham to J. S. Mill and Herbert

Spencer. In early twentieth-century socio-

logical thought, its clearest advocate is

Durkheim, involving a call for secular

education founded in civil religion or civic

education.

Marxist or socialist humanism grows out

of Ludwig Feuerbach’s thesis of the ‘spe-

cies-being’ of humanity which learns to

recognize itself as the creator of God, not as

the creature of God. Marx’s materialist

transformation of this idea from German ide-

alist philosophy – especially from Hegel’s

philosophy – is expressed in his vision of

work as the medium of the self-production

of human beings through praxis and prac-

tices, which is at once the cause of human

alienation and the precondition for its

overcoming. Many twentieth-century

intellectuals combine this vision with ideas
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drawn from phenomenological and exis-

tentialist philosophy, and from American

pragmatist thought, from Freudian psy-

choanalysis and from Nietzsche’s diagnosis

of religion as a ‘necessary illusion’ that

comes to be troubled by the ‘death of God’.

Representatives of this synthesis of Marxist

and existentialist humanism include Georg

Lukács, Alexandre Kojève, and famously

Jean-Paul Sartre (1948).

Critiques of humanist thought and belief

have several distinct yet interconnecting

strands. Neo-religious critiques question the

presumption of making man ‘the measure

of all things’ or of making a god out of

man. These can be associated with the anti-

secularist polemics of figures such as Kier-

kegaard, Tolstoy and Dostoyevsky and

neo-orthodox modernist theologians such

as Karl Barth. Such critiques also find their

way into some of the more sophisticated

versions of existentialist humanism, notably

that of Martin Heidegger, which thematize

an idea of the radical finitude, transience or

‘thrownness’ of man in the face of death,

without accepting the postulate of a deity.

Some forms of contemporary envir-

onmentalist philosophy import elements of

this thinking into the critique of technolo-

gical civilization and exploitative attitudes

to nature ( Jonas 1984) (see ecology and

environmentalism). Anti-Eurocentric cri-

tiques of liberal humanism are prominent in

debates in the arts and humanities about

ethical and aesthetic value, especially in

relation to forms of European intellectual

universalism, accused of ignoring its own

ethnocentrism in relation to other cultures.

Closely allied to this have been feminist

critiques of the androcentric linguistic bias

of the words ‘man’ and ‘human’ (even

when some languages, such as German,

distinguish between Mann and Mensch)

(Irigaray 1985). Postmodernist critiques

draw on the ‘deconstructive’ and ‘post-

structuralist’ arguments of Jacques Der-

rida and Michel Foucault about the illu-

sions of expressive, unitary, meaning-giving

human agency. In the 1960s Foucault

spoke explicitly of the ‘end of man’ and of

the ‘anthropological slumber’ of modern

philosophy. Some of this thinking is paral-

leled today in a questioning of ontological

binary differences between ‘man and

machine’ in the field of neurological

science. It also appears in a more spec-

ulative vein in the conception of ‘cyborgs’

or techno-human hybrids, defined by the

feminist theorist Donna Haraway (1991).
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AUSTIN HARRINGTON

HYBRIDITY

Hybridity has become a key concept in

contemporary cultural criticism. It has been

deeply inscribed in colonial ideologies

maintaining white supremacy and promi-

nently used in scientific debates on race

and racism in the nineteenth century

(Young 1995). However, the use of the

term hybridity has undergone a transfor-

mation particularly in the ongoing debates

of post-colonial theory in the late twen-

tieth century. The term is currently char-

acterized by its subversive capacity to put

into question essentializing (see essential-

ism) assumptions of cultural categories such

as the notions of gender, race, class or
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conceptions of identity and representation.

The contours of a theory of hybridity are

strongly influenced by the works of Homi

K. Bhabha (1994), Edward W. Said (1979),

Stuart Hall (1996) and Gayatri C. Spivak.

The rejection of a stable cultural identity,

signified by essential distinctions such as the

binary opposition between ‘us’ and ‘them’,

is considered to be one of the crucial fea-

tures of conceptual debates on hybridity. In

contrast, hybrid identities are thought to

emerge within an unstable and precarious

process of identity formation in the

unmarked space between these distinctions.

They are regarded as the result of a cross-

cultural encounter, the merging of different

traditions, discourses and technologies

and of techniques such as bricolage, i.e. the

fusing and mixing of cultural objects. In

challenging the taken-for-granteds of

homogenous cultural formations the con-

cept can further be understood as a funda-

mental epistemological critique of the

notion of pure and bounded national iden-

tities (see nationalism).

The concept of hybridity has also been

applied to other theoretical frames, notably

actor-network theory (Latour 1993) with

its denial of a clear-cut distinction between

‘natural’ and ‘social’, or the merging of

human and nonhuman entities in feminist

theoretical accounts (see Haraway). There-

fore, along with post-colonial theoretical

approaches, debates on hybridity open up

space for the recovery of a critical and multi-

disciplinary cultural self-reflexivity.
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I

IDEAL TYPE

The concept of the ‘ideal type’ was originally

introduced by Max Weber in the early

twentieth century (Weber [1904] 2003). In

his program of social-science explanation,

analytical concepts were to emulate typified,

‘pure’ (idealized) schemes which in turn

serve to explain empirical social phenomena.

In this endeavour, he stressed the research-

er’s knowledge interest as all-important

since it led to the focus on an ‘historical

individual’, on a paradigmatic case that

epitomized the subject matter of inquiry.

Weber illustrated this in his The Protestant

Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism where the

‘spirit of capitalism’ was exemplified through

commentary on passages from Benjamin

Franklin (see Protestant ethic). Weber

referred both to the ‘historical individual’ and

equally to ideal types to find sociological

explanations that accounted for historical

social facts. He recommended ideal types as

methodological devices. Through the con-

struction of ideal types as conceptual

schemes, frames of reference were to be

formed. They, in turn, helped structure the

analysis of the social world. Indeed, frames

of reference composed of one or more ideal

types were what made social inquiry scien-

tific. If sociological knowledge was to be

‘objective’, Weber argued, sociologists must

never think that their approach could grasp

reality in the same manner in which natural

scientists treat their subject matter. In his

chapters on the sociology of religion, law,

and domination in Economy and Society,

Weber juxtaposed two or more ideal types

in his historical reconstructions, showing how

empirical explanations could convincingly

constitute substantive theory (see also type

and typification).

In the decades that followed Weber’s unti-

mely death in 1920, ideal-typemethodology

was recognized in three different settings.

In all three, however, ideal types were not

used in a strictly Weberian way. The three

uses most prominent between the 1920s

and 1940s were those of Alfred Schutz,

Talcott Parsons and Theodore Abel.

Schutz (1967) extended Weber’s idea from

methodology to the social world, as he

made ideal types the centre-piece of his

explanatory construction of meaning in

everyday life, though separate from the

taken-for-granted world when it also used

ideal types, but also of social theory. Parsons

(1937) partly abandoned Weber’s idea of

ideal type, replacing it with the methodo-

logical principle of Alfred Whitehead that

empirical knowledge avoids the ‘fallacy of

misplaced concreteness’ – a principle which

in fact was fully compatible with Weberian

concept formation and also allowed Parsons

to introduce a two-pronged ‘action frame

of reference’. On the one hand, Parsons con-

sidered that an analytical level of sociological

thought must be separated from an empiri-

cal level of society, and, on the other, that

the action systems structure comprised both

anomie and integration. This juxtaposition in
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fact owed more to Weber’s ideal-type con-

ception of sociology than Parsons seems to

have realized. Theodore Abel (1948) dis-

avowed the tradition of Weberian thought

altogether insofar as he claimed that

Verstehen – whether or not based on ideal

types – was no different from any other

sociological explanation. This view came to

prevail throughout the 1950s. As survey

research became the main genre of socio-

logical investigation, social theory tended to

rely on explanation using elementary con-

ceptual models taken for replica of social sys-

tems. Misconceptions regarding Weber’s

methodology were not challenged until the

1960s.

On the occasion of a conference in Ger-

many devoted to the centenary of Weber’s

birth, in 1964, Weber’s conception of

‘objectivity’ in its relation to evaluation

became a hot topic (Parsons 1965). In the

following decade, the Weberian accom-

plishments eventually were rediscovered

(Bendix and Roth 1971). In the 1990s,

Weber’s idea of ideal types made yet another

comeback, this time as a method for

empirical research. Ideal-type methodology

became an approach in qualitative analysis,

due to the fact that it could handle inter-

view data on a systematic case-comparison

basis (Gerhardt 1994).

In recent years it has become clear that

Weberian ideal-type methodology has a

philosophical background of its own, dating

back beyond the origin of its apparent rival,

so-called quantitative methodology. Here it

is evident that ideal-type thinking relates to

the beginnings of anti-positivist thought in

modern sociology – a beginning that Weber

was fully aware of and a line of thought

which he took into account as he established

ideal-type methodology (Gerhardt 2001). It

was against this background that the relation-

ships between the cultural sciences in the late

nineteenth century, particularly Wilhelm

Dilthey’s philosophy of the cultural sci-

ences, and the early sociology of Georg Sim-

mel became a noteworthy theme.
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UTA GERHARDT

IDEALISM

Although the history of philosophy has

generated an equivocal concept of idealism –

referring both to Plato’s notion of meta-

physical subsistent forms and to the modern

philosophy of consciousness – all connota-

tions share a rejection of materialism, the

thesis that meaning is a product of nature.

The term first emerges in Plato’s philoso-

phy, in which his contention that there are

non-relative truths – absolute justice, abso-

lute goodness – is supported by a theory of

‘forms’ or ‘ideas’. Plato’s dialogues attempt

to demonstrate the necessity of these ‘ideas’

to our most basic assertions about the

world, arguing that the very concept of

relations implies a fixed standard (e.g. A is
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more beautiful than B makes sense only

against an assumed standard of beauty), and

that each general concept implies a perfec-

tion not actually to be experienced in the

material world (e.g. no triangle is perfect).

(Aristotle criticized Plato for thereby pro-

liferating the range of ‘ideas’, thus leading

to a virtual mirror world of perfect exem-

plars.) In Plato’s application of this thesis to

the question of society – in the book, The

Republic – a theory of justice that transcends

convention is proposed, namely the ‘idea’

of ‘the Good’. It is no doubt from Plato’s

position that the everyday sense of

idealism – as implying an unrealistic concern

for perfection – is derived. Plato’s meta-

physical idealism exerted an enormous

influence on early medieval philosophy, in

which Christian theology united with the

theory of forms to provide a theory of being

in which the material world is understood

as an ‘emanation’ from a divine perfect idea.

However, in the modern period, begin-

ning with Descartes, idealism acquired a

quite different, and almost entirely opposite

meaning. The essence of modern idealism

is that, since ‘ideas’ are the necessary med-

iating point between mind and independent

world, we can assert that our experience of

the world is fundamentally ‘ideal’, i.e. com-

posed of ideas. This claim was produced as a

reaction against materialist epistemology

which seemed to be subject to the unsus-

tainable claim that independent material

objects are directly known to us as non-

material ideas. Why should we believe in

any direct correlation between the two?

Immanuel Kant and his immediate followers

emphasized the closely related idea that

experience was ultimately representational

(see Kantianism and Neo-Kantianism).

The concept of idealism gained significance

for social theory during the period of Ger-

man idealism. The pertinent claim is that

since experience is a matter for consciousness,

it follows that the world as we experience it

is not a given; that is, it is constituted in

accordance with consciousness. G. W. F.

Hegel explains the notion of consciousness

as ‘the attitude of thought towards objec-

tivity’. For Hegel, consciousness provides

the criterion of objectivity. That is, what

we take as objectivity – what we judge

things to be – is determined by our criter-

ion of objectivity. (For this reason it is

possible to speak of different con-

sciousnesses which determine in different

ways what the world is, either for that per-

son or for a culture with which a person

identifies.) Now if it can be shown that

consciousness is itself malleable – that it can

be transformed – then reality can be trans-

formed by changes of consciousness. Ideal-

ism in this form was therefore directly in

opposition to the naturalistic theories of

society which claimed that some preferred

concept of society or other was the inevi-

table manifestation of certain features of

unalterable human nature: society in that

preferred form was therefore allegedly nat-

ural. It is significant that the philosophers of

this period – Fichte, Schelling, Schiller,

Hegel – commonly understood the task of

political liberation as an adjustment of the

consciousness through which social relations

are construed (see emancipation). Hence

the notions of idealism and modernism –

the rise of individual consciousness, the rejec-

tion of naturalism – are closely connected.

An additional element of German idealism

is the Spinoza-inspired holistic dimension,

which holds that meaning is intelligible only

within systems of belief (which sometimes

appear to transcend individual agency) (see

Hegelianism and neo-Hegelianism).

The metaphysical dimensions of German

idealism, problematical for the more posi-

tivist climate of the nineteenth and twen-

tieth centuries, led to widespread rejection

of the very notion of idealism. However,

what remains obscured are the residual

idealist elements even in social theories

which, like that of Marx, defined them-

selves as overcoming idealism through his-

torical materialism. For instance, the notion

of false consciousness or ideology – in so far
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as it is committed to the idea that reality is

in some way correlative with the ways in

which consciousness apprehends it – is an

idealist thesis. In contemporary epistemology

the term ‘idealism’ continues largely to be

avoided – no doubt because of its traditional

associations with metaphysics and scepticism –

yet ‘conceptualism’, which might be traced

back to Kantian and Hegelian forms of

philosophy is a respected position, as too

are the theses of linguistic pragmatism that

meaning arises through human practices

and that language is constitutive of the

possibilities of our experience.
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BRIAN O’CONNOR

IDENTITY

‘Identity’ is one of the most fundamental of

all social theoretical concepts. In its most

general meaning, it refers to the marking by

humans of similarities and differences between

things of all kinds and their use to classify,

and impart meaning to, the world. Within

social theory, the notion of identity is

shorthand for humans believing they know

who they themselves are, and who others

are, in a manner that because it is encoded in

language and a range of non-verbal symbolic

registers is infinitely more elaborate than

the affiliational and oppositional repertoires

of other higher primates. Without this

complex capacity to know and name self

and others, the human world, as we know

it, would be an impossible creation.

Identity is also consequential. There is no

highway or byway of the human world that

is not organized, to a greater or lesser

extent, in terms of identification and clas-

sification. In any situation, how people

identify themselves and others, and how

others identify them, create a vista of

advantages and disadvantages, permissions

and denials, opportunities and costs, and

rewards and penalties. While it may not

determine what human individuals do, iden-

tification is a major dimension of the interplay

between habit, emotion and rationality

that characterize human practice.

Philosophers have discussed the ins and

outs of identity for millennia. Social theo-

retical discourse about aspects of identity is

as old as social theory itself: Marx talked

about humans making themselves and class

formation, Freud groped towards an under-

standing of the foundations of personal

identity in early childhood, Durkheim pro-

blematized the division of labour, Weber

theorized class and status and laid the foun-

dations of the study of ethnicity, while Sim-

mel thought that the relationship between

similarity and difference was the key to

understanding human cultural history. These

were not, however, explicit theorizations

of identity in general. For that we have to

wait for George Herbert Mead. Coming

out of American pragmatism, with an

intellectual genealogy including C. S. Peirce,

William James and Charles Horton Cooley,

the papers that Mead published during his

lifetime, and the lectures that appeared

posthumously as Mind, Self and Society

(1934), laid the foundations for symbolic

interactionism. More specifically, they

outlined a social theory of identity and

identification that arguably remains the

bedrock of most contemporary under-

standings of the topic.
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The key to this perspective is that

although Mead is clear that the predisposition

to identification is part of human nature,

identity is not a stand-alone individual

property. Rather, identity emerges out of

the interaction between self and others,

both actual individual others and a ‘gen-

eralized other’ that is the internalized voice

of collective knowledge and values learned

during socialization. Rooted in a sociology

of mind that insists that we cannot know

ourselves without knowing others – and

without first knowing others – Mead dis-

tinguishes the ‘I’, the ongoing unreflective

agency of individual human beings, from

the ‘me’, the sense of personal identity that

is the individual’s reflexive response to

others. Combined, the ‘I’, the ‘me’ and the

‘generalized other’ add up to selfhood:

embodied individual identification, framed

and constructed within the symbolic riches

of language and only possible within an

intersubjective human world.

Scepticism about Mead’s tripartite ‘com-

mittee’ model of self-identification is neces-

sary. The basic scheme remains robust,

however. Identity emerges out of the, effec-

tively simultaneous, interactions between

how we see ourselves, how we see others,

and how they see us. Identity is not fixed or

‘given’. Identity is definitively an ongoing

process of identification (which is arguably

a better generic theoretical term). Identifi-

cation, mind and selfhood are all embodied.

Finally, identification is rooted in symboli-

zation, particularly in language.

Loud echoes of Marx and Freud can be

heard in Mead. His own work has echoed

influentially down the subsequent decades:

in the sociological interactionism of Erving

Goffman (1959), in the transactional social

anthropology of Fredrik Barth (1969), and,

although it is rarely acknowledged, in the

social psychology of identity inspired by

Henri Tajfel (Robinson 1996).

The most systematic recent development

of the basic interactionist model conceives

of identification as a dialectic between

internal self-identification and the external

categorization done by others ( Jenkins

2004). Embodiment and early socialization

are emphasized: although the negotiated,

open character of identification is recognized,

identities such as gender, entered into early

in life or defined with reference to the

body, are likely to be robust and resistant to

change. Nor is the interactional playing

field level: whose identification of self and

others will count and the consequences of

identification are emergent products of

power and authority relations. In its most

radical departure, this version of the inter-

actionist model proposes that one basic

theoretical scheme – the internal-external

dialectic of identification – can be used to

understand both individual and collective

identification.

From the 1980s onwards, another dis-

course about identity began to appear in

the public social theory domain. Eschewing

the interactionist interest in generic human

process at the micro level, this approach

drew on an enormous diversity of theory,

from post-structuralism to psychoanalysis

to feminist theory to subaltern studies to

social constructionism. From this coa-

lesced a comprehensive vision of identity

and its role in human affairs under the sign

of postmodernity. With roots in the des-

pair of the Left, it was an attempt to theo-

rize a radical new understanding of a

human world in which the old certainties

of class no longer seemed to hold and new

possibilities for progressive ‘identity poli-

tics’ based on diversity of lifestyle, indivi-

dual as well as collective, needed to be

nurtured. Acknowledging that doing so

homogenizes a wide range of opinion within

a loose coalition of minimally shared posi-

tions, this approach can be summarized as

the ‘cultural model of identity’ (Hall and du

Gay 1996; Lash and Friedman 1992). It is

characterized by several core themes. First,

modernity seguing into postmodernity – or

‘high modernity’ or ‘late modernity’ – is dis-

tinguished from earlier eras as the great age
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of multiple identities, an open terrain of

diversity and flux. People are no longer

doomed to the identities into which they

are born, and there is a wide array of

identity choices, or at least options, avail-

able to them (Giddens 1991). This is

emancipatory, at least in principle, although

conflict over identity claims is likely. At its

most extreme, generic human attributes

such as consciously reflexive self-identifica-

tion are claimed as definitively of the era

(Giddens 1991). Second, the assumption

that existence is fundamentally the realiza-

tion, assertion and cultivation of identities

has created an overarching theoretical fra-

mework within which all human life –

from selfhood to shopping to sex to inter-

group conflict to cyberspace – can be

interpreted. Third, globalization has

increasingly provided the historicist meta-

narrative within which this cultural model

of (post)modern identification is anchored.

Once again at its most extreme, commen-

tators write about the decline of the state

and the opening up of a world ‘beyond

societies’, in which everything is mobile

(Urry 2000).

The cultural model can be criticized on

several grounds. Apart from a strong tendency

to overstatement and to inadequate grounding

in evidence generated by more systematic

inquiry, it has in large part merely re-inven-

ted the wheel, generally without acknowl-

edging the source. To recognize that

identification is, in principle, flexible, negoti-

able and open is to do little more than

restate one of the fundamentals of the

interactionist model. The concerns of the

interactionist and cultural models of identity

may be converging in recent critical dis-

cussions of the consequences of identity.

Contemporary research needs to focus on

the questions of when identity matters,

how, to what extent, and why (Brubaker

and Cooper 2000). Although these are essen-

tially empirical issues, they require a theo-

retical framework within which to be

addressed.
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RICHARD JENKINS

IDEOLOGY

The notion of ‘ideology’ questions the

complex relations between ideas and (social)

reality. The forms in which these relations

are articulated range from mere epistemo-

logical problems of true and false repre-

sentations of reality to sociological questions

about the connections of forms of thought

and political power. All hitherto history of

‘ideology’ is the history of struggles for its

definition, a struggle of various theoretical

inscriptions trying to substitute one another.

Although the notion of ideology is

usually associated with Marx and the

Marxist tradition, its actual origin lies in the

thought of the French philosopher and

economist Destutt de Tracy, who intro-

duced it for the first time in a lecture in

1796 at the Institut Nationale in Paris. De

Tracy, who became the leading theorist of

the school of Idéologistes, used the term

‘ideology’ according to the Greek etymol-

ogy of the word as a science of (Greek-

ologie) human ideas (Greek idea/eidos), their

genesis, impartation, combination and their
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socio-political relevance. De Tracy’s fun-

damental idea was that all human ideas and

every abstract notion of the world have

their origin in elementary sensual perceptions

which he comprehended as true sources of

all further intellectual activity. De Tracy

aimed to orientate his conception of ideol-

ogy towards a mathematical model of

methodical rigor and exactitude. Thus,

ideology was founded as rationalist project

targeting the tradition of what de Tracy

called ‘métaphysique nébuleuse’ which he

criticized as an ensemble of abstract specula-

tion on man and the world. Ideology started

its career as an affirmative concept and can

even be considered as the climax of French

Enlightenment. Only later did it receive its

negative, even pejorative connotation. The

inversion is connected with the name of

Napoleon who criticized the Idéologistes out

of a genuinely political interest. Napoleon’s

critique originated out of the fact that the

Idéologistes did not limit their enquiries to

epistemological problems but expanded their

rationalist project by questioning all theo-

logical mystifications and metaphysical

irrationality in the constitution of social and

political life. Therein, Napoleon perceived

a threat to every form of statist authority

and power, above all to his own as emperor

of France. All of a sudden the Idéologistes

were now themselves accused of being

blind metaphysicians and political idealists

who failed to take into account that every

society is based on a necessary theological

and non-rationalist imaginary core. Against

their ‘diffuse metaphysics’, Napoleon appealed

to the ‘knowledge of the human heart and

the lessons of history’, claiming to speak as

a political pragmatist.

When Marx and Engels wrote about

ideology for the first time comprehensively

in their co-authored work The German

Ideology (1845/6), they perpetuated the

negative usage of the term, albeit it was

situated in a modified context and served a

different purpose. Their declared adversaries

were no longer the French Idéologistes but

German speculative philosophy, especially

the idealism of the Young Hegelians.

Their idealistic outlook was based on the

presupposition that the structure of human

society and history is determined by abstract

ideas. Every change in the structure of a

given society is explained by a change of

ideas. According to idealistic philosophy, it

is consciousness that structures and dom-

inates being, including the material rela-

tionships between individuals and social

classes. In the view of Marx and Engels,

this idealistic outlook of history is grounded

on a complete inversion of the real rela-

tionship between being and consciousness,

material activity and thinking (to describe

this inversion Marx and Engels evoked the

metaphor of a camera obscura). Ideology is

the name for this inversion. For Marx and

Engels, the only way to escape the ideolo-

gical representation of real material history

consists in revealing the real conditions

which regulate human society: material

production of the means of subsistence

through living individuals conditioned by

historical circumstances, i.e. the division of

labour which gives rise to social contra-

dictions between different – dominant and

dominated – classes. Thus, conscious ideas

on the material world are theorized, on the

one hand, as mere echoes and reflections

but, on the other, also as serving a specific

function in social conditions which are

structured by an antagonism between social

classes. ‘The ideas of the ruling class are in

every epoch the ruling ideas, i.e. the class

which is the ruling material force of society,

is at the same time its ruling intellectual

force’ (Marx and Engels 1845–46: 59). By

transposing the particular interests of a

dominant social class onto the level of

general validity for society as a whole, by

creating it as an imaginary reconciled totality,

the ideological ‘ruling intellectual force’

reproduces the given power structures.

The German Ideology marked the first

attempt to elaborate a materialist concept of

ideology: it was an attempt not without
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ambiguities, which is followed by further

enquiries that are not always consistent

with its initial formulations. Moreover,

Marx’s succeeding analyses were themselves

elliptic and far from unequivocal. A good

example of this ambiguity is the Preface to A

Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy

([1859] 1987). Here Marx tried to clarify

the concept of ideology by inscribing it into

the relation of two new terms: base and super-

structure. The ‘base’ refers to the economic

structure of society, constituted by the totality

of relations of production which corresponds

to a specific stage of development of material

productive forces. On this real foundation

arises a political and legal ‘superstructure’ and

corresponding definite social forms of con-

sciousness. Every time the productive for-

ces come into conflict with the relations of

production, an epoch of social revolution

arises. Whereas radical change can be stated

scientifically, in the legal, political, religious,

artistic or philosophical, in short, ideological

forms, ‘men become conscious of this conflict

and fight it out’ (Marx 1857/58: 263).

How exactly to conceive the relations

between base, superstructure and ideology

has always been a controversial question

within the succeeding Marxist discourses.

Answers vary from the economically deter-

minist in which the ideological spheres are

understood as mere reflections of the eco-

nomic base to Engels’s remarks about

‘interaction’ between these spheres. Particu-

larly prominent has been Gramsci’s concep-

tion of organic ideologies which produce

the social cohesion of every social formation,

as well as Lenin’s conception of ideology as

political expression of different class inter-

ests arising from economic conflicts.

Another strand has focused strongly on

Marx’s mature analyses of capitalist society

in Capital, especially on the notion of com-

modity fetishism. In capitalist society, people

as private producers fabricate things and

exchange them on the market. The exchange

value of things is grounded in the social

character of human labour. Commodity

exchange is therefore a product of definite

social relations between people. But ‘since the

producers do not come into social contact

with each other until they exchange their

products, the specific social character of each

producer’s labour does not show itself except

in the act of exchange’ (Marx [1867] 1996:

81–93). In the act of exchange it appears as

if the commodities have a life of their own

and that all social relations between people

seem to be material relations, social rela-

tions between things (see reification).

Georg Lukács clung to this argument in

his History and Class Consciousness (1923).

According to Lukács, capitalist society

appears to the bourgeoisie as a natural phe-

nomenon governed by ‘eternal’ laws of

nature accepted as unchangeable (later the

Frankfurt School will conceive the mis-

recognition of relations between people as

natural, reified relations of things as the

ideological mechanism par excellence, which

is at work in all forms of positivist thought).

Ideology is here understood as ‘false con-

sciousness’, i.e. the inability of the bourgeoisie

to grasp capitalist society in its totality, as a

historical product of human praxis that can

again be transformed through practical-

revolutionary activity. For Lukács, only the

proletariat, the subject-object of history, is

able to gain insight – via historical

materialism – into the totality of social

relations and processes, which also means

that only the proletariat is enabled to

become the agent of revolutionary trans-

formation of capitalist society as a whole.

Lukács’s work can be regarded as the climax

of a Marxist tradition considering ideology

as a question of (false) consciousness. Against

this tradition another important Marxist

attempt to reconsider ideology in the twen-

tieth century is to be found in the work of

Louis Althusser, who insisted that ideology

is not a problem of consciousness but rather of

unconsciousness. Ideology is understood as a

process of subjecting individuals to a given

social structure by allocating them a fixed

position in that structure. Althusser’s
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conception crystallizes around three

moments: (1) ideology has no history. It is a

transhistorical invariant detectable in every

social formation; (2) ideology represents the

imaginary relations of individuals to their real

conditions of existence and has itself a material

existence (in ideological state apparatuses such

as schools, family, etc.); and (3) ideology

‘interpellates’ individuals as ‘subjects’. After

Althusser, the imaginary dimension of ideol-

ogy was further developed in the work of

Ernest Laclau and Slavoj Žižek, who related it

to the psychoanalytic discourse of Jacques

Lacan. According to this position, ideology

attempts to present society as a stable reality

sustained by the phantasm of its imaginary

fullness. What ideology therefore forecloses is

the Real of the non-symbolizable antagonism

of classes which prevents the closure of every

social formation, making it non-whole.

Besides these Marxist discourses on ideol-

ogy, a non-Marxist line of theorizing ideology

also emerged in the first half of the twentieth

century (A. Seidel, M. Scheler, K. Man-

nheim). One of its main objectives consisted

in the depoliticization and deradicalization

of the concept of ideology by reformulating

it in terms of a neutral, value-free typology

of different world outlooks. Mannheim spoke

of a ‘total conception’ of ideology according

to which all social knowledge is determined

by the social structure. Every class or group

has, in accordance with its place in the

social structure, a specific perspective on

the (social) world. Because he feared that

the term ideology could not be evacuated of

denunciatory connotations, Mannheim

argued that the study of general social per-

spectivism finds its very first scientific reali-

zation in his own ‘sociology of knowledge’

(Mannheim 1929) (see knowledge and

knowledge society).
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LARS BULLMANN

and FRANK RUDA

IMAGINARY

The term ‘imaginary’ in social theory has

its origins mainly in the work of Jacques

Lacan and Cornelius Castoriadis. In a

famous essay originally published in 1949,

‘The Mirror Stage as Formative of the I’,

Lacan argued that the subject is shaped by

an ‘imago’, an image, which is a product of

language. As a result, subjectivity is con-

structed by language: words uttered by the

subject have the same reality as the image in

the mirror. The ‘imago’ allows a subject to

be formed. The basic form of this process

occurs when a child is confronted with a

mirror image, which it mistakes for real.

Language, Lacan, argues, has a similar func-

tion to the mirror, namely one of ‘mis-

recognition’. The imaginary is the

psychological mechanism that converts sym-

bolic images into linguistic realities. Lacan’s

notion of the imaginary can be contrasted

with Althusser’s Marxist use of the term.

For Althusser, the imaginary stands in contrast

to real relations and is sustained only as an

ideological distortion.
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Castoriadis’s use of the term is closer to that

of the ‘imagination’. Where Lacan was con-

cerned with language and the formation of

the subject, Castoriadis’s focus is on how

societies symbolically constitute themselves.

Further, the issue for Castoriadis is not mis-

recognition but creativity. According to him,

all societies possess an imaginary dimension,

since they must answer certain symbolic

questions as to their basic identity, their

goals and limits.Modernity has come to rest

on two kinds of imaginary significations,

the imaginary of rational and technical con-

trol and the radical imaginary of autonomy.

A related, but quite different and more

sociological sense of the term imagination/

imaginary is Benedict Anderson’s (1983)

notion of ‘imagined communities’. Ander-

son’s use of the term refers more specifically

to the way social institutions and collective

identities are invented (as tradition).
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GERARD DELANTY

IMPERIALISM

The concept of imperialism means the rule

and administration of an empire which is

considerably larger than a regular nation–

state. A type of foreign politics is also

called imperialistic when it is carried out in

an aggressive manner, taking advantage of a

strong position in terms of military (see war

and militarism), economic and financial

resources and even a more subtle form of

oppression by cultural dominance.

Any kind of dominance, whether based

on political, military, economical or even

cultural grounds, can be called imperialism

if it is seen as oppression by those who are

subject to it, at least in a polemical sense. A

narrower and more historically scientific

meaning of imperialism denotes the period

between 1880 and 1918 and the contest of

the European powers in establishing colonies

and settlements in order to secure trade and

flow of resources. J.A. Hobson’s (1938)

theory of imperialism initiated the wide-

spread use of the term that is related to that

period, together with Lenin’s theory. The

practice of imperial foreign policy was

continued in the twentieth century by the

USA and the USSR over their more or less

formally connected satellite states.

Today there are attempts within social

and political sciences to establish imperial-

ism as a term for analysing two connected

aspects: an interior aspect, concerning how

imperial policy affects the internal life of a

state practising it and an exterior aspect,

concerning the effect of imperial policy on

the international system.

On an international scale, imperialism

can mean any form of unilateral political

action which is aimed at the establishment

of spheres of dominance. Used polemically by

any opponent to dominance, it denounces

the foreign policy of the dominator as

imperialistic. Hans Morgenthau (1978)

sought to leave this polemical aspect of

imperialism behind and to establish a realist

concept. Morgenthau concentrated purely

on the struggle of the two superpowers to

extend their spheres of influence over the

world in order to prevent the other from

doing so. He defined imperialism as a strategy

to increase political influence by means of

coercion, distinguishing three aims (creat-

ing a world-wide empire, continental

hegemony, and local domination) and three

methods (military, economic, and cultural).

The theory of ‘dependencia’ emphasizes

the economic method in order to analyse

the political superiority of one state over
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another without touching its formal sover-

eignty. Even the cultural method can involve

coercion of the will of another nation by

convincing it of the superiority of the

imperialist’s culture. Before Morgenthau,

Max Weber had discussed psychological

factors which could establish a dynamic

imperial foreign policy. He made a link

between imperialism and prestige. The

subjective image of one’s power may differ

from any objective estimate, but can

nevertheless be decisive. Thus a government

may feel compelled to demonstrate political

power to prevent an image of weakness that

may encourage other states to free themselves

from the dominating state.

Approaches focusing on the internalist

aspect of imperialism examine the impact of

a state’s imperial foreign policy on its own

political system, especially in democracies.

Hobson, who is famous for his economic

explanation of imperial policy, discussed the

rise of militarism and its impact on democracy

in the domestic arena. It was Hannah Arendt

who regarded imperialism in foreign policy

as the first step to establishing a polity based

on the relation between ruling masters and

ruled subjects without rights. The experi-

ence of Europeans in underdeveloped

countries gave them the impression of a

personal superiority in ruling over so many

people. Arendt thought it a remarkable

achievement of the British Empire to

transform itself into a Commonwealth. In

other countries like Germany the connec-

tion of the imperial form of total bureau-

cracy with an ideology of racism underlay

the Nazi version of the totalitarian para-

digm. Hence Arendt paid much attention to

the ideological aspects of imperialism,

especially its ‘missionary’ character, exam-

ining how the basic normative claims of

missionary imperialism undermine the rule

of law in the constituted democracy.

Debates about cultural imperialism typi-

cally follow the older ‘dependencia’ theory

concerning asymmetrical development in

the first and third worlds. On this reading,

globalization processes serve the imperial

intentions of the industrialized countries of

the West by levelling borders that might

otherwise have permitted more autono-

mous trajectories of development among

Third World countries. It is argued that the

enforcement of the social institutions of

modernity, capitalism, bureaucracy, urban

industrialism and Western cultural practices

(Tomlinson 1991: 162) replaces older techni-

ques of oppression with new canons of

cultural domination based particularly on

commerce. On this view, a globalized system

of ‘informational capitalism’ increases the

influence of imperialist nation–states over

under-developed countries in a more subtle

way than military strength alone (Golding

and Harris 1997).
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MARCUS LLANQUE

INCEST

Incest is defined as illicit sexual relations

between close family members. Most

INCEST
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known societies classify parent–child and

brother–sister sexual relations as incestuous

and therefore taboo (exceptions are aristo-

cratic relations in stratified societies such as

Ancient Egypt).

Freud argued that incest was a natural

inclination that social prohibitions repres-

sed. An opposite popular belief holds that

humans avoid incest because it runs against

natural inclinations. The dominant biolo-

gical theory builds on natural selection

principles, since outbreeding has reproduc-

tive advantages over inbreeding. However,

this does not explain why cousin relations

are considered incestuous in some societies,

while favoured in others. Moreover, why

do individuals still reject incest when una-

ware of possible genetic effects? Anthro-

pological theories refer back to the British

evolutionist Edward Tylor’s argument that

‘savage tribes had the alternative between

‘‘marrying out or being killed out’’’.

Equally stressing the social advantages from

outbreeding, Claude Lévi-Strauss saw the

incest prohibition in terms of a qualitative

leap from nature to culture: co-operating

social units developed alongside the need to

exchange marriage partners. However,

incestuous relations may co-exist with out-

marrying. In addition, the nature – culture

jump is also incongruent with the fact that

other primate species prefer outbreeding.

Sociologists emphasize how the incest

prohibition functions to reduce competi-

tion between nuclear family members. It

has also been suggested that avoidance of

sexual partners is determined by co-resi-

dence rather than ‘blood’. ‘Familiarity

breeds contempt’ theories draw on research

in settings such as adoptive families and

kibbutzim where biologically unrelated

children still tend to avoid sexual relations:

sexual (non)drives are co-produced by

social arrangements. From an applied per-

spective, incestuous urges may still be trea-

ted as distorted sexuality. In the case of

child-abuse by parents or other close kin,

psychological approaches still prevail.
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BJØRN THOMASSEN

INDIVIDUALISM AND

INDIVIDUALIZATION

One can hardly think of words more loa-

ded with misunderstandings than ‘indivi-

dualism’ and ‘individualization’. It is therefore

necessary to establish and keep in mind the

distinction between ‘individualism’ as the

neo-liberal idea of the free-market individual

and the concept of ‘individualization’ in the

sense of institutionalized individualism.

‘Individuation’ is a psychological concept used

by depth-psychologists to describe the pro-

cess of becoming an autonomous individual.

Neo-liberal economics rests upon an

image of the autonomous human self. It

assumes that individuals alone can master

their entire lives, that they derive and

renew their capacity for action from within

themselves, ‘self-entrepreneur’, for

instance. Yet this ideology openly conflicts

with everyday experience in (and socio-

logical studies of ) the worlds of work,

family and the local community, which

show that the individual is not a monad and

fully self-insufficient but increasingly tied to

others on a level of world-wide networks

and institutions. The ideological notion of

the self-sufficient individual ultimately implies

the disappearance of a sense of mutual

obligation – which is why neo-liberalism

threatens the existence of the welfare state.

The social-scientific sense of ‘individualiza-

tion’ should be distinguished from the political

neo-liberal sense. A history of sociology could

be written in terms of how its principal

theorists – from Marx through Weber,

Durkheim and Simmel to Parsons, Fou-

cault, Elias, Luhmann, Habermas and

Giddens – have varied the basic idea that
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individualization is a product of complex,

contingent and thus high-level socialization.

For although they tell quite different –

some optimistically, many pessimistically

tinged – narratives of individualization, and

although some see it as a danger to society

and/or individuality itself, the thread running

through them all is that individualization is

(1) a structural characteristic of highly dif-

ferentiated societies, and (2) does not

necessarily endanger their integration but

actually makes it possible. The individual

creativity which it releases is seen as open-

ing space for the renewal of society under

conditions of radical change. In developed

modernity, human mutuality and commu-

nity no longer rest on solidly established

traditions, but, rather, on a paradoxical

collectivity of reciprocal individualization.

‘Individualization’ in this sociological

sense means institutionalized individualism.

Central institutions of modern society –

basic civil, political and social rights, but

also paid employment and the training and

mobility necessary for it – are geared to the

individual and not to the group. Insofar as

basic rights are internalized and everyone

wants to or must be economically active to

earn a livelihood, the spiral of individuali-

zation destroys the given foundations of

social coexistence. So – to give a simple

definition – ‘individualization’ means dis-

embedding without re-embedding.

But what, then, is specific about indivi-

dualization and second modernity? In the

society of second modernity, the separation

between subjective and objective analysis,

consciousness and class, Überbau and Unter-

bau, is losing its significance. Individualiza-

tion can no longer be understood as a

merely subjective reality which has to be

relativized by and confronted with objec-

tive class analysis. Because individualization

not only affects the Überbau – ‘ideology’,

‘false consciousness’ – but also the eco-

nomic Unterbau of ‘real classes’, the indi-

vidual is becoming the basic unit of social

reproduction for the first time in history.

To put it in a nutshell, individualization

is becoming the social structure of the

society of second modernity itself. Institu-

tionalized individualism is no longer Talcott

Parsons’s idea of linear self-reproducing

systems; it means the paradox of an ‘indi-

vidualizing structure’ as a non-linear, open-

ended, highly ambivalent, ongoing process.

It relates to a decline of narratives of given

sociability. A ‘micro foundation of macro

sociology’ (in Randall Collins’s sense) may

not be possible. But sociology as an insti-

tutionalized rejection of individualism is no

longer possible either.

So what does individualization beyond

the collectivist biases of the social sciences

mean? It means an institutionalized imbal-

ance between the disembedded individual

and global problems in a risk society. The

Western type of individualized society tells

us to seek biographical solutions to sys-

tematic contradictions. For example, the ten-

sion in family life today is the fact that equality

of men and women cannot be created in an

institutional family structure which pre-

supposes and enforces their inequality.

But does this not mean that all indivi-

duals just revolve around themselves, for-

getting how much they rely on others for

the assertion of their own ‘push-and-shove’

freedom? Certainly the stereotype in peo-

ple’s heads is that individualization breeds a

me-first society, but this is a one-sided

picture of what in fact happens in family,

gender relationships, love and sexuality,

youth and old age. There are also signs that

point towards an ethic of ‘altruistic indivi-

dualism’. Anyone who wants to live a life

of his or her own must be socially sensitive

to a very high degree.

To adapt Habermas’s concept of the

‘ideal speech situation’, we might speak here

of an ‘ideal intimacy situation’. If the for-

mer refers to general norms, the latter

establishes specific rules for the intimate

interactions involved in relationships, mar-

riage, parenthood, friendship and the family –

a normative horizon of expectations of
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reciprocal individuation which, having

emerged under conditions of cultural demo-

cratization, must be counterfactually assumed

and sustained. The result is that ‘natural’

living conditions and inequalities become

political. For example, the division of

labour in the family or workplace can no

longer claim to be a ‘natural’ matter of

course; like much else besides, it must be

negotiated and justified. But part of the

same phenomenon is the right to a life of

one’s own (space, time and money of one’s

own) within relationships and the family.

The issues of fairness and recognition of the

other’s identity thus become highly

charged as they get caught up in the part-

ner’s distribution of daily tasks and career

chances, and as the ‘family’ more and more

becomes the rubbish bin for all the social

problems around the world that cannot be

solved in any other way.

Here the concept of ‘individuation’ as

distinct from ‘individualization’ is perti-

nent. It involves an awakening of, or a fight

for, co-operative individualism, which

presupposes that each has a right to a life of

his or her own and that the terms of living

together have to be renegotiated in each

case. The twofold search for individuation,

which is often unsuccessful, might be

termed the freedom culture. This daily culture

of freedom also has political implications,

for it stands in blatant contradiction with

the global victory of neo-liberalism. The

smouldering conflict is called ‘capitalism or

freedom’ (in an inverted allusion to the old

conservative election motto: ‘Freedom or

Socialism!’). The freedom culture is in

danger of being destroyed by capitalism.

What does the dimension of power, the

relationship between power and individua-

tion (individualization) add to the argu-

ment? Hegel’s philosophy bequeathed the

idea that people at the top of society also

develop a richer subjectivity. In modern

management, this conception takes the at

once intensified and degraded form that

anyone climbing the career ladder not only

knows better what they want, but forgets

that they depend on those they have left

behind, entertaining the illusion that they

can do the job of anyone else working for

them. Today, the new ‘capitalism’ intensi-

fies social inequalities throughout the world

and changes their historical characteristics.

When Marx talked about the proletariat, he

had in mind the need of capital for cheap

labour power. But today this seems to be

less and less the case: global capital, in bid-

ding farewell to unskilled labour, dismisses

more and more people to a state beyond

society in which their services are no longer

needed by the labour market.

This suggests the following objection:

the farewell to class conceptualization by

individualization theory may have been

applicable yesterday, but it is no longer

applicable today and will be invalid tomor-

row. The concept of class, so often pro-

nounced dead, has been undergoing a

renaissance in the new global context. For

the new inequalities growing world-wide

are also a collective experience. Yet this is

precisely the question. Paradoxically, it is

the individualization and fragmentation of

growing inequalities into separate bio-

graphies which offer a collective experi-

ence. The concept of class actually plays

down the situation of growing inequalities

without collective ties. Class, social stratum,

or gender presuppose a collective moulding

of individual behaviour: the old idea that

by knowing that someone was a Siemens

apprentice, one also knew the things he

would say, the way he would dress and

enjoy himself, what he would read and

how he would vote. This kind of syllogistic

reasoning has now become questionable.

Under conditions of individualization, it is

necessary to work out if and when new

collective forms of action take shape, and

which forms they are. The key question is

how the bubbling, contradictory process of

individualization and denationalization can

be cast into new democratic forms of

organization.
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However, it would be a big mistake to

equate the crisis of the concept of class with

a denial of increasing inequalities. To invoke

individualization theory is, on the contrary,

to consider that social inequality is on the

rise precisely because of the spread of indi-

vidualization. Instead of suppressing the ques-

tion of how collectivity can be generated in

global modernity, or shifting it to the premises

of a sociology based upon uncertain class

collectives, the non-class character of indivi-

dualized inequalities poses it in a more

radical way.

No doubt the question of the frontiers of

individualization is becoming ever more

pressing. Many think that objective limits

of collectivity are set in advance, rather as

there are natural limits to growth, and this

suggests that the limits of individualization

should be sought in the individualization

process itself – or, to put it mechanically,

the more people are individualized, the

more they produce de-individualizing con-

sequences for others. Take the case of a

woman who files for divorce and whose

husband finds himself facing a void. In the

tussle over the children, each one tries to

impose on the other the dictates of his or

her life. Not only is there a positive sum

game of co-individualization; probably

more often there is also a negative sum

game of contra-individualization. It would

seem reasonable to suppose that the irrita-

tion caused by the other’s resistance

strengthens the urge for a new, and per-

haps seemingly ‘democratic’, authoritar-

ianism.
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ULRICH BECK

INDUSTRIALIZATION

‘Industrialization’ is a transition process

whereby economies based mainly on agri-

culture or trading ventures adopt machine

technologies and rational systems of work

directed to the manufacture of goods.

Where capital and labour are plentiful, the

diffusion of these systems rapidly eclipses

other forms of economic activity and

eventually transforms entire social structures.

This ‘great transformation’, as Karl Polanyi

(1944) called it, engenders consistent

annual output growth; is usually associated

with an increasing dependence on an

international division of labour; and therefore

with the import and export of foodstuffs,

raw materials, semi-finished and finished

goods. Britain’s ‘industrial revolution’ of

the early nineteenth century was the first

instance of such a transition; later that century

America and Germany had emerged as the

leading industrial economies which were,

in their different ways, to dominate the

world for much of the twentieth century.

By the late twentieth century the newly

industrialized countries, among them Korea,

Japan, Mexico and Brazil, had adopted a

similar path to economic growth.

By the last third of the nineteenth century

Britain was the most urbanized of modern

economies (see urbanism and urbaniza-

tion). Employment and economic activity

in agriculture declined sharply with Brit-

ain’s adoption of free trade. On the eve of

the Great War some 35 per cent of the

French population lived in towns and cities

with more than 3000 inhabitants; in Britain

78 per cent of the population did so. Like-

wise, in 1913, 42 per cent of French

workers were rural workers, as against 8 per

cent of British workers. As late as the mid-

1950s some 25 per cent of the German and

French workforce remained in agricultural
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employment. The Common Agricultural

Policy of the EEC sought to transfer this

pool of rural labour to urban factories. At

the end of the twentieth century the dis-

tribution of Polish employment between

agriculture, manufacture and services was

similar to that of Western European

economies fifty years earlier. However, as

with Portugal and Spain in the 1980s, the

decline of European manufacturing

employment now directs labour out of

agriculture into service sector occupations

(see post-industrial society).

‘Industry’ was originally understood to

mean purposeful human activity directed to

any end, not a sector of the economy

linked specifically to the production of

goods by enterprises that combined human

labour with machine production. Adam

Smith (1776) saw wealth as the outcome of

human industry, applied both in town and

in country. The idea that the rise of manu-

facturing had the power to transform

economies was first formulated in by

Adolphe Blanqui, who wrote of an ‘indus-

trial revolution’ that had transformed Brit-

ain in much the same way as the French

Revolution had swept away Europe’s ancien

régime. Karl Marx’s Capital of 1867, taking

British industrialization as his model, iden-

tified irreversible changes that would, he

argued, sweep the world. Here the sheer

abundance of which industrial production

was capable served as a model for the future

of mankind. But it was not until the 1880s

that ‘modern society’ began to be routinely

thought of as ‘industrial society’. Arnold

Toynbee lectured to Oxford students on

the ‘industrial revolution of the eighteenth

century in England’ (1884) and the first

textbook of English economic history was

entitled The Growth of English Industry and

Commerce (Cunningham 1882).

The idea that industrialization could

serve as a model for economic development

was first adopted in Soviet Russia. The

mechanization of agricultural production

and the electrification of the countryside

were part of a process of rural indus-

trialization intended to modernize rural

Russia. This vision of a modern society

integrated around industrial production

proved difficult to realize. Shortfalls in

grain collection, leading to collectivization

as an instrument of social control, led to a

catastrophic famine in the early 1930s. In

response, forced industrialization as a series

of five-year plans was adopted. Imposed

upon Eastern Europe in the late 1940s, later

the forced industrialization of China’s Great

Leap Forward had similar disastrous results

for entire populations.

Soviet industrialization did, however,

seem to produce impressive results. During

the 1950s the Soviet bloc boasted that its

planning mechanisms would enable it to

catch up and overtake the West. Competition

between the world powers became eco-

nomic, and newly-independent states

increasingly looked to the Soviet model.

Western states responded with develop-

ment programmes which sought to place

the recipient countries on the kind of

growth path typical of the industrial

economies.

As the industrial economies matured,

manufacturing output and employment

declined proportionally. During the reces-

sions of the 1970s and 1980s commentators

talked of ‘de-industrialization’: sectors such

as retailing and finance eclipsed traditional

branches of manufacturing. The occupa-

tional changes associated with the con-

sequent decline in skilled manual work

hitherto dominated by men contributed to

the argument that Western societies were

becoming ‘post-industrial’.
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KEITH TRIBE

INEQUALITY

The analysis of inequality in the social sciences

is based on three different approaches (see

also equality). First, inequality is con-

ceptualized as the differential distribution of

valued resources, attributes or items (let

goods be the generic term) among units.

These units can be individuals, households

(families), groups, regions or nations.

They are seemingly unequal to the extent

that they possess those goods in different

amounts. This approach is typical for eco-

nomics. Its main advantage is that the dis-

tribution of goods can be analyzed in

quantitative terms. From a sociological point

of view, however, it suffers from con-

ceptualizing social structure in terms of

persons who possess goods (that is, things

distributed among persons), not in terms of

social relations.

The second approach, preferred in sociol-

ogy, sees inequality centred in unequal access

to different spheres of society. Social relations

can be characterized by different degrees of

openness or closure. The archetype of an

open social relationship is the competitive

market for goods and services. Access is

limited whenever private associations are

successful in establishing the monopolistic

closure of a social sphere (cf. Weber 1922).

In this approach, a precondition of inequality

is that some members of a society are

deliberately excluded from participating in

an activity, thus limiting competition in this

activity. Consequently, inequality is studied

in terms of social inclusion and social

exclusion. A case in point is the differential

access to the labour market in capitalist

societies, although the same differential

access may also dominate the political and

educational spheres. However, exclusion

does not necessarily translate into inequality.

It is true that the more open a social rela-

tion is, the less it is prone to inequality; but

a conditional access to a social sphere is not

automatically an unequal one. For instance,

if jobs are distributed according to qualifi-

cations, access to them is restricted but not

necessarily unequal.

The first two mentioned approaches are

macro approaches. A third approach is micro

in character. Here inequality is typical for a

social relation between two or more actors.

It is not the access to it that is unequal, but

the relation itself. An example is friendship

or love. Though everybody is free to have

friends or to fall in love, access to a specific

friendship is limited to a very few, but this

does not constitute inequality. However,

within the relationship itself, it can happen

that relations of precedence or subordina-

tion are established. Then the relation may

be shaped by differences either of power or

of reciprocal recognition and esteem.

Though it is useful to separate these

approaches analytically, they are inter-

related. For instance, participation in elec-

tions is, as a rule, restricted to the citizens of

a nation–state. The possession of the

resource (nationality or citizenship) gov-

erns access to a social sphere. Conversely,

access to a social sphere such as the system

of higher education may provide its grad-

uates with highly valued resources for a

professional career. Not surprisingly, there

is a micro–macro link. Differential posses-

sion of goods may shape interactions.

Relationships affected by inequality, if

repeated in a large number, may turn into a
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quality of the social system characterized by

unequal access or unequal possession of goods.

The goods that can be distributed

unevenly differ according to the social

sphere for which they are typical. How

many types of goods exist depends on how

many types of social spheres or subsystems

can be distinguished. According to a venerable

tradition established by Talcott Parsons, a

modern society consists of four subsystems:

the economy, the polity, the (societal)

community and the socio-cultural system.

The goods distributed in these different

systems are income and money, political

power, prestige (including rights, for Parsons,

and for some other authors) and finally

knowledge mediated by formal education.

Recently it has become common to speak

of different types of ‘capital’: economic

capital (money or physical capital), human

capital (education and skills), social capital

(networks of social relationships), political

capital (the ability to make decisions binding

for a group) and cultural capital.

Goods whose differential distribution

constitutes dimensions of inequality can be

classified along various lines. They are either

monadic (definable without reference to

another unit) or relational. Examples of the

first class are talent or health; examples of

the second are prestige and power (Wright

1994). Or they are separable from its owner

(e.g. wealth) or inseparable (e.g. ability).

Only separable resources can be redis-

tributed. Since people are not equal in

terms of their capabilities, the question arises

as to whether social justice requires com-

pensating them for natural disadvantages.

Egalitarians answer this in the affirmative

(see egalitarianism), whereas liberals answer

it in the negative (see liberalism). Finally,

goods are either acquired (e.g. skills) or

inherited (e.g. wealth and genetic traits).

A naı̈ve conception of inequality assumes

it exists whenever resources are differentially

distributed among units, be they individuals,

households or nations. Following this idea,

income equality, for instance, is not reached

before every unit earns exactly the same

amount of money. This conception draws

no distinction between equality of outcome

and equality of opportunity. Equality of out-

come implies that an absolute value should

be equal; equality of opportunity only that

the expected value of the variable in ques-

tion be equal (Barr 1998: 144). According

to this idea of equality, the purpose of an

equal-opportunity policy is to ‘level the

playing field’ (Roemer 1998: 5). However,

there is a more restricted version of this con-

cept, which amounts to establishing an anti-

discrimination principle. Chances should not

vary with irrelevant attributes like sex or

race, although it is admissible that they may

vary with relevant attributes such as skills.

Chances are here regarded not as equal for

everybody but only for the bearers of the

relevant attributes. According to this anti-

discrimination variant of the equal opportu-

nity principle, individual traits may affect

the distribution of resources without caus-

ing inequality; among these traits may

belong both natural attributes such as age

and behavioural attributes such as individual

choices (cf. Barr 1998: 144).

It is hard to find an aspect of inequality

that has not been taken up by an ever

growing inequality research. As large and

diverse as it is, however, the literature is

driven by three basic questions: (1) is

inequality inevitable?; (2) does it increase or

decrease in the course of history?; and (3)

what are its ultimate causes?

The view that inequality is inevitable is

ascribed to functionalist sociology (see

functionalism). In a classic paper, Davis

and Moore (1945) argued that unequal

remunerations are necessary to allocate

labour efficiently to different tasks. To this

extent, stratification is an ‘unconsciously

evolved device by which societies ensure

that the important positions are con-

scientiously filled by the most qualified

persons’ (ibid.: 243). We must doubt whe-

ther this is a cogent argument for demon-

strating that all human societies
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independent of the stage of development are

necessarily stratified in terms of unequal

rewards. The argument presupposes that

there exists a system of occupations which

differ primarily according to the qualifica-

tions needed to fulfil them, and it also pre-

supposes mobility. ‘Primitive’ societies lack

the first trait, while a feudal society lacks

the second (see feudalism). That is, feudal

society limits mobility to such an extent that

the mechanism described by Davis andMoore

is unlikely to operate. However, whether a

society without equal rewards is at all

conceivable – let alone, whether such a

society is, as Marx assumed, the destination

of history under capitalism – is entirely

another matter. Unequal rewards in Davis

and Moore’s sense are compatible with the

antidiscrimination version of the principle

of equal opportunity. To this extent, a society

that realizes this principle without hurting

the mechanism necessary to allocate labour

efficiently is both conceivable and feasible.

The view that the ‘gradual and pro-

gressive development of social equality is at

once the past and the future of . . . history’
was first formulated by de Tocqueville

([1834] 2000: 7). De Tocqueville conceived

of social equality as equivalent to abolishing

the barriers of rank, leading to a society

with equal civil and political rights for all.

In this sense, equality is indeed the culmi-

nation of a long-lasting historical develop-

ment. However, the question remains as to

whether the same applies for economic

equality, i.e. as to whether a historical ten-

dency towards income equality can be

observed. Here it is helpful to split the issue

into two parts: inequality within countries

and inequality between countries. Kuznets

(1955) assumed that inequality within

countries would at best be depicted by an

inverted U: in the course of history it first

increases, then, after reaching a climax, it

decreases. The empirical evidence for this

hypothesis is mixed. As a cross-sectional

comparison shows, inequality in developing

countries is much higher than in developed

countries. However, the Kuznets hypoth-

esis is not a cross-sectional but an inter-

temporal one. Inequality in industrial coun-

tries undoubtedly decreased over the course

of the twentieth century; but it has

increased again since the 1980s (Gottschalk

and Smeeding 2000).

As for inequality between countries, this

inequality has increased substantially since

the first modern country, England, entered

the ‘epoch of modern economic growth’

(Kuznets 1973). According to a calculation

by Pritchett (1997) the gap in income per

head of the poorest and the (second) richest

country (the USA) has increased since 1870

from approximately a factor of nine to a

factor of over 45 in 1990. Yet the picture

of a rapidly increasing inter-national

inequality changes if the average incomes of

nations are weighted by population size. From

this frame of analysis, income inequality

across nations peaked sometime around 1970

and has been declining since (Firebaugh

2003: 19). Nevertheless, inequality within

nations has increased. This is the essence of

what Firebaugh calls the ‘new geography of

global income inequality’. Inter-national

inequality must be distinguished from global

inequality, where the latter term denotes

global personal income distribution invol-

ving a weighted sum of inequality both

within and between countries.

Concerning the causes of inequality, here

it is again helpful to distinguish between

within-and between-countries inequalities. In

the former case, empirically incomes are

shaped by practically all the forces that in

regression analyses are used to explain the

mean of many other dependent variables:

sex, race, age, working hours, qualification,

region, industry, etc. Theoretically, in a

market economy, because income is the

product of productive services multiplied

by their price, income differences can only

occur either (1) because the endowment of

individuals with productive resources dif-

fers or (2) individuals’ services are paid dif-

ferently. In a competitive market system
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the latter ought to be impossible (Berger

2003). There are mainly two sources caus-

ing prices to deviate from their competitive

level, thereby entailing inequality: (1) eco-

nomic rents, i.e. payments above the level

necessary to keep a resource in its present

use; and (2) discrimination.

Concerning income differences between

countries, a distinction should be made

between immediate and ultimate causes of

growth. Discussion of the immediate causes

concentrates on technology versus factor

accumulation. Either technological pro-

gress or investment in human and physical

capital is held to account for growth differ-

entials. In discussions of the ultimate causes,

most researchers agree that secure property

rights are the key to economic success

(Rodrik 2003).
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JOHANNES BERGER

INFORMATION

Information refers to a record or communi-

cation of something, such as a person, an

event or a place. This neutral meaning of

the word supersedes the notion that infor-

mation involves the formation of mind or

character, as in the novice being instructed

for entry into the clergy, law or teaching.

The latter sense of the word connotes a

superior condition, as in someone being an

informed person.

The primary meaning of information is

normally positioned on an ascending scale,

above ‘data’, but below ‘knowledge’ and

‘wisdom’. Information is more than data but

less than knowledge or wisdom. Although

precise distinctions between data, informa-

tion, knowledge and wisdom are impossible

to make, an implied hierarchy is always

evident. Where knowledge is more gen-

eralizable than information, wisdom signifies

a high level of learning combined with rich

experience and a capacity to make sound

judgements. It is not difficult to appreciate

these distinctions, but their application is

fraught with ambiguity. While the terms

are distinguishable in terms of a continuum

which runs from the specific towards the

general and abstract, they may only be

accurately perceived in context.

Information is generally conceived

semantically – i.e. as having meaning, since

it is ‘about’ something or someone. Shannon

and Weaver (1964), however, defined infor-

mation in a different way. According to their

Information Theory, information is a quantity

that is measured in ‘bits’ and defined in

terms of the probabilities of occurrence of

symbols. This explicitly ignores information

as a semantic phenomenon. Their notion has

been enormously influential in mathematics,
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engineering and computer science, but it is

a specialist definition at odds with more

everyday conceptions.

Information is associated with a reduction

in uncertainty insofar as it enhances con-

trol. The uncertainty-reducing features of

information are central to economic ana-

lyses of decision-making, just as they are to

the identification of errors in transmission

of signals in engineering. However, a

countervailing tendency, particularly pro-

minent in postmodern thought, associates

information with an increase in uncertainty.

The argument here is that so much informa-

tion is now available and unceasingly gener-

ated that scarcely anything may be held any

longer with surety. Previously firm beliefs

are routinely challenged by alternative infor-

mation in such quantities that people easily

come to abandon convictions, whether moral

or religious convictions or everyday beliefs

about occurrences and regularities in the

world. A result is uncertainty, insecurity

and anxiety (Bauman 1997).

Information has become a popular prefix

to a range of concepts that claim to identify

features of a new sort of society. The

Information Age, the Information Economy,

and especially the Information Society have

become common descriptors (Webster

2002) (see knowledge and knowledge

society). The concepts appear to capture

similar phenomena, yet on inspection cen-

tre often on different things. For example,

their concern ranged from a general

increase in symbols and signs that acceler-

ated since the 1960s (the ‘information

explosion’), on the development of infor-

mation and communications technologies,

especially the Internet (the ‘information

superhighway’), on the increased prominence

of information in employment (‘informa-

tion scientists’, ‘information labour’, ‘infor-

mation professions’), on the growing

significance of tradable information (the

‘information economy’), and on new forms

of inequality (the ‘information divide’, the

‘information rich/poor’).

There is a consensus that the expansion

and ubiquity of information are distinguishing

features of contemporary societies. For

instance, one can think of the growth of

media technologies (video, cable, satellite),

in advertising (campaigns, posters, place-

ments), in news and entertainment services

(from DVD movies to computer games), in

fashion, image and style, in information-

intensive occupations (teaching, accountancy,

design), and in the development of educa-

tion systems around the world. A problem

is that the term ‘information’ may here be

over-extended, purporting to unite too

many different areas under a common

theme. It is questionable whether such dif-

ferent activities can be legitimately seen in

these homogeneous ways. The extra-

ordinary range and differences among things

so encompassed may not fit the single

category.

Conceptions of an ‘information society’

typically embrace evolutionary themes, the

term suggesting a higher stage of develop-

ment than hitherto. In this way, the infor-

mation society retains something of the

suggestion of a higher order state evident in

the implication of an informed populace.

When most commentators speak of an

information society, the implication is that

this is a desirable condition. Where obser-

vers recognise problems of inequality in the

‘information age’, claims may be made not

against a misdistribution of material resour-

ces (money, food, housing, etc.), but rather

against unequal informational access (e.g. to

education, libraries, Internet facilities). The

proposed solutions tend to offer not redis-

tribution of wealth but improved access to

information.
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FRANK WEBSTER

INSTITUTIONS AND

NEO-INSTITUTIONALISM

In Latin, institutiones originally meant princi-

ples of law – such as those published in the

Emperor Justinian’s Corpus juris civilis of 533

AD – bearing on civil matters such as norms

of property and marriage. At the time of

the Protestant Reformation the term refer-

red to the debate about whether institu-

tional authority could be based only on

Christ or also indirectly on the Church.

Widespread as an everyday term, institu-

tions are said by sociologists to mediate

between social structures on the macro- and

micro-level, on the one hand, and actors,

on the other. They are said to constitute

regulations of action that are relatively

long-lasting and make rules of behaviour

binding on the basis of values and norms,

and sanctions. They are seen as forming

the habitus of particular groups and as

symbolically expressing a certain order.

Herbert Spencer spoke of domestic,

political, industrial, ecclesiastical, ceremo-

nial, and professional ‘basic institutions’ in

an evolutionary manner, in a sense analo-

gous to ‘basic needs’. point of view. Wil-

liam G. Sumner, viewed as a ‘fanatical

social Darwinist’, considered institutions to

be evolutionary adaptation performances,

distinguishing between ‘crescive institu-

tions’ (in early societies) and ‘enacted insti-

tutions’ (in advanced civilizations). Institutions

on this view always consist of a ‘concept

(idea, notion, doctrine, interest) and a

structure’, and are based on needs and the

folk customs that shape their satisfaction.

The anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski

(2002) shifted the emphasis from ‘biological

heritage’ to the cultural development of

multi-functional and dynamic institutions

whose performances (and limitations) each

produce resultant needs which in turn are

worked over by institutions. However,

Durkheim (1982), who defined sociology

as ‘the science of institutions, of their

development and mode of action’ has been

seen as the real father of the theory of institu-

tions, notably by Fauconet and Mauss. In

Durkheim’s work institutional dimensions

are salient in the transition from early, seg-

mentary communities to differentiated

industrial societies, in the operation of

‘social facts’ and in the historical effects of

ancient institutions reaching back to totemistic

religion. Mary Douglas (1986) understands

institutions neither in a metaphysical-col-

lectivistic way nor as a mere field of action

for individual calculations. As an anthro-

pologist, she investigates how binding con-

ventions are established mostly by

institutional classification systems, follow-

ing Durkheim, Mauss, and Lévi-Strauss.

In distinction to the idea of institutions as

collective entities, action-oriented approa-

ches emphasize that institutions arise from

interaction between individual human

agents. Max Weber (1979) used the idea of

institution only in passing, but in section 5

of the opening chapter of Economy and

Society he concisely connects the founda-

tions of institutional validity to the idea of

the existence of a ‘legitimate order’. Weber

saw the process of the ‘routinization of

charisma’ as involving the institutionaliza-

tion and legitimation of a leader who origin-

ally appears to break with received institutions

(see legitimacy and legitimation).

From the social-psychological point of

view, Floyd H. Allport (1933) emphasized

that institutions consist solely of actions.

Thus, a university was nothing other than

‘teaching, learning, and cooperating in

academic relationships generally’. Con-

cerning the theory of interactions, Mead

considered institutionalizing to be con-

nected to the intersubjectivity of individual

action. Significant symbols and processes of
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taking a role foster both the development

of a personal identity and the ‘common

reaction to a certain situation by all mem-

bers of the community’. In Blumer’s sym-

bolic interactionism and in Goffman’s idea

of ‘frames’ and ‘total institutions’, face-to-face

interaction is key. This is also dealt with in

the analyses of Schutz, for whom sociality

is based on common relevance systems and

stocks of knowledge. From the phenomen-

ological point of view, Berger and Luck-

mann (1979) combined anthropological

and interactionist approaches in describing

the institutional worlds of meaning in terms

of objectified human action whose validity

claims are to be analysed in terms of the

sociology of knowledge.

Beginning from the ‘unit act’, Parsons

(1991) defined the concept of institution in

the 1950s as a complex of institutionalized

role elements or ‘status relationships’. For

him and the structural functionalist

school, institutions rest on the connection

between roles and status and on processes

of socialization and internalization of ‘cul-

tural patterns’. In this case, ‘institutionaliz-

ing’ means communication between

personal, social, and cultural systems based

on norms and symbols. Merton, who also

emphasized the functional relevance of

social deviance, further developed this into

analyses of relationships of power and mutual

interdependences.

Stimulated by Weber’s comparative his-

torical sociology, Eisenstadt extended the

theme to comparative studies, combining

evolutionary perspectives and correlation

analyses, looking at various kinds of insti-

tutions such as kinship, ecological patterns

and modes of subsistence on the one hand

and kinds of political organization, on the

other hand. Examples are his studies on axial

age civilizations or on ‘multiple modernities’.

Luhmann determined institutions in terms

of the ‘reduction of complexity’ through

the coordination of individual actions and

sub-systems. After his ‘autopoietic turn’ he

replaced the term ‘institution’, which he had

assigned to the tradition-based world of

‘stratified societies’, by more explicitly system-

theoretic terms. Much of Luhmann’s work

on social systems can be seen as describing

the autonomizing of institutional forms,

particularly in the law, economy and the

fine arts.

Lévi-Strauss defined the regulation of

social groups in structuralist terms by sys-

tems of kinship, myths, and formal princi-

ples of organization, although he did not

explicitly use the term ‘institution’. Fou-

cault similarly developed his reconstruction

of orders of knowledge and practises of

social control and disciplining while refer-

ing to the power of including and exclud-

ing discourses. Starting out from Sartre’s

theory of the group and the radical spirit of

the 1960s, Foucault, Jaques Lacan, Lévi-

Strauss, and Althusser investigated the ‘act

of instituting’ as a meaning which comes

from the hidden and the unconscious and

combines with the objectivations of

society. From this, Castoriadis (1987)

developed an emphasis on the imaginary

and creative power involved in the forming

of institutions, showing how social institutions

necessarily pressuppose a dimension of the

symbolic (see imaginary). According to

Castoriadis, institutions are creative and

determining at one and the same time.

From the revolutionary destruction of existing

institutions necessarily arises the instituting

of new orders. This view found promi-

nence most clearly in the radical criticism

of institutions led by the anti-psychiatry

movement of the 1970s.

Within the frame of philosophical

anthropology, Arnold Gehlen (1988)

determined institutions as the most important

‘compensating relief’ for man as a creature

overburdened by impulses and instincts in

need of control. Following Durkheim,

institutions for Gehlen are born from group

actions, including totemistic rituals in archaic

societies. Their task is the stabilization of

tensions and the binding standardization of

motives for action by an institutionalized
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‘end in itself ’. Thus, what Maurice Haur-

iou called ‘idées directrices’ appear and at

the same time come to function as differ-

ences based on power. In modern times,

however, Gehlen suspected an increasing

decline of institutions. In critically discuss-

ing this conservative institutionalism, the

analysis of institutional mechanisms con-

siders institutions to be ‘symbolic orders’,

involving validity claims and mechanisms

of institutional stabilization based on parti-

cular orders of space and time (Rehberg

1994). In postmodern discourses and in

concepts of a second, ‘reflexive’ modernity

(Beck and Giddens), long-lasting institu-

tional structures are dynamized by processes

of individualization and of globalization

(see reflexivity and individualism and

individualisation). In contrast to this,

Dahrendorf while deviating from his ear-

lier dualism of personal freedom versus

social constraint, recently emphasized the

significance of ‘ligatures’, i.e. institutional

standardization.

Against the predominance of neo-classi-

cal economic model theory with its search

for extensive ‘laws’ with the aid of mathe-

matizeable models, there has been an

inclusion of institutional frames of economic

action since Thorstein Veblen’s ‘evolu-

tionary economy’. Other main representatives

are Wesley C. Mitchells, John R. Com-

mons, and Clarence E. Ayers (in the wider

field also Joseph A. Schumpeter and Karl

Polanyi). The German Historical School

(e.g. Gustav Schmoller), the social-critical

American ‘meliorism’ and the reforming

pragmatism of Peirce, James and Dewey

have also been influential. In opposition to

philosophies of laissez-faire, attention came

to be focused on the formation of trusts and

monopolies in the last third of the nine-

teenth century and on increasing social

divisions. J. R. Commons looked to the

tradition of German Socialpolitik, searching

for possibilities of political intervention by

pointing out the exogenous institutional

factors of economic cycles. He showed

how wars, domestic political influences,

harvests and diseases, as well as regional and

sectoral specialities, militate against any idea

of law-based periodicity. This stimulated C.

E. Ayre’s criticism of capitalism and Key-

nes’s anti-cyclic economic policy.

After the 1970s there developed a ‘New

Institutionalism’ in economic theory.

Although this movement appears to build

on the older institutionalists, it in fact

involves an extension of neo-liberal theory,

expanded to include ‘property rights’,

‘public choice’, and ‘transaction-cost’ the-

ories. Institutional performances on the

macro-level have been investigated among

others by Meyer and Rowan (1977) and

DiMaggio and Powell (1983) and on the

micro-institutionalistic level by Zucker

(1977). These have examined innovation,

habitualizing, objectivation, and sedi-

mentation as phases of a process and levels

of intensifying institutionalizing.

In sociology, the renaissance of the sub-

ject of institution is based on a cultural-

sociological approach on the one hand, and

on rational choice theory on the other

hand. Writers such as James Coleman and

Hartmut Esser have also sought to combine

these approaches in their analyses of action

situations.
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KARL-SIEGBERT REHBERG

INSTRUMENTAL REASON

Max Horkheimer’s phrase ‘instrumental

reason’, appearing in the German title of this

book, Die Kritik der instrumentellen Vernunft

(1967) (translated from the English original,

The Eclipse of Reason, 1947), refers at once

to Kant’s subjectivist reconstruction of the

ancient Greek idea of logos and to Weber’s

‘purposive rationality’ or means–end ration-

ality (Zweckrationalität). With Weber, Hor-

kheimer understood historical processes of

rationalization in terms of ‘disenchantment’

(see rationality and rationalization), and

with Marx in terms of processes of reifi-

cation of consciousness. Horkheimer ana-

lyzed the history of Western thought in terms

of the twin poles of objective and sub-

jective reason (see also Occident). Where

the objective reason of classical antiquity and

the monotheistic world religions was able

to evoke an encompassing sense of the mean-

ing of life and of the nature of goodness and

freedom, this capacity is lost in modern

times with the transition to subjective reason

undertaken by Francis Bacon and Descartes.

What is gained instead is a more effective

technical knowledge of control that brings

about unprecedented possibilities of dom-

ination over inner and outer nature and a

definite increase in the freedom of the sub-

ject of such domination. The problem, how-

ever, is not only, as classical Marxism held,

that some become subjects of this instru-

mental power while the dominated classes

remain objects of it. Now the instrumental

power that was originally thought to make

possible the freedom of all subjects becomes

an autonomous and anonymous machine,

gathering ever greater speed long after the

driver has lost control. At this point a return

to objective reason is impossible because

the good life that is guaranteed by it is only

available for the freedom of a few on condi-

tion of the slavery of the rest. Objective

reason in this context is ideology. Subjective

reason instrumentalizes itself in the process of

its scientistic self-criticism; and the product of

this instrumentalization consequently ossifies

into an ‘iron cage’, in Weber’s phrase. In this

situation, repressed nature takes revenge in

the form of a regressive fascist exodus from

all reason tout court.

Habermas in the 1960s and the 1970s

critically adapted and transformed this earlier

legacy of the Frankfurt School, speaking

neither of subjective nor of objective reason

but instead of ‘intersubjective’ or ‘commu-

nicative’ reason, targeted at the systemic

entrenchment of functionalist reasoning in

the maintenance of societal domination or

‘colonization of the lifeworld by the system’.
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HAUKE BRUNKHORST

INTEGRATION

One of the central assumptions of social

theory is that some degree of integration or

order is necessary for social life. ‘That all

human societies must have some degree of

integration is a matter of definition’, writes

Robert Merton, ‘and begs the question.’

How much integration is necessary and

how it is to be conceptualized have proved

INTEGRATION
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highly controversial. Social theorists in the

Western tradition have been divided. For

some, society can overcome a disorder

intrinsic to the ‘state of nature’, whether by

the force of a central authority (Hobbes),

by an ‘invisible hand’ governing the operation

of selfish interests (Adam Smith), or by

unifying collective sentiments (Durkheim).

For others, society itself is the source of the

‘war of all against all’ and can only moderate

a tendency toward disintegration intrinsic

to it (Montesquieu; Rousseau), while col-

lective values can express conflict as much as

they unify (Weber).

In sociology, the problem of integration

was famously summed up by Talcott Par-

sons as the ‘Hobbesian problem of order’,

which he set about solving. For Parsons,

the very idea of a society means that there is

a tendency toward integration among its

parts. Since the different parts of a society

are maintained in human action, this was

also interpreted to mean the integration of

the subjective meanings and motives of

actors. Parsons argued that actors operated

within a common culture that provided both

the definition of role expectations and pro-

vided them with internalized need disposi-

tions that served to define wants. Actors

respond not only to positive rewards, but

also to internalized feelings of guilt, anxiety

and the need for approval; a functioning social

system is also a normative order. At the same

time, a normative order is reinforced not

only by internalized dispositions, but also

by external sanctions, coercive power and

material rewards or interests. Processes of

systems and of action are mutually reinfor-

cing (see functionalism and social system).

Although Parsons had sought to provide

an all-encompassing theory, it seemed to oth-

ers that it was too one-sided. For conflict

theorists, such as Ralf Dahrendorf and John

Rex, for example, it gave greater emphasis

to values and norms, than to power and

conflict. For Dennis Wrong, it placed too

much emphasis on the internalization of

norms and thus proposed an ‘over-socia-

lized conception’ of the human actor,

neglecting pre-social drives. Rather than a

consensus model of society, these theorists

argued that a conflict model would be both

more preferable and more realistic.

These criticisms had force, but the alter-

native conflict model was unstable for a num-

ber of reasons. Parsons had in fact sought to

account for both power and consensus in his

model. It was difficult to argue that the two

models could be kept entirely apart and

used separately for different purposes, as

Dahrendorf and Rex argued, while expres-

sing a preference for the conflict model.

The issues of conflict and cooperation, and

power and legitimation cannot be easily

separated. Nonetheless, it seemed that the

fault of Parsons’s analysis was that these

elements were conceptualized both as

intertwined and as serving integration. This

was evident in his overarching analytical

concept of perfect integration and his ten-

dency to see disintegration in terms of the

contingent deviance of individual actors,

rather than as something systematic.

Drawing on Marx’s analysis of capital-

ism, David Lockwood suggested that what

was missing was a concept of system contra-

diction. Simply put, functionalism had no place

for the idea that the parts of a social system

may contain tendencies toward disintegra-

tion or contradiction (the exception was

Robert Merton’s idea of ‘dysfunction’).

According to Lockwood, those tendencies

may eventually come to the surface in the

form of oppositional interests and conflicts

among actors. These conflicts may or may

not be contained by the normative order

(for Lockwood, this is an empirical question).

Rather than proposing two separate

models, Lockwood argued that it is necessary

to consider the question of cooperation,

conflict and social change in terms of two

distinct, but inter-related, sets of processes.

One is concerned with normative processes

of social integration, the other with material

processes of system integration. The problem

with functionalism was that it conflated the
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two and emphasized the mutually con-

sistent operation of both sets of processes.

Lockwood’s ideas have been taken further

in Jürgen Habermas’s development of the

concepts of social system and lifeworld.

More recently it has seemed that the

problem of making an equal acknowl-

edgement of the sources of order and dis-

order in social life has derived from the

central place given to the actor in much

social theory. According to Luhmann, and

other theorists influenced by the rise of

chaos theory or complexity theory in the

natural sciences, social systems are too

complex to be reducible to actors’ reasons

for acting. Since the latter can in principle

be multifarious, this gives rise to the analysis

of social systems in terms of how they

manage the coordination of the motivations

of actors and this must give precedence to

order over disorder. For Luhmann, con-

tinuous disintegration is integral to the

dynamic of social systems.
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JOHN HOLMWOOD

INTELLECTUALS

Intellectuals neither perform primarily

physical work nor hold command over

coercive means, but rather act conceptually,

in the form of talking and writing, teaching,

planning, suggesting, and thinking. The

implications of this basic characteristic are

complex enough, encompassing the social

division of mental and manual labour and

pointing to the fact that intellectual elites

are typically ‘not among the primary hold-

ers of political power or controllers of eco-

nomic resources’ (Parsons 1969: 21). But

intellectuals are also seen as taking on tasks

of addressing issues of public interest. The

natural scientist or the professor of Greek

philosophy is not an intellectual per se; but

if the scientist refuses research that con-

tributes to the development of the atom

bomb, or if the professor writes pamphlets

propagating a restitution of Aristotelian

virtues, both figures are deemed to be

intellectuals. This deviation from normal

role expectations also implies a third qual-

ity, whereby intellectuals tend to escape

fixed social topologies and become ‘socially

unattached’ or ‘free-floating’ ( freischwebend)

in Karl Mannheim’s key phrase (Man-

nheim [1929] 1936: 137). It was in this

sense that Mannheim and Georg Lukács

spoke grandiosely of the homelessness of

the modern intellectual.

If intellectuals as a specific category or

social group are to be distinguished from

general knowledge workers or cultural

guardians such as engineers or magicians,

the time and place of their historical emer-

gence varies widely. Often the Greek

sophists with their universal teaching and

questioning program are described as the

first intellectuals. The French historian Jac-

ques Le Goff (1956) traces them to the

formation of an independent intellectual

life in the late-medieval city. Mannheim,

on the other hand, wavers between placing

their emergence in the period of Renaissance

humanism ‘and the period of bourgeois

ascendancy’ in the seventeenth and eight-

eenth centuries onwards (Mannheim 1936:

139). However, the concept of intellectuals

in its modern received sense developed

only in the course of the nineteenth cen-

tury, and only gained relevance at the end

of this century. When the false accusation

and condemnation of the French Jewish

army officer, Dreyfus, led to an outcry

among French artists and scientists in the

INTELLECTUALS
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1890s, famously including Èmile Zola, as

well as Èmile Durkheim, his supporters

soon came to be called les intellectuels. Yet

the term at first carried a strongly negative

connotation which was first systematized

by the right-wing French writer Maurice

Barrès, defining the intellectual ‘as an artist

or scientist who lacks political power but

nevertheless forms a social ideal’ (cited in

Bering: 1978: 45). Barrès’s statements fuel-

led a continuous wave of anti-intellectual

resentment that lasted throughout the early

twentieth century in Europe, reinforced by

anti-Semitism and culminating in the rise of

fascism. Intellectuals tended to be perceived

as decadent, Jewish, practically incompe-

tent and lacking in instinct and patriotism

(see Judaism).

Two factors have been seen as crucial in

explaining the role of intellectuals in

society: on the one hand, intellectuals’ dif-

ficult and diminished relationship to the

sources of formal political power, and on

the other hand the role of intellectuals class

backgrounds. Antonio Gramsci’s conception

of the ‘organic intellectual’ and Mannheim s

conception of the ‘free-floating intelligen-

tsia’ from the 1920s and 1930s are exemplary

in these respects. Where for Gramsci the

intellectual function of forming a world-

view and shaping a social consensus is inti-

mately linked to the struggle of social clas-

ses for political hegemony, Mannheim held

that the discourses of the educated strata

are the only place in which social particu-

larity can be overcome. But Mannheim also

emphasized that intellectual activity was

conditioned by affiliations with antagonistic

classes, while Gramsci conceded a relatively

de-particularized space of intellectual activ-

ity, writing that ‘the relationship between the

intellectuals and the world of production

is... mediated by the whole fabric of society

and by the complex of superstructures, of

which the intellectuals are, precisely, the

‘‘functionaries’’ ’ (Gramsci 1971: 12). Later,

Jean-Paul Sartre ([1965] 1974) drew together

these different perspectives, arguing that

while intellectuals occupy particular func-

tions within the hierarchies and power

relations of the of the state and the econ-

omy, they also seek to think and act on

behalf of the ‘universal’ – so that they either

strive to transcend their particular function

or else live a life of resignation. Since Sar-

tre’s time, however, this language of the

‘universal intellectual’ has been subject to

serious scepticism. For Foucault and

Bourdieu, the way historically specific

intellectuals gain their social reputation,

form their will to opposition, and realize

their chances to resist, is more important

than the manifest content of their messages.
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TILMAN REITZ

INTERACTION

There have been numerous attempts to

develop systems to describe social interac-

tion throughout the history of the social

sciences. The topic of interaction is salient

for social thought since the reciprocally

attentive and mutually effective relationship
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between two or more individuals can be

seen as the essence of social existence, as in

Max Weber’s near-canonical definition of

‘social action’ as individuals whose conduct

is rooted in, and oriented by, their awareness

of each other. In contemporary sociology

since the Second World War, the sig-

nificance of social interaction has been the

subject of two contested questions: (1) is

the presence of interaction extensively, if

not entirely, excluded from mainstream

schemes of sociological theory?; and (2) is

society reducible to interactions between

individuals?

A key figure in the contribution of a

distinct possibility for sociology was Georg

Simmel who cultivated the idea of a ‘for-

mal sociology’, one that would examine

social relationships in terms of their ‘form’

rather than their content; that is, in terms of

the kind of relationship that individuals are

involved in, without regard for the nature

of whatever practical matters their rela-

tionship might be sub-serving. Thus, one

could examine relationships in terms of the

effects that the number of people involved

in it might have, no matter whether the

people are playing games, arguing, eating

lunch, or trying out the fitting of a tailored

suit. The possibilities of relationship available

to two people are different from those

available to three people: the latter rela-

tionship allows that there may be ‘ganging

up’ whereas the former does not.

The most significant inheritor of Simmel’s

idea was Erving Goffman who complained

of what he called a ‘neglected situation’,

namely, that of face-to-face interaction or

more accurately, that of ‘co-presence’

situations. These are situations in which

people are physically present to each other

in the same locality, though not necessarily

in face-to-face engagement with each other

(as when people sit in parallel disregard on a

shared bus seat). Goffman viewed such

situations as an autonomous domain of

social life in the sense of displaying a system

of distinctive properties that could be

understood in their own terms: there were

always ways in which social relationships

could be specifically affected by being carried

on under conditions of co-presence.

Goffman conceived co-presence as an

informational transaction, shaped by the

access to information about each other that

parties to the transaction have, and as centrally

connected with the capacity of individuals

to claim and sustain an identity. The avail-

ability of segregation between public and

private occasions was a key consideration

in respect of the ‘presentation of self’, as

Goffman termed it. In contrast to strongly

methodological-individualist theories such

as rational choice theory or utilitarianism,

Goffman affirmed that: (1) purportedly

individual qualities and properties such as

identity are to be understood as held

through joint action and cooperation; and

(2) that institutional givens determine the

possibility of segregation between ‘public’

and ‘private’ domains. Thus in his Presenta-

tion of Self in Everyday Life (1959) Goffman

developed a concept of ‘establishments’,

including organizations such as hotels, res-

taurants, and theatres in which team-like

interactions generate and sustain the iden-

tity claims of particular individuals. Asylums

(1961) expounds the concept of ‘total

institution’ to categorize establishments

such as prisons, concentration camps, men-

tal hospitals. In these establishments all seg-

regation of public and private spaces is

denied to the parties (often inmates), with

the routine consequence that claims to

personal identities are routinely under-

mined. The concept of ‘total institutions’

forcefully embodies Goffman’s formal

approach. His comparison of hetero-

geneous organizational kinds such as pris-

ons, military schools and monasteries

enables him to highlight their common

formal attributes, despite considerable var-

iation in their practical purpose and moral

ethos, and it also allows him to impute these

common features to the administrative

consequences of co-presence rather than to
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the purpose of the organization or to the

character of the persons contained within

them. Thus, a key argument of Asylums was

that purportedly therapeutic practices are

better understood as manifestations of dis-

ciplinary necessities orientated to managing

the daily co-presence of inmates.

Goffman was sceptical about the major

theoretical enterprises within sociology, but

by no means opposed to the idea that

interactions are embedded in large envir-

oning complexes of social organization.

Harvey Sacks, a student of both Goffman

and Garfinkel, sought to develop a more

systematic form of analysis of interaction

than Goffman had attempted. Before the

early 1960s, when Sacks began to set out

his ideas, it had often been argued that it

was the non-verbal aspects of communi-

cation that were decisive in interpersonal

communication. Sacks noted that this con-

viction was not based on any extensive or

thoughtful analysis of the verbal component

of face-to-face interaction. Thus taking

advantage of the availability of tape-recorders

and accessible phone-lines to mechanically

capture the details of speech exchanges, he

began to examine social interaction in

terms of talk.

His aim was to develop a systematic way

of using ‘conversational data as a way of

doing sociology’, as he put it. This project

of studying talk-in-interaction under the

title of ‘conversation analysis’ was realized

through concentration on the composition

and distribution of turns-at-talk between

parties to conversation. Viewing contribu-

tions to conversation as actions, and the

alternation of turns at talk as constituting

cases of social interaction, conversation

analysis has come to develop ways of iden-

tifying generic organizing properties of

action and interaction sequences. These are

analyzed predominantly in terms of (1) the

manner in which actions (exemplified in

utterances) manifest a specific orderliness

which is designed by the participants on the

basis of sensitivity to the properties of prior

utterances and the immediate situations in

which those utterances are produced; and

(2) the way in which parties to the talk

jointly endow the alternation of their single

turns with features that place them in an

overall conversational sequence that they

jointly build.

Where Goffman’s work has been seen as

involving a personalized style that is hard to

convert into a systematically applicable

method, conversation analysis provides a

generally accessible method giving rise to a

large and vigorous industry in sociology

and cognate disciplines such as linguistics

and pragmatics. Often these related dis-

ciplines use the terminology of turn-taking

as a baseline for the exploration of lan-

guage exchange in workplaces and other

social settings.

Sometimes the work of Goffman and

Sacks and other conversation analysts is

seen as implying a view that social life

consists in nothing but face-to-face inter-

actions and as thus denying any reality to

large-scale social structures. Certainly,

even among those concerned with the

analysis of interaction, conversation analysis

is criticized for its concentration on patterns

of speech at the expense of (for example)

the ‘multimodal’ character of interaction.

However, there is no reason to suppose

that these approaches necessarily preclude

concern with the phenomena that other

sociological schemes elect to address, such

as systems, structures and organization.

Some commentators argue that Goffman

and conversation analysis can be treated as

identifying a distinct ‘level’ of social reality

that can be incorporated into a more general

theoretical scheme that postulates and inte-

grates a variety of such levels, often by way

of combining complementary elements

from different theoretical traditions into

new synthesis. One exponent of this syn-

thetic approach is Anthony Giddens, who

has sought to treat social interaction as the

observable site of social organization.
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WES SHARROCK

INTERESTS

The term ‘interests’ is a central concept

aimed at explaining the behaviour of actors,

whether individuals or collective actors.

Interest-motivated action is a specific manner

of conduct oriented by purposive rationality

(see also preferences and needs). Interest-

driven action is characterised by four ele-

ments: (1) individual or collective actors

motivated by goals, needs and desires; (2)

rational calculation, involving estimation of

costs, benefits, and alternative means; (3)

competition from opponents, often in

conflictual relations to one another; and (4)

opportunity structures, which both con-

strain and articulate the realization of interests.

Objects of interests may include money,

power, prestige, or security.

In seventeenth and eighteenth century

social and political thought, the effects of

interest-driven action were seen as consist-

ing both in emancipation from traditiona-

listic moral ideas of virtue and restraint of

the ‘passions’. In eighteenth-century poli-

tical thought, especially on the writing of

Montesquieu on ‘the softening’ effect of

commerce (‘doux commerce’), one particular

type of passion was thought capable of

taming or pacifying the other passions.

This was seen as the passion for money:

love of lucre was seen as opposing and

bridling other passions insofar as it pro-

mised relatively predictable and constant

behaviour of men and thus a peaceful and

stable society. According to Albert Hirsch-

man’s classic study, passions were thereby

thought to give way to interests (Hirschman

1977).

However, this reasoning soon met with

criticism. Many social thinkers of the mid-

nineteenth century onwards demonstrate

the ways in which interests alone do not

fully explain the character of social action.

With differing theoretical nuances, many

thinkers from J. S. Mill and Vilfredo Pareto

to Tönnies, Durkheim and Weber articu-

late the ways in which action can also be

driven by non-self-regarding motivations,

notably by values and norms, and can aim

at non-self-regarding goals. They make

clear the questionableness of the assump-

tion that competition or conflict of interest

entails the common good as some kind of

happy by-product. A republic or ‘common-

wealth’ cannot legitimately rest purely on

self-interest and conflict. In politics, inter-

ests are served and become effective by

intermediation through collective action.

In addition, there is the further problem

that the very propensity to struggle collec-

tively and voluntarily in pursuit of common

goals presupposes a starting-point of

unequal distribution of resources. Not

every interest will therefore have an equal

chance to find articulation, organization

and realization.

In political sociology, institutions play a

key part in the opportunity structures that

affect the emergence and design of inter-

ests. From this perspective, three typical

accounts of the institutional origins and

context of interests can be identified.

According to Marx, objective interests

derive from an actor’s position in the pro-

cess of production and the social division of

labour. Individuals affected by the same

objective social circumstances are said to

possess common interests. These interests

are the ‘necessary condition’ for the emer-

gence of class conflict and for the driving

of basic social change. However, the ‘suffi-

cient condition’ is that individuals must

become subjectively aware of these interests

in class struggle, through class organisation

and through a common epistemic act

(Lukes 1974). For Theodor Geiger (1949),
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on the other hand, interests rest only on the

privation or non-satisfaction of something,

and can only be subjective in nature,

dependent on individual valuation and

interpretation: there is no objectively ‘true

interest’ of labour and the working class.

Lastly, a third typical position is represented

by Ralf Dahrendorf (1959), who reformu-

lates the distinction between objective and

subjective interests by pointing out that

both the social situation as an external world

and the inner psychological preferences of

the individual actor must feature in the

content of the same individual actor’s

interests. Dahrendorf thus reformulates

Marx’s ‘objective interests’ as ‘latent inter-

ests’, stemming from the actor’s social

position and role. To the extent that an

actor becomes conscious of such interests,

they are the actor’s ‘manifest interests’. In

this sense, ‘objective’ or ‘latent’ interests

describe a purely hypothetical assumption

about possible individual orientations. This

debate highlights the way in which durable

coincident interests can only emerge from

social differentiation in the form of medi-

ated conflicts between citizens and states,

between socio-economic groups or classes,

between producers and consumers, and

between states and private corporations.
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CHRISTIAN BRÜTT

INTERSEXUALITY

See: sex/gender distinction

INTERSUBJECTIVITY

‘Intersubjectivity’ denotes the connection

and interpenetration of individual human

subjectivities. Some writers approach this

issue from the perspective of the individual,

asking how it is that one solitary ego is able

to know, recognize, connect and/or com-

municate with other solitary egos. The

question of ‘other minds’ in Anglo-American

philosophy is one example of this, so too is

Edmund Husserl’s famous phenomen-

ological theory of intersubjectivity, outlined

in his Cartesian Meditations (1973) (see phe-

nomenology). The subjective life of others

is given to us in our everyday life, Husserl

argues, both in the respect that we can

experience ourselves as experienced by

them (e.g. when we feel others looking at

us, their eyes burning into our back) and in

the respect that we experience the world as

one experienced by others (e.g. when we

point things out to others and/or feel sur-

prised when they claim not to see what we

see). This sense is extremely important, he

argues, as it grounds our sense of ration-

ality and objectivity, not to mention ethics.

Rationality, in the final instance, entails

that we can make ourselves understandable

to others, which of course presupposes that

they have a subjective life. Likewise,

objectivity presupposes that ‘the world’ is

more than my mere subjective apprehension

of it: that it exists for others as it exists for

me. Ethics is founded upon my recognition
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of others as subjects like me, deserving of the

same consideration. The mystery, for Hus-

serl, is how all of this is possible for an

individual consciousness. How does sub-

jectivity transcend itself and achieve inter-

subjectivity? The answer, for Husserl, resides

in a transference of subjective states from ego

to alter, which is, in turn, based on per-

ceived similarities between ego and alter.

Other writers, such as G. H. Mead and

Alfred Schutz, approach the issue from the

other way round. On their view, human

agents are always already involved in inter-

actions and relations with others. More-

over, any concept of ‘self’ presupposes an

‘other’ who is not self. One cannot have

self without other. From this standpoint,

our senses of both ‘self’ and ‘other’ arise

simultaneously out of interactions which

precede them. In contrast to Husserl, ‘pri-

mary’ forms of intersubjectivity are said to

precede the development of individual

subjectivity. Moreover, developing a Hege-

lian thread that this approach is based upon,

it is argued that individual egos seek recogni-

tion from one another and need this recog-

nition for their full subjective development.

Subjective interdependency is thus deemed

fundamental to the human condition.
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NICK CROSSLEY

INTIMACY

The term lacks a precise definition in both

popular culture and much social theory.

Moreover, its meaning has changed over

time. ‘Intimacy’ is often defined by prac-

tices thought to generate affective and

binding qualities of relationship although

the precise nature and consequence of

these practices are contested. The term is

occasionally used more narrowly to refer to

sexual familiarity with another. In everyday

current usage, intimacy is often presumed

to involve practices of close association,

familiarity and privileged knowledge,

strong positive emotional attachments, such

as love, and a very particular form of ‘clo-

seness’ and being ‘special’ to another per-

son, associated with high levels of trust.

Whether loyalty and moral responsibility

are typical features of intimacy in the pre-

sent is more contested. More recent dis-

cussions of intimacy emphasize one

particular practice of generating ‘closeness’

above all others: self-disclosure. Intimacy of

the inner self, ‘disclosing intimacy’ or ‘self-

expressing intimacy’ has become celebrated

in popular culture as the key to a ‘good

relationship’ although some academic work

has suggested that this type of intimacy may

be more of an ideological construct than an

everyday lived reality. Debate also focuses

on gender differences in ‘doing intimacy’.

Classical theorists’ accounts of the devel-

opment of ‘modernity’ provide a starting

point for understanding the significance of

intimacy. Necessary precursors to intimacy

are: a degree of individualization, includ-

ing the conceptualization of individuals as

having unique inner selves and the separa-

tion, whether ideological or ‘real’, of ‘pub-

lic’ and ‘private’ domains, creating the

opportunity for intimacy to be associated

with private personal relationships (see also

public and private, subject and sub-

jectivity). Of the classical theorists, Georg

Simmel offers the most detailed account of

intimacy. Simmel notes that the intimate

dyad is a relationship which, by definition,

only lasts as long as both parties participate.

In its pure form, voluntary, mutual and

exclusive participation, what each shows or
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gives only to the other, sustains the relation-

ship. Private, exclusive, exchange generates

trust and affect. There is no externally

imposed institutionalization of the rela-

tionship. Although Simmel emphasized that

people put their whole person into intimate

relationships, tact and discretion remained

aspects of relationships.

Subsequent theorists echo many of these

themes with rather different emphasis. For

example, Erving Goffman discusses inti-

mate relationships in terms of people who

not only go ‘back stage’ into the private

domain but with whom tact and discretion,

which he associates with role performance,

are significantly less important. Much of

Simmel’s account of intimacy in dyadic

relationships is echoed by the con-

temporary British theorist, Anthony Gid-

dens in his discussion of ‘the pure

relationship’ but Giddens places more

emphasis on a dialogue of mutual disclosure

and argues that a distinctive shift in inti-

macy occurred in the late twentieth cen-

tury. In a climate in which people became

more self-conscious of change, risk and

being the makers of their own ‘narrative-

of-the-self ’, self-disclosing intimacy

became a means of anchoring the self in

one or more particularly intense personal

relationships. Relationships became both

more fragile, lasting only as long as they

provide mutual satisfaction, and are more

satisfactory, equal and democratic.

Whereas Giddens suggested that the cul-

tural emphasis on ‘disclosing intimacy’ is

indicative of positive social change, there

are a number of postmodern theorists who

offer more pessimistic accounts. Unrest-

rained market forces and mass consumer

cultures are accused of promoting a self-

obsessive, self-isolating or competitive

individualism which renders people incap-

able of sustaining meaningful intimate rela-

tionships. The work of Zygmunt Bauman

(2003) is typical, but there are elements of

this critique in many other works including

that of Richard Sennett and the feminist

work of Arlie Hochschild. Barbara Misztal

controversially sums up the practical con-

sequences of disclosing intimacy in terms of

the replacement of a concern to be sincere

and responsible to each other in relation-

ships with worry about authenticity, and

being true to the self. These debates overlap

with discussion of social capital and con-

cern that private intimacy supplants or

undermines sociability, community and

civil society.

There has been continued discussion of

whether and why women’s relationships

appear to involve more ‘self-disclosing

intimacy’ than men’s. Some feminist the-

ory draws on psychoanalysis to claim that

a greater capacity for intimacy among

women is a psychological consequence of

the conventional divisions of labor in par-

enting and the distinctiveness of mother –

daughter and mother – son relationships.

Feminist theorists also offer accounts that

give greater explanatory weight to material

factors such as inequalities in social, eco-

nomic and political opportunities con-

straining women to specialize in caring

work and intimacy. Feminists have also

analyzed gendered cultural discourses

about men’s and women’s differential

emotional and romantic needs that are

folded into their conceptions of the self.

Some feminist theorizing suggests that

Giddens underestimated the underpinnings

of gender inequality and the ideological

strength of a conventional heterosexual

culture.
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LYNN JAMIESON

ISLAM

Islam begins with a series of revelations

received by Muhammad (570–632) during

the 610s CE. The nature of these revelations

has a family resemblance to many tropes

found within the cultural milieu of the Nile

to Oxus region, which can also be found at

work in Jewish and Christian sacred stories

(see Judaism and Christianity) . Islam

orders these narratives of Abrahamic

monotheism, placing itself as the culmina-

tion of a series of revelations associated with

a diverse group of prophets including

Abraham, Moses and Jesus. Despite the

degree of overlap between these Abrahamic

revelations, Islam is not usefully considered

to be either a Jewish or Christian heresy. It

inaugurated a new semantic universe,

which succeeded in radically transforming

the Nile to Oxus region so that themes that

continued beyond the arrival of Islam could

only do so through a cultural lexicon

dominated by the venture of Islam.

Encouraged by his wife Khadijah, the

Prophet Mohammed gradually began to

gather around him a small group of fol-

lowers who formed the Umma, the com-

munity of the faithful. The decade

following these revelations was a taxing one

in which the Prophet and other members

of the Umma found themselves increas-

ingly harassed and ostracized from Meccan

society. In 622 they moved to Medina after

the Prophet was invited as an arbiter by

conflicting Medinese factions. In his role as

arbiter, he was able to establish the first

Islamic state in Medina, prior to its incor-

poration of Mecca (630), and eventually the

rest of the Arabian peninsula (630–32). As

such, the Islamic state pioneered the poli-

tical unification of Arabia, amalgamating

both its settled and nomadic communities.

From 630 to 715 the Islamic state

mounted a number of spectacular military

campaigns, which brought areas ranging

from Spain to Sind under its control. The

Muslim armies’ success did not result from

technological or numerical superiority over

their foes; rather, it was a function of the

discipline and cohesion inculcated by the

discourse of Islam as well as the capacity of

the Islamicate state to direct military oper-

ations on a continental scale. (The adjective

‘Islamicate’ is used to refer to institutions

informed by Islam but not directly a part of

Islam defined in the strict sense of a set of

sacred discourses.) The expansion of Islam

included two related but distinct processes:

it entailed the expansion of an Islamicate

public order in which states ruled by Mus-

lim elites brought under their domain

regions in which Muslims were either

marginal or absent; and it also involved the

process whereby individuals and commu-

nities transformed themselves by embracing

Islam and thus becoming members of the

Umma. With the fragmentation of the

unified Islamic state, the jihad also became

fragmented and the expansion of Islam

began to take the form of missionary activ-

ities performed by merchants and preachers

and small-scale campaigns of conquest. The

corpus of texts that constitute Islam as a

system of beliefs and values were con-

solidated for the most part by the tenth

century CE. After this period, the survival of

a complex and huge social formation as

constituted by Islam is a testimony to its

capacity to adapt to a variety of spatial and

temporal contexts.

The configurations of the Islamicate

world are normally narrated in a series of
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dynasties that ruled the increasingly frag-

mented Umma. In these narratives the

pristine unity and simplicity of the early

Islamicate order gave way to decadence and

a fissiparous ‘Oriental despotism’. Such a

sequence reflects the scheme used by classical

Muslim scholars, which has been too often

uncritically appropriated by Orientalism,

and as such tends to smooth over the con-

tingent and deeply contested context of

these transformations and re-configur-

ations. Rather than narrating a cycle of

dynasties, it is more useful to focus on four

major themes contributing to the shaping

of Muslim history.

The first theme refers to the oscillation

between the boundaries of the Umma and

the boundaries of an Islamicate political

order. In various periods the Umma has

exceeded the Islamicate state(s); in other

periods the boundaries of the Islamicate

government(s) have gone beyond the con-

fines of the Umma. Membership of the

Umma and the Islamicate state remained

synonymous until Al-Andulas broke away

from the unified Islamicate state (the Cali-

phate) in 757. Despite the severance of its

political links with the Caliphate, the Mus-

lims of Al-Andulas continued to see them-

selves and were seen by other Muslims as

members of the community of the faithful.

This de-linking between being members of

a faith community and being members of a

political community has continued to the

present, in which the idea of being Muslims

living under non-Muslim rule has become

not only accepted but common.

The second theme refers to processes of

de-centralization and re-centralization of

the Islamicate political order, and specifi-

cally to the number of units it has been

divided into, ranging from the single uni-

tary state to the metaphor of the ‘72

nations’. The development of the Shia and

what later became the Sunni political

movements and their over-determination as

sectarian divisions were one of the major

forces undermining the single universal

Caliphate. It was not, however, until the

conflict between the Fatimids and the

Abassids from 909 until 1071 that the order

saw a proliferation of (anti-)Caliphates

initially centred in Andulus, Egypt and

Iraq. The Islamicate state was replaced by a

Muslim ‘commonwealth’ of powerful

regional Muslim polities: Ottoman, Safvid

and Timurid (Mughal) empires and a host

of smaller local states in Africa and the

Malay archipelago. These centrifugal ten-

dencies were often countered by various pro-

jects to restore a centralized order, which

sometimes took the form of eschatological

movements such as those of the Mahdi in

Sudan (1884), and at other times took the

form of state expansion, where a single

Muslim regime sought the mantle of the

leadership of the Muslim world, as with the

pan-Islamism of the late Ottomans at the

end of the ninteenth century.

The third theme is concerned with tensions

between processes of Islamization (i.e dee-

pening of the ‘Islamic’ element in Islami-

cate) societies and de-Islamization.

Islamization often occurred in the wake of

the establishment of an Islamicate public

order, as those subject to Muslim rule become

Muslims. The notion of subjugated popula-

tions choosing Islam on pain of death, how-

ever, owes more to anti-Muslim polemics

than to available historical records. De-Isla-

mization involved the coercive elimination

of Muslim identity. This was the experi-

ence of enslaved West Africans (perhaps as

many as a third of Africans shipped to the

Western hemisphere may been Muslims) (see

slavery), as well as of the Muslims of Iberian

peninsula, and the Muslims of most of the

‘Communist’ world, and Muslims subject to

colonial rule. De-Islamization also occur-

red as a result of projects of secularization

initiated either by colonial or post-Inde-

pendence ‘Kemalist’ regimes.

The final theme refers to the relationship

between the Islamicate entities and the rest

of the world, in particular the degree of cen-

trality or marginality of Islamicate formations.
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The marginalization of Islam is largely a

product of the two most serious challenges

to the existence of Islam. The Mongol

invasions, culminating in the sack of Bagh-

dad in 1258, threatened the Islamicate

public order with extinction. The Mongol

invasions took place in the context of the

weakening of the central leadership of the

‘universal’ Caliphate. The Muslim victory

at Ayn Jalut (1260) inflicted the first major

defeat on the Mongol armies and signalled

the process by which Muslims were able to

turn the tide, with the eventual Islamiza-

tion of the Mongol empire’s successor

elites. It left in its wake an Islamicate world

divided into a Muslim commonwealth of

regional and often contending political

entities that faced the second major chal-

lenge to the Ummah: that of European

colonization of large parts of Afro-Eurasia,

often resulting in clashes between Islami-

cate ruling elites and European colonial

forces. The success of European coloniza-

tion was such that by 1920 the bulk of the

Muslim population of the world was living

under European rule. The challenge posed

by the European colonization was initially

political and military. However, by the late

nineteenth century it took on economic,

intellectual and cultural aspects, so much

so that in 1924 the Turkish leader, Mustafa

Kemal, unilaterally abolished the Caliphate.

Kemal’s intervention ruptured the link

with an autonomous Muslim presence and

its past, ushering in a strident project of

westernization, which was also pursued in

less stringent forms in other parts of the

Islamicate world.

Much of the current unrest in Muslim

communities can be seen as an attempt to

recover from the effects of European colo-

nization. The Muslim recovery or ‘Awa-

kening’ takes the form of a re-politicization

of Islam. This project of re-politicization

(Islamism) takes place in the context of a

world marked by the logic of post-coloni-

alism (see post-colonial theory), in which

the cultural underpinnings of Western

dominance find it difficult to translate

Western economic and political power into

global hegemony. Furthermore, the process

of globalization allows the articulation of a

universal Islam increasingly unencumbered

by particularistic local accretions. Thus the

formation of a Muslim commonwealth and

an increasing integration of the Umma

indicate that the assertion of Islam is not a

nativist reaction to globalization but an

alternative form of globalization. Islamism

is a project that draws much of its strength

from a conviction that there is no need for

a detour through the labyrinths of Western

history before one can arrive at a vision of

the good life and a just order: universal

values can be generated from Islam. The

possibility of articulating such visions

inspired by divergent readings of Islam’s

canonical texts is, however, complicated by

the way the Muslim Umma finds itself

without geopolitical representation, while

many of the world’s major powers (the

United States, the Russian Federation,

China, the European Union and India)

confront restive Muslim populations. In

the absence of an Islamicate great power,

some Muslim activists have resorted to

insurrectionary warfare in large parts of the

world inhabited by the Umma. Other

Muslims hope that ‘intellectual and moral

reform’ will free the Umma to make its

own history.
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JAMESON, FREDRIC (1932– )

US theorist

One of Jameson’s central theoretical aims is

to connect aesthetics with political and

economic theories. As a Marxist theorist, he

critically incorporates into his framework

different currents of contemporary social

thought, including structuralism, post-

structuralism, psychoanalysis, and critical

theory. In his attempt to link Freud,

Marx, Lacan and Althusser, Jameson pro-

poses a theory of the ‘political uncon-

scious’ by, which he understands history as

the history of class struggle. The latter

resembles the Freudian unconscious or

the Lacanian Real in so far as it cannot

be analyzed directly: class struggle can

only be analyzed through the narratives in

which it has become sedimented. Jameson

carries out many such analyses on cultural

sources ranging from literature to archi-

tecture, video and film, arguing that the

cultural form of postmodernism corre-

sponds to today’s stage of multinational

capital or post-industrial society, while in

earlier stages modernism corresponded to

monopoly capitalism, and realism to mar-

ket capitalism. Although critical of what

Lukács called reification, Jameson always

seeks to excavate the hidden utopian

moments in even the most commodified

cultural texts (see utopia). Jameson has

contributed decisively to what has come

to be called the cultural turn.
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OLIVER MARCHART

JUDAISM

The determination of the character of modern

Jewish social thought must focus on eluci-

dating what is distinctively Jewish in it (see

also Christianity and Islam). Once this is

done, one can proceed to examine some ways

in which Jewish themes influence modern

social thought in general. Three problems,

however, make this undertaking especially

difficult.

First, the temptation of a certain kind of

sociology of knowledge that asserts a sig-

nificant relation between circumstances of
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one’s birth and intellectual accomplishment

should be resisted. It is indeed the case that

perhaps even before the destruction of the

First Temple in Jerusalem by the Babylo-

nians in 586 BCE and certainly afterwards,

the religion of the Jews became ‘textual’

(Schniedewind 2004). Given this ancient

textual environment of Judaism as a religion

of a people exhibiting significant literacy,

continual disputation and commentary were

not only engendered but became the norm,

resulting in the Mishnah, Talmud and Rabbi-

nic Responsa, involving institutional dif-

ferentiation and heterodoxy. The bearers

of this textual preoccupation were the cle-

rics, as intellectuals. Initially they included

the Pharisees, and subsequently the rabbis.

With the development of the Haskalah

(enlightenment) in the eighteenth century

and the emancipation of the Jews in Eur-

ope, the hitherto mostly unquestioned

supremacy of rabbinic-halakhic (legal) ortho-

doxy was challenged (Nemoy 1952; Scholem

1971). The walls of the ghetto tumbled down

before the more generalized lex terrae of the

national state, with its principle of religious

toleration. One can say here, borrowing

from Max Weber’s (1967) contested cate-

gory, that the Jews were no longer a ‘pariah

people’ (see Momigliano 1994; Eisenstadt

1981): they became, both in the United

States and Europe, citizens of what had now

become their respective states (see citizen-

ship). As a consequence, the intellectualism

of the Jewish textual tradition was now

turned outward, as exemplified by the recep-

tion of the thought of Baruch Spinoza,

Heinrich Heine and Moses Mendelssohn.

In general it seems that the large number

of Jewish-born modern intellectuals bears

witness to this textual tradition of Judaism.

Indeed it may be that the messianic poten-

tial within Judaism, conveyed specifically

by the prophetic writings and the Talmud,

had an influence on those radical socialists

who were either born Jews, such as Leon

Trotsky, or born in families that had con-

verted to Christianity, such as Karl Marx.

However, whatever the degree of that influ-

ence, it had been refracted through both an

1800-year-long Christian tradition and a

briefer but increasingly important tradition

of scientific rationalism that qualitatively

transformed Jewish messianism in a con-

sistently cosmopolitan direction (see cos-

mopolitanism). It may also be that the

centuries-long history of the Jews as ‘out-

siders’ in the diaspora may have had a

bearing on other intellectual developments

such as Georg Simmel’s essay ‘The Stranger’.

Nonetheless, Simmel’s father had converted

to Roman Catholicism; and his mother had

been baptized as a Protestant, as was the

younger Simmel. Whatever Jewish influ-

ence there might have been on the work of

a Marx or a Simmel, it is indirect; for it is

hard to identify anything openly Jewish in

their writings. The same can largely be said

of the work of other Jewish-born intellec-

tuals such as Emile Durkheim and Edmund

Husserl. Still, the Jewish textual tradition

and the status of the Jew as outsider were

surely factors in the emergence of a large

number of Jewish intellectuals preoccupied

with themes of marginality and exclusion,

exile and alienation, duty, repression and

the law – such as Freud and Kafka, to name

only two of the most famous names.

A second problem, however, involves

the very idea of ‘modern Jewish social

thought’. While the changing circumstances

of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries –

full citizenship for Jews, the persistence of

anti-Semitism, the Holocaust, Zionism and

the existence of the state of Israel –

required different and often new responses,

modern Jewish thought remains incon-

ceivable without reference to the TANAKH

(the Hebrew Bible) and the rabbinic tradi-

tion. The common observation that Zion-

ism is a modern nationalist movement is

only a half-truth, as the concluding line of

the Passover seder alone makes clear, ‘next

year in Jerusalem’. It is certainly the case

that the toleration of gentiles by the

‘enlightened Jew’ of the Aufklärung, for
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example, Moses Mendelssohn and, later, the

neo-Kantian Hermann Cohen, rested upon

the assertion of the rationality of Judaism

which is difficult to justify either biblically or

from the rabbinic tradition. Yet even this

assertion that found its culmination in the

universalism of the ethical monotheism of

Reform Judaism was justified by a tenden-

tious translation of the biblical ger as ‘stran-

ger’ instead of ‘resident alien’, as in the

phrase ‘you shall love the stranger, for you

were strangers in the land of Egypt’ (Deu-

teronomy 10:19); reference to the Noahide

covenant in Genesis 9 (understood as the

natural law); and Maimonides under-

standing of Christians as ‘righteous’, hence,

worthy of salvation because of their accep-

tance of that covenant (see Katz 1961).

Lastly, a third and obvious problem is that

there has never been a single Judaism.

There has always been a wide-ranging

variety of Judaisms; for example, during the

period of the Second Temple, Sadducees,

Pharisees, Essenes, and today, Orthodox,

Conservative, Reform and secular Jews.

The significant conceptual differences

between today’s currents pose difficulties in

ascertaining what is distinctively Jewish

about modern Jewish social thought.

Despite these problems, the distinctive-

ness of Jewish thought can be ascertained as

a paradoxical, simultaneously held recogni-

tion of two heterogeneous orientations: both

the nation as conceptually legitimate (the

putative lineage of Abraham, Isaac and

Jacob) and a universal monotheism. The vari-

ety of Judaisms in modern times has sought

in correspondingly different ways to ame-

liorate this tension-filled heterogeneity. For

example, Reform Judaism has emphasized

the universalism of an ethical monotheism

– hence social activism ‘to repair the world’

– while Zionism has emphasized the

nation. However, given these hetero-

geneous poles, the attempts within Judaism

to eliminate the problem of the relation

between the two orientations – the pri-

mordial and the universal – can not succeed.

Because of the asserted legitimacy of the

particularism or distinctiveness of ‘Israel’,

the universalism of monotheism, although

accorded primacy, is always qualified. As

such, it never attains, insofar as it remains

Jewish, a consistent cosmopolitanism. Thus,

even though Jews have achieved full citi-

zenship in the modern state, there will

always be, from the perspective of a ratio-

nalistic theory of the state, as Marx for-

mulated it, ‘the Jewish problem’. The

distinctive contribution of Jewish social

thought to modern social thought are the

different ways in which this paradoxical

orientation has been expressed and addressed.

When in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries predominantly Christian societies

such as England and Holland asserted their

national distinctiveness from Spain, the

‘Israel’ of the Old Testament and Judaism

was appealed to in order to justify the

nation within a monotheistic civilization.

A similar appeal justified the separation of

Protestant countries from Roman Catholi-

cism; and this combination of nationality

and universal mission is also to be found in

the political tradition of the United States.

This appeal represents a significant influ-

ence of Judaism on the political develop-

ments of the Occident. The combination

of these two heterogeneous orientations,

exploited by the ‘Christian Hebraism’ of

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in

its adaptation of the biblical concept of the

‘national covenant’ (for example among the

Dutch Calvinists and the English Puritans)

indicated that the God of Judaism was

‘national-universal’ (see Orlinsky 1974;

Dubnow 1958). This contrasted with the

internationalist God of Christianity which

recognized a universalism among indivi-

duals and not, as in the Jewish tradition,

among nations. It is thus perhaps no coin-

cidence that numerous scholars of nation-

ality have been Jewish; for example, Hans

Kohn, Elie Kedourie, Ernest Gellner, Eric

Hobsbawm, Anthony Smith and Liah

Greenfeld.
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It is likely that one consequence of Jew-

ish thought explicitly maintaining both of

these orientations is a greater sensitivity to

the place of the finite and primordial within

otherwise universal aspirations, as in the

work of Franz Rosenzweig ([1921] 1971),

or in Martin Buber’s (1937) analysis of the

encounter between the I and the You, or

in Edward Shils’s (1975) discussion of the

relation between primordial, personal,

sacred and civil ties (see sacred). Certainly

this influence is to be observed in Emma-

nuel Levinas’s (1994) observation that a

historical religious tradition is the condition

of access to what is not conditioned. This

phenomenological formulation of the rela-

tion between distinctiveness and the uni-

versal is a reformulation of the problem that

history poses to universal monotheism: the

problem of the Old Testament prophets

and, later, of Judah ha-Levi’s The Kuzari.

The modern Jewish preoccupation with

the relation of the historically particular to

the universal aspirations of humanity finds

expression in modern social thought in the

relation between the unique and the uni-

versal (Talmon 1965), the encounter of one

civilization with another (Momigliano

1971, 1987) and the analysis of the ‘axial

age’ (Eisenstadt 1986).
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K

KANTIANISM AND NEO-KANTIANISM

Immanuel Kant (1724–1804) is celebrated

in the history of philosophy as the progenitor

of a systematic theory of knowledge,morality

and aesthetics, based on ‘transcendental

deduction’ of the necessary structures of

experience Although Kant’s writings on his-

tory, politics and society were relatively

limited, his influence in the history of social

thought has been immense.

Kant’s immediate followers, notably Fichte,

Schelling, and Hegel believed they were

‘completing’ Kant by constructing speculative

systems. Their philosophies, however, soon

came to be challenged in the nineteenth cen-

tury by forms of positivism and materialism.

F. A. Lange’s Geschichte des Materialismus

(1866) was not so much a history of mate-

rialism as a history of materialism’s mistakes

and helped pave the way for a return to

idealism. It was the work of Kuno Fischer

and Hermann Lotze in the mid-nineteenth

century that began the Neo-Kantian move-

ment that sought to apply Kant’s insights

into the conditions of the possibility of

knowledge. Whereas Kant had sought to

justify Newtonian physics, the Neo-Kantians

sought to establish the conditions for the

sciences of history, psychology, and sociology:

the new human sciences. The Neo-Kantians

sought to avoid both the positivists’

emphasis on the senses and the Hegelians’

extravagant claims of reason.

Although he is not technically regarded

as a Neo-Kantian, WilhelmDiltheyworked

in this spirit by creating a critique of historical

reason and a ‘philosophy of life’ (Leben-

sphilosophie), notably laid out in his Einleitung

in die Geisteswissenschaft (1883). Wilhelm

Windelband influentially distinguished

between ‘nomothetic’ and ‘idiographic’

knowledge, where the first seeks universal

causal laws and is operative in the natural

sciences, while the second focuses on non-

repeatable individual events and is operative

in the human sciences. The ‘Southwest

German School’ of Neo-Kantianism, repre-

sented by Windelband and by Heinrich

Rickert, concerned itself with problems of

value and culture. They strove to develop the

‘cultural sciencies’ – Kulturwissenschaften –

based upon the study of the positing of

values by individuals. In Die Grenzen der

naturwissenschaftlichen Begriffsbildung (1902)

Rickert sought to show historical research

implies concepts of historical uniqueness

that are crucial for a philosophy of culture.

He stressed the importance of methods and

methodology in the analysis of value relations

in different social contexts. These ideas were

further developed by Max Weber in his

methodological writings. Weber’s con-

tributions included the distinction between

‘facts and values’ and the concept of the

ideal type. Georg Simmel also contributed

significantly to the project of a philosophy

of history and culture based on Neo-Kantian

premises. His Kantian background was

particularly evident in his opposition

between ‘form’ and ‘content’.
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At the Marburg School of Neo-Kantian-

ism, Hermann Cohen developed the idea

of objectivity in Kant’s theory of knowledge

and experience, while Paul Natorp defended

on anti-psychologistic understanding of

Plato’s philosophy, claiming that Plato was

a ‘Kantian before Kant’.

The year 1911 in Germany saw the foun-

dation of Logos (1911–33), an international

journal for the philosophy of culture with

contributions by Rickert, Weber, Simmel,

Troeltsch and the Marburg neo-Kantians, as

well as by Nicolai Hartmann and Ernst Cas-

sirer. It also published Edmund Husserl’s key

text Philosophie als strenge Wissenschaft. All

these contributions dealt with a wide range

of issues covering philosophy, art, religion

and social reform.
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CHRISTOPHER ADAIR-TOTEFF

KEYNES, JOHN MAYNARD (1883–1946)

British economist

Keynes served in the British government at

the Treasury and as a member of the Ver-

sailles Treaty delegation, and was an influ-

ential political advisor at the Bretton

Woods Treaty. His major work, the General

Theory of Employment, Interest and Money

(1936) revolutionized economic thought

and policy. Keynes founded his claim to a

general theory on the demonstration that

traditional economic theory was limited to

dealing with the special case of full employ-

ment equilibrium (see political economy).

In his macroeconomic theory of aggregate

output and employment, Keynes explained

the causes of unemployment by refuting

conventional economic theories of the

social advantages of thrift, of the role of the

rate of interest in adjusting savings and invest-

ments. He conclusively demonstrated the fal-

lacies of the quantity theory of money and

laissez-faire economics. Keynes’s theory was

adapted to neoclassical economic thought by

J. R. Hicks (1937), but it fell into disrepute

after the failure of Keynesian policies in the

1970s. For social theory, Keynes’s economic

theory implies the recognition that the normal

state of society is one of dynamic dis-

equilibrium rather than one of order or a ten-

dency to equilibrium. In other respects,

Keynes’s social thought is characterized by a

concern with economic efficiency, social

justice and individual liberty. His theory

had an exceptional impact on the policies of

twentieth-century Western nation–states,

supporting greater government intervention,

not only to achieve full employment but also

to redistribute income.
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HEINER GANßMANN

KINSHIP

Kinship refers to relations between humans

built on descent and in-marriage. Types of

descent andmarriage differ widely between

cultures, while what a family is and means

is equally open to cultural elaboration.

Describing and explaining these variations and

the way in which societies organize around

kinship have been central concerns of

anthropology.

Most societies distinguish between ‘real’

family and ‘in-laws’, the former related

through descent, the latter through mar-

riage. In Euro-American societies, the dis-

tinction is conceptualized as ‘blood-related’

or ‘consanguineal’ relatives versus in-laws

who do not ‘share blood’. Other societies

use different metaphors, but the idea of a

common substance or spirit uniting descent

groups is very common.

Descent is either bilateral (from the two

parents) or unilineal (from one of the par-

ents). However, no descent principle is

pure. While inheritance may be passed on

along a bilateral principle, surnames and

other real or symbolic items may not.

Unilineal descent is either patri- or matri-

lineal. Descent systems are not always indi-

cators of power: societies with matrilineal

descent are not necessarily matriarchal.

Descent groups are, in theory, biological

facts, but the actual means for acquiring

membership of a kin group vary: virtually

no societies use biological criteria plus in-

marriage alone, and ideas about conception

and procreation are themselves culture-

relative. In some cases, simply the importance

of a social relationship suffices to make it

thought of as kinship.

Two main types of marriage exist: mono-

gamy and polygamy. Monogamy is frequent

in complex societies but can also be found

in small-scale societies. Polygamy (found in

many African and Asian societies) normally

takes the form of polygyny (marriage between

one man and more than one woman) but it

is usually limited to a minority of men

possessing wealth and prestige. In a few

societies, mainly in the Himalayan area,

polyandry (marriage between one woman

and more than one man) is practised. There

are many subtypes of these basic marriage

forms. Early anthropological theory sought,

with very partial success, to organize these

types on an evolutionary ladder.

Marriage and descent are related to locality

and the arrangement of households, although

in no law-like manner. Monogamy typically

combines with nuclear families (a married

couple and their offspring living together),

while polygamy is combinable with multiple

households or extended families (domestic

groups consisting of two or more nuclear

families or multigenerational households).

The most common forms of post-marital

residence (important since kinship groups

often have a territorial basis) include patri-

locality, matrilocality and neolocality. Mar-

riage caught the attention of anthropologists

because it seems to be one of those rare

universals that allows for comparison. G. P.

Murdock (1949) wrote that marriage exists

‘when the economic and sexual functions

are united into one’. Anthropologists have

struggled to establish a more covering defini-

tion for marriage, as indeed for the concepts

of ‘family’ and kinship; but each attempt

has been challenged by ethnographic

exceptions (for example, some societies

arrange marriages involving a dead member

of a descent group). The universalism versus

cultural particularism debate has loomed

large in the study of kinship.

In anthropology, two larger schools devel-

oped in the study of kinship systems: descent

theory and alliance theory. Both were reac-

tions to evolutionist theory, and directed
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attention away from hypothetical origins

towards social function and structure. The

main proponents of descent theory included

Meyer Fortes, A. R. Radcliffe-Brown, and

E. E. Evans-Pritchard. They suggested that

kinship systems function to ensure that

lineage groups persist over time as political

entities. According to Evans-Pritchard’s

study of segmentary organization among

the Nuer (1951), segmentary systems are

made of descent groups (lineages) organized

around a principle of opposition to one

another. If conflict breaks out between

members of closely related lineages, only

members of those two lineages will be

involved in solving it. If conflict breaks out

between lineages that stand farther away

from each other (distance being measured

by closeness to a common ancestor), larger

descent groups will be involved. If threa-

tened from the outside, the whole Nuer

tribe will be activated as a political unit.

Similar systems of fission and fusion have

been found elsewhere. According to des-

cent theorists, kinship systems may also serve

to allocate rights and duties in societies.

Alliance theory focused on marriage and

the rules surrounding it: kinship systems

exist primarily to create possible marriages.

Claude Lévi-Strauss (1969) distinguished

between ‘complex’ and ‘elementary’ kin-

ship systems. In complex systems, marriage

rules are negative as definitions are pro-

vided only for those one cannot marry

(normally defined by the taboo on incest).

Individual choice in this case is important.

In ‘elementary’ kinship, on the other hand,

a spouse is selected according to much

more sharply defined social rules, which are

positive, singling out the group of persons

one should marry. Cross-cousin marriage

(marrying a cousin related through an

opposite-sex sibling link) is one of the most

favoured types of marriage, and formed part

of Levi-Strauss’s theory of elementary

structures. It is the norm among Dravidian

groups in Southern India, which prescribe

bilateral cross-cousin marriage, and similar

systems have been found among Australian

Aborigines and South American natives.

Analyzing kinship structures among these

‘elementary’ societies, Lévi-Strauss believed

he found a universal ‘atom of kinship’,

consisting of the relations husband/wife

and brother/sister, and father/son and

mother’s brother/sister’s son. The last addi-

tion is crucial because Lévi-Strauss claims that

kinship is primarily a means of creating alli-

ances and reciprocity between descent groups:

hence the role of mother’s brother who has

exchanged his sister for another woman.

Alliance and descent theorists argued

along different paths, as they often repre-

sented (British) functionalist approaches

versus (French) structuralist approaches. It

can also be suggested that the two schools

developed different theories to explain dif-

ferent societies: descent theorists drew

mostly on African data, alliance theorists on

Asian/American data. Yet it is not clear

why descent and marriage should be regar-

ded as separate realities, and many anthro-

pologists have sought to overcome the

dualism between the two directions.

Both approaches have also been criticized

by more actor-oriented scholars. In Outline

of a Theory of Practice, Pierre Bourdieu (1977)

develops a theory of practice drawing on

his fieldwork in Kabylia (Algeria), with a

special focus on marriage strategies. In his

critique of structuralism, Bourdieu uses the

concept of habitus to show how indivi-

duals always seek to manipulate social rules

in order to seek advantage within a

dynamic system. One must distinguish

between formal kinship rules and social

interaction. Kinship ideology may justify

behaviour, but it cannot explain it. Since

the 1980s, kinship studies have occupied a

less central role in anthropology, and have

been partly replaced by a new interest in

ethnicity.

Bourdieu’s study of Kabyle kinship

introduced the important concepts of ‘sym-

bolic power’ and ‘symbolic capital’ to social

theory. Here it is worth thinking about
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how important the role of kinship is to

social theory and to sociologists. Anthro-

pologists tend to focus on ‘kinship-based

societies’ where social arrangements in general

evolve around kinship ties. Sociologists, by

contrast, analyze modern industrialized

societies where political organization, eco-

nomic exchange, education and other pri-

mary social institutions are in theory

reproduced outside the world of kinship.

Sociologists tend to restrict their analysis

the family and household. Here the tendency

has been to see family as part of the private

domain: family is functional to society mostly

as ‘primary socialization’. Talcott Parsons

saw the isolated nuclear family as the ideal

family form for the workforce of industrial

society, and claimed that family had

become ‘on the ‘‘macroscopic’’ levels, almost

completely functionless’ (Parsons 1955: 16).

Family has been related to issues of gender,

personality and role, but less systematically

to social structure. Consequently, the study

of family and kinship has remained some-

what peripheral to mainstream social the-

ory, geared towards social transformations

on the more ‘macroscopic’ level in Western

societies.

Moreover, social theorists since Durkheim

have continuously emphasized the erosion

of the family in industrialized societies.

Such views have typically been based on

claims about growing individualization.

From the 1960s, arguments for a near col-

lapse of the family were also adopted by

feminist and Marxist critical traditions that

saw the (patriarchal) family as oppressive;

here the demise of family became part of a

political program. From the 1990s such

arguments were given further impetus by

the new reproduction technologies.

Yet these views may be challenged. First

of all, the by now old idea of a breakdown

of ‘traditional’ family overlooks how family

forms have always adapted to changing

conditions, frequently surviving the most

radical socio-economic transformations. The

empirical indicators for such a breakdown

are also debatable. Rising divorce figures,

for example, do not necessarily mean that

people care less about marriage; empirically,

they are accompanied by widespread serial

monogamy. It is also noteworthy that one

of the main political demands of homosexual

couples is to be recognized as family. This

may represent a challenge to one type of

family, but is hardly the end of it. Living in

families is still the normative reference

point. Descent groups are also functional

within the economic realm, as a high per-

centage of modern private companies are

family businesses. In (post)industrial socie-

ties, extended kin networks are also acti-

vated in the organization of the workforce,

in money exchanges, and in international

migration. Clientelism and informal net-

working, often kin-based, continue to

exert influence on modern politics.

Furthermore, the ties between public

and private, micro and macro, may be

more intricate than assumed by functional-

ist approaches. Euro-American societies

today practise bilateral descent and mono-

gamy (the mismatch between theory and

practice being part of the system), and late

marriage followed (or preceded) by neo-

locality. When, how and why did this sys-

tem come into being? This is still a matter

of dispute, but the developments of kinship

practices must be related to wider social

arrangements. The Marxist-evolutionist

theory proposed by Engels (1972) that the

nuclear family was a consequence of private

property has not stood the empirical test.

Other authors have since examined the

dialectic between family forms and key

social, political, and economic developments

in European history, including Chris-

tianity, feudalism, and the industrial revo-

lution. In his comparative, long-term

analysis of the European family, Jack Goody

(1983) argues that the nuclear family was

established well before the industrial revo-

lution (see also Macfarlane 1978). Far from

functioning as superstructure to the econ-

omy, the developments of love, inheritance
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and marriage can be seen as causing socio-

economic change. If this is so from a historical

and anthropological perspective, there is little

reason to assume that things are so radically

different in modern societies today. The

question of the interrelation between family

forms and the development of modern insti-

tutions remains open to further research.
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BJØRN THOMASSEN

KNOWLEDGE AND KNOWLEDGE

SOCIETY

Knowledge may be defined broadly as a

capacity for action. This use of the term is

derived from Francis Bacon’s observation

that knowledge is power. The definition of

knowledge as capacity for action indicates

that implementation of knowledge is open,

that it is dependent on or embedded within

the context of specific social, economic and

intellectual conditions.

On this definition too, knowledge is a

peculiar entity with properties unlike those

of commodities or of secrets, for example.

Knowledge exists in objectified and embodied

forms. If sold, it enters other domains – and

yet it remains within the domain of its pro-

ducer. Unlike money, property rights and

symbolic attributes such as titles, knowl-

edge cannot be transmitted instantaneously.

Its acquisition takes time and often is based on

intermediary cognitive capacities and skills.

Despite its reputation, knowledge is virtually

never uncontested. Scientific and technical

knowledge is uniquely important because it

produces incremental capacities for social and

economic action that may be ‘privately

appropriated’ (see property rights), at least

temporarily.

Knowledge has of course always had a

major function in social life. That human

action is knowledge-based might even be

regarded as an anthropological constant. Social

groups, social situations, social interaction

and social roles all depend on, and are

mediated by, knowledge. Power too has

frequently been based on knowledge advan-

tages, not merely on physical strength.

The foundations for the transformation

of modern societies into knowledge socie-

ties continues to be based, as was the case

for industrial society, on changes in the

structure of the economies of advanced

societies. Economic capital – or, more pre-

cisely, the source of economic growth and

value-adding activities – increasingly relies

on knowledge. The transformation of the

structures of the modern economy by

knowledge as a productive force constitutes

the ‘material’ basis and justification for des-

ignating advanced modern society as a knowl-

edge society. The significance of knowledge

grows in all spheres of life and in all social

institutions of modern society.

The historical emergence of knowledge

societies does not occur suddenly; it does

not represent a revolutionary development,

but rather a gradual process during which

the defining characteristics of society

change and new traits emerge.

Until recently, modern society was con-

ceived primarily in terms of property and

labor. On the basis of these attributes, indi-

viduals and groups were able or constrained

KNOWLEDGE AND KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY
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to define their membership in society.

While the traditional attributes of labor and

property certainly have not disappeared

entirely, a new principle, ‘knowledge’, has

been added which, to an extent, challenges

as well as transforms property and labor as

the constitutive mechanisms of society.

The emergence of knowledge societies sig-

nals first and foremost a radical transformation

in the structure of the economy. Productive

processes in industrial society are governed

by factors that have greatly changed in sig-

nificance as preconditions for economic

growth: the dynamics of the supply and

demand for primary products or rawmaterials;

the dependence of employment on pro-

duction; the importance of the manufacturing

sector that processes primary products; the

role of manual labor and the social organi-

zation of work; the role of international trade

in manufactured goods and services; and the

function of time and place in production. The

common denominator of the changing eco-

nomic structure is a shift away from an

economy driven and governed by material

inputs into the productive process and its

organization, toward an economy in which

the transformations of productive and dis-

tributive processes are increasingly determined

by symbolic or knowledge-based inputs.

One of the remarkable consequences of

this transformation is the extent to which

modern societies become fragile. Modern

societies tend to be fragile from the view-

point of those large and once dominant

social institutions that find it increasingly

difficult to impose their will on all of

society. However, from the perspective of

small groups and social movements that are

more uncoupled from the influence of the

traditional large-scale social institutions,

modern societies are not more fragile, at

least in the first instance. For such groups

and social movements, the social transforma-

tions underway mean a gain in their relative

influence and participation, even if typically

mainly in their ability to resist, delay and

alter the objectives of the larger institutions.

Knowledge societies are, to adopt a phrase

from Adam Ferguson, the results of human

action, but often not of deliberate human

design. They emerge as adaptations to persis-

tent but evolving needs and changing cir-

cumstances of human conduct. Among the

most significant transformations in circum-

stances is the continuous ‘enlargement’ of

human action, including an extension of its

‘limits to growth’.

The enlargement in capacities to act occurs

at an uneven pace and to an uneven degree.

The outcome is a hitherto unknown con-

tradiction: an increasingly larger proportion

of the public acquires and exercises political

skills, choosing for example non-institutiona-

lized participation, while the ability of the

state and its agencies to exercise sovereignty

is arrested, and even decreases. It is in this

sense that the growth and broader dis-

semination of knowledge produces greater

uncertainty and contingency rather than the

foundations for a resolution of disagree-

ments or the basis for a more effective

domination by central societal institutions.

Modern societies are also increasingly

vulnerable entities. More specifically, the

economy, the communication or traffic sys-

tems are vulnerable to malfunctions of self-

imposed practices typically designed to avoid

breakdowns. Modern infrastructures and

technological regimes are subject to accidents

including large-scale disasters as the result

of fortuitous, unanticipated human action,

to non-marginal or extreme natural events

that may dramatically undermine the taken-

for-granted routines of everyday life in

modern societies or to deliberate sabotage.

Present-day social systems may be seen to

be fragile and vulnerable entities in yet another

sense. Such fragility results from conduct as

well as the deployment of artifacts designed

to stabilize routine and delimit social action.

This refers specifically to the so-called ‘com-

puter trap’ or, more generally, the unintended

outcomes of intentional social action. In the

process of even more deeply embedding

computers into the social fabric of society,
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that is, re-designing and reengineering large-

scale social and socio-technical systems in

order to manage the complexities of modern

society, novel risks and vulnerabilities are

created.

Hence, a basic fragility is inscribed into

social systems via the deployment of

technical regimes designed to achieve the

opposite, namely to stabilize, constrain,

routinize and even control conduct. Such

an outcome of computerization might be

particularly unexpected, cataclysmic and

far-reaching but does not differ in principle

from the unintended and unanticipated

consequences of the widespread deployment

of other technical devices in the past.

Contemporary societies are also fragile

because individuals are capable, within certain

established rules, of asserting their own inter-

ests by opposing or resisting the – not too

long ago – almost unassailable monopoly of

truth of major societal institutions. That is

to say, legitimate cultural practices based on

the enlargement and diffusion of knowledge

enable a much larger segment of society to

effectively oppose power configurations that

turned out or are apprehended to be tenuous

and brittle.

Among the major but widely invisible

social innovations in modern society is the

immense growth of the ‘civil society’ sector.

This sector provides an organized basis

through which citizens can exercise indivi-

dual initiative in the private pursuit of public

purposes.
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NICO STEHR

KRACAUER, SIEGFRIED (1889–1966)

German theorist

Kracauer is best known for his post-war

studies in film theory. A trained architect,

Kracauer devoted himself to philosophical

and sociological inquiry after the First

World War, becoming a journalist and edi-

tor for the Frankfurter Zeitung in the 1920s.

His early studies included On Suffering under

Knowledge and the Desire for the Deed (1917),

Sociology as Science (1920–22), On Expres-

sionism (1918), Georg Simmel (1919) and The

Detective Novel (1922–25). These works

stressed the ‘spiritual homelessness’ of the

rationalized modern condition – a theme

also underpinning his ethnographic study of

Berlin’s burgeoning white-collar work-

force, The Salaried Masses (1929). A prolific

‘feuilletonist’ and perceptive film reviewer,

Kracauer deciphered modern metropolitan

culture as ‘organized distraction’, prefiguring

the Frankfurt School’s thesis of the ‘culture

industry’. Written in exile in Paris (1933–
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41), his ‘societal biography’, Jacques Offen-

bach and the Paris of His Time ([1937] 2002)

explores the cultural habits of the Parisian

bourgeoisie under the Second Empire

through the life and work of its leading

composer. Escaping to New York in 1941,

Kracauer began work on From Caligari to

Hitler (1949), a study tracing the develop-

ment of authoritarian tendencies in Wei-

mar Germany as manifested in popular

cinema. Theory of Film (1960) examines the

fundamental properties of the cinematic med-

ium, arguing that the camera’s inherent ability

to penetrate physical reality promises to

redeem qualities lost through the disenchant-

ment of the world.
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LACAN, JACQUES (1901–1981)

French psychoanalyst

Lacan’s linguistic and philosophical

reworking of psychoanalysis has strongly

influenced cultural, literary and gender

theories. The most important aspect of

Lacan’s theory is the concept of a decentred

or divided subject as an effect of language

that structures the unconscious. Alongside

Freud, Lacan was influenced by Hegel,

Lévi-Strauss and structuralist linguists (see

structuralism). Lacan’s fundamental classi-

fication system is built around the terms of

the imaginary, the real and the symbolic,

each of which describe different aspects of

psychoanalytical experience (see symbol).

The concept of desire, particularly of

unconscious desire, is also at the centre of

Lacan’s thought. This socially constituted

desire as ‘desire of the Other’ (Lacan 1977)

does not tend toward an object, but is a

relation to a lack that is described by Lacan

as a lack of a signifier or as lack of being, a

term used by Lacan as synonymous with

castration. Although Lacan’s definition of

castration and the phallus is not determined

by biological thoughts like Freud’s, his

concepts have been critized as phallocentric

by feminist theorists (Grosz 1990) and by

Derrida (1975) (see phallocentrism).
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MICHAELA WÜNSCH

LANGUAGE

Language is a system of conventional signs,

both auditory (speech) and visual (writing),

used by people for a huge variety of cog-

nitive, practical and social tasks. A distinc-

tion should be made between langue, the

system of signs considered abstractly, and

parole, the system in use by people in

everyday life (Saussure 1974).

Language uses include drawing attention

to something, ‘Voilà!’; controlling other peo-

ple, ‘Get the bread!’; expressing personal
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experiences and states of mind, ‘That hurts’;

describing situations and objects, ‘The car

was black’; creating institutions by discussing

and agreeing a constitution, and many

others, including giving verdicts, speculating,

apologizing, and so on. The study of lan-

guage has traditionally been divided into

semantics, the study of meaning, syntax, the

study of grammar, and pragmatics, the study

of linguistic practices. The distinctness of

these categories has been brought into

question in various ways.

Meaning has been variously defined as

the object or state of affairs signified by a

word or sentence, as a mental image asso-

ciated with the word or sentence, and as the

use to which people routinely put a linguistic

sign. Objections to the idea of meaning as

object signified include the problem of words

which do not seem to refer to anything, for

example, the numerals. Objections to the

idea of meaning as mental association point

out that in order to make use of an association

to grasp the meaning of a word one must

already know the meaning of the accom-

panying image.

Saussure (1974) argued that a sound or

mark can serve as a sign if it has a place in a

network of relations with other similar

entities (see semiotics). On the syntagmatic

dimension, a sign has a place in an open

sequence of sign-structures; for example, a

word in a sequence of sentences. On the

paradigmatic dimension, the appearance of

a certain sound or mark is a sign if it is

understood to exclude other signs. For

example, hearing ‘horse’ excludes hearing

‘donkey’ or ‘car’. A sound or mark that has

a place in a sign system can acquire specific

meanings in various ways (see also symbol).

Language is not only a system adapted to

communication between one person and

others. It is also the main medium of cogni-

tion. A great deal of thinking, remembering,

forecasting, planning, classifying, and so on, is

realized in linguistic forms (see classification).

This raises the question of whether differences

between languages are reflected in differ-

ences between cognitive processes in

diverse cultures (see culture). For example,

how, if at all, do differences in colour

vocabularies affect discriminations of col-

ours? According to Whorf (1956), there is a

strong link between linguistic resources and

cognition, perception, emotion and other

psychological aspects of human life. Anthro-

pologists have pointed to significant differ-

ences in emotion vocabularies that seem to

be related to differences in the repertoires

of emotions expressible in diverse cultures

(Lutz 1988).

A similar issue has been raised with respect

to the possibility of a link between social

relations and linguistic resources. Pronouns

differ greatly between languages, and there is

some evidence that the expression of social

relations is both inhibited and facilitated

there by. The differences in second person

between English and other European lan-

guages illustrate this phenomenon (Brown

and Gillman 1960). The impoverishment of

the English second person vocabulary can be

associated with changes in the structure of

English society in the seventeenth century.

Language use is bound by unstable and

ephemeral but locally demanding standards

of correctness. The concept of ‘rule’ seems

handy for expressing linguistic norms. Tra-

ditionally, ‘grammar’ consisted of the rules

for the locally correct construction of sen-

tences, with respect to the standard pattern

of word classes, thus, in French that the

adjective usually follows the noun, ‘Le ballon

rouge’. Wittgenstein extended the use of the

word ‘grammar’ to cover all kinds of nor-

mativity in language, including conventions

of meaning. Along with that, he made a

wider use of the concept of a rule, includ-

ing not only rule as explicit instruction, but

rule as a metaphor for any kind of normative

constraint, whatever its psychological status,

blurring the sharp distinction between syntax

and semantics (see also discourse).

Pragmatics has also been assimilated to the

rule-following model. The study of perfor-

mative uses of language, initiated by J. L.
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Austin (1959), showed a parallel between

the truth conditions for correct descriptive

uses of a sentence, and the felicity conditions

for an effective performative use. These

included such conditions as the right of a

person using the sentence to perform that

particular social act. Only a judge can sentence

someone to a term in gaol. Austin dis-

tinguished between the illocutionary force of

an utterance, the special act thereby per-

formed, and the perlocutionary effect,

whatever is brought about by the perfor-

mance of that social act. The words of the

wedding ceremony bring about a marriage,

which has all sorts of long and short con-

sequences. Austin’s analysis of the uses of

language to perform social acts has been

influential in discursive psychology, an

approach which is based on the idea that

the social world is largely a symbolic con-

struction in which language plays a funda-

mental part (see social constructionism).

Instead of three distinct sub-disciplines

constitutive of the science of language, we

have three aspects of the one approach, based

on diversity of uses and adherence to norms.

The question of whether there are com-

mon elements in all languages has been

debated with respect to Chomsky’s (1986)

thesis of a universal grammar, and Wierz-

bicka’s (1992) claim to have identified several

semantic universals. The idea of a universal

syntax is tied in with the distinction between

surface and deep grammar, the former

derived from the latter by rules of transfor-

mation. For example, noun phrase/verb

phrase (NP/VP) is a universal which can be

transformed into a sentence by applying such

rules as ‘Noun phrase to noun plus adjective’.

If there are universal grammatical features

of all human languages, what is their origin?

Chomsky’s claim is based on the idea that

human beings are equipped from birth with

a LAD, a language acquisition device, which

extracts linguistic forms from the infant’s

environment. The LAD is inherited.

Underlying this claim is the belief that lan-

guage is too complex for it to be learned

from the speech of others by generalizing

from particular cases. Alternative proposals

include Bruner’s thesis of a common culture,

especially mother–infant games, in the

course of which an infant acquires the basic

principles of its language (see play and game).

Wierzbicka points to a number of

semantic features common to all lexicons,

such as words for the first person, for

reference to objects in the environment, for

negation and so on. These features provide

an analytical scheme for extracting the root

meanings of any vocabulary. However,

they pick out features at a high level of

abstraction, while individual languages dif-

fer in how these features are realized.

Natural languages display many instances

of words with a variety of uses. Are there

linguistic essences, underlying common

meanings which account for the use of the

same word with apparently different

meanings? Wittgenstein identified the

assumption that there are linguistic essences

as a prime source of philosophical errors.

He introduced the idea of family resem-

blances, patterns of similarities and differ-

ences in the use of a word, which, once

revealed, dispel the error. The word ‘rule’

is an important case, since it is a mistake to

think that all uses of the word imply a

process of following an instruction.

The phenomenon of indexicality raises

doubts about the stability of meanings even

in the short run. An indexical is a word, like

‘now’, the meaning of which depends on the

current situation of its use. It has been

argued that all uses of words are to some

degree indexical, the meaning depending

on the actual situation of use. This leads to the

question of how languages grow. One way

is through the displacement of concepts; the

use of words established in one context in a

new environment, and in general ‘metaphor’.

A metaphorical use of a word is not a

comparison, that is, it is not a condensed

simile. In an example such as ‘My pen is my

sword’ the meanings of both ‘pen’ and ‘sword’

are transformed in a mutual interaction.

LANGUAGE
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Continual use of the metaphor can perma-

nently enlarge the meaning of words. The

sciences are rich in examples of metaphors

which have given rise to new terminology,

suited to the expression of novel ideas; for

example, Darwin’s metaphor of ‘natural

selection’ for the process of evolution. The

vocabulary that has grown up to describe

the use and characteristics of computers has

a rich metaphorical base, ‘saving’, ‘crash-

ing’, ‘hacking’, ‘virus’, and so on. Lan-

guages can also be enlarged by explicit

formal definitions of new terms.
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ROM HARRÉ

LATOUR, BRUNO (1947– )

French theorist

The work of Bruno Latour is most closely

associated with social studies of science

and actor-network theory. However, since

the early 1990s his concerns have increas-

ingly turned towards the study of politics,

and the relations between science and pol-

itics, an interest that emerged explicitly in

We Have Never Been Modern (1993) and is

developed further in The Politics of Nature

(2003).

Latour’s work first became widely known

following the publication (with Steve Wool-

gar) of Laboratory Life: The Social Construction

of Scientific Facts (1986), a pioneering eth-

nographic study of a scientific laboratory

(see social constructionism). The title of the

book is, however, misleading, and indeed

was corrected in the second edition. For the

idea of social construction implied the

existence of a ‘society’ that was distinct

from ‘nature’. On the contrary, for Latour,

what needed to be explained was how the

separation of the realm of nature from

society was locally achieved through scientific

practice, not given. In Latour’s account,

scientific facts are neither mere fictions, nor

do they exist independently of the labora-

tories and technical apparatuses that sustain

and circulate them. As he made clear in

Pandora’s Hope (1999), his argument is a

metaphysical one. In his account, there is

no essential distinction between social and

natural, or between human and non-human

entities. Instead, all entities are entangled in

relations with others, an idea signified

through terms such as actor-network, asso-

ciation and collective. In his writings on

politics Latour interrogates what he terms

the modern constitution that restricts poli-

tics to the realm of society, and at the same

time points towards an analysis of the con-

struction of both political and scientific

forms of representation.
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ANDREW BARRY

LAW AND LEGALITY

Social theory of law is concerned with the

theoretical analysis of law in society. In a

broad sense, it forms part of the law-and-

society movement and of socio-legal stud-

ies. However, it constitutes something of a

conundrum: it is a hybrid insofar as it is

neither legal philosophy nor sociological

theory, although borrowing major insights

from both disciplines.

Social theory of law differs from strict

normativist and empiricist approaches. It

comprises both interdisciplinary theorizing

and attempts to form a separate discipline.

Within social theory of law we can distinguish

middle-range theories, such as dispute pro-

cessing, from grand theory discussing founda-

tions of law in society, such as legal positivism,

legal pluralism and legal autopoiesis.

The beginnings of social theory of law

can be traced back to the sociological clas-

sics and early sociologists of law. Most of

these approaches were influenced by the

concerns of Neo-Kantian philosophers and

were aimed at an understanding of the

conditions that enable social and economic

processes to occur (see Kantianism and

Neo-Kantianism). This is particularly true

for the sociology of law of Max Weber

(1967). His social theory of law emphasizes

three aspects of modern law: (1) its coercive

character; (2) its formal logical rationality;

and (3) its function as the main source of

legitimation of power (see legitimacy and

legitimation. In section 6 of his ‘Basic

Sociological Terms’ in the opening chapter

of Economy and Society, Weber introduces

the following definition of law: ‘An order

will be called. . .‘‘law’’ if it is externally

guaranteed by the probability that physical

or psychological coercion will be applied

by a staff of people in order to bring about

compliance or avenge violation’ (1967: 5).

In the section of Economy and Society enti-

tled ‘Sociology of Law’, Weber distin-

guishes four modes of legal thinking based

on distinct forms of legal rationality: (1)

substantive irrationality; (2) formal irra-

tionality; (3) substantive rationality; and (4)

logically formal rationality. In his political

sociology, law plays a crucial role in rela-

tion to domination and power for which it

serves as the predominant form of legit-

imation in modern society, largely repla-

cing tradition and charisma.

Neo-Kantianism also provides the philo-

sophical background for Eugen Ehrlich

(2002), Weber’s contemporary, who wrote

the first textbook on the sociology of law.

Ehrlich’s concept of ‘living law’ was a

frontal attack on legal positivism and law-

yer’s law that is exclusively concerned with

official statutory norms. Ehrlich insisted on

the importance of customary law for legal

and in particular judicial practice. In his

view, society, and not the state, is the ulti-

mate source of norm production. His prac-

tical jurisprudence emphasizes the

dependency of law enforcement and legal

sanctions on the existence of social sanc-

tions.

Ehrlich’s living law concept was influen-

tial in American debates on legal realism

and in legal anthropology where it figured

prominently in debates about legal pluralism

(see also pluralism). The theory of legal

pluralism was originally developed as a cri-

tical assessment of the relationship of colo-

nial and indigenous law, thereby arguing

for a horizontal rather than vertical arrange-

ment of these legal orders. In a second wave,

legal pluralism was applied in studies of

contemporary modern law in which a

multitude of legal orders operating next to

each other were discovered in Western law

(Griffiths, Galanter, Benda-Beckmann).

More recently, in a third wave, the concept

of legal pluralism has been used to analyze

the multiplicity of sources from which the

new global law derives (Teubner) (see glo-

balization).
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Social theory of law is influenced in

many ways by its opposite which is widely

regarded to be the theory of legal positivism.

Legal positivism has been the dominant

theory of law among legal practitioners for

most of the past two centuries. Its main

characteristic is the rejection of natural law

and any other theory postulating that law

has a basis outside of law. Most versions of

legal positivism share the assumption of a

strict separation ofmoral and legal questions.

Whereas the English tradition of legal

positivism (Austin, Bentham, Hart, Raz)

emphasizes the sovereignty of parliament

and the rule of law as key elements of the

legal order (Dicey 1981), the continental

European school of legal positivism (Kelsen

1967) is mainly concerned with the logical

character of a system of legal norms. For

Kelsen, the only relevant question of a

‘pure theory of law’ pertains to the validity

of law. In his view, the modern legal sys-

tem is capable of justifying itself because the

validity of any legal norm can be established

by reference to a higher ranking norm. At

the apex of the hierarchy of norms rests the

basic norm which is a logical presumption

rather than a really existing norm. In Kel-

sen’s theory, legality and the rule of law are

internal affairs of the legal order.

Legal positivism has been criticized from

different directions. A prominent critic of

Kelsen was Carl Schmitt (2004) who

emphasized the limits of parliamentary

norm production. For Schmitt, legal posi-

tivism robs the concept of law of every

substantive relationship to reason and jus-

tice and overlooks the interplay of legality

and (political) legitimacy. It renders law

defenceless against abuse by dictators. (This

criticism was, however, ironic, as Schmitt

was later to compromise himself by support

for Hitler’s dictatorship, and has been

regarded by many critics as an apologist for

fascist politics.)

Contemporary social theory of law has to

some extent taken up issues discussed

between Kelsen and Schmitt in the debate

about the autonomy of law. A radical

approach to redefine the concept of modern

law as completely autonomous is proposed

by social systems theory. For Niklas Luh-

mann, legal positivism is successful as a theory

of reflection in the legal system because it

understands the need for self-justification of

the system and its closure to its environ-

ment (Luhmann 1985, 2004). Luhmann

developed his systems theory of law in

three stages. First, law is conceptualized in

relation to expectations generated in society

whereby law’s function consists in congruent

generalization of structures of expectations

along meaning dimensions. Second, law is

defined as a system of communication that

is capable of reproducing itself on the basis

of self-reference of specific legal communi-

cations (legal ‘autopoiesis’). And third, law is

analyzed as part of the world society in

which a genuine world law emerges.

Günther Teubner (1993) has, by applying

abstract systems theory to specific discussions

in law, developed a social theory of law

called ‘reflexive law’. Prominent topics in

Teubner’s reflexive law are a system-specific

legal epistemology, processes of juridifica-

tion of social spheres and the reformulation

of the history of law in terms of evolu-

tionary theory. Teubner is especially

known for his insights on legal regulation,

self-regulation and regulatory failure. Fur-

ther, he has analyzed new legal constructs

that combine notions of contract and

organization in establishing networks.

These so-called legal hybrids include joint

ventures, corporate groups and franchises,

which he discusses both from a jurisprudential

and a doctrinal perspective.

A quite distinct path is followed by nor-

mative social theories of law. Most promi-

nent is John Rawls’s (1971) A Theory of

Justice. Rawls’s theory combines Kantian

concepts with traditions of utilitarianism,

liberalism, and social contract theory. Jus-

tice for Rawls constitutes the main aspect

for the justification of modern law and

social order (see social justice). Central to
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Rawls’s theory of justice is recourse to an idea

of social contract which is translated into

the concept of an original position in which,

behind a veil of ignorance, two main princi-

ples of justice are adopted, centring on

redistribution offset by the ‘priority of liberty’.

Another example of a normative social

theory of law is Jürgen Habermas’s (1996)

discourse theory of law. His thinking about

law aims at the normative and ethical

foundation of modern law. Central is the

concern with legitimation and why modern

law is dependent on the possibility of a

discourse to resolve claims that challenge

its validity. Habermas’s theory of law ori-

ginally formed part of a general theory of

communicative action that distinguishes

between law as a medium and law as an

institution. In Between Facts and Norms

(1996), he advanced his theory of law to

include analyses of the modern constitu-

tional and welfare state, the rule of law,

and democracy in civil society. In parti-

cular, the distinction between facticity and

normativity is now seen as constitutive of

the inherent tension in modern law.
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RALF ROGOWSKI

LEFEBVRE, HENRI (1901–1991)

French theorist

Underpinning all Lefebvre’s work is a

detailed engagement with the writings of

Marx, and the relation of his work to other

philosophers, notably Hegel, Nietzsche

and Heidegger. Lefebvre held that Marx

(both his early and late work) was in need

of supplementation with ideas drawn from

other sources. But these other elements

demanded immanent critique, aimed at

stripping away their mystifying or reac-

tionary tendencies. In this sense, Lefebvre’s

readings were close to the way Marx him-

self read Hegel. Lefebvre was particularly

interested in the concept of alienation

which he read in Hegel and Marx’s writ-

ings and compared to Heidegger’s idea of

the everyday (see also phenomenology).

Lefebvre saw alienation under capitalism as

no longer confined to the economic sphere

but found in social and cultural life in the

widest sense. This theme ran throughout

his work, notably in the three volumes of

LEFEBVRE, HENRI (1901–1991)
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the Critique of Everyday Life (1991, 2002,

2003). Rural and urban life in France was a

long-term concern, leading to his most cited

work, The Production of Space (1991), which

analyzes the philosophy, politics and political

economyof space (see space and place). This

was partnered by an ongoing rethinking of

the categories of time and history. Lefebvre

wrote extensively on a wide range of

topics, and English language work has yet

to fully take the measure of this output.
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STUART ELDEN

LEGITIMACY AND LEGITIMATION

When and why do people comply and

cooperate with authority? When and why

do human beings obey? For Max Weber

(1978), obedience is determined by highly

robust motives of fear and hope – fear of

the vengeance of the power-holder and

hope for reward (see power). Voluntary

compliance may arise from simple habitua-

tion or the most purely rational calculation

of advantage. Yet, as Weber claims, for

authority to achieve a sufficiently reliable

and permanent basis, more than custom, per-

sonal advantage, and purely affectual or ideal

motives, are needed. Voluntary compliance

is complemented by an acceptance by the

ruled of the validity of the claims put for-

ward by the ruler (and his or her staff).

These claims depend on acceptance that

there are inner justifications for the exercise

of their rule and for their expectation to

find obedience for their commands. Obe-

dience to authority may therefore be based

on the belief in the legitimacy of domina-

tion. Ideal-typically, the ultimate grounds

of the validity of domination may be the

authority of the ‘eternal yesterday’, as in

‘traditional’ domination (see tradition); the

authority of the extraordinary and personal

charisma of an individual, as in ‘charis-

matic’ domination; and, finally, the

authority of rationally created legal rules on

the basis of constitutionally correct proce-

dures (see law and legality). Yet how

beliefs in legitimacy are generated, Weber

does not discuss in any detail. Randall

Collins (1986) has, controversially, argued

that legitimacy for Weber was tied to the

power position of the state in the interna-

tional arena (see state and nation–state).

Domestic legitimacy is the good sought by

political leaders when they engage in

external military competition with other

states. Military success and ‘Great Power’

status generate feelings of legitimacy, while

defeat leads to a crisis of legitimacy.

Even if this did indeed identify a key

reason proffered by Weber for a psycholo-

gical disposition to accept claims of legiti-

macy, however, it does not address the

question of the conditions under which

normative validity claims (innere Rechtferti-

gungsgründe) may be successfully redeemed.

Habermas’s theory of ‘discourse ethics’, in

general, and the theory of deliberative

democracy, in particular, have focused on

this question. According to Cohen and

Arato (1992: 347–8), drawing on Habermas,

the principle of discourse ethics postulates

that ‘a norm of action has validity only if all

those possibly affected by it (and by the

side-effects of its application) would, as

participants in a practical discourse, arrive at
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a (rationally motivated) agreement that

such a norm should come into or remain in

force’. This principle contains a theory of

legitimation as it proposes to consider as

legitimate only those norms and institutions

that would be validated by individuals who

engage in a practical discourse. But for such

a discourse to produce a rational consensus

on the validity of a norm and its institutio-

nalization, procedures must be in place

that give all those affected an equal chance

to partake in the public deliberations and to

initiate and continue communication

unconstrained by economic or political

force on the basis of a mutual and reciprocal

recognition of each by all as autonomous,

rational subjects whose claims will be

acknowledged if supported by valid argu-

ments. There is no assumption – such as is

made by David Beetham (1991) – that the

norms that ground legitimacy claims can

only be justified by reference to beliefs

shared by both dominant and subordinate.

On the contrary, not only is there no

reference to shared beliefs, but there is also

no closure with regard to either the ques-

tion as to which items may be put on the

agenda of conversation or the identity of

the participants to the conversation. Indeed,

the community of communicants is open to

each person or group that can justifiably

show that they are relevantly affected by

the proposed norm under question (see

values and norms).

Beetham is right, however, to identify

two concerns which, in particular, need

normative justification. First, who or what

is the rightful source of authority (if not

‘the people’, for example, then who?).

Second, what are the proper ends and

standards of government? Legitimacy claims

are the concern not only of discourse ethics

and the analyst but, above all, of political

contestation and the citizen. Legitimacy

depends not only on words but also on

deeds. For authority to be legitimate, it

needs confirmation by express consent or

affirmation of appropriate subordinates.

When consent or recognition is publicly

withdrawn or withheld, authority is dele-

gitimized. What counts as consent? The

conventions prevailing in a particular society

are a starting point for addressing this question;

but they, in turn, must also meet the

legitimacy requirement to be relevant in

the context of the assessment of the legiti-

macy of a particular system of domination.
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ROLAND AXTMANN

LEISURE

There are two distinct but not unrelated

etymological sources of modern under-

standings of leisure. There is the French

word loisir, from the Latin root licere. Licere

is interesting because it reveals ambiva-

lence: on the one hand, leisure implies

freedom; on the other hand it implies per-

mission or licence. The other etymological

source is the Greek term skholé which at its

most basic level means to be free from

obligation. Like licere, however, skholé has a

more complex meaning and was considered

by the Greeks to be an ideal state guided by

the appreciation of moderation. In this

LEISURE
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sense, skholé was an elitist theorization that

considered leisure to be a serious business –

both a privileged and studious occupation –

which was suggestive of a restrictive econ-

omy of pleasure. What this contained was

the tacit acknowledgment of an affiliation

between leisure and work.

In modern social thought the significance

of work for understanding leisure has also

loomed large. In The Theory of the Leisure

Class (1899), Thorstein Veblen established

the notion of leisure as a means of con-

spicuous consumption for those who had

no need to work and who used it as means

of acquiring reputability and status. In

their neo-Marxist account of leisure in

industrializing Britain, Clarke and Critcher

(1985: 53) suggest that for the majority of

working class people at this time leisure

did not exist in the modern sense and

‘work and leisure intermingled’. The public

house was the well-spring of most popular

working-class pastimes which were often

accompanied with overt violence and bru-

tality as well as drinking. But by the early to

mid-1800s the kinds of leisure forms that

popular culture had traditionally promoted

were increasingly seen through the eyes of

establishment figures as problematic, sig-

nifying a social class struggle over leisure.

In explaining this change in outlook, scho-

lars have identified two major factors: on

the one hand, the emergence of a civilizing

trend (Elias 1994) in relations between

state formation and changes in individual

conduct, including new forms of morality

and controlled, ordered and self-improving

leisure forms (Cunningham 1980) (see

civilization), and on the other, the sup-

pression of the threat posed by extant forms

of popular culture to the emergence of

clock-time paid work.

What could not have been anticipated at

this time was what would in the 1900s

become a mass consumer market for leisure

and with it the idea of leisure as cultural

competition for ‘distinction’ between differ-

ent status groups across the social spectrum

(Bourdieu 1984). Yet despite these massive

changes in the ways people were now

experiencing leisure, a number of scholars

continued to theorize the concept as little

more than a domesticated modern under-

standing of skholé (Parker 1983; Stebbins

1999).

In response to these functionalist

accounts, other scholars have suggested that

leisure activities are not necessarily structu-

rally prescribed and expected by individuals

to reflect their own individual choices and

tastes. Csikszentmihalyi (1974) argued that

the definitive illustration of leisure of this

kind is that characterized by flow, or the

existential experience of total involvement

in leisure activities freely chosen, which are

self-rewarding and contain an uncertainty

of outcome that allows for individual

creativity.

Most contemporary leisure scholars have

avoided elitist and individualist under-

standings of leisure and have developed

some innovative analyses to uncover the

inequalities of class, gender, ethnicity, age

and disability which tend to establish and

limit opportunities for leisure. This has

spawned a range of empirical studies, but

some of the best theoretical work on leisure

in Britain has come from Chris Rojek. His

Capitalism and Leisure Theory (1985) helped

to establish leisure studies as a serious area

of academic study, while his Decentring Lei-

sure (1995) provides a radical critique sug-

gestive of a postmodern theory of leisure

which recognizes that if today human lives

are marked by their freedom from the

hegemony of any one specific meaning it is

concepts such as risk, contingency, frag-

mentation, speed, change and de-differ-

entiation which best reveal the complexity

of leisure in those lives. This decentring of

leisure is also related to another key aspect

of Rojek’s critique, which argues that if

leisure cannot be separated from other

aspects of people’s lives, then the study of

leisure should better proceed as cultural

studies.
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TONY BLACKSHAW

LÉVI-STRAUSS, CLAUDE GUSTAVE

(1908– )

Belgian-born anthropologist

An exponent of structuralist anthro-

pology, Lévi-Strauss rejected evolutionary,

empiricist, historicist or humanist approa-

ches to cultural inquiry, instead treating

social order, subjectivity and symbolic cul-

ture as products or effects of basic structural

relations. He proposed that myths, ritual,

kinship and exchange involve systems of

classification in which binary categories

are combined or transformed according to

specific rules, producing a range of cultu-

rally-specific outcomes. Such categories

condition mythical thought but escape its

comprehension. The task of science is to

make them evident in a way that myth itself

cannot. Lévi-Strauss suggested that compara-

tive studies of the semiotic organization of

myth could demonstrate cognitive universals

of human thought. In making this claim, he

challenged essentialist distinctions between

science and myth, ‘primitive’ and ‘modern’,

echoing Durkheim’s positing of structural

affinities between science and religion

(though Lévi-Strauss located these in psy-

chology rather than in the social). His the-

oretical insights were taken up by Althusser,

Lacan, and Barthes, and provoked a critical

response from Derrida concerning Lévi-

Strauss’s ambiguous treatment of certain

binaries (e.g., nature/culture) as both

topics of and resources for scientific

inquiry; an ambiguity implicated in his

reflections on the status of science itself.

There is a danger in reducing Lévi-Strauss

to a marker in debates over structuralism

and post-structuralism: he was an elegant

and catholic writer on many topics,

including music, and his work resists easy

categorization. His superb anthropological

memoir, Tristes Tropiques ([1955] 1974),

combines recollections of his Brazilian field-

work with compelling philosophical insight.
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LIBERALISM

Liberalism has a long pedigree, preceding

the other major ideologies of modernity –

conservatism, socialism and fascism –

which to a great extent have defined

themselves in opposition to various of lib-

eralism’s tenets. The liberal emphasis on

individual liberties, initially from the

church, then from the state, arose out of

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in

Europe shaped by the Protestant

Reformation – especially the notion of the

priesthood of all believers, which defined

individuals as relating directly to God

without the mediation of priests or pope.

In the eighteenth century Enlightenment,

the liberal call for the freedom of the indi-

vidual found its voice in opposition to the

monarchical state built upon the divine

right of kings. Thus, the two great political

revolutions of this era – the American

(1776) and the French (1789) – were carried

out in the name of the rights of man: ‘We

hold these truths to be self-evident, that all

men are created equal, that they are

endowed by their Creator with certain

inalienable Rights, that among these are

Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness.

That to secure these Rights, Governments

are instituted among Men, deriving their

just powers from the consent of the governed’

(American Declaration of Independence,

1776).

Anticipated here are some of the key

principles of contemporary liberalism and

democracy and democratization. Human

nature is defined as fundamentally unen-

cumbered, rather than socially constituted;

individuals are seen as innately free and

rational. For John Locke, who expounded

a theory of natural rights, humans beings

are born ‘in a state of perfect freedom, to

order their actions and dispose of their

possessions, and persons, as they see fit’

([1690] 1988). To put Locke’s point

another way: their predisposition to ration-

ality and freedom means that individuals are

capable of running their own lives in

opposition to paternalism, involving

guardians – whether of the church or the

state – who claim to define how to live the

good life. As Tom Paine, whose Rights of

Man ([1791] 2000) was a key early state-

ment of the liberal rejection of traditional

authority, put it: ‘my own mind is my own

church’. Since the pursuit of happiness is a

matter for individuals, liberal government is

understood as necessary, not in upholding

the good life but as instrumental to indivi-

dual freedom. Government therefore

requires the consent of the people and

should also be limited in scope, with indi-

viduals protected from over-extensive,

oppressive, government by sets of rights,

such as to freedom of religion, speech and

association.

The place of limited government within

liberalism has, however, been the source of

its major schism in the past hundred years.

Nineteenth-century forms of liberalism –

following Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations

(1776) arguing that the free market con-

stitutes a ‘system of natural liberty’ – cele-

brated the capacity of the market economy,

free from government interference, to pro-

vide equal opportunity for all. The free

market was here seen in contrast to feudal

society, where social station, and with it

economic opportunity, were determined at

birth. So strong was this Victorian attach-

ment to limited government intervention

in the market economy, or laissez-faire, that

for John Stuart Mill ‘every departure from

it, unless required by some great good, is a

certain evil’. As the nineteenth century

wore on, however, the market-capitalist

society was seen to have created its own,

extreme, inequalities, apparently falsifying

the notion that the negative freedom (free-

dom as non-interference) offered by the

market provided equal opportunities for all.

Subsequently, the so-called new liberalism

of the late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries, which in turn influenced the

development of welfare state liberalism in

the inter- and post-war period, argued that
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freedom from poverty (or positive free-

dom) was indispensable to genuine equal-

ity of opportunity, and that only the state

could achieve this through redistributive

interventions in markets as a means to pro-

viding goods such as education and uni-

versal health care.

By the 1970s, however, a new move in

liberal philosophy – ‘neo-liberalism’ –

argued that liberalism must abandon this

statist path and ‘return’ to a minimal state

philosophy prioritizing negative over posi-

tive freedoms. Neo-liberalism was heavily

influenced by the philosophy of market

libertarians such as Robert Nozick, who

argued that the welfare state, in taxing its

citizens, transgressed fundamental rights of

self-ownership in the pursuit of social

goods. According to Nozick (2001) there

are no social goods, only individual goods.

Taxation is therefore a form of economic

slavery, forcibly appropriating what has

been legitimately acquired by individuals

through free exchange in the market. It was

on the basis of this individualistic view of

society, and subsequent hostility to the

collectivist politics of redistribution, that

neo-liberal politicians such as Britain’s

Margaret Thatcher argued for ‘rolling back’

the state from the market in the form of

policies such as the privatization of state-

owned industries.

A central debate within contemporary

liberalism concerns applying liberal princi-

ples to multiculturalism. This revolves

around the extent to which liberalism is

neutral between visions of the good life.

For philosophers such as John Rawls, lib-

eralism is capable of providing an ‘over-

lapping consensus’ between otherwise very

different forms of life and community. It is

uniquely a political doctrine, rather than a

substantive view of the good (Rawls 1993).

For some multiculturalists, however, the

liberal emphasis on individual rights as the

framework for compromise in pluralist

societies prioritizes secular individualism

over other models of the good life that

instead privilege community in various

ways (see pluralism and communitarianism).

Liberalism, retreating from its universalistic

assertions, must therefore recognize the

particular claims of communities in the

form of group rights (see Kymlicka 1995).

Traditional, individualistic liberalism has

also been criticized recently, particularly by

feminist theory, for its ‘difference blind-

ness’. This approach to managing diversity,

it is argued, far from preventing dis-

crimination, actually reinforces the exclu-

sion of disempowered groups who may have

different needs that require acknowledgment –

for example, through positive discrimination

legislation (see Young 1990). For opponents

of this view, such as Brian Barry (2001), lib-

eralism is either a doctrine of individual

freedom – positing equal rights and

opportunities – or it is not liberalism at all.

Citizens of liberal societies must be able to

voluntarily choose or reject community, and

this requires that they be seen as individuals

first, with certain rights attached, and mem-

bers of a community second.
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LIBERATION

See: emancipation

LIBERTY

See: freedom

LIFEWORLD

The concept of the lifeworld originates in

the phenomenological philosophy of Edmund

Husserl (see phenomenology). It denotes

the world as lived; the lifeworld is the lived

world. As such, it can be contrasted to the

world as construed by science. Where

science construes space in abstract geome-

trical terms, space, as we live, it is arranged

around us; near and far, high and low, left

and right. Likewise, where science con-

strues the human body narrowly, in terms

of physiological mechanisms, in the life-

world, bodies are moral, aesthetic and

expressive beings. The contrast between

science and the lifeworld, and particularly

the tendency of science to bracket out or

deny aspects of it, are a source of critique,

both philosophical and social, for Husserl.

The lifeworld is socially ‘constructed’.

The world as we live it is a world which we

perceive, think about and where we act in

habitual and typified ways. Alfred Schutz,

in particular, developed this aspect of the

concept. An exploration of the lifeworld,

for Schutz, is an exploration of the ‘typifi-

cations’, assumptions, ‘recipe knowledge’

and habitual orientations that inform an

agent’s experiences and actions (see type

and typification). Such exploration is an

essential component of any action-theoretic,

interpretative social science (see action).

Jürgen Habermas (1987) develops this

notion in his work, fusing it with Parsons’s

concept of the ‘societal community’. The

lifeworld, for Habermas, is the world of

everyday life, the ‘space’ in which identities,

norms, culture and knowledge are repro-

duced. He revives the critical element of

the concept, moreover, by suggesting that

this everyday world is now under threat

from colonization by the structures of the

economy and the state or the social sys-

tem.
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NICK CROSSLEY

LIMINALITY

The technical meaning of liminality derives

from anthropological studies of ritual pas-

sages in small-scale societies. Ritual passages

(such as the transition from boyhood to

manhood) were conceptualized by Arnold

van Gennep ([1909] 1960) as made up of

three steps: (1) separation; (2) liminality;

and (3) reintegration. During liminality, the

initiands live outside their normal environ-

ment and are brought to question their self

and the existing social order through a ser-

ies of rituals that often involve acts of pain:

the initiands come to feel nameless, spatio-

temporally dislocated and socially unstruc-

tured. Liminal periods are both destructive

and constructive, as the formative experi-

ences during liminality will prepare the

initiand (and his/her cohort) to occupy a

new social role or status, made public

during the reintegration rituals.

In a more extended meaning, liminality

can refer to any ‘betwixt and between’ sit-

uation or object (Turner 1969). The wider
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importance of liminal experiences in large-

scale societies has been suggested by

Turner (1974) and Eisenstadt (1995), and

developed by Arpád Szakolczai (2000) to

include both personal and collective limin-

ality, temporal as well as spatial. The idea is

that historical moments or whole epochs

can be understood as liminal. During such

periods, characterized by a wholesale col-

lapse of order and a loss of background,

agency is pushed to the forefront and

reorientations in modes of conduct and

thought are produced within larger popu-

lations. Thus the concept of liminality may

add a temporal and spatial dimension to the

structure/agency debate. In this vein, poli-

tical or social revolutions, or other crisis

periods, may be thought of as liminal,

which has consequences for theorizing

social change.
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BJØRN THOMASSEN

LINGUISTIC TURN

The term ‘linguistic turn’ denotes a funda-

mental change in the methods of philoso-

phy, based on the idea that mistakes about

language emerge as bad philosophy. Largely

drawing on the work of Ludwig Wittgen-

stein, philosophers in Britain and the USA

in the 1950s and the 1960s sought to show

that persisting philosophical puzzles are due

to enticing errors in the understanding and

use of the relevant aspects of language

(Wittgenstein 1953).

They argued that the assumption that

every substantive must have a referent had

led philosophers to populate the universe

with all sorts of bogus objects, from Plato’s

forms to Meinongs’s inexistence. Already

in 1915 Bertrand Russell developed a

technique for ‘trimming Plato’s beard with

Ockham’s Razor’, arguing that close atten-

tion to the logical form of descriptive

statements can dispel the illusions that lead

to the postulation of an inflated universe.

Moral philosophy also followed this pattern.

G. E. Moore (1903) argued that studies of

the meaning of words like ‘good’ and ‘right’

should displace discussions of how to rank

actions as good and bad. Some philosophers

went so far as to argue that moral talk was

not descriptive, but advisory (Hare 1952).

Later in the century, realizing that the

prime medium of thought and action was

language or language-like symbolic systems,

a new school of cognitive and social psy-

chologists turned their attention to studies

of the relevant linguistic forms. They were

influenced by Lev Vygotsky’s (1962) stud-

ies of the way cognitive skills were acquired

by embedment in the family conversation,

and by the identification of performatives

by J. L. Austin (1959), that is, words used

to accomplish social acts. One of the most

recent and influential exponents of a lin-

guistic turn in philosophy has been the

American pragmatist philosopher Richard

Rorty (1979) (see pragmatism).
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ROM HARRÉ

LIPSET, SEYMOUR MARTIN (1922– )

US theorist

Lipset is one of the most influential Amer-

ican social scientists the later twentieth

century. Working in the tradition of social

research as established by Paul Lazarsfeld at

Columbia University, Lipset’s predominant

concerns are with the conditions of indivi-

dual political participation and the concept

of social cleavages. A major representative

of political sociology, Lipset’s cooperation

with Rokkan earned him the reputation of

an eminent scholar in European studies.

However, his main focus has been Amer-

ica. American Exceptionalism (1995) and The

First New Nation (1973) analyze – following

Tocqueville – the qualities of US democ-

racy. In Agrarian Socialism ([1950] 1972),

Lipset gives a picture of a specific North

American (Canadian) concept of socialism,

and his Union Democracy (1956) is a classic

study of the workings of trade unions,

reflecting the influence of Robert Michels.

His most quoted book is Political Man

(1981), an exemplary outline of the liberal

understanding of politics and democracy

(see also democracy and democratization).
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ANTON PELINKA

LITERACY

The term literacy signifies that a major part

of societal communication is based on or

carried out in writing. While language is a

correlate of society as such, literacy and

printing are evolutionary achievements of

societal communication. The main focus of

classical social theory was on the structural

consequences of literacy for societal orga-

nization. Literate scholarship, literate intel-

lectualism and bureaucracy play a

constitutive role in the rise of advanced

civilization and modernity, according to

Max Weber. For Talcott Parsons (1964),

well-institutionalized literacy is a pre-

requisite to more advanced ‘evolutionary

universals’. Modern law, science, the

emergence of states, religious heterodoxy,

and the formation of a public sphere are

tied to literacy. In what manner, however,

is disputed.

Since the late 1960s a field of intensive

research has emerged which, from a socio-

logical and philological-linguistic perspec-

tive, has shed new light on the problem of

literacy. These interdisciplinary explora-

tions share common grounds insofar as

they: (1) focus on the medium itself and its

operative application; (2) analyze literacy

not only with regard to its recording and

memory functions but also as a communi-

cation medium; and (3) dispense with linear

developmental models and instead adopt

the assumption of diachronic and synchronic
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differences in literacy. This new interest in

literacy thus inevitably entails a study of

orality. Each can only be defined and

determined in contrast to the other. New

insights into orality follow from anthro-

pological studies of the consequences of

literacy. The theory of the ‘homeostatic’

organization of oral cultures (Goody and

Watt 1963) which allows a dynamic sta-

bilization through reconstructing the past in

accordance with the present situation is one

example of such work.

Although Marshal McLuhan in the

1960s postulated the decline of book culture

and the emergence of a new ‘orality’ in the

age of the media and mass media, the

notion that media never serve purely as

substitutes for other media has recently

gained more and more ground. Rather, by

only seeming to replace earlier media, new

media tend to modify them. Hence, lin-

guistic studies distinguish between ‘con-

ceptional literacy’ and ‘conceptional orality’

(Raible 1994). Once a society has both

forms available, each can be found in either

medium. Text forms emerge in the medium

of speech that would be neither con-

ceivable nor utterable without literacy. In

addition, the practice of juridical, economic

and scientific communication is character-

ized by a continuum of orality, literacy and

imagery.

Derrida (1967) adopts a global historical

perspective on the problem of literacy and

sees book culture on the verge of its

demise. What will follow, according to

Derrida, however, is a new ‘writing sit-

uation’. He proposes a modified, general-

ized concept of writing, encompassing

everything that can be a matter of inscrip-

tion: cinematography, choreography, but

also the ‘writing’ of an image, of music, of a

sculpture. Speech is not preliminary to this

primary writing, but rather already a part of

it. Hence Derrida’s critique of phono-

centrism leads him to a concept of writing

encompassing those signs that depict speech

as well as those that do not.

A thorough analysis of the writing sys-

tems of the world challenges the notion of

the superiority of the alphabet over forms

of literacy based on pictograms and hier-

oglyphs, which, according to authors from

Humboldt to Havelock, is responsible for

the Greek revolution of literacy and its

cultural consequences. Today, the con-

straints and limitations of the Greco-centric

perspective on writing systems have been

made clear (Coulmas 1989). Admittedly,

the alphabet lends itself more easily to

learning, thus facilitating its public use.

However, cross-cultural analyses prove the

assumption of a causal relationship between

literacy and societal transformation is

implausible, showing that the effects of lit-

eracy and printing are dependent on cul-

tural and institutional circumstances and

thus vary historically and locally. In parti-

cular, the invention of the printing press

was far more consequential in Europe than

it was in China and Korea, owing to the

decentralized, marketed distribution of

printed works as opposed to the cen-

tralized, governed distribution in the eastern

countries.

Sociological analyses increasingly focus

on operative changes in communication

that become possible through the intro-

duction of literacy and printing into societal

communication. Such changes themselves

can again trigger structural and semantic

adaptations. Written communication differs

from speech in that it can be carried out

without co-presence: absentees can also be

addressed communicatively. However, the

effects of literacy are not limited to an

increase in possible addressees or, with

regard to printing, to the consequence of

addressee anonymity. Rather, the dissolu-

tion of simultaneity and spatial proximity of

communication leads to a reordering of

time and culture. With written communi-

cation it is possible to dissect commu-

nicative meaning into its factual, temporal

and social dimension. Written communi-

cation escapes interactional control and
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thus increases the risk of rejection.

According to Luhmann, communication

media such as money, truth, and power, are

outcomes of socio-cultural evolution react-

ing to this problem (Luhmann 1997).

While speech has an inherent inclination

towards consensus, written communication

promotes the possibility of disagreement.

An institutionalization of critical faculties

follows from the many characteristics of

written communication: spatial and tem-

poral distance, the possibility of comparison,

the pressure of consistency, and the combi-

nation of mass literacy and book printing

generating a surplus of uncontrollable infor-

mation. As one of the long-term effects, lit-

eracy potentializes communicative reactions:

written communication is released from the

burden of immediate response and thus can

defer acceptance and rejection; it can also

refer to something already rejected. Fur-

ther, it leads to a modalizing of reality: fic-

tion becomes possible. Finally, reality can

be observed in terms of its prospective

possibilities and conceived as a contingent

realization of mere possibility. Conse-

quently, literacy does not introduce per-

manence and stability into societal

communication, but instead promotes an

awareness of contingency. As one of the

fundamental semantic effects of literacy, the

notion of sociality itself changes (Bohn

1999, Calhoun 1998). Communication is

no longer merely a reciprocal, face-to-face

process as suggested by the model of

speech. Rather, literacy with all its con-

tingencies becomes a form of sociality itself.
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CORNELIA BOHN

LOGICAL POSITIVISM

See: positivism

LOGOS AND LOGOCENTRISM

The noun logos, from the Greek verb legein,

has a number of meanings, including

account, reason, speech, and rational dis-

course. It was a key term in ancient philo-

sophy, beginning with Heraclitus and

especially with Plato. In a variety of ways,

logos has figured as that which accounts for

the unity of thinking and world. The term

‘logocentrism’ implies criticism of man’s

dependence upon a certain idea of logos.

The term first appeared in the work of

Ludwig Klages ([1929–32] 1981), where it

was opposed to ‘biocentrism’. In Klages’s

account, logocentrism has determined

Western culture since Socrates, implying

dominance of the mind (Geist) and disrup-

tion of the primordial unity of body and

soul. More commonly, however, the term

is associated with the work of Jacques Der-

rida and his program of deconstruction

(1967, 1972a, 1972b). Logocentrism is
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Derrida’s name for the dominant forma-

tion of Western metaphysics from Plato to

Hegel and beyond. In Derrida’s thesis,

logocentric metaphysics is organized

around the ideal of a discourse that is abso-

lutely present and proximate to itself,

forming a closed, homogeneous and pure

sphere of meaning. Logocentrism is criti-

cized by Derrida for its reduction of dif-

ference, alterity, and exteriority. From

within the tradition of metaphysics, how

Derrida seeks to show how logos is in fact

constituted by an excluded ‘other’ and is

only an idealized effect of a differential,

impure and exterior force which Derrida

terms ‘différance’. In feminist theory, logo-

centrism is closely linked with the term

phallocentrism.
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THOMAS KHURANA

LOVE

‘Love’ is considered to have three socio-

logically relevant aspects. First, it designates

an affection that arises out of or generates

social relations or ties of different kinds

(parental love, attraction based on sexual

desire, affection based on admiration, ben-

evolence, or common interests). Second,

love is addressed as a historically and cultu-

rally variable code of conceiving, organiz-

ing and enacting such relationships (e.g.

‘companionate love’, ‘passionate love’,

‘romantic love’). Third, ‘love’ is variously

considered as a means of either social inte-

gration or individuation, or as mediating

both of these processes.

Historically, social theory has mainly

considered ‘love’ as referring to hetero-

sexual relations (to an extent that it is often

used as a synonym for heterosexual ‘sexu-

ality’ and ‘eroticism’ or is collapsed with

‘marriage’). Other conceptions of love,

such as ‘human kindness’ or ‘fraternal love’

receive less attention. ‘Love’ is thus under-

stood as constituting, mediating, and/or

organizing relations between men and

women, and conceptualizations of love go

hand in hand with theories of sexual dif-

ference, femininity and masculinity. Theo-

rizations of love have, especially in classical

theories, also served to prescribe women’s

place and function in society.

Conceptualizations of love can be found

in various strands of social theory, although

it is often introduced as an ephemeral topic

while fulfilling a systematic function in the

theoretical argument. This is the case in

various classical theories where love is

identified as the affective correlate of func-

tional integration in modern society. In the

context of arguments on disintegration as

an effect of excessive differentiation, love is

credited with the compensatory function of

constituting a bulwark against the loss of

social bond. This function is, very commonly,

attributed to women (see e.g. Auguste

Comte, Ferdinand Tönnies). This under-

standing of love as the indispensable ‘other’

of what constitutes modern society is con-

tinued in classical texts around 1900. Here,

love is accredited with a redemptive func-

tion vis-à-vis alienation and excessive

rationalization. For Max Weber (1920),

erotic love is a means of innerworldly sal-

vation, constituting a re-enchanted sphere

of experience beyond the ordinary and the

rationalized (see rationality and rationali-

zation). Georg Simmel (1907) understands

(modern) love as a feeling that grounds and

generates distinctive personalities and creates

a social reality that is, in analogy to art and

religion, not imbued with instrumentality. As

both Weber and Simmel ascribe instrumen-

tality to masculinity and non-instrumentality
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to femininity, their conceptions of love are

genuinely gendered. Elements of these

arguments were continued in Talcott Par-

sons’s (Parsons and Bales 1955) theory of

the benefits to the nuclear family of

women’s specializing in expressive action

and men’s specializing in instrumental

action. However, in contrast to Simmel

and Weber, Parsons considers heterosexual

love exclusively with respect to the institu-

tional arrangement of the nuclear family,

tying it to marriage, biological reproduc-

tion and parenthood.

Feminists have criticized this assumption

of women’s specialization in love for its

underlying ontology of sexual difference

and its resulting normative prescriptions for

women. It has been criticized as an ideology

camouflaging female subjection and patri-

archal power (see e.g. Simone de Beau-

voir). Psychoanalytic feminists approach the

‘femininity’ of love as explained not in

ontological terms but as an outcome of

early gender-specific socialization (see

object relations theory). This approach has

been criticized for reifying the distinction

between feminine expressiveness and mas-

culine instrumentality. Various feminist

engagements with love since the nineteenth

century imply a rehabilitation of love as a

means of female emancipation when

understood as constituting reciprocal

recognition of two individual and equal

personalities.

A focus on the connection between love

and individuality or individuation (see

individualism and individualization) has been

continued in different theoretical contexts.

Niklas Luhmann ([1982] 1986) conceives

of love as a symbolically generalized media

of communication which makes relatively

improbable personalized communication

possible. Within the transition from a pri-

marily stratified form of differentiation of

the social system to one which is primarily

functional, love takes over the function of

addressing one’s whole personality. In

approaches that synthesize theories of

intersubjectivity, psychoanalysis, and cri-

tical theory, love is conceptualized as a

relation of reciprocal recognition that takes

the form of a symbiotic relation cross-cut

by individuation that is propelled by this

very relation (see e.g. Benjamin 1986).

Since the late 1980s, there has been an

intensified theoretical interest in the topic

of love, nourished by the observation of

changing codes, institutional arrangements,

normative models and practices of couple

and familial relationships (Giddens 1992;

Beck and Beck-Gernsheim [1990] 1995) as

well as by a growing sociological interest in

emotion and intimacy.
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CAROLINE ARNI

LUHMANN, NIKLAS (1927–1998)

German theorist

Luhmann’s social theory began in the late

1960s in the form of a critique of the work of

Talcott Parsons. Modifying Parsons’s under-

standing of the relationship between struc-

ture and function (see functionalism),

Luhmann developed a more dynamic and
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process-oriented type of systems theory. In

his second period Luhmann defined social

systems as consisting of autopoietic comm-

unication networks, rather than of indivi-

duals or actions. Referring both to analogies

with the biological concept of ‘autopoiesis’

and to Edmund Husserl’s phenomenology,

Luhmann defined a social system as a system

composed of communicative events, which

emerge over time with the effect of enabling

the system to manage contingencies in its

environment (see communication).

Modern society for Luhmann has to be

described as functionally differentiated, con-

sisting of systems for politics, economy, law,

science, religion, art, education, and the

mass media. All these functional systems are

conceptualized as ‘autopoietic’ systems, or

functionally self-generating systems. Modern

society in this regard reproduces itself without

a single organizing centre. Luhmann empha-

sizes a theory of society which eschews

societal self-descriptions of normative inte-

gration, collective goals, or self-sufficiency.

Major works

([1984] 1995) Social Systems. Stanford, CA:
Stanford University Press.

(1986) ‘The Autopoiesis of Social Systems’, in
R. F. Geyer and J. van der Zouwen (eds)
Sociocybernetic Paradoxes: Observation, Control and
Evolution of Self-Steering Systems. London: Sage.

(1990) Essays on Self-Reference. New York:
Columbia University Press.

([1992] 1998) Observations on Modernity. Stan-
ford, CA: Stanford University Press.

Further reading

Rasch, W. (2000) Niklas Luhmann’s Modernity:
The Paradoxes of Differentiation. Stanford:
Stanford University Press.
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LUKÁCS, GEORG (1885–1971)

Hungarian theorist

A major exponent of Western Marxism

and influence on critical theory, Lukács

held political positions in the governments

of Béla Kun 1919, as Commissar for Edu-

cation and of Imre Nagy 1956, as Minister

of Culture, in Hungary. Lukács’s early

work on literature and art and aesthetics

was influenced by neo-Kantian philosophy

and by the work of Dilthey, Simmel, and

Weber. During the First World War, he

became engaged in studies of Marx and

Hegelianism and neo-Hegelianism. An

outcome of these ‘years of apprenticeship in

Marxism’, as he later wrote, was History and

Class Consciousness ([1923] 1991). This col-

lection of studies in Marxist dialectic

became Lukács’s most influential book.

With reference to Marx’s analysis of the

fetish character of capitalist commodity

production, he developed the concept of

reification. With his numerous essays as a

literary theorist he is acknowledged as the

founder of the sociology of literature. The

theme of reconstructing the prehistory of

ideologies of the twentieth century out of

the history of literature and literary forms is

taken up in Destruction of Reason ([1954]

1980) with respect to philosophy and

sociology (see form and forms). Included

in this portrayal of the development of

irrationalism are his early teachers Simmel

and Weber.

Major works

([1920] 1971)Theory of the Novel. London:Merlin.
([1923] 1991) History and Class Consciousness.

London: Merlin.
([1948] 1980) Essays on Realism. Cambridge, MA:

MIT Press.
([1954] 1980) Destruction of Reason. London:

Merlin.
(1962 –) Georg Lukács Werke [Works], 17 vols.

Neuwied: Luchterhand.
(1995) The Lukács Reader. Cambridge, MA:

Blackwell.

Further reading

Kadarkay, A. (1991) Georg Lukács: Life, Thought,
and Politics. Cambridge, MA: Blackwell.
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LYOTARD, JEAN-FRANÇOIS (1924–1998)

French theorist

Lyotard is best known as the author of The

Postmodern Condition (1979), which intro-

duced the term postmodernism and post-

modernity to philosophical discourse and

provoked widespread discussion. Contrary

to some misunderstandings of the term,

Lyotard did not intend to proclaim an age

‘after’ modernity, but rather to encourage a

‘rewriting’ or ‘working through’ of mod-

ernity that takes into account the ‘crisis of

foundations’ of the modern world after the

end of ‘grand narratives’ (see modernity

and modernization). For Lyotard, this crisis

of foundations is connected to a basic

problem of justice that he explores in his

major work The Differend (1983). Follow-

ing Kant and Wittgenstein, Lyotard here

translates the social bond in the philosophy

of language, understanding society as a

struggle of different ‘genres of discourse’

that get entangled in a dispute or ‘differ-

end’. Since a universal rule of judgment

that could decide this ‘differend’ is gen-

erally lacking, Lyotard draws attention to a

forgotten ‘rest’ in every act of communi-

cation. This ‘rest’ has different names: the

‘unpresentable’, the ‘sublime’, ‘the Jews’. It

is often thematized in the context of aes-

thetic questions, both in relation to per-

ception, in general, and to art, in

particular. In The Postmodern Condition,

Lyotard focuses particularly on problems of

legitimacy and legitimation in science,

knowledge, education and social control.

He writes of a condition in which expert

knowledge cannot justify its authority other

than by recourse to norms of performance

and technocratic efficiency. Part of this

work can be related to debates on trust,

risk, reflexivity and the information

society.

Major works

([1974] 1993) Libidinal Economy. Indianapolis,
IN: Indiana University Press.

([1979] 1984) The Postmodern Condition. Man-
chester: Manchester University Press.

([1983] 1988) The Differend. Minnesota, MN:
University of Minnesota Press.

([1988] 1990) Heidegger and ‘the Jews’. Minne-
sota, MN: University of Minnesota Press.

([1988] 1992) The Inhuman. Stanford, CA:
Stanford University Press.

([1991] 1994) Lessons on the Analytic of the Sub-
lime. Stanford, CA: Stanford University
Press.

Further reading

Malpas, S. (2003) Jean-François Lyotard. London:
Routledge.
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M

MADNESS

See: mental illness

MANN, MICHAEL (1942– )

British sociologist

Initiator of a major study of the history of

power, Mann is a leading figure in histor-

ical sociology. The first volume of Mann’s

The Sources of Social Power, subtitled A His-

tory of Power from the Beginning to A.D. 1760

(1986) covers the period from the earliest

civilizational formations of Mesopotamia up

to the emergence of European nation–states

in the eighteenth century (see state and

nation–state). The second volume, subtitled

The Rise of Classes and Nation-States, 1760–

1914 (1993), explores the stages of indus-

trialization traversed by Western European

societies in the high modern period. Oppos-

ing both Marxist and excessively culturalist

and idealist vantage points, Mann focuses

particularly on technological, political and

military aspects of social relations. He avoids

a conventional concept of society by repla-

cing it with a more open-ended notion of

‘networks of power’. Mann distinguishes four

primary sources of power: ideological power,

economic power, political power, and mili-

tary power.

Mann dates the emergence of modern

European civilization further in the past than

many traditional accounts. He particularly

attributes the dominance of the West to

achievements in the early Middle Ages based

on military and technical inventions inherited

from civilizations of the Middle East. Also

important in his account of the rise of the

Occident is the role of local informal com-

munication networks that eventually prepare

the way for the emergence of key social and

political institutions, including the capitalist

market economy, the nation–state and lawsof

private property and property rights.

Major works

(1986) The Sources of Social Power, vol. 1: A His-
tory of Power from the Beginning to A.D. 1760.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

(1988) States, War and Capitalism: Studies in
Political Sociology. Oxford: Blackwell.

(1990) (ed.) The Rise and Decline of the Nation
State. Oxford: Blackwell.

(1993) The Sources of Social Power, vol. 2: The
Rise of Classes and Nation-States, 1760–1914.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

(2003) Incoherent Empire. London: Verso.
(2004a) The Dark Side of Democracy: Explaining

Ethnic Cleansing. New York: Cambridge
University Press.

(2004b) Fascists. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press.

Further reading

Anderson, P. (1992) ‘Mann’s Sociology of Power’,
in P. Anderson (ed.) A Zone of Engagement.
London: Verso.

Skocpol, T, Evans, P. and Rueschemeyer, D.
(eds) (1985) Bringing the State Back In. Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press.
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MANNHEIM, KARL (1893–1947)

Hungarian theorist, resident in Germany

until 1933 when he emigrated to Britain.

Mannheim’s intellectual biography falls into

three main phases: (1) a Hungarian phase

until 1919; (2) a German phase until 1933;

and (3) a British phase until 1947. Important

intellectual influences were Georg Lukács,

Georg Simmel, Edmund Husserl, Karl

Marx, Max Weber, Max Scheler and

Wilhelm Dilthey. Through these figures,

Mannheim’s work was shaped by the move-

ments of German historicism, Marxism,

phenomenology, and American pragmatism.

In his German phase, Mannheim turned from

philosophy to sociology, inquiring into the

roots of culture. His essays on the sociology

of knowledge have become classic texts of

this discipline (see knowledge and knowl-

edge society). In his British phase, Man-

nheim undertook a comprehensive analysis of

the structure of modern society, underlining

the normative importance of democratic

social planning and education.

Ideologie und Utopie (1929) was the most

widely debated book by a living sociologist

in Germany during the Weimar Republic.

His other main work, Conservatism ([1925]

1986), was a study of conservative political

discourse in the nineteenth century and its

relation to dominant social structures (see

conservatism). Mannheim’s conception of

the social relations and determinants of

knowledge represents a critical adaptation and

qualification of the Marxist theory of ideol-

ogy. He described all knowledge as standing

in definite relations to social facts in historical

contexts and places. However, he did not

subscribe to a position of relativism in which

all knowledge, or all claims to knowledge,

are treated as possessing equal validity.

Major works

([1922–24] 1980) Structures of Thinking. London:
Routledge & Kegan Paul.

([1925] 1986) Conservatism: A Contribution to the
Sociology of Knowledge. London: Routledge &
Kegan Paul.

([1929] 1936) Ideology and Utopia. London:
Routledge.

(1940) Man and Society in an Age of Reconstruction.
London: Routledge.

Further reading

Kettler, D. and Meja, V. (1995) Karl Mannheim
and the Crisis of Liberalism. New Brunswick,
NJ: Transaction.

Meja, V. and Stehr, N. (eds) (1990) Knowledge
and Politics: The Sociology of Knowledge Dispute.
London: Routledge & Kegan Paul.

Wolff, K. H. (ed.) (1993) From Karl Mannheim.
New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction.
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MARCUSE, HERBERT (1878–1971)

German theorist, resident in the USA. A

major figure in the Frankfurt School,

Marcuse was also the School’s most politi-

cally outspoken member. Born into a Jew-

ish bourgeois family, Marcuse fled Nazi

Germany for the USA, where he joined the

Office of Strategic Studies of the US State

Department during the Second World

War. Shaped by his experience of the poli-

tical upheavals in Germany in 1918, Mar-

cuse’s lifelong thinking revolved around

the question of how collective emancipa-

tion was to be conceived in times that

appeared to have bid farewell to the idea of

revolution. Influenced in his early work by

the phenomenological ideas of Husserl and

Heidegger, Marcuse addressed the issue of

how a world marked by total reification

was to be overcome through an existen-

tially motivated total social revolution. This

project came to a conclusion in the 1970s

with his ironically entitled book Counter-

Revolution and Revolt (1972) which defen-

ded the student revolt of 1968 but also

recognized the overwhelming power of

counter-revolutionary forces, ending with

what Habermas called a certain ‘defensive

message of the beautiful’, drawn from J. C.

F. Schiller’s utopian philosophy of ‘aesthetic
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education’ (see utopia). In his study of

Hegel, Reason and Revolution (1941) and his

best-known work, One-Dimensional Man

(1964), Marcuse arrived at his most mature

account of the destruction of the qualities

of human existence under the effects of

capitalist rationality. This project was

extended in his study of Freud, Eros and

Civilization (1955), which fused the Marxian

critique of ideology with an examination of

the libidinal structures of social repression

(see psychoanalysis).

Major works

(1941) Reason and Revolution: Hegel and the Rise
of Social Theory. New York: Oxford Uni-
versity Press.

(1955) Eros and Civilization: A Philosophical
Inquiry into Freud. Boston: Beacon Press.

(1958) Soviet Marxism: A Critical Analysis. New
York: Columbia University Press.

(1964) One Dimensional Man: Studies in Ideology
of Advanced Society. Boston: Beacon Press.

(1972) Counter-Revolution and Revolt. Boston:
Beacon Press.

(1978 –) Schriften. Frankfurt am Main: Suhr-
kamp.

Further reading

Bokina, J. and Lukes, T. L. (eds) (1994) Marcuse:
From the New Left to the Next Left. Lawrence,
KS: University Press of Kansas.

Brunkhorst, H. and Koch, G. (1987) Herbert
Marcuse zur Einführung. Hamburg: Junius
Verlag.

Kellner, D. (1984) Herbert Marcuse and the Crisis
of Marxism. Berkeley, CA: University of
California Press.

HAUKE BRUNKHORST

MARKET

Markets are the outcome of producers and

consumers competing for revenue and sta-

tus. Markets are considered essentially eco-

nomic phenomena, but are common in

other spheres, including the spheres of poli-

tics, science, religion, art, education, law,

and organizations, as well as labour and

professions. Markets emerge as soon as sig-

nals are reproduced and interpreted with

respect to qualities and volumes of products

or services, actions or events supplied and

demanded.

Markets are second-order phenomena.

They emerge as structures relating roles and

rules, games and institutions. This is one rea-

son why Max Weber ([1918] 1978) under-

stood the market as a rational means of

socialization. Markets make producers com-

pete with each other for chances of exchange

while dealing with a third party, the pur-

chaser, and without necessarily involving per-

sonal links of any kind. The second reason

is that most markets usemoney or some other

form of currency as a medium of exchange

that refers to potential action by indetermi-

nate others. Georg Simmel ([1908] 1950), in

his conflict theory of competition, empha-

sized the same structure of relations between

two parties who observe each other while

taking a third instance into account. Options

and chances are calculated with respect to

both risks and better chances. Markets trans-

form comparison and comparability into basic

features of the search for opportunities of

action and their reproduction.

Classical social theory was well aware of

the importance of markets. Talcott Parsons

and Neil J. Smelser (1956) describe the

structure of markets in terms of the institu-

tionalization of contractual relationships,

i.e. of relationships that are deliberate,

involve bargaining over the settlement of

terms, and are subject to rules of sanction-

ing (see contract). Markets combine com-

petition and regulation so that symmetry of

types of interest is possible.

Yet it has proved difficult to theorize

about markets. How are decoupling and

self-regulation to be combined with overall

social structure? How exactly are trust and

power institutionalized in this potentially

dubious theatre of interaction? What are

these markets that in economic theory must

somehow act as substitutes for individual

rationality?

MARKET
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Social theory has only recently begun to

deal with these and other questions. Markets

arise from self-reproducing social structures

based on producers’ roles that consist in

observing others’ behaviour (White 1981).

They consist of feedback structures based

on self-selections of producers who read

and interpret the signals of prices and infer

volume signals sent by other producers.

Any one volume shipped for a price means

that there is a market that can be explored

and exploited by means of different quali-

ties shipped for different prices leading to a

different volume. Finding one’s own role as

a producer vis-à-vis the roles of other pro-

ducers is what constitutes the market and

what defines the possibility of competition.

White proposes a W(y) model, deducing

the worth W of a shipment of a volume y,

to describe the mechanism of markets.

Other theories have followed suit, most

of them accepting the metaphor presented

by White of the market as a ‘mirror’. Pro-

ducers observe each other when searching

for signals that tell them what actions the

market sustains. They do not try to observe

the other side of the market; for instance,

by searching for the ‘needs’ of consumers.

Niklas Luhmann (1988) extends this

model to describe both sides of the market,

both of them looking at a mirror, the pro-

ducer observing producers, the purchaser

observing purchasers. This approach defines

markets as the boundaries of the economic

system. They are not social systems in their

own right but interfaces of the economic

system, turning the indeterminate complexity

outside the economic system into determi-

nate complexity inside it. Firms and

households are necessary to test, and to

maintain, these markets. Overflowing and

framing, as Callon (1998) argues, are not

exclusive but inclusive of each other: pro-

ducers overflow, and purchasers overshoot,

in order to settle for the frames that prove

sustainable. Yet these framings are not

institutional givens but networks which are

always in the process of testing for, and

being tested for, deviant action; that is to

say, entrepreneurial action.

Architectures of markets can be modelled

that describe incentives versus risks and

expectations versus information as a topology

of market orientations which both decou-

ple and embed possible action within and

beyond the frames of the market (Baecker

1988). Accounting for possible moral hazard

and adverse selection defines how oppor-

tunities and needs are pursued. Elaborations

are proposed that describe how status

based on the quality of both the product

and the producer helps to signal the quality,

to reduce transactions costs and finance

costs of finance, and to discourage com-

parisons with qualities of lesser status

(Podolny 1993). Competition in markets

looks for non-redundant contacts that may

provide opportunity (Burt 1992). Markets

are understood as ‘fields’ that combine sta-

bility and complexity, and fluidity and effi-

ciency on the basis of social roles. These

define how the dynamism of technology

and competition is received, encouraged,

and enacted by firms and households (Flig-

stein 2001).

White (2002) argues that older exchange

markets are replaced by production markets

that work by pumping product flows down-

stream. These newer production markets

replace the institutionalized frame of more

or less chance meetings between buyers and

sellers. Production markets account for the

fact that most of business is done with other

business, not with consumers. Social theory

in this context must take account of networks

which focus on simultaneous (i.e., oscillat-

ing) decoupling and embedding by pre-

senting actors’ opportunities to deal with

their commitments and fears. Producers

and purchasers can only adapt if they know

where to look and how to explore variance.

Markets offer a choice between looking

upstream or looking downstream. One direc-

tion is accepted as it is; the other direction

becomes the target for deal testing. The

W(y) model is fleshed out in White (2002)
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in great detail, defining a market profile

mechanism, which consists of a rule for

producers to maximize the worth of a

shipment minus its costs while looking for a

position in a pecking order of qualities that

allows purchasers to compare qualities with

respect to substitutability. Markets emerge

when firms succeed in nesting their cost

schedules in the same order used by pur-

chasers to nest their satisfaction schedules.

This means that markets may unravel when

firms ‘freeload’ their volumes with too low

a quality to sustain a footing.

Markets become embedded within busi-

ness cultures and allow for framing and

networking, for entrepreneurship and stra-

tegies contingent on discourses, including

discourses of religious legitimacy, which

describe and picture what can be done and

what can be talked about (cf. Swedberg

1998). A social theory of markets begins

where firms and markets are seen to inter-

act in networks that define how identities

shape, and are shaped by, control. Markets

show how operation and context, com-

mitment and indeterminacy, are equally

present in the domain of social action (see

also embedding and disembedding).
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DIRK BAECKER

MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE

The term ‘marriage’ is strongly associated

with concepts of the ‘family’, involving

heterosexual relationships and reproduction

(see family and household). However, the

values and norms that govern marriage

never remain static but keep changing with

the times, and at any given time, individuals

from different classes and ethnic backgrounds

consider marriage differently. For example,

in fifteenth-century England, marriages

among the upper classes often had the strategic

purpose of preserving and increasing prop-

erty or political and social power, while many

in the poorer strata of society could not

afford to wed formally. Romantic love as the

basis for marriage has since gained increasing

importance, as has the notion of the couple

independently choosing their spouse. Some

historians argue, however, that also in pre-

vious eras, marriages served emotional as well

as practical purposes (Bailey 2003: 201) (see

also intimacy and eroticism).

Over the past half century in manyWestern

countries, the average age at first marriage

has risen while marriage rates have declined.

These changes can partly be attributed to the

growing popularity of cohabitation and to

women’s increased participation in higher

education. There has also been a shift from

religious to secular marriages (see secular-

ization). In the early twenty-first century,

two-fifths of all marriages in Britain were of

couples of whom at least one had been

married before.
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Marriage today is a legal contract, offering

married couples many forms of legal and

financial protection. As legislation and norms

governing marriage have changed, the

power balance between husbands and wives

has shifted. Since the later twentieth century,

a strict division of labour and friendship

networks between husbands and wives has

given way to the ideal of the companionate

marriage based on mutuality and equality.

In Britain, a degree of equality within

marriage was not gained until the 1970s, in

relation to ownership of property and the

upbringing of children. However, these

improvements in formal equality have not

necessarily translated into practice and it is

debatable to what extent the ideal of the

companionate marriage has been realized.

There remain power imbalances and a

division of labour between men and women

in marriage.

Still, attitudes within and towards mar-

riages have changed and continue to

change (Lewis 2001). Giddens (1992) has

argued that as the power of prescription has

faded, contemporary marriages are based on

choice rather than obligation. The connec-

tion between marriage and parenthood has

also changed in character. Norms govern-

ing illegitimacy have become less strict,

while married couples are no longer to the

same degree expected to have children.

Further, children are no longer seen as a

major hindrance to divorce. Since the late

1990s, the focus of debate in many Western

countries has increasingly been on gay

marriage as several Western countries have

implemented laws on gay marriage or part-

nerships. This debate has highlighted how

ideologically charged the concept is.

Marriage continues to be based on the

ideal of ‘till death us do part’, but in reality,

not all marital relationships survive that

long. Prior to the second half of the twentieth

century, divorce was rare. Although many

marriages did break down, only a small

minority of couples could afford to divorce.

There was also a strong stigma attached to

divorce, and divorced couples, especially

women, were often shamed and ostracized by

their communities. As the norms and leg-

islation concerning divorce became more

liberal during the twentieth century, divorce

became more accessible. The number of

divorces rose steadily in many Western

countries in the decades after the Second

World War although there has been a

decreasing trend since the 1990s in several

countries. In contemporary Western socie-

ties, divorce can be viewed as a form of

liberation and is connected with modern

ideas about individualism and individuali-

zation (Giddens 1992). Still, although the

stigma of divorce has decreased, rising

divorce rates have been the cause of moral

panics and widespread concern.

In the 1990s, researchers began increas-

ingly to regard divorce not as a discrete

event but as a process. Smart and Neale

(1999) and Beck and Beck-Gernsheim

(1995) have argued that divorced couples

rarely cut all ties, but go on living in a

‘post-marital marriage’ based on continuing

material support, parenting and a shared

biography. Whereas in the past, it was not

unusual for the divorced father to absent

himself, contemporary fathers are expected

to continue bearing their parenting and

financial responsibilities towards their chil-

dren also after divorce, as reflected in leg-

islation such as the Child Support Act in

Britain in 1991 and equivalent legislation

elsewhere.
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MARSHALL, THOMAS HUMPHREY

(1893–1982)

British theorist

Marshall was influenced by Durkheim,

Weber and Mannheim. His essay Citizen-

ship and Social Class (1950) is his most

important contribution to sociology. His

analysis of the simultaneous development of

social class and citizenship in Britain from

the eighteenth to the twentieth century is

the founding text of contemporary studies

of citizenship. It is Marshall’s central argu-

ment that the institution of citizenship

bestows a status of formal equality on all

members of society, which permits the

acceptance of social inequalities as legit-

imate. However, these inequalities are

mitigated over time with the extension of

rights, beginning with legal and political

rights in the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, moving to social rights in the

twentieth century with the foundation of

the welfare state.

Marshall’s analysis of the effects of social

rights on the inequalities generated by the

capitalist class system has become influential

in many fields of sociology concerned with

stratification, social change, social inte-

gration, and social justice.
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MARTINEAU, HARRIET (1802–1876)

First woman sociologist to produce writings

which posed genuine sociological questions

and sparked empirical research. Asking how

different societies could be analyzed and

understood, she developed an original

method and set up methodological princi-

ples to govern research into social reality.

Some 60 years before Durkheim’s Rules of

Sociological Method, Martineau worked out

the basics of a quantitative and qualitative

concept for social research. She did not stop

at simply reflecting on research strategies,

but applied these empirically, looking for

the relationship between theory and prac-

tice in particular societies. In comparing

societies, she always combined micro- and

macro-sociological perspectives. Martineau

recognized the ubiquity of unequal social

relationships which for her resulted sys-

tematically and simultaneously from cate-

gories of class, sex and race. Social

antinomies were grounded in the ‘circum-

stances’ or social relationships of indivi-

duals, not in their psycho-physical or

biologically-determined dispositions. In

1851 she began a translation of Auguste

Comte’s Cours de philosophie positive with

the aim of promoting Comte’s ideas. To

achieve a broader acceptance of the work,

she decided to condense the original into

two volumes. This interpretive achievement

was such a success that Comte preferred the

English edition to his own French version,

and used it as the basis for a revised edition.
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MARX, KARL (1818–1883)

German theorist

Assisted by Engels, Marx reformulated

Hegelian ideas of history and labour into

sociological concepts (see Hegelianism and

Neo-Hegelianism). Marx’s and Engels’s

materialism portrayed ruling-class expro-

priation of direct producers’ surplus product

and consequent class struggles as history’s

secret motor. The political catechism for

communism, their Communist Manifesto

([1848] 1976), exhorted workers to revolt,

establish a classless society. Marx ([1851]

1979) also addressed France’s second

Napoleonic dictatorship, which fore-

shadowed communist and fascist author-

itarianism. Marx’s unfinished magnum

opus, Capital ([1867–94] 1996–98) theo-

rized that ever more rationalized capitalist

expropriation of workers’ unpaid portion

of labour time produces poverty alongside

wealth and technical progress, generating

eventually concentration, centralization,

boom–bust cycles, permanent under-

employment, and systemic crisis.

Countering Adam Smith and other repre-

sentatives of classical political economy, Marx

held that society precedes individuals and

that ‘modern industry’s’ complex coopera-

tion, interdependence, and ‘socialized’ pro-

duction create bases for comprehensive

public planning, collectivized productive

property, and communism. The late twen-

tieth-century erosion and collapse of

oppressive, actually existing communism

led many theorists to dismiss Marx. But

US-led globalization has produced a global

working class, expanded the underclass,

and heightened political instability, renew-

ing the relevance of Marx’s materialist ana-

lytical tools.
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MARXISM

Being identified with some of the twentieth-

century’s major emancipatory struggles

and worst repressions, no modern social

theorist has generated more intense feelings

among more widely dispersed audiences

than Karl Marx. As capitalism moved

from its original centres in Europe and

North America, Marx’s ideas spread world-

wide, were revised, blended with local

traditions, and applied diversely. Marxism’s

contributions to communism, labour

movements, and diverse Left criticism,

resistance, and insurgency have opened it to

intense debate.

Breaking with transcendental philosophy,

Hegel aimed to derive ‘what should be’

from ‘what is coming to be’ and to execute

an ‘immanent critique’ ofmodernity, stressing

humanity’s self-creation through labour.
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Assisted by Engels, Marx revised Hegelian

historicism, dropping Hegel’s stress on

‘spirit’ and transforming his ideas of history

and labour into sociological concepts. Marx

anchored his normative critique in a mate-

rialist analysis of society as a whole (see

materialism). Founding the critical theory

tradition, he theorized an emancipatory

path by analyzing history’s actual features

and tendencies (see emancipation). He cri-

ticized capitalism’s class-based social order

from the perspective of its emergent, con-

tradictory structural characteristics, its

ideology of freedom, equality, and plenty,

and its nascent social movements. Marx

saw ruling class appropriation of direct

producers’ surplus product and consequent

‘class struggles’ to be history’s ‘secret’ for-

mative force (see class). Marx argued that

the bourgeoisie’s ever more rationalized

expropriation of workers’ unpaid portion

of labour time produces poverty along with

wealth and technical progress, eventually

generating concentration, centralization,

boom–bust cycles, permanent under-

employment, and systemic crisis. He held

that the capitalist mode of production’s

contradictory facets lead ultimately to pro-

letarian class struggle and communism.

Marxist theory has been variously

employed. It has been an ideology for com-

munist movements. Later nineteenth- and

early twentieth-century social democrats

debated materialist theory along with politics.

Karl Kautsky proposed a deterministic

materialism that supposedly would reveal to

Party intelligentsia the proletariat’s ‘real

interests’ and the proper moment for worker

revolt. He argued that Party leaders should

institute reforms by parliamentary means

until material conditions are ripe for revo-

lution. Interpreting materialism differently,

Rosa Luxemburg opposed reformism and

stressed working-class consciousness and

spontaneous revolutionary action. The ‘revi-

sionist’ Eduard Bernstein abandoned materi-

alism and revolution, fusing socialism with

liberalism. After World War I’s nationalist

mobilization and the Russian Revolution,

Lenin’s ideas of the ‘vanguard party’ and the

‘dictatorship of the proletariat’ supplanted

democratic socialist visions. His materialist

‘reflection theory’ of knowledge con-

secrated Party officialdom, as the infallible

revolutionary guide. Codifying mechanical

materialism, Bukharin stressed deterministic

natural laws. Stalin made ‘Marxism–Leninism’

or ‘dialectical materialism’ (‘diamat’) the

Soviet state’s meta-ideology and scientific

warrant. Invalidating competing systems of

thought, diamat neutralized intellectual and

political debate, justifying Soviet destruction

of civil society. In the post-war era and

after, Mao and Third World Marxists

reshaped diamat to fit peasant revolution

and new communist regimes.

The borders between Marxist ideology

and Marxist social theory are fluid, and

mixed forms predominate. In the 1920s,

Lukács, Gramsci, and Korsch founded

‘Western Marxism’, breaking with diamat

and stressing culture and consciousness.

Gramsci’s concept of cultural hegemony

has been employed centrally in later twen-

tieth-century ‘cultural Marxism’ and ‘cul-

tural studies’. Lukács’s History and Class

Consciousness also had a wide impact on

Marxist theory. Employing concepts of

reification, rooted in Marx’s argument

about ‘commodity fetishism’, and rationa-

lization, originating from Weber, Lukács

held that false consciousness and cultural

domination block revolutionary agency.

Influenced by Lukács and founded in the

1920s, the Frankfurt ‘Institute for Social

Research’ severed connections with the

Communist Party. The Frankfurt School

theorists abandoned claims that Marxism

was integral to social theory, engaging

plural traditions, eliminating warrants about

historical ‘inevitability’, overthrowing the

Party’s epistemological privilege, and

embracing contingent, multi-causal histori-

cism. Their work on fascism, authoritarian-

ism, anti-Semitism, and the ‘culture industry’

focused on the absence of a revolutionary
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proletariat. Horkheimer and Adorno

employed Nietzsche, Weber, and other

non-Marxists widely in their analyses of

‘total administration,’ instrumental reason,

and the ‘dialectic of enlightenment’. Shift-

ing the focus from capitalism to Western

rationality, they held that social critique had

been neutralized by the media and mass

media and the unparalleled capacity for

terror, propaganda, and regimentation.

Although remaining Marxist, Marcuse

held that legitimacy, in post-war capitalism,

was based on consumption rather than

ideology. In the late twentieth century,

Habermas tried to revive Marxism’s

‘Enlightenment Project’ and restore critical

theory’s emancipatory thrust, substituting a

‘quasi-transcendental’ method for Hegel-

Marxism’s historical immanent critique. His

‘discourse ethics’ manifested a broader lin-

guistic turn in social theory.

In post-World War II France, Sartre,

and others fashioned heterodox Marxisms.

In 1956, Soviet repression of the Hungarian

revolt and Khrushchev’s revelations about

Stalinism split the French Communist

Party. Joining the gauchistes’ left alliance,

which broke with the Party and Marxism,

Henri Lefebvre declared that philosophy is

autonomous from politics and that mass

consumption and new forms of fragmenta-

tion, alienation, and administration required

fresh non-Marxist analyses. Borders between

Marxist,Marxist-influenced, and post-Marxist

theory became blurred. For example, neither

Garaudy’s humanism, drawing on the early

Marx’s ideas on alienation, nor Althusser’s

structuralism, stressing the later Marx,

resembled orthodox materialism. During the

1970s, Althusser attacked economic deter-

minism, and stressed the autonomy of theory.

His ‘decentred’ idea of totality suggested

heterogeneous sources of change and that

ideology or politics as well as economics can

be dominant structural principles. He con-

nected theory to Eurocommunism’s alliance

politics and parliamentary socialism. TheNew

Left suggested a plural revolutionary subject

composed of Third World peoples and First

World students, minorities and the poor.

Even in Eastern Europe, heterodox Marx-

ists spoke more critically about materialism

and communism.

By 1980, Eurocommunist Parties had

failed, the New Left had fizzled out, and the

USSR and Third World communism had

declined. Marxism was exhausted as an ideol-

ogy of the state and of insurgency. In the

1980s, Perry Anderson, Martin Jay, Ernesto

Laclau and Chantal Mouffe, Ellen Meiksins

Wood and other leftists addressed Western

Marxism’s lost vitality. ‘New Social Move-

ments’ theorists shifted from labour-

centred, class politics to ‘cultural politics’

and from solidarity to plural alliance.

Convergent ‘postmodernists’ rejected ‘grand

narratives’, embracing discourse, difference,

and ‘local politics’ (see postmodernism and

postmodernity). In the wake of the 1989

communist collapse, the neo-conservative

Francis Fukuyama declared Marx dead and

free-market liberalism’s global triumph

over socialism and social democracy.

Diverse theorists announced an ‘end of left

and right’ and the ‘end of alternatives’.

However, Marxist-influenced sociological

analysis has continued to thrive in the social

sciences and humanities. New fusions have

appeared. ‘Regulationists’ and ‘structures of

accumulation’ theorists have blended Marx-

ism with institutional economics, analytical

Marxists have borrowed from neo-classical

economics, and socialist feminists have

mixed Marxian materialism with new gender

critiques. Since the turn of the millennium,

neo-liberal globalization’s international

division of labour has expanded working

classes, increased economic inequality,

deregulated global markets, eroded welfare

states, and generated the kind of economic

and political instability Marx foresaw.
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ROBERT J. ANTONIO

MASS CULTURE AND MASS SOCIETY

The terms ‘mass society’ and ‘mass cul-

ture’ are no longer in fashion in the

twenty-first century. Before societies and

cultures were called ‘mass’, the term ‘mas-

ses’ was used for political reasons. It had

both reactionary and radical inflections. For

conservatives, it was another word for

‘mob’, designating the unruly populace

who occasionally rioted, thereby causing

civil disturbance that needed to be put

down. For revolutionaries in the Marxist-

Leninist tradition, ‘the masses’ was another

word for the proletariat, the ‘universal’

class. In their book, Empire (2000),

Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri use the

term ‘multitude’ to refer to the dis-

possessed and, potentially, revolutionary

masses. It was the revolutionary connota-

tion that prompted Theodor Adorno and

Max Horkheimer, in their book of 1944,

Dialectic of Enlightenment, to dispense with

the term they themselves had coined in the

late 1930s, namely ‘mass culture’. Instead,

they favoured the term ‘culture industry’.

By the 1950s, however, both ‘mass

society’ and ‘mass culture’ were established

concepts of sociology, supposedly provid-

ing neutral descriptions of contemporary

conditions, not necessarily with the

pejorative connotations of cultural criti-

cism.

In social theory, ‘mass society’ and ‘mass

culture’ are predicated on a tacitly assumed

model of societal hierarchy, that of elite

and mass. From this point of view, indus-

trialization, urbanization and democrati-

zation place most people in a uniform

situation, that of a homogeneous mass.

Waged labour, modern cities, universal

suffrage and ‘mass media’ of communi-

cation bring about what is viewed as a

standardized way of life. The masses are

viewed as subject to manipulation by pro-

paganda – as in communist and fascist

movements of the 1930s.

After the Second World War, especially

in the USA, there emerged the much dis-

cussed phenomenon of mass conformity,

‘organizational men’ in the sphere of pro-

duction and ‘suburban housewives’ in the

sphere of consumption, and the much

vaunted ‘American way of life’. Auto-

mobiles, televisions, washing machines and

other labour-saving devices were now

available to the social majority. Minority

privileges were apparently no longer con-

fined to the social elite: mass consumption

of standardized commodities in an affluent

society was becoming the norm. ‘Levelling

down’ was occurring.

Some of this thinking reflected elitist

views about the regrettable losses brought

about by greater democracy and equal

opportunities. This was particularly enun-

ciated with regard to an alleged decline of

the finer values and standards of educated

culture in an increasingly egalitarian con-

sumer society. There remained a percep-

tion of mass culture as inferior in worth.

From the 1930s, the literary critic F. R.

Leavis complained about the threat of mass

entertainment and publicity to genuine
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Culture with a capital C. The tasteful and

embattled elite were not, according to

Leavis, so much aristocrats or a haute bour-

geoisie but, rather, an educated minority, a

discriminating elect. The modernist avant

garde and Marxist critics took a not dis-

similar view, including Adorno and Hor-

kheimer’s Frankfurt School.

However, as Raymond Williams persis-

tently argued, the masses are always other

people, never us. And, it is especially unfor-

tunate, he believed, to understand modern-

day communications as homogeneous

mass culture and degrading mass media. In

contemporary social and cultural theory

there is much more emphasis on difference

and heterogeneity than on sameness and

homogeneity. This is particularly associated

with identity politics. Identities today are

understood to be complexly composed and

hybrid. Such understanding challenges the

very idea of standardized mass culture and

conformist mass society. The shift from

Fordism to post-Fordism – ‘keeping up with

the Joneses’ to ‘being different from the

Joneses’ – has complicated processes of pro-

duction and consumption, apparently creat-

ing greater choice of commodities and, by

extension, self-construction through consum-

ing practices. However, it should be warned

that this argument for de-massification is

easily open to exaggeration. At a minimum,

the sheer scale and reach of contemporary

mediated communications justify the

nomination ‘mass’, at least in reference to

magnitude and concentration.
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MASTER–SLAVE DIALECTIC

Hegel’s dialectic of master and slave

appears in his Phenomenology of Spirit ([1807]

1977) as a kind of a philosophical parable or

fable in that master and slave stand for par-

ticular kinds of social actors working through

the forms of society prior to modern civic

society. It is a dialectic in that each actor grows

by stages through experience towards a dee-

pened (‘completed’) self-consciousness, in

which one understands oneself as an indivi-

dual among others, through mutual and equal

recognition of each other’s individuality,

within a rationally achieved social order.

The dialectic proceeds broadly as follows:

(1) the emergence of the first awareness of

oneself through awareness of an other,

experienced as a threat to one’s original

absoluteness; (2) a life or death struggle

between the two; (3) the experience that

the destruction of the other leaves the self

at a loss of that which first brought it to

awareness of itself; (4) enslavement, rather

than destruction, of the other; (5) the

instability of the master and slave relation-

ship. Neither party relates satisfactorily to

nature (the master through the slave, the

slave through coercion), and the conditions

for mutuality of recognition are still absent

(the master is affirmed by the inferior slave

who in turn is recognized simply as an

inferior). Here the story ends, and only in

the further exposition of the Phenomenol-

ogy does it become clear how the full

conditions behind the emergence of com-

pleted self-consciousness are possible.
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MATERIALISM

Materialism posits the primacy of matter

over ideas, mind, values, spirit, and other

incorporeal phenomena. Modern materialism

is rooted in the ancient Greek view that

physical things are composed of indivisible,

ultimate objects of the same material in

perpetual motion in space. Galileo and

Newton revised this perspective into modern

physics, Hobbes and Locke brought materi-

alism into modern philosophy; Enlight-

enment philosophies employed it in

theories of social progress; and Darwin made

it the basis of biological science.

At Marx’s grave, Engels ([1883] 1989:

467) declared ‘Just as Darwin discovered

the law of development of organic nature,

so Marx discovered the law of development

of human history. . .’ Explaining materialism’s

core tenet, Marx ([1894] 1998: 777–8)

argued: the ‘direct relationship’ between

ruling classes and producing classes is the

‘hidden basis of the entire social structure’

and the ‘specific economic form, in which

unpaid surplus labour is pumped out of

direct producers, determines the relationship

of rulers and ruled, as it grows directly out

of production itself and in turn, reacts upon

it as a determining element’. Marx saw

‘social formations’ to be shaped by their

‘mode of production’. He held that this base

is composed of ‘productive forces’ (which

contribute directly to production of necessary

and surplus product; i.e., natural resources,

tools, labour power, technology/science,

modes of cooperation) and of ‘property

relations’ (by which ruling classes exert

effective control over production and product

and set the terms of direct producers’

labour). Marx also stressed superstructure, or

non-productive ‘modes of intercourse’ and

‘ideology’, which reproduce the base. He saw

the state’s military, police, legal, and

administrative arms to be the primary

means of social reproduction. However,

he also stressed ‘ruling ideas,’ or leading public

justifications of the mode of production,

and other organizations, associations, groups,

and cultural factors that, indirectly, help

control, socialize, indoctrinate, or otherwise

fit people to the base. Marx did not reduce

all non-economic social and cultural rela-

tions to superstructure. He held that all

parts of a social formation bear the mode of

production’s imprint, but that they have

variable connections to reproduction and

often have considerable autonomy (e.g., he

understood that anti-hegemonic groups and

forms of literature, art, and science sometimes

have enormous social impact; see hege-

mony). Marx’s materialism is social as well as

natural, stressing socially-mediated material

needs, productive organization, and ‘class

struggles’ over productive property, focusing

more on social relations oriented to material

interest than on material factors per se.

Theorizing materialist historical stages,

Marx argued that epochal shifts (e.g., from

feudalism to capitalism) fundamentally

transform socio-cultural life in similar ways

over wide expanses. However, he also held

that each social formation manifests particular

circumstances and consequent variations

demand empirical study. Marx held that

relations of ‘correspondence’ facilitate repro-

duction and that relations of ‘contradiction’

undermine it. For example, feudal regula-

tions forbidding unrestricted sale of land

and free movement of peasants perpe-

tuated the manor’s productive forces and

class structure. By contrast, emerging capitalist

labour organization and technology contra-

dicted these feudal regulations, becoming a

focus of class struggles between the bour-

geoisie and feudal aristocrats. Victorious

capitalists created new political, legal, and

socio-cultural forms corresponding to and

nurturing emergent capitalism. Stressing the

primacy of material factors, Marx held that

all epochal transformations are rooted in

basic productive force shifts and consequent

superstructural changes and that most other

large-scale social changes have similar mate-

rial causes. However, Marx’s claims about

material primacy varied in strength, and have

been an enduring topic of Marxist debate
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and anti-Marxist criticism. He acknowledged

that causality is manifold and contingent,

but his assertions about ‘inevitable’ or his-

torically ‘necessary’ social changes implied

that socio-cultural conditions are ‘reflections’

or ‘epiphenomena’ of economic forces.

‘Mechanical’ Marxists have expressed such

determinism in ideological warrants for

political ends, while ‘critical’ Marxists usually

have stressed the relative autonomy and

contingency of politics, culture, and society.

Overall, Marx suggested a complex, his-

torically-contingent materialism, rather than

narrow ‘technological determinism’ or

‘reflection theory’. After Marx’s death, Engels

criticized the crude materialism of younger

Marxists. Although admitting that Marx and

he sometimes overstated their position, Engels

([1890] (2001) argued that they meant

simply: ‘the determining factor is, in the final

analysis, the production and reproduction of

actual life.’ Suggesting a historically-con-

tingent materialist sociology, he contended

that history is shaped by ‘innumerable

conflicting forces’ and cannot be grasped a

priori. As Engels implied, materialism is

employed best as a heuristic principle

pointing to likely sources of structure,

conflict, and change and to distinctive types

of questions about variable historical processes.

Still, Engels understated his and Marx’s

deterministic moments. Many Marxists have

since exhibited similar determinist tendencies,

while anti-Marxists and post-Marxists,

opposing reductionism, often have attrib-

uted sweeping or total autonomy to culture

and rejected materialism and Marx in toto.
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MAUSS, MARCEL (1872–1950)

French social anthropologist, nephew and

collaborator of Emile Durkheim. Mauss

helped edit the Année Sociologique, which

disseminated ideas central to the develop-

ment of social anthropology and compara-

tive mythology. With Durkheim, he wrote

Primitive Classification ([1903] 1967), a com-

parative study of forms of classification

evident in myth and ritual, arguing for the

origins of modern logic in these domains.

In The Gift ([1925] 1963), Mauss proposed

that ceremonial and obligatory forms of gift

exchange were important elements in social

solidarity, illuminating non-utilitarian fea-

tures of modern economic life. A key fea-

ture of obligatory reciprocity is recognition

of the social status of the other. Mauss also

wrote on prayer, ritual assemblies and col-

lective effervescence, the category of the

person, sacrifice and magic. He emphasized

the importance of ‘total social facts’, social

phenomena with economic, political and

spiritual dimensions characteristic of an entire

social type. With Durkheim, he promoted

the comparative ethnographic study of

archaic or ‘elementary’ social forms. Much

of his work took the form of essays and

reviews, and is suggestive rather than sys-

tematic. He was an important influence on

Lévi-Strauss.
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Classification. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press.

([1904] 2001) A General Theory of Magic. London:
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([1909] 2003) On Prayer. New York: Berghahn;
Oxford: Durkheim Press.

([1925] 2000) The Gift: The Form and Reason for
Exchange in Primitive Societies. New York: W.
W. Norton.

(1968)Marcel Mauss:Œuvres. Ed. V. Karady, 3 vols.
Paris: Minuit.
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WILLIAM RAMP

McLUHAN, MARSHALL (1911–1980)

Canadian theorist of media and communi-

cations. McLuhan’s early work developed a

mass culture critique of modern society that

is similar to the early Frankfurt School.

However, he later reversed these reflections

by abandoning the view that modern tech-

nology is essentially alienating. For McLu-

han, technology is best viewed as an

outgrowth of the human body. By this he

means that the radio is an extension of the

ear and the book the development of the eye.

Influenced by fellow Canadian theorist,

Harold Innis, McLuhan’s most important

contribution was in recognizing the effects

of technological media on the organization

of time and space. His key insight is summed

up in the idea that ‘the medium is the

message’. The media’s power is to be found

not in its message, but in its ability to impact

upon human perception. For example,

print culture permitted the spread of

national forms of identification allowing the

spread of national languages, dictionaries and

readerships. In McLuhan’s terms, print culture

is a ‘hot media’ to the extent that readers

are rendered passive in shaping the cultural

content and its high level of informational

content. However, the transition to electric

culture has both shifted our shared percep-

tions of time and space and allowed the

development of ‘cool media’. The mass

development of the telephone and the tel-

evision in the 1960s fostered high levels of

participation by the audience. Further, the

mediated development of the ‘global village’

means that time and space have become

irrelevant in determining the content of

contemporary culture. Electronic media have

shattered national forms of identification,

replacing them with a global mosaic.

Major works

(1967) (with Q. Fiore) The Medium is the Massage.
Harmondsworth: Penguin.

(1968) (with Q. Fiore) War and Peace in the
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NICK STEVENSON

MEAD, GEORGE HERBERT (1863–1931)

American psychologist

Mead was a pragmatist philosopher in the

sense that he regarded the standard

assumption that knowledge depends on

contemplation as misleading and as better

thought of as being created through activ-

ity.

Mead saw sociology and psychology as

continuous. The mind evolves only within

society and plays a formative role in the fur-

ther development of society. Mead’s ‘social

psychology’ saw the development of mind
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and society as a stage in biological evolution.

The critical question for him was the acquisi-

tion of language, since it is the possession

of language that enables reflective intelligence.

Human beings do not simply react by stimulus

and response to circumstances (see hege-

mony). They reason about their situation,

their effects.

Thought, for Mead, is an ‘inner conversa-

tion’, and such a conversation must go on in

some medium – in language. Thought may

consist in an inner process, but it is not sepa-

rate from conduct but continuous with it.

Thinking is part of the problem-solving

activity of human beings. The mind is not

privately secreted.

In Mead’s analysis, self-conscious thought

involves adopting an attitude towards oneself

as an object. For other people, the ego is an

object, and to understand through communi-

cation how others respond to the ego is to

understand how the ego is an object to others.

I incorporate how I am thought of by others

into how I think of myself, ‘taking over’ or

‘internalizing’ the attitudes of others as the

‘generalized other’. The individual ‘self ’ is

formed in and through sociality and socializa-

tion.

Mead’s greatest impact has been through

his influence on symbolic interactionism, as

formulated by Herbert Blumer, in close asso-

ciation with the work of the Chicago

School.

Major works

(1932) The Philosophy of the Present. Ed. Arthur

E. Murphy. Chicago: Open Court.

([1934] 1972) Mind, Self, and Society. Ed. Charles

W. Morris. Chicago: University of Chicago

Press.

(1936) Movements of Thought in the Nineteenth

Century. Ed. Merritt H. Moore. Chicago:

University of Chicago Press.

([1938] 1972) The Philosophy of the Act: Mead’s

Carus Lectures of 1930. Ed. Charles W.Morris.

Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
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WES SHARROCK

MEANING

The concept of meaning is of special rele-

vance in the sociological, philosophical and

linguistic analysis of action, communi-

cation and language. Meaning can be

attributed to verbal or non-verbal beha-

viour and its products such as gestures,

words and sentences, texts or works of art,

thus giving them the status of interpretable

signs. Beside artificial or non-natural signs

of this kind, there is a class of natural signs

which, for an experienced observer, are

interpretable as symptoms (see semiotics),

e.g. red spots on the skin mean (i.e. indicate)

measles (Grice 1957).

Concerning non-natural meaning, four

closely interrelated aspects are of special

relevance: (1) the meaning-intention of an

actor or speaker who produces a certain

kind of behaviour or meaningful object; (2)

conventionalized rules for the attribution of

meaning; (3) the context of a behaviour or

meaningful object; and (4) the meaning as

it is ascribed not by the actor or speaker,

but by other interpreters. Theories of meaning

differ concerning the aspect they view as

primarily relevant for the ascription of

meaning:

Concerning meaning–intention: suppose

A and B have an appointment to meet at a

place, but A must leave before B has

arrived. Given these circumstances, leaving

a note with his name and telephone num-

ber would be a possible way for A to tell B

that A was there but couldn’t wait for B’s

arrival and wants B to call him, though

there is no conventional rule of language

determining that a name and a number on a
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piece of paper have that meaning. Relying

on this kind of evidence, Grice (1957) argues

that intentional meaning is more basic than

conventionalmeaning so that the reconstruction

of the evolution of conventions would

have to start with meaning intentions.

Concerning conventionalized rules:

advocates of the conventionalist view, such

as Searle and Habermas, claim that the

production of intersubjectively shared

meanings under standard conditions

requires acting in conformity with the rules

of language (see intersubjectivity). Accord-

ing to Searle (1969), to perform speech acts

(e.g. assertions, promises or requests) is

equivalent to the selection of a behaviour

conforming to constitutive rules defining the

meaning of the behaviour, similar to the

way that the rules of chess determine the

meaning of the moves in the game. With-

out constitutive rules it would be impos-

sible to promise to checkmate the king.

Therefore, the autonomy of a speaker’s

intention to ascribe a certain meaning to his

behaviour seems to be restricted by the

realm of possible meanings defined by the

rules of language and social action. Even

more than conventionalist speech act the-

ory, structuralism from de Saussure to

Lévi-Strauss reduces the relevance of

speaker’s intention to a marginal factor

compared with structural meaning, follow-

ing from the objective interrelations of

signs within a sign system.

Concerning context: performance of

speech acts in accordance with constitutive

rules presupposes the fulfilment of contextual

conditions which the speaker is not able to

completely control or explicate. Starting

with this assumption and summarizing Derri-

da’s (1977) objections to speech act theory,

Culler (1982) notes that the meaning of an

utterance is fully determinable neither by a

speaker’s intention nor by conventionalized

rules, but depends on the conditions of

context an interpreter supposes to be the

case. So, if the context supposed as back-

ground of an utterance changes, its meaning

changes too. Moreover, as Garfinkel

insists, the application of a rule under given

circumstances demands interpretation and a

judgement as to whether these circum-

stances are part of the class of situations the

rule is applicable to.

Concerning other interpreters: placing

the main accent on the relevance of context,

the point of emphasis in the ascription of

meaning shifts to the position of inter-

preter(s). To reach intersubjectively shared

meanings, a common definition of context

and joint background knowledge have to

be presupposed which allow the congruent

interpretation and application of conven-

tional rules we make tacit use of to under-

stand an utterance (see Verstehen). Fish

(1980), therefore, from a deconstructionist

view, stresses the role of ‘interpretive com-

munities’ in the creation of shared meanings.

Emphasizing the recipient’s interpreta-

tion as a primary source of the construction

of meaning in communication is not restric-

ted to deconstruction. Paradigmatically

illustrated by the use of religious and jur-

idical texts, it is one of the main assertions

ofGadamer against traditional intentionalist

positions within the realm of hermeneutics

that the meaning of a text is constituted by

its application to a problem situation,

defined from the perspective of the inter-

preter. According to Mead, the meaning of

an utterance in communication is given or

stated in terms of response, presupposing a

specific interpretation of the preceding

utterance. Similarly, Luhmann‘s systems

theory (1984) and conversational analysis

point out that meaning in communication

is constituted through understanding, dis-

played in consecutive utterances. Referring

to face-to-face communication, conversation

analysis, here again in convergence with

Mead and systems theory (Schneider

2000), has shown that each congruence or

incongruence between the speaker’s ascrip-

tion of meaning and the evident interpreta-

tion of the hearer is registered (Heritage

1984: 254–64), thus making possible the
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sequentially organized co-construction of

intersubjectively ratified meanings.
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WOLFGANG LUDWIG SCHNEIDER

MEASUREMENT

Both in the natural sciences, and in ordinary

usage, measurement is usually identified

with estimating quantities relative to a

defined standard unit. However, in discus-

sions of methods and methodology among

social scientists, a broader use of the term

predominates. Here measurement is taken

to encompass a wide range of procedures,

from qualitative classification to scoring

on complex indices (such as GNP) that

combine multiple quantitative indicators.

In this perspective, measurement has a

variety of forms, the common feature of

which is the assignment, in accordance

with specified rules, of symbols or numbers

to represent specified properties of objects.

First developed in the field of psychometrics

by S. S. Stevens (1946), this perspective has

been the starting point for most methodolo-

gical discussions of measurement in social

science since the early 1950s. While there

are proponents of an alternative perspective

(Michell 1999) that would, if adopted, imply

that most social science procedures dis-

cussed as measurement should not be so

conceived, this contention has made little

headway in altering the entrenched usage.

In social science, measurement is dis-

tinguished from other ways of assigning sym-

bols or numbers by its specification of the

properties represented, and of the rules to

be followed, in the process of assignment.

Scholars who make assignments on the

basis of intuitive, holistic judgments are not

engaged in measurement. For an assignment

process to constitute measurement, the

content of that process has to be explicated.

First, there must be a conceptual specifica-

tion of the property to be represented.

Usually the property is broken down into

component attributes, each of which is

explicitly defined. Second, for each such

attribute, empirical indicators need to be

identified, on which the assignment of sym-

bols or numbers will be based. Finally, if

there is more than one such indicator, it

must be specified how those symbols or

numbers will be combined in a summary

representation of the property. MaxWeber’s

application of his ideal type of bureau-

cracy is not an example of measurement

because, while attributes are indeed specified,

he does not explicate indicators for these

attributes or how they are combined in

summary representations.

The specification that is the prerequisite

of social science measurement supports two

standards – reliability and validity – used in

the evaluation of measurement procedures.

Reliability assessment focuses on the rules

of assignment. It estimates the extent to

which scholars with the appropriate training

would, if they repeated those rules for the

same case, consistently assign the same symbol

or number. Validity assessment takes as its

starting point the conceptual specification

of the property to be measured. It queries

how well the representations produced by

following the rules of assignment succeed

in capturing that conceptual content.
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In addition to discussions of the above

topics, there is a further line of conversation

usually called ‘measurement theory’. Here

the assignment processes at the heart of

measurement are conceptualized as mapping

empirical properties onto abstract systems

with formal properties spelled out in axio-

matic form. On this basis, measurement

theory has developed an extensive, formal

analysis of multiple issues regarding

measurement. The one aspect of this lit-

erature to receive broader attention among

social science methodologists is its classifi-

cation of scales of measurement, such as

nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio scales.

Identification of a measurement procedure

with a particular scale of measurement

allows for a formal analysis of which math-

ematical and statistical tools can and cannot

be meaningfully applied to the data produced

by that procedure. The limitations implied

by such an analysis are, however, frequently

hedged, challenged, or ignored by social

science practitioners.

Methodological discussions often simply

assume that social scientists should devote

the substantial time and energy that it takes

to develop and apply measurement proce-

dures with some degree of reliability and

validity. The presuppositions and implications

of this stance are only rarely explicated or

defended. It is, however, far from philoso-

phically self-evident that measurement, with

its stress on explicating concepts and rules,

should be preferred over the intuitive, hol-

istic judgment of individual scholars well

versed in their subject matter. This pref-

erence is usually premised on a belief that

measurement is more objective, but this

belief is itself dependent on a contestable

construction regarding what objectivity

consists in and how it is best approximated

in practice (see object and objectivity).

Along another line, it can also be argued, as

Habermas ([1967] 1988) illustrates, that

measurement in social science needs to take

into account the conceptually pre-

constituted character of its object domain,

and that doing so implies that phenomen-

ological and/or linguistic analysis is a neces-

sary precursor to measurement endeavors.
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ROBERT ADCOCK

MEDIA AND MASS MEDIA

Media is the plural of ‘medium’ – the

means by which messages can be sent from

senders to receivers. By mass media we

mean those industries or organizations that

are engaged in the distribution of media

messages or texts to usually large numbers

of people in a wide range of social settings.

Mass media may be further understood by

examining ownership structures, technologies

employed (see technology and technoc-

racy), media genres, and information

theory.
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Sociological significance of the
mass media

Given the media saturation that characterizes

modern and post-modern societies, the

sociological significance of the mass media

cannot be understated. The mass media are

agents of social change and transformation.

As transnational corporations, they have

played – and continue to play – a central role

in the globalization of everyday life. They

are key agents of socialization and the texts

or messages they distribute, and play a crucial

role in the construction of social reality for

society’s members. Media messages or texts

are powerful sources of social meaning. They

are commodities (see commodity and com-

modification) as well as being products that

have cultural and political purchase (Devereux

2003). Because of their centrality in everyday

life, mass media continue to have a fascination

for social theorists. Mass media are also the

subject of theoretical work in the fields of

social psychology, communications, cultural

studies and social informatics, for example.

Power and the media

Within the three main strands of social the-

ory concerned with media and mass media,

power is the unifying theme. Theorists have

examined the determining power of the

media message or text; the excessive power

of (global or transnational) capitalist media

organizations in the erosion of the public

sphere and the power of audience members

to exercise agency in the face of hegemonic

(and other forms of ) media discourse (see

hegemony). Although media technologies

and genres develop and change, a core set of

questions concerning structure and agency

remain central to how social theorists under-

stand the role of the mass media. Significant

theoretical differences exist between struc-

turalists (see structuralism) post-structuralists

and postmodernists over the relative power

possessed by media audiences, media organi-

zations and media texts or messages (see

postmodernism and postmodernity).

The power of the media message

Over time, a range of theories have con-

centrated on the power of the media message

or text to shape or determine public beliefs.

The effects paradigm, best exemplified in

the writings of the Frankfurt School (and

Adorno and Marcuse in particular), saw

the power of the media message in essentially

negative terms. They witnessed how mass

media messages were used to disseminate

propaganda in Nazi Germany. They also

believed that the mass media were respon-

sible for the spread and perpetuation of

capitalist ideology through the creation of

false consciousness. Marcuse (1964: 12)

famously asserted that the media manu-

facture products that ‘indoctrinate and

manipulate; they promote a false conscious-

ness which is immune against its falsehood’.

In the earliest version of the effects para-

digm, audience members were constructed

as being passive and easily duped by media

content – a theme developed further by Post-

man in his seminal (1986) text, Amusing Our-

selves to Death.

Marxist theories in either classical or

neo-Marxist guises (see Marxism) also hold

that media messages have a power over media

audiences. Media content is responsible for

the perpetuation of unequal or asymmetrical

relationships of power between social and

especially class groups. This is achieved

through the transmission of ideology across

a wide range of media genres. There has,

however, been a degree of slippage within

the Marxist perspective over the existence or

not of agency on the part of audience mem-

bers vis-à-vis media content that contains

hegemonic or counter-hegemonic ideology

(see Gramsci). In an attempt to rescue the

concept of ideology from a growing number

of opponents, Thompson’s (1990) Ideology

and Modern Culture asserts that in order to

investigate how the mass media assist in the

perpetuation of unequal or asymmetrical rela-

tionships of power, we need to examine the

production, construction and reception of
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media messages (Corner 2001). Marxist inter-

pretations of media messages, whether oper-

ating from a ‘relaxed’ or a ‘restricted’

understanding of ideology, recognize the

potency of the media message in the spread

of ideologies in everyday life.

This is something that is also acknowledged

within feminist representation in particular

(Dyer 2001). Mainstream media content is

seen as a key source of patriarchal (see patri-

archy) and heterosexist ideology and dis-

course. Theorists have commented upon,

for example, the invisibility of gays, lesbians

and bisexuals in mainstream media discourse.

They have also repeatedly stressed the ways

in which women are ‘symbolically annihi-

lated’ in a mass media setting through mis-

representation, under-representation and

objectification.

Semiotic theory (see semiotics) and dis-

course theory (focusing on both text and talk)

have also emphasized the power of media

content in examining how media messages

or texts ‘work’ at a symbolic (see symbol) and

discursive (see Foucault) level in the creation

of meaning for audiences. Van Dijk’s (1991,

1998) path-breaking work on ‘race’/ethnicity

and ideology demonstrates how media dis-

course can impact upon public beliefs and

social (in)action. Other theories such as fram-

ing theory and agenda-setting theory have

been applied to analyses of media content in

order to explain how hegemonic ideologies –

often masquerading as ‘commonsensical’

explanations of the social world – come to

occupy a position of dominance in media

and public discourse. Theories that privilege

the media message or text stress the deter-

mining power of media content and allow

for either little or no agency on the part of

audience members.

Power and media organizations

Another body of social theory focuses on

power and media organizations with parti-

cular reference to their ownership, manage-

ment and control. Political economy

theory, critical theory, feminist theory and

liberal-pluralist (see liberalism, pluralism)

theory have all been applied to investigations

of the internal workings of media organiza-

tions. Liberal-pluralists would cast doubt on

the domination of media organizations by

elite individuals and groups, preferring to

stress the degree to which diverseworld-views

are evident within media content. Globali-

zation theory and more recent versions of

political economy theory have stressed the

significance of the growing levels of owner-

ship concentration and conglomeration

within the media industries. Such changes

not only have an economic significance but

also a political and cultural importance in

terms of the apparent shrinkage in the range of

voices heard in a media setting (Mosco 1996).

Political economy theory seeks to explain

how the capitalist class manage to secure and

maintain their dominant position in society.

In this view, any understanding of media

content (and especially its ideological impor-

tance) has to begin with an appreciation of

the ownership structure of the media

industries. According to McQuail (2002),

the restructuring of the media industries in

an age of media globalization has, from a

political economy perspective, meant

[a] reduction in independent media sour-

ces, concentration on the largest markets,

avoidance of risks, and reduced invest-

ment in less profitable media tasks (such

as investigative reporting and doc-

umentary film-making). We also find

neglect of smaller and poorer sections of

the potential audience and often a politically

unbalanced range of news.

(ibid.: 82)

The likelihood therefore of the mass media

operating as a public sphere (see Habermas)

has been even further curtailed (Verstraeten

1996). The ideal of the mass media as a

public sphere – if it ever actually existed –

seems even more remote in an age of media

globalization (McChesney 1999) in spite of
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the utopian possibilities suggested by some

social theorists, such as McLuhan.

Globalization theory recognizes the

pivotal role played by mass media organi-

zations in the overall globalization process.

As agents of globalization, mass media

organizations possess considerable power.

The globalization of the mass media has

resulted from technological developments,

most notably in the form of information

and communications technologies (ICTs),

and from the re-structuring of media owner-

ship in the shape of global media conglom-

erates. The globalization of the mass media

has resurrected older theoretical concerns

(most notably about new forms of cultural

imperialism – first developed extensively by

the late Herbert Schiller) as well as new

concerns about cultural sameness or homo-

genization and hybridization (see hybridity).

Media globalization is also held to have

resulted in the intensification of local iden-

tities as well as the creation of new hybrid

identities in the shape of ‘glocalization’.

Other anxieties about the globalization of

the mass media concern the extent to

which the much-heralded ‘global village’ is

accessible to all through the use of new

media technologies or ICTs. Worries about

its implications for democracy are seen in

the apparent rise of ‘infotainment’ – the

merging of information and entertainment

especially within factual media genres such

as news and current affairs – which has

come to replace more critical media cover-

age of social issues. Bourdieu, for example,

commenting on the postmodern med-

iascape, noted the degree to which media

content is now swamped by what he terms

‘cultural fast-food’. This is in evidence in,

for example, re-runs, copycat and ‘reality’

television programming.

Power and media audiences

Although still evident within some public

discourse about the supposed negative

effects of media genres such as ‘video nasties’,

virtual reality games or soap operas, the

effects paradigm was replaced in the last

quarter of the twentieth century by a range

of theoretical perspectives that recognized

the agency or creativity of audience mem-

bers. However, theorists who have focused

on audience agency differ in the degree to

which they accept whether ideology or

discourses exist independently of the media

text. The very notion of the existence of

the ‘mass’ media audience has also been

thrown into doubt by postmodern theory.

However, some of this speculation is based

upon very little or no empirical observation.

Dating from the 1940s, uses and gratifi-

cations theory marked the initial break with

the effects model, stressing, as it did, the

ways in which audiences used a variety of

media genres to gratify their needs for

entertainment or information. Reception

analysis, however, put the question of

audience agency centre stage. In reality,

reception analysis draws upon a number of

distinct theoretical models. These are the

Marxist encoding/decoding model, the

feminist/ethnographic model and the post-

modern constructionist/discursive model.

In examining the circulation by the mass

media of dominant and other forms of

ideology, Stuart Hall’s encoding/decoding

paradigm argued that we need to examine

the initial encoding of media texts or mes-

sages by media professionals with reference

to the dominant and professional codes

employed. Audience interpretations of the

message or text are best understood in

terms of whether audience members accept

the dominant encoding or whether they

use a negotiated or oppositional code in

their interpretative activities.

The feminist-inspired ethnographic

model witnessed theorists and empirical

researchers entering the domestic spaces

and places of real people’s (and especially

women’s) lives (see women’s movement).

Theorists wanted to understand more about

how female audience members make sense

of certain forms (usually fictional) of media
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discourse. This work has focused on gender

discourses in a media setting. It has also

been used to understand more about the

adoption and control of new media tech-

nologies in the domestic sphere.

The constructionist or discursive approach

sees its task as reaching a deeper under-

standing of the complexities inherent in

the post-modern mediascape (see social

constructionism). The focus is on the

broader discursive context of media in

everyday life. Audiences are reflexive, cap-

able of considerable agency, and have been

characterized by some theorists as being

‘guerrilla readers’ who live their media lives

in a polysemic democracy. Theorists such

as Baudrillard argue that structuralist con-

cerns with the relationship between ‘reality’

and ‘media representation’ are outdated. In

the postmodern context media ‘reality’

serves as a ‘hyper-reality’ for members of

society.

New media and old questions

Media globalization and developments in

media technologies in particular have radi-

cally altered the contemporary mediascape.

New possibilities have been created for

media organizations and (some) audience

members. Social theorists have responded

to these developments by adopting either a

utopian stance as exemplified by the global

society and global culture approaches, or a

more critical perspective as exemplified by

world systems and global capitalism the-

ories. Both world systems and global capit-

alism theories are heavily critical of the

inequalities associated with (media) globa-

lization. The domination of the world’s

media by the profit-driven transnational

capitalist class and the well-documented

digital divide between the ‘information

rich’ and the ‘information poor’ suggest

that some of the key concerns of traditional

social theory – namely those of power and

inequality – are manifest in new ways in

the information age. There is an obvious

danger in theorists focusing on either the

‘ecstasy of communication’ (Baudrillard) or

the delights of new media technologies

without much recourse to the sociological

realities of new forms of mass media.
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MEDICALIZATION

Medicalization is a concept used to describe,

often critically, the processes in which

medicine takes over a particular domain of

life and treats it as part of the proper province

of medicine. It has been used, in particular,

to describe the increased medical involve-

ment in areas of everyday life over which

doctors formerly had no claims to special

knowledge or expertise, such as old age,

sexual behaviour and human unhappiness,

changes that extend the boundaries of ill-

ness (see health and illness and sexuality).

The term was first used in the 1970s by wri-

ters such as Zola (1972), who emphasized

medicine’s role as an institution of social

control, and Illich (1976), who was highly

critical of the extended role of medicine

which he claimed undermined people’s

autonomy. It was also widely used in fem-

inist discussions of the expanding role of

medicine in relation to childbirth, manifest

in the shift in the location of childbirth

from home to hospital and the growing

resort to medical interventions such as epi-

siotomies, inductions, foetal monitoring

and caesareans. While the concept has fre-

quently been used simply descriptively,

albeit critically, without making any claims

about the factors that underpin the greater

range of medical activity in contemporary

life, on occasions it has been used to suggest

an active medical imperialism – an account

that connotes both conscious agency and

medical power. However, the forces shap-

ing the range of medical activity are

numerous. Although members of the medical

profession have often been keen to protect

their interests, including securing new areas

of work, the profession is not monolithic

and others have entered new areas with

reluctance, under the pressure of external

factors (see professions and professionali-

zation). Moreover, there are areas where

the range of medical activity has decreased

and the profession’s power has been

reduced.
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JOAN BUSFIELD

MENTAL ILLNESS

A term modelled on that of physical illness

(see health and illness), in which a judge-

ment is made that there is a disorder of

mental functioning. Whether there is

necessarily a concomitant disorder of phy-

sical functioning underpinning the mental

disorder is a matter of debate. Psychiatrists

assume that, as with physical illness, there is

a set of discrete disorders of mental func-

tioning that can be distinguished from one

another and have different symptom clus-

ters, onset, course and outcome. The

mental illnesses so distinguished range from

the very severe and highly incapacitating,

but much less common conditions, to the

milder, far more common conditions. At

the more severe end of the spectrum are

schizophrenia and manic-depression. Such

disorders involve a disturbance of reason

(see Foucault 1967) or thought, sometimes

reflected in symptoms such as delusions and

hallucinations that are the archetypical signs

of madness and suggest a ‘loss of contact

with reality’ – that the person no longer

inhabits, at least for a while, the everyday

world as it is known and accepted by oth-

ers. Psychiatrists have commonly focused

on the physical causes of these disorders,

with heredity identified as a key con-

tributory factor, though the evidence indi-

cates that environmental factors are also

important in causation. The various forms

of senile dementia, such as Alzheimer’s

disease, also belong to the severe end of the

spectrum. Symptoms typically involve a loss

of memory and intellectual ability and far

less frequently psychotic thinking produced

by structural changes in the brain. At the
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less severe end of the spectrum are anxiety

states, phobias and milder forms of depression.

These used to be termed, following Freud,

the psychoneuroses – that is, disorders with

a psychological origin. However, official

classifications now usually avoid this term

because of its aetiological connotations. In

addition, there are various types of mental

illness where the symptoms focus on beha-

vioural problems. The behavioural or per-

sonality disorders include various forms of

substance abuse such as alcoholism and

drug dependence, as well as psychopathic

behaviour. The official psychiatric classifi-

cations that list the different mental dis-

orders have changed considerably over

time, though there have been strong moves

towards international standardization. The

two dominant international classifications

are the section on mental disorders in the

World Health Organization’s International

Classification of Diseases and the American

Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Sta-

tistical Manual of Mental Disorders, first pro-

duced in 1952 and currently in its fourth

edition. A comparison of the various edi-

tions shows two related features: first,

growth in the number of disorders listed,

and, second, an expansion in the bound-

aries of mental illness.

The concept of mental illness and the

psychiatric classifications that give formal

meaning to the term, as well as issues of

causation, have been hotly contested. In

1961 the psychiatrist, Thomas Szasz, asser-

ted that mental illness was a myth, arguing

that the concept was simply a metaphor and

that in reality there were only either

organic brain diseases that affected mental

functioning, as in the case of the various

senile dementias, or else there were ‘pro-

blems in living’. From a sociological per-

spective Thomas Scheff (1966) contended

that mental illness was best viewed as ‘resi-

dual’ deviance. However, Alan Horwitz

(2002), drawing on the work of other wri-

ters, argues that there are some valid mental

illnesses: those conditions involving some

psychological dysfunction (the universal

component) that is defined as inappropriate

in a particular social context (the culturally

specific component). Responses to stressful

conditions are not mental disorders; nor are

many of the behavioural deviations cur-

rently listed as mental disorders – these are

better viewed, as many have argued, as

forms of social deviance rather than as

mental disorders.

Certain mental disorders have attracted

especial controversy and debate. These

include schizophrenia because of its central

status as the archetypical mental disorder.

On rather different political foundations, a

campaign was launched in the 1960s on the

status of homosexuality, which had been

included in psychiatric classifications as a

mental illness in its own right from the late

nineteenth century. The campaign was

fuelled by the growth of civil rights

movements and the political activism of gay

and lesbian groups, and led to homo-

sexuality’s removal from the list of mental

disorders, though it may still be regarded as

a symptom of some other sexual dysfunc-

tion. Similarly, there has been major con-

troversy over the inclusion of premenstrual

tension as a mental illness, with feminists

arguing that the disorder transforms into a

psychiatric problem what should be viewed

as a normal bodily process, albeit that some

may experience considerable physical pain

and discomfort.

In the nineteenth century and first half of

the twentieth century severe mental illness

usually led in industrial societies to con-

finement in an asylum or mental hospital.

However, since the 1950s there has been an

expansion of community care – that is, of

efforts to maintain psychiatric patients,

especially those with long-term problems,

outside hospital. In Western countries the

standard treatment of psychiatric patients

across the spectrum of mental illness is

some form of psychotropic medication.

New chemically synthesized drugs for the

treatment of mental illnesses began to be
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developed and marketed in the 1950s and

their use is now widespread, including for

individuals who never come into contact

with specialist mental health services.
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JOAN BUSFIELD

MENTALITIES

Mentalities are individual and collective

forms of consciousness, interpretation and

action. As a technical term mentality goes

beyond collective interests in order to

explain the emergence of common interests

within heterogeneous social groups. Men-

talities are not only rational ideas, but rather

encompass the emotional and irrational

dimension of human consciousness. The

concept of mentality analyzes collective

actions through mental dispositions and

world-views that underlie the particular

contents of individual consciousness. Men-

talities mediate between the individual and

the collective, especially as they concern

collective attitudes towards life, death, child-

hood, sexuality, love, family, health and

illness and other aspects of everyday life.

The French sociologist Emile Durkheim

was the first to bridge the gap between the

individual and the collective level through

the concepts of the conscience collective and

the representations collectives. His approach

was taken up by the French Annales school

around Lucien Febvre and Marc Bloch in

the 1920s. They applied the concept of

mentalities to the history of medieval and

early modern society. A second generation

of Annales historians after 1945, led by

Fernand Braudel, overcame the high cul-

ture bias of the first generation by using

quantitative and statistical methods to

describe the historical cycles of economic and

social mentalities. It was the third generation

after 1970 (represented by Georges Duby,

Jacques LeGoff, Le Roy Ladurie), that

reoriented the Annales school theoretically

around the concept of mentality by com-

bining history with anthropology, sociology

and psychology.

But there have been other traditions as

well. Norbert Elias explained modern

civilizations through the taming and dis-

ciplining function of collective mentalities.

German and Anglo-American historians

and social scientists have focused more on

social and cultural representations. Recent

debates have criticized the descriptive

approach of the Annales school and reor-

iented mentalities towards the original

question of why and how collective action

is possible and how collective mentalities

develop. In current historiography men-

talities are often understood as ‘collective

representations’ and the history of men-

talities has become an established part of

cultural history and social anthropology.
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MERLEAU-PONTY, MAURICE

(1908–1961)

French philosopher

Merleau-Ponty was one of the key propo-

nents of existential phenomenology in

France in the 1940s and 1950s, alongside

Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir.

Like Sartre and de Beauvoir, he drew

strongly upon the thought ofHegel,Husserl

and Heidegger in his own version of exis-

tential philosophy. However, he criticized

the residual aspects of Cartesianism that he

found in Sartre, and also Sartre’s extreme

and uncompromising attitude towards

freedom and transcendence. His interest in

social and historical structures led in his

early work to an attempt to construct an

existential form of Marxism. However, he

soon became critical of Marxism and was

beginning to move away from it at about

the time Sartre was starting to embrace it.

Merleau-Ponty’s critique of Marxism,

Adventures of the Dialectic (1973), is his best-

known political work. However, he is

more generally known for The Phenomenol-

ogy of Perception (1962), a study which seeks

to explain the nature of human being-in-

the-world from the starting point of

embodied sensory perception (see embodi-

ment). This study explores issues of free-

dom, thought, temporality, language use,

the cogito and, most famously, the embodied

nature of human subjectivity. In a critique

of Cartesianism and related strands of

thought, Merleau-Ponty sought to root

human subjectivity in the practical activities

of the human body, and to question many

dominant philosophical assumptions about

the nature of the body.

Other aspects of Merleau-Ponty’s work

include a sympathetic but critical engage-

ment with psychoanalysis, which is revis-

ited at points throughout his œuvre, and a

critique of the structuralism of de Saussure

and the early Lévi-Strauss which antici-

pates both post-structuralist critiques and

certain aspects of structuration theory.
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NICK CROSSLEY

MERTON, ROBERT K. (1910–2003)

US sociologist.

Merton was Professor at Columbia Uni-

versity until 1976 and collaborated with

Paul F. Lazarsfeld for more than 35 years as

head of the Bureau of Applied Social

Research. Mainly influenced by Dur-

kheim, Malinowski, W.E. Thomas and F.

Znaniecki, Merton was a student of Talcott

Parsons and Pitirim Sorokin. Merton

codified functional analysis by rejecting

some common assumptions of functional-

ism as it had developed in British anthro-

pology. He introduced the concept of

unintended consequences of purposive

action and distinguished between functions

and dysfunctions, as well as between man-

ifest and latent functions.

In opposition to Parsons’s efforts to

develop a ‘grand theory’, Merton outlined

his conception of ‘middle-range’ theories.

This approach seeks to detect key social

mechanisms in order to explain social pro-

cesses, arguing in favour of the interplay

between theoretical assumptions and

empirical work. Merton’s general con-

tribution to social theory includes his

approach to structural analysis, where the

term ‘opportunity structure’ refers to the

idea of an analysis of socially patterned

choices of individuals and their con-

sequences for the institutional order. Mer-

ton’s contributions to sociological analysis,

social theory, concept formation and
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empirical investigation can hardly be over-

estimated. Many of his concepts, such as

the ‘self-fulfilling prophecy’ or the ‘Matthew

principle’, are important tools in sociology

and well known to the wider public.
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JÜRGEN MACKERT

METAPHYSICAL

Metaphysics is the traditional philosophical

discipline that investigates the nature of

reality. It might be thought that the sciences

have replaced such philosophical questions

with empirical ones internal to their enter-

prise. However, even apart from the more

general questions of reality as such, it is still

possible to ask what sort of things must

exist for a theory to be true, and thus about

its presupposed ontology. In this sense,

Martin Hollis (1977) among others shows

that social scientific theories entail ‘models

of man’, or deeper and interconnected sets

of metaphysical and normative assumptions.

Such assumptions have been discussed

under a variety of rubrics, from individual-

ism to holism, the intentional and the cau-

sal order, aggregation and emergence, parts

and wholes, among others, that together make

up some of the issues of social ontology:

what the world must be like given the nat-

ure of social facts, or what must be true if

various explanations and theories are correct.

Two sorts of reductionism are at issue in

current debates about social ontology. In

the first, Elster (1989) and other methodo-

logical individualists argue that social phe-

nomena can be explained solely in terms of

the property of individuals and their inter-

actions (1989), while Gilbert and other

holists hold that explanation is to be found

at the level of collective intentionality or

institutions (1992). Metaphysical commit-

ments to positions such as individualism are

often tied to methodological strictures. The

second dispute about reductionism is

between naturalists, who see norms in

terms of causal regularities, and anti-nat-

uralists, for whom normativity is the irre-

ducible mark of the social.
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METHODS AND METHODOLOGY

While not all social theory is intended to be

empirically testable and not all social theory

is developed from research, there is an

important relationship between theory and

method or methodology. Social research

nearly always has the role of developing or

testing theory. Consequently, methods and

methodology are the bridge between social

theory and the everyday social world. The

term ‘methodology’ is sometimes incorrectly
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used synonymously with ‘methods’. While

the two concepts are interrelated, they are

distinct.

Research methods are the means by

which concepts from one or other theore-

tical level are represented through empirical

investigation. Thus the postulates of, say, a

theory of social class are tested for their

representative validity through research

instruments such as social surveys or

experiments. In this sense, method is a

technical procedure, particularly so when

the representations take the form of

numerical quantities. Social class, for exam-

ple, may be represented in forms of classi-

fication such as those used in government

surveys (Williams 2003: 43). Individuals

will be allocated to a class (e.g. I Profes-

sional through to VI Manual Unskilled) and

this allocation will be achieved through

questions about occupation and the like in

the survey. Class operationalized in this

way comes to stand in for class as a theore-

tical concept. Other variables within the

survey – for instance, education, income,

housing tenure or attitudes – can then be

analyzed for statistical associations or, in some

circumstances, causal processes (see statis-

tics). At the level of method, the efficacy

with which a survey or experiment is

designed, conducted or analyzed is judged

on the basis of its validity, reliability and the

appropriateness and significance of the sta-

tistical procedures employed in the analyses.

Qualitative methods (variously described

as ethnographic, interpretive or hermeneu-

tic) can be also viewed as technical proce-

dures within social scientific method, but

many of their practitioners would eschew

such an approach, or at least insist that

technical control or quantification plays a

minimal role (Seale 1999). Nevertheless, at

an empirical level the relationship between

theory and ethnography as method is also

one of representation. Ethnographic

approaches, which include observational

field research, in-depth interviewing or

documentary analysis may be located

within a particular theoretical approach

(e.g. symbolic interactionism or realism),

but will usually develop theory through

interpretations of agents’ actions or mean-

ings within particular contexts.

In each of these general approaches to

method there are field level decisions about

how one can maximize the efficacy of

representation. For example, in survey

research we may ask whether a researcher

should use a cross-sectional or longitudinal

design. In ethnography should one conduct

an observational study or in-depth inter-

views? If the former, how much of an

observer or participant should the

researcher be?

Methodology itself has two aspects. It is:

(1) the translatory bridge between theory

and method; and (2) the (often critical)

study of choices of method and the rela-

tionship between theories and method.

In the first sense, to describe something

as a ‘methodological strategy’ is to do more

than, say, choose a cross-sectional survey.

Rather, it is the intellectual justification for

the choice of this method to represent

one’s research question and theoretical

position. A methodological strategy moves

beyond purely technical issues and is an

explication of how the methods used provide

valid representations of the theory to be

tested, or how the methods used are the

best way to develop theory. In survey

method, for example, a key issue is how

one operationalizes a concept (Williams 2003:

39–43). For example, how would a battery

of questions about relationships to work-

place superiors or subordinates represent or

help build a theory of authority? What do

we mean by ‘authority’? These kinds of

issues connect methodology with episte-

mology.

In the second sense, debates in metho-

dology can be specific about how one might

‘operationalize’ a theory into specific meth-

ods, or they may be more abstract and general.

They may be about how to decide between

the relative advantages and disadvantages of
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quantitative methods over qualitative

methods.

Though the claim has been challenged by

some writers (e.g. Bryman 1988) most

methodologists hold that higher-level epis-

temological issues also run through metho-

dology and impact upon choice of method.

Perhaps the most fundamental of these has

been the subject of dispute between those

who favour a nomothetic (scientific) approach

and those who believe an ideographic

humanistic approach to representation to

be more efficacious. In the first case, it is

held that social theory can be translated into

measurable concepts (such as class or alie-

nation) and the relative quantities of these

and their relationship to other concepts can

be known (see measurement). There is an

affinity between nomothetic approaches to

methodology and method and certain the-

oretical positions, such as functionalism,

structuralism, and rational choice theory –

though this is not universally the case, and

the theoretical approaches may themselves

be logically mutually exclusive. Similarly,

ideographic approaches have theoretical

cognates such as hermeneutics or post-

structuralism. Those who take an ideo-

graphic approach often argue that there is a

divide between the cultural world – pro-

duced by autonomous, self-reflecting human

agents – and the physical world. The latter

may be known objectively by human

observers, but the social world must be

studied subjectively through a strategy of

interpretation. Broadly speaking, the nat-

uralistic approach to social theory maps

onto a nomothetic approach to methodol-

ogy and in turn translates into quantitative

methods (see naturalism). Conversely, the

humanistic approach to theory implies an

ideographic approach to methodology and

qualitative methods (see humanism). In a

general sense, this divide was characterized

and played out in the last third of the

twentieth century as a dispute between

positivism and ‘interpretivism’ (Bryman

1988).

The latter dispute continues to be reca-

pitulated and misunderstood in some methods

textbooks, but, generally speaking, debates

have moved on today, at both the level of

method and methodology. Increasingly

there is an awareness that the social sciences

(and to an extent the natural sciences) have

both a nomothetic and an ideographic

character and that to successfully represent

or develop theoretical concepts there is a

requirement for both methods of measure-

ment and interpretation. This approach is

often known as ‘methodological pluralism’

(Dow 2001). It has two interrelated aspects.

First, it is the view that some research pro-

blems require quantitative methods and

others qualitative and that the full toolkit of

methods should be available to researchers.

Second, it is the view that more than one

method should be used where necessary.

For example, while survey methods can

demonstrate the existence or extent of a

phenomenon or its statistical relationship to

other phenomena, their ability to access the

subjective meanings of agents has certain

limits. Access to subjective meaning is the

strength of interpretivist approaches, but

the limits of interpretivist approaches turn

on their ability to generalize from one

context to another.

Social scientists face two polar difficulties

in their understanding of the relationship

between methods, methodology and the-

ory. The first concerns how to translate

theories into testable propositions and, sec-

ond, how to build theory from empirical

research. If the first is to be achieved, the

terms of the theory need to be spelt out

clearly and logically. This is difficult with

‘grand theory’ which is often general and

abstract, but there have been a number of

attempts to phrase social theory in such a

way that it can be developed methodologi-

cally. The best known of these was Robert

Merton’s ‘middle-range theories’. He

advocated, for example, theories of ‘reference

groups, social mobility, of role-conflict and

of the formation of social norms’ (1968:
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40). He saw these as involving theoretical

abstractions, but as being close enough to

the data to be turned into testable proposi-

tions. More recently, the methodology/

theory link has been further developed in

this way by Layder (1993) and among oth-

ers Pawson (2000).

The converse problem in the development

of theory is most often tackled through

ethnographic approaches which allow flex-

ibility in the exploration of agents’ actions

and meanings. One of the best-known

approaches to this is grounded theory

(Strauss and Corbin 1997). This relies on

concept construction through interpretive

methods. The constructs are then clarified

and further developed through further inter-

pretations. This process does not imply the

complete absence of theory. Theories already

exist at least at the level of the experiential

or everyday. Indeed, most research combines

elements of each, and a key role for metho-

dology is to clarify the relationship between

testing and building theory.
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MALCOLM WILLIAMS

MICRO-, MESO- AND MACRO-LEVELS

Sociological theory and methodology dis-

tinguish between different levels of analysis.

Microsocial units, such as actions, sequen-

ces of face-to-face interaction or the inter-

relations of members of small groups,

contrast with meso- and macro-social units,

such as organizations, social systems and

structures of social stratification.

The micro-macro distinction can be inter-

preted as an analytical instrument whose

application and contents vary with the expla-

natory ends of the social scientist. In the ana-

lysis of short sequences of interaction,

recurrent structural patterns characteristic of

intra-organizational cooperation might be

classified as macro-structures. But the same

patterns of cooperation might alternatively

be addressed as micro-structures, if evolu-

tionary changes concerning the composition

of a population of organizations in a segment

of an economic market are investigated. In

multi-level analysis, adjacent levels of com-

plexity or aggregation can be treated as

micro-and macro-level in relation to each

other, iterating the micro-macro distinction

as often as necessary so that there may be

no need to specify a certain level as ‘meso’.

Micro- and macro-levels have also been

interpreted in an ontological mode (see

ontology). In this sense they refer to dif-

ferent levels of society as a result of an

evolutionary process of social differentia-

tion. On these premises, the real existence

of a separate meso-level may be observed as

a product of a long-term historical process.

Thus Luhmann’s (1987) systems theory

assumes that modern world society has

developed through evolutionary differentia-

tion between the macro-level of society as a

population of functional systems (see func-

tionalism) and the micro-level of face-to-

face interaction. Luhmann analyzes the

development of organizations as a meso-level

type of social systems that makes differ-

entiation between the other two levels

possible. Social networks, too, are often dis-

cussed by sociologists as meso-level phe-

nomena.

Several answers have been given to the

question of the causal relation between
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micro- and macro-levels (see also causality).

Proponents defending macro-determination

of micro-relations are attacked by those

who argue for the relative autonomy of

micro-processes against macro-structures.

Others opt for a complementarity thesis,

asserting that different mechanisms operate

on each level and hence that different kinds

of theories are necessary to reconstruct

them.

Durkheim is one of the classical proponents

of a macro-deterministic position. Accord-

ing to his approach, sociology analyzes

social facts exterior to the consciousness of

individuals. Collectively shared categories

and norms functioning as a primary device of

social integration are explained as a result of

the structure of social relations, depending

on the degree of the division of labour in a

society. Compared with Durkheim, who

localized the determining macro-variables

on the level of social structure, Parsons’s

conception of social integration, assumed a

double process of institutionalization and

individual internalization of values and

norms which generate motivational dis-

positions and lead actors to act in con-

formity with rules of social order. This is

often described as a more culturalistic version

of macro-determinism.

In contrast to macro-determistic approa-

ches, symbolic interactionism and ethno-

methodology maintain the relative autonomy

of the micro-level, specified as the level of

interaction. Criticizing functionalism’s

macro-cultural determinism, Garfinkel

(1967: 69ff.) accused Parsons of portraying

members of society as ‘cultural dopes’,

ignoring the interpretive and judgemental

work of actors in relation to rules and

norms. Similarly, conversation analysts

defend the relative autonomy of interaction

with respect to macro-structural variables

such as differences of status and power

between actors (Schegloff 1987). In their

view, it is the micro-level of interaction

that decides which macro-level elements

are called up as structural premises, guiding

the sequential production of social acts in

situ.

A more radical approach is advocated by

Collins (1981, 1987), reducing the macro-

level to a pure aggregate of micro events

i.e. to a collection of interactional episodes,

distributed in space and time. Synthesizing

the theses of the autonomy of interaction in

a macro-theoretical framework, authors

such as Giddens and Luhmann maintain a

circular relation between action or

communication and structure, where

macro-structures function as rules and

resources for actors in micro-processes who

in turn make selective use of or modify

macro-structures, thereby reproducing or

transforming them.

In his assertion of the micro-unit of the

individual actor and his or her actions as the

basic level of explanation in sociology,

Weber is one of the classical proponents of

methodological individualism. For Popper

(1958, vol. 2: Chapter IV), only explana-

tions of this type are acceptable in social

sciences, whereas ‘collectivistic’ explana-

tions of a macro-analytical type are to be

rejected (see collectivism).

Based on the premise that actors choose

from sets of possible actions those that

maximize their subjective expected utility,

rational choice theorists such as Coleman

advocate an individualistic approach that

views the relation on the micro-level

between actor’s definition of the situation

and his or her selection of an action as the

central element in sociological explanation.

Coleman (1987) proposes a standard model

of explanation connecting micro- and

macro-levels. On this model, macro-structural

variables such as the social distribution of

resources or cultural values and institutio-

nalized norms are relevant determinants for

the micro-level selection of actions by

individual actors in so far as they become

elements of each actor’s subjective defini-

tion of the situation. To return from the

micro-to the macro-level, it has to be

shown how the individual decisions of
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many actors are transformed into macro-

level effects by institutionalized rules

(determining, for example, the distribution

of seats in parliament according to the

number of votes in political elections) or by

social mechanisms (for example, mechan-

isms of price fixing in economic markets).

In contrast to approaches assigning pri-

mary explanatory relevance to micro- or

macro levels, Peter Blau (1987) argues that

micro- and macro-levels are both relatively

independent from and complementary to

each other, and therefore have to be inves-

tigated from different perspectives with

different kinds of theories. On the micro-

level, interaction must be analyzed in terms

of a theory of social exchange. Macro-

parameters, concerning the distribution of

persons over social positions defined in

terms of ethnic group membership, cate-

gories of status, or power, must be analyzed

as restrictions and opportunities, making it

more or less probable that relations of social

exchange between actors in specified social

positions will occur.
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WOLFGANG LUDWIG SCHNEIDER

MIDDLE CLASS

The middle class has been the subject of

considerable debate in sociology, not least

about its definition. This has been further

complicated by different understandings of

the term in Europe and North America. In

Britain and Europe the term has generally

been used to describe those social groups

who are neither members of the working

class nor the upper class, or in Marxist

parlance the proletariat or the bourgeoisie.

In North America, middle class has been

used to refer to the employed middle mass

of both blue- and white-collar workers.

However, there is a stronger consensus

over what the middle class is not and over

the nature of its boundaries with proximate

social groups. Successive generations of

sociologists have tried to resolve these

definitional and conceptual problems by

renaming the middle class. In recent years

debates have revolved around the terms

‘service class’ and ‘new class’.

During the 1980s in Britain the term

‘service class’ was the favoured term

(Goldthorpe 1982; Abercrombie and Urry

1983). This term derived from the work of

Karl Renner who saw the main role of the

class in servicing the functions of the state.

Compared to the working class, its relations

to the employing class were based on trust,

for which it was compensated by a salary, as

distinct from a paid wage. The term ‘salar-

iat’ is sometimes still used to describe this

group. Goldthorpe argued that its members

acted rationally to maximize their advantages

and maintain them intergenerationally.

While he noted differences between those

in managerial and professional occupations,

he treated the service class as a single rela-

tively propertyless class that is dependent on

the ‘trust relationship’.

Urry and his fellow authors saw the main

functions of the service class as ‘servicing’

the needs of capital through the adminis-

tration, control and the regulation of social

reproduction. It is the possession of cre-

dentials and lack of capital assets that mark

the boundaries between the classes above

and below them. For Urry and his co-

authors, some members of the service class

could be radical in social and political

orientation. Particularly those involved in
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the regulation of the reproduction and

organization of welfare could define their

interests as being in conflict with more

dominant members.

Crompton (1998) has criticized both

these approaches to the service class for

over-identifying issues of occupation and

for under-identifying sectoral and gender

differences within the service class. In more

recent work, Urry appears to have heeded

these criticisms by giving less emphasis to

class in what he sees as an emerging order

of ‘disorganized capitalism’.

The concept of the ‘new class’ was devel-

oped in North America to account for the

growth of a new group of managerial and

professional workers in the late 1970s in the

context of the decline of industrial production

and the growth of quaternary services

(Gouldner 1979). This group was dis-

tinguished from both traditional professionals

and the middle class of blue- and white-

collar employees. It was seen as an essen-

tially urban, insecure and ‘new economy’-

based class (Ehrenreich 1989; Ley 1996).

In Britain, work on the middle classes in

recent years has become the focus for a

renaissance in class analysis (Savage, Barlow

et al. 1992; Butler and Savage 1995; Savage

2000). Savage’s approach, deriving from

the work of Erik Olin Wright and particu-

larly Pierre Bourdieu, stresses the role of

assets. Bourdieu originally identified a tri-

partite division within the middle class

between those reliant on property assets (a

petty bourgeoisie), organizational assets

(managers) and educational credentials

(professionals). Bourdieu has developed this

into a more rounded approach that sees the

middle classes operating across a number of

‘fields’ and drawing strategically on their

assets and resources in relation to different

forms of capital: cultural, economic, social

and symbolic, ensuring not only their own

comparative advantage but also those of

their children (see cultural capital).

For many decades the middle class was de

facto defined as not being the working class.

These accounts of class were based almost

exclusively on accounts of occupation and

production and class culture was read off

from this. The current renaissance in class

analysis is largely based on accounts of the

middle class and its fields of consumption.

Work on gentrification indicates that space

and place are now an important element in

processes of class formation in the middle

class (Butler and Robson 2003).
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MIGRATION

Human migration is the process by which

individuals or groups of people change

their usual place of residence, crossing

administrative boundaries. The adminis-

trative unit they leave is the place of origin

and they arrive at the place of destination.

This concept implies the existence of a

place of residence, so nomads are usually

excluded from the counts of migration in

many countries. Similarly, commuting is

not seen as migration, even if distances can

be substantial and the impact on an econ-

omy and society might be important and

deserve study. While the notion of admin-

istrative boundaries is difficult to apply in

historical perspective this element is

important in defining and understanding

modern migration movements. The sheer

variety of migration types also makes it

difficult to establish exact quantitative

accounts of the extent of migration.

One approach to categorizing migration

is to distinguish between internal and inter-

national migration. Internal migration

occurs if place of origin and place of desti-

nation remain in the same sovereign coun-

try. International migrants cross a national

border in their move. There are various

types of internal migrations. Today in many

developing countries, rural-urban migra-

tion is predominant, as it was in the past in

European countries. In developed countries

in the twentieth century, suburbanization

brought a migration of families from the

cities to suburbia, where land was cheaper

and the conditions for raising families were

considered to be more favourable than in

densely populated cities (see urbanism and

urbanization).

Another characteristic distinguishing

types of migration relates to the length of

stay. Permanent migrants make a definitive

decision to stay. However, in many regions

of the world temporary migrants are com-

mon. They return after some time to the

place of origin (return migration) or move

to another destination. The duration of stay

can range from a few months to many years.

Seasonalmovements are often not considered

migration in the strict sense, although they are

sometimes referred to as seasonal migration.

In most cases it is labour migration related to

harvests.This occurs during certain periods of

the year and the duration is usually shorter

than three months.

Although there are many reasons to

migrate, one distinction in migration

motives is fundamental and identifies two

types of migration: voluntary and forced.

The reasons for voluntary migration are

manifold and are discussed below. In the

case of forced migration, migrants are either

compelled by public authorities to leave

their place of residence (displaced persons)

or they must escape in order to safeguard

their lives from persecution, natural dis-

asters or war (refugees). Refugees usually

migrate of their own accord, although they

are generally under strong pressure or in

danger while making this decision.

International migrants cross borders and

stay in the country of destination either as

documented (‘legal’) migrants or as undo-

cumented (‘illegal’) migrants. The legal sta-

tus of immigrants is defined differently in

various countries. Undocumented immi-

grants often find it difficult to integrate in

the country of destination and are subject

to discrimination.

Migration research divides the reasons for

migration into push factors, resulting from

the country of origin, and in pull factors,

attracting migrants to the area of destina-

tion. Push factors might be unfavourable

changes in climatic and environmental

conditions, food shortages, population

pressure on land or water, poverty, high

unemployment and/or underemployment,

ethnic and religious discrimination or

expulsion, war or civil war. Pull factors

might include political and economic sta-

bility and transparency, religious tolerance

and respect, real or perceived opportunities

to seek work and income and find access to
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health services and education, often for

children. Religious motives have been

important for a substantial share of migration

in the past. The distinction between push

and pull factors has been questioned, since

it is typically the differential between con-

ditions in the country of origin and the

country of destination that makes people

migrate. Focusing on the differential also

helps us understand the direction of migration

movements to certain countries of destination.

For most countries of destination there

are only vague and often conflicting esti-

mates of undocumented immigration (the

‘flow’) and of the number of undocu-

mented immigrants (the ‘stock’). But even

the size of documented immigration from

abroad is often not precisely known.

Usually immigrants should register at their

new place of residence; temporary migrants

should register if they leave the country of

destination again. The contribution of

international migration to overall popula-

tion dynamics depends on a difference

between gross immigration (arrivals) in a

period of time and emigration (departures)

in the same period. In many countries of

destination there have been periods of net-

immigration and periods of net-emigration

is recorded in history.

The total number of international

migrants is currently estimated at between

175 to 185 million people world-wide.

This amounts to 3 per cent of the world

population; the percentage of international

migrants has not increased substantially

since c. 1965. These estimates include about

30 million people living in the successor

states of the former Soviet Union, who had

previously been internal migrants but

became international migrants with the

dissolution of the Union. The annual

number of people actually migrating in one

year is estimated currently to be about 12

million people world-wide. Between 1.5

and 2 million of them are students;

between 7 and 8 million immigrants reach

developed countries annually.

Family unification is quantitatively the

most important form of international

migration today. The second largest group

of immigrants are labour migrants; the

third largest group are asylum-seekers and

refugees. The USA is the country with the

largest absolute number of immigrants

world-wide, estimated at 35 million in

2000. Second in the absolute size of the

immigrant population is the Russian Fed-

eration, with 13.2 million in 2003; third is

Germany with 7.4 million immigrants in

the same year. However, a different picture

appears if the relative size of the immigrant

population is measured. The country with

the highest share of immigrants in total

population is the United Arab Emirates,

which saw more than 70 per cent immi-

grant population in 2000, followed by

Kuwait, Jordan and Israel.

In the case of voluntary migration,

migrants can expect both personal losses

and gains from the decision to move.

Typically they abandon property, friends

and relatives, as well as inheritance rights.

Educational certificates and qualifications

may not be recognized, on account of lan-

guage and cultural barriers as well as plain

discrimination. In a lifetime perspective the

net gains for migrants are higher if they are

younger. Some migrants consider the gains

of a migration for their children. These

considerations might be one of the reasons

why younger people constitute the major-

ity of international migrants. This effect has

been called self-selection of migrants.

Usually immigrants are substantially

younger than the population in the country

of destination and better educated than the

majority of the population in the country

of origin.

In many countries of origin, unemploy-

ment is high and the emigration of young

people tends to ease supply pressure on the

labour market. However, since many emi-

grants are highly qualified, a brain drain of

talent is typically the consequence. In

countries of destination, since immigrants
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tend to be younger than the native popu-

lation, employed documented immigrants

contribute more to the pension system and

to health insurance than they draw from

these systems. Most studies of the economic

consequences of immigration to developed

countries agree on its positive impact in the

past decades. However, while immigrants

fitted well into the labour markets, parti-

cularly in manufacturing in the 1960s and

the 1970s, demand for this type of labour

has decreased substantially. Some authors

see the integration of immigrants into the

labour markets and societies of West Eur-

opean countries today as more difficult than

in the recent past. Yet, some of these

countries are certain to experience demo-

graphically induced shortages of labour in

the near future making immigration policy

a vital topic of political debate.

Key related terms in debates about

migration in social theory are the concepts

of the stranger, social inclusion and

social exclusion, ‘race’ and racism, limin-

ality, and the positions of marginality

often occupied by people of forced or

voluntary transitional mobility, people

crossing boundaries whose life habits, ideas

and cultural values may be stranded

between hegemonic categories in both the

country of origin and the country of desti-

nation.
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RALF E. ULRICH

MILL, JOHN STUART (1806–1873)

English philosopher

Mill was educated by his father, the philo-

sopher and political economist, James Mill,

in the expectation that the younger Mill

would implement the utilitarian ideas

espoused by his father and the family friend,

Jeremy Bentham, in order to promote

rational social administration. As a civil

servant for the East India Company in his

youth, Mill’s public and private interests

were combined in his despatches and

debates over the relationship between civi-

lization and political liberty.

Mill sought to reconcile public policy

geared towards promoting the common

good with an implacable defence of the

autonomy of the individual, expressed in

his ‘harm principle’. He fused Romantic

themes of individual fulfilment, derived

from Samuel Coleridge and Wilhelm von

Humboldt, with utilitarianism, to defend

the liberty-enhancing capacities of repre-

sentative government (see freedom). But

influenced by de Tocqueville, he worried

about the relationship between democracy

and social conformity.

Mill’s concern to grant both voice and

vote to all was noticeably radical in its time,

as was his account of the subjection of

women, a work influenced by his wife,

Harriet Taylor, which defended women’s

rights and the virtues of marriage as an

intellectual partnership. This was a theme

he pursued in Parliament as an MP for

Westminster after 1865, along with

numerous considerations on parliamentary
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reform. Mill is the classic theorist of poli-

tical liberalism. To some extent he has also

been interpreted as favouring socialism,

given his remarks about ownership of pro-

duction in his economic writings, but he

worried about the effects of its excessive

socialist bureaucracy on human freedom.
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MILLS, CHARLES WRIGHT (1916–1962)

US theorist

Mills was an intellectual radical who

explored, both empirically and theoreti-

cally, the dynamics of power and stratifica-

tion in American society, raising in the

process challenging questions about the

ethical and moral responsibility of social

scientists. Influenced by American pragma-

tism and by Thorstein Veblen, Mills’s sub-

sequent engagement with European social

theorists was facilitated by his collaboration

with the German émigré sociologist, Hans

Gerth. Mills is best known for his book,

The Sociological Imagination (1959). In it,

Mills debunks trends then current in the dis-

cipline, lambasting both ‘grand theory’ for its

pretension, vacuity and lack of empirical

referent, and ‘abstracted empiricism’, or the

accumulation of atheoretical empirical studies.

Mills argues that the task and promise of

sociology lies in the ability to grasp the

interrelationship between ‘public issues’ and

‘private troubles’. Sociological imagination

grows out of ‘intellectual craftmanship’, the

creative, self-disciplined engagement with

research materials rather than the ritualistic

application of methodological techniques.

In his work on post-war American

society, Mills produced powerful portrayals

of organized labour, the newly emergent

middle class, and the intertwining of cor-

porate, political and military elites. This

work challenged conventional assumptions

that emphasized the pluralist and consensual

nature of American society. In his later

writing, Mills explored world politics, US

hegemony, especially in relation to Latin

America, and the Cold War.

Major works

(1951) White Collar. New York: Oxford Uni-
versity Press.

(1956) The Power Elite. New York: Oxford
University Press.

(1959) The Sociological Imagination. New York:
Oxford University Press.

(1960) Listen Yankee: The Revolution in Cuba.
New York: McGraw-Hill.
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MODE OF PRODUCTION

For Marx, a mode of production com-

prises: ‘forces of production’ – specific kinds

of human labour, instruments of produc-

tion and the materials upon which these

elements are applied to produce the means

of subsistence and other goods; and ‘rela-

tions of production’ – specific ways in

which the forces of production are con-

trolled, combined and their products dis-

tributed, thereby reproducing and possibly

expanding the forces of production, includ-

ing the number and well-being of direct

producers (and their kinship networks).

In class societies, a non-productive class,

through its control of one or more of the

forces of production and their mode of

combination, has the ability to enhance its

social position by appropriating and deter-

mining the use of any surplus produced by

the forces of production. Marx identifies

primitive communist, Asiatic, slave, feu-

dal, capitalist, socialist and post-scarcity

communist modes of production.

According to more recent Althusserian

elaborations of this concept (see Althusser),

if a mode of production is articulated with

compatible political, legal institutional

‘superstructures’ and if the horizon of

thought of most of its members is shaped by

accommodative institutionalized ideolo-

gies, then these together may constitute a

reproducible social formation. However,

the social logic of class modes of production

and social formations, particularly capitalistic

ones, consists in the likely development of

internal contradictions, possibly generating

crises. These crises may be temporarily

contained, or may contribute to societal

collapse or to the emergence of a new

mode of production and social formation.

If suitably applied, the concepts of mode

of production and social formation provide

a potentially powerful analytic tool for

understanding how the overall social orga-

nization and development of societies relate

to continuities and changes in their socio-

economic relations and their conditions of

existence.
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FRANK PEARCE

MODERNITY AND MODERNIZATION

The analysis of contemporary Western

societies has long been based on the idea

that those societies emerged through some

rupture with the past. In this sense, the

social sciences have long theorized ‘mod-

ernity’ as the attempt to grasp the specificity

of the present, even though the term has

been used only rather recently. The domi-

nant strand in the social sciences has aimed

at capturing this specificity by structural-

institutional analysis. Modern institutions are

here seen as the embodiments of the mod-

ern promise of freedom and reason. Against

and beyond this dominant strand, different

conceptualizations of modernity have been

proposed. In parallel to the history of the

‘modern social sciences’, critiques of moder-

nity have provided an alternative institutional

analysis, emphasizing the undermining of

the promise of autonomy in and through

the workings of modern institutions.

Both of these views have recently been

considered too limited in their approach,

committing themselves to an overly specific

understanding of modernity. On the one

side stand the excessive confidences of

‘modernization theory’ in functional evo-

lutionary necessity. On the other side stand

the potentially self-defeating gestures of

postmodernism. More interpretative approa-

ches to modernity demonstrate the breadth
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of possible interpretations of what is com-

monly understood as the basic self-under-

standing, or imaginary signification, of

modernity. The conception of modernity

as an ethos and an experience underlines the

normative and agential features of modernity.

Here the emphasis is on the lack of any

given foundations and the possibility of

pushing the ‘project of modernity’ ever

further, as well as on creativity and openness.

The experiential understanding thus com-

plements the interpretative approach by

underlining the large, potentially infinite,

variety of forms of modernity. At the same

time, however, it raises the stakes for an

analysis of settings of modernity as entire

societal configurations.

Modernity as an era and a set of
institutions

In the form of the announcement of a

possible new era, the term ‘modernity’ was

made prominent in the quérelle des anciens et

des modernes in the seventeenth and eight-

eenth centuries. From then onwards, most

uses of the term have retained a strong

temporal implication, the later concept of

‘modern society’ being a key example.

Drawing such a distinction between eras,

however, also demands specification as to

how they differ, i.e., a conceptualization of

what is modern. Such conceptualization

regularly transcends historical time, and

thus invites analyses that go beyond the

initial preference for the present over the

past. In other words, the term inevitably

carries a double connotation; it is always

both philosophical and empirical, or both

substantive and temporal (Yack 1997), or

both conceptual and historical (Wagner 2001).

Sociologists of ‘modern society’ often

found themselves in the dilemma of recon-

ciling these two concerns, that is, as having,

on the one hand, to claim a historical break

with ‘traditional society’, but having, on

the other, difficulties in empirically identi-

fying such clear-cut breaks. Thus, spatio-

temporal reference points were created and

employed in various combinations. First of

all, the idea of the emergence of ‘modern

society’ has often referred straightforwardly

to the ‘history of the West’. More specifi-

cally, it has referred to the history of Eur-

ope, and from some time onwards also to

North America. Modern social life then

begins at the earliest in the fifteenth century

with the Renaissance, the Reformation and

the voyages of discovery. At the latest, it

starts in the early twentieth century with

modernism in the arts and architecture and

with the new form of self-inspection pro-

vided by psychoanalysis. Economic mod-

ernity is said to begin with the market

revolution and the industrial revolution,

and political modernity has its take-off with

the revolutions in America and France in

the late eighteenth century. Scientific and

philosophical revolutions towards moder-

nity can be variously dated along this tem-

poral line – from Cartesian rationalism and

experimental method to the fin-de-siècle

critique of science and metaphysics and to

the theory of relativity (Toulmin 1990).

However one looks at this range of dates,

the tension between any historical descrip-

tion of a rupture and conceptual under-

standings of modernity comes immediately

to the fore. The conceptual imagery of a

‘modern society’, as known in twentieth-

century sociology, characterized by a mar-

ket-based economy, a democratic polity

and autonomous knowledge-producing

institutions developing empirical-analytical

sciences, sits in an uneasy relation to these

historical dates. Were one to insist that the

full set of those institutions needs to exist

before a society can be called modern,

social modernity would be limited to a

relatively small part of the globe during

only a part of the twentieth century.

This tension between conceptuality and

historicity was resolved for some theorists

by introducing an evolutionary logic in

societal development. Based on the assump-

tion of a societally effective voluntarism of
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human action, realms of social life were

considered to have gradually separated from

one another according to social functions.

Religion, politics, the economy, and the

arts all emerged as separate spheres in a series

of historical breaks – known as the scien-

tific, industrial and democratic revolutions –

following a logic of differentiation (Par-

sons 1964). A sequence of otherwise con-

tingent ruptures is thus read as a history of

progress, and the era of modernity emerges

by an unfolding from incomplete begin-

nings. In conceptual terms, this perspective

aimed at combining an emphasis on free

human action with the achievement of

greater mastery over the natural and social

world (Alexander 1978). The differentia-

tion of functions and their separate institu-

tionalization was seen as both enhancing

human freedom and as increasing the range

of action. Thus, it provided a sociologized

version of the Enlightenment combination

of freedom and reason, or of subjectivity

and rationality (Touraine 1992).

The grand critiques of modernity

Starting out from considerable doubt about

such facile harmony between freedom and

reason, a series of major critical inquiries

into the dynamics of modernity set in from

the middle of the nineteenth century up

until the 1930s. These grand critiques

identified basic structural problems in the

practices of modernity, without at the same

time abandoning a commitment to the idea

of modernity as a project. They all pro-

blematize, although in very different ways,

the tension between the unleashing of the

modern dynamics of freedom and rational

mastery and its often unintended con-

sequences.

The first of these critiques was the critique

of political economy, developed mainly by

Marx. In contrast to some of the con-

servative critics of capitalism, such as the

German historical economists who flatly

denounced its rationalist individualism,

Marx basically adhered to the Enlight-

enment tradition of personal autonomy.

His ideal was ‘the free association of free

human beings.’ In the workings of the ‘free

market’ in capitalism, however, he dis-

covered a societal effect of human eco-

nomic interaction that asserted itself

‘behind the backs’ of the actors.

The second grand critique was the critique

of large-scale organization and bureaucracy, as

analyzed most prominently by Robert

Michels and Max Weber. With a view to

the enhancement of rational mastery of the

world, it postulated the tendency for the

formation of stratified bodies with hier-

archical chains of command and abstract

rules of action. In the context of a uni-

versal-suffrage polity and a welfare state,

i.e. in ‘large’ societies in which all indivi-

duals had to be included on a formal, leg-

ally equal, basis in all major regulations,

such ‘iron cages’ had emerged as state

apparatuses. Alongside this, large industrial

enterprises and mass parties would spread

further into all realms of social life. While

such institutions enhanced the reach of

human action generally, they limited it to

the application of rules, leading to percep-

tions of imprisonment within a bureau-

cratic order and to conditions of

‘disenchantment’ and ‘meaninglessness’.

A third related critique of modernity is

the critique of modern philosophy and science.

Weber, too, was aware of the great loss, the

‘disenchantment of the world’, entailed by

rational domination. But still, he under-

stood his own project of social science in

rational and value-neutral terms, as he

thought no other approach could prevail

under conditions of modernity. In contrast,

radical and explicit critiques of science were

put forward by others in very different

forms. In idealist Lebensphilosophie the ela-

boration of a non-scientistic approach to

science was attempted, as well as in a different

manner by early twentieth-century ‘Western’

Marxism, notably by Max Horkheimer and

the early Frankfurt School. In some
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respects, pragmatism in the USA can also

be ranged under the critiques of science in

its uniting of theoretical and practical

understanding in lived experience.

Interpretive approaches to modernity

Although the authors of these grand cri-

tiques in some respects anticipated the

more recent idea of modernity as a space of

interpretive possibilities, Marx, Horkheimer

and to some extent evenWeber had assumed

that their critique provided a uniquely

superior account. It is only from the 1970s

onwards that the openness of modernity

towards a variety of interpretations has

become an explicit topic of social theory.

Following Cornelius Castoriadis (1990),

modernity can be considered as a situation

in which the reference to autonomy and

mastery provides for a double ‘imaginary

signification’ of social life. By this term,

Castoriadis refers to what more con-

ventionally would be called a generally held

belief or an ‘interpretative pattern’ (Arnason

1989). More precisely, the two components

of this signification are the idea of the

autonomy of the human being as the

knowing and acting subject, on the one hand,

and, on the other, the idea of the basic

rationality and intelligibility of the world. In

this sense modernity refers to a situation in

which human beings do not accept any exter-

nal guarantees. Although the authors of these

grand critiques in some respects anticipated

the more recent idea of modernity as a space

of interpretive possibilities. That is, human

beings do not acept any guarantees that

they themselves do not posit, concerning poli-

tical order, knowledge and the idea of self-

hood (see subject and subjectivity)

(Wagner 2001).

The sociology of modern society – and,

by inversion of the topic, the grand critiques

as well – claimed to derive a particular

institutional structure from this double

imaginary signification. One problem with

this assumption that a modern set of insti-

tutions can be derived from the imaginary

signification of modernity is that it over-

looks the way in which the two elements of

this signification are ambivalent and in

tension with one another. The inter-

pretative approach consequently takes such

tensions to indicate the possibility of a

variety of institutional forms. The relation

between autonomy and mastery institutes

an interpretative space that is to be specifi-

cally filled in each socio-historical situation

through struggles over the situation-

grounded appropriate meaning. Theoreti-

cally, there is always a plurality and diver-

sity of interpretations of this space.

With its emphasis on openness, the

interpretive approach links up to the idea of

modernity as an ethos and experience. A

common view of the history of social life in

Europe holds that a ‘culture of modernity’

spread gradually which is individualist in a

broad sense and gives an important place to

self-exploration (Taylor 1989: 305). Such

an emphasis on individuality and indivi-

dualization is quite alien both to the more

formalized ‘modern’ discourses of the indi-

vidual, as in rational choice theory, or in

liberal political philosophy and to the tota-

lizing critiques of modernity. Yet in litera-

ture and the arts, the idea of the experience

of modernity as a quest for personal auton-

omy has always been at the centre and, as

an experience, it concerned in the first

place the singular human being (Berman

1982). Michel Foucault’s lecture ‘What is

Enlightenment?’ very succinctly distinguished

in this sense between modernity as an ethos

of self-examination and modernity as an

institutional Leviathan. Modernity as an

attitude and experience demands the

exploration of one’s self and is counter-

posed to modernity as an epoch and a set of

institutions, which demands obedience to

agreed-upon rules. At least in some writers,

such Jean-François Lyotard, the idea of

postmodernity was inspired by a return to

what had been a modern self-understanding

since at least the Enlightenment, and much
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less by the idea of a new era ‘after’ moder-

nity.

Varieties of modernity

In attempts to combine insights from the

variety of approaches without abandoning

the objective of analyzing spatio-temporally

extended configurations, research interest

in what may be called the ‘cultures of

modernity’ has recently increased (Friese

and Wagner 2000). Such research investi-

gates the variety of socio-historical inter-

pretations of the double imaginary

signification of modernity and the resources

such interpretations draw on and mobilize.

In Western Europe (for example, in France

and Germany) or within the more broadly

defined ‘West’ (for example, in Europe and

the USA), those resources are much richer

and much more varied than earlier research

had been able to identify. Both richness and

variety increase considerably as soon as one

focuses on the so-called non-Western

societies. Research on ‘multiple modernities’

aims at analyzing such wider, present and

past, plurality of interpretations of the

modern signification (Eisenstadt 1998;

2002). Such sociologies of modernity break

with any reasoning that associates moder-

nization unequivocally with Westerniza-

tion. Without disregarding the problem of

the ‘specificity of the West’, interest is

accordingly revived in the comparative-

historical study of societal configurations.
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PETER WAGNER

MONARCHY

Originating from Greek, the word ‘mon-

archy’ denotes the undivided rule of a sin-

gle person. But contemporary language

does not permit extension of the terms

‘monarch’ and ‘monarchy’ to the rule of

dictators, life-time presidents or other ‘des-

pots’ (indeed a restriction of this kind is

already present in the writings of Aristotle).

‘Monarchy’ is usually reserved for the rule

of kings, emperors or important princes,

with the implication of legitimacy.

It is possible to study the institution of

monarchy under three aspects: (1) a histor-

ical concept of European origin and vari-

ety; (2) a broader anthropological concept

MONARCHY
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traceable to the Neolithic agricultural state;

and (3) a story of the decline, limitation or

abolition of monarchy through constitu-

tions, republics and democratic nation–

states, as theorized by thinkers from

Hobbes to Montesquieu and dramatized in

events such as the French Revolution.

The Greeks, during the classical era of

the republican polis, knew ‘kingship’ only

from Homer’s writings or from their

neighbour Macedonia. While Celtic, Ger-

manic and other ancient European peoples

knew ‘warlords’ (Weber 1978: 1141), the

most significant early understanding of

monarchy developed in the Roman

Empire: as an incremental, largely unplan-

ned process generating central imperial

structures that emerged from the oligarchy

of a polis. Historical sociologists such as

Michael Mann (1986: 259) consider Rome

the first ‘territorial empire of world his-

tory’, based on coerced cooperation of the

masses, organized by an elite with the help

of a centralized army and bureaucracy.

Medieval kingship is closely connected to

the rise of a militarized feudal society and to

the ‘Roman’ conception of empire to which

these kings were tied by the bonds of fealty

since Charlemagne. The origins of this kind

of kingship lie in what Max Weber called

the ‘charismatic heroism’ (Weber 1978: 1141)

of war-princes, supported by voluntary vas-

sals, engaged in near permanent war. These

‘conquering’ kings initially derived legiti-

macy from ‘magical’ charisma. The histor-

ian Marc Bloch (1924) stressed their sacred

gift to heal through miracles (Les rois thau-

maturges). Yet such charisma was soon trans-

mitted into a hereditary and acquired

‘depersonalized’ authority, culminating

eventually in a condition of ‘traditional

authority’ with ‘patrimonial’ elements.

The peak of absolutist royal power can be

explained in terms of what Norbert Elias

(2000) called a ‘royal mechanism’. Accord-

ing to this framework, the king benefits

from a historically singular constellation of

an equal power balance between declining

aristocratic power on the one hand and the

rising bourgeois power of merchants and

officials, on the other, tipping the scale in

favour of his own domineering position

(see aristocracy and bourgeoisie). Absolu-

tist rule in its purest form only took shape

in a few countries. The model example is

France under Louis XIV until the eve of

the French Revolution. In other countries

absolutism remained only a tendency (e.g.,

England under the Tudors). Perry Anderson

(1974) also distinguishes between ‘Western’

and ‘Eastern Absolutism’. In addition to her-

editary kingship, ancient Europe knew

several kingships based on the principle of

election: the Holy Roman Empire itself,

Poland, as well as Hungary and Bohemia

before the Habsburgs.

Outside Europe, kingship is found in

many societies with at least a horticultural

or agricultural basis. The roots of kingship

may lie in the transition from reciprocal to

redistributive institutions of exchange

(Harris and Johnson 1999). They are not

restricted to heroism in war but can also be

traced to magicians or shamans who may

eventually become priestly princes or kings

(Weber 1978). Hierocracy, theocracy and

what Weber called ‘caesaro-papism’ tend to

derive from origins of these kinds. Thus

Mesopotamian and Egyptian kingship had

similar economic roots (agriculture based

on irrigation) and similar religious nuclear

functions. Steward (1963) sees lineages such

as these as significant in the European con-

quest of the Americas through the spread of

empires based on (largely) standing armies

and on sacred elements of royal rule. But

before this conquest, pastoral nomads, too,

had their king-like heads of ‘state’. In the

East, it was not before the guns of Ivan IV,

the Terrible, developed a destructive capa-

city against Russia’s former Mongolian

overlords, that the power-balance shifted in

favour of settled peasant empires over

mobile, warring and violent nomads.

The decline of the European monarchies

began with the rise of limitations on the
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monarch’s monopoly on use of violence

and access to taxation. This occurred

through the agency of aristocratic parliaments

(especially in the case of England) and

through the rise of the industrialized

bourgeois nation–state. The European net-

work of dynastic elites began to cede power

to the middle classes and to the urban and

rural working classes. Bonds of loyalty to

kings and princes came to be replaced by

identification with an abstract ‘nation’

(Gellner 1983). By the turn of the nine-

teenth century, Europe was still a deeply

monarchical continent; yet by 1918 it saw

the abolition of three empires (Austria,

Russia, Germany) as the legitimacy of

dynastic rule was fatally damaged by defeat

in war and revolution (Skocpol 1979).
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HELMUT KUZMICS

MONEY

Social theorists have predominantly been

interested in the market monies used in

capitalist economies (see capitalism). Neo-

classical economists argue that these so-called

‘modern’ monies facilitated the rise of a

more complex, capitalist economic system

by replacing barter and making possible

economic specialization. Modern money is

usually attributed with four functions: a

medium of exchange; a unit of account; a

store of value; and a means of payment. For

Karl Polanyi (1971) the ability to perform

all these functions, to be ‘all purpose,’ is

precisely what differentiates modern money

from the ‘special’ monies of ‘primitive’

societies such as cowry shells or yap stones.

But this functionalist approach to modern

money hardly captures the dynamic social

relations that produce and reproduce

monetary exchange.

Money and modernity

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries, money held a central place in

social theory, becoming a diagnostic device

for coming to terms with modernity. Karl

Marx’s assessment of generalized com-

modity production under capitalism, for

example, has at its heart a theory of money

(Marx 1977). Money is a kind of über-

commodity: it is a medium of exchange,

rooted in a commodity form (gold), but it

is also used as a measure of value. By cap-

turing the value of labour, money makes

possible a particular form of wage economy

associated with a capitalist system of pro-

duction, which in turn facilitates the spe-

cialization of labour. Yet modern money,

according to Marx, also acts as a universal

equivalent: it becomes the value against

which all other values are commensurable.

Hence money, argues Marx, functions as a

‘radical leveller,’ whereby quantities are

substituted for qualities, and subjects are

turned into objects. In terms of social rela-

tions, money empties the personal from

exchange, and transforms the relations

between people into a material relation

between things (see reification).

This Marxian concept of homogeniza-

tion followed by alienation in capitalist

socitey resurfaces in a different form in the
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writings of Georg Simmel (1991) and Max

Weber (1978). Both Simmel and Weber

argue that the abstraction of social relations

brought about by the transition to a money

economy leads to rationalization and

bureaucratic regulation of daily life, turning

the world into an ‘arithmetic problem’.

Weber’s model of bureaucratization (see

bureaucracy) emphasizes the role of the

state in this process, particularly with

respect to the issuing and valuation of cur-

rency. Simmel, by contrast, provides a

broader cultural analysis that analyzes

money’s impact on social interactions. He

suggests that money embodies the heart-

lessness of modernity insofar as it encoura-

ges the dissolution of community, the shift

from Gemeinschaft to Gesellschaft (see

Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft and Tön-

nies). Simmel’s outlook, however, is not

entirely gloomy. In his view, the erosion of

social ties by money can open up possibilities

that were previously constrained by social

obligations.

Central to these various accounts is an

evolutionary model of monetary develop-

ment, with modern money being repre-

sented not simply as an outcome of these

events but as a forceful agent of social and

economic change. Some postmodernist

theories have pushed the evolutionary

model yet further, aligning the increasing

dematerialization of commodities in the

late twentieth century with the emergence

of a society of signs and simulacra. Brian

Rotman (1987) draws upon Jean Bau-

drillard and Jacques Derrida to develop a

theory of ‘xenomoney’, that is a money

which is no longer redeemable in specie –

in gold or silver – but which, like paper

money or the electronic blips of the stock

market, can be redeemed only for identical

copies of itself (for more paper, more blips).

Given that money acts as the universal

equivalent, parallel patterns of inconvert-

ibility and deferral are replicated in other

systems of representation, from texts to

number systems. Similarly, for Jean-Joseph

Goux (1990) the crisis of representation

associated with postmodernism is but a

radicalization of the logic of equivalence in

which all things are made commensurate, a

logic which structures styles of thought as

varied as semiotics, psychoanalysis and

economics.

What these social theories have in com-

mon is the centrality they attribute to

money in capitalist society and its impact

on social relations. Marx’s original for-

mulation of alienation and homogeniza-

tion, rooted in the evolution of the

commodity form, is reconfigured in the

postmodern accounts, but the foundations

of his analysis are not disrupted. These

accounts provide a seductive critique of

capitalist anomie, and they challenge the

tendency of economic accounts to detach

economic and social realms. Geoffrey Ing-

ham (1999) argues, however, that an evo-

lutionary model of money actually provides

a limited and distorted account of capitalist

production and exchange. In particular, he

argues it does not adequately deal with

contemporary forms of money such as

bank-generated credit-money (e.g. debt)

that have become ubiquitous. Moreover,

classical social theories of money do little in

explaining the social dynamics of money in

terms other than its role as a universal

equivalent. In Ingham’s view, these the-

ories provide little sense either of the social

conditions through which money is pro-

duced and of the agencies among which

money circulates.

Money networks

Since the end of the twentieth century,

there has been an attempt to rethink the

role of money in terms of the particular

social networks through which it circulates.

Thus Viviana Zelizer (1994) examines the

ways in which people store, earmark, and

deface money, hence inscribing it with

individual values. Her work on money in

the United States pays particular attention
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to the gendering of monetary relations at

the turn of the nineteenth century (see

gender). At that time, women, who were

then infrequently in the wage economy,

had very little control over money and

almost no legal entitlement to a husband’s

wage. Household expenses, which women

were expected to manage, were thus a

constant source of tension; funds were

often doled out as an allowance, supervised

by the husband, but also sought through

pleading and/or deception. Looking at the

uses of money in this way illustrates that

money does not simply hollow out social

relations, but can produce them and repro-

duce them in new ways. This presents a

much more dynamic understanding of

money, more closely attuned to the indivi-

dualized dimensions of monetary transac-

tions.

Nigel Dodd (1994) also argues that tack-

ling the meaning of money requires an

understanding of it in terms of its social

relations. Dodd, however, is less interested

in a micro-analysis of the individual uses of

money than in setting out a new general

theory of money. He argues that money

needs to be examined in terms of the five

properties vital to monetary networks:

accountancy; regulation; spatiality; reflex-

ivity; and sociality. In so doing, attention is

shifted away from money’s role as a general

equivalent, and away from individualized

transactions, towards the rational, fiduciary,

and political relationships that exist among

transactors within monetary exchange.

Information binds the network together

and generates the necessary trust in insti-

tutions or in money forms that enable the

more fleeting, extensive and conclusive

transactions associated with market econo-

mies. Because the information about

money is never complete – it is either

lacking, imperfect or there is too much of

it – all monetary transactions are accom-

panied by an element of risk and are

inherently tenuous. Thus, while Dodd

presents a general theory of money, it is

one that points towards the fragility of

monetary networks.

Dodd’s analytic framework enables the

premises of monetary networks to be

questioned rather than taken-for-granted.

Actor-network theories of money also

emphasize the contingency and recursivity

of monetary networks, but with greater

attention to their iterative relationship with

the object they put into circulation. Ley-

shon and Thrift (1997), for example, iden-

tify four actor-networks that are largely

responsible for the structures of governance

in the new international financial system:

nation–states; the media; the financial ser-

vices industry; and machine intelligence

(see governance and governmentality). As

with Dodd’s thesis, information is crucial to

the maintenance of networks, but it is also a

question of how information is translated

across the network to mediate the relation-

ship between actors and intermediaries.

One need think only of the stock exchange,

and the ways that information flows, fil-

tered through expert systems or through

the mood of the market, impact upon

decision-making and in turn on prices and

stock values; these re-valuations create new

kinds of information, and the dynamic inten-

sifies (see also exchange theory).

Network approaches thus present a

model of monetary exchange that is clearly

embedded in social behaviour. The inter-

actions are iterative and context-depen-

dent. Money impinges upon social relations

not only as a measure of value but also in

and through its circulation from person to

person, from place to place, and through

time. Hence the emphasis is much more on

the performativity of money, of the sig-

nificance of actors and objects in interac-

tion (see performative). Money is not a

totalizing social phenomenon but a chan-

ging and often ambivalent social network.

Moreover, the model of society that is

presented is more complex and messier

than the elegant narratives of evolutionary

development.
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Money and power

Another strain of work in the study of

money has provided a more considered

analysis of the modern money form. Often

drawing upon anthropological studies of

non-modern monies, this research has

questioned whether monies such as coins

and paper money are really as empty of

signs as has been suggested. Much of this

research has focused on the emergence of

modern monies in particular places and at

particular moments in time. The role of

states in this process is central, for the his-

tory of modern money is largely a history

of state-issued currency. The ascendance of

paper currencies, for example, was made

possible by the trust invested in the state to

secure the circulation and redeemability of

currency. The legitimation and legitimacy

of money was orchestrated through the

centralized power of the state, and its

authenticity regulated by state-controlled

police who were authorized to prosecute

counterfeiting and other forgeries. The

result was the territorialization of currencies

along national lines. But it was not simply

that states made possible the proliferation of

paper currencies, but that these territor-

ialized currencies in turn reinforced and

legitimated the authority of the state (Gil-

bert and Helleiner 1999).

Social theorists have also examined how

one of the outcomes of this territorializa-

tion has been the formation of national

identities (see identity). Subject-positions

are created as people identify themselves

and each other through monetary transac-

tions, through the implicit rules and reg-

ulations which authorize certain kinds of

transactions. The iconography on money

has often been used to naturalize newer

forms of money, particularly that which is

no longer valuable in and of itself (such as

gold and silver), by conveying social, cultural

and political narratives. At the same time,

nationalist imageries have also been har-

nessed to help produce and reproduce what

Benedict Anderson (1983) calls the ‘ima-

gined community’ of the nation. Hence the

images on money that also circulate as part

of the transaction help to frame the kinds

of subject positions that are legitimized via

the state (McGinley 1993).

Power relations are crucial in the forma-

tion of national currencies, but perhaps

nowhere more so than when modern

monies are imposed by a colonizing power

(see post-colonial theory). The Australian

government, for example, used various

tactics to replace the ‘primitive’ monies of

Papua New Guineans with bank notes.

Robert J. Foster (1998) describes how

media from advertising to newspaper col-

umns were used to educate and demystify

the national currency being introduced. A

national identity was constructed based on a

model derived from Australia, and infused

with a capitalist work ethic that emphasized

the links between labour, wealth and social

values. Similarly, Wambui Mwangi (2002)

reveals how the new currency introduced

into Kenya in the late 1950s, as approved

by the East African Currency Board,

reconfigured the colonial relationship into a

narrative of capitalist development. Gone

were iconographic representations of nat-

uralism and ‘noble savages’, replaced by

agricultural products such as cotton and tea.

Questions of race were at once muted,

while Kenya’s place in the global economy

was asserted.

Studies of national currencies have been

very much concerned with questions of

power, relating to the question of who

issues money and with what effects on

social relations. Context-specific, these

studies reveal that modern monies are not

empty, impersonal or disembedding but

produce and reproduce identities, values

and communities, particularly (but not

only) at the national scale. This tracing of

modern money’s historical and geo-

graphical development also helps to defe-

tishize the modern money form. For the

most part, however, these substantive analyses
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tend not to illuminate our understanding of

the more diffuse social networks in which

money circulates, except at the level of the

state, and they do not offer a general,

explanatory theory of money’s role in society.

According to Fine and Lapavitsas (2000),

what is needed is a new theory of money

which both draws on substantive empirical

studies and is of general explanatory value.

A great challenge for such a theory would

be how to reconcile the micro- and macro-

dimensions of money under one roof (see

micro-, meso-, and macro- levels). The

influx of new money forms – including

transnational currencies such as the euro,

electronic commerce, and local currencies –

suggests some of the added difficulties in

setting out an overarching theory of

money. In addition, in different theories

and understandings money itself plays a

significant role in how the economy and

social relations are theoretically enacted by

the theorist. In this sense, money raises a

number of paradoxes: it is at once a symbol,

a social relation and an object. Always in

circulation, on the move, its slipperiness

evades a totalizing definition.
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EMILY GILBERT

MOORE, BARRINGTON (1913– )

American sociologist and political
scientist

Having begun his career in the shadow of

Parsons and Mills, Moore inspired a gen-

eration of scholars from the 1960s onwards

who helped to promote the sub-discipline

of macroscopic historical sociology. He

became renowned in the 1950s for his

sociological analyses of the Soviet system.

His later works, Social Origins of Dictatorship

and Democracy (1966), Reflections on the

Causes of Human Misery and on Certain Pro-

posals to Eliminate Them (1972), and Injustice:

The Social Bases of Obedience and Revolt

(1978), display a clear inter-disciplinary and

comparative historical approach, challenging

prevailing diagnoses of the sources of social

change and the moral underpinnings of

modern society. In his major study The Social

MOORE, BARRINGTON (1913– )
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Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy, Moore

accounted comparatively for developments

in various Western and Eastern states during

the span from 1300 to the twentieth century.

BlendingMarxist andWeberian findings, he

claimed that modernization could not be

portrayed adequately in an evolutionary

structural functionalist model, nor in a fra-

mework centered on economic factors.

Instead, he saw it a matter of alternative

paths that had to be grasped with historical

comprehension. Moore explained the under-

lying roots of democratic, communist and

fascist political systems with reference to

corresponding revolutionary transitions from

an agrarian to a modern stage of develop-

ment. On the basis of these transformations,

Moore examined shifts in class alliances that

conditioned particular societal institutions and

political cultures. Moore’s works have also

inspired many sociological studies, includ-

ing notably on the historical role and pre-

conditions of revolutions.
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Lord and Peasant in the Making of the Modern
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DANIEL ŠUBER

MORALITY

Morality, at least from one fairly wide-

spread modern perspective, consists in the

rightness or wrongness of action. An action

is moral if it is judged to be right or good,

and immoral in so far as it is judged to be

wrong. From this schematic definition arise

at least two strands of sociological debate

and controversy. The first strand can be

described as ‘epistemological’, the second

as ‘ontological’.

The ‘epistemological’ side of the problem

of morality for social theory relates to the

common presumption in everyday con-

sciousness that there exist criteria of moral

judgment that are independent of action,

and which can then be applied to an action

in order to determine whether it is moral or

immoral. The category of morality here

refers to a consciousness of what ought to be

the case with the world. For centuries this

consciousness or sense of the moral or

ethical has presented innumerable problems

for philosophers and theologians; and for

social theorists, too, it is especially difficult

to examine and to conceptualize. In a nut-

shell, the problem of morality for social

theory is that social theory is an empirically

and not normatively informed discipline.

This foundation of sociology is clearly

expressed in Durkheim’s contention that

sociology is the science of ‘social facts’.

These facts are understood as being external

to any given individual insofar as they exist

before the individual, and any given indi-

vidual is only one small part of the totality

that the fact represents. For example, a

church exists before my entrance into it,

and my participation in the rites of that

church does not represent everything that

constitutes that church. Social facts are to

be treated ‘objectively’ or ‘value-neutrally’

(Durkheim 1982). This means that from

the Durkheimian perspective, morality

cannot be understood sociologically if it

begins from the standpoint of the normative

consciousness of the individual. Rather,

morality consists in prevalent ‘social facts’.

Similarly, though with different nuances,

Max Weber also argued that sociology can

say nothing about the ‘ought’ and can only
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deal with morality in terms of what it entails

for the actions of social actors. Weber

expressly stated in The Protestant Ethic and

the Spirit of Capitalism that, ‘we are here

naturally not so much concerned with what

concepts the theological moralists developed

in their ethical theories, but, rather, what

was the effective morality in the life of

believers’. Weber’s sociology concentrated

on ‘how the religious background of eco-

nomic ethics affected practice’ (Weber

1930: 267). These classical formulations of

Durkheim and Weber have underpinned a

consensus among many academic sociologists

that sociology cannot make legitimate

comments about ‘what ought to be’.

Sociology can analyze different social

expressions of the ‘ought’ (compare Par-

sons on values and norms), but as a dis-

cipline it cannot legitimately make value-

statements. It is felt that this is a facet of the

epistemology of sociology that is endan-

gered when the discipline is harnessed to a

political platform or moral agenda. This

view, however, tends to command less

adherence from more politically engaged

forms of social theory such as Marxism –

for example, the critical theory of the

Frankfurt School – or feminist theory.

From the ‘ontological’ side of the prob-

lem, it must be observed that various

sociological analyses of morality are built on

different – and often incompatible – a priori

conceptualizations of the nature of human

being. Durkheim took a definite stand on

this matter. His stress on social facts implied

that human beings need external constraint

and symbolic and emotional processes of

positive integration if any kind of social

order is to be possible (see values and

norms). For Durkheim, morality was a

social fact that plays a role in the establish-

ment and maintenance of social order, and

this is necessary because, without the

power of the social facts of morality, human

nature cannot itself be the basis of an

orderly life. Morality, then, is a social

addition to what it means to be human.

There are traces of the philosophies both

Kant and Hobbes in this argument, which

is represented most clearly in Durkheim’s

notion of homo duplex. This conceptualiza-

tion of human being suggests that every

individual contains an opposition between

egoistic and social (moral) impulses. Where

the social order is not felt sufficiently pow-

erfully, the individual will be able to follow

only egoistic impulses, and an orderly life in

common will be prejudiced (see anomie).

A variation on the theme of homo duplex

appears in Norbert Elias’s theory of the

civilizing process. Elias provides a wealth of

historical evidence to support the thesis that

‘civilization’ consists of the renunciation of

egoistic impulses in favour of the accep-

tance by individuals of external constraints

and restraints (Elias 2000). Elias proposes

that it is through ‘civilization’ that men and

women become moral.

The ontological a priori that Durkheim

and Elias share in different ways is the pre-

sumption that men and women become

moral, and need to become moral, through

acceptance of the external power of social

norms. In contrast, expressing a humanistic

current in social theory, both Simmel and

Weber identify moral activity more with an

attitude of personal autonomous self-

creation – an attitude that, in their view,

was being increasingly restricted by social

constraints (see autonomy and humanism).

This humanist sensibility is encapsulated in

Weber’s famous declaration about the ‘iron

cage’ of modern capitalist rationality

(Weber 1930). In more recent times, it is in

the work of Zygmunt Bauman that it is

possible to find the boldest contemporary

sociological expression of this humanist a

priori, as well as one of the most direct critiques

of the Durkheimian approach to morality.

For Bauman, Durkheim’s approach col-

lapses morality into the problem of social

order and, specifically, into the question of

social integration. Bauman comments that

‘the most formidable of Durkheim’s influ-

ences on social-scientific practice was the
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conception of society as, essentially, an

actively moralizing force’ (1989: 172).

Bauman criticizes Durkheim on the grounds

that the argument that it is ‘society’ that

makes men and women moral leads inevi-

tably to the conclusion that morality

involves merely the passive acceptance of

social demands; to be moral is to do as one

is told and to obey. Bauman develops this

criticism in the context of his analysis of the

Holocaust, contending that the Durkhei-

mian position leads to the conclusion that

Nazi officers responsible for the Holocaust

behaved morally (because they obeyed

orders, rules, norms, imposed by author-

ity), while those men and women who

came to the assistance of Jews were immoral

because they refused to accept the demands

of social integration. Bauman rejects this

mode of analysis and instead draws on a

humanist ontology to propose that the res-

cuers were moral because they were attend-

ing to the pre-social moral demand that is

made by the humanOther, which the social

systems tends to manipulate or to efface.

According to Bauman, it is not ‘society’

that makes us moral. On the contrary, it is

‘society’ – especially totalitarian society –

that prevents us from being moral. Bau-

man’s counter to the Durkheimian approach

to morality draws on the work of the phi-

losopher Emmanuel Levinas, who identifies

an ethics of a pre-social demand to care for

the Other. Levinas’s position is summed up

in a passage from Dostoevsky: ‘We are all

responsible for all and for all men before all,

and I more than all the others’ (cited in

Bauman 1989: 182). Consequently, in the

context of the Holocaust, it was those who

disobeyed the law in Nazi Germany, who

refused to be integrated into that particular

social order, who earn our moral acclaim,

and it was those who were well integrated

and who upheld social order who were

most able to accept persecution of the vic-

tims.

However, it is important to note that

Bauman does not seek to establish the

Levinasian ethic of care for the Other as a

sociological ‘ought’. Bauman deduces the

Levinasian position from a sociological

investigation into the Holocaust, and

thereafter deploys it as the foundation of a

critical sociology. In his view, sociology is

to be ethically informed and at the same

time respectful of the epistemological

foundations of the discipline. We see here

that morality lies at the centre of social

theory, but the study of morality con-

tinuously tests the limits of social theoretical

epistemology. For this reason it is a matter

of constant debate, and rarely of consensus.
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KEITH TESTER

MULTICULTURALISM

Multiculturalism regards the coexistence of

distinct cultural groups in a society as a

positive value that should be supported by

public policies. The term was coined in the

mid-1960s in Canada, where multiculturalism

was also for the first time declared official

policy by Prime Minister Trudeau in 1971.

The idea can, however, be traced back to
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1915 when Horace Kallen (1915) advo-

cated ‘cultural pluralism’ as an alternative to

the American melting pot. Multicultural

societies are subdivided into groups defined

by cultural markers, especially language,

religion, ethnic origin or distinct ways of

life. Although such boundaries are often

fluid and overlapping, multiculturalism

regards them as significant for individual

identity and public policy. In philosophy

and political theory debates about multi-

culturalism raise questions about: (1) moral

relativism; (2) the limits of toleration; (3)

justice for cultural minorities; and (4)

democratic stability and national unity in

diverse societies.

For many critics, the problem with mul-

ticulturalism is that it generates cultural

relativism, i.e. the view that all moral

values emerge from shared beliefs within

particular communities and cannot be

applied across cultural boundaries. Radical

cultural relativism is indeed logically inco-

herent since the idea that all societies and

cultures can only be judged by their inter-

nal values postulates a universal value of

abstaining from external judgment. The

ban on criticizing other cultures because

values are relative rather than universal is

itself a universalizing statement. This idea is

also sociologically incoherent since passing

judgments on other groups, their beliefs

and ways of life, seems to be a universal

feature of human cultures.

Philosophical questions about value

pluralism become more urgent and more

political when they are posed within a cul-

turally divided society whose members

share a common citizenship. If citizens

passionately disagree on fundamental issues

concerning the nature of human beings, the

good life or religious obligations, the ques-

tion arises as to how they can agree on

constitutional principles and accept the

authority of laws that apply equally to them

all. John Rawls (1993) suggests that social

members may hope for an ‘overlapping

consensus’ on principles of justice even in

deeply divided societies, if these principles

are not derived from any particular philo-

sophy, including liberalism, but are instead

seen as responding to the question of what

all free and equal citizens owe to each other

in the abstract. Citizens of a multi-religious

country may, for example, agree on reli-

gious toleration and the separation of

church and state. In a liberal society, this

consensus is not a mere modus vivendi that

each side would want to overturn in order

to establish its religion.

Other theorists have taken opposite

views. For Chandran Kukathas (2003), lib-

eral toleration, freedom of conscience and

association imply that the state has no

authority to intervene in cultural commu-

nities in order to enforce, for example,

equal citizenship rights for women. Others

have argued that liberal principles of justice

and equality take priority over respect for

cultural diversity. Susan Moller Okin

(1999) believes that women in some

repressive minority cultures would be bet-

ter off if their cultures became extinct, while

Brian Barry (2001) accuses multiculturalism

of undermining the liberal agenda of dif-

ference-blind equality (see difference).

Debates about the limits of toleration

have generally focused on religious diversity

but fail to address conflicts over demands for

language protection or territorial autonomy

raised by ethno-national minorities. Will

Kymlicka (1995) suggests two arguments

for why granting such rights is a matter of

justice. First, while liberal states may be

neutral between religious beliefs, they can-

not possibly be neutral towards the use of

languages in government institutions and

public education. Since all nation-building

involves establishing particular languages and

cultural traditions at the expense of alternative

ones, cultural minorities have a right to

‘external protection’ against assimilation

pressure from a dominant majority. Second,

language-based cultures do not constrain

individual autonomy in the way that some

religious doctrines do, but provide instead a
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‘context of choice’ that makes individuals

aware of the value of different options for

their lives. For Kymlicka these arguments

justify self-government and special repre-

sentation rights for national and indigenous

minorities, and ‘poly-ethnic rights’ for immi-

grant groups, which allow them to negotiate

the conditions of their cultural integration.

Many authors are more concerned with

democratic stability and conflict manage-

ment than with justice for minorities. From

this perspective, too, there is little agree-

ment. Some believe that stable democracies

need a shared history and identity and that

multiculturalism promotes minority ethno-

centrism that undermines national unity

(Schlesinger 1992). Yet most societies in the

global context are much more deeply divi-

ded along ethnic and religious lines than

Western democracies are. Once coercive

assimilation is ruled out as illegitimate,

democratic stability can hardly be obtained

without accommodating minorities through

autonomy and power-sharing arrangements.

Multicultural theories and polices must,

however, try to avoid the danger of essen-

tializing group identities and entrenching

community boundaries. All cultural iden-

tities are socially constructed and malleable,

and protecting minorities is no excuse for

imposing unwanted identities on their

members.
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RAINER BAUBÖCK

MYTH

According to the Oxford English Dictionary,

myth may refer to: (1) a traditional story,

typically involving supernatural beings or

forces, which embodies and provides an

explanation, aetiology, or justification for

something; (2) a widespread but untrue or

erroneous story or belief; a widely held

misconception or a misrepresentation of the

truth; (3) a person or thing held in awe or

generally referred to with near reverential

admiration on the basis of popularly repeated

stories; or (4) a popular conception of a

person or thing which exaggerates or idea-

lizes the truth.

The term, used predominantly in the first

of these senses, entered modern social the-

ory through the work of the German

Romantics, especially Johann Gottfried von

Herder, who viewed myths as products of

the spirit (Geist) of the people-nation (Volk)

and as resources through which social life

was maintained. Perhaps the first attempt to

establish the term on a scientific basis was

the work of Haymann Steinthal and Moritz

Lazarus on Völkerpsychologie (the psychology

of peoples/nations or social psychology).

These thinkers argued that the common

activity of individuals gives rise to objective

cultural forms that in turn produce the

individual psychological subjects who engage

in common activity. As Lazarus put it in

1865, ‘Wherever several people live toge-

ther, it is a necessary result of their compa-

nionship that there develops an objective

mental content which then becomes the

content, norm and organ of their further

subjective activity’ (Danziger 1983: 305).

Language, mythology and custom together

form a Volksgeist or ‘objective spirit’ of the
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Volk, an ‘inner activity common to all indivi-

duals’ (Lazarus quoted in Danziger 1983).

The positions articulated by Steinthal in

particular were further elaborated by Franz

Boas and by modern social anthropology.

Völkerpsychologie was developed in the work

of Wilhelm Wundt, who argued that the

‘seat’ of collective cultural phenomena such

as myth was the Volksseele or popular soul,

which was held to be but ‘a convenient

way of referring on the one hand to general

psychological processes that emerge from

the reciprocity (Wechselwirkung) between

individuals and on the other to the mental

products resulting from it such as language

and myths’ (Clarke and Nerlich 1998: 182).

In the work of nineteenth-century the-

orists such as Herbert Spencer and Max

Müller, myth was considered an irrational

belief of primitive man that arose as a result

of the metaphorical deficiencies of lan-

guage, and persisted in superstition. The

dominance of this approach ended with the

work of Emile Durkheim, who drew on

the work of Wundt and the anthropologist

William Robertson Smith to recast the

German idealists’ ‘objective spirit’ as ‘col-

lective representations’. Myths and ritual

were now viewed as elements of a religious

system and the means by which commu-

nities focus their collective attention,

thereby re-creating themselves. The content

of myths represents certain values that are

embodied in social life and reflects certain

facets of the social structure. Myths serve

to bind together a given social group and to

differentiate one group from another, pro-

viding, the cultural means for categorizing

the world (see classification). Myths are

thus precursors of philosophical and scientific

knowledge, but, unlike scientific truths,

‘mythological truths’ are accepted without

verification, because of collective pressure

(Lukes 1973: 492). Durkheim’s approach

drew upon the tradition, which goes back

to ancient Greece, of differentiating between

mythos, the word as a decisive or final pro-

nouncement, and logos, the word whose

validity or truth can be argued and

demonstrated (Heehs 1994: 3). One of

Durkheim’s most influential followers, Lucien

Lévy-Bruhl, argued that while myth is a

‘pre-logical’ form of belief characteristic of

primitive societies, it should not be regar-

ded as an unambiguously negative phe-

nomenon.

This more nuanced approach subse-

quently made its way into the idealist phi-

losophy of Ernst Cassirer (1955), for whom

reality is a totality of symbolic forms. Myth

is now seen as a primordial form of sym-

bolic activity from which all other forms

evolve. Mythical thought is, however, pre-

critical in that it allows no detachment: the

world is perceived intensely as permeated

with emotional qualities, a ‘solidarity of life’

in which the observer has no privileged

place. Scientific thought has systematically

to liberate the observer from the observed

phenomenon, progressively restricting mythi-

cal thought to the initial stages of expressive

symbolization. The development of critical

culture is the systematic emancipation of

symbolic forms from the common matrix

of myth.

This approach, largely stripped of its ide-

alist assumptions, made its way into Soviet

accounts of the cultural legacy of primitive

communism in the work of the linguist

Nikolai Marr, the classicist Ol’ga Freiden-

berg and the cultural theorist Mikhail

Bakhtin. In the latter’s work, the periodic

re-emergence of the semantic forms of pri-

mitive communal solidarity, what Bakhtin

calls ‘carnival’ throws critical light on social

inequalities and forms of thinking that are

themselves dominated by mythos at the

expense of logos. As in the phenomenon

described by Durkheim as ‘effervescence’,

myth here is a resource for revitalizing

social orderings and thus both the source of

dogmatic thought and a resource for its

elimination.

In contemporary social theory, myth is

often associated with ideology in the sense

of a belief system that derives from a specific
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social situation and serves to further or

legitimize the interests of a specific social

group (see also legitimacy and legitima-

tion). The distinction generally drawn

between the two terms is that whereas

myth is a zone of contact between irrational

drives and rational communication, ideol-

ogy is a zone of rational communication

and social competition (Halpern 1961:

143). The French syndicalist Georges Sorel,

for instance, argued that myth derives from

and expresses a personally experienced will

to action, while ideology is a rational struc-

ture with roots in that myth which carries

the force of myth beyond the immediate

period and social circle. Ideology may then

either communicate the power of personal

experience in pursuit of progressive action,

or serve as a façade for reactionary forces

rooted in dead myths. Karl Mannheim

adopts a similar position, but arrives at a

different evaluation, arguing that myth is an

irrational and conservative drive for stasis,

while ideology serves myth as a rationali-

zation of the status quo (see conservatism).

One of the most influential approaches to

myth is that developed by the Frankfurt

School. In their study The Dialectic of

Enlightenment, Max Horkheimer and

Theodor W. Adorno combined Marxism

with Max Weber’s work on the ‘disen-

chantment of the world’ to argue that logos

and mythos become entwined in modern

society so that the prevailing rational per-

spective becomes an uncritically adopted

doxa, that is, an assumption rooted in the

prevailing social order – a myth. Weber

argued that scientific thinking in the mod-

ern day remains powerless against other

value spheres within social life that have

taken on the spectral form of latter-day

gods and demons. Even more boldly, Hor-

kheimer and Adorno contend that purpo-

sive rationality has itself become a myth,

one that imposes itself on other modes of

thought through violence.

In recent years, the notion of the entan-

glement of logos and mythos has been com-

bined with structuralist principles derived

from the work of the French anthropologist

Claude Lévi-Strauss, for whom myth

serves as a structure for posing and mediat-

ing experienced contradictions. According

to Lévi-Strauss and his many followers, the

mind works through binary discrimina-

tions, but in myths the mind seizes what-

ever material is at hand and builds a

structure in which categories are related

systematically. This makes myth the pre-

cursor of science. Myths express the basic

structural characteristics of the mind, demon-

strating the hard structure beneath surface

transformations. Roland Barthes (1972)

extended the structuralist approach to myth

to include certain cultural forms or texts

characteristic of modern bourgeois society,

such as advertising. In post-structuralist

thought, however, structure becomes a

mobile, shifting phenomenon, with the

effect that rationality dissolves into ambi-

guity. The structures of myths and scientific

explanation are reduced to mere narratives

as the distinction between realistic and fic-

tional discourses is dissolved and the refer-

ent of language ‘bracketed out’. In the

work of Hayden White, for instance, the

characteristic feature of myth is, as in the

case of Cassirer, the presumption of dis-

cursive adequacy. Myths and ideologies

assume the adequacy of narratives to the phe-

nomena they purport to reveal (White 1990).

While many so-called ‘postmodern’ thin-

kers see no escape from the violence of myth,

Jürgen Habermas, a student of Horkhei-

mer and Adorno, returns to the neo-Kan-

tian thinking of Durkheim and Cassirer, to

argue that communicative reason holds the

key to curtailing the influence of myth (see

communication). While critique and the-

ory, enlightenment and grounding are

intertwined, the adherence of participants

in argument to the ‘unforced force of the

better argument’ is crucial for breaking the

hold of mythical thinking while preserving

the ‘light radiating from the semantic poten-

tials also preserved in myth’ (Habermas
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1987: 130). Pierre Bourdieu (2000) has

argued that such a type of discourse has

identifiable institutional preconditions.
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NATIONALISM

Nationalismmay be understood as a discourse

that is expressed, on the one hand, as the

identity project of a national movement

mobilizing for cultural-political transforma-

tion and, on the other, as an institutionalized

national identity code shaping political ideol-

ogies and everyday mentalities. Nationalism

is conceptually distinguished from ethnicity

by the explicit aspiration of achieving dom-

inance within a single nation–state (see state

and nation–state). It is conceptually dis-

tinguished from the nation–state in its status

as an identity code, defending the values and

interests associated with nation identification

amidst co-existing and often competing

identity projects and institutional cultures.

Nationalist discourse is pre-eminent in

specifying criteria of who belongs to the

political community of the nation, along lines

of ethnicity, ‘race’, language, religion, and

other forms of cultural identification.

The relationship between nationalism

and social theory has never been a comfor-

table one. While in one way or another

nationalism was addressed in the classical

sociologies of Marx, Weber and Durkheim,

it was never prominent. Nor was it promi-

nent in the later theoretical hegemony of

functionalism, though this theoretical

movement did inspire a more sustained,

specialized literature on the subject. The

focus of these two generations of social

theory instead lay in the social processes

and cultural orders associated with the

emergence and consolidation of modernity

as a society of free individuals, with the

classical emphasis more on the aspiration,

the functionalist more on the assumed

accomplishment. Whether in aspiration or

in fact, the association drawn between mod-

ern rationalized forms of organization, and

universalistic cultural orientations excluded

much attention to nationalism, which was

perceived as a local, ascriptive and particu-

laristic phenomenon (see universalism).

Notwithstanding these problems, theor-

ists of nationalism in the functionalist tra-

dition made a significant contribution to

the field. Nationalism was conceived of as

one of the critical forces that respond to the

need of a differentiated society for an inte-

grated cultural order (see integration and

differentiation). Ernest Gellner is the

exemplary exponent of this style of think-

ing (Gellner 1983). For Gellner, using a

strong explanatory model, industrialization

is the key to understanding nationalism.

Industrialization requires a complex divi-

sion of labour, which leads to an increase

in knowledge work, which in turn requires

a high culture. The standardization of cul-

ture in an expanded educational systems

leads to the creation of this high culture on

a nationalist basis, the nationalization of

culture (see education). The thesis of the

nationalization of culture and its comple-

ment, the formation of national communi-

cation systems, recalls the work of another

influential functionalist theorist, Karl Deutsch
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(1953). Gellner’s second thesis is that the

diffusion of nationalism follows in the wake

of modernization, associated with the spread

of industrialization. Assumptions of the

equality of mobilized ethnic cultures come

to collide with existing political and material

inequalities. The thesis of uneven develop-

ment combining with nationalist mobiliza-

tion is also to be found in some Marxist

accounts of nationalism, indicating common

functional premises, though with different

political orientations (Hechter 1975).

One peculiarity of the study of nationalism

is the relatively narrow canon of relevant

texts. Important works that bridge nation-

alism and theoretical concerns are often not

included in this canon. Works in the dif-

ferentiation/integration tradition of this kind

include Stein Rokkan’s magisterial study of

the formation of national territories in

Europe, with its wide-ranging exploration

of how multiple centre–periphery relations

led to the formation of the European sys-

tem of nation–states and their distinctive

identity configurations (Rokkan 1999). It

also includes the work of Norbert Elias,

notably his development and application of

the concept of the national habitus, a

national cultural interpretation system that

is responsive not only to the standard

nationalist discriminators of language, culture

and religion but also to distinctive historical

experiences. Elias draws attention to

nationalism as an integrative ideology gen-

erated within the inter-state context, an

emphasis that is poorly developed in the

wider literature.

Over against the preceding functionalist

and Marxist traditions, the ‘cultural turn’

in a variety of existing and newly emerging

disciplines since the 1960s emphasized the

autonomy of culture and the creativity of

social action. Both dimensions gave fresh

impetus to the study of nationalism in the

past two decades. The influential approach

of Benedict Anderson (1983), marked a

shift from Gellner’s explanation-oriented

emphasis towards interpretive understanding

of the nation form. Nations are here con-

ceived as ‘imagined communities’ between

people who mostly are strangers to one

another, forged through new technologies

and modalities of the diffusion of culture in

societies becoming disembedded from tra-

ditional communities (see tradition, stranger

and imaginary).

A further area of debate in nationalist

studies has focused on the longevity and ‘ori-

gins’ of the nation. In this debate, between

so-called traditionalists and modernizers, the

issue has been twofold. First, it has concerned

the question of whether nationalist inter-

pretations of history were based on the real

foundations of enduring cultural traditions

or were simply invented for political pur-

poses. Second, it has centred on the question

of whether nationalism existed only in the

past two centuries or whether it has deeper

historical roots. It appears reasonable to

conclude from this debate so far that

nationalist discourses are constructed out of

both relatively ‘authentic’ and relatively

‘invented’ traditions, but only in contexts

where a significant historical sense of collec-

tive belonging is manifest. The continuity

of a sense of collective belonging could in

fact owe as much to the medium-term actions

of political centres in creating nationalities,

or to common historical experiences only

later constructed as ethnically relevant.

What appears probable after several dec-

ades of constructionist analysis in a variety

of fields is that nationalist discourses are

likely to be highly mutable, depending on a

large variety of short- to medium-term

factors related to changes in group interests,

events, patterns of opportunity, cultural

models, belief systems, mediation channels

and mobilization capacities (see social con-

structionism). Indeed, a constructivist turn

is recently becoming evident in studies of

nationalism, of which Brubaker’s (1996)

study is a prominent example. A further

notable development in a constructivist

direction is the systematic use of linguistic

and discursive methods to analyze nationalist
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discourses, exemplified by the work of

Bhabha, Billig (1995) and Wodak (1999).

The re-orientation of social and political

theory touched on here affects not only

empirical-theoretical frameworks in the study

of nationalism but also ongoing contention

over its normative evaluation. Normatively

inclined theorists have increasingly come to

regard forms of ethnic and national identi-

fication as expressive of legitimate difference

rather than simply as empty fabrication. At

the same time, however, theorists have also

emphasized that extended reciprocal recogni-

tion of these forms of collective identity

must occur within a politics of participation

and inclusion across boundaries (see multi-

culturalism). Hidden in this inter-cultural

turn is the acknowledgement that the long-

run tendency to ignore nationalism in nor-

mative political theory led to a certain

immunizing of the hegemonic, latent eth-

nocentrism of the nation–state from critique,

perpetuating associated practices of exclusion

and inequality, which was class-based and

gendered as well as ethnic and racial. The

softening of such ethnocentric tendencies

brought on by the politics of difference and

by more cosmopolitan attitudes points to the

need for an attenuation of nationalism as a

strong collective identity (see cosmopolitan-

ism). In future, if it is possible to remove its

latent ethnocentrism, nationalism might

continue as a weak collective identity force

compatible with argumentatively redeem-

able political values. In any such incarna-

tion, the dimension of cultural we-feeling

would need to be reduced to a collective

sentiment that knows appropriate limits.
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PATRICK O’MAHONY

NATION–STATE

See: state and nation–state

NATURALISM

Ancient doctrines of naturalism maintain

that nature is the whole of reality, or that

what takes place in the world is an immanent

necessity of nature. Naturalism has a long

lineage stretching from the ancient Greek

philosopher Democritus to Francis Bacon

and Thomas Hobbes, Jean-Jacques Rous-

seau, Karl Marx (in the sense of ‘historical

materialism’) and Emile Durkheim (in the

sense of the study of ‘social facts’).

While epistemologically the doctrine

varies between rationalism and empiri-

cism, the dominant naturalistic tradition in

the social sciences during the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries leaned toward the
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latter pole, taking the form of positivism.

Here naturalism meant that society can be

studied in essentially the same way as physical

phenomena. Following the questioning of

positivism, new approaches to naturalism

emerged in the late twentieth century.

Under the influence of Willard von O.

Quine and John Dewey, the idea of a ‘nat-

uralization of epistemology’ (Kornblith 1985)

came to take hold. Along these lines, Bhaskar

(1979) proposes a new naturalism based on an

ontological realism focusing on generative

mechanisms as the foundation for a natur-

alistic social science which is in principle

the same as the natural sciences yet differs

from them in respect of both object and

methods. In comparable manner, Habermas

([1999] 2003) rejects Quine’s strong nat-

uralism in favour of a weak version which

ontologically accepts continuity between nat-

ure and culture, but epistemologically draws

a distinction between the natural and social

sciences. In distinction to Bhaskar’s realism,

however, a pragmatic rather than an onto-

logical realism informs Habermas’s work (see

pragmatism and philosophy of social

science.
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PIET STRYDOM

NATURE

Sociological questioning pertaining to the role

of nature in society is as old as the dis-

cipline of sociology itself. For many classical

authors, society always remained in a dual

relation with nature: society is incorporated

into nature and yet it stands opposed to it,

stands looking at it. In this view, nature is

anything that is not part of human inten-

tion and activity, opposed to everything

which is called human, to what is artificially

worked and produced, to everything which

is defining of society. The range of con-

notations of the word nature, with its roots

in the Latin natura, to give birth, covers

meanings distinct and often antithetical to one

another in their implications. Nature has

also had different meanings through history.

In most nineteenth-century social theory,

the impact of nature on society was perceived

as determining. Social thinkers of the time

were driven by the view that environments

shape culture; that is, not only that geo-

graphical factors determine cultural char-

acteristics, but also that these factors directly

act on cultures. This geographical or environ-

mental determinism addressed questions of

how cultural features originate, change, adapt,

and function. Human activities, in this

stream of thought, simply belong to a net-

work of cause and effect in ‘the order of

nature’ (see functionalism). This view made

it possible to explain all cultural features and

accounts for cultural diversity by reference to

influences of the geographical environ-

ment. Thus, the primary ecological issue

here was less the origins of environmental

degradation and environmental problems,

but how societies are held in check by their

natural environment. Yet, the human

transformations and influences of the nat-

ural environment on human societies (global

warming, the smell of mountains of waste,

smog, etc.) can very well ricochet back on

human societies. The insights of early thought

on the influence of the material environ-

ment on human societies can be helpful in

understanding today’s environmental pro-

blems and the challenges of how to theorize

the natural environment and the reciprocal

interaction between nature and society.

In early twentieth-century sociology, the

notion of nature carried at least two different
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core meanings, one referring to ‘inner nat-

ure’ (see humanism; sociobiology) which

often meant an early stage in the develop-

ment of a person, the other is the ‘outer

nature,’ that is, the all-inclusive complex of

the material world outside of human societies,

but sometimes also the materiality together

with the social side as connected in causal

chains. Here nature often referred to all life

including people, but not the products

people made. In social theory, all these

meanings have been used in reference to

society. For classical theorist, Georg Simmel,

for instance, the ‘whole history of mankind

is a gradual rise of the spirit to mastery over

the nature which it finds outside, but in a

certain sense also within, itself ’ (1958: 379).

Especially with the rise of new environ-

mental movements (see ecology and envir-

onmentalism) since the late 1960s, nature

in social theory is normally synonymous

with the great amorphous mass that surrounds

the planet, with ecosystem, or in connection

with the degradation of the geographical

environment. The focus was on the human

influence on the natural environment.

Since the 1970s the sub-discipline of

environmental sociology has sought to theo-

rize the reciprocal connection between

human societies and the natural environment

(Dunlap et al. 2002). Today’s theorists nor-

mally reject one-dimensional environmental

determinist descriptions of society. This

yielded to the sociological approach that

reality, including the natural world, is

socially constructed. Social constructionism

asserts the view that nature can never speak

unmediated to humans, since its meaning is

constructed inside a society. Without local

interpretation it is devoid of meaning (see

relativism). This, as some environmental

sociologists lament, can be misused by ‘realist’

critics as a form of idealism that denies the

reality (see realism) of environmental pro-

blems. Since these two perspectives still

employ a disciplinary division between the

world of social facts and the world of natural

facts, some authors such as Bruno Latour

(1993), have criticized both the sociological

representation of nature as a social con-

struction as well as an objective given. Latour

claims that the modern divide between

nature and society was never real, but the

most powerful metaphor or ‘tool’ for modern

society to emerge. The nature/society divide

is regarded as the great fiction ofmodernity.

As soon as the distinction was invented,

Latour believes, collectives between nature

and society begin to proliferate. For Latour,

there is neither nature nor society, but only

hybrids. Consequently, in a method called

actor-network theory, the imposing of

analytical categories such as nature and society

from the outside is abandoned in favour of

tracing developing networks between a mul-

tiplicity of entities, including natural ‘actors’.

Thus, nature continues to be a meeting place

for debate in social theory.
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MATTHIAS GROSS

NEEDS

Human needs are the necessary conditions

and aspirations of full human functioning.
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The idea of human need has always been a

central component of social and political

discourse. However, its association with

Soviet communism, which lived up to its

billing as the ‘dictatorship over needs’

(Fehér et al. 1983), has made it the con-

ceptual equivalent of a persona non grata.

The result is an artificial exclusion of the

concept from the mainstream of theory.

This has proved detrimental for an under-

standing social and political practices since

most of these are characterized by constant

recourse to the idea of need.

Human needs manifest themselves in the

three main forms: instrumental, vital and

agency. In the first form, normally need-

claims treat ‘need’ as a verb and have the

logical or analytical form: A needs X in

order to Y. This form calls attention to the

fact that need statements tend to be triadic.

This fact about needs enables us to ask what

X is needed for. Y then becomes the crucial

variable: the need-claim can be evaluated in

the light of Y (Connolly 1983: 62). This

emphasizes the instrumental nature of most

needs; that they are means to other acts, or

states of being or becoming. In the second

form, needs are the necessary conditions for

minimal human functioning. These include

the need for water, shelter, adequate nutrition,

mobility, and social entertainment. These

have been called ‘vital’ needs because their

satisfaction is a necessary condition for vita,

or life. This is more obvious with regard to

needs such as oxygen and water than it is

with others, like adequate shelter, but the

lack of satisfaction of any these needs tends

to impair healthy human functioning

(Hamilton 2003: 23; 27–31). In the third

form, needs are the necessary conditions

and aspirations for individual and political

agency that is characteristic of full human

functioning, for example, autonomy (or

freedom), recognition, and so on. These have

been called ‘agency’ needs because they are

ongoing aspirations whose development

increases an agent’s causal power to carry

out intended action, as well as to satisfy and

evaluate needs. Met agency needs provide

the feelings of safety, self-esteem and con-

fidence that provide individuals with the

ability to function fully, individually and

politically (ibid.: 24; 35–47).

These characteristics of needs explain

common usage: we use the notion of need,

often in contrast to want, to denote a

degree of seriousness, priority and objec-

tivity. However, there is a tendency among

theorists to overstate the case in two dif-

ferent, equally problematic ways. First,

some theorists argue that needs are uni-

versal, basic, material requirements of con-

tinued human existence. In doing so, they

focus exclusively on the second form of

needs. This is most apparent in the ‘basic

needs’ approach within development dis-

courses on inequality (Stewart 1985). One

important exception to this rule is the work

on inequality and capability developed by

Amartya Sen. Second, more nuanced poli-

tical theorists shift the emphasis towards the

third component of needs, and conceive of

needs as universal ethical goals whose lack

creates objective harm (Doyal and Gough

1991; Braybrooke 1987; cf Wiggins 1998).

In both cases, an emphasis on an unchan-

ging list of universal needs enables theorists

to draw a clear, strict distinction between

needs and wants. This is seemingly rein-

forced by the fact that, ‘wanting something

does not entail needing it, and vice versa.

[S]omeone may have a need without hav-

ing a desire for what he needs and. . .and he

may have a desire without having a need

for what he wants’ (Frankfurt 1998: 30).

For example, someone can have a need for

periodic exercise without ever desiring to

exercise in any way, and they may have a

strong desire to smoke cigarettes. Needs are

not simply strong wants. Needs are objec-

tive and normative (Thomson 1987), and

their state of development and satisfaction

have a direct effect on human functioning.

In contrast, wants are subjectively felt

desires or second-order desires for a specific

object or state of being, and normally they
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depend on actual conditions of the world.

However, this popular clear, analytical dis-

tinction between needs and wants rests on an

over-simplification of the nature of needs

that belies a more complicated causal reality.

First, particular wants can over time become

interpreted as needs. Think how easily the

desire for refrigerators and televisions became

a legitimate need for these commodities (see

commodity and commodification). Second,

new satisfiers and commodities generate new

wants which affect our ability to satisfy our

needs. For example, the car produces both

the desire for a car and a need for more

motorways. Subsequent political decisions

that shift investment from the upkeep of an

efficient public transport to the construc-

tion of more motorways ensures that in

order for me to be able to satisfy my need

for mobility I need a car. The three forms

of need highlight the fact that human needs

are not simply normative and objective, but

also historical, social and political. Their

objectivity is not universal: they are affected

by wants and institutions and change as

human nature changes. Understanding

these effects and changes requires a con-

textual, historical analysis of existing insti-

tutions and how they determine the

formation, interpretation, articulation and

satisfaction of needs.
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LAWRENCE HAMILTON

NEO-KANTIANISM

See: Kantianism and Neo-Kantianism

NEO-LIBERALISM

See: liberalism

NETWORKS

Focusing on structural elements in social

life, the concept of networks describes and

explains how actors, roles, and positions

interlock in such a way that action is repro-

duced and fresh action is generated. Net-

works refer to ties whose maintenance and

variation generate and control identity. Net-

works combine heterogeneous elements such

as institutions, roles, talk, ideologies, and

individuals into self-reproducing practices

that globally define a structure without any

one actor locally having to know about it

or understand it. The basic feature of a

network is self-similarity; that is, the same

basic structure is recursively reproduced

independently of scale, scope, and size.

Like the concepts of complementary

roles, media of exchange and communi-

cation, and social systems, networks belong

among the major theoretical innovations of

twentieth-century sociology. Invented as a

means to model aggregates without recourse

to categories such as ‘class’ or ‘stratum’ and

substantive agencies such as ‘religion’, ‘poli-

tical party’, ‘income’ or ‘education’, networks

account for the way social action comes

about, is shaped, and is reproduced. Thus,

the concept of networks combines social

theory, empirical research, and modelling.

They are strictly relational (Fuchs 2001),

are opposed to normative modernist dis-

course (Latour 1993), and are suitable for

mathematical presentation (White 2000).
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The concept of ‘block models’ interprets

networks in terms of closed systems of roles

(Boorman and White 1976) involving a

structural equivalence of ties between actors

(White et al. 1976). Block models are con-

cerned with partitions of a population of

actors that go beyond sets in describing

games that combine known and unknown,

or determinate and indeterminate, ele-

ments. A block model is a hypothesis about

which sections of a population cluster into

a system of roles and which do not. A block

model, in this sense, is a structure in search

of actors and action, and is identified by

actors in their attempts to control their range

of opportunities. Structural equivalence

means that actors are disposed to serve in

the system of roles. Individual actors are not

seen as possessing prior intentions or

motives; rather, these elements are seen as

the correlates of structure (White 1995a).

Harrison C. White (1992) takes identity

and control to be the mechanism that pro-

duces action via networks. Networks

define identities by joining roles, dis-

ciplines, institutions and ideologies with

individuals, all of whom gain an idea of

who they are from their part in a network.

But participation in the network involves

control both of one’s contribution and of

the contribution of others. Identity and

control involve pleading, seducing, bar-

gaining, commitment, and fixing. Identity

and control consist in a system of roles

shaped by complementary expectations that

define any one role and position by relating

it to other roles and positions. Stories are

told, and listened to, which count for how

specific roles and positions solve problems

of double contingency, interrelate, and

decouple from other roles and positions

(Parsons and Shils 1951; Luhmann 1984).

Disciplines of pecking orders emerge to

order action and actors according to criteria

of quality, purity, or prestige (White 1992:

16), all of them defining identity in terms

of control, or conversely control in terms of

identity.

As sections and not just sets, networks are

composed of ties as well as of failed ties, and

switches of ties. They combine the actual

and the potential, consisting of strong ties

that can be relied upon and weak ties that

are held in reserve. They allow for ambi-

guity and ambivalence, for interpretation

and evasion, incorporating uncertainty and

at the same time keeping it at bay. Net-

works feature their own boundaries, which,

however, do not always provide shelter but

often repeat the vagaries and vicissitudes

from which they derive. Boundaries,

therefore, are subtle and complex products

of action (ibid.: 127). They do not always

run where actors expect them to run; and

they cannot always be changed or manipu-

lated as actors believe they can.

White gives abundant examples of these

states of affairs. One is the urban dinner

party: ‘A sit-down urban dinner party among

professional couples is an arena discipline.’

That is, it deals with questions of purity,

ranging from friendly to hostile. ‘It is con-

cerned with establishing some sort of iden-

tity of the evening’ (ibid.: 30). The elements

of the network are couples, individuals,

professions, the city, and dining. A dis-

cipline emerges that counts topics of con-

versation and contributors to conversation

according to an attempt to establish equality

among them, which allows comparisons

between, for instance, performances and

claims. The idea of ‘purity’, in distinction

from other valuation principles such as ‘qual-

ity’ or ‘prestige’ contributes to the ordering

of performances and claims by means of

control over possible dangers and threats.

All actors and all actions must ensure that

the evening is attributed an identity, which

distinguishes ‘friendly’ issues from ‘prob-

lem’ issues in the context of urban married

professional life. Stories are told, and ties

are both strengthened and weakened, making

the evening remembered as revealing a way

of life either to be wished or to be avoided.

The identities of the individuals and the

couples present are addressed only insofar as
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they either contribute or do not contribute

to the identity of the evening.

Similarly publics are networks that consist

in constraints on the possibility of switches

in membership (White 1995b). The het-

erogeneous elements are people, social spaces,

entry and exit points, imaginary possibilities

and boundaries with other publics. A closed

system of roles emerges that needs no more

than Goffman’s (1959) basic distinction

between performance and audience to gen-

erate rules of tact, encounter, and tactlessness.

The tram, the line at the cinema box, and

the reading of a newspaper all make use of

the network features presented by publics.

A further example is organization.

Organizations may be considered networks

as soon as integration, i.e. loss of degrees of

freedom, works across formal boundaries

(Nohria and Eccles 1992). Networks here

cluster together types of social relations (of

professional membership or friendship)

around markets or around status or strategy.

Switches of roles, positions, and attention

are both possible and restricted. Identities

are sought, and generated, among products,

profits, or resources of legitimation. Mea-

sures such as efficiency, entitlement, or

charisma are invented to account for var-

iations in these identities. Ecological set-

tings and environments are established that

provide the organization with factors of

production that it controls by externalizing.

Common to all these examples of networks

is the feature not only of ‘self-similarity’ – of

recursively reappearing structures – but also

the feature that interactions in networks

involves three, not just two, layers of

actors. Networks break with the common-

sense visualization of the social as consisting

of more or less complicated dyads and refer

instead to the importance of the third.

Hierarchy, marriage, or the making and

consumption of art are all impossible with-

out reference to a third who watches and

judges the identities that are brought for-

ward, risked or confirmed or changed.

Networks consist in control over identities

through the presence of absent thirds,

which both fix them and keep them fluid.

Networks are considered by Manuel Castells

(1996) to be the cardinal feature of con-

temporary global socio-economic processes,

movements and relations (see globalization).
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NEW SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

See: social movements
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NIETZSCHEANISM AND

NEO-NIETZSCHEANISM

The emergence of philosophical approaches

indebted to the work of Nietzsche has been

significant at least since the publication of

Deleuze’s Nietzsche et la philosophie ([1962]

1983). Three main strands of Nietzscheanism

can be identified in contemporary French

philosophy. The first, associated with

Deleuze, develops Nietzsche’s emphasis on

becoming as a purely immanent process and

the articulation of a naturalistic metaphysics

of difference. The second, developed by De

Man, Derrida and Kofman, takes up Nietz-

sche’s (early) reflections on language and

truth as offering a deconstruction of meta-

physics. The third, adopted by Foucault,

extends Nietzsche’s project of a genealogy

of morals. To this may be added two impor-

tant strands in Anglo-American philosophy.

The first, developed by Bernard Williams,

focuses on Nietzsche’s critique of morality

and on genealogy as a non-reductive natur-

alistic approach to ethics. The second, asso-

ciated with William Connolly and James

Tully, takes up Nietzsche’s emphasis on the

agonic character of freedom. Critical reactions

to the emergence of Nietzscheanism in its

various forms have been advanced by Alasdair

MacIntyre, Jürgen Habermas and Charles

Taylor as well as through the polemical col-

lection edited by Luc Ferry and Alain

Renault, Why We Are Not Nietzscheans

(1997).

These disparate strands of Nietzscheanism

are characterized by certain family resem-

blances in which the following themes are

prominent:

1. The naturalization of ethics. Whether

developed through Deleuze’s stress on

desire, Foucault’s conception of the

subject of power orWilliams’s appeal to

the notion of a minimalist moral psy-

chology, these authors see Nietzsche’s

project of translating man back into

nature as a central task for con-

temporary philosophy (see also subject

and subjectivity). In each case, these

thinkers are concerned with how to

accomplish such a naturalization of

ethics without succumbing to the

essentially reductive strategy exhibited

by evolutionary psychology. To this

end, they all stress the ethnological

point that human beings are naturally

cultural beings.

2. The critique of morality in its domi-

nant Kantian and utilitarian forms.

This theme links Foucault’s criticisms

of Habermas’s reinterpretation of Kan-

tian ethics with Williams’s criticisms

of the peculiar institution of morality

as involving an incoherent notion of

the voluntary. More generally, all of

the strands of Nietzscheanism reject

attempts to provide foundations for

morality and stress the importance of

ethics as an ethos (or mode of self-

formation) that is not reducible to a set

of moral principles or rules.

3. The critique of metaphysical realism

and the commitment to the perspectival

character of knowledge. This theme

is stressed by Derrida in terms of a

deconstruction of the terms of Wes-

tern metaphysics but is equally (if

differently) developed by Foucault’s

view of genealogy as a perspectival form

of critical reflection designed to free

us from the grip of a given perspec-

tive. Whereas Derrida’s project seems

to echo Nietzsche’s early stress on the

fictive and limiting character of con-

cepts, Foucault’s work takes up Nietz-

sche’s mature recognition that the

perspectival character of knowledge is

precisely not a limitation on knowing

but a condition of its possibility.

4. An agonistic concept of freedom that

rejects the opposition of freedom and

constraint in favour of a view of situated

subjects who act freely in transforming,

to varying degrees, the conditions of

their agency by, for example, extend-

ing and re-interpreting the norms

NIETZSCHEANISM AND NEO-NIETZSCHEANISM
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immanent to the practices in which

they are engaged. This point is parti-

cularly stressed by Foucault and by

Deleuze and has been developed by

Connolly and Tully.

More generally, the common concern of

Nietzschean and neo-Nietzschean philosophy

has been to explore the implications of

what Max Weber called the ‘disenchantment

of the world’ for our common ways of

thinking about the world.
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DAVID OWEN

NORMAL AND PATHOLOGICAL

‘Normal’ and ‘pathological’ are terms pro-

posed by Durkheim for a scientific classifi-

cation of social phenomena and a basis for

sociologically informed statecraft. Just as phy-

sicians identify pathologies in the human

organism and recommend appropriate treat-

ment, so the future ‘statesman’ would for-

mulate policy correctives for properly

diagnosed social pathologies, free from ide-

alism or moralism. ‘Normal’ social phenom-

ena are found in the average of a given social

type or ‘species’ at a given level of develop-

ment, and thus may be determined statisti-

cally (e.g., generality of distribution; level and

consistency of occurrence). However, the

difficulty of determining the actual ‘level of

development’ of a given social ‘type’ (or of

defining full development), led Durkheim

to propose a second way of determining the

normal: its occurrence could be linked to

conditions of existence of ‘collective life’ in a

given social type. Conversely, exceptionally

occurring phenomena which detracted

from such type-specific conditions of exis-

tence could be designated as pathological.

Durkheim defined pathology as an extension

or mutation of normally occurring pro-

cesses, and thus subject to scientific exami-

nation; an examination which must treat

questions of cause and function separately.

Durkheim’s most famous examples of

normalcy and pathology are from his dis-

cussions of crime and suicide. Crime is

‘normal’ in that acts which could be called

criminal (which break explicit social rules)

are found in all societies, and occur at rela-

tively steady rates. Further, crime (more

accurately, its exposure, representation and

punishment) serves a social function, mak-

ing rules and consequences manifest in

exemplary spectacles. Like crime, suicide

itself is less a pathology than a condition of

social life; however, elevated or depressed

rates of suicide, like variations in crime rates,

can indicate a social pathology. Anomie (an

attenuation of the force of social norms,

allowing a pathological exercise of will),

egoism (weakened connections between

individuals and the larger society), excessive

altruism (over-identification with the col-

lective) or fatalism (a response to an ines-

capable and burdensome normative order)

can be pathological in their consequences.

However, both pathology and consequences

will vary with the social type and its level of

development, and with the specific cir-

cumstances in which the pathology occurs.

Durkheim’s discussion of economic anomie

hints at a social pathology of modern
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capitalism, though he cautioned that the

question of what constituted a developed

‘type’ of modern industrial society was

complex. Durkheim argued that pathologi-

cal phenomena could indicate an evolu-

tionary development: what is pathological

at one period might appear later as prophetic,

and what was once normal could become

pathological (e.g., the institution of family

inheritance which, Durkheim argued,

reinforced a forced division of labour).

Durkheim’s use of the term ‘normal’

reflects a nineteenth-century interest in

statistical studies of human populations

and statistical norms (e.g., Quetelet and

Galton), and theoretical developments in

internal medicine (e.g., Claude Bernard’s

assertion that pathology is an extension of

‘normal’ physiological processes, is scienti-

fically explainable, and can be expressed

quantitatively). The normal/pathological

distinction also exhibits Durkheim’s struc-

turalist affinity for binary conceptual pairs.

Normalcy and pathology did not become

central sociological concepts; nor did they

link theory to practice as Durkheim had

intended. Along with the organic analogy,

they came to be seen as unworkable in

sociological circles because of the difficulty

of defining social types (without which an

average could not be determined) and of

ascertaining functional ‘conditions of col-

lective life’. The normal/pathological dis-

tinction was more commonly found in

medical, psychological or criminological

contexts, in the symptomatic surveillance of

deviant actions, individuals, and populations

(see deviance and social control). Such

usage contradicted Durkheim’s emphasis

on a strictly social level of analysis, inas-

much as pathology or ‘dysfunction’ became

less an indication of a social condition than

a label attached to individuals and groups.

The normal/pathological distinction was

subsequently resurrected as a topic in the

history of science by Georges Canguilhem

(1991), who explored how its development

in nineteenth-century medicine was linked

to specific social, technological, political or

economic priorities. Canguilhem rejected

statistical definitions of normalcy, or defi-

nitions implying some pre-existing har-

mony, but his own usage still had, at least in

form, some affinity with those of Durkheim

and Bernard. Canguilhem’s work was an

inspiration for Foucault’s detailed history

of practices of separation and incarceration

through which ideas of madness were

transmuted into modern concepts of psy-

chopathology (see mental illness and med-

icalization). Foucault displaced the idea of

scientific or conceptual progress, examin-

ing instead specific shifts, transformations

and ruptures in the ways in which madness

was talked about, examined and treated.

Similarly, Ian Hacking (1986) has explored

the reciprocal interplay of actions, practices

and statements in the formation of psycho-

logical categories and of the kinds of persons

they were applied to. Nikolas Rose (1996)

has examined the formation of subjects as

agents in relation to ‘public’ powers and

forms of authority in modern ‘psy’ discourses

(see subject and subjectivity). Like the later

Foucault, Rose stresses the ‘productive’

power of psychological categories, includ-

ing normalcy and pathology, and more

recently function and dysfunction, in the

formation of a modern biopolitics. These

are not simply ‘imposed’, but are also

actively appropriated, modified, internalized

and applied by subjects in ways that shape

their self-definition as agents and citizens.
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OBJECT AND OBJECTIVITY

Questions about the nature or existence of

objects in the social world, and about whether

we can know the social world objectively,

have been fundamental throughout the

history of the social sciences. The issue of

the existence or nature of objects is an

ontological matter, while whether we can

know the social world objectively is an

epistemological one. This entry will consider

the meaning and issues concerning the use

of objectivism, objectification and objectivity,

but will begin by considering the issue of

objects in the social world.

If there are objects in the social world,

they possess different properties to physical

objects, and cannot be defined by mass and

trajectory alone. Some theorists deny that

there can be social objects, on the grounds

that social life is constituted of shared

meanings which are constructions relative

to time and place and are hence the antithesis

of the solid or enduring properties normally

associated with (physical) objects. ‘Anti-

object’ views range from a moderate posi-

tion where it is allowed that people act

toward the social world ‘as if ’ it had an

objective existence – Giddens, for example,

accords social structures a ‘virtual existence’

(Craib 1992: Chapter 7) – to more militant

relativist positions, such as those held by

postmodernists.

Those who maintain that there are objects

in the social world hold equally disparate

views, but they can be broadly categorized

as ‘realists’ (see realism). An early assertion of

one of these views was Durkheim’s insistence

that social facts are equivalent to those in the

physical world. More nuanced contemporary

versions accord different ontological statuses

to social objects. For example, many realists

define objects as something with ‘causal

powers’, that is, identified properties,

which, if actuated, can ‘cause’ something to

happen (see causality). Thus, TNT has the

‘causal power’ of explosion, or ‘people have

the causal powers of being able to work

(labour power), speak, reason, walk, repro-

duce etc.’ (Sayer 1992: 105).

A further and pejorative conception of

social objects is that of ‘objectification’. This

term originally came into use in connection

with Marxist concepts of reification, but it

has also been developed by feminist theor-

ists such as Catharine MacKinnon and

Andrea Dworkin, referring to the andro-

centric tendency to depict women as sexual

things, objects or commodities and conse-

quently to dehumanize them (see feminist

theory). While there would be agreement

that such dehumanization is the case in

many social spheres, including sexual and

ethnic relations, it raises questions about

what is meant by treating another human as

an ‘object’ (Nussbaum 1995). It seems

unavoidable to attribute characteristics to

individuals and groups as markers of differ-

entiation. Whether these are pejorative for

those so described would seem to be the

product of both individual intent and the
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symbolic structures of the particular social

milieu in which the objectification is said to

occur.

In the nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries the social and the natural sciences

were dominated by the epistemological

view that, in R. J. Bernstein’s words, there

could be ‘a permanent, ahistorical matrix or

framework to which we can ultimately

appeal in determining the nature of ration-

ality, knowledge, truth, reality, goodness

or rightness’ (Bernstein 1983). Thomas

Kuhn in The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

([1962] 1970) challenged this orthodoxy in

natural science (and by extension in social

science), claiming that progress in science

is not linear. Instead there are ‘paradigms’

of thought and practice that represent sci-

entific truth at particular times. These are

subject to occasional and dramatic revolution

which can be accounted for more readily

by social and psychological factors than by

objective facts about the world.

Arguably, Kuhn’s work had more influence

on the social sciences than the natural sci-

ences and was the motivation for a number

of anti-objectivist positions including sub-

jectivism and relativism. Subjectivists take

a philosophically idealist position that

denies the existence of an objective reality

outside of agents’ perceptions or construc-

tions of it. Relativists go one step further by

denying that knowledge and/or morality

can be judged from a perspective that is not

embedded in subjective positions. Accord-

ing to relativism, it follows from this that

there can be no privileging of any one truth

or moral position over another.

Objectivism has long been out of fashion.

In the form described by Bernstein, it today

has very few adherents. Likewise, extreme

forms of subjectivism or relativism are not

widely held, mainly because they imply

ultimately that investigative social science is

impossible.

The concept of objectivity is closely related

to objectivism, but is not reducible to it.

Objectivism can be seen as an exaggerated

form of objectivity usually associated with

claims to ‘value freedom’. Indeed, objectivity

and value freedom are often falsely conflated.

While value freedom implies a radical form

of objectivity, the obverse is by no means

the case. Those who advocate or oppose

value freedom usually take the term to mean

that investigations can be conducted from a

position of moral or political value neu-

trality. In the social sciences, where the

subject matter itself or the choice of subject

focus invariably possesses moral or political

content, this view has long been discredited.

There is, beginning with Max Weber

(1974), a long tradition of recognizing that

any social science investigation inevitably

starts from a value-laden perspective. In

Weber’s view, once this had been recognized,

it is possible to bracket off value judge-

ments and conduct an impartial investiga-

tion. In empirical social research this is

possible to some extent and more sophisti-

cated variants of this position have their

supporters (Hammersley 2000). However,

in the past three decades since the ‘Kuhnian

revolution’, philosophers of natural and

social science have questioned the role of

values in each, and there have been a

number of attempts to provide alternative

programmes for objectivity in the social

sciences. Often these focus on the self-

examination of individual values. However,

one philosopher, Helen Longino, has

developed a version of objectivity applic-

able to the natural and social sciences which

treats values as inevitably social.

Longino (1990) maintains that all science

has both constitutive values and contextual

values. The former are the internal values

of science, such as accuracy and explana-

tion, while the latter are individual or

moral/political values. This much was

implicit in Weber, but Longino goes fur-

ther by claiming that contextual values

influence constitutive ones and, moreover,

that this is to be welcomed. In social

science the early history of statistics illus-

trates the concatenation of contextual and
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constitutive values. For example, the concept

of the normal distribution, ‘discovered’ by

Quételet in the early nineteenth century,

nevertheless required a notion and defini-

tion of what counts as ‘normal’ in order to

know how other values are distributed in

relation to it. Indeed, upon examination,

virtually all constitutive values can be traced

to a contextual origin.

Longino’s redefined concept of objectivity

begins from values, but as values are social,

she maintains it is possible to examine those

values communally in a ‘transformative

interrogation’. This might be likened to

Habermas’s ‘ideal speech situation’ insofar

as it aims to be an inclusive activity taking

place within an enlightened discursive

community. She maintains that this would

produce scientific theories which are ‘better

not as measured against some indepen-

dently accessible reality but better as mea-

sured against the cognitive needs of a

genuinely democratic community’ (1990:

214).

Longino’s position is a sophisticated

advance on that of Weber. By making the

transformative interrogation the arbiter of

objectivity, ‘truth’ is re-interpreted as a

matter of intersubjective agreement (see

intersubjectivity). However, one proble-

matic implication of this conception is that

views deviant to the consensus must be

rejected. Consequently, Longino’s concep-

tion of social objectivity has the effect of

deferring truth about social or physical

‘objects’ to the existence of a consensus.

While Longino is right that objectivity is a

social value, the question still arises as to

whether it is necessary to think of objects as

states of the world that exist in a particular

way, independently of how the scientific

community happens to believe they exist. If

so, we may ask: what is their ontological

status (Williams 2000)?

The question of objects and objectivity

in social science is a vexed one, but a social

science without an orientation to objectiv-

ity has no means of adjudicating between

the subjectively held theories of social sci-

entists.
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MALCOLM WILLIAMS

OBJECT RELATIONS THEORY

Since Freud, psychoanalysis has undergone

a shift, from looking at the intrapsychic

world of the self to interpersonal relations

between self and others. Rather than

focusing on pleasure-seeking or its denial –

the need to reduce drive energy – the

school of object relations sees the self as

object-seeking and gratified by connections

with others. The internal structure of the

psyche is the product of early relations with

others, in particular, those of mother. Good

enough relations to [m]other provide the

recognition and attachment that are pre-

conditions for rich relations to others. In

their absence, lack of trust and security

makes it difficult for the child to successfully

OBJECT RELATIONS THEORY
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separate from mother and form meaningful

relations. The focus on pre-oedipal relations

between mother and infant acted as a correc-

tive to the Freudian focus on the significance

to relations to father. Central figures of

the British school are W. R. D. Fairbairn,

Melanie Klein, D. W. Winnicott, and John

Bowlby. They were particularly significant

in the 1950s, though their significance

endures, with Anthony Giddens a con-

temporary proponent. In contrast to post-

structuralist psychoanalysts ( Jacques Lacan,

Slavoj Žižek) who focus on the creativity

of the unconscious, the illusory nature of

self and a split self; object relations theorists

strive to integrate unconscious aspects into

the self to make its effects less destructive.

In the 1960s, British feminists were critical

of the assumption that mothers were

responsible for their children’s mental health.

Feminist psychoanalysts Nancy Chodorow

(The Reproduction of Mothering) (1978) and

Jessica Benjamin (The Bonds of Love) (1988)

have been influenced by this theory of self-

formation, but historicize the role of

mother. They believe that traditional gender

identities for boys and girls are effects of the

gendered division of labour where women

are assigned nurturing roles, and as this

changes, they believe so will traditional gen-

dered identities.
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ELAINE STAVRO

OCCIDENT

The Occident, or the West, is an ‘essentially

contested concept’, to borrow W. B. Gallie’s

much cited phrase. ‘The West’ is not west

viewed from the Pacific Ocean; and even

when it is viewed from the more terrestrial

hemisphere, it includes many regions and

states spatially to the east of the Mediterranean

( Japan, Australasia, Israel). If the West refers

to the more prosperous regions of the world

(the ‘developed world’, the ‘First World’), it

is only marginally better understood as a

‘North’ in distinction to a ‘global South’.

For a great number of reasons implied in the

term globalization, the West is an almost

geographically meaningless referent today.

Yet as a normative signifier with an immense

legacy of history behind it, the West remains

an important and urgent matter of debate.

Debates about the West in social theory

thematize at least four different issues: (1)

the issue of the ‘identity’ or cultural parti-

cularity of the West; (2) the issue of the

association of the West with modernity, and

the reasons for this association; (3) the issue

of when, why and how the West achieved

economic, political and cultural dominance

over the rest of the world; and (4) the issue

of intellectual and ideological opposition to

the West, including Western claims over the

definition of reason and modernity and the

West’s construction of its Other as ‘the

East’ (see Orientalism).

Hegel declared in The Philosophy of History

that as the sun rises in the East and sets in

the West, so the history of humanity finds

its infancy in Asia, its childhood in Greece,

its adolescence in Rome, and its maturity in

Germany and Western Europe. America,

which was not part of world history, Hegel

consigned to the ‘future of humanity’; while

Africa went without mention except as a land

of bestial ‘nature’. Hegel’s lapidary words

redound throughout the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries in close and sinister asso-

ciation with European ideas about the direc-

tion and goal of world history, progress,

civilization and the universal validity of Wes-

tern values – especially as expressed by the

men of the Enlightenment – and the evolu-

tion of the ‘races’ (see ‘race’ and racism).

Oswald Spengler’s best-selling adventure in

historical obscurantism and romanticism The

Decline of the West, of 1918, only disguised
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these notions through a narrative trope of

the collective European ‘tragedy’.

No essay in explaining the rise of the West

in genuinely non-chauvinist terms appears

in the history of social thought until Max

Weber’s analysis of ‘occidental rationalism’

in the early years of the twentieth century.

In his Preface to the collection of essays in

the sociology of religion he published shortly

before his death in 1920, Weber declared:

A product of modern European civiliza-

tion studying the problem of universal

history is bound to ask himself, and

rightly so, to what combination of cir-

cumstances the fact should be attributed

that in Western civilization, and in Wes-

tern civilization only, cultural phenomena

have appeared which (as we like to think)

lie on a line of development having uni-

versal significance and validity.

(Weber 1930: 13)

Weber acknowledged in this and other pas-

sages that Western social scientists can never

expect to put aside fully the influence on their

research of their own historical world with

its particular cultural value-orientations.

Nevertheless, Weber’s aim was to proceed

as far as possible in value-neutral terms: not

to suggest that the Western experience of

rationalization was inevitable or bound to

take a single unbroken line of development.

He did so by pointing to a unique combi-

nation of factors: economic factors (capitalism,

fostered by laws of private property, laws

against arbitrary taxation, international trading

ports, merchant adventurers, double-entry

book-keeping, banks); political factors (the

rise of the state, bureaucracy and legal-

rational forms of domination through the

rule of law, untrammelled in their oper-

ations by the teachings of the church and

other traditional sources of authority); cultural

dimensions (positive science harnessed to

technical invention, dissociated from myth

and philosophical metaphysics); and especially

religious factors capable of conferring spiritual

legitimacy on all of these named activities.

Unique to the West in Weber’s analysis was

the phenomenon of ‘inner-worldly asceti-

cism’, exemplified in the Protestant ethic

and its contribution to the moulding of a

‘capitalist spirit’ through attitudes of

‘methodical conduct of life’.

Since the late twentieth century, at least

two basic topoi have dominated discussion

about the status of the West. One is the

dating and historical causation of the rise of

the West. Some historical sociologists dis-

pute Weber’s early focus on the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, instead setting

the decisive watershed as late as the eight-

eenth and early nineteenth centuries in

connection with European industrializa-

tion (McNeil 1963; Mann 1986–93; Hall

1986). Others, such as Wallerstein, writing

in a more Marxian vein, emphasize the

rise of a world-system marked by shifting

relations of economic dominance in world

trade between centre and periphery. The

other, more normative and theoretical

focus is the link between Western historical

experiences and ideas of ‘modernity’. Writing

in the 1950s, Talcott Parsons interpreted

Weber’s thesis as suggesting a general pro-

cess of convergence in world history around a

paradigmatic type of ‘modern society’. In

Parsons’s thesis, this was exemplified by the

rise to prominence of North America as the

world’s ‘lead society’ oriented to liberal

democracy and industrial capitalism.

One response to this Parsonian thesis is

to dissent from the privileged normative

status it accords to Western experiences as

cultural models, but nevertheless to accept

its identification of certain structural societal

components as essential to any strict defini-

tion of modernity. These components might

include the development of a capitalist

economy, separation of religious institutions

from the state, codification in positive law,

differentiation between the public and private

spheres. It is argued that from the fact that

Western countries were the first to acquire

these structures, it by no means follows that

other counties that subsequently acquire them

OCCIDENT
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become modern merely by dint of imitation

of the West or by having Western institu-

tions foisted upon them as the result of

cultural imperialism. This reading roughly

describes the position taken by Habermas,

among others (see also Schluchter 1981).

Another response, which is more sym-

pathetic to ideas of difference, cosmopoli-

tanism, multiculturalism and post-colonial

theory, argues that Western experiences

imply no universalizable model, either in

the sense of the West’s cultural values or in

the sense of Parsons’s or Habermas’s ‘mod-

ern societal structures’. In preference to any

single unitary concept of modernity, this

position advocates ‘multiple modernities’.

The phrase ‘multiple modernities’ allows

for different civlizationally inflected trajec-

tories of modernization, based on no strict

dichotomy between the aspect of the

modern, on the one hand, and the aspect of

tradition, on the other (Eisenstadt 2002).
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AUSTIN HARRINGTON

ONTOLOGY

An ontology is a catalogue of the most funda-

mental beings, the existence of which is pre-

supposed by the meaningfulness of a discourse

and/or the viability of a practice. It is also

the study of existential presuppositions.

Ontologies are rarely formulated explicitly

as one or more existential hypotheses. The

logic of existential hypotheses is different from

that of descriptive statements. A general state-

ment such as ‘Carrots improve night vision’

is confirmed, to some extent, by favourable

evidence, but falsified by counter-examples.

Existential statements, however, are fully

confirmed by the discovery of an instance

of the kind in question. ‘This is a carrot’

confirms ‘There are carrots’ absolutely. Fail-

ure to find an instance does not falsify the

hypothesis. ‘This is not a carrot’ has no

immediate bearing on the belief-worthiness

of the general claim.

In the 1950s the question of the relation

between existential presuppositions and

descriptive statements led to the important

idea of non-truth functional relations between

propositions. If its existential presuppositions

were true, a statement could be assessed for

‘truth or falsity’, but the statement was void if

that presupposition was false. Bertrand Russell

had tried to maintain the principle of biva-

lence, that every meaningful statement can be

assessed for truth and falsity. But it also held

thatontological presuppositionsdidnotbehave

like ordinary descriptive statements, nor were

their relations to ordinary descriptive state-

ments truth-functional (see linguistic turn).

Existential hypotheses, expressing onto-

logical presuppositions, proved awkward

for Karl Popper’s (1959) conception of

meaningfulness as falsifiability, since they

were unfalsifiable but strongly confirmable.

It could hardly be denied that they were

empirically meaningful.

Ontology is linked closely to grammar, in

the most general sense. The favoured sentence

form in Indo-European languages is subject-

predicate. The subject term refers to an

individual or substance while the predicate
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expresses one of its attributes. It seems that

substance/attribute grammar fixes the form

of ontology in advance of any philosophical

analyses. Whatever constitutes an ontology

must be a catalogue of substances or

instances of substances. Material things, the

criteria of identity of which are related to

location in space and time, are prime can-

didates for the basic ontology of our world.

The rise of the physical sciences had a pro-

found effect on the properties that the basic

material beings of our world were defined

by. The success of mechanics in the seven-

teenth century led to a distinction between

primary qualities of things, the properties

handled by mechanics, and secondary qua-

lities, the ideas of which did not resemble

their material causes. Not only did New-

tonian mechanics favour basic material

things, but because of the dominance of

mechanics, only the primary qualities of

‘bulk, figure, texture and motion’ of the

simple material entities were real. Colour,

taste, and so on were attributes of human

sensibility only (Locke 1690).

Throughout the rise of modern science,

the mechanistic account of nature was chal-

lenged by an alternative ontology. Newton’s

atoms were passive and interacted only

when in contact. According to Descartes, the

evolution of the material universe was just

the redistribution of the original divine

impetus by collisions among the basic beings.

The alternative ontology consisted of active

beings, with unobservable causal powers

that were manifested in the behavioural

dispositions of material beings. The monads

of Leibniz’s (1714) ontology were realiza-

tions of primitive active and passive forces,

in the balance of which the material world

was maintained. The current dominant

ontology of physics, charges and fields, is a

linear descendant of the activity ontology.

What of human beings? Are they to be

likened to Newtonian atoms or Leibnizean

monads? Despite appearances, are they

really only passive responders to stimuli? Or

must we treat them, as the basic particulars

of the social world (Strawson 1962), acting

like the charges of the physicist’s world?

Psychology, whether under the influence

of behaviourism or in the Freudian mould,

has tended to deny people the status of onto-

logically basic particulars. Instead, for beha-

viourists, they are reduced to the sites of

stimulus-response relations, or for Freudians,

to beings driven by unobservable cognitive

‘machinery’. August Comte (1832), the father

of modern positivism, rejected the idea of

an ontology of powerful particulars as a kind

of hangover from animism. In the positive

stage of social science, he believed, only

observable regularities would count scienti-

fically. Thus, positivism presupposes an

ontology not unlike that of behaviourism.

In recent years, a new ontological debate

has sprung up between those who hold that

the social world is a discursive construction,

a network of meaningful exchanges between

people, and those who hold that there is a

transcendental structure over and above the

patterns of mutual interaction among

actual human beings, within which human

beings live out their lives (Bhaskar 1979). This

ontological debate echoes the debate

between those who argue for a psychology

of active beings against the advocates of

ontological passivity. The constructionists

argue that the only source of activity in the

social world is people, while the transcen-

dentalists argue for causally efficacious

social structures exercising their powers on

individuals (Nightingale and Cromby

1999).
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ROM HARRÉ

OPEN SOCIETY

The ‘open society’ is a concept articulated

and championed by Karl Popper (1945)

who sought to denote a society characterized

both by open, rational debate and by its

evolution along an unpredictable trajectory.

Popper argued that the growth of knowl-

edge is inherently unpredictable, though

the character of a society depends on the

knowledge the society has acquired. Thus a

society with a predictable pattern of evolu-

tion must be one that is intellectually stag-

nated. ‘Tribal’ societies approach this

condition. Within societies marked by

rational debate, intellectual progress, and

therefore unpredictable social change,

some may desire a return to stasis. Such are

(perhaps unwitting) enemies of the open

society. Their tendency of mind represents

‘tribalism’ according to Popper. One signature

of tribalism is collectivism, the doctrine

that each individual’s essence or good is

defined by the social collective as a whole.

Like the (related) conception that society is

an organism, collectivism is suitable only

for ‘tribal’ societies, not for an open society.

Popper asserted that notably collectivist

thinkers such as Plato and Marx hold that

an ideal society would not be subject to

change. Their ambitions for social reform

are impossibly ‘utopian’ (see utopia). To

embrace, by contrast, the ideal that society

should be open is incompatible with uto-

pianism. In an open society, the appropriate

way forward is ‘piecemeal engineering’.

The goal, with regard to J. S. Mill’s doc-

trine of utilitarianism, is not to maximize

happiness, so much as to ameliorate, by trial

and error and by limited reforms, the con-

ditions that all rational people agree to be

harmful. This ‘negative utilitarianism’

represents a middle path between moral

dogmatism and moral scepticism or nihi-

lism. It avoids any pretense that there are

truly general laws of society or of history,

for there are none.
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PHILIP CATTON

ORGANIZATION

‘Organization’ derives from the Latin verb

organisare, implying both ‘to furnish with

organs’ and ‘to endow with a coordinated

structure’ (Starbuck 2003). Today the term

is generally applied as an adjective to refer

to a collection of people, in conjunction with

other material and non-material resources,

whose activities are coordinated through a

series of explicit procedures towards the

pursuit of specified objectives or outcomes.

Organizations are thus a key object of sys-

tematic analysis, particularly in the business

and administration oriented social sciences.

While organization encompasses a range

of forms and functions – from nation–

states through to corporate multinational

companies or local voluntary groups or

kinship arrangements – the primary focus

in the burgeoning social scientific field of

organization studies has tended to be that

of the work organization, or formal orga-

nizations, as they predominate in the reg-

ulative framework of the modern capitalist

economy. The dominance of such organi-

zational forms is a relatively contemporary

phenomenon, the emergence of which can

be traced back to earlier phases of capitalist

development in Europe during the eight-

eenth and late nineteenth centuries and the

requirements for ever more extensive and
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complex modes of administration and

coordination.

Yet despite this shared framework, dis-

agreement has prevailed over the ontologi-

cal character of organizations. Much of this

disagreement has been conducted within

the dualities of structure versus agency and

realism versus nominalism. Throughout the

twentieth century a largely structuralist

orthodoxy pervaded the academic under-

standing of organization with its roots in

the work of Marx, Durkheim and Max

Weber and his ideal type representation of

the bureaucratic form of organization.

Weber’s (1978) analysis of bureaucracy

addressed not only the pervasive organiza-

tional features of formal work and adminis-

trative bodies but also the increasingly

rational organization of society itself, lead-

ing to a range of studies which have sought

to evaluate levels of structural congruity

with Weber’s ideal typology (Merton

1949; Blau 1955).

In general, these systemic understandings

of organizational bodies are premised on

the view that by virtue of their capacity to

cause effects in the market place or on the

behaviour of their members, organization

can be ascribed a supra-individual ontological

status. Often such structuralism is integrated

with a functionalist understanding of orga-

nized activity, in that organizational struc-

tures are conceived of as a functional response

to environmental contingencies, particu-

larly technological and market changes

(Lawrence and Lorsch 1967) (see function-

alism). Yet despite the adaptive possibilities

that such contingency understandings of

organization produced, such work con-

tinued to envisage the optimum organiza-

tion as characterized by high levels of

functional differentiation and hierarchical

controls adopted from Weber’s analysis.

From the 1960s onwards, this largely

structural understanding of organization

and the realist ontology which under-

pinned it came under critical scrutiny from

a range of sociological and other sources. In

addition to historical and comparative work

that demonstrated that organizational forms

clearly differ between societies and histor-

ical and institutional locations, social psy-

chologists and social interactionists, such as

Karl Weick (1969) in the USA and David

Silverman (1970) in the UK, challenged the

very notion that organizations exist as

objective entities in themselves. Instead,

they posited the idea, heavily influenced by

advocates of social constructionism such as

Berger and Luckman (1967), that they

must first and foremost be understood as

processes and outcomes of meaningful

social interaction. Organization thus increas-

ingly came to be seen as a process rather than

a static entity, as something emerging

through the ongoing, subjective mobiliza-

tion of differing symbolic and cultural

resources within the context of dominant

economic and political regimes of accumu-

lation and governance.

With the advent of postmodernism in

organization studies, this latter under-

standing established even greater prominence

with a shift from what Cooper and Law

(1995) have referred to as a proximal to a

distal conception of organization. A distal

conception understands the organization as

a relatively stable entity that has bounded

parameters and an enduring character.

Alternatively, a proximal conception recog-

nizes the ontological instability of the orga-

nizational domain, identifying its form and

composition as essentially unstable, as com-

posed of disparate and often uncoordinated

acts and processes, open-ended in their

nature and bounded only by temporary and

unstable conjunctions.

As a consequence of the general inability

to grasp the nature of organization in any-

thing approaching a definitive sense, the

application of metaphor has attained promi-

nence among a number of contemporary

commentators. Metaphor has been seen as

describing the variety of forms and con-

tours of organization more comprehen-

sively and reflexively than attempts to apply
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a purely representationalist definition. Par-

ticularly prominent has been Gareth Mor-

gan’s (1997) Images of Organisation which

proposes employing multiple metaphors to

achieve a richer understanding of the com-

plexities of organization and the institu-

tional forms it takes, as well as recognizing

the constitutive role played by pre-con-

ceptualizations of organization. Examples of

the metaphors offered by Morgan include

the machine and the ‘psychic prison’. The

former thematizes independent but regu-

lated functions contributing to the pursuit

of an overarching goal or imperative. This

is the organization of mass industrial pro-

duction associated with Henry Ford and

scientific management where the defining

principles of the organization are ration-

ality, efficiency and centralized control (see

Post-Fordism). The latter understands

organizations as reified outcomes of human

agency which serve to constrain human

creativity and freedom of action (Weber’s

‘iron cage’). Organizations are here con-

ceptualized as highly normalizing outcomes

of social relations which are able to repro-

duce themselves through the concomitant

reproduction of the psychological char-

acteristics of their members.

Contemporary thought has increasingly

focused on the idea that organizations are

evolving into diffuse networks of practi-

tioners, often only temporarily united via

loose cellular structures. Such networks are,

by their very nature, characterized by a

proximal logic of organization, taking many

contrasting forms and adopting an array of

levels of formality and goal orientation. This

has been increasingly facilitated by the

growth and spread of information technology

which has dramatically reconfigured the

spatial and temporal parameters of forms of

organizing, exemplified in, among other

things, the growth of remote home work-

ing. The idea of virtual organizations is also

becoming increasingly prominent. In this

picture no central organizational hub is said

to exist in physical space; instead, activities

and interactions are undertaken via a web of

communication technologies such as e-mail.

Often the primary function of such organi-

zational forms is the generation and trans-

ference of knowledge among internal

members and beyond. An organization’s

longevity is then seen as dependent not

upon the coordination of physical tasks but

rather on the unimpeded generation and flow

of knowledge both as a resource for, and as

an outcome, of its activities (Newell et al.

2002). For some commentators, organiza-

tion is thus increasingly coming to inhabit a

permeable world of flows and processes in

which rigid, modern conceptions of orga-

nization as bounded by time and place are

increasingly pushed toward the global and

economic periphery.
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PHILIP HANCOCK

ORGANIZATION STUDIES

Organization studies is a multi-disciplinary

field in the social sciences, concerned with

the operational, cultural and political activ-

ities of complex work-organizations and their

members. Often deployed as a synonym for

a range of complementary fields such as

organizational analysis and theory, organiza-

tion studies is characterized by its dis-

ciplinary inclusiveness and a holistic approach

to organization as a socio-cultural as well as

an economic and political phenomenon.

The origins of contemporary organization

studies lie in the economic and intellectual

developments of the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries in Europe. It has been

noted, for example, how it was Saint-Simon

who called for the rational organization of

society as an antidote to the unfettered indi-

vidualism and looming anomie unleashed

by the political, intellectual and cultural

revolutions of Europe (Wolin 1960).

The earliest systematic approach to the

study of the increasingly complex organiza-

tional forms of contemporary capitalism

appears in the work of Max Weber (1978).

For Weber, there was an inevitable ten-

dency for contemporary organizations to

structurally converge in the form of a

bureaucracy. Much research has since been

conducted on the continuing prevalence

and relevance of bureaucratic forms of

organization in an increasingly flexible global

economy.

Equally influential on the field’s evolu-

tion throughout the first half of the twentieth

century was the emergence of a body of

management theory associated with the

prescriptions of Frederick Winslow Taylor

in the USA and Henri Fayol in Europe.

Taylor is closely associated with the emer-

gence of what came to be known as scientific

management revolving around the systematic

evaluation of working practices and the

imposition of managerially conceived prac-

tices and procedures designed as the ‘one

best way’ to minimize wasted effort and

maximize individual, and thus organiza-

tional, productivity. Fayol, while more

concerned with authority than efficiency,

shared many of Taylor’s ideas, particularly

in relation to the implementation of uni-

form procedures and a functional division

of labour.

By the 1930s, the rational actor model of

the organizational member presupposed by

these accounts came under increasing cri-

tical scrutiny largely as a result of a series of

studies carried out by Roethlisberger and

his associates at the Hawthorne Works of the

Western Electric Company in the USA. Rather

than witnessing efficiency gains through the

implementation of techniques associated

with scientific management, what they

found was that productivity was best achieved

through nurturing relations of spontaneous

cooperation among employees, including

supervisors and management. This focus on

the social relations of organizational life was

central to the formation of the human rela-

tions movement in modern organizational

and management thinking.

At present, the field remains largely

dominated by various offshoots of what is

known as general systems theory. Such

approaches have tended to combine the

empirical-analytical tenets of the natural

sciences and the normative assumptions of

functionalist sociology, analyzing organiza-

tional performance with a view to pre-

scribing technocratic solutions to problems

of under-performance in the marketplace.

The most prominent variation of this has

been contingency theory which, while

rejecting the proposition that there is one
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best way to structure any given organization,

argues that the key to understanding and

promoting successful organizational perfor-

mance is to ensure that design is congruent

with a range of internal and external con-

tingencies, including, for example, organiza-

tional size and the market environment.

Yet while contingency theory continues

to maintain its prominence in the USA,

organization studies in the international

context has become an increasingly pluralistic

and paradigmatically diverse field (see Burrell

and Morgan 1979). In particular, a number

of less managerial and more hermeneuti-

cally sensitive approaches have embedded

themselves within the field, opening up a

range of methodological possibilities and

novel objects of analysis. While some of these

have their origins in well-established tradi-

tions, such as in industrial sociology, others

have embraced the influence of post-

structuralism. This in turn has led to the

emergence of new sub-fields of study such

as those of gender, emotion and aesthetics

within organizations.

Today, while there are those who con-

tinue to demand managerial relevance and

methodological coherence from organiza-

tion studies (Donaldson 2001), there are also

those who reject such strictures in the name

of experimentation and heterodoxy, arguing

that the field must look beyond its tradi-

tional focus on the work organization and

into the realms of informal and even pre-

industrial types of organization (Burrell 1997).
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PHILIP HANCOCK

ORIENTALISM

Orientalism emerged as the study of non-

Western societies by Europeans in the wake

of the European voyages of discovery of the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Armed

with scientific knowledge and new ways of

seeing how human beings control and shape

their physical surroundings, explorers, tra-

velers, scholars and writers ventured into

other parts of the world and collected

information about distant places and cul-

tures. The term Orientalist became widely

used in the nineteenth century to describe

scholars who studied ‘Oriental cultures’.

However, it was Edward Said who com-

pletely redefined the term in his seminal

book, Orientalism (1978).

In Orientalism, Said argues that the Ori-

ent, far from being a physical entity, was an

invention – a discourse - constructed by

travelers, writers and scholars. The main

assumption of Orientalist discourse was the

existence of an ontological difference

between the Orient and the Occident. This

ontological difference, which is created by

Orientalist knowledge, was not a neutral

one but embedded in power relationships

that helped to define the Occident against

the Orient. If the Orient was the site of the

exotic, the irrational, the effeminate and

the weak, then the Occident became the

site of reason and all that was familiar, mascu-

line and strong. Knowledge produced by

scholars, stories told by travelers and wri-

ters, and statements made by colonial

bureaucrats all contributed to the creation of

Orientalism and its particular representa-

tion of peoples and cultures in remote pla-

ces. What is absent in Orientalist

representations is the voice of the people

who have been the subject of representation.
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Orientalism, according to Said, enabled the

West to classify other societies, evaluate them,

and reduce complex social structures to

simple generalizations. As a result, Said argues,

Orientalism presented a distorted image of

non-Western peoples and cultures, thereby

feeding misunderstanding between different

cultures. According to Said, Orientalism

involved a certain way of ‘dealing with’ the

Orient by ‘making statements about it, set-

tling it, ruling over it’ (Said 1978: 3).

Influenced by Foucault’s concept of

power, Said illustrated that producing knowl-

edge about other peoples and cultures was

not an innocent act but resulted in a set of

representations which constituted the Ori-

ent on the Occident’s terms. As a result, the

hegemony of the Occident over the Orient

was maintained first and foremost by turn-

ing remote cultures and peoples into

objects of knowledge and then by using this

knowledge to control and rule them. Said’s

discussion of Orientalism turned the Marxist

theories of imperialism and colonization

upside down. Classical Marxist theories of

colonization and imperialism considered

capitalism’s desire to expand into new

markets as the main impetus behind the con-

quest of remote places and cultures. Said

argued, however, that in order for conquest

to happen, there was a need for ideological

justification. By inventing the Orient, pro-

ducing knowledge about it, and authorizing

statements about its nature, Orientalism

provided the necessary background and

justification for colonization. By empha-

sizing the role of Orientalism in creating a

hegemonic relationship between the Orient

and the Occident, Said pointed out the role

of culture in colonialism and imperialism.

The debate about Orientalism gave an

impetus to the development of post-colonial

theory and had a profound impact on the

way other cultures are studied. However,

some post-colonial writers criticized Said

for reproducing the logic of Orientalism by

creating the same sharp distinction between

the Orient and the Occident. Homi Bhabha

argued that in Said’s account the Orient

appears to be a monolithic bloc devoid of

agency and initiative (Bhabha 1984). This

inevitably reproduces the logic of Orient-

alism and ignores the complexity and het-

erogeneity of cultures defined under the

rubric of the Orient. In addition, Bhabha

pointed out that the subjects of the Orient

are not powerless agents. So too, the encoun-

ter with the colonized is always a destabilizing

experience for the colonizer as it brings out

the insecurity of the identity of the colonizer.

In his Culture and Imperialism, Said addres-

sed this criticism by arguing that the rela-

tionship between Orient and Occident is

mutually constitutive and can only be

understood by reading divergent experi-

ences simultaneously – or what Said

described as ‘contrapuntally’. Said’s ‘con-

trapuntal reading’ requires a juxtaposition

of the nonsynchronized and discrepant

moments that exist within a discourse. Such

an exercise not only restores the multi-

plicity of voices within the Orient but also

reveals the constituted nature of the Occident.

Since the initial publication of Orientalism,

Orientalist scholarship has undergone sig-

nificant transformation with greater sensi-

tivity now paid to the relationship between

power and knowledge in the study of other

cultures.
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OTHER

Otherness or alterity, from the Latin alter,

describes a condition of being different. As

something can only be different with respect

to something else, the term other (or other-

ness) is employed as an antonym of self, ego,

subject, or identity. The way the relation

between the other and its antonyms is

envisaged, however, varies. In the twentieth

century, the Hegelian master-slave dia-

lectic was taken up by Kojève (1969) who

claimed that the subject’s desire for recog-

nition is based on his/her desire of an other

desire and, thus, of the desire of the other.

In psychoanalysis, Jacques Lacan adopted

this formula but capitalized the term by

now referring to ‘the Other’ as the sym-

bolic order of language and as the subject’s

unconscious. Conversely, for Emmanuel

Levinas (1969), the other (autrui) is radica-

lized into an inassimilable calling to which

one must respond with infinite responsibility.

In social thought, the Hegelian dialectic of

recognition was critically employed in

Fanon’s discussion of the colonizer/colo-

nized relationship (1967). Post-colonial

theory and studies of Orientalism and

subalternity have pointed out ways in

which the other is ‘made other’ through

construction or projection (Said 1978).

While racism is premised upon the wish to

exclude the other and to establish a homo-

genous identity without alterity, these

studies underline the impossibility of ever

sustaining a clear-cut separation between

identity and alterity (see hybridity and

‘race’ and racism).
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PARADIGM

This widely used and abused concept was

first introduced by Thomas Kuhn (1970) to

capture the historical role that singular

achievements have played in providing a

blueprint for the conduct of scientific

research. Indeed the possession of a paradigm

is the defining feature of science for Kuhn.

The concept is loosely based on a ‘para-

digm’ in grammar, such as the conjugation

of amare as the model for a class of Latin

verbs. Kuhn believed that the worked-out

problems in physics textbooks functioned

much the same way, and that the entire

discipline of physics could be seen as the

elaboration of such textbook problem-sol-

ving. This core meaning of ‘paradigm’

remains current in social studies of science.

Kuhn’s one clear example of a paradigm

is Newton’s Principia Mathematica. The virtual

consensus surrounding Newton’s theory

and method for two centuries (roughly

1700–1900) enabled physicists to have a

clear sense of the progress made and still to

go. The Einsteinian revolution occurred only

once the Newtonian paradigm failed to

solve its own problems, rendering future pro-

gress problematic.

Kuhn specifically said that the social

sciences – along with most of the biological

sciences – lack paradigms because their

research communities have lacked an overall

sense of direction at any given time. Unlike

Newton or Einstein in physics, social science’s

would-be paradigmatic figures – say, Marx

or Freud – have been subject to intense

controversy about the amount of progress

made under their influence. Kuhn would

thus find the idea of a ‘multiple paradigm

science’ (George Ritzer’s description of

sociology) an oxymoron.
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STEVE FULLER

PARETO, VILFREDO (1848–1923)

Italian economist and sociologist

Influenced by theoretical physics, positi-

vism, and marginalist theory of economics,

Pareto developed a unique social-theoretical

system based on action theory. According to

Pareto, the central issue of sociological the-

orizing is the non-rational conduct of human

action, based on pre-rational constellations of

consciousness, which he called ‘residues’,

and normative orientations, reasonings and

illusions, which he called ‘derivations’. Non-

rational actions, such as magic ritual, reli-

gion or collective solidarity, are defined as

the cornerstones of social integration.
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Consequently, it is not rationality in the

ordinary sense of logical conduct and rational

choice that defines the object and scope of

sociology. Instead the cement of society, is

seen by Pareto as rooted in the sphere of

non-rational discourses, notably in religious

superstitions, prejudices and defective rea-

sonings, as well as in the mobilization of mass

emotion, ideology and political rhetoric.

The perception of Pareto as a classic in

contemporary sociology is mainly based on

his original and widely recognized contribu-

tion to the theory of elites. According to this

theory, societies, and especially the political

sphere, are generally subdivided into a privi-

leged and ruling class, on the one hand, and

an underprivileged majority as the object of

domination, on the other. In democracies,

the power and autonomy of the governing

elite depend mainly on their capacity to make

use of the residues, of mass emotions, in order

to gain consensus by political rhetoric.
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PARSONS, TALCOTT (1902–1979)

US theorist

Trained in economic theory, Parsons was

the leading exponent of the functionalist

paradigm in sociology, teaching sociology

at Harvard University from 1927 until his

death. In his first major work, The Structure

of Social Action ([1937] 1968), Parsons syn-

thesized the works of four European thin-

kers (Alfred Marshall, Vilfredo Pareto,

Emile Durkheim, and Max Weber) in a

solution of Hobbes’s problem of how to

secure a social order over against an

impending chaos – on the eve of World

War II. Parsons demonstrated the con-

vergence of these thinkers around the

morally obliging role of a common system

of value attitudes as the basis of social order.

Parsons singled out values as the central

category of social order since they were at

once a guarantee for free choice and for

personal effort as basic characteristics of the

voluntarism of action.

Parsons conceded that the second version

of his theory, known as ‘structural func-

tionalism’, was unable to provide an adequate

account of both structure and process in

social systems and therefore could only

provide ‘a second best type of theory’

(Parsons [1951] 1959: 20). Nevertheless, in

the 1950s his work became the dominant

functionalist paradigm of American sociol-

ogy. In the 1960s the dominance of func-

tionalism waned under the onslaught of

competing theoretical currents. In this period

Parsons developed systemic functionalism,

which had at its core the notion of inter-

systemic communication based on general-

ized media, chiefly involving money and

power (Parsons 1963).
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PARTY

The term ‘party’ derives from the Latin pars

(part) and very generally means an organi-

zation of citizens to articulate their political

interests in public decision-making by

holding public offices and positions. The

defining feature of a party (distinguishing it

from other organizations) is – at least in

democracies – its participation in elections.

Modern party research conceptualizes par-

ties as vote, office, and/or policy seekers.

Thus it is assumed that a central aim of

parties is competition for votes. By max-

imizing these votes, they can fill offices in

the political system, enabling them to

transform programmatic goals into policies.

While rational choice theory (Downs et

al. 1957) considers parties mainly as vote and

office seekers, whose exclusive rational

interest is the maximization of votes, other

schools (Budge and Keman 1990; Laver and

Schofield 1990) emphasize the formulation

and implementation of policies as the central

goal of parties. Political parties in Western

democracies linked both functions in the

second half of the twentieth century. On the

one hand, modern parties want to max-

imize votes in the political contest to

occupy the state’s offices of authoritative

decision-making; on the other, it cannot be

denied that vote maximization happens

only within the limits of values and programs

and that the carrying out of specific policies

remains the central interest of parties.

Historically, modern political parties

emerged with the introduction of the general

franchise and the establishment of parliaments,

mobilizing along social and cultural clea-

vages. The more heterogeneous the societal

interest structure, the more plural the party

system is generally (Sartori 1976). According

to the cleavage theory of Lipset and Rokkan

(1967), cleavages in Western democracies

have largely persisted since the 1920s. Social

groups and parties formed coalitions along

these ‘frozen cleavage structures’, which have

by and large endured in ‘frozen party systems’

(ibid.). Only the disintegration of traditional

milieus, the emergence of new social

movements, and citizens’ fading party

identification in the last third of the twen-

tieth century provide the conditions for the

formation of new parties (above all, green-

ecological or right-wing populist parties).

In most (Western) societies, liberal, con-

servative, labor, agrarian, regional, Christian,

communist, fascist, right-wing populist and

ecological parties can be classified as ‘ideo-

logical party families’ (Beyme 1985).

Parties can be conceptualized in various

ways: into notable, cadre, mass and cartel

parties, according to organization struc-

ture; into interest, class and national par-

ties, according to the structure of their

members and voters; into labor, agrarian

and entrepreneurial parties, according to

the voters’ social and professional back-

ground; into communist, socialist, liberal,

conservative or fascist parties, according to

programmatic values; into national and

regional parties, according to geographic

region; into system and anti-system parties,

according to their position in the political

system; into established and non-established

parties, according to the degree of their

institutionalization; and into democratic,

authoritarian, totalitarian or unified state

parties, according to their claim to power.

Complex party typologies underline the

various dimensions in the development of

parties and party systems (cf. Beyme 1985).

If one looks at such multi-dimensional

types, four phases of party development can

be differentiated according to Katz and Mair

(1995), at least in Europe: The first elite

parties emerged in the nineteenth century

due to property-owning and working classes.

After 1880 (approximately until 1960) the first

mass parties, initially in the labor move-

ment, were founded on the basis of fierce

class conflicts. People’s parties of a new type

(catch-all parties) only emerged with the

gradual dissolution of these old class con-

flicts after 1945. Catch-all parties, according

to Kirchheimer (1965), are characterized by a

decline in ideology, partial autonomy of
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the party’s leadership from its members,

expansion of the party’s clientele to practi-

cally every citizen, and opening of the party

to various interest groups. Anthony Downs

(1957) developed a theoretical model of

this concept of ‘catch-all party’ within the

theoretical framework of rational choice.

Here, the de-ideologization of the party,

stated by Kirchheimer, finds its equivalent

in the rational strategy of vote maximization,

which is no longer primarily oriented

towards ideology but the median voter.

Indicators of such a development were

tendencies in professionalizing party orga-

nization (see professions and professiona-

lization), a stronger intra-party democracy,

an increase in the ability to form coalitions,

and related to these a de-ideologization of

party goals for election-campaign purposes

(vote seeking, catch-all). The transforma-

tion of the people’s parties of the 1960s and

1970s into ‘cartel parties’ (Katz and Mair

1995) or ‘professionalized vote-seeking par-

ties’ marks the final step of this develop-

ment, which is explained particularly by the

aspect of professionalization and the for-

mation of new electoral milieus and the new

volatile opinion voters (Panebianco 1988).

For modern democracies parties fulfill

mainly six functions: they (1) articulate soci-

etal and political aims and write them down

in programs; (2) articulate and aggregate

interests; and (3) mobilize citizens during

elections and recruit political elites. Fur-

ther, (4) parties form governments and

control them in parliaments; (5) influence

government policy and activity; and, ide-

ally, (6) provide for the communication

between the elite and citizens.

According to systems theory, parties func-

tion as organizers of citizens’ loyalty by ensur-

ing, through their role as transmitters, the

specific and diffuse support for the political

system (Easton 1965). It is parties, above all,

which channel demands to the political sys-

tem and translate them into political programs.

Critical reviews of parties and party systems

point to the fact that parties want to push

through particular interests at the expense

of public interest. Robert Michels ([1911]

1966) first formulated the ‘iron law of oli-

garchy’, which postulates for organizations

the inexorable separation of the leadership

from the rest of the organization. Applied

to parties, this means that, with a growing

number of party members, the tendency

increases for the leadership to become oli-

garchic. The consequence is a decline in

intra-party democracy. The assertion of an

‘inexorable’ trend towards party oligarchy

has considerably weakened. Legal regula-

tions on intra-party democracy and direct

participation in particular have at least

contained tendencies towards oligarchic

forms in most Western democracy parties.

Nevertheless, there are tendencies towards

a ‘party state’ and ‘state parties’, because

parties acquire more and more state resources.

The point can be made at least that modern

parties have tapped considerable state resour-

ces through the financing of parties by the

state as well as through their access to publicly

owned media. However, in view of the

pluralist character of Western societies, this

omen seems to be inordinate. In addition,

the criticism ignores the fact that parties

perform necessary functions in democracies,

which up to now have not been carried out

by any other organization. Political parties

as intermediaries between citizens and the

state thus appear to be indispensable.

Nonetheless, party researchers continue to

discuss hypotheses on party decline. They

base their hypotheses on changes in the social

stratification of the electorate, declining

party identification, changes in voters’ nor-

mative orientations, decreasing electoral par-

ticipation and increasing volatility. According

to the so-called Michigan School (Camp-

bell et al. 1966), which has prevailed in

party research for a long time, a voter’s

decision can be traced back to mainly three

factors: party identification, issue orientation,

and candidate assessment. In particular, party

identification has been seen as the central

explanatory variable for a long time. The
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underlying assumption is that individuals

adopt central values and norms of a party

for their individual system of values and

beliefs in the course of their political socia-

lization and, thus, establish a durable psy-

chological identification with this party.

Such identification is considered to be stable

over a long time. However, nowadays, the

increasing number of volatile voters casts

doubts on the persistent validity of party-

identification theory. Since the 1980s,

empirical research has observed a clear

decline in party identification (dealignment)

(Dalton 1996). Situative factors, such as issue

and candidate orientations, need to be added

to explain electoral behavior. Thus, it can

be assumed that the rational voter is knowl-

edgeable about alternative policy offers and

makes his or her decision for a party according

to rational individual preferences. More-

over, the category ‘candidate orientation’

also includes the consideration that voters

assign performance-oriented (competence,

strong leadership quality, etc.) and personality-

oriented (reliability, sympathy) character-

istics to the candidates running for election,

and allow them to influence their electoral

decisions. Campbell et al. (1966) arranged

these three components into a ‘funnel of

causality’ for the explanation of electoral

behavior. Thus, parties are confronted with

the problem that they can no longer rely on

their loyal electorate, but need to approach

the ever increasing number of volatile

voters with programmatic offers.

How do parties deal with these challenges?

Parties’ reactions range from mere non-

reaction to changes in party organization

(professionalization) and selection of candi-

dates (geared towards the media), strategic

reactions to the electorate (acquisition of

new target groups) and political competitors

(electoral alliances) to new programmatic,

ideological or policy orientations. Although

these transformation processes can be very

slow-moving, one cannot speak of a crisis of

political parties. Only in very rare cases, when

the political system as a whole enters a crisis

(such as Italy in 1994), will the party systems

collapse. Otherwise, parties have proven to

be able to change and adapt to new condi-

tions in the medium term, and party sys-

tems have turned out to be relatively stable.
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PATRIARCHY

Patriarchy is generally understood to be a sys-

tem of social relations and institutions that give

men control and advantages that are withheld

from women. Like all social systems, patri-

archy consists of economic, legal, political

relations and of ideas, values, beliefs and

norms. Patriarchal societies grant privileges

to men and permit or encourage their

domination over females. They allow men

as a group to accrue more social resources at

the expense of women as a group. While in

its narrowest definition patriarchy means

‘rule by the father’ within the family and the

consequent subordination of both his wife

and children, a broader concept of patri-

archy characterizes a society dominated by

men, both within the family and outside it.

Patriarchy has assumed various forms

throughout history and has existed in most

though not all societies.

Many patriarchal formations have been

and still are fundamentally rooted in kinship

alliances ruled by fathers (Lerner 1987).

Some historians have argued that eighteenth-

century Western society saw the transition

from father-based patriarchy to regimes in

which fraternal rather than patriarchal rela-

tions dominate. Such an understanding of

patriarchy attempts to take into account

changing formations of patriarchy and to

rethink how patriarchal power works in a

post-industrial society (McCannell 1991).

In industrialized countries, family-based

patriarchy has been unevenly and gradually

displaced by bourgeois and postmodern forms

of patriarchy. In bourgeois patriarchy, kin-

ship alliances are subordinate to a social

organization split between a wage economy

and unpaid domestic production, both of

which are regulated by ideologies of race,

gender, and sexuality. In advanced capitalist

countries, postmodern patriarchy has recently

emerged as the prevailing form, characterized

by the hyper-development of consumption

and the joint wage earner family, the relative

transfer of power from husbands to profes-

sional men and women, the rise of the single

mother and other ‘alternative’ households,

and sexualized consumption patterns.

Patriarchal formations are unevenly devel-

oped. One form of patriarchy may dominate

in a particular society, but it often co-exists

with other contesting or residual forms.

Patriarchal relations are also differential. This

means that women as a group are positioned

the same in relation to men, but they are

positioned differently in relation to each

other and at times in relation to some men.

For example, some women have access to

resources – they may be in the owning class

or in the middle class sector of the working

class; they may own a home and a car,

have a cleaning lady and are able to purchase

a lot of commodities – all of which are only

possible because of the labor of other

women and men. Because patriarchy func-

tions in concert with a system of white

supremacy, disproportionate numbers of

people of color have occupied the most

exploited, under-resourced social positions.

That more women than men fill the ranks

of the hyper-exploited speaks loudly to the

ways patriarchal structures shore up class

relations. However, white women and

women of color are differently positioned in

relation to each other; white women can

claim power over black women and men of

color by virtue of their race. But even

women who benefit from their class posi-

tions are disadvantaged in some areas of

their lives in a society that systematically

accords men power over women. The

persistence of rape and domestic violence

against women across class sectors are two

examples. Rather than invoke a homo-

geneous ‘patriarchy,’ recent feminist research

attempts to address these differential relations.

In positing male and female as distinct and

opposite sexes that are naturally attracted to
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each other, heterosexuality is integral to patri-

archy. Women’s position as subordinate

other, as sexual property, and as exploited

laborer depends on this heterosexual matrix.

As a pervasive institution within other institu-

tions (state, education, church, the media),

heterosexuality helps guarantee patriarchal

regulation of women’s bodies, labor, and

desires (Wittig 1992).

While many feminists still find patriarchy

a useful term for conceptualizing a system of

male dominance over resources and ideas,

there has been much debate over the con-

cept’s limitations and uses. Some have cri-

tiqued the concept of patriarchy for the ways

it over-generalizes the historically variable

hierarchically structured relations between

men and women. Some feminists have

substituted the concept of phallocentrism

for patriarchy in order to highlight the lin-

guistic dimensions of a male dominant social

order (Irigaray 1974). Phallocentrism refers

to a symbolic discursive system, the meanings

through which power circulates. Another

set of debates involves the relationship of

patriarchy to other social systems. Some

socialist feminists have argued that there are

two interlocking and mutually dependent

systems of oppression – patriarchy and

capitalism – and have called for a theory

that would adequately address their intersec-

tion. Critics of this dual systems approach

contend that domestic labor is not really so

separate from capitalist production but

rather a necessary though invisible component

of it. Women’s labor of caring for children,

elders, husbands, the labor of preparing

food and other basic necessities is not wage

work, but it is socially necessary for capitalist

production in the sense that it enables those

who are working for wages to return to work

the next day. From this vantage point, any

explanation of women’s place in capitalist

class relations needs to begin not with the

presumption that there are two systems of

oppression but rather with the ways capitalism

uses patriarchal structures that preceded and

developed alongside it (German 1989).

In certain parts of the developing world,

patriarchy is still primarily rooted in kinship

relations. The trajectories of patriarchy and

capitalist development have not been linear,

but have had different impacts on various

groups and social sectors. In spite of the

improvements in the social and economic

position of women that capitalist ‘develop-

ment’ has brought, the persistence of patri-

archal structures has been a major influence

on the possibilities for women’s full parti-

cipation in the modernizing process. Some

of the questions raised in research on patri-

archy and ‘development’ have addressed the

integrated relations between patriarchal for-

mations in the colonies and the metropolitan

areas of empire (Mies 1986), have considered

whether the patriarchal structures of colo-

nized societies reproduce existing inequalities

and result in further deterioration in the

social position of women, and evaluated

whether the social struggles and the insti-

tutional changes in the achievement of

national independence moderate, exacerbate,

or eliminate certain traditional characteristics

of the societies influencing gender relations

(Moghadam 1996).
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ROSEMARY HENNESSY

PEACE

The nineteenth-century English lawyer Sir

Henry Maine wrote, ‘War appears to be as

old as mankind, but peace is a modern inven-

tion.’ Peace as a concept may not be a modern

invention but what we mean by peace now

is vastly changed from what it might have

meant a hundred or so years ago. In general

usage, peace is understood to mean a state

of tranquillity. Linked to the notion is the

idea of obtaining peace of mind, denoting a

degree of mental calm or serenity. To be at

peace with oneself and with the world is not

only to refrain from violent action, but to

cast off all semblance of anger or anxiety.

According to Spinoza: ‘Peace is not the

absence of war; it is a virtue, a state of

mind, a disposition for benevolence, con-

fidence, and justice.’

In modern international relations theory,

the first and probably least contentious inter-

pretation of the concept refers to the absence

of war or violence: ‘Peace is an armistice in a

war that is continuously going on’, wrote

Thucydides. This is often referred to as nega-

tive peace, a term coined by the Norwegian

scholar, Johan Galtung. It can be expanded

to mean not only the cessation of hostilities,

but also a period when war is neither

imminent nor actually being fought. Peace

in this negative sense may be regarded as a

‘construct’. According to Michael Howard

(2001), war starts in the minds of men, but so

does peace. At the other end of the scale is

the notion of ‘positive peace’ – a state of

harmonious relations between peoples. The

attainment of this kind of positive peace

requires the attainment of certain normative

goals, such as the existence of peaceful

social and cultural beliefs and norms, a

commitment to non-violence, the presence

of justice at all levels (economic, social, and

political), and a democratic political system.

The last requirement is particularly con-

tentious and implies the imposition of

democracy as an element in peace-building. It

is linked to the notion of a democratic

peace – the theory that democratic states or

republics are more peaceful in their exter-

nal relations and are less inclined to go to

war with one another. Modern democratic

peace theory is often associated with Imma-

nuelKant’s conception of ‘perpetual peace’,

wherein a league of republican states would

find no cause for war since their interests and

societies closely resembled one another. Yet

Kant acknowledged the difficulty of estab-

lishing such a peace: ‘With men, the state

of nature is not a state of peace, but war.’

Twentieth-century proponents of demo-

cratic peace theory include Karl Deutsch,

writing in the 1950s, who put forward the

idea of ‘security communities’ – groups of

states (such as Western Europe) in which

there is little likelihood that states will resort

to violence and a concrete commitment to

settle disputes by negotiation. the idea was

revived in the mid-1980s by the American

political scientist, Michael Doyle, and

became a major theme of academic and

public debate on the nature of the post-

Cold War international order. One of the

most notorious proponents was the former

US government official Francis Fukuyama,

who proclaimed in the summer of 1989

that world society had reached the ‘End of

History’. Fukuyama’s thesis was that the

end of the Cold War division marked a

huge victory for both capitalism and

democracy, heralding the beginning of a

new phase in which liberal economic values

would prevail. However, critics have ques-

tioned the reliability of the statistical evi-

dence for democratic peace, especially in
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the pre-1945 period and point to alternative

explanations for regional clusters of peaceful

states, or security communities, in Europe

and the Americas. In addition, evidence sug-

gests that while established democracies may

be peaceful, democratizing states, especially

in unstable regions, may be more prone to

conflict than authoritarian regimes.

Support for the idea of positive peace

entails that cessation of hostilities can only

be the first step towards peace. Aristotle

wrote, ‘It is more difficult to organize a

peace than to win a war; but the fruits of

victory will be lost if the peace is not orga-

nized.’ What happens in the aftermath of

conflict is key to determining whether it

results in merely a temporary cessation of

hostilities or a lasting – positive – peace.

According to Vasquez, ‘certain types of

peace have been fairly successful in avoid-

ing a repeat of the war, while others have

actually promoted a war’s recurrence.’

More recently, scholars have focused on

the ‘critical juncture’ in the transition

between war and peace when the foundations

for lasting peace might be laid (Colson

2000). As well as the emphasis on democracy,

much has been made of the importance of

justice in this process, and the develop-

ments that have led to the establishment of

international tribunals or courts and a perma-

nent international criminal court are directly

linked to the recognition of the synthesis

between peace and justice.

One ancient view has been that in order

to enjoy positive peace, it may be necessary

to sacrifice negative peace. On this view,

war may be necessary in order to create a

society in which positive peace is established

(Wazer 2000). Standing in opposition to

this thinking is pacifism, which rests on the

belief that war and violence are morally

unjustified and that all disputes should be

settled by peaceful means. Closely linked is

the notion of passive or non-violent resis-

tance pioneered by Mahatma Gandhi in his

campaign against the British government in

India in the 1930s and 1940s. The power of

passive resistance rests on its moral force. It

was unsuccessful in Czechoslovakia in 1968,

but enjoyed greater success in the American

civil rights movement of the late 1950s and

early 1960s, culminating in the Civil Rights

Act of 1964.
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RACHEL KERR

PEASANTRY

In historical accounts, peasantry is used to

refer to the majority population residing in

villages and mostly working in agriculture

in pre-industrial Europe, but also in China,

India and other continents. Today the term

is often similarly used to refer to the

majority population in developing countries,

in Africa, Asia and Latin America. The lat-

ter use carries an implicit connotation that

the rural majority in the contemporary

world is a counterpart to the majority in

the pre-industrial civilization. This con-

notation is problematic since it implies a

misleading modernization or evolutionary

perspective. It is important to note that the

words ‘peasantry’ and ‘peasant’ carry con-

descending connotations. This notwith-

standing, social theorists such as A. V.

Chayanov, E. R. Wolf and T. Shanin have

made important contributions in defining

peasantry as a theoretical term.
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The Russian agricultural economist A. V.

Chayanov (1986) played an important role

in the debate about the agrarian question in

Russia both before and after the revolution

(see feudalism). Throughout this period he

engaged in a more or less outspoken polemic

with Lenin and his theories about the

development of capitalism in agriculture

([1899] 1960). Since then, the debate about

rural and agricultural development in rural

sociology, history, anthropology and other

fields and disciplines, has largely been in dia-

logue with Chayanov.

Lenin’s views on the peasantry were a

typical product of late nineteenth-century

evolutionary theory. Lenin leaned heavily

on Marx, and the latter shared the evolu-

tionism of his contemporaries, which implied

that the peasantry was a relic of earlier social

forms, bound to disappear or to transform

itself in the course of capitalist development.

Similarly, from aWeberian andDurkheimian

perspective, peasants were part of tradi-

tional societies and village communities.

With neo-evolutionism in anthropology,

peasantry studies received an important

impetus from E. R. Wolf (1966). Wolf ’s

work defined peasants as surplus producers

in a broadly Marxist sense, viewing the

peasantry as subordinated to lords, living

from the surplus. Wolf postulated an evo-

lutionary line from peasants to farmers, seen

as motivated by profit and oriented towards

the market rather than towards subsistence

and towards the village community.

Chayanov’s contribution has been refor-

mulated by several writers, some of them

influenced by Marxist theory and some by

the early neo-classical tradition in econom-

ics. Shanin (1988), in his definition of a

‘peasant society’, stressed both theWeberian

element of tradition and the Marxian focus

on surplus appropriation by lords. Djurfeldt

(1996) has suggested that Chayanov’s

insight is fruitfully formulated in terms of

the conditions of reproduction of peasant

households. Due to their reliance on family

labour, the conditions of reproduction of

peasant farms are different from those of capi-

talist firms, mainly because labour costs are

not accounted for as a cost (see family and

household). This again accounts for the resi-

lience of peasant reproduction and more

generally for family labour farms. A repro-

duction perspective implies not the dis-

appearance of a historical relic but the

resilience of family-based economic organi-

zation, in competition with economic orga-

nizations based on hired labour.

The concept of peasantry seems to be losing

its centrality in contemporary development

studies, although it remains important in

historical enquiry. In line with the Chayano-

vian tradition, the focus on family labour

remains in the sociological study of agriculture

(see Gasson and Errington 1993; Goodman

and Redclift 1991). While in development

studies, concepts such as smallholders and

small farmers seem to be gaining currency

over peasants, Chayanov continues to influ-

ence authors such as Netting (1993) in his

focus on small family labour farms, in the

context of American populism, and can also

be found in the work of Schultz (1983) and in

other current studies of agricultural and rural

development.

At the same time, the modernist theme

of the disappearing peasantry has retained

its resonance in the work of Bryceson,

who uses the terms de-agrarianization and

de-peasantization to describe what appears to

be a global trend in the subsistence strategies

of poor people in developing countries (Bry-

ceson and Jamal 1997). Similarly, in the

West, the modernist theme of a disappearing

family farm sector continues to be central to

social research. Many contemporary family

farms in developed countries are best

understood as forms of business organizations

(see e.g. Barlett 1993).
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GÖRAN DJURFELDT

PERFORMATIVE

In Gender Trouble (1990), Judith Butler sees

gender as a performance. Gender is not a

social fact but an accomplishment – it is not

what you are, but what you do. She calls

for women to resist stable and pre-given

gender identities and to invent new ones,

thereby challenging essentialism. Following

Foucault, she theoretically disturbs the

presumed links between sex, gender and

desire – separating gender and sexuality

from women’s reproductive capacities, seeing

gender and desire as free floating rather

than determined by women’s social roles.

She prefers the term performativity to per-

formance, for the latter assumes a stable,

rational humanist self. She is critical of

second-wave feminism for normalizing

gender binaries (male/female) and installing

heterosexuality as compulsory. To subvert

restrictive binary identities, she calls for

queer performance – ways of troubling the

normal and freeing us from the dominant

heterosexual norms. In this move she became

one of the forerunners of queer theory. Wary

of the charge of voluntarism (that you

choose your gender or sex as you choose

your clothes), Butler revisited the category

of sexed body and the problem of materiality

in Bodies that Matter (1993). One is not

radically free to re-invent oneself, rather,

one must take up the processes that have

been materialized on the body. In Excitable

Speech (1997) (a Derridean re-writing of

Austin), she explores the racist practices in

America – how speech acts construct ‘iden-

tity’ and bring into being that which is being

named – how speech can be injurious.

Performance has been taken up as a trans-

gressive strategy in critical race, queer and

gender politics.
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ELAINE STAVRO

PERSON AND PERSONALITY

‘Persons’ are organic embodied individuals,

centres of consciousness, morally responsible

for their actions and protected against the

actions of others. ‘Personality’ refers to the

totality of social and psychological char-

acteristics of a person.

For more than three centuries, the dual-

ism of Descartes ([1641] 1984) dominated

discussions of personhood. His argument

depended on two moves: first, the division

of personal attributes into two groups, the

bodily attributes having their roots in the

material property of extension, the mental

having no material attributes. The second

move was to argue that each group

required an appropriate substance in which
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to inhere. The body was a divisible material

substance, and the mind an indivisible imma-

terial substance, identical with the soul of

traditional Christian belief. Resistance to

the Cartesian account of persons came from

materialists, such as La Mettrie ([1749]

1960), who held that the mental aspects of

persons were caused by their material attri-

butes. Resistance also came from idealists,

who held that the universe was essentially

mental in character, denying the independent

existence of matter. In recent years, there

has been a vigorous attempt to materialize

the mind as an emergent property of the

brain, the most complex thing we know of

(Searle 2002). Reductionists have tried to

show that the language of neuroscience can

systematically replace the language of men-

tality; ‘brain state’ replaces ‘belief ’

(Churchland, 1984).

John Locke’s ([1690] 1974) treatment of

the problem of personal identity remains

the starting point for contemporary discus-

sions of the issue. He distinguished between

the criteria for being the sameman or woman,

and criteria for being the same self. The

former were rooted in bodily identity, and

the latter in the reach of conscious aware-

ness. However, if this self is a unity, how is

it revealed to the person? Hume ([1739]

1975) pointed out that the self was never

given as something of which a person could

be aware, since the being that was aware

was that very self. Kant ([1787] 1996),

using his powerful conception of the trans-

cendental condition for something to be

possible, argued that the unity of self was a

condition for the nature of our experience

(see subject and subjectivity). The person,

he thought, had a place in the realm of causes,

and a place in the realm of reasons. There

was a noumenal self, free to choose, though

every aspect of our lives of which we could

be aware displayed causality. In this way

persons were free agents and subject to the

demands of morality.

There are three main forms in which the

natures of individuals are displayed in public

interactions: (1) personality, one’s social

attributes; (2) character, one’s moral attributes;

and (3) temperament, involving attributes

that seem to have a biological basis. Tradi-

tionally four personality types were recog-

nized, the choleric, the phlegmatic, the

melancholic, and the sanguine (Allport 1961).

Attempts were made in the twentieth

century to substitute a more ‘scientifically’

based catalogue of personality types for the

traditional four. This began with the idea of

a personality trait or disposition to behave

in certain ways in well-defined situations.

(Eysenck 1952). Did individuals have stable

and consistent traits? Were there stable and

persistent traits that characterized every

human being in different degrees? Both

questions have been disputed. Idiographic

studies of individuals tend to show wide

variations in responses to situations, with

some stabilities. Efforts to answer the sec-

ond question have been hampered by

unsatisfactory methodology, using factor

analysis of answers to questionnaires to

identify ‘source traits’, which seem to have

little psychological plausibility (Cattell

1965). The method emphasizes what peo-

ple say about personality rather than how

they behave. Despite the criticisms to

which this approach has been subjected, it

continues to be practised, offering a five-

fold set of source traits. Some of the termi-

nology of trait theory has entered everyday

speech. Many people talk about ‘extroverts’

and ‘introverts’.

An alternative approach, based on extensive

observations of people in real settings, is to

see personality displays in terms of a reper-

toire of ways of behaving with others,

based on a dramaturgical metaphor (Goff-

man 1959). This opens up the possibility of

people deliberately managing their self-

presentations, as well as being trained to

present personalities that are more accep-

table (see Goffman and dramaturgical

school).

The relation between temperament and

personality is unsettled, though there has
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been a tendency to ascribe temperamental

differences to genetic endowment (Wilson

1978). Ties between neuro-physiological

structures and personality traits have also

been suggested, though the research has

been inconclusive.
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ROM HARRÉ

PETTY BOURGEOISIE

See: bourgeoisie, middle class

PHALLOCENTRISM

Phallocentrism refers to the privileged

position in western culture of the symbol

of the phallus. Psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan

([1966] 1977) argued that the phallus is the

signifier that transcends all others and

therefore provides the basis around which

all cultural meanings are valued. Men, by

virtue of their anatomical possession of a

penis, are considered closer to phallic

power; women are regarded as ‘castrated’

because they lack the organ that stands in

for the phallus. However, while possessing

a penis may grant men certain advantages in

a phallocentric world, it cannot guarantee

their absolute appropriation of the power of

the phallus. Thus, normative masculine

subjectivity requires various rivalries between

men (enacted through, for example, com-

petitive sport) in order to acquire the closest

approximation to phallic power (Buchbin-

der 1998).

Feminist theory has played a crucial role

in contesting phallocentric culture and

those social theories that prioritize the

phallus. In particular, it has challenged the

notion that power and authority are deter-

mined according to one’s position with

respect to the phallus. Some of the most

rigorous critique has come from the French

feminists, through their interrogation of

psychoanalytic assumptions pertaining to

the influence of the phallus in language and

modes of desire (Cixous 1976; Irigaray

[1977] 1985; Kristeva [1977] 1980). Fem-

inist theory has also produced alternative

symbolism to oppose the negative por-

trayals of women’s bodies and female sexu-

ality prevalent in phallocentric discourse.
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ANNIE POTTS

PHENOMENOLOGY

Phenomenology is a current of philosophi-

cal thought stemming from the work of

PHENOMENOLOGY
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Edmund Husserl (1859–1938). Like many

philosophical founders, Husserl formulated

and reformulated his project at various

points in his life, drawing out different

applications and implications. From the

point of view of social theory, it is his later

formulations, where he began to consider

questions of history, embodiment, habit,

intersubjectivity and what he called ‘the

lifeworld’, that are most significant. This

later work is regarded by many to have

heralded a shift towards a more social or

existential form of phenomenology. Cer-

tainly it is the later portion of Husserl’s

œuvre which most inspired the existentialist

phenomenologists, the best known of

whom include Martin Heidegger, Jean-

Paul Sartre and Maurice Merleau-Ponty.

And it is this portion of Husserl’s work

which inspired the more sociological

applications of Alfred Schutz.

In its Husserlian form, phenomenology

takes as its point of departure the evidence

of consciousness. Whatever else philosophy

might throw into doubt, it cannot lead the

ego to doubt its own existence as a con-

scious being. ‘I think, therefore I am’, as

Descartes famously put it. Consciousness in

this sense provides an indubitable ground

from which philosophical activity can pro-

ceed. For some philosophers, notably Des-

cartes, the task of philosophy is to build

upon this certainty of consciousness to

establish the certain existence of a world

beyond consciousness. Husserl disagrees,

however. According to Husserl, one can

only be conscious of the contents of con-

sciousness. It is logically impossible to be

conscious of what lies beyond consciousness.

The task of philosophy is therefore not to

go beyond consciousness, to the ‘external

world’, but rather to explore consciousness

itself. This, however, is not to say that

Husserl’s philosophy doubts the existence

of the external world. For Husserl, it would

only make sense to doubt the existence of a

world external to consciousness if there was

some way in which we could determine

the matter one way or another. But we

cannot. Thus, Husserl concludes that phe-

nomenology should bracket out questions

of the existence (or not) of the external

world, focusing instead upon consciousness

of the world and of objects within the

world. This bracketing is referred to as

‘phenomenological reduction’ or epokhé.

According to Husserl, consciousness is

always consciousness of something. Husserl

refers to this directedness of consciousness

as ‘intentionality’. Consciousness has an

intentional structure. It ‘intends’ objects in

the respect that it is conscious-of them.

Phenomenology is an exploration of the

different ways in which objects are intended

in consciousness. Yet the relationship between

the object and the subject of consciousness

is not one of simple representation of

objects. In a similar fashion to Kant, Husserl

shows how consciousness of objects involves

active synthetic activity on the part of the

ego, such that the object can be said to be

‘constituted’ in consciousness. When we

listen to music, for example, we hear a

sequence of notes as a sequence. Each note

modifies the meaning or effect of all of the

others. This temporal structure cannot

derive solely from the sensory data them-

selves. Rather, it is imposed, or a temporal

synthesis is effected, by consciousness. We

do not normally notice this constitutive activ-

ity. In our ‘natural attitude’ we experience

the world constituted by us as a world

wholly independent of us; a world with a

‘pre-given’ structure. Phenomenology

unpicks the natural attitude and explores

this constitutive activity.

Husserl is at pains to argue that this type

of analysis is not psychology but philosophy.

His reasoning turns on the claim that phe-

nomenology is not interested in empirical

facts about the mind, as psychology is, but

rather seeks to explore the grounds upon

which we come to know and distinguish

facts and an empirical world in the first

place. Moreover, in place of the empirical

mind, about which testable and probabilistic
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claims to truth can be made, phenomenology

deduces backwards from the certain truths

of consciousness to what must be the

necessary foundation of these certain truths.

It thus deals with the ‘transcendental’ rather

than the ‘empirical’ ego.

Much of Husserl’s early work has a dis-

embodied and ahistorical feel to it. In his

later work, however, he began to reflect on

the embodied and socially situated nature of

consciousness. These themes were taken up

by Heidegger, Sartre and Merleau-Ponty,

among others. For these writers, the latter

two of whom seek a realignment with

psychology and the social sciences, the

concept of intentionality is considerably

broadened and the purpose of the epokhé

redefined. According to Merleau-Ponty,

the purpose of these phenomenological

operations is to allow us to explore the

nature of our multiple connections to and

inherence within the world, our being-in-

the-world, in Heidegger’s phrase. More-

over, this connectedness is not simply a

matter of what we know consciously and

reflectively, but of what we imagine, feel

and ‘grasp’ practically through pre-reflec-

tive bodily habits and skills.

This theme of habit (or habitus) is also

evident in Husserl’s later work. Here he

argues that useful ways of perceiving and

acting in the world take root within and

structure the ego. This theme is taken up

by both Merleau-Ponty and Schutz, the

latter of whom popularized it under the rubric

of the ‘typifications’ and ‘recipe knowl-

edge’ which structure action, combining this

idea with Max Weber’s theory of social

action (see type and typification). Weber

recognizes that the world is meaningful for

social agents, Schutz argues, but fails to

investigate the constitutive acts of con-

sciousness through which that meaning is

bestowed.Moreover, he takes the ‘facticity’ of

the world for granted, remaining in the

‘natural attitude’. Phenomenology for

Schutz allows us to take Weber’s project to

its proper conclusion, exploring the acts of

consciousness which constitute the world as

we experience it. And it thereby enables us

to investigate rather than rely upon the

natural attitude.

Throughout his work Husserl also

focused upon the nature of language and

its role. This concern found later expression

both in hermeneutics (largely via Hei-

degger) and in Derrida’s deconstruction.
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NICK CROSSLEY

PHILOSOPHY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE

The philosophy of social science attempts

to unify and validate the diverse enterprises

and activities that come under the name

‘social science’. While philosophers since

Aristotle have talked about the nature of

social arrangements and its norms and con-

ventions, for there to be philosophy of

social science, there must first be social sci-

ences, and these are a relatively recent

modern invention. For some, this means

that it is a subdiscipline of the philosophy of

science; for others, the social sciences have

their own distinctive problems, standards

and epistemology. While empiricists and
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positivists have emphasized prediction and

control and other goals continuous with the

natural sciences, others see them as human

sciences with moral and political ends. The

diversity of answers to such philosophical

questions reflects the great methodological,

theoretical and disciplinary diversity within

the social sciences themselves.

The philosophy of social sciences can be

thought of as having several distinctive

stages that may be distinguished not only

historically but also by the distinct questions

that predominated within them. Beginning

in the mid to late nineteenth century, its

first phase was marked by debates about the

scientific status of the social sciences and

their methodology. Here the main lines of

debate formed around the neo-Kantian

distinction between the object domains of

two types of science: between the Geistes-

and the Naturwissenschaften, each with their

distinctive methodologies of explanation

and understanding. This phase culminates

in a synthetic approach offered by Max

Weber, who held that the social sciences

combine both in a still distinctive form of

‘explanatory understanding’, typical of his-

torical sociology (Weber 1949). At the

same time, Weber also saw that the social

sciences were internally diverse, with dis-

tinctive methodological problems and

approaches and practical ‘vocations’ (see

explanation and Verstehen).

The re-emergence of positivism in the

twentieth century marked the next phase of

the debate. While the Vienna Circle posi-

tivists actually had a fundamentally practical

understanding of the social sciences (as

articulated by Neurath), the next phase of

the debate engaged their immediate successors

and centered on the highly formal ‘cover-

ing law’ model of explanation proposed by

Carl Hempel in the 1930s. While the ‘laws’

that he offered sparked much debate and

alternatives such as Popper’s falsification

criterion, a strong countermovement began

with The Idea of a Social Science (1958), in

which Peter Winch denied both the very

idea of causal laws and the assumption of an

invariant conception of rationality. Winch’s

arguments sparked a long debate about

rationality and relativism (Winch 1970), in

which interpretive ethnography became

the primary point of reference. At the same

time, similar debates began in continental

philosophy between hermeneutical approa-

ches and critical theory, in which Haber-

mas in particular argued that unavoidable

interpretive access to the social domain

does not undermine the possibility of nor-

mative criticism (see hermeneutics). Similar

to Weber, Habermas argued for a metho-

dological pluralism, in which the inter-

twining of pluralist methods and

perspectives gave the social scientist critical

purchase on social and historical reality

(Habermas 1988).

The final and most recent phase marks a

return to fundamental issues of ontology

and takes up issues spurred at the end of the

rationality and relativism controversy: issues

related to normativity, in general, and the

normativity of reasons, in particular. This

phase is engendered by the increasing pre-

dominance of two fundamentally natur-

alistic approaches to the social sciences: the

potential universal applicability of rational

choice and game theory, on the one hand,

and Darwinian evolutionary theory, on the

other. In the first case, rationality loses its

normative character and becomes simply a

ubiquitous assumption in light of which

social scientists can explicate any social

action as rational. Even if some phenomena

can be explained in this way, the critics of

such a methodology argue that its conception

of rationality is too thin to understand

social norms. Similarly, many argue that the

explanatory reduction of social life to natural

selection cannot easily explain norms and

rules. The social sciences now have become

the focus of debates about whether or not

norms, including scientific norms, can be

naturalized; if not, then the alternative is

that norms must be taken to be primitives.

Or, as Brandom (1994) puts it, in the social
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world it is ‘norms all the way down’, so

that the requisite knowledge is practical,

available from the point of view of the

competent participant in practices.

While this possible periodization tracks

shifts in the focus of debate, underlying

themes remain in each. The first phase

sought to distinguish various sorts of sci-

ences by ontological domains and meth-

odologies, only to see that actual social

science often cuts across them; the second

phase sought to unify science in causal

explanations, only to see such a program

shatter into explanatory pluralism; and

spurred by discussions of assumptions about

rationality in intentional explanation, the

third phase considers the status of social

norms in the face of various unifying nat-

uralistic theories. Nonetheless, questions of

explanation, rationality, and normativity

can be found throughout, transforming the

distinction of the human and natural sci-

ences into issues of methodological, explana-

tory and theoretical unification and pluralism.

When confronted with the tradition of

methodological dualism inherited from the

nineteenth century, one response was to

seek a general methodology based on an

account of explanation that could unify

diverse sciences. When the reconstructions

of Hempel’s deductive-nomological model

only produced trivial laws, philosophers

turned against such formal models and

began to reconstruct the actual explanations

used in the social sciences. Debates about

explanation then splintered into various

fields, from sociology to economics, lead-

ing to the broad de facto acceptance of what

might be called ‘explanatory pluralism’.

Instead of laws, Jon Elster (1989) and others

sought particular ‘mechanisms’, or social

processes sufficient to bring about some

event or state of affairs, such as the presence

or absence of social cooperation, whether

that be individualist or functionalist in form.

If explanation is a retail and not wholesale

affair, then we cannot expect one type or

another to cover the whole social domain.

One advantage of the formal covering

law model was that it was agnostic about

the fundamental terms, so that laws could

refer to intentional terms by making ration-

ality the explanation of an action or event.

Winch challenged all causal strategies of this

sort (including Weber’s) by showing that

terms involved in agency or rationality

could only be understood in terms of the

rules of practices that are constitutive of

specific ‘forms of life’. The way around this

objection is to show that some rules are

indeed universal, and this gave rise to debates

focused on anthropological examples of

odd and seemingly irrational practices such

as Azande witchcraft that must be instead

seen from the agents’ point of view. At least

in philosophical circles, these debates about

relativism lost their momentum after David

Davidson’s transcendental argument that

we can understand others only if they have

the same largely true and trivial beliefs as

the interpreter (Davidson 1980). At a more

general level, Habermas turned relativism

on its head by arguing that interpretation

necessarily involves evaluation, the assess-

ment of the reasons that others offer as

reasons from the interpreters’ point of view

in order to yield understanding.

Along with rational choice theory,

explanation of social phenomena such as

cooperation in evolutionary biological or

rational choice terms marks the reemer-

gence of a new and comprehensive form of

naturalism. Against such reductive forms of

naturalism, defenders of normativity no

longer appeal with Winch to explicit rules,

but rather to necessary but implicit practical

knowledge possessed by competent partici-

pants in social practices. Far from being the

source of relativism, such norms make it

possible that discursive practices produce

both objectivity and shared conceptual

contents. A middle ground might be found

in the explanatory pluralism of Weber and

critical theory that permits a return to what

Marx calls an ‘active naturalism’, with its

emphasis on human creative powers and
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capacities. Practical social science could be

thought of as promoting practical knowledge,

the capacity of knowledgeable actors to

shape institutions and practices. In joining

social facts and norms non-reductively,

such a critical social science once again may

take up the Enlightenment task of realizing

ideals and norms within the factual con-

straints of large-scale, modern societies.
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PIAGET, JEAN (1886–1980)

Swiss psychologist

From his beginnings as a naturalist, biologist

and philosopher of science until his late

works, Piaget always considered the scientific

and psychological study of human develop-

ment as part of a wider philosophical and

anthropological project. Central to this pro-

ject was Piaget’s ‘genetic epistemology’, an

empirically based theory of children’s cog-

nitive development systematized over the

course of about fifty books. He sought not

only to redefine the child as an active, intelli-

gent, and creative subject of his or her own

development, but also to resolve many tra-

ditional problems of both philosophical

empiricism and rationalism. Drawing on

models from evolutionary theory, structur-

alism, logic, Kantian epistemology and

moral philosophy, and influenced by Protes-

tant individualism and the anti-authoritarian

Rousseauian spirit of his native Suisse

Romande, Piaget intended his work to create

both a new developmental psychology of the

logico-mathematical mind, and a con-

structivist experimental philosophy of cogni-

tive development and education that

revolved around the idea of individual

agency. Although he did not entirely ignore

social issues, many socioculturally oriented

psychologists – following among others

Vygotsky – have criticized his egocentric

perspective of the child as a solo learner who

develops exclusively according to universal

biological and cognitive laws and principles

in a world without language, emotion, and

any other cultural and historical constraints,

such as politics, economy, race, and gender.
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PLANNING

See: governance and governmentality

PLAY AND GAME

When contemporary social science attends

to the idea of play, it is typically in the form

popularized by the game theory that can be

traced back to the work of von Neumann

in the 1940s and its manifestations in rational

choice theory, ‘decision theory’ and ‘stra-

tegic gaming’ today. There is, however, a

much richer tradition of thought devoted

to role of play in the human sciences.

Reflection on the nature of play and gam-

ing has its origins in Romantic responses to

Enlightenment philosophy. The seminal

encounter here is between the cognitive

rationalism of Kant’s theory of the mind

and Friedrich Schiller’s rejection of Kant’s

views in favour of a vision of the human

condition based on aesthetics and creative

play (see art and aesthetics). Schiller links

the spirit of play to the very idea of education

(Erziehung) and cultural development (Bil-

dung). In his famous Letters on the Aesthetic

Education of Mankind, Schiller rejected

Kantian formalism and formulated the first

clear definition of the human condition

that sees aesthetic play as the singular feature

of human being-in-the-world. Play – exem-

plified by the beaux arts – is the supreme

form of human action as an end in itself.

Play in other words is autotelic praxis (see

praxis and practices). Through the inter-

mediary of Hegel’s philosophy of Spirit, this

conception of human activity as play enters

modern thought in Marx’s Economic and

Philosophical Manuscripts (1844) as part of the

creative powers of the ‘species being’ of

humanity articulated in the humanizing

work of culture – in symbolic expression,

language, and art.

For classical sociology the centrality of play

is defended in Georg Simmel’s theory of

‘sociation’. Simmel distinguishes social forms

from what he calls their ‘play-forms’ (for

example, the serious social relationships of

human sexuality are replicated in the play

forms of flirtation and coquetry; the malign

conflicts of war are represented in the benign

polemics of debate and controversy). For

later sociology and social theory, the redis-

covery of play as a category of social inquiry

begins with the work of the Dutch scholar,

Johan Huizinga in his work Homo Ludens

(1950). Huizinga historicizes gaming by

investigating the changing social forms

through which individuals and groups have

defined their identity through play. The next

major elaboration of this type of comparative

historical sociology occurs in the work of

Norbert Elias. In his magisterial history of

the ‘civilizing process’ the rituals of play

and competitive gaming occupy a promi-

nent position. Essentially Elias relates the

development of civil society to the ‘civilizing’

functions of play in medieval courtly life.

Explicit accounts of play enter mainstream

sociology by way of three philosophical

perspectives: pragmatism, interactionism

(particularly the tradition known as sym-

bolic interactionism), and phenomenology.

Four major perspectives can be dis-

tinguished: first, the interactionist approach

to ‘mind, self, and society’ is associated with

the writings of George Herbert Mead.

Mead’s innovation was to see the emer-

gence of thought (or ‘mind’) as a product of

symbolic learning, and particularly of the

reciprocal role-taking process involved in

childhood games and play activities (see

role). In Mead’s theory, human beings

acquire consciousness and self-conscious-

ness through the social rules of gaming.

Second, after Mead, the theatrical or ‘dra-

maturgical’ model of role playing and sym-

bolic participation through the activities of

the ‘generalized other’ becomes the axiom

of ‘symbolic interactionism’ (codified by

Mead’s student Herbert Blumer) (see dra-

maturgical school). From here it enters

mainstream thinking about the reciprocal

relationships between individual and society

in work of Erving Goffman and others.

Third, it emerges in the phenomenological
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tradition, with the work of Alfred Schutz and

his studies of the social lifeworld. In parti-

cular, Schutz emphasizes the role of symbo-

lism and play as a ‘finite province of meaning’

through which reality is both constructed

and transcended. For Schutz, as for Mead,

sociation is symbolic communication acquired

through participation in play and games.

Schutz’s work has been extended and aug-

mented in the approach known as ‘the

social construction of reality’ (associated with

Berger and Luckmann). Finally, mention

must be made of the later work of Ludwig

Wittgenstein and his view of language as

an open totality of ‘language games’ (Sprach-

spiele).

In addition to these ‘modernist’ concep-

tions of play in social action, today we find

a wide spectrum of approaches that are

broadly defined as ‘postmodernist’ perspec-

tives, making play central to all forms of

signifying practices. Thus, Jacques Derrida

speaks of the ‘play’ of différance, the inter-

minable operations of intertextuality in

language and culture, Jean-François Lyo-

tard adapted the theory of Sprachspiele in his

diagnosis of postmodern culture as the ‘end

of grand narratives’; while Jean Baudrillard

sees the ‘end of the social’ as a consequence

of the implosion of culture and the expan-

sionary play of simulacra in consumer

society.
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BARRY SANDYWELL

PLURALISM

Pluralism is a widely used yet contested

concept in the social sciences. ‘Cultural’

pluralism, broadly speaking, signifies a

diversity of overlapping and conflicting

cognitive ideas and normative frames.

‘Structural’ pluralism indicates a diversity of

overlapping and conflicting social groups,

associations, organizations, and institu-

tions. Practices of cultural and structural

pluralism are linked to each other in com-

plex ways, and have influenced competing

pluralist theories.

Modern, differentiated and stratified

societies tend to display extensive pluralism.

Societies with liberal-democratic constitutions

are often called ‘pluralist’ as opposed to

‘totalitarian’ societies. If guarantees exist

for freedom of political communication,

social groups may organize, mobilize and

conflict with one another as interest groups

seeking to influence public opinion, par-

ties, and different branches of state. Theories

of political pluralism such as that of the early

Robert Dahl (1970), informed by the Amer-

ican political system, claim that such con-

flict does not threaten the stability of

‘liberal democracies’. It is claimed that the

‘private’ power of cross-cutting cleavages and

overlapping membership does not system-

atically spill over into ‘political’ power. As a

normative theory, this political pluralism

seeks to keep ‘private’ associations and orga-

nizations outside of state policies, holding

that they should receive no public subsidies

and no official role in the political process.

Many political pluralists acknowledge the

criticism, emphasized by particularly

Marxist writers, that, as Schattschneider

(1975: 34) puts it, ‘The flaw in the pluralist

heaven is that the heavenly chorus sings

with a strong upper-class accent’. Democratic
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‘institutional’ pluralism here takes account

of this criticism by going further than

purely political pluralism in two regards.

First, it demands that the existing plurality

of groups, organizations and political units

must not only be formally recognized but

must also be integrated into the political

process of problem-definition, deliberation,

decision-making, and implementation.

Second, it demands that such recognition

and integration be combined with significant

decentralization and institutional auton-

omy. All institutionally pluralist arrange-

ments can thus be characterized as ‘power-

sharing’ systems. Power (of states, of private

property, and of administration) must be

divided, delegated and limited. This implies

a decisive break with ideas of absolute undi-

vided sovereignty and with ideas of mon-

istic, unitarian or majoritarian government.

Theories of institutional pluralism begin

with Althusius, are well developed in

French legal institutionalism (Duguit, Dur-

kheim), in the German historical school

(von Gierke), in English nineteenth and

twentieth century authors from Sir Henry

Maine and Maitland to Figgis and Laski,

and in American writers such as Follett and

Dewey. Practices and theories of institu-

tional pluralism fall into three basic types

(Bader 2003). First, there is the pluralism of

power-sharing systems in territorially

bounded units or polities. Here power-

sharing may occur even in polities claiming

to realize supreme sovereignty and law.

Systems of these kinds are central to com-

parative democracy research (Lijphart

1984), to theories of legal pluralism (Grif-

fith, Teubner), and to multi-level polity

research such as EU policy studies (Scharpf,

Benz). These accounts of institutional

pluralism tend to be critical of ‘Westmin-

ster’ types of ‘consensus democracy’. Second,

there is the social-functional pluralism asso-

ciated of classes, professions, elites, cate-

gories of producers, and consumers as

clients in the political process. This is char-

acteristic of feudal, guild, and Catholic

corporatism as well as of modern neo-

corporatism (Schmitter, Lehmbruch, Streeck),

of ’negotiated governance’ (Mayntz), and

democratic corporate governance (Scott).

In normative theory it finds its sources in

classical social democracy and recently in

‘associative democracy’ (Hirst 1994, Schmitter

2000). Third, there is the minority plural-

ism of ethnic, national, and religious

groups, as well as women, lesbians and gays,

and disabled people, and their involvement

the political process. Here research focuses

typically on the consequences of colonial

and post-colonial racism (Schermerhorn

1970) and on the implications of ethno-

cultural and religious institutional pluralism

(Sisk 1996). Institutional pluralism of this

‘consociational’ and ‘associative’ kind is the-

orized among others by Hirst and Bader

(2001) and by theorists of group rights

(Kymlicka 1995), of ‘multiculturalism’

(Phillips 1995), and of rights and repre-

sentation for women, and for disabled

people (Minow 1990).

Cultural pluralism in the sense of a

diversity of practices, habits, and ways of

life is constitutive for modern state societies

whether it may increase due to immigra-

tion and individualization, or decrease due

to perceived global ‘McDonaldization’

processes. While nationalists may see it as a

threat to a minimally needed social coher-

ence, value-pluralism or ‘reasonable plural-

ism of the good’ (Rawls 1993) seems

inescapable in modern societies.
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VEIT BADER

POLICE

Police in the modern sense is one of the

core state agencies, in essence, a distinct

and professional body of people patrolling

public spaces with a large mandate for

‘maintaining daily order’. We must keep in

mind here that this definition of ‘police’ is a

distinctly modern one. From the beginning

of state formation around the fifteenth

century, the ‘police’ (defined as ‘science of

the police’ or in German ‘Policewissenschaft’)

covered all duties of what would be called

today the welfare state (see also state and

nation–state). According to the ancient

meaning of the Greek concept of polis,

police was the activity intended to achieve

stability of the social order and the happiness

of its individual members (Foucault 1981;

Paoli 2003). In the history of European

nation–states it was only with the creation

of the centralized ‘Lieutenance générale de

police’ in Paris (1667) and the English

municipal counterpart ‘London Metropoli-

tan Police force’ of Sir Robert Peel (1829)

that the concept and social form of the

police came to acquire its distinctly modern

face, confined to the safeguarding of daily

order and to the enforcement of law and

legality. But even these institutionalized

and specialized forces were an exception,

since in France, Britain and for a much

longer time in the United States, police

tasks in the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-

turies were mostly executed by non-pro-

fessional citizen ‘volunteers’.

The concept of police can be seen both

as an institution and as a function. The police

are an institution embodying the core of

the state’s monopolization of legitimate

force over its territory (see legitimacy and

legitimation). As such, the police are the

strong arm of the state or of the law.

However, considering the wide scope of

the tasks of modern police forces in main-

taining ‘public order’, an individual police

officer must exercise considerable discretion

in choosing actual targets and tasks. As such,

the mandate of the police considered in the

light of the actual practices of its members

consists more in ‘peace keeping’ than in

‘enforcing the law’. In their daily social

control function, beat or patrol police officers

are expected to respond potentially to all

kinds of public concerns. In consequence,

the narrower legal definition of ‘police’ in

fact has very little to do with the wider

social facts of ‘policing’. In a sociological

sense, the police are the institution in

charge of every situation in which ‘some-

thing that is happening ought not to be

happening and ought to be dealt with by

someone now’ (Bittner 1980). Defined in

this sociological sense of real actions, the

police in fact uses force to a relatively small

extent. It can be argued that far from exer-

cising force as its core function, the police

is the only occupation which consists in

‘doing everything’ (Brodeur et al. 2001). A

similar approach focusing on the growth of

information flows in postmodern societies

is to consider the police as ‘knowledge

workers’ (Ericson and Haggerty 1997).
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This structural sociological conception

of policing in some respects concurs with

common police perceptions of their own

activities, defined as the ‘thin blue line’

perception: the police see themselves con-

stantly confronted with deviance, disorder,

crime and deprived people, and as at the

same time disregarded by society. A shared

‘cop culture’ (Skolnick 1966) helps

strengthen the ranks of an institution which

brings under the same seal people and occu-

pations that do not have much in common:

rank-and-file constables, managers, and

plain-clothes detectives.

On another level, the increasing need for

professional workers to confront new or

increased threats (such as narcotics trade,

organized crime, or terrorism) tends to give

an ever more diverse role to the police as

‘state-like actors’ in defining international

or domestic legal provisions. In view of

growing internal cleavages of tasks within

police forces, the difficulty of defining the

police as an institution is becoming increasingly

problematic. But equally, the difficulty of

defining the police as a function is also

increasing in view of diminishing differentia-

tion between police officers and other kinds

of actors in society.
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FABIEN JOBARD

POLITICAL ECONOMY

Oeconomia refers to oikos, the house, and thus

to the traditional organization of produc-

tion and reproduction in the family and

household. The adjective ‘political’ sig-

nified the goal of explaining the economy

of the polis, the commonwealth, and giving

advice to policy-makers. The expression

emerged in the early seventeenth century in

France (Groenewegen 1987), signaling a new

concern with economic matters beyond the

question of how feudal rulers could max-

imize their income. As the young Marx

indicated when he translated political

economy as ‘the rule of society over wealth’,

the subject matter of political economy was

seen to involve tensions. Not only should

society – rather than the monarch – rule

over wealth, but if individuals were left free

to pursue their own enrichment, as the

emerging bourgeoisie demanded, how would

it be possible to harness economic forces to

serve common social goals? How would it

be possible to prevent the translation of

economic into political power?

Political economy developed in three

stages: classical, Keynesian and neo-classi-

cal. Marx used the term ‘classical’ political

economy to refer to a period of thought

ranging roughly from the French Physiocrats

to John Stuart Mill. These early radical

thinkers unabashedly expressed the interests

of the rising bourgeoisie against feudal fet-

ters, but were at the same time attentive to

the new social problems of the capitalist

mode of economic organization. While

Adam Smith celebrated the social advan-

tages of the division of labor and the

ensuing increases in productivity driven by
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self-interest, he never hesitated to note

soberly the degrading nature of work under

modern conditions, as well as conflicts

between the interests of particular social

classes and the general interest. David

Ricardo emphasized the stark opposition of

class interests in relation to income dis-

tribution, arguing that investment in

machinery could result in unemployment,

and seeking to demonstrate specifically that

the ‘interest of the landlords is always

opposed to the interest of every other class

in the community.’ (Ricardo 1815: 21).

The main characteristics of classical political

economy are the concern with capitalism

as a self-reproducing system, presented in a

macro-perspective as an interplay of classes

of economic agents in the typical roles of

landowners, capitalists and workers. These

three classes are distinguished according to

the typical kinds of endowments which

they are able to feed into the production

process (work, capital, land) and according

to the type of revenue they receive in return

(wages, profits, interest and rent). Classes

are not a priori held to be collective agents

(in the sense of being organized to pursue

collectively defined goals), but are con-

ceived as aggregates formed by classifying

individuals according to their typical eco-

nomic activities, in standard situations,

using their typical means. The generalized

assumption of self-interested behaviour then

allows for the imputation of class interests,

most prominently those which result in

conflict over the distribution of the surplus

produced. Surplus refers to the part of output

exceeding the replacement of means of

production. Despite conflicting interests, clas-

ses have to cooperate if production – the

core of all economic activity – is to take place.

Cooperation is achieved through exchanges.

Landlords allow the use of their land (or

other appropriated natural resources) in

exchange for rent; workers concede the

command over their ability to work to the

capitalist in return for wages; capitalists use

their capital to buy means of production,

hire workers and rent the land, all in order

to organize production in such a way that the

resulting products can be sold with a profit.

As Quesnay and – in a more developed form,

Marx – showed, the system is self-repro-

ductive in so far as means of production are

replaced and the surplus generated is suffi-

cient to pay incomes that will induce a suffi-

cient number of the members of each of the

three classes to continuously reappear on the

market as sellers of their factors of production.

Apart from the requirement to produce as

outputs the inputs for the next round of

production, the exchanges leading to repro-

duction have to be based on prices which,

on the one hand, give agents and their house-

holds sufficient purchasing power to repro-

duce themselves, and which, on the other

hand, offer them sufficient incentives to con-

tinue participation in the capitalist process.

This line of analysis was resumed by

Sraffa (1960), who demonstrated that prices

including evaluations of capital are depen-

dent on the distribution of the surplus.

Classical political economists emphasized

the uniquely dynamic development of the

capitalist economy by focusing on capital

accumulation and on productivity increases

induced by the growing division of labor.

The system puts a premium in the form of

extra-profits on cost-reducing and product

innovations and it rewards the reinvestment

of profits, leading to historically unprece-

dented economic growth. The costs of this

dynamic growth were found to be recur-

ring cyclical crisis (Ricardo) accompanied

by mass poverty (Malthus), and – in the

case of Marx – in the ultimate self-destruc-

tion of the system due to the twin forces of

a falling rate of profit and revolution led by

the exploited working class.

Political economists after Smith relied

mostly on a simple notion of agency that

was a forerunner of utilitarianism. Individuals

were seen as pursuing their self-interest in

the institutional framework of the division

of labor and private property and property

rights while rationality was forced upon
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them by competition. Partly due to this

rather crude theory of action and partly

due to problems inherent in the labor theory

of value, and partly due also to the desire

for a more harmonistic view of the capital-

ism, classical political economy was pushed

aside in the late nineteenth century by the

marginalist school, which defended a

notion of economic value based on scarcity

and individual subjective preferences.

Marginalism implied a switch to a micro-

economic perspective, although in general

equilibrium theory as first conceived by

Walras this was elaborated to present the

working of a total economic system.

Apart from continuous strands of Marxist

economic thought, a return to the macro-

perspective of circular flows and reproduction

occurred only in the 1930s under the

impact of the deep world economic crisis.

Against the background of widespread mass

unemployment, Keynes (1936) rejected

neo-classical microeconomics as implicitly

dealing with the special case of a full

employment economy, demonstrating the

need for political intervention to reach the

level of effective demand required for full

employment. However, as in previous var-

iants of political economy, the state was

here the addressee, rather than the subject

matter, of theoretical argument. This changed

once Kalecki (1943) discussed the issue of

political obstacles to full employment,

given that Keynes had demonstrated its

economic feasibility.

The renewed emphasis on the role of the

state in the economy provided a transition

to the third stage of political economy. A

theory of market failures, in which it was

taken to be self-evident that the state, acting

in the public interest, would assume the

role of correcting market failures, developed

within the neoclassical framework. How-

ever, this implicitly functionalist view of

the state was demolished by conservative

economists who – drawing on Schumpeter’s

economic theory of democracy – questioned

the notion of the benevolent state implicit

in earlier political economy. Politicians and

bureaucrats were seen as pursuing their

own interests (Stigler 1975), raising the

question of how they could be brought to

follow the will of the majority in a democratic

system. Solutions to the question have been

seen to turn on the role of institutions that

combine both market and state allocations

of resources and distributions of income in

ways that allow the exercise of democratic

control to improve the results of an econ-

omy bugged by inefficiencies if left to self-

regulation (Przeworski 2003).
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HEINER GANßMANN

POLITY

Aristotle called the politeia the power of the

people exercised according to the rule of

law. Today the term ‘polity’ is used to refer

to a certain key aspect of political systems that

is not fully captured by the words ‘politics’

or ‘policy’.

In the Aristotelian tradition politeia means

broadly the constitution, covering both the

institutional framework of a given political

system and its basic moral norms. ‘Polity’ or

republic is the common English translation

of Aristotle’s preferred type of government

within his sixfold scheme of constitutions

(Aristotle, The Politics, Book. 3, Chapter 7).

There Aristotle differentiates constitutions

by the number of people participating in

power (one, many, or all) and by the

broader aim of government (the interest of

the rulers or the common interest). Hence he

compares tyranny withmonarchy, oligarchy

with aristocracy and democracy with the

republic or polity. In this scheme, polity

stands for the rule of all citizens seeking the

common interest and upholding the poli-

tical will through laws.

Recently this tradition was revived by

Hannah Arendt and her pupils. In opposition

to the behaviourist approach which domi-

nated the 1950s, Arendt tried to revitalize

what she called the ancient view of the

political, based on the significance of

praxis, action and experience. In her view,

modern social science had replaced the

moral significance of action by functional

labour and production and thus was guilty

of failing the essence of the political. Polity

covered the normative aims of political

action in order to establish a system

enabling men to be free and equal citizens

(Arendt 1958).

In most contemporary political science,

‘polity’ describes macropolitical aspects of

the political system. Unlike German and

French, the English language provides

political science with a richer terminology

with regard to political phenomena and

their analysis. In French and German only

one word is used: politique or Politik. How-

ever, in English we find ‘policy’ as well as

‘politics’ and ‘polity’ describing different

aspects of the political realm (Heidenhei-

mer 1963). Interdisciplinary polity analysis

refers to juridical, philosophical and histor-

ical research that explores the institutional

and normative roots of a political system.

Here polity may indicate the religious back-

ground of a social practice (Höpfl 1982;

Elazar 1995) or a certain political philoso-

phy concerning the concept of the political.

Whereas ‘politics’ (as process) and ‘policy’

(as topic) operate usually against the back-

ground of the historically given political

system, ‘polity’ inquires into the constitutive

factors of that system with a view to dis-

cussing possible alternatives (Rohe 1994:

61–7). Thus polity is logically prior to pol-

itics and policy insofar as it marks the frame

in which politics and policy are set to work.

The macropolitical dimensions of the

concept of polity allow scholars to move

beyond the state-centred framework of

conventional political research. Concep-

tions of a ‘world polity’, for example, seek

to focus on a global political system that is

constituted by non-governmental organi-

zations. Here the nation-state no longer

constitutes the sole political paradigm.

Non-governmental actors initiate a new

political culture operating on the global

scale. Although closely connected with the

state system, non-governmental organiza-

tions establish a new political culture of

universalism and world citizenship

through the increasing density of their net-

works (Boli and Thomas 2000).

As a reaction to the scientific turn of

political science, the concept of polity typi-

cally indicates a more normative approach.
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Often used loosely regarding Aristotelian

thinking, the term ‘the good polity’ focuses

on the problem of the common good as the

aim of all politics. This approach criticises

standards of efficiency and functionality as

too narrow. A question remains here as to

the standards by which a good polity can be

measured. The answer mainly given by

political philosophers today is justice. In the

meaning claimed by Hamlin and Pettit, the

good polity is the link between the meth-

odological basis of rational choice theory

and aspects of legitimacy beyond efficiency

(Hamlin and Pettit 1989).
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MARCUS LLANQUE

POPPER, KARL RAIMUND (1902–1994)

Austrian-born philosopher, resident in

Britain. An early critic of the positivism of

the Vienna Circle, Popper championed a

modified Kantianism that he termed ‘cri-

tical rationalism’ maintaining a middle path

between dogmatism and scepticism within

the separate spheres of science and morals.

Against the positivists, Popper held that

moral and other metaphysical views are

meaningful and thus are serious issues for

critical debate. Opposed to naı̈ve empiri-

cism, Popper nonetheless compared much

social and psychological theory invidiously

with the theories of empirically testable phy-

sical science. With a single word, ‘unfalsi-

fiable’, he launched probably the most

damaging, if tendentious, attack on the

integrity of social thinkers from Marx to

Freud, maintaining that each was a mere

pseudo-scientist, Freud for having advanced

‘logically unfalsifiable’ conceptions, Marx for

having advanced conceptions rendered

‘methodologically unfalsifiable’. Popper

challenged the historicism of Hegel’s con-

tention that human history unfolds according

to historical laws. He criticized social col-

lectivism as a return to unreasoned ‘tribal-

ism’ and defended ‘piecemeal engineering’

over against ‘utopian’ socialism. Against the

utilitarianism of J. S. Mill, he championed

his own distinct ‘negative utilitarianism’.
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PHILIP CATTON

POPULAR CULTURE

The term ‘popular’ has historically meant

‘of the people’. The popular was at the
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heart of the creation of a national sense of

belonging in the construction of modern

nationalism. In the late-eighteenth century,

Johan Gottfried Herder spoke of Kultur des

Volkes, which rapidly translated into English

as ‘folk culture’. In the German territories of

the nineteenth century, the fusion of the

people with the nation laid the foundations

for a Germanic nation–state, not necessarily

to justify German superiority, as in Nazism,

but to bring a disparate people into an ‘ima-

gined community’ (Anderson 1983). The

modern nation had to be imagined because

its members are only personally familiar with

a tiny proportion of the membership unlike

in a traditional agrarian community, typically

a village. Today, modern media of communi-

cation, particularly broadcasting, are crucial

for producing imagined communities and for

fostering identification with such abstrac-

tions as the nation. In this sense media and

mass media have succeeded the church in

the construction of popular belonging.

The popular is available for differential

articulation. On the one hand, it may

inhere in resistance from below to arbitrary

authority and alien power. On the other

hand, it may enact a national-popular ideol-

ogy aimed at excluding others from the

chosen people. To a great extent, successful

articulation of the people is the key to politics.

Yet popular culture is not always explicitly

thought of in this political sense.

How the popular and culture interrelate

may be conceptualized in different ways.

Residually, folk culture is the obscure source

of the populist conception that sets popular

culture against an educated high culture.

However, popular culture has also been dis-

tinguished from ‘mass culture’ (see mass cul-

ture and mass society), viewed as inauthentic

culture foisted upon the people from above.

Popular culture as the authentic culture of

the people, in one formulation or another, is

the residuum of self-made culture. That dis-

tinction has greater relevance now in poorer

parts of the world where popular traditions

of music and ritual are maintained to a sig-

nificant extent in spite of the onslaught of

mass-commercial culture from above and

elsewhere, especially through the channels

of the global media. It has less relevance in

more affluent countries where considerably

less remains of traditional folk culture.

Until quite recently, social scientists tended

to assume that folk culture was actively pro-

duced by the people themselves whereas mass

culture was passively consumed. That

assumption was overturned in cultural stud-

ies by the theory of active consumption.

From this perspective, television viewers,

for instance, should no longer be thought of

invariably as the passive recipients of infor-

mation and entertainment transmitted to them

by corporate power. Rather, they are to be

seen as active in choosing programmes to

watch and in interpreting televised meanings

according to their own predilections. Tele-

vision messages do not have simple effects on

viewers; instead, there is a complex process

by which audiences actively seek use and

gratification from television viewing. People

are not the passive dopes of mass culture. Such

thinking was generalized by John Fiske (2002,

2004), among others, to suggest that cultural

consumption is always active and, therefore,

productive through appropriation and re-

inflection across the board. In effect, con-

sumer activity turns mass culture into popular

culture. The old binary opposition between

‘mass’ and ‘popular’ is thus eliminated.

However, it can be argued that this elim-

ination has occurred at the cost of a more

critical analysis of mass-popular culture. It has

been argued that the active consumer of

populist cultural studies meets up with the

sovereign consumer of neo-liberal econom-

ics, the dominant ideology and prevailing

conventional wisdom. Critics of cultural

populism claim that it succumbs to free-

market ideology. Some argue that it has

become so relativistic that critical judgements

as to quality and value are rendered impos-

sible. A danger is that populism misunder-

stands real structures and processes of power

in the cultural field and awards inordinate
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power to consumers, thereby repeating the

nostrums of marketing and, more generally,

a pervasive consumerist ideology.

Cultural populism is an extreme reaction

to an equally extreme and unsatisfactory posi-

tion that saw popular culture as having been

superseded by an entirely manipulative mass

culture. In many ways, the populist reaction

is reasonable; it has certainly rectified faults in

earlier social-scientific approaches to popular

culture. There is no doubt that popular

culture is a worthy and important object of

study. Its dismissal by academic conservatives

in the past and still, to an extent, today has

been arrogant and deeply mistaken. Yet it is

perplexing that in reaction to cultural elitism,

some researchers have gone very far in the

other direction. Popular culture matters,

especially in its mass-distributed forms and

post-modern collapsing of hierarchies and

blurring of boundaries, if we want to under-

stand social life in the late-modern world. A

certain detachment, however, is advisable that

is supported by a cautious willingness to

make criticisms. The powers of the capitalist

culture industry and the activities of people

regarding what is on offer are two sides of a

complex, multi-dimensional object.
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JIM MCGUIGAN

POSITIVISM

Positivism refers – often pejoratively – to

any philosophy of social science that

claims that the social sciences should directly

emulate the objectivism and reductionism

of ‘the scientific method’ of the natural sci-

ences. Positivism is also identified with the

post-Enlightenment world-view of moder-

nity that has been criticized as ‘scientism’.

Key themes of positivism have included a

naively realistic ontology suggesting that

concepts correspond directly to reality; an

empiricist epistemology based on the unity

of scientific methods understood in terms

of verification of theories by facts; and a

search for causal explanation with an ideal

hypothetico-deductive logical structure.

Also salient in positivist programmes is a

strong emphasis on the value-neutrality of

the researcher. Defenders of the scientific

aspirations social science complain that the

term has been used indiscriminately and

does not take into account the more

sophisticated justifications of naturalism in

social science. For example, functionalism

and systems theory draw upon biological

models quite distinct from classical positi-

vism.

Positivism can be traced to Comte’s early

nineteenth-century formulation of a ‘positive

philosophy’ as an alternative to the negati-

vism of Enlightenment criticism. Positivist

philosophies were characterized by an anti-

metaphysical stance based on a faith in

science as the basis of progress. Scientific

methods were understood in empiricist

terms as validation of knowledge by facts

and applying equally to the natural and

social sciences. Forerunners can be found in

British empiricism and later representatives

included Spencer, Mill and Durkheim. In

the nineteenth century positivism was often

associated with reformist causes that inclu-

ded both liberals and socialists. In Latin

America in the nineteenth century, Com-

tean positivism had a more specific ideolo-

gical function as part of the legitimation of

a form of liberalism that promised to link

‘order and progress’. The philosophers of

the Vienna Circle attempted in the 1920s

to use formal logic to construct a rigorous

POSITIVISM
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logical positivism based on a strict verifica-

tion principle and the unity of science.

Positivism remained dominant into the

1960s, resulting in the primacy of quanti-

tative methods and functionalist theory in

sociology. Nevertheless, as long ago as the

late nineteenth century, positivism has been

challenged by neo-Kantianism, and espe-

cially by hermeneutics, in terms of a dis-

tinction between the natural sciences, based

on nomothetic or universal generalizations,

and the cultural sciences, oriented toward

the idiographic interpretation of unique

cases. Many influential contemporary social

theorists have challenged this polarization,

following the lead of Weber, Mannheim

and the early Frankfurt School, in sug-

gesting that social research should be

grounded in a mediating perspective that links

agency with the causal effects of structure.

The most influential critique of positivism

emerged from historians and philosophers

who criticized it for not providing an adequate

account of the natural sciences. The critical

rationalism of Popper challenged the pre-

occupation with verification rather than

falsification, but the residual scientism of his

position was challenged by Adorno (1976)

in the ‘positivism dispute’ in Germany in

the 1960s. Most decisively, historians of

science, especially as exemplified in Kuhn’s

account of scientific paradigms, drew upon

hermeneutic arguments to demonstrate how

the theory-laden character of facts under-

mined positivist views of science.

The term post-positivism (or post-empiri-

cism) is now widely used in inconsistent

ways to designate a turning point. Discussions

of post-positivism typically begin by refer-

ring to Kuhn and science studies and other

accounts of the construction of knowledge,

e.g., hermeneutics (Gadamer), the linguis-

tic turn in philosophy (Wittgenstein), the

French post-structuralist stress on the arbi-

trariness of language and representation (Der-

rida), or the effects of ideology (Frankfurt

School) and power (Foucault). Responses

to the post-positivist turn, however, have

split along two lines that can be characterized

as a radical and more moderate social con-

structionism (Phillips and Burbules 2000).

Though some authors speak of a ‘post-positi-

vist paradigm’, they proceed to discuss varia-

tions that cannot easily be subsumed in a single

perspective, e.g., feminist theory, con-

structivism, critical theory, and post-positivist

empirical research. At one extreme, post-

positivism has been identified with relativism,

or with strongly anti-realist, sceptical, anti-

universalistic and politicized views of research

that are associated with postmodernism.

Alternatively, post-positivism has been asso-

ciated with more moderate forms of con-

structivism that defend the autonomy of

inquiry and the rational basis of critique,

thus rejecting scepticism, strong anti-realism,

and the depreciation of empirical methodol-

ogies. In research methodology, post-posi-

tivism has been used as a label for justifying

multivariate analysis within a more pluralist

understanding of methodology where

quantitative and qualitative methods have

equal status. Social theorists as varied as

Alexander, Bhaskar (critical realism), Bour-

dieu, Giddens, and Habermas have defen-

ded post-positivist conceptions of a critical

social science. Such moderate construc-

tionists argue in different ways that con-

textualism and the universality of

interpretation do not undermine the prag-

matic significance of the capacity of theories

to represent social reality or that evidence

may adequately – if provisionally – justify

valid interpretations.
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RAYMOND A. MORROW

POST-COLONIAL THEORY

Emerging in the late 1970s and the early

1980s, and influenced by post-structural-

ism and postmodernism, postcolonialism

(now mainly without a hyphen) has less of a

chronological meaning than an epistemic

one with a focus on a study of the dis-

courses, institutions and identity con-

structions of modern (especially eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries) European (espe-

cially British and French) colonialism.

Expressed first in terms of the colonial dis-

course analysis that developed after the cul-

tural and linguistic turn in the academy,

postcolonial studies was first situated in lit-

erature departments with a cultural, rather

than a historical and sociological, focus. Yet,

even at its most aesthetic, postcolonialism

has been connected to debates about eco-

nomics, politics and history.

With its roots in other critical discourses

(such as psychoanalysis and Marxism) post-

colonialism rejects linear ideas of develop-

ment, and from its beginnings has been

critical of its ‘own’ positioning as a historical

phase coming after colonialism, i.e., ‘post’

colonial as linearly and developmentally

following ‘pre-colonial’ and colonial periods.

Influenced by anti-colonial thinkers and

‘Third World’ Marxists, postcolonialism

attempts to produce another vantage point,

to ‘speak back’ to the colonial representation.

In other words, postcolonialism’s agenda

has been to open up the privileged site (and

sight) of the colonial power and to chal-

lenge the dominance of the colonial stand-

point and the binary of master and slave,

colonizer and colonized. In other words, as

a standpoint epistemology, postcolonial

theory looks critically not only at the master

narratives of European Enlightenment and

European imperialism but, drawing on psy-

choanalysis, gender and race theory, also

challenges and subverts established notions

of self and identity that are produced by

the colonial gaze. A postcolonial standpoint

is then concerned with shifting the geo-

graphy of reason, ‘mov[ing] the centre’

(Ngugi) and emphasizing a discourse of

space over time, opening up the idea of

multiple time.

However, despite its rejection of tem-

poral linearity, postcolonialism does come

‘after’ colonialism, not only as a reflexive

critical theory but also in the creative and

critical works of writers and artists living in

the postcolonial world. Thus, it is argued

that the ‘post’ in postcolonial is not the same

as the ‘post’ in postmodernism (Appiah). In

the early 1980s, already established uni-

versity courses in ‘Commonwealth’, ‘Third

World’ and ‘World Literature’ soon became

clustered as postcolonial, though often chan-

ging their titles rather than their contents.

The tension is now not so much between

theory and art, but between the life of the

multitude in the postcolony, often repre-

sented by literary works and the theoretical

practices of postcolonialist theorists in the

metropole. While the importance of ideas

of hybridity, migration and diaspora to

postcolonial studies is underlined by the

experiences of the postcolonial theorists who

have migrated from the postcolony, their

cosmopolitanism is often an elite one and

their experiences are quite different from

the majority of people in the postcolonial

world. Thus, postcolonial theorists, espe-

cially migrants from the postcolonies, were

among the first to problematize their own

subject position as well as the first to be

criticized for re-representing ‘the people’.

The notion of ‘speaking back’ creates new

problems of representation. With its epis-

temological critique, postcolonialism refu-

ses to fall into essentialism when discussing

postcolonial subjectivity. The more politi-

cally engaged, who are often also critics of
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the institutionalization of postcolonialism,

have attempted to bracket off the debilitat-

ing bind of representation through a ‘stra-

tegic essentialism’ (Spivak). Other critics

have insisting on holding onto such terms

as colonizer and colonized, oppressor and

oppressed, to emphasize the different reali-

ties of colonial domination and movements

that respond to it (Parry). While some tend

to dismiss the discourses of nation and

nationalism as colonial derivatives, others

often following Fanon and other anti-

colonial intellectuals and activists, argue

that there is a need to engage the difference

between ‘bourgeois’ nationalism and a

more radical, if often contradictory, popu-

lar national consciousness (Lazarus). By

engaging all these tensions productively,

postcolonial theory keeps challenging and

deconstructing the very concepts that itself

brings forward. Thus, one issue for post-

colonial studies is whether the study of the

very concepts its wishes to undermine

valorizes those concepts.

As postcolonial studies have become

accepted in the academy, they have

encouraged a sensibility to cultural, and

especially media, representation of ‘others’.

Postcolonialism has become particularly

important for critically rethinking issues

such as identity, hybridity, border-cross-

ings, as well as the nature of the politics of

(multi) culturalism. Postcolonial question-

ings have begun to influence and borrow

from such fields as anthropology, econom-

ics and politics, problematizing such issues

as ethnography, development, moderniza-

tion and nation building. Postcolonial the-

ory has also made headway into

international relations, as ‘area studies’ lost

part of its raison d’être after the collapse of

communism, and such old dominant forms

that were used to think about the world no

longer apply. As the field developed, texts

by intellectuals from the anti-colonial per-

iod, such as those by Fanon, Césaire, and

C. L. R. James became part of an emerging

canon. Finding its roots in the theoretical

practice of anti-colonial freedom struggles,

a politics of postcolonial critique, often

integrated with global studies, has empha-

sized the increasing inequalities between

‘the North’ and ‘the South’ and has turned

its attention to anti-systemic movements.

As a term, post-colonial (with a hyphen)

was first employed by historians and poli-

tical scientists, particularly those who were

interested in the nature of the ‘post-colo-

nial state’ that arose in Asia and Africa after

the post-war decolonizations. Like the

under-development and Marxist critics of

modernization theory who employed the

term ‘neo-colonial’, those interested in ‘the

post-colonial state’ contextualized its

development in an economic and structural

continuity with colonial domination. This

contextualization, based on an under-

standing of the spatial ordering of the world

system in terms of centre and periphery,

has carried over into postcolonial studies.

The emergence of contemporary post-

colonial studies is usually associated with

Edward W. Said’s Orientalism (1978) as a

founding text, as well as with works by

Gayatri C. Spivak and Homi Bhabha. By

the 1990s Said, Spivak and Bhabha were

considered a ‘Holy Trinity’ (Young 1991),

the principal representatives of postcolonial

theory, each employing high French theory

to disrupt the master concepts and domi-

nant epistemologies of colonial discourse.

Said’s Orientalism was one of the first appli-

cations of Foucauldian theory to a discourse

analysis of the connections of Western cul-

ture and imperialism, of Western power,

knowledge and representations and creations

of ‘the Other’, ‘the Oriental’, ‘the African’,

and so on. Homi Bhabha used Lacanian

psychoanalysis, especially in his Lacanian

reading of Frantz Fanon’s Black Skin White

Masks, to disrupt the binaries of colonial

and colonized, white and black, and self

and other, focusing on the ‘in-betweenness’

and ‘ambiguity’ of the colonial encounter

which introduce into resistance what

Bhabha called the ‘third space of enunciation’,
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the ambivalences, slippages and fluidity loca-

ted in colonial ‘mimicry’. Spivak’s often

misunderstood essay, ‘Can the Subaltern

Speak?’ which was criticized as elitist,

employed Derridean deconstruction to argue

that the subaltern could not make a ‘speech

act’ and thus was always already represented

by a discourse. Disrupting the master con-

cepts and dominant ideology of colonial

discourse, Spivak, and to a lesser extent,

Said and Bhabha, maintain that there is no

such thing as an ‘essential’ ‘subaltern’ identity

or voice of the marginalized. Each is already

represented in language. Because there is

no way that postcolonial discourse can

escape this dilemma it must embrace it cri-

tically and be sensitive to issues of language.

Whether one traces postcolonialism

through Marxism, through post-structural-

ism, through Freudian and Lacanian psy-

choanalysis (or a hybrid of all three), the

common focus is on shifting the geography

of reason. Thus the postcolonial critic also

demands the end of postcoloniality, that is

to say, the day when the object of study of

colonial discourses, ‘the native’, ‘the colo-

nized’, ‘the subaltern’, refuses to be an

object of study.
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NIGEL GIBSON

POST-FORDISM

Post-Fordism is a key term in regulation

theory, and describes a specific historical

stage of capitalist society which emerged

out of the political, economic, and cultural

crisis of the mid-1970s. It is characterized

in ideal-typical terms (see ideal type) as a

contrast to the previous phase of Fordism

and stresses the ongoing change in the meth-

ods of production and regulation as a result

of ‘search’ strategies attempting to institu-

tionalize a new project of economic growth.

The neo-Marxist concept of post-Fordism

relies on the insight that there is no single

form of capitalism, but rather spatially and

temporally distinct formations of society

which, however, on an abstract level share

the essential structural principles of the

capitalist mode of production. Each forma-

tion is a ‘historical bloc’ (see Gramsci) in

which a certain ‘accumulation regime’ and

a ‘mode of regulation’ (see regulation) are

articulated in a way which enables phases of

relatively stable growth. Fordism, the arche-

typal example of such a formation, devel-

oped from the 1930s to the 1950s in the

wake of the world economic crisis and the

Second World War. It rested essentially on

the Taylorist reorganization of the labour

process, based on the assembly-line princi-

ple and the unique combination of mass

production and mass consumption, economic

growth, and full employment (it is therefore

named after the successful strategy of the

American automobile industrialist Henry

Ford). It was based on a social consensus

between capital, trade unions, and the state,
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and was associated with corporatism, Key-

nesianism (see Keynes), a bureaucratized wel-

fare state, and a disciplined subjectivity.

The crisis of Fordism led to the world-wide

collapse of this formation and the transition

to a new phase, called post-Fordism. The

prefix ‘post’ is used to highlight the (dis)-

continuities between Fordism and its succes-

sor. The new pattern of post-Fordist

capitalism is said to be characterized by a

knowledge-based economy and flexible

production to ensure a diversity of pro-

ducts, rather than the diminishing costs of

standardized commodities and mass pro-

duction typical of Fordism. The post-Fordist

labour process requires a flexible workforce:

outsourced jobs, self-employed or sub-

contracted skilled labour, and teamwork are

the emerging features of this process, toge-

ther with very insecure working and social

conditions. These combine to produce an

‘entrepreneurial self ’. In terms of political

formation, there is said to be a shift from

the national security state to a national

competition state as an answer to globali-

zation (Bonefeld and Holloway 1991).

Whereas the former was responsible for

social and repressive security, the latter is –

whether on the local, the national, or the

supra-national level – mainly engaged in

the management of internationalization, the

mobilization of knowledge, and the sub-

ordination of extra-economic spheres to the

discursively construed needs of competi-

tiveness ( Jessop 2002); this is accompanied

by authoritarian statism. Scholars differ on

the question of whether a new formation

already exists or if we are still witnessing

the crisis of Fordism (Alnasseri et al. 2001).

This periodization has been challenged,

however. It has been accused of formalism

and teleologism, and it has been argued that

there is a danger of imposing reified normative

general models on a complex reality (Bonefeld

1991). Furthermore, it has come under attack

for neglecting the relevance of collective

social agency and ideas, and therefore perpe-

tuating the structuralist and functionalist

proclivities which the approach was origin-

ally intended to overcome as a move away

from the structural Marxism of Althusser

(Holloway 1991; Jenson 1991). The regula-

tionists reply by insisting that actors and

struggles, and not solely economic ‘laws’,

play an important role in post-Fordism (Esser

1998). Hence there are different types of

post-Fordism, and the transition is not seen

as inevitable ( Jessop 2002). It is also argued

that this abstract concept should not be fetish-

ized as a way of identifying historical specifi-

city (Lipietz 1993).

Finally, from a feminist point of view, it

seems obvious that gender relations are

neglected, as the process of regulation is

described as a conflict only between classes

and production as a gender-neutral process.

In fact, Fordism has to be analyzed as the

result of a masculinist class compromise,

while post-Fordism is characterized by a

pluralization of gender practices and simul-

taneously a doubling of the demands on the

growing number of women in employment

(Kohlmorgen 2004).
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SONJA BUCKEL

POST-INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY

The concept of post-industrial society aims

at an understanding of the broad structural

changes experienced by Western advanced

industrial societies in the latter half of the

twentieth century. These include most

notably the decline of employment in

manufacturing and a rise in the service sec-

tors, the spread of tertiary education and

growth in the field of professional, techni-

cal and administrative occupations, and the

central role of science and technology.

Post-industrial society is seen as a new

stage in socio-economic evolution. Much like

many classical conceptions, societal evolution

is thought to involve three stages, moving

from traditional to industrial to post-indus-

trial society. The theoretical underpinning

for this was paradigmatically expounded by

Daniel Bell (1976). In his view, society

could be viewed as differentiated into three

relatively autonomous spheres: politics, cul-

ture and social structure, the latter encom-

passing economic activities, technology and

the occupational structure. Following Marx,

Bell further differentiates the social struc-

ture into relations of production and pro-

ductive forces. However, against Marx, he

argues that these do not need to coincide,

and should be viewed as independent axes.

Thus, social change can proceed along either

axis, and in the case of post-industrial society,

it is the axis of the productive forces which

is dominant.

The concept of post-industrial society

grew out of discussions on the future course

of socio-economic development in advanced

industrial societies starting roughly in the

1940s. Besides the growth of science and

technology and the question of a rising

technocracy (Ellul 1954; Richta et al.

1969), a central theme was the sectoral

dynamic, elaborated, among others, by

Clark (1940). According to this theorem,

economic activity could be split into

extraction (agriculture, mining), manu-

facture and services. The dynamic of

industrial development could then be

traced to the different average rate of pro-

ductivity increase in these sectors, which is

highest in agriculture and lowest in ser-

vices, thus leading to a shift of employment

first from agriculture to manufacturing and

services, then from manufacturing to ser-

vices. The emergent society in this per-

spective need not be a ‘service society’

(Fourastié); it could as well be more of a

‘leisure society’ (Riesman), or possibly even

a ‘do-it-yourself-society’ (Gershuny).

With the concept of post-industrial

society a more concise and coherent under-

standing of these and associated changes was

sought, most prominently by Bell (1976)

and Alan Touraine (1969). Touraine’s

concept of a ‘programmed society’ gives a

general account of the structural changes

leading to the emergence of post-industrial

society. He focused on the shifts in power

relations between social classes and the rise

of a new social class of technocrats. In his

view, economic struggles have been losing

significance. In particular, with the institu-

tionalization of industrial conflict, the

working class no longer attains the role of

an active force in societal change. In this

situation, new social movements arise as a

counterforce to technocracy. Here Tour-

raine hoped to find the outlines of a new

historical subject that could be the bearer of

societal emancipation.

Bell explains the concept of post-indus-

trial society through five dimensions: a shift

from manufacturing to services in the

economy; the predominance of technical,

professional and administrative occupations

in the social structure, higher education
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being the common denominator; the cen-

trality and codification of theoretical knowl-

edge as the axial principle, being the basis

for technical development, economic

growth and policy-making; a certain future

orientation as to the projection and plan-

ning of technological progress, but also

concerning a range of externalities, such as

environment and health; and an intellec-

tual technology based on algorithms and

models and powered by computers.

Due to its speculative nature, Bell hesitated

to develop the concept of the post-indus-

trial society in a linear fashion. Rather, he

sought to synthesize the various strands of

his analysis by schematically contrasting

post-industrial with industrial and tradi-

tional societies. While traditional society

can be understood as a game played against

nature, industrial society seems to resemble

more of a game played against fabricated

nature, with the factory as the quintessen-

tial place of work and the capitalist as the

central figure. Post-industrial society, on

the other hand, seems to resemble a game

between people, epitomized by interaction

in an office or practice and by the notion of

career, and by the scientist as the central fig-

ure. Conflict would not predominantly be

rooted in economic class, but in site-specific

functional strata (power) and in claims on

behalf of status or other groups (distribu-

tion). According to Bell, post-industrial

society can be viewed from different per-

spectives. In terms of change in the char-

acter of work and change in consumption

from quantity of goods towards quality of

life, it is a service society. In terms of the

axial principle of the codification and cen-

trality of theoretical knowledge, it is a

‘knowledge society’. In terms of a more

conscious future orientation, combined with

knowledge-based tools of modelling and

planning and a value orientation towards

quality of life and the possible subordination

of the corporation, it is a communal society.

Among the core issues discussed are the

changing class structure and the role of the

‘new class’ of professional, administrative and

technical occupations; the changing character

of work implied in the move from goods to

services and the attenuation of education

and skills; issues of power and technocracy;

and the role of knowledge and science. With

particular regard to the move to services,

matters of interest have been the future of

trade unions, with typically low participation

rates, and the implications for gender rela-

tions, with typically high rates of female

employment. Also of concern has been the

overall economic relation between manu-

facturing and services, especially problems

of economic growth in light of the low rate

of productivity increase in the service sectors.

Critique of the concept of post-industrial

society has focused on the questions of

change in occupational structure and the

centrality of theoretical knowledge. Gen-

erally, it is held that the view of a sequence

from agriculture to manufacturing to a

‘march through the sectors’ (Gershuny)

disregards the complexity of the processes

involved, and does not account adequately

for differences between countries. Aside

from the fact that, at least until the 1980s,

employment in manufacturing was rather

stable, some of the rise in services is due to

rising labour participation, some of the

decline in manufacturing due to the globa-

lization of production, and some of the

shift between these categories a statistical

artefact of what is really the outsourcing of

activities such as accounting, PR or trans-

portation to foreign countries. Thus, if the

interpretation of the move from manu-

facturing to services as a radical break seems

overstated, the same can be said of the role

of theoretical knowledge. In this vein,

critics have questioned the disjunction of

industrial society and post-industrial society,

arguing that most tendencies claimed for

the thesis of post-industrial society are

strongly related to the very formation of

industrial society.

Critique has also focused on the perti-

nent issue of an implicit, sometimes even
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explicit, logic of convergence, which is

probably exhibited by most society con-

cepts, particularly if they are derived from

the analysis of a single country, as in Bell’s

case, the USA. Here there is the issue of a

technological or techno-economic bias if

analyses aimed at the axis of the productive

forces and the social structure entail chan-

ges for culture and politics, thus subsuming

the latter under the former, and also leading

to an image of convergence.

While the notion of post-industrial

society is still being used as a tagline,

debates today have shifted considerably

toward the concepts of knowledge and

information society.
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JOCHEN STEINBICKER

POSTMODERNISM AND

POSTMODERNITY

The concept of postmodernity appeared at

a specific moment in the debate over

modernity and cannot be separated from

that debate. Towards the end of the twentieth

century the conditions that had for some

time been known as ‘modern’ seemed to

have altered so strikingly that several new

concepts burst forth. Among them, ‘post-

modern’ stuck most strongly, and it remains

a complex and contested concept within

social theory.

The concept of postmodernism, on the

other hand, appeared within literary, archi-

tectural, philosophical and cultural theory,

designating some supposed shifts within

modernism. In this case some significant

canons of modern culture were in question,

such as the stability of texts and the foun-

dations of science. As far as social theory is

concerned, this was heralded by some as an

important ‘cultural turn’ that would even

permit sociology to acknowledge ‘the end

of the social’ or to go ‘beyond society’.

Initial discussions of the ‘postmodern

condition’ opened up new vistas for social

theory. While some complained that ‘post-

modernity’ raised few, if any, distinctively

new questions for sociology, many others

could foresee hopeful possibilities for this

discipline and others beyond the constraints

of sclerotic concepts and rigid ‘methodolo-

gies’. Moreover, the condition of post-

modernity seemed to speak to actually existing

conditions, such as globalizing tendencies,

new social movements and the rise of

digital technologies, which seemed periph-

eral to more mainstream sociologies. To

many, this seemed like an exciting new

opportunity for social theory.

In both cases, postmodernism and post-

modernity, the debate was a deep one,

referring both to the historical periodization

of ‘modernity’ and to the philosophical cur-

rents, emanating from the Enlightenment,

that accompanied its development. ‘Mod-

ernity’ normally encapsulates those features

of the world that are often taken-for-gran-

ted today: science and technology as a

means to ‘progress’, liberal democratic

polity, and varieties of capitalist economy.

These are associated in turn with the

growth of cities and a dependence on

inanimate power sources for production,

which gave much of twentieth-century
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sociology its core focus, ‘urban-industrial

society’ (see modernity and moderniza-

tion).

However, mainstream social theory had

always insisted on the active role of cul-

tural influences – religious, literary,

philosophical – in the genesis and main-

tenance of modern social formations. Max

Weber’s exploration of the role of the

Protestant ethic in the emergence of

capitalism is only the most celebrated (and

controversial) of these. True, some social

theory had been pursued on the assumption

that such cultural influences have become

less central (seen in the mid-twentieth

century penchant for a strong seculariza-

tion theory, for instance) many others were

dubious about the prospects for social the-

ory evacuated of cultural elements.

The debate over the postmodern has

several starting points and thus seems to

lead in several different directions. The

strongest suggests that a new era has

dawned, beyond modernity, to which there

can be no return. Others hint at the

exhaustion of modernity rather than at the

clearly visible contours of a new phase of

human history. Yet others, such as

Anthony Giddens, are dubious about the

supposed end of modernity but acknowl-

edge that some major changes have occur-

red since the mid-twentieth century. These

they dub ‘late’ modernity. This position is

congruent with that of another group, who

argue that while ‘modernity’ still exists is

the designation of the new phase, the con-

ditions of modernity still have to be reck-

oned with.

For Giddens, the globalizing impact of

media contributes to the ‘reflexivity of

modernity’ and to the ways in which

remote localities are now linked. Older,

modern social relations are disembedded, or

‘lifted out’ of local contexts to be reorga-

nized across large time-space distances (see

embedding and disembedding). Risk and

uncertainty characterize life more and

more. Giddens says that these conditions do

not yet add up to ‘postmodern society’.

Zygmunt Bauman offers another inter-

pretation, speaking of the advent of ‘liquid

society’, where consumer orientations sig-

nal the shift to the postmodern, in a world

that is the site of constant mobility and

change, but without a clear direction of

development.

So the debate over postmodernity,

sociologically speaking, has to do with the

subtle interplay of social and cultural con-

ditions that were present, but only in

embryonic form, in modernity. Today,

aspects of modernity, above all consumer-

ism and new communications technologies

(or ‘new media’), have expanded so much

that they constitute the contours of what to

some appeared as ‘new’ social terrain. That

which was present in a minor way has now

inflated so much that the original shape of

modernity is almost unrecognizable.

Another aspect of this social transforma-

tion is that it contains forces and features

that tend to destabilize the more settled

sense of reality that many sought in mod-

ernity (despite Marx’s sense that in modern

times ‘all that is solid melts into air’). That

is to say, many features of postmodernism

may be properly understood as relating to

tectonic movements deep within the sub-

terranean levels of the social. Of course

they resonate with cultural concerns over

risk and uncertainty, seen particularly shar-

ply in the radicalizing of modern skepticism

in postmodernist discourse. And this skep-

ticism is understandable. If Providence was

secularized into the shallow optimism of

Progress, what would happen when Pro-

gress was unmasked as mythical?

At the same time, it is clear that no one –

including social theorists – can live with the

sheer nihilism or relativism which some

postmodernists are sometimes charged with

fostering. So it is hardly surprising that

attention turns to older sociological ques-

tions, now in fresh forms, of normativity or

‘how we should live’. Indeed, if the debate

over the postmodern has achieved anything
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it is a revitalizing of the connections

between sociology, ethics and politics.

Appropriately enough, such concerns

refer both to the largest and smallest scale of

social activity, from the body to the globe,

along with a range of intermediary issues.

This is turn has helped catalyze theoretical

reflection on ‘otherness’ in a world where

cultural contacts proliferate between people

of very different backgrounds, or on the

boundaries of human bodies, given the

possibilities not only for consumer-oriented

medical modification but for seeing bodies

as an outcome of competing discourses.

This both connects with pressing political

questions, to do with the regulation of

mobility or of bodies, and pushes the ethical

envelope to ask whether there are, after all,

some shared priorities for life on earth with-

out which that life may not only be ‘not

worth living’ but practically unsustainable.

Other ‘body and globe’ questions are

prompted not just by long-term processes

but also by dramatic events such as ‘terror-

ist’ attack and war. After all, it is precisely

the sharp and shocking culture contact

engendered by 9/11 that raises numerous

questions about inter-cultural relationships

in a globalizing world. The destruction of

the World Trade Center was a blow struck

precisely at those postmodern symbols of

consumerism and new media, but it also

forefronted questions ignored by some

modern social theorists regarding the role

of religion as a basic factor of social life. It

remains to be seen whether the ‘othering’

of strangers or the embrace of the ‘other’

will become the dominant mode, or how

far religion will indeed be taken seriously as

a feature of postmodernizing social life.

In the end, however, basic questions

about ‘the social’ still have to be confronted

in today’s world of accelerating social and

cultural change. They are bound up with

issues of digital media and with new cos-

mopolitan and local identities but simulta-

neously call to mind the kinds of analysis

that Emile Durkheim (the radical realist,

not the supposed ‘father of functionalism’)

espoused. This in turn calls for choices to

be made, not only about areas of analysis or

about their political consequences, but also

about how far the ‘human’ condition is

basically ‘social’.

While postmodernist analyses may reject

the view that the social really exists, sociol-

ogists will likely continue to work within

some kind of realist frame that sees the

social as ontologically given (and even,

ethically, that our responsibility to and for

the other has priority) (see realism). For

the debate over the postmodern, with its

‘hermeneutic of suspicion’, not only dis-

closes some underlying assumptions of all

social theory, it also obliges us to lay bare

our own commitments. And this is by no

means a bad thing.
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DAVID LYON

POST-STRUCTURALISM

Post-structuralist thinking encompasses a

broad range of concepts and theories that

are critically related to French structuralism

(Ferdinand de Saussure, Claude Lévi-

Strauss). It shares with structuralism the

interest in the generation and the constitu-

tion of meaning, but also emphasizes the

necessary failure of any process of meaning.

Post-structuralism is not simply a theo-

retical movement after structuralism, but a
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‘working-through’ of structuralism, which

started in the late 1960s and which has been

taken up by social theorists in the English-

speaking world since the early 1980s. Cru-

cial representatives of post-structuralist

thought include Jacques Derrida, Michel

Foucault, Jean-François Lyotard, Jacques

Lacan, Ernesto Laclau, Judith Butler and

Homi Bhabha. In contrast to some theories

of postmodernism, post-structuralism does

not claim that a new era or epoch has star-

ted, but rather it tries to establish a new

mode of philosophical and social theorizing,

starting from the concept of difference.

Linguistic structuralism assumes that mean-

ing is generated within a system of differ-

ences, thus abandoning the idea of

atomistic elements that are meaningful by

themselves. It is always difference from other

elements which produces meaning. This

originally linguistic conception has been

transferred to a wide range of social and

cultural spheres leading to ideas of society

as basically constituted by structures of

meanings. These can be seen, for example,

in the analysis of myth and fairytales, in

kinship systems and in fashion systems (see

also Barthes).

Post-structuralism radicalizes the role of

difference and in the process undermines cer-

tain assumptions of structuralism. First,

post-structuralism is anti-foundational, since

the foundation of a system (be it God,

rationality, or a material essence) loses its

pre-given position. Derrida (1978) calls

these foundations ‘transcendental signifiers’

because they open up the horizon of a system

of meaning. The strategy of post-structur-

alist thinking is to show how the idea of a

pure foundation or origin is itself part of the

play of differences. Thus, the effect of anti-

foundationalism is a radical decentring of

any structure of meaning. Second, such a

decentring is accompanied by a critique of

the sign. Although poststructuralist accounts

assume that social structures are discursive

structures, they do not accept structuralist

and hermeneutic models of meaning (see

hermeneutics). This critique takes different

paths. Derrida deconstructs the distinction

between ‘signifier’ and ‘signified’, since the

privileged position of the signified partici-

pates in the metaphysical illusion of a pure

origin. Instead, the ‘sliding of the signifier’

manifests a necessary deferral of any fixed

signified. Foucault (1972) suggests a mode

of discourse analysis, which is no longer

interested in intentions and hidden layers of

meaning, but in the regularity of utterances.

Third, hierarchical distinctions (such as

speech/writing or culture/nature) are seen as

essentially contested and unstable since

there is neither a prior foundation, nor is it

pos1-structuralism introduces a de-con-

structivist epistemology, which questions the

very distinction between representation and

the represented, and between reality and

fiction.

This deconstruction of structuralism was

first mainly discussed in literary criticism,

although later these ideas proved to be

fruitful for social and political theory. Post-

structuralist thinkers emphasize that the

process of the fixation of meaning within

essentially unstable systems becomes the ter-

rain for struggles of power. The very diverse

post-structuralist social theories share the

idea that the subject is not pre-given, but

created within and through processes of

power and knowledge. Subjectivation is

understood as subjection/domination and as

the making of a subject. This idea has been

taken up in the analysis of social and cultural

identities based on class, gender, sexuality

and ethnicity. A post-structuralist analysis

of identities shows the constitutive exclu-

sions, which are necessary to produce an

identity and how the ‘constitutive outside’

subverts any claim to a fully achieved identity.

Typically, a post-structuralist social analysis

traces the failures of maintaining stable

identities. A post-structuralist understanding

also has crucial consequences for any tota-

lizing concept of society. Laclau and Mouffe’s

(1984) theory of hegemony claims that

society becomes impossible, because it will
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never be able to achieve its full identity.

This impossibility, however, does not mean

that there is no society, but rather that there

are always competing attempts at totalizing

society.

Post-structuralism has been heavily criti-

cized for its deconstruction of key cate-

gories of social thought and its alleged

epistemological relativism. The interest in

the generation and failure of meaning has

been accused of textualism, which neglects

analysis of material social structure. Cri-

tiques also worry about the political impli-

cations of the deconstruction of the subject

and the challenge to the ideas of rationality

One of the most vocal critics in this regard

has been Habermas (1988).
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URS STÄHELI

POVERTY

When some people live below a level which

society defines as a reasonable minimum,

they are in poverty, but there is no agree-

ment on how to define it more precisely.

Poverty is often associated with the causes or

deleterious consequences of a lack of

resources, but meanings and usages change

over time. Debate often focuses on people

in poverty (‘the poor’) or disparate measure-

ment methods rather than the concept of

poverty itself. Many incompatible dis-

courses are separately but simultaneously

used to discuss its forms, dimensions, causes

and cures, and to address different audiences

in industrialized societies and in developing

nations, with little attempt to integrate the

approaches (see industrialization).

Until the twentieth century, ‘poverty’

was used to describe the conditions in

which much of the urban and rural work-

ing population (‘the poor’) lived. Poverty

was an accepted aspect of stratified class

societies, where resources were unequally

distributed without respect to human needs

(see stratification). Georg Simmel, like

Edmund Burke before him, distinguished

between normal working class mass poverty,

and the problematic individual poverty

status of dependence on charity or the

Poor Law. Personal social status was critical:

the ‘respectable’ poor ‘deserving’ to be

helped were distinguished from the ‘rough’

or ‘undeserving’, to be deterred or pun-

ished. For the non-poor, the social problem

was poverty’s extreme and visible manifes-

tations: squalid living conditions, disreputable

and criminal behaviour, precarious social

and economic marginality, and threats to

social order from an ‘underclass’.

From 1901, Seebohm Rowntree’s sys-

tematic attempts to analyze the nature and

extent of the causes of poverty led to a

focus on measuring the resources, chiefly

disposable incomes, needed to escape poverty

in market economies. To avoid argument

about culpability for squalor, Rowntree

devised his heuristic ‘primary poverty’

household expenditure budget sufficient

only for physical but not social life, to show

what proportion of the poor had incon-

trovertibly inadequate incomes. But its

popularity among social investigators

wanting a quantitative measure to count

the poor, obscured his emphasis on the

social relativity of poverty. Throughout

Europe and North America, the idea of

poverty became synonymous with incomes
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insufficient for physical subsistence, also

called ‘absolute’ poverty, not least because

this was the period of the development of

welfare state income maintenance systems

which needed minimum standards against

which to rationalize cash benefits. The

social problem became a political problem

of dependence on the state, within which

the high risk causes of low incomes (large

families, unemployment, sickness and dis-

ability, old age) became paradoxically seen

as identifiers of the condition, even though

found across the income distribution.

This paradigm of poverty as insufficient

income for levels of living prescribed by

experts and politicians was overturned in

the 1960s by Peter Townsend. He criti-

cized the normative sources of the evalua-

tive standards of adequacy used, especially

‘absolute’ notions, as merely ideological

constructs and instead emphasized the

relativity of all possible conceptions of

poverty. While accepting that poverty is a

socially defined concept, subsequent theo-

reticians have argued over the authenticity

of expressed needs, and how to derive cri-

teria empirically from society as a whole

instead of normatively from elites. Deriva-

tions of this relativistic approach are now

generally used in social analysis. Poverty

measures used include socially defined

indicators of deprivation as direct criteria of

unmet needs; inadequate incomes as their

proxies; and qualitative accounts of the

experience of poverty. However, refer-

ences to ‘absolute’ poverty persist in debate

about deprivation and need on a global

basis, and many governments still use elitist

stipulative definitions of poverty in their

policy-making.

Focus on the adequacy of incomes and

other disposable resources to achieve mini-

mally acceptable levels of living also makes

comparisons difficult between societies

which vary in the kinds of resource flows

and stocks relevant to overcoming their

poverties. Amartya Sen suggested that

instead of the commodities and their char-

acteristics which are analyzed as needed to

overcome poverty within any society, a

more fruitful approach would be to study

the capabilities which people in any society

should have to meet their needs, poverty

being the condition in which they are pre-

vented from doing so. This perspective

shifts the focus from static comparisons of

commodities to the dynamics of power

relations in which people can act or are

prevented from acting. Social theorists have

become increasingly aware that stipulative

formulations of acceptable standards treat

people in poverty and its related social and

economic exclusions as lacking agency,

contradicting the essential human value that

all members of society should be ascribed

equal rights. Qualitative social research with

and by people in poverty (Narayan et al.

2000) has shown the inadequacy of elitist

formulations. It has demonstrated that, for

this right to be implemented, the experi-

ence of living in poverty must be acknowl-

edged as an indispensable perspective on both

poverty conceptualization and policy for-

mation. The lack of social and economic

integration and the sufferings of socially

excluded people, traditionally seen as

symptoms of morbidity, become expressed

as reflections of powerlessness against unjust

shares of resources essential to integration

and participation. Nevertheless, research into

deprivation and relative deprivation

(Runciman 1966) has shown that many of

those who are objectively poor may not

want to identify themselves as such, while

dynamic studies reveal that many more are

poor over time than at one time.

By the late twentieth century, the con-

cept of poverty accumulated many mean-

ings. Paul Spicker (Gordon and Spicker

1999) identified eleven clusters, three of

which referred to material conditions

(inadequate level of living, unmet need,

multiple deprivation), three to economic

position (lack of resources, inequality of

resources, class) and four to social position

(lack of entitlements, lack of security,
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dependency and exclusion). All can be

found, though not all congruently, in the

seven discourses identified by John Veit-Wil-

son (1998) in use among government policy-

makers in ten countries. Each discourse

packaged the poverty concept with its

manifestations and appropriate measures in

a paradigmatic analysis and vocabulary effect-

ing closure on other competing discourses.

Three were asocially abstracted, expressing

poverty in terms of a legal status, a theoretical

economic model, or a statistical position

on an income distribution. Four discourses

were humanistic, referring to persons and

behaviours. Of these, one was structural:

the consequence of an unequal distribution

of power over resources through time cre-

ated the need to ensure that no one’s level

of living should fall below the standards

acceptable to society in general. The other

three covered poverty as a set of deviant

behaviours, as life-experiences too divergent

from the acceptable average, and as social

exclusion. Each of these meanings and the

discourses in which they are expressed

generates its apposite definitions and related

measures. However, confusions abound, so

that, for instance, what is measurable often

becomes described as ‘poverty’ without

acknowledgement of the limitations of the

measure, or causal proxies (such as low

income levels) become identified as the sub-

stantive unacceptable level of living. The

European Union’s institutions express pov-

erty as social exclusion (see social inclusion

and social exclusion), measuring poverty in

terms of arbitrary points in national income

distributions with no empirical relationship

to income levels needed to combat social

exclusions and to enable dignified lives.

Social exclusion is given meanings far wider

than the usual idea of market exclusion as

poverty. Further misunderstandings arise

from the failure to address questions about

the variety of standards of need or adequacy

used – needed or adequate for what, for

how long, for whom, and from whose

perspective – each of which elicits different

answers from different, often unvoiced,

premises.

A synthesis of current widely accepted

definitions of poverty in the early twenty-

first century would express it as a condition

of levels of living and life experiences

unacceptable according to relative and

unstratified social standards, caused by a

lack of power over tangible and intangible

resources needed over time to take part in

society and achieve those expected levels of

living and experiences without which peo-

ple are effectively excluded both from par-

ticipation and from full dignified status. But

because of the lack of agreement and the

looseness of the many definitions used in

social theory, social policy and politics,

constructive social analysis is vitiated and

argument continues on what policy mea-

sures are socially and politically feasible to

overcome the poverties revealed by differ-

ent discourses and methodologies.
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POWER

At a most general level the study of power

is the analysis of the capacity of individuals

both to act in concert and to make others

do things which they would not otherwise

have done. The first sense can be thought

of as ‘power to’ (power to achieve something)
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The second sense can be thought of as

‘power over’ (power over someone)

In the literature, there is no agreed defini-

tion of the concept because power is what

the philosopher Wittgenstein termed a

‘family resemblance’ concept. In the same

way that members of a family resemble

each other without there being one single

characteristic which they all have in common,

a family resemblance concept is a word

which has an overlapping set of meanings

without the existence of a single core

essence to link all uses. There are many

characteristics shared by phrases such as ‘A

exercises power over B’, ‘the power of

authority’, ‘the power of delusion’, yet

there is no single essence which links them

together.

At the broadest level, social theorists are

divided between two perspectives. There

are those who primarily view power as

‘power over’. This is a conflictual perspective

that goes back to Thomas Hobbes and

receives its first explicit sociological articu-

lation inWeber’s definition of power as ‘the

probability that one actor within a social

relationship will be in a position to carry out

his will despite resistance’ (Weber 1978:

58). This view also informs the analysis of

Mills (1956), Dahl (1968), Bachrach and

Baratz (1962), Lukes (1974), Mann (1986)

and Poggi (2001). In contrast, some social

theorists prefer to interpret power as a capacity

for action, which entails a focus on ‘power

to’. They include Arendt, Parsons (1963)

and Barnes (1988). This contrast should not

be considered an absolute distinction but as a

scalar one. Arendt, Parsons and Barnes would

claim to provide conceptual space for ‘power

over’, but only as a subset of ‘power to’.

Giddens (1984), Foucault (1979, 1981),

Clegg (1989) and Haugaard (2003) put the

two perspectives into a balance.

The power debate began in the 1950s

with Mills’s (1956) argument to the effect

that in the USA power was distributed

among an elite of approximately 400, who

controlled the economy, military and political

spheres. Because the needs of the three

arenas are interdependent, and due to

shared socialization among the 400, this

power elite constituted a united group that

set the political agenda.

In response, Dahl argued that Mills had

an unsophisticated view of power. In parti-

cular, Mills confused power with power

resources. For Dahl, power is synonymous

with the exercise of power: one actor makes

another actor do something which he or

she would not otherwise have done.

Resources are only forms of potential power.

Wealth may be used to purchase art or to

lobby politicians, but only the act of such

purchasing or lobbying constitutes power.

Hence, Mills had shown only that there

existed an inequality in power resources –

in potential, not in actual power. Dahl

argued that, in order to verify the claim that

there exists a power elite, key decisions

have to be examined to demonstrate that a

unified group initiates and vetoes decisions.

Dahl undertook such a study of decision-

making in New Haven. Three key issue

areas were examined and those responsible

for decisional outcomes were identified. He

found that there were elites who dominated

specific issues but no single ‘power elite’.

Furthermore, these elites were in competi-

tion with each other, creating a pluralistic

balance of power (see pluralism).

While Bachrach and Baratz (1962) accep-

ted that power was not equivalent to power

resources, they argued that Dahl’s exclusive

emphasis upon decision-making made him

blind to an important aspect of relations of

domination: the existence of institutional

bias. Any organization has a bias whereby

certain issues are placed inside the political

process, while others are removed from it.

By focusing upon decision-making, Dahl

had excluded the possibility that non-deci-

sion-making could be taking place. Elites

can exercise power by making sure that

certain issues are left off the agenda. Consistent

with behaviourism, Bachrach and Baratz

insisted that this ‘second face’ of power was a
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form of decision-making in which specific

actors should be identifiable.

Lukes (1974) joined the debate by

arguing that Bachrach and Baratz did not

go far enough in their critique of Dahl.

Structural bias is not simply attributable to

identifiable decision and non-decision-

makers, but is the consequence of the gen-

eral structural conditions in which social

interaction takes place. Furthermore, the

ultimate and most effective exercise of

power takes place when the powerless do

not know what their ‘real’ interests are.

What Lukes calls this ‘third dimension’ of

power is a theoretical development of the

Marxist concept of ‘false consciousness’ and

ideology, where it is used to explain the

non-engagement of the working class in

revolutionary activity. It is held that the

members of the working class do not know

what their ‘real interests’ are. In this con-

nection, Lukes calls for a redefinition of

power in terms of interest whereby ‘A exer-

cises power over B when A affects B in a

manner contrary to B’s interests’ (1974: 27).

While Lukes is undoubtedly correct to

point out that power relations can be sus-

tained by the social consciousness of the

relatively powerless, the concepts of ‘real

interests’ and ‘false consciousness’ are

inherently problematic because they entail

an unacceptable privileging of a particular

perspective. For instance, from the van-

tage-point of Western feminists, the patri-

archal relations of domination that are

internalized by women in some non-Western

traditional societies may well constitute a

form of Lukes’ third dimension of power.

However, the description of this social

knowledge as ‘false consciousness’ may also

be guilty of ethnocentrism.

Like Dahl, Parsons developed his theory

of power in response to Mills, but he argued

that Mills’s exclusive emphasis on ‘power

over’ was inherently superficial. In Parson’s

view, any such analysis had to incorporate

‘power to’. Membership of societies gives

actors a capacity for social action which

they would not otherwise have. Power is

created by social systems and is not zero-

sum – there is not a fixed quantity of

power. Consequently, a system in which

there is an unequal distribution of power

may be more efficient at creating power

than a more egalitarian one. Hence an

unequal distribution of power may be to

the benefit of the worst off.

Arguing from the standpoint of func-

tionalism, Parsons maintained that within

the polity of social systems, power exists as

a circulating medium which is functionally

equivalent to money in the economy.

Essentially he argued that ‘power to’ is cre-

ated by the institutionalization of authority

through legitimacy. This view has found

several critics. Among others, Giddens cri-

ticized the theory on the grounds that it

failed to provide conceptual space for ‘power

over’. However, Parsons’s theory retains

importance as one of the first perspectives

to observe the significance of ‘power to’ and

to distinguish power from coercion.

Barnes (1988) theorizes ‘power to’

through the development of a theory of

social order based on a combination of the

work of Thomas Kuhn and rational choice

theory. Barnes argues that social order is a

massive self-fulfilling prophecy, derived

from a shared, paradigmatic, perception of

the social world. He explains this through

an analogy between a spherical object and a

mountain summit. If you wish to check if

the former is indeed spherical, you examine

its entire surface. In contrast, if you wish to

ascertain if a large rock is the summit of a

mountain, you examine all the surrounding

peaks of rock to decide which is the high-

est. The surrounding rocks constitute a

‘ring of reference’ which establishes a rock

as the summit. Social objects are analogous

to mountain summits, except that their ring

of reference is the perceptions of social

actors. For instance, what makes a parti-

cular dot a ‘target’ is the fact that a group of

actors believe it to be a target – they throw

missiles at it. This shared perception of the
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‘order of things’ is a self-fulfilling prophesy

which gives actors a capacity for action and is

also the basis of leadership. If we all believe

that John is a leader – and hence behave

appropriately towards him – John’s leadership

becomes a social fact. Barnes provides con-

ceptual space for illegitimate power through

rational choice theory. This includes, for

instance, ‘fear of being first’: the first actor

to rebel against an illegitimate leadership is

confronted by the, as yet, undiminished

power of the leader. Hence, everyone will

wish to be second with the consequence

that the illegitimate leader remains in power.

Giddens develops his analysis of power

from the perspective of structuration the-

ory. Central to this perspective is the idea

that social structures exist only in the

moment of reproduction – they are not

external to social action. Outside the

moment of reproduction, structures exist as

‘practical consciousness’ or tacit knowl-

edge, or habitus, which enables actors to

‘go on’. The specific goals which agents

pursue are largely expressed in discursive

consciousness, in knowledge they can put

into words. For instance, at this moment I

am discursively conscious of the fact that I

wish to explain Giddens’s theory of power;

but what enables me to accomplish this task

is my practical consciousness of the struc-

tures of the English language. The latter

gives me capacity for action – ‘power to’.

Every utterance contributes to the reproduc-

tion of linguistic structures, to what Gid-

dens calls structuration. In so far as these

structures are reproduced repeatedly, they

are experienced as constraining, and this

latter experience of constraint is integral to

our capacity for action. If I were to ‘invent’

new words or grammatical constructions as

I went along (i.e. to engage constantly in

novel acts of structuration), I would be

unable to communicate. Consequently, the

constraining aspect of social structures is a

prerequisite for them being enabling. In

this sense, structures are both enabling and

constraining.

Giddens argues that ‘power over’ is a

subset of ‘power to’. In particular, he argues

that both are premised on structural con-

straint and that neither form of power exists

to the exclusion of the other. For instance,

if an employer exercises ‘power over’ an

employee, this gives the former ‘power to’

produce commodities; but it also, gives the

latter ‘power to’ in the form of a wage. Hence,

relations of domination entail mutual

dependence.

Foucault similarly argues that ‘power to’

and ‘power over’ cannot be conceptually

separated. Foucault practised social critique

by writing ‘histories of the present’ learning

the past to understand our present condi-

tion. Essentially, Foucault views social

agents as interpretative beings whose reality

is defined by a specific, historically con-

tingent, interpretative horizon which he

terms episteme or discourse. Foucault argues

that over the last five hundred years there

have been three dominant discourses

(corresponding to the Renaissance period,

the Classical period and the Modern per-

iod). Each of these is discontinuous with

the other and defines the reality of actors in

an epoch differently. So, for instance, in the

Renaissance period, a relation of ‘resem-

blance’ was part of the interpretative hor-

izon of society. In this episteme, individuals

perceived the human face as resembling the

sky: seven orifices in the face reflected

seven planets in the heavens. This shared

system of thought gave agents ‘power to’

act in concert, while simultaneously defin-

ing the ‘rules of the game’ concerning any

conflict (‘power over’). The Modern per-

iod is unique for its discovery of the human

subject as the object of knowledge, expressed

in the idea of ‘Man’. In Foucault’s thesis

this entails the division of social subjects

into normal and pathological ways of being,

which in turn necessitate control of the

socialization process. Foucault argues that

Bentham’s Panopticon – a circular building

in which prisoners were constantly visible –

became paradigmatic of a disciplinary
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regime of normalization. The Panopticon is

a socialization machine in which social

subjects have power exercised over them

through the internalization of micro practices.

But, furthermore, once such a process has

successfully taken place, this also constitutes

the basis of social agency – ‘power to’. The

objects of socialization resist, but compliance

is sought through an appeal to truth and to

normal behaviour. Social subjects are

informed that their resistance is scientifi-

cally established ‘pathology’ – hence inher-

ently unreasonable. If violence has to be

used against the subject, this represents failure

in the use of truth, and a failure of power.

Foucault’s social critique works in this sense

by exposing the contingent manufactured

nature of modern moral discourse.

From a post-modern perspective, Clegg

(1989) argues that there are three circuits of

power. The first is the dispositional circuit

in which A exercises power over B. How-

ever, within the context of complex social

relations, this occurrence presupposes a set

of dispositions which constitute the back-

ground social conditions of possibility. This

‘dispositional’ circuit of power defines the

‘rules of the game’, and these are reified

through ‘obligatory passage points’. In turn,

dispositional power only makes sense

within an overall system of domination.

The former does not exist in isolation; it

has to be fought for by social agents through

organizational outflanking.

Drawing on Giddens, Haugaard (2003)

argues that Lukes’s third dimension of power

is better theorized in terms of a distinction

between ‘practical consciousness’ and ‘dis-

cursive consciousness’. Because the majority

of structures exist as practical consciousness,

many actors reproduce social structures

which render them relatively powerless with-

out being discursively aware of this. Con-

sequently, social critique does not entail

dispelling ‘false consciousness’; it entails

consciousness-raising. In this sense, feminist

or socialist critique attempts to bring actors to

a more discursive awareness of how their

practically conscious acts of structural repro-

duction contribute to relations of domination.

In the tradition of historical sociology,

Michael Mann (1986) examines the sources

of social power from 3000 BC to the pre-

sent. Mann argues that societies are not

unitary entities but constituted through a

complex interweaving of the economic,

ideological, political and military sources of

power. Within this interweaving the state

cannot be associated with one source; rather

its evolution shows a complex exploitation of

networks of power sources. Criticizing Mann,

and defending Weber’s definition of the state

as possessing a monopoly of violence, Poggi

(2001) argues that political power should

not be distinguished from military power.

Instead, Poggi espouses a more cynical,

Machiavellian model of ‘power over’.
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MARK HAUGAARD

PRAGMATISM

Pragmatism is a philosophical doctrine that

originated in the United States, though

some European thinkers developed similar

ideas (e.g. Friedrich Nietzsche) or bor-

rowed from American pragmatism (e.g.

Jürgen Habermas). There are two stages in

the history of American pragmatism. The

first refers to the period 1890–1930 when

pragmatism was the dominant philosophical

tradition in the United States, with C. S.

Peirce, William James, G. H. Mead and

John Dewey as central figures. The second

stage refers to the more recent revival of

pragmatism since 1980, Richard J. Bernstein

and Richard Rorty being particularly rele-

vant for social theory.

Pragmatism can be subdivided into dif-

ferent camps. There is the juxtaposition

between Peirce’s attention to the inter-

subjectivity of a community of inquirers

and James’s focus on individuals’ thought

processes. There is also the contrast between

pragmatists, like Sidney Hook, who wish to

impose scientific rationality onto other

aspects of culture, and the likes of Rorty

who do not wish to attribute more rationality

to science than to art, politics and religion.

There are nevertheless a number of key

ideas that most pragmatists have in common.

First, most pragmatic philosophers reject

what John Dewey called the ‘spectator

theory of knowledge’ (Dewey 1930: 233ff.).

The spectator theory of knowledge sees

knowledge as predominantly a way of

representing the inner nature of an outer

world as accurately as possible. Pragmatism

wishes to break with this metaphor of vision

(Rorty 1980). Inspired by Darwinian evo-

lutionary theory, it expounds an ‘anti-

representationalist’ view, in which knowledge

acquisition is seen as active and as a way of

coping with life’s demands. It would, in the

light of biological evolution, be an extra-

ordinary coincidence if people’s cognitive

functions were so radically transformed as to

allow for adequate representation. For ration-

alists, reality is ready-made, complete and

waiting to be discovered; for pragmatists, it

is always in the making.

Second, most pragmatist writings argue

against a transcendental form of inquiry

that supposedly grounds aesthetic, ethical or

cognitive claims. For a long time philoso-

phers thought their discipline consisted of

doing precisely that. While non-philoso-

phers were able to articulate the historically

and culturally specific, philosophers assumed

they were able somehow to provide a-

temporal foundations. Pragmatists, on the

other hand, argue that the validity of this

project has been compromised because

none of the attempts so far to find foundations

have proved to be successful. Pragmatists

therefore talk about the ‘agent’s point of

view’, referring to the fact that people can-

not escape using a conceptual system. But

recognizing the situated nature of human

inquiry need not imply that people’s

knowledge is merely subjective (if by sub-

jective, we mean that this knowledge fails

to correspond to the inner nature of reality).

Third, pragmatists try to settle theoretical

disputes by gauging what effects they have.

They are particularly dismayed by the

extent to which philosophers and scientists

get involved in pointless debates. These

discussions often concern the ‘inner’ nature

of things, alleged ‘necessities’ or ‘first prin-

ciples’. Pragmatists like James argued that

many disputes of this kind are merely ‘spe-

cious’ or ‘verbal’ ( James 1907). To know

whether a debate is worth having, so their

argument goes, we should simply ascertain
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whether it makes any difference to take up

one position or another, and we should aban-

don the debate if there are no observable

consequences by taking one position or

another. In science, pragmatists tend to argue

that empirical effects matter; in social sci-

ences other effects (such as repercussions in

terms of social policy) may be considered.

Fourth, for centuries philosophers have

been preoccupied with providing a theory

of truth. Philosophers have also often treated

scientific progress as a gradual progression

towards truth. By contrast, contemporary

pragmatists are sceptical of any philosophi-

cal search for the meaning of ‘truth’. To

ascertain whether an idea or a theory is true

is a pointless exercise if by ‘true’ is meant

something unconditional or a correspondence

to an absolute reality. Pragmatists might say

that truth is simply a name attributed to that

which all true statements share. For prag-

matists, what is more important is whether

the idea of theory is successful: that is,

whether it accomplishes what we want to

achieve. So they might be willing to retain

the notion of truth in so far as it is defined

in terms of successful consequences.

Pragmatism has influenced social theory

in a number of ways. G. H. Mead’s work

inspired Herbert Blumer’s (1969) symbolic

interactionism. It studies how people adopt

someone else’s perspective, reflect on them-

selves from this outside perspective and act

accordingly. C. S. Peirce’s work influenced

Habermas’s and Karl-Otto Apel’s theories

of ‘communicative rationality’ and ‘uni-

versal pragmatics’. Habermas (1978) studies

the relationship between knowledge and

cognitive interests. Recently, neo-pragmatism

has inspired the emergence of a non-foun-

dationalist philosophy of social science

(Baert 2005).
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PATRICK BAERT

PRAXIS AND PRACTICES

The concept of practice operates in pairs or

contrasts, particularly with theories or rules.

Praxis denotes the realm of knowledge and

action that cannot be fully accounted for

by theory, particularly the theory of revo-

lutionary political action. It is sometimes

suggested, as it was by Georg Lukács, that

there must be a dialectical relationship

between the two, in which theory can learn

from practice as well as direct and inform it.

In contemporary social theory, practice

plays a different role, which can best be

understood through the contrast between

the concept of practice and the concept of

social norm (or models of society in terms

of rules). The contrast is well expressed by

Pierre Bourdieu in his classic study, Outline

of a Theory of Practice (1972). The ‘rules’ or

‘norms’ model of society is a misleading

abstraction; practice is a concept that better

captures the fact that living in society is a

matter not simply of following rules, but of

practical mastery of the cues and expecta-

tions of others, of the use of symbols, and

of a process of continuous mutual adjustment.

The differences are sometimes subtle, but

they have meant that the concepts have
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played quite different roles: rule-like concepts,

such as culture and ideology, can be thought

of as super-structural, concepts explained

and determined by some other kind of fact,

such as fundamental economic relations.

Practice, however, is a fundamental con-

cept. It is not explained in any simple way

by a different structure, but it is itself a

basic (and hidden) structure that produces

visible or overt structure, according to the

internal logic of the strategies it permits,

and that lead to its continuation.

The family of concepts of practices

includes two large sub-families of concepts.

One includes notions like frames, world-

views, and paradigms, and the other includes

habitus, embodied knowledge, skills, and

mores, among other things. All of these con-

cepts are theoretical in the sense that we must

infer their existence and their powers from

their observable effects. We cannot observe

a ‘culture’ or a ‘paradigm’ directly. We see

only manifestations, consequences, and

effects. So there is an open question about

what these entities really are. Are they supra-

individual ‘external’ realities, like Emile

Durkheim’s ‘social facts’? Or are they no

more than convenient descriptions of endur-

ing patterns that are composed, like the strands

of a rope, not of anything continuous but

of short elements, such as individual skills,

beliefs, actions, habits, and expectations?

The issue here may be seen most simply

through an example. If one were to claim,

for example, that there is a ‘European ski-

ing culture’, and point to the evidence of

certain typical behaviours of skiers in Eur-

ope that are less common elsewhere, is one

describing an outcome of the various indivi-

dual skills, habits, beliefs, and actions of

skiers in Europe, or describing the outcome

of a collective process that guarantees the

pattern, holds the skiers to it, and also in

some fashion assures its own continuation?

This is a very deep and basic question about

the nature of social reality and ‘the social’

itself: whether a practice or world-view is

understood to be located in some sort of

supra-individual place, such as ‘the social’,

or is no more than what exists within indivi-

dual brains and bodies. Thomas Kuhn’s con-

cept of a ‘paradigm’, presumably, is social and

cognitive; ‘social’ because it is ‘shared’

rather than individual.

Like Kuhn’s concept of paradigm, the most

common and familiar usages in both bran-

ches of the practice family are social rather

than individual. It is essential to the argument

of Bourdieu, for example, that individual

properties, such as dispositions, are con-

stituted or produced by collective processes.

The habitus of the participant includes dis-

positions, which produce actions, which

produce responses in persons similarly pro-

grammed, which assure the continuation of

the activity, which in turn ‘programs’ dis-

positions that make the activity possible.

The basic point is this: practices have both a

causal primacy and a kind of autonomy in

relation to the individual, what Durkheim

called ‘externality’ ([1895] 1982) – though

it is often unclear what is meant by this.

There are, however, those who seem to

reject this kind of objectification of collec-

tive notions who nevertheless also seek to

employ notions like tradition and skill, and

who also accord the ‘tacit’ a large and sig-

nificant role, such as Michael Oakeshott

(1962) or Michael Polanyi ([1946] 1964).

For these thinkers, the content is carried in

the (different) skills of the individuals, whose

common actions constitute the ‘tradition’.

The patterns, however, are descriptive

facts. These thinkers do not assume that

practices are the sorts of things that can

assure their own continuation. For them,

that which is ‘external’ or ‘social’ is simply

the actions and sayings of others, and ‘con-

tinuation’ is a result of the ongoing activities

of individuals, and not of collective forces.
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STEPHEN P. TURNER

PREFERENCES

Preferring one state of affairs to another

amounts to desiring it more strongly or

favouring it. Philosophers of mind debate

how to characterize such attitudes. Some

hold that by a preference we mean a possible

cause of action; on this view, a person’s

preference (say, for health over illness)

should be defined as the attitude that would

cause her to do certain things (say, to

exercise) in certain circumstances. It has

also been suggested that a preference is merely

a disposition to act: a person’s tendency to

perform certain actions under certain con-

ditions. Or that it is a disposition to feel –

for instance, a person’s tendency to feel

better imagining one scenario rather than

another, or to feel better receiving the news

that one rather than the other has come

true. Two further views are that the concept

of a preference is respectable but unanalyz-

able; or that it is hopeless and should be

boycotted.

Preferences pervade social theory because

they pervade both the explanation and the

evaluation of action. Consider again a per-

son’s preference for health. This preference

might help us explain her exercising, but it

might also confer various kinds of norma-

tive status on this and other actions. For

one thing, it might make exercising the

prudent, reasonable course of action for

that person, thus building a bridge from

explaining to understanding or rationalizing

her behaviour. Preferences loom large,

therefore, in the quest for Verstehen that

informs hermeneutics and in rational

choice theory as conceived by game theory

and methodological individualism. Then

there is the moral part of the normative. A

person’s preference for health might be the

feature of the world that would make it

good and right for others to promote her

health, and wrong for them to interfere

with her health. Her preferences might be

the source of other people’s obligations to

her. Such proposals to centre morality and

all values and norms around preference

satisfaction are typically rooted in utilitar-

ianism. The moral good is seen as an

aggregate of all the individuals’ good, and

an individual’s good as the satisfaction of

her preferences or desires.

However, putting preferences centre-

stage has its problems. Preference-based

explanations of behaviour threaten to

become vacuous if the very concept of a

preference is behavioural - for how could

my tendency to do something explain my

doing it? If we steer clear of this vacuity by

employing a less behavioural concept of

preference, large portions of real-life beha-

viour may fail to match preferences and, a

fortiori, to be explained by them. Another

challenge comes from the hard sciences, for

they aspire to provide physical explanations

of everything, human action included. Can

talk of attitudes like preferences be made to

fit in with talk of atoms or neurons? The

normative domain, too, is controversial. In

assessing actions as rational or right, it has

been objected, we should not give a say

simply to any preference - not, for example,

to preferences that are sadistic or caused by

brain-washing or by false information. If

this objection holds, and if thus preferences

themselves have to meet normative con-

straints in order for an individual action or

social policy prompted by them to qualify

as wise or good, the reduction of reason

and value to subjective preference is inco-

herent.
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CHRISTOPH FEHIGE

PRESTIGE

Prestige researchers deal not with one but

with two concepts of prestige: with prestige

as a hierarchy of positions and prestige as an

attribute of socially closed groups. By and

large, stratification theories that emphasize

order in society (e.g. functionalist theories)

conceive prestige as an attribute of indivi-

duals or of individual social positions that

form a hierarchy. Stratification theories that

emphasize conflict (e.g. the work of

Weber) think of prestige as designating

social aggregates, or individuals within

social aggregates, influenced by social clo-

sure processes.

Other researchers find it necessary to

distinguish between prestige as a subjective

evaluation and prestige as objective reality.

If, however, it is conceived as purely sub-

jective, prestige would be of little relevance;

it would constitute nothing more than a

psychological response. It must, therefore,

reflect at least some aspect of the objective

social world. On the other hand, if prestige

is conceived as a straightforward measure of

that reality, sociologists would not gain

from introducing the concept either.

Clearly, prestige must be subjective as well

as objective. However, to construe prestige

as being both confronts us with a problem

of action and order, as is always the case

when sociologists focus on the individual

actor as an active agency whose choice of

ends is a random factor. If sociologists deny

the objectionable implication of the random-

ness of ends, the independence of the actor

disappears and is assimilated to the condi-

tions of the situation. The solution sug-

gested by Talcott Parsons, is to distinguish

between two different types of orientations

of social actions: the rational and the nor-

mative. Drawing on this idea, we can then

cross-tabulate two types of stratification

theories: order and conflict theories, with

the two types of orientations of social

action which these theories primarily con-

sider. We then have (1) rational-order the-

ories of prestige, (2) rational-conflict theories,

(3) normative-conflict theories, and (4)

normative-order theories (Wegener 1992).

Table 1 lists these theories, their basic

defenders, and the four different founda-

tions of prestige the theories imply: achieve-

ment, esteem, honour, and charisma.

In this scheme, the property from which

prestige flows is achievement if occupational

success is considered central to society

(Davis and Moore 1945). It is esteem if power

relations are deemed important (Blau

1964). It is honour if it is a quality shared by

members of one and the same status group

or Stand (Weber 1972). Finally, it is char-

isma if based on deference entitlement

conferred to occupational roles that har-

monize with central collective values (Shils

1968) (see also status and charisma).

In empirical research, a dominant view

has been to think of prestige as a hierarchy

of positions that individuals may possess.

Table 1. Types of prestige theories

Sources of

stratification

Orientations of social action

Normative Rational

order

(hierarchy)

charisma

(Shils 1968)

achievement

(Davis and

Moore 1945)

conflict

(social closure)

honour

(Weber 1972)

esteem

(Blau 1964)
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This research follows ‘Edward’s paradigm’

(Edwards 1938) in so far as it assumes that

social positions are visible to everyone and

that they are ordered along a single value

dimension. North and Hatt (1947) were

among the first to ask respondents of popular

surveys to rate occupational titles according

to their ‘social standing’. The resulting

NORC occupational prestige scale is

updated regularly, serving as a model for all

national and international inquiries into the

prestige of occupations. Based on these stan-

dard scales, socio-economic indexes (SEI)

have also been constructed by regressing mean

education and income levels on prestige,

thereby also generating scores for those occu-

pations (or census codes) for which no direct

prestige measures have been determined.

In spite of its apparent success in terms of

providing occupational prestige scales, this

dominant view has been challenged on a

number of accounts. Evidence has accu-

mulated that judgments of prestige differ

depending on the social positions of the

observers themselves. In particular, there is

less consensus in the attribution of prestige

in the lower than in the upper strata of

society. This finding has been attributed to

the fact that members of lower status

groups tend to lack expert knowledge. In

addition, however, social perception

research indicates that high status observers

tend to polarize the prestige continuum,

increasing inter-rater correlations, whereas

low status observers level the continuum

generating lower correlations. Evaluators of

prestige also typically distinguish between

positions and incumbents of positions,

especially with regard to gender. The dif-

ference in the judgement of male and

female incumbents depends on the gender

composition of the occupations. In parti-

cular, women receive higher prestige rat-

ings than men in traditionally female

occupations; and men are judged higher

than women if they are in occupations

typically held by men. It is likely, therefore,

that gender-typed prestige perceptions pre-

vent men as well as women from entering

gender-atypical occupations.
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BERND WEGENER

PRODUCTION

Most uses of the concept of ‘production’ in

sociology and social theory refer to pro-

duction of material goods or commodities

in economic contexts. There are, however,

additional uses of the concept involving

accounts of the ways in which cultural ele-

ments can be said to be conditioned or in

some sense produced by material factors. In

a more abstract sense, some theorists speak

of the ‘production of society’ by individuals

acting within structural constraints that are

themselves said to be products of action

and agency. For some theorists of post-

modernism and post-industrial society,

social theory and research since the 1970s–

80s is said to have made a turn away from

what has been called a ‘production para-

digm’ of analysis towards a focus on the

salience of consumption.
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The classic account of the significance of

economic production in social theory is

Marx’s historical materialism, drawing on

the classical liberal economic theories of the

eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century

British and French political economists.

Marx’s concept of the mode of production

describes the conjunction of the ‘forces and

relations of production’ that make up the

economic systems of socially organized

labour that condition and ‘determine in the

last instance’ the distinct political and cultural

institutions of historical ages. Marx explained

social change by postulating moments of

historical crisis when the productive ‘for-

ces’ eventually become ‘fettered’ by the

existing productive ‘relations’, precipitating

a revolution which extends the develop-

ment of the productive forces (Cohen

1978). After the transition from feudalism

to capitalism, the future communistic mode

of production is one in which the power of

the proletariat to produce goods that

satisfy human needs ceases to be a com-

modified product of the production pro-

cess. According to Marx’s materialist reading

of Hegelian philosophy, non-alienated

labour presupposes the ability of workers to

recognize in the products of their own

work an externalization of their own inner

essence or creative agency. According to

classical Marxism, the capitalist economy

attempts to solve its constant crises of over-

production through expediencies such as

dumping of excess goods on colonial markets

(as in Lenin’s and J. A. Hobson’s theory of

imperialism) or intervention and regula-

tion by the state.

Before Marx, Hegel in The Philosophy of

Right had already spoken of a contradiction

in civil society between the production of

ever greater quantities of goods and an ever

growing mass of producers unable to appro-

priate these goods. Hegel’s conception of the

need for an ethically integrating state later

influenced the movements for social reform,

social democracy and socialism in the early

twentieth century. The idea of ethically

meaningful production within the frame-

work of nationalized or state-owned industry

was essential to the social philosophies of the

European welfare states after 1945.

Contemporary neo-liberal economic poli-

cies aimed at coercing the unemployed into

any available occupation without significant

regard to previously acquired skills or to job

security manipulate the originally socialist

idea of work as the paramount medium of

human self-realization. By construing pro-

duction in instrumental terms as the end for

which welfare payments are the means (as in

‘welfare-to-work’), such policies tend to

remove the productive performance of labour

from the wider social context of collective

solidarity that alone lends it ethical mean-

ing. An emasculated idea of production

then becomes the foil against which quali-

tatively different, less utilitarian, kinds of

labour can be stigmatized as forms of idle-

ness, parasitism or wastefulness. Use of the

term ‘productivity’ by economists appears

to denote some recognition of the frailties

of this discourse, as in the observation that

some relatively labour-friendlier European

economies display relatively higher rates of

output per number of hours worked. But

this term, too, is vulnerable to reification.

‘Productivity’ can at most describe the out-

come of a labouring activity that is mean-

ingful or satisfying for the worker; it cannot

itself describe the worker’s conscious ends.

Henry Ford’s management of the epon-

ymous automobile company in the 1920s

encouraged its labour-force to behave as

avid consumers of the high quantities of goods

it was exhorted to produce (see Fordism

and post-Fordism). Frederick Taylor codified

this thinking in a series of pamphlets advo-

cating ‘scientific management’ of the produc-

tion process. During the ColdWar, the figure

of Stakhanov in the Soviet Union as Stalin’s

near-mythic champion worker formed an

ironic homology to these doctrines on the

other side of the ideological divide. Ford-

ism, Taylorism and ‘Stakhanovite’ attitudes

are today household names for production
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management philosophies operating by the

dual sanction effect of coercion, on the one

hand, and consumer inducement, on the

other – otherwise known in colloquia Eng-

lish as ‘the carrot and the stick’.

Neither these doctrines nor any of their

neo-liberal avatars gain normative foundation

from ideas in Hegelian Marxism and phe-

nomenological and existentialist philosophy

about the self-realization of the subject in

the object through labour and praxis (see

praxis and practices). Marx’s early Hegelian

thinking echoed ancient Greek teaching in

Aristotle about the intertwinement of praxis

and poiesis, where ‘practice’ stood to ‘pro-

duction’ as the enfolding medium of an

ongoing expressive process whose productive

outcomes could never be contrived in

advance. Numerous twentieth-century intel-

lectuals adapted these ideas to the critique of

technological civilization founded on

domination by instrumental reason.

Drawing partly on J. C. F. Schiller’s con-

ception of play in the moral and aesthetic

education of the self (see play and game),

Gramsci, Marcuse and Sartre spoke of

the travails of the human self to produce its

own reality and to ‘make history’. Lukács

combined Marx’s theory of the declining

power of wages to purchase the products

of the wage-earner’s labour with Simmel’s

thesis of the diminishing ability of human-

ity spiritually to re-appropriate the products

of its own producing process – Simmel’s ‘tra-

gedy of culture’. Henri Lefebvre spoke of

the availability of a space and place for

work, dwelling, leisure and politics not as

given but as produced through conflict and

struggle, especially in the modern city.

Today the Canadian ‘communitarian’ phi-

losopher Charles Taylor (1989) refers to all

these accounts of the sources of the modern

self with the label of the ‘expressivist

model of the subject’ (see also humanism).

In a less openly normative vein, phenom-

enological and anthropological concepts of

production feed into the theories of insti-

tutions developed by Arnold Gehlen and

later by Berger and Luckmann, partly

under the influence of Schutz’s conception

of the meaningful production of the social

world by acting subjects. Related uses of a

concept of production occur in the areas of

the sociology of culture and knowledge,

from the work of Karl Mannheim to the

exponents of British cultural studies in the

1970s (Hall 1980 et al.) and contemporary

American cultural sociology organized

around the theme of the ‘production of cul-

ture’ (Peterson 1976).

Some theorists of postmodernism and

post-industrial society have, however, spo-

ken of the declining validity of a ‘production

paradigm’ in social theory. Authors such as

Jameson (1991), Harvey (1990) and other

commentators on the ‘new’ or ‘late’ capital-

ism and its more dispersed, de-centralized

or ‘disorganized’ forms (Lash and Urry

1987) point to the effect of images of con-

sumer lifestyle choices in concealing general

social consciousness of the class bases of

capitalist production. In the 1970s Daniel

Bell wrote of a climate in which the ability of

productive labour in a vocation to sustain

the cement of capitalist society would have

to be taken up by a new myth of consumer

freedom playing proxy for Weber’s mor-

ibund Protestant ethic (see also Campbell

1987). Not without a dose of overstatement,

Jean Baudrillard claims that where the

Marxian concept of production might once

have made sense of predominantly manu-

facturing-based industrial economies, the

only theoretical framework adequate to

contemporary realities is one that thematizes

the ‘implosion’ of relations of production into

mediated consumer signs and simulacra

and is radically sceptical of notions of an inner

human essence seeking redemption for itself

through work.
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AUSTIN HARRINGTON

PROFESSIONS AND

PROFESSIONALIZATION

Professions are occupational categories

whose members have degrees of statutory

power and autonomy, because they suc-

cessfully claim to solve better than others

relevant problems of their clients or of

society in general. The expertise of their

members is validated by advanced uni-

versity degrees, theoretical knowledge and

technical skills. Medicine and law are

archetypal examples. Profession is both a

status category (see stratification) and a

category for a certain type of occupation.

Professionalization is the historical process by

which a single occupation gains the status

of a profession (i.e. by establishing a mono-

poly for a specific activity); it also refers to

the general upgrading of qualification level in

society, by which more and more occupa-

tions make academic or specialist training a

prerequisite of their practice. Professionalism

is the idea guiding the culture (values,

ethics, ideology) of the profession and the

habitus of its members. In nineteenth cen-

tury USA, professionalism arose as part of

the culture of the new middle class,

exposing elements like self-control, self-reli-

ance, self-esteem and shaping an individual-

ism based on social responsibility (Bledstein

1976). The rise of the professions occurred

mainly in the nineteenth century. The his-

torical roots, however, are deeper. The

medieval academic groups, originally called

learned professions (clergy or divinity,

medicine, and law), were the first occupa-

tional groups to be called professions. Thus,

besides medicine and law, teaching is a

privileged case as a model for professional

action.

We find the main roots of the theory of

the professions in classical European

sociology. For Max Weber, professionali-

zation is part of the rationalization process

of Western modernity. Professional action

is not simply a technical task or instru-

mental activity, but a vocation or calling

(Berufung), a value-oriented practice. For

Emile Durkheim the cohesion and inte-

gration of society were mainly guaranteed

by professional or corporate associations.

Since the 1930s, some attempts have been

made to define the distinguishing character-

istics of modern professions. This approach

(sometimes called ‘trait’ or ‘check-list’

approach) has been frequently criticized as

being only descriptive and arbitrary.

With Talcott Parsons’s early essay

([1939] 1954), a more theoretical approach

began to emerge. Parsons made a sharp

distinction between the logic of action of

economic occupations (entrepreneur) and

of the professions, or profit orientation vs.

client orientation. Later, the therapeutic

relation between doctor (especially the

psychotherapist) and patient became the

model for Parsons’s theory of professional

action (clinical focus). The patient is depen-

dent on the doctor, and therefore the

institutional setting of the professional rela-

tionship must secure the protection of the

patient, mainly by professional ethics

which encourages the patient to develop

trust. Since this institutional setting must

be protected from influences of pressure

groups and from economic interests, a certain
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independence of the professional is necessary.

There are structural similarities between the

therapeutic and the socializing pattern. In

later years, Parsons saw the academic pro-

fession as a model for the profession as such,

where the logic of action – the relationship

between professional and client – differs

systematically from three other models,

namely, bureaucracy, market economy,

and democracy. The academic profession is

a trustee of cognitive rationality, and helps to

maintain the fiduciary function of the uni-

versity system for cultural values. Even

more emphasis on the clinical focus of the

teaching profession can be found in the

work of German sociologist Ulrich Oever-

mann who stressed the primacy of profes-

sionals’ orientation towards clients’ value

problems instead of the application of sci-

entific knowledge.

Since the 1960s, a critical approach has

gained prominence ( Johnson 1972; Freidson

1970, 1986; Larson 1977). It emphasizes

power and autonomy of the profession as

an organized occupational group (association),

protected by the state, and legitimized by

professional ethics serving as an ideology to

maintain power and privileges. For these

critics, autonomy – understood as the

power of the professional organization to

define and to control their own work and

thus avoiding external control – is the dis-

tinctive trait of the profession. Larson

hardly sees a difference between profes-

sional and market orientation. In the tradi-

tion of the Chicago School, Andrew

Abbott (1988) developed professions theory

further by considering the professions as a

system of interdependent occupational

groups with conflicting interrelations. His

key term is jurisdiction, meaning the social

and legal acceptance of a profession’s claim

for exclusive problem solving. In systems

theory and the theory of functional differ-

entiation (see Luhmann) there is some

doubt about whether professions are still

necessary in a functionally differentiated

modern society.
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GÜNTER BURKART

PROGRESS

Progress is one of the main concepts to

capture social change. Unlike develop-

ment and evolutionary theory, progress is

confined to the social and psychological

realm due to the idea’s central proposition:

humanity is not only gifted with the ability

for rationality (animal rationable) but can

transform itself to become rational (animal

rationale) (Kant 1798: 321). The idea of

perfectibility then becomes the driving

force of social change. Thus, knowledge of

the past obtained in the present can trans-

form the future along a normatively defined

direction towards improving human wel-

fare (Condorcet 1955). The idea of progress

has two origins: the Judaeo-Christian tra-

dition leading to linear time and a positive

evaluation of the future and the project of

Enlightenment which emancipates human-

ity from tradition and allows for self-

determination.

In the nineteenth century, progress was the

central idea in the social sciences culminating
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in Marx’s Communist Manifesto (Marx and

Engels 1998). However, the twentieth

century witnessed the fall of the idea of

progress. Metaphysical constructions of

history became outdated and the perspec-

tive shifted towards unintended con-

sequences of action and ambivalent

outcomes of modernity. At the end of the

twentieth century postmodernism put a

final end to the naı̈ve idea of progress

(see also modernity and modernization).

Recently, progress has been reinterpreted as

reflexive and has been replaced by the idea

of sustainable development, taking into

account the effect of today’s action on the

ability of future generations to meet their

needs (WCED 1987: 5).
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CHRISTIAN SCHMIDT-WELLENBURG

PROLETARIAT

The term proletariat, denoting the poorest

class, became widely used in the industrial

revolution and Marxism. In academic the-

ories, it became synonymous with the

working class.

Popularized Marxism expected capital-

ism to downgrade the middle classes into the

factory proletariat, being deskilled, exploi-

ted, and demoralized. United by factory dis-

cipline, it would overthrow capitalism,

instructed by communist theory and parties.

Historians like Thompson found that, in

the underclass (mainly Irish immigrants)

‘immiseration’ instead produced fatalism.

Data disproved general wage decreases. Class

formed from the skilled popular classes and

their traditions of dissent, opposing not

machinery, but political repression and the

changed way of life under laissez-faire capital-

ism. Conflicts became antagonistic only as a

‘special’ historic case. After 1848, move-

ments turned to institutionalized struggles for

civil and economic rights curbing capitalism.

In Russia, these rights being denied,

Lenin revived the revolutionary model:

workers could only develop trade union

consciousness, needing leadership from

party intellectuals. Instead, as Rosa Lux-

emburg ([1906] 1971) argued, skilled

workers, participating in power conflicts,

could develop autonomous political com-

petences. The Russian Revolution fol-

lowed Lenin, and the vision of proletarian

abolition of domination became the legit-

imating ideology for domination over the

working class.

After 1960, Marcuse modified the

model for rebellious intellectuals. As work-

ers were ‘integrated’, fundamental opposi-

tion could only come from marginalized

groups or the Third World.
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PROPERTY AND PROPERTY RIGHTS

Property is a relationship between a person

and an object or a trait. Its Latin origin pro-

prius denotes something owned by or spe-

cific to a person (or group of persons).

Property rights are rights to acquire, use,

and transfer something (see also rights).

They imply exclusivity – the property of a

person in some thing has to be respected

by everyone else. Therefore, property as a

social institution is the complex of rela-

tionships among persons, concerning things.

Three themes will be discussed below: first,

property as an institution; second, property

and the concept of efficiency; third, property

in its relationship to rationality, justice and

power.

Property exists in every society, but since

property rights regulate relationships among

persons, their form depends on the character

of these relations. Differences between

societies concerning property can be found

with respect to:

� who the bearers of property rights can

be – only natural persons or also jur-

idical persons, families, clans, com-

munities, the society at large;

� the kind and scope of property rights –

they may be restricted and shaped in

one of many ways;

� the objects in which property rights

may be held (some or all kinds of

tangible objects, intangibles like stocks,

patents, copyrights or entitlements to

receive social-insurance payments).

In some legal systems, property in

other persons can be held, but this is

impossible where a person is seen as

an entity endowed with unalienable

rights. In the latter case, a person

cannot even be his/her own property –

one cannot trade away the rights

which define oneself as a person.

Related and normatively contested

questions include whether a person

may alienate parts of his/her body or

something which cannot be physically

separated from oneself, such as one’s

working capacity.

A theoretically prominent special case is

unrestricted private property. Here the

rights of acquisition, use, and alienation of

an object, concentrated in one owner, are

confined only by the general legal order,

but not by the property relationship: one may

not use one’s knife to stab one’s neighbour,

not because one’s specific right in the knife

is restricted, but because a certain type of

action is generally prohibited. In most legal

systems the nature of an object and of the

relevant social relationships determines the

shape of property rights: unrestricted private

property rights are common with respect to

standard consumption goods, whereas other

forms of property rights are often restricted.

For example, rights in land are often

restricted by zoning ordinances or dis-

tributed over different people (e.g. by

easements). Rights to means of production

occasionally are restricted by codetermination

requirements, and some rights, such as

social security entitlements, are often not

freely transferable. Property in patents is

limited in time everywhere and rules of

succession often restrict transfer options.

Modern attempts to explain the shape

and development of property institutions

focus mainly on efficiency aspects. If prop-

erty rights are not well delineated – that is,

if everyone has an unlimited right to use a

resource (a common pooled resource) – then

everyone has an incentive to over-use that

resource, since the costs of one person’s

overuse fall partly on other people and the

benefits of self-restriction would be partly

reaped by other users. This is known as the

‘Tragedy of the Commons’ (Hardin 1968).

Put in more abstract terms, if the social rate

of return of some activity differs from its

private rate of return, inefficiency results.

This is true not only for the use of physical

resources; it is also true for activities which

produce intangibles, like knowledge. If

property rights in (the use of) knowledge
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are nonexistent then often it will not be

provided at all. Nearly as important for effi-

ciency as the clear delineation of ownership

rights is the absence of restrictions on their

use. If people can freely command resources

and are free to exchange them, then resources

will flow towards their most productive uses.

Efficiency considerations can be used in

normative arguments, but are relevant for

positive theory as well. The argument is an

evolutionary one: societies which have (for

whatever reasons) comparatively more

‘efficient’ property rights will gain an edge

over societies with less efficient property

rights; this induces competitive pressure to

adopt the most advanced institutions every-

where, although it is a tendency mitigated

by analyzable path dependences (Demsetz

1967; Posner 1977; North 1990).

Efficiency as a central explanatory vari-

able is not disputed. It is also not disputed

that well defined property rights are a vital

prerequisite of efficiency. However, this is

not, as suggested frequently, a question of

private versus common property. The ‘tra-

gedy’ is not a tragedy of the ‘commons’,

but rather the tragedy of a resource which

is ‘up for grabs’. The argument only shows

that some governance of the resource is

needed, but it does not demonstrate that

one specific governance type – private

property – is the most efficient governance

type under all circumstances.

What about the idea of commons taken

seriously – as joint governance? The piece

of reasoning quoted most frequently in this

context is the Coase theorem (1960). In

principle, private property can be efficient

under all circumstances. When external

effects of individual behaviour are absent,

this is obvious; where externalities exist, still

joint governance is not immediately neces-

sary, since those affected by an externality

have incentives to negotiate with the actor/

owner whose behaviour is harmful or ben-

eficial to them. If everybody is well informed

and if transaction costs are negligible, pri-

vate property is efficient: there is no need to

bother about more cumbersome forms of

governance. This, however, is a special case.

Generally, it depends on the properties of

the matter and on the available instruments of

governance what institution can be con-

sidered as most efficient – sometimes it is pri-

vate property, sometimes it is the state,

sometimes forms of governance in between

are best (Ostrom 1990).

Efficiency is, of course, a normative criter-

ion, but not a seriously contested one. If

nothing else was at stake, intense discussions

about the shape of property rights would

not be plausible. Since, however, the shape

of property rights affects not only efficiency,

but is also consequential with respect to

rationality, power, and justice, we find per-

sistent normative conflict.

Rationality problems are connected to the

different dynamics of a private property system

versus joint governance. In the first case,

the state and path of a society evolve from

autonomous individual decisions, in the sec-

ond it is the result of explicit design. Evolu-

tion, as opposed to design can be seen as a

strength of the institutional arrangement,

since it best fits our limited information

processing capacities (von Hayek 1960:

54ff.). However, it can also be seen as a

weakness, making society go along blindly,

driven by ‘natural’ forces – the Marxian

critique.

Justice problems with respect to property

are problems of access and of distribution.

Many advocates of private property accept

the idea of equal access to property (Waldron

1988), beginning with Locke’s proviso that

everyone has a right to appropriate ‘at least

where there is enough, and as good left in

common for others’ (Locke [1689] 1960: para.

26; cf. MacPherson 1962). Adherents of a

system of private property have consistently

opposed the idea of social justice, since this

idea belongs to a system of joint governance.

So if justice with respect to property is under-

stood as requiring more than just equal access

to property or some minimal endowment,
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then one will tend to argue for joint gov-

ernance instead of private property.

Finally, power relationships are shaped

by the way property is governed. Given joint

governance, power is basically political

power – the possibility of the prevention of

some coalition’s or person’s will prevailing

over other members of the group. Given

private property, power is basically bargaining

power, generated by the shape of the property

distribution. No one can literally force his/

her will on someone else, but someone who

can do so without cooperation has power if

his/her prospective partner needs the coop-

eration. Theories of exploitation, most pro-

minently that of Marx, focus on these kinds

of asymmetries endemic in a private prop-

erty system, in particular where the means

of production are concentrated in the hands

of a minority. The preference for private

property or for joint governance then

depends on what kind of power – political or

economic – one considers as being more

dangerous.
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REINHARD ZINTL

PROTEST

Protest is defined as collective action

directed against others considered to be

responsible for some injustice. Charles Tilly

(1986) provided the first systematic account

of protest as a generic form of collective

action and at the same time a comparative

historical analysis of protest events. Protest

accompanies the formation of the modern

state and continues to produce events within

the modern nation–state (Franzosi 1995).

The object of protest is highly variable. It

is, first of all, protest against injustice. The

forms of such injustice range widely – from

the high price of bread to the working

conditions of the industrial proletariat, to

discrimination against women or minorities –

and related protest may take on a range of

spontaneous or organized forms (see also

social movements). Another class of protest

has to do with forms of non-recognition,

i.e. with identity issues. Protest based on

identity claims reacts to the experience of

cultural difference and the power relations

that shape these differences. Protest can

finally be based on claims for securing

common goods against their destruction by

those following individual self-interests.

Protest in this last sense is directed against

those who produce ‘the tragedy of the com-

mons’, and against the institutional struc-

tures that do not prevent the self-

destructive use of collective goods. In each

of these senses, the object of protest refers

to three kinds of objective: justice, recog-

nition and environment.

Protest events provide the data source for

analyzing and explaining the causes and

course of mobilization of collective action

(Rucht and Neidhardt 1998). But what

count as protest events? Protest in the tra-

ditional sense implies some kind of action

such as a demonstration or the destruction

of symbols of power – substantive action

linked to some observable phenomenon in

space and time. Protest is in this way a

mode of communicating a claim for more

justice or for recognition or for a better
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environment, supported by publicly visible

action.

Theories that explain protest work on

different levels. A micro-explanation is

offered in the theory of deprivation and

relative deprivation. A typical macro-

explanation is the assumption of structural

strains, of structural contradictions such as

market effects or of power effects such as

the relation of domination between pea-

sants and landlords (Moore 1966) (see

micro-, meso- and macro-levels). In this

way capitalism or the modern state as such

have become explanatory variables. Both

these models, however, turn out to be too

simplistic. Social-psychological models

have been extended by framing theories

which state that any complaint needs to be

socially constructed as a complaint to become

a collective claim. This frame of a com-

plaint is a social process that interferes with

the individual experience of a deprivation.

Thus relations among people are used to

explain the way people frame their mode of

experiencing the world. Macro-structural

explanations have turned out to be too

general to survive the test of comparative

evidence. Situational contexts are much

more complicated and time-space-specific,

and such constellations need to be specified

before we are in a position adequately to

analyze and explain protest.

Protest is also linked to a specific action

repertoire. This includes demonstrations,

blockades, strikes, anything that interrupts

the normality of public life. Traditional

views of the protest action repertoire,

however, are no longer sufficient. Protest

has changed its form and function in mod-

ern societies. The more complex these

societies become, the more direct action is

complemented by ‘verbal action’, especially

involving claims made through the chan-

nels of the media and mass media. This

double structure of protest action becomes

visible when moving onto the level of glo-

bal protest. Here there is direct action (such

as anti-globalization demonstrations) as

well as conferences where discursive claims

are made, typically through NGOs. Today,

collective claims-making appears to be

more prevalent than ever, even though

traditional social protest in the sense of its

heyday in the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries appears to be on the decline.

The strict traditionalists among those

doing research on protest events base their

definition of protest on the occurrence of

some observable collective behaviour. Yet

in a society in which politics is mediated by

mass media, protest becomes more and

more contingent on new kinds and meth-

ods of claims making. As soon as we accept

that verbal action, as collective claims-

making, is part of the action repertoire of

protest, we start to see that there is a lot of

collective action going on, not only in

national contexts, but also in the transna-

tionalizing world.

A concept that attempts to target the

diversity of forms of protest is ‘contentious

politics’ (Imig and Tarrow 2001). Conten-

tion is a concept used by Tilly to make

sense of protest in Europe since the eight-

eenth century. Apart from extending the

definition of a repertoire of action to

include verbal action (‘collective speech

acts’), the concept of contentious politics

allows for a differentiated view of the rela-

tionship between protest and institutions.

The adversarial mode is no longer the

exclusive characteristic of this relationship.

Protest does not necessarily need to attack

institutions. Institutions and movements

often even act jointly when they moralize

on political issues and campaign for the

same issues. (One can see this, for instance,

in the resemblance between the anti-racist

campaigns organized by the European

Commission and those organized by anti-

racist activist groups.) Institutions can

therefore protest too, in ways that become

visible when they use the action repertoire

of social movements, and conversely when

social movements use the action repertoire

of institutions.
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KLAUS EDER

THE PROTESTANT ETHIC

Max Weber claimed that a ‘Protestant

ethic’ played a significant part in calling

forth the modern version of capitalism that

appeared in the West or Occident in the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In his

classic study, The Protestant Ethic and the

Spirit of Capitalism, Weber (2002a) argued

that a causal analysis of capitalism’s rise and

expansion that referred to technological

advances, population increases, human greed,

and the interests of ‘economic supermen’

(Carnegie, Rockefeller) must be viewed as

incomplete. Further, structural changes and

the power of an increasingly cohesive

bourgeoisie only partially explain the

advent of this new ‘economic form’. In

Weber’s view, Adam Smith’s focus upon a

‘natural propensity to truck, barter, and

exchange’, also proved inadequate.

Rather, cultural forces specific to the

West must be acknowledged. A specific

‘frame of mind’ (Gesinnung), an eighteenth-

century ‘spirit of capitalism’ assumed an

important causal role, according to ‘the

Protestant ethic thesis’. This secular spirit

located its roots, Weber held, in the realm

of religion, in the social dynamics (1985,

2002b) and rigorous doctrines of the ascetic

Protestant sects and churches, particularly

the pastoral exhortations of sixteenth- and

seventeenth-century English Puritans

(2002a: 103–25).

John Calvin (1509–1564), the Swiss

theologian, enunciated the pivotal Pre-

destination doctrine, according to which a

few were saved, most were condemned,

and no earthly good works could change

one’s ‘salvation status’. This bleak decree

introduced among the devout an unbear-

able anxiety and fatalism. However, inter-

pretations by theologians and pastors in

England assisted the faithful to believe they

belonged among the saved and simulta-

neously gave birth to a systematic work

ethic and a positive evaluation of wealth,

material success, a search for profit, and

entrepreneurial activity generally. In this

connection Weber argued that a leap back

in history was necessary into the subjective

meanings dominant in a religious cosmos in

which a single question ruled: ‘Am I among

the saved’?

The Puritans, who defined their purpose

on earth as the creation of God’s kingdom,

believed that an earthly realm of abundance

would best praise His majesty. Work com-

prised an appropriate means to fulfill this

goal. Moreover, God explicitly com-

manded that all should labor in a con-

tinuous manner, for ‘work in a calling’

(Beruf ) would diminish egocentric wishes

and provide constancy to life. In turn,

wants and desires, which distracted the

devout from a focus upon their Deity and

His commandments, would be tamed.

Doubt and anxiety regarding one’s salva-

tion status would be simultaneously dis-

pelled. In short, God ‘willed’ methodical

labour. The faithful also knew that their

intense devotion, capacity for righteous

conduct, and energy to work hard derived

from God who is omnipotent and omnis-

cient. Yet this awesome God would not

‘operate within’ and assist just anyone. If
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the devout sought to labor in a systematic

manner and discovered a capacity to do so,

it could be concluded that a sign of the

Deity’s favor had been given. They were,

or so they could convince themselves,

among the predestined elect. Powerful reli-

gious values now directly penetrated rou-

tine work, which acquired thereby a

‘providential’ character.

Furthermore, owing to God’s desire for

an earthly kingdom of abundance to praise

His glory, believers concluded that their

Deity willed the faithful to create wealth.

Indeed, its actual production constituted a

positive sign from God. Because the devout

knew that an all-knowing and all-powerful

Deity exclusively bestowed personal riches

(which thus belonged to Him and must be

used for His purposes), wealth itself became

important evidence to the faithful of a

favorable salvation status. With Puritanism,

riches now lost entirely their immoral

stigma, as conveyed emphatically by the

Catholic Church, and became sanctified,

that is, their possession signified salvation.

The search for profit became viewed in a

parallel manner: opportunities to increase

one’s wealth were perceived as given to

certain entrepreneurs by God and hence

indicated His favor. The increase of one’s

wealth and its successful reinvestment,

rather than its hoarding or squandering on

worldly pleasures (which only distracted

the faithful from their appropriate orienta-

tion to their Deity), proved a further effec-

tive means to create God’s kingdom of

abundance and to convince the faithful of

their elect status. Anxiety and worry

declined as activity in the world (but not of

the world) oriented to material success

intensified.

For Weber, this new ‘economic ethic’

implied a significant alteration: the entire life

of the believer became organized methodi-

cally around work in a calling. A monu-

mental shift away from a ‘traditional’

economic ethic and toward an ‘inner-

worldly asceticism’ and ‘rational’ economic

ethic took place, involving a new frame of

mind, or habitus.

Weber’s identification of a religion-based

root of modern capitalism never sought

simply to substitute an idealist for a mate-

rialist approach. His modest goal instead

aimed to unveil a neglected cause of mod-

ern capitalism’s rise and expansion (2002a:

125). Modern capitalism was given a push

by a certain entrepreneurial ‘spirit’ invol-

ving a ‘utilitarian ethos’ that descended

directly from the Protestant ethic as a

secularized legacy. It was this ethos that

became cultivated, for example, by Benja-

min Franklin (2002a: 13–16). However,

once ‘in the saddle’ the market economy

no longer required a constellation of values

and operated instead simply on the basis of

manifold instrumental constraints. Neither

a religious sanctification nor a secular spirit

fuels its viable functioning today. Modern

capitalism’s internal driving forces have

been replaced by an external and mechanistic

‘steel-hard casing’, or ‘iron age’, which

follows its own pragmatic laws (2002b: 18,

123–4).

Vehement debate has accompanied the

‘Weber thesis’ since its original formula-

tion. Many commentators have incorrectly

understood the argument as offering an

explanation for the unfolding of a far more

complex phenomenon – modern

capitalism – rather than for the rise of a

spirit of capitalism. (Weber leaves the exact

influence of the latter upon the former

open and a subject for nation-by-nation

investigation.) Others view values and

beliefs, and even the economic ethics of

great religions, as outgrowths alone of prior

economic, political, and technological for-

ces. Yet the Protestant ethic’s autonomy

and influence have been repeatedly defen-

ded (Marshall 1980). Weber’s study offers a

forceful demonstration of the way in which

cultural forces may significantly, and in the

long term, influence economic change,

place work at the center of life, and com-

prehensively organize and direct conduct.
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STEPHEN KALBERG

PSYCHOANALYSIS

Psychoanalysis refers to the theory of sub-

jectivity and psychological method of ther-

apy developed by Sigmund Freud and his

followers at the end of the nineteenth cen-

tury and elaborated in different ways by

later theorists. Although Freud did not dis-

cover the unconscious originally, his assump-

tion of the self as radically divided, split

between consciousness and a repressed

unconscious, influenced modern and post-

modern theories of the subject and sub-

jectivity.

Freud’s starting point, influenced by

Charcot’s experiments with hysterical female

patients at the Salpêtrière hospital, was his

Study on Hysteria, published in 1893, with

the Viennese physician Josef Breuer. They

discovered that the hysterical symptoms

could be traced to traumatic experiences in

the patient’s past that had become located

in the unconscious. Freud abandoned his

early efforts to recover repressed material

by means of hypnosis, thanks to Breuer’s

famous Patient Anna O. (Berta Pappen-

heim) and Freud’s patient Elisabeth von R.,

who discovered the talking cure and free

association. Freud replaced hypnosis with this

technique which remains, alongside trans-

ference in the analytical relationship, an

essential aspect of psychoanalytical method.

The most controversial part of Freud’s

theory in his time was the determinate role

he gave to human sexuality. Although his

sexual theory stood alongside the theories

of other sexual scientists such as Richard

von Krafft-Ebing, Havelock Ellis or Mag-

nus Hirschfeld, most physicians and psy-

chologists disputed Freud’s view of the

importance of sexuality, including his

young follower, Carl Gustav Jung, who

saw the libido as a more general energy.

Jung succeeded in founding a school of

psychoanalysis that is independent of Freud.

Beside the division between Jung and

Freud, there was a dispute with Alfred

Adler, who had a biologically based inter-

pretation of human behavior in terms of

responses to feelings of organic inferiority.

The ideas of other early figures in the psy-

choanalytical movement, such as Sandor

Ferenczi, Otto Rank, Karl Abraham, Sab-

rina Spielrein, Lou Andreas-Salomé and

Marie Bonaparte were incorporated into

Freudian theory.

In the 1920s and the 1930s some female

psychoanalysts criticized Freud’s concepts

of femininity in terms of penis envy result-

ing from a perception of castration and

biological lack. Melanie Klein, Joan Riv-

ière and Helene Deutsch developed an

alternative perspective on the female psyche

and Karen Horney, in particular, focused

on the relation between the individual and

society.

Melanie Klein established her own psy-

choanalytical school, referred to also as the

British school of object relations, which is

based on the hypothesis that relations to

external objects are mediated by representa-

tions of objects in fantasy. On that basis
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Klein developed a model of the mind as

incorporating a fantasized inner world

composed of internal figures and exhibiting

certain key structures and patterns of activ-

ity determining crucial aspects of the subject’s

relation to objects in reality. Klein’s work

has been extended in the post-Kleinian

work of Donald Winnicott and Hannah

Segal.

One of the most important aspects of

Freudian psychoanalysis is the relation

between unconscious mental phenomena

and conscious knowledge in mental life.

The model of the mind as a ‘place’ with

unconscious, preconscious, and conscious

systems built Freud’s topographic theory. This

model was later replaced with the ‘struc-

tural theory’, the concept of three interacting

psychic structures, the ego, the superego

and the id (Freud 1961).

The id is the mental structure that con-

tains the functions according to the primary

process and the representatives of the

drives, that is, the motivations that Freud

described in his dual drive theory of Eros

and Thanatos or the sexual or love drive

and the death drive (Freud 1955). The ego

is the seat of the consciousness as well as of

unconscious defence mechanisms that, in

the psychoanalytical treatment, appear as

resistance to free association. Freud located

the functions of censoring or judging the

ego in the superego or ego ideal. Freud

arrived at the idea of excessive mourning or

melancholia as reflecting the unconscious

internalization of the representation of an

ambivalently loved and hated object (Freud

1957). In unconsciously identifying the self

with that object interjected into the ego,

the individual now attacks its own self in

place of the previous unconscious hatred of

the object; the result of this internalization

is the superego’s unconscious morality.

Freud traced the origins of the superego

or ‘ego ideal’ to the overcoming of the

double Oedipus complex, the positive and

the negative, via unconscious identification

with the parents. Freud assumed that every

child has an initial bisexual disposition and

identifies with one parental object, while

desiring the other parent. When he or she

has to give up the parent as a sexual object,

the child can identify with this lost love

object or strengthen identification with the

parent of the other gender.

Post-structuralist gender theorists like

Judith Butler have shown how central these

identifications are to the formation of gen-

der and sexual identity, an assumption which

is inherent in Freud’s theory. However,

Butler criticizes Freud for articulating the

role of the prohibition on incest in these

identification processes, but not the cultural

prohibition on homosexuality. Since the

1980s there has been a broader debate on

the usability of psychoanalytical assump-

tions on homo- and heterosexuality and

gender in parts of Queer theory.

The writings of more linguistic and

Lacanian-oriented authors such as Julia Kris-

teva, Luce Irigaray, Jacqueline Rose and

Joan Copjec have significantly influenced

contemporary sociological perspectives.

Other gender theorists, appealing more to

the work of Michel Foucault, have ques-

tioned the so-called repression hypothesis as a

psychoanalytically-based discourse, which

asserts the repression of sexuality while

producing sexual norms.

In the 1970s psychoanalytical terms were

discussed by feminists like Juliet Mitchell,

who defended and connected Freudian psy-

choanalytical ideas with feminist, Marxist

sociological theory in her book Psycho-

analysis and Feminism (1974). In addition,

Nancy Chodorow (1978) worked with

psychoanalysis to develop an understanding

of female and male socialization processes.

Alongside the role of sexuality and gen-

der relations in society, Freud’s ideas on the

relations between self and society as well as

the mix of reason and irrationality in poli-

tics and society have been appropriated in

social analysis and sociological theory. The

sociological theory developed by the Frank-

furt School of critical theory (namely,
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Theodor Adorno, Erich Fromm, Max Hor-

kheimer, Herbert Marcuse) unified psy-

choanalysis and Marxism to explain

capitalism and features of modernity such

as mass culture and fascism.

From the late 1960s onwards, French

theory, particularly structuralism and post-

structuralism, became increasingly influ-

ential in terms of theorizing the general

dimensions of psychoanalysis for issues of

subjectivity, society and politics. Jacques

Lacan stressed the importance of the dis-

course of the Other and the role of inter-

subjectivity for the subject as well as the

centrality of language, which ‘structures

the unconscious’, as he famously argues.

His interpretation of Freud brings psycho-

analysis to the level of a philosophical dis-

course, an approach which has been endorsed

by many French philosophers and literary

theorists who have made use of Lacanian

ideas. Lacan’s essay The Mirror Stage as For-

mative of the Function of the I (1949) and his

concept of the subject constituted lack has

been his most influential contribution to

sociological theory. Lacan’s reworking of

Freud’s core concepts in the light of mod-

ern linguistics and Hegelianism influenced

post-Marxist political philosophers like Louis

Althusser, Étienne Balibar, Chantal Mouffe,

Ernesto Laclau and Slavoj Žižek. Jean

Laplanche and Jean-Baptiste Pontalis’s The

Language of Psychoanalysis ([1967] 1973) was

the first conceptual dictionary of psycho-

analysis, rooted in the French tradition of

the epistomology of the sciences.

Postmodern social theory has also been

shaped by psychoanalysis to analyze anew

the self and self-identity. The writings of

Jean-François Lyotard and Jacques Derrida,

which have also had a strong influence on

sociological theory, discussed the fate of the

individual or ‘death of the subject’ in post-

modernist culture. Film and other cultural

theorists use psychoanalysis as a method for

culture-decoding. Post-colonial theory

questions the Western (European and North

American) perspective of psychoanalysis, but

evolved, like Frantz Fanon, also a psycho-

analytical theory of racial relations.
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MICHAELA WÜNSCH

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE

The general meaning of public denotes the

whole of a society as this is articulated in

the idea of a shared interest or good (thus,

the public interest and public good). To

this meaning is added the political con-

notation of ‘public’, the idea that the con-

struction of this shared interest is a political

affair that should include all those who

belong to the society concerned either

directly by way of their participation in

government (electing those who govern or

participating in the business of government)

or indirectly by way of making those who

are engaged in decisions that affect the
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whole accountable to the wider public for

their action (the norm of publicity). Private

is not public in either of these senses. Thus,

private denotes, first, the idea of something

that concerns people in their distinct rather

than shared interests, and second, this being

so, their private affairs are subject to their

discretion, and do not need to be commu-

nicated except as these private actors choose.

Social theory deploys these meanings of

public and private in its account of modern

social differentiation. The idea of the state

is associated with ‘a public authority’

(Locke’s term) that supplies the institutional

framework for the constitution of a society

as a public body of citizens. The state is

responsible also for the articulation of the

shared interest or good of these citizens in

both law and policy (see state and nation–

state). The idea of civil society refers to

the sphere of voluntary association between

people in their private capacity; this sphere

includes the market economy. Actors who

engage with each other in a private capacity

have a shared and thus ‘public’ interest in

these engagements being lawful and equi-

table, and the state is charged with securing

law and equity in these privately oriented

relationships. The idea of family and per-

sonal life refers to the sphere of intimate

association between people who are

oriented to loving and caring for each other

as unique individuals. In order to engage in

intimacy, people need privacy for the

development and exploration of such

attachments, which are understood as based

in the privately oriented decisions of people

regarding with whom they want to share

intimacy and whether they want to parent

or not. Society has an interest in such

attachments as fostering the well-being and

integrity of those who are involved in

them, especially children who are vulner-

able to parental abuse of power. The state

articulates this societal interest in the integ-

rity of personal and parental relationships in

its regulation of marriage and child wel-

fare.

In this perspective, public and private

are not antagonistic but interdependent

values. They denote distinct aspects of what

it is to be a person in modern social life. The

person can be oriented publicly to the good

of the whole society of persons, or the

person can be oriented privately to his or

own good or well being which s/he may

choose to share with his/her domestic or

personal intimates. Both orientations are

predicated on an account of the subject as a

social being, and both are relational. While

the public orientation trumps the private

orientation, the public orientation readily

degenerates into a despotic abuse of state

authority if it is not held accountable to a

respect for persons in their two private

capacities (the relationships of civil society

and the individualized attachments of

family and personal life). The standing of

civil society is ambiguous: it is both public

when it is the site of a public sphere of com-

municative interaction and critique, and

private when it is the site of the pursuit of

private interest.

The social differentiation of public and

private is first theorized by Hegel, and it is

built on by sociological theorists like Dur-

kheim and theoretical social democrats like

Raymond Plant. It overcomes the difficul-

ties of the alternate account of the public

and the private, one that sees the private as

beyond or outside the public. Vulgar liber-

alism (not the liberalism of political thin-

kers like Locke) argues that private action

should be free from ‘state interference’ and

cannot provide a coherent account of how

the integrity of private action depends on

‘state interference’. There is also the neo-

classicist argument of Hannah Arendt that

the private sphere of the household (the

oikos), being subject to the necessity of the

biological maintenance and reproduction of

the human species, should not be allowed

to deflect the public sphere from its supre-

mely political task of articulating the free-

dom of human beings as actors who engage

in self-disclosure through speech, and self-
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knowledge through shared reasoning about

the significance of such speech.

When private action is thought of as outside

and antagonistic to public action, sociologists

point out that this kind of binary construc-

tion makes no sense: both private and public

action are subject to social patterning. ‘The

social’ becomes that which contains both

the public and the private, an approach that

for theorists like Nancy Fraser underlies

their conception of the welfare state.

Sociologists (especially feminists) also focus

their attention on how what C. Wright

Mills called ‘personal issues’ become politi-

cized and turned into ‘public issues’. These

sociological interventions which demonstrate

the social character of private life, and thus

its connection with public life, make sense

as far as they go. When they call into

question the differentiation of public and

private life itself, they forego insight into

the internal differentiation of a modern

society.
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ANNA YEATMAN

PUBLIC SPHERE

The making of modern society is shaped by

a double process: the formation of an eco-

nomic sphere and the formation of a public

sphere as spheres distinct from the house-

hold. This double process constituted civil

society as a world separate from, and even

opposed to, the world of political power.

Within this civil society, two different

logics of action are set free: rational ‘self-

interested’ action as the basis of the market

and ‘communicative’ action as the action

basis of a public sphere (see communication).

Both logics – that of the public sphere and

that of the market – are constitutive for

civil society. The term ‘public sphere’

describes the ‘communicative’ side of civil

society. It represents the context of debate

in which a new semantics for making sense

of the emerging modern society is formed:

the semantics of an unbound economic

sphere (thematized by Smith andMarx) and

the semantics of an unbound public sphere

(thematized by Kant and J. S. Mill). These

two semantics still shape debates in political

and social theory today.

The semantics of an unbound public sphere

has received a sociological reinterpretation

in the work of Habermas ([1962] 1989).

Habermas combines a historical reconstruc-

tion of theories of the public sphere with a

systematic sociological analysis of the social

evolution of a public sphere in the course

of Western modernization. This allows him

to contrast the reconstruction of the ideal

of a public sphere with its real working. His

ideal model of the public sphere is based on

three particular assumptions: the model of

the association of free and equal people

capable of entering a discursive relation-

ship. This model is read off from the struc-

ture of the social order that replaced the

traditional order in Europe: the model of

the free and equal association of citizens,

constituted by public debate. This model of

an egalitarian and discursive order replaces

the sacred order of the past by an order in

which the rules are self-constituted as a
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positive legal order (see law and legality).

The public sphere is the space wherein the

rational force of collective arguing is trig-

gered by free communication.

Habermas identifies these structural features

in his historical account of the formation of

a sphere of public debate that accompanied

the making of a bourgeois class in the

eighteenth century. The places of this emer-

ging public sphere were found in coffee-

houses and literary salons, political clubs and

intellectual circles in European cities. Such

modes of public togetherness were popu-

larized as associations discussing all num-

ber of subjects, from the moral quality of

the lower classes to the protection of birds.

However, these manifestations of equal and

free communication did not necessarily live

up to the requirements of the model. In

some cases they perverted the model, as

Habermas himself argues in relation to the

marketization of mass communication. Social

inequality remained in public communi-

cation, in terms of both access and influence.

Many were excluded, and those included

could accumulate ‘mass media power’.

Nevertheless, in Habermas’s (1996) thesis,

the normative model of the public sphere

cannot be done away with: it retains its

critical task of challenging those in power.

Habermas’s perspective paves the way for

approaches combining normative accounts

of the public sphere with empirical socio-

logical research on public communication (see

also the range of historical responses to

Habermas’s thesis in Calhoun 1992).

Theoretically informed empirical research

on the public sphere follows two different

lines. The first relates to the people as ‘the

public’ or audience of public communication.

It develops into ‘public opinion research’ –

one of the main branches of survey research.

The second line follows the tradition of news

making research. It relates to what and how

news is communicated ‘in public’. It analyzes

the discourses that represent – in a more or

less distorted fashion – reality. The combi-

nation of European cultural criticism and

American empirical social research in recent

years has made this type of analysis a dynamic

field in which notions of ideology and

power have again played a prominent role.

Yet these two lines of research have tended

to presuppose a traditional communicator

to the receiver model that assumes a causal

link from the communicators via what they

communicate to the receiver. This model

has proved to be rather misleading. Both

sides of the issue – public discourse as the

communicator side and public opinion as

the receiver side – have been increasingly

decoupled. The idea of a public sphere

which mediates those speaking and those lis-

tening into a dynamic interrelationship here

tends to get lost.

In some accounts, the receiver side dom-

inates research and theory, especially in its

version of public opinion research. The

public is seen as having an ‘opinion’ that

reacts to ongoing political communication

(Bennett 1980). Public opinion in this

research is an environment for public dis-

course. It is defined as the distribution of

attitudes among a random sample of people

which can be identified through a sample

survey with pre-coded response categories.

It is thus an emergent effect of the sum of

individual opinions. Converse (1964) has

criticized this claim, arguing that stability

on the level of mass publics goes together

with instability on the individual level. This

makes public opinion an unstable empirical

phenomenon. In defending the notion of

public opinion as an emergent property of

the sum of individual opinions, Inglehart

(1985) explains the apparent instability of

survey responses over time as the result of

manifest attitudes and stability as the result

of latent attitudes. Public opinion as the

collective effect of public communication

on individual attitudes has proved to be a

theoretical idea with consequences for the

practice of public communication – as is

shown by the daily communication of

public opinion in political communication,

especially through the mass media.
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The speaker side of public communi-

cation concentrates on the fabrication of

public discourse through the media and

mass-media. This ‘public discourse analy-

sis’ dissects the process by which agenda

setting is initiated by elites, interest groups,

social movements and finds media cover-

age. Its particular theoretical focus is the

representation of reality in public discourse.

Whereas some denounce public discourse

as a distortion of reality, an alternative the-

oretical perspective understands distortion

as the normal process of constructing social reality.

This direction is taken in the ‘power-balance’

model which explains what is commu-

nicated in public by the strategic interaction of

actors active on the public stage. In this

model there is agency – most of it strategic –

and there are organizational resources and

institutional opportunities. What is commu-

nicated is the result of a negotiation process

going on between, and within, media

institutions (media actors such as journalists

are the most important element) which

have to take into account their social

environments as their (paying) audiences.

Recent contributions combine public

discourse and public opinion research by

giving it a constructivist twist (see con-

structivism). The construction of issues

among people, in the media and among

elites, contribute to conflictive political

interaction as the mechanism which shapes

a public sphere (Gamson 1992). Not only

the speakers on the public stage talk, but

also people, the audience.

A radicalized view of such constructionism

is found in Luhmann (2000) who conceives

public opinion as a mirror that society uses

to look at itself. What we perceive as

society we see through the mirror of what

is said publicly about it and from the posi-

tion we have taken while looking into this

mirror.Differences in perception are effects

of differences in the social position of the

observer looking into the mirror. Whether

the social position of observers leads them to

a critical or an affirmative stand toward society

depends on where the observers stand. The

idea of a public sphere as a sphere of opposi-

tion to power is thus no longer an inherent

property of a public sphere but rather an

opportunity offered by a public sphere.

If there is such a capacity of observation

of power by diverse publics, the link between

the reasoning public and those observed here

returns as a central theoretical issue. The

model resulting from this perspective can be

described as a two-step observation: people

observe their representatives, who again

observe those who act in the name of the

state. This is what is called ‘democratic con-

trol’, the idea of people observing their

representatives.

This pattern of the observation model

found a relatively stable institutional form

in the nation–state. But to the extent that

supranational institutions have been grow-

ing in recent times, the form of the issue

again becomes complex: who observes whom

and how do they do it? Is democracy –

defined as the observation of those in power

by a public – possible beyond the nation–

state? This raises the theoretically challen-

ging question of a transnational public sphere,

and possibly of a global public sphere.
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QUEER THEORY

While Queer theory is a relatively loose

term for an approach to cultural studies

which emerged in the late 1980s, it can be

broadly understood as an extension of les-

bian and gay scholarship that illuminated

issues of power and ambiguity in cultural

productions of gender and sexuality.

While post-structuralist in orientation,

Queer theory’s preoccupation with ques-

tions of culture, power and structures of

gender has led to ongoing engagement

with sociology, particularly feminist and

lesbian and gay sociological work. Queer

theorists have extended Foucault’s theoretical

framework of power/resistance to explore

the possibilities of resistance through the

transgression and subversion of dominant

discourses. The target of this resistance is

any form of essentialized or naturalized

identity, often leading to theoretical ela-

borations on how ontology is socially pro-

duced and maintained through disciplinary

operations of knowledge. However, while

many dimensions of ‘natural’ identities have

been subject to Queer analysis, the over-

whelming substantive engagement has been

around issues of gender and sexuality.

The heritage of Queer theory can be

traced to Foucault’s studies on sexuality and

his thesis on the ubiquitous operation of

power through discourses; constituting

objects of knowledge, social identities, sub-

jectivity and hierarchies of social relationships.

This provided the theoretical framework

for the post-emancipation politics of gay

and lesbian activism which is characterized

as Queer politics and which emerged in the

late 1980s and early 1990s in the USA and

the UK, through groups such as Aids Coali-

tion to Unleash Power (ACT-UP), Queer

Nation, Lesbian Avengers and OutRage!

This connection between political identity

and political goals is central to an under-

standing of the development and pre-

occupations of Queer theory. Differences of

perspective and experience in terms of

race, gender and class emerged within the

increasingly commercialized lesbian and gay

communities of the 1970s, and this dissent

converged with radical critiques of homo-

genous feminist, lesbian and gay identity

politics, which were based on ‘minority’

models and assimilationist strategies. Fur-

thermore, the impact of AIDS in the early

1980s reminded many gays and lesbians that

minority politics based on a semi-ethnic

identity had its limits in a heterosexually-

ordered world.

Queer theory developed out of this

political and intellectual context, combining

post-structuralist theories of identity and

post-Marxist analyses of political struggle

in order to forge a new perspective on both

sexual identities and political engagement.

In this sense, Queer theory has always been

explicitly political in that social identities

are regarded as manifestations of power.

Since essentialist sexual identities emerged

from the operation of power as knowledge
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through certain dominant discourses (legal,

medical, psychiatric, educational) a politics

of effective ‘liberation’ must be concerned

with resisting power and its associated dis-

cursive effects, including the idea of an

essential ‘gay’ or ‘lesbian’ identity. Resistance

is possible because power is open to appro-

priation since if it multiplies itself through

the creation of sexual identities, it is con-

stitutive rather than simply restrictive: ‘dis-

course transmits and produces power; it

reinforces it, but also undermines and

exposes it, rendering it fragile and makes it

possible to thwart it’ (Foucault 1980: 101).

Resistance to the discursive practices and

meanings of homophobia is what Halperin

(1995) regards as the proper function of

Queer politics: this entails countering the

effects of power as it is manifested within

essentialist categories and through binary

divisions of gender/sexuality. Halperin (1995)

describes the strategies of Queer as three-

fold in terms of identities, practices and

discourses: creative appropriation and resigni-

fication; appropriation and theatricalization

to undermine dominant forms and exposure

and demystification of the same. The re-

appropriation of the once stigmatizing term

‘queer’ is, of course, the most obvious

example of Queer resistance. The increasingly

abstract academic Queer theory still resonates

with Queer politics in its consistent focus

on the transgression of norms of behaviour

and exclusion, and the illumination of het-

eronormativity as the key structure to

identity, knowledge, power and politics.

While Queer theory resonates with fem-

inist, lesbian and gay politics, Queer strate-

gies have proved controversial precisely

because these are based on a radical theo-

retical rejection of categories of identity,

despite the fact that these categories struc-

ture social existence and experience. The

two works most often cited as canonical in

Queer theory are Butler’s Gender Trouble

(1990) and Sedgwick’s Epistemology of the

Closet (1990). While the authors of other

articles and books provided the critical mass

necessary for this development of lesbian

and gay studies to be characterized specifi-

cally as Queer theory, both Butler and

Sedgwick provide the most detailed theo-

retical elaborations of identity and episte-

mology and have remained key influences

in current work. Butler’s work has been

particularly influential in contesting the

foundational ontological basis of sex/gen-

der categories, arguing that it is the het-

erosexual matrix which serves to instate

these categories as exclusive, natural and

dependent. Butler analyzes ‘drag’ to argue

that all genders are constructed through

repeated performance. This is the central

example through which she develops the

notion of performativity, the disruption of

which holds the potential for subversion

and resistance (see performative).

This rejection of the authenticity of

identity categories has provoked sociolo-

gists to challenge Queer theory to account

for the evident social structures in gender

and sexuality, and the fact that these also

provide a structure to experience, identity

and action. This vigorous and on-going

debate is a manifestation of the impact of –

and resistance to – the ‘cultural turn’ within

social theory, but it is also a critique of the

voluntarism implied in the concept of per-

formativity and the potential implosion of

authenticity implied by the radical destabi-

lization of identity. Materialist feminists in

particular have provided consistent critiques

of the dangers of a Queer analytics which is

divorced from understandings of patri-

archy and capitalism as social systems

which anchor discursive regimes and con-

textualize experience and agency (Hennessy

2000; Jackson 2001).

However, feminist and lesbian and gay

sociologists have also recognized the posi-

tive impact of Queer theory, framed largely

around its epistemological challenge to

‘universalizing’ or ‘minoritizing’ ways of

thinking about sexuality and gender.

Indeed, Sedgwick’s work on the relations

between men lays the foundation for her
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claim that the epistemological binarism of

‘natural’ gendered and sexual identity has

profoundly structured all Western knowl-

edge on identity. Specifically, she argues

that ‘many of the major nodes of thought

and knowledge in Western culture as a

whole are structured – indeed, fractured –

by a chronic, now endemic crisis of homo/

heterosexual definition’ (1990: 1) which,

she suggests, indicates that any analysis of

culture must depart from an awareness of

this epistemological paradigm. The elabora-

tion of ideas which propose that subjecthood

is an unstable and arbitrary construction,

forged out of multiple and historically con-

tingent ways of thinking about self-identity,

significantly extends the sociological gaze to

‘naturalized’ ontologies of human character

(Seidman 1996). Queer analysis has sensi-

tized sociology to the ubiquitous and

ambiguous operations of power as a dis-

ciplinary force in the construction of iden-

tities, centring attention on the dynamic of

inclusion/exclusion necessary to arrive at

identity and, most influentially, in moving

studies of sexuality on from an implicit focus

on ‘deviant’ sexualities to a consistent focus

on heteronormativity as the disciplinary

matrix of gender and sexuality (Epstein 1996;

Stein and Plummer 1996).

While the confrontational and transgressive

direct actions of Queer politics is in decline

and ‘queer’ has become synonymous with

‘lesbian and gay’ in some activists’ perceptions

and within the younger lesbian and/or gay

communities, Queer theory has become

institutionalized in the academy within a

relatively short space of time, particularly in

North America and the UK. There is a

range of work which is self-described as

Queer which often uses fairly simplistic

versions of concepts of performativity or

simply aims to illuminate the inscription of

essentialism. However, there is also further

conceptual development of Queer theory,

often in the engagement with sociologists

on issues such as the conditions for effective

agency, the materiality of existence and

embodiment, and the structural formations

of discursive regimes (Butler 1993; Hen-

nessy 2000).
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‘RACE’ AND RACISM

‘Race’ denotes the belief that humans can

be grouped according to visible character-

istics such as skin colour or hair type, per-

sonality, cultural traits, or all of these. This

belief is the basis of ‘racism’ and ‘racialism’,

two terms that we may usefully, if some-

what artificially, distinguish. ‘Racialism’ is a

view that human beings are fundamentally

grouped into races. ‘Racism’ starts from the

belief that human beings are grouped into

races and then adds the belief that these

races are of differential intrinsic worth.

Racialism does not necessarily imply ranking

racial groups, but it always asserts that they

exist in some stable fashion. This ideal-

typical distinction would allow us to sepa-

rate race-based world-views that are pluralist,

from those which are invidious because

they advocate unequal treatment on racial

grounds. Students of ‘race’ and racism differ

on whether both are integral vices of modern

Western thought, or whether they are degen-

erate departures from an Enlightenment

project that still promises the transcendence

of racism through its aspiration to moral

universalism.

Neither biology nor genetics offers support

for the idea of human beings being divided

into distinct racial groups. Only a small

fraction of our genetic make-up accounts

for the visible differences that are seen to mark

‘race’. Furthermore, any two randomly

selected individuals from one ‘race’ will have

greater genetic variation between themselves

than that between any two randomly

selected individuals of two different races.

So, although visible difference is the means

whereby ‘race’ is usually understood,

genetics offers no reliable support for dif-

ferentiating people on the basis of pheno-

type. The fact that people remain attached

to the idea of racial groups suggests that we

might usefully turn to history and the social

sciences for explanations of what is evi-

dently a social and cultural, rather than a

‘natural’, phenomenon.

Racial thinking peaked in Western

thought in the nineteenth century, when

attempts were made to set it on scientific

ground. This scientific racism was founded

in the belief that ‘race’ is rooted in biolo-

gical difference and that racial character-

istics were therefore inherited. Further,

scientific racists sought to infer essential,

inner characteristics from external, pheno-

typical differences. Though scientific racism

as theory was dealt fatal blows by the defeat

of Nazism and by subsequent developments

in genetics, ‘race’ is still often discussed as if

it were a fixed biological category akin to

species. Much racial thinking is based on an

implicit notion of a natural group. An

important question is therefore: how and

why can ‘race’ be seen as constituting a

natural group? Guillaumin (1990) makes a

distinction between a natural group as

understood biologically (say a species) and a

social group regarded as natural. For Guil-

laumin, the conventional mark (length of
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hair or cut of clothing) preceded natur-

alization of a system of marking (where

some biological attribute such as skin col-

our is taken as a permanent and ‘thus’ natural

mark); systems of slavery (at least as old as

civilization) preceded taxonomies of living

things, which themselves preceded racist

theories. Racial consciousness and practice

were the result of the coming together in

the modern era of the social construction of

natural groups and the system of marking of

social groups, the latter having had a history

which pre-dated the modern.

Although the historical processes by which

‘race’ came to be constituted as a fundamental

characteristic of persons have been seen as

modern developments, how racial thinking

relates to modern thought is a point of

contention. On the one hand, some writers

argue that racism is deeply interwoven

within Enlightenment thought (Gilroy 1993;

Goldberg 1993); while, on the other, oth-

ers see racism as a degenerate by-product of

post-Enlightenment thinking (Malik 1996;

Miles 1993).

Those who see racialist and racist ideas as

integral to modernWestern thought point to

the many instances of racist representations

to be found in the work of key Enlight-

enment thinkers such as Kant, Hume and

Locke. They also draw our attention to the

systematic oppression of non-Europeans

under Atlantic slavery during the unfolding

of European modernity. The coexistence

of universalistic ideals of the Enlightenment

and the reality of racial oppression is thus

seen to demonstrate that racism and Enlight-

enment thought were not incompatible and

indeed, that a racialist world-view was refined

into racist ideas and practices over three

centuries of European modernization and

colonial expansion. Critics taking this per-

spective have also pointed to the conjunction

of ‘high culture’ and extreme racism under

Nazism. The opposite perspective sees

racial thinking and racism as a degeneration

of Enlightenment universalistic ideals. From

this standpoint, the ideas of inclusive

democratic citizenship without regard to

‘race’ (or class or gender) are still in the

process of being struggled over. Over-

coming racist thinking and practice, then,

would entail striving to bring these ideals

ever closer to full realization.

Many social and cultural anthropologists

early in the twentieth century insisted that

‘race’ was a social and not a natural cate-

gory (Montagu [1964] 1998). Some sug-

gested that ‘ethnicity’ or ‘culture’ might be

a better marker for large-scale differences

between human groups (Banks 1996). The

move away from biologically based notions

of difference between human populations

to one grounded in a concept of culture

was pioneered by Franz Boas (Boas 1948).

For Boas, what mattered in differentiating

human groups was not what they looked

like, not some notion of ‘race’ understood

through phenotype, but ‘culture’: a deter-

mining symbolic, belief, communication

and reasoning system which shaped the

individual. Human groups were different

because culture manifested itself in different

ways. Committed to human equality in

general terms, Boas was the sponsor of mod-

ern cultural relativism, from which some

strands of anti-racism have evolved.

The study of ‘race’ and racism has grown

into a major area in sociology, political

science, social policy and social/cultural

anthropology since the 1960s, principally in

the USA, the UK and France. The field

may be divided into several theoretical

approaches: race relations; Marxist and

neo-Marxist approaches; social construction-

ism; and approaches influenced by feminist

thought. The race relations perspective is

the longest established of these, especially in

the English-speaking world, where it emerged

in the 1950s. It understands racial conflict

as resulting from a clash between groups

with different cultures and histories (under-

stood as ‘races’). This perspective takes the

category of ‘race’ as a tool of analysis and

not just an object of analysis. In race relations

policy, racism is to be combated by a policy

‘RACE’ AND RACISM
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of eliminating discrimination in the public

sphere and by fostering good relations

between the races through public education.

The race relations approach rests on the liberal

assumption of tolerance on the part of a

supposed racial majority toward various

minorities; it is rooted in US and UK

experience mainly. The main criticism of

race relations theory and practice is that it

does not have a sufficiently critical and theo-

retically sophisticated understanding of ‘race’.

The second and third approaches

emerged as critiques of the race relations

approach. Marxist and neo-Marxist per-

spectives on ‘race’ and racism begin with a

structural analysis of political economy and

the history of racial domination under

European colonialism. Their proponents see

‘race’ and class as closely interlinked. Social

constructionist perspectives have been

informed by class analysis as well as feminism,

but their principal influences have been

those of participant fieldwork and ethno-

graphy, and more recently, structuralism

and post-structuralism. In this perspective,

‘race’ and racism are examined in terms of

subjectivity, identity and representation;

‘race’ and racism are seen as made and re-

made in practice: in communication, and in

disciplines and representations of the body.

Since the 1970s a vibrant body of work has

grown up out of a critique by Black fem-

inists of the gender blindness of much early

work on ‘race’, as well as the ‘race’ blindness

of much pioneering feminist theory and

politics (Collins 1990). There are close

affinities between much recent constructionist

and feminist work on ‘race’, in that both

see racial discourse and racist practice as

constantly being constructed and recon-

structed on an everyday basis in contexts

shaped by gender.

Ideas of ethnicity are increasingly employed

to gloss over the continued fuzziness of

racial classification. This development is

theoretically inadequate in that it uncritically

replaces, rather than questions, the under-

lying assumption that ‘race’ is a valid and

reliable way of grouping human beings.

Critical observation, the life sciences, and

even simple logic deny the existence of

‘races’ as clearly defined groups of people.

Yet, the idea that ‘race’ is somehow natural

and even immutable retains much cur-

rency. This remains a key area for social

research.
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BRIAN ALLEYNE

RATIONAL CHOICE

Rational choice is a multi-disciplinary

research program in the social sciences that

is based on the assumption of rational

behaviour. Rational choice assumes that an

agent chooses among alternatives in accor-

dance with certain rationality postulates.

These postulates can be expressed as nor-

mative statements. They tell us what ought

to be done if an agent accepts certain criteria

of rationality in a particular situation. In the

social sciences, however, the rationality

assumption is usually interpreted as a law-

like, empirical regularity of individual

behaviour. Consequently, the approach aims
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to generate testable hypotheses. These

empirical propositions refer to the micro-

and to the macro-levels (see micro-, meso-,

and macro-levels). The applicability of

action principles to macro-phenomena fol-

lows from methodological individualism

which is accepted by most rational choice

theorists. Methodological individualism and

rational choice are dominant perspectives in

contemporary neo-classical economics and

are also influential in political theory. In

addition, there are many legal theorists and

moral philosophers who work in this tradi-

tion. In sociology, the approach is associated

with the names of James S. Coleman,

Raymond Boudon, Hartmut Esser, Michael

Hechter, Douglas Heckathorn, Siegwart

Lindenberg, Karl-Dieter Opp, Werner Raub

and Viktor Vanberg, among others. In a

looser sense, MaxWeber can also be seen as

a forerunner of rational choice analysis.

The basic model of action used by rational

choice theorists is akin to that of neo-classical

economic theory: actors choose among a

set of alternatives in accordance with their

preferences. The set of available actions

(opportunities) depends on restrictions and

resources, namely time, income, budget,

market prices of goods, and so on. These

are determined by social-structural variables

such as class position and by institutional

constraints (such as formal and informal norms

with associated sanctions). Rational choice

implies choice of the outcome that is

valued highest in the light of the actor’s

preferences. If the preferences are consistent

(and fulfil some formal rationality postulates),

they may be represented by a utility function.

Rational choice then implies maximizing

utility under certain constraints or restric-

tions (see utilitarianism). A more complex

theory is necessary if agents cannot merely

choose among definite outcomes (whereby

every action leads with certainty to a particular

outcome) but must consider risk or uncer-

tainty. In this case, rationality requires addi-

tional rationality postulates. These imply that

agents act as if they choose the action with

the highest expected utility. Utility func-

tions which represent preferences among

risky alternatives were derived axiomati-

cally by von Neumann and Morgenstern in

the 1940s. These ideas are contained in the

core of modern decision theory. Another

variant of rational choice is used to analyze

game situations of interacting rational

agents. Social interactions imply strategic

interdependencies among rational decision-

makers: agent A’s outcomes not only depend

on A’s choices (and, possibly, on risk or

uncertainty) but also on the choices of other

rational actors B, C,. . .(and vice versa).

Game theory refers to formal tools used to

form predictions for outcomes in these

strategic interactions. There has been an

explosion of research on game situations

since the 1970s which has led to a reor-

ientation of much of rational choice thinking

in the social sciences.

The term ‘rational choice’ has been in use

since the 1960s. However, there are impor-

tant antecedents in the much earlier eight-

eenth century social theories of the Scottish

moralists. Adam Smith demonstrated indivi-

dual purposive action may generate unin-

tended consequences, and that individuals

who pursue self-interests under certain social

conditions create a ‘spontaneous order’ (F.

Hayek) of market equilibria. A similar

mechanism appears in David Hume’s expla-

nation of the evolution of informal social

norms (‘artificial virtues’) that contribute to

social order in a market society. The prin-

ciple of methodological individualism was

explicitly introduced by members of the

Austrian School of economics, including

Joseph Schumpeter. In sociology, Max

Weber’s methodological writings assert that

sociology aims to explain causally the

macro-level results of individual purposive

action. Understanding and explaining indi-

vidual action through the concept of

Zweckrationalität (means–ends rationality)

for Weber is a useful first approximation. But

in contrast to most contemporary rational

choice analysis, Weber argued that other kinds

RATIONAL CHOICE
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of motives are important in explaining

choices between alternatives, namely tradi-

tion, affect and value-rationality. Weber

introduces Wertrationalität (value rationality)

as a second type of rationality that involves

a categorical commitment to certain values.

Many contemporary rational choice theor-

ists disagree with Weber’s typological

approach for methodological reasons.

According to Harsanyi: ‘If we make our

motivational assumptions complicated

enough, we can ‘‘explain’’ any kind of

behavior – which of course means that we

are explaining absolutely nothing’ (Harsanyi

1976: 122).

In contemporary sociology, rational

choice theory evolved in the 1960s in the

context of social exchange theory. Peter

M. Blau, George C. Homans and others

argued that social interaction and small

group processes can be explained by principles

adopted from elementary microeconomic

theory. Similarly, Coleman, beginning in

the 1960s, explicitly modelled social beha-

viour in systems of social exchange and

collective decision-making as rational

action. Coleman’s models are closely related

to work in the fields of new political

economy, ‘public choice’ and the ‘new

institutional economics’ (see institutions

and neo-institutionalism). Authors such as

Kenneth J. Arrow, James M. Buchanan,

Anthony Downs, John C. Harsanyi, Dou-

glass C. North, Mancur Olson, Amartya

Sen and Oliver Williamson have pioneered

the application of rational choice principles

to political phenomena and to the eco-

nomic institutions of capitalism as well as

moral institutions.

Another seminal contribution is Gary S.

Becker’s economic approach to sociology

that comprises testable predictions about a

variety of sociological explananda. These

include: investment decisions with regard to

human capital (in particular, education)

and its consequences for social inequality;

the forming and dissolution of marriages;

the number and quality of children within

the family; the creation and consequences

of social capital and the emergence of

habits, addictions and traditions. Becker’s

approach deeply transformed hypothesis-

building and empirical research in the

sociology of the family and demography.

And there have been many other related

fields of application in sociology (see Voss

and Abraham 2000).

In a general sense, rational choice analysis

addresses the problem of social order. Many

classical theorists such as Durkheim and

Parsons denied the possibility of a narrowly

rationalistic explanation of social order.

Parsons alluded to the Hobbesian ‘state of

nature’, the condition of a ‘war of all

against all’, to argue that it is impossible to

construct a social order of mutually respected

rules of cooperation purely on the basis of

self-interest. Modern discussions point out

similarities of the state of nature and the

Prisoner’s Dilemma or public goods pro-

duction problem. The possibility of coopera-

tion among egoists (without a central

authority) can be demonstrated by using

game theoretic principles. Cooperation is

possible if the game is not a one-shot but is

repeated indefinitely (Michael Taylor,

Robert Axelrod, Ken Binmore). It is

argued that using game theory, a rational

reconstruction of Hume’s explanation of

informal norms via repeated interactions

and ‘reciprocity’ (conditional cooperation)

will become available (Binmore 1998).

This approach may also explain the emer-

gence of informal social norms (Ellickson

1991).

However, some critics of rational choice

(such as Green and Shapiro 1994) have

reviewed empirical anomalies where real

human beings do cooperate in various

experimental and real-life settings and con-

tribute to public goods – even in cases of

non-repeated games. Some proponents of

rational choice consequently argue for

redirections of the program to deal with

these anomalies. Though an assumption of

‘egoism’ is by no means implied in rational
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choice, work on interdependent ‘social pre-

ferences’ is quite rare (see Becker and Murphy

2000, for an exception). Formal models of

social preferences are useful for the ela-

boration of motivational assumptions

informed by the ideas of fairness, altruism

and reciprocity (Gintis 2000). Given these

types of preferences, rational agents may

cooperate in cases of one-shot games.

Other arguments favour behavioural prin-

ciples of boundedly rational choice and

evolutionary explanations that may yield

more realistic empirical predictions about

the conditions of cooperation and other

outcomes.
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THOMAS VOSS

RATIONALITY AND RATIONALIZATION

The cluster of terms around rationality

appears in a variety of social science con-

texts. Rationality is discussed as part of the

categorization of different types of social

action, but also in the context of criteria for

truth. Rationalism can be regarded as a

current in the history of ideas, but also as a

key feature of industrialized societies.

Rationalization is sometimes used simply to

mean increasing efficiency, but it is most

famously associated in sociology with Max

Weber’s thesis of the rationalization of

modern society, by which he meant the

increasing pervasiveness of instrumental

rational action and institutions. Difficulties

often stem from the links – or the slippage –

between these various contexts.

It is best to begin with the most complex

issue, rationality as a criterion for truth, which

flared up in an important debate in the

1970s and 1980s (Wilson 1970; Hollis and

Lukes 1982). The debate took place in the

wake of the so-called positivism dispute of

the late 1960s (Adorno 1976), which pitted

the adherents of the view that social scientific

knowledge should advance by means of sci-

entific methods, most notably linked with

Popper against those arguing that rationality

should be a philosophical or critical stan-

dard with which to evaluate social learning

processes – a position associated with

Habermas.

The positivism dispute could be regarded

as having been mainly located in the philo-

sophy of social science, but in the rationality

debate of the 1970s and the 1980s the issue

was broadened to being about the rationality

of – and in – different societies. Anthro-

pologists joined the fray with (longer-

standing) questions such as whether the

beliefs relating to certain practices – ‘healing’,

for example – if believed to be effective

within the context in which they are prac-

tised, could be regarded as ‘untrue’ or irra-

tional or ineffective from a ‘Western’ or

scientific standpoint. Sociologists of science
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entered the debate from the other side:

they argued that up close, the truth seeking

practices of scientists were determined by

many local social circumstances, and that

the validity of this knowledge was also

inextricably tied to this local context.

Rationality thus became a question about

society as much as about knowledge and

belief. This point was lucidly elaborated, by

Ernest Gellner (1992). Gellner argued that

it was not individual actions that could be

described as rational or irrational from within

a particular context, but that knowledge

and belief must be regarded as part and

parcel of different societies. From this vantage

point of comparative history, he insisted, it

is clear that modern societies are pervaded

by a specific form of knowledge with con-

sequences that were different from that in

other, pre-modern societies. This specific

form of knowledge is science. In Gellner’s

view, science has imposed on the modern

world a form of knowledge which is sin-

gularly effective, causing unprecedented

economic growth and making secular

knowledge – based on testable evidence –

ever more pervasive at the expense of other

beliefs.

Gellner regarded the rise of science as

part of a broader world-view, that made the

modern world unique. Other commentators

either take a more expansive view of

rationalism, seeing it as part of a longer-term

Western or Euro-centric tradition of

knowledge going back to the ancient

Judaeo-Christian or classical worlds, or

more narrowly they see it as a particular

strand of thought associated with certain

thinkers in intellectual history since the Eur-

opean Enlightenment (Cottingham 1988).

Interestingly, Gellner was closer to an

anthropological position than this historical

(or history of ideas) viewpoint. He pointed

out that rationalism or rational science

was also a form of belief, one option of

belief among other options. Yet unlike

these for whom this way of thinking led to

relativism Gellner thought, again, that this

option, rationalism, with its distinctive criteria

of validity, also entailed the inevitable con-

sequence of a rapid growth of knowledge.

Randall Collins (1994) speaks here of

‘high-consensus rapid-discovery science’,

which, in turn, had other social con-

sequences.

Gellner is also one of many thinkers who

has taken seriously and elaborated on Weber’s

rationalization thesis (Schroeder 1995).

Weber’s comparative-historical project of

analyzing cultural change (mainly through

the role of the major world-religions) led

him to conclude that modern capitalist

society was uniquely pervaded by instru-

mental rationality (Schroeder 1992). This

was part of his Protestant ethic thesis,

which argued that Protestant religiosity

ultimately led to a restless striving to improve

oneself, translating into instrumental rational

economic activity. Weber also attributed

the increasing dominance of instrumental

rationality to the growth of rational rule-

bound bureaucracy and ever more effec-

tive and impersonal and scientific knowledge

(Brubaker 1984). Ultimately, for Weber,

the modern world therefore becomes, in

his famous words, an ‘iron cage’ in which

our lives are ever more bound by instru-

mental rational institutions. Rationalization

leads, to use his other, equally famous for-

mulation, to the ‘disenchantment of the

world’, a world in which non-instrumental

(or, another of Weber’s concepts, ‘value

rational’) forms of action and belief are

increasingly displaced by more rule-bound,

instrumentally efficient forms of action and

belief (for Weber’s various concepts, see

Swedberg 2005).

Weber’s rationalization thesis has a pessi-

mistic tone; he thought that this direction

of social development was ever more pow-

erful and inescapable. The debate in his-

torical sociology has not greatly progressed

since. The notion of rationalism, outside of

the history of ideas, is no longer much

invoked in arguments about the transition

to modernity, or about whether certain
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societies are dominated by a distinctive type

of knowledge which can be separated

from belief or culture. Instead, arguments

focus more on the nature of scientific

knowledge – how unique is it? How cen-

tral was its role in the transition to moder-

nity? Rationalization has remained associated

with Weber, but the question of the extent

to which modern social institutions are

pervaded by instrumental rationality is dis-

cussed less often today as an overall theory

of modern society than in the context of

particular institutions in modern society

(see DiMaggio and Powell 1983).

These debates will only be resolved

when we have a thoroughly sociological

account of the role of science (and its twin,

technology) and of the distinctive features

of modern, industrial and post-industrial

society. A thoroughly sociological account

would be able to strip rationality, rationalism

and rationalization of their immediate posi-

tive and negative connotations and replace

value judgements with an account based

on the evidence about the actual embedd-

edness of these three phenomena in social

institutions.
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RALPH SCHROEDER

RAWLS, JOHN (1921–2002)

US political philosopher

In his main work, A Theory of Justice ([1971]

1999), he defends a strongly egalitarian

form of liberalism. Rawls’s leading idea is

that of justice as fairness. A just society

maximizes for the least advantaged the

value of the basic liberties shared by all (see

also equality and egalitarianism). Rawls

employs his method of ‘reflective equili-

brium’: coherence in our moral views is to

be achieved through mutual adjustment

between particular moral judgements, gen-

eral principles, sociological and psycholo-

gical background theories, and the heuristic

device of the hypothetical social contract

which models the idea of morality. We are

to imagine ourselves in an ‘original posi-

tion’ of equality, in which – behind a ‘veil

of ignorance’ – we do not know the

socially significant facts about ourselves and

are free to choose rationally what principles

are to govern the basic structures – poli-

tical, economic and social – which deter-

mine people’s chances in life. In his later

work, Political Liberalism (1993), Rawls

develops a political conception of the just

and stable liberal society that can be

endorsed from within a variety of reason-

able comprehensive moral views. His last

writings explore the principles that should

govern the relations among ‘decent well-

ordered’ (liberal and non-liberal) societies

and their relations to societies that are not

well ordered.
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LUKAS H. MEYER

REALISM

Realism is the doctrine that the world exists

independently of human existence, and that

it can be known in part. Realism has a

vernacular use to describe a point of view

uninfluenced by sentiment or wishful think-

ing. In philosophy, there are four main

uses, each emphasizing a different contrast.

There is realism in contrast to idealism,

realism in contrast to phenomenalism or

sensationalism, realism in contrast to posi-

tivism, and realism in contrast to intuitionism.

Idealism is characterized by advocacy of

the coherence theory of truth, that a pro-

position is true when it fits without con-

tradiction into the existing body of human

knowledge (Blanshard 1939). Realism is

characterized by advocacy of the corre-

spondence theory of truth, that the truth or

falsity of propositions is determined by

states of the world, that exist independently

of language and thought

Based on the principle that all that one

can ever know are one’s own experiences,

phenomenalists denied that human beings

could have access to the source of those

experiences in an independent world. Patterns

among the kinds of sensations that succeeded

one another in the consciousness of a person

were the only source of knowledge (Mach

1914). Even this was restricted by scepti-

cism as to how far present experience could

be generalized to the future. Realism, in this

context, involves the claim that in percep-

tion at least some aspects of a world inde-

pendent of human experience are revealed.

Scientific realism concerns the meaning

of theories. Even a cursory examination of

the vocabulary of the natural sciences

reveals an apparent distinction between

words, the meaning of which is determined

by observable states of the world (for example,

‘track in cloud chamber’) and words which

purport to refer to entities, properties and

relations that are not or even could not be

observed by a human scientist (for example,

‘electron’). Positivists hold that theoretical

terms serve merely to build a logical struc-

ture from which predictions of further

observables and explanatory retrodictions can

be drawn. ‘Operational definitions’ require

that the meaning of an expression in a scien-

tific discourse be fixed by the operations

required to assign a numerical value to the

property it denotes (Bridgman 1936).

The presumption according to which

theoretical terms do refer to unobservables

has been the basis of innumerable research

programs, and has inspired the construction

of sense-extending instruments to test the

relevant existential propositions; for exam-

ple the proposition, that bacteria exist,

supports ‘policy’ realism. Analysis of the

process of theory construction shows that

theories are based on models or analogues

of the unobservable processes to which

theories refer (Harré 1986). For example,

Darwin was quite explicit in setting out the

analogy between breeding plants and ani-

mals in gardens and farms and the processes

of natural selection. ‘Natural selection’

thereby acquired a meaning in biology
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independent of Darwin’s observations. The

fact that all claims to knowledge are revisable

implies indefinite refinements of our theories.

Logical positivism, as the Vienna Circle

developed it (Ayer 1946), involved general-

izations of the main themes of phenomen-

alism and the denial of scientific realism. The

verification theory of meaning, the trade-

mark doctrine of the Vienna Circle, asser-

ted that the meaning of a proposition was its

method of verification, a generalization of the

concept of the operational definition. The

rejection of unobservables was intended to

rid science of unwarranted speculations, but

had the unfortunate consequence of ridding

it of its capacity to use theory to reach

beyond the limits of current experience.

‘Anti-realism’, as defended by Dummett

(1978), derives from the intuitionist philo-

sophy of mathematics. Originally a matter

of proofs of unprovability of certain theo-

rems in mathematics, it has been extended

to questioning the appropriateness of the

true/false distinction in general. This dis-

tinction should be replaced by something

like ‘well attested’. This form of anti-realism

is consistent with scientific realism. The

meaningfulness of theoretical terms, as fixed

by models, is compatible with the perpetual

revisability of scientific theories. The degree

of verisimilitude of models to what they

represent allows for an epistemology that

falls short of a strong concept of truth

(Aronson et al. 1994).

Recently, social constructionism has

posed another threat to realism. Generalizing

from the plausible thesis that social reality is

a human construction (Berger and Luck-

mann 1967), the claim has been forcibly

made that the reality, which the natural

sciences purport to describe and explain, is

also a social construction (Latour 1987).

The criteria for the acceptability for scientific

theories turn out, it is argued, to be social,

for instance, the consensus among a group

of scientists influenced by the views of their

leader. Some feminist theorists and other

theorists have developed a version of post-

structuralism, rejecting all binary opposi-

tions, to arrive at the claim that there are no

definitive criteria for choosing among dis-

courses, other than their role in the politi-

cizing of society (Cixous 1986).
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ROM HARRÉ

RECOGNITION

Recognition can be defined as the identifi-

cation of something, as the attribution of a

status, or as the positive evaluation of

the identity or specific features of an indi-

vidual or a group. The idea of a struggle for

recognition as a structural feature of inter-

subjectivity was first elaborated by Hegel.

Hegelianism, and especially themaster–slave

dialectic from The Phenomenology of Spirit

(1807), had a strong influence on twentieth-

century French philosophy from Sartre to

Althusser. In social theory, the importance

of recognition and misrecognition for the

legitimation and reproduction of social

inequality is emphasized among others by
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Bourdieu. A systematic theory of recognition

has been elaborated by Honneth (1992).

Distinguishing various spheres of recognition

(love, legal and moral respect, social esteem

and solidarity), he claims that: (1) recognition

by others is a condition of being a person

and of leading a good life (anthropology

and ethics); (2) reciprocal recognition of the

equal value of each person is what we owe to

each other (moral philosophy); (3) socio-

economic conditions which make this kind

of relationship impossible are pathological

(critical theory of society); and (4) the

quest for recognition has been at the centre

of many recent social movements (political

analysis). The negative experience of sys-

tematic misrecognition is seen as fuelling

struggles for recognition that are leading to

more reciprocal social relations. As Charles

Taylor has argued, claims for recognition

become particularly relevant in the current

debates about multiculturalism, minority

rights and the politics of identity and dif-

ference (Gutmann 1994). The relation

between the theory and politics of recog-

nition to issues of social justice and redis-

tribution is, however, still very much

debated (Fraser and Honneth 2003).
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ROBIN CELIKATES

REDUCTIONISM

Reductionism is typically used pejoratively

to refer to what are held to be the logical

fallacies of explanations whose determin-

ism commits the epistemological error of

focusing on one level of analysis to the

exclusion of others. According to Mouzelis

(1991), upward reductionism denies the

explanatory significance of higher levels in

the hierarchy of social relations, whereas

‘downward’ reductionism suggests lower

levels can be explained by higher ones. For

example, positivist explanatory accounts

entail upward reductionism when mean-

ings are nothing but the causal effect of

structures. By focusing on a lower causal

level, higher level emergent properties are

considered epiphenomenal, hence without

further explanatory importance. More hol-

istic approaches, however, do not necessarily

deny the value of lower level explanations,

but argue that emergence must be taken

into account. Whereas upward reductionism

was the explanatory ideal of positivism (e.g.

behaviourism, rational choice theory, biolo-

gism), extreme anti-reductionism is asso-

ciated with anti-scientific stances that reject

the very idea of social causality.Marxism has

been associated with class and economic

reductionism. Variants of downward reduc-

tionism can be found in post-structuralism

and discourse theories. The concept of

supervenience is now widely used by philo-

sophers to analyze how higher level phe-

nomena are correlated with more basic

ones, but cannot be reduced to them (Le

Boutillier 2001). Such a perspective is con-

genial for those who seek naturalistic and

materialist analyses that avoid reductionism.
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RAYMOND A. MORROW

REFLEXIVITY

Reflexivity refers to the human ability to

reflect upon our attitudes and behaviours,

and in the light of new experiences, change

the ways we think and act in the world. In

sociological theory this concept has featured

heavily in debates over the potential for

individuals and social institutions to engage

in a conscious and deliberate process of

social transformation. Theoretical accounts

of reflexivity have often taken place in the

context of a more wide-ranging debate

over the relationship between agency and

structure in modern societies. Debates on

reflexivity tend to feature in efforts to account

for the relative amounts of social power and

cultural resources available to those seeking

to initiate a critical challenge to the pre-

vailing status quo. On this understanding,

reflexive thinking and reflexive practice take

place in contexts where individual and insti-

tutional agency is constrained by structures of

the economy, polity, culture and society.

It may be helpful to think about reflex-

ivity in relation to two broad terrains of

sociological interest. The first of these

concerns the intellectual attitudes with

which sociologists approach the study of

society. Here reflexivity is championed as a

form of methodology. For social theorists

such as Alvin Gouldner (1970) and Pierre

Bourdieu (1994), reflexivity refers to an

approach in which researchers aim to

reflect upon, and make clear to their readers,

their personal standpoint in relation to the

subjects and objects of their research. A

reflexive sociology aims for a ‘deepening of

the sociologist’s own awareness of who and

what he is, in a specific society at any given

time, and of how both his social role and

his personal praxis affect his work as a

sociologist’ (Gouldner 1970: 494). Such an

approach is understood to lead sociologists

to be more sensitive towards the influence

of particular value positions upon the ways

knowledge of society is produced. It is also

presented as a means to guard sociologists

against the conceit of presenting themselves

as somehow ‘above’ or ‘removed’ from the

worlds they seek to explain. A reflexive

sociology aims to liberate the terms of

sociological inquiry from cold-calculating

science so as to enable a process of critical

reflection upon the ways in which research

takes place as sets of human relationships in

distinctly moral and political circumstances.

Considerable debate surrounds the impact

of such an approach on the academic

authority of social science. Moreover, there

appears to be no overall agreement as to the

means by which sociologists are made self-

consciously and self-critically alert to the

values and assumptions that shape their

work. Certainly, there is no sociological

consensus as to the limits of reflexivity, or

whether we can ever be reflexive enough.

On the negative side, reflexivity can be

viewed as the cause of a great deal of ethical

anxiety and epistemological uncertainty.

On the positive side, it may be approached

as critical activity that aims to bring the

values of humanity to bear upon the con-

duct of social science for the sake of build-

ing more humane forms of society.

The second area of debate in which

matters of reflexivity feature as an interest

for sociological theory concerns the cultural

character and institutional formation of

contemporary processes of modernization

(see modernity and modernization). Indeed,

some would go so far as to identify processes

of ‘reflexive modernization’ as among the

most distinctive features of advanced industrial

societies (Beck et al. 1994). Here sociolo-

gists are preoccupied by the suggestion that

individuals and institutions are becoming

increasingly reflexive in their approach to

day-to-day life. For example, Anthony

Giddens maintains that, insofar as terms of
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employment and conditions of family life

have become increasingly varied and subject

to change, populations are displaying signs

of an enhanced capacity for reflexivity. He

argues that insofar as we forced to live in

social environments which are constantly

made to change, we increasingly find our-

selves in the position of having ‘no choice

but to choose how to be and how to act’

(Giddens 1994: 75). On this understanding,

such a state of affairs is bound to make

people more anxiously preoccupied with

matters of personal risk as they struggle to

maintain control over the overall direction

and meaning of their lives. For theorists

such Zygmunt Bauman (1993) and Ulrich

Beck (1992), such circumstances have an

emancipatory and tranformative potential;

for they argue that these everyday anxieties

may awaken populations to more critical

thinking about the economic conditions and

political decisions that produce such a world.

Accordingly, debates over the character of

reflexivity are intimately related to long-

standing sociological concerns for popula-

tions to acquire forms of political conscious-

ness in support of world-changing initiatives

that radically reform the principles and

practices of Western modernization.
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IAIN WILKINSON

REGION AND REGIONALISM

Since the later twentieth century there has

been a dramatic increase in regionalist move-

ments pointing to particular regions as stra-

tegic territories and places of identification.

Causes of these developments are pre-

dominantly seen in the variety of globali-

zation processes, which on the one hand

fuel motives for economic co-operations

aimed at improving regional competitive-

ness in the global market place and, on the

other hand, encourage attachments to local

regional peculiarities as resistance to pro-

cesses of global cultural homogenization.

There are different theories to explain why

regionalism has been of growing impor-

tance. Hurrell (1995) distinguishes three

main types. First, neo-mercantilist or realist

theories focus on motives of stabilising poli-

tical and/or economic power. These theories

mostly concentrate on top-down regional-

ist processes administered by formal organi-

zations. Second, constructivist theories focus

on bottom-up movements, emphasising

regional identification, solidarity and mutual

trust. Third, there are theories that point to

globalization processes as increasing func-

tions of structural interdependence between

regions.

Regional units may be established either

(1) as sub-national federal states (e.g. the states

of the USA or the German Bundesländer),

or (2) as cross-national regions (e.g. the

Euro-Regions) or (3) as inter-governmental

co-operations (e.g. the EU, NATO or

NAFTA). Bottom-up regionalist move-

ments may be driven either politically,

aiming at autonomy with regard to the

central state, or economically, aiming at

competitiveness (often in regard to tour-

ism), or as the expression of a cultural or

ethnic or linguistic identity movement.

In the case of the three intergovernmental

cooperations represented by the EU, NAFTA

and ASEAN, regionalization is believed to

enhance competition, expressed by export

surplus and foreign investment. The three

continental regions, however, are based on
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very different understandings of regionalism

concerning the status of autonomy of the

nation-states (Coleman and Underhill 1998).

In the EU-context, particularly in the

rhetoric among exponents of federalism,

regionalism is said to support regional

uniqueness. Furthermore, it is said to reduce

the democratic deficit on the European

leven since regionalism is associated with an

efficient and ’close to the citizens’ policy.

Under the headline of ’Europe of the

Regions’ an efficient and decentralised regio-

nal administration with a high level of

competence is demanded, based on a logic

of subsidiarity (Ruge 2003). Simultaneous

developments are the formation of strategic

network coalitions on the regional level by

businesses. This type of strategic networking

was at first implemented in regions whose

economy was lagging behind, but increasingly

it has proceeded in larger and more eco-

nomically sound agglomerations (Camagni

1995; Lange 2005). In this context new

forms of public private-partnerships between

the increasingly entrepreneurial political

subdivisions and the companies or their

stakeholders and lobbyists are established.

Bottom-up-processes of regionalization

tend to be driven by a fear that globalization

leads not only to intensified economic

subordination of the peripheral regions but

also to cultural infiltration. Thus strong claims

to regional cultural identity arise, appealing

to indigenous language, preservation of tradi-

tional handicraft skills, cultivation of unique

regional architecture, and the like (Lindner

1994). This is also true of cities (see urban-

ism and urbanization) demanding greater

local autonomies and rights. One indicator

of this in the European context is networks

such as the Assembly of European Regions

(AER) or the Eurocities, together with

intensified regional lobbying activities.
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JENS DANGSCHAT

REGULATION

The concept of régulation was first devel-

oped by French political economists in the

1970s (Aglietta 1979; Benassy et al. 1977;

Lipietz 1979) and refers to the mode by

which social relations are reproduced in spite

of, and because of, their conflictual and

contradictory character (Lipietz 1988).

Regulation in its broad sense goes beyond

political regulation by the state and implies

the whole social fabric of regularities, norms

and institutions relevant to social repro-

duction. With its emphasis on social conflicts

and contradictions, the concept of regulation

as used by the ‘regulation school’ (Boyer

1990; Boyer and Saillard 2002) has little in

common with the meaning of the same

term used in cybernetics and systems the-

ory, where regulation is conceived of in an

entirely functionalist way. The inspiration of

the ‘regulation school’ is Marxist. Society
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is seen as a complex structured whole

determined by its mode of production. The

contradictory nature of the capitalist mode

of production implies that social reproduc-

tion is a crisis-ridden process which can be

stabilized only temporarily. Regulation

does not secure social reproduction a priori.

Only an ex post analysis can reveal that forms

of regulation are functional for reproduc-

tion. However, a ‘mode of regulation’ is

the outcome of social struggles and com-

promises between antagonistic forces, a

‘happy coincidence’ from the standpoint of

capitalist reproduction.

Regulation theory is opposed not only to

mainstream neo-classical economics and its

harmonious view of the market, but also to

deterministic and functionalist variants of

Marxism which reduce social development

to an expression of a ‘logic of capital’.

Influenced by Althusser, but superseding

his structuralism, regulation theory is cri-

tical of Hegelianism and assumptions of lin-

ear causality (Lipietz 1993).This general

orientation is not confined to the ‘Parisian

regulation school’ in the narrow sense. Bob

Jessop (1990) distinguishes seven regula-

tionist schools which share more or less

basic methodological and substantive concerns

of the regulationist research programme.

To account for the historical and spatial

variety of capitalist development, regulation

theory develops a series of concepts which

mediate between Marx’s relatively abstract

level of analysis in his ‘critique of political

economy’ and the analysis of concrete and

complex societies. The starting point of the

analysis is the process of capital accumulation

which can be typified in several ways.

Accumulation can be predominantly exten-

sive (through an extension of wage labour

and labour time, the construction of new

industries, privatization, commodification)

or intensive (by raising labour productivity,

transforming wage earners’ conditions of

life); it can be more or less introverted or

extroverted (directed toward the domestic

market or the world market); and it can be

dominated by industrial capital or by financial

capital. The concrete nexus between the allo-

cation of capital, the transformation of the

conditions of production, the distribution

of the social product and the transformation

of the conditions of consumption defines

the regime of accumulation. It is crucial

that a regime of accumulation which allows

for a more or less regular growth process

cannot come about and exist by itself. It

relies on a configuration of institutional

forms regulating basic social relations, such

as money, the wage relation, competition,

the state, the international arena).

The forms of regulation in different parts

of society need to be compatible with each

other and with the accumulation process in

order to enable regular social reproduction.

This implies that there are a number of

crisis tendencies which need to be differ-

entiated. First, even a ‘successful’ mode of

development which comprises a specific

regime of accumulation and a predominant

mode of regulation is never free from cri-

ses. Business cycles and ‘small’ crises define

the normal mode of operation of any

regime of accumulation. Second, each mode

of development is characterized by specific

structural crisis tendencies which sooner or

later lead to the transformation of the mode

of development. Contradictions can

develop between the regime of accumula-

tion and its mode of regulation, as well as

between forms of regulation in different

spheres of society. Although typical struc-

tural crisis tendencies of a mode of devel-

opment can be analyzed and determined,

the outcome of a structural crisis cannot be

predicted. History remains open and inde-

terminate.
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THOMAS SABLOWSKI

REIFICATION

Reification means the transfer of human

agency to objects creating objectified social

relations so that the latter come to exercise

a coercive force over human beings. The

concept is a key element in Marxist theory

and is especially associated with the philo-

sopher and literary theorist Georg Lukács.

The term has pre-Marxist roots in Hegel

and his followers and critics. For Feuerbach,

religion is the projection of an ideal human

existence onto God, and thus as an expression

of man’s alienation. Marx integrated such

ideas into his analysis of money in the

Grundrisse and into his theory of commod-

ity fetishism in Capital. To the extent that

commodities become ‘personified’ – i.e.

acquire agency – humans become ‘objecti-

fied’. The social and historical conditions of

capitalist production are thus obscured

behind their apparent objectivity and uni-

versality. Lukács treated reification as a qual-

ity of bourgeois class consciousness; as an

‘uncritical attitude to the fact that its own

standpoint is conditioned’ (1971: 150) (see

standpoint epistemology). The extreme

antinomies of reified consciousness can only

be overcome by a truly universal, and thus

totalizing, world-view: that of the prole-

tariat. Whereas Marxists treat reification as:

(1) specific to capitalism; and (2) a coercive

force, for Georg Simmel all human commu-

nities deposit their ‘life’ in external ‘forms’.

Such ‘objective culture’, which becomes

more pronounced inmodernity, both enables

and constrains. For example, money both

constricts individuals’ options and extends

their agency spatially and temporally.

Although the term ‘reification’ is now less

frequently used, the problematic lives on,

for example, in the ascription of agency to

objects in actor-network theory.
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ALAN SCOTT

RELATIVISM

Though relativism can be traced back to

sceptical sophism in classical Greece, the

modern problematic arises from post-

Enlightenment attempts to confront cul-

tural diversity and the thesis that knowledge

and values are historically and socially con-

structed. A theory or truth claim is said to

be relative because it is self-referential and

cannot provide criteria of validity outside of

itself; hence its truth value is only ‘relative

to’ its context of origin and not universal.

Relativism first became widely discussed as
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cultural relativism in early anthropology and

nihilism in philosophy. Given the contra-

dictory and shifting uses of the term, however,

it has become a rather confusing concept.

The meanings of relativism depend pri-

marily on the specific contrasting positions at

stake, that is, on the kind of absolutist or

objectivist claims that are opposed. Histori-

cally, targets of relativist criticism have inclu-

ded Platonism, Christian metaphysics,

scientific positivism, and humanism. Dis-

cussions of relativism in social theory, how-

ever, are generally plagued by a failure to

clearly differentiate the different contexts of

relativist attributions, e.g., ontological, episte-

mological and value relativism. Popular and

postmodern forms of relativism have flour-

ished under the assumption that truth is

absolute or it is nothing, hence that there is

a simple choice between relativism and

totalizing claims about absolute foundations

that imply a universal or transcendental

standpoint outside of history. Though relati-

vism has been widely embraced under the

heading of postmodernism in the huma-

nities, social theorists with backgrounds in

social science have more often attempted to

develop a historical, pluralistic and prag-

matic understanding of the diversity of

forms of reason and valid knowledge with-

out embracing radical relativism.

Despite the post-Enlightenment dom-

inance of positivism, various relativist argu-

ments were elaborated in the late nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries, e.g., the per-

spectivalism of Nietzsche and the German

crisis of historicism. Such themes were

most clearly articulated by Mannheim’s

sociology of knowledge which exempted

natural science from social determination.

More recently, standpoint epistemologies

have been used to justify perspectival group

claims to knowledge (especially in feminist

theory), but suggest only a partial relativism

with contested epistemological implications.

With the rise of post-empiricist philoso-

phies of science (e.g., Kuhn’s theory of

paradigms) in the 1960s, a new cycle of

epistemological relativism emerged with

reference to the natural sciences, e.g. the

‘strong programme’ of the sociology of

knowledge, the linguistic turn, actor-net-

work theory in science studies, and the

revival of pragmatism and hermeneutics. Such

tendencies were reinforced by post-struc-

turalism’s account of the arbitrariness of

the sign and related relativistic claims made

on behalf of postmodernism. It is now

common in many fields to refer to these

developments as having eclipsed positivism,

a transition identified with the ambiguous

notion of post-positivism’s recognition of the

‘constructed’ character of all knowledge.

The crucial issue in social theory has not

been so much the principle of social con-

structionism, as the specific kind of relati-

vistic epistemological and normative

implications. The current of strong relati-

vism associated with postmodernism –

especially in the humanities – not only

stresses (and embraces) both cognitive and

normative relativity, but also suggests,

ostensibly following Foucault’s notion of

subjugated knowledges, that scientific

claims have inherent authoritarian and

violent effects resulting from power–

knowledge relations. In its more radical

forms, some anti-colonial and eco-feminist

defenders of indigenous and local knowl-

edge, such as Sandra Harding (1998), have

challenged the universalism of Western

science as Eurocentric and phallocentric.

Sociological critics such as Raymond Bou-

don (1998) have claimed that post-

modernist relativism makes hyperbolic and

logically questionable use of social con-

structionism, a strategy whose success can

be explained by the sociology of knowledge.

Anti-relativists are often lumped together as

defending rationalism – though this

obscures the diversity of post-positivist, yet

anti-relativist positions and their concessions

to partial relativity (Hollis and Lukes 1982).

Debates relating to relativism have taken

place under the heading of oppositions such

as rationalism and anti-rationalism, positivism
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and anti-positivism, objectivism and sub-

jectivism, universalism and particularism,

realism and anti-realism, and foundationalism

and anti-foundationalism. Discussions of uni-

versalism versus relativism with respect to

rights have recently become an important

topic in the context of globalization and

post-colonial theory. In all such discussions

imputations of relativism (and rationalism)

must be treated with caution. Whereas one

widely recognized relativist has proclaimed

that he is not a relativist (Richard Rorty),

another often cited as an anti-relativist (Jürgen

Habermas) proclaims himself to be post-

foundationalist and post-metaphysical.

Post-positivist alternatives to strong relati-

vism in social theory have taken many dif-

ferent forms, e.g., transcendental, critical

realism (Bhaskar), the structuration school

(Giddens), reflexive sociology (Bourdieu), a

‘project of universalism’ (Alexander 1995),

and a post-foundational, pragmatist critical

theory(Habermas) thatclaimstomove‘beyond

objectivism and relativism’ (Bernstein

1983).
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RAYMOND A. MORROW

RELIGION

Definitions of religion abound, with most

tracing their origins back to the nineteenth

century. In the social sciences, two types of

definitions prevail: substantive ones based

on structures of meaning, and functional

ones based on the alleged effects of the

‘sacred’. Most substantive definitions char-

acterize religion as a system of practices

predicated on references to personal or

impersonal superhuman powers. Most

functional definitions identify religion with

the sacralization of cognitive and moral

principles that give unity and coherence to

community, society or the self. Substantive

definitions are often combined with func-

tional explanations.

The term ‘religion’ has been primarily,

although not exclusively, conceptualized and

systematized sociologically in the modern

West. Not surprisingly, debates about reli-

gion have routinely given rise to funda-

mental reflections on the nature of Western

modernity. For some, religion represents an

indispensable element in the construction

of the social, an a priori faculty of the

human mind, or the foundation of morality

and ethics. Yet others interpret it as a sur-

vival from a pre-scientific era, an ideology

serving worldly interests, a symptom of

alienation, an infantile illusion, or romantic

escapism. Religion can be defined so gen-

erally that everyone is ‘somehow’ religious,

or so specifically that no one is ‘really’ reli-

gious. Depending on one’s understanding,

religion is believed to be a phenomenon

waning in the process of secularization or

one that cannot disappear although it may

change its form or function.

Religion and Enlightenment rationalism

These different understandings of religion

can be interpreted as various responses to

the Enlightenment critique of reason and

the institutional differentiation of Western

societies through which traditional religions

have lost their metaphysical and moral
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centrality. Many of the debates on religion,

therefore, implicitly or explicitly address

questions of rationality. Although some

Enlightenment authors, especially in

France, rejected religion altogether as a

priestly swindle, most of them actually

attempted to reconcile religion and reason

by rationalizing religion. Deism, the domi-

nant religion of Enlightenment intellectuals,

often informed rationalistic reinterpretations

of Christianity and also stimulated biblical

criticism. Deism undermined the authority

of tradition and revelation by making

science the new form of revelation. God

could best be known through the scientific

study of the laws that He had written into

nature and the human mind.

This reconciliation of reason and religion,

however, met with different kinds of criti-

cism. Sceptics, like David Hume, rejected

this intellectualist view of religion and claimed

that religion is based on affect rather than

reason. Romantics attempted to protect

religion from Enlightenment rationalism by

linking religion to aesthetics rather than to

metaphysics or morality. For them, reli-

gion referred to an experience based on an

inborn sensibility of the human mind com-

parable to poetry or music.

Debates in the social sciences are grounded

in and continue these diverse under-

standings of religion. Most social scientists

have assumed that religion changes its form

in relation to processes of social transfor-

mation. With regard to Western moderniza-

tion, some view religion as a fundamentally

irrational phenomenon, while others regard

it as an anachronistic but basically rational

mode of thought or assume that religion is

compatible with modernity when it becomes

rationalized into ethics. Some expect the

ongoing secularization of religion; others, the

replacement of conventional religions by

national ideologies, and others again, the

privatization of religion.

Auguste Comte set the tone for much of

nineteenth-century interpretations of religion.

In his early writings he formulated his

famous ‘law of three stages’ claiming that

human thought had progressed from the

theological via the metaphysical to the sci-

entific. This cognitive approach to religion

has dominated evolutionist theories in

sociology and anthropology, especially in the

British anthropological tradition. Comte’s

later writings, however, emphasized reli-

gion’s significance in its capacity to inte-

grate individuals into society intellectually,

morally, and emotionally, thereby fore-

shadowing Durkheim’s theory of religion

as a requisite of social order.

Projection theories

A rather different understanding emerged

in the German critique of religion. The

left-Hegelians, Ludwig Feuerbach and Karl

Marx, and later Sigmund Freud, offered

three different kinds of theories of projec-

tion, which agree in their diagnosis of reli-

gion as an irrational force. For Feuerbach,

religion expressed human alienation. By

attributing all of human perfection to a

transcendental God who in turn overawes

His creators, humans alienate themselves from

their full humanity. For Freud, religion

represented an infantile projection of

unfulfilled wishes into an illusory realm.

Religion was thus an expression of the

human failure to face reality. Marx’s socio-

economic explanation of religion, building

on Feuerbach’s critique and to a certain

degree anticipating Freud’s, was perhaps the

most elaborate and influential of these pro-

jection theories.

According to Marx, religion represented

a false consciousness, a misrecognition of the

structures of social relations as they

emerged in the transformation of nature

into culture through human labour. In

early socioeconomic stages, religion expressed

the mysteriousness of natural forces. With

increasing understanding of and control

over nature, religion would disappear.

However, in modern capitalism, increasing

class differentiation between manual and
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intellectual labour, on the one hand, and the

owners of the means of production and

wage labourers, on the other, religion would

make ‘society’ increasingly unfathomable.

Hence social relations would not usually be

comprehended as they actually are, but

rather would be misunderstood, mis-

represented, and mysticized. The reasons

for this mystification were manifold, but all

were based on the alienating structures of

modern socioeconomic relations. More-

over, this misrecognition lay in the very

nature of commodity production itself,

since the interaction between social actors

appeared in the form of an exchange rela-

tion between products. Religion expressed

the irrationalities and contradictions of

social relations. It served the ruling classes

as an ideology of legitimation and provided

the lower classes with an illusory happiness.

Religion would disappear, once the alie-

nating social conditions were overcome.

Durkheim

Durkheim’s approach was both similar to

and different from Marx’s. Marx and Dur-

kheim were not far apart in their assumption

that religions legitimate and symbolize the

structures of social relations. But what

Marx formulated as a social critique, Dur-

kheim affirmed as a social necessity based

on arguments borrowed from the evolu-

tionism of his time. For Durkheim, religion

was rational in terms of the functions it

serves for society and its survival. By

simultaneously sacralizing cognitive and

moral categories, as well as collective

representations and conscience, and providing

emotional attachment through ritualiza-

tion and symbolization, religion guarantees

both the socialization of egoistic individuals

into moral ones and the coordination of

individual actors into participants in the

social division of labour and societal

reproduction.

Durkheim’s view of religion represented a

major break with conventional under-

standings of religion and had far-reaching

consequences. Religion for Durkheim, as

earlier for Hobbes, was social and public.

However, the concept of religion did not

refer primarily or exclusively to religious

communities and traditions but to socio-

political units. Durkheim made tribal religion

the prototype, or the ‘elementary form,’ of

religion. In his analysis he swiftly moved

from tribe to nation, ignoring important

periods in history when any such close

relationship between religion and political

community was either tenuous or absent.

His analysis also implied that traditional

religions had outlived their functionality for

society at large and that the modern age

was in need of a new religion, a secular

humanistic religion.

Weber

Max Weber, Durkheim’s contemporary,

had a rather different approach to the study

of religion. Although Weber recognized

what he called ‘communal cults’ as a typical

early formation of religion, he did not link

the concept of religion to societies as a

whole. While religion always had communal

as well as individual dimensions, Weber

was most interested in religion as an inde-

pendent principle of association and com-

munity formation. AlthoughWeber abstained

from an essentializing definition, he

implicitly employed a substantive definition

of religion. In his analyses he focused pri-

marily on the study of ‘salvation religions’,

because, in contrast to earlier religious for-

mations, salvation religions distinguish

between worldly and other-worldly inter-

ests. The interest in salvation represents a

relatively autonomous religious interest that

could come into conflict with worldly

interests.

Linking religion to institutionalized

interests in salvation rather than to the sys-

temic needs of society generated questions

different from Durkheim’s. Weber mainly

explored how salvation interests impacted
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the life conduct both of virtuosi and lay people,

and what kinds of tensions these interests

created vis-à-vis other interests, such as poli-

tical, economic, aesthetic, erotic, or scientific

ones. Such tensions, or the lack thereof,

shape cultures and personalities in specific

ways. Because Weber regarded all ultimate

values on which cultures are based as irra-

tional, the difference between Western and

non-Western cultures represented not a

difference between rational and irrational

cultures, but between cultures whose ratio-

nalization had taken different directions

based on their ultimate attitudes towards

the world. Weber linked such develop-

ments not only to an inner logic of world

views, but also to dominant social classes,

forms of religious organizations, theodicies,

and plausibility structures in conjunction

with broader economic or political trends.

Social psychology

In reaction to Durkheim’s supposed socio-

logical determinism, on the one hand, and

the individualistic cognitive psychology of

Tylor and Frazer, on the other, other clas-

sical explanations of religion began from

social psychology. Authors like the psy-

chologists William McDougall and William

James and the anthropologists Robert R.

Marett and Bronislaw Malinowski linked

religion to affect rather than reason. For

them, the religious experience begins as an

experience of awe and powerlessness, but it

does not end there. Religions also help

humans to overcome situations of crisis

through public rituals that empower and

reintegrate communities and selves. These

approaches should be clearly distinguished

from earlier Romantic and later phenom-

enological ones, like those of Rudolf Otto

or Mircea Eliade, that model their under-

standing of religion on the concept of

revelation. Social psychological approaches

locate religion not in a specifically religious

experience but in the interpretation of

experiences as religious.

Postclassical trends

The classical paradigms have widely

dominated the paths along which religion

has been conceptualized and theorized

during the twentieth century. Later authors

have mostly elaborated, reformulated, or

revised them. The Marxists focused either

on religion as a response to the socio-

economic irrationalities of colonialism and

capitalism or, via Gramsci, on religion as a

resource for resistance. The Durkheimians

have analyzed religion as collective repre-

sentations and public rituals. And the

Weberians have been mostly interested in

the impact of religion on attitudes towards

the world and on life conduct. The

approaches of Durkheim and Weber have

often been combined with little attention

to their profound differences.

The Durkheimian legacy of linking reli-

gion to societal and national integration has

been prominent in the writings of Talcott

Parsons and the authors he influenced,

such as Robert Bellah and Clifford Geertz.

Parsons argued that modern industrial

societies, especially the USA, have not rele-

gated Christianity to a subordinate position,

but, on the contrary, have been permeated

by the Christian values of voluntarism and

individualism. Bellah further argued that

Rousseau’s notion of a civil religion has

become a reality in America. American civil

religion has its own ritual calendar and

sacred language that is regularly invoked at

solemn occasions, or in presidential addresses.

Peter Berger (1967) and Thomas Luck-

mann (1967) have combined Durkheimian

and Weberian perspectives with Alfred

Schutz’s phenomenological approach. Both

are concerned with the social construction

of reality and its reproduction through

processes of externalization, objectification,

and internalization, although they disagree

on the definition of religion and the ques-

tion of secularization. Berger, employing a

substantive definition of religion, argues

that the pluralization of religions in modern
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societies undermines their truth claims,

leading to a lack of plausibility and ultimately

to secularization. Luckmann, in turn,

favouring a formal definition and linking it

to the formation of a self, makes religion a

universal necessity of human identity for-

mation. For him, institutional differentiation

and pluralization do not lead to seculariza-

tion but to the privatization of religion.

Each of these theoretical approaches has

generated timely criticism. In the 1960s

Melford Spiro debunked functionalism for

conflating the definition and explanation of

religion and for being fundamentally disin-

terested in religion itself. David Martin,

comparatively studying institutional dynam-

ics that generate different secularization out-

comes, questioned the secularization thesis

in its undifferentiated form. Later Karel

Dobbelaere further refined Martin’s con-

ceptualization and analysis of secularization.

The decades since the 1970s have produced

a plethora of studies that suggest a conceptual

ambiguity regarding what constitutes the

object of the study of religion. Durkheim’s

concept of ‘effervescence’ has often been

appropriated to legitimize studies of various

kinds of group enthusiasm, from football

games to barbecues, as religious phenomena.

Moreover, the privatization and subjectiviza-

tion of religion have contributed to a fuz-

ziness regarding the boundaries of religious

phenomena. The term ‘spirituality’ is too

often introduced to give unity to all the man-

ners of personal idiosyncrasy. The concept

of ‘implicit religion’ looks for ‘quasi’-reli-

gious phenomena in a secular world, offering

another example of such vagueness.

However, the resurgence of religious

movements and their increased public and

political visibility, often associated with fun-

damentalism, and the new religious vitality

triggered by processes of globalization,

urbanization and migration have also revita-

lized and refocused the study of religion.

Economic approaches based on variations

of rational choice theories have contributed

to the analysis of religious markets and the

success and failure of religious organizations.

Pierre Bourdieu elaborated Weber’s model

of religious competition and explored the uses

of religious capital in the general social struggle

over power and prestige. Niklas Luhmann

has developed his own functional approach

to religion based on the distinction between

the familiar and the unfamiliar, the immanent

and the transcendent.

In general, postclassical approaches have

paid much more attention to competition

between religious organizations and actors.

Instead of religious monopolies, pluralism

has become the privileged model. The

secularization thesis, while still contested, is

now mainly understood in relation to pro-

cesses of institutional differentiation. Yet, as

Luhmann has pointed out, these processes

require more precise analysis. Nevertheless,

the last few decades have corrected the

perception that scholars of religion are

studying a vanishing phenomenon.
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MARTIN RIESEBRODT

REPRESENTATION

Use of the term ‘representation’ in the

social sciences should ideally be confined to

contexts in which representation is intended

by social actors. Two primary senses of the

term can be distinguished. On the one

hand, if social actors, by virtue of their

personality, specific characteristics, actions,

occupation or membership of distinct groups,

adhere to certain representations of the

world - in the sense of religious beliefs,

political ideologies, philosophies, prejudices,

world-views, or any other kinds of ‘collec-

tive representation’ in Durkheim’s sense -

we may speak generally of symbolic repre-

sentation. If, on the other hand, social actors

‘stand in’ for other, real or possible, even

perhaps fictive actors - as in a lawyer who

represents a client, a member of parliament

who represents a constituency, or an actor

on the theatrical stage who represents a

character - we may speak, in a rather nar-

rower sense, of social representation. In this sec-

ond case, it is most often human individuals

who are the media of representation, the

agents of the act of representing, the ‘repre-

sentatives’; and, decisively, what or whom

these representatives ‘stand in’ for can only

be individuals, or groups of individuals,

people, or communities, such as religious

or political communities or economic

enterprises or ‘nations’. Such collective

actors or corporate actors, particularly in

modern societies, frequently have the status

of ‘legal personalities’ (cf. Coleman 1990).

Social representation presupposes that

those who are represented have the power

to act. Entities which lack, or have been

denied, the power to act - that is, the ability

or right to act on their own behalf - cannot be

represented, at least not in the social sense;

at most, they can be represented in the

symbolic sense. Representation is a social fact

to the extent that a corresponding rela-

tionship is taken for granted by both sides

and a social environment is taken as given.

Socio-cultural interpretations and defini-

tions decide who can be represented by

whom and in what respect.

The most general formula to describe

social representation is: A (the representa-

tive) represents B (the represented) before

C (the addressee of the representation) with

respect to matter X. Here ‘represent’ means

not only ‘act or speak in place of’ or ‘in the

interests of’, but also ‘in the name of’, in

such a way that the person(s) represented

must assume at least the consequences of

this representation as the consequences of

his or her own action. This is described most

accurately in the formula from Roman law,

alieno nomine agere.

The social tasks for which representation

occurs vary to an extraordinary degree both

historically and culturally. But in all cases

limits are imposed on actors, which they are

not able or not permitted to transgress in

their own name, but whose transgression is

of great importance for them. These limits

can be of a factual or physical or spatio-tem-

poral nature, or based on a lack of compe-

tence, or be generated from social-moral or

religious prescriptions as to what is permis-

sible and not permissible for certain actors.

There is a very wide-ranging literature in

the social sciences on political representation,

with particular reference to the principles,

functional preconditions and functional

problems of modern parliamentary, i.e.

representative, democracies (cf. de Grazia

1968; Mill 1958). Abbé Sieyés, before the

French Revolution, pointed out that

‘everything is representation in the social

state’ (tout est représentation dans l’état social),

and indeed in many other sub-systems

representation is of constitutive significance
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and is always disputed. The spectrum of facts

to be examined here ranges from the reli-

gious or quasi-religious idea and institution

of representative suffering or dying to

representation within the legal system and,

predominantly legally regulated, economic

conditions via the more or less formalized

representation arrangements provided by the

professions. Also salient is the claim to

representation with respect to classes, nations

or the whole of humanity, maintained and

disputed by intellectuals (cf. Weiss 1992).

Finally there is the currently vital question of

an ‘advocatory decision’ about the life and

death of the unborn or severely ill person.
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JOHANNES WEISS

REPUBLIC

The republic is as old a political concept as

democracy and like democracy, its exact

meaning is mutable. ‘Republic’ is best

considered as both a specific form of orga-

nization and an ideal state or harmonious

community. In republics, order is not

imposed by absolutist rulers such as mon-

archs or a priesthood; nor is it sponta-

neously generated through the deliberation

of the people as in an ideal democracy (or

anarchy). Rather, order is actively legis-

lated through laws and customs. What

varies, both in theory and practice, are the

means by which good laws are derived and

the composition of the citizen body from

which they emerge.

Plato’s fourth-century BC philosophical

Republic (1974) sought to derive the nature

of justice and good political conduct. The

results formed a repudiation of Athenian

democracy, which Plato likened to a ship

on which ‘the sailors are quarrelling about

the navigation. Each man thinks that he

ought to navigate, though up to that time

he has never studied the art’ (Republic: para.

488). Ships – and republics – needed a

navigator with authority and experience.

Therefore, instead of handing responsibility

for lawmaking over to a capricious mass,

the Platonic ideal was rule by ‘philosopher-

kings’ (Republic: Book VI): men whose long

study of good conduct and justice qualified

them to craft legislation under which citi-

zens would live harmoniously. Plato

acknowledged that one could not take for

granted the benevolence of philosopher-

kings. What protections existed against

their corruption? But he said that it was

when rulers courted the masses that cor-

ruption occurred. A multitude cannot but

have conflicting interpretations of the good

life, so ‘a multitude cannot be philosophi-

cal’ (Republic: para. 494). Good laws were

therefore to be found not in democracy but

in objective, philosophical enquiry into the

nature of truth. Plato admitted good philo-

sopher-kings were very rare, but that was

why they should be actively courted as

rulers.
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The Roman historian Livy disagreed

with Plato’s dismissal of the citizenry. A

healthy republic:

could be linked directly to respect for

authority, religious and secular, and to the

‘modesty, fairness and nobility of mind’

which belonged to the whole people. Such

a frame of mind could be sustained when

civic virtue triumphed over factionalism;

that is, when the common business of

citizens. . .prevailed over the tendency to

corrupt political practices – the pursuit of

private interests in public affairs.

(quoted in Held 1996: 44)

This idea of civic virtue – broadly, citizens’

glorification of their republic and desire for

its betterment – was developed by the

first significant Renaissance republican,

Machiavelli (1519). In his Discourses on

Livy, Machiavelli agreed that without

reviving the Athenian idea of active citi-

zenship, a republic would decay. While

admitting that the political masses were

imperfect, he noted that all their faults were

amplified in aristocracies or princes. At

the same time, he was a realist and recog-

nized the need to accommodate the pow-

erful ruling classes of Renaissance Italian

city–states. The people and the aris-

tocracy therefore balanced each other. An

unchecked aristocracy would decay into a

tyranny; but an unchecked democracy

would also decay into a state where ‘each

individual lived according to his own

wishes, so that every day a thousand

wrongs were done’ ([1519] 1979: Chapter

II). Machiavelli therefore wrote that ‘those

who were prudent in establishing laws

recognized this fact. . .[that] where there is

in the same city-state a principality, an

aristocracy, and a democracy, one form

keeps watch over the other’ (ibid.). In his

ideal republic, order would therefore arise

through a balance of powers, fortified by

the citizens’ civic virtue.

Held (1996: 44–5) terms Machiavelli a

‘protective’ republican. That is, political

participation is valuable, but only because

these make republics strong and enable

them to protect citizens’ rights, objectives

and interests. Held contrasts this with a

more ‘developmental’ republicanism, in

which participation has a more inherent

value, being important for the happiness

and moral development of citizens. The

epitome of the developmental republican

was Rousseau, particularly in The Social

Contract ([1762] 1968). Here the republic

returned to an idealist democratic state in

which citizens deliberated on the ‘general

will’ and enacted this without the control

of a prince or aristocracy. But Rousseau’s

book was also a warning that as society

continued to develop and nation–states

grew vastly larger than the small city-states

of his (or Machiavelli’s, or Plato’s) time, the

conditions under which a general will could

be democratically formed would be lost.

Modern republics are not small city-states

but typically large nations, in which

autonomy is delegated to representatives.

The ‘balance of power’ does not necessarily

include the citizens themselves. Active

citizenship is seen as a challenge by many

governments, rather than as a supporting

pillar. An ideal republican community,

however, is accountable only to all mem-

bers of the community itself, both rulers

and citizens. Therefore, like many political

concepts, republics are both ideals and fal-

lible, real-world attempts to emulate those

ideals.
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ANDREW WHITWORTH

REVOLUTION

The modern sense of the term ‘revolution’

refers to a process of political and social

change based on use of violent force that

aims to overthrow existing forms of gov-

ernment. The modern concept of revolu-

tion was profoundly shaped by the French

Revolution of 1789 and by successive

intellectual movements marking the

beginning of the concept’s career in social

scientific discourse. Marx’s adaptation of

revolution in a materialist historical fra-

mework has been the main point of refer-

ence for an abundance of social and

political theories in the twentieth century.

Since the 1960s sociologists have been

repeatedly concerned with the causes,

social preconditions and consequences of

revolutionary movements and uprisings.

The modern notion of revolution must

be distinguished from its ancient meaning.

From classical antiquity to the Renaissance,

‘revolution’ stood for a cyclical movement,

based on the image of the movement of

planets. As Koselleck (1969) demonstrates,

it was the French Revolution that coined

the modern sense of the term, introducing

the element of singularity and completeness

of transformation. Marx, in this sense,

emphasized the thrust of modern revolutions

to overcome the past for the sake of an

open and unstructured future. With Engels,

Marx provided a long-term account of

societal change of Western civilization,

referring to dominant modes of production

leading necessarily to class antagonisms which

can be overcome only by the revolutionary

agency of the exploited. In this scheme, the

revolutionary process marks the end of an

old era and the beginning of a new one,

from feudalism to capitalism, and from

capitalism to communism. Revolution is

conceived of as a motor of social change in

the service of human progress, and all

negative perceptions of the phenomenon

are thrown aside. Despite its teleological

implications, the Marxian conception of

revolution had a major impact on sub-

sequent theories of revolution. It drew

social-scientific attention towards the sig-

nificance of revolutions for the transitional

passage from traditional to modern stages of

society, setting a sweeping agenda for

research and political mobilization in the

twentieth century.

O’Kane (2000) summarizes the varieties

of approaches towards the explanation of

revolutions, distinguishing between two

basic types of definition prevalent in the

early twentieth century. One type conceives

of revolution as a sub-category of collective

violence, focusing on a universal psycholo-

gical disposition of the masses (Le Bon,

Durkheim), and in this way tending to

neglect historical contexts and peculiarities.

The other type aims at the ‘world-historical

meaning’ of revolutions, in the spirit of Marx.

In the first third of twentieth century,

remarkable attempts to delineate common

patterns and uniformities of varied revolu-

tionary transformations were made by

scholars such as Edwards, Brinton, and Pettee,

making up the ‘natural history’ school.

Their main interest lay more in extrapola-

tion of the dynamics of processes incited by

uprisings than an examination of their

driving forces. But in focusing solely on the

classic cases of ‘successful’ revolutions – the

British, American, French, and Russian –

they have been criticized for a truncated

outlook that fails to adequately account for

differences among developments.

A more explicit inductive method was

pioneered by Barrington Moore in his

influential study Social Origins of Dictatorship

and Democracy (1966), blazing the trail for a

younger generation of scholars such as

Charles Tilly, Theda Skocpol, and others.
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Reconstructing concepts from Marx, Moore

avoided the quandary engendered by too

close an adherence to theoretical or ideo-

logical claims and instead remained sensi-

tive to empirical variation. He conducted a

large-scale comparative historical analysis of

modernization developments in various civi-

lizational regions from 1300 until the

twentieth century, tracing the roots of

democratic, communist, and fascist regimes

in relation to models of transition from

agrarian to capitalist stages of development.

He thus avoided the biases of previously

dominant modernization theories that had

tended to impose Western categories on dis-

similar contexts.

Moore’s methodological recommenda-

tions have been taken up and fleshed out by

Tilly (1978, 1993) and Skocpol (1979). Tilly’s

analysis of revolutionary energy and collec-

tive discontent focuses on the organizational

capacity of groups eager for power. Refining

comparative methods, Tilly seeks to account

for the vast diversity of contingencies that

precede the outcome of revolutionary out-

breaks in various European regions. Revo-

lutionary upheaval in his picture appears to

be more the result of happy coincidence

than of planned action. In the same vein,

Skocpol draws attention to events that

render states incapable of functioning in

their basic provisions due to fiscal collapse or

military threats from neighbouring states. She

brings to bear a wide range of aspects that

shaped the outcome of revolutions in France,

Russia, and China, accounting principally for

the international context of states and the

pressures put on them.

The comparative historical approach of

Moore, Tilly and Skocpol has prompted

some critical responses from other writers.

Eisenstadt (1978) and Sewell (1985) take

issue with their neglect of cultural dimen-

sions of social change and their restriction

purely to institutional and social-structural

aspects. In his comparative analysis of

diverse civilizations, Eisenstadt discerns

forms of institutional change beyond the

implications of labor division related to

cultural symbolic orientations such as cen-

tre and periphery relations, hierarchical

structuring of social relations and basic rules

of interaction. In a similar manner, Sewell

argues, mainly against Skocpol, that ‘ideol-

ogy plays a crucial role in revolutions, both

as cause and as outcome’ (1985: 86).

Another rival paradigm has been established

by rational choice theorists. Focusing on

social settings in which it may appear rea-

sonable for individuals to engage in revolu-

tionary activity, authors such as Tullock,

Popkin, and Silver draw their conclusions

from observations about types of group

membership, especially peasant groups. In

their analysis, individuals are likely to pursue

revolutionary action primarily on grounds of

private payoffs and with indifference towards

publicmatters. Since the late 1980s, however,

these hard-nosed accounts have been criti-

cized by scholars who demonstrate that public

goods can indeed serve as incentives for indi-

vidual revolutionary action and who chal-

lenges the individualist assumptions of

rational choice theory, emphasizing the

agency of social groups as key actors in

revolutions.

Although scholars do not agree either on

any conclusive definition of revolutions or

on any royal road to their methodical ana-

lysis, the transformations in Eastern Europe

and many other parts of the world since the

early 1990s continue to place the phenom-

enon of revolution at the top of the social-

scientific agenda.
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BERNHARD GIESEN

DANIEL ŠUBER

RICOEUR, PAUL (1913–2005)

French philosopher

One of the leading protagonists of the

project of philosophical hermeneutics,

Ricoeur dedicated himself to the explora-

tion of human understanding and, in parti-

cular, imagination, as a process of

interpretation. Four aspects may be seen as

central in Ricoeur’s life-long studies of phi-

losophical, poetic, historic, and theological

understanding, and action. All interpreta-

tion is: (1) linguistic or a language-like

process; (2) socially, culturally, and his-

torically contextualized; (3) creative and

originating new meaning (‘meaning sur-

plus’), rather than just realizing given

meaning; and (4) open-ended and inde-

terminate. After dealing in his early work

with Husserl’s phenomenology and exis-

tentialism, he published studies on psycho-

analysis, Freud and Philosophy ([1965] 1970)

and structuralism. In Hermeneutics and the

Human Sciences (1981), he suggested a sys-

tematic theory of interpretation based on

the model of the text, a view that was

extended in From Text to Action ([1986]

1991) to non-textual forms of action. In

The Rule of Metaphor ([1975] 1977) and Time

and Narrative ([1983–85] 1984–88), Ricoeur

sought to explicate the crucial role of fig-

urative language and narrative discourse in

meaning construction, particularly focusing

on the narrative fabric of our notions of

time and temporality. Only the narrative

configuration of time, he argues, gives

shape to the temporal dimension of human

existence. In Oneself as Another ([1990]

1992), Ricoeur formulated the con-

sequences of his social-existential herme-

neutics for the dialectic of self and other,

and, in La mémoire, l’histoire, l’oubli (2000),

for human self-understanding in memory

and history.
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JENS BROCKMEIER

RIESMAN, DAVID (1909–2002)

US sociologist

In his best-selling book The Lonely Crowd

(1950), Riesman developed a social psy-

chology concerned with mass culture and

RIESMAN, DAVID (1909–2002)
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mass society and popular culture in an era

that seemed to be experiencing a new era

of economic abundance. Influenced by

Erich Fromm’s neo-Freudian psycho-

analysis as well as by Thorstein Veblen’s

sociology of the ‘leisure class’, Riesman

argues that in every society a ‘mode of

conformity’ secures the relation between

individual and society through the con-

struction of social character types. Corres-

ponding to the shift from an age of

production to an age of consumption, the

work-driven character type that he calls

‘inner-directed’ becomes increasingly sup-

planted by a consumption-driven character

type that he calls ‘other-directed’. During

the same process, a shift occurs in the field

of decision-making from dominance by a

ruling class to power dispersal among a plur-

ality of competing ‘veto groups’. This pla-

ces Riesman within the pluralist school of

social thought. Given his focus on culture,

leisure and mass media (see media and

mass media), Riesman’s work continues to

exert an influence in American studies and

cultural studies.
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OLIVER MARCHART

RIGHTS

Although used freely in political debate,

what constitutes a right is the subject of

intense controversy. Following W. N.

Hohfeld’s (1923) classic modern analysis,

most scholars have interpreted rights in a

fourfold fashion: first, as privileges, where a

person owes no duty to another to do or

not to do something; second, as claim-rights,

where individual rights entail duties to

uphold these rights on the part of others;

third, as powers, where rights are thought of

as permitting a change in the legal rela-

tionships between peoples; and fourth, as

immunities, where rights are a security

against a change in legal status. Today,

human rights are often thought of as entailing

an assortment of these conditions, in order

to provide some sort of constitutional guaran-

tee of a universal right to life, liberty and

security. Most political and social theorists

discuss rights in terms of the claims or

duties that they make upon others. They

are usually broadly understood as either

negative (implying that a right to some-

thing is an absence of constraint in making

good one’s claim to it), or positive, which

implies that some sort of action is required

to enforce one’s right in the first place. Most

writers retain Hohfeld’s assumption that

rights constitute some form of advantage.

However, Jeremy Bentham ([1791] 1973)

famously attacked the idea of the natural

‘rights of man’, claiming that if all persons

had universal rights, there was no way of

distinguishing between who had a right to

something or not, and hence the question

of justification and enforcement was overly

muddied (see utilitarianism). Bentham’s

analysis was updated in a seminal modern

essay by H. L. A. Hart ([1955] 1984), who

argued that if one suggests that rights claims

are moral claims, then justifying political

interference or intervention with persons

on the basis of such moral claims pre-

supposes in the first place that all persons

have a natural and equal interest in and

right to freedom. From a more radical
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perspective, Karl Marx asserted that a focus

on rights obfuscated real problems of

inequality within a particular society, and

were liberal illusions.

These discussions consider whether indi-

vidual rights are universal or whether posi-

tive law must be used to enforce particular

rights claims. Prior to this, early-modern

discussions often tried to reconcile the idea

of a natural right to do everything possible

to uphold the natural law of self-preserva-

tion. Thus the notion of rights was bound

up with questions of individual liberty and

property in a different sense. Indeed, in

one of the most famous of discussions, John

Locke claimed that all human beings had a

natural and God-given right to life, liberty

and property, but that the right to property

in particular could only be maintained if it

was used by persons in a very particularly

Christian way, by mixing their labour

with it. This was then underpinned by a

distinctly religious account of the proper

use of property. In the absence of such

proper use by the American Indians, for

example, Locke thought (along with numer-

ous other theorists from Grotius to Hobbes)

that the effectively colonial acquisition of

land and the conduct of war were justifi-

able. However, writers such as these also

effectively bridged traditional discussions of

natural law with their focus on subjective

individual rights that were defended and

recognized as such only when the civil law

under a Commonwealth had been estab-

lished. This notion of political rights would

be amended and later codified in such

documents as the American Declaration of

Independence, and the French Déclaration,

initiating a special relationship between

rights and democracy.

Modern discussions have, as Jeremy

Waldron (1984) suggests, attempted both to

render more explicit precisely what a right

is in relation to positive law (see law and

legality), while at the same time excavating

the foundations of rights and in particular

their relationship to the notion of duty,

something which he suggests Hohfeld’s

analysis left under-theorized. Broadly, we

can say that the relationship between rights

and duties is often theorized in terms of the

power that a bearer of rights has over the

person who has a duty to uphold the right,

and the choice that they are able to make in

order to relieve someone of that duty. Or it

has been considered in terms of the interest

or benefit that someone has in having his or

her rights claim enforced. One of the cen-

tral problems faced by those who claim a

clear relationship between rights and duties

on the one hand, alongside the assessment

which suggests that individual rights form

the basis of discussions of political morality

and value, on the other, is that they may

neglect to consider the other, non-indivi-

dualistic bases of political morality.

Since the recent work of Ronald Dwor-

kin (1979) in particular, rights are often

perceived within liberal thought as ‘trumps’

that instantiate certain claims over and

above a basic social structure that is broadly

held together by a particular political phi-

losophy (here, a version of utilitarianism).

Hence, rights and political morality are

related within a discussion that seeks to

maximize liberty through the promotion of

equality, but in which specific rights claims

can have priority over the general interest.

This has led to questions of which rights are

to be justified, and how considerations of

the general good are to be established,

whether by virtue of utility or by virtue of

other, non-welfarist considerations. Joseph

Raz (1988) has developed powerful criticisms

of such positions. He argues that other

goods and values, in particular respect for

persons and notions of self-respect, are ele-

ments of prime importance to conceptions

of political life that go beyond a focus on

the rights of the individual.

Alongside this focus on the boundaries of

rights, debate has increasingly been divided

on the issue of conflict between rights

themselves, in particular in terms of whether

special status should be accorded to the
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rights claims of particular groups on the

basis of such issues as race, gender and

culture, or whether the rights of groups

should simply be seen as derivative of the

universal rights of individuals. The most

obvious case here again is that of human

rights. However, if one is sceptical about

the religious basis of individual rights as

well as the capacity for finding practical

means for their universal enforcement, one

might try to avoid the problem of cultural

and moral relativism by suggesting that a

sceptical and secular humanism, alongside a

focus on moral reciprocity, is quite simply

the best that we can achieve if we take the

view that all violations of human rights

should be subject to similar penalties. That

one cannot and should not pick and

choose, for example, which abuses to chal-

lenge on this basis, and that in fact all

human rights claims should be defended

and supported equally, is a theme that one

can find in various recent liberal analyses.

Others, such as A. J. Simmons (2001),

take a position termed philosophical anar-

chism, to suggest that political obligation (a

variation on the duties owed to those with

specific rights claims) is an almost entirely

voluntary undertaking, which cannot be

justified in terms of the fact that we all

share in the life of a political association (see

also voluntarism). Similarly, other neo-

Lockean positions have developed to

defend the right to private property and

various forms of libertarianism. Liberals

such as Waldron (1984) defend the idea

that under a properly representative democ-

racy, by guaranteeing the right of partici-

pation in the selection of political actors,

individual citizens are given a basic right to

have rights. In effect, this can appear as

another variation on the idea that rights are

in some senses ‘trumps’ over other political

claims and which can justify the main-

tenance and procedural neutrality of a lib-

eral regime. But such an account could also

be used to justify redistributive taxation and

the promotion of positive rights as well, as

various liberals have done, and debates on

this issue are likely to continue for the

foreseeable future.
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DUNCAN KELLY

RISK

The concept of risk has a long history, and

provides sociologists with a vantage point

from which to study the ways in which

people place confidence in their relative

powers of control over possible future dan-

gers. The precise origins of the word ‘risk’ are

uncertain, but it may be derived from the

Arabic word risq, meaning ‘riches’ or ‘good

fortune’. It is also possible to trace its ori-

gins to the Greek word rhiza, meaning
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‘cliff ’, and the Latin resegare meaning ‘to cut

off short’, so that it appears to have first

featured as part of a maritime vocabulary to

evoke the danger of sailing too closely to

inshore rocks. Where the concept ‘risk’ has

featured in modern times as a principle of

insurance, both of these possible derivations

colour the ways in which this is put to use.

It was during the Commercial Revolution

(c. 1275–1375) that Italian shipping mer-

chants first used modern-style insurance

contracts as a means to manage their busi-

ness affairs (de Roover 1945). Here, the

concept of risk was used with reference to a

process of calculation that has taken place in

order to assess the likelihood of commercial

success in a world of hazardous con-

tingencies. For insurers to place confidence

in their calculations of risk, they must be

willing to trust that their knowledge and

experience of past events are a reliable

guide for predicting what is most likely to

take place in the future. Where merchants

are prepared to approach risk as an acquisi-

tive opportunity, this implies that a society

has successfully established a range of legal

institutions, administrative practices and

technological innovations that place a measure

of guarantee upon the predicted outcomes

of their investment decisions For this rea-

son, sociologists contend that historical

developments in the meaning and applica-

tion of risk mirror the social and technolo-

gical processes by which nature and society

have been made subject to the law of cal-

culable rules. The history of risk is a vital

part of the history of modern processes of

rationalization (see rationality, rationalism

and rationalization) (Ewald 1991).

In contemporary social theory, the con-

cept of risk is often associated with the

works of Ulrich Beck (1992, 1999), Mary

Douglas (1986, 1992) and Foucauldian

theorists of ‘governmentality’ (Dean 1999a,

1999b; O’Malley 1996) (see governance

and governmentality). While writing from

different traditions of sociological analysis,

they all share the understanding that, where

the language of risk has risen to prominence

in contemporary public debate, it signals a

profound transformation in the cultural

experience of modern societies. For Beck

and Douglas, this concerns the ways in

which we relate to the hazards of modern

technologies (see technology and technoc-

racy) and construct the political meaning

of disaster. Both observe that, at the level of

popular discourse, the concept of risk is

losing its positive associations with acqui-

sitive opportunity, and is used exclusively

to evoke the threat of danger. For Beck,

this is connected with the extent to which

societies are alert to the hazardous ‘side-

effects’ of industrial modernity and moder-

nization), especially the threat of ecological

catastrophe (see ecology and envir-

onmentalism). By contrast, Mary Douglas

emphasizes the extent to which, under the

force of globalization, changes in people’s

experiences of social solidarity lead them

to experience heightened states of anxiety

and to become increasingly hostile towards

the knowledge claims of expert authorities.

Where Beck claims that ‘risk consciousness’

grows in proportion to our knowledge of

the threat posed by new forms of techno-

logical hazards (i.e. industrial pollution),

Douglas maintains that it is not so much

that we are faced with increasing amounts

of danger, but that we are now socially

disposed to feel more afraid (Wilkinson

2001). Theorists of ‘governmentality’ are

not so much interested in advancing a cri-

tical point of view on the reality of possible

dangers as they are with the ways in which

the conduct of individuals and institutions

is now disciplined in relation to the lan-

guage of risk. For Foucauldian theorists

such as Mitchell Dean, the sociological

importance of risk lies predominantly in the

ways in which the concept is used in man-

agerial practices and governmental techni-

ques designed to shape human conduct for

specific ends. For example, they may be

interested to understand how the labelling

of certain social behaviours as ‘risky’ (e.g.
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smoking, drinking, driving) leads people to

adopt a more precautionary attitude towards

life. Here, the language of risk is used as a

means to persuade individuals to take more

personal responsibility for their health and

safety. Such analysis is often related to a

more broad-ranging discussion of the

impacts of neo-liberal market reforms on

the welfare state and health services.

In the domain of sociological theory,

there is now a ‘hermeneutics of risk’ for

devising cultural narratives of modernity.

Debates on the social meaning of the concept

of risk are approached as an opportunity to

analyze contemporary attitudes and responses

to modern processes of rationalization.

Differences in the ways sociologists theorize

risk tend to be closely related to their

favoured accounts of the ‘trustworthiness’ of

expert knowledge and the ‘reality’ of pos-

sible dangers (see trust). The risk debate in

social science is approached as an opportunity

to advance political points of view on the

‘hazards’ of modernization and the forms of

institutional and individual behaviours that

are best suited to respond to these. It also

presents social researchers with opportu-

nities to map the various ways in which risk

discourse serves as a means to regulate

organizational and individual behaviour

according to the values of ‘self-management’,

‘self-interest’ and ‘voluntary risk avoidance’.
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IAIN WILKINSON

RITUAL

Rituals can be defined as formally regu-

lated, repetitive, collective acts of beha-

viour, standing apart from normal social

life. The extraordinary character of the

ritual event is established through the use of

symbols, transforming functions and

meanings of actions and objects by con-

necting them to ‘tradition’ or to the sacred

in society. Examples of rituals are wed-

dings, funerals, church ceremonies, cor-

onation ceremonies, carnivals, family

reunions. Ritual passages are those rituals

that signal a passage from one state to the

other (the passage from life to death in a

funeral ritual, for example). Since they

involve collective participation, rituals are

related to the creation of human collectiv-

ities, although the precise nature of this

relationship remains a matter of dispute.

The meaning of ritual can also be inter-

preted as ‘routine behaviour’, as everyday

acts performed without special attention for

example, ‘my morning-coffee ritual’). In

his dramaturgical approach, Erving Goff-

man (1967) wrote about ‘interaction

rituals’, meaning those largely unconscious

codes of ritualized behaviour through which

we acknowledge a shared reality, upholding

a mutual sense of self.

In Durkheim’s The Elementary Forms of

Religious Life (1961), rituals are seen as the

life-giver to society. Through his study of

Australian totemism, Durkheim argued that
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in religious rituals an individual is ‘lifted out

of himself ’, and made part of the social

group. It is in ritual that the ‘individual soul

is regenerated, by being dipped again in the

sources from which its life comes’. For

Durkheim, these sources were society itself,

where ‘society’ represents a sociological

equivalent of the Kantian moral a priori.

While rituals thus belong to the sacred

realm, they are in reality a society’s mode of

self-worship. Durkheim tied this theory to

the concept of social solidarity, arguing

that in modern forms of organic solidarity,

rituals lose their integrative function. Dur-

kheim worried that with the decline of

ritual dipping, individualism, and indivi-

dualization in modern society threatened

to run amok, creating anomie.

Social theorists since Durkheim have all

recognized that rituals, although formalized

and stereotypical in form, are not solely acts

of leisure or ornament. However, Dur-

kheim placed little emphasis on the rela-

tionship between ritual and power

hierarchies. Durkheim only saw ritual as

the moment when a society’s basic values

and norms were established through a col-

lective ‘effervescence’. More critical

approaches, Marxist as well as non-Marxist,

have argued that rituals relate to power in

either of two ways: either by supporting

social structure or by concealing power.

Rituals do so by evoking the power of the

transcendental over the normal, a ‘celes-

tialization’ of social life (investing hier-

archies with ‘givenness’, as in royal rituals).

Further, in ritual forms, discussion and cri-

ticism are narrowed down to a minimum,

roles and conclusions being pre-established

(as in role reversals during carnivals that

ultimately reinforce the status quo). Rituals

in this approach lead to submission, forcing

people to accept social hierarchy, and

sometimes even to celebrate it against their

self-interest. Rituals are here seen as con-

servative and mystifying (Bloch 1989).

Functionalist approaches have been cri-

ticized on a series of accounts: for neglect-

ing agency of the participants, for assuming

a shared interpretation of symbols, and for

obscuring the transformative potential of

rituals. These points of criticism are related:

the variability in individuals’ perception of

rituals is one reason why change is inbuilt.

In anthropology, the assumption that rituals

always support social structure was chal-

lenged by Victor Turner (1969). Focusing

on ritual passages and on playful behaviour

in liminality, Turner claimed that ritual

periods represented a kind of ‘anti-struc-

ture’, or lay outside social structure altogether.

He also showed how in ritual passages human

subjectivity (see subject and subjectivity) is

really transformed. If so, rituals must be

crucial to role theory. Turner (1974) also

used his studies of African tribal society as a

springboard for the analysis of ritual and

play and game in complex societies, claiming

that the ‘subjunctive mood’ found in ritual

had here been replaced by art and leisure.

Turner’s student, Richard Schechner

(1993), has extended these insights into the

seriousness of play by relating them to

drama and performance theory.

Other approaches have tried to demon-

strate how rituals may in fact serve to chal-

lenge power. If ritual is ‘play’ or ‘social

theatre’, it may function as a form of pro-

test movement, as not all rituals are con-

trolled from above (Cohen 1993). Examples

could be the Ghost Dance movement in

North America or political protest

movements. These tend to develop ritual

forms that serve to question the givenness of

existing powers. In short, depending on

specific contexts, rituals can be studied as

constitutive moments of individuals and

social groups that may serve either to legit-

imize and solidify or to question and alter

both personhood and social structure.
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BJØRN THOMASSEN

ROLE

Social theorists and sociologists sometimes

use analogies with the stage in order to

account for social life. This has led to an

interest in roles, role-playing and related

concepts. Social theorists were not the first

to conceive of the social in this way. Over

the centuries, many novelists and play-

wrights have depicted individuals as enacting

roles. The difference is that social theorists

have tried to systematize these metaphors

and analogies into a coherent theory.

The concept of role came to prominence

in sociology in the 1950s and 1960s. The

concept was often used in conjunction with

other notions, such as ‘social position’,

‘status’, and ‘expectations’. A role was

defined as a set of expectations society has

of individuals in a given social position or

status. It is possible to talk about a ‘role

theory’, applicable not only to sociology,

but also to social psychology and social

anthropology. Sociologists who used this

framework were trying to indicate the

extent to which people’s agency is curtailed

by the positions or status they occupy. To

occupy a position means that one possesses

specific roles, and this implies that others

have expectations about how one should

act. These expectations are likely to affect

what one does: failing to comply with them

leads to sanctions, whereas complying is

rewarded. Positions and roles also ensure

continuity, even if new people occupy the

positions in question. This partly accounts

for a level of predictability in social life:

independent of who occupies a specific

position, it entails certain roles, expectations

and behaviour. Roles thus make for con-

tinuity, but this does not come without a

cost. Hence, social research has focused on

the tensions caused by role-playing for the

individual: for instance, ‘role strain’ or ‘role

overload’ (due to the various expectations

related to a role) and ‘role conflict’ (due to

incompatible expectations related to a role).

Role theory was compatible with some

of Durkheim’s central guidelines for socio-

logical method. Durkheim (1982) argued

that sociology studied social facts, which

are general, external and constraining, and

have predictive power. Role theory oper-

ates in a similar fashion. Roles are also

general, applying to everybody in a certain

position. Roles are external to individuals,

imposed onto them, and they are con-

straining in that they entail guidelines

regarding what is permissible and desirable

for certain positions. Roles also have a

predictive power. The role of pupil, for

example, implies a set of assumptions and

expectations, applicable to every teacher.

Pupils do not choose the guidelines; they

exist prior to their arrival. There are clear

guidelines and expectations about what

pupils can and cannot do. Some of these

rules are strict and have legal repercussions;

other rules are less formal, but not necessa-

rily less binding: pupils are supposed to do

their homework, be attentive, cooperative

and well behaved. Once we know these

rules and expectations, the conduct of

pupils becomes more predictable.

This traditional role theory was once so

dominant that it was regarded as character-

istic of any sociological perspective. For

instance, Ralf Dahrendorf’s (1973) Homo

Sociologicus saw the notion of role as central
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to the sociological view of people, as

opposed to homo oeconomicus. Whereas other

disciplinary perspectives take a more ato-

mistic view, sociology is sensitive to the

binding nature of social life, and ‘role’ is the

key concept for accomplishing this. Struc-

tural-functionalism was the dominant fra-

mework in the 1980s and its proponents

regarded role theory as compatible with it.

In their view, roles persist because they

fulfil vital functions for the larger social

systems in which they are embedded

(Merton 1957). In the course of the 1960s

and the 1970s, however, social theorists

became increasingly uneasy with the neglect

of agency in functionalism and related

theories. Dennis Wrong’s (1961) article

‘The Over-socialised Conception of Man’

pointed out that many sociological

accounts overstate the constraining influ-

ence of society on human conduct. Role

theory was then seen as particularly suspect

and in need of adjustment. This re-assess-

ment took place in various ways, through a

rediscovery of George Herbert Mead and

through the work of Erving Goffman.

Influenced by German idealist philosophy

and American pragmatism, Mead developed

his ‘social behaviourism’ in the beginning

of the twentieth century. He became par-

ticularly well known for his posthumously

published Mind, Self and Society (1934), in

which he argued that we, as human beings,

put ourselves in other people’s perspectives

to look upon ourselves. This enables us to

choose between alternatives lines of conduct

and to steer our behaviour. Symbolic

interactionists wrote about ‘taking the

perspective, attitude or role of the other’,

and they emphasized that the notion of role

is now no longer associated with a determi-

nistic picture. Individuals take on the role of

other individuals in ways that enable them

to control their own conduct (Blumer

1969). Unsurprisingly, symbolic interac-

tionists tend to couple the concept of role

to a notion of agency. Ralph Turner (1979,

1998) examined how individuals’ gestures

and actions assert a particular role, how each

individual infers from other people’s ges-

tures what role they play, and how he or

she verifies those inferences. Jonathan Turner

developed this perspective further by

arguing that people’s stock of knowledge

includes fine-tuned, shared role-concep-

tions, which provide generative potential

for role taking, imputation and verification

(Turner 1988). He integrated these insights

into a broader theory of interaction.

This dynamic view is consistent with

Erving Goffman’s writings. Goffman oper-

ated within the tradition of symbolic inter-

actionism, but he takes a distinct angle.

Influenced by Emile Durkheim and Georg

Simmel, Goffman’s (1959) Presentation of

Self in Everyday Life employs analogies with

the theatre to depict social life. This approach

has been described as exemplary for the

dramaturgical school. Unlike traditional

role theory, however, people are not

depicted as passive recipients of external

social forces. For Goffman, individuals are

constantly involved in ‘performances’: they

impose a definition of who they are onto

others, and they are able do so with the

help of various props and devices. People

act out roles that they themselves at least

partly design. Not all performances are

individual, however. Often people depend

on the collaboration of others to con-

solidate the roles they play. There are sanc-

tions for those members of the team who

discredit its image. Even when an indivi-

dual is not a member of a team, the suc-

cessful accomplishment of his or her

performance will depend on the collaboration

of the audience.

While the significance of role theory has

decreased in the past couple of decades, the

role-concept has played a significant role in

contributions to the sociology of gender

(see, for instance, Lipman-Blumen 1984;

Lindsey 1994). Gender roles are here seen

to refer to the behavioural expectations asso-

ciated with being male or female, the dur-

ability of these expectations, the power

ROLE
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relations involved, and the positive and

negative sanctions associated with them.
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PATRICK BAERT

ROMANTICISM

Romanticism as an historical period is com-

monly viewed as lasting from approximately

1780 (represented, for example, by Goethe’s

Sorrows of Young Werther to 1834, the year

of the death of Samuel Coleridge in England.

For social theory, Romanticism is often

understood in terms of a ‘German ideology’

carrying a particular dialectical relationship

to the Enlightenment. Its main discourses

and practices were first defined by German

thinkers in the late eighteenth century and

largely in reaction to the French Revolution.

The perennial re-appropriation of its pre-

occupations with mythic origins, redemptive

politics, organic societies and folk cultures,

mythic heroes and aesthetic gods, heroes

and geniuses, have had lasting effects on

modern Europe, not least in the killing

fields of imperialism, fascism and com-

munism. Romanticism has found numer-

ous critics and adherents in hermeneutics,

critical theory, anthropology, art and aes-

thetics, and cultural studies. While it remains

a contested and ambiguous term denoting a

chameleon phenomenon, it can be typified

as having three main abiding concerns:

culture, subjectivity (see subject and sub-

jectivity), and nature, that are explored via

hermeneutical, historicist, and aesthetic modes

of critical inquiry and practice. Romanticism

is a persistent trope in contemporary social

theory because it is a perennially renewed

form of modernism (seemodernity and mod-

ernization), at once in dialogue with and in

conflict with our idea of rationality, radicalism

and rationalization (see rationality and

rationalization).
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RORTY, RICHARD (1931– )

US philosopher

Having started his career as a promising

young philosopher in the analytic tradition,

Rorty soon became one of the most influ-

ential critics of the idea of knowledge as

representation and Cartesian dualism in

epistemology and the philosophy of mind.

As an initiator of the linguistic turn his

whole work is marked by a struggle against

metaphysical residues in contemporary

thinking, especially the idealist belief in the

Subject, the True and the Good. Rorty’s

own philosophy is an original blend of

hermeneutics (Heidegger, Gadamer),

American pragmatism (Dewey), post-struc-

turalism (Derrida), Wittgenstein and ana-

lytic philosophers such as Quine, Davidson

and Putnam. Rorty argues for a sociological

account of truth and justification: solidar-

ity and not objectivity is the aim of inter-

subjective discourse, both in morality and

science. His belief that all practices (see

praxis and practices) and vocabularies are

marked by historicity and contingency has

often provoked the reproach of relativism.

Rorty, however, is himself a liberal ironist,

someone who believes that values cannot

be ultimately grounded but is nevertheless

committed to the cause of freedom and

justice. In addition to the impact of his

work on various debates in philosophy,

social and cultural theory and literary stud-

ies Rorty is one of the most influential lib-

eral public intellectuals in the USA today.
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S

SACRED

Emile Durkheim in The Elementary Forms of

Religious Life (1995) critically interrogated

the nature of religious phenomena to

demonstrate the importance of the categories

of the sacred (and the profane). When

people experience their lives as subject to

forces more powerful than themselves, they

often see this as proof of God’s existence,

Durkheim argues that while they are right

to identify the existence of transcendental

forces, they are wrong about its source

which is the sui generis reality of society:

God is a metaphor. Although many people

see monotheistic religions as somehow

nearer to the essence of true religiosity, this

view is further subverted through his ana-

lytical clarification of the meaning of the

term, Church, i.e. ‘a unified system of beliefs

and practices relative to sacred things, that

is to say, things set apart and forbidden-

beliefs and practices which unite into one

single moral community . . .all those who

adhere to it.’ Monotheism is not essential

for religiosity, for it is only found in some

societies and this is true also of anthro-

pomorphic conceptions of gods. Further,

the idea of spirits is absent in religions like

Buddhism and there are sacral dimensions

to phenomena that are not normally

thought to be religious, e.g. progress, the

flag, and such historical events as the

French Revolution. Nevertheless, there

remains one element common to all reli-

gious phenomena and that is that believers

experience the cosmos as being made up of

the sacred and the profane, which are

‘always and everywhere conceived by the

human intellect as separate genera, as two

worlds with nothing in common’.

Religious phenomena, Durkheim (1975)

argues, are premised upon faith, i.e. ‘any

belief experienced or accepted without

argument,’ and are enforced by ‘a collective

discipline’, thus regulating consciousness

and conduct and these latter are always

associated with rituals, rendered equally

obligatory by their imbrication in myth and

dogma. This experience of a compulsion to

think and act in particular ways is produced

from social forces by sacred things ‘whose

representation society itself has fashioned’.

The sacred is a particular way of conceiving

of, and relating to, a realm of things (objects,

places, beings, rituals, images, words, and

times) replete with high and potentially

creative and/or destructive energy. Not

surprisingly, human beings feel the need to

treat these with deference and/or caution

and to take steps to ensure that the sacred

does not come in contact with its other, the

profane. The profane refers to phenomena,

like eating, which are merely satisfying

basically utilitarian and physical needs.

Although he seems to assume that when

alone the human individual’s cognitive and

emotional attributes are extra-social, untrans-

formed and unmediated by the experience

of a social life, he also argues that the more

emancipated we are from our individual
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sensations, and the more able to think

conceptually, the more we become persons

and, moreover, that ‘sacred ideals’ retain

their power after collective religious rituals

have finished because ‘they penetrate the

individual consciousness where they are

organized in a lasting fashion’ (Durkheim

1960). In other words, once we have truly

become members of society – for example,

through the acquisition of language and

through transformative initiation rites – we

always remain members and hence ‘nothing

but their heterogeneity is left to define the

relation between the sacred and the pro-

fane’ (Durkheim 1995).

Ultimately, this sacred is generated by

collective effervescences found in particularly

intense collective rituals such as the Aus-

tralian Intichiuma rites, designed to assure,

under uncertain conditions, the fecundity

of the animal or vegetable species which

serves a clan as a totem or god. These rites are

in reality sacrificial: first, in that they involve

‘an offering’, a ‘gift’, ‘an act of renuncia-

tion’ by which clan members hope to aid

their god by giving to it some of the forces

at their disposal; and, second, and for Dur-

kheim this seems much more important,

this offering is part, but only part of, how

members of the collectivity intensely com-

mune with each other and with their god.

George Bataille agrees with Durkheim

that the sacred is generated by sacrifice and

that this process involves the subsumption

of individuals within totalizing group pro-

cesses but he believes that this is at its most

powerful when group members are partici-

pating in the killing of those who fearlessly

confront death and are willing to be sacri-

ficed. When the victim dies, ‘the witnesses

participate in an element which his death

reveals. . .The sacred is precisely the con-

tinuity of being revealed to those who fix

their attention, in a solemn rite, on the

death of a discontinuous being’ (Bataille

1988). He recognizes that in practice such a

willingness to die is doubtful and that var-

ious forms of surrogacy are routine but his

argument that severe ‘acts of renunciation’

are an essential element in the genesis of the

sacred is powerful. René Girard (1977)

provides a somewhat different account of

sacralization when he argues that in more

primitive communities a situation of escalat-

ing interpersonal violence is often produced

by mimetic rivalry exacerbated by excessive

egalitarianism and may only be ended by

the scapegoating and collective murder of a

marginal group member, a process which is

subsequently misrepresented in myths and

sacrificial rituals where the victim is often

sanctified and may be represented as a

saviour. These processes are less likely in

societies with developed legal systems

which impersonally regulate and contain

interpersonal relations and in Christian

societies where the development of an

understanding of the scapegoat mechanism

means that it can be avoided. However, it

may well be that whole populations are

scapegoated through the legal system and

also those who create ‘scandal’ by under-

standing Christianity but refusing it may

become victims of yet another sacrificial

mechanism.
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SAID, EDWARD W. (1935–2003)

Palestinian-born, US theorist

Although Said was a leading theorist of

comparative literature, his major contribu-

tion was to post-colonial theory with his

book Orientalism, first published in 1978.

Said here discusses the ways in which the

‘Orient’ is constructed as a discourse by

scholars, travelers, colonial bureaucrats and

artists. Influenced by Foucault’s concept of

power, Said highlights the role of knowledge

in defining the relationship between the Ori-

ent and the Occident as a form of domina-

tion. In Culture and Imperialism, Said argues

that in order to understand imperialism,

one needs to read simultaneously or ‘con-

trapuntally’ the contradictory and competing

narratives of the colonized and colonizer.

Said’s work has been influential in introdu-

cing concepts such as hybridity, the Other

and exile into cultural studies and post-

colonial theory. A public intellectual, Said

believed that intellectuals have a responsi-

bility to go outside the confines of aca-

demic circles, initiating public debate to

influence change. He regularly published

on literature, art, music, cinema and American

and Middle East politics. In addition to

prolific writing, Said was a political activist

dedicated to the Palestinian cause. He was a

strong advocate of a democratic secular

Palestine in which Arabs and Jews were

equal citizens.
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SANCTION

See: social control

SARTRE, JEAN-PAUL (1905–1980)

French philosopher

Unlike the philosophy of Heidegger, Sar-

tre’s existentialism is expressed in a decisi-

vely social and political form. Sartre’s

leading idea was to define what he called

‘atheist existentialism’ as a form of human-

ism aimed at engaged social praxis and

practices. The human being who is ‘con-

demned to unconditional freedom’ creates

his or her own essence, and in this perma-

nent process takes up responsibility for his or

her own existence. According to Sartre, this

activity at the same time encompasses

responsibility for all people and defines the

context of unending social praxis in which

discovery of truth first becomes possible.

Sartre saw this philosophy of action as

involving the requirement for a permanent

revolution of the proletariat, a require-

ment that does not exclude the possibility

of justification for violence but which at

the same time must make possible a ‘philo-

sophy of freedom’. Sartre’s voluntaristic

philosophy appears in his chief political

œuvre, The Critique of Dialectical Reason

(1960), a work that seeks to avoid the more

dogmatic tendencies of Marx’s dialectical

materialism in order to open up its true

humanistic potentialities.
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Through his works for the theatre and

political essays as well as his early involvement

in the French resistance against fascism,

Sartre established a lasting place for himself

in French political life, together with

Simone de Beauvoir as a morally engaged

public intellectual. Although he persisted

for a long while in a rather uncritical atti-

tude toward Soviet communism, inviting

criticism from a number of writers, includ-

ing notably Raymond Aron, Sartre dis-

tanced himself from any apology for

Stalinism after 1968 and made clear his

support for anarchist and anti-authoritarian

causes.
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KARSTEN FISCHER

SCHMITT, CARL (1888–1985)

German legal and political theorist

Schmitt’s early thought fused themes drawn

from Catholicism, romanticism, Max

Weber, and the history of political thought

(in particular Thomas Hobbes), to criticize

contemporary liberal parliamentary

democracy. Schmitt argued that such a

political form avoided real politics through

procedural neutrality, and was a halfway

house between the two major principles of

political forms he perceived – identity

(homogeneity) and representation. By

contrast, he argues, a properly political

body, typically the state, can distinguish

between political friends (see friendship) and

enemies, thereby maintaining legitimacy

as well as legality (see law and legality).

His polemics with contemporary legal and

political scholars during the Weimar

Republic show his concern with the prob-

lem of maintaining and sustaining political

order, and highlight the apparent disregard

within liberal legal scholarship of the

‘moment’ in which political decisions are

made. His decisionism has been the subject of

numerous critiques, especially by Jürgen

Habermas, and his accommodation with

the Nazis has been rightly attacked. Schmitt’s

thought had a profound influence on post-

war German academia and his later writings

focus on international law. They maintain

an interest in Hobbes, worry about the rise

of modern technology and technocracy,

and consider how sovereign communities are

founded through land appropriation.
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([1923–26] 1985) (ed.) The Crisis of Parliamen-
tary Democracy. Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press.

([1927–32] 1996) (ed.) The Concept of the Poli-
tical. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.

([1928] 1993) Verfassungslehre. Berlin: Duncker
& Humblot.

([1950] 1997) Der Nomos der Erde. Berlin:
Duncker & Humblot.
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SCHUMPETER, JOSEPH ALOIS

(1883–1950)

Austrian economist

From 1919 to 1920 Schumpeter served as

Finance Minister in the Austrian Republic.

In 1932 he left for the United States, where

he worked at Harvard University until his

death in 1950. He is primarily known for

his ideas on entrepreneurship and his theory

of democracy, as formulated in Capitalism,

Socialism and Democracy (1942). He is also

the author of two hefty works on business

cycles and the history of economic analysis.

Schumpeter’s most important early work

is The Theory of Economic Development ([1911]

trans. 1934), which contains his famous

theory of entrepreneurship. In Schumpeter’s

formulation, entrepreneurship consists of

‘putting together a new combination of

already existing elements’. An important

obstacle for the entrepreneur is the difficulty

of letting go of the past. Innovations include

such things as a new type of product and

the creation of a new market. It is not so

much money that drives the entrepreneur as

the satisfaction of being creative, being better

than others and creating one own’s empire.

Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy con-

tains a well-known analysis of monopolies

and ‘creative destruction’. Its main claim to

fame, however, is connected to its critique

of the existing theory of democracy and

Schumpeter’s attempt to create an alter-

native. According to the old theory,

democracy is about realizing the will of the

people, in the manner expressed by Rous-

seau. The new theory, in contrast, views

democracy as a competition among leaders

for the votes of the masses. Despite its elitist

overtones, Schumpeter’s alternative theory

of democracy is considered considerably

more realistic than the old theory.

Major works
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Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press.
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racy. London: Routledge.
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RICHARD SWEDBERG

SCHUTZ, ALFRED (1899–1959)

Austrian theorist

The work of Alfred Schutz was devoted to

the construction of a specifically phenomen-

ological sociology. Schutz’s initial socio-

logical orientation was rooted in the

Weberian tradition. When he encountered

the phenomenological philosophy of

Edmund Husserl, however, he came to

question some aspects of the Weberian fra-

mework, seeking to deepen and extend the

Weberian theory of action. In his major

work The Phenomenology of the Social World

he examined the ‘typifications’ and ‘recipe

knowledge’ that social agents use to con-

stitute the meanings of social situations. He

explored the conditions which allow those

situations to be understood through

communication and intersubjectively; that

is, which allow agents to form working

agreements over the meaning of their

shared situations and thereby enable them

to collectively accomplish whatever is

required by those situations.

In his later work, Schutz brought the

phenomenological perspective into engage-

ment with other key sociological theorists,

including Parsons and Mead. The essays of

his later period focus on topics such as tem-

porality, ‘multiple realities’ (different ‘worlds’

of dreams, drama, and games), and most

centrally ‘the lifeworld’ – the world of

everyday life as it is lived by its inhabitants.

Alongside his theory of action, Schutz’s the-

orization of the lifeworld is perhaps his most

influential legacy in the sociological literature.

Major works

([1932] 1972) The Phenomenology of the Social
World. London: Heinemann.
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(1964–66) Collected Papers (3 vols.), ed. M.
Natanson. The Hague: Nijhoff.

Further reading

Srubar, I. (1988) Kosmian: Die Genese der prag-
matischen Lebenswelttheorie von Alfred Schütz.
Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp.

NICK CROSSLEY

SCIENCE

Science is the term for the most highly

valued form of social knowledge, in terms

of which all belief and action are ultimately

held accountable. Science is distinguished

primarily by its comprehensive and sys-

tematic character, which is associated with

virtues such as ‘rationality’, ‘objectivity’ (see

object, objectification, objectivism and

objectivity) and ‘validity’. The exemplars

of science have shifted markedly through-

out Western history. In the ancient world it

was geometry, in the Middle Ages theol-

ogy, in the nineteenth century it was his-

tory, and in the twentieth century physics

(Fuller 1997). The vast differences in the

structure and content of these exemplars

suggest that what counts as science is defined

mainly in terms of its relationship to other

forms of social knowledge.

A hallmark of the eighteenth-century

Enlightenment was the belief that science

could be the motor of social progress, mainly

through mass education and the technolo-

gical transformation of the environment. This

belief, which fuelled the positivist move-

ment in the nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries, came under severe challenge after

the two world wars, in which science was

instrumental in raising the overall level of

devastation to unprecedented heights.Adorno

and Horkheimer’s work ([1943] 1972)

remains the template for these concerns.

However, whereas Adorno and Horkhei-

mer spoke in terms of science having betrayed

its own rational potential, more recent cri-

tiques have tended to stress alternative

forms of knowledge that ‘Western’ science

(now specifically named as such) has sup-

pressed in its complicity with power, espe-

cially in imperial settings (Harding 1991).

The sociological character of science is

manifested in five types of account:

1. A style of reasoning that pervades just

about everything in the modern era.

It is epitomized in Max Weber’s

process of ‘rationalization’, the inex-

orable replacement of local folkways

and traditions with formal adminis-

tration. While this conception correctly

stresses science’s historical tendency

towards global colonization it obscures

the uneven and reversible ways in

which scientific styles of reasoning have

become implicated in social processes.

2. Common sense rendered self-con-

scious, which, over the course of

evolution, has enabled humans to

flourish in an ever wider variety of

environments. This view is associated

with the American pragmatists,

especially John Dewey. While correctly

stressing science’s aim at controlling –

and, indeed, remaking – the natural

environment, it overestimates the

naturalness of this way of being in the

world (to the point of rendering it

‘biological’) and hence obscures the

historical contingency of our world

happening to become (and remain) a

scientific one. From this perspective,

positivistic vigilance in policing the

precincts of science begins to make

sense, regardless of the acceptability of

specific positivist strategies for demar-

cating science from non-science.

3. The content of scientific beliefs,

which today spread faster than any

other kind, often enjoying the

authority previously reserved for

religious beliefs. This point is most

vividly illustrated today in the colo-

nization of one’s health by medical

science, such that people now need

SCIENCE
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to consult physicians in order to learn

‘how they feel’ (see medicalization).

Yet, while correctly stressing how

science can be an ideology held by

scientists and non-scientists alike, this

account downplays science’s distinc-

tiveness, which lies in its procedures

and methods, not the content of its

beliefs. Indeed, scientific beliefs are

popular often because they are already

rooted in political, religious, and

other traditionally non-scientific forms

of thought. What matters, then, is

whether those beliefs are subject to

‘scientific’ scrutiny.

4. The ethos of practising scientists, in

terms of which they routinely justify

their work. Robert K.Merton (1977)

identifies the entire ‘normative struc-

ture of science’ with such professions

of faith, which he encapsulates in

four principles: universalism, com-

munalism, disinterestedness, and orga-

nized scepticism. While this

conception captures the self-under-

standing of many scientists and often

constitutes the public rhetoric that sci-

entists use to legitimate their activities

(typically the only exposure that the

public has to science at all), it pre-

supposes a simplistic notion of nor-

mativity that fails to allow for how

the same public rhetoric can legitimate

widely divergent practices.

5. A set of principles for organizing

imperfect reasoners to enable them to

make the world bend to their collec-

tive will so as to allow them to do

more of the same in the future.

Science, in this sense, is both ‘rheto-

rical’ and ‘experimental’: it aims to

alter the behaviour of reasoners under

specifiable and changeable conditions.

This is the sense in which science can

be regarded as a highly disciplined

social movement, akin to a religious

order in its dedication to, in Weber’s

memorable phrase, a ‘vocation’.

Although the overriding significance of

science for modern societies had been recog-

nized from the dawn of social science, it

was only in the 1970s that the sociology of

science started to be studied as something

other than the institutional correlate of nor-

mative epistemology. Merton (1977) was a

frequent target of the so-called new sociology

of science, the main schools of which included

the strong programme in the sociology of

scientific knowledge and actor-network

theory, the latter probably the dominant

school of what is now called ‘Science and

Technology Studies’ (Pickering 1992).

The history of recent sociology of

science can be read as three successive

solutions to the ‘problem of scientific

rationality’: (1) relativize it; (2) bracket it; and

(3) eliminate it:

1. Ludwig Fleck (1979) in the 1930s

pioneered the relativistic approach,

which foreshadows the ‘anthro-

pologization’ of science associated

with Latour and Woolgar’s (1979)

ethnography of the laboratory. Fleck,

a practising medical scientist, explained

the discovery of the syphilis vaccine

in terms of ‘thought collectives’ that

many believe anticipated Kuhn’s

(1970) influential concept of ‘para-

digms’ and, in any case, showed that

science could be understood as if the

natives were a tribe whose activities

acquire meaning solely from things

happening in their environment

rather than in terms of some socially

transcendent sense of reality.

2. Scientific rationality is next ‘bracke-

ted’ in the sense that apparent differ-

ences in the rationality of a scientific

practice or the truth of a scientific

theory depend on whether the ana-

lyst has chosen an evaluative frame-

work internal or external to the

practice in question. Otherwise,

there is no empirical reason for treat-

ing one set of practices as more
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rational than another set. This move

has significant implications for the

historical study of science. It means

that a proper appreciation of the agents’

rationality requires that the historian

see them as confronting a future open

to several different directions, and not

simply the one that eventually pre-

vailed. The classic work in this vein is

Shapin and Schaffer’s Leviathan and

the Air-Pump (1985), which recounts a

debate between Thomas Hobbes and

Robert Boyle that resulted in the tri-

umph of experiment over philosophy

in the establishment of claims to sci-

entific knowledge.

3. The third and most recent stage

would have scientific rationality ‘elimi-

nated’ altogether. This radical propo-

sal is associated with the tendency to

erase any strong distinction between

science and the larger society. This

undifferentiated entity, called ‘tech-

noscience’, is nowadays identified as

the proper object of Science and

Technology Studies. Accordingly,

scientific rationality does not exist as

a uniquely truth-oriented or objec-

tive mode of operation, but simply as

a special case of political rationality.

According to one influential formula-

tion, those who maintain the longest

technoscientific networks for the

longest time simply come to be defined

as both the most knowledgeable and

most powerful, with the former pre-

dicate used to explain the latter by

obscuring the local struggles faced

along the way (Latour 1987).

By the time we reach stage (3), it is legit-

imate to ask whether what is described is

still a sociology of knowledge (Fuller 2000).

However we answer this question, the

phenomenon is itself worthy of study as an

episode in the sociology of knowledge.

The technoscientific turn may be radical

from the standpoint of the intellectual his-

tory of Science and Technology Studies,

but it also provides an explication, perhaps

even legitimation, for associated social ten-

dencies that have accompanied the decline

of the welfare state and the rise of neo-

liberalism. These are associated with the

claims that we live in ‘knowledge societies’

in need of ‘knowledge management’ (see

knowledge society).
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STEVE FULLER

SECT

The term sect refers to a specific form of

religious association. In principle, defini-

tions of sect focus either on the inner

structure of the group or its relation to the

external social environment. But many

definitions and applications of the term

have actually combined both dimensions.

Weber, focusing on inner structure,

defines sect as a voluntary association of

SECT
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the religiously qualified with a strict code of

conduct enforced by a regime of social

control. He contrasts sect with ‘church’ as

an organization lacking comparable strict-

ness into which one is born. For Weber,

sects represent the most complete form of

congregational religion and are, therefore,

capable under certain circumstances of

contributing to the ethical rationalization

of the laity.

Johnson (1963) and authors following

him, like Stark (1985), have defined sect by

its tensions with the external social envir-

onment. Whereas churches tend to

embrace dominant social roles, values, and

norms, sects repudiate them.

These two definitions express different

perspectives and interests. While Weber is

interested in the impact a specific organi-

zational form has on the life conduct of its

members, Johnson and Stark focus on social

integration and deviance as well as organi-

zational dynamics over time that transform

sects into churches or that lead to sect for-

mations through church schisms.
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MARTIN RIESEBRODT

SECULARIZATION

Approached most broadly, secularization is

the process by which religious structures,

values, and behaviours are seen to diminish

in importance as societies develop greater

complexity, employ increasing rationality,

and achieve a measure of modernity. In

most standard definitions, secularization

refers to ‘decline in the scope of control

exercised by religious authority’ (Chaves

1994: 757) or more widely to ‘the process

whereby religious thinking, practice and

institutions lose social significance’ (Wilson

1966: xiv). In the transition from simple

communities to highly differentiated social

systems, groups encounter a greater variety

of populations, greater diversity in ideolo-

gies, a refinement of role definitions,

increased complexity in thought and expres-

sion, and a reliance on scientific evidence

and impersonal administration to accom-

plish collective aims. These developments

are said to wear down the solidity of old

patterns and institutions. The result is an

erosion of religious customs and beliefs, or

a ‘loss of the presidency which religion

once exercised over practically all of man’s

doing’ (Wilson 1982: 41).

Debate about secularization is as old as

modern sociology itself, for the concept is

‘nested in an even broader theory of mod-

ernization’ whose naïve attachment to an

image of societal evolution functioned as

‘the master model of sociological inquiry’

(Hadden 1987: 588). Auguste Comte pre-

dicted that traditional religion, with its

orientation to the supernatural, would yield

its place to scientific reasoning, and that

positive science would then be joined by a

new ‘Religion of Humanity’. Few who

have followed Comte have resorted to for-

mulations so doctrinaire and forecasts so

far-fetched. Today it is only the rare the-

orist today who adheres to the view that

secularization is the inevitable fate for reli-

gions everywhere: the end-point in a lin-

ear, unidirectional, and irreversible

sequence of decline. But many, beginning

with Max Weber, have advanced a claim

that the widening influence of rationality,

along with differentiation and specialization
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of parts in society, undermines the exis-

tence and normative claims of religion. In

this sense the secularization debate is at least

partly about basic visions and philosophies

of history. The key conceptual question

remains as what kinds of social facts can be

held to indicate secularization. Can it be

said to be observable in reports of personal

piety, within the practices of congregations

and denominations themselves, or in struc-

tures across the whole of society? In this

respect the debate is about ‘dimensions of

secularization’ and about levels of analysis

that are pertinent to these dimensions and

locations (Riis 1993). Some commentators

go so far as to hold that the topic is incap-

able of rigorous study because it is more the

foothold of an anti-religious tendency in

social thought than a foundation for

empirical knowledge. One of the few cer-

tainties is that researchers disagree ardently

about the definition of the term, about how

to detect it, about where it is most likely to

be found, and about the implications of

these findings for general theories of reli-

gion. In addition, there are differences in

how to interpret current events such as the

global growth of new religious movements

and the power of fundamentalist factions

within several world religious traditions.

Are these signs of a revivified role for faith

under modernity, or are their long-term

portents ephemeral?

It has been argued that the European

experience of secularization since the early

modern period can no longer be held up as

paradigmatic for social engagements with

religion in a global context. In the Euro-

centric context of classical sociology it was

thought for a long while that the puzzling

contradiction presented by the continuing

prominent presence of religious move-

ments, institutions and organizations in US

society against the background of a strict

constitutional norm of separation of church

and state was another aspect of ‘American

exceptionalism’. Today commentators are

more inclined to consider whether it is

Europe, rather than America, that presents

the exception. Compared with other world

continents, including South America,

Africa and large parts of Asia from the

Indian sub-continent to the Middle East,

Western Europe’s experience of seculariza-

tion appears to be considerably more of the

exception in comparative global terms than

the phenomenon of continuing religious

mobilization in the USA (see Casanova

1994; Joas 2004). It in this framework that

Peter Berger (1999) even speaks of a pro-

cess ‘de-secularization’.
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KEVIN J. CHRISTIANO

SECURITY

Security is a classical collective good. Pro-

tection of the life, liberty and freedom of

the people, viewed as defense of the poli-

tical community against internal and exter-

nal threats, has been seen as the highest

duty of the state and its institutions. The

history of modern statehood could be descri-

bed as the history of structures and institu-

tions to guarantee security against internal

and external enemies, which may include

powerful economic and societal forces.

Yet security is a contested topic of con-

troversial political value. As a topic of

reflection, it has mostly been left to writers

in international relations and criminologists.

There is, however, in social research, much

talk about risk and insecurity (Beck 1992;

Earle and Cvetkovich 1995; Luhmann

1979; Ewald 1986). Security refers to a

broader and much more complicated phe-

nomenon than simply crime, or the inter-

nal security of a given state or ‘national

security’, or the threat of terrorist attacks.

Even though crime and crime prevention

are at the core of public unease, other

aspects are of importance in relation to the

‘security question’: technological risks,

economic uncertainties, social welfare and

social security, threats to internal security

by political extremists and militant political

groups, the so-called ‘enemy from within’.

Security is a societal concept based on the

absence of threats in an objective sense, and

in a subjective sense on the assumption that

a situation is safe and could be described as

lasting, reliable and without danger or risk.

The concept of security combines a certain

physical condition with a state of mind. It

also refers to the prevention and upholding

of a certain social status, standard of living

or living conditions of individuals and

social groups. In addition, security has been

understood in terms of the assurance of

rights (‘social rights’) and the provision of

procedures to uphold these rights against

violation, whether by other individuals or

by societal forces or state-institutions. This

is enshrined in the principle of the rule of

law.

Lawrence Freedman (1992: 732) defines

security ‘as the extent of a state’s con-

fidence in its capacity to withstand ano-

ther’s power’. This definition refers to the

traditional distinction of internal and exter-

nal security. ‘External’ security is mainly

aimed at risk through the threat of military

intervention from another state. This sce-

nario refers to the two-level interplay of

armed offensive and defensive capabilities

of states, and states’ perceptions of each

other’s intentions. ‘Internal’ security

appears to refer to social and political stabi-

lity. Statehood in the modern world has

been the primary source for political stabi-

lity as a precondition for security in a con-

text of crime, subversion and the activities

of disaffected groups rejecting the author-

ity of a given order. States are also the main

pillars of international order and stability.

However, a growing number of states are

too weak to conduct their responsibilities

to their citizens in full and have resorted to

foreign support, which often comes close

to military intervention. These states and

their system of government lack the insti-

tutional stability to protect their citizens

and to provide for basic services in the

community often leading to a lack of

legitimacy and to further instability.
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However, this distinction between ‘inter-

nal’ and ‘external’ security has become

considerably blurred in the present day.

Organized crime and international terror-

ism are only the most obvious examples of

the link between external and internal

threats to and a new vulnerability of modern

societies.

The term ‘societal security’ refers to a

framework needed to withstand these chal-

lenges to the sustainability of a given

society. A social and political order cannot

be defended or changed in the face of the

alienation of the people but only in accor-

dance with the will of the people and

democratic procedures of decision-making.

Security in a narrow sense would mean

providing for the rules, regulations and

institutions ‘to establish justice, insure

domestic tranquillity, protect against exter-

nal threats, promote the general welfare,

and secure the blessings of liberty to our-

selves and our posterity’, as the American

Constitution puts it in its preamble. Yet the

modern state’s obligation to provide secur-

ity reaches far beyond these duties. It also

includes the welfare of the political com-

munity and its members (Walzer 1983: 68),

which necessarily touches on the economic

and social sphere, and includes the basic

values and norms of a society. This makes

security an overarching concept, which

cannot be limited to one segment of a society

and political order. It constitutes basic

duties and goals of the state as the institu-

tional form of a political community.

However, in modern societies today,

security cannot be guaranteed, and the state

can no longer pretend to fully secure life,

liberty, property and the well-being of its

citizens. The quest for absolute security

would mean absolute power of the state,

without any guarantee that this goal could

be achieved. If there is any chance for

security, it is only by minimizing insecurity,

uncertainty and risks. In modern societies

the security and freedom of human collectives

and a political community are jeopardized

by different factors (Buzan 1991: 19).

Likewise, economic security can no longer

be maintained. Globalization has become

the driving force of economic develop-

ments, and Keynesian visions of economic

policy have largely vanished. States, supra-

national institutions and international

regimes today have limited influence on the

economy. Instead of providing ‘security’ by

state-intervention and anti-cyclic activities

to stimulate the slowdown of the economy,

nation–states and supranational institu-

tions such as the EU tend to retreat to a

politics of order, setting legal standards,

regulations and/or restrictions for eco-

nomic actors and potential competitors.

The same holds true for social security.

Contemporary political actors often con-

centrate on not alienating key public con-

stituencies or on not disadvantaging key

clienteles, while comprehensive social secur-

ity, as was known in European states in the

post-1945 period, is no longer maintained –

in part, as a consequence of demographic

factors. Finally, there is also a perception

that political security is threatened by

international crime, terrorism, and the

consequences of cross-border economic

migration. A modern state’s ability to pro-

vide security in all these spheres is thus

increasingly heavily restricted. Authoritar-

ian regimes and dictatorships might resort

to repression in order deal with these pro-

blems, while democracies might be temp-

ted to trade security for liberty only to find

that this is an illusion.
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GERT-JOACHIM GLAESSNER

SELF

In social theory the concept of the self is

heavily contested. From interactionist and

interpretative perspectives, the self is some-

thing that emerges as meaningful in the

context of symbolically mediated action,

communication and interaction. For

George Herbert Mead (1972) for example,

the self or the ‘me’ emerges as an entity

separate from the ‘I’ or the ego in the pro-

cess of interaction. Moreover, the self is

continuously reshaped and reframed in

interaction. Given that we often occupy a

variety of (sometimes conflicting) social

positions (for instance, as employee, man-

ager, brother, sister, friend, partner or par-

ent), it is likely that any given individual

may have several overlapping, and possibly

contradictory, selves. While Mead’s as well

as other interactionist accounts of the for-

mation of the self (such as Goffman’s

(1969)) have been influential, informing

some ground-breaking sociological studies,

in recent years, certain core assumptions of

interactionist understandings of the self

have come under scrutiny. For example,

the tendency within such accounts to

assume that a more ‘authentic’ or ‘real’ self

(denoted by terms such as the ‘I’) exists

alongside a more social or collective self has

come under question. This tendency is

evident in the dramaturgical metaphors of

‘frontstage’ and ‘backstage’ used by Goff-

man to describe the social framing of the

self. The problem with the use of such

metaphors is that they imply that the social

self is a self-conscious, strategically managed

and performed artifice. As Lois McNay (1999)

has recently observed (in a critique of

Anthony Giddens’s (1991) arguments regard-

ing the increasingly self-conscious shaping and

management of the self), such a formulation

tends to underplay the significance of uncon-

scious or pre-reflexive practices in the process

of self and identity formation, including

those unconscious practices, perceptions and

habits captured by Pierre Bourdieu (1977)

in his concept of the habitus.

One author who has radically disrupted

the idea that people are in possession of a

‘true’ or ‘real’ self is Michel Foucault

(1987, 1990). In his work on the operation

of modern forms of power, Foucault dis-

cusses what he terms ‘technologies of the

self’ and their significance for the articulation

and elaboration of the self. Technologies of

the self are sets of (often institutionalized)

practices which allow historically specific

modes of the self to be constructed (and

other to be disallowed). Such practices

include the confession (think, for example,

of the confessional style of many television

chat shows such as Oprah Winfrey) and the

techniques of writing, especially genres of

writing which allow stories of the self to be

told such as autobiography (Steedman

2000). In this view then the ‘self ’ (includ-

ing the experiences and sensations we may

have of ‘having’ a self or an interior, and of

being a ‘unique’ individual) must be

understood as an historical invention, asso-

ciated with the emergence of specific tech-

nologies. Foucault’s insights have been

extended by many theorists to argue that

technologies of the self are also central to

the operations of class and gender in

modernity.
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While Foucault’s understanding of the

self clearly problematizes ideas of a real or

true self, recent work on media and new

communications technologies is suggestive

of some important ways in which con-

temporary techniques of the self are shift-

ing, and working to produce new

experiences of the self. While Foucault

showed that technologies of the self

worked to produce a sense of interiority, or

the sensation of an inner life, media and

communications technologies are stripping

this away. For example, in her work on

photography Celia Lury (1998) argues that

experimentation is now a central technol-

ogy of the self which is working to undo

previous conceptions of human selfhood

(especially the properties of consciousness,

memory and embodiment). Lury’s argu-

ment is that photography as a way of seeing

is a technology which, via its capacities to

freeze, frame and fix its objects, is con-

tributing to a culture which encourages

experimentation – a process in which peo-

ple can increasingly lay claim to features of

context or environment as if they were ‘the

outcome of the testing of his or her perso-

nal capacities’ (ibid.: 3). The self here is not

defined with reference to the internal

properties of consciousness and self-knowl-

edge but is externalized and achieved via

experimentation with (non-human) objects.

Lury’s thesis is suggestive of a radical

restructuring of the self in contemporary

societies. In particular, it suggests that in

contemporary media-mediated cultures it is

not face-to-face human interaction which

is productive of the self, but rather engage-

ments with non-human media objects,

engagements which are fundamentally

redrawing the boundaries of ‘human’ self-

hood in ways which pose radical challenges

for social theory.
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LISA ADKINS

SEMIOTICS

The term ‘semiotics’ derives from the

Greek semeiotikos – ‘interpreter of signs’ –

and is also referred to as ‘semiology’.

Broadly definable as the ‘science of signs’,

semiotics deals with a range of issues and

concepts, involving meaning, cognition,

culture and behaviour and is therefore not

a homogeneous discipline. It intersects with

many well-established disciplines, including

logic, philosophy of language, linguistics,

anthropology and psychology. In particular,

it seeks to specify the place of language

among other sign systems. Although semiotics

emerged as an independent activity only in

the mid-twentieth century, reflection on

signs and the functioning of sign systems

has a long tradition in Western thought.

Aristotle posited the distinction between

natural and conventional signs, which

became the crux of the debate between the

Stoics and the Epicureans. St Augustine,

whose influence extends to William of

Ockham (c.1285–1349) and John Locke,

identifies in the word, on the one hand, a
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relationship between the sign and the thing

and, on the other hand, a relationship

between the speaker and the listener; this

constitutes the first attempt to combine an

elaborated account of language and sig-

nification with a psychological theory of

communication.

Major contributions to the establish-

ment of semiotics were made in twentieth-

century philosophy. Notably where the

work of Ernst Cassirer on symbolic forms

emphasized the role of language in articu-

lating reality and the unique capacity of

language to refer to itself and to other

symbolic systems. In logic, Charles Morris

distinguished between the semantic, the

syntactic and the pragmatic aspects of the

sign. The founding fathers of semiotics,

however, are generally considered to be

the Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure

and the American logician Charles Sanders

Peirce. Saussure conceived of the sign as

constituted by a dyadic relationship between

a signifier (or ‘sound-image’, i.e. the psy-

chological representation of a sound) and a

signified (or mental concept); the sign in

turn refers to a referent, or the object in

the real world. Saussure further proposed

that the connection between signifier and

the signified is arbitrary, and a product of

social convention. His posthumously pub-

lished Course in General Linguistics represents

a breakthrough in its conception of lan-

guage as, on one hand, an abstract system, or

langue, posited as synchronic, and on the

other hand parole, or language in actual use.

Peirce’s model of the sign is triadic: it

involves what he called a ‘representamen’

(the sign) or ‘First’; its object or ‘Second’;

and an ‘interpretant’ or ‘Third’ (located

in the sign system itself ). He further defines

a number of sign types, among them the

icon, the index and the symbol. His theory

of the sign is dynamic in that the inter-

pretant can become the sign in a succeed-

ing triad, thus opening up the possibility of

‘unlimited semiosis’. These two approaches

conceive of their object either as con-

structed (Saussurean semiology) or as

observable (Peircean semiotics). The First

Congress of the International Association

for Semiotic Studies in 1969 opted for

‘semiotics’.

The Danish linguist Louis Hjelmslev

introduced the distinction between denota-

tion, the relationship between signifier and

signified, and connotation, the relationship

between signs, which would be crucial to

Roland Barthes’s work on ‘mythologies’,

notably on petty bourgeois ideology pervad-

ing popular culture and on fashion and eating

habits as systems of signs. Following Hjelm-

slev, Claude Lévi-Strauss, Barthes and Algir-

das Julien Greimas developed ‘structural

semiotics’ extending the linguistic model to

the study of social and cultural forms from

myths to kinship systems and narrative. A

number of theorists, notably Julia Kristeva

and Umberto Eco, also engaged in a radical

questioning of the structural principles of

semiosis and of the sign to develop a theory

of the reader as active participant in the

generation of the text. Roman Jakobson

elaborated a model of communication

(inspired by Karl Bühler and his ‘organon

model’). In this model, six functions of lan-

guage combine into a hierarchy within

which any one function may be dominant.

Another representative of Czech structural-

ist thought, Jan Mukarovsky, focused on the

aesthetic as socially constituted, emphasizing

the presence of a communicative function

in aesthetic objects. Soviet semiotics, more

specifically Jurij Lotman and the Tartu

School, developed a semiotics of culture,

based on the notion of ‘secondary model-

ling systems’, which draws upon informa-

tion theory and prefigures cybernetics. In

North America, Thomas Sebeok advanced

the idea of ‘meaning-plan’, which brings

together the environment (a notion

derived from Jakob von Uexküll’s Umwelt)

and the organism in an interrelation of

semiosis, thus pursuing the Peircean tradi-

tion of study of both verbal and non-verbal

signs.
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KARINE ZBINDEN

SEN, AMARTYA K. (1933– )

Indian economist and philosopher, Nobel

Prize Winner in Economics 1998. Sen’s

principal concerns are the nature and dis-

tribution of welfare. He starts out from the

classical theory of social choice that puts

individual preferences centre-stage. Pre-

ferences, Sen argues, may fail to be transi-

tive, reflexive, and complete, but they

come in different intensities. Any attempt

to do justice to this fact will face the prob-

lem of interpersonal comparability. Sen

shares and expands on the view that the

problem can be solved by extended sym-

pathy. However, a fundamental doubt

remains: if individual preferences them-

selves can be shaped by unfair conditions

(for instance, by a culture of oppression),

how can they serve as our guides to what is

fair and right? Sen therefore submits an

alternative proposal, focusing on capabilities

to achieve valuable functionings. Func-

tionings are beings and doings, such as

avoiding premature death or taking part in

communal life; capabilities are the freedom

to choose among various functionings.

While both functionings and capabilities

constitute individual welfare, only cap-

abilities determine social welfare: a good

society is a society of freedom. Using social

choice theory and, in his later writings,

welding it to the capability approach, Sen

also discusses a variety of more applied ques-

tions: how to address economic inequality,

deprivation and relative deprivation, pov-

erty (including famines), class and gender

disparities, and the violation of basic rights.
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ULLA WESSELS

SEX/GENDER DISTINCTION

Since the 1950s, the sex/gender distinction

(also referred to as the sex/gender binary)

has circulated throughout the social sciences:

in Giddens’s latest edition of Sociology

(1992); in psychology’s Psychology of Sex

Differences (Maccoby and Jacklin, 1975); in

medical accounts such as Money’s (1965)

Sex Research; and in feminist theory such as

Oakley’s (1972) Sex, Gender and Society.

Within feminist theory, the distinction

provided a powerful foundation for a mate-

rial account of women’s oppression. ‘Sex’

referred to the biological differences between

women and men, while ‘gender’ signified

the practices of femininity or masculinity

within social relations. This bifurcation
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served a number of functions, the most

immediate of which was to provide a con-

venient, tangible means to constitute iden-

tity and proceed with the immediate concern

of challenging the hierarchical relationships

which subordinate women to men.

Over the past two decades, the distinc-

tion between sex and gender has under-

gone vigorous challenge. The major

criticism of this distinction is that it appears

to substantiate the assumption that while

gender differences may be socially con-

structed, ‘sex’ remains an immutable essen-

tial difference between women and men

(see essentialism). On this basis, feminists

have recently argued that inequalities

between women and men are legitimized as

natural and therefore unchangeable, and

that the ‘immutability’ of sex places severe

limitations on any critiques of gender. The

critique of the sex/gender distinction has

utilized two complementary types of argu-

ment. Combining post-structuralism and

social studies of science, some feminists

concentrate on the social construction of

scientific knowledge. These studies begin

their analyses from the perspective that sci-

entific ‘facts’ are socially mediated and can

only be understood within their particular

social and cultural milieu. For instance,

Christine Delphy argues that rather than

seeing sex as the baseline from which gen-

der emerges through sociality, ‘gen-

der. . .create[s] anatomical sex’ (1984: 144).

By conflating the biological with the nat-

ural, ‘sex’ becomes the natural that initiates

the social. Feminist studies of science

examine what are often viewed as the

‘essence’ of sex differences: gonads, hor-

mones, chromosomes and genes. For

instance, Emily Martin (1991) analyzes how

the inscription of cultural notions of sex

differences on to the physical processes of

egg and sperm activity provides the basis for

an analysis of human gonads as another site

deployed in the social construction of sexual

difference. As Anne Fausto-Sterling suggests,

behind debates about sexual reproduction

‘lurk some heavy-duty social questions

about sex, gender, power, and the social

structure of European culture. . . In the

work of the established evolutionary biolo-

gists, past and present, talking about eggs

and sperm gives us permission to prescribe

appropriate gender behaviors’ (1997: 54, 57).

A second challenge to the sex/gender

distinction concentrates more on explora-

tions of matter (sex) itself. For example,

John Hood-Williams (1996) focuses on

three inter-related assumptions which

underlie this (often) taken-for-granted dis-

tinction. First, the biological distinction

between women and men assumes that a

distinction can be made between biology

(sex), on the one hand, and culture (gen-

der), on the other; second, while gender is

changeable, sex is immutable. Third, the

distinction depends upon the idea that

biology itself consistently distinguishes

between females and males. A number of

feminist scholars now argue that the con-

cept of sex differences should be replaced

by a notion of sex diversity, to reflect the

diversity of sex found in human and non-

human animal species.

Both challenges to the sex/gender dis-

tinction recognize that within our current

discursive field, to exist at all means being a

woman or a man, or in Judith Butler’s

terms, ‘sex is the norm by which the ‘‘one’’

becomes viable at all’ (1993: 2). Thus,

feminist theory continues to labor defini-

tional concerns based on the ‘sex’/‘gender’

template.
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MYRA HIRD

SEXUALITY

As a concept, sexuality has a relatively

recent origin, its first usage in scientific lit-

erature occurring in the early nineteenth

century to describe types of persons and

their sexual preferences (such as homo-

sexual, heterosexual and bisexual) (Bristow

1997). Today sexuality is a broad term that

encompasses sexual identity, sexual pre-

ferences, sexual practices, and sexual mean-

ings. The history of sexuality has been a

battlefield of diverse and competing theo-

retical perspectives, which can be grouped

into two key opposing schools of thought:

essentialism and anti-essentialism. The

essentialist model, which is affiliated with

biological science, orthodox sexology,

socio-biology, psychiatry, and medicine in

general, claims that sexuality is a natural

biological instinct associated with the evo-

lutionary need to reproduce. According to

this model, sexuality is essentially ahistorical,

transcultural and unchanging. The anti-

essentialist approach, which is associated

with alternative scholarship in the fields of

sociology, philosophy, psychology, femin-

ist and gender studies, argues that sexuality

is not biologically determined, but rather

that sexual meanings, identities and prac-

tices are produced in culture and through

language, and have particular political and

discursive implications. Some of the ways

that sexuality has been understood within

these two main schools of thought can be

traced through a historical overview of key

theorists in the field.

During the late nineteenth century, and

first half of the twentieth century, sexology

(defined as the ‘scientific study’ of human

sexuality) and psychoanalysis vied for

authority over the classifications and meanings

of sexuality. Early orthodox sexologists,

such as Richard von Krafft-Ebing and Have-

lock Ellis, aimed to determine via scientific

method the various forms sexuality took,

categorize these according to notions of ‘nat-

ural’ and ‘unnatural’ (‘normal’ and ‘abnor-

mal’), and develop interventions for those

deemed ‘unnatural’ or ‘perverse’. Maintaining

a close affiliation with medicine, orthodox

sexology primarily employed biological and

evolutionary understandings of sexuality,

maintaining that heterosexuality (and penis –

vagina sex) was the most normal mode of

sexuality due to its reproductive purpose.

Sexologists in the second half of the twen-

tieth century, such as Alfred Kinsey, Wil-

liam Masters and Virginia Johnson, shifted

the scene from a focus on ‘sexual perversion’

to a more medically-influenced notion of

‘sexual pathology’. The current classifica-

tion system of sexual difficulties utilized by

sexologists, medical practitioners and sex

therapists is based on Masters and Johnson’s

(1966) ‘human sexual response cycle’, a

model depicting physiological response dur-

ing sexual stimulation which comprises sev-

eral distinct phases: desire, arousal, and

orgasm. According to the biomedical model

of sexuality, the human sexual response

cycle operates in men and women regardless

of historical factors, gender and cultural dif-

ference, or sexual orientation (although most

sexologists and clinicians would acknowledge

these various factors influence the cycle).

Deviations from the human sexual response

cycle are deemed pathological and con-

stitute ‘sexual dysfunctions’.
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Since its inception in the late nineteenth

century, psychoanalysis has challenged the

sexological and medical model through its

refusal to view sexuality as a strictly

instinctual imperative. While maintaining

some affinity with the scientific approach,

Freud ([1925] 1986) disputed the prior-

itization of biology, theorizing that sexu-

ality was a ‘drive’ affected by the ‘psyche’

and by ‘unconscious desires’. Freud postu-

lated the existence of the ‘libido’, defined as

the psyche’s capacity for sexual energy.

Unlike the biological model in which gen-

ital sexuality becomes most important as a

result of maturation and puberty, Freud

claimed that sexuality originates in infancy

and progresses during human development

through distinct stages at which attention is

fixated at particular erogenous zones: oral,

anal, and genital. Early experiences associated

with each of these stages influence one’s

sexual preferences and experiences

throughout adult life. Freud disputed the

assumed link between the sexual and the

genital, as well as the ‘naturalness’ of het-

erosexual (and coital) sex espoused in the

traditional biological model of sexuality.

He argued that desire does not always

manifest in ways that facilitate genital

reproductive sex (examples of non-repro-

ductive desires including kissing). Freud

also claimed that desires that were taboo

within culture were repressed into the

unconscious. Traditional psychoanalysis has

perhaps had most impact on theories of

‘sexual identity’.

In the late twentieth century the pre-

dominance of scientific sexology and tradi-

tional psychoanalysis over sexual matters

was effectively contested by alternative

theory arising from the radical movements

of the 1970s such as feminism, and gay and

lesbian activism. Post-structuralism also

had a profound impact on theory on sexu-

ality. These various perspectives empha-

sized the historical, cultural and political

construction of sexual ‘truths’ within lan-

guage. In his landmark text, The History of

Sexuality, French philosopher and historian

Michel Foucault ([1976] 1978) argued that

sexual meanings and forms, as well as sexual

identities, are products of language, dis-

course, and power. Discourses in this con-

text are ways of understanding the world

and our experiences that involve a rela-

tionship between a certain form of knowl-

edge and power. How we make sense of

sexuality is contingent on the various dis-

courses regarding sexual matters – termed

‘technologies of sex’ – that are circulating

in a given culture at a given time. Domi-

nant (or normative) discourses are those

with most authority within a society – such

as biological and evolutionary under-

standings of sexuality in contemporary

Western culture – and they therefore tend

to be the most prevalent ways by means of

which individual men and women will also

make sense of their own sexual identities

and experiences. While one discourse may

be considered more authoritative, there are

always multiple alternative discourses in

existence (for example, feminist, queer and

postmodern perspectives on sexuality) that

disrupt and resist the privilege of the nor-

mative discourse.

Foucault challenged what has been

termed ‘the repressive hypothesis’ of sexu-

ality: that is, the idea that sexuality had

been restricted during the nineteenth cen-

tury and subsequently liberated in the

twentieth. Instead he claimed that power,

rather than denying the forms of expression

that sexuality might take, produces and pro-

liferates types of sexualities and modes of

desire. Power in this sense is not inter-

preted as a unitary and over-bearing force,

but rather as an unstable and diverse phe-

nomenon that operates through the very

constitution and regulation of sexual identities,

desires, and practices. The so-called ‘sexual

revolution’, which Foucault views as a

form of social control exercised through the

sexual domain, brought about a ‘confes-

sional mode’ of governing the sexual subject,

as sexuality became aligned with expressions
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of one’s true identity and self-awareness:

we have come to think of ourselves as being

our sex. Foucault contends that, through the

operation of ‘disciplinary power’, discourses

of the sexual play a key role in controlling

populations.

Queer theory has also influenced con-

temporary understandings of sexuality.

Where once the term ‘queer’ was

employed as derogatory slang for homo-

sexual, it is now used to connote a marginal

sexual self-identification or to refer to a

nascent theoretical perspective derived

from gay and lesbian studies ( Jagose 1996).

Queer theory disrupts dualistic notions of

sex (such as male/female), gender (mascu-

linity/femininity) and sexuality (hetero-

sexual/homosexual), and blurs cultural

assumptions about ‘natural’ sex and sexual

identity. In analytic terms, queer theory is

most closely associated with deconstruction

and psychoanalytic theory, although nei-

ther wholly determines queer theory as it

seeks to remain distinctly political, margin-

alized and resistant to definition.

Judith Butler’s (1990) provocative book

Gender Trouble is often credited with being

the most widely cited Queer theory text.

Expanding on Foucauldian theory, Butler

questioned the ways in which marginalized

identities (e.g., woman, feminist, queer) are

inevitably complicit with those systems or

discourses they are trying to dispute. She

challenged the idea that one’s sense of

gender identity (as masculine or feminine)

followed from one’s anatomical sex (as male

or female), instead asking whether it was

not the case that gender preceded sex. This

contention rocked previous thinking on sex

and gender, which had assumed sex was a

natural given and gender was an outcome

of environment, culture or social learning.

In contrast to the traditional nature = sex/

nurture = gender division in medicine (and

in mainstream social science), Butler argued

that anatomical sex itself was not necessarily

grounded in nature, positioning both sex

and gender as cultural constructions. She

contended that the current categorization

of bodies as male or female is the condition

for the naturalization of heterosexuality

(termed ‘the heterosexual matrix’ in Gender

Trouble), and the marginalization of

ambiguously sexed bodies, alternative sex-

ualities and genders. However, Butler went

further to insist that all sexualities need to

be ‘denaturalized’; this position conflicts

with the tenets of early gay and lesbian lib-

eration and radical feminism (see women’s

movement). She theorized gender as a per-

formative act, the result of imitative acts

and gestures repeated on the surface of the

body.
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SIGNS

See: semiotics

SIMMEL, GEORG (1858–1918)

German theorist

Influenced by Kantianism and Neo-Kan-

tianism. Simmel’s early philosophy of his-

tory is a rendering of Kant’s conception of

‘nature’ as a forming of sensual material by

means of categories of the mind. A priori
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categories of the scientific mind shape lived

experiences into ‘history.’ This same form–

content distinction is the basis for the defi-

nition of sociology as a discipline dealing

with the forms of social processes. Society

is an emergent unity of interactions, in the

broad sense of mutual influences between

individuals. The most diverse motives and

interests such as love, work, or religiosity

which are not social in themselves are the

content or material of countless social forms.

Domination and subordination, conflict,

exchange, and sociability are famous

examples of Simmel’s ‘pure’ or ‘formal’

sociology. His most celebrated work, The

Philosophy of Money ([1900] 1990), deals

with analytic questions of monetary values

and the implications of a money economy

for individual freedom, culture and style of

life. Influenced by Nietzsche and Bergson,

in the course of his studies of Goethe and

Rembrandt, Simmel’s late work is based

upon elements of Lebensphilosophie. There

he developed a concept of culture as a form

created by, but transcending, life. Life rea-

lizes itself in culture, but inherent in this

process is also a ‘tragedy’: as a fixed objec-

tification, culture constrains life’s flow.
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SIMULACRUM

In everyday usage ‘simulacrum’ refers to an

imitation or copy of an original. In social

theory, it is associated with Baudrillard’s

theory of contemporary society which

holds that the ‘real’ has been displaced by

‘hyperreal’ orders of signs and simulated

experiences. The theory of simulacra is

explored in Baudrillard’s Symbolic Exchange

and Death and Simulacra and Simulations.

With the combined expansion of mass-

mediated sign processes, the ‘implosion’ of

signs into society, and the dominance of

coded realities, we face what Baudrillard

calls the ‘end of representation’ and the

beginning of hyperreality (see media and

mass media). We have moved beyond the

‘society of the spectacle’ of advanced con-

sumer capitalism into an information civi-

lization dominated by image spectacles in

which every sphere of life has been dis-

placed by models and simulacra of reality.

Hyperreality is ‘the generation by models

of a real without origin or reality: a hyper-

real. The territory no longer precedes the

map, nor survives it. . . it is the map that

engenders the territory’ (1983a). Bau-

drillard speculates that we now live in a

world in which all representation is simu-

lacral. There are no longer ‘original’ objects

to be represented, no independent referents

but simply practices and strategies of

hyperreality. We witness the ‘end of the

social’: ‘Whereas representation tries to

absorb simulation by interpreting it as false

representation, simulation envelops the

whole edifice of representation as itself a

simulacrum’ (1983a). Speculation about

simulacra is a central theme in contemporary

debates about postmodernism, the media

and the mass media, and cultures of con-

sumption.
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SKOCPOL, THEDA (1947– )

American sociologist and
political scientist

Influenced by Barrington Moore, Skocpol

has been an important figure in historical

sociology recognized for ground-breaking

studies of large-scale social change,

including revolution and state politics. In

her edited volumes Vision and Method in

Historical Sociology (1985a) and Bringing the

State Back In (1985b), Skocpol discusses

forms of methodological and conceptual

reorientation capable of accounting for the

state as an independent social. Countering

both structural functionalist and neo-

Marxist conceptions, Skocpol argues that

states should be viewed as ‘configurations

of organization and action that influence

the meanings and methods of politics’

(1985b: 28). Rectifying the shortcomings

of Moore’s description of modernization

processes in European states, Skocpol

examines the problem faced by pre-revolu-

tionary regimes in keeping abreast of inter-

national competition, notably focusing on

the French Revolution, the Russian

Revolution and the Chinese Revolution.

In States and Social Revolutions (1979) and

Social Revolutions in the Modern World

(1994), she argues that it was this compo-

nent rather than ideologies that prompted

revolutionary outbreaks and set the path to

modernity. She combines a structural with

an institutional framework for the cases of

France, Russia, China, and Iran, emphasiz-

ing rigorous comparative empirical method

shorn of ideological slogans.
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DANIEL ŠUBER

SLAVERY

Slavery is a system that legally and socially

designates ‘slaves’ as being entirely under

the control of those termed ‘masters’.

While slavery had existed in various forms

from the earliest days of human civiliza-

tion, the institution was transformed from

the late fifteenth century AD onwards into

one of the most important phenomena of

modern history. The European exploration

of Africa brought them into contact with

people who were willing to trade slaves in

return for European goods and the opening

up of new lands in the Americas from

1492 gave a fresh economic impetus to the

slave trade. Europeans first coerced Native

Americans into labour in the Americas, but

the devastating impact of Old World dis-

eases on New World populations forced

the Spanish and Portuguese to look else-

where for a labour force. Since African
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princes were willing to sell slaves, there was

an alternative source of labour, but in order

to meet European demand, African rulers

were forced to increase their supplies of

slaves by seizing members of neighbouring

ethnic groups. The slave trade started by

the Portuguese and Spanish eventually grew

to include all European imperial nations

with territories in the Americas. Roughly

ten million Africans were forcibly trans-

ported to America. No European colony in

the Americas existed without slavery, and

the staples produced by slave labour con-

tributed vastly to the wealth of Britain,

France, Spain, Portugal and the Netherlands.

Slavery in the Americas had several dis-

tinct features. While the impetus for the

introduction of slaves in the Americas was

primarily economic, slavery quickly became

a racialized institution. Early modern Eur-

opeans did not see race as an individual’s

most significant characteristic since lan-

guage, dress, and religion also defined sta-

tus. However, by the eighteenth century

the words ‘slave’ and ‘Negro’ had become

almost synonymous. As Europeans increas-

ingly classified the world’s flora and fauna,

they also classified humanity, with Africans

being generally regarded as inferior sub-

humans, incapable of rational thought or

self-improvement. As a form of property,

slaves were effectively de-humanized.

Slave-owners treated slaves much as they

treated their livestock, meting out brutal

punishments for resistance. This is not to

claim that slaves lacked agency in their

dealings with masters, however, since the

day-to-day operation of plantations inevi-

tably involved a degree of negotiation and

accommodation. Slaves could disrupt the

rhythm of plantation life in a variety of

ways and prudent masters realized that they

obtained more from their labour force by

granting small privileges and overlooking

minor infractions (see master–slave dia-

lectic).

By the late eighteenth century, Enlight-

enment ideas of universal human rights

suggested that slavery was incompatible

with civilized societies and gradually agita-

tion for the abolition of slavery grew. In

the 1830s Britain formally emancipated its

slaves in its West Indies. However, the

United States wrestled with the issue of

abolition for far longer because there the

pro-slavery voice was considerably more

politically powerful. The rise of aboli-

tionists such as William Lloyd Garrison in

the 1830s, who made a vocal moral and

religious case for ending slavery, encouraged

a determined pro-slavery defence by southern

intellectuals. Slavery, it was claimed, was

not only a ‘necessary evil’ for economic

reasons, it was also a ‘positive good’ – the

most suitable existence for bondspeople.

Slave owners claimed to provide a paterna-

listic cradle-to-grave welfare system (unlike

Northern employers) with moral guidance

for their slaves, arguing that emancipation

would lead to widespread suffering by peo-

ple unaccustomed to fending for themselves.

By 1865, slavery in the Americas had

ended in all but the Spanish Caribbean

islands and in Brazil, but this did not mean

equal rights for emancipated slaves. In the

Caribbean the British used an apprentice-

ship system for a transitional period, while

in the USA share-cropping became one of

the few employments open to freedmen.

Yet both these systems might be described

as slavery in all but name. Inter-racial vio-

lence grew with whites using lynching and

intimidation to maintain racial hierarchies

once the legal distinctions between slave

and free had been swept away. For more

than a century the oppression of racial

minorities by ruling classes was the norm in

Western society. The achievements of civil

rights activists in the second half of the

twentieth century went some way towards

ending racial discrimination in the West,

though slavery and other forms of coerced

labour still persist in many parts of the

world and are globally diffused by increasingly

entrenched forms of transnational criminal

networks, including prostitution rings.
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SMELSER, NEIL J. (1930– )

US sociologist

Started as an adherent of structural func-

tionalism and published Economy and

Society in 1956 with Talcott Parsons.

Aware of the major shortcomings of this

school, he stressed social change rather than

social order, social movements rather than

institutionalized actors. His Social Change in

the Industrial Revolution (1959) and his The-

ory of Collective Behavior (1962) became

landmarks in the research on collective

action and mobilization. A second trait of

his work is methodology. His study of

comparative methods as well as his reflec-

tions upon the problematics of sociology

revolve around two of the most pressing

problems in the social sciences: comparative

reasoning and the epistemological levels of

sociological analysis, sometimes referred to as

the ‘micro-macro-link’ (see micro-, meso-

and macro- levels). A third line in his work

concerns economic sociology. In the tradi-

tion of Adam Smith, Max Weber and

Joseph Schumpeter, Smelser discusses the

relationship of economy and society and

demonstrates the strengths of a sociological

approach to the economy. Economic mat-

ters are much too important to be left to

neo-classic economists. In this sense, Smel-

ser is a pioneer of the revival of neo-insti-

tutionalism.
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SMITH, ADAM (1723–1790)

Scottish philosopher

Smith’s (1776) Wealth of Nations is one of

the founding texts of economic theory,

mostly admired for the idea of the self-reg-

ulating market, governed as if by an ‘invi-

sible hand’. In modern ‘civilized society’

individuals pursue their self-interest in a

‘system of natural liberty’ built on property

and the division of labour, and made pos-

sible by the uniquely human ‘propensity to

truck, barter and exchange’. Because Smith

argued strongly against absolutist state

intervention, he is often claimed to be an

advocate of laissez-faire economic policies,

although he argued for a quite extensive

role of the state in defense, in the rule of
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law, education and the provision of public

goods. In considering the emerging capi-

talist economy as a process of reproduction

activated by individuals assuming the typical

roles of landlord, capitalist and worker,

Smith drew a picture of society as composed

of social classes with opposing interests.

A relatively neglected but important

aspect of Smith’s work is his theory of the

emergence of moral values in The Theory of

Moral Sentiments (1759). He analyzed social

interaction in terms of sympathy, mutual

observation and reflection to arrive at the

construction of the ‘impartial spectator’.

On this theory, each individual observes

her or his actions with the eyes of an

internalized impartial spectator – a figure

similar to G. H.Mead’s ‘generalized other’ –

to monitor the ‘propriety’ of actions. This

non-utilitarian theory of normative action

has sometimes been found to be incon-

sistent with the idea of self-interested actors

on markets. However, Smith had a suffi-

ciently complex view of society to see that

distinct action orientations dominate in

different social realms.
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SOCIAL CAPITAL

The concept of social capital captures the

relation between social norms and networks

and the quality of economic and political

performance in a society. It is also employed

to measure the quality of a civil society.

Two major theorists of the term are Robert

D. Putnam and James S. Coleman. A more

critical use of the term can be found in the

work of Pierre Bourdieu who speaks of the

power of social networks and connections

which actors and classes are able to mobilize

in the pursuit of their own interests.

According to Putnam (1993, 2000) and

Coleman (1990), trust, norms and net-

works among citizens reduce transaction

costs and allow for a more efficient func-

tioning of the economy and political insti-

tutions. The term was originally introduced

by Loury (1977) to explain variations in the

individual accumulation of human capital as

a consequence of social status. Insights into

the structural promotion of collective

action in the economy and in international

relations through regimes and contracts also

added to the concept (see Granovetter

1985; Keohane 1984). Since the mid-

1990s, social capital has increasingly been

used as a value in itself to evaluate the civil

and moral capacities of a society.
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SUSANNE FUCHS

SOCIAL CHANGE

In contrast to the continuous and static

properties of all social systems it refers to

the discontinuities and dynamics of social

phenomena: e.g. demographic change,

change in social structures and cultural pat-

terns of societies, organizations, institu-

tions and groups. Theories of social change

have two main tasks: they provide descrip-

tions and explanations of processes of

change. Descriptions of the regular patterns

of the process have to denote its quantity

(increasing – decreasing), its quality (cyclical –

linear) and its speed (accelerating – decel-

erating). In order to achieve an explanation

of these processes, all theories of social

change face the same three constituting

problems when constructing models: they

have to specify the relation between struc-

ture and elements, designate a mover of the

process and indicate a source of innovation.

Theories of social change vary according to

the solutions offered for description and

explanation, leading to different types of

sociological analysis. Historically, the emphasis

in social theory has shifted from description

of patterns to explanation by means of

refined models, which abandon simple

analogies between the growth of society

and that of an organism. In addition, tele-

ological ideas of progress have been

replaced by the idea of multi-linear directions

of change, referring to the reflexivity of

human action and the indeterminacy of its

outcomes. At the beginning of the twenty-

first century, change is now seen as the

effect of an underlying, continuous process,

fuelled by innovations deriving not only

from immanent potentials but also from

contextual conditions.

Nineteenth-century social theory looked

to the natural sciences in developing the

project of explaining world history by the

use of universal historical laws. These the-

ories are often called evolutionary theory

due to their conceptualization of the pro-

cess of social change as a unilinear path

consisting of necessary stages of develop-

ment towards a known final state. Comte

captures this process in idealistic terms in

his ‘law of the three stages’, asserting that

the mind progresses in its development from

a theological through a metaphysical into a

positivist state. The way the mind thinks

leads to different theoretical systems, which

in turn shape the political and social sys-

tems. The process of change is fuelled by

the human thirst for knowledge and drives

towards a consistent world-view.

From a materialist point of view, Marx

argues that social change stems from systemic

contradictions necessarily leading to social

conflict. Societies can be characterized

according to their mode of production

deriving from the antagonistic relationship

between the productive forces and the rela-

tions of production. Continuous technolo-

gical and organizational innovation leads to a

mismatch between forces and relations of

production. In a revolutionary process, the

latter are abolished and new, adequate rela-

tions of production introduced, resulting in

a transition from one stage of Marx’s

descriptive model to another.

In addition to Comte and Marx, Spencer

focused on the increase in complexity of

societies as they progress, analyzing social

change as differentiation, understood as

change from an incoherent homogeneity to

a coherent heterogeneity.
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At the beginning of the twentieth cen-

tury the emphasis shifted towards actor-

centred models taking into account the

cultural diversities and historical differences

of the societies in question. While Pareto,

and following him Sorokin (1937) devel-

oped cyclical models of change, it was

Weber’s linear idea of rationalization (see

rationality and rationalization) that had

the by far greatest and lasting impact.

Rationalization is a universal property of all

societies and cultural circles, understood as

the systematization of thought and the

increasing importance of instrumental rea-

son. Human beings are perceived as cultural

beings with the ability to generate innova-

tive ideas and creative thoughts based on

their material and idealistic context. The

possible impact of new ideas and process of

their routinization then depend on the

societal constellation of institutions and

interests, held by the carriers of the idea as

well as other members of society. Since

rationalization receives its specific and

unique meaning from the cultural context

in question, Weber uses not only a multi-

linear model of change, but also opts for

an empirical and historical-comparative

approach.

Drawing on this idea and the earlier tra-

dition of evolutionary thought Parsons

attempted a great synthesis in the mid-

twentieth century known as neo-evolu-

tionism. Societies are conceived of as stable

social systems in dynamic environments.

Change is understood as a reaction to

endogenous or exogenous sources of dis-

turbance that cannot be controlled by the

integrative and adaptive mechanisms of the

system, and hence leads to a state of dis-

equilibrium. Following Spencer, Parsons

models the movement towards a new

equilibrium as differentiation: disturbance,

differentiation, integration and inclusion,

value generalization and specialization. The

effect is a more generalized adaptive capa-

city and controllability of a more complex

society that has reached more autonomy in

relation to its environment. By means of

this adaptive upgrading, it might also have

gained an advantage over adjacent societies,

escaping the fate of extinction or retreat

into a niche. In this evolutionary process

Parsons singles out structural inventions

which are necessary but not sufficient for

higher levels of a generalized adaptive

capacity, which he labels as evolutionary

universals (see universalism). The logic of

general societal progress can then be spelled

out along these evolutionary universals

leading to a general idea of evolution in

addition to the specific evolution of certain

societies.

At the end of the twentieth century

social theory faces a new schism with

respect to conceptualizing social change:

On the one hand, neo-Darwinian approa-

ches, on the other structuration theories

(see structuration school). Neo-Darwinian

theories adapt the central model of expla-

nation used in biological evolutionary the-

ory, resting on the premises that not only

reproduction but also mutation of elements

takes place continuously on the micro-level

according to a mechanism of variation. A

second mechanism of selection specifies the

circumstances under which a mutation

conveys an advantage on its carrier in a

given context that increases the chance of

its reproduction, change being the effect.

These two mechanisms are interconnected

by chance: variation is random and cannot

be aligned with the process of selection. W.

G. Runciman (1983–97) uses both

mechanisms in his actor, role and conflict

centred approach. On the micro-level,

practices enacting roles guarantee repro-

duction. Variations result from actors striv-

ing for power, thereby producing and

altering social practices. The reproduction

of recombined or new practices depends on

the amount of power they lend roles. If

new or altered practices are selected in the

second mechanism, role-relations and thus

the overall distribution of power in society

is changed on the macro-level.
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Luhmann (1997) also uses the Darwinian

concatenation of mechanisms in a system-

and communication-theoretical framework.

The elements are communications, selected

according to their ability to reduce com-

plexity in a given context and their com-

patibility with the existing structures. Neo-

Darwinian approaches refrain from detailed

descriptive models due to the open-ended

character of the self-organized process of

the two interlinking mechanisms. The

direction of change can only be given in

abstract terms of the criterion of selection:

an overall increase in complexity or power

resources. Concrete paths of change have

to be reconstructed retrospectively in an

empirical and comparative-historical analysis.

Theories of structuration are interested in

overcoming four dualisms which have pla-

gued social theory: static/dynamic, syn-

chronicity/diachronicity, action/structure

and subject/object. These dualisms can be

dissolved by the idea of structuration – that

is, the interplay of structure and actor in

action conceived of as societal praxis.

Actors are seen as practical conscious

human beings equipped with bounded

rationality, producing actions in a given

opportunity structure, thus reproducing the

structural context. Since rationality is

bounded, any action is accompanied by

unintended consequences. Different models

capture these insights. Giddens’s (1984)

theory of structuration uses the concept of

the duality of structure interlinked with the

idea of the ongoing de-routinization of the

natural character of everyday interaction to

explain social change. In addition, Archer

(1988) presents a cultural theory of struc-

turation. Her concept of morphogenesis

concentrates on the interface between the

cultural system and socio-cultural interac-

tion of actors in specific situations and

locates processes leading towards change or

stability in their interplay. The process is

understood as a self-transforming cycle

consisting of three temporal sequences:

cultural conditioning, cultural interaction

and cultural elaboration. Finally, Bour-

dieu’s (1998) theory of praxis is an attempt

to interlock a structural and cultural approach

by use of a triad: structure, habitus and

praxis. The resources available to indivi-

duals or groups, located in practical fields,

coin their habitus, defined as a set of dis-

positions that generate actions in a strategic

praxis leading to the reproduction of the

structural distribution of resources. Change

is initiated by the temporal disparity of field

and habitus, bringing forth a praxis in

which the structure is not reproduced but

altered.
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CHRISTIAN SCHMIDT-WELLENBURG

SOCIAL CONSTRUCTIONISM

Social constructionism is not a single per-

spective, but rather a range of perspectives

that are usually taken to stand in opposition

to essentialism. Against biological essenti-

alism, it is maintained that human attributes,

practices and institutions – such as gender,

sexual relations or marriage – are social in

origin rather than ordained by nature.

Social constructionism, however, has a

second, broader, meaning where no object

in our social landscape – whether the
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economy or homosexuality – can be con-

sidered to have essential, given properties

prior to the social practices that constitute

it. It was in this second sense, which now

often encompasses the first, that the term

first entered the sociological lexicon. In the

1960s and 1970s, the ideas associated with

social constructionism were widespread

within symbolic interactionism and phe-

nomenology, perspectives that share an

understanding of the social world as con-

stituted by its participants through their

everyday activity and making of meaning

Later forms of social constructionism, those

deriving from post-structuralism and

postmodernism, took up some similar

themes, but were also subtly different.

Social constructionism has its opponents, in

particular critical realists (see realism), who

are generally most sceptical about its post-

modern variants and in particular the idea

that all social reality is a product of language

and discourse, although they are sometimes

willing to accept that gender and sexuality

might legitimately be thought of as socially

constructed (see Sayer 2000).

The first full theoretical explication of

the process of social construction was Ber-

ger and Luckman’s The Social Construction

of Reality (1967), which drew upon

Schutz’s phenomenology as well as inter-

actionist ideas such as W. I. Thomas’s dic-

tum that if a situation is defined as real, it is

real in its consequences and G. H Mead’s

conceptualization of a reflexively constructed

social self (see Mead, reflexivity). Their

starting point is the tension in sociological

thought between society as the product of

human action and as possessing objective

facticity. They tend, however, to place the

emphasis on the former. Where Durkheim

had insisted that social facts should be trea-

ted as ‘things’ external to individual actors,

Berger and Luckman argued that these

things were produced by social action. The

common-sense world is created through

intersubjectively constituted meanings and

everyday practical activities which, once

they become habitual, become ‘objecti-

vated’ as our taken-for granted reality: they

are real because we define them as such and

can and can, though habit and history

become institutionalized. They do not,

therefore, maintain that there is no objec-

tive reality, rather that reality is realized

through human activity, through sedimented

past activity and a double realization in our

daily lives – we realize, apprehend, that a

social reality exists and we continuously

produce this reality through recognizing and

acting upon this realization. This same

social reality also produces our subjectivity

(see subject and subjectivity): in a dialectic

relationship ‘man [sic] produces reality and

thereby produces himself ’ (ibid.: 204).

One problem this perspective creates is

an attenuated conceptualization of power as

the ability to impose a definition of the sit-

uation on others. Nonetheless, social con-

structionist assumptions within interactionist

and phenomenological sociology in the

1960s and early 1970s, did make possible

certain forms of social critique. For exam-

ple, there were challenges to the ‘objecti-

vist’ view of knowledge as ‘truth’ external

to its social production (Young 1971) and

to the idea of deviance as an attribute of

criminal or ‘sick’ mind rather than a product

of socially constructed rules and their

application to particular acts and individuals

(Becker 1963).

Where social constructionism has had a

lasting critical impact is in its ability to

challenge biological determinism, especially

in relation to gender and sexuality, where it

was taken further. It produced critiques of

the concept of repression in the interac-

tionist work of Gagnon and Simon (1974),

for whom nothing was sexual unless

defined as such, and in Foucault’s (1978)

conceptualization of sexuality as a dis-

cursive apparatus. This radical anti-essenti-

alism has persisted in post-structuralist and

postmodernist analyses. For example, in

Judith Butler’s (1993) analysis of the mate-

rialization of sexed bodies through citational
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practices there are echoes of Berger and

Luckman’s earlier notion of realization.

Here, though, there is a different emphasis,

from the embedding of language and

meaning in everyday activity to the effects

of language and especially discourse per se.

While Berger and Luckman ask how it is

‘possible that human activity should create

a world of things’, Foucault seeks to substitute

for ‘‘things’’ anterior to discourse, the reg-

ular formation of objects that emerge only

in discourse’ (1972: 47). With the growing

influence of post-modern ideas of social

construction, everyday social practices have

given way to the circulation of discourses

external to the individual, which constitute

the individual as subject. Social construction-

ism has thus moved from a critique of the

idea of social facts and social structures

external to individual to the proposition

that discourses are external to and constitutive

of individual subjectivity and agency.
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STEVI JACKSON

SOCIAL CONTROL

The view of social control generally accep-

ted in the earlier twentieth century held

that it denotes the patterned and systematic

ways in which society, on the one hand,

enforces or encourages conformity and, on

the other, deals with any form of deviance

that violates its accepted values and norms.

The major assumption was the idea that

human behaviour is: tacitly and routinely

socially controlled. Sociologists tended to

conceptualize a category which yoked

socialization and social control together as

one and the same. This view was that social

order is maintained not only by the state –

judiciary, legal systems, police forces and

prisons – but also by public opinion, cul-

ture, religion, popular beliefs, family, edu-

cation, and so on. To this extent it was

assumed that social control converged

around all efforts that induce the populace

to behave willingly and voluntarily in ways

that the ‘value consensus’ of society con-

siders proper and appropriate.

Talcott Parsons (1951) made this func-

tionalist perspective more analytically com-

plex when he suggested that social control

mechanisms are both necessary and inevi-

table ‘secondary defences’ to combat the

deviance that is inevitable in all societies

(see functionalism). Foremost among these

is the utilization of sanctions which are fil-

tered through individuals and institutions.

Positive sanctions are used to reward

desirable social behaviour, while negative

sanctions in the form of punishments are

aimed at deterring unwelcome social beha-

viour. Formal sanctions tend to be institu-

tionally rooted, while informal sanctions

are in most cases exercised through the

immediate ‘off the record’ responses of sig-

nificant others. But, according to function-

alism, the backbone of any system of

sanctions is ‘the basic and irreducible’

function of social institutions, such as the

family, imbued with its sexual, reproduc-

tive, economic and educational functions,

and the occupational structure, driven by

the pervasive authority of the work ethic.

In the 1960s there emerged a more radi-

cal way of interpreting social control which

was more explicitly concerned with the
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role of power. In a much used citation,

Edwin Lemert (1967) turned Parsons’s think-

ing on its head when he suggested that it is

not deviance that precedes social control,

but that, on the contrary, it is social control

that invariably leads to deviance. Following

Lemert’s lead, the problem of social control

in sociology now changed from how to

deal with recalcitrant individuals and

groups, to asking questions about how and

why ‘society’ deems it necessary to socially

control the behaviours of particular indivi-

duals and social groups more, and in dif-

ferent ways, than others. This alternative

epistemology offered by Lemert earmarked

a new challenge to the hegemony of func-

tionalism. It was now the task of the emer-

ging sub-discipline of the sociology of

deviance, through its more complex and

multi-perspectival understanding of social

control, to give sociology a perspective on

conflict that it previously lacked, resisting

in the process functionalism’s remorseless

abstraction of human experience.

If not entirely shaking off the pervasive

influence of functionalism, Lemert’s (1967)

own work on ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’

deviance and Becker’s (1963) influential

study of the socio-historical context of

marijuana usage neatly encapsulated the

growing influence of labelling theory. This

offered the view that if society creates

deviance, in the sense that the application

of deviant labels may produce more

deviance than it prevents, it follows that

one cannot understand deviance without

understanding social control in the form of

the response of society to rule breaking

behaviour. Labelling theorists suggested

that it should be the role of micro social

analysis to examine the social audience and

its reaction to deviance since labels are not

automatically imposed on all rule-breakers

and some people escape labelling alto-

gether. From this perspective, social control

was seen to be coercive and repressive, its

main aim being to bring under control

those perceived to be troublesome.

The upshot was that a ‘new’ sociology of

deviance came more and more to focus on

the actions of powerful groups, characterized

by a willingness to ‘side with the underdog’.

One example in Britain was Paul Willis’s

(1977) study of cultural reproduction and

subcultural resistance in education was a

case in point. Drawing on a theoretical blend

which encompassed different aspects of struc-

tural and cultural Marxism and symbolic

interactionism, Willis offered an under-

standing of the ambivalence of an education

system which ostensibly prepares working-

class boys for their subordinate and inferior

adult roles in society, but in its crystal-

lization does not appear to be particularly

effective as an agency of social control.

If Willis had added class conflict to the

understanding of social control, in Policing

the Crisis, Hall et al. (1978) theorized the

issues of ‘race’ and ethnicity to deal with

the racial motivations behind what they

called the moral panic generated around the

category of ‘mugging’ in Britain in 1972.

Drawing on a Marxist theoretical amalgam

inspired by Althusser and Gramsci and

augmented through an adaptation of

Cohen’s (1972) theorization of Folk Devils

and Moral Panics, Hall et al. turned their

attention to the role of establishment

authority figures and institutional arrange-

ments in the assignment of social control to

young unemployed black populations. In a

nutshell, they argued that if the involve-

ment in street crime by young black men

could to some extent be attributed to their

social, economic and political margin-

alization, their criminality was more a result

of institutional social control intensified

through a mass media-inspired moral panic

about ‘mugging’. Regardless of its origin-

ality Policing the Crisis was subject to wide-

spread criticism, not only because of its

dubious empirical consistency but also for

being silent on the matter of the social

control of women. And it was left to fem-

inist critics to put the issue of gender and

social control on the political agenda.
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While in the 1970s a good deal of fem-

inist scholarship exposed the tendency of

‘malestream’ sociology to overlook the

institutional features of the social control of

women, particularly in relation to crimin-

ality and health and welfare, others began

to focus their attention on how the struc-

tural and everyday features of patriarchal

capitalist societies combine to prevent women

having the same freedoms as men and how

this results in their lives being for the most

part circumscribed by their gender (see

patriarchy). The central organizing theme

of feminist scholarship in leisure studies, for

example, revealed both the contingency

and the multi-levelled ways in which

women’s leisure is constrained, not only

directly due to the narrow range of activity

options open to them, but also because of

the temporal, spatial, economic, ideologi-

cal, socio-psychological factors involved, as

well as the influence in this process of the

categories of social class, ‘race’, ethnicity,

familial and gender roles.

In the 1980s more and more materialist

and structuralist thinkers were diverting

their theoretical interests into post-struc-

turalism and in particular the work of

Foucault. If classical Marxism had empha-

sized a reductive economy of power related

to the means of production, it was Foucault

who exposed in a dialectical fashion the

imbrication of social control in a ‘micro-

physics of power’ with the normalizing

judgements that persisted through this col-

lusion. Foucault offered an alternative view

which understood power as having no

substantive content and in an innovative

twist he suggested it would be more prof-

itable to analyse it as a technology of

knowledge, rather than being something

possessed or centralized in the state or some

other institution.

In Discipline and Punish (1977), Foucault

used a startling juxtaposition to chart the

unfolding of the machinery of a new dis-

ciplinary society. And in so doing he sug-

gested that in modern societies there has

been a historical movement from brutal,

overt repression and social control to

rational, scientific and bureaucratic control

of ‘deviant’ populations through surveil-

lance. Foucault evoked the image of Jer-

emy Bentham’s Panopticon in order to

argue that the all-seeing ‘gaze’ (le regard) comes

to serve as a metaphor for surveillance

connected with governmentality in the

modern state. A significant feature of

panopticonism is that like Orwell’s Big

Brother surveillance, it is indiscernible: those

under surveillance are always unsure whe-

ther or not they are being watched. This

model of surveillance keeps those being

watched subordinate by means of uncer-

tainty and as a consequence the ‘watched’

act in accordance with the Panopticon,

because they do not know ‘when’ or ‘who’

might be watching. Foucault argued that

these social controls – the panopticonisms

of everyday life found in schools, work, and

leisure – micro-manage individuals more

efficiently than previous carceral systems

because they thwart deviant behaviour

through self-actuating prohibitions rein-

forced by the subject’s own certainty in the

omnipresence of the all-seeing power of

the gaze.

In more recent years, thinking about

social control has floated indecisively

between applications and critiques of the

Panopticon model. The model suffers from

severe problems of legitimacy because the

power of the state and other large social

institutions has diminished in significance,

while the ability of individuals to say ‘no’

has spectacularly increased (Stehr 2001).

Consequently, more recent analyses of

social control have been concerned with

the ways in which public perceptions of

crime have become sensitized to danger

and how the right to censure as a result of

‘dangerization’ has come to feature more

extensively in crime control. Lianos and

Douglas (2000: 110) consider this new way

of thinking as a ‘tendency to perceive and

analyse the world through categories of
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menace’, which invokes the tacit assump-

tion that the world ‘out there’ is unsafe.

The upshot is that social control has

become managerial rather than curative.

For Bauman (1995: 100), cool distance is

of the utmost importance here since social

control is not merely used to differentiate

‘us’ from ‘them’, it also allows ‘us’ to con-

struct ‘them’ as ‘the objective of aesthetic,

not moral evaluation; as a matter of taste,

not responsibility’. This process is what

Bauman describes as diaphorization, which

essentially marks the comfortable but

anxious majority’s disengagement with a

commitment and responsibility for those

who do not conduct themselves as ‘we’ do.

Bauman also argues that the configur-

ation of economic arrangements associated

with consumer capitalism may be of greater

importance in explaining patterns of social

control today. To put it another way, social

control, like much else in liberal democ-

racies, has by and large been commodified

and privatized. The comfortable majority

no longer live in the shadow of state tyr-

anny; instead they create their own turmoil,

or in Baudrillard’s (1998) terminology,

their own paroxysm, driven by market for-

ces that they have no authority over, but at

the same time have no final authority over

them. In what Bauman (2000) calls ‘liquid

modernity’, private consumption replaces

work as the backbone of the reward system

in a society which is under-patterned rather

than patterned, disorganized rather than

ordered. It is only the poor – the ‘flawed

consumers’ – who are still controlled

through the work ethic. In this sense, con-

temporary modernity redraws the bound-

aries between social class divisions as a

relationship between those who happily

consume and those who cannot, despite

their want of trying. Instead of being

repressively controlled, fragmented society

is driven by the ‘pleasure principle’. Social

control is barely noticeable, except in the

behaviour of the flawed consumers, whose

subordinate position prevents them from

participating freely in what appears to them

as a dream world of consumption.

It is the poor too who continue to

experience the hard edge of exclusionary

and repressive surveillance. In Bauman’s cri-

tical theory, expert systems play an impor-

tant role in enforcing and preserving the

weapons of seduction and repression. Contra

Foucault, however, Bauman (1998) suggests

that the repressive apparatus of the Panop-

ticon has largely been supplemented by the

seductive allure of Synopticon watching.

And in our present-day society social con-

trol is by and large not about the few who

watch the many (Panopticon), but rather the

many who watch the few (Synopticon). For

the comfortable majority, ‘normalization’ is

thus replaced by precarization, and when

the ‘normal’ lost its authority, the world

became committed, as Bauman might say,

on people revealing themselves. In this sense,

social control for the most part today has

become rather more like the world of the

TV show Big Brother than Orwell’s dystopia.
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TONY BLACKSHAW

SOCIAL INCLUSION AND SOCIAL

EXCLUSION

‘Social exclusion’ has only recently gained

currency in social theory. Until the 1980s

the word existed on the margins of the dis-

cipline (Klanfer 1969) and the concept was

mostly expressed through ‘marginalization’.

‘Exclusion’ was understood as akin to ‘culture

of poverty’ and ‘underclass’ (see poverty

and underclass). Observers of Western

culture at that time were shocked to see

persistent poverty in the midst of affluence.

There are three occurrences in the 1990s

that made the concept of ‘exclusion’ more

popular, two political, one theoretical. First,

the fifth EU research programme, 1994–98,

had a (small) section of research on ‘social

exclusion’. Second, the Blair government

in the UK installed an inter-ministerial

‘Social Exclusion Unit’ in 1997 to develop

programmes in a new type of welfare policy

aimed at ‘preventing social exclusion’,

which replaced the traditional labour idea

that effective welfare policy aims at redu-

cing poverty and inequality. Third, in

1994, and Niklas Luhmann published an

article on social exclusion which brought

the concept into systems theory. All three

events helped to popularize the terminol-

ogy of ‘exclusion’ in the European political

and research communities and to stabilize

its use. Its plausibility is connected to that

of a ‘horizontal’ model of inequality, in

which it is decisive to ‘belong’ at all, no

matter in what position, and in which there

are qualitatively different subcultures that

are not necessarily ranked hierarchically.

Such a model was at the same time used in

the sociology of stratification as ‘life-styles’

instead of classes or strata. Its plausibility is

certainly supported by the experience of

migration where the first problem is to

cross the border and then to stay ‘inside’.

‘Inclusion’, in contrast, had a place

already in Parsons’s functionalist model

and is unproblematic in systems theory.

‘Inclusion’, in this tradition, denotes the

fact of ‘belonging’ to a certain system and

the process of becoming a member. ‘Inclu-

sion’ and ‘exclusion’ are related in that

every regime of inclusion necessarily excludes

some characteristics or persons, but the

two can follow different logics. In ‘func-

tionally differentiated’ societies, inclusion in

one subsystem is independent from that in

another, but exclusion can still encompass

all subsystems and, accordingly, be ‘total’.

In approaches that are more alert to rela-

tions of power and domination, ‘inclusion’

is seen to have aspects of repression (down

to the closed ‘total institution’) and is more

likely to be theorized as ‘participation’ (see

citizenship). In the same vein, exclusion,

even if possibly universal as long as there is

differential inclusion, can assume different

forms and degrees and is an instrument of

domination inside and between social units

down to the extremes of ‘redundancy’,

‘cleansing’ and genocide. Instead of a dif-

ferentiation framework, exclusion is seen as

a multi-dimensional and dynamic, contested

process and not as a stable state, irreversibly

self-reinforcing (Steinert and Pilgram 2003).

In the UK, ‘social exclusion’ acquired a

place in research on the welfare state that is

roughly equivalent to ‘social problems’. The

New Labour orientation of welfare thinking

made homelessness, teenage pregnancy,
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truancy and neighbourhood deterioration

major symptoms or instances of ‘social

exclusion’ (see Hill et al. 2002). In this

welfare and social work context, ‘inclusion’ is

understood as the simple opposite of

‘exclusion’ and is prominently applied in

work against the discrimination of dis-

abilities (as in ‘inclusive education’) (see

disability). In the USA, this usage is found

in the welfare field, otherwise ‘exclusion’ is

not a frequently used concept.

If ‘social exclusion’ can avoid being turned

into a mere ‘umbrella concept’, not least by

theoretical work (e.g. Byrne 1999) that adds

precision and scope, it can open up and

organize an important field of inquiry: the

social and political institutions of boundary

definition and maintenance, including war

and other forms of mass destruction, exile,

transportation and imprisonment. Since

‘exclusion’ usually means that persons are

treated as exemplars of a broad category,

labelling theory and more generally social

constructionism are relevant. The study of

the creation and application of categorical

identifications, as developed for the ascrip-

tions of ‘criminal’, ‘mad’ and ‘handicapped’,

can be generalized to include nationalist,

racist, sexist and classicist categorizing (see

nationalism, ‘race’ and racism, women’s

movement) and the processes, from politi-

cally and administratively organized to pri-

vate, in which such categories are applied and

fought against (see classification). The most

extremely exclusionary categories define a

‘sub-human’ character (‘barbarian’, ‘savage’)

to which human rights and the rules of civi-

lized conduct do not apply (see slavery,

Holocaust).

At present, a theory of ‘exclusion’ and

the development of the concept’s potential

for social theory and research is very much

a work in progress.
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HEINZ STEINERT

SOCIAL JUSTICE

Social justice refers to the distribution of

goods, positions and burdens in a society.

Social justice entails an evaluative aspect

and often involves a moral conception as to

what is valuable in social life, as well as to

what is fair in terms of social cooperation.

Accordingly, just distributions are those

that meet certain normative criteria estab-

lished by a political community or by var-

ious forms of deliberation. Social justice

matters at many different levels of social

aggregation and is generally assumed to be

crucial for the ‘moral fabric’ of society.

Justice matters because only social systems

that are regarded as just can count on social

cooperation, legitimacy and allegiance.

Justice research is divided into two factions,

namely normative theories of justice and

empirical justice approaches. Whereas the

first is interested in elaborating universal

normative standards which can be used to

evaluate social distributions or to establish a

just social order, the latter examines justice

at an attitudinal, behavioural or institu-

tional level.

As far as normative justice theories are

concerned, there are many, often compet-

ing theoretical approaches and claims.

Taking a historical perspective, one of the

most influential paradigms was established

by Jeremy Bentham. He formulated the
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utilitarian principle which approves of an

action in so far as an action has an overall

tendency to promote the greatest amount

of happiness. This objective should be

achieved by summing up all individual pre-

ferences and wants, and finding a means of

satisfying the greatest number of them.

While utilitarianism defends some degree

of redistribution and seeks the maximiza-

tion of the overall wealth and well-being in

society, the economic libertarian position

of Friedrich A. von Hayek (1960) objects

to state intervention and sees unlimited

laissez-faire capitalism as morally justified.

Freedom as the individual right to pursue

one’s own economic interests and the right

to appropriate resources are the normative

maxims of this line of thought. Hayek takes

the position that goods are not to be dis-

tributed but rather left to individual deci-

sion-making and the market. On the

opposite end of the theoretical spectrum are

strict egalitarians who propose that every-

one should have the equal chance to satisfy

needs or to develop basic capabilities (Sen

1985) (see equality and egalitarianism).

The milestone for thinking about justice

has been John Rawls’s (1971) liberal theory

of social justice. He supplied the philoso-

phical rationale for a fair society based on

substantive principles of justice. In order to

establish these basic principles, Rawls pro-

poses a thought experiment: people are

invited to imagine themselves as founders

of society, being in the ‘original position’

and behind a ‘veil of ignorance’ that enables

them to take a position of impartiality.

Given such a situation, it is asked which

principles of allocation would be agreeable

to everybody, and therefore just, from a

rational point of view. Following from this,

Rawls claims that two principles will be

agreed upon. The first principle is that each

person should have the most extensive

equal basic liberties and rights. The second

principle, the ‘difference principle’ demands

that social and economic inequalities are to

be arranged so that they are (1) to the

greatest benefit of the least advantaged, and

(2) attached to offices and positions open to

all under conditions of fair equality of

opportunity (Rawls 1971: 102). Ronald

Dworkin (2000) has put forward a sceptical

view for the Rawlsian justice theory, as he

sees it as potentially subject to moral

hazard. In order to overcome some of the

shortcomings of Rawls’s theory, he intro-

duces the so-called ‘envy-test’ as the cri-

terion of a just distribution. The theory

attempts to be sensitive to unequal distribu-

tion of talents, but disregards those factors

that are under the control of individuals.

Challenges to the contractualist theories

of justice can be found in Michael Walzer’s

Spheres of Justice (1983) which represents a

communitarian account (see commu-

nitarianism). While Walzer maintains a

normative focus, he departs from the search

for overarching and universal standards of

justice and claims that distributional princi-

ples differ across societal spheres. He

demonstrates that it makes a difference

whether we distribute medical goods, spe-

cialized education or set up regulations for

immigration. His spheres of justice are

constituted by common-sense under-

standing and social meaning attached to the

social good in question. Another example

of making justice more context-specific is

Jon Elster’s (1992) investigation into the

distributional practices of intermediary

institutions and organizations. Rather than

formulating normative principles of justice,

he demonstrates that many distributional

problems are of a local nature, conditioned

by specific actors, experiences and circum-

stances.

A large part of the empirical social justice

literature deals with judgements of justice

and insists that ‘justice is in the eye of the

beholder’ or shaped by the observer’s char-

acteristics and social location. Rather than

looking for consistent and defendable jus-

tice theories, these authors scrutinize the

distribution and determinants of justice

attitudes. Two different principles operate
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to produce ideas of justice: the principle of

micro-justice relates to the question of

‘who should get what?’ and the principles

of macro-justice relate to patterns of overall

distribution. Findings indicate most people

do object to other society members falling

into poverty (Frohlich and Oppenheimer

1992). While there is some support for

providing for basic needs, generally people

are only modestly egalitarian favouring

some degree of income inequality reduc-

tion but also stating that inequalities should

be allowed and that earnings should reflect

economic merits.
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STEFFEN MAU

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

Social movements have been ever present

both in traditional societies and in the

modernization of modern societies since

then (Tilly 1978; McAdam et al. 2001).

They continue to be a relevant political

phenomenon in the context of globaliza-

tion as anti-globalization mobilizations

have shown since the 1990s (Smith and

Johnston 2002).

Apart from Marx and his theory of class

struggle which explained the dynamics of

the workers movement, social movements

entered social theory with the rise of the

‘new social movements’ in the 1970s.

Touraine (1977, 1981) was one of the first

to state a particular theory of social move-

ments in terms of a general social theory,

arguing that social movements were forms

of collective action distinct from the col-

lective action of interest groups or parties

(see interests and party). He further

claimed that social movements have become

the central element of the dynamics of

modern societies and, therefore, have

become the key to social analysis. The the-

ory of society, he argued, had to be refor-

mulated as a theory of social movements.

Claiming that movements are substituted

for class, that culture is replaced by the

orientations of collective actors, that iden-

tity is created through collective action, and

that institutions are secondary to social life,

Touraine’s project represented a paradig-

matic shift.

However, these claims could not be

upheld. Class still seems to be an important

determinant of social movements – as the

thesis of middle-class radicalism holds.

Culture is much more shaped by implicit

references to memory than by collective

projections orienting social change, and

movements more often react to social

changes than guide them. Identity con-

structions are still well anchored in tradi-

tional images with an eminent political

force that also shape the identity construc-

tions of social movements. One example

would be the conservative/reactionary

identity elements in some green move-

ments. Finally, institutions shape social life

more than social movements; the partici-

pation of movements in the reorganization

of the institutional system in modern

societies points to a process in which social

movements interact with institutions.
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These arguments can be summarized in the

thesis that movements are more shaped by

social reality than social reality is shaped by

social movements.

Despite its faults, however, Touraine’s

theory has shaped the research agenda of

social movements studies since the last

quarter of the twentieth century. Central

issues of research have been changes in class

structure, the emergence of post-materi-

alist values, new political identities man-

ifest in the idea of a ‘new politics’, and the

decline of the traditional political institu-

tions, be it political parties or the state as such

(Eder 1993) (see state and nation–state).

A parallel development has been resource

mobilization theory (Zald and McCarthy

1979, 1987). This approach, called the

American approach, as opposed to the

European approach, marks a divide in social

movement theory on both sides of the

Atlantic. It simply claimed that social

movements are a particular kind of organi-

zation, depending on mobilizing resources

like any other organization for its repro-

duction. This approach transformed the

analysis of social movements into an analy-

sis of social movement organizations.

Empirically, it helped to understand the

effects of formal organization as a char-

acteristic of modern society on social

movements.

The American variant won the battle by

embedding resource mobilization theory in

macro-historical contexts. It is character-

ized by a paradigmatic settlement of social

movement analysis as a normal field of

social research. It emphasizes the com-

plementarity of the perspectives in empiri-

cal research.

From this consensus emerged the domi-

nant and quasi-orthodox model of social

movement theory today, represented by

Tarrow, McAdam and Tilly (Tarrow 1998;

McAdam et al. 2001). This orthodox ver-

sion is in movement itself since the term

movement has more or less disappeared

from the restatement of the orthodox con-

sensus in recent publications (McAdam et

al. 2001).

This consensus states a three-dimensional

model of explanation which includes:

opportunities given by historical situations,

modes of bonding actors in episodes of

collective mobilization, and interpretative

constructions of the meaning of such col-

lective actions. Thus, we have three ‘inde-

pendent’ variables, which interact (not

specified by the explanatory model) and

produce outcomes: successful or failed

protest, widespread or limited, politically

effective or ineffective.

The orthodox model works with a first

assumption that the movements we have ana-

lyzed since the 1970s are ‘rational’ move-

ments. This means that they have a clear

political goal and are guided by rational

motives. This assumption implicitly defines

social movements as a special type of goal-

oriented collective action that raises its voice

in public and relies on networks that cross-

cut traditional links between people which

are created in the course of collective action.

Such a concept, however, is to be ques-

tioned on two grounds. First, it contains an

over-culturalized conception of move-

ments which reduces movements to what

they believe they are, and sees movements

as the outcome of rational motives of

actors. Second, it contains an over-politi-

cized conception which sees movements as

mere competitors with other collective actors

for political power on the political market.

The alternative is a more sociological

conception of social movements which

takes seriously the label ‘social’. Movements

are based on social relations, in links

between people. This conception is what

Marx and Durkheim had already proposed

in terms of a social analysis: to ground social

phenomena in the structure of social rela-

tions that generate social reality such as

collective action. Such structures can be

described as network structures (Diani and

McAdam 2003). Networks need, in addi-

tion, some criteria to define the boundaries
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of the networks, i.e. some symbolic

boundary markers that separate the move-

ment from the non-movement. Such a

conception requires network analysis as the

basic methodological strategy of social

movement research.

At the turn of the millennium, the end of

the post-war constellation has also affected

the dynamics of social movements. A new

cycle of mobilizations has begun which is

no longer tied to the optimism of this per-

iod, to the ideals of justice and sustainability.

Questions of meaning, of identity, of life

issues supersede these old questions. New

movements form around such issues and

only weakly resemble what we have seen and

experienced in the preceding thirty years.

The institutionalization of movement

politics is accompanied by the rise of iden-

tity politics. Traditionally excluded from

social movement research have been issues

related to right-wing protest, nationalisms,

Queer politics, lifestyle politics, music,

New Age sentiments. All these now enter

the terrain of social movement research,

while the previously defined ‘new social

movements’ increasingly follow the logic of

symbolic action in an environment of ever

increasing public communication. All this

challenges the ‘rationalist’ model of new

social movement theory, opening the way

for a ‘post-rationalist’ theory of the ‘new’

new social movements.

The emerging new paradigm seeks reg-

ularities that emerge in the course of col-

lective action in terms of processes that

produce outcomes. Social movements are

conceived as a special type of process which

can be explained by regular patterns that

shape the processes through which they are

constituted over time. Such regular patterns

are called ‘mechanisms’. Situational mechan-

isms refer to regularities in situations that

foster mobilization processes in the form of

social movements. Cognitive mechanisms

refer to learning processes which come up

regularly in collective mobilization processes.

Finally, relational mechanisms refer to those

interaction processes that typically help to

shape such mobilization (McAdam et al.

2001). In this way it becomes possible to

ask why some mobilizations produce revo-

lutions (which define the end of a move-

ment), why others end up in social

movements (at least for a while), and why

others produce neither outcome. This

emerging paradigm goes beyond sweeping

generalizations and analytic narratives of

single cases towards the explanation of reg-

ularities in mobilizations events that lead to

social movements.

That social movements are endemic to

social change still needs theoretical expla-

nation. One option is to represent them as

ingredients of a ‘civil society’. The exis-

tence of procedures of mediation and dis-

pute settlements, for example, are empirical

indicators for such an institutionalist inter-

pretation of social movements. Social

movements, on this account, can be seen as

mechanisms that force civil society to enter

into conflictive interaction with the state.

Another option is to conceive of social

movements as integral to the public sphere.

From this perspective they appear as special

carriers of political communication that

sharpen social cleavages, raise new issues

and provide a dynamic environment to

political institutions. In any case, social

movements are less than a historical collec-

tive subject and more than noise. It is the

interaction of institutionalized power and

self-organizing collective action which is

the central mechanism of the accelerating

change of modern societies.
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KLAUS EDER

SOCIAL RELATIONS

The term ‘social relations’ or ‘social rela-

tionships’ stands generally, and somewhat

unspecifically, for any relation between

actors within a social space of some kind.

The concept of soziale Beziehung was one of

the basic sociological terms outlined by

Max Weber in the first chapter of Economy

and Society ([1920] 1968). Weber here

defines social relationships as ‘the behavior

of a plurality of actors insofar as, in its mean-

ingful content, the action of each takes

account of the others and is oriented in

these terms’ (ibid.: 26). Social relations, for

Weber, need in no way be normatively

positive, nor need they be symmetrical in

character. Thus, friendship and love are

social relationships as much as enmity, hate

and conflict. Furthermore, Weber does not

assert reciprocity in a social relationship.

Some relations may involve actors with

different subjective definitions of the same

situation. Weber also emphasizes that social

relations can vary from the fleeting to the

very strong, from the constant and continuous

to the brief and interrupted, and so on.

There is no general theory of social rela-

tions in sociology, although there are sev-

eral theories that bear meaningfully and

fruitfully on the term. Two examples are

Mark Granovetter’s theory of the ‘strength

of weak ties’ (Granovetter 1983), as well as

network analysis in general (Wassermann

and Faust 1994), and James Coleman’s

theory of action (Coleman 1990). In gen-

eral, the concept of social relations is espe-

cially thematized among theorists who

begin from the premises of methodological

individualism.
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ARMIN NASSEHI

SOCIAL REPRODUCTION

Social reproduction is linked to the con-

cepts deployed by Bourdieu, notably his

concepts of habitus and cultural capital.

Bourdieu first discussed reproduction in a

book of that title which was published in

1970 with the sub-title: ‘Elements for a

theory of the system of education’ ([1970]

1977). This was an analysis of pedagogic

communication in which the concept of

cultural capital was elaborated. Within the

schooling system, power, social control

and domination are all concealed or ‘mis-

recognized’. The capacity of institutionalized

schooling to exercise power is dependent

on its ability to delude participants into the

belief that the values and knowledge trans-

mitted are of absolute validity, so that par-

ents and pupils acquiesce in accepting the

social subordination which is the con-

sequence of failing to perform adequately in
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authorized assessment situations. So, far

from providing equal opportunities, Bour-

dieu argued that the schooling system was a

social mechanism for legitimizing the

reproduction of the hierarchical status quo.

It becomes necessary, therefore, to analyze

the extent to which educational institutions

transmit ‘arbitrary’ knowledge and to ana-

lyze the ways in which their status as

institutions is differentially constructed so as

to perpetuate social distinctions. A corollary

of Bourdieu’s conviction that the educa-

tional process was one of ‘selecting the

elect’ was that he saw the practice of peda-

gogy as one of socialization in which suc-

cessful students were initiated into the

values of the dominant. The hidden agenda

of pedagogy was to secure a homology

between students and institutions. The real

purpose of the process was to safeguard the

reproduction of exclusive and distinct

institutions.

In 1970, Bourdieu gave an important

paper at the Durham conference of the

British Sociological Association which was

subsequently published as ‘Cultural Repro-

duction and Social Reproduction’ (1973).

It was here that it became explicit that

social reproduction was not simply concerned

with the ways in which the educational

system perpetuated social disadvantage. The

relationship between social and cultural

reproduction is partly a question of the

relationship between inherited habitus and

acquired cultural capital, and the educational

system is only one socially and historically

contingent mechanism for transmitting

values inter-generationally or between

social groups. The recognition that cultural

value is not absolute but contingent or

subject to movement on the stock

exchange or the cultural market meant that

Bourdieu was able to move towards the

analysis of competing cultural values within

any society. His researches were no longer

contained within the field of the sociology

of education but were able to consider the

implications for social reproduction of all

kinds of cultural competition within multi-

cultural societies. One outcome of this

change was the work which led to the

publication of Distinction in 1979 ([1979]

1986). There Bourdieu was able to analyze

the complex network of allegiances and

affiliations whereby cultural choices in the

widest sense such as between wine or beer

drinking and between support for golf,

horse-racing, soccer or rugby, and between

aesthetic and gastronomic tastes, were all

arbitrary practices which consolidated dif-

ferences and ensured the social reproduc-

tion of these differences.

This was not a systemic analysis of static

relationships but rather an analysis of the

dynamic possibilities which are available to

all to transform their habitus by the strategic

deployment of cultural capital. Early in the

1970s, Bourdieu developed the notion of

‘strategies of reconversion’. We transfer the

cultural capital which we acquire in one

field in order to invest in securing power in

another field. The observation of social

reproduction is not the preserve of the

sociologist. Rather, an implicit recognition

of the mechanisms of reproduction guides

the actions which we all take in contriving

to become socially mobile. It followed that

Bourdieu sought to analyze the processes of

reconversion which enabled individuals to

achieve authority within academic institu-

tions (homo academicus) and in the sphere of

politics and state administrative authority

(state nobility).

In a wider context, Bourdieu’s theory of

social reproduction was a way of account-

ing for the continuing manifestations of

aristocratic class domination in French

society. The dominant were always in a

position to change the rules of the game

and to ensure that their class-specific values

appeared to have absolute validity. Bour-

dieu pursued this tacit ratification of value

in relation to the claims of ‘pure art’ and he

opposed attempts to exempt the study of art

and artistic values from sociological scru-

tiny. Similarly, Bourdieu’s theory enabled
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him to analyze the phenomena of colonial-

ism and post-colonialism, seeking to

expose the extent to which the particular

values of occupying powers masquerade as

universal values as a mechanism for repro-

ducing social and political control.
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DEREK ROBBINS

SOCIAL STRUCTURE

See: structure

SOCIAL STUDIES OF SCIENCE

It has been common to assume that the

social institution of science has quite parti-

cular characteristics. Science, it has often

been assumed, is carried out by clearly distinct

communities of specialists who, through

the use of scientific methods, are able to

make claims to objective knowledge con-

cerning a particular domain. While there

has been much debate among social scien-

tists about whether it is possible to establish

a science of society, there has generally

been comparatively less doubt that the nat-

ural sciences yield objective facts about

nature.

Social studies of science, as they have

developed since the 1970s, challenge this

received view in different ways. The term

‘social studies of science’, as distinct from

the more general sociology and philosophy

of science, is particularly associated with the

work of Bruno Latour among others. In

this approach, first, contributors question

the idea that there is any straightforward

unity to science. The various sciences are

marked by considerable heterogeneity,

whether in terms of technical practice,

theoretical language, institutional forms, or

ontology. Second, social studies of science

question the idea that there is a scientific

method of the kind once imagined by phi-

losophers, and instead direct empirical

attention towards the material and literary

culture of scientific laboratories. Sociolo-

gists of science here explore the ways in

which scientific research itself involves

complex forms of technical practice. The

technical practice of laboratory science does

not simply produce observational data or

test scientific theories but produces a whole

series of artefacts and effects, which may be

difficult to interpret or connect to anything

produced in other laboratories or in the

field. Third, the idea that a clear distinction

can be made between science, conceived as

an objective body of knowledge, and lay

knowledge and understanding, is increas-

ingly questioned. Studies have pointed to

the ways in which non-scientists (such as

farmers, industrial workers, or patients with

particular diseases) may possess forms of

knowledge that may both complement and

problematize orthodox forms of science.

In the 1980s and 1990s social studies of

science developed in a quite distinct direc-

tion from the broader discipline of sociol-

ogy. While some sociologists of science

generated very general accounts of the

production and function of scientific

knowledge in society, dominant approaches

to the social study of science took the form
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of detailed case studies of particular labora-

tories, controversies or scientific fields. In

so far as it was informed by mainstream

sociology, research in social studies of science

has tended to be more influenced by

micro-sociological traditions such as sym-

bolic interactionism, phenomenology and

ethnomethodology. At the same time,

there is a close relation between debates in

the social studies of science and arguments

in post-structuralist and feminist theory

concerning, among other issues, the con-

struction of nature and the politics of med-

ical knowledge (see medicalization). The

work of Foucault and Haraway, in parti-

cular, established connections between

feminist theory and social studies of science.

In recent years research in social studies

of science has increasingly come to intersect

with a wider range of interests in social

theory. First, sociologists of science have

begun to apply many of the tools developed

in studies of the natural sciences, to the

study of fields of expertise such as econom-

ics, law and accountancy. In this way,

social studies of science promise to make a

significant contribution to rethinking eco-

nomic sociology and socio-legal studies.

Second, particularly following the publica-

tion of Ulrich Beck’s World Risk Society

(1999), there has been a broad convergence

of interests of sociologists of science and

social theorists in the changing status of

scientific knowledge, the importance of

risk and uncertainty, and in the relation

between experts and non-experts. For

example, recent research has focused on the

ways in which both experts and non-experts

establish public claims to knowledge con-

cerning, for example, politically con-

troversial matters such as genetic modification

or global warming. In this context, theore-

tical and empirical research in social studies

of science is increasingly relevant to the

study of politics and government. Third,

the development of new bio and media

technologies raises questions about the

relation between the biological and the

social sciences and the emergence of new

forms of intellectual property and new

economies of knowledge production.
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ANDREW BARRY

SOCIAL SYSTEM

Concepts of ‘social systems’ or of ‘the social

system’, are common in sociology, although

no consensus exists over the precise refer-

ence of these terms. In common-sense lan-

guage, a social system evokes the idea of

any persistent patterning of social relations

across ‘time-space’ and with stable struc-

tures for reproducing practices. Compare

here Anthony Giddens’s analysis in Gid-

dens (1984). Such common-sense notions

can be found also in social theories that are

not associated with any definite systems

theory. For example, James Coleman, one

of the most stringent advocates of metho-

dological individualism, emphasizes his

interest not primarily in the explanation of

individual behavior but in the ‘explanation

of the behavior of social systems’ (Coleman

1990: 2).
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The idea of a social system has at least

two general implications. On the one hand,

‘system’ stands for the context in which

individual behavior can be observed and to

some extent meaningfully predicted. On

the other hand, ‘system’ stands for the

emerging result of interactions between

individual actions and individual actors.

The common-sense reference of the notion

thus indicates a level of order that cannot

be understood purely in terms of individual

actions taken as isolated phenomena. The

idea of a social system stands generally in

use for different meso- or macro-levels (see

micro-, meso- andmacro-levels) of analysis –

levels which, in Coleman’s words, ‘may be

as small as a dyad or as large as a society or

even a world system’ (Coleman 1990: 2).

A more specific and technical use of the

concept appears in the framework of sys-

tems theoretical approaches in sociology.

Here the concept of a social system is

adapted from general systems theory under

the influence of cybernetics and biological

and mathematical theories of systemic

dynamics. The best-known concept of

social systems derives from Talcott Par-

sons’s sociology (1977). Here the social

system means the integrating sub-system of

the general action system, where the social

system has the function of coordinating

interactions between actors or actions. The

social system presupposes the cooperation

of four sub-systems in Parsons’s AGIL

scheme: ‘adaptation’, ‘goal attainment’,

‘integration’ and ‘latency’, or pattern main-

tenance. Each of these subsystems fulfils one

particular function, conceived as necessary

for the maintenance of the structure of the

system as a whole. This conception of func-

tions is explicitly conceptualized by Parsons

as an analytical scheme, serving to guide the

sociologist’s empirical observations.

Parsons employs cybernetics and general

systems theory in his description of various

relationships between different functions.

Social systems in this account are units in

which the four functions are related by

mutual interaction, by interchange pro-

cesses, and by interchanging parameters that

adapt and adjust to dysfunctions in any one

of the four sub-systems. The systemic aspect

of the social system consists in its way of

stabilizing itself through internal interac-

tions and control hierarchies. The social

aspect of the social system consists in its inte-

gration of the elements of actions and actors.

Parsons’s conception of social systems

was once a dominant paradigm in sociol-

ogy. Since the late 1960s, however, it has

come under fire for its over-estimation of

structure maintenance and for its inflexible

assumptions about ‘functional prerequisites’.

A more recent approach is that of Niklas

Luhmann. Like Parsons, Luhmann draws

on general systems theory but shifts the

emphasis away from conditions of stability

towards a focus more on the dynamics of

emerging orders. Luhmann also does not

regard social systems purely as analytical

categories designed to arrange mis-

cellaneous empirical observations in various

ways. Instead, Luhmann begins with one

basic strong ontological assertion: ‘There

are systems’ (Luhmann [1984] 1995: 12).

However, this strong ontological assump-

tion does not lead him to presuppose a set

of pre-operational and pre-requisite func-

tions. Rather, Luhmann conceptualizes

social systems as operating units that them-

selves produce the relation between pro-

blems and solutions with which a system

must cope (ibid.: 53). Whereas older sys-

tems theories regarded the frame of refer-

ences to problems as essentially external,

Luhmann emphasizes that social systems

produce both problems and compatible

functional solutions to these problems by

drawing on their own resources. Social

systems consist of a network of communi-

cations, which emerge in time, from one

event to another. Social systems in this

sense have the attribute of being autopoietic

or self-generating, and operationally closed, or

self-referential. Self-reference does not

mean that such systems are unable to
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experience contact with their environments

at all, but only that the only mode in which

contact with an environment is possible is

through their own operation. Thus, in

general, unlike earlier theories of social

systems, Luhmann here focuses especially

on the dynamic and operational aspects of

the system’s reproduction, rather than on

functionally presumed structures.
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ARMIN NASSEHI

SOCIALISM

Socialism developed, in the first half of

the nineteenth century, from the double

experience of the Industrial Revolution

and the French Revolution (Hobsbawm

1962). Given the embattled history of the

concept, socialism remains notoriously dif-

ficult to define. However, it is possible to

distinguish two core dimensions on the

basis of its double origin. On the one hand,

socialism represented a reaction to new

forms of poverty and social dislocation

resulting from early industrialization and

the emergence of a growing working

class. Against the background of this

experience, central socialist demands were

formulated in the nineteenth century,

reaching from the socialization of the

means of production to the abolition of

wage labour (see work) and the establish-

ment of a classless society. These demands

were fuelled by the ideal of a community

in which preference would be given to

cooperation over competition. On the other

hand, they were very much located within

the political horizon of the French demo-

cratic revolution of 1789–94. If, in the first

instance, the French Revolution opened up

the democratic horizon of liberty (see free-

dom), equality and solidarity, socialism

can be understood as the subsequent

attempt at deepening the social dimension

of these categories.

The aim to extend political emancipa-

tion towards full social emancipation is best

represented by François Noël Babeuf in the

eighteenth century who violently argued

for ‘real’, social and economic equality. His

Jacobin emphasis on the total transforma-

tion of society by way of revolutionary

insurrection – his own ‘conspiracy of the

equals’ failed and he was executed –

became one of the sources of communism

(see egalitarianism). While the Babouvian

model of conspirational insurrection lived

on in many secret societies of the nine-

teenth century, a diverse group of early socia-

lists, developed non-revolutionary models

of social transformation. Claude-Henri de

Saint-Simon welcomed the effects of

industrialization, advocating the rule of an

enlightened elite of scientists and ‘indus-

trialists’ who would replace rule over men

by the administration of things. A rather

different vision of socialist life was advo-

cated by Charles Fourier who proposed

small and harmoniously run communities,

so-called phalansteries, based on agriculture

and organized in egalitarian fashion. Pierre-

Joseph Proudhon, one of the progenitors of

anarchism, proposed what he called

‘mutualism’: a system of mutual exchange

of goods between individual producers that

would sideline the state or any other cen-

tralized regime. In Britain, Robert Owen

advocated cooperative communities but

also tried to organize a national union of

the working class. The term ‘socialism’ first

appeared in an Owenite journal in 1827,

and in the early 1830s circulated on the

continent among the followers of Saint-

Simon.
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These early socialists were subsumed by

Marx and Engels under the heading of

‘utopian socialism’, against which Marx and

Engels propounded their own version of

‘scientific socialism’ (see utopia). Among

other things, they were critical of the early

socialists’ preference for small-scale com-

munal alternatives to capitalism. Marx and

Engels, on the other hand, reverted to the

revolutionary model as they assumed that

the new order could only be established via

a complete break with the old one. Here

one encounters the main crux of the socia-

list tradition, for the historical problem was

not only how to envisage a future socialist

society but also how to conceptualize the

passage between the present and the future

society. The early socialists firmly believed

in the intrinsic persuasiveness of their

models whose establishment would not

necessarily imply the seizure of political

power. In their vision, the passage towards

socialism could be forged by piecemeal

engineering and the exemplary establish-

ment of model communities without any

wider engagement in politics. The revolu-

tionary solution, on the other side, saw the

movement as requiring some form of poli-

tical organization. This political tendency

in Marxism, however, ran counter to its

‘scientific’ tendency. From Marxism’s ‘sci-

entific’ point of view – an amalgamation of

classical economics and Hegelianism –

socialism would be the necessary point of

culmination of capitalist development. What

results is a peculiar tension within Marxist

thought. If on the one hand, the passage

towards socialism (and eventually com-

munism) is to be forged by political action,

on the other, it is determined by economic

laws leading inevitably to the simplification

of the social structure, pauperization, and

eventually revolution.

This tension between a conception of

socialism as the necessary outcome of capi-

talist development and of socialism as the

contingent outcome of political struggle –

that is between an economic and a political

tendency – can be detected in the later

history of Marxism. At the time of the

Second International (founded in 1889),

the tendency to economistic determinism

had established dominance over Marxist

thought. This ‘orthodox’ position, set up

by Karl Kautsky and Giorgi Plekhanov, was

characterized by the belief in an imminent

breakdown of capitalism resulting from the

necessary unfolding of its internal contra-

dictions. What may have had some plausi-

bility against the background of the

protracted economic crisis in the second

half of the nineteenth century, turned out

to be rather premature when a new phase

of capitalist consolidation set in. ‘Ortho-

doxy’ came under attack from Eduard

Bernstein and other so-called ‘revisionists’

who urged the German Social Democrats

to abandon economic fatalism and to

acknowledge the presuppositions of their

own practice, namely, that socialism had to

be achieved gradually and by non-revolu-

tionary means. In Britain, where Marxism

did not take hold until the twentieth cen-

tury, the latter view was always dominant.

It is encapsulated in the ideas of the Fabian

Society, founded in 1884. The Fabians,

constituting what today would be called a

lobbying group, advocated a form of

‘administrative socialism’, reminiscent of

earlier Saint-Simonian ideas. The naming

of Fabianism after the Roman general,

Fabius Cunctator, who is famous for his

non-confrontational ‘delaying’ and waiting

tactics against Hannibal, makes Fabianism a

synonym for gradualism.

At the beginning of the twentieth cen-

tury, the exact opposite to gradualism

emerged with French syndicalism (see

trade unions). In the Charter of Amiens of

1905, the French trade unions declared the

general strike to be the only feasible

instrument of revolution. According to

Georges Sorel, the goal of the general strike

was to bring about total social transforma-

tion through a single political action by the

united working class. While for proponents
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of gradualism and reformism, a socialist

society would result from a multitude of

small political steps and a series of social

reforms, for syndicalism, the passage

towards socialism would lead through the

eye of a needle: the general strike. After the

Russian Revolution of 1917 and the end of

World War I, the difference between

reformist and revolutionary strategies –

which would be deconstructed only by

Gramsci in the 1920s – came to corre-

spond to the split between socialist and

communist parties (announced by the ear-

lier split between Mensheviks and Bol-

sheviks in Russia. After World War II,

while in Eastern Europe the regimes of

‘actually existing socialism’ were estab-

lished, social democracy in Western Europe

embarked on the establishment of the wel-

fare state. Leaving behind many tenets of

traditional socialism, such as the propaga-

tion of state-ownership of the means of

production, social democrats ceased think-

ing of socialism as a goal external to capit-

alism. The troubling question as to the

nature of the passage to socialism lost some

of its importance in the West. Simulta-

neously, however, this question assumed

new meaning in other areas of the world as

de-colonization gathered pace. ‘Maoism’

became the leading ideology of many

national liberation movements. The idea of

an ‘Arab Socialism’ was developed by the

Egyptian statesman, Gamal Abdel-Nasser.

‘African Socialism’ was proposed as a concept

by the poet and statesman Léopold-Sédar

Senghor of Senegal, who sought to articu-

late socialist ideas with what he considered

indigenous community values of pre-colonial

Africa.

In Western European countries after

World War II, socialism entered a long

phase of transformation when in the 1950s

and 1960s an independent ‘nouvelle gauche’

or New Left emerged as a reaction to

changing political and social circumstances.

If it was to adjust to the new situation,

socialism had to take into account the

pluralization of social identities and not

restrict its scope to questions of class. On

the political scene, the so-called New

Social Movements of the 1970s and the

1980s demonstrated the need for calling

into question forms of social subordination

not reducible to economic inequality, such

as questions related to issues of peace and

ecology, or ‘race’, ethnicity, gender, and

sexuality. On a theoretical level, the new

situation was taken into account by theor-

ists such as Touraine or Ernesto Laclau and

Chantal Mouffe (1985) who proposed a

socialist strategy of extending the demo-

cratic horizon of freedom and equality in

directions other than the ‘economic’ one. It

thus seems that today socialist thought, after

having concentrated for a long time on

questions related to class, returns to the

democratic revolution as one of its early

sources.
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OLIVER MARCHART

SOCIALIZATION

Socialization can be defined as the trans-

mission of the culture of a given society

from one generation to the next or as pro-

cesses through which we learn to be com-

petent members of society. It may seem

obvious that we each must acquire the

language and culture of the particular
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society into which we have been born in

order to be able to function within it and,

conversely, that any form of social life

would be impossible if members of society

did not come to share taken-for-granted

assumptions about ways of engaging in rou-

tine social activity and at least some basic

values. Yet the concept of socialization has

become contested and has, since the 1970s,

become less widely used. It fell into disrepute

in part because of explicit critiques of the

way it was conventionally deployed by

sociologists and psychologists and also

because of the rise of new perspectives,

especially those deriving from post-struc-

turalism, postmodernism and psycho-

analysis within which it was simply an

alien concept.

Until the 1960s socialization was gen-

erally conceptualized as the internalization

of norms and values through early experi-

ences within families (primary socialization)

and later in terms of the wider social and

institutional settings in which we live (sec-

ondary socialization). One of the most

consistently theorized versions of this per-

spective was that of Talcott Parsons, for

whom socialization was necessary to main-

tain social integration (Parsons 1951; Par-

sons and Bales 1956). Parsons stressed the

‘plasticity’ of the children: their basic per-

sonality structure became established

through early socialization within families.

Children then gradually internalized the

‘value orientations’ of society in general

and those appropriate to specific social sta-

tuses and also the social expectations associated

with the roles they were destined to play in

society (see status; role). Ascribed roles –

roles an individual is born to play, such as

gender ‘sex roles’ – were learnt early in life

as part of basic personality structure while

achieved roles, as the term suggests, were

learnt later, even in adulthood in the case of

occupational roles.

Socialization theory in general, however,

tended to concentrate on children and

envisaged them as blank slates on which

society inscribes its norms and values or

empty vessels into which norms and values

are poured. Social norms thus came to be

seen as constituting human behaviour

rather than merely regulating it. One of

first and most influential critiques of this

conventional view was provided by Dennis

Wrong (1961). He suggested that socializa-

tion might be seen as a mean by which

sociologists had answered the ‘Hobbesian

question’ of how social order is possible and

the ‘Marxist question’ of how, in complex

societies, conflict between social groups is

regulated and contained. This answer, he

maintained, had produced ‘an over-

socialized view of man [sic]. . . and an over-

integrated view of society’ (Wrong 1961:

184). He suggested that we should distin-

guish between socialization as the trans-

mission of a particular society’s culture and

as the process whereby we become fully

human through interaction with others. If

we confuse the two we arrive at an over-

socialized, disembodied, conformist view of

human nature. Drawing on Freud, Wrong

suggests that we may be social creatures but

we are never entirely socialized.

Parsons had used Freud to explain

mechanisms of socialization but had

assumed that these processes, through the

creation of a conformist super-ego, tamed

anti-social impulses (see psychoanalysis).

Wrong’s interpretation of Freud, however,

emphasizes embodied drives and internal

conflicts and antagonisms that render us

resistant to socialization. Wrong’s inter-

pretation is more in keeping with later

variants of psychoanalysis, which were,

from the 1980s, to provide an influential

alternative to socialization theory among

some sociologists. These more recent approa-

ches, influenced by the French post-struc-

turalist psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan,

emphasized the shifting effects of language

in shaping our entry into culture and the

fractured, precarious character of sub-

jectivity, which was always vulnerable to

the unsettling effects of the unconscious.
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This is an account of how we become

social, how we enter into culture and cul-

ture constitutes us but it leaves little room

for agency except through unpredictable,

disruptive eruptions of the unconscious.

Liz Stanley and Sue Wise ([1983] 1993)

provide an alternative critique that does

account for agency. Drawing upon inter-

actionist and phenomenological approaches

they contest ‘the socialization model’ from

a feminist perspective (see symbolic inter-

actionism; phenomenology). They point

out that the socialization model cannot

explain those of us who do not conform to

‘gender roles’; it does not allow for differ-

ent ways of being men or women, for

agency and reflexivity in the ways gender is

lived and continually renegotiated. Impor-

tantly they challenge the dualistic and often

contradictory opposition between ‘the

individual’ and ‘society’ whereby socializa-

tion presupposes internal psychological

mechanisms of internalization but at the

same time what is internalized is entirely

determined by a society existing separately

from the individual. Through the work of

G. H. Mead and Alfred Schutz they sug-

gest instead that we become social – able to

relate to and co-operate with others –

through the acquisition of a social self

reflexively constructed through everyday

action and interaction with others. Rather

than being socialized into pre-determined

values and conduct, self and social milieu

are interdependent, both constructed through

interaction. Since this is an ongoing process,

it follows that selves are not fixed but subtly

evolve and change in different contexts.

Some theorists developing post-structur-

alist approaches made similar criticisms,

particularly of the individual-society dual-

ism and of the deterministic mechanistic

processes envisaged by conventional socia-

lization theorists (Henriques et al. 1984;

Davies 1989). For post-structuralists we are

not pre-existing individuals moulded by

society, but ‘subjects’ constituted through

and subject to the social (see subject and

subjectivity). ‘Subjectivity’ is entirely socially

constituted, but understood as a fluid and

dynamic product of our locations within

shifting discourses or discursive practices

rather than a coherent individual person-

ality (see discourse). Where agency is

admitted, it is generally through an ad hoc

formulation whereby we are assumed to

take up positions or locate ourselves within

discourses (Hollway 1984; Davies 1989).

With the rise of postmodernism subjectivity

came to be seen as even more fragmentary

and decentred, leaving even less scope for

agency. Subjectivity is seen as social but

‘socialization’ has become irrelevant – there is

no unified subject to be socialized and no

coherent social order for her to be socia-

lized into. Thus, Wrong’s ‘Hobbesian ques-

tion’ has been bypassed and the ‘Marxist

question’ is no longer pertinent since pre-

given social groups and lines of social clea-

vage can no longer be presupposed in a

fluid postmodern social landscape (see

postmodernism and postmodernity).

Many post-structuralists and post-

modernists do not ask how our subjectivity

comes to be constituted in the first place;

those who do so often employ variants of

psychoanalysis, although others treat psy-

choanalysis with scepticism. There is one

problem, however, common to much psy-

choanalytic, post-structuralist and post-

modern theorizing: it effects the

disappearance of the everyday social con-

texts in which we come to be social and in

which our social being is enacted. This is

not true of all – and particularly not for

those who use post-structuralism in empiri-

cal research. For example, Bronwyn Davies’s

study of pre-school children in Australia

provides a nuanced and grounded account

of the ways in which very young children

begin to create a sense of gendered sub-

jectivity. However, in achieving this, she

supplements her post-structuralism with

interactionist and phenomenological insights.

While the critique of ‘over-socialization’

is well founded, it still seems necessary to
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consider how we come to be competent

social beings at all. We have long had the

conceptual tools to do so, for example

through the phenomenological and inter-

actionist traditions favoured by Stanley and

Wise. These posit a fundamentally social

account of human self-hood achieved

through everyday practical activity or

interaction entailing constant reflexive dia-

logue between self and others. Since the

1990s these accounts have begun to be uti-

lized in conjunction with post-structuralism

in re-thinking the social self as both narra-

tive construction and lived experience (see

Holstein and Gubrium 2000). Such

approaches may enable us to conceptualize

the process of becoming social without

conceding either to the socialization para-

digm or to a vision of subjectivity so frag-

mentary and unstable it is barely socially

meaningful at all. Whether the term ‘socia-

lization’ itself can ever be reclaimed from

its negative connotations remains to be

seen – and, after more than four decades of

critique, some twenty-first-century sociol-

ogists continue to use it as if it had never

been problematized.
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STEVI JACKSON

SOCIETY

‘Society’ is the most basic concept of

sociology and social theory, yet its definition

is far from self-evident. ‘A society’ denotes

a macrological composite of social order.

The term is employed for historical dis-

tinctions, as when we speak of ‘modern’,

‘pre-modern’, ‘traditional’ or ‘archaic’ socie-

ties; or we use it for regional or national

distinctions, as with ‘American society’,

‘German society’, or ‘European society’. Or

we refer to particular structures or features, as

with ‘industrial society’, ‘rural society’, ‘class

society’, or perhaps one singular ‘world

society’. There are also diagnostic uses of the

term, as with ‘risk society’, ‘knowledge

society’, or the ‘network society’, and the like.

The idea of society shares a fate common

to other basic concepts in the social sciences

and humanities, concepts that are frequently

used without general agreement as to their

meaning. Education, for instance, is a basic

concept in pedagogy, but is also one of the

most unclear words in this discipline.

Something similar can be said about ‘politics’

or ‘the state’ in political science, or about

‘language’ in linguistics, or ‘consciousness’

in psychology, or ‘culture’ in cultural studies.

An attempt to define society in the most

general terms suggests an idea of the largest

conceivable social entity, an idea of the

whole or totality that is more than the sum

of its parts. The idea has a long tradition

and is akin to the Aristotelian koinonı́a poli-

tiké: the idea of a more general unit under

which all parts are subsumed. Today most

discourse about society involves some

reference to a general level of order.

Society as a historical concept

Although a general word for social order

has its roots in Greek philosophy, the idea

of a social order that is open to design or

intentional agency in some way emerges

only in the post-medieval and early modern

period. Here it poses a new problem: that

of reconciling the idea of individual freedom
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with the necessity of social order. All early

modern political philosophers from Hobbes

and Spinoza to Locke, Rousseau, Mon-

tesquieu and Kant sought for ways of

mediating between individual aspirations

and social limitations on freedom. The idea

of a social world as both limiting and

resulting from the experience of freedom

was itself a product of more differentiated

social relations with increasingly self-refer-

ential social practices. In the course of the

emergence of modern forms of social rela-

tions, new possibilities of action and new

necessities for decision making processes

begin to arise. In the gradually differing

spheres of politics, economics, science, as

well as in arts, education and legislation,

degrees of freedom increase in terms of

new institutions and decision making pro-

cesses; and these new spaces of agency in

turn operated in new contexts of con-

tingency that led to a search for new or

particular reasons for decisions in courses of

action. The historical experience of a des-

ignable world was not an academic idea,

but an everyday experience involving new

kinds of practical exigency.

The modern idea of living in a society,

rather than solely in a world with well-

ordered structures, immutable evidences,

and routines beyond criticism, has two

sources. The first source is the experience

of handling individual interests in the hor-

izon of socially negotiable values and

norms. The second is the experience of

different parts or ‘spheres’ of society de-cou-

pling from one another, not in the sense of

becoming independent from each other but

in the sense of developing their own dis-

tinct routines and semantics of practice.

The modern idea of society can be

observed in one its most representative

forms in G. W. F. Hegel’s Philosophy of

Right (see Hegelianism and neo-Hegelian-

ism). Here Hegel speaks of society (Gesell-

schaft) as a basic frame of reference which is

able to reconcile subjective aspirations with

the objective needs of a reasonable shape of

order. At the centre of his diagnosis is the

differentiation or ‘diremption’ of the

family, civil society and state. What was

formerly called societas civilis Hegel now

divides into two basic spheres: civil society,

or (‘bürgerliche Gesellschaft’), on the one

hand, comprising economic, cultural, sci-

entific and religious dimensions; and the

state, on the other hand, comprising the

political dimension. In civil society, indivi-

duals are private persons with individual

interests and the need to live their own

lives. But the state as the ‘actuality of the

ethical idea’ (Hegel ([1821] 1967): para.

257) is the point of unification which is

able both to command subordination from

its citizens and to present this subordination

as freedom. With this figure of thought

Hegel breaks with Kant’s atomism of the

individual in favour of the ethical place of

the individual within the social ‘substance’,

which becomes conceptualized as the most

general and most rational standpoint.

Hegel’s Philosophy of Right is one of the

first philosophies of society in the narrow

sense. His philosophy rejects individualistic

ideas in favour of a dialectical mediation of

particularity and universality. It addresses

itself to the problem of the coordination of

individual actions and decisions and the

problem of the integration of different

fields within a single encompassing order.

Hegel reflects on a world with basic differ-

ences: temporal historical differences

between past and present; functional differ-

ences between fields or spheres of action;

and social differences between individuals

willing to subordinate themselves to a rul-

ing power under the free acceptance of the

necessity of a larger ethical totality. This is

the starting-point for all subsequent socio-

logical thinking about society as a general

area of social order. The vision of media-

tion between ‘subjective spirit’ (denoting

individuals and their separate particularistic

interests) and ‘objective spirit’ (denoting

laws, morality and ethical life) became

known in later sociology by the name of
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normative integration. The basic Hegelian

idea of objective spirit as the determining

element of society continues in Durkheim’s

conscience collective and in Parsons’s societal

community, as well as in Habermas’s idea of

the ‘rational identity’ of a ‘complex

society’.

Sociological approaches

As against grand historical philosophies of

society such as Hegel’s, more specifically

sociologically conceptions of society have

been associated with ideas of differentia-

tion. For Durkheim and Weber, the idea of

society raises the question of how unity can

be reconciled with the observation of

decoupling and differentiation. Durkheim’s

diagnosis of modernity addresses the prob-

lem of how a society that lacks the pre-

modern security of a shared knowledge

about what keeps the world together can

achieve stable structures. Durkheim looks

for a functional equivalent for archaic con-

science collective. He finds this in morality,

which is able to represent values and norms

in such a way that radical differentiations in

a society with a high degree of division of

labour can be mediated.

In contrast, Weber rarely willingly speaks

of a general concept of ‘society’, even

though the appearance of the word in the

title of his posthumously published mag-

num opus Economy and Society appears to

have gained his consent. Weber doubted

the meaningfulness of a unitary concept of

society and was highly sceptical of the pos-

sibility of mediation between different

‘value-spheres’. A similarly pessimistic

interpretation occurs in Ferdinand Tön-

nies’s distinction between Gemeinschaft

and Gesellschaft.

Yet, as different as all these con-

ceptualizations of society are, they all share

a common frame of reference. The concept

of society has to do with the experience of

the co-presence of different spheres which

have to become readjusted and coordi-

nated. All sociological concepts of society

seek to offer solutions to this problem of

observing both differentiation between

zones and an emergent global order that

transcends this differentiation. One of the

commonest solutions to this problem is the

idea of normative integration, first pro-

pounded by Talcott Parsons.

Parsons defines a society as a social sys-

tem with ‘the greatest self-sufficiency of

any type of social system’ (Parsons 1977:

182). The integrative function of the soci-

etal community is here regarded as the

decisive guarantor of the self-sufficiency of

a society. Although Parsons’s theory has

been subject to extensive criticism on

grounds of its over-estimation of stability

and under-estimation of conflict and social

change, his conception of the significance

of normative integration is generally

accepted in contemporary social theory.

Today, ideas of ‘society’ are very frequently

associated with ideas of normative integra-

tion, collective solidarity or social com-

mitment. It would not be an exaggeration

to note that this Parsonian heritage is part

of the collective unconscious of con-

temporary sociology.

In many similar respects, uses of the word

‘society’ in everyday language serve to

make collectivities addressable and to

simulate a form of self-sufficiency by

drawing a line between different societies

which become integrated by norms and by

culture. Yet in these connections the idea

of society is very often linked closely to the

idea of the nation–state as the typical shape

of social order in the Western hemisphere.

Both in classical sociology and in many

contexts of public discourse, the concept of

a society is frequently thought of by ana-

logy with the concept of a nation–state.

Nation – state boundaries have been taken

as implying boundaries between one society

and another society. This assumption is by

no means satisfactory today. In the context

of what is currently called globalization,

the boundaries of societies are not as stable
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as the idea of a self-sufficient system might

suggest. Societal structures clearly transcend

national and nation–state boundaries.

National and nation–state boundaries can at

most be regarded as contingent political

constructs, constructs that are constantly

being cross-cut by ‘trans-national’ social

and economic processes, flows and net-

works, invading flows of capital, people and

technology as well as cultural and intellec-

tual exchanges and legal developments

(Beck 2000; Castells 1996; Urry 2000).

‘Methodological nationalism’ is no longer

an acceptable framework for theorizing the

concept of society today.

Social research today suggests a need for a

concept of society that gains greater dis-

tance from the self-descriptions of collec-

tive goals and patterns of collective

identities than the heritage of nineteenth-

century Hegelian, positivist, evolutionary

or otherwise largely metaphysical concep-

tions has bequeathed to us. Niklas Luh-

mann’s work suggests clues leading in this

direction. Luhmann conceptualizes society

as the highest level of social order, but

rejects many of the basic assumptions of

classical sociology. Luhmann’s proposal is

to regard society not as a community of

human beings and their relationships but as

the sum of all possible and accessible

‘communications’. In his thesis, the idea of

society is not bound to similar cultural

codes, beliefs or life-forms, but only to the

interaction of social processes. This concept

of society implies an image of integration

processes neither as general functional pre-

requisites nor as general achievable goals,

but only as discrete empirical possibilities.

Whereas in the Parsonian tradition the

boundaries of society are still identical with

the boundaries of nation–states, the Luh-

mannian conception of the totality of all

communications or actions implies another

idea. In this view, national boundaries are

only patterns of political semantics, regar-

ded as points of criteria for the recogniz-

ability of one bundle of communications

and actions to another bundle of

communications and actions. In this sense,

there is no reason for the existence of more

than one society in the world – not because

all life-conditions or cultural commitments

are the same but because life-conditions

and cultural commitments constantly inter-

act and interpenetrate with one another

empirically. This is the background for the

concepts of world system or ‘world

society’ (Burton 1972; Luhmann 1982).
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ARMIN NASSEHI

SOCIOBIOLOGY

Since Darwin devised his radical theory in

The Origin of Species ([1859] 1998), hundreds

of evolutionary scientists have expounded

on natural selection and evolution. Edward

Wilson coined the term ‘sociobiology’ to

describe a branch of evolutionary theory

concerned with ‘the systematic study of the
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biological basis of all social behavior’ (2000:

4). Although Wilson is the best-known

proponent of sociobiology, a number of

other researchers, including Richard Daw-

kins, Robert Trivers and David Buss have

written from this theoretical perspective.

Popularized during the 1970s, it was pre-

ceded in the 1960s by the work of those

such as Konrad Lorenz and Desmond

Morris: its most contemporary reincarna-

tion is in evolutionary biology.

Drawing data mainly from non-human

animal data, but also early human animal

cultures, sociobiology presents the ‘human

condition. . . as an epiphenomenon of evo-

lution by natural selection based on the

‘‘drive’’ by individual genes to reproduce

copies of themselves’ (Rose and Rose

2001: 6). The theory focuses on aspects of

social behavior such as altruism, communi-

cation, dominance, roles and castes, social

spacing including territories, animal homo-

sexuality, and behavior seen to be related to

sex such as parental care, monogamy,

homosexuality and sex selection.

Sociobiology has been subjected to major

criticism from social scientists, biologists

and particularly feminist biologists, who are

concerned about a number of its axiomatic

assumptions and assertions. First of all, nat-

ural and social scientists alike are concerned

with sociobiology’s attempt to provide an

all-embracing grand theory of social beha-

vior across all time and for all individuals.

That is, sociobiology tends to be con-

servative insofar as morphology and beha-

vior of living organisms are confined by

law-like parameters dictated by nature. For

social scientists in particular, the proclama-

tion of a ‘grand theory’ eschews post-

structural criticisms of the Enlightenment

project (this attempt is evident in the title

of the most famous book on sociobiology,

Wilson’s New Synthesis). A second critique

is that sociobiology anthropomorphizes

animal behaviors. Terms such as ‘rape’, ‘coy’,

‘cuckoldry’, ‘adultery’, ‘harem’ ‘homo-

sexual’, ‘marry’ and ‘divorce’ are extensively

used in sociobiology studies of animal

behavior. Patricia Gowaty strongly objects

to the use of these terms on the grounds

that they have potentially damaging social

repercussions, are more emotionally evoca-

tive, and their use is often sensationalized

(1982). For instance, the term ‘rape’ is used

by Randy Thornhill in his study of ‘Rape

in Panorpa Scorpionflies and a General

Rape Hypothesis’ (1980). Thornhill defines

rape as the apparent forced insemination or

fertilization that enhances male fitness and

decreases female fitness (fitness as defined

entirely in sexually reproductive terms).

Gowaty was asked at a scientific meeting ‘is

it rape when a virgin is forced to inter-

course?’ and ‘is it rape when a post-

menopausal woman is forced to

intercourse?’ In human terms, both of these

instances are clear acts of rape. However, in

Thornhill’s sociobiology terms, neither is

rape because the virgin’s fitness may be

increased if she becomes pregnant, and the

fitness of the male who copulates with the

menopausal woman could not increase, nor

is the fitness of the menopausal woman

decreased.

Another criticism is that sociobiology

often appears to provide a biological expla-

nation for culturally conservative practices

that reinforce unequal roles in society such

as those of class, sex and ethnicity. For

instance, much emphasis is placed on com-

petition and dominance in studies of animals,

with inferences from the interpretation of

observations of animals made to human

society. Wolfgang Wieser (1997) observes

that studies focus on competition rather

than cooperation because this reflects the

Western emphasis on aggression and com-

petition in human social systems. These

studies clearly associate dominance with the

male sex of most species and passivity with

the female sex. However, social phenom-

ena are by no means necessarily the result

of ‘nature’ through evolution. This obser-

vation is linked to the strongest criticism of

sociobiology, that it reduces what shapes
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human behavior to evolutionary (and more

recently genetic) forces, ignoring ‘cultural

and historical variability and the sig-

nificance of individual experiences, social

practices and normative institutions in shaping

human behavior’ (Smith 2001: 136). Ste-

ven Rose points out that whereas socio-

biology maintains that behaviors are caused

by physical and chemical processes, they are

in fact only enabled by these processes.

Moreover, sociobiology over-emphasizes

evolutionary theory as a set of law-like

principles while failing to acknowledge

contingency, diversity and variation as key

elements of evolution (see Hird 2004).
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MYRA HIRD

SOLIDARITY

A term denoting cohesion or integration in

a social body or whole. As a sociological

concept, it derives from three sources: (1)

the organic ‘social physiology’ of H. de St.

Simon; (2) Fourier’s social ‘law of attrac-

tion’ (analogous to the Newtonian law of

gravity); and (3) the ‘social physics’ of

Comte, who stressed the consensual basis of

social order and cohesion. All three sought,

in different ways, to extend a broadly

Newtonian world-view to the study of

society. Emile Durkheim made a binary

distinction between two different types of

solidarity which he claimed were associated

more or less strongly with different social

types. ‘Mechanical’ solidarity was char-

acteristic of ‘segmental’ societies, typically

small-scale with little internal differentia-

tion, and a simple division of labour (see

differentiation). Members of such societies

are bound together by likeness and by a

strong conscience collective, a body of shared

and emotionally-freighted beliefs, norms

(see values and norms) and symbolic

representations to which they respond in

similar ways. Conversely, Durkheim argued

that ‘organic’ solidarity was characteristic of

societies with a highly-developed division

of labour; in which specialization of tasks

encouraged social differentiation, indivi-

dualization (see individualism and indivi-

dualization) and individual autonomy.

Members of such societies are bound toge-

ther by interdependence expressed in

complex networks of co-operation, reci-

procity and economic exchange. Durkheim

held that organic solidarity was as yet

imperfectly realized in modern industrial

societies. He called for the development of

occupationally-based associations to pro-

vide economic life with a stronger inte-

grative fabric and more adequate moral

regulation, as well as a legal framework

appropriate to modern economic organiza-

tion (especially in the regulation of con-

tracts, the definition of property and the

adjudication of individual and collective

rights and responsibilities). These would be

necessary to check the social pathologies

(see normal and pathological) of egoism

and anomie.
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Durkheim claimed that one index of

mechanical solidarity was the relative pre-

dominance of ‘repressive’ law, in which a

detailed set of collective norms (relating to

beliefs, values and symbols, often religious

in nature), backed by strong social sanctions

(see social control), were applicable to all

members in most aspects of their lives. On

the other hand, organic solidarity is char-

acterized by the development of ‘restitu-

tive’ forms of law which seek to restore a

social balance appropriate to specific activ-

ities or situations, rather than to impose

universal sanctions.

However, mechanical and organic soli-

darity, and their respective legal forms, are

not mutually exclusive. Durkheim claimed

that both types of solidarity, and of law, are

found in both simple and complex social

types. In complex societies marked by a

strong development of organic solidarity,

there is still a normative order (albeit, a

restricted one) to which all members may

be called to comply; for example, at times

of national emergency or war. Further,

within a complex social order, smaller

social bodies, with which people affiliate on

the basis of likeness (e.g., similar interests,

purposes or beliefs, or tastes), may impose

some degree of moral order backed by

sanctions, though these manifestations of

mechanical solidarity are often limited and

restricted. In addition, the co-operation

and exchange characteristic of organic soli-

darity is itself subject to moral and legal

regulation: parties to a contract are, to some

extent, moral subjects, subject to norma-

tive requirements for fair dealing.

Durkheim’s later discussion of collective

effervescence allows an application of the

concept of solidarity to extraordinary occa-

sions in social life or in a society’s history, in

which individuals are called out of their

differentiated everyday existence by a col-

lective force which profoundly marks or

transforms their identities. Examples include

ritual occasions on which solidarity is rein-

forced, or revolutionary moments in which

entirely new social bases of solidarity may

develop. In this light, Durkheim’s sociology

of solidarity anticipates both the sociology

of emotions and the focus on collective iden-

tity found in new social movement theory.

Durkheim’s concern for solidarity reflects

a context in which solidarisme was a focus of

political and pedagogical concern in fin de

siècle France, arising from a republican desire

to develop a secular moral basis for a mod-

ern social order; however, Durkheim’s

usage of the term solidarité was distinctive

and not reducible to this context. Dur-

kheim’s discussion of solidarity was subse-

quently reinterpreted by Parsons in terms of

a general theory of action in which the

cohesion of social actors, and the existence

of social order, are guaranteed by a cultural

value consensus. Aside from a more

restricted usage in the sociology of work-

ing-class communities, and the anthro-

pology of kinship, solidarity subsequently

fell out of favour as a sociological concept,

but was revived in relation to Bellah’s dis-

cussion of religion in American civil

society, Goffman’s studies of interactional

solidarity, and also mass media (see media

and mass media) studies. It also retained

some power as a reference point for dis-

cussion of fundamental dilemmas of mod-

ernity, and of a nostalgia for absolutes.

Traces of a Durkheimian approach can be

seen in Bataille’s discussion of the oscilla-

tion of homogeneity and heterogeneity,

and in his analysis of fascism, and more

recently in discussions by Tiryakian, Alex-

ander and others of differentiation and dis-

enchantment as features of modernity.
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WILLIAM RAMP

SOVEREIGNTY

The concept of sovereignty refers to a form

of political rule that is intrinsically entwined

with the emergence and existence of the

modern state system states (see state and

nation–state). In Europe, after the medie-

val patchwork of overlapping political and

religious rule had crumbled, thinkers such

as Jean Bodin and Thomas Hobbes saw the

state as sovereign, as the ultimate guarantor

of authority and order. With centralized states

starting to dominate the political landscape,

debate ensued about the legitimacy of their

authority (see legitimacy and legitima-

tion). Since John Locke and Jean-Jacques

Rousseau, debate has been particularly

concerned with popular sovereignty,

defining the people’s mandate as the source

of the legitimacy of the ruler. Yet first and

foremost, any arrangement of rule inside a

territorial state, whether a democracy, a

monarchy or a dictatorship, external inter-

vention in order to be sovereign. As ‘the

idea that there is a final and absolute poli-

tical authority in the political community’,

sovereignty entails the condition that ‘no

final and absolute authority exists elsewhere’

(Hinsley 1986: 26). Without recognition by

outside forces, a state’s sovereignty remains

impaired. Altogether, sovereignty is a set of

norms (see values and norms) that comprises

an internal (absolute authority), an external

(autonomy) and an intersubjective (recog-

nition) dimension. To the extent that it

shapes expectations and behaviour, sover-

eignty becomes a fundamental political

institution. One of its main purposes is the

peaceful co-existence of states with very

different internal systems of rule.

Frequently, the Peace of Westphalia that

ended the Thirty Years War in 1648 is said

to symbolize the shift towards a modern

international system of sovereign states. In

reality, sovereignty’s breakthrough was a

much more gradual process, climaxing after

de-colonization in the twentieth century

with a globe carved up into some 200 sover-

eign states. Today, sovereignty’s validity

both as a concept and as an institution is

increasingly disputed. One line of criticism

highlights the manifold instances in which

sovereignty is being violated or only nom-

inally or partially upheld. Some arguments

point to the fact that most major peace

treaties limit the autonomy of defeated

states through external obligations. Also,

the emergence of universal human rights

and humanitarian interventions are seen as

developments that run counter to the concept

of sovereignty. Further dilemmas relate to

states that enjoy external sovereignty and

recognition by other states, but possess little

internal authority, e.g. due to civil wars, for

which the term ‘quasi-states’ has been

coined ( Jackson 1990). All this can lead to

the conclusion that sovereignty is ‘orga-

nised hypocrisy’ (Krasner 1999) – an insti-

tution that demands general respect but is

constantly being infringed. However, such

an evaluation remains problematic as long as

it only counts deviations, and many obser-

vers claim that sovereignty continues to be

the effective basic norm of world politics.

Another line of criticism views globali-

zation as threatening sovereignty, because

intensifying cross-border interdependencies

appear to diminish states’ autonomy (Smith

et al. 1999). Here, it is important to consider

the variety of senses of state autonomy – as

the right to make rules (authority) and the
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capacity to enforce them (see social control),

and states’ authority as their ‘meta-political

authority’ to decide what belongs to their

realm of authority and what remains under

non-state authority (see public and private)

(Thomson 1995: 223–5). Autonomy then

becomes a relative criterion: authority is

never all-encompassing nor is control ever

full. Tax avoidance, for example, has always

endangered states’ sovereignty by reducing

their control and authority over taxation.

Globalization makes international tax eva-

sion easier and forces states to find new

ways of guarding their tax autonomy. Key

questions in the debate about globalization

and sovereignty are how much loss of con-

trol leads to a loss of authority, and whether

globalization empowers other actors vis-à-vis

states, e.g. transnational corporations and civil

society organizations or supranational insti-

tutions. Some argue that states, using their

meta-political authority, deliberately decide

to give up parts of their sovereignty, via

privatization or the transfer of authority to

international institutions, in order to achieve

goals like economic growth or security. The

European Union’s system of rule above and

between its member states is a prime exam-

ple of such ‘sovereignty bargains’ (Mattli

2000). Simultaneously, the EU has grown

into a new political entity that defies the

very concept of sovereignty, because the

supremacy of EU law diminishes the internal

and external dimensions of member states’

sovereignty.

All in all, the extent of individual states’

sovereignty is a matter of degree that varies

enormously over time and across countries.

Crucial challenges for sovereignty as a form

of political rule arise from non-state actors

and institutions that acquire independent

rule-making authority at the expense of states.
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PETER HÄGEL

SPACE AND PLACE

The concepts of space and place play a

prominent role within disciplines such as

geography, sociology and anthropology,

and are also of significance for a range of

professional fields such as architecture,

landscape design and urban planning. If we

explore the evolution of these concepts, we

find that they have changed markedly over

time in response to wider developments in

philosophy and social theory and that the

relationship between the two concepts has

also oscillated between phases of relative

antinomy and reciprocity.

In the 1950s a tension emerged between

the concepts of space and place driven by a

sense that the study of place had hitherto

been excessively descriptive and had pro-

duced little in the way of rigorous scientific

knowledge. This sense of unease was driven

in part by the perceived low academic sta-

tus of disciplines such as anthropology,

geography and other fields of knowledge

that appeared unable to offer substantive

contributions to key intellectual debates

SPACE AND PLACE
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over the causality of social phenomena. A

number of scholars, particularly from within

human geography, sought to promote the

study of space as a distinctive spatial science

capable of generating universal laws com-

parable with the natural sciences. By the

mid-1960s this changing emphasis had

become widely known as the ‘quantitative

revolution’ on account of the extensive

deployment of mathematical models and

the implicit acquiescence in positivist sci-

entific methods. The change of emphasis in

the 1960s from description to explanation

also marked a rediscovery of attempts to

explore the spatial patterns of phenomena

such as agricultural zones, urban neigh-

bourhood change and the distribution of

settlements developed in earlier decades by

figures such as Walter Christaller, August

Lösch and Johann Heinrich von Thünen.

In the early 1970s, however, we

encounter a growing dissatisfaction with

positivist spatial science emerging from two

quarters: first, a humanistic emphasis on the

subjective meanings of place and space

influenced by hermeneutic and phenomen-

ological philosophical traditions; and sec-

ond, a perception that spatial science was

remote from critical challenges such as

environmental pollution, poverty, racism

and the geo-political impact of imperialism

(see Harvey 1973) (see also ecology and

environmentalism). The growing sense of

political frustration with the putative ethical

neutrality of positivist spatial science played

a decisive role in bringing Marxist analysis

to the fore so that spatial phenomena were

increasingly interpreted as the outcome of

structural economic and political forces,

notably in the work of Henri Lefevbre (see

also Harvey 1974). By the 1980s, however,

at the peak of Marxism’s influence within

geography, there were concerns that the

universal models of spatial science had been

substituted by a new set of generalizations

which left relatively little scope for an

engagement with the lived experience of

place and space. Various approaches

emerged which sought to explore the spe-

cificity of particular places within a more

general explanatory framework through,

for example, the development of ‘struc-

turation theory’ by Anthony Giddens and

the recognition of the significance of ‘spa-

tial divisions of labour’ in the production of

regional disparities (see Gregory 1994;

Massey 1984).

During the 1990s the earlier emphasis on

so-called Grand Theory, whether positivist

or Marxist, was challenged by a new diver-

sity of approaches influenced by develop-

ments in feminist theory, psychoanalytic

concepts and post-structuralist approaches.

Emphasis on place as a space of identity and

belonging has been supplemented by

awareness of the exclusionary dangers of

socially or ethnically homogenous concep-

tions of place (see Young 1990). The

omniscience of masculinist forms of

knowledge has been challenged by feminist

insights into the gendered production of

space (Deutsche 1996; Rose 1993), and the

relationship between concrete and imagin-

ary spaces has been developed in new

directions through the influence of Gilles

Deleuze and other scholars concerned with

non-hierarchical conceptions of spatial dif-

ference (see Rajchman 2000).

More recently, it has been claimed that

space and place are of declining significance

because of the ‘dematerialization’ of social

and economic transactions and the increas-

ing importance of so-called ‘virtual spaces’.

When taken to extremes, however, the

notion of a radical ‘deterritorialization’ appears

to deny any clear role for space or place in

social or economic life. Recent research

demonstrates that an over-emphasis on the

deterritorialization of space and power is

misplaced because spatial dispersal within

the global economy has paradoxically

necessitated the recombination and re-

concentration of power in specific places

(see Castells 2000; Sassen 2001). Yet this

influential body of literature on networks

and the paradoxical enhancement of spatial
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propinquity has a tendency to overlook

those marginal or ‘ordinary’ spaces where

unequal power relations, violence and social

exclusion are most powerfully manifested.
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MATTHEW GANDY

SPENCER, HERBERT (1820–1903)

Spencer saw himself as a social philosopher,

and long before he undertook the study of

sociology, he had written major treatises on

ethics, psychology, and biology. His larger

project was termed ‘Synthetic Philosophy’

which, Spencer believed, would unify the

sciences under a common set of theoretical

principles that were loosely derived from the

physics of his time.

Spencer’s sociological work can be divi-

ded into three groups. The sixteen volumes

of Descriptive Sociology, which sought to

classify ethnographic and historical data

under a common category system, appeared

throughout Spencer’s life and even after his

death. Spencer’s first sociological book The

Study of Sociology (1873) outlined the

potential sources of bias in sociological

inquiry, and represents the most sophisti-

cated methodological treatise of the late

nineteenth century. The three volumes of

The Principles of Sociology ([1874–96] 2001),

over 2,000 pages long, unfold empirically

the theoretical argument that as human

populations grow, selection pressures are

generated that lead to the differentiation of

the population along three axes: (1) oper-

ation (production and reproduction); (2)

regulation (the consolidation of power to

coordinate and control); and (3) distribu-

tion (the use of infrastructures and markets

to move resources, people, and informa-

tion). As differentiation proceeds along

these three axes, a structural and cultural

base is created that allows for further dif-

ferentiation and population growth. Yet,

Spencer emphasized that the selection

pressures on a population to differentiate

are not always met, leading to dissolution of

the population and disintegration of society.

Spencer was primarily a theorist of

power – despite contemporary sociology’s

emphasis on his functionalism – and he

was particularly interested in the internal

and external forces that led to the cen-

tralization of power. For Spencer, as power

is consolidated, inequalities increase and

power is used to conquer other popula-

tions. As the logistical loads of controlling

conquered populations mount, pressures

build up and cause the decentralization of

power and, if these pressures are sufficiently

intense, to the disintegration of a society

and its empire. He also studied a range of

institutional systems to analyse how cen-

tralized power and inequality influence

their internal structure and operation. Spen-

cer is the least read of the founders of

sociology today, but his work deserves more

respect from, and scrutiny by, sociologists.
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(1873–1934) Descriptive Sociology, or Groups of
Sociological Facts, 16 vols. Various publishers.
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JONATHAN TURNER

SPIVAK, GAYATRI CHAKRAVORTY

(1942– )

Indian Marxist, feminist, literary and cul-

tural theorist, Professor of Humanities at

Columbia University, New York. Spivak

first gained critical attention in social theory

for her English translation of and ‘Transla-

tor’s Preface’ (1976) to Derrida’s De la

grammatologie which sparked debate on

deconstruction among English speaking

scholars. Since then, she has advocated the

overtly political use of deconstruction to

disrupt the colonial legacies of western

intellectual traditions which continue to

produce their subjects through ‘epistemic

violence’. She has crucially interrogated the

manner in which the vocabularies of

theory – even those varieties that under-

stand themselves as critical – are unable to

know or represent the experiences of the

oppressed. For example, she has criticized

western feminism for its blind spots

regarding third world women, just as she

has criticized subaltern studies for an

inability to allow for a place from which

the ‘sexed subaltern’ can speak (1988).

While critical of essentialist categories

such as ‘Third World’ and ‘woman’, she has

argued that deploying a ‘strategic

essentialism’ – an explicitly political, and

avowedly temporary use of identity

categories – may be useful as a means of

interrupting the silences in these intellectual

traditions. Relentlessly disregarding dis-

ciplinary boundaries and traditions, and

taking a deconstructive stance towards texts

of all sorts (literary, cultural, economic,

political) Spivak’s continuing critical inter-

ventions make her a key figure in con-

temporary social theory.
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BARBARA L. MARSHALL

SPORT

The modern term ‘sport’ is a shortened

version of the word ‘disport’, which lit-

erally means ‘to indulge (oneself ) in plea-

sure’. ‘Disport’ is in turn based on the

French word desporter, which is derived

from the Latin etymological root disportare,

meaning ‘to carry away’. Where some

sociologists have tended to reduce the idea

of sport to modern recreational pursuits in

which the outcome is affected by physical

skills and prowess (Loy, McPherson and

Kenyon 1978), others have identified what

they see as sport’s essential features (Hay-

wood et al. 1995). Social theorists, in con-

trast, have found it impossible to set limits

on what constitutes a sport, because culturally

sport is experienced in myriad ways.
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Accordingly, they have explicitly rejected

the kind of nut-and-bolts definitions that

emphasize the essential structural proper-

ties of sport forms, or which focus their

attention on elite performance, as these

sidestep more interesting and difficult

questions suggested by the role of sport in

historical and contemporary social formations.

In relation to questions about the historical

development of sport, the figurational sociol-

ogist Norbert Elias (1971) convincingly

argued that most modern forms of organized

sport have their antecedents in eighteenth-

century Britain, where they developed

through the ‘sportization’ of pastimes. This

occurred in two main phases which saw the

emergence of sports such as cricket, boxing,

fox hunting and horse racing, followed by

association football, rugby, tennis and track

and field games in the mid-nineteenth cen-

tury. Elias developed the concept of sporti-

zation to argue that what came to be

known as ‘sport’ emerged as part of a wider

civilizing tendency where the rules govern-

ing ‘sporting’ contests became not only more

exacting, but also established a balance

between the ability to gain a high degree of

‘combat-tension’ with what was perceived

to be an acceptable use of protection against

injury (Elias and Dunning 1986). What

Elias was in effect offering was a domes-

ticated modern understanding of the Aris-

totelian concept of ‘mimesis’; involving a

processual theory of the ‘imitation of men

in action’, which despite the protestations of

his followers was latently functionalist.

Functionalist sociologists themselves

have considered the ways in which sport

meets the ‘needs’ of the social system by

concentrating their attention on the way it

not only contributes to individual personal

development, but more importantly main-

tains value consensus and social order. Yet

functionalism has been heavily criticized

not least because it underplays the extent to

which sport may actually discourage peo-

ple from participation because the way in

which it is structured in capitalist socie-

ties allows for few ‘winners’. If this coun-

ter-argument acknowledges that some

individuals might rationally conclude that

their own efforts might not be enough and

instead might resort to dishonest ways of

improving their chances of winning, it

also suggests that sport, whatever its public

and moral hegemony, offers myriad oppor-

tunities for the pursuit of deviance, from

ritualized rule-breaking activities, to out-

right violence, as in football hooliganism.

As well as criticizing functionalism for

overlooking the multi-faceted ways in

which sports manifest themselves in con-

temporary social formations, social theor-

ists writing from Marxist, feminist and race

and ethnicity perspectives have in their

own ways viewed the social relationship

with sport as one of domination and social

inequality which maintains unequal power

relations in support of hegemonic, patri-

archal and racist conditions. Marxist

accounts have also suggested that sport in

capitalist societies merely serves as a specta-

cle (Debord 1967) or opiate (Brohm 1978)

which diverts people’s attention away from

more pressing issues and that sport partici-

pation ultimately leads to alienation, because

the body is reduced to an instrumental

means to an end – a virtual machine set with

the task of maximizing capitalist production.

Interest in the body has become central

to current theorizing about sport but more

often in relation to consumption than pro-

duction. This interest in consumer culture

has often been combined with a growing

interest in the reciprocal relationship between

sport and the media. There has also devel-

oped an increasing recognition that if peo-

ple’s experiences of sport are better

understood through their contingency rather

than their fixity, sport also presents myriad

possibilities for identity constructions.
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TONY BLACKSHAW

STANDPOINT EPISTEMOLOGY

Standpoint epistemology is a methodology

and a political strategy that addresses the

problem of what is true (epistemology) in a

way that aims to validate the knowledge of

oppressed groups. ‘Standpoint’ refers to a

shared social ‘position’ that is shaped by

divisions of labor (property) and structures

of power. Standpoint epistemology claims

that knowledge arising from the social loca-

tions of the exploited and oppressed has an

authority that is less partial, more critically

powerful, and potentially transformative.

Standpoint theory acknowledges that

values and norms shape what counts as

‘true’, including the content and methods

of scientific research. Against scientific

claims to speak for universal truths, stand-

point theory contends that knowledge is

shaped by the social location of specific

groups. Standpoint theory rests its authority

on the premise that the restrictions an

oppressed or exploited position impose on

individuals give them the capacity to see

and know the world from a less partial,

more critical perspective. In other words,

one’s exploited or excluded social location

can afford critical insight, especially about a

dominant group and its practices. Stand-

point theory highlights those ways of

knowing that might be characterized as ‘the

outsider within’ or the knowledge of the

marginalized – the views of women respon-

sible for everyday care, the engaged per-

spectives of the hyper-exploited factory

workers, the small farmers scraping together

a subsistence living, or the double conscious-

ness of colonized peoples. Standpoint theory

claims that the oppressive restrictions imposed

on the exploited and oppressed give them

an ability to see what is masked to others.

Standpoint theory confronts the domi-

nant knowledge claim to universal truth by

making evident the interested values and

vision it speaks from and offers instead an

alternative perspective situated in the his-

tory of social struggle over what is real and

true. Standpoint theory embraces a critique

that reads social realities (history, culture

and identities, labor and law) from loca-

tions that can more adequately explain the

systemic relations, particularly under capit-

alism, that organize what we know, including

our experiences. Implicit in this perspective

is a normative vision of alternative social

relations where the needs of all can be met

There is no clear agreement on how to

explain the relation between social location

and knowledge One of the issues here is

how a particular standpoint is different from

a marginalized person’s ‘experience’. At times

‘standpoint’ is equated with a group iden-

tity (e.g. ‘women of color’) and other times

it is synonymous with a way of knowing

that is not necessarily the same as a group

identity (e.g. a feminist or socialist stand-

point). Some standpoint theorists turn to

theories of ideology as a concept that calls

attention to the fact that knowledge is a site

of class struggle (Hennessy 1993). Much

recent work, however, has a more post-

modern, pro-democratic socio-cultural

emphasis (Harding 2004; Hekman 1997;

Sandoval 1991).

Socialist feminists developed the notion

of standpoint in the late twentieth century

from the insights of Marx, Engels and

Lukács in order to expand the standards of
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what counts as knowledge and to formulate

a more coherent explanation of feminism’s

authority, who it speaks for, and the social

relations it contests.

Feminist standpoint theorists posit fem-

inism as a way of conceptualizing from the

vantage point of women’s lives: their

activities, interests, and values. In attending

to the complex material forces that struc-

ture the relations between social position-

ing and ways of knowing, feminist

standpoint theorists have challenged the

assumption that simply to be a woman

guarantees a clear understanding of the

world. Instead they argue that the feminist

standpoint is a socially produced position

not necessarily accessible to all women.

Feminist standpoint theorist Dorothy

Smith (1974) critiques sociology’s claim to

objective knowledge of daily life for the

ways it substitutes the concerns of adminis-

trators for ordinary people and women in

particular whose perspectives can discredit

sociology’s ‘objective’ claims. Political sci-

entist Nancy Hartsock (1983) addresses the

class struggle in feminist knowledge. Hilary

Rose (1994) confronts the ways the divi-

sion of labor is responsible for some of the

partial truths and distorted understandings

in the medical and health sciences. Other

feminist standpoint theorists draw upon

postmodern theories of the subject as a way

to understand the differential construction

of ‘woman’ across ethnic, racial and sexual

locations (Sandoval 1991; Haraway 1991).

The relations between women’s/feminist

standpoints and the locations and knowl-

edges of other oppressed groups are also

points of continued debate.
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ROSEMARY HENNESSY

STATE AND NATION–STATE

The term ‘state’ can be traced back to the

Latin status (state of affairs, constitution,

condition, composition) and to the French

état souverain (sovereign situation, sovereign

state). ‘State’ can be defined as:

1. all political and social institutions of a

political entity and their interrelations

in a defined territory;

2. the political and legal order of a

nation, a territory, or a sovereign

authority to ensure certain purposes;

3. in a narrower sense, the institutions

of government (executive, legislature,

and jurisdiction).

STATE AND NATION–STATE
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Max Weber defines the core of the state as

‘that entity which possesses a monopoly

upon the legitimate (and successful) use of

force within a defined territory’ (Weber

1958). A modern state, according to

Weber, is characterized by a legitimate

authority of people over people, function-

ing through a rational constitution and jur-

isdiction, executed by an administration

bound to law.

Systems theory understands the state as a

sub-system of the social system responsible

for authoritative decision-making of society

as a whole. While traditional systems theory

in political science assigns to the state a

superior position (Easton 1953), modern

autopoietic systems theory defines the state

as the ‘self-description’ of the political sys-

tem (Luhmann 1989), which can only

claim for itself the status of being one of

several ‘partial social systems’.

The modern state owes its existence to a

legitimacy and governability crisis in a

certain historical period in continental

Europe. Secularization in Europe caused a

power vacuum, since rule could not be

legitimated by any ‘God-given order’. The

secular order of the modern state replaced

religious rule. Therefore, sovereignty

became a central feature of the state. This

sovereignty distinguished the modern state

from medieval times when a sovereign

political authority not legitimated by God

and religion would have been incon-

ceivable.

A consequence of becoming a sovereign

modern state was the separation of state

(monopoly on the use of force) and society

(subject to the use of force). Modern

understandings of sovereignty, however, do

not conceptualize citizens as subjects but –

since Thomas Hobbes’s Leviathan (1651) –

as the ultimate legitimate instance of a uni-

fied and centralized state. The modern state

bases itself exclusively on the free consent

of each individual. In the normative sense,

the state is sovereign only as long as it

represents the sovereignty of its citizens.

Two fundamental distinctions should be

made concerning political orders. First,

states can be differentiated as either demo-

cratic or autocratic regimes according to

their type of rule. Thus, democracies and

autocracies can be distinguished by the

legitimacy of power (popular sovereignty v.

tradition), access to power (open through

universal franchise v. restricted or closed

access), the monopoly of power (democrati-

cally legitimated institutions v. Führer-

principle or oligarchies), the structure of

power (pluralist rule by control of power v.

monistic rule), the claim to power (closely

limited by rule of law v. comprehensive or

unlimited), and the execution of power

(based on the rule of law v. repressive).

Second, states can be characterized as

either unitarian or federal. Federal states

distinguish themselves mainly by attributing

the legislative and executive powers both at

the central and at federal levels of the state.

Unitarian states, on the other hand, ground

their authority on legislative and executive

bodies that are centralized and hold their

prerogatives for the entire national terri-

tory. Important goals of federally organized

states include: the taming of power by

means of the vertical separation of powers

between the federation and its federal states,

the preservation of the autonomy of single

states, and the protection of minorities in

ethnically and culturally heterogeneous

countries.

Parsons’s (1951) and Easton’s (1953)

system theories emphasize the functioning

of the state and its sub-systems. Here, not

only the stability of the state, but also its

functional crises, e.g., legitimacy crisis

(Habermas 1975), were taken into account.

As a consequence, the performance of the

state and political systems, as well as issues

of political control became the focus of

analysis. In this process the pessimistic

modern system theory (Luhmann 1989) has

slowly been replaced by a position that

admits the possibility of an indirect context

control in complex societies.
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Klaus von Beyme (1986) distinguishes

four central concepts of the state: the state

based on the rule of law (Rechtsstaat); the

nation–state; the democratic state; and the

welfare state (the list could be expanded

by the concepts of the ‘power state’, ‘the

cultural state’, ‘the constitutional state’, or

‘the totalitarian state’). Historically, states

based upon the rule of law and democratic

states have rarely developed simultaneously

but rather successively, only coming toge-

ther in the modern democratic constitu-

tional state. Jürgen Habermas (1996) spoke

of the Gleichursprunglichkeit or simultaneous

emergence of the two concepts. Although

both concepts developed and became gen-

erally accepted one after the other in his-

tory, their functional link is grounded on

their inevitable mutual dependency: on the

one hand, democratic self-rule is only fea-

sible within the framework of a liberal

constitutional state in which citizens recog-

nize each other as equal and are equipped

with equal rights; on the other, these rights

have to be specified and granted in a

democratic process (Merkel 2004).

Linked to these concepts, the central

responsibilities of the state can be dis-

tinguished. First, one central responsibility

of a state is the guarantee of internal and

external security (Hobbes), the granting

and ensuring of liberal human and civil

rights (Locke), and the right to political

participation (Mill). Second, the state has

the duty to integrate (Smend) its citizens

politically (and culturally). Third, the state

must provide the infrastructural conditions

for the economy, to guarantee free compe-

tition, and to supply necessary public goods.

However, for the modern state under con-

ditions of globalization, this latter task is

increasingly difficult to carry out (Held

1995). Fourth, the state as a welfare state

has the obligation to institutionalize re-dis-

tribution for the benefit of the weak,

thereby securing (‘positive’) freedom for all

citizens and creating the prerequisites for

equal democratic participation and political

inclusion (Heller). In a modern state, a fifth

responsibility may be to take care of and to

preserve the natural conditions of life.

Thus, the protection of environment as an

objective of the state has been part of many

democratic constitutions. While the first

three responsibilities are recognized by all

political groups as core functions of the state,

welfare and ecological responsibilities on

the part of the state, especially with regard

to their extent, are disputed.

The more specific concept of the nation–

state can generally be defined as the poli-

tical organization of a nation within a state.

Thus, the nation–state combines two prin-

ciples: the political, territorial principle of

the state (a territory within established

borders; the monopoly on the legitimate

use of force; binding regulations for solving

conflicts in society) and the historical, cul-

tural principle of the nation. Max Weber

(1958) defined nation–state as the ‘worldly

organization of authority of the nation’ in a

cultural and/or political community.

Historically, the formation of nation–

states can be explained by three factors:

nation–states emerged first due to internal

revolution (expression of the self-determi-

nation of citizens) or, second, due to the

formation of a new state by the amalgama-

tion of previously separated parts of a

population which defined themselves as a

‘nation’ (e.g., Germany and Italy) or, third,

due to the breakdown of empires (e.g., the

Habsburg Empire).

Here, two terms of ‘nation’ can be dis-

tinguished: a constitutional crafting of a

nation (France, but also the USA: jus solis)

and an ethnic-cultural orientation (Ger-

many, but also Central and Eastern Europe:

jus sanguinis). The frequent distinction

between a ‘community of intent’ and a

‘community of fate’ emphasizes a similar

aspect. The French understanding of citi-

zenship, which underlines the participation

principle as the decisive characteristic of a

nation, can be clearly distinguished from

the German ethnic, historical, and cultural
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understanding of the nation as an objective

community of fate. Abbé Sièyes ([1798]

2003) had defined the French nation as the

‘totality of united individuals who are

under one common legislation and repre-

sented by one and the same legislative

assembly’. The ethnic-cultural nation–state

concept, however, understands nation as an

‘objective community of fate’, which can-

not be joined voluntarily by an individual

but which has to be accepted as objectively

given. This view of the nation–state seems

largely out-dated today (see nationalism).

Today, the nation–state is facing diverse

problems which may go beyond its capacity

to solve them: globalized markets spoil its

allocation of resources; terrorism and

crime have become international, just like

traffic and communication networks, migra-

tion, or environmental pollution. There are

four core functions of the state and its

legitimacy in particular which are challenged

by globalization (cf. Habermas 2001): law

and order and effective public administra-

tion; sovereignty; collective identity of the

political community; and democratic

legitimacy.

Because of these challenges, supporters of

a ‘post-national’ or ‘cosmopolitan’ democ-

racy have already postulated the end of the

nation–state (e.g., van Crefeld 1999; Held

1995; Axtmann 2004), but this prognosis is

premature (see cosmopolitanism). On the

one hand, findings about the general

inability of the nation–state to solve pro-

blems are not clear; on the other, the via-

bility of a post-national democracy must be

assessed sceptically. First, it is doubtful

whether there can be a democratic legiti-

macy beyond the nation–state and, second,

it has to be asked to what extent states and

supra-national actors can change so that

they see themselves as members of an

international community able to accept their

mutual and common interests (Habermas

2001).

The historical success of the nation–state,

to which there is (still) no real alternative,

makes the end of the nation–state highly

improbable. Wherever a democratic system

has been successfully established, this has

always occurred within the framework of a

nation–state.
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STATISTICS

Statistical tools play a critical part in the

development and testing of sociological
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theory, and hence in the accumulation of

reliable knowledge about human behavior

and the basic socio-behavioral processes.

Two statistical tools are paramount –

probability distributions and the descriptive

and inferential apparatus for estimation and

testing. Probability distributions are used in

three kinds of sociological analysis: (1)

developing a framework, where they pro-

vide the modeling distributions for the

fundamental quantities, which then become

the building-blocks for theories; (2) theo-

retical analysis, where they enable derivation

of testable predictions; and (3) empirical

analysis, where they provide sampling dis-

tributions and the models for characterizing

underlying distributions and unobservables.

The descriptive and inferential tools are

used in all types of empirical analysis, from

measurement of single variables to estima-

tion of relations between them to testing

the predictions of deductive theories and the

propositions suggested by non-deductive

theories.

To illustrate our daily dependence on

statistical tools, we can draw on the study of

justice, focusing on one ingredient – the

justice evaluation function ( JEF) – and tracing

its operation in development and testing of

justice theory.

When people assess the fairness or unfair-

ness of the rewards that they and others

receive, the ensuing assessment – called the

justice evaluation – is thought to vary with

the logarithm of the ratio of the actual reward

to the observer’s idea of the just reward:

justice evaluation ¼ � ln
actual reward

just reward

� �
:

The JEF seemed so appealing that it was

immediately proposed as a Law of Justice

Evaluation ( Jasso 1978) and used as the first

assumption of a new justice theory ( Jasso

1980).

When the JEF was first introduced, its

appeal rested on three properties: (1) faith-

ful mapping from combinations of the

actual reward (A) and the just reward (C )

to the representation of the justice eval-

uation ( J ) by the full real-number line; (2)

unification of two rival views of the justice

process as a ratio and difference (via prop-

erties of logarithms); and (3) loss aversion,

namely, that deficiency is felt more keenly

than comparable excess. These were and

remain the most often cited properties

(Wagner and Berger 1985). Twelve years

later a proof was presented that the log-

ratio form of the JEF is the only functional

form that satisfies two conditions, scale-

invariance and additivity ( Jasso 1990).

Subsequently, two more properties were

identified: symmetry, and the feature that

the JEF is the limiting form of the differ-

ence between two power functions, simul-

taneously strengthening both the

unification of the rival ratio and difference

conceptions and forging a new link

between the rival power and logarithmic

functions ( Jasso 1996). More recently, a

remarkable new property has been identi-

fied: analysis of the JEF and loss aversion

yields a result involving the Golden Num-

ber, triggering speculation that the JEF may

be more than a beautiful and convenient

representation, that it may have deep roots

in human nature.

Probability distributions are immediately

used to model three kinds of distributions

of justice evaluations – the observer-spe-

cific distribution for a collectivity, the

rewardee-specific distribution, and the

reflexive distribution; assembling all the

justice evaluations for a collectivity in a

matrix, these three distribution are repre-

sented, respectively, by the rows, columns,

and diagonal of the matrix. Probing further,

by assigning probability distributions to the

underlying actual reward and just reward,

we obtain a large new family of probability

distributions which show how the combi-

nation of shapes of the A and C distribu-

tions and of the relations between A and C

determine the form of the distribution of

justice evaluations.
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This simple use of probability distribu-

tion immediately yields theoretical results

expressing the effects of A and C on the

mean an inequality of the J distribution,

including the result that as inequality in A

increases, the mean of J decreases – putting

on a firm footing the relation so often

asserted between inequality and justice.

But much more is to come. Using the

JEF as first postulate and a derivation tech-

nique called the macro-model yields

numerous testable predictions for a wide

array of disparate phenomena, underscoring

the long reach of justice: (1) subgroup

conflict is an increasing function of economic

inequality, but the exact way that conflict

depends on the proportions in the two

subgroups depends on the shape of the

income distribution; and (2) the propor-

tions Selfista, Subgroupista, and Groupista

in a society depend on the shape of the

income distribution.

Once the true just rewards are estimated,

it becomes possible to estimate the obser-

ver-specific principles of micro-justice,

such as the just returns to school and

experience and just gender effect, and the

principles of macro-justice, such as the just

inequality.

Further, the theory-based predictions and

propositions are ready to test. These

include such predictions as ‘The rate of

vocations to the religious life is an increas-

ing function of economic inequality’, ‘Par-

ents of two or more children will spend

more of their toy budget at an annual gift-

giving occasion rather than on the chil-

dren’s birthdays’, and ‘Blind people are less

susceptible to eating disorders’ ( Jasso 2001).

Finally, development of justice indexes

for entire societies enables two new lines of

inquiry: (1) estimation of the decomposi-

tion of overall injustice into injustice attri-

butable to poverty and injustice attributable

to inequality; and (2) assessment and cali-

bration of well-being based on inequality

measures and well-being based on justice

measures.

In all these activities to understand more

deeply and more reliably the operation of

the sense of justice, and more generally to

develop and test sociological theory, statis-

tical tools are our daily helpers.
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GUILLERMINA JASSO

STATUS

Status is used as a synonym for social posi-

tion and to refer to the relative ranking of

individuals, groups, and objects. The Latin

root sta or ‘standing’ is used in related

words like stature, state, stage, station and

estate. Until the nineteenth century, status

referred primarily to the rights accorded to

different feudal estates and implied both

being in a given social position and the

ranking of these positions.

Ralph Linton, Robert K. Merton, and

others used ‘status’ to refer to a social position

and linked this with role to refer to the set

of cultural expectations relevant to a parti-

cular position (Clark 1999). Status-set
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designated the array of positions a particular

person held. Status-sequence referred to a set

of linked social positions that a given indi-

vidual moved through over time, for

example, infant, child, adult, or freshman,

sophomore, junior. ‘Social position’ has,

however, become the more common usage

to designate a condition, office or role, and

status more commonly refers to ranking,

though both uses are still found in the

sociological literature.

Max Weber’s (1968) essay ‘Class, Status,

and Party’ played a crucial role in shaping

the conceptualization of inequality in gen-

eral and status in particular. He contrasted

the status situation to the ‘purely economic-

ally determined’ class situation, He defined

status as a ‘positive or negative, social esti-

mation of honour’ (ibid.: IX: 932). While

status is often associated with class position,

it is based on and expressed by conformity

to a particular style of life. This involves fol-

lowing the appropriate fashions and man-

ners, and restricting social interaction with

those who are not members of one’s parti-

cular social circle. A social formation based

on status honour is a status group, which is

often tied to kinship and is more of a

community than classes or political parties.

Indian castes, feudal aristocracies, and

outcast groups, are important examples (see

caste). Ethnic groups are a closely related

phenomenon. The concept of ‘status

group’ is on the same analytical level as the

notions of ‘class’ and ‘political party.’

Weber’s placement of status on a par

with economic and political power had

numerous impacts on sociology. It became

the basis of a multidimensional concept of

social inequality, which served as critique

of what was seen as Marx’s over-emphasis

on economic power in general and control

of the means of production in particular.

This multidimensional concept of power

became the basis of what was called strati-

fication theory, which was sometimes

contrasted to Marxian class analysis. Studies

by W. L Warner (1960), August Hollings-

head and many others placed individuals

and families on various scales of socio-

economic status. Reputation measures

used panels of informants to rate people’s

standing in a local community. Subjective

measures ask informants to rank themselves.

Objective measures ranked people accord-

ing to some combination of their educa-

tion, occupation, income, etc. Extensive

debates emerged about the virtues and

vices of these various forms of measure-

ment.

This multidimensional concept of

inequality was a prerequisite to considering

whether an individual’s various statuses

were inconsistent, for example, a high

educational level but low occupational sta-

tus and income, or vice versa. Gerhard

Lenski, who conducted the first, careful

quantitative study of this matter, used the

term status crystallization to refer to indivi-

duals who have approximately the same

levels on various dimensions of status.

Lenski hypothesized that those who had

crystallized statuses would experience less

stress in social interaction and would be

more politically conservative. Lenski’s

notions were intuitively appealing and have

led to several hundreds of research articles

testing the effects of status inconsistency on an

array of factors from voting behavior to

coronary disease. Extensive theoretical,

methodological, and statistical issues

emerged about which there is no con-

clusive agreement. In general, the empirical

studies seem flawed in various respects and

show little independent effect of such status

inconsistency (Smith 1996).

Another important development known

as status attainment models grew out of

attempts to understand the placement of

individuals in the stratification system. This

had roots in earlier attempts to measure the

rates of social mobility using tables that

cross-tabulated a son’s social strata, class, or

occupation with those of his father. (Most

studies ignored women.) The concern was

to determine whether positions of privilege
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(or under-privilege) were inherited or

achieved. Status attainment models, first

developed by Peter Blau and Otis Dudley

Duncan (1967), specified some of the social

processes – parent’s occupation and educa-

tion, child’s education, child’s first job –

that accounted for adults’ location in the

structure of inequality. An important pre-

requisite for such analyses was the devel-

opment of occupational prestige scales that

assigned occupational categories a quantita-

tive score indicating their relative prestige

rank within the occupational structure.

This made possible the use of regression

techniques. Later analyses added a number

of different variables including measures of

IQ and personality. The reproduction theory

of Pierre Bourdieu also deals with the issue

of how social status and other privileges are

reproduced across generations, though he

focuses on a wide array of different forms of

symbolic capital including styles, accent,

credentials, and social contacts, and elabo-

rates how these are means of inheriting

privileges, even under conditions where

direct control of economic capital may be

less relevant.

Micro-sociology that focuses on the

details of interpersonal interaction has also

devoted much attention to people’s status.

This includes the ethnographic work of

everyday life by Erving Goffman. Status

expectation theory, developed by Joseph Ber-

ger and his colleagues (Wagner and Berger

2002) and based on small group experi-

ments, focuses on how individuals use

clues, e.g. race or gender, to develop

expectations of others and how these

expectations in turn shape their behavior

toward those individuals. Jasso (2001) has

suggested a mathematically oriented frame-

work for studying status that distinguishes

between the characteristics of individuals

and groups and their relationship and links

micro- and macro-levels of analysis.

A theory of status relations, developed by

Milner, explains people’s behavior when

status is not simply a function of economic

or political power. Status is the accumu-

lated expressions of approval and dis-

approval. The theory has been applied to

the Indian castes, religious behavior, poli-

tical legitimacy, and American teenagers

(Milner 2004). Conformity to a group’s

norms is a key source of status. Elites

defend group boundaries and their rank by

elaborating and complicating the norms,

e.g. the elaborate rules of purity in the

Indian caste system and the arcane forms of

conformity required by teenage crowds. In

traditional societies copying the lifestyle of

superiors is forbidden; in modern societies,

superiors constantly change what is required

to conform, and hence the importance of

fashions. Association is the other source of

status. Associating with high status people

or objects improves one’s status and with

lower status people or objects degrades it –

especially for intimate expressive relation-

ships such as eating and sex. The caste sys-

tem regulates who one can marry or eat

with; teenagers are preoccupied with

whom their peers are ‘going with’ and eat

with in the lunchroom. In contrast to eco-

nomic and political power, status is a rela-

tive rank and therefore is inflexible. For

some to move up, others must move down,

and vice versa. This is the source of the

restricted mobility and put-downs common

in status-conscious systems.

A considerable anthropological literature

focuses on honor and shame (Peristany

1966). Historical work on traditional social

structures (e.g. Clark 1995) continues.

Notions of honor and respect have been

central to analyzing urban gangs (Horowitz

1983). Various movements including pro-

hibition, the 1990s ‘culture wars’, ethnic

and homosexual pride movements, and

religious fundamentalism have been refer-

red to as status politics and are closely rela-

ted to issues of respect, honor, and

sacredness. Increasing evidence indicates

that in developed societies health and well-

being are related as closely to relative status

ranking as to absolute levels of wealth
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(Marmot 2004). This calls into question

whether the ‘good society’ can be based

on opportunity and growth while ignoring

inequality per se. All these issues are in

large part rooted in concerns about social

status.
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MURRAY MILNER, JR

STRANGER

The concept of the stranger has to be dis-

tinguished from the concept of alterity

which formulates the otherness we experi-

ence in relation to any other human being

(see Other). The stranger is a social role cate-

gory we find in the historical semantics of

nearly all human societies. This near uni-

versality of the semantics of the stranger

makes it a very interesting subject for the

comparative study of social structures of

human societies. The semantics of the stran-

ger is in many societies closely related to

patterns of hostility and hospitality, as the

stranger may function as enemy or as guest

and often as both in an oscillatory movement.

Five diverging patterns of dealing with

strangers can be distinguished in historical

terms. First, there were societies which

were incapable of recognizing strangers as

strangers. In being confronted with them

they easily classified strangers as ancestors or

gods or other figures provided for in their

world-view; but the disturbance in dealing

with unexpected foreign persons did not

arise in these societies. Second, there are

societies which recognize strangers but

concentrate all their reactions on eliminat-

ing the fact of strangeness. They either kill

or expel strangers or integrate them by

cleansing rites and adoption to kinship

which divests them of all outer signs of

strangeness. A third pattern was developed

by the stratified social systems which

determined a greater part of the social his-

tory of the past few thousand years. Strati-

fied societies were the first to offer strangers

a plurality of possible statuses, correspond-

ing to the diversified social structures of

the stratified societies themselves. There

were now inner and outer strangers; toler-

ated, privileged and subjugated strangers

(Gilissen 1958); occupations and societal

enclaves that were reserved for strangers and

prohibited for locals. Strangers filled status

gaps (Rinder 1958) and communication

gaps which are characteristic of stratified

systems. In nineteenth- and twentieth-century

modernity a fourth and again radically

simplified pattern arose together with the

genesis of the nation–state. Instead of a

plurality of statuses, binary classifications

now appeared, aimed at distinguishing

local inhabitants who were conceived of as

fully-fledged members of the nation–state
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from strangers who had no such claims to

membership (see classification). But, par-

allel to the rise of the nation–state, a fifth

and most contemporaneous pattern already

became visible. In urban, cosmopolitan

settings it was soon perceived that social

intercourse mostly involves interacting

with people who are strangers. Therefore,

we have to do with the universalization of

the stranger and this implies that the stran-

geness of the other comes to be seen as a

normal everyday occurrence, whereby it

loses its disturbing character. The same

condition is sometimes called the dis-

appearance of the stranger or his/her invi-

sibility.

It is a significant fact about the genesis of

the discipline of sociology that it was clo-

sely intertwined with the last two patterns

of the societal relevance of the stranger.

The major figures of the classical sociology

of the stranger which was formulated

between 1890 and 1945 – Simmel, Michels,

Park and Schutz among many others

(Stichweh 1992) – were either focused on

the nation–state circumstance or on the

urban, cosmopolitan variant or on both.

After World War II the stranger loses its

central place in social theory, only to reap-

pear in much more fragmented variants.

The first major treatment of the sociol-

ogy of the stranger after World War II –

Benjamin Nelson’s ‘From Tribal Brother-

hood to Universal Otherhood’ ([1949]

1969) – belongs to a much more macro-

historical variant and may function as a

prelude to an adequate study of the stranger

in present world society. It makes use of the

formula of ‘universal otherhood’, and in

looking at natural rights theories from

seventeenth-century Europe it goes one

further step in deciphering the paradoxical

structures of modern attitudes towards

strangers. Alberico Gentili Nelson speaks of

‘calculated benevolence’ towards other

persons – and this may be related to

numerous kindred formulations of our uni-

versalized attitudes towards other persons:

‘civil inattention’ (Goffman); ‘commonplace

folk’ (Shaler); ‘disciplined individuality’

(Elias); ‘detached concern’ (Fox). Each of

these attitudes towards others as strangers is

obviously paradoxical. We are indifferent

towards other persons in the world and

there is no longer a need to dissolve or

institutionalize strangeness as role category.

We are used to it. But we have a minimal

sympathy and minimal interest towards

other persons as members of a common

humanity and we treat them as individuals.

From this one may derive a paradoxical

oscillation between these two poles of

generalized attitudes towards other people,

and there is always the potential path from

indifference to neglect and hostility.
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STRATIFICATION

Social stratification means that both groups

and individuals are regarded as belonging to

differentiated strata or classes of people in a

society. The term began to be used in the

social sciences in the 1940s, replacing older

notions such as social class. Analytically,

social stratification implies three aspects: (1)

a distributive aspect, referring to unequal

distribution of resources; (2) a relational

aspect, referring to the formation of

homogenous social groups or sub-col-

lectivities according to common resource

status; and (3) a positional aspect, referring

to the ranking of these sub-collectivities or

groups into a social hierarchy. Stratification

not only refers to the horizontal differ-

entiation of a society into different sub-

populations but also involves evaluation as

to why some strata are viewed as ‘better’

than others. This evaluation refers to the

crucial dimensions of wealth or money,

power, education and social prestige.

Although it is a commonplace that wealth

typically enables acquisition of power,

educational qualifications and social repu-

tation (this is sometimes referred to as the

‘Matthew effect’, after St Matthew’s gospel,

25:29 – ‘For unto every one that hath shall

be given, and he shall have abundance’),

these dimensions do not always coincide.

They are interdependent in a social sense

but independent in an analytical sense.

Thus, it is advisable to speak of either ‘sta-

tus consistency’ and ‘status crystallization’

or ‘status inconsistency’ (see status). For

example, a physician may be high-earning,

highly qualified, influential and have a

good reputation. On the other hand, a

pimp may possess considerable financial

resources but few formal qualifications and

low occupational prestige.

Apart from the earliest ‘primitive’ com-

munities, every human society is stratified

in some sense. Early tribal societies typically

involved an elementary division of labour

(see differentiation), incorporating the

roles of the chief and the shaman. Early

European medieval society formed a trian-

gular hierarchy of three estates differ-

entiated by the social functions of laboratores

(labourers), bellatores (warriors) and oratores

(ecclesiastics). In modern complex forms of

division of labour, social hierarchy is

determined by occupational differentiation.

According to the functionalist theory of

stratification formulated by Talcott Par-

sons (1954) and Davis and Moore ([1945]

1966), based on a modern industrial and

achievement-based society, status and

standing of individuals depend upon occu-

pation, income and prestige. The focus of

this theory is not on the emergence of

social inequality but on its meaning and

importance. Two questions predominate:

Why do social positions differ in the pres-

tige they attract? How are individuals allo-

cated to positions? A number of responses

are given to these questions. Every society

must allocate individuals to positions and

must motivate them to fulfil the obligations

that go along with these positions. Fur-

thermore, the most talented and qualified

individuals must fill the most important

positions. Since talents are scarce, and edu-

cation is expensive and onerous, individuals

must be motivated to invest in their quali-

fication. Therefore the best system of

incentives involves high remuneration tied

to the most important positions. The more

positions differ in the division of labour

according to their functional importance

for the survival of society, the more press-

ing the need for talent and the greater the

gap between agreeable and disagreeable jobs.

This theory has been heavily criticized

for its obvious ideological underpinnings

(Bendix and Lipset 1966). However, it has

since given rise to a notable tradition of

status attainment research and mobility

studies, among the best-known representa-

tives of which are Blau and Duncan (1967).

These authors ask ‘how the status indivi-

duals achieve in their careers is affected by

the statuses ascribed to them earlier in life,

such as their social origin, ethnic status,
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region of birth, community, and parental

family’ (ibid.: 19). Although Blau and Dun-

can acknowledge that their model accounts

for only 50 per cent of variance in status

attainment, they conclude that achieved

status is more important for society than

ascribed status. This may be an overly

optimistic conclusion. However, their

research does indicate that even in the most

perfectly open society, stratification is likely

to occur in the form of meritocracy. Thus

stratification appears to be a universal fea-

ture of human societies.
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HANS-PETER MÜLLER

STRUCTURAL FUNCTIONALISM

See: functionalism

STRUCTURALISM

‘Structuralism’ references a range of

approaches and schools of thought in var-

ious fields including linguistics, semiotics,

psychology, sociology and anthropology. In

the social sciences, these emphasize struc-

tural features of social relations and symbolic

culture, rather than human agency, sub-

jectivity or historical evolution. Structural-

ists seek to understand the organization of

phenomena in terms of the interrelation of

their basic elements. They tend to oppose

the use of general presuppositions to

explain the organization of one set of phe-

nomena by reference to a broad range of

others, or to apply ideas developed in one

context to other, different contexts. Simi-

larly, structuralists often (but not always) tend

to reject broad evolutionary theories in

favour of specific studies of the organization

of particular classes of phenomena. Such

organization is seen as a complex of rela-

tions which determine or define their ele-

ments. For example, a structuralist approach

to social relations would emphasize the

ways in which such relations define and

structure persons, groups or institutions,

rather than focusing on the motives or

purposes of the agents (people, organiza-

tions, etc.) who engage in those relations.

Thus, structuralism is often said to emphasize

form over content. Structuralists also often

reject forms of study which stick mainly to

observable detail, proposing instead that the

surface diversity of language, social organi-

zation, or culture constitutes a set of variations

in the organization of basic elements (hence,

comparative studies distinguishing between

classes of phenomena organized in terms of

different elementary forms or ‘deep struc-

tures,’ or showing how apparent differences

are only variations of the same basic structural

relations). Applied to cultural or linguistic

phenomena, structuralism has at times

involved attempts to posit certain defining

structural features of the human mind or

consciousness, as for example, in the structural

anthropology of Claude Lévi-Strauss.
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Structuralism is often contrasted to forms

of inquiry which emphasize historical

development, function and process. How-

ever, structural and functionalist approaches

have at times been allied, as American

structuralist-functionalist sociology, or in

‘genetic structuralism’, which posits the

idea that basic organizing features of socie-

ties, cultures or languages develop, shift or

are otherwise transformed over time.

Structuralism in the social sciences traces

its lineage to the structuralist linguistics of

Saussure and Jakobson, to the philosophy of

C. S. Peirce, and especially to the emphasis

by Durkheim and his school on structural

features to be found in symbolic culture

and in ‘elementary’ social forms. A struc-

turalist emphasis was especially evident in

subsequent semiotic theory, in analyses of

myth and ritual by Propp, Dumézil and

others, and in anthropological studies of cul-

tural classification systems by Lévi-Strauss.

In the work of Louis Althusser, and later,

Nicos Poulantzas, a structuralist emphasis was

deployed to combat historicist and ‘huma-

nist’ tendencies in Marxism. Althusser

stressed the structural qualities of relations

of production, arguing that these relations

constitute members of societies as particular

ideological subjects. Thus to understand

the human condition in capitalism, one

should not try to identify some ‘alienated’

human essence, but rather should seek to spe-

cify the social relations in terms of which

consciousness and social organization are

constituted in given instances. Althusser

thereby ‘decentred’ the human subject as an

effect of relations of which it is not the source.

Althusser also stressed the relative auton-

omy of various social, cultural and political

structures, maintaining a Marxist emphasis

on economic determination by arguing that

these are ‘determined in the last instance’

by material relations of production. He was

influenced by the work of Lévi-Strauss as

well as the by the psychoanalysis of Jacques

Lacan, who characterized the unconscious

as analogous to linguistic structures.

The work of Michel Foucault has occa-

sionally been called ‘structuralist’, despite

Foucault’s vehement objections. Like Althus-

ser, Foucault rejected evolutionist historio-

graphy and the centrality of the human

subject, turning instead to an analysis of

specific ‘epistemes’ or later, ‘discursive for-

mations’, suggesting that these succeeded

each other not in terms of some evolu-

tionary continuity, but in a series of ruptures

and discontinuities. Foucault’s objection to

structuralism stemmed from his emphasis

on the contingency of the practices by

which discursive formations and institutions

are constructed. He rejected any notion that

these were determined by ‘deep structures’.

refusing any distinction between surface

phenomena and their supposed underlying

determinants.

Some features of contemporary

exchange theory, game theory and cyber-

netics can be said to exhibit elements of a

structuralist approach, but structuralism as a

self-conscious theoretical movement fell

out of favour in the 1980s. Nonetheless,

the structuration theory (see structuration

school) of Anthony Giddens, the analyses

of fields and of forms of capital by Pierre

Bourdieu, and Peter Berger’s discussions of

the creation and experience of social struc-

tures, all constitute responses to issues

raised by structuralism. Further, the post-

modern emphasis on the social construc-

tion of reality and the contingency of

‘universal’ or ‘essential’ categories owes

much to the decentring tendency of struc-

turalism, and to its emphasis on the pro-

duction of social realities, subjectivities and

cultural distinctions as effects of organized

relations which form their conditions of

existence but continually escape their

comprehension.
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WILLIAM RAMP

STRUCTURATION SCHOOL

The term ‘structuration’ (deriving from

Piaget and Gurvitch) has acquired a parti-

cular sociological meaning largely as the

result of the work of the British theorist

Anthony Giddens. Structuration refers to

‘the structuring of social relations across

time and space’ (Giddens 1984). As such, it

is the outcome of the interaction of pre-

existing structure and individual or collec-

tive agency, in which neither agency nor

structure is accorded primacy. A particular

definition of ‘structure’ is employed by

Giddens, in which structure is – as it were –

virtual and refers to the ‘rules and resources’

that do not exist apart from actors. Social

relations are then seen as the outcome of

the operation of a ‘duality of structure’ in

which structure is the both medium and

outcome of the action it recursively orga-

nizes. For Giddens, structures can always in

principle be examined in terms of their

structuration ‘as a series of reproduced

practices’, in which structures must also be

seen as enabling as well as constraining.

Rather than existing as a unified ‘school’

involving an explicitly stated collective

view, a number of theorists can be identified

as embracing a broadly structurationist

approach involving an emphasis on the

process of reproduction and transformation

of society via the operation of both agency

and structure and an opposition to a dualism

of action (or agency) and structure, which

characterizes much previous sociological the-

ory. Other contemporary theorists who can

be seen to adopt such an approach include

Bhaskar, Bourdieu and Elias. However,

there is a noticeable lack of agreement on

how ‘structure’ should be conceptualized. In

the case of Bhaskar there is an insistence on

a more concrete ‘macro’ conception of

structure than Giddens’s and a clearer ‘ana-

lytical’ distinction between structure and

agency (see also Layder 1994).

In practice, the distinctiveness claimed

for a structurationist approach may have

been exaggerated, its proponents tending

to caricature earlier approaches as over-

emphasizing either action or structure. In

such caricatures, two main general positions

are typically identified: (1) theorists (e.g.

Durkheim) and approaches (e.g. structur-

alism, structural functionalism, Althusserian

Marxism) are seen to represent social life as

largely determined by social structure, with

individual action mainly explained as the

outcome of structure; (2) theorists (e.g.

Weber) and approaches (e.g. symbolic inter-

actionism, ethnomethodology, social phe-

nomenology) that reverse the emphasis,

stressing the capacity of individuals – of ‘indi-

vidual agents’ – to construct and recon-

struct their worlds. The latter approaches

often couch social explanations in actors’

terms.

It can, in fact, be argued that most

forms of sociological theory are implicitly

structurationist, acknowledging the force of

both individual agency and structural

determinacy. Nonetheless, crucial issues in

conceptualizing the relationship between

agency and structure have been illuminated

by the explicit formulations and debates

that have taken place in relation to Gid-

dens’s structuration theory.
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It is the comprehensiveness and conceptual

innovation of Giddens’s structuration the-

ory that perhaps explains its wide influence.

Responding to the linguistic turn in social

theory, his conception of ‘structure’ as

‘rules and resources’ draws directly on

structuralism. Specific sets of rules and

resources become the identifiable structural

properties and principles of particular soci-

etal collectivities and systems. Taking a cue

from phenomenology and ethnomethodol-

ogy, the self (possessing ‘discursive’ as well

as ‘practical’ consciousness) is framed as

‘competent’, and ‘knowledgeable’ about his/

her own action. Here the concept of the

‘double hermeneutic’ is also important: the

ever present interaction of the meaningful

worlds of lay actors and sociologists. Drawing

on Heidegger and the work of the Annales

historians, and avoiding any hard-and-fast

distinction between synchrony and dia-

chrony, a structurationist approach ‘grasps

the time-space relations inherent in the

constitution of all social interaction’ as a

central aspect of the ‘duality of structure’.

Giddens advances structuration theory as

a ‘social ontology’ to aid analysis and as an

orientation to social research. However, it

is clear that ‘structurationist’ reformulations

of the relations between structure and

agency as mutually implicated and mutually

independent have not ended debates about

the finer details of the relations between the

two, or the prior, or interrelated, question

of how agency and structure should be

defined in the first place. Thus, Layder

(1994) regards Giddens’s conception of

structure as depriving this concept of any

‘autonomous properties or pre-given facti-

city’, while Bryant and Jary (1991) among

others detect a persistent bias towards

agency. Moreover, whatever sophistication

ontological formulations of the structure-

agency relations may achieve, issues are

likely to remain in the application of such

notions to concrete cases.

For Peter Berger and his associates (see

Berger and Luckmann), the relation

between society and the individual is one in

which society forms the individuals who

create society in a continuous dialectic:

‘social structure is not characterizable as a

thing able to stand on its own, apart from

the human activity that produced it’.

However, once created, it can be ‘encoun-

tered by the individual as an alien facticity

(and) a coercive instrumentality’ (Berger

and Pullberg 1966), even if a humanly

constructed reality only comes to take on

the appearance of having been constructed

by some external, non-human, force.

Roy Bhaskar (1979), although sympa-

thetic to much of Giddens’s approach and

unhappy about the dialectical emphasis in

Berger’s approach (which he sees as

wrongly presenting action and structure as

‘separate moments’), nevertheless contends

that a ‘transformational’ view of the indivi-

dual/society relation such as Giddens’s

requires a much stronger emphasis on

society as ‘both the ever present condition

and the continually reproduced outcome of

human agency’. As a critical realist, he also

wants to insist on the ‘reality’ rather than

the virtuality of structures, even if within a

transcendental realism, where ‘causal pow-

ers’ are apparent only via their outcomes.

Alongside a shared opposition to anti-

nomies (including objectivism and sub-

jectivism), affinities exist between

Bourdieu’s theories and Giddens’s struc-

turation theory; for example, between the

latter’s view of structure and Bourdieu’s

concept of habitus. However, Bourdieu’s

viewpoint on human action – while

recognizing that actors are purposive and

reflexive beings – seems to give far greater

emphasis to structural determination.

The case for Elias to be seen as struc-

turationist rests upon his use of the term

structuration, an emphasis on ‘process’

within his ‘figurational theory’ (see figura-

tion), and his denial of the ‘so-called’

problem of the ‘individual and society’.

There are claims that in his early career

Giddens was directly influenced by Elias.
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However, it is Giddens who is by far the

more systematic and front-ranking of the

structurationist theorists.

Questions continue to be widely raised

concerning the conception of structure used

by Giddens. John B. Thompson, for exam-

ple, repeats that this loses the substantive,

institutional and constraining aspects upper-

most in most other senses of social structure

(Thompson and Held 1990). However, in

defence of Giddens, this sense of social

structure is retained when Giddens refers to

particular social institutions, ‘structural

properties’ and social systems. He also

concurs with the view that actors repro-

duce and transform rather than create social

institutions. Giddens (1993) meets Mouze-

lis’s further charge that his approach

neglects collective action and the macro

level by responding that there are multiple

levels of collective activity and that collec-

tive action with macro implications can

arise from small groups of individuals.

One final criticism of importance in

relation to Giddens’s structurationism is

that, despite its reference to the uncon-

scious, it is over-cognitivist and over-

rationalist in its framing of agency, failing to

do justice to the fragmentary nature of the

self or to the emotions, (e.g. as portrayed

by Lacan). As such, Giddens has been

described as the ‘last modernist’. However,

this is not a label which Giddens or other

structurationists would resist. While draw-

ing on a range of post-structuralist and

psychoanalytic theories, the structuration

approach remains thoroughly sociological

and recognizably continuous with the clas-

sical sociological tradition.
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DAVID JARY

STRUCTURE

Because the concept of structure, and

especially social structure, evokes the con-

ception of an objective, collective level of

social reality with resilience and determi-

nant force, it is at once a central concept in

sociology, a loosely arrayed range of con-

ceptual tools, and also a site of very con-

siderable analytical contestation.

Structure concerns the relationships

among the parts of some social phenom-

enon, and further, how those parts are

constituted and the nature of the boundary

that mediates between the structure and its

environment. Structural approaches tend to

agree that there are two foci of analysis: that

individual attitudes and behaviors are

shaped (in varying ways, and to varying

extents) by the position that a person holds

in a social structure, and that the properties

and trajectories of social structures them-

selves need to be analyzed.

Different structural approaches provide

alternative perspectives on what the parts

are and what the nature of the relationships

binding them are. They vary from implicit

use of structural models through to formal

structuralism. Claims are made that structure
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can be found at different levels of abstrac-

tion: at its simplest, structure merely means

the patterns that can be discerned in the

flux of everyday life, but more often

structure means deeper relationships, which

underlie these patterns. Claims are also

made that structure can be found at differ-

ent scales: structures have been unearthed at

the micro-level of social interaction, in

small groups, within and among broader

organizations and groupings, at a societal

level and on the world-systems level (see

also micro-, meso-, and macro-levels).

‘Structure’ (from Latin, structura) is a term

derived in medieval times from the con-

struction industry to mean the framework

of building, but also the activity of con-

struction, and has since spread more widely

across many realms of activity. According

to the Oxford English Dictionary, Tocque-

ville (1835) was the first to use the term

‘social structure’ followed by Spencer

(1872) and then by references in the 1940s

(Fortes) and 1960s (Lévi-Strauss).

There is a range of fairly straightforward

synonyms: social order, arrangement, com-

position, fabric, form, organization, pattern,

system, web, etc. ‘Social order’ may imply

rather more consensus than other terms,

and ‘social system’ may imply a more defi-

nitely closed-system of interactive inter-

relationships. ‘Society’ can have a rather

more differentiated meaning since it is

often used to refer to that particular form of

higher-level social structure which is largely

(at least potentially) self-sufficient and self-

contained (e.g. tribes or nation–states)

(see society).

Structure is often absent in appropriate

discussions. Nevertheless, it is often evoked

as a boundary-marker of sociology, as

opposed to anthropology’s central concept

of culture (although that distinction is not

very viable). Since the reception of a con-

cept will depend on its fit with the cultural

ambiance of the times, the popularity of the

concept has waxed and waned. Sewell

(1992) has suggested that the difficulties

engendered in contemporary times by the

term’s connotations, which imply a vision

which is too hard and reified, too imper-

vious to change, and too contradictory,

may limit its use.

Structural analyses have long been con-

ducted by historians and other social com-

mentators, especially from the onset of

modernity. C. Wright Mills identified (and

collected in his 1960 anthology) many

examples of broad structural analyses.

While none of the now recognized found-

ing fathers of sociology had a well-devel-

oped and explicit model of social structure,

a concern with social structure was central

within their work. For Marx in particular,

and Weber to a lesser extent, structural

analyses particularly focused on class.

Weber’s analysis of bureaucracy is also

important. Both emphasized the interplay

with action and agency, although their

philosophical bases were quite different.

Durkheim was the one most seriously con-

cerned with social structure, providing an

aggressive statement of an anti-reductionist,

collectivist approach in sociology. How-

ever, even for Durkheim, the precise term

is used only in passing, and references are

usually made more generally to society and

to the social bonds constituting society. At a

more descriptive level, Durkheim developed

a conception of ‘social morphology’ invol-

ving accounts of the nature (e.g. size,

functions), number, arrangement (e.g. spa-

tial distribution) and interrelations (e.g.

modes of communication, movement and

mutual obligation) among the social parts

(individual or collective) of a society. The

structural analytical contributions of Sim-

mel have proved to be of lasting sig-

nificance. At a more micro-level, Simmel

developed a ‘formal’ sociology in which the

properties of small groups and social situa-

tions were seen to affect behaviour across a

range of social contents.

Beginning in the late 1920s, and matur-

ing in the immediate post-war period, a

particular and self-conscious analytical
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approach to structural analysis was devel-

oped by the British school of structural

functionalists – Malinowski, Radcliffe-

Brown, and a later slew of texts culminat-

ing in Nadel’s theoretical treatise (1957).

Earlier approaches in which emphasis was

placed on the evolution and diffusion of

cultural traits were rejected. Instead, the

functionalists’ emphasis lay in under-

standing the current operation of small-

scale societies (and later rather larger Afri-

can ones). Apparently ‘strange’ tribal practices

could be ‘mapped’ onto more commonly-

understood Western concepts.

During the 1950s and 1960s, American

sociology was dominated by an approach

generally labelled as ‘structural-functional-

ist’, involving translation and adaptation of

British anthropology into a more modern

and larger-scale American context. One

path of this work lay in the development of

research tools (such as surveys) for investi-

gating social structures. While much of this

structural sociology retained a strong inter-

est in the patterns among the characteristics

of individuals, surveys were also employed

to study characteristics of various types of

social units such as groups, families and

households, organizations, suburbs, regions

and nations. Another path lay in the

development of concepts such as ‘role the-

ory’, ‘reference groups’ and ‘social system’,

and a range of other concepts relating to

social structure that were widely deployed

by a range of theorists, including Merton

and Parsons.

American sociology of the 1950s was

later criticized for being overly concerned

with consensus and insufficiently attentive

to conflict. However, a sharp distinction

between consensus and conflict models

proved difficult to sustain as it came to be

realized that the two approaches could be

seen for the most part as complementary

and as sharing essentially similar underlying

views of social structure.

In 1975, Peter Blau organized a group of

eminent American social theorists to

directly confront the concept of ‘social

structure’. These included several sociolo-

gists involved in historically orientated or

comparative studies. As well attempting

integration of the work of other structural

theorists, Blau pursued his own programme

of structural analysis, which he termed a

‘primitive theory of social structure’. Oth-

ers pursued a programme of ‘radical struc-

turalism’, deliberately ignoring the sources

of social meaningfulness in favour of a

strongly objectivist approach.

During the late 1960s, there were two

forms of structural analysis that captured

much attention, both drawing inspiration

partly from Marxism and both emanating

from Paris (Glucksmann 1974). For Claude

Lévi-Strauss social structure involved

underlying symbolic linguistic models

through which people experience the social

world (see symbol). The other develop-

ment was Louis Althusser’s ‘structural

Marxism’, which reinterpreted Marx to fit

a highly determinist understanding of social

development. Althusser promulgated a

three-fold distinction between the econ-

omy, the polity and the ‘ideological state

apparatus’. The functional role of the latter

two sectors was to repress the population

by force, and through the manufacturing of

consent, into supporting the continuing

operation of the current mode of economic

organization.

Other more recent theorists have also

sought to expound a concept of social struc-

ture. In a series of works since the mid-

1970s, Anthony Giddens has developed a

theory under the banner of ‘structuration’

(see structuration school). The theory of

structuration is a synthesis of (1) function-

alism and structuralism, on the one hand,

compromised by a deterministic emphasis

on collectivities; and (2) theories stressing

meaningful action on the other hand,

compromised by an excessively voluntar-

istic emphasis on individuals and their

agency. Giddens writes that structure refers

to ‘the structuring properties allowing the
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‘‘binding’’ of time-space in social systems,

the properties which make it possible for

discernibly similar social practices to exist

across varying spans of time and space and

which lend them ‘‘systemic’’ form’ (1984:

17). While Pierre Bourdieu’s terminology

is different from Giddens’s, there is some

similarity in his approach. Yet the picture

of social structure presented by these

‘structurationist’ theorists has many diffi-

culties (Mouzelis 1995; Parker 2000).

Blau (1981) argued that structures have

‘emergent effects’. These include the idea

that structures: (1) have a degree of ‘sys-

temness’ and interdependence; (2) persist

over time, especially over generations of

members; (3) consist of a set of (empty)

places not dependent on the peculiarities of

the particular people filling them; (4) are

usually experienced as hard and factual,

external to the individual and with a ‘coer-

cive force’ which is sometimes quite direct,

as in the application of direct physical force;

and (5) continue to work ‘behind their

backs’ of the people involved in them,

irrespective of their consciousness or wilful

involvement.

Conceptualizations of the nature of social

structure are shaped by how they are rela-

ted to various of the antimonies against

which structure is usually ranged: especially

the oppositions of the objective/subjective,

the collective/individual, and the static/

dynamic. The illustrative cross-tabulation

in Table 2 shows two axes of the interrela-

tions between objective/subjective, social/

cultural, macro/micro, and collective/indi-

vidual. It can be used to categorize different

varieties of social structural theory, each of

which seems best located in a different

‘home’ cell. Some are ‘purely’ structural (e.g.

Blau, in Cell 1) while others require con-

siderable interdependence between the

cultural and the social (e.g. Parsons, in Cell

2). Rational choice theorists (in Cell 3) see

structure as arising out of individual pat-

terns of action and interaction. The most

fluid conceptions of social structure have

their home in Cell 4 in the idea of ‘nego-

tiated social order’ that some symbolic inter-

actionists see as arising from the foundations

of a micro-level ‘interactional order’.

Most early conceptualizations of struc-

ture emphasize its hard, objective, collec-

tive nature against the softer cultural aspects

and also against the reductionist individual-

ism of micro-level perspectives. More

recent conceptualizations emphasize ways

in which the ‘social’ and the ‘cultural’ are

closely intertwined: the very categories into

which social realities are ‘poured’ are

socially constructed and culturally defined.

Similarly, a structural sociology that does

not recognize its underpinning in the

agency of its own members is clearly diffi-

cult to sustain (see reflexivity). Many

recent theories also emphasize the ‘rise and

fall’ of social structures as phenomena that

are at once static and processual in character.
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CHARLES CROTHERS

SUBCULTURE

Even in an apparently unified national cul-

ture there are subcultural differences. No

society, and no ‘national society’ or nation–

state, encompasses the cultures of its people

uniformly. Such an issue was especially

important historically for the United States

of America, made up of various ethnic

groups through migration including, for

instance, Asian, Chinese, English, French,

German, Hispanic, Irish, Italian, Russian,

Scandinavian and Scots, not to mention the

descendants of slaves from Africa as well as

Native Americans themselves. In structural-

functionalist social theory American

society was seen as held together by a

common value system, yet it was debatable

to what extent the USA had a common

culture. It certainly had many diverse cul-

tures, latterly hyphenated as African-Amer-

ican, and so forth. Ethnic communities

hosted criminal subcultures, such as the

Italian Cosa Nostra. The phenomenon of

subcultural crime and deviance was of

prime concern to US sociology. Structural

functionalism acknowledged the existence

of subcultures and gave rise to much

thinking and research, particularly in the

work of Merton and Albert K. Cohen.

There was also the tradition of Chicago

School social ecology that examined the

various identities and community relations

in the city. This entailed a special attention

to youth and an ethnographic style of

enquiry.

Robert Merton’s anomie paradigm, first

formulated towards the end of the 1930s,

postulated a disjunction between the cul-

tural goals of the American dream and

unequal access and blockages in the insti-

tutional means to achieving them. Dis-

advantaged groupsmight thus seek alternative

and possibly illegitimate means of achieve-

ment. This was particularly true of working

class males drawn into criminality. In the

1950s, Albert K. Cohen studied gang cul-

ture, which, while not a reliable means of

achieving legitimate success, nevertheless

provided a subcultural solution in terms of

alternative criteria of accomplishment. This

was a reaction formation in which young

working-class males were, in effect, rewar-

ded for their wayward behaviour by the

gang’s subcultural values, thus constituting

a sense of belonging and an outlaw identity.

In Merton’s theoretical framework and

Cohen’s empirical application, the forma-

tion of deviant and criminal subcultures was

explained structurally, as based on responses

to societal inequality. Another strand of

subcultural analysis proffered not so much

structural explanation but appreciation of

exotic ways of life, such as Howard Beck-

er’s drug-taking Jazz world. Such work

sought to understand deviant subcultures

and, to a great extent, wound up romanti-

cizing them. The question of juvenile

delinquency, especially from the 1950s and

1960s, in effect celebrated youth rebellion.

This was an enduring strand of subcultural

theory and research. It became very popu-

lar in Britain from the 1970s.

British subcultural research inherited

American sociological romanticism and

combined it with a Marxist critique of

society and the semiotic reading of style.

Dick Hebdige’s Subculture: The Meanings of

Style (1979) was the exemplary text. It was

forged in the theoretical cauldron of the
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University of Birmingham’s Centre for

Contemporary Cultural Studies. For this

school of thought, spectacular subcultures –

Mods, Rockers, Rastas, Punks, and so on –

were said to be issuing messages of resis-

tance to the dominant culture in their dress,

deportment, rituals and tastes constructed

out of a bricolage of disparate elements.

Resistant subculture was not just a feature

of ‘the generation gap’, as it was mainly

considered in American research on youth

culture. Instead, it was a matter of class.

Spectacular subcultures usually had work-

ing-class roots, though not exclusively so

(as in the case of the hippies). There were

also issues of ethnic subordination, as was

evidently so for the Rastas and their suc-

cessors in Hip-hop culture (see ethnicity).

More generally, the adoption of black cul-

ture was a salient characteristic of white

youth subcultures as well. Within the mix

of subcultural analysis, complaints were

raised by feminist sociologists, notably

Angela McRobbie and others, who argued

that the celebration of spectacular sub-

culture was masculine biased. Girls hardly

figured. Their bedroom cultures, their

interest in magazines and their feminine

relation to style and sexuality were ignored.

These absences were rectified in numerous

studies and increasing emphasis was placed

on ‘race’ as well as gender and sexuality.

The classical subcultural analysis of the

1970s Birmingham School was carried on

up to and including Paul Willis’s 1990

study, Common Culture, and beyond. How-

ever, the approach fragmented with the

fragmentation of youth culture, recycling,

picking and mixing, and ever quickening

commercialization and incorporation of

cultures of resistance. While marketeers are

obsessed by ‘lifestyle’ groupings, especially

the youth groups, the very idea of dis-

tinctive subcultures rising and falling in

succession is no longer much of a pre-

occupation for sociology. This is unfortu-

nate because there has been little attempt to

make sense of older generation cultures in a

comparable manner, in particular, the

elderly. As well as a general concern with

identity and difference superseding sub-

cultural analysis, there is more interest now

in ethnic cultures and especially multiple

and hybrid identities. That youth culture

has become in several respects more con-

formist than in the heydays of the 1960s

and 1970s has made it less attractive to

sociologists (see also popular culture).
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JIM MCGUIGAN

SUBJECT AND SUBJECTIVITY

The term ‘subject’ refers to beings capable

of consciousness and self-consciousness, or

reflection and reflexivity, including the

ability to relate to other beings and the

capacity of differentiation from others.

Somewhat paradoxically, and as the con-

temporary philosopher Judith Butler

(1997) has made clear, a subject becomes a

subject when it is able to treat itself as an

object. Within both classical and con-

temporary sociological discourse, the proper-

ties of consciousness and self-consciousness

have typically been assigned to human

beings. Indeed, these properties are not

only designated to humans, but these very

capacities are understood to mean that

human action qualitatively differs from

forms of action associated with other enti-

ties. Thus, within sociological discourse,

capacities towards consciousness and self-

consciousness are broadly (either explicitly

or implicitly) understood to be peculiarly

human capacities, meaning that human
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action has specific characteristics, designat-

ing it as specifically social action. Within

contemporary social theory, for example,

Anthony Giddens (1976) argues that one of

the defining characteristics of human action

is reflexivity – that is, consciousness and

self-consciousness – which allows for a

recursive nature of human action and con-

duct. That is, human action is not

mechanically reproduced but is affected and

mediated by actors’ knowledge of the

world. Crucially, this formulation of action

and the human subject introduces (and

allows for) the idea that human conduct is

subject to change, and this articulates the

notion of social change at the heart of the

sociological enterprise. In addition – and

against positivistic notions of science – this

formulation allows for the recognition that

science (including the social science enter-

prise) is a social activity mediated by human

reflexivity. In his contemporary social the-

ory, Jürgen Habermas (1989) also con-

ceives the subject as a thinking subject.

Here the human subject is defined (and

differentiated from other entities) via its

capacities to engage in communicative action

with other human beings, a form of action

characterized by its linguistic properties, and

especially by intersubjective dialogue.

While the sociological enterprise has

certainly described the human subject as

being capable of self-consciousness and

reflection (and this has been central to the

designation of human beings as social),

mainstream social theorists have often fallen

short of theorizing and elaborating this self-

consciousness, and in particular of elabor-

ating a fully fledged theorization of sub-

jectivity. Social theory has generally glossed

over the theorization of interiority in

favour of the theorization of exteriority (for

example, the theorization of social col-

lectivity and social structure). For the the-

orization of subjectivity and its dynamic

interface with exteriority, we must look

beyond the mainstream of social theory and

turn to those who have worked and are

working on the boundaries of social theory

and psychoanalytic theory (see for example

Elliot 1992) and especially to post-struc-

turalist theory (see psychoanalysis; post-

structuralism). Freud is a key player here,

for he argued that human being-ness, and

especially human drives and motivations,

are driven by deep psychic structures which

are for the most part unconscious. The

Oedipal complex (an unconscious psychic

law), for example, regulates and puts in

check the free expression of sexuality, and

in particular regulates against incest. Freud’s

theorization of psychic life and especially

his understanding of how psychic processes

regulate human conduct have been taken

up in some very interesting ways by social

theorists. For example, fascinating fusions

of forms of Marxism with psychoanalytic

theory have sought to illuminate the

dynamic interface between internal psychic

worlds and social structures. Herbert Mar-

cuse (1969), for example, elaborated how

the psychic repression of sexuality relates to

broad power structures in Western societies

while Juliet Mitchell (1975) elaborated how

psychically mediated formations of mascu-

linity and femininity easily lend themselves

over to forms of social organization in

capitalist societies, and in particular to the

gendered organization of social life into

private and public spheres.

However, for many sociologists and

social theorists psychoanalytic explanation

does not pass one key test central to socio-

logical thinking, that of historicism. Psy-

choanalytic theories of the subject and of

subjectivity are often critiqued by sociolo-

gists and social theorists for positing psychic

structures in a rather universalist, ahistorical

fashion that does not attend to the histori-

city of these structures. A key figure who

has helped to rescue psychoanalytic theory

from this line of critique is Jacques Lacan.

Reinterpreting Freud’s work, Lacan argues

that rather than conceiving the unconscious

as operating in line with universal laws or

principles, it is better understood linguistically
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or symbolically, as a structure which is

open to change. From this perspective,

humans achieve subjectivity (the capacities

of communication, reflection and reflex-

ivity) when they enter into language.

Lacan’s rewriting of Freud has been parti-

cularly influential and significant in the

theorization of gender and sexual difference

since Lacan posited the symbolic order as a

gendered order. Thus in the theorizations

of sexual difference posited by writers such

as Luce Irigaray, Lacanian theory is central

even as it is criticized for its normalization

of masculine sexuality.

While psychoanalytic theory has been

central to the theorization of subjectivity,

many social theorists want to avoid a focus

on both the subject and subjectivity, and in

particular would want to avoid unproble-

matic use of notions of interiority. The

French post-structuralist thinker, Michel

Foucault (1977, 1979), is foremost here in

his insistence that subjectivity is a product

of history, and in particular must be recog-

nized as a key instrument of government in

disciplinary society. Foucault maintained

that modern societies are characterized by

systems of power/knowledge (see dis-

course) which incite or evoke an elabora-

tion of subjectivity, or a sense of ‘depth’ or

interiority vis-à-vis the person. The birth of

expert knowledges, especially those related

to the emergence of administrative profes-

sions and bureaucracies played a key role

in this elaboration of subjectivity. The

techniques of psychoanalysis, for example,

encouraged people to think of themselves

as possessing (and brought into being the

idea of ) a dramatic inner psychic life,

establishing subjectivity as both an object of

professional and self-knowledge. Yet at the

same time as inciting or bringing into being

self-knowledge, such techniques encour-

aged a particular form of regulation, namely

self-regulation. The practice of confession

for example, brings particular areas of life

into being, yet at the same time encourages

their (self ) regulation. In Foucault’s view

the elaboration of subjectivity must be

understood as tied into (and inseparable

from) the operation of a specifically mod-

ern form of power, biopower, which both

creates and administers forms of life. To

know oneself (the process of the becoming

of the subject) therefore always involves

subjection to power. From this perspective,

rather than an explanation of subjectivity,

psychoanalysis should be conceived as a

form of expert knowledge which has

worked (along with other knowledges) to

bring modern forms of subjectivity and

power into being.

Further important work in the under-

standing of modern subjectivity is found in

the work of contemporary feminist philo-

sopher Judith Butler (1993, 1997). Butler

explores the limits of and exclusions from

subjectivity by considering the significance

of psychic processes of the abjection and

repudiation of desire in subject formation.

Her argument is not simply that sub-

jectivity acts as a norm from which there

are certain exclusions, but rather that sub-

jectivity and the subject can only come into

being (can only be achieved) through the

very processes of repudiation and abjection.

Butler explores these processes particularly

in regard to the formation of hetero-

sexuality, outlining their significance for

the operation of what she terms the het-

erosexual matrix. Along with a range of

other post-structuralist thinkers such as

Foucault, Butler therefore demonstrates

that subjectivity can in no way be taken for

granted, and in particular cannot be posited

as a universal.
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LISA ADKINS

SUICIDE

See: deviance

SURVEILLANCE

See: social control

SYMBOL

Symbol derives from the Greek verb sym-

ballein, ‘to throw together’, and its noun

symbolon, ‘mark’, ‘emblem’, ‘token’ or

‘sign’. While the word ‘symbol’ is often

used as a synonym of ‘sign’, something that

stands for something else, symbols are gen-

erally regarded as a sub-species of signs,

having only a functional value, and being

open to interpretation, variable and equi-

vocal, and essential prerequisites of a nor-

mative order. For some thinkers symbols

simultaneously manifest the cognitive code

that culture provides for all mental activity

and an imaginative divergence from reality.

A typical proponent of this understanding is

the German idealist philosopher Ernst Cas-

sirer, for whom symbols are the means by

which synthesis is created in the perceptual

manifold, although ‘physical reality seems

to recede in proportion to man’s symbolic

advances’ (Cassirer 1945: 43). Most social

theorists contend that symbolization has

preconditions rooted in social institutions

‘common-sense’ experience or in social

interaction.

According to Durkheim, society can

form itself only through the creation of

collective ideals, and these in turn can be

manifested only when objects are selected,

invested with a unique prestige and

embedded in ritual practices. Objects

become symbols, and the world is trans-

formed: ‘collective thought substitutes for

the world revealed to us by the senses, a

quite different world which is nothing

other than the projection of the ideals it

constructs’ (quoted in Lukes 1973: 424).

While such symbolism is necessary for all

social life and for society to become con-

scious of itself, social science needs to

penetrate beneath the symbol ‘to the reality

which it represents and which gives it true

meaning’. That reality is society itself

(Lukes 1973: 460–1). Symbols are the site

of sociality, products of society; but, once

produced, they influence the structure of

society.

A contrary orientation was developed in

the phenomenological and ethnomethodo-

logical strands of social theory. Developing

the phenomenology of Edmund Husserl

and Max Scheler, the Austrian-born philo-

sopher and social theorist Alfred Schutz

argued that agents produce ‘finite provinces

of meaning’ in order to remember con-

nections between phenomena, recording

the structures of the common sense world,

and then develop intersubjective ‘signs’ in

order to communicate meanings. In this

way, social actors transcend what they

encounter in everyday life. Symbols act as a
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conduit between the so-called ‘quotidian

realm’ of everyday life and the ‘transcen-

dence’ represented by these ‘provinces’ (see

everyday). When symbols are produced

within groups, a given object represents a

reality belonging to an entirely different

province of meaning (Schutz 1964). We

thus have the same progression away from

the immediately given as was noted by

Cassirer and Durkheim. This mode of

thought is continued in the work of Peter

Berger and Thomas Luckmann (1973).

The symbolic interactionist school of

sociology and social psychology developed

from the work of the American philoso-

pher and sociologist George Herbert

Mead, who argued that the mind and self

emerge from the social process of sig-

nificant communication. According to

Mead, ‘mind’ is based on the exchange of

mutually recognized vocal gestures or ‘sig-

nificant symbols’ in social interaction: ‘only

in terms of gestures which are significant

symbols can thinking – which is simply an

internalized or implicit conversation of the

individual with himself by means of such

gestures – take place’ (1934: 47). Mind

emerges from interaction between the human

organism and its social environment. This

takes place through the development of

significant symbols. Research into symbolic

(inter-)action was further stimulated in the

United States by the literary theorist Ken-

neth Burke, who stressed the contextual

meanings of symbols. According to Anselm

Strauss, the progenitor of grounded theory

symbols are products of social interaction,

which constitute the fabric of interaction

and thus condition interaction (Strauss 1991).

In the structuralist tradition, often

inspired by the French anthropologist

Claude Lévi-Strauss, culture is viewed as a

symbolic system based around binary

oppositions, which structure the basic

characteristics of mind. In the work of

Roland Barthes, the methodology arising

from this perspective was applied to con-

temporary society, with particular reference

to the mass media (Barthes 1972). In the

work of such figures as the American

anthropologist Clifford Geertz the analysis

of symbolic systems highlighted the speci-

ficities of individual cultures, while the

Romanian-born historian of religions Mir-

cea Eliade contended that it was possible to

identify a panhuman mythical paradigm.

The question of symbols is also a cru-

cial dimension of psychoanalysis, in

which the fanciful, subconscious resem-

blances between symbol and the thing

symbolized are stressed. This position was

especially developed by the Swiss psychol-

ogist Carl Gustav Jung, who proposed a

theory in which mythological themes

become widespread not only because of the

spread of a particular culture but also

because archetypal images or symbols make

up a ‘collective unconscious’.

These trends, although different, are cer-

tainly not mutually exclusive. Jürgen Haber-

mas, for instance, has combined the

principles of social interactionism with

research into the strategies that agents

employ in order to achieve certain ends:

agents aim for certain perlocutionary effects

through the manipulation of symbolic

structures. Pierre Bourdieu has combined

the ideas of, among others, Cassirer, Dur-

kheim, Weber and Marx to argue that

such strategies have institutional precondi-

tions. Thus, questions connected with

symbolism are brought under the heading

of ‘symbolic capital’, that is, ‘economic

capital when it is known and recognised’.

‘Symbolic relations of power’ impose cate-

gories of perception and thereby ‘tend to

reinforce the power relations that structure

social space’ (Bourdieu 1989: 21).
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CRAIG BRANDIST

SYMBOLIC INTERACTIONISM

The title ‘symbolic interactionism’ was

adopted by Herbert Blumer as a name for

the sociological position that he partially

drew and partially extrapolated from the

‘social behaviorist’ thought of the philoso-

pher George Herbert Mead. The central

concern of the approach is the study of

social interaction and the mediation of

such interaction by symbols or symbolizing

systems of meaning. The title was coined to

name a distinctive approach to sociology

but has been used also as the name for a

school, the Chicago School, involving

(loosely) affiliated researchers who began or

spent their careers there. The unity and

coherence of the supposed school has

always been subject to reservations from

those who have been attributed member-

ship, and the heterogeneity of views within

it is a matter of scholarly debate even today.

Everett Hughes was as significant a figure

in influencing the school as Blumer, pri-

marily through his approach to empirical

investigation of the world of work in

particular – though Hughes was reluctant

to engage in explicit theoretical argument.

Among the most prominent names subse-

quently associated with the school are

Howard S. Becker, Erving Goffman and

Anselm Strauss, while leading con-

temporary advocates include Gary Allen

Fine and David Maines.

Blumer elaborated Mead’s view into a

conception of ‘society as symbolic interac-

tion’, retaining Mead’s principal objective

of overcoming needless opposition

between the individual and society, treating

these as reciprocally formed. An indivi-

dual’s nature and behaviour can be under-

stood in the context of social relations,

being formed in and through participation

in those relations. The nature of those

social relations must themselves be under-

stood as a resultant of the actions of those

individuals as they address, reproduce and

modify social arrangements even as they

participate in them.

The first premise of Blumer’s approach

was that individuals respond to an envir-

onment to which they attribute meaning. It

is not the intrinsic nature of situations that

gives rise to their actions but their per-

ceived character. (This idea received one of

its most explicit and controversial applica-

tions in the ‘labelling theory of deviance’,

holding that deviance is not intrinsic to an

action, but is bestowed upon it by the

‘societal reaction’.) The fundamental rela-

tionship between individuals and their

environment is fundamentally one of

‘interpretation’, of deciding how a situation

is to be identified, understood, and

responded to. However, the point for Blu-

mer was to avoid exclusive concentration

on the individual and to emphasize that the

materials and means through which inter-

pretation is undertaken are social and col-

lective. The understandings that the

individual brings to bear in interpretation

are those that have been initially formed

within the social setting and acquired from

it by the individual, and the interpretation

of situations is something that individuals

commonly do together, arriving at shared

understandings and responding through

joint projects of action. This encouraged a
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conception of social phenomena as emer-

gent: individuals do not just act out under-

standings they have inherited; rather, they

modify, revise and elaborate these under-

standings in their response to and inter-

pretation of situations. In this sense, they

are both participants in and reconstructors

of the social relations that have been han-

ded down to them. Interpretation is thus

fundamental to social life as a whole,

applying in principle to all levels of activity,

regardless of scale and complexity.

The approach was first articulated by

Blumer in the 1930s, but became most

influential during the 1950s and 1960s

when it offered opposition to the ambitions

of the then predominant structural func-

tionalism of Talcott Parsons as well as the

‘variable analysis’ methodology associated

with Paul Lazarsfeld. The adherents of

interactionism regarded the dominant

functionalist approach as involving an

excessively generalizing and uncritical

acceptance of authority, including the

authority of the profession of sociology

itself. A more sceptical view of authority

was recommended and pursued in terms of

sociological conceptualization and practical

implementations. Yet symbolic inter-

actionism’s critical role was soon eclipsed

by more militant political critiques of the

status quo that saw the dominant socio-

logical orthodoxy as providing a merely

ameliorative gloss on a society in need of

radical change. The most notable partisan

of this view was Alvin Gouldner (1970).

While the major conceptual contribu-

tions of symbolic interactionism had been

outlined by the late 1960s, work has con-

tinued within the tradition and innumer-

able studies have been made under its aegis.

There have been many attempts to update

the approach in ways that suggest a rap-

prochement with developments such as

social constructionism, semiotics and

postmodernism.

Critics of symbolic interactionism tend to

regard it as being unable to deal adequately

with large scale or systemic social phenom-

ena; but such criticisms have invited coun-

ter-responses of various kinds. To a

significant extent, many of the leading

themes of the symbolic interactionists have

been incorporated into general sociological

self-understanding today. There is an

important sense in which it can be said that

we are ‘all interactionists now’ (Akinson

and Housley 2003).
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WES SHARROCK

SYSTEMS THEORY

The importance of comprehending systems

pre-dates ‘systems theory’ as a branch of

technical theorizing in the social sciences.

In German idealist philosophy, conceptions

of the ‘system of knowledge’ suggested that

a particular phenomenon can only be

understood as a part of a whole. This is the

case, for example, in Fichte’s idea of the

subsumption of all differences within a

wholeness or in Hegel’s (see Hegelianism

and neo-Hegelianism) ‘system of reason’ in

The Phenomenology of Spirit. In this milieu of

philosophical and metaphysical thinking,

the term ‘system’ refers to a holistic struc-

ture which controls all constituent phe-

nomena. Each particular element is

subordinate to the general structure of a

more encompassing system characterized by

a high degree of order. In general, systems
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suggest the idea of structures in which

degrees of freedom are limited and in

which a special kind of total rationality is

enacted (see also ‘totality’).

For many sociologists, the concept of a

systemic approach or a systemic level emphasizes

the effect of a general structure of rationality

operating above the heads of individual

actors. The central concept is that of the

social system. The regulating power of a

system is associated with a top-down hier-

archy of control. However, what has tech-

nically come to be called ‘systems theory’

since the first half of the twentieth century

has rather less to do with this common-sense

understanding. Contemporary systems theory

argues that particular phenomena can be

understood neither as the result of a deduc-

tion from general principles, nor as the

result of isolated actions. Instead, it advo-

cates a model thematizing interrelationships

between of phenomena. ‘Control’ is

admittedly the fundamental subject of sys-

tems theory, but not control in the sense of

a top-down process or a one-way street. In

a narrower and stricter sense, systems the-

ory begins with the insight in cybernetics

that control in dynamic structures is a

mutual process. Together with cybernetics,

systems theory addresses the question of how

systems become self-steering and regulating,

and how feedback loops enable special

forms of reactions and practices in complex

systems to emerge. Systems theory has its

roots in communication theory, in chaos

theory, and in what Bertalanffy in the

1950s termed theories of ‘organized com-

plexity’ (1956: 2) (see complexity).

Organized complexity is implied if parti-

cular phenomena exhibit mutual interac-

tion and recursive relations to one another

but not linear dependence on one another.

Systems theory in this sense deals with

phenomena in which the interaction between

parts or individuals brings forth the struc-

ture which afterwards is the starting point

for new interactions. Here seven basic ideas

of systems theory can be noted:

1. A system is the result of interactions

of its parts, not the other way round

(the parts are not outcomes of the

system).

2. These interactions have a temporal

dimension, insofar as the operations

of a system have to reproduce them-

selves by connecting individual events

in succession.

3. The present state of a system is the

result of its past operations.

4. The system’s dependency on its own

processing and the operational con-

nectedness of its interactions constitute

a boundary between the system and

its environment.

5. The relation between system and

environment is an asymmetric rela-

tion, insofar as changes in the envir-

onment do not bring about linear

effects inside a system; rather, a system

can adapt to changes in its environ-

ment only by its own operations.

6. Systems are areas of reduced and

enforced complexity: on the one hand,

a system reduces the possibilities of its

operations; on the other hand, this

reduction of possibilities is the pre-

condition of its ability to develop a

special kind of complexity.

7. Systems theory is concerned with

mechanisms of possible order in the

face of an improbability of order.

The emergence of systems theory can be

seen as a reaction to experiences of moder-

nity, insofar as modernity stands for the

idea that order is primarily a result, rather

than a precondition, of practice and prac-

tices (see praxis and practices). In this

regard one of the basic aims of systems

theoretical thinking is criticism of the

Newtonian conception of linear relation-

ships and one-to-one causation as basic

principles of empirical reality. However,

systems theory does not describe the world

as a system in explicitly ontological terms.

Rather, its conception of the wholeness or
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‘totality’ of the world is more adequately

understood in terms of an idea of noise.

Noise in the relevant systems-theoretic

sense is a space in which order is both pos-

sible and improbable. All areas of order are

thus spaces with limited possibilities and

degrees of lowered improbability. The

functional meaning of systems thus refers to

the appropriation of reduced degrees of

freedom that can only be controlled by the

systems themselves.

Systems theory introduces the concept of

self-referential processes to resolve problems

posed by the absence of external control

mechanisms and the absence of one-to-one

causal and hierarchical relations. Systems

theory begins at the level of practices

understood as operations, and with the

dynamics of self-enforcing and self-ener-

gizing processes that bring about order

against the background of the noise of the

world. In this sense, a system is not an

algorithm of practice or a general logical

scheme from which a practice or practices

can be deduced. Rather, the system is the

practice itself. In the same sense, a system is

not a mechanical device that controls

everything happening inside it. Rather, it is

what happens inside it.

In sociology, systems theory has been

especially connected with the work of Tal-

cott Parsons and Niklas Luhmann. Parsons

adapted systems theoretical elements from

theories of living systems to answer the

question how social systems maintain their

stability through cybernetic control pro-

cesses and homeostatic mechanisms. His

analysis focused on interaction between

different subsystems on behalf of a more

global and encompassing system of inte-

gration. Parsons posited a general four-

function scheme, consisting of functions

that must be fulfilled if the system’s struc-

ture is to be stable.

Parsons’s work needs to be understood in

the context of a strong desire among mid-

twentieth-century social scientists to find

solutions to societal plurality and to unify

different scientific disciplines in a well-

ordered system. For today’s purposes,

however, Parsons’s approach is too inflex-

ible in many of its analytical assumptions.

‘Neo-functionalist’ exponents of Parsons

such as Jeffrey Alexander (1985) have

sought to avoid the impression of an over-

emphasis on stability, cohesion and hier-

archical control in theories about systems in

sociology and have sought to respond to

criticisms of Parsons’s work since the 1960s.

But it is the German theorist Niklas Luh-

mann who has contributed the most nota-

ble recent advances in sociological systems

theory. In the 1960s, Luhmann emphasized

the problem of beginning an analysis with

an idea of a fixed set of functions or stable

structures in mind. Against this, Luhmann

proposes starting with functional processes.

Thus, Luhmann’s focus lies on the dynam-

ics of emerging orders, not on the

mechanisms that serve to maintain a pre-

supposed structure. In his later work, Luh-

mann adapted the idea of ‘autopoietic’,

‘self-referential’ and ‘operationally closed’

forms of self-reproduction of social systems.
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T

TABOO

The term ‘taboo’ is of Polynesian origin

and entered the English language through

Captain Cook, who heard the word used

by Tahitians to describe forbidden or ‘wrong’

behaviour. In ordinary speech, taboos are

often referred to as irrational, outdated

prohibitions. But taboos may point towards

fundamental rules or sacred values within a

society. Breaking a taboo is dangerous, and

will often be followed by punishment or

ritual purification. Why human societies

create taboos has remained a crucial ques-

tion within comparative religion, anthro-

pology and psychology. Freud developed

his theory in Totem and Taboo ([1913]

1965), where he focused on two particular

sets of restrained behaviour among the

Australian Aborigines, the taboo against

eating the totem animal, and the taboo

against clan endogamy: a cultural elabora-

tion of the Oedipus complex, according to

Freud. Freudian-inspired theories suggest

that taboos are created around acts of beha-

viour or objects for which we have a natural

desire (hence the incest taboo).

From an idealist approach, Mary Dou-

glas argues that taboos should be under-

stood from within cultural schemes of

categorization: objects or acts that fall out-

side the category are considered ‘matter out

of place’ (Douglas 1966). It is not the

intrinsic quality of an object that makes it

‘dirty’ and tabooe, nor repressed desires

towards it, but its place within a larger

classification system. Arguing from a

materialist point of view, Harris (1985)

suggests that taboos are useful cultural

instruments for deleting types of behaviour

that might be damaging to a given eco-

system. By investing the prohibition with

sacredness, individuals are more likely to

obey them, whereas the real cause of the

taboo remains materialistic.
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BJØRN THOMASSEN

TAYLOR, CHARLES (1931– )

Canadian philosopher

Taylor’s work in philosophy and social

theory centres on the historical genesis and

current state of the modern idea of the self.

Drawing on classical thinkers like Hegel,

Heidegger and Wittgenstein and engaging

in debates with contemporaries such as

Foucault and Habermas, Taylor devel-

oped original approaches in a variety of

fields including a hermeneutic methodol-

ogy of the social sciences, an expressivist
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account of language, a genealogy of the

modern conception of the self and a history

of the privatization of the good in modern

moral philosophy. Taylor’s analyses expli-

cate the social and historical conditions of

individual and collective identities and

practices. His work aims at opening up

alternative ways of understanding ourselves

by means of a historical reconstruction of

modern concepts, practices and self-under-

standings. Due to his critique of individu-

alist liberalism and his emphasis on

community and on recognition, Taylor has

been regarded as a supporter of commu-

nitarianism. Taylor makes clear, however,

that his objective is a broader self-under-

standing, not an abandonment of values of

freedom and autonomy of the individual.
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ROBIN CELIKATES

TECHNOLOGY AND TECHNOCRACY

A first-order conception of technology is

machinery and tools used to carry out tasks.

In this sense it is usually defined as referring

to physical objects such as a washing

machine, a computer or a drill. A second-

order conception includes the range of

technical procedures involved in the oper-

ation of affairs (e.g. the arrangements of a

factory assembly line, the rules governing

the operation of a computer network). A

third-order definition includes the expertise

necessary for the operation of machines and

procedures, and this is frequently a matter

of human beings with specialist knowledge

(e.g. the knowledge of water engineers

controlling sewerage systems). A fourth-

order definition points to the practical

application of abstract knowledge, thereby

including important elements of science

(often referred to as ‘technoscience’). Ana-

lyses of technology tend to be sociologically

naı̈ve when they restrict themselves to the

first-order conception (technology as

machinery and tools). Analyses that include

some or all of conceptions two to four may

lose in clarity and focus what they gain in

sophistication.

Many sociologists have studied the

impacts of technology on society. They

may do this from a narrow perspective (e.g.

the effects on particular employees of a new

machine) or from a much wider point of

view (e.g. the consequences for war of the

introduction of the stirrup). They may also

undertake this from a position of more or

less hard technological determinism, taking

the view that technology is autonomous

from society yet capable of exercising an

influence on society. Conceptually techno-

logical determinist approaches have been

criticized from two positions. The first, the

social shaping approach, contends that

society can influence the development of

technology itself (e.g. military budgets may

skew technological innovation for defence

reasons). The second, more radical intel-

lectually if not politically, adopts a social

construction approach, insisting that tech-

nology and the social are indivisible. Con-

structivism rejects the view that technology

is autonomous from society and insists that it

is imbued with social values and relationships.

TECHNOLOGY AND TECHNOCRACY
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Since the mid-1990s this has become the

orthodoxy in social studies of science and

technology, with the actor-network theory

of Bruno Latour commanding much assent

(see also constructivism and social con-

structionism).

Despite the emergence of social con-

structivism, much influential sociological

thought has argued that technology is the

major dynamic in social change. In the

work of many classical social thinkers after

Marx, major epochs such as the transition

from Agricultural to Industrial Society are

designated by technological advance, and

technology is awarded a privileged role in

bringing about social change. Technology

is seen as representing increases in output,

new products and processes (the railway

engine, electricity, the microchip), and

resolutions to problems (e.g. pharmaceu-

ticals such as penicillin, birth control tech-

nologies). In these terms, technology is the

application of rationality and reason to the

social world, and advances in living condi-

tions are the consequence. Results are evi-

dent in mortality and morbidity figures, in

standards of living, and conditions of

labour today.

It was conventional among sociologists in

the 1950s and 1960s to emphasize the con-

fluence of modernization, industrialization

and technological innovation. Raymond

Aron (1967), Walt Rostow (1960), and

Talcott Parsons (1966) charted stages of

development that put technology at the

centre of their analyses. They did so

because, in the words of Daniel Bell

(1973), technology increased productivity,

providing ‘more for less’, and thereby

brought about change. The presumption

here was that a technological society was a

superior form and that the wealth it generated

was to be welcomed. Accordingly, leading

thinkers expressed a convergence theory of

development, with an explicit model of

progress forwarded on the basis of the

‘logic of industrialization’ (Kerr et al. 1960).

During the late 1960s and early 1970s this

view was attacked as either hubristic or

conservative, but it is noteworthy that the

view of a progressive and evolutionary direc-

tion to change, one which runs along a

technological route, has returned in the

influential theories of the ‘end of history’

(Fukuyama 1992) and post-industrial society

(Bell 1973).

This way of thinking finds an echo in

much scientific Marxist (Gouldner 1980)

analysis where the metaphor of base and

superstructure pervades. Here social rela-

tionships are presumed to be founded upon

forces of production and these are readily

conceived in technological terms: material

forces on which culture, politics and social

life are premised come easily to be seen as

technical arrangements. Because of this

consonance, critics have often observed an

affinity between Marxism and post-indus-

trial society theorizations. Indeed, during

the Soviet era (1919–89), the idea of a Sci-

entific Technological Revolution (STR)

emerged in post-war Eastern and Central

Europe and had much in accord with post-

industrial and convergence theory (Webster

and Robins 1986).

Manifest problems associated with tech-

nology (e.g. global warming, oil spillages,

desertification) have led some to stress

unanticipated consequences of its develop-

ment (e.g. congestion from increased access

to the motor car, care for the very elderly

and frail) and others, notably Ulrich Beck

(1992) creating the notion of a ‘risk

society’ to stress the ambiguities and

uncertainties of technological innovation.

The concept of technocracy is closely

associated with these views. Technocrats

are those who manage, operate and initiate

complex technological systems. The reach

of technocrats extends from research and

development of advanced machinery, admin-

istering welfare organizations, to commanding

political affairs. They occupy leading posi-

tions because the ‘imperatives of technology’

(Galbraith 1967) require their specialist

knowledge and capabilities. Technocracy as
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a term was coined in 1919 by an engineer,

William Henry Smyth, for his proposed

‘rule by technicians’. It was introduced

into social science thinking by the maver-

ick critic Thorstein Veblen in his The

Engineers and the Price System (1921). Its

roots, however, can be traced to Henri de

Saint-Simon who celebrated the emerging

rule by scientists and engineers (the

‘administration of things’) that would

replace militarist and monarchist authority.

This legacy is evident also in Emile Dur-

kheim’s account of The Division of Labour in

Society (1893).

Technocracy is open to a variety of

interpretations. During the 1930s it was

generally regarded positively as a sign of the

superiority of planning in politics and eco-

nomic affairs. Its appeal owed much to dis-

satisfaction with laissez-faire capitalism that

seemed incapable of controlling inflation

and providing employment, and to the

expansion of the modern state. The notion

is present in James Burnham’s influential tract,

The Managerial Revolution (1941) which

foresaw in communism, fascism and state

intervention elsewhere the emergence of

technocratic elites. Others have interpreted

technocracy as the anti-democratic usurpa-

tion of power or as the result of pervasive

instrumental reason (Habermas 1971). In

this area, apprehension regarding the

development of nuclear power, agribusiness

and large-scale welfare organizations, with

little political accountability or debate, has

fuelled concern. Elsewhere, technocrats

have been presented as ‘servants of the

powerful’ as well as an inevitable feature of

advanced societies (Galbraith 1967).
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FRANK WEBSTER

TERRORISM

Terrorism is a specific form of violence.

When first used as a political concept dur-

ing the French Revolution, the word had a

positive connotation: terror was understood

as a radical and necessary means of estab-

lishing social order (Robespierre). Today,

after a long history of terrorist attacks and

in the shadow of a huge number of victims,

terrorism is held to be an odious form of

attack against the social order, provoking

governments to stern measures of counter-

attack. But there is, at least in liberal democ-

racies, a permanent political dispute con-

cerning the question of what kind of

violence should be understood as terrorism

(Laqueur 1999) and what kind of response

is appropriate (Wilkinson 2000).

Most researchers focus on terrorism as an

organized system of violent attacks, under-

taken by non-state groups against people

or material objects in order to delegitimize

state power and the ruling class (Hoffman

1998). Some widen this definition to

include examples of ‘state terrorism’, but

this neglects elementary characteristics of

TERRORISM
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what can be described as an ideal type of

‘terrorist strategy’ (Waldmann 1998). This

strategy is based on the assumption that

terrorism is the weapon of relatively weak

groups being unable to win open battles

and wars. They therefore prefer sudden

attacks out of the underground that func-

tion as provocations to the dominant powers.

Terrorist attacks are not meant primarily to

weaken the enemy by destroying its armies

and the social and material infrastructure of

its power. They are calculated to horrify

the population so that governments, being

responsible for the security of their terri-

tory, are forced to react. Their under-reaction

as well as their over-reaction might desta-

bilize the political system by turning people

against their governments and motivating

rising numbers of them to engage in poli-

tical resistance, perhaps even guerrilla war.

In their efforts to explain the phenom-

enon of terrorism, social scientists refer to

the fact that most terrorist groups appear to

be factions of broader protest groups and

social movements. That parts of them turn

militant and vanish into the underground is

best understood sociologically as an out-

come of a complex interplay of conflicting

actors. To analyze their interaction system,

one must take into account several refer-

ence groups. The nucleus of the field of

conflict is constituted by the terrorist

groups themselves. Usually, the operating

groups are rather small and only loosely

connected in a network-style of organization.

Not only the personal lives of terrorists, but

also their strategies and actions, seem to be

strongly influenced and radicalized by their

persecuted and isolated existence in the

underground. It is relevant for the opera-

tional strategies of terrorists as well as for

the reactions and interpretations of the

public that the attacks hurt and/or kill

people with whom the terrorists have no

prior or ongoing interaction. The actions

of terrorists are clandestinely prepared,

socially one-sided, and usually their victims

are innocent bystanders. The different types

of terrorism, however, vary with regard to

the specification and quantification of their

victims. Distinguishing between left and right

extremist terrorism and, furthermore, ethno-

separatist and fundamentalist-religious

terrorism, researchers find the latter groups

characteristically unconcerned about the

kind and number of people they kill

(Rapoport 1992). Not only the Islamic

groups of Al Qaeda demonstrate this; Jew-

ish and Christian terror groups have his-

torically been indiscriminate, too.

Terrorists cannot be understood without

referring to the social environments they

come from and refer to as their source of

material, ideological, and symbolicmeans –

their supporters and sympathizers. It is,

therefore, not enough to make war against

the terrorists in order to overcome terror-

ism. One has to obstruct their supporters

and understand the motives of the sym-

pathizers. Sympathizers are a variable part

of the general public that observes and

evaluates what is going on between terror-

ists and the so-called security forces of the

state or – in the case of international

terrorism – state-coalitions. The public and

its demand for security and social justice

are the decisive reference points for all

actors in the conflict field. Of course, the

opinions of the diverse parts of the general

public are largely influenced by the mass

media. Since both meet in their common

search for the attention of mass publics, a

kind of symbiotic relationship between

terrorism and the media can be observed

(Hoffmann 1998). The media tend to turn

terrorists into celebrities.

Under such conditions governments

cannot afford not to react to terrorism. But

it is very difficult for them to react in a

balanced way. Democracies, being humi-

liated by terrorist attacks, cannot maximize

the militancy of their security strategies

without colliding with the ideals of liberty

they are obliged to respect. In addition, the

opaqueness of the social structure of ter-

rorism and the non-institutionalized nature
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of the conflict make it impossible to reliably

calculate the effects of alternative strategies.

Interactions in the field of terrorism,

therefore, are full of misunderstandings and

miscalculations on both sides, and the

probability of unintended side-effects and

paradoxical outcomes of all actions is high.
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TILLY, CHARLES (1929– )

US historian and sociologist

Concentrating on large-scale historical pro-

cesses in European history since 1500, Tilly

is recognized for his accounts of trajectories

of social change focusing on revolution,

economic rationalization, urbanization and

the formation of nation–states. Inspired by

Barrington Moore, and at odds with deter-

ministic approaches like Marxism or evo-

lutionary accounts as well as culturalist

programs, Tilly argues for conceptual flex-

ibility in the service of empirical investiga-

tion. In his European Revolutions, 1492–

1992 (1993), he comparatively accounted for

a diversity of contingencies that preceded

revolutionary outbreaks in various regions

of Europe, eschewing broad general-

izations. Conceiving of history as a con-

tingent process comprehensible by neither

individual actions nor immanent rules

alone, Tilly’s explanation of revolutions is

sensitive to the unique pre-existing social

mechanisms which shape revolutionary strug-

gles and their results. In Coercion, Capital

and European States, AD 990–1990 (1990),

he focuses on infrastructural and econom-

ical aspects connected with warfare and

conflict resolution within territorial settings

to illustrate the development of European

nation–states, thereby intentionally down-

playing ideological factors. In several works

he has elaborated on phenomena asso-

ciated with social change such as urban culture

in An Urban World (1974), the politics of

contention in Dynamics of Contention (2001),

and collective violence in The Politics of

Collective Violence (2003).
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TIME

It is commonly believed that until the

1980s social theorists neglected the concept

TIME
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of time. This view is misleading. Previous

theorists discussed various topics involving

temporality, but without explicitly using

temporal language. Furthermore, tempor-

ality can enter theory formation in different

ways, and it is important to distinguish

between these different aspects of time.

The first dimension of time distinguishes

between ‘diachrony’ and ‘synchrony’. While

diachronic analyses investigate social phe-

nomena across time, synchronic analyses

take snapshots of society. Structuralist

approaches, for instance, favour synchronic

analysis: the meaning of a cultural item or

artefact can be identified by tracing rela-

tionships of difference with other items that

are currently in usage. By contrast, evolu-

tionary perspectives investigate mechan-

isms of change across time; recent versions

include complexity and chaos theory (Baert

2000). However, not every diachronic

analysis searches for change. Giddens’s

structuration theory, for instance, studies

the way in which people, across time,

unintentionally contribute to the repro-

duction of the social structures that they

employ (Giddens 1984).

The second temporal dimension concerns

the relationship between different temporal

modes (past, present and future). Several

early nineteenth-century social theorists por-

trayed the future as a given, with past and

present directed towards this telos. Karl

Popper called this view ‘historicist’: a the-

oretical outlook according to which history

is governed by a set of immutable laws, the

uncovering of which allows for prophecies

(see historicism). Twentieth-century posi-

tivism questioned the validity of pro-

phecies, but believed in the possibility of

predictions (‘if A, then B’), which, within

the social sciences, were of a probabilistic

nature. By contrast, some theorists empha-

sized the relative openness of the future.

For G. H. Mead and Niklas Luhmann, for

instance, the future is not a given because it

is partly accomplished in the present (Baert

1992; Mead 1959; Luhmann 1976, 1982).

‘Novelty’ and ‘emergence’ are central to

both Mead’s ‘philosophy of the present’

and Luhmann’s functional structuralism.

Likewise, Lyotard’s postmodern ‘incredulity

towards metanarratives’ and its focus on dis-

continuity indicate a similar uneasiness with

all-embracing theories that incorporate past,

present and future (Lyotard 1979).

The third dimension of time refers to the

relationship between the temporal flux and

the invariant. Some sociological notions

focus on social change (for instance, social

dynamics, process and social transformation);

some refer to the invariant (for instance,

social statics, order and social structure).

Theories differ in the importance they attach

to either side of the dichotomy. Structural-

ist approaches, for example, search for stable

structures beneath the flux, e.g. Ferdinand

de Saussure’s langue or Fernand Braudel’s

longue durée. From a different theoretical

angle, a-temporal models such as game

theory bracket out culture and history.

Other theories delve into the changing

features of the social realm. Norbert Elias,

for instance, argued that conventional

sociological language fails to capture change,

and his figuration sociology was a conscious

attempt to investigate processes – not social

structures. Likewise, Herbert Blumer reac-

ted against Durkheim’s view that structures

are imposed on people. Blumer’s symbolic

interactionism emphasized how social life

is a creative process by which people make

sense of, not bow to, their surroundings.

Institutions are alterable, as they are con-

tingent on individuals’ interpretations. More

recently, theorists used chaos and complex-

ity theory to deal with the unprecedented

change which characterizes contemporary

social life (Urry 2003).

A number of theorists use temporal lan-

guage to characterize contemporary society.

For Giddens, social life today is most dis-

tinctive in its increasing ‘space–time dis-

tantiation’ (1990, 1992): not only can events

in faraway places now affect us instantly, we

also operate with media of exchange (like
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money) that transcend time and space.

Barbara Adam, Ulrich Beck and Giddens

argue that the shift towards a risk society

has consequences at a temporal level. We

live in a ‘runaway world’, constantly deal-

ing with the negative effects of previous

attempts to control nature. We can no

longer rely on knowledge of the past in

order to deal with problems; any solutions

must move beyond the ‘short-termism’ that

characterizes current policy making (Adam

1995, 1999). Finally, Zygmund Bauman

and John Urry emphasize the fluid nature

of the contemporary world. Institutions and

loyalties are eroding, as if we live in a

‘liquid’ or fluid modernity (Bauman 2000;

Urry 2003).
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PATRICK BAERT

TOCQUEVILLE, ALEXIS DE (1805–1859)

French political critic and statesman

Tocqueville developed a ‘new science of

politics’ in order to study the modern phe-

nomenon of democracy in his celebrated

work Democracy in America (1835). In the

spirit of Montesquieu, he can be regarded

as one of the founders of comparative

political sociology. Democracy in America has

since risen to the status of ‘Bible of Amer-

ican studies’. In his analysis he combined

lucid empirical observation based on archi-

val sources with theoretical reasoning.

Convinced that equality of status was on

the rise in the modern world, Tocqueville

considered democracy not only as a type of

political regime but also as the general form

of modern life. Consequently, he examined

political and social institutions, the hor-

izontal division of powers between gov-

ernment, parliament and law as well as the

vertical division of powers between the

federal level, the states and the commu-

nities. As a grass-roots phenomenon the

democratic form of life is nourished by

political and social engagement in the

community, by voluntarism and voluntary

associations and embeddedness in religion.

The danger of despotism resulting from the

striving for material well-being and the risk

of excessive ‘individualism’ (a term he

coined) was countered by the frugal com-

bination of freedom and equality in the USA.

In his second great work, The Old Regime

and the Revolution (1856), Tocqueville attacks

the idea of a historical watershed caused by

the French Revolution instead stressing

rather the continuity between the old state

and the new society. This was due to

French centralization in which France is

governed from and by Paris and by abstract

TOCQUEVILLE, ALEXIS DE (1805–1859)
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and general ideas designed by the French

philosophes or intellectuals. De Tocqueville

was not a thinker of systems, nor did he

form a school, but his ideas remain fresh

and fruitful to this very day.
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TÖNNIES, FERDINAND (1855–1935)

Together with George Simmel and Max

Weber, Tönnies belongs to the founders of

modern sociology in Germany. He was co-

founder of the German Sociological Asso-

ciation and president of the Association

from 1909 to 1933.

Tönnies first became well known in 1912

with the second edition of his main work

Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft (Community

and Society) ([1887] 1979). Tönnies’s main

interest concerned the development of

sociological categories, of which he con-

sidered these the most basic. With the help

of these terms, the emergence of capital-

ism from the social forms of the Middle

Ages was to be made ‘thinkable and

describable’. Tönnies created a complex

system of terms based on the categories of

Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft with the

aim of enabling a sociological analysis of the

different areas of the social and of the social

world as a whole.

Tönnies’s sociology drew on the political

philosophy of Thomas Hobbes, the ethics

of Baruch Spinoza, the philosophy of the

will of Arthur Schopenhauer, the evolu-

tionary theory of Charles Darwin, the

theory of ancient law of Henry Maine, the

theory of associations of Otto Gierke, and

the political and economic theories of Karl

Marx. Social forms were, for Tönnies,

associations based on human will, for which

the model was legal conditions. These, in

turn, were the ‘certified terms’ of social forms.

Human expressions of will were nothing

but ‘effects of the spirit’. His sociology

shows no connection with social meta-

physics nor with biologism.
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PETER-ULRICH MERZ-BENZ

TOTALITARIANISM

The Italian philosopher, Giovanni Gentile,

coined the term ‘totalitarianism’ in the

1920s to express the unity of ‘total free-

dom’ and ‘total domination’ which occur

when individual self-realization is identified
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with the universality of the state and the

state is all-embracing and total. Later the

idea of totalitarianism was appropriated in a

deeply unsympathetic vein by writers such

as Arthur Koestler, George Orwell and

even Leon Trotsky to identify what Stali-

nist Russia and Nazi Germany had in

common and to express their fear that these

regimes were marking out the future of the

world (Trotsky 1937). In the post-war

period, the concept of totalitarianism was

taken up in the academic discipline of

political science to denote an essentially

anti-liberal political system which annihi-

lates all boundaries between the state, civil

society and the individual. Totalitarianism

was taken to be a modern form of dicta-

torship in which state power is con-

centrated in a single party and exercised

over all areas of social life (see state and

nation–state). Terror is employed by the

secret police, while the rule of law and

human rights are suppressed, and an irrefu-

table official ideology is disseminated among

the masses. During the Cold War totalitar-

ianism was often employed polemically as

an epithet to indict Marxism and Marxist

regimes (Linz 2000; Talmon 1986; Aron

1968).

A more reflexive approach to totalitar-

ianism was developed by German critical

theorists who argued that totalitarianism

was the culmination of certain tendencies

inherent within liberal polities, notably

intensified class antagonism and the dom-

inance of instrumental reason, and stressed

the implication of liberalism in the origins

of totalitarianism (Marcuse 1979; Neu-

mann 1942). Hannah Arendt’s (1979)

monumental study of The Origins of Totali-

tarianism has been the single most important

work on the subject. Among the origins of

twentieth-century totalitarianism she coun-

ted the following factors: the rise of mod-

ern political anti-Semitism; the collapse of

legal inhibitions on state violence associated

with the imperialist grab for colonies; the

upsurge of ethnic nationalist movements

in the former territories of the Austro-

Hungarian, Prussian, Russian and Ottoman

Empires; the displacement of millions of

pariah peoples who were excluded from

any national belonging; and finally the

nihilism of the Front generation for whom

the First World War signified the devalua-

tion of all values and who expressed con-

tempt for the falseness of liberal principles.

Arendt counted the failure of liberalism

to live up to its own ideals as a crucial rea-

son why it was incapable of stopping the

rise of totalitarianism and even helped to

spawn it. She also argued that the elements

of twentieth-century political life which

were once reconfigured into totalitarianism

are still present and capable of re-emerging.

Arendt saw totalitarianism less as a ‘type’ of

political system than as an unstable ‘move-

ment’, committed to the idea of total

power and rooted in the destruction of civil

society and atomization of the masses. She

argued it was organized on ‘leadership’

principles quite distinct from the rational

architectonic of the modern state. It was

composed of multiple and competing

authorities, all of whom owed loyalty

directly to the leader. It was contemptuous

of both national parochialism and state

sovereignty. It had global ambitions to

change the world which it translated into

the principle that everything can be

destroyed. Death camps were its pivotal

institution.

The concept of totalitarianism has been

criticized by Marxist scholars who refuse to

accept totalitarianism as the identity of the

Soviet Union and Nazi Germany. They

argue that one was based on class and the

other on a racial myth, one on the over-

coming of private property and the other

on the raw rule of capital. Claude Lefort

(1986) has demonstrated, however, that this

objection remains on the surface of political

life and that different forms of totalitarian

ideology are less important than the com-

parable functions they perform. Those

Marxists in the post-war period who faced

TOTALITARIANISM
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up to the facts of Soviet totalitarianism,

some associated with the journal The New

International, tended to drift away from

Marxism.

More recently, postmodern social the-

ories have recovered the idea of totalitar-

ianism only to emphasize its affinity to

modernity as such. At the limit they present

modernity as inherently totalitarian because

it elevates society over the individual, sub-

jects all aspects of social life to surveillance

and discipline, sacrifices moral principles at

the altar of instrumental reason, and in the

name of humanity eliminates what it sees as

‘inhuman’. This viewpoint raises the ques-

tion both of whether the idea of totalitar-

ianism has been overstretched and whether

the modernist conditions that produced it

have now changed (Žižek 2001).
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ROBERT FINE

TOTALITY

Totality is a category in Hegel’s (see

Hegelianism and neo-Hegelianism) philo-

sophy, denoting the experience of history

which itself is inwardly differentiated and

fractured. According to Hegel, the unity of

modern science and classical philosophy is

restored in the totality of ‘mind’ or ‘spirit’

(Geist). In Hegel’s dialectical conception

of reason, the true and the good are always

a ‘Whole’ that is more encompassing than

its individual empirical historical parts.

Rejecting Hegel, Marx abandoned the

category of totality on grounds of suspicion

of ideology, seeing greater scientific amen-

ability in the concept of ‘society’ (Gesell-

schaft) than that of ‘spirit’. ‘Everything’ for

Marx is thematized from the standpoint of

material social relations. After Marx, the

classical idea of sociology as it developed

after Spencer and Durkheim essentially

regarded Marx’s privileged perspective of

material social relations only as one per-

spective among other perspectives, and in

this sense constituted itself only as one

science among other single sciences. The

sum of these sciences was no longer seen as

releasing a whole or a totality. According to

Georg Lukács, the ‘totality of spirit’ was

now fragmented into many different, each

individually totalizing perspectives. ‘Every-

thing’ and ‘anything’ could now be the

theme or object of sociology or psychology

or any other discipline, so long as the

ontological or metaphysical question of

what this thing is, in itself, is left open.

This state of affairs was the principal tar-

get of Lukács’s philosophical rehabilitation

of the idealist concept of totality in his early

Marxist text, History and Class Consciousness.

For Lukács, the Whole is already divided

between the totality of all previous history –

which is the Untrue – and the totality of all

future history after the communist revolu-

tion, which is the only true Whole. Yet from

the perspective of historical materialism –

which must dispense with all notion of a

divine or messianic agency – reconciliation

between the Goodness of this future and

the Evil of past history is not yet conceivable.

The theme of the irreconcilability of the

future with past suffering was to become an
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intellectual thorn in the flesh for all the

advocates of critical theory among the

Frankfurt School – from Benjamin to

Horkheimer and Adorno. In Negative Dia-

lectics and Minima Moralia, Adorno turned

Hegel on his head by asserting that ‘the

Whole is the Untrue’ (Adorno 1973, 1974).
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HAUKE BRUNKHORST

TOURAINE, ALAIN (1925– )

French theorist

Touraine’s writing covers a variety of topics

from work, post-industrial society, democ-

racy and inequality. He is best known,

however, for his work on social move-

ments, together with the theory of action

and the methodological innovations that

came out of this research. In the 1970s

Touraine completed studies of the move-

ment of May 1968 in Paris, the workers’

movement and the peace movement. This

latter movement, as an archetypal ‘new social

movement’, is particularly significant as much

of Touraine’s work, including The Voice and

the Eye (1981), centres on the claim that

lines of division have shifted in modern

Western societies, leading to the eruption

of new types of conflict. Touraine argues

that the shift to ‘post-industrialism’ and the

rise of the welfare state have displaced the

structure and conflicts of capitalism, at least

as defined by Marxism. This gives rise to

what he calls ‘the programmed society’. New

social movements, such as the peace and

environmental movements, respond to the

problems and issues thrown up by this new

type of ‘historicity’ (see ecology and envir-

onmentalism).

Writing against the grain of structural-

ism, Touraine puts great emphasis on

agency, change and history. Much of his

concern is focused on the way that agents

make movements that, in turn, provide a

crucial motor for historical change. How-

ever, he also holds that movements are not

always fully transparent to themselves. For

this reason he advocates what he calls

‘sociological interventionism’. This is a

form of engaged social research which

involves working with social movements in

an effort to allow them to clarify more fully

their own nature and purpose.
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TRADE UNIONS

Trade unions are interest organizations

that aim to promote the interests of
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employees in relation to employers and

governments. The structure and function

of trade unions differ between countries,

sectors, professions and over time. Accord-

ing to Beatrice and Sidney Webb, the three

main functions of trade unions are the

mutual insurance of employees against social

risks, collective bargaining with employ-

ers, and the legal enactment of individual

and collective rights (Webb andWebb 1894).

Trade unions may organize either cohe-

sive groups of employees with high skills

and strong bargaining positions, or large

numbers of unskilled workers. Craft unions

representing small groups of skilled

employees aim to control production

arrangements, the local labour market, and

the provision of vocational training. Due to

their privileged position, craft unions

attempt to exercise control over the pro-

duction process. General unions, which

emerged alongside the rising number of

unskilled labourers at the end of the nine-

teenth century, are open to all employees,

regardless of skill or trade. They draw

strength from mobilizing large numbers and

from political in addition to industrial action.

The evolution of trade unions took place

in close interaction with state regulation of

employment conditions. As class conflict

subsided during the twentieth century,

trade unions were increasingly incorporated

into the political systems of modern

democracies. Legal recognition of trade

unions often turned into active support for

collective organization by governments.

This took the form of monopoly of repre-

sentation (such as in Germany and Austria),

the ability to enforce compulsory member-

ship in closed shops (as in Anglo-Saxon

countries) or union involvement in social

policy (in Scandinavia).

Three types of organizational problems

have characterized the study of trade

unions. As voluntary organizations, trade

unions face a problem of collective action

due to rational behaviour of individuals.

The achievements of trade unions tend to

be public goods for a wider group of

employees which cannot be withheld from

those members who have not contributed

to their production. When the number of

potential beneficiaries is large, and the

contribution of any individual group

member is therefore marginal, there may be

a strong incentive for rational actors not to

contribute to the costs of organized collec-

tive action. Trade unions typically try to

close the gap between individual and col-

lective rationality by offering their clients

so-called ‘outside inducements’ (Olson

1971). Unlike public goods, outside indu-

cements are selectively reserved for mem-

bers of the organization. They consist of

special economic rewards.

As intermediary organizations, trade unions

interact with their membership, on the one

hand, and employers and the state, on the

other (Streeck and Schmitter 1985). The

interaction between an intermediary orga-

nization and its constituents is governed by

the interest perceptions and demands of

their members; by the willingness of the

members to comply with decisions made

on their behalf; by the means available to

the organization for controlling its mem-

bers; and by the collective benefits and

outside inducements the organization has

to offer. The political exchanges between a

trade union organization and its political

environment depend on the degree of

control the union has over its constituency

and the concessions that are offered to it,

such as the degree to which the union is

granted privileged access and status within

its institutional context.

In those cases where unions are able to

develop sufficient organizational properties

as corporate actors, they become part of a

corporatist system of political intermediation.

In these settings, trade unions can draw on

state support, given official interest in stable,

reliable and above all moderate representa-

tion of the groups in question. To generate

member compliance and ensure moderation

of demands and adherence to negotiated
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agreements, they often rely on organiza-

tional privileges granted to them by the

state, in exchange for delivering the dis-

cipline of their members. In the process

they may cease to be just ‘pressure groups’,

or ‘lobbies’, and turn into private interest

governments, or agents of collective self-

regulation.

As interest organizations trade unions have

to mediate between representativeness and

effectiveness (Child et al. 1973). On the one

hand, a large and broad membership base

might enhance an interest organization’s

political influence; on the other, a small and

homogeneous group can be represented

more accurately. When translating indivi-

dual into collective interests and collective

interests into organizational goals, unions

face the challenge of aggregating and oper-

ationally defining the interests they repre-

sent. The closer the goal of a trade union to

what its members perceive to be their

interests, the easier it should be for the

organization to rely on the intrinsic attrac-

tion of its primary objectives to motivate

contributions from members. Unions

representing large heterogeneous groups

have to aggregate a wide range of special

interests into a common collective interest

and have to bridge different interests by

other means, often with support from

employers and the state.
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ANKE HASSEL

TRADITION

From the Latin traditum – meaning that

which is passed on – the word tradition can

be understood only in relation to tradere, ‘to

pass on’, or in other words, ‘to translate’.

Tradition is thus the passing on of some-

thing and as such concerns a process of

transmission involving a sender and a

receiver. The nature of this process of tra-

dition has been the subject of very different

interpretations. In some accounts the pro-

cess of translation involved is what is

important, while in others the salient issue

is the survival of the past in the present.

Clearly, the critical question concerns the

definition of the past and whether tradition

signals resistance to change.

The controversy over tradition goes back

to at least the seventeenth-century French

‘Quarrel of the Ancients and the Moderns’

over the authority of the classics as against

modern thought. In this dispute, the debate

concerned the status of classic texts or the

authority of a canon as the received wis-

dom handed down from the past. The

French Enlightenment continued this cri-

tique of tradition with a view of science as

the means of emancipation from tradition.

Within the social sciences, the debate on

tradition began with Ferdinand Tönnies’s

Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft ([1887]

1979) which drew a sharp distinction between

traditional communities and modern

society, whereby tradition is equated with a

pre-modern condition defined by custom,

conventions, and continuity with the past.

Tradition in the sense of ‘traditional

society’ was the subject of Daniel Lerner’s

The Passing of Traditional Society which

describes the transition from tradition to

modernity in a way that did not question

the linear logic that was also central to

Tönnies (Lerner [1958] 1964). In this sense,

Max Weber was different in his treatment

of the three types of legitimacy or author-

ity on which political orders are based:

legal rational authority, charismatic author-

ity and traditional authority. While Weber
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saw the latter being replaced by the former,

he did not see these as exclusive forms of

legitimation and noted that they are often

found together.

In the late 1960s sociologists began to

question the tradition – modernity divide.

Works by Reinhard Bendix (1967),

Edward Shils (1981) and S. N. Eisenstadt

(1983) drew attention to the ways tradition

survives in modernity and takes different

forms. This required a shift in perspective,

away from Western modernization as the

key reference point. Although Lerner’s

book was a study of modernization in the

Middle East, he did not question the

Eurocentric perspective. As against the

view that tradition and modernity are two

quite different kinds of social orders, it has

become more accepted to see aspects of tradi-

tion and modernity in all kinds of societies.

Nevertheless, the view has persisted that

modernity is replacing tradition more and

more and that tradition is about resistance

to change and the conservation of the past.

This has been reflected in works by Laslett

(1965), Gross (1992) and the more recently

proposed theory of reflexive moderniza-

tion, which, as argued by Ulrich Beck and

Anthony Giddens, claims contemporary

societies are ‘post-traditional’ and based on

the reflexive critique of tradition (Beck et

al. 1994). This notion of modernity as the

critique of tradition is also central to the

social theory of Habermas, who has argued

that modernity entails post-traditional mor-

ality. This modernist conception of tradition

has been hotly contested from three very

different perspectives.

First, the notion of ‘invented traditions’

questions the idea that modernity replaces

tradition. Eric Hobsbawn and Terence

Ranger argued in The Invention of Tradition

that many traditions are not handed down

from the past but are created by the present

(Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983). Much of

what is often considered traditional, in the

sense of old or customary, is quite literally

recent invention. This is particularly the

case with national traditions and public

rituals which do not simply reproduce that

which is traditional but create it anew (see

rationalism). Tradition thus can be seen as

socially constructed. Second, the assump-

tion implicit in the older conception of

tradition as the voice of custom and stabi-

lity has been criticized by Craig Calhoun,

who has proposed the thesis of ‘the radi-

cality of tradition’ (Calhoun 1983). This is

the argument that tradition has often been

the basis for many kinds of popular protest

and that, far from maintaining the status

quo, traditional communities supplied the

moral and political energy for collective

action. Third, with hermeneutics, a con-

ception of tradition as a model of cultural

interpretation suggests a view of tradition as

a basic feature of communication. Thus

Gadamer ([1960] 1979) outlined a philo-

sophical conception of tradition as a fra-

mework of understanding which is capable

of change since it is the nature of

communication to require interpretation.

In this sense, the term tradition can be used

to refer to the ways people translate mean-

ing through interpretative understanding.
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GERARD DELANTY

TRANSCENDENTAL

Although there are many different philoso-

phical uses of the term ‘transcendental’, its

chief modern usage stems from Kant, who

provided analysis of knowledge through the

conditions of possibility of experience and

thought ([1781] 1929). In this way, trans-

cendental arguments aim at establishing ‘the

necessary conditions of possibility’ of some-

thing, whether it is experience, thought,

interpretation or judgment. ‘Weak’ trans-

cendental arguments only rely on ‘necessary

conditions’, while ‘strong’ transcendental

arguments establish conditions that are both

necessary and sufficient, often uniquely so.

A strong transcendental argument might,

following Kant, refute sceptical relativism

by arguing that certain necessary, universal

and invariant concepts are necessary condi-

tions for knowledge and experience as

such. An example of a weak transcendental

argument is P. F. Strawson’s argument that

the ability to attribute mental states to our-

selves presupposes that we are at the same

time able to do so to others (1966).

Weak transcendental arguments emerge

in social science in the context of discus-

sions of rationality, relativism, and inter-

pretation. Davidson (1984) put transcendental

arguments at the center of these debates

when he claimed that we could not inter-

pret the beliefs of others unless we assume

that they are largely true. This does not rule

out the sceptical possibility, however, that

some beliefs are for the interpreter neither

true nor false. Often current transcendental

arguments refer to implicit knowledge, as

when Searle (1995) argues that much social

activity presupposes a holistic background

of ‘stances’. Habermas’s claim that ‘all lan-

guage use is oriented to consensus’ works by

showing that nonconsensual uses are para-

sitic on consensual ones.
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JAMES BOHMAN

TRANSEXUALISM

See: sex/gender distinction

TRIBE

The Romans described the Latins, the

Sabines and the Etruscans each as a tribus.

Westerners have since used the concept of

tribe to denote many different forms of

non-state social and political organization.

Colonial rulers applied the term to indi-

genous groups, making little distinction

between smaller bands of loosely organized

hunter–gatherers and larger kingdoms. In

most popular and administrative usages

today the ‘tribes’ of a country refer to the

indigenous inhabitants within a nation–

state, who were never fully modernized

and who preserve some of their original

(pre-colonial or pre-civilizational) culture.

Connoting cultural authenticity and pre-

modernity, the tribal adjective has since the

1980s been domesticated in Western, urban

environments (e.g. references to ‘tribal’ as a

rock genre), arguably in connection with

postmodernism and its taste for primiti-

vism.
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Most anthropologists reserve the term to

classify one of four major types of political

organization: bands, tribes, chiefdoms and

states. The differences are based on popu-

lation size and degree of complexity in

economic and political life. Band organiza-

tion (a number of families living together)

has mostly been found among peoples with

foraging economies, with low population

density and seasonal mobility. Decisions are

made informally with no formalized lea-

dership. Tribes possess domesticated plants

and/or animals and are larger in size (which

means anything from 1,000 to 100,000

members). Tribes also typically possess

institutions that may unite sometimes scat-

tered communities. Leadership is more

articulated and might involve some degree

of coercion. However, political organiza-

tion remains essentially egalitarian and un-

centralized. There tends to be little division

of labour, little social stratification, and

leadership is normally dependent on the

persuasive abilities of the leader(s). Chiefdoms,

on the other hand, have hereditary leadership

and a higher degree of social stratification

(people being divided into ‘nobles’ and

‘commoners’), while states are characterized

by a highly developed division of labour

and a permanent, centralized government run

by professional bureaucrats. Tribes, there-

fore, lie between bands, on the one hand,

and centralized political systems, on the other.

Tribes are most often thought of as terri-

torial and cultural-linguistic groups, organized

around kinship and descent. How descent

groups become activated in political orga-

nization was always central to political

anthropology (Fortes and Evans-Pritchard

1940; Gluckman 1965). Membership is based

on descent and in-marriage, but often with

an in-built flexibility: membership can be

arranged through fictive kinship or by re-

interpretation of the mythic continuum.

These shorthand definitions form the

basis for a series of disputes concerning the

concept of tribe (see, for example, Helm

1968; Gutkind 1970; Godelier 1973). One

proposal is that tribe is primarily a ‘unit of

subsistence’, i.e. a form of organization

created to arrange control of territory and

adaptation to the environment, political

organization being secondary (Marx 1977).

The understanding of tribe representing an

intermediate level in terms of size and level

of social complexity was crucial to evolu-

tionary theories as these developed from

the 19th century, but evolutionary schemes

are far from being accepted by all anthro-

pologists. The value judgment, often made

by Western rulers, of tribes being prior and

‘inferior’ to states is arbitrary and ethno-cen-

tric, and often served to legitimize destruc-

tion. Theoretically, it is far from obvious that

all societies must move towards more cen-

tralized political organization. Anthropologists

have also documented cases of devolution

(centralized societies developing into smaller

groups). Moreover, tribes need not dis-

appear with state organization. Tribes often

came into being simultaneously with states,

specializing in certain labour tasks at the

periphery of larger systems. Finally, not

only do tribes ‘survive’ state organization: they

can become the vehicle of state organization.

Since the 1980s, there has been much focus

on the creation of tribes through Western,

colonial discourse. It can be argued that the

very idea of human beings falling into

neatly defined cultural groups was a pro-

duct of the Western mind of the nineteenth

century, projecting the epistemology of the

nation–state onto non-Western popula-

tions. In ‘The Invention of Tradition’ (1983),

Terence Ranger analyzed the reification of

‘traditional’ African culture, ‘tribe’ being a

central organizing concept. As he showed,

many tribes were in fact not part of a sup-

posedly non-changing pre-colonial world.

Colonialism also influenced local popula-

tions concretely by provoking stronger

forms of political organization in response to

the exercise of Western power. This hap-

pened in North America as Native Americans

organized to meet the military challenge of

the colonizers. Many tribes and tribal leaders
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were created in this situation, sometimes

even put in place by colonial rulers, in order

to facilitate control over territory. Arguably,

this reification of tribes has continued in the

postcolonial competition between groups

fighting for control of the state apparatus,

Rwanda being a dramatic example.

The dividing line between tribes and ethnic

groups is often not clear. Ethnic groups in

complex societies are sometimes referred to

as ‘urban tribes’, while tribes in Africa and

Asia are sometimes called ‘ethnic groups’.

In Africa, there has from the 1990s been

much talk of a ‘return to tribal politics’.

Many political parties and state administra-

tions in Africa are based on tribal affiliations,

resembling ‘ethnic politics’ in the West.

‘Tribal politics’ may refer to a situation where

party or state politics are actually organized

by tribes, or to social and political organi-

zation taking place outside the official

political system (see also party). For exam-

ple, conflict resolution is sometimes dealt

with within the tribal system, and in some

states this parallel legal system is officially

recognized. The notion of tribal politics is also

used in much political science research in the

Middle East and the Arab World. While

tribal affiliations continue to play a major

role in some Arab states, such as Saudi

Arabia and Morocco, in others, such as

Libya or Egypt, the ruling elites have con-

sciously tried to downplay the role of tribal

identities. In Iraq and Afghanistan, tribes

have had a role to play in the local political

organization emerging after the US-led

military interventions. Therefore, whatever

the origins of present-day tribes, their exis-

tence and role today must be analyzed

against recent socio-political transforma-

tions and contemporary forms of power and

territorial administration.
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BJØRN THOMASSEN

TRUST

Trust is a highly problematic but beneficial

feature of social relationships characterized

by risk. The majority of analysts of its nature,

causes and consequences define trust as the

confidence that partners will not exploit

each other’s vulnerability (Misztal 1996;

Sztompka 1999). The concept of trust, seen

as a form of reliance on other people which

involves beliefs about the likelihood of their

behaving in a certain way, has only recently

started to attract the attention of sociologists.

This growth in popularity of the concept,

conceptualized as a precaution against

uncertainty and vulnerability, reflects not

only the omnipresence of trust in social

relations and its essential role in the stability

of democratic societies but also the re-con-

ceptualization of modernity in terms of high

levels of risk and uncertainty which create a

demand for trust. The visibility and impor-

tance of the issue of trust are also under-

lined by the erosion of the old bases for

social cooperation and solidarity as well as

the current deficit of trust in the working of

democracy and the new challenges posed by

the operation of electronic communication.

Notwithstanding the recent proliferation

of middle-range theories about trust, its
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definition and understanding have proved

elusive as definitions are always embedded

in particular theoretical frameworks that

determine what it can actually explain.

While there is an emerging consensus that

any conceptualization must refer to the

notions of vulnerability, uncertainty and

risk, there is still a lack of agreed definition

and an absence of precise understanding of

the factors responsible for trust production.

As the number of definitions and approa-

ches increases, research becomes more spe-

cialized and definitions more specific.

Today writers no longer talk about trust in

general, but rather about various categories

of trust or about trust in different contexts;

for instance, trust in organizations, political

systems or in families. The sociological lit-

erature, which discusses both psychological

and institutional sources of trust, con-

ceptualizes trust as either the property of

individuals or the property of social rela-

tionships and social systems. The first

socio-psychological approach puts emphasis

on emotion and values and identifies

familiarity as the main mechanism by which

trust is generated. In the second case, trust

is taken to be a valuable public good – a

resource that need not circulate only

between members of a familiar group but

may also be generalized to strangers. The

categories of trust can also be broken down

into trust in persons, which – as confidence

in others – is connected with the genesis

and maintenance of what Giddens calls

‘ontological security’, and trust in abstract

systems, or trust in the correctness of

impersonal principles, which is unique to

modernity (Giddens 1990).

Although the literature is united in its

main focus on how one may set about

creating and fostering trust in the context of

various recent changes, there is a lack of an

integrative theory of trust. Several theore-

tical approaches can be identified. The

functionalist perspective, which introduces

a conceptual and substantive set of distinc-

tions between familiarity, confidence and

trust, takes trust to be a means of reducing

complexity and a vital element in increasing

tolerance of necessary uncertainties (Luh-

mann 1979). The rational choice approach

sees trust as a means of economizing on

transaction costs (Gambetta 1988). Rational

individuals are prepared to grant trust only

when the potential gains from granting it

are larger than the potential losses and the

relationship is underwritten by sanctions

against violations. As a means of mutually

reinforcing expectations about reciprocity,

trust serves as a lubricant for cooperation.

Theorists of democracy therefore con-

ceptualize trust as the key to democratic

participation. They argue that the func-

tioning of any civic order must depend upon

a certain type of generalized trust and seek

to identify the kinds of trust that are neces-

sary for democracy (Warren 1999).

The social capital perspective assumes

both that trust is the key to democratic

participation and that it is the essential

ingredient in economic success. This

approach, recently popularized by Putnam

(1993), has its roots in Coleman’s (1990)

argument that mutual trust reduces the

costs of monitoring and sanctioning activ-

ities and can thus be characterized as a form

of social capital. Putnam, who follows this

utility model and equates trust with social

capital, identifies norms of reciprocity and

networks of civic engagement as the two

primary sources of social trust. A high level

of social capital within a community is the

basis for cooperation, an improved democ-

racy and an innovative economy.

Notwithstanding its interest, the social

capital approach fails to answer some spe-

cific questions about the nature of the

linkage between trust and democracy and

about the conversion of interpersonal trust

into the generalized trust of social capital.

Interpersonal trust, which is specific to face-

to-face relationships, cannot simply be

equated with a more general social trust,

since the forms of trust generated in small

groups cannot be assumed to be directly
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extended to the societal level. Offe (1999)

thus argues that such a solution to the def-

icit of trust which assumes that trust can be

generated on the basis of personal knowl-

edge and mutual obligation in communities

and associations must be supplemented by

the strategy which presumes that trust can

be increased by an institutional order

which is characterized by high levels of

truth telling, promise-keeping, fairness and

solidarity.
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BARBARA A. MISZTAL

TYPE AND TYPIFICATION

In social science, the concepts of type and

typification have two meanings. They are

used to describe a special mode of perception

that underlies the construction and recon-

struction of social reality. They are also

used as analytical categories to explain

social reality.

Type and typification are the most evident

concepts for characterizing the everyday

logic of the construction and reconstruction

of social reality. To fully grasp this logic, it

is essential to read Georg Simmel’s essay,

‘Sociology of the Senses’ together with his

short masterpiece ‘How is Society Possi-

ble?’ (both in Simmel 1908).

Simmel points out that our visual

perception – far more than our acoustic

perception – gives us what we have in

common with other people. He notes the

truism that the act of seeing generally pro-

duces imperfect results. Very few people

can specify with certitude the color of a

friend’s eyes or describe the shape of his or

her mouth. We see another person in a gen-

eralized manner. The contours of a person’s

face become blurred, and his or her indivi-

duality is connected with other people

who look like him or her. Even though

every person is an individual, our visual

perception subsumes persons under a general

conception.

Simmel infers that it is easier to form

general concepts if we merely see people.

His example is the large nineteenth-century

factories in which one could see hundreds

of people without a chance to talk to them.

These circumstances, which were unknown

to people who had worked in guild crafts

and the small manufactures of pre-industrial

societies, led to the formation of the general

concept of the modern ‘worker’, which

Simmel understands as a type. Comparable

types function in every society as a ‘social a

priori’. One perceives the other not as an

individual, but as a worker, a Muslim, a

Yankee, etc. This veil of generalization lies

over every case of individuality. But it is

important to note that typification is a special

way of generalization. On the one hand,

the type is general, and the content of the

type is unique. But, on the other, in a dia-

lectical sense, the type as such is unique (a

Muslim is unique in relation to a Yankee or

a Christian, and vice versa). The type as

such is unique, whereas the content of the
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concept type is general, i.e. applicable to a

multitude of people.

Following Simmel, Berger and Luckmann

in their book The Social Construction of Rea-

lity (1966) claim that in any face-to-face

situation one person perceives the other by

means of such given types. The construc-

tion and reconstruction of social reality

begin with typification. The next steps are

habituation and institutionalization; the lat-

ter occurs as soon as habitual actions are

reciprocally typified by types of actors.

Type and typification are also analytical

categories for explaining social reality.

Although the French philosopher Mon-

tesquieu did not explicitly use the concept

of type, he was the first to develop a typol-

ogy of social phenomena. Ernst Cassirer even

claimed that Montesquieu’s famous forms

of government constituted the first cases of

ideal types (Cassirer 1932).

It was the Austrian economist Carl Men-

ger who introduced the concept of type –

which had been in use in ancient Greek

philosophy and Christian theology (typus,

typologia) – to social science to express a

periodically recurring individuality. He also

coined the term ‘real type’ to refer to an

elementary form of real phenomena whose

typical sketch includes more or less latitude

for peculiarities (Menger 1883). Later Fer-

dinand Tönnies not only used the concept

of type to represent the common attributes

of a group’s members, but also to denote

the idea of the group itself (Tönnies 1979).

Borrowing the term ideal type from the

German jurist Georg Jellinek – and in

accordance with Heinrich Rickert’s neo-

Kantian philosophy (Merz-[Benz] 1990) –

Max Weber developed a theory of ideal

types that became one the most prominent

analytical categories of twentieth-century

social science (Weber 1949). The Weberian

ideal type is a pure conceptual construct; it

is a special kind of typification created by

social scientists to express an absolutely

rational vision of social action. This cogni-

tive utopia then functions as a measure

against which real social action is com-

pared. The ideas of handicraft and capital-

ist culture, for example, are ideal types.

Types are still important today. It was

Simmel who not only conceived the

stranger as a social type but stimulated a

discussion that outlasted the twentieth cen-

tury, creating types like the marginal man

(Robert E. Park), the homecomer (Alfred

Schutz), the cosmopolitan (Ulf Hannerz),

and the tourist (Zygmunt Bauman) that

have proved to be valuable in explaining

social reality in an era of globalization (cf.

Merz-Benz and Wagner 2002).
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U

UNCONSCIOUS

In modern thinking the unconscious is a

key concept in psychoanalytical theory (see

psychoanalysis), but has also entered and is

widely accepted in Western thought. It

refers to mental processes and outcomes

that are in some sense beyond consciousness.

A notion of the unconscious had an

important place in the thought of nine-

teenth-century philosophers such as G. W.

Leibniz, Arthur Schopenhauer and Frie-

drich Nietzsche; but it is Freud who

brought the notion into close technical

relation with problems of psychological

explanation. Freud’s interpretation of the

unconscious removed the ego from the

position where Western philosophy since

Descartes had assigned it.

Used by Freud as an adjective, the term

‘unconscious’ describes mental processes or

issues that are not available to consciousness

at a particular moment. As a noun, it refers

to one system of the psychic topical appa-

ratus, appropriate to Freud’s first theory of

mental structure (composed of conscious,

preconscious and unconscious systems).

The unconscious system contains repre-

sentations of instinctual and repressed mate-

rial, which only gain access to the system of

the conscious and preconscious through

distortion and through censorship. Freud

theorized the most important psychic

mechanisms of the unconscious in terms of

‘displacement’, ‘condensation’ and ‘symbo-

lization’. These were the principles of his

analysis of the dream, the ‘royal road to the

unconscious’ as he called it in The Inter-

pretation of Dreams (Freud 1900). Here, the

unconscious in Freud’s conception is

determined by the pleasure principle and

there is in it no sense of negation, nor of

time and space, nor of doubt and contra-

diction. In Freud’s second structural theory

of mental processes, which distinguishes

between the three agencies of the ego, the

id and the superego, the unconscious is not

the same as any one of these agencies;

rather, all three have unconscious elements.

In contrast to Freud, Georg Groddeck,

from whom Freud borrowed the term ‘id’,

identified this term with unconscious forces,

by which ‘we are ‘‘lived’’’ (Groddeck 1949).

Freud’s concept of the ‘dynamic’ uncon-

scious is at the centre of his meta-psychol-

ogy. The dimension of the unconscious

that he describes as ‘dynamic’ can influence

and subvert conscious thought and action

from no fixed place and from any direction.

One of the more controversial aspects of

Freud’s conception of the unconscious, how-

ever, is his idea of unconscious contents that

can be transmitted from generation to gen-

eration. Similar problems compromise C. G.

Jung’s notion of collective unconscious con-

tents and original psychological archetypes.

The French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan

argued against any assumption of a primordial

unconscious, as well as against the equation

of the unconscious with the repressed or its

reduction to the instincts. Lacan famously
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states that the ‘unconscious is structured like

a language’ (1977). He also describes it as

discourse, the ‘discourse of the Other’

(1955). In Lacan’s linguistic terminology,

the unconscious refers to ‘the effects of

speech on the subject’ (1977), and is there-

fore located in the order of the symbolic. In

opposition to a notion that the unconscious

is located deep inside the subject, Lacan

also conceives it as a kind of memory, which

externally determines the subject as symbolic

or ‘unknown knowledge’.

The unconscious is also central to many

interpretations of Freud and Lacan in social

theories associated with post-structural-

ism. Fredric Jameson combines Marxist

ideas of class struggle with a psychoanalytic

concept of the unconscious. His ‘political

unconscious’ is formed from narrative

sediments of this struggle in a similar fash-

ion to Lacan’s ‘absent real’ (Jameson 1981).

The definition of the unconscious pro-

posed by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari

is pitted directly against standard psycho-

analytic ideas of ‘lack’. They conceptualize

the unconscious through different forma-

tions built up from the social field, includ-

ing what they describe as the ‘body without

organs’. Jacques Derrida interprets Freud’s

unconscious in terms of radical otherness, as

a non-rational intended thinking, which is

not present to itself, but is always deferred,

similar to Derrida’s conception of the dif-

férance of meaning (see difference).
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MICHAELA WÜNSCH

UNDERCLASS

The concept of underclass is used to identify

a sub-stratum, or subculture, of the poorest

sections of society that fails to subscribe to

society’s values and norms. The underclass

is one of the most hotly contested terms in

the social sciences. In virtually every coun-

try there are social commentators who

claim to have identified an underclass and

other social scientists who fiercely reject

these claims. It is generally accepted that

the term was first used in the USA in the

1960s by those on the political Left in order

to highlight social isolation and economic

exclusion within an increasingly affluent

society. Consequently early advocates sug-

gested that eradicating discrimination, gross

income inequality and social divisions would

prevent an underclass developing (see social

inclusion and social exclusion). Although

used occasionally in the 1970s, the term came

to prominence in the mid-1980s in the

USA and the UK as observers sought to

explain the combined effects of economic

and labour market restructuring, increasing

expenditure on public welfare programmes,

the spatial/geographical segregation of poorer

communities, and changes in social attitudes

to divorce and lone motherhood (see also

marriage and divorce).

However, the features used to identify

the underclass can vary enormously. For

some, the underclass is young, homeless or

rootless. Others see an underclass which is

black, Hispanic, North African or whatever
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the poorest minority ethnic community

consists of in specific countries. Importantly

most advocates of the term emphasize the

behaviour of the underclass as contributing

to their place in society. The idea of an

underclass therefore replays an older debate

regarding the degree to which human agency

is constrained by social structures. Welfare

dependency, crime, a low labour force parti-

cipation rate, drug dependency, lone mother-

hood, alcohol abuse, physical or mental

disability, begging or promiscuity are some

of the key indicators used by different advo-

cates of the term.

For some, the underclass consists of those

who are politically marginalized, superfluous

to the economy and excluded from the con-

sumption patterns available to the majority,

and in this context the concept engages

with debates about social exclusion, pov-

erty and deprivation (Bauman 1998). For

American conservatives like Murray (1984)

it is the values of the underclass that threa-

ten to demoralize the rest of society. As

crime becomes more worthwhile than paid

work and lone mothers provide inadequate

male sex role models, a culture of welfare

dependency grows among the poorest sec-

tions of society and the values of self-help

and restraint associated with the respectable

poor are undermined. In contrast the liberal

William J. Wilson considers the behaviour

of The Truly Disadvantaged (1987) in the

USA to be a response to structural social

forces beyond their immediate control. Urban

degeneration, the decline of manufacturing

industry and the flight of the black middle

class to the suburbs are some of the factors

he stressed in the 1980s (see urbanism and

urbanization). The underclass concept is

most contentious when crime, race, IQ,

unemployment, spatial segregation and ‘illegi-

timacy rates’ are correlated (Herrnstein and

Murray 1994)

In response Left/liberal critics assert that

it is those who use the term who are

potentially dangerous, rather than the peo-

ple assigned to the underclass. Indeed, crit-

ics of the term point to a long history of

similar ideas; e.g. the nineteenth century

pauper class, Marx’s lumpen-proletariat,

and the residuum of London in the 1880s

(see proletariat). Each of these sub-strata

disappeared when enlisted for war or the

economy recovered. There are also ques-

tions asked of the empirical data and meth-

ods used by the advocates, with a common

criticism being that they confuse causation

and correlation (see causality). That is to

say, different data sets (e.g. unemployment,

lone motherhood, crime) may correlate but

this does not demonstrate any causal rela-

tionship between them. Critics have also

suggested that the underclass concept is

ideologically driven, a useful label to brand

the poorest and to define groups who are

social failures, misfits and/or a drain on

public welfare services. Others acknowl-

edge the social changes that have occurred

and the social divisions these have gener-

ated but regard these more dispassionately

as marking a transition from patriarchal

and traditional male breadwinner/female

career family forms to more diverse

households within a service economy and a

consumerist society. A further difficulty

sociologists have with the idea of an

underclass is whether it is a real class, a part

of the stratification pattern of society, or

simply a label for the poorest. Given that

the term offends those identified with it,

that journalists bandy the term around and

that politicians have employed it to pro-

mote their particular agendas, it needs to be

used with caution, if at all.
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KIRK MANN

UNEMPLOYMENT

The study of unemployment involves

questions of definition and measurement

which relate to its status as a phenomenon

associated with modernity. Substantive

perspectives fall into two categories: those

which emphasize economic factors, and

those which emphasize socio-psychological

factors. Unemployment has been of interest

to social scientists sinceMarx ([1887] 1970)

who recognized the advantages to employers

of having a reserve army of labour which

would be available to work as and when

they were required. Unemployment is an

economic category which has developed

alongside processes of industrialization and

urbanization throughout the developed

world over the past two centuries. As people

increasingly became involved in capitalist

relations as an employee, selling their labour

to an employer, the possibility of seeking

but not finding employment emerged.

Unemployment, therefore, is a product of

the formalization of working relations

within a society that places value on being

in employment. Hence many people who

are classified as unemployed are in fact

working, only this work is unpaid, for

example, those looking after a family and

household are not in employment but

would not be categorized as unemployed

because they have an alternative economic

status. This has given rise to a feminist

critique of both employment and unem-

ployment (Oakley 1974).

Measuring unemployment is notoriously

difficult. Sources of data are varied and give

rise to different estimates. The most widely

recognized measure is that used by the

International Labour Office (ILO). The

ILO definition includes those over the age

of compulsory schooling not in paid employ-

ment who have looked for paid employ-

ment over a particular time period and who

are not institutionalized. This definition is

generally operationalized using a national

sample survey of the working-age popula-

tion. This measure is regarded as the most

accurate way of counting unemployment in

relation to the extent to which people are

actually looking for work but it over-

estimates unemployment by counting people

who are not eligible for state unemploy-

ment welfare payments (benefit). Another

measure of unemployment involves count-

ing people who register as unemployed

with a governmental agency in order to qua-

lify for unemployment benefit. This

measure tends to underestimate the ILO

measure of unemployment as there is a sig-

nificant proportion of people who do not

claim unemployment benefit but who are

nonetheless looking for work.

Economic perspectives on unemploy-

ment concentrate on causes: there are those

related to decisions made by an individual

(leaving a job to look for another), and those

related to the workings of the economy

(being made redundant due to a changing

economic situation). Rates of unemployment

are measured regularly and are regarded as a

key indicator of national economic perfor-

mance. As economies transform as in the

decline of manufacturing and the rise in

service sector employment since the 1970s,

there are always flows of people into

unemployment from industrial sectors

which are in decline (see post-industrial

society). Of particular interest is the extent to
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which there is a flow of people out of

unemployment back into the labour force.

The dynamics of the flows into and out of

unemployment are therefore important in

establishing not only the general way in

which an economy is changing, but also the

extent to which some people are better able

to cope with unemployment than others.

Unemployment was a key social issue in

the development of the welfare state dur-

ing the twentieth century. Welfare benefits

systems that involve the transfer of taxes

from the employed to the unemployed have

developed to varying degrees throughout the

industrialized world since the end of the

Second World War. State intervention has

taken a variety of forms over the years and

in different countries, reflecting different

political and ideological contexts (Esping-

Andersen 1990). There is a debate over the

level of unemployment benefit and over the

extent to which state payments to unem-

ployed people are said to either encourage

or discourage them from seeking further

employment by alleviating their poverty.

This is part of a wider debate about the

threshold where a range of state benefits on

offer to unemployed people is economically

the same or higher than if a low-paid job

were taken.

Socio-psychological perspectives are

rooted in the tradition begun by Jahoda et

al. ([1933] 1972) in the 1930s where the

psychological stresses of unemployment

over a period of time were studied. They

developed a stage model whereby the

length of time in unemployment was said

to determine particular phases of attitudes

towards being unemployed: optimism, res-

ignation, despair and finally, apathy. Dif-

ferent models have since been suggested.

One common feature in them is that the

longer one spends in unemployment, the

greater the psychological distress it causes

and that this affects the vigour with which

further employment is sought. This perspec-

tive resonates with the discourse regarding

the individualization of modern life.
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GARY POLLOCK

UNIVERSALISM

The meaning of universalism in social the-

ory is elusive and controversial. Uni-

versalism can more easily be defined in a

negative way, as standing in opposition to

at least three other ideas: (1) ‘particularism’,

defined as the claim that only the particular

and local have moral relevance; (2) relativism,

defined as the claim that different theore-

tical and moral systems of belief cannot be

judged according to any neutral, objective

or higher-order criterion; and (3) ‘con-

textualism’, defined as the claim that these

belief systems can only be understood in

their specific social and historical context.

The idea of universalism is closely related to

the concepts of universality (e.g. of truth or

human rights) and universal validity (e.g. of

claims to truth or rightness). Depending on

area and subject – sociology of science,

social theory, political philosophy – uni-

versalism takes on different meanings.

Today, however, the most prominent

debates about universalism take place in

normative political theory.

Methodological universalism in the

sociology of science and in epistemology

UNIVERSALISM
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claims that scientific statements and theories

aspire to universal validity, i.e. to be true

not only here and now. It is closely linked

to the ideals of objectivity, rationality and

the overcoming of particularity and parti-

ality. A specific variant, positivism, holds

that social science should follow natural

science in discovering universal laws. How-

ever, the idea that science delivers universal

truths has been challenged, among others,

by standpoint epistemology which claims

that there are only particular perspectives

whose hegemony in the discursive field pro-

duces the effect of universality.

The debate about universals which

dates back to medieval scholasticism is clo-

sely related to questions of methodology.

While nominalism holds that the universal

(an idea or a concept) is secondary to its

particular instantiation in concrete phe-

nomena, realists or Platonists believe that

the universal is more real than the indivi-

dual. In social theory this dispute appears in

relation to the implications of such abstract

notions as ‘society’, ‘class’ and ‘gender’.

Another much debated methodological

problem concerns the validity of inferring

universal statements (all Xs are Y) from a

limited number of singular observational

statements.

In the sociology of culture and religion

the debate about universalism has focused

on anthropological universals and on struc-

tures underlying all cultural phenomena.

Claude Lévi-Strauss’s structuralist anthro-

pology and Noam Chomsky’s theory of

universal grammar can be seen as paradig-

matic approaches in this field. In historical

sociology Max Weber (1905) argued that

the process of rationalization represents a

cultural development of apparently universal

significance and value. He also emphasized

the doctrinal universalism of some reli-

gions. And Karl Jaspers’s notion of the

‘axial age’, a historical period in the first

millenium BCE in which universalist world-

views emerged in different civilizations, has

been developed by Shmuel Eisenstadt.

In social theory, universalism has been

explicitly held as a position in the early

‘universal functionalism’ of Bronislaw

Malinowski who claimed that every cul-

tural object, activity or attitude fulfills a

specific function. In Talcott Parsons’s ver-

sion of functionalism, the dichotomy ‘par-

ticularism v. universalism’ is one of the

‘pattern variables’ that represent alternative

basic values and types of action orientation.

These can be interpreted as a specification

of the distinction between Gemeinschaft

and Gesellschaft: whereas particularism

describes the primary orientations of actors

in traditional societies (family or social

group), actors in modern societies are more

frequently oriented towards general rules

(e.g. universal values and norms such as

human rights). Parsons identified ‘evolu-

tionary universals’, defined as patterns of

interaction that emerge in societies as

complexity increases. These include lan-

guage, social organization through kinship,

procedures for conflict resolution. In mod-

ern societies they include a legal system and

money. Parsons claimed that universalistic

norms – norms that are ever more inclusive –

emerge in all social fields (1967: Chapter 15).

Universalism in moral philosophy and

normative political theory has its roots in

the Enlightenment, especially in Kant’s

‘categorical imperative’ (‘Act only according

to that maxim whereby you can at the same

time will that it should become a universal

law’ ([1785] 1964: 421). This form of uni-

versalism, which links universal validity to

rational acceptability, has found more

recent expressions in John Rawls’s con-

structivist theory of justice (1971) and Jür-

gen Habermas’s ‘discourse ethics’ (1992).

Universalization is regarded as the criterion

for justifying the validity of normative

claims, for their being binding for everyone

anywhere and anytime. Both assume that

there are formal procedures that can serve

to test the universality and impartiality of

norms, namely unconstrained argumentation

between rational, free and equal persons.
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Habermas starts from the basic thesis that

agreement is the telos of communication

(in contrast to strategic action) and that all

communicative action (implicitly) raises

validity claims that transcend the concrete

context and aspire to an unforced con-

sensus. Habermas here claims to identify a

form of universality that lies beyond his-

torical and cultural particularity. This idea is

further spelled out in his conception of

post-conventional morality whose basic

principles can be institutionalized in a legal

order with universal rights. Against such an

understanding of universalism as the nor-

mative core of the project of modernity,

postmodernism emphasizes pluralism, dif-

ference and particularity. Furthermore, it is

still contested whether the process of mod-

ernization leads to a harmonization and gen-

eralization of values or to increasing

fragmentation and conflict.

An especially sensitive case is the uni-

versality of human rights. Although they

are historically rooted in the Christian tra-

dition of natural law, universalists claim that

human rights possess universal validity as

moral standards which can serve to criticize

every existing social, political and legal

order irrespective of time and place. There

are numerous critiques of universalism,

many of them directed at the notion of uni-

versal human rights, from communitarian-

ism to post-colonial theory. All of them

claim that the rhetoric of universality and

neutrality simply masks the fact that uni-

versalisms usually turn out to be rather

particularistic – bourgeois, Eurocentric, sexist

and even imperialist. It should be acknowl-

edged, however, that this critique, when

it is not driven by power interests, is often

put forward in the name of a more inclusive

universalism. Furthermore, actual political

claims to social inclusion often mobilize

universal principles and values. Still, what

universalism means and which principles

and values count as universal will most

likely continue to be – theoretically as well

as politically – contested, since the dialectic

of universality and particularity seems to

be constitutive for modernity itself.
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ROBIN CELIKATES

URBANISM AND URBANIZATION

An urban settlement might be a ‘city’, a

‘town’, a ‘metropolis’, a ‘suburb’, a ‘con-

urbation’ or possibly a ‘village’ or a ‘ham-

let’. Typically, the term ‘city’ is taken to

evoke the essence of urban life; but cities

are elusive objects of definition. (While a

‘town’ in English usually denotes a smaller

unit than a ‘city’, words in other languages

such as ville and Stadt in French and Ger-

man usually encompass both magnitudes.)

Among an array of criteria, at least five

features can be mentioned as contributing

towards a definition of the city. Cities

usually presuppose: (1) a high degree of

demographic density based on a settled

population residing within a delimited area;

(2) concentration of institutions of economic

production, exchange and consumption or

markets located in a physically delimited

place; (3) political, administrative or gov-

ernmental institutions relevant to an asso-

ciated territorial space; (4) communication

functions of interconnection between

pathways of transit, often facilitated by

naturally occurring topographical features
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such as rivers, coastlines or valley nexuses;

and (5) distinct cultural institutions arising

out of the transformation of practices of

land cultivation into practices of human

moral cultivation or civic, civil or civilized

conduct of life, vested in schooling and

apprenticeship, in places of religious wor-

ship, and in places of organized leisure,

sociability and public association (see civi-

lization). A few disparate themes can be

singled out as characterizing central foci of

research on the city in social theory.

Many Western social and political thin-

kers underline the normative significance of

the classical Greek idea of the polis as the

place of the collective political self-deter-

mination of the people. In this ‘classical

republican’ sense, the polis is the centre of

the politeia, the republic or res publica, in

which a people comes to define itself as a

polity and debates the decisions pertaining

to its public life. All modern Western

norms of citizenship and civil society owe

a part of their inception to the Greek idea

of the polis and its dissemination through

the legal institutions of the Roman world

and these institutions’ subsequent Christia-

nization in the Middle Ages.

One among many modern champions of

this ancient normative image of the city

was the nineteenth-century French historian,

Fustel de Coulanges. Fustel distinguished

significantly between the Latin words civitas

and urbs, regarding the former as pertaining

to the religious and political association of

families and tribes and the latter as refer-

ring to the place of dwelling and sanctuary

(Fustel de Coulanges 1864: 126ff.). Fustel

emphasized that rather than reducing civitas

to urbs, the ancients maintained a belief in

the existence of the city as an association

even if it did not have a corresponding

spatial form. Modern ways of thinking

were misguided in inferring the essence of

the city purely from its spatial characteristics

such as concentration, arrangements, and

elements of its buildings, bridges, and walls.

Rather, the essence of the city was revealed

in its nature as association. Fustel thus con-

sidered the city to be ‘religious’ in the sense

that historically when various tribes agreed

to ‘unite’ and to practise the same worship,

they founded the city as a religious sanc-

tuary for common worship.

Many other images compete for atten-

tion in our ideas of the essence of urban

life. The city has been characterized var-

iously as the ‘space of citizenship’, ‘cradle of

democracy’, ‘war machine’, ‘dense and

heterogeneous settlement’, ‘space of accu-

mulation’, or conglomeration of ‘texts’ and

‘signs’. At the minimum a broadly cross-

cultural account of the city applicable to

both Western and non-Western contexts,

of both ancient and modern her-

itage,would seem to need to refer to the

emergence of relatively specialized systems

of division of labour involving not only

cultivation of surrounding land but also func-

tions of trading, food storage and adminis-

trative centralization. On this definition, the

ancient settlements of Mesopotamia, the

Nile, and Anatolia, as well as the Indus

Valley and valley settlements of ancient China

count among the first cities of the world.

Yet it should be emphasized that all such

projects of definition represent a will to

impose order and unity on an object that is

inherently diffuse and essentially contested.

Any attempt to define the ancient Greek

city of Athens, for example, is problematized

by the fact that the symbolic identity of the

city was itself an object of struggle for a

long period of time between oligarchs,

warriors, tyrants, and peasants (Lévêque and

Vidal-Naquet 1964). The accounts we have

inherited themselves bear all the marks of

these struggles. In China, Bianzhou during

the T’ang Dynasty was an object of struggle

at least between aristocrats and bureau-

crats and the accounts we have inherited

bear the marks of that struggle (Heng 1999;

Southall 1998).

In early modern European history, the

decisive watershed in the crystallization of

cities as politico-economic centres is the
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emergence in the Middle Ages of autono-

mous city charters and other legal freedoms

protecting against interference by larger

surrounding territorial powers, states and

empires, including the Papacy. The

exemplary cases are the Italian city–states –

Florence, Pisa, Venice, Genoa – and the

northern trading ports of the Low Coun-

tries. Max Weber here reiterated Fustel de

Coulanges’s distinction between the civitas

and urbs, emphasizing the ways in which

medieval European cities are not only cen-

tres of economic association but also

expressions of collective political identity

embodied in citizenship (Weber [1909]

1976; [1921]: 1978). Urban settlements are

only truly cities insofar as they develop,

cultivate, and make possible a legal and

political status of belonging. It is in this

sense that Weber argued that only the

occidental city could be called the city:

oriental cities were not truly cities because

in his view they lacked a corporate identity

embodied in citizenship. While Weber can

be criticized for this distinction (Isin 2002),

his theoretical innovation is unmistakable.

Weber pointed out that specific qualities

such as the presence of the wall, or the

autonomous administration of autonomous

law-making cannot be taken as qualities

that determine the essence of the city.

While developing various typologies of the

city such as the ‘consumer city’, the ‘pro-

ducer city’, Weber insisted that these do

not define the city but merely provide

heuristic concepts with which to develop

interpretations.

The industrial expansion of European

cities in the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries was a key concern for classical

social theorists of the later nineteenth cen-

tury. These writers were centrally con-

cerned with the link between economic

differentiation, industrialization, techno-

logical modernization and population growth,

on the one hand, and key socio-cultural

transformations, on the other. Central to

their narratives was the rise of an econom-

ically, politically and culturally powerful

class of city-dwelling, property-owning

burghers or bourgeoisie or middle class

with interests in the maintenance of an

open, pluralistic, tolerant and in some sense

cosmopolitan civil society. In varying ways

the commercially minded townspeople were

pitted against the traditional political and

cultural hegemony of the landowning rentier

aristocracy and other carriers or locations of

agrarian power, including the peasantry,

the church and the monarchy.

In his essay ‘The Metropolis and Mental

life’ ([1903] 1997), as well as in his larger

magnum opus, The Philosophy of Money

([1900] 1990), Georg Simmel portrayed the

city as the distinctive social space in which

form and forms of social interaction come

to be mediated more and more by money

as the most abstract, efficient and anon-

ymous medium of exchange. Cities witness

ever more complex patterns of stylization

of life based on commerce, consumption

and melting of immigrant ethnicities and

intellectuals, precipitating revolutions in

cultural manners and morality, including

attitudes to sexuality, authority and gen-

der. Studying Berlin, Vienna and Paris at

the fin de siècle, Simmel observed how

urban experience is at once more aestheti-

cized, insofar as it is displays sensory pleni-

tude, movement and intensity, and

anaestheticized insofar as it necessitates a

‘blasé attitude’ among individuals who must

protect themselves from nervous exhaus-

tion by maintaining an indifferent exterior.

The city in this sense reveals the strongest

possible divisions between the public and

private dimensions of life, between pro-

fessionalized routines of work and bureau-

cratic office, on the one hand, and the

inner secreted side of intimacy, on the other,

often triggering pathological phenomena of

voyeurism and distinctive kinds of crime

and deviance.

Simmel’s studies are closely paralleled by

those of Walter Benjamin and Siegfried

Kracauer on urban avant-garde movements
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in art and aesthetics, on the role of bohe-

mian subculture, and struggles over access

to public space and public display in the

face of privatized capital interests, sites of

mass consumption and agencies of centralized

imperial state power mediated through city

architecture, street construction, policing

and municipal social control.

Simmel’s influence also stands behind the

wide-ranging studies of the early twen-

tieth-century Chicago School of sociolo-

gists in the USA, represented by Louis

Wirth, Albion Small, Robert Park and

others. In parallel with a tradition of sur-

veys of urban poverty by European socialists

and social reformers at the end of the

nineteenth century – notably beginning

with Engels’s study of the industrial cities of

northern England – the Chicago sociolo-

gists inaugurated a long-standing agenda in

urban sociology focused on urban mafia

organization and the informal economy, on

immigrant ghettoization, inner-city ethnic

conflict and gang violence, and the spatial

distribution of socio-economic inequalities.

Wirth (1938) in particular emphasized the

diminution of neighbourly kinship bonds

and their replacement by new logics of

spatial segregation. City dwellers gain a

degree of freedom from the personal and

emotional controls of intimate groups’ but

lose ‘the spontaneous self-expression, the

morale, and the sense of participation that

comes with living in an integrated society’.

Key social stratification functions come to

be played by density, land values, rentals,

accessibility, healthfulness, prestige, aes-

thetic consideration, absence of nuisances

such as noise, smoke, and dirt . . .Diverse

population elements inhabiting a compact

settlement thus become segregated from

one another in the degree in which their

requirements and modes of life are incom-

patible and in the measure in which they

are antagonistic. Similarly, persons of

homogeneous status and needs unwittingly

drift into, consciously select, or are forced

by circumstances into the same area. The

different parts of the city acquire specialized

functions, and the city consequently comes

to resemble a mosaic of social worlds in

which the transition from one to the other

is abrupt (Wirth 1938).

In a different vein, the mid-century US

urban historian and theorist Lewis Mum-

ford (1961) maintained a more Weberian

understanding of the essence of the city as

citizenship. Mumford was critical of Wirth,

who in his view, attempted to deduce civi-

tas from urbs. Implicitly endorsing Weber’s

distinction between the occidental and

oriental city, and associating the latter with

oriental despotism, Mumford argued that

the modern occidental city had resuscitated

the despotic and oriental city by reducing

citizens to subjects.

Among central issues of research on

contemporary Western cities have been the

social transformations brought about by the

decline of industrial manufacturing bases

and their replacement by a large pre-

ponderance of post-industrial services-based

sectors. Bound up with this have been the

emergence of problematic inner-city social

voids marked by poverty, unemployment,

and rising crime rates, on the one hand, and

movements of affluence away from unde-

sirable zones in the wake of gentrification

processes turning formerly industrial spaces

and infrastructures into spaces of fashion-

able leisure and consumption, on the other.

Many urban theorists and researchers since

the 1980s such as Davis (1990), Soja (1989)

and Harvey (1990) examine the phenom-

enon of the uncontained, unstructured

‘postmodern’ city, exposing a profound

crisis in the ability of municipal authorities

to protect against destructive market-driven

logics of spatial polarization of the life chan-

ces of urban populations. In several respects

the paradigmatic case of Los Angeles reveals

ways in which wealthy commuting elites

enjoy privileges of living and working behind

secure air-conditioned and policed façades

while vast sectors of the remaining popula-

tion toil under the effects of pollution, poor
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educational opportunities, substandard

housing, inadequate public transportation,

crime and highly depressed or casualized

employment conditions. Almost always, the

most disadvantaged demographic sectors are

here represented by immigrant commu-

nities and non-white-majority ethnic groups,

sometimes regarded as composing an

underclass.

The ‘postmodern’ city is paralleled by the

so-called ‘global city’ (Sassen 1991) repre-

sented by centres of global financial com-

merce such as New York, London, Frankfurt

and Tokyo, tightly linked to one another

through mobile flows and networks of pro-

fessionals, capital, expertise and information.

Members of global urban business net-

works appear to live in what Manuel Cas-

tells (1996) calls a ‘virtualized’ or ‘de-

territorialized’ space–time manifold, unper-

turbed by the life of the mass of the popula-

tion on the streets, among the garbage cans at

the feet of the skyscrapers and the ever-

expanding slums of the cities of the global

South.
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UTILITARIANISM

Utilitarianism is a comprehensive program

both in sociological theory and in norma-

tive political theory, originating from the

intellectual movement that emerged in

eighteenth-century Britain. The core utili-

tarian idea is that society and its institutions

can be explained by what Jeremy Bentham

called ‘principle of utility’. Normative uti-

litarianism is a consequentialist approach: an

act or a rule ought to be followed if its

consequences are good.

Utilitarian social thought was elaborated

by Bentham, J. S. Mill and other thinkers,

working under the influence of Hume,

Smith, Hutcheson and other British mor-

alists. Bentham describes classical utilitar-

ianism with the famous words: ‘Nature has

placed mankind under the governance of

two sovereign masters, pain and pleasure. It

is for them alone to point out what we

ought to do, as well as to determine what

we shall do’ (1823: 358). This means that
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the principle of utility should be used as an

empirical law in order to explain human

action and behaviour. Utility theory in this

sense is a theory of motivation and action

(‘psychological hedonism’). It assumes that

an individual chooses an action if it has

more pleasant and less painful consequences

than its alternatives. Predominantly, utili-

tarianism is also a theory in normative eth-

ics, which argues that it is morally right to

choose among alternative social states,

institutions, rules or acts so that the sum of

interests or utilities of the members of a

society is maximized.

Classical sociologists reacted critically to

utilitarian thinking. Parsons (1937: 60)

pointed to atomism (individualism), ration-

ality, empiricism and ‘randomness of ends’

as the core features of what he called ‘the

utilitarian system of social theory’. Today,

this set of ideas or its more recent elabora-

tions is generally termed rational choice

theory. Durkheim, Parsons and others argued

that the utility principle cannot explain

how social order or solidarity emerges

from a society of egoists. The basic reason is

that social order requires that the indivi-

duals categorically or unconditionally commit

themselves to certain values of solidarity.

Max Weber’s conception of value ration-

ality implies a similar Kantian conception

of normative obligation.

In normative social and political theory,

utilitarianism implies that a social state s

should be evaluated by a social welfare func-

tion W(s) which is a sum of the utilities ui(s)

of the n individuals who live in a society:

W(s) = u1(s) + u2(s) +. . .+un(s).

This means that every individual’s interests

are equally included into society’s welfare

function. But utilitarianism as a normative

program has to solve some obvious pro-

blems: constructing an additive welfare

function from individuals’ interests (utilities)

requires cardinally measurable utilities and

their interpersonal comparability. Modern

decision and utility theory imply that an

individual’s preferences can be measured

by a cardinal utility scale. However, there is

no clear foundation for interpersonal com-

parisons of utilities in utility theory (see

Roemer 1996 for a discussion of some

solutions).

In normative utilitarianism, there has

been a discussion about the merits of so-

called act-utilitarianism versus rule-utilitar-

ianism. According to rule-utilitarianism,

moral judgments focus on the con-

sequences of general rules (‘a rule with

good consequences ought to be followed’)

but not on individual acts (‘an act with

good consequences ought to be per-

formed’). Act-utilitarianism sometimes yields

moral judgments that do not match moral

intuitions. To illustrate, consider a person P

who can participate in a national political

election. On the day of the election, P

recognizes that the weather is fine and that

she will have a lot of fun if she goes to a

swimming-pool. In a large electorate, the

chance that P’s vote will be pivotal is

extremely small. Act-utilitarianism there-

fore may recommend that P ought to go

swimming. In contrast, rule-utilitarianism

may be understood as the postulate that an

act is morally wrong if bad consequences

occur if everybody follows the act. For

instance, it will be bad for the functioning

of democracy if every citizen abstains from

voting. Consequently, P ought to vote.

Another variant of rule-utilitarianism

requires that a rule must in general have

positive factual consequences. Although

rule-utilitarianism seems prima facie more

appealing to many people’s moral intui-

tions, it has been argued that certain types of

rule-utilitarianism are practically equivalent

to act-utilitarianism.

In relation to rational choice theory or to

any empiricist conception of morality, uti-

litarianism is confronted with a central dif-

ficulty. It requires that moral decisions be

made so that the interests of all members of

a society (and possibly future generations)
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are equally represented. Provided indivi-

dual actors are motivated by their own

personal self-interested preferences, why

should they adopt the moral point of view

of utilitarian ethics? In an intriguing argu-

ment that originally was published in the

1950s, Harsanyi (1977) asserts that rational

agents who act under the role of an

‘impartial observer’ and decide with a lack

of knowledge about their personal social

position (that is, behind a kind of pre-

Rawlsian ‘veil of ignorance’) will necessarily

choose utilitarian social rules. However,

why should an egoist decide behind a ‘veil

of ignorance’? Modern game-theoretic

ideas are appropriate intellectual tools to

discuss such questions (Binmore 1994).
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THOMAS VOSS

UTOPIA

The word ‘utopia’ derives from the Greek

outopos, meaning ‘no-place’, but also carries

the meaning of eutopos or ‘good-place’. The

term was coined by Thomas More in his

treatise Utopia of 1516. There he portrayed

an ideal society in which money is banned,

the work-day shortened, violence eradi-

cated and substantial equality between

inhabitants guaranteed by a series of mea-

sures such as compulsory education. While

depictions of utopian cities or ages (like the

sunken city of Atlantis, or Plato’s Republic)

can be found in earlier times, More’s text

presents the first truly modern utopia.

Written from the perspective of Renais-

sance humanism, it launches a critique of

the disintegrating medieval order of feud-

alism, of social hierarchy and poverty.

With this work, the whole genre of utopian

novels was inaugurated. The most promi-

nent early utopias include Tommaso Cam-

panella’s The City of the Sun (1623) which

depicts a tightly organized and ‘collecti-

vized’ society without private property,

Francis Bacon’s New Atlantis (1627) where

experimental science plays a leading role,

and James Harrington’s republican utopia

Oceania (1656) which is established on the

basis of land redistribution.

A common characteristic of these utopias

is that they are located at a remote place,

quite often an island, to be reached only

with difficulties. Only with Louis-Sébastien

Mercier’s The Year 2440 (1770) is utopia is

located in the future. This alteration is part

of a larger development called by the Ger-

man historian Koselleck (2000) the ‘tem-

poralization of space’, which started in the

second half of the eighteenth century. In

this ‘age of progress’, utopia is no longer to

be found at the horizon of geographical

space, as it was in the former ‘age of dis-

coveries’. It is the future itself which

becomes the new horizon of social and

political imagination. Mercier’s portrayal of

Paris in the year 2440 presents an enligh-

tened and rational time in which the Bas-

tille will be destroyed, the estates abolished

and religion turned into morality. After the

French Revolution of 1789 demonstrated the

potential to realize such a future within the

present, utopians became more and more

concerned in the nineteenth century with

the practical realization of their programs.

Utopian socialists like Robert Owen and
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Charles Fourier not only devised programs

for communal living but also organized or

inspired utopian colonies in the United

States (see socialism). What many of these

utopias exhibit is a belief in the power of

social engineering and the organizability of

all aspects of communal and private life. As

a result, egalitarianism is often accom-

panied by extreme uniformity. In More’s

utopia, people are clothed identically, get

up (and go to bed) all at the same time of

the day and take their meals in common

dining halls while improving literature is

read to them. The most notorious example

is Campanella’s The City of the Sun where

everything, including sexual reproduction,

is subject to rational communal organiza-

tion. Not surprisingly, one encounters a

subgenre of satirical utopias or ‘anti-uto-

pias’ (so-called dystopias), of which Samuel

Butler’s Erewhon (1872) is one of the first,

and Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World

(1932) is one of the best-known examples.

From a political point of view, the uto-

pian socialists were criticized by Marx and

Engels for offering imaginary solutions to

real problems. In contrast, Marx and Engels

sought to develop a scientific form of soci-

alism which, however, shared with social

utopianism an optimistic view of progress

and the blessings of social engineering.

From today’s perspective, utopian thought

can be criticized for aiming at a state of

harmony in which all internal conflict is

suppressed and supplanted by administrative

procedures, leading to what we would now

perceive as profoundly depoliticized societies.

Moreover, Jameson (1988) has argued,

following Louis Marin’s seminal work

([1973] 1984), that utopian models do not

work by solving problems but by expelling

them beyond their boundaries. In More’s

peaceful utopia, for instance, the business of

war is left to foreign mercenaries, and while

money is not tolerated within the commu-

nity, it is still used in the foreign trade.

Utopias then turn out to be founded on the

constitutive exclusion of all seemingly dis-

turbing elements. Nevertheless, the utopian

spirit was held high in twentieth-century

thought by the single most important phi-

losopher of utopianism, Ernst Bloch. In his

The Principle of Hope ([1954–59] 1986)

Bloch develops a philosophy of the ‘not

yet’, according to which visions of a better

world can be found in emancipatory poli-

tics as much as in fairy tales, popular cul-

ture, art or daydreams. Critical of the idea

of an imaginary perfect state of society in

the far future, Bloch coined the term con-

crete utopia in order to designate the ‘latent’

but realistic possibilities of social change in

the present.
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V

VALUES AND NORMS

The word values indicates the principles

and standards that are identified with ‘the

good’, while the word norms indicates the

practical guidance that enables ‘good’ action

to be carried out, and ‘wrong’ action to be

condemned. The distinction between them

is clearer in theory than in practice, and in

social theory the distinction was formalized

by Talcott Parsons.

Parsons argued that society can be

understood as a social system of action.

Actors are motivated by values and norms

that give action meaning. For Parsons, values

are the beliefs of actors about what the

world ought to be like and what fundamental

meanings it possesses, and norms are the

socially accepted rules which actors use in

order to decide upon and carry out appro-

priate courses of action. Of these, the most

deep-rooted are values. Parsons identified

three different value systems: (1) the cultural

value system deals with questions of ‘ulti-

mate concern’ (such as life and death); (2) the

social value system, establishes what society

ought to be like; and (3) the personal value

system, establishes why actors do what they do.

Parsons argued that the value system of

the USA in the 1950s was based on secu-

larized Protestantism. Here, Parsons owed a

debt to Weber’s analysis of the Protestant

Ethic (Weber 1930). These were the values

that permeate all aspects of American life

and which provide ultimate meanings (see

America). To this extent, Parsons saw

Protestantism as a cultural value system. But it

is also a social value system because it gives

social roles a meaning and establishes how

they ought to be carried out. In particular,

Parsons stressed that Protestantism leads to

an emphasis on ambition and success, and

that this results in a vision of society that

rewards hard work. In addition, Protes-

tantism underpins the personal value system

insofar as individuals are socialized through

education into the belief that what actors

achieve in this world is the measure of their

social standing. In this way, values are the

foundation of norms, and these norms are

communicated to actors through socialization

and the maintenance of social roles. Par-

sons saw these norms as institutionalized,

leading to a system of ‘status roles’ to which

are attached expectations of action (for exam-

ple, norms of professionalism). Actors accept

and practice the norms of these status roles

because they wish to be socially rewarded

and not condemned. There is, then, a nor-

mative social order that is both individually

meaningful and socially systematic.

Where values and norms are unclear or

have lost their relevance, a condition of

anomie emerges. According to Parsons, in

the 1960s this was the situation of youth in

America. Parsons argued that dominant social

and personal value systems emphasized

individual achievement and success, and in

so doing hastened processes of social change

that made traditional values and norms

obsolete. This insight is often reflected in
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sociological studies of moral life in con-

temporary America, as in the work of Bellah

(Parsons 1964; Bellah 1985).

Parsons can be considered to be trying to

provide a sociological resolution of a phi-

losophical dispute about values and norms.

The subjectivist position argues that values are

expressions of subjective interests; some-

thing is ‘good’ if it serves interests, and not

because of any intrinsic merit it might have.

According to the subjectivist argument, hard

work is good within the American value sys-

tem because it enables actors to achieve their

interests in success. A clear statement of the

subjectivist position in social theoretical

approaches to values and norms is provided by

rational choice theory. By contrast, the

objectivist position contends that values are

expressions of intrinsic qualities independent

of human interests. According to the

objectivist argument, work is good because

it glorifies God, irrespective of individual

achievement. These two positions can be

found in the social theory that Parsons sought

to synthesize. Weber’s position can be under-

stood as a sociological variant of subjectivism

insofar as he was concerned with the actions

of individuals in the pursuit of subjectively

meaningful goals. By contrastz, Durkheim

represents a more objectivist approach in

that he thought that values have a meaning

over and above individuals, and together

constitute the ‘collective conscience’ that is

the basis of the norms that guide action, and

into which actors are required to be socialized.

Where the division of labour undermines the

unity and stability of the collective conscience,

the force of values and norms is weakened,

resulting in anomie. Durkheim (1957) argued

that a resolution of this situation is the institu-

tionalization of codes of professional ethics

and the development of civic morals.
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KEITH TESTER

VERSTEHEN

Verstehen is the German word for ‘under-

standing’ with an associated meaning of

‘empathy’. Its epistemological significance

for interpretative sociology lies in the role it

originally acquired in the hands of Dilthey,

([1923] 1988) and Weber ([1922] 1978).

As a methodological concept, it distin-

guishes the social or human sciences from

the natural sciences. Natural scientists are

faced by phenomena that are perceived as

‘given’ and existing in the world ‘outside’

them. Any connections between different

phenomena have to be deduced secondarily,

through the testing of hypotheses. In con-

trast, sociologists can only understand the

meaning of social phenomena from the

‘inside’, in terms of how such phenomena

resonate with lived experience; connections

between phenomena are given with this

lived experience.

The idea that Verstehen is an inner, psy-

chological method requiring the imagina-

tive recreation of others’ motives is

problematic and has led to dispute. Weber

argued that motives could be treated as

causes of action and this has led authors

such as Abel and Rudner (see Dallmayr and
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McCarthy 1977) to claim that Verstehen is

no more than a way of identifying hunches

in need of testing as hypotheses. However,

others, such as Apel, Taylor and Winch

(see Dallmayr and McCarthy 1977), dispute

this positivist interpretation, arguing that it

is the hermeneutic adequacy of the inter-

pretation that matters, not the observed

regularity between cause and effect.
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ALAN HOW

VIOLENCE

Defining and explaining violence is a sci-

entific challenge of the highest order. Its

ambiguity, the ubiquity of its occurrence,

its immediate availability as a resource, and

the cognitive indistinctness of the human

understanding of violence, mark some of the

fundamental difficulties.

We draw on the term ‘violence’ to char-

acterize widely differing phenomena: the

nuclear bomb dropped on Hiroshima, the

massacres in ex-Yugoslavia, terrorism, child

abuse, police operations against demonstra-

tors, rape, murder. The range of meaning

encompasses complexes of action that are

aimed at destroying order and endangering

or ending life, as well as those designed to

create order and protect life. Herein lies the

essential ambivalence of violence. When it is

branded as illegitimate, it is regarded as

destructive and is outlawed; when its applica-

tion is seen as legitimate, it is regarded as a

force for order and is felt to be necessary. The

struggle over legitimacy, however, does not

resolve the ambivalence.

Specific forms of violence must also be

taken into consideration. Physical violence is

the unchallenged primary phenomenon,

while psychological and structural forms of

violence are contentious (Galtung 1975).

One must also distinguish between ‘vio-

lence’ and power, ‘force’ and ‘coercion’. Thus

empirical analyses and theories of violence

must be able to deal with different forms,

agents, and levels. That is why for many

variants the current state of theory devel-

opment is unsatisfactory. One reason for

this is that the phenomena of violence are

themselves subject to transformation.

For a long time analyses of violence played

no special role in sociology. The civiliza-

tion theory of Norbert Elias and the the-

ories of functionally differentiated societies

proposed by Talcott Parsons and his col-

leagues fostered an optimistic expectation

of successive reductions in violence. For

example, inter-ethnic violence was held to

be absent in modern societies, but bitter

reality has shaken these assumptions.

As a result, the relevance of analytical

paradigms has been questioned, with claims

that analysis of the causes of violence has

failed, and that violence itself should be ana-

lyzed instead. The focus shifts from explaining

the deed, the perpetrators, and the causes to

a description of the suffering of the victims.

This, it is claimed, is the innovative per-

spective in the sociology of violence (von

Trotha 1997). ‘Thick description’ in this sense

becomes the method of choice. Yet this too

is open to an obvious criticism: analyses of

violence degenerate into literary descriptions.

An agent-oriented sociological approach

focusing on direct violence elicits a range of

variants:

� Individual violence: The central ques-

tions concerning individual violence,

whose most drastic form is homicide,
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concentrate on the causes of this vio-

lence and its increase or decrease. A

long development trend shows that

the homicide rate in Western Europe

fell from the fifteenth to the mid-

twentieth centuries. The question of

whether the rise since 1960–65 is a

temporary deviation, or a reversal of the

trend, is still unresolved.

� Collective violence: Uprisings, pogroms,

and non-peaceful mass protests are

typical examples of this type of vio-

lence, which inherently implies a

certain degree of guidance and leader-

ship. It has a political character in that

it involves an intention to exercise

power and maintain or challenge con-

trol. The dynamics of violence and

processes of escalation deserve parti-

cular close attention here.

� Institutional state violence: The hetero-

geneous forms of state violence extend

from a state’s legitimate monopoly on

violence to state terrorism and war. A

central problem for the internal order

function arises when – for example,

under the pressure of terrorism – the

boundaries of legality and legitimacy

become blurred or legal and legit-

imate state action degenerates into

preventive wars or even state terrorism.

In the twentieth century as a whole,

the violence applied by the state was

many times greater than the extent of

individual and collective violence.

Violence occurs in different contexts of

interaction. If we are to obtain clarity about

the dynamics of escalation and de-escalation,

we need to consider the consequences of

socio-structural relations and the role of

violence discourses, ideologies and patterns

of justification (an overview is given in

O’Toole and Schiffman 1997; Heitmeyer

and Hagan 2003).

The repertoire of sociological explana-

tions is broad, and can be placed in the

macro/micro paradigm (Coleman 1990):

� Socialization theory draws primarily

on learning theories by way of

explanation.

� Criminological theories focus on

individual violence and demonstrate

a broad spectrum of explanations

(ethiological approaches, interac-

tionist approaches, control theories,

life-course theory) which operate at

different levels (an overview is given

in Albrecht 2003).

� Deprivation theory accentuates

absolute and relative disadvantages in

its explanations (Gurr 1972).

� Social movement theory attempts to

explain the origins of collective action

and the dynamics of collective violence

(Smelser 1963). Structural strains,

collective identity, framing, resource

mobilization, and political opportunity

structures represent competing expla-

nations, as well as providing a potential

framework for an integrated concept.

� Modernization explanations start

from social transformation and its

effects on problems of integration and

disintegration (Heitmeyer 2003).

The theories differ in their significance

depending on the type of violence being

explained. Socialization theories might

particularly explain the attitudes acquired at

an early age, while subculture theories can

elucidate the habitualization of specific

behaviour in groups; social movement theory

focuses on mobilizations; and moderniza-

tion approaches tend to stress the structural

discontinuities.

Because they have different strengths, the

theories also differ in scope. For example,

structural theories that are based on social

tensions and crises ( Joas 1999) suffer the

drawback of an unsatisfactory explanation

of situative dynamics of action. Conflict

theory approaches, in turn, are greatly

restricted when it comes to explaining

long-term trends (see conflict). This means

that we have to develop combinations of
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theories and integrative theory models,

which comprise several levels and relate to

different settings, to short-term events as

well as long-term trends.

Many interpreters of modernity have

interpreted this epoch as a leap forward for

civilization that relegated violence to a

merely pre-modern phenomenon. The

relationship between modernity and bar-

barism is, however, a matter of controversy

(Offe 1996). Four basic positions can be

identified (Imbusch 1999: 150ff.). The first

position interprets violence as a temporary

aberration that can be ‘offset’ against the

benefits of civilization (such as security) to

give the overall development equation a

positive outcome. A second, diametrically

opposed, position focuses on the ‘instru-

mental character’ of modernity, arguing

that the civilizing process of modernity is

barbaric at its core, because it is itself the

prerequisite for certain forms of violence. A

third position emphasizes the ambivalence

of the progress of modernity and of the

potential for violence. It assumes that the

potentials for humanism and destruction are

both increased. The fourth position denies

any connection between civilization and

the eruptions of violence in the twentieth

century. Instead, from an anthropological

point of view, violence appears to be the

immutable fate of the human race.

It is not difficult to see that all four

approaches have to deal with problems in

their core assumptions. So we have a

wealth of well-known fundamental analy-

tical problems, which can only be tackled

in concise analyses, and a number of new

phenomena of violence on which hypotheses

could be tested.

The idea of a non-violent society was

never a realistic one. It feeds on an idea of

controllability of violence, but forgets that

control is a highly ambivalent category,

because it can itself be a source of violence.

This is the case, for example, when indivi-

dual or collective behaviour deviates from

the norm (of the powerful) in the eyes of

the controllers of violence. If we consider

phenomena such as ethnic and religious

terror, the privatization of collective terror

in dysfunctional states, and preventive wars,

we must contrast controllability with loss of

control.
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VITALISM

Vitalism is a philosophy of life with an

ancient pedigree in the world religions and

Greek philosophy, most notably in Aris-

totle’s theory of form. In the modern sciences

it has an elective affinity with biology. In

popular consciousness it expresses a rebel-

lion against the dualism of mind and body,

or spirit and matter. In the late eighteenth-

century dialectic of Enlightenment and

romanticism, vitalism was often a monist

doctrine of immanent spirit, as in the Ger-

man Naturphilosophie of Goethe through to

Schelling and Novalis. This was appro-

priated into Anglophone discussions, poe-

tically by William Blake (energy force),

philosophically by Samuel Coleridge, and

in cultural-political terms by Thomas Car-

lyle (‘Force’; ‘natural supernaturalism’). By

the late nineteenth century, vitalism was

re-energized by the social and aesthetic ‘tri-

umph of life’ polemics of Nietzsche by the

discovery of the two laws of thermo-

dynamics in physics which shifted scientific

focus from matter to that of energy as pro-

cess and flow. This latter focus – combined

with the Darwinian turn in biological theories

of evolution, and the emergence of a ‘new

science’ of consciousness (psychology) – was

synthesized by the French philosopher, Henri

Bergson into a philosophy of intuition, time

and lived experience. These interests were

renewed in the last two decades of the

twentieth century by a popular turn to deep

ecology and New Age physics (the ‘Gaia’

hypothesis). Most notably, Bergson and

Nietzsche were re-appropriated by Deleuze

into a philosophy of multiplicity, complex-

ity, differentiation and individuation.
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TREVOR HOGAN

VOCATION

Sometimes used as a synonym for occupa-

tion, vocation means an official and regular

work position, job activity or employment.

In particular, vocation involves personal

engagement, a strong feeling of fitness or

suitability to pursue a particular career, a

function to which a person is called and a

dedicated mode of life. While everyone

might have a work position, not everyone

has a vocation. In this sense, vocation comes

close to the notion of profession. Primor-

dially, vocation refers to a feeling of being

called by God to perform a specific (espe-

cially religious) task or function. To have a

sense of vocation means to have a mission

in life, working with submission and devo-

tion (Cochran 1990). The religious back-

ground of the term is closely connected

with the concept of calling that Max

Weber analyzed in his Protestant ethic.

According to Weber, the word ‘calling’ is a

historical innovation that first appeared in

Luther’s German translation of the Bible (in

German, Berufung means calling, while

Beruf means vocation or occupation). Call-

ing requires discipline of the self. Weber

was convinced of the significant historical

role played by the Puritan concept of call-

ing.He introduced a secular version of that

concept into social theory referring to an

ethos and a discipline for action. For Weber,

calling became a distinctive, crucial trait for

coping with modern rationalization, for

leadership in economy, policy, and science,

for mastering modern politics and economy.
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GÜNTER BURKART

VOEGELIN, ERIC (1901–1985)

Austro-German theorist

A life-long friend of Alfred Schutz, Voge-

lin’s encounter with the legacy of Max

Weber was a decisive formative experience in

his work. After emigration to the USA,

Vogelin embarked on a major study of the

history of political ideas. Its guiding thought,

paralleling Weber’s concern with the impact

of inner-worldly asceticism on the rise of

modern capitalism, was the diagnosis of

intramundane eschatology at the heart of

modern politics, especially the national state.

The undertaking remained unfinished and

unpublished until the 1990s, as Voegelin was

unable to revise the 4,500-page long manu-

script on the basis of insights gained during

the writing process.

In 1951 he published The New Science

of Politics (1952), his best-known work,

presenting the thesis of modernity as a

‘Gnostic revolt’. His project then turned to

Order and History (1956–87), focusing on

building bridges between philosophy and

revelation, especially Plato and Christianity,

in order to understand the emergence of

modernity and diagnose its shortcomings.

Voegelin’s most important work is The

Ecumenic Age (1974, vol. 4 of Order and His-

tory, 1956–87), which amplifies the ideas of

the previous volumes, identifying the age of

world-conquering empires as the ‘ecu-

menic age’, revisiting the ‘Gnosticism’ thesis,

and revising the central ideas of Anamnesis,

especially the crucial term ‘experience’.

Major works

(1952) The New Science of Politics. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press.

(1956–87) Order and History, 5 vols. Baton
Rouge, LA: Louisiana State University Press.

([1966] 2002) Anamnesis. Columbia, MO: Uni-
versity of Missouri Press.

(1997–99) The History of Political Ideas, 8 vols.
Columbia, MO: University of Missouri Press.
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ARPAD SZAKOLCZAI

VOLUNTARISM

Voluntarism marks the specific feature of

Talcott Parsons’s theory of action (Parsons

[1937] 1968) compared with other theories

of rational or symbolic action. Parsons sees

action made up of four essential elements:

(1) actor; (2) situation; (3) end (telos); and (4)

a mode of relation between the situation

and the end of action, which is normative

in character (Parsons [1937] 1968: 43–7). In

effectively pursuing his/her end the actor

changes the way the situation would develop

without his/her interference. The relation

between situation and end is characterized

by symbolic reference to values. The effi-

cient use of means for achieving an end rests

upon the distinction of means and conditions

in the situation which is due to the sym-

bolic reference to the value of cognitive

rationality. Rational action in terms of an

efficient use of means for an end is therefore

not just successful action, it is a symbolic

exemplification of the value of cognitive

rationality. Voluntarism means choice

between values that normatively regulate

action.

Being situated implies that action is

embedded in an order of other actions. To

achieve an end means that the respective

action will be added as another unit to that

VOLUNTARISM
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order. In this conceptualization of the rela-

tion between action and order Parsons relies

on the philosophy of Alfred North White-

head ([1929] 1978). Parsons develops his

voluntaristic conception of action against

both, the notion of an unbound free will

that realizes itself without taking into

account obstacles of the situation, and

against the determinism of ideas of situa-

tional forces that make free will to achieve

ends redundant. Both notions pervert the

idea of free will by eliminating its precarious

character, being exercised in a fallible man-

ner, troubled by error and delusion, or by

insufficient effort and motivation.
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WALLERSTEIN, IMMANUEL (1930– )

US sociologist

One of the founders of world systems the-

ory, Wallerstein is primarily interested in

three domains: (1) the historical development

of the modern world-system; (2) the con-

temporary crisis of global capitalism; and

(3) the social structure of knowledge. Based

upon the Marxist tradition of imperialism

and Latin American dependency theory, he

takes the globe as the methodological unit

and capitalism as the driving force of the

‘system’. The core countries, which are

developed and rich exploit countries at the

fringe, the periphery of underdeveloped

countries (see centre and periphery). In

between are semi-peripheral countries

which can be regarded as the global middle

class between the core (‘the top’) and the

periphery (‘the bottom’) of the world hier-

archy. Much of Asia and Africa, however,

formed the external arena and were not

even part and parcel of the world-system.

But after the end of colonialism and due to

the activities of large corporations, these

regions were more and more drawn into

the world economy. As the pioneer of

world-system analysis, Wallerstein not only

pointed out the patterns of global inequal-

ity but began to study the world as a social

system. His work can be seen as an impor-

tant forerunner of globalization analysis.

Major works
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bridge: Cambridge University Press.
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Academic Press.
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HANS-PETER MÜLLER

WALZER, MICHAEL (1935– )

US political philosopher

Walzer’s work in political theory and moral

philosophy on such diverse topics as poli-

tical obligation, nationalism and religion,

civil society and democratic citizenship is

marked by his engagement with concrete

political and historical issues. Situated between

established intellectual traditions from soci-
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alism, to liberalism and communitarianism,

his thought is deeply pluralistic and

opposed to all forms of dogmatism. In

addition to his work on just war theory,

Walzer is best known for his account of

complex equality which holds that there is

no one universal principle of justice.

Rather, according to the shared under-

standings of particular political communities,

different social spheres are legitimately

governed by their own norms.

Walzer has also developed a hermeneutic

conception of social criticism as the critical

interpretation of the values shared in a

community, thereby rejecting what he

regards as the vain claims of radically

detached critics who do not speak as mem-

bers of their communities. Walzer’s con-

textualism leaves open the possibility of

both a universal minimal morality and criti-

cism of economic and political domination.

Major works

([1977] 2000) Just and Unjust Wars. New York:
Basic Books.

(1983) Spheres of Justice. New York: Basic Books.
(1987) Interpretation and Social Criticism. Cam-

bridge, MA: Harvard University Press.
(1988) The Company of Critics. New York: Basic

Books.
(1994) Thick and Thin. Notre Dame, IN: Uni-

versity of Notre Dame.
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ROBIN CELIKATES

WAR AND MILITARISM

War is one of the oldest, most ubiquitous

and dominant forms of collective social

action. However, until recently it was

rarely treated as such in the mainstream of

social theory, and sociological textbooks

gave it only a cursory treatment. Only in

the last two decades of the twentieth cen-

tury have social theorists given war a cen-

tral place in the understanding of society –

extraordinary given the often determining

role of war in modern society.

This entry first defines war and shows its

centrality to the sociology of political vio-

lence. It then discusses the relationships

between war and the state and between

warfare, economy and society.

War can be defined as armed conflict

between two or more collective actors that use

organized violence to compel each other to submit

to their wills. War is therefore a fundamental

type both of social action and of social

conflict in complex societies. As action,

war involves the conscious organization of

large numbers of people to inflict violence,

so as to destroy the power of an enemy and

its will to resist. As conflict, it is dis-

tinguished from other forms by the clash of

organized violent actions. The classic mod-

ern military theorist, Carl von Clausewitz,

elaborated this understanding in his On War

([1831] 1976), and should be considered

one of the principal classical social theorists

alongside Auguste Comte and Karl Marx.

As a category of social action and con-

flict, war is fundamental because of its

extreme character. Its core activities are

ones that would be illegitimate in all other

social circumstances. The killing of other

human beings is the subject of fundamental

taboos in all societies, and in modern

societies has become increasingly illegiti-

mate even for states (for example, most

advanced societies have abolished the death

penalty). In war, however, killing is not

only allowed but – even if constrained by

social norms and legal rules – is the goal of

action. It is chiefly through killing the

enemy that actors aim to prevail.

War’s centrality to the sociology of poli-

tical violence is underlined by the fact that

it can be seen as the ultimate form that

other types of political action can take.
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Revolution, for example, may be generally

defined as social and political mobilization

that aims to overthrow existing forms of

state power and social relations. Revolu-

tionary activity is not necessarily violent,

but when it reaches the point of actually

overthrowing existing centres of power, it

passes into violent insurrection, which in

turn leads to civil war.

War’s centrality is also underlined by the

way that it tends to spawn other forms of

violence. Genocide, for example, is the

most extreme violent extension of more

common forms of coercion and dis-

crimination against social groups. Carried

out by states and other armed bodies, it is

an illegitimate form of war, in which vio-

lence is directed at destroying the social

power – thewealth, institutions and culture –

of an unarmed social group (rather than an

armed enemy as in legitimate warfare).

Although genocide has occurred outside

conventional war situations, mostly it has

been carried out during or as an extension

of international or civil wars. Indeed, gen-

ocide, as a sociological category, derives

from its development within the laws of

war in the mid-twentieth century.

States, actors and ways of war

These examples suggest that while war is

typically thought of as conflict between

states, organized violent conflict between

any collective actors can be considered war.

Interstate or international war is only one

form, a relatively uncommon form today

since most armed conflicts today are either

civil wars or hybrid international-cum-civil

wars (in which genocide is often an element).

Thus, while the organized collective

actors, between which wars are fought, are

typically thought of as recognized states,

many wars involve different kinds of

protagonist – for example, movements, par-

ties, warlords and networks. What these

actors have in common is that they all use

organized violence to achieve a degree of

control over social life within a given social

space, usually territorially conceived. The

motives for achieving this sort of control

vary greatly, and are conditioned by differ-

ent national, political and religious ideolo-

gies as well as by more material interests in

seizing or exploiting commercial assets.

Thus, not all actors in wars are states, but

they all want to take over or change the

forms of state power, by controlling terri-

tory. This means that there is an intrinsic

connection between war and the state, as

major sociologists have recognized. Thus

Marx saw the state as constituted by bodies

of armed men, while Max Weber saw it as

an organization aiming to monopolize vio-

lence within a given territory, although

later sociologists such as Michael Mann

(1993) have refined this definition.

Because of the variety of armed actors,

many wars are ‘asymmetric’ (a buzzword of

twenty-first-century strategy), not just in

the sense of involving combatants of

unequal power, but also in the more fun-

damental sense of involving protagonists

who mobilize different types of power.

And because actors vary so much in their

socio-political bases and military strengths,

they develop distinctive ways of fighting

and different kinds of forces. Thus major

states fight with high-technology weapons

and formal standing armies that are bureau-

cratically organized. Insurgent movements

often rely on less powerful weapons and

irregular forces to fight guerrilla and terrorist

campaigns (see terrorism).

Militarism and militarization

Sociological interest in war has often been

less concerned with wars than with the

embedding of war-preparation and military

institutions in society. Some nineteenth-

century theorists like Auguste Comte saw

industrial society, with its rational, scienti-

fically based organization, as inherently paci-

fic. Even Marx saw modern society as

constituted by its mode of production and
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assigned no analytically important role to

war (although with his collaborator Frie-

drich Engels he produced some interesting

accounts of particular wars: see Semmel

1981). Later, Marx’s followers – notably Rosa

Luxemburg and Lenin – argued, however,

that modern capitalism, as imperialism was

necessarily militaristic.

Mann (1988) has challenged both the

pacific and militaristic theories, arguing that

there was only a contingent relationship

between capitalism and militarism. In his

view, while the comprehensive indus-

trialization of warfare (laid out by MacNeill

1982) had greatly increased war’s destruc-

tiveness, it had not affected war’s causes,

which lay in geopolitical relations between

states. This argument reflected the general

position of the influential ‘neo-Weberian’

school of historical sociology, which pro-

duced the most developed social theories of

warfare. For Mann (1986, 1993), warfare is

one of the four major sources of social

power, alongside economy, polity and

ideology. Likewise Anthony Giddens

(1985) identified warfare as one of the four

1to the role of nation–states as ‘bordered

power-containers’. A Marxisant version of

these theories is the argument of Kaldor

(1982) that there was a mode of warfare in

which war is produced. Building on Clau-

sewitz’s insight that battle in warfare is the

moment of ‘realization’ comparable to

exchange in commerce, she argues that there

is a cycle of war-preparation (arms produc-

tion, mobilization) leading to the deployment

of armies in actual wars and finally to battle.

All these writers insist, in contrast to the

economic determinism of Marxism and

other schools of social science, on the non-

reducibility of warfare and its contingent,

changing relations to capitalism, indus-

trialism and other dimensions of social

power. Shaw (1988) takes this case further

and argues that in twentieth-century

society, warfare actually comes to dominate

capitalism.

Most kinds of armed actor mobilize bases

in society to support their campaigns. His-

torically, the emergence of distinct warrior

classes was linked to the development of

agrarian civilizations, which produced the

surpluses that allowed large-scale states

(empires) to develop. Warriors were usually

elites socially distant from local peasant (see

peasantry) populations, but war often

required the recruitment of larger armies

from among the mass of society. In feudal

societies (see feudalism), this relationship

was institutionalized, as peasants owed the

duty of military service to their lords who in

turn owed allegiance to kings and emperors.

In modern industrial society, mass armies

were recruited from the formally free

working and peasant classes. Typically, in

late nineteenth- and twentieth-century Eur-

ope, this involved conscription, through

national schemes of universal military ser-

vice. Today, as warfare is more capital-

intensive, there has been a ‘decline of mass

armies’ (van Doorn 1975); armies are rela-

tively small and military organization is

based more on professional, all-volunteer

forces. The specialist field of military sociol-

ogy has produced an extensive literature on

the implications of these changes.

The nineteenth-century extension of mili-

tary organization into society was the classic

form of militarism, a new concept developed

to describe these new developments.

Although it is sometimes seen as primarily

ideological, as a sociological category it is

broader and describes the extensive influence

of military organizations and culture on

society.

Nevertheless the influence of militarist

ideology, glorifying military power through

newspapers, cinema, parties and the com-

mercial reproduction of military images,

was an important component of classic

militarism. However, militarisms have var-

ied considerably in ideological terms, for

example between the authoritarian mili-

tarisms of fascist regimes (see fascism), with

their extreme glorifications of war and
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armies, and the democratic (see democracy)

militarisms of liberal states, which represent

wars as unfortunate necessities.

Militarisms also vary in the intensity of

their influence of military organization and

culture on society. It is possible to talk

about militarization when military influ-

ences on society are increasing, and demili-

tarization when these influences are

weakening. The abolition of conscription

in many Western societies means that the

structural dimension of militarism has

declined, leading to the description of these

societies as post-military, or more accurately,

post-militarist (Shaw 1991). However, in

some societies, the ideological dimensions of

militarism remain strong despite the end of

mass participation in the military.

Scholars have attempted to capture the

characteristics of this new post-military

militarism. There has been a developing

armament culture as the focus of militarism

has switched from soldiers to weapons sys-

tems. Mann (1988) has influentially dis-

tinguished the spectator-sport militarism of

the masses, watching wars on television,

from the deterrence-science militarism of

the elites. Much contemporary sociological

study of war focuses on the mediation of

warfare in the mass media such as the

press, television and (in the twenty-first

century) the Internet. The media have

become increasingly a central arena of

warfare, as wars are fought out not just on

the battlefield but in other battlespaces.

Participation, civilians and war

The extensive influence of war, militaries

and military values on society has long led

scholars to focus on social participation in

war. Stanislav Andreski (1968), who pro-

duced an ambitious sociology of war,

developed the concept of the military par-

ticipation ratio: the proportion of a society

that is mobilized into the armed forces. His

thesis was that the higher the military par-

ticipation ratio, the greater the degree of

resulting social change. The social historian,

Arthur Marwick (1974), qualified this,

arguing that general wartime participation

by civilians as well as soldiers determined the

scope of social change. He highlighted the

advancement of women through their

wartime participation, although this relatively

optimistic interpretation was challenged by

feminist scholars who pointed out the lim-

ited nature of the resulting improvements

in women’s lives (see women’s movement).

This work has contributed to a develop-

ing sociology of total war. Mann (1988)

interprets the world wars as citizen wars

leading towards greater democracy in

Western societies. Shaw (1988) points out,

however, the unevenness of wartime

experiences and democratic change and the

dangers of generalizing from relatively positive

cases like Britain. Total war involved not

only total mobilization but also total

destruction, and many societies experi-

enced far more of the latter than the for-

mer. Total war was inherently degenerate

war, with systematic targeting of non-

combatants, and leading in some cases to

genocide (Shaw 2003).

This discussion highlighted the growing

importance of civilians as a social category.

Growing wartime participation had led to

the targeting of non-fighters and a general

blurring of the distinction between com-

batants and non-combatants. In the after-

math of the Second World War, however,

a growing body of international law reaf-

firmed the difference, underlining its sig-

nificance in expanded concepts of war

crimes, crimes against humanity and (a

completely new term) genocide. In the

1990s, these ideas became even more cri-

tical in the ‘new wars’ in the Balkans,

Africa and elsewhere. With the spread of

so-called ethnic ‘cleansing’, the question of

protecting civilian society became central

to the international politics of war. Sociol-

ogists were, however, slow to recognize the

significance of the civilian as a social cate-

gory.
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The decline of major interstate war and

the prevalence of hybrid and genocidal

conflicts have led to arguments about ‘new

wars’ and even the claim that war is now

‘post-Clausewitzian’ (Kaldor 1999). Since

most wars today occur in the non-Western

world, there has been a new convergence

of security and development in studying

war. Social theory has begun to focus on

the emergence of a ‘global surveillance’

mode of warfare, in which war is fought out

in the gaze of global media, publics, non-

governmental organizations and interna-

tional institutions. While governments seek

to conceal from television screens the dead

bodies that wars produce, terrorists increas-

ingly kill in spectacular ways in order to

achieve media-driven political effects.

Western governments claim to have devel-

oped, through a technologically based

‘revolution in military affairs’, new ‘preci-

sion’ weapons that enable them to avoid

civilian deaths. In practice, however,

sociologists have argued that the new

Western way of waging war centres on

containing risk to soldiers, even at the cost

of transferring it to civilians.
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MARTIN SHAW

WEALTH

‘Wealth’ is a stock; ‘income’ is a flow. In

any normal economic system, the former is

the origin of the latter, so that inequality in

the distribution of wealth tends to be asso-

ciated with income inequalities. But how

far such inequalities in the distribution of

income are directly linked to inequalities in

the distribution of wealth has been a matter

of dispute for centuries. Since the seven-

teenth century, arguments for greater poli-

tical equality have been linked to criticism

of the concentration of wealth in the hands

of a privileged few. During the nineteenth

century, socialist and communist thinkers

proposed that an egalitarian society would

be one where such concentrations would

be transferred into common property,

severing the linkage between personal and

national wealth (see egalitarianism). In

response, critics of this socialization of

private property argued that the increase of

national wealth depended upon the institu-

tion of private property and the consequent

inequities involved (see property and

property rights). Redistribution of wealth,

they suggested, would instead make every-

one poorer, robbing individuals of the

motivation and initiative upon which the

growth of the national economy depended.

This argument continues today. Pro-

gressive taxes on income and wealth are

everywhere in advanced industrial econo-

mies the norm, and much central and local
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government expenditure – on health, edu-

cation, social security and pensions – is

redistributive from the richer sections of

the population to the poorer. This tends to

equalize the financial resources available to

the broad mass of the population, indepen-

dent of their ownership of financial and

non-financial assets. Consequently, for any

given country, inequalities in the distribu-

tion of income tend to be less marked than

inequalities in the distribution of wealth.

However, conservative governments typi-

cally argue that high levels of taxation

represent a disincentive to effort. The

‘reductions’ in taxation that they propose,

or introduce, generally turn out to be

regressive, reducing taxation on the assets

and incomes of the wealthy, handing larger

marginal gains in income to the rich rather

than middle or lower income groupings.

This is sometimes supported by the argu-

ment that tax reductions of this kind pro-

vide incentives and hence increase the level

of economic activity. But the truly ‘wealthy’

in any given society make up much less

than 5 per cent of taxpayers, and around

two-thirds of the adult population generally

receive incomes at or below the arithmetic

mean. Such policies have therefore little

detectable economic impact. It is the mar-

ginal changes in the incomes of middle and

lower income groups that have the greatest

impact upon aggregate consumption.

‘Income’ is not only a flow; it is usually

in cash of one form or another. It is there-

fore relatively easy to compare inequalities

in income – even if the spending patterns

of social groups differ (see consumption).

Thorstein Veblen’s phrase ‘conspicuous

consumption’ in lifestyle – the acquisition

of high-profile consumer goods – is not to

be confused with ‘wealth’, which is a more

complex matter. Money that is saved from

income will be held in interest-bearing

bank accounts and various financial instru-

ments designed to preserve value and

increase it over time. The more sophisti-

cated the financial instruments, the more

likely they will be tied to the movements of

financial markets and exposed to the risk of

absolute losses in value. Such investments

are, however, made in the expectation that,

over a long period, the general rate of

return on such investments will be higher,

the greater the exposure to risk. Valuation

of such assets in terms of personal wealth

therefore fluctuate.

Wealth can be inherited, while incomes

generally cannot. Inequities in the distribu-

tion of wealth are thus perpetuated over

time, although it should also be noted that

historically wealth has often been passed on

through a family line in the expectation

that future generations should benefit.

Legal impediments often prevent the pre-

sent holder of ‘wealth’ from converting it

directly into a cash income. Where such

wealth is tied up in land, it is quite possible

that a ‘wealthy’ person will have a relatively

modest disposable income. Wealth might

be in the form of financial assets, but it is

more usually in land, property, works of

art, and precious metals. These can also be

acquired by the newly-wealthy as invest-

ments for the future. Given the length of

time during which such assets are held,

their nominal value will vary. Land values

may rise; they can also fall, as for instance in

late nineteenth-century Britain as a con-

sequence of agricultural depression and the

decline of rental income, on which rural

estates had typically depended. The value of

works of art will vary according to cultural

fashions and changes in taste. Precious

metals are a store of value, but one not

subject to great changes. In Britain, most

housing is owner-occupied and a propor-

tion of such assets are debt-free, so that

many households occupy their greatest

asset. Rises in nominal housing values will

increase the ‘wealth’ of home-owners, but

this increase cannot for most people be

converted into income since they live in it.

It is consequently more appropriate to treat

house ownership as a form of lifetime saving,

rather than as inter-generational accumulated
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wealth. With increased longevity the accu-

mulated lifetime assets of lower and middle

income groups will increasingly be used to

finance care in old age, the education of

children, and healthcare for family mem-

bers, running down funds built up in an

earlier working life. The physical nature of

‘wealth’ therefore varies across social clas-

ses, as does its degree of liquidity.

The preceding remarks are directed pri-

marily to the idea of personal wealth, based

on financial and non-financial assets held by

an individual person. The characteristics

which make a country ‘wealthy’ are, how-

ever, only indirectly related to this, for such

‘wealth’ is typically be held in the name of

institutions and enterprises, if not that of

governments. Why one country is ‘weal-

thier’ than another, and to what degree,

then becomes a matter of debate. In

seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Eur-

ope, for instance, it was often thought that

the larger the population, the wealthier the

country. Hence countries with a large

population (like France) were wealthier

than countries with a small population (like

the Netherlands). It became obvious, how-

ever, that the average Dutchman enjoyed a

higher level of welfare than the average

Frenchman, and so attention was directed

to the circumstances that brought this about.

Once the ‘welfare of a population’ displaces

sheer numbers, or the size of army or navy,

or the treasure of a sovereign, as the criter-

ion of ‘national wealth’, the measurement of

national wealth becomes an issue.

Economic growth, the bedrock of modern

economies, means growth of the national

income, which in turn depends on constant

investment in the physical and human

capital from which national income flows.

Measurement of growth, and therefore of

national income, dates back only to the 1930s

when, in Britain and the United States,

economists sought to determine the rela-

tionship between national income and eco-

nomic growth. Typically national accounts

record flows of income and expenditure,

and do not seek to provide a general

representation of ‘national wealth’, since

valuation is so difficult. Since the late 1990s,

however, social scientists have become

increasingly critical of national income

accounting as a reliable representation of

‘national welfare’, pointing out, for exam-

ple, that the pollution that results from high

levels of economic activity is a social cost

not added into the equation of national

welfare. Furthermore, some economists

have sought to compile ‘happiness’ indices,

which demonstrate that there is no clear

relationship between high levels of eco-

nomic growth and the general welfare of a

population. With Ruskin (1862), perhaps,

some social scientists are rediscovering that

‘there is no wealth but life’.
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KEITH TRIBE

WEBER, MAX (1864–1920)

German sociologist

Concerned that bureaucratization and

instrumental rationality threatened to era-

dicate societal dynamism, individual

autonomy, ethical responsibility, and com-

passion, Weber undertook sweeping com-

parative-historical analyses in order to

comprehend the modern West or Occident

and its dilemmas. He first sought to

demonstrate how a constellation of reli-

gious values – a Protestant ethic ([1904–5,
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1920] 2002) – ‘co-participated’ in the birth

of a ‘spirit of capitalism’ that played a cau-

sal role in calling forth modern capitalism.

To him, the economic interests of the

bourgeoisie, human greed, or a general

evolutionary process never fully explained

the broad expansion in the West of the

market economy. Through wide-ranging

comparisons with Hinduism, Buddhism,

Jainism, Confucianism, Taoism, and

ancient Judaism, Weber undertook to iso-

late, in the series ‘Economic Ethics of the

World Religions’, the particularity of the

Protestant ethic’s ‘inner-worldly asceticism’.

This massive project also aimed to describe,

by reference to economic ethics as well as

political forces and stratification, the

uniqueness of the modern West and the

causes behind its singular historical pathway.

Throughout his investigations Weber

sought, in keeping with his ideal of impartial

analysis (‘value-freedom’) and his ‘interpretive

understanding’ methodology (see Verstehen),

to reconstruct the subjective meaning of persons

in groups. His work was guided by a focus

on encompassing ‘spheres of life’, the

economy, authority, religion, status groups,

and the family and their singular juxtapo-

sitions in different social contexts. Weber’s

central methodological tool was the ideal

type. The aim of this heuristic construct

was to enable rigorous comparisons across

groupings and ultimately causal analysis

(Kalberg 1994: 98–191). Weber’s magnum

opus was Economy and Society ([1921] 1976).

Its chapters influence to this day the sociol-

ogy of religion, urban sociology, political

sociology, stratification, comparative his-

torical sociology, and sociological theory.
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STEPHEN KALBERG

WELFARE STATE

The welfare state is typically defined as a set

of state interventions that provide for life

contingencies and redress market-pro-

duced inequality. In general, welfare state

institutions are those statutory arrange-

ments that contribute to the provision for

life risks such as illness, unemployment, old

age and poverty, as well as state policies in

areas such as housing, education, personal

social services and social care. The term

‘welfare state’ became popularized after the

Second World War, referring to the

responsibility of the state for the well-being

of its citizens and the promotion of the

‘common good’. In theoretical con-

ceptualizations of the welfare state, citizenship

appears to be its most salient dimension.

Following T. H. Marshall’s (1964) evolu-

tionary scheme of the successive establish-

ment of civic, political and social rights,

scholars concur that the welfare state is the

key institutional mechanism for rendering

social rights to citizens. In contrast to phi-

lanthropic or discretionary forms of social

provision, the welfare state establishes legal

entitlements vis-à-vis the state. The over-

arching claim in Marshall’s account is that

the establishment of citizenship rights has

fundamentally transformed inequality pat-

terns within society.

Since Marshall’s theory drew mainly on

the British experience, and hence tended to

stylize a particular historical trajectory,

subsequent research has analyzed in a com-

parative frame the forces driving welfare

state development. The answers proffered

differ quite significantly. Functionalism and
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industrialization theories view the welfare

state as a response to growing socio-eco-

nomic pressures faced by all modernizing

societies as a result of urbanization, popu-

lation growth and economic development.

As welfare gaps and inequalities threatened

to undermine social peace and the process

of economic accumulation, a state appara-

tus stepped in to provide remedies in the

form of social provision. The emergence of

the welfare state, therefore, has been viewed

as a product of the ‘logic of industrializa-

tion’, with the state responding to society’s

‘objective need’ for a healthy and reliable

workforce. Conventionally, the impact of

economic development on welfare growth

has been analyzed by examining the rela-

tionship between GDP and social security

spending. On this basis, a landmark study

by Wilensky (1975) found that economic

growth – more so than political or ideologi-

cal factors – drives welfare state develop-

ment. However, the ‘politicized version’ of

the industrialization thesis highlights that

modernization is a multidimensional socie-

tal process entailing economic growth, social

and political mobilization, and the transfor-

mation of the political order through

democratization and bureaucratization

(Flora and Heidenheimer 1981).

The power resource approach has criti-

cized such approaches for their tendency to

neglect class conflict surrounding welfare

state development (Korpi 1983; Esping-

Andersen 1990). Rather than assuming the

participation of the masses as the main

determinant of welfare state expansion, they

see the growing political influence of leftist

parties and trade unions as driving welfare

state expansion. The argument fundamen-

tally questions, first, whether one can assume

an equal distribution of power between

various groups and collectivities in capi-

talist democracies, and, second, whether all

social classes and groups are interested in

collective provision. Alternatively, they con-

ceptualize the welfare state as the outcome

of class conflicts whereby different social

groups try to influence the distributive

process within society to their advantage.

The sizable variation in welfare state scope

and redistributional generosity is found to

be a function of the strength of the work-

ing class. Social democratic parties and

trade unions attempt to bring public poli-

cies closer to wage-earners’ interests and

therefore promote egalitarian measures.

According to this theory, welfare states

tend to be universal and generous in coun-

tries in which social democratic parties

were able to gain political power, whereas

they are residual and less redistributive

where working-class organizations remained

weak and politically fragmented.

The power resources approach leaves no

conceptual space, however, for other

important factors shaping the welfare state.

There is now considerable evidence that

the welfare state cannot be fully understood

merely as the pinnacle triumph of the

working class, for other forces played a

decisive role in its development. Studies

have drawn attention to the crucial role of

the middle class in calling for collective

arrangements for the reapportionment of

risk (Baldwin 1990), the role of social

elites, white-collar workers and state

employees with vested interests in public

welfare provision (De Swaan 1988), or the

interest of employers in externalizing the

social costs of production via state welfare

provision. Since the 1980s, explanations of

the welfare state have accorded greater

importance to the impact of the nature and

timing of state formation and state institu-

tional structure on social security schemes

(Weir et al. 1988).

In recent decades, scholars have invested

great effort into the development of com-

prehensive welfare state typologies. In the

most prominent example, Gosta Esping-

Andersen (1990) distinguishes three welfare

regime types, namely liberal, conservative-

continental and social democratic. Building

on Richard Titmuss’s (1958) classification

of welfare states into residual, institutional
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and industrial-achievement types, on the

one hand, and on Marshall’s suggestion

that social citizenship constitutes the core

principle of the welfare state, on the other,

Esping-Andersen clusters welfare states

according to their state-market relations,

their impact on stratification, and the degree

of de-commodification they realize. De-

commodification refers to the state enabling

citizens to make ends meet outside the

scope of labour market relations, i.e. inde-

pendent of market wages. Liberal welfare

regimes entail minimal state interference

with the market, place priority on self-help

and provide only residual, and often means-

tested benefits. Conservative regimes, in

contrast, are based heavily on social insur-

ance schemes linked to citizens’ labour-

market status and, therefore, tend to pre-

serve status differentials. The social demo-

cratic model, finally, provides universal

benefits on the basis of citizenship status, is

largely financed out of general revenues

and promotes social equality. Critics of the

Esping-Andersen typology have noted that

most countries represent composites of his

different regime types, or that certain

countries fit rather poorly. Others have

proposed additional welfare state types such

as that constituted by the Latin rim coun-

tries of Italy, Spain and Greece, or by the

‘Antipodean’ countries of Australia and

New Zealand. Feminist scholars have cri-

ticized the typology’s failure to theorize the

roles of gender relations and families, which

are fundamental to welfare production.

A contemporary strand of research exam-

ines the ‘new politics’ of the welfare state.

Rather than focusing on welfare expansion

they have begun to map the new terrain of

welfare retrenchment (Pierson 2001). In con-

trast to welfare state expansion, retrenchment

requires governments to pursue unpopular

politics that often work against the inter-

ests of both voters and well-entrenched

interest groups. As a consequence, elected

officials have to pursue policies that mini-

mize the loss of political support by directing

cuts to politically weak groups or making

cut-backs less visible. Research on the new

politics of the welfare state focuses on its

institutional and programmatic structures,

for these shape the entrenched constituencies

of interest and support. In addition, scholars

have demonstrated a renewed interest in

the relationship between welfare institu-

tions and capitalist systems. One branch of

research examines institutional affinities

between types of social security systems and

types of employment regimes (Hall and

Soskice 2001), while another investigates

whether social policies hinder or enhance

international competitiveness (Scharpf and

Schmidt 2000).
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WITTGENSTEIN, LUDWIG (1892–1953)

Austrian philosopher

Influenced by his studies with the philoso-

pher, Bertrand Russell, Wittgenstein pub-

lished his Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus

([1921] 1961). The overt theme of the

book was the construction of a perfect lan-

guage to describe the world, the grammar

of which was logic, a set of rules for manip-

ulating symbols, the meaning of which was

fixed by reference to the objects denoted.

The covert theme was moral, that the lan-

guage of science had nothing to offer for the

expression of religious longings, moral

principles, or aesthetic intuitions.

By the end of the 1920s, he had come see

that the principles on which the perfect

language of the Tractatus was based were

unrealistic. Many philosophical errors came

from subtle misunderstanding of the grammar

of the vernacular. The main themes of the

later philosophy, published after his death

in the Philosophical Investigations (1953),

included the idea of meaning as use, a

broader picture of grammar as the norms of

all kinds of correct and proper discourse,

and a new method for resolving problems.

If problems arose by mistakes in grammar –

for example, the mistake of assuming adjec-

tives were always used to ascribe properties

to substances – an overview of the way

language was actually used would reveal the

hidden misunderstanding. The ‘Private Lan-

guage Argument’ showed that language was

essentially a social phenomenon. Wittgen-

stein’s analysis of the kinds and uses of rules

was linked to criticisms of linguistic essen-

tialism and to the idea of meanings as pat-

terns of family resemblances in the uses of

verbal and written signs.
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ROM HARRÉ

WOMEN’S MOVEMENT

The term ‘women’s movement’ refers to all

collectively organized efforts to accord

women equal rights, recognition, political

power and social resources in all aspects of

society and culture. The term ‘feminism’

was introduced at end of the nineteenth

century, but has only become common

with the ‘newer’ women’s movements. As

a social, cultural and political movement, its

agenda includes a broad range of issues

entailing nothing less than a total transfor-

mation of society (Katzenstein 1987). Because

of the plurality of its forms, phases of emer-

gence, objectives, frames, social bases, and

meanings to its participants, it is appro-

priate to use the plural form women’s

movements/feminisms.

Women’s movements illustrate how mod-

ern social movements are both ‘product

and producer’ of social change. For over

200 years, women’s movements have been

given impetus by the contradiction between
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the promise of freedom and equality for all

humans and the various forms of structural

discrimination which have limited women’s

social participation and life chances. The

considerable achievements of women’s

movements have had consequences for their

subsequent forms. The metaphor of ‘waves’

applied to periods of particularly vigorous

periods of women’s activism in the nine-

teenth and twentieth centuries (in English,

termed ‘first’ and ‘second’ wave feminisms)

aptly signals that protest movements origi-

nate from still unsolved problems, and that

movements have ‘doldrums’ (Rupp and

Taylor 1990) or ‘times of breathing space’

(Gerhard 1996). However, the continued

emergence and development of initiatives

globally provide evidence of the still

unsolved concerns of women’s movements

throughout the world.

For a long time, theories of social move-

ments ignored or underestimated women’s

movements. Compared to the prototype of

the ‘old’ social movements, the workers’

movement, the concerns of women’s move-

ments were often considered ‘particularistic’,

organized around only limited needs and

interests, and thus not politically or his-

torically important. This is a misjudgement

which has since been reversed.

The analysis of women’s movements has

especially benefited from the recent inte-

gration of the theory-based European research

on new social movements with the more

empirically orientated American research

(della Porta and Diani 1999). The latter was

less interested in a new paradigm of acting

politically than in the political and institu-

tional environment in which social move-

ments operate. From this perspective,

women’s movements in the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries are a paradigmatic exam-

ple of the various concepts of social move-

ments that are of interest to theorists of both

historic and contemporary movements.

That experiences of injustice and of dis-

crimination do not automatically create

readiness for protest and collective action

can be seen by the history of women’s

movements. Gender inequality had to be

understood not as arising from individual

shortcomings or fate, but as socially con-

structed and hence amenable to social change.

To effect this understanding required poli-

tical action. Especially since women – dif-

fering on the basis of class, race and sexual

orientation among other dimensions – often

live in a dependent and intimate way with

those against whom they stand, their ‘nat-

ural’ alliance on the basis of common experi-

ence cannot be assumed (Buechler 1990).

The emergence of the European and

American women’s movements were each

embedded in specific political opportunity

structures. Women first organized in political

associations in Europe in the context of the

democratic uprisings around the revolution

of 1848 (Offen 2000). In the USA, women

were radicalized by their experiences in the

anti-slavery movement, passing ‘The

Declaration of Sentiments’ in their first con-

vention at Seneca Falls in 1848. The rise of

women’s movements and their peak at the

turn of the twentieth century, characterized

by a variety of initiatives and a great num-

ber of international organizations (Rupp

1997), coincided with a new push of mod-

ernization which highlighted the crises of

the industrial-capitalist development (Ger-

hard 2004). Similarly, the world-wide emer-

gence of a ‘new’ women’s movement at the

end of the 1960s was closely connected to

fundamental political and social change

initiated by civil rights and students’

movements in many countries of the West,

as well as by liberation and independence

movements in the countries of the South.

The increased participation of women in

paid labour and improved educational

opportunities also fuelled the higher demands

and expectations which accompanied an

atmosphere of social reform.

American social movement research

emphasized access to new resources, such

as work, money, education and avenues of

communication, as creating improved
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conditions for political action. Feminists

have criticized this resource mobilization

approach, arguing that it relies too heavily

on a model of rational choice, which treats

people as abstract individuals, thus uni-

versalizing the experience of white, western

middle-class men, and not taking the role

of emotions, grievances, and values into

account.

The creation of collective action and

awareness of common experiences of injustice

need more than rational strategies. Also

required is a sense of belonging, a shared set

of beliefs and solidarity – an emergence of

collective identities. Mobilization of followers

works by forming groups and informal

networks which become a movement only

in the form of ‘mobilized networks of net-

works’. The importance of friendship and

kin relations among women – symbolically

expressed by the term ‘sisterhood’ – and

thus of a ‘female culture’ as a basis of

women’s politicization and empowerment

must be recognized (Wiesen-Cook 1979),

particularly also in international co-oper-

ation. Friendship, emotions, social and

intellectual networks can be of the same

importance for mobilizing as organized

campaigns and lobby work. Also in the case

of the new women’s movement, the con-

cept of a ‘We’ and the formation of a col-

lective identity were supported by social

practices, rituals, symbols like the women’s

symbol, certain colours and fashions, and

by gender-sensitive speech. The formation

of consciousness-raising groups was a new

and effective method for mobilizing and

was, at the same time, a collective learning

process. But the politics of personal identity

may also be conflictual and exclusionary

Thus, black feminists’ criticism of white,

Western feminism, focusing on the differ-

ences among women and intersection with

other social classifications such as race, class,

religion and sexual orientation, triggered

off a process of fracturing feminist theory

and de-constructing the idea of gender,

which contributed to the de-stabilizing of

any idea of a unified women’s movement.

For younger women, not coming from

active participation in a women’s move-

ment, ‘the generation of a new intellectual

tradition of feminist theory’ may be ‘one

major form of action for creating solidarity’

( Jenson 1995) via gender studies programs.

The objectives and reasons for mobiliz-

ing to form a movement are captured in

social movement research by the concept of

framing. Framing includes the interpreta-

tions and explanatory patterns, and the sta-

ging of subjects of protest, which set the

goals of mobilization as well as convince

and unite followers. The struggles and fac-

tional conflicts within the various wings of

the women’s movements in past and pre-

sent reflect not only their historically dif-

ferent conditions but different frames.

There are many examples here: at the turn

of the twentieth century, the ideological

conflicts between liberal (or bourgeois),

radical, and socialist feminists; in the

inter-war period, differences between

representatives of a ‘welfare feminism’, the

so-called maternalists, and egalitarians

(Banks 1986); in the 1970s and after, the

international debates of feminists about

patriarchy and/or capitalism, about equal

rights versus autonomy, about the priority

of eco-feminism, pacifism, or anti-racism.

Just as varied were the issues which were

put onto the political agenda: women’s

legal and political rights, violence against

women, reproductive choice and abortion,

sexual freedom, employment opportunities,

and women’s political participation and

representation. In retrospect, the debate

which dominated theoretical controversy at

the end of the twentieth century about the

dualism of equality and difference proved

to be a ‘false dichotomy’ – in Joan Scott’s

words ‘the antithesis itself hides the inter-

dependence of the two terms, for equality

is not the elimination of difference, and

difference does not preclude equality’

(Scott 1990). The central theme which has

connected the fights for equal rights and
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recognition since Olympe de Gouges’s

(1791) Declaration of the Rights of Women and

Citizen with the challenges of the twenty-

first century is the unrealized promise of

full citizenship, with political, civil, and

social rights for all people, including women,

thus exposing the women’s movement as

one of the key features of civil society.
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UTE GERHARD

WORK

Social theory and philosophy has been per-

plexed by the subject of work since Aris-

totle. What counts as work? Does work fulfil

us or damage us and is it possible to talk of

good work and bad work? Have men and

women freely chosen work or have they

succumbed to an ideology of work? How

are the rewards of work determined and

distributed and what are the costs of doing

more work? How does work change?

‘Work’ is often synonymous with paid

employment but, in the second half of the

twentieth century, feminist writers pointed

out that much of the work of the world

received no payment at all. Most of this

unpaid work – housework, child-care, car-

ing for the aged and infirm, volunteering –

was performed by women (see women’s

movement). This rediscovery of unpaid

work occurred just as it was becoming clear

that much of it was being converted into

paid work. More and more people were

being drawn into paid employment and

many were now earning enough to be able

to buy machines that would do their unpaid

work for them or to pay other people to do

that work instead. All forms of unpaid

work diminished as they were squeezed

between paid employment and leisure time.

Theorists and philosophers from Aristotle

to Keynes had imagined that work of all

kinds, not just unpaid work, would dimin-

ish over time as the need for work dimin-

ished. Marcuse and subsequently Gorz

(1989) suggested that the reason why work

had not become a scarce good must be that
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a great deal of paid work was not actually

necessary. The obsessive pursuit of growth

prevented people from scrutinizing the cri-

teria used to determine what counted as

work and how much work there should be.

Others argued that reducing the amount of

work, or even halting its growth, would

send the economy into a deflationary spiral.

Gorz’s answer was to have the state pay

people to reduce their working hours,

although this was not to be seen as payment

for domestic work such as child-care. Gorz

insisted that society should seek to resist the

tide of economic rationality that turned all

our free time into money and that use of

quasi-servants for domestic work was morally

questionable.

Other theorists have focused on changes

in the way work gives opportunities for

self-expression and social interaction. Marx

put the disappearance of such opportunities

in the capitalist workplace at the centre of

his theory of alienation, but Freud and

Durkheim thought that work remained of

value for the opportunities it afforded for

social interaction and cohesion. A popular-

ized synthesis of their ideas was propagated

by the Human Relations School in the

middle of the twentieth century. In the

second half of the century, however, the-

orists began to worry about the effect of the

changing character of work on individuals

and society. Thus, Sennett (1998) sug-

gested that the kind of insecure work that

he thought was growing was leading to the

devaluing of resolution and commitment, a

process he summarized as the ‘corrosion of

character’.

The young Engels ([1845] 1958) was less

worried about alienation than about the

damage that particular kinds of work could

do, especially to workers’ health. In the

second half of the twentieth century, it was

the developing countries which seemed to

have more than their fair share of danger-

ous and damaging work. Theorists since

Max Weber had often suggested that such

work disappeared as development pro-

ceeded since such work was necessarily of

low productivity, and therefore incompa-

tible with modernization. Yet very large

pockets of such work have persisted even in

the most developed economies.

From the 1950s social theory began to

pay attention to the rather less obvious

damage that might be caused by white-

collar work. C. Wright Mills (1953) drew

attention to the way white-collar workers

had to give of their very selves – in a way

that blue-collar workers were spared – in

pursuit of organizational ends. Whyte (1956)

described an ideology which rationalized

the business organization’s demand for loy-

alty from its employees and legitimated the

abandonment of American individualism.

According to this ‘social ethic’, the group

was the source of creativity. Individuals’

most pressing need (particularly where they

were geographically mobile) was to belong

to groups. The human sciences were

therefore to be trusted to untangle those

misunderstandings that made it seem as if

there was conflict between the individual

and the organization. This social ethic fos-

tered an assumption that morality necessa-

rily coincided with the ends of the

organization.

Nearly 30 years later, Hochschild (1983)

examined the ways in which flight atten-

dants on airplanes were meant to change

the way they allowed their moral judge-

ment to influence their behaviour to meet

the ends of economic rationality. Morality

for Hochschild was being domesticated for

commercial purposes. In her subsequent

research, the more general emphasis on

human resources in modern corporations

was taken as a sign that employers wanted

to train their staff in attributes that might

once have been identified with everyday

civility but were now packaged as customer

care (Hochschild 1997).

Morality also makes an appearance in argu-

ments about whether people want to work

or not. Weber ([1904–5] 1958) famously

discussed the way, at a point in the history
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of capitalism, that individuals developed an

attachment to work best understood as a

moral compulsion: the Protestant ethic.

But this compulsion was succeeded in time

by the economic rationality of ‘the spirit of

capitalism’ and the moral element appar-

ently withered away, so that it was now

only the idea of accumulating possessions

that drove people to work. Today, there is

a widespread public discourse, closely

associated with neo-liberalism, that work

makes possible both autonomy and social

worth, together with the resources to live

well. Whyte (1956), however, thought that

‘organization man’ had submitted to a new

ideology of work.

The relationship between work and

morality has also been central to thinking

about the way workers, especially manual

workers, set limits on the amount of work

they perform. By the 1970s the idea of a

fair day’s work for a fair day’s pay had

developed with the absorption of men and

women into the capitalist workplace. The

desire to counter, or manipulate, the col-

lective enforcement of socially inspired, and

sanctioned, output norms was a major sti-

mulus to management thinking and the spread

of a new ideology of work, as described by

Anthony (1977).

Despite the evidence that successive

generations of managers have drawn on

their ingenuity in order to extract more

work from their employees, the ideas that

employees themselves entertain about the

value of their work have rarely counted in

procedures establishing the rewards that

different kinds of work should receive.

According to Hannah Arendt (1967),

although the re-evaluation of all values that

had occurred after the Enlightenment seemed

to celebrate labour for the first time, it was

only the productive kind of labour that was

moved up to the top of the hierarchy of

values. Arendt found clear continuity with

the values of antiquity in which the activ-

ities through which people could make

their mark on the world were seen as the

ones that mattered. In contrast to work

which made a mark, labour was made

necessary by the permanent treadmill of

producing what must be consumed to stay

alive. Labour produced goods which were

immediately consumed and made no lasting

ethical contribution. Therefore, this labour

remained at the bottom of the hierarchy of

values and was rewarded accordingly.

Arendt’s analysis of the downgrading of

‘labour’ in relation to ‘work’ appears to be

confirmed by a variety of theoretical posi-

tions and empirical observations in sociol-

ogy. For example, there are those who

share with structural functionalism the belief

that differentials in pay reflect the differ-

entiated nature of work. In this view, the

market ensures that work that is more

valuable to society is better rewarded. Since

the market is the measure, the skills of the

workers undertaking the most valuable

work must be naturally scarce or hard to

learn. These limitations on the supply of

such workers guarantee that demand will

exceed supply and, therefore, that such

skills will be rewarded differently. From

within the hierarchy of values Arendt

describes, this equation of value and scar-

city makes sense. Arendt’s labour may be

vitally necessary to the continuation of life

but it has the lowest value. Intellectual and

moral discomfort about the taken-for-

granted nature of the hierarchy may be

reduced with the introduction of the idea

that the people who are capable of more

valuable work must undertake more edu-

cation and training in order to be acquire

the necessary skills and therefore deserve

greater rewards. But this ‘human capital’

theory begs the question of whether such

education and training really do make people

more productive or whether they simply

provide them with credentials which legit-

imate their greater rewards (Collins 1979).

It is possible to be more critical of this

hierarchy of values while still retaining a pro-

minent role for the market. This is parti-

cularly common in theories where
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differential rewards are thought to have

something to do with class and status. The

idea that social groups have a hand in

shaping the distribution of the rewards for

work has a long pedigree. Galbraith (1958)

described a ‘new class’ of mental labourers

as the natural replacement for the old lei-

sure class. Collins (1979) and Parkin (1979)

followed Weber in arguing that groups

accomplished the ‘social closure’ which

helped them to achieve a degree of mono-

poly which created the necessary excess of

demand over supply from which greater

rewards would follow. In the theory of

social closure, scarcity becomes a product

of agency, but the market still dictates the

level of rewards.

Yet the theoretical opportunities opened

up by stepping outside the hierarchy of

values described by Arendt have not been

fully explored. To begin this process we

must consider whether social groups may

be the agents who devise and reproduce the

hierarchy itself. Bourdieu (1986) proposed

that in order to understand differential

rewards for work we need to understand

the way that social groups construct the fra-

meworks within which competition takes

place. From such a viewpoint, the values

given to various kinds of work do not

reflect scarcity, or even contrived scarcity,

or people’s propensity to invest in them-

selves. Rather, they reflect culture and power.

Two concluding points can be made in

these connections. The first concerns the

unpaid labour which tends to disappear

from view. The view of work in the home

as unpaid drudgery which destroys the

soul – a view notably associated with the

thought of Simone de Beauvoir – now

commands a wide following. As Hochs-

child points out, in these circumstances it is

not surprising that people do not want to

do unpaid work, including child-care. The

key agency in respect of this cultural

change has not been class but gender. We

must not think that the hierarchy of values

described by Arendt actually refers to the

value attached by everyone to this kind of

labour, since gender was the key implicit

dimension in Arendt’s distinction between

work and labour. The values attached to work,

as distinct from labour, had always been male:

men undertook the productive activity in

Arendt’s sense (for example, they produced

use-values), whereas labour, and particularly

any labour connected with children, was

not only of very little value but was under-

taken by women. Where women had once

held to a rather different hierarchy of values,

the intensification of feminist battles in the

1960s made more and more women attrac-

ted to this ‘male’ view of work. They no

longer valued child-care or home-making

enough to want to do it themselves. With

women joining men in the same hierarchy

of values, with labour at the bottom and

productive work at the top, the seeds were

sown for battles between partners who were

now equally determined to avoid doing the

low value labour and to prioritize their

engagement with real, productive work.

A final point concerns the way in which

work is created and what the future of

work may be. It makes little sense to think

about this hierarchy of values without also

thinking about the way work is created.

The constitution of places in the division of

labour should not be taken for granted or

assumed to be inevitably determined by

imperatives of technology, efficiency or

profit. The distribution of tasks in the

division of labour, just as much as the dis-

tribution of income, is a function of the

distribution of power, which can be chal-

lenged. Social groups create the work of

the future in a way that suits their interests

and their values. They may be able to

recreate an existing monopoly of the sort

described by social closure theory and

thereby transfer their privileged status. But

this process can also be subverted, by social

movements. There is no certainty that men

and women will always adhere to the hier-

archy of values they have inherited from

tradition.
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RALPH FEVRE

WORKING CLASS

The working class, composed of formally

free, propertyless wage labour, formed in

European social history as a comprehensive

class during capitalist industrialization

after the eighteenth century. Agrarian and

craft populations migrated to growing manu-

facturing regions, dominated by insecure

life and work conditions and massified

experiences of urban housing, factories and

institutions. This process did not, however,

lead immediately to class unity or solidarity.

Class links grew within regional communities

but were marked initially and recurrently

by strong differences of occupational skills

and ethnicity and religion and by the effects

of periodic migration. In many regions and

nations, wage labourers remained embedded

in small ownership milieus. Sociologists and

historians discuss how such a ‘class in itself ’

historically became, or becomes, a ‘class for

itself’, with a distinct social and political

identity. For a long while since the nine-

teenth century, the working class was dis-

tinguished in popular discourse from

disreputable and precarious Lumpenproletar-

iat. Marxism expected rising class antag-

onisms to transforming the workers into a

revolutionary proletariat, homogenized by

de-skilling and expropriation. The term

‘proletariat’ became widely used in popular

Marxism, which expected capitalism to dis-

solve the middle classes into the factory

proletariat, being deskilled, exploited, and

demoralized. United by factory discipline,

it would overthrow capitalism, instructed

by communist theory and parties. In reality,

however, historians such as E.P. Thompson

(1963) found that among industrial workers

– especially among Irish immigrants –

‘immiseration’ produced fatalism, while other

data disproved general wage decreases. In

the British case, class consciousness came to

be formed among the skilled working clas-

ses and their traditions of dissent, opposing

not so much machinery as political repres-

sion. Conflicts were antagonistic mainly

only as exceptions. After 1848, movements

turned to more institutionalized struggles

for civil and economic rights. By the turn

of the nineteenth century, class homo-

geneity did develop, but less as a class than

as a segregated world of neighbourhoods,

associations, trade unions and political par-

ties. This latter movement was at first led

by the ethos and worldview of the skilled

labourers, based on a practical reformism

that strove for respectability, better social

conditions, for education and for a demo-

cratic redistribution of power within the

capitalist system.
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In Russia, where social and economic rights

had been denied, Lenin revived the revolu-

tionary model. Where Rosa Luxemburg

([1906] 1971) argued that skilled workers,

participating in power conflicts, could

develop autonomous political competences,

Lenin held trade union consciousness was

insufficient: workers needed leadership from

party intellectuals. The Russian revolution

followed Lenin, and the vision of proletarian

abolition of domination became the legit-

imating ideology for domination over the

working class.

In Western Europe by the 1920s, all these

processes of class integration were challenged

by a new contrary movement, caused by

extended capitalist accumulation and by

significant growth in service employment

in clerical positions. Here the debate was

whether the ‘old middle estate’ became

proletarianized or just reconverted to a new

middle estate. Mooser (1984), analyzing the

case of West German workers since 1900,

states that classic proletarization marked by

urbanization, industrialization and de-skilling

belongs to a phase ending in the 1920s.

Thereafter occupational upward mobility

continued and life chances were consolidated

‘beyond proletarity’ (see also Blauner 1964).

In the 1960s, the combination of increased

wage labour and further processes of

deproletarianization converged in a differ-

entiated employee class in many countries.

On the one hand, interrupted by fascist

periods, manual workers lost their precarious

standards through skill-upgrading, institu-

tionalized collective bargaining, through the

welfare state and through the achievement

of greater of employment rights. EvenMarxist

commentators such as Marcuse predicted

the end of the working class at this time,

due to embourgeoisement, consumerism

and ideological manipulation. Marcuse also

modified the model for rebellious intellec-

tuals: as workers were ‘integrated’, funda-

mental opposition could only come from

marginalized groups or from the Third

World. For others, such as Dahrendorf and

Geiger, class conflict had become ‘institu-

tionalized’ and in this sense domesticated.

Recent research has confirmed, however, that

against a background of continued domina-

tion from employers, a working class identity

persisted in this period, although the con-

tinuous sense of identity and solidarity was

less of an ‘emotional’ character and more of

a rational, instrumental nature based around

efforts of labour organizations (Goldthorpe et

al. 1968; Vester 1998). By the end of the

1960s, service employees, growing to a

majority, had converged with workers in a

largely common ‘employee mentality’, based

on similar experiences and common atti-

tudes towards employers and state authorities

(Vester 2005). By 1970, two thirds of the

working population worked in small and

medium-sized enterprises, while four fifths

owned their housing. ‘Affluence’ remained

modest, as rising incomes and savings were

mainly used for consumer needs, including

housing, equipments, cars and vacations, paid

by intensified labour and increasingly female

employment. In Germany the skilled working

class became more homogeneous, as new

Turkish immigrants and former east German

migrants took their places below skilled

labour. At the better end, children left for

qualified service jobs which often remained

functional for industry, still employing around

35 per cent of the active population.

After 1970, these developments continued,

but unemployment, skill polarization, immi-

gration and welfare state deregulations

increased, in competition with developing

countries and their rising classical working

classes. Sustained re-skilling (Blauner 1964;

Piore and Sabel 1984) produced new dif-

ferentiations of employee milieus, increasingly

turning white collar workers into a ‘new

employee milieu’, distinguished from the

more traditional employee class factions and

the precarious underclass milieus. Indeed

their sense of difference from the bourgeois

classes did not diminish in the 1970s and

1980s (Vester 1998). Class culture was not

lost in the face of the rise of what many
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sociologists now call ‘post-materalist values’,

but rather was modified and modernized (Hall

and Jefferson 1977). Indeed it can be argued

that political camps since the 1980s have ero-

ded less than expected (Vester 1998, 2005).

Class alliances are still predominantly aligned

with conservative, social-democratic and lib-

eral attitudes to the welfare state. But public

questioning of the meaning of social justice

has risen considerably since the last years of the

twentieth century, as welfare state concepts

move into crisis and standards of social secur-

ity stagnate and become precarious even for

members of the large employee middle class.
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MICHAEL VESTER

WORLD SYSTEMS THEORY

World systems theory is an approach which

takes the world as a whole as its unit of analy-

sis. World systems theory in its early mani-

festations is certainly of Marxist origin because

it was Marx and Engels who developed the

first intrinsically global account of capital-

ism in their seminal Communist Manifesto of

1848. In their picture, capitalism’s key feature

was its inherent restlessness due to compe-

tition on an ever higher scale. Consequently,

entrepreneurs are driven to technological

improvement and the cutting of prices in

order to stay in the market or to tap new

markets. In turn, Lenin portrayed the con-

sequences of this competitive mechanism on

the international level. Where Marx

remained still primarily interested in domestic

class struggle between the bourgeoisie and

the proletariat, Lenin envisioned an inter-

national class struggle resulting from the ‘laws

of capitalist production’. This inherent ten-

dency for capitalist expansion would even-

tually drive capitalism to conquer the globe.

Thus Lenin and Rosa Luxemburg saw

imperialism as the latest stage of developed

capitalism, with the First World War as the

logical outcome of the competition among

capitalist nation-states for colonies and for

new dependent markets.

After the Second World War, it was above

all Latin American thinkers who took up

this theoretical legacy in order to make

sense of economic underdevelopment in Latin

America. In this perspective, economic back-

wardness in South America was a direct effect

of the exploitation by core capitalist econo-

mies of the West, mainly Europe and the

USA. ‘Dependency theory’, as this type of

reasoning came to be called, became

increasingly popular among the Left in the

West, although Cardoso, one of its creators,

abandoned this theory long before even-

tually becoming president of Brazil.

In contemporary social theory, world

systems theory has developed along three

basic lines of thought. First and foremost,

ImmanuelWallerstein distinguished between
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(1) core countries, making up the eco-

nomically developed centre, (2) the semi-

periphery, and (3) the periphery and the

external arena (see centre and periphery).

In this view, it is the capitalist world econ-

omy emerging in the sixteenth century in

Europe which has shaped the world. The

countries of the core comprising England,

the Netherlands, France and – somewhat

later – Germany created modern capitalistic

enterprises in the process of industrializa-

tion. By contrast, southern Europe, the

semi-periphery, remained comparatively stag-

nant and dependent upon the core. The

periphery consisted of Eastern Europe and

the rest of the world. But here too, at the

outer fringes, Wallerstein distinguishes

between the periphery and what he calls the

‘external arena’. During the time of Eur-

opean take-off, the external arena consisted

of Africa and large parts of Asia which

remained isolated from world exchange and

trade. This was then followed by the era of

colonialism and later by the intervention of

large corporations, drawing these con-

tinents into the world economy. At the

same time, the core was extended from

Europe to Japan and the USA by the sec-

ond half of the twentieth century. What

never changed throughout this process,

however, was the same basic pattern of

exploitation whereby First world countries

profit from the less developed world.

Despite the advantage of treating the

world as system dominated by global capit-

alism, however, one weakness of Waller-

stein’s approach is his exclusive concentration

on the capitalist economy to the detriment

of political and cultural factors. This is the

line of reasoning taken among others by

John W. Meyer (see Meyer et al. 1997) and

Niklas Luhmann. What Meyer and his

collaborators observe is a striking degree of

political and cultural conformity toward glo-

bal models at the level of institutions such

as education and political constitutions.

Throughout the world after the Second

World War, more and more independent

nation-states exhibit similar patterns as to

what it means to be a ‘good nation-state’,

to serve one’s people, and to create ‘good

schooling’. For Meyer, the challenge is

how to explain this surprising pattern of

convergence in an economically and ideo-

logically divided world. On the one hand,

associations, professions and academics set

up new standards in different domains of

social life, only to see them established on a

world-wide scale. On the other hand,

establishment ‘on paper’ does not necessarily

mean establishment in practice. The ‘brave

new world’ creates new forms of strife,

particularly if the differences between the

ideal on paper and practical reality are

addressed by non-governmental actors and

social movements as unjust inequality.

Another approach is developed by Niklas

Luhmann. From an early stage in his work,

Luhmann sought to make sense of the glo-

bal interconnectedness of the world. Mod-

ern society is characterized by functional

differentiation with social systems specia-

lised in different areas such as the economy,

polity, education and science. Yet this

domestic process in one modern society

needs a common reference point which is

not necessarily a system. Luhmann calls this

entity the ‘world society’ – a kind of global

imaginary whose smallest common denomi-

nator is ‘communicative reachability’. Being

within communicative reach thus marks

the limits of world society for Luhmann.

All three of these types of world systems

theory are far from satisfactory: Wallerstein

is too economistic, Meyer too idealistic,

and Luhmann perhaps too abstract. But all

three approaches demonstrate the fruitful-

ness of conceptualizing the world as a social

unit. In this respect, world systems theory is

part and parcel of globalization studies.
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HANS-PETER MÜLLER

WORLD-VIEW

A ‘world-view’ is the total set of beliefs,

values and basic background assumptions

held in common by a group of people or

culture, either self-consciously (as in an

ideology, discourse or paradigm) or uncon-

sciously (as intuition, faith or myth). The

modern roots of reflection on world-views

lie in late eighteenth and early nineteenth

century German-language debates about cul-

ture and language (Hamann and Herder)

and about universal reason and world history

(Kant and Hegel). A century later Wilhelm

Dilthey developed an explicit theory of

world-views (Weltanschauungslehre) as part of

his broader theory of the human sciences

(Geisteswissenschaften). Dilthey’s project was

extended, criticized, and modified across the

century in Weber’s interpretive sociology,

in Husserl’s phenomenology, and in Man-

nheim’s sociology of knowledge. Discus-

sion of world-views in twentieth-century

social theory has been animated by three

kinds of concerns: anxieties about cultural

difference and relativism; an ideological

concern to convert others to one’s own

world-view (most notably by the world reli-

gions and ideological sects of social and

political movements); and attempts to pre-

serve the free agency and creativity of humans

and of culture over and against structural

logics and systems. The most important inter-

locutors on notions of world-view as reflec-

tions of socio-economic location have

absorbed Weber as much as Marx in their

work. They include Lukács on reification

and Gramsci on hegemony and counter-

hegemonic culture. In England, William

Hoggart’s ‘uses of literacy’, E.P. Thompson’s

‘moral economy’ and Raymond Williams’s

‘structures of feeling’ provided a conceptual

template for two decades of cultural studies.

In the sociology of religion, there have

been attempts to differentiate world-view

from ideology, church-sect-mysticism (after

Troeltsch), enculturation and belief. Today,

the world-religions, Americanism, anti-

Americanism, and the globalization of the

world-system all appear as contenders to

replace the world-views that previously

dominated ‘the age of ideologies’ as Samuel

Huntingdon (1996) has controversially sta-

ted.
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ŽIŽEK, SLAVOJ (1949– )

Slovenian theorist

Žižek is today’s most prominent exponent

of the psychoanalytical approach to cul-

tural and social phenomena. He extends

the insights of the psychoanalyst Jacques

Lacan from the clinical field to many other

areas, including popular culture, opera, lit-

erature, philosophy and politics. Žižek

employs Lacanian categories such as ‘enjoy-

ment’, ‘fantasy’, ‘the imaginary’, ‘the real’,

and ‘the symbolic’ as tools for social analysis.

These allow him to re-invigorate the theory

of ideology, arguing that ideology does not

consist in forms of ‘distorted representation’,

as stated by Marxism, but in the very oblit-

eration or imaginary concealment of the

inherent limit of all social objectivity. This

limit, which Lacan calls ‘the real’, shows

itself in the social field in the form of

antagonism and class struggle. Similarly,

Žižek argues that the subject must be con-

ceptualized along Lacanian lines as a lack in

the symbolic structure of the social, rather

than being determined by the latter – as

classical structuralist theorists claimed.

Žižek’s work, together with those of other

members of the so-called Slovenian Laca-

nian school, has made a considerable

impact on current post-structuralist theo-

rizing and cultural studies.

Major works

(1989) The Sublime Object of Ideology. London:
Verso.

(1991) For They Know Not What They Do. London:
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